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ABSTRACT

On Supreme Bliss: A Study of the History 

and Interpretation of the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

David Barton Gray

This thesis explores the development of an important Indian Buddhist scripture, the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra, and the tradition of exegesis and practice based upon it* It consists 

of an edition and translation of the first four chapters of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, as well 

as a translation of the corresponding portion of Tsongkhapa^ Total Illumination o f the 

Hidden Meaning, a Tibetan commentary on this scripture. These texts are contextualized 

via efforts to define 4Tantric Buddhism^ as it is understood by the tradition itself, and via 

explorations of both the intellectual and socio-historical contexts within which Tantric 

Buddhism developed, and the ways in which different subtraditions within it were 

elaborated and categorized.

It is argued that a common element of Tantric traditions is their resistance to the 

hegemonic ideology of caste. An exploration of this ideology and Buddhist resistance to it 

is undertaken. Tantric discourse was deployed as a form of resistance against caste 

ideology, but also constituted a counter ideology, which centered around the figure of the 

guru as a nexus of power and authority, and articulated in the model of the mandala.

The Cakrasamvara Tantra is notable for the strong presence of 4iaon-Buddhist 

eiements,\  The Cakrasamvara Tantra is a composite text drawing from diverse sources, 

and while it probably reached its final form in a Buddhist monastic context, there is 

significant textual evidence suggesting that it was the prcxluct of a non-monastic, renunciant 

milieu in which sectarian identification was not particularly relevant. The Cakrasamvara 

Tantra is, in Lévi-Strauss' terms, a bricolage. It provides a particularly striking example of 

the processes of adaptation and reinterpretation which have continually led to the



development o f religious traditions. The Cakrasamvara^ identification as a Buddhist 

tradition was the result of the efforts of commentators in India who constructed it as such, 

and by Tibetan commentators, who completed this process of adaptation.
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more information concerning these texts see the Bibliography of Primary Sources below. 
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Chapter One

The Study of the Cakrasamvara Tantra: 

Contextualizing the Tantric

1

Historically, this work began with a study of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, an Indian 

Buddhist scripture which was composed, as will be argued below, by the eighth century, as 

well as a commentary on it, The Total Illumination o f the Hidden Meaning, written by the 

Tibetan savant Tsongkhapa (1357-1419 CE). The resulting edition and translation of the 

first four chapters of the Tantra and a translation of the corresponding commentary are 

included as appendices to this work. This work as a whole centers upon issues that arose 

in the context of studying these works, and in particular with the issues of the production of 

the mandala and the rites of initiation conducted therein, which are the subjects of the first 

four chapters of the Tantra.

An overriding goal of this work is to place the Cakrasamvara Tantra lit the context 

of the tradition of study and practice that centers on it, and to shed light in particular on the 

history of its development in India, and, to a lesser extent, its transmission to Tibet, which 

began during the tenth century. This first chapter begins with an attempt to clear the 

ground, so to speak, by exploring some of the misrepresentations of Buddhist and Tantric 

traditions that have been propounded by past generations of Orientalist scholars. While 

these mistakes are unlikely to be repeated by present day scholars, as the views were once 

widely held and are perhaps still held by those who are not specialists it is worthwhile to 

briefly address them. This is followed by a definition of the Tantric, and an exploration of 

the “origins” of Tantric traditions, which are held here to be multiple.

This study seeks to contextualize the Cakrasamvara Tantra by exploring the way 

in which it was studied and practiced in India and Tibet. This means that it is not sufficient 

to study, for example, simply a Tantra, but that attention should also be paid to its 

interpretation. With the Cakrasamvara Tantra there is fortunately a very large amount of



commentaries, which reveal the variant ways in which a scripture is interpreted. There are 

also many ritual manuals, the study of which can reveal how specific elements of a 

scripture are selected and articulated to produce a tradition of practice dependent upon the 

scripture, but are in effect independent elements which characterize the distinct lineages of 

practice all of which arise and diverge from the root scripture.

It is also important to place Buddhist Tantric traditions in the context of the larger 

Mahayâna Buddhist tradition in which they developed. Liu wrote that “though Tamrism 

was a general phenomenon among Indian religions of this period, Buddhist Tantrism had 

its own track of development and was based on Mahâyâna thought and practices.”

(1998:28) Chapter Two attempts to prove Liu^ point by arguing that many of the 

transgressive aspects of Tantric discourse are only understandable when placed in the larger 

context of Mahâyàna Buddhist discourse, within which they are largely comprehensible.

There are two reasons why it is important to address the transgressive elements of 

the Cakrasamvara Tantra. One is that these elements, which particularly attracted the 

interest of past scholars, were often misinterpreted precisely because these scholars did not 

take into account the larger intellectual context in which they were written and considered 

meaningful. Placing them in this context, however, will not only correct past 

misinterpretations, but also allow the formulation of a more sophisticated model of Tantric 

polities and politics. In short, it will be argued in this work that Tantric traditions should 

not be considered as “otherworldly” and “spiritual” traditions within which concern with 

^worldly11 matters such as sexuality are aberrations. Rather, Tantric traditions were very 

much concerned with this world and its politics, and rather than transcend the world per se, 

Tantric practitioners sought a mastery within the world. Rather than bifurcating the cosmos 

into mundane and transcendent realms and seeking to escape from the former to the latter, 

the Buddhist Tantric cosmos was composed of interdependent, hierarchical levels 

throughout which the adept seeks to attain mastery. This Weltanschauung contributed to



the development of distinct Tantric political and social ideologies, which contributed to the 

dissemination of the traditions throughout Asia.

3

Chapter Three seeks to contextualize this Tantric discourse, by looking in particular 

at the social ideology found within it. In particular, it explores an important tendency found 

in Tantric texts such as the Cakrasamvara Tantra, which is the presence of discourse 

which runs counter to the dominant hegemonic ideology of the caste system. In this 

chapter the nature of this ideology is explored as well as several of the Buddhist responses 

to it, including those occurring in Tantric texts. It will be argued that while Tantric 

discourse can be understood as resisting this dominant ideology, it also has its own, 

counter-ideology, which focuses on the establishment of the guru as an alternate figure of 

authority. This ideology was influential in India, where it succeeded in establishing itself as 

an alternative but probably never dominant viewpoint, but in Tibet it was particularly 

influential, and continues to this day to serve as a central paradigm of authority in Tibetan 

communities.

It will also be argued that elements of Tantric discourse, such as its mythology and 

rituals, since they lack any fixed or intrinsic meaning or function, could be and in fact were 

articulated in different ways and in different social contexts to ftilfill different purposes. 

Hence the same rite, such as the rite of initiation, could be understood as an act of resistance 

to the dominant caste ideology in India, while also constructing an alternative hierarchy 

centering around the figure of the guru. Not only rites, but also myths and deities, are 

adapted to different contexts and appropriated by different traditions and are transformed in 

the process. From a broader perspective, it will be argued that religious traditions in 

general derive from diverse origins, and are the products of ever-changing demands of the 

societies in which they function.

Chapter Four seeks to clarify the place the Cakrasamvara Tantra in the field of 

Buddhist scholarship, and thus describes the place of the Cakrasamvara Tantra in the 

schemes of Indian and Tibetan Buddhist doxography, and its relationship to the large body
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of works which are traditionally associated with it. As some of these taxonomic schemes 

deliberately correlate the texts to social categories, an exploration of Tantric Buddhist 

doxography is relevant to the larger issue of the social history.

Chapter Five looks at the textual history of the Tantras in general, arguing that while 

the ultimate origin(s) of the Tantras are probably unknowable, available evidence points 

toward the entry of Tantric traditions into the monasteries during the seventh century, with 

their widespread adoption in the monastic context underway by the eighth century. This is, 

it will be argued, the most likely period of composition of the Cakrasamvara Tantra.

Chapter Six deals directly with the Cakrasamvara Tantra itself, which hitherto 

remained a peripheral presence in this study. Both the form and content of its text is 

surveyed, and a genealogy of sorts is conducted, which explores the texts, both Buddhist 

and Hindu, which can be understood as influencing it, either directly or indirectly. It 

concludes with a look at the Buddhist deity tfcruka^ the central deity of this text， and in 

particular an exploration of the myth of Heruka's subduing of Bhairava and Kâlarâtri, 

which played an important role in the dissemination of this tradition to Tibet and the 

Himalayan regions.

One of the central problems that faces the scholar of Tantric traditions is their 

obscurity, which has hindered the development of the field of Tantric studies* despite the 

importance of Tantric traditions in both Indian and, with Buddhist traditions in particular, 

Asian religious history. It is probably mainly for this reason that they have received 

relatively little recognition in the West, despite the achievement of Japanese scholars, who 

have written extensively on the topic, although principally from the perspective of the 

Japanese traditions of esoteric Buddhism.

The Tantras themselves have received little attention in part because few have 

survived in Sanskrit, the preferred object of Indological studies, and those that have 

typically do not conform well to the standards of classical grammar or poetics. Tantric 

Buddhism had died out in the sub-Himaiayan regions o f India by the time that the British
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entered the scene, i.e., by the eighteenth century,1 and most of its texts were lost. It was not 

until this century for the most part that scholars have had access to both the surviving 

Sanskrit texts preserved in Nepal, and to the Tibetan world in which the tradition was 

preserved intact, both in text and practice.

Even with access to the texts, however, the Tantras are still typically quite obscure; 

according to the tradition, a complex hermeneutic is required to unlock their often multiple 

layers of meaning; to gain even an approximate understanding one needs quite a bit more 

than language skills. The Tibetans generally considered that these prerequisites would 

include thorough understanding of the tradition in general, as well as help from a qualified 

instructor concerning the particulars, along with at least an introduction to the meditative 

practices. As a result, the study of the Tantras was generally restricted to a relatively small 

number of persons who had both the motivation and the capability to undertake such a 

considerable course o f studies.

There has been an increase in the number of studies dedicated to the Buddhist 

Tantras over the past few decades, spurred in part by the exile of Tibetan scholars and 

gurus whose teaching activity in the West has led to an increasing awareness of the 

traditions among both scholars and ordinary persons. A number of popular books have 

been written, and the number of critical editions has increased as well, particularly in the 

area of the Kälacakratantra;2 the growing interest in this Tantra was no doubt inspired by

1 This date is much later than typically given; most scholars associate the demise of Buddhism in India 
with the thirteenth century depredations of the Turks in the Buddhist heartland of northeastern India.
Hazra, for example, argued that due to a decline of patronage and Muslim attacks Buddhism suffered a 
double blow from which it could not recover. (1995:392-95) This appears to have been the case with 
monastic Buddhism, which was already on the decline in many parts of India (see Heitzman 1984) and 
which was kept alive in the northeast in large part through the patronage of the Pâlas; with the Turkish 
invasion both their patrons and monasteries were destroyed, and did not recover. On the other hand, it will 
be argued in chapter 3 that the Tantric traditions were the product of liminal renunciates who tended toward 
non-sectarianism, and there is some evidence that Tantnc Buddhist traditions continued to survive in India 
for quite some time following the devastation of the monasteries, even if their uBuddhistM identity was 
attenuated. This is suggested by the visit of Buddhaguptanâtha, a '"Buddhist" nâth siddha who visited 
Tibet in 1590 CE, and took on as his disciple the well-known Tibetan historian, Târanâtha. Buddhism did 
of course survive in out o f the way places such as Nepal, and also in an attenuated form in Onssa, as Vasu 
(1911) has shown. See also Dasgupta 1946, pp. 259 ff.

2 See for example the dissertations of Wallace (1995) and Hartzell (1997).
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the large, public bestowals of its initiation by H. H. the Dalai Lama and other high lamas 

around the world. The Buddhist Tantric works which have been thus studied, however, are 

a small fraction of the total. There are thousands of works on the subject of the Tantras that 

were translated into Tibetan between the eighth and fourteenth centuries; of these most of 

the Sanskrit “originals” have been lost， but even of the texts for which Sanskrit manuscripts 

have been located only a few have been studied in any depth, much fewer edited and 

translated. This is no doubt due in part to the difficulty of these texts, which remain 

challenging even when one has acquired the significant language skills needed to even 

approach them.

Today the researcher into Indo-Tibetan Tantric traditions is aided by six factors 

which, taken together, enable one to shed light on hitherto little-known traditions. They are: 

1) the not insubstantial number of Sanskrit texts that have been discovered; 2) the generally 

excellent quality of the Tibetan translations; 3) a small but sound group of reliable editions 

and studies and in Western languages and Japanese; 4) the assistance of Tibetans scholars 

who are often quite willing to help with the task of elucidation, so long as the traditions are 

treated respectfully; 5) the plethora of excellent commentaries written by generations of 

Tibetan scholars, which, although generally untranslated, are a great aid to fluent readers; 6) 

the Chinese canon, which remains a vast but largely untranslated and unexplored record of 

the past eighteen hundred years of Buddhist history. All of these factors have been utilized, 

to varying degrees, in this study.

One of the purposes of this dissertation is to bring together a number of these 

resources in the study of an important but hitherto neglected Tantra, the Cakrasamvara 

Tantra, which is the 44rootn text of a significant tradition of Tantric Buddhism. Judging by 

the vast corpus of texts in the Cakrasamvara corpus which was translated into Tibetan, it 

must have been quite important in India by the time this translation activity began in the 

tenth century. It was received with great appreciation by the Tibetans, who in turn 

disseminated it into Central Asia and Mongolia. Its study and practice by Tibetans and by
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those Buddhists instructed or influenced by the Tibetans have continued uninterrupted to 

this day.

The Cakrasamvara Tantra^ content, significance and relationship to the larger 

body of Tantric literature will be the subject of chapter four. Here it is important to note 

that it is one of the most important of the so-called M other" or Yogini Tantras, which are 

characterized by an increased emphasis upon the feminine principle of wisdom (prajfiâ). in 

part due to an historical relationship with the ‘̂ Wisdom’’ class of Mahâyâna literature， the 

Prajfiäpäramitä, which is also the name of a Goddess, the Mother of the Buddhas, as well 

as an increasing presence of feminine figures, of goddesses, dâkinis and yoginis.

This dissertation will contribute to our knowledge of this trend in Indian religion 

which became in aim of central significance in Tibet, and the contribution will be 

significant, not so much due to the virtues of this work, but because so little work has been 

done in this field. The pioneer here is Giuseppe Tucci, who has written several works 

relevant to the Cakrasamvara (1932, 1935, 1949, 196l)t and whose descriptions of artistic 

representations of its mandala remain unsurpassed. Snellgrove edited and translated the 

Hevajra Tantra (1959), an important and closely related Tantra, which is an work marred 

only by his failure to translate the more scandalous portions of the text. His later works on 

the history of Indo-Tibetan Tantric Buddhism (1987, 1988) are also important. Kvaerne 

prepared an edition and translation of the Caryâgitikosa (1977), which remains a standard 

resource for the study of this branch of Tantric literature. Tsuda (1974) contributed a 

partial edition and translation of the Samvarodaya, an Explanatory Tantra of the 

Cakrasamvara, and has subsequently produced a series of interesting articles, the 

significance of which shall be addressed below (1978,1982, 1990). Kalff produced a 

partial edition and translation of another Explanatory Tantra, the Abhidhänottara (1979), 

and Elder edited and translated the first section (kalpa) of the Samputa Tantra (1978), the 

exact portion o f which has since been re-edited, but not retranslated, by Skorupski (1996).



Until now the Cakrasamvara Tantra itself has not been edited or translated, 

although Cicuzza has prepared a soon-to-be published edition of Vajrapani's commentary 

on the first chapter of the Cakrasamvara Tantra; this work contains the first ten and one 

half verses of the chapter, which Cicuzza has already edited and published (1997). Aside 

from that, Wayman has throughout his various works translated scattered verses from the 

Tantra* as has Shaw in her book (1994): neither of them, however, consulted the vSanskrit, 

and worked primarily from Tibetan translations and Tsongkhapa's commentary.

Other works on the topic have been either deceptive or obscure. An example of the 

former would include Kazi Dawa-Samdup's Shrichakrasambhära Tantra: A Buddhist 

Tantra (1919), which actually has nothing to do with the Cakrasamvara Tantra itself, but 

is an English translation and Tibetan edition of a number of minor Cakrasamavara texts, 

including mandalavidhi, abhisekaprakarana, and stotra texts. In the more obscure (but 

certainly important nonetheless) category we might include Finot's (1934) edition of 

Sanskrit sàdhana texts found in China, several of which can be included within the 

Cakrasamvara corpus. One of these, the Hastapûjàvidhi, was translated into German by 

Meisezahl (1985), who also edited the Tibetan editions.

The neglect of the Cakrasamvara by Indologists and Buddhologists is no doubt 

due to its relative inaccessibility, namely the lack of abundant Sanskrit manuscripts; only 

one reliable manuscript has been recently discovered, and it is incomplete.3 Until recently, 

then, this work has been accessible only to scholars who are both fluent in Tibetan and 

conversant with Tantric discourse, which no doubt accounts for its relative obscurity, and 

also may have contributed to errors on the part of scholars unfamiliar with it.4

3 While k  is tempting to attribute this neglect to a Sanskritic bias on the part of previous generations of 
scholars, such an accusation is unfair, in that it is very difficult to translate the Tantras on the basis of the 
Tibetan translations alone; while I had been reading and translating Tibetan commentaries on the 
Cakrasamvara Root Tantra for years, it was only after I located and began to study the Sansicrit manuscripts 
that I even considered undertaking an edition and translation of the Root Tantra itself, and even then only a 
relatively small portion of it.

4 For example, Hock, in discussing the texts that may have been associated with the Heruka images at 
Ratnagin, cites the Hevajra. As far as I can tell, there is no reason to focus on the Hevajra rather than the 
large number of other Heruka Tantras» unless onevs access to them is limited to what is available in
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This project, then, in undertaking the edition and translation of the first four 

chapters of the as well as the translation of the relevant portions of

Tsongkhapa's commentary, and an exploration o f the earlier Indian and Tibetan 

commentaries, will contribute in some small way to our understanding of this tradition. 

Perhaps, through its exploration of the ways in which a certain sort of ideological discourse 

is produced from the myths and rituals that are, respectively, the context and subject of this 

text, it may contribute as well to our understanding of Indian and Tibetan religious and 

political history.

1.1 “Tantrism” and Colonialism

As mentioned above, the obscurity surrounding Tantric texts and traditions has 

obstructed to some extent the development of a broad and deep understanding of them 

among scholars in the West. This lack has led to their being misrepresented by both some 

Western and also some Indian scholars; some examples of these misrepresentations will be 

discussed below. These misrepresentations arose out of what Ruegg identifies as k4a 

persistent tendency to stress, without due regard to its religious, psychological and 

philosophical outlook as a whole and without paying enough attention to its symbolic 

systems, one particular aspect represented in these texts such as the erotic.^ (Ruegg 

1967:20) This misrepresentation is no doubt due to the difficulty, ambiguity and complex

translation, leaving only Snellgrove^s edition of the Hevajra. In fact, the vast number of texts translated 
into Tibetan connected with the Cakrasamvara is far greater than those connected with the Hevajra, 
suggesting that among this class of Tantras the Cakrasamvara was by far the most popular in India. 
Tibetan prejudice does not seem to be a factor here; the Hevajra was one of the most important Tantras 
practiced by the Sa-skya-pa and the bKa^brgyud-pa, with whom were associated a significant number of 
important translators. Hock wrote *The presence of Heruka in a single large sculpture and on two small 
stupas assures us that some version of the Hevajra tantra was known at Ratnagiri for Heruka is first found 
in this text/* (p. 6) The dating of texts such as the Hevajra and the Cakrasamvara is unclear, so there is 
no certain basis for even such a relative dating. The inaccessibility of this text must be the reason for her 
failure to take it into account, particularly given her citation of an article by Debaia Mitra, in which she 
identifies an image from Ratnagiri as a Samvara image. (Mitra 1961, op. cit. Hock 1987 p. 15).
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symbolism of the Tantras; it may also, however, be attributed to a failure of more 

philologically oriented scholars to see the texts in their contexts; that it is, to try to 

understand their relationship to the praxis with which the Tantric traditions were and are 

preeminently concerned. And while the historical contexts o f the texts will most likely 

never be fully transparent, obscured as they are by the mists of history, they can at least be 

approached, via appreciation of the ways in which the texts are understood and practiced by 

both their commentators as well as by contemporary Buddhists. The contextualization of 

Tantric texts will be a primary concern of this study, particularly regarding their relationship 

to praxis.

Orzech has noted the prevalence and importance of Buddhist Tantric traditions in 

Eurasia; their adherents spread from India into East, Southeast Asia, and Central Asia, as 

far West as Astrakhan in the Caucasus Mountains, the gateway to Europe. (Orzech 1998:8) 

Despite their historic and continued importance as a world religious tradition, they have 

been attacked as nefarious, superstitious or degenerate cult, a cause of the decline of 

Buddhism in India by scholars ranging from Monier-Williams (1819-1899)【〇 Conze.5 

While these misrepresentations are unlikely to be repeated today, it is still important to draw 

attention to them, since scholars such as Conze are still widely read and thus likely to 

influence the non-specialist. Conze, who specialized in Mahâyâna sütras rather than the 

Tantras, nonetheless had no qualms about writing about Buddhist Tantrism, which, he 

claimed, '"deviates completely from its original teachings, and prepares the way for its own 

extinction,\  (1951:190) He thus evokes the old chronology of the decline of Indian 

civilization, which, as Inden has shown, is inseparable from the British Colonialist 

enterprise.6 Conze also takes the path well-worn by Victorian moralists such as Monier- 

Williams, which was to take textual passages out of context and use them as a basis for

5 Monier-Williams* who was active in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, was hostile to Buddhism 
in general, viewing it as he did through the nanx)w lens of Victorian morality and Christian missionary 
condemnation; specific examples of his rhetoric are quoted below.

6 This is the central argument of Indents important 1990 book.
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slamming the tradition. Conze, for example, quotes some of the more scandalous lines 

from the Guhyasamäja Tantra, and then condemns the tradition as an 4taberration of the 

human mind.” （1951:195)

These attacks cannot be divorced from the enterprise o f colonialism, the context in

which they were made, or the institutions of Orientalism, which though spawned in the

colonial context continue challenged but unbowed to this day.7 * Generally speaking, their

authors tended to ignore the social realities, in which Tantric traditions were often extremely

popular and influential in a wide array of Asian societies. Orzech notes that:

This popularity was not accidental, and it is no exaggeration to say that the Buddhist 
tantras were among the most important vehicles for the spread of Indian political 
and religious ideas throughout East, Central, and Southeast Asia. The literal 
English rendering of its common East Asian name ( M-c/zfflö, “esoteric teaching”） 
gives the misleading impression that it is practiced only in secret, occult groups.
While access to the most profound of its “mysteries” is indeed given through 
initiation, most of these initiations are quite public in character, and its mysteries are 
of the same sort as those found in Catholic or Orthodox sacramental theology. Like 
the Catholic traditions of Europe, Esoteric Buddhism was patronized by kings, 
courtiers, and aristocrats in grand temples with elaborate public ceremony. (1998:8)

The dismissal of Tantrism as an aberration, and the consequent failure to recognize its

serial, political and historical significance, results from approaching the Tantric traditions

textually without consideration of their social realities. This approach is part and parcel of

7 Said (1978) argues that "institutions of Orientalism,f can be traced back to the relationships "of power, of
domination, of varying degrees of a complex hegemony'* (p.5) which characterized colonialism. Amongst 
these institutions he included academies, books, congresses, universities, etc. (p. 6), which seems (〇 be a 
rather broad list. He defìnes Orientalism, however, os a type of discourse characterized by t4a Western style 
for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over ihe OrientM (p.3), as well as "a style of thought
based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between "the Orient' and (most of the 
lime) *tîie Occident’.” （P.2) So while there may be nothing intrinsically “Orientalist” to these instkutions, 
there may be a tendency toward the production of Orientalist discourse and practices, in that such 
institutions may be a sort of t4habitus'9 productive of Orientalist discourse. He argued that "the 
metamorphosis o f a relatively innocuous philological subspecialty into a capacity for managing political 
movements, administering colonies, makuig nearly apocalyptic statements representing the White Man's 
difficult civilizing mission -  all this is something at work within a purportedly liberal culture, one full of 
concern for its vaunted norms of catholicity, plurality, and open>mindedness. In fact, what took place was 
the very opposite o f liberal: the hardening of doctrine and meaning, imparted by "science** into ^ t h ' .  For 
if such truth reserved for itself the right to judge the Orient as immutably Oriental in the ways I have 
indicated, then liberality was no more than a form of oppression and mentalistic prejudice/* (p. 254) It is 
not my concern to evaluate these broad claims* as this has already been done elsewhere (see for example 
Young 1990 pp. 119-40). My purpose here is to show that a colonial hegemonic discourse which might 
very well be labeled ^Orientalist'* contnbuted to the scholarly neglect and rejection of the Tantras as an 
important object o f inquiry. One might object here that SaicTs critique does not apply to South Asia. 
Almond (1988), Inden (1990) and the essayists in Lopez (1995b), however, have argued persuasively that it 
does.
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colonial modes of engagement with “native” traditions.8 In the South Asian context， as 

Kapferer has argued， native traditions were subordinated and defined as “weak” vis-à-vis 

the hegemonic colonial power, and native religious traditions, particularly those labeled 

“superstitious” or “idolatrous” from the perspective of Christianity， which aligned itself 

with the hegemonic power of the colonizers, were spumed, and even attacked by 

indigenous “purification” movements which were ideologically influenced by colonialism 

and incorporated within the structures of colonial rule.9

Tantric traditions, with their colorful pantheons of deities and fascination with 

supernatural powers and magical arts, were attacked as superstitious, and denied fair, 

unbiased scholarly treatment, for colonialism was based upon the subordination of native 

traditions and institutions; the physical violence on which colonialism depended was 

justified by means of a hermeneutic violence, a misrepresentation of Asian societies and 

history. This was practiced by scholars who were agents of colonialism, or products of the 

Orientalist academic milieu. Kapferer notes that 4T he British claim of a 'natural right* to 

rule was founded in their belief in the advanced stage of their civilization, its basis in a 

rationality validated in their expansion of scientific knowledge and technological progress. 

The power of the British appeared to rest in their ‘rational knowledge’.’’ （1983:32) Butthis

8 Said is adamant in his insistence that Orientalist discourse involves the misrepresentation of its intended 
objects, with the implication that it thus tells us more about the culture in which it was produced than the 
culture it purports to describe. He wrote that t(in any instance of at least written language, there is no such 
thing as a delivered presence, but a re-presence, or a representation. The value, efficacy, strength and 
apparent veracity of a written statement about the orient therefore relies very little, and cannot 
instrumentally depend, on the Orient as such. On the contrary, the written statement is a presence to the 
reader by virtue of its having excluded, displaced, made supererogatory any such real thing as *lhe Orient\ 
Thus all of Orientalism stands forth and away from the Orient; that Orientalism makes sense at all depends 
more on the West than on the Orient, and this sense is directly indebted to various Western techniques of 
representation that make the Orient visible, clear, ^ere* in discourse about it. And these representations 
rely upon institutions, traditions, conventions, agreed-upon codes of understanding for their effects, not 
upon a distant and amorphous Onent.*' (1978:21-22) Said unfortunately runs into a difficulty here, for if 
representation is indeed impossible one might wonder on what basis is he is able to criticize the 
Onentaüsts. (Young 1990:138) Young, while highlighting Said's methodological problems, takes Said's 
point here a bit further, arguing that <4Ghrientalism did not just misrepresent the Orient, but also articulated 
an internal dislocation within Western culture, a culture which consistently fantasizes itself as constituting 
some kind of integral totality, at the same lime as endlessly deploring its own impending 
dissolution...OrientaIism represents the West's own internal dislocation, misrepresented as an external 
dualism between East and W est/' (1990:139-40). Orientalist llknowIedgeH of the Orient is thus 
misknowledge to the extent to which it misconceives and/or misrepresents its object.

9 See Kapferer 1983, p. 33,4.
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appearance was at times deceptive, as their “knowledge” so often turned out to be 

misknowledge, distorted, sometimes perhaps knowingly but often unknowingly, as a 

justification for a hegemony based on violence.10

In the case of Buddhism, the approach used by Orientalists was a study of the texts, 

but typically without considerations of their contexts. As a result, their conclusions often 

matched their negative presuppositions which served as their interpretive paradigm. In the 

case of Tantrism it did not take much skill to ferret out ''scandalous1* passages in the Tantras 

and use that as a basis for condemning the tradition. More often than not, however, 

Buddhist texts concerned with ritual, which includes the majority of Tantric texts, were 

simply ignored." The other approach, which was “positive” in that it involved more than 

explicit condemnation, involved a study of the texts to discern the original intentions of the 

author and thus the 4loriginal*\ ^pure** state of Buddhism before it was corrupted by 

superstitions; such was the project of the Pali Text Society, founded in 1881 by T. W. Rhys 

Davids. Although the contribution made by members of the society， particularly in the 

edition and translations of texts, was great, their mistakes cannot be ignored. For through 

their hermeneutic they produced a distorted picture of Buddhist traditions, distorted by the 

imposition of the colonizers* own peculiar conundrums.

A most significant conundrum is the E^otestant rejection of Catholicism and most 

particularly the ritualism which characterized the latter in Protestant representations. 

Protestant missionaries played a significant role in the British colonialist construction o f 

(mis)representations of India; the study of Buddhism during this period characteristically

10 Nigel Crook discussed the curious paradox concerning colonialist knowledge. The British were obsessed 
with gathering information on India, but tended toward superficial, broad encompassing generalization, 
holding the view that thereby ^India^ remoteness could thus* in some way» be encompassed. It was a 
‘representaiional view’ intended both to impress and encourage the commercial adventurer， 【he civil servant 
and the subjects of the British crown in general. What it failed to do was to adequately equip the same 
with a critical understanding, as those that actually ventured out found to their cost. It was reinforced by a 
literature that...was as racist as it was dysfunctional. By characterizing Indians as being without critical 
competence as a race, it once again denied the British themselves, as colonial rulers, the critical competence 
that could result from treating their teachers as if they had something to teach. By assuming otherwise, 
they would not even interact with Indian intelligence/* (Crook 1996:14)

M See Hallisey 1995 p. 45.
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dismissed popular or ritual elements of the religion on the basis of comparing it to 

Catholicism.

T. W. Rhys Davids (1843-1922) is notable for the Protestant presuppositions he

brought to the study of Buddhism; he depicts Buddhism as undergoing a decline into error

from an original “pure” state, as follows:

As the stronger side of Gautama^s teaching was neglected, the debasing belief in 
rites and ceremonies, and charms, and incantations, which had been the especial 
object of his scorn, began to live again, and grow vigorously, and spread like the 
Birana weed warmed by a tropical sun in marsh and^muddy soil. As in India before 
the rise of Buddhism and the degrading worship of Siva and his dusky bride had 
been incorporated into brahmanism from the wild and savage devil-worship of the 
dark non-Aryan tribes, so as pure Buddhism died away in the North, the Tantra 
System, a mixture of magic and witchcraft and Siva worship, was incorporated into 
the corrupted Buddhism. (1925: 207,8)

Elsewhere he makes explicit what is here an implicit comparison to the “history” of the fall 

of Christianity into the error of Catholicism, stating that <4the development of the Buddhist 

doctrine which has taken place in the Panjab, Nepal, and Tibet is exceedingly interesting, 

and very valuable from the similarity it bears to the development which has taken place in 

Roman Catholic countries.” （1925:199)

It is not quite fair to single out Rhys-Davids for critique, for he was certainly a 

product of his time and social milieu, and this needs to be taken into consideration when 

judging such statements, and evaluating his overall contribution to the field.12 But it is

12 There is no denying that Rhys-Davidfs contributions to the Held of Buddhist studies were extensive; on 
the other hand, prejudiced misrepresentations must not be excused simply because they are endemic to a 
Held. Said recognized this when he qualifìed his critique with the following statement: MI would not have 
undertaken a book of this sort if I did not also believe that there is scholarship that is not as corrupt, or at 
least as blind to human reality, as the kind I have been mainly depicting. Today there are many individual 
scholars....whose production is deeply valuable as scholarship. The trouble sets in when the guild 
tradition of Orientalism takes over the scholar who is not vigilant, whose individual consciousness as a 
scholar is not on guard against idées reçues all too easily handed down in a profession. Thus interesting 
work is most likely to be produced by scholars whose allegiance is to a discipline defined intellectually 
and not a ufleldM like Orientalism defined either canonically, imperially, or geographically.*' (1978:326) 【 
cite the writings Rhys Davids and others like him to provide examples of the sort of t4misknowledgeM 
which has hindered the understanding of Buddhist traditions such as the Tantric, and of which all scholars 
of Buddhism should be wary. It is important not to reject their work blindly, but to learn from them. 
Regarding such “classics” Said wrote òiat “the challenge is to connect them.".with the imperial process of 
which they were a part; rather than condemning or ignoring their participation in what was an unquestioned 
reality in their societies, I suggest that what we learn about this hitherto ignored aspect actually and truly 

our reading and understanding of them.” Por a specific critique of Rhys
Davids, see Wickremeratne 1984; for a defense of him, see Gombrich 1971 (p. 61) and 1986; see also 
Hallisey 1995.
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important to point out his misleading representations precisely because he was one of the 

luminaries of the field of Buddhist Studies, whose influence is still significant to this day. 

Here he was not an innovator, but was merely following a well-worn path laid out by his 

predecessors.

The myth of the inexorable decline of Buddhism was common, and is certainly

found in sources preceding Rhys Davids. Monier-Williams, for example, wrote that ' i

hold that the Buddhism....contained within itself, from the earliest times, the germs of

disease, decay and death, and that its present condition is one of rapidly increasing

disintegration and decline.^ (1889:xv) Less generous than Rhys Davids, Monier-Williams

would not allow Buddhism even a robust youth, painting a dismal picture of the religion

from beginning to end. He continued, expressing his view that Buddhism, being in such a

sorry state, was on the verge of extinction, to be replaced, no doubt, by a triumphant

Christianity, bolstered by the colonial powers:

but at all events it may be safely alleged that, even as a form of popular religion. 
Buddhism is gradually losing its vitality -  gradually loosening its hold on vast 
populations once loyal to its rule; nay, that the time is rapidly approaching when its 
capacity for resistance must give way before the mighty forces which are destined 
in the end to sweep it from the earth. (1889:xviii)

Monier-Williams, like other scholars of his day, compares the decline of Buddhism to that

of (non-Protestant forms of) Christianity, but in doing so he is careful to contrast them as

well, to the detriment of the former, of course. He warns that

here it is important to caution the student of religion against forcing a comparison 
between two systems of doctrine like Christianity and Buddhism, which are 
radically and essentially opposed to each oiher. The unchristianlike incrustations 
and divisions which have marred the original teaching of the Head of our religion 
exist in spite of Christianity. They are not the result of any development of its first 
principles; whereas, on the contrary, the corruptions and schisms of Buddhism are 
the natural and inevitable outcome of its own root-ideas and fundamental doctrines. 
(1889:49)

Reading on, we discover that for Monier-Williams the essential, fatal flaw of Buddhism is 

its “nihilistic” failure to acknowledge a supreme god, which only shows that he did not 

really see Buddhism at all, but simply propounded prejudiced misconceptions.
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This myth of the decline of Buddhism, with Tantric traditions located somewhere 

around the nadir, is a colonialist misrepresentation, although its pervasiveness may be due 

to the fact that Buddhism has long theorized that the Buddhist Teachings (saddharmal 

following their propagation, persist in the world for a period of roughly two thousand years 

before disappearing, reappearing with the appearance of the next Buddha.13 It is possible 

that Orientalist scholars were influenced by this idea, which could have been adopted, say. 

from a Theravädin critique of other Buddhist traditions. This, however, is unlikely. The 

disappearance of the Dharma was not a relative but an absolute loss, and to invoke this to 

criticize one’s opponents would also undermine one’s own claims to orthodoxy. Sri 

Lankan Buddhists have, for example, criticized Tantric Buddhist traditions, but not on this 

basis.14 Typically, in Buddhist discourse this idea has not been invoked by more 

conservative traditions to criticize innovative traditions, but, on the contrary, by advocates 

of the innovative traditions, who had nothing to lose in undermining the orthodoxy of the 

old, and who insisted that in the degenerate times the old approaches are no longer 

effective, which thus require new, often more simple approaches.15

It thus appears that the colonialist myth of the decline of India and the Indian 

spiritual traditions was a scheme developed as a support for the hegemonic ideology of the 

superiority of European civilization in general, and more specifically to support the efforts 

of Christian missionaries, who were inclined to paint unflattering portraits of the non-

13 For a discussion o f this myth see Lamotte 1988, pp. 191 ff.

u They have, for example, criticized ihe Tantras as being essentially non-Buddhist, i.e., the product of 
Mòra, the evil deceiver. See section 3.2.2.2 below.

15 This strategy was often taken in East Asia. See for example Orzech 1998, pp. 99 ff., and Overmeyer 
1976. For an example of this sort of reasoning see Unno 1998, p. 3.
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Christian religions they encountered.16 Unfortunately, this scheme bore sufficient prestige 

to facilitate its uncritical adoption by a number of Indian scholars.17

Comaroff noted this phenomenon of racist historicism in a recent article, wherein 

she points out that “in classical sociology the ‘religions of Asia’ were often invoked as 

evidence for a global evolutionary scheme in which Europe emerged as the birthplace of 

secular reason, the sine qua non of modem life.M (1994:301) It is the duty of scholars 

today to avoid these mistakes, although this may be easier said than done, given the 

pervasiveness of this evolutionary schema in Euro-American historical and political 

thought.18

One objection that might be made here concerns the study of texts, which has often 

been associated with the colonialist enterprise. While not engaging in an extended 

apologetic, it is important to note that no form of knowledge is inherently conducive toward 

bias; it is the way in which forms of knowledge are interpreted and translated into social 

practice that is significant. Textual study may tend toward distortion if taken out of context, 

but it holds no monopoly on misinterpretation; archaeology and anthropology have

16 The ulterior motives of the Christian missionaries and their sympathizers, including Monier>Williams, 
was exposed and critiqued by Cams in his 1897 book.

17 Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, for example, began his study of Tantric Buddhism with the following 
disclaimer: MIf at any time in the history of India the mind of the nation as a whole has been diseased, it 
was in the Täntric age, or the period immediately preceding the Muhammadan conquest of India. The 
story related in the pages of numerous Tantric works is supposed to be so repugnant that, excepting a few, 
all respectable scholars have condemned them wholesale and left the field of Tantras severely alone. But in 
spite of what the great historians of Sanskrit literature have said against Tântrism and the Tantric literature, 
one should not forget that the Hindu population of India as a whole is even today in the grip of this very 
Tantra in its daily life, customs, and usages, and is suffering the same disease which originated 1,300 years 
ago and consumed its vitality slowly but surely during lhese long centuries/* (Bhattacharyya 1932:vii)
This statement implies that Tantric traditions were responsible for all of Ind ia i woes, from the Muslim 
invasions up (o the author's time. Ironically, it also acknowledges that simply on the basis of superficial 
first impressions, the entire field of study had been avoided by scholars, thus showing that their invective 
was indeed misguided, or rather, how easy it is to despise that which one does not understand.

18 This problem is the focus of Youngfs (1990) book, White Mythologies. We might also note that it was 
not only Indian religions that were portrayed as mired in an ineversible decline. The Indologist Vincent 
Smith, for example, saw India as in a state of political decline following Harsa, and literary decline 
following Kâlidâsa. See Inden 1990, p. 79.
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historically served the colonialist interests as well, and in a similar fashion.19 It is of central 

importance no matter what the field of knowledge to contextualize as much as possible.

For example, though writers such as Rhys Davids castigated ritual and ritualized forms of 

Buddhism, they avoided the study of texts concerning ritual, which are not few even in the 

Theravâda traditions.20 In drawing their conclusions they did not even consult the texts, not 

to mention their socidl and historical contexts. It is not textual study per se that is 

problematic, but the uses to which that study is applied, as well as the contextualization (or 

lack thereof) in which it is placed. This means that it is important to take into consideration 

the findings in other fields of knowledge. For an understanding of a Buddhist tradition, 

therefore, it is important to take into account the archaeological record.21 As Strickniann 

(1990:6) points out, it is also essential to consider anthropological accounts of 

contemporary Buddhist societies.22 But to neglect the textual record would be to reject our 

greatest source of information for the study of medieval Indian religious history ; it is not 

only our most extensive source, but for some traditions such as the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

it is virtually the only source， the most important “trace” and record of an importam

19 For a critique of archaeology see Schopen 1991 a; art history, see Stanley Abe 1995; anthropology, 
particularly the sort that advocated the idea of Msocial evolutionism; see Asad 1993 pp. 21,22 and 269, as 
well as Said 1988.

20 Hallisey (1995:44-49) shows how Buddhist texts concerning ritual were typically ignored by scholars 
such as T. W. Rhys Davids, simply because (hey did not ßt into his representation of Buddhism in its 
••pure” form devoid of ritual.

21 Schopen's (1991) critique concerning the frequent failure of Buddhist studies scholars to consider 
archaeological data alongside textual is just. Unfortunately, in the case of Tantric Buddhism much of the 
archaeological record was destroyed; NâJandâ was reduced to ruins, and Odantapur and Vikramasila were so 
thoroughly leveled that even their locations are uncertain (see G. S. Majumdar 1983:128-32). Eaton, in a 
very important study largely drawn from Muslim sources, confirms the account give by Târanâtha (Roerich 
1959). The Turkish invaders of Northern India did do a quite thorough job of destroying Buddhist 
monastic and temple complexes, going to the extreme, in some cases, of completely destroying ihem and 
then reincorporating their components into new structures such as mosques, (see Eaton 1993, esp. pp. 37- 
38,42-48)

22 Strickmann lists a substantial number of such works, including those by Tambiah, Gombrich, 
Obeyesekere and Kapferer (1990 a. 3 p. 107). Fortunately, more work has been published since that lime, 
such ss Scott (1994). In the Tibetan and Himalayan regions there has been somewhat less research done, 
and there is still undoubtedly much to do. Important works include those by Aziz, Levine, Mumford, 
Ortner and Samuel; the latter's Civilized Shamans is notable despite the imposition of a 'shaman' vs. 
lcleric* dichotomy which has the fault of being both vague and not easily supported without extensive 
conceptual gymnastics, such as the claim that the Tantric visualization meditations are a form of 
possession (see Ray 1995 for a critique of this work, and Samuel 1997 for a defense of his work). Also 
notable is a recent dissertation by Huber (1993).
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religious movement in early medieval India. And while it will certainly never be possible to 

reconstruct the history of a religious movement more than a thousand years old, textual 

study, combined with other forms of scholarship, can at least shed some light on this 

subject, if not fully dispel the obscurity surrounding it.23

There seem to be two major ways in which the Tantric traditions can and have been 

misrepresented. The first and most obvious is the manner previously discussed, which is 

to devalue it by means of textual passages taken out of context. Another is romanticization, 

which equally misrepresents the traditions. Examples of the latter include the imaginative 

fabrications of persons such as Madame Blavatsky, a founder of the Theosophical Society, 

who portrayed Tibet as a fantasy land filled with otherworldly, mystical ^Mahatmas^.24 

She also inspired numerous attempts to disprove her representations of Tibet; her critics 

often, however, had no better understanding than she did.25

Both views, of Buddhist traditions and countries as degenerate and corrupt or 

purely spiritual in an ideal, unreal fashion, are equally erroneous, and both share as a 

common element an important element of Orientalist discourse: the bifurcation of the world 

into the East and West, with the East either “ideai” or “flawed”， but in either case umeal vis- 

à-vis the West which is unambiguously 44realM. This is another aspect of Colonial

23 This case has been made by Collins, who argued that in the case of Buddhism textual and 
anthropological studies are potentially mutually informative: ^my particular concern is precisely how far 
the theoretical texts of the Buddhist tradition reflect and incorporate what they see to be the social whole in 
which they operate. I will argue that the picture of the social and psychological reality in which Buddhist 
theory sees itself as inserted is, albeit in simplified, schematized and idealized form, conspuent with that 
developed by modem anthropologists working on the subject/* (1982:15) Collins' book is an excellent 
example of a textual study enriched by consultation of relevant anthropological studies. Likewise， 
Tambiah?s anthropological works are excellent in part because they do not ignore the rich body of relevant 
textual data.

24 See Lopez 1998, pp. 49-51.

25 For example Kenneth Saunders in his book Epochs in Buddhist History (1924) wrote the following 
concerning Tibet and the Tibetans: (4But of the Mahatmas or of the great spiritual and mental achievements 
described by the theosophists, there is no trace. Their medical science is quackery, their religion a raw 
material terribly perverted too often by blind leaders. Here, as in other Buddhist lands, the gospel of 
Christ awaits great and signal triumphs. It will replace countless capricious deities and demons by a 
loving Father Godv and will bring to fruition the devotion o f these spiritually hungry peoples, filling with 
new meaning whatever is loving and of good repute.** (p. 210) It is arguable who amongst Blavatsky or 
her critics had less understanding» or shM  we say, more misunderstanding, of Tibet. A more informed 
observer is found in Waddell, who actually traveled to Tibet, but his (1895) book is hampered by 
misrepresentation in its depiction of Tibetans as demon-worshipping idolaters. (Lopez 1995b: 259-63)
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discourse, wherein the colonized societies are labeled as “traditional”， if not “primitive”， 

with the implication that they are static, passive, and reactionary, while the colonizer styles 

himself and his society umodem,\  dynamic, active and progressive, in the sense of more 

progressed along the scale of “evolution”.

Perhaps it is this very assumption of “progress” which is most at fault here; k

appears to imply a quite subjective, chauvinistic judgment, and one that seems almost

inevitable for the naive, uncritical observer. Here a passage written by Montaigne, quoted

in similar context by J. Z. Smith, is quite relevant:

Everyone terms barbarity whatever is not of his own customs; in truth it seems that 
we have no idea of what is true and reasonable, except the example and idea of the 
customs and practices of the country in which we live. We may call them 
barbarians, then, if we are judging by the rules o f reason, but not if we are judging 
by comparison with ourselves, who surpass them in every sort of barbarity.26

Indeed, looking over the history of the past few centuries, the behavior of the supposedly

civilized, ^progressive1* West has far exceeded in barbarity that of any of the Buddhist

peoples whom they governed with brutal violence. This historical context should not be

conveniently erased from our critical consciousness, but should be kept in mind, as an

antidote to the mire of naive chauvinism into which scholarship tends at time to sink.

Studying another culture does not require that one becomes convinced either of the truth or

falsity of their traditions, or that one idealize them as “noble savages” or denigrate them as

monsters. (Smith 1978:136-37) Rather, open-minded tolerance is the basic prerequisite for

understanding, in cross-cultural exploration or any other scholarly endeavor.

Having looked a bit into the false paths that flank the scholarly endeavor, one might 

reasonably ask: Where is the middle ground on which to stand? Where can one begin?

How does one avoid the twin, well-traveled boulevards of Orientalism, of blind idealization 

or equally blind denigration? One might answer, seemingly facetiously, that the only place 

one can begin is 44here,\  That is, scholarship cannot and should not be divorced from the

26 Cited in Smith 1982, p. 105. This is taken from Montaigne’s essay, “Of Cannibals”， translated by D. 
M. Frame, The Complete Works o f  Montaigne (Stanford 1958).
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context in which it is produced. It is contextualized by recognizing the basis on which it is 

composed, the motives and preconceptions which underlie its production.27 A scholar 

writing about an Asian tradition in the context of the Western academy should not fail to 

take into account the legacy of Orientalism; however, to be cowed by this legacy such that 

one does not attempt the task of understanding is to fail before one even begins. Faure was 

probably right when he wrote that the challenge of Orientalism is "'merely an exotic variant 

of the hermeneutic circle, and we know since Heidegger that this circle is a prerequisite of 

understanding, rather than its denial. Any attempt to understand another person or tradition 

offers a similar challenge/1 (Faure 1993:7) Indeed, all understanding requires an awareness 

of the conditions under which such understanding is possible. Heidegger wrote that uif the 

basic conditions which make interpretation possible are to be fulfilled, this must rather be 

done by not failing to recognize beforehand the essential conditions under which it can be 

performed. What is decisive is not to get out of the circle but to come into it the right 

way.”28

Methodologically, the best approach appears to be the contextual, since 

misinterpretation is ultimately really a matter of insufficient information; the question of 

what information should be deployed is of course a political question. Insofar as an ancient 

textual tradition is the object of study the vast majority of the evidence deployed here is

27 Concerning this dilemma Faure commented: “Although Said’s criticism of Orientalism was long 
overdue, its radicalism is not only in some respects a case of reverse ethnocentiism, but it also proves 
counterproductive by both forgetting that even the most blatantly Orientalist approach might yield some 
valuable insights and failing to recognize that the post-Orientalist vision has its own blind spots. To 
paraphrase the Japanese Zen master Dögen (1200-1253), "When one side is clarified, one side is obscured/ 
Accordingly, one usually privileges a certain vision that remains, just like the opposite vision it 
condemns, largely ideological. Said is not sufficiently sensitive to the reasons that prevented earlier 
scholars， who were not always simply agents of Western imperialism, from escaping the trap of Orientalist 
categories. He therefore fails to question the sociohistorical and epistemological changes that have allowed 
him (and us， dwarves sitting on the shoulders of Oriemalist giants) to perceive this trap. By denying all 
earlier attempts, within the framework of Orientalism, to question Orientalist values. Said forgets to 
acknowledge his own indebtedness to this tradition and the epistemological privilege that made his ovsm 
vision possible. In other words, Said paradoxically shows us how easy it is to fall into methodological 
scapegoatism: in condemning individuals for failures that are ultimately owing to epistemological 
constraints, we tend to forget, just as the Orientalists did, that our vision is not entirely our own, that it is 
grounded in a specific time and space.** (1993:6-7)

23 Heidegger \96X  pp. 194,5; this is partially cited in Faure 1993, p. 7.
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textual, although reference is made to relevant archaeological data as well. Undoubtedly the 

deployment decisions made here are not perfect, and there is always more that can be said 

on any subject. It is hoped, however, that some contribution will be made here to the study 

of the Cakrasamvara tradition in particular, and to the study of South Asian religious 

history in general.

From a theoretical point of view, concomitant with Orientalist discourse was the 

assignment of myth and ritual to the context of l<traditional societies^, with the implication 

that myth and ritual somehow invariably bolster the political stasis which allegedly 

characterized “traditional” societies.29 Comaroff articulates an altemaiive approach, in 

arguing that:

once “traditional societies” are allowed to exhibit agency, even instability, they turn 
out to have had politics and history all along. Their cosmologies appear less as 
sacred gardens than as ruling hegemonies -  more or less firmly entreached -  that 
differ from those of modernity in degree rather than kind....our assumptions of 
stability have persistently blinded us to the dynamic role of ritual activity in 
precolonial societies. (1^94:304)

In challenging misrepresentations of Buddhist societies it is not necessary here to expose 

either their unwitting authors or their idealized objects as “flawed”. Rather, the purpose 

here is to clear the conceptual ground so as to lay the foundation for the study of a typically 

misunderstood tradition. This study will seek to dispel the notion that Tantric traditions are 

somehow “otherworldly”, immune to the ordinary concerns of the world，i.e.，politics. Like 

Abé (1999) and Orzech ( 1998) in the case of East Asian Esoteric Buddhism, I will argue 

that Tantric traditions are very much concerned with this world, including its politics, and 

that they developed quite sophisticated political and social ideologies, and that these

29 This argument has been made, for example, by Bloch (1974), who, assuming that 4%traditionarT societies 
are dominated by a static, unchanging hegemcr.lc mode of authority, argues that ritual, and in particular 
language use within ritual, contributed to this political rigidity. This characterization of traditional 
societies seems to be particularly prevalent in the works of Marxist scholars, no doubt due to the 
prevalence of the elhnocenlric model of social evolution in Marxist historicism, as Young (1990) has 
extensively documented. I refer to this model as uOrientalist,* because, as Ranger (1993) has argued in the 
context of colonial Africa^ indigenous societies and their religious institutions were characterized as rigid, 
outdated, etc. by the agents of the colonial powers (i.e. missionaries, ethnographers, etc.) as a strategy for 
the legitimization of colonial domination. This characterization is more informative o f the colonial process 
than of the actual sodai realities purportedly described
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ideologies played a central role in their dissemination throughout Asia. And contrary to 

what some might wish to believe» this concern of Tantric traditions does not in any way 

violate their supposed higher ideals, but rather is in complete harmony with them, teaching 

as they do the non-duality of the phenomenal world and the transcendent, along with the 

idea that all things in the world are theoretically conducive to liberation.

My purpose here is simply to describe this ideology and briefly look at some of its 

historical consequences and manifestations; this will be done primarily through a study of 

texts; this will never permit the production of complete account, if for no other reason than 

because the texts are the product of an elite, literate minority. As the texts were composed 

in India during the seventh to eleventh centuries, however, there is very little evidence aside 

from these texts. The reader should thus beware, and bear in mind that the texts do present 

a view of an elite group. It is also up to reader to evaluate whether the social and political 

ideologies implicit and explicit within the texts, and supported and replicated within the 

practices, are positive or negative relative to those of other societies.

Another interesting problem that a study of the Cakrasamvara Tantra brings to 

light is its relationship to other traditions. This Tantra is significant in that it abounds with 

Saiva imagery, implying at least the possibility that its author(s) were influenced by one or 

more of the many Saiva traditions that were growing in importance and influence in early 

medieval India, the period spanning the seventh through thirteenth centuries,30 which is also 

the era when most Tantric text were composed. Here one already confronts the possibility 

of a multiplicity of “origins” for this tradition. It will be argued that there were multiple 

origins and influences, and that it would be difficult if not impossible to sort them oat and 

make the case that one was central, and the others peripheral. On the one hand, one can 

take the Buddhist position and argue that the Tantras are continuous, in import and origin,

30 Here I follow Inden*s definition of 4tearly medieval India0 as a period bounded by Mlhe collapse of the 
kingdom of the Câlukyas around AD 750 and the establishment of the Delhi Sultanate early in the 
thirteenth century^. (1981:99) For reasons that will be stated in chapter three, the Cakrasamvara Tantra 
was clearly composed well before the end of this period, but was unlikely to have been composed before 
the mid-eighlh century.
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with the more "normative0 Mahâyâna traditions, and that Tantric Buddhism is in fact a 

branch of Mahâyâna Buddhism; this case can be made. But the evidence of Saiva influence 

is also striking, and any such argument would have to contend with Sanderson^s claim that 

the Yoginl Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara owe a strong debt to the so called t4KâpàlikaM 

Tantras.

This study focuses in particular on the first four chapters of the Cakrasamvara 

Tantra, which deal with the production of the mandala and the rites of initiation that are 

conducted in close proximity to it.31 It is in the context of the performance of the rites of 

m a sa la  production and initiation, and the myths which surround them， that Tantric 

discourse functions. These functions are not fixed, nor fundamentally and intrinsically 

linked to any particular use; as human constructs they are susceptible to multiple 

interpretations and applications, and they have functioned in different ways in different 

social and historical contexts.32 I will argue that Tantric discourse did function as means 

for counter-hegemonic resistance in India. However, in a different context, namely, in 

Tibet, it came to function as a hegemonic ideology, supported by the very same practices 

which in the previous context constituted a form of anti-hegemonic resistance.33 Before

31 This study began with the editing of the first four chapters of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, as well as the 
translation of Tsongkhapa^ commentary on the above, the Total Illumination o f  the Hidden Meaning, 
which constitutes a bit more than one quarter of the total commentary, roughly 130 pages/folio sides in 
Tibetan. These works are appended to the end o f 【his texl, which thus gives lüe impressionthatthey are 
secondary tothis work; this is a false impression, as this work began with the study of these texts, and to 
a significant extent remains grounded within and limited by the scope of these works, despite ihe fact that 
distinctly Western methodologies are used, and are supported by material from a wide anay of other related 
Indian, Tibetan and Chinese sources.

32 While the ways in which discourse bolsters authority have been repeatedly demonstrated, the ways in 
which it can potentially challenge authority has been less often discussed. Lincoln argues (hat '"discourse 
can also serve members of subordinate classes (as Antonio Gramsci above ail recognized) in their attempts 
to demystify, delegitimate, and deconstruct the established norms, institutions, and discourses that play a 
role in constructing their subordination.” （1989:5) If Thapar and Warder are correct， and Buddhism was a 
protest movement receiving particular support from urban merchants and artisans who were excluded from 
the brahmana-ksatriya hegemonic alliance. Buddhism could be seen as productive of an alternative 
discourse which did indeed attempt to demystify^ etc. the hegemonic discourse of the brahmans. This 
argument will be pursued in chapter three of this work.

33 It seems that under Chinese colonial rule for the past fifty years, Buddhism in Tibet may have reverted 
back to the counter-hegemonic stance in resistance to colonial repression; the Chinese, recognizing this, 
reacted following the cold, calculating logic o f the colonizer, the rule of which is fundamentally based on 
violence, both physical and rhetorical, proceeded to attempt to stamp out Buddhism in Tibet. So far, 
however, it seems that they have not been successful, and despite their efforts the Tibetans have been able
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L2 Defining “Tantrism” and the Tantric

‘Tiintrism” has all of the elements that, taken together, to some extent have inspired 

a great deal of interest and research, and no doubt will continue to do so. For it was truly a 

pan-Indian religious movement which penetrated, to some degree, most if not all of the 

major Indian religious traditions, and which was gradually understood to be the pinnacle of 

the development, the final and complete revelation of the truth, in certain of these traditions. 

It was pan-Indian in that it penetrated all of the subcontinent, including the marginalized, 

tribal or border areas that had hitheno received only the slightest degree of influence from 

the so-called Sanskritic “great traditions’’,34 and which may have in fact played an important 

creative role in the development of Tantric traditions. Unlike the earlier Vedic tradition,35 

the study and practice of which was proscribed to the lower classes, it was open to a much

to some extent to both recover and recreate their traditions. See Germano 1998, and also Kapstein 1998, 
Goldstein 1998.

341 refer here to the arguments made by Marriott (1955) and Srinivas ( 1952) that Hinduism can be 
conceptually divided into a literate, ^great** tradition and local* generally non-literate 'little^ tradilions of 
the villages. This dichotomy has been much criticized (see for example Tambiah 1970 pp. 367-77), in part 
because it does not closely correspond to the social realities which the anthropologists are claiming to 
describe. Quite serious is the charge that ^embedded in the anthropologist's notion of the two levels is the 
serious danger of the past civilization represented in the classical literature being imagined as a static and 
consistent whole expressing clear>cut principles. The historian may well find this orientation naïve: for 
him there are periods, eras, continuities and changes, not a single unbroken tradition/' (Tambiah 1970:372) 
While I do not see early medieval Indian religion as static and unchanging, nor do I surmise that Indian 
religious traditions, past or present^ neatly break down into “greater"’ and “lesser*’ components, I follow 
Coffins (1982:17,18) in holding that the distinction is at least marginally useful provided【hat we do not 
confuse it with the social structure of actual communities; in the context of the Buddhist Tantras, it is 
useful as a reminder that the texts which have come down to usv while potentially deriving from multiple 
origins, are the products of literate communities and thus do not necessarily reflect the concerns of the 
society as a whole.

35 Here I use the term in the limited sense of the ideology and ritual practice described in the brahmana 
literature.
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wider range of the social spectrum. Indeed, the lowest members of the Indian social world, 

the untouchables, were theoretically included within the sphere of Tantric worship.36

A broadly accepted definition of ‘*TantnT has not yet emerged; this may be in part 

due to the bewildering range of ideas and practices that could possibly be subsumed under 

the term. Traditional explanations are a typical and appropriate starting point for many 

definitions; these often derive the term Tantra from the verb V細  “to stretch’’.37 38 A technical 

definition, well known in the Indo-Tibetan traditions o f Buddhism, is contained in the 

eighteenth chapter of the Guhyasarnäja Tantra, which in the Tibetan canon occurs as a 

separate text called the Uttaratantra: ^tantra is known as a Continuum', and it has the 

three aspects of basis, nature, and non-deprivation. Its nature aspect is the cause, and non

deprivation is the fruit, and the base is the means. These three comprise the meanings of 

the [term] ta n tra '^

The explanation of the term 如mm here is based on a concept that is peculiar【〇 

Buddhism，namely, the idea of the voidness or absence of the intrinsic reality of one’s self 

and all other persons and things. As we shall see, the notion that all things are thus void 

implies that in their ultimate reality they are interdependent, and that there is from the 

perspective of ultimate reality not individually separable existents but rather a 4continuum, 

of beings and things which exist only in relationship to each other. Lacking any sort of 

fixed reality, all living beings are transformable and thus potentially able to become fully

36 The Buddhist orders, of course, were open to persons of all social backgrounds (see Lcxke 1989, p. 109); 
Tantric traditions can be seen as continuing the anti-caste inclusivisintypical of Buddhism， in theory if no【 
in practice.

37 These generally understand the word tantra as being formed from the verbal root ^ran with the 
instrumental -tra affix; sometimes mentioned is the older meaning of tantra as a loom or more specifically 
the warp of the loom, as well as the related word tanu, an adjective meaning thin, fine or delicate (possibly 
related to tantu, that which is stretched, i.e., a thread) and also a noun meaning the body (see Apte 1965, 
p. 466 col. 3-467 col. 2).

38 pnibandham tantram âkhyâtam tat prabandham tridhâ bhavet /  âdhârah prakrtis caiva 
asamhâryaprabhedatah // prakrds câlqter hetur asamhâryaphalam tathâ /  âdhônis tad upâyas ca irìbhis 
tanirârihasamgrahah // (Malsunaga (Ì978), vs. 34-35, p. 115); /  rgyud ni rgyun zhe bya bar grags // rgyud 
de mam pa gsum "gyur te // gzhi dang de bzhin rang bzhin dang7/ mi 'phrog pa yis rab phye ba // mam pa 
rang bzhin rgyu yin te // de bzhin mi 'phrogs *bras bu*o // gzhi ni lhabs shes bya ba ste // gsum gyis rgyud 
kyi don bsdus pa*o /. (DK fol. 150a).
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awakened Buddhas, since there is no permanent unawakened self that could somehow 

obstruct this development. Tantric Buddhists sought to capitalize on this potential for 

awakening, and claimed that they could dramatically accelerate this evolution into 

Buddhahood by means of practices which assume continuity between the limited, mundane 

sense of self and the awakened, expanded sense of self which is, we are told, characteristic 

of the Buddhas.39

This entails the attempt to assume, through visualization and other meditative 

practices, the body, mind and environment of the Buddhas and their Pure Land abodes.

For the Buddhists the term tantra is conceived as denoting a 'continuum' that spans from 

the fruit or goal of practice, which is awakening, down to the cause or ground of practice, 

the fundamental potential to achieve awakening which all beings are said to have, and, most 

importantly, the means of actualizing this potential, which are the practices taught within the 

Tantric traditions, as well as the texts themselves. Or, according to the late Venerable Tara 

Tulku, Tantra involves a process of deconstruction followed by reconstruction. ^Having 

demolished with wisdom the samsaric world by removing its foundation, ignorance, [it is】 

the process of rebuilding the Buddhaworld on the basis of wisdom itself/' replacing a 

mundane experience of the relative world with a vision of extraordinary yet still empty, 

relative world.40 From this perspective, Tantra is understood as the continuum which spans 

the gap between the realm of suffering characterized by miskaowledge (samsâra) and the 

nondual-intuition (advayajfiâna) which is inseparable from the transcendent realm of 

awakening {nirvana). These two are understood as being non-dual, being differentiated by

39 The term I translate as * Awakening* is bodhit which is derived from the root budh, 4to wake* (Whitney 
1963:106). This translation captures better the Buddhist sense of the term than the more common 
translation 44enlightenment,\  a more general and somewhat overused term. Verbs formed from this root 
were translated into Tibetan with the compound 'tshang rgya bat lit. t4awakened expanded**. See Beyer 
1992 pp. 107-8.

40 Cited in Thurman 1998* p. 127. Insert is mine.
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misknowledge and its antidote, true knowledge.41 This continuum links the practitioner to 

the structure of the cosmos itself, and provides the base whereby both the practitioner and 

her environment can be transformed.

So far this issue has been explored only from the Buddhist perspective, which is 

appropriate, since this dissertation is concerned with a Buddhist Tantric tradition. It seems 

that one might hesitantly suggest that this notion of the non-duality between the practitioner 

and his spiritual ideal, between bondage and liberation, is also of central importance to 

Hindu Tantric traditions as well. It is evidently an ancient idea, as the Upanisads contain 

teachings which claim that one can reach a divine state through an understanding of one's 

identity with brahman.42 While generalization here may be less warranted than in the case 

of the Buddhists, it does appear that Saivas accepted the identity of the individual soul with 

Siva, although different schools described the path to this goal differently.43 The 

nondualistic philosophy of the Advaita Vedanta44 played a major role in the development of 

at least one major school, that of the Trika or Kashmir Saivism. According to Flood, there 

is a

relation between the Trika Sai va soteriology and cosmology, or the way in which, 
while keeping beings bound in the cycle of birth and death, the structure of cosmos 
allows for their liberation....the liberation conceived by the Trika Saiva as the 
eradication of the pollution of individuality (änavamala), which is also immersion 
(samävesa) into the higher reality of Paramasiva, thought to be achieved through 
the assimilation of higher levels of the universe. (1989:225-26)

41 Misknowledge (avidyà) has long been considered to have been the ultimate source of suffering and 
samsaric existence by Buddhists. Misknowledge and the true icnowledge considered to be its antidote will 
be discussed in section 2.1 above.

42 See for example Brhadäranyaka Upanisad, 4.1, which identifies brahman with various aspects of one^ 
psycho-physical complex such as the breath, sight, hearing, mind and the heart, and which claims that one 
who knows this becomes a god and joins the company of the gods. See Olivelle 1996, pp. 52-56t and 
also Dviveda, who in a 1992 article discusses Tantric significance of such passages.

43 Brunner wrote that ^Saivas, on their side, although accepting exactly the same conception of moksa 
(identification of Siva), maintained that the essential nature of the soul was the same as Siva's; and they 
had to decide only about the proper means to unveil this true nature. The majority of the Siddhântins saw 
no other possibility than a direct intervention of Siva^ Grace, in the form of d ifesi (1992:29).

44 Advaita philosophers such as Padmapâda, a disciple of Samkara, held that liberation is possible due to 
the existence of a continuum or non-duality between the individual self (jiva)f in need of liberation, and the 
liberated Self, the One Self (âtman), indicated by the famous Upanisadic statement "That thou arl^ (tat 
rvam asi). See Potter 1963, pp. 174-76.
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The interrelationship between the practitioner and the supreme state, however conceived, is 

a requisite for liberation. The interrelationship between the mundane and transmundane 

states has been well documented in the case of Trika Saivism.45

While this certainly provides us with a theoretical criteria for ascertaining whether 

or not the soteriology of a given school is typical of those advocated by practitioners o f the 

Tantras, it may be necessary to seek other criteria as well, since there are schools of 

thought which advocate the non-dualistic perspective which would not label themselves as 

‘"Tantric”. It is thus necessary to examine the term and its uses in more depth.

First of all, the term tantra is polysemous. Urban provides a short synopsis of

different meanings ascribed to the term, as follows:

The Sanskrit word tantra has appeared since Vedic times with an enormous 
diversity of meanings, denoting, for example, siddhànta (conclusion), 
srutisäkhä (a branctx of sruti, i.e., the Vedas), itikartavyatä (set of duties), 
prabandha (composition), and sästravisesa (a particular sästrä). In its earliest 
appearance in the Rg Veda (X.71.9) 2nd Àtharva Veda (X.7.42), tantra denotes 
a kind of weaving machine or loom; later, in the Satapatha Brähmana, and 
Tandya Brähmana, the range of the term is extended to refer to the chief 
essence portion or essence of a thing; and still later, as we see, for example, in 
the works of Sankara, [sic.] the term is used to denote simply a system of 
thought.... the term has also been used throughout Sanskrit literature to signify 
not only 4any rule, theory or scientific work^ (Mahàbhàrata) but also an 4army, 
row, number or series* (Bhàgavata Puràna, x.54.15) and even a 'drug or chief 
remedy’. （1999:125)

The term tantra clearly can refer to a type of literature, although its usage here is not fixed; 

“it is applied in several other provinces of Indian literature to a technical ‘exposé’ or 

'handbook7 which in a more of less extensive way deals with a certain subject.^ (Goudriaan 

1981:7) This description more or less fils the term 伽 fra as a name for a type of text, but 

in the Tantric traditions its import includes but extends beyond the realm of literature.

Tantra came to designate a central body of literature of an esoteric religious 

movement which developed in India, but properly speaking it does not refer to the

45 See for example Isayeva 1995.
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movement as a whole, or the sectarian traditions contained within it. That is, 4TantrismM is

a neologism unattested in Sanskrit sources. As Padoux noted,

The word ‘Tantrism” is assuredly a Western creation. India traditionally knows 
only texts called Tantras. These texts, moreover, fall far short of covering the entire 
Tantric literature; nor are only Tantric texts called Tantras. India also knows the 
word tantrasästra, <4the teaching of the T a n tra s ,as well as the adjective täntrika, 
‘Tantric，” which is opposed to vflWte，“Vedic，” thereby placing a new form of 
revelation and rites against Vedic tradition and rites. (1981:351)

While a Western scholarly term such as Tantrism need not be abandoned solely for tlie

reason that it is not an ernie term, here it will not be used, since its use constructs Tantrism

as an entity which may be qualified by adjectives such as “Buddhist” or “Hindu” .

However, in the Buddhist case, and most likely in the Hindu case as well, Tantric theory

and practice is considered a subset within the larger religion as a whole. It thus appears

more correct to speak of a 'Taniric Buddhism,t or 'Tantric Hinduism,\  as adherents of both

religions would tend to consider the ‘Tantric’’ theories and practices as being concordant

with their larger traditions;46 it may be unnecessary and even undesirable to reify the Tantric

traditions into a Tantrism. Such a reification focuses on the superficial similarities between

Tantric traditions, but ignores their substantial functional and ideological differences.47

Instead, here the ernie adjectival usage will be followed, which also corresponds to one of

the theses of this work, that ritual systems such as those described in the Tantras lack any

fixed or rigid meaning, but rather can be understood in different ways, and were in fact put

to different ideological uses in different social contexts.

46 With regard to the Buddhism, the Indo-Tibetan traditions generally use the terms vajrayâna (rdo rje theg 
pa) or mantrayäna (gsang sngags theg pa)t while in East Asia the name shingon ), literally a 
translation of mantra, is used to designate an important Japanese tradition; this usage might be considered 
to approximate the Sanskrit mantrayäna. More generally the term mikkyô (Japanese; Chinese mi-jiaot 
密 教 ） ， “Esoteric Teachings”， is used to refer to Tantric Buddhism as a whole. In all cases Esoteric 
Buddhism is understood to be a special division of the larger Mahâyàna tradition.

471 use tifunctional>, in the sense used by Sanderson, who argued that numerous elements in Tantric 
Buddhism originated in Saivism (which is, as we shall see, a controversial claim to say the least), but that 
Tantric Buddtósm is ueniirely Buddhist in terms of its function and self-perception^ (1994a:96), which is 
of course the case. The same ritual element in Buddhist and Saiva practice may have entirely different 
functions, and also be understood in entirely different ways.
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It is possible that the 'Tantricn is not clearly definable by any single criteria; this is 

suggested by the fact that a number of scholars have located ‘了加此爪 ’’ or elements thereof 

in scriptures or traditions that do not in fact designate themselves as Tantras or Tan trie, and 

which were most likely composed before the term tantra came into use as a term for 

esoteric scriptures. It may be that Tantric traditions can only be identified by means of what 

Smith called the poly the tic mode of classification, in which a number of criteria would be 

admitted, not all of which would necessarily be possessed by all members of the class.48 

This is suggested by the fact that most “definitions” of ‘T'antrism” have so far actually been 

descriptions of characteristic features, often presented in list form. An influential 

description of central features of Tantric Hinduism was provided by Goudriaan,49 while 

Snellgrove has produced a list of criteria which he understood to be polythetic in Smith’s 

sense.50 A similar and slightly longer list has been proposed by Hodge.51 Such catalogues

^  Smith described a "polythelic mode of classification which surrendered ihe idea of perfect, unique, single 
differentia -  a taxonomy which retained the notion of necessary but abandoned the notion of sufficiem 
criteria for admission to a class. In this new mode, a class is defined as consisting of a set of properties, 
each individual member of the class to possess 'a large (but unspecified) number1 of these properties, with 
each property to be possessed by a "large number' of individuals in the class, but no single property (〇 be 
possessed by every member of the class/* (1982, p. 4). See also Urban 1999, p. 126.

49 As Goudriaan^s formulation remains influential, it is reproduced here as follows: **What is most often 
called by this term is a systematic quest for salvation or for spiritual excellence by realizing and fostering 
the bipolar, bisexual divinity wilhin oners own body. This result is methodically striven after by specific 
means (kinds of sâdhana): the recitation of mantras or bijas; the construction of geometrical cosmic 
symbols (mandala); the making of appropriate gestures (mudrà)： the assignment or ,4laying down'* (nyâsa) 
of powerful sounds or syllables on the body; the meditation on the deity^s concrete manifestation (dhyàna); 
the application of these and other elements in special ritual procedures, to wit Tantric worship (pûjà), 
initiation (diksâ) etc.; besides, the performance of Kundaliniyoga by means of which ihe microcosmic form 
of Sakti (female divine power) present in^lhe body in the form of a fiery tube or serpent is conducted 
upwards along the yogic nerves towards Siva*s mystic residence at some distance above ihe head.M 
(Goudnaan and Gupta 1981:1).

50 Snellgrove defines Tantric Buddhism as ua system of practices, either of ritual yoga or of and physical
and mental yoga^ by means of which the practitioner identifies himself with his tutelary divinity» which is 
identified both with the practitioners own teacher and with the goal of final enlightenment. However 
many different elements, few of which are peculiar to Tantric Buddhism, have contributed to the formation 
of this complex literature. They may be listed thus: (i) the philosophical basis; (ii) the cult of particular 
divinities; (iii) ihe development of the mandala or circle of divinities; (iv) the use of mantras and 
symbolic gestures; (v) the concept of Buddha-Famìlies; (vi) the concept of buddhahood as fivefold; (vii) 
the concept of Buddha-Bodies; (viii) the use of highly ritualized consecrations; (ix) the practice of yoga, 
both mental and physical; (x) the conception of the whole of existence as an essential duality in unity 
(Sanskrit: fibetan: zw/ig-y«茗)• >U/ ffl/irray (to nof comprise a "  efc/ne/iry, and….tîiey
have been categorized mainly in accordance with the particular elements they happen to contain." 
(1988:1359, emphasis mine)

S1 Hodge's article has thus far not received much attentiont but as his list is notable at least in its 
comprehensiveness it is reproduced here as follows: “（1) Tantric Buddhism offers an alternative path to
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of criteria would be of central importance in constructing a set of criteria if it is indeed 

ascertained that a polythetic mode of classification is required here. Whether this is the case 

or not will, however, require further investigation.

Closer to a definition is Muller-Ortega^ identification of three characteristics of

Tantrism. The first, which properly speaking is a description of tantra as text, holds that

a text is tantric which presents itself as revealed, without attaching itself in any way 
to the Veda. Such texts on the whole prescribe other rituals and other means to 
salvation than those offered by Vedic texts....these rituals and practices are typically 
open to all, without distinction on the basis of caste or sex. (1989:50)

This is not a definition per set for all texts that might conceivably fit this description are not 

necessarily Tantras; many Buddhist non-Tantric texts would fit this description, but it is 

important in that it identifies what is, from the Hindu perspective, the radical Tantric claim 

to authority completely outside of the scope of the Vedic tradition. The Tantric de

emphasis of caste-based distinctions should be seen in the light of its broader challenge to 

the authority of the Vedas and the brahmins whose claims to social superiority ride upon 

that authority.

Muller-Ortega continues by noting that Tantric texts contain what he calls %la strong 

reaction against what may be termed the Upanisadic spirit of renunciation/7 (1989:50) 

Instead, Tantric practitioners consider the absolute state to be attained, i.e., liberation, to be 

immanent within the world, which of course calls into question the rejection of the world

Enlightenment in addition to the standard Mahâyâna one. (2) Its Teachings are aimed at lay practitioners in 
particular, rather than monks and nuns. (3) As a consequence of this, it recognizes mundane aims and 
attainments， and often deals with practices which are more magical in character than spiritual. (4) It teaches 
special types of meditation {sädhana) as the path to realization, aimed at transforming the individual into 
an embodiment of the divine in this lifetime or after a short span of time. (S) Such kinds of meditation 
make extensive use of various kinds of mandatas, mudräs, mantras and dhäranis as concrete expressions 
of the nature of reality. (6) The formation of images of the various deities during meditation by means of 
creative imagination plays a key role in the process of realization. These images may be viewed as being 
present externally or internally. (7) There is an exuberant proliferation in Che number and types of Buddhas 
and other deities. (8) Great stress is laid upon the importance of the guru and the necessity of receiving the 
instructions and appropriate initiations for the sàdhanas from him. (9) Speculations on the nature and 
power of speech are prominent, especially with regard to the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet. ( 10) Various 
customs and rituals, often of non-Buddhist origins, such as the homa rituals, are incorporated and adapted 
to Buddhist ends. (11) A spiritual physiology is taught as part of the process of transformation. ( 12) It 
stresses the importance o f the feminine and utilizes various forms of sexual yoga.** (Hodge 1994:59). This 
list, while broad, does not go far in achieving depth, and terminology such as mandala, mudrä and so 
forth need further, comprehensive explanation. It problematic for several reasons. It is not at all clear, for 
example, that Buddhist Tantrism is primarily intended for the laity. Nor do all Buddhist Tantras 
emphasize the feminine and sexual yogas. Some of these issues will be addressed further below.
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that asceticism implies. He writes that 4Tantric practitioners strive to reconcile the ascent to 

moksa or liberation with the experience of joyful enjoyment of the world, bhoga^ 

(1989:50) This requires then a new spiritual path, one which involves 44the attempt to 

employ desire (käma) and all the values associated with it at the service of liberation. This 

attempt results from a general aim of not sacrificing this world to the purposes of salvation, 

but of reintegrating it somehow to the perspectives of salvation.n (1989:50).52 This radical 

change in orientation is, as will be shown in chapter two, not only an essential feature of 

Tantric traditions, but one which is not quite so radical when viewed from the Buddhist 

perspective.

Lastly, he identifies a third feature which clearly does underlie both Tantric thought 

and practice, and which can be understood as a central link which unites the two. He 

argues that

the Tantra establishes a series of correlations between man t the universe, the gods, 
and the tantric ritual. These correlations or homologies are elaborated in a complex 
system of symbols that includes the human body with its so-called mystical 
physiology. In addition, this system of symbols takes on a markedly sexual 
character abounding in what Bharati terms “polarity symbolism,” involving 
descriptions of the 4<mystical,t union of male and female....Much of this symbolism 
is expressed in a kind of secret or technical language that is deliberately ambiguous, 
multivalent, and, it seems, intended to shock the prudish or exclude the uninitiated.53

The correlations between the practitioner, the universe and the deity in Tantric practices

appears to be a central feature linking theory with praxis, and which underlies both Hindu

and Buddhist Tantric traditions. And while the differences between these traditions are

52 A similar point, also with regard to Tantric Hinduism, was made by Biardeau, who wrote: ,4Rather than 
placing desire and liberation in opposition to each other, and rather than denying the one to the benefit of 
the other, the theory holds, quite to the contrary, that desire is the hallmark of each and every individual's 
initiation into the path of salvation. It is the seal of the divine in man, so long as he is schooled in the 
proper techniques for its transformation. It is therefore no longer one's acts, ritual or otherwise, that are 
valorized as such; rather, it is desire itself which is actually positively re-evaluated; and this change occurs, 
as always, from the starting point of a modifîed concept of godhead...The divine takes the form of a 
couple, the analogue of the human couple and, conversely, no man -  or woman -  can approach the divine 
unless he or she seeks to reproduce this primal couple in him or herself.** (1991:149-50)

53 Muller-Ortega 1989f pp. 50-51. Muller-Ortega here refers to Bharali's article 4iPolarity Symbolism in 
Tantric Doctrine and Ptaclice,f (Bharati 1993:199-227).
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both numerous and significant, they do appear to share this central feature, on the basis of 

which it might be possible to formulate a definition.

One might define as ‘Tantric’’ any meditative or ritual technique that assumes an 

identity or continuity between the practitioner and a ^deity** (in the Buddhist context, the 

lkdeityM would be a Buddha, a folly Awakened being), which really is just a concise 

restatement of Muller-Ortega^ third feature.54 This identity may occur on the following 

levels: l) mentally, by assuming the Awakened or divine state of mind;55 2) vocally, by 

means of the recitation of the deity's mantra or seed syllable; and 3) physically by means of 

gestures characterizing the deity (mudra), or the presence of emblems or implements 

(samaya) symbolic of the deity. This definition does not exhaustively catalogue the many 

features which Tantric traditions share, nor does it address those particular only to certain 

traditions, such as the complex Perfection Stage yogic techniques of the Buddhist 

Unexcelled Yogatantras.56

54 The centrality of the discourse of identity or continuity with a deity has naturally been recognized by 
others. See for example Eliade 1958 p. 208 and Jackson 1994 p.131, and also Snellgrove 1988, p. 1359, 
quoted in note 42 above.

33 For the Buddhists this would entail an experiential realization of voidness of self and other, which 
involves the expansion of one*s sense of self beyond the narrow confines of being an alienated individual 
(prthagjana) to a more universal sense based on ihe awareness of the profound interrelatedness of all 
things. In the Hindu context, the realization of the identity of the ätman and brahman might provide the 
theoretical underpining for the ritual identification o f oneself and onefs chosen deity.

56 These techniques are of central importance in the Cakrasamvara tradition and will be discussed in more 
depth below. It is important to note however that even in the Tibetan tradition, where these techniques are 
emphasized, they have also been understood as denvative to the primary foci of Tantric meditation, which 
according to Tsongkhapa are the view of voidness and the deity yoga wherein one visualizes oneself as a 
deity. He wrote in his sNgags rim chen mo that *4In short, the view ascertaining that phenomena are empty 
of inherent existence and the deity yoga of generating oneself as a deity conjointly achieve the fruit, the 
Two Bodies. This means of achievement is the sole path of passage of all ihe chief trainees for whom the 
Vajra Vehicle was set forth. One should know that the many paths other than these two, which are 
explained in the individual sets of tantras, are either methods for heightening cognition of emptiness or 
branches of deity yoga. Knowing this, one should hold [these two] to be their essential meaning/' 
(Hopkins 1977:134) The current Dalai Lama Tenzin Gyatso also rejected the idea that *4deity yoga'* 
(devatäyogOy lha ri m al *byor) is limited to the Creation Stage of Buddhist Tantric yoga, wherein one 
develops the perception o f oneself and one*s environment as divine. Instead, he explains that it occurs in 
the Perfection Stage as well (Hopkins 1977:72).
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Here the term ‘Tantra’’， like the adjective ‘Tantric’’ which is derived from it， does 

not imply a defining 4essence\ but rather a defining performative context.57 Mantra 

recitation, for example» is not necessarily Tantric if simply recited as a charm without a 

conscious sense of identification with a deity. Likewise, a ritual act such as a homa fire 

sacrifice would properly be understood as Tantric only if performed in a Tantric context, 

i.eM by a practitioner who identifies with a deity, and supports such identification through 

the use of mantra, mudrä and so forth. A Tantra then we could define as an authoritative 

text which is Tantric in content and which is considered to be the revelation of a deity or 

Awakened being. The presence of the ideology of union with a Buddha or deity might then 

distinguish a Tantra from any other “revealed” text which contains ‘Tantric elements”，Le.， 

those things usually considered to be characteristic of Tantric texts, such as mantras or 

descriptions of homa or abhiseka rites.58 Unless they contain the notion of union, 

however， here they will not be considered ‘Tantric’’ texts， but rather ‘‘proto-Tantric’’.59

57 This notion follows from the Buddhist concept of voidness， which denies the ultimate validity of any 
reified essences and is thus oriented toward process, on relatives modes whereby entities come in and out 
of existence in dependence upon one anolher, and the ways in which they are functionally interdependent.

58 This point has been made by Easlman, who argued, ,4Even though an array of features, such as mandala,
mantra, and yoga, are commonly portrayed as distinctive of tantra, these are not genuinely definitive of 
Vajrayâna literature per se. The soteriological technique of identifying oneself with the divinity through 
the process of visualization distinguishes Vajrayâna from other forms of Buddhism. The doctrine is not 
found in the dhârani genre of Buddhist scripture, although the ritual elaborations in this literature 
contributed lo Vajrayäna scripture; nor is it the same as Sie visualizations known from the
Mahâyâna sûtras， to which the development of the tantras seems equally indebted. This meditative notion 
of generating oneself as the divine being is the essential, although not always obvious, referent of 
Vajrayâna, and was therefore the basis for early affiliations of such scripture, as well as the unique doctrinal 
feature of the traditions known in dynastic Tibet as Mahayoga.M (1983:45)

59 This term, which does imply a diachronic evolution of Tantric traditions, can only be used in the case of 
texts which evidently preceded in time the full flowering o f ''Tantrism^ in India which was underway by 
the sevenlh century; ,*proto-TantricM texts, then, would include those texts translated into Chinese dunng 
and before this era which contain such elements. It may be objected that this defînition excludes from the 
category *TantricM certain texts which are considered by the Tibetan tradition to be Tantras, usually of the 
lower (kriyà or caryâ) categories. This classificatory pattern is problematic, however* despite its uncritical 
acceptance by scholars, which has been criticized by Strickmann (1977b: 140). Aside from the fact that 
those who use this model rarely consider alternate Indo-Tibetan models, or those found in the Chinese 
Tripitaka, the very fact that it is a fourfold division should trigger a critical stance, given the infatuation 
with the number four in Indian sources. It is, as I will argue in chapter three, a somewhat arbitrary 
division, and also somewhat anachronistic, as it identifies as 'Tantras** a number of texts which do not in 
fact use the term, and refer to themselves using some other designation such as sùtra, kalpa^ etc. Many of 
these texts would, in the Japanese classification, be considered “mixed esoteric” texts (zdmfrra* 雜 密 ）， 

meaning texts which contain noticeably Tantric features, but which lack the sophistication and elaboration 
of the later genuine Tantric texts, no doubt because they were composed before Tantric Buddhism arose as 
a bona-fide, self-conscious movement.
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If this definition is correct, the other frequently cited， supposedly “defining” 

characteristics of Tantrism such as mantra, mudra, and so forth can be seen as 

epiphenomena of the idea of union with a Buddha or deity, since they are taken to be 

practices which achieve that goal. The issue here is complicated, however, by the fact that 

in many cases, the practices seem to have preceded the theory^ it appears that homa fire 

sacrifices were performed long before the distinctly Tantric ideology of union or continuity 

with the divine had developed. This does not pose a problem, however. I will argue, 

following Abé, that what makes a Tantric tradition Tantric is not the presence of a certain 

density o f ‘Tantric elements”, but rather the presence of a certain type of discourse only 

through which might ritual elements such as homa be recognized as Tantric. Through this 

discourse ritual, yogic and meditative processes could be appropriated from other sources 

and put to use in the overarching Tantric process of integrating the microcosm with the 

macrocosm.

This definition is not necessarily sectarian; in the Hindu context one might follow 

Padoux, who wrote that

the nature of the Tantric vision of the world, its anthropocosmic reach, is best 
revealed in such practices. Deity is thus achieved by a corporal, mental and spiritual 
process: A process by which the bcxly itself is made cosmic and divine and yet, at 
the same time is transcended. These practices express better than anything else the 
extraordinary attempt of Tantrism to reintegrate man, made divine, into a universe 
that is itself seen and experienced as divine. This indeed is Tantrism. (1981:360)

In the Buddhist context, which is the main concern of this dissertation, one might define

Buddhist Tantrism as a distinctly Buddhist movement which integrates Tantric theory and

practice within a Mahäyäna framework^ with an emphasis placed upon compassion and

voidness.60 Indeed, Buddhist Tantras portray their objective as simply being the

60 We might also add the spirit of renunciation, which, as we shall see below, informs even the most 
“transgressive” practices of Buddhist Tantrism following Thurman, who wrote (regarding the Buddhist 
anuttarayogatantras) that (tAll these Tantras emerge from the same path of transcendent renunciation, the 
enlightenment spirit of universal love, and the wisdom of selfless voidness. All of them accelerate the 
deepening of wisdom and the development of compassionate evolution to make possible the achievement 
ofBuddhahood within the single well-endowed human lifetime. All of them employ the imagination to 
approximate the goal state and reach it more quickly. All of them mobilize the subtle mind as great bliss 
wisdom to realize ultimate reality and shape its energies for the happiness of all beings. (1994:74).
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presentation of particularly effective and rapid techniques for the achievement of the 

classical Mahâyâna goal: to achieve complete Buddhahood for the sake of benefiting all 

sentient beings. They claim to provide the aspiring Buddha, the uAwakening Hero*' or 

bodhisattva, with liberati ve arts (upäya) which accelerate both his or her ability to help 

others as well as his or her spiritual evolution, as the aims of self and others are understood 

to be inseparably interdependent. The Buddhist Tantras in particular elaborate the notion of 

the 4<Spirit of Awakening^ (bodhicitta), which was originally understood to be the 

aspiration and determination to achieve complete Awakening which characterizes the 

bodhisattva. While bodhicitta never loses this connotation in the Buddhist Tantras, it 

comes to be conceived as being a psycho-physical substance, the cultivation, retention and 

transformation of which is essential for the achievement of Buddhahood.

The term 4tdeityn is vague, and may have different senses in different traditions. 

While terms such as devatayoga and adhidaivatayoga occur in Buddhist Sanskrit literature 

and in Tibetan and Chinese translations, it is important to note that in the Buddhist context 

the ^deity^ is typically a Buddha, and the adept, as an essential part of his or her sàdhana, 

views her or himself as equal, nay identical, to the Buddha/deity who is the object of 

meditation. This sort of identification would be considered heretical in certain theological 

traditions, in which the relationship between practitioner and deity is not conceived as one 

of equality. While the practice of meditating on self as deity appears to be an essential 

aspect of Tantric theory and practice, evidently certain Hindu traditions have 4tback pedaled^ 

away from it. With regard to the Pàncaràtra tradition Gupta concludes that uthe new 

bhakti ideology of self-surrender (prapatti) made the very idea of what the sädhaka was 

originally supposed to do heretical, for man could no longer aspire to become identical with 

God/' (1983:88-89) The idea of identity with the deity does not seem compatible with the 

idea of surrender to a supreme being, for the non-dualistic point of view erodes the strong 

sense of difference between the divine and the human which theistic traditions tend to
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assert.61 If Gupta's characterization of the Päncarätra tradition is accurate it would not 

necessarily be classified as a Tantric tradition according to this definition, at least in its 

modern, dvaita theistic manifestations. Such a movement away from the Tantric 

perspective is evident in other traditions as well, such as Saivism.62

This description does not necessarily imply any particular origin claim; whether 

Tantric Buddhism, for example, developed largely within Mahâyâna Buddhism, or was 

absorbed into it from without is not at issue here. It will, however, be argued later that 

although both processes occurred to some extent, neither can be privileged to come up with 

a singular origin without committing significant distortion and misrepresentation. 

‘Tantrism” may have been a genuinely pan-Indian movement, although its history and 

development vary between different traditions.63

Tantric Buddhism was also a pan-Asian religious movement, and as Buddhism had 

largely died out in India proper by the sixteenth century, any discussion of Buddhist Tantric 

traditions must address to some degree the process whereby these traditions were 

transmitted from India to other parts of Asia. The past representations of Tantric traditions

61 A case in point is Che philosopher Madhva, who appears to take issue with Samkara's non<dualism 
precisely concerning the issue of the relationship between God, the individual selves and the world, which 
Madhva insists on separating via his doctrine of the ^fivefold difference** (pancabheda) governing the 
relationships between these entities. See Potter 1963, p. 249.

Brunner claims that the role of the sàdhaka, the adept seeking union with Siva, is stressed in the older 
Saivàgamas, and that uhis importance has lasted up to a time (two or three centuries ago?) when a change 
in outlook occurred and he was put at the back of the stage, if not totally ignored. Now this sadhaka was 
solely busied with rituals; he had nothing else to do, even was forbidden to comment on (he Âgamas'* 
(1992:28) This seems to reflect a g radui de-emphasis of the heroic Tantric goal of an individualistic quest 
for liberation, and a proportional emphasis placed on the temple cults.

63 Eliade wrote, concerning the word tantra, that uwe do not know why and under what circumstances it 
came to designate a great philosophical and religious movement, which, appearing as early as the fourth 
century of our era, assumed the form of a pan-Indian vogue from the sixth century onward. For it really 
was a vogue; quite suddenly, tantrism becomes immensely popular, not only among philosophers and 
theologians, but also among the active practitioners of the religious life (ascetics, yogins, etc.), and its 
prestige also reaches the (popuIarT strata. In a comparatively short time, Indian philosophy, mysticism, 
ritual, ethics, iconography, and even literature are influenced by tantrism. It is a pan-Indian movement, for 
it is assimilated by ail of the great Indian religions and by all of the 'sectarian' schools.'* (1958:200). I 
generally agree with his characterization and even with his chronology; I hesitate, however, to speak of a 
l̂antrism** which was assimilated by different usecls*\ not only because of the differences between different 

Tantric traditions, but also because it is not clear that we can speak of a 'Tantrism'* apart from the 
traditions, i.e., it seems to be a case where the universal can only be known from the particular, which calls 
into question the existence of the universal; my view is that the concept of 'Tantrism*' has only heuristic 
value, and that this value is itself limited.
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as degenerate cults should not blind us to the fact that these traditions were accepted as a 

valid if not supreme manifestation of Buddhism. Their prestige was such that they were 

accepted widely in Tibet, Mongolia, China,64 Japan and Southeast Asia.65 Its importance is 

such that a history of Tantric Buddhism, were one ever written, would not merely chart the 

rise and fall of a now dead movement; rather it would be one that properly speaking would 

have no clear cut end, in that Tantric Buddhism today persists in a number of living and 

vibrant traditions.

1.3. Tantrism in Context 

1. Non-Origins

For the study of the Tantras, perhaps more than many other subjects, the critique of 

historicism begun by Nietzsche and carried on by Foucault is particularly apt. For Tantric 

traditions, while they do not deny history per sey do appear to deny origins, or at least 

historical origins. The origin of most Tantras is portrayed as ahistorical, origins that defy 

or transcend our normal categories of time and space. Most Tantras claim a mythic origin, 

and portray their production as occurring via a witness to some sort of divine discourse or 

dialogue, coming from the mouth either of a Buddha or Siva and his consort, Umâ.

Some Tantras, arguably, do appear to be making a historical claim when they 

portray their revelation as occurring in seemingly historical contexts. An example among 

Buddhist Tantras is the Kâlacakra, for which has been concocted an elaborate myth of 

teaching by Sâkyamuni Buddha and transmission thence to the hidden kingdom of

64 As Orzech has shown in his 1989 article, Esoteric Buddhism has played and continues to play an 
important role and influential role in China, but its ''importance has been obscured because it has been 
viewed from a series of sectarian perspectives, perspectives which have been generated by the orthodoxies 
of Shingon Buddhism, neo-Confucianism, and Western sinology and Buddhology/* (1989:88)

65 Nihom has written an excellent book (1994) and a useful article ( 1998) concerning the transmission of 
Tantric Buddhism to Indonesia.
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Shambhala,66 or those Hindu traditions that trace their revelation to the overhearing of the 

ur-dialogue by a human.67 On the other hand, many Tantric traditions profess that their 

‘origins’ are in fact beyond history, and that their appearance in history is merely a 

rediscovery or revelation of a pre-existent truth, an example being the legend of the iron 

stùpa, in which Nâgârjuna is depicted as penetrating an otherwise impenetrable stüpa in 

Southern India, and receiving therein the Mahàvairocana Sutra and the Tattvasamgrafia 

Siitra from Vajrasattva, who in turn received them from Vairocana Buddha.68 The 

Cakrasamvara tradition likewise depicts a divine intermediary between the ultimate source 

of the tradition and its revelation amongst the humans.69 In these traditions the Tantra 

derives from an ultimate, timeless and hence unhistorical source, and its appearance in 

history is twice removed from its origin. And sometimes, as in the case of the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra, it is not a single but multiple origin(s) which must be taken into 

account. The search for origins is not aided, either, by the likelihood that these legends are 

“revisionist myth presented as revisionist history.”70

According to Tantric traditions themselves, if we seek a single point of origination 

we are likely to be disappointed, finding only “traces” which if doggedly followed lead us 

to non-origins. Derrida^ observation is particularly trenchant here:

66 Concerning the myth of the teaching of the Kàlacakra and its dissemination in Shambhala see 
Bembaum 1980, pp. 232 ff.

67 The myth, for example, of the reception of the Hindu Tantras by Maisyendra who overheard them while 
hidden in the belly of a fish is discussed at length by White (1996a, 1996b). The story is also recounted 
in the Buddhist accounts of the life of the siddha Minapa. See Robinson 1979 pp. 47-49 and Dowman 
1985, pp. 76-80. See also Tucci 1930.

63 The Chinese account of this legend is translated in Orzech 1995. For a critical discussion of the legend 
and its importance in the construction of Esoteric Buddhism by Kûkai, see Abé 1999 pp. 220-235.

69 According to the lineage lists there were two revelations of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, the first imparted 
by Vajradhara to Vajrapani who in turn transmitted it to the mahâsiddha Saraha, the second deriving from 
Cakrasamvara, which passed to Vajravârâhi and then the mahâsiddha Lüipa.

70 Lopez argues that Mahâyâna traditions, and the Vajrayâna by extension, deliberately avoid the question 
of origins via a rewriting of history, perpetually placing their texts in the authoritative context of the 
B u d d .  Lopez writes tHa【 "this rewriting in a certain sense displaces what was for the Mahâyâna a 
problematic question, the question of origins, by introducing a different frame of reference in which tales 
lead back not to events« but to other tales. (199Sa:26)
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The trace is not only the disappearance of origin -  within the discourse that we 
sustain and according to the path that we follow it means that the origin did not even 
disappear, that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a nonorigin, the trace, 
which thus becomes the origin of the origin. From then on, to wrench the concept 
of the trace from the classical scheme, which would derive it from a presence or 
from an originary nontrace and which would make of it an empirical mark, one 
must indeed speak of an originary trace or arche-trace. Yet we know that that 
concept destroys its name and that, if all begins with the trace, there is above all no 
originary trace. (1976:61)

In what follows we shall look at a number of “traces”， several of which have been 

wrenched from their context for the construction of origin schemes. These, however, are 

unsatisfactory, perhaps because of their arbitrary nature, and perhaps because the search 

must always continue onward as Derrida points out, until we reach the point of entering 

into a vicious rather than a hermeneutic circle. Instead, it might be more fruitful to follow 

here the Buddhists, who, in rejecting metaphysical speculation into origins,71 recommended 

that one develops tolerance of the nonorigination of all things (anutpanikadharmaksänti). 

Examples of authors who took up and reified these “traces” include， for example 

Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, whose Introduction to Buddhist Esotericism (1932) was quite 

influential for several decades, and indeed contributed to the growing awareness of 

Buddhist Tantrism in the West. Unfortunately, however, the work is marred by the 

continual invocation of the category of the “primitive” as the putative source of Tan trie 

practice, a category which is not defined, nor is its connection with Tantrism proven. It is 

rather assumed, assumed no less from the very start of the book, which begins: 'Tantrism 

originated from primitive magic. The primitive people of India, like all primitive and 

nomadic races throughout the world, must have had primitive magical practices prevalent 

among them/*72 In reading the text one gets the feeling that he is attempting to explain the

71 See the Cülamâlunkyasutta, Majjhima Nikâya 64, Nânamoli 1995 pp. 537-541.

72 Bhattacaryya 1932:1. With regard to magical practices, it is unclear to what extent the Tantras can be 
characterized as primitive since the magical practices typically advocated in the Tantras, the satkarmäni, is 
derived from one of the oldest strata of Indian literature, the Artharvavedcu As Tiirslig has shown in a 
1985 article, the magical practices in the Tanlras are largely derived from a literate, pre-existant system of 
Indian magic. Labeling fanlric magic “primitive” is misleading in that it implies U was derived from a 
sub-literate source. This labeling is more informative of the presuppositions of the author, who evidently 
was influenced by the negative evaluation of magic in Western thought. (See Tambiah 1990)
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tradition to a public who by then must have been accustomed to the attacks on Tantrism as 

degenerate and so forth which characterized “scholarly” studies at that time. It is 

unfortunate, however, that in so doing he invoked the colonialist evolutionary historicism 

propounded by Orientalists in all fields, and unfortunate as well that this account of 

Tantrism’s “origin” has been repeated by other scholars.73

Associating Tantric traditions with “primitive magic” has political overtones that 

should not be ignored. From the perspective of the Western human sciences these are 

loaded terms. Kapferer noted that

Anthropological interest in sorcery and magic took root at a time of Western 
expansion and colonial domination. It arose in a scientific climate alive with the 
spirit of Darwinism and concerned with the application of evolutionist thought to 
cultural, serial, and political matters. The investigation of sorcery and magic, 
indeed the labeling of practices as sorcery and magic, was part of a philosophical 
and growing anthropological enterprise with huge political undertones. Their study 
was integral to the more general engagement of knowledge in the legitimation of the 
imperial domination o f the West (the site of reason) over the subordinated rest (the 
site of unreason). (1997:9)

While it is true that Tantric traditions are typically interested in what might be called 

4tmagicaln practices and procedures, much careful investigation is necessary before such 

labels can be accepted. Such interest is in fact characteristic of certain facets of Indian 

religions and perhaps all religions, to some extent. Buddhism was no exception, despite the 

rhetoric of there being a “pure” Buddhism devoid of such practices. Locating the origin of 

Tantrism in “primitive” religion, whatever that may be, therefore tells us nothing, in that it is 

meaningfiil only if we posit a pure Buddhism which in fact never existed.

Regarding the “primitive” origin theories of Indian religious development， Renoü 

commented that

I believe that these theories are exaggerated, and that they are based on superficial 
explanations. The empty terms ‘non-Aryan’ and ‘primitive’ are used too readily; in 
seeking to prove too much, one runs the risk of finally proving nothing but the 
obvious fact that Hinduism possesses the morphological and typological features 
common to all forais o f  religion at a certain stage of development. It must always 
be borne in mind that Hinduism is the expression of a  great civilization and is

73 Sec for example Conze 1951, p. 176.
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closely connected with philosophical speculation and literary activity, and that it is a 
product of creative imagination and a systematic construction. (1953:48)

His insights are applicable to Tantric Buddhism as well. Naturally, elements of 'Tantrism*1

no doubt are quite ancient; the cults o f the goddesses which were incorporated into the

Tantric traditions may very well be of great antiquity, as another Bhattacharyya argues.74

Stressing, however, the archaic elements obscures the creative and innovative aspects of

Tantric Lradilions， and is anwarramed since the exact historical processes that gave rise to

the traditions is unclear， and some of the so-called “primitive” aspects of Tantrism may in

fact be understandable products of the internal dynamics of Tantric traditions.75 Nor should

it be forgotten that Tantric traditions possess extremely sophisticated bodies of theory and

practice, which are indeed the products of one of the world's great civilizations, and which

differ considerably from those practices that might genuinely be labeled uprimitive,\ 76

These theories and technologies should be appreciated as unique religious phenomena and

not pigeon-holed into “primitive” categories such as the “shamanic”.77 Labeling Tantric

74 See N. Bhattacharyya 1970.

75 An example here are certain of the transgressive aspects of Tantrìsm. Eliade argued that Usuch excesses, 
adopted in the name of a doctrine of salvation, opened the way to almost inevitable syncretisms with rites 
relegated to the lower levels of spirituality and with the behavior patterns of subordinate groups; tantrìsm 
finally incorporates the major and minor magic of the people, erotic yoga encourages the open emergence of 
secret orgiastic cults and of licentious maniacs, which, but for the prestige of the tantric maithuna and the 
techniques of Haüia Yoga, would have continued their obscure existence in the margin of society and of the 
community's religious life.,T (1964:295). While it is certainly possible that the sexual rites originated in 
Elaide*s archaic orgiastic cult, this is assumed and not proven. It is also possible for us to understand 
these as the product of an intra-Tantric process of development, as I will suggested below. We should note 
as well that these are not mutually exclusive propositions; it is perhaps most likely that Marchaic rites" may 
lie somewhere far back in the genealogies o f Tantric practices. But they are likely to have undergone 
extensive transformation, rendering them into a distinctly Tantric body of practice, understandable in the 
context of Tantric discourse.

76 In the Indian context, one might fairly label the simple rites of village worship >(primitivet\  But these 
rites differ greatly from genuinely Tantric rices, as Biardeau noted, writing: MNonetheless» to speak of 
tantrìsm in the context of the small temples o f the village boundary goddess is out of the question; and 
this is a sign that tantric practice continues to be accompanied by a certain refinement in knowledge, anä 
correlatively by a certain social position, which village shrines cannot offer/* (1991:152)

77 Samuel opposes what he claims are two distinct trends in Buddhism, the Mshamanic'v and the ^clerical'*, 
and hierarchically opposes them, implying that the former trend is more original and true to the spirit of 
Buddhism. He defines the t(shamanic,v as a category of practices which include uthe regulation and 
transformation of human life and human society through the use (or purported use) of alternate states of 
consciousness by means of which specialist practitioners are held to communicate with a mode of reality 
alternative to, and more fundamental than» the world of everyday experience/* (1993:8) For Samuel, the 
crucial link connecting shamanism and Tantric Buddhism is the experience of possession, which he 
understands to occur in Tantric sädhana which aim at effecting one's union with an awakened deity. In
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traditions as uprimitìve,\  etc. is an implicit denial of this, as well as an implicit acceptance of 

the colonialist “historical” project*

Another author, however, sees the Tantras as deriving their inspiration from the 

Vedas, despite the fact that their authority was challenged by Buddhists from a very early 

date. Wayman derives the hypothesis that a brahmin convert to Buddhism wrote the 

Mahàvairocana Sutra simply on the basis of the fact that this sütra contains a chapter on 

the rite of fire sacrifice (homa). (1992:203) Now, there is no doubt that the Vedas had a 

very far reaching influence throughout India and beyond, and that this influence penetrated 

into Buddhism, primarily in the sphere of ritual. Vedic ritualism seems to have served as a 

sort of lingua franca  of ritual technology in India, and it by no means remained the 

monopoly of the brahmins; as Staal observed, ^ o th  Buddhism and Jainism rejected Vedic 

ritual, but neither rejected ritual.^78 * The Buddhist rejection of Vedic ritual was a rejection, 

in general, of the hegemonic body of discourse of which it was a part, and, in particular, the 

violent practice of the sacrifice. The ritual elements themselves, however, were not rejected 

wholesale, as is indicated by the Kütadanta SuttaJ9 in which the Buddha is portrayed as 

objecting to the performance of a srauta sacrifice simply on the basis of its violence to 

animals. Instead， he redefines the rite, prescribing a non-violent “sacrifice”， which is in 

effect the Buddhist alternative, the uGreat GiftM (mahädäna) ceremony, which will be 

discussed at greater length in section 3.1.2 below.

doing so he follows Stablein who made this claim in a 1976 article. Gombnch, however, criticizes 
Samuel for conflating these very distinct states of possession and meditation. He notes that 'Theravâda 
Buddhists regard possession states, in which all consciousness is lost, as antithetical to Buddhist 
meditation, which represents enhanced control of one's consciousness. This antithesis is traditionally 
institutionalized: on poya days, the once weekly day of enhanced Buddhist activity, traditional shrines in 
which the officiate fulfills his role by getting possessed do not operate.'* (1997:174) The same point can 
be made for Tantric Buddhism, which does not at all prescribe possession by an alien being who usurps 
one's consciousness.

78 Staal 1990at p. 314. Staal here summarizes Heestennan's argument, who points out that the Buddhists 
did not reject Vedic ritual perse, but reinterpreted it in way which stressed Buddhist values such as non
violence (ahimsa); see Heesterman^ essay 4<Brahmin, Ritual, and Renouncer,* (1985:26-44). See esp. p. 42.

19 Digha Nikäya 5, trans, in Walshe 1987 pp. 133-41.
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Such “traces” of Tantrism seem promising when viewed from a distance, but they 

have the tendency to dissolve under analysis. If we turn up anything at all in a search for 

origins, it is likely that it will be a plurality of origins, a network of interdependent strands, 

any of which if taken alone constitute a dead end, but is meaningful if taken together. Or, 

as Foucault put it, uwhat is found at the historical beginning of things is not the inviolable 

identity of their origin; it is the dissension of other things. It is disparity/' (1977a: 142) But 

if we abandon the search for a mythic “inviolable identity of origin” from the starts it might 

be possible to take a more positive, possible and fruitful approach.

If it is not history itself that is the problem here, but rather a lack of precision. It 

will not be possible to identify where, when or how Tantric traditions arose unless one is 

clear on what exactly Tantric traditions are, ort in other words the paradigmatic discourse 

through which any assemblage of ntual and ideological elements can be understood as 

Tantric. In examining the elements or constituents of Tantrism, it will be necessary to 

identify this locus of meaning, which may not lie in the elements themselves, but in the 

underlying perspective which structures them into a coherent system of theory and practice.

L3.2 Buddhist Origins

Most scholars of Buddhism, being either Buddhist or at least partial to Buddhism in 

the sense that their sphere of knowledge centers upon Buddhism, have tended to identify 

precedents to Buddhist Tantrism in earlier or exoteric Buddhist traditions. An important 

question here then is how do we account then for the presence in non-Tantric literature of 

ritual elements considered characteristic of Tantric traditions? This question is relevant to 

the broader field of Tantric studies.80 Within the field of Buddhist studies, the Chinese

80 With regard to Hinduism Tantra Goudriaan notes that uit is necessary to distinguish between 'Tantric 
elements9 and Tantrism* as a ritual and doctrinal system. One can take for certain that some elements, and 
perhaps even early stages of the system, are much older than their first emergence in the literature. We have
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Tripitaka has proved an excellent source of information here, since it contains a well 

documented body of translations from the beginning of the common era, in which the 

gradual increase of 4Tantric elements*1 can be seen. This textual archeology has already 

been carried out by several scholars;81 examples include the Mahämäyüri-vidyärajni, 

translated in the early fourth century by Srimitra, which contains a description of the homa 

fire sacrifice.81 82 The rite of abhiseka is described in several works translated in the fifth 

century, including the Avatamsaka Sutra (translated 419 CE), the Suvarnaprabhâsa Sutra 

(translated ca. 414*26 CE in Liang-zhou) and in the 如 mz (灌 頂 經 )， a fifth

century composite translation/composition described by Strickmann.83 The 

Suvarnaprabhâsa is also notable for its introduction of the five Buddha (paficajina) 

maç^ala/4 In the sixth century we see translated complex Mahâyârm liturgical texts like the 

Avalokitesvaraikadasamukha, which while not Tantras per se are clearly moving in the 

direction of the increasing ritualization which characterize the Tantras.85 The presence of 

Tantric elements in some of these texts is so strong that it calls into question the later 

datings of the Tantric traditions,86 suggesting that Tantric Buddhism gradually developed 

over many centuries, rather than popping into existence in the eighth century, when Tantric 

traditions are imported into Southeast Asia, China, Korea, Japan and Tibet.

seen that the Veda contain many features which later re-appear in developed form in the Tantric sources. 
But without doubt the Tantra is rooted also in very old traditions of unsystematized yoga and body cult, 
shamanism, medicine, magic white and blackt astrology, religious eroticism and folldoristic ritual which 
found little or no place in pre-Tanlric literature.” （Gouciiaan et ah 1979:17)

81 See for example Tucci 1930 and Matsunaga 1977, 1978.

82 See Malsunaga 1977 p. 172.

°  See Strickmann 1990, esp. pp. 85-93.

w See Malsunaga 1977 p. 174.

M lb i±  p. 173.

86 This was pointed long ago out by Tucci (1930:128-29). This issue of dating will be discussed at more 
length in chapter S.
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This presence also calls into question the exoteric-esoteric taxonomy. Japanese 

scholars of Buddhism formulated the dichotomy of mixed and pure esotericism, zômitsu 

(雜 密 ）andytm/mr似 （純 密 ） • This distinction is used to articulate the difference between 

the schools of Esoteric Buddhism introduced to Japan during the Heian period and the 

Exoteric Buddhism of the Nara period. Abé has shown, however, that this distinction 

simplifies and distorts the actual relationship between these schools and their relationships 

to the Tantric literature which had in fact been substantially transmitted to Japan during the 

Nara period.87

Tantric traditions clearly place a central concern on ritual, and this concern can be 

and has been traced as a development within earlier Buddhist traditions. I would argue, 

however, that Tantric traditions are characterized not so much by the presence or absence of 

any particular elements, but to a distinctive interpretation of these elements and a distinctive 

use. As Abé has argued, it is more a perspective, or, in other words a certain sort of 

ideological taxonomy, that articulates the distinction between a siitra and a tantra, an 

exoteric and an esoteric work. And while ‘Tantric elements” can probably be traced back 

to the time of the Buddha or even earlier, I will argue, following Abéf s analysis of the Nara 

Buddhist establishment, that absent from Indian Buddhist discourse before the seventh 

century

was not the elements, but the alternate theories, or perhaps more precisely the 
paradigm o f Esoteric Buddhism that would detach from the general Mahäyäna 
context of religious practice the methods of worshipping esoteric deities, studying 
esoteric sütras, chanting esoteric dhâranis, and understanding the efficacy o f the 
sütras and dhäranls chanted. (Abé 1999:177)

At issue then is not the presence or absence of a certain “critical density” of esoteric

elements to make a text Tantric, but a certain consciousness or critical awareness of a body

of Tantric knowledge present in both the production and reception of the texts only by

n See Abé 1999 ch. 4t pp. 151-84.
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means of which can an esoteric Buddhist text be recognized as such, and translated into 

practice.88

An essential element of this “critical awareness of a body of Tantric knowledge” 

appears to be the discourse of identification with the Buddha, of taking the goal as one's 

path. This critical awareness could be read back into the earlier texts, to both enrich the 

Tantric ad ep ti understanding of the text and also to legitimate the Tantric perspective.

According to Thurman, Tsongkhapa saw such a visionary goal-orientation present in 

exoteric scriptures as well. For him

All turnings of the wheel of Dharma manifest a consecratory, or goal vehicle, reality 
at the same time as they interact precisely with the contingencies of ordinary history. 
Sakyamuni's luminous field of presence was in subtle re^ity an inexhaustible
mandala, automatically enthroning those who entered it on the seat of their own 
highest potential. His miraculous displays, often recorded in the Individual Vehicle 
as well as Universal Vehicle scriptures, imparted instantaneously a transformed 
environment to his audiences. (TTiurman 1985:376.)

This discourse concerning union with the Buddha and His transformed mandalic

environment could not only be read into the texts, but served as an principle for imparting

meaning to the rites employed in Tantric ritual. Various ritual elements such as mantras, 

mudrâst etc. are then understood as effecting this union in the course of larger ritual 

performances such as the abhiseka, homa9 etc. This discourse is in fact the crucial 

identifying linchpin which imparts meaning to these. Both ritual elements such as mantra 

and ritual performances such as homat etc. are not Tantric nor even Buddhist innovations; 

nonetheless, the meaning of a Buddhist abhiseka or homa rite is entirely different than a 

similar rite performed in a Vedic context, because the rites are understcxxl in different ways 

and put to ideological different uses.89

M As the body of Tantric knowledge is in fact quite extensive, the interpretation of Tantric texts is a 
problematic activity, requiring far more than just the philological skill to read the texts, as Kukai 
discovered when he encountered a translation of the Dainichi-kyô, the interpretation of which required far 
more than mastery of classical Chinese. See Abé 1999, p. 105 ff.

89 The question of the meaning of mantras has been a particularly vexing one, in part no doubt because as 
speech acts there is the temptation to analyze them semantically. I tend however to lean toward Staal's 
argument that mantra are semantically meaningless (see Staal 1989, 1990a). This is not to say that such 
analysis is fruitless, however here another approach is needed. The terra mantra in fact connotes 
instrumentality (formed as it is with a krt suffix; see Rndly 1989, p. 26), an instrumentality which is
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Ritual, like texts, is of interpretable rather than fixed meaning, and thus can be put to 

different ideological uses. Its interpretation must have the same degree o f sophistication 

that we would expect of textual studies. This interpretability or ambiguity of ritual was 

noticed by Durkheim, who wrote:

this ambiguity shows that the real function of a rite does not consist in the particular 
and definite effects which it seems to aim at and by which it is ordinarily 
characterized, but rather in a general action which, though always and everywhere 
the same, is nevertheless capable of taking on different forms according to the 
circumstances. ( 1915:431 )

One must take into consideration the historical process whereby a ritual action might take

on multiple layers of significance in different historical and social contexts. Generally,

these new layers do not obliterate, but add to, the older layers, resulting in an increase in

ritual complexity, a process Schipper calls the 4<accretion,t of ritual forms. Schipper

describes this process in the context of the development of Taoist liturgy as follows:

Taoist liturgy has constantly been renewed and elaborated throughout history, but 
this evolution rarely entailed the suppression of ancient forms. This process has 
resulted in the phenomenon of accretion, with new layers of rites superimposed on 
the old and new gods added to the earlier ones. Everything has been preserved and 
integrated into the general structure, so that within the articulation o f the ritual 
syntax, one can detect a real stratigraphy of discourse. (1993:76)

As this process is observable as well in Buddhist ritual texts, an iiarcheologicaln exploration

of the development of Buddhist ritual forms would need not only to consider intertextual

diachronic developments but also intratextual synchronic embedding o f ritual forms.

Kükai's contribution here is his construction of the category of the Esoteric in 

Japan. He shows that it is not any particular esoteric element per se that makes the Tantras 

distinctive, given that most of these can be found in some form or another in the nearly 

endless volumes of sütric literature. In his essay *The Difference Between Exoteric and 

Esoteric Buddhism” •灯a he writes that “the meanings of exoteric and

esoteric are manifold. If the more profound is compared with the less profound, the former 

is to be called esoteric and the latter, exoteric.,f This is, of course, a relative distinction,

understood as occurring in a ritual context (Wheelock 1989:96); the ''meaning^ of mantras thus depends on 
the ritual context in which it is used. See Alper 1989, p. 262.
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which Kùkai himself points out. (Hakeda 1972:156) Esoteric Buddhism is distinctive in 

presenting these elements in an empowering or more profoundly meaningful manner, a 

manner conducive to practice for the purpose of attaining complete awakening, provided 

that one has received the proper initiation and instructions.

A traditional explanation for the distincdon between exoteric and esoteric 

Buddhism, the Mahâyâna and the Vajrayâna, is that the goal is the same in the both 

vehicles, complete awakening, but the latter has faster, more effective means of reaching 

this goal, collapsing the bodhisattva's seemingly endless evolution into a period as short as 

one lifetime, as seen above. Kûkai points this out when he writes, in a letter to Tokuitsu, 

that 4The Exoteric Teaching (kengyô) and the Esoteric Teaching (mikkyô) are distinguished 

from each other in their methods of leading beings to enlightenment.” （Abé 1999:207)

This idea is echoed by the Tibetan Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po in his Pearl 

Garland commentary on the Cakrasamvara T a n tra^  He conceptually divides the 

Mahâyâna into two broad categories, the Transcendence class {pàramitâ-pitaka, pha roi tu 

phyin pa */ sde sn o d f1 and the Vidyâdhara or %4scientistM class.90 91 92 Sachen distinguishes the

90 Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po (1092-1158 CE) was a famous Tibetan scholar of the Sa-skya school whose 
Pearl Garland (PG) commentary on the Cakrasamvara Tantra was one of the most important and 
influential commentaries written on this Tantra in Tibet. The following passages are from his introduction 
to this work.

91 The term pàramità pitaka here refers to the classical Mahâyâna path as exemplified by the bodhisattva 
and as described, in particular, in the Prajnàpàramità class sutras. While this might be the usual referent 
for the term mahâyâna by scholars of Buddlusm, Sachen explicitly defines both of these classes as
subdivisions of the larger Mahâyâna vehicle, for the Vajrayâna was considered to be included within the 
Mahâyâna, being distinguished from it only in its methodology. He describes it as follows: 'T he method 
of the Pâramitâ class is that one first contemplates the suffering of cyclic existence so as to give rìse to 
dissatisfaction concerning it, in order to achieve the three bodies of a Buddha which is the perfected fruit. 
As a result, since one desires to renounce cyclic existence, one goes to seek solitude. As the renunciation of 
cyclic existence is nirvana, by contemplating its good qualities one develops the aspiration to attain 
nirvana. Until one attains it, one seeks the refiige which protects from suffering. Therefore, first one goes 
for refuge in the three jewels. Then, developing the aspiration for fìnding refuge for oneself and protecting 
others, one is able to give rise spirit of enlightenment which engages that aspiration. By the preliminary 
practices of going for refuge and giving rise to the spirit of enlightenment, one produces the two 
assemblies and the six perfections. By practicing the perfection of these for [at least] three immeasurable 
great eons, or up to thirty three [at most], one will attain the three bodies which are the ultimate 
fulfillment/* / de la pha roi tu phyin pa'i sde snod kyi tshul ni /  'bras bu rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas sicu gsum 
sgrub par byed pa la /  dang po *khor bavi sdug bsngal la bsam pas / 'khor ba la skyo ba bskyed / de las 
'khor ba spang bar cdod pas dben pa 'tshol ba (byung ta // &khor ba de spangs pa mya ngan las "das pa yin 
pas /  defi yon tan bsam pas mya ngan las 4das pa thob par *dod pa'i 4dod pa bskyed de /  rang nyid kyìs ma 
thob kyi bar du re zhig sdug bsngal las skyob pa'i skyabs gnas ^ h o l ba 4byung bas /  dang po dkon mchog 
gsum la skyabs su *gro ba len pa 4byung / de nas rang skyabs myed pa dang gzhan skyob pa*i bio skyes 
nas smon pa dang 4jug pafi byang chub kyi sems bskyed blangs te / skyabs 4gro dang sems bskyed sngon
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schools in four ways, all of which point, he claims, to the superiority of the Vidyädhara or 

“scientist” class, as follows:

Also, in regard to the distinctive qualities of that second [Vidyädhara] class, it says 
in the W办 that ‘"the Mantayàim is particularìy noble because, even
though it has the same aimy it is unconfusing, has many methods, is without 
difficulty, and it is mastered by those of sharp faculties.’’93 Therefore, although 
second class has the same aim of attaining the state of the true view, the three

this

fruitional bodies and the five intuitions (jnänä) and so forth, the Vidyädhara class is 
particularly more noble than the Pâramità class due to four distinctions between the 
two. They are distinct in regard to being confusing or unconfusing, having more or 
fewer methods, being difficult or free of difficulty, and in regard to [their 
practitioners] being of sharp or dull faculties. In regard to the first, Vidyädhara 
class is free of confusion because it has, in addition to the oral and written 
transmissions, many illustrations and examples such as the Gum’s instructions, 
personal experience at the time of the Intuition Being^ descent, the experience of 
the three initiations, etc. Since the Pâramità class has none of these it is unclear.

Secondly, the Mantrayäna has many methods. The Vidyädhara class has not only 
skill in the methcxis of abandoning the addictions (klesa), but it also has skill in 
methods of attending to the addictions. The Pàramitâyâna^ however, has fewer 
methods, for aside from methods of abandoning them it has no methods for 
attending to them.

Thirdly, there are three [topics] in regard to the quality of being difficult or free of 
difficulty. First, the Pâramitâyâna is physically difficult since it is necessary to 
sacrifice one^ body, such as the head, the best of limbs, and the eye, the best of 
sense organs, along with one’s wealth，etc. over the course of three great 
immeasurable eons. The Mantrayäna is physically easy as it is accomplished 
merely through path of creation and perfection and so forth. Secondly, the path of 
Pâramitâyâna is temporally difficult as one is hindered for three immeasurable eons, 
while the Mantrayäna is temporally easy as it is accomplished in one or seven * 92

du 4gro bas pha roi tu phyin pa drug tshogs gnyis kyi bdag nyid du gnas pa de /  dus bskal pa chen po 
grangs med pa gsum mam / sum cu rtsa gsum la sogs pari bar du rdzogs par spyad pas mthar thug gi kbras 
bu sku gsum thob par *dod pa'o /  (PG p. 289.1)

92 The vidhyädhara are mythical beings associated with the Tantras, the vidhyâdhara class thus refers to the 
Tantras orTantrism. ''Regarding the method of the Vidyädhara class, the vidyä is the deity on whom the 
flower fell, his or her essence (hrdaya), and so forth. The one who holds it first enters the mandala in a 
precise manner, and having identified [him or herself] with the deity and its blessings, adheres both to the 
deity on whom the flower fell and its vidyâ. From practicing this path whjch possesses the good qualities 
of the creation and perfection of that [deity], one will attain the ultimate fruit in either this very life, in the 
between state， or through a succession of births [numbering up to】 thirteen. In conjunction with that one 
will attain the four lower and eight middling achievements, and so forth. /  ng pa 'dzin pari sde snod kyi 
tshul ni /  rig pa me tog phog pa'i lha dang de'i snying po la sogs pa yin la / de kdzin pa ni dang po dkyil 
kkhor du ji Ita ba bzhin du zhugs te / lha dang skal ba mnyam byas nas Iha gang la me tog phog pavi lha 
dang deTi ng pa bzung ste / de'i bskyed rdzogs yan lag dang bcas pa lam du byas pa las /  tshe 'di nyid 
dang srid pa bar do dang /  skye brgyud nas (bras bu mthar Slugs bcu gsum pa la sogs pa thob nas /  de'i 
shar la dman bshi pa la sogs pa dang /  'bring grub pa brgyad thob par 4dod pa'o / (PG pp. 289.1-2.)

931 was unab 
does howevei

>le to find this quote at the beginning of this passage in the Àrya-Vidyottama Mahàtantro; it 
T occur in Tripitakamäla's Nayati^ayapradipa, as follows: / don gcig nyid na*ang ma rmongs 

dang // thabs mang dka* ba med phyir dang // dbang po mon po'i dbang byas pas // sngags kyi bstan beo 
khyad par *phags /  (NT DT fol. 16b).
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lifetimes, etc. Thirdly, since it is necessary to practice arduous practices and it is 
difficult to attain a spiritual friend, the Pâramitâyâna possesses difficulty concerning 
assistance. The Mantrayäim has no such difficulty as it is achieved via the bliss 
which is the art o f serving [her] who has the good qualities which are desired on the 
path of assistance.

Fourth, in regard to distinguishing those of sharp and dull faculties, the person who 
enters onto tKe Pâramitâyâna enters as a novice, and thus is a person of dull 
faculties. One enters into the Mantrayàna enters as one whose continuum was 
purified in the Pâramitâyâna, so his or her faculties are sharper.94

If this is so, the greater “means” or liberative art of Buddhist Tantrism is not its ritualism 

per se, but the perspective through which such diverse means are yoked to the goal of the 

achievement of Buddhahood, via the crucial practice o f ‘‘taking the goal as the path”, Le.， 

making the experience of Buddhahood the practice by means of mental visualization, vocal 

mantra recitations» physical movement (mudrä) and so forth, accessible at the very least to 

those of “sharp faculties”.95

94 / sde snod gnyis po de'i khyad par yang / rig pa mchog gi rgyud las / don gcig na yang ma rmongs dang 
// lhabs mang dka* ba med par dang // dbang po mon po'i dbang byas pas // sngags kyi theg pa khyad par 
'phags // zhes gsungs pas na / sde snod gnyis po de ni Ita ba dngos po'i gnas lugs dang / "bras bu sku 
gsum dang ye shes Inga la sogs pa thob par don gcig pa yin na yang / pha roi tu phyin pavi sde snod las / 
ng pa kdzin pa'i sde snod khyad par bzhis khyad par du 4phags pa yin te / rmongs pa dang ma rmongs pas 
khyad par du byas pa dang /  thabs mang ba dang nyung ba dang /  dica' ba dang bcas dang dka* ba med pa 
dang /  dbang mo ba dang rtul bas khyad par du byas pa'o // de la dang po ni /  rig pa ^ i n  pa'i sde snod la 
lung dang ngs pa'i steng du / bla mafi gdams ngag dang /  ye shes phab pa'i dus kyi nyams su myong ba 
dang /  dbang gsum pa'i nyams su myong ba la sogs pa mtshon byed dpe khyad par can du lgyur pa du ma 
yod pas ma rmongs pa yin la / pha rol tu phyin pa'i sde snod la de dag med pas rmongs pa yin no // gnyis 
pa ni rig pa (dzin pa'i sde snod la nyon mongs spong ba'i thabs la mklias pa'i steng du yang /  nyon mongs 
pa bsten pavi thabs la mkhas pa yod pas / sngags kyi theg pa thabs mang ba yin la / pha rol tu phyin pa'i 
Chegs pa la spang bafi thabs las bsten pa'i thabs med pas thabs nyung ba yin no // gsum pa dkar ba dang 
bcas pa dang dka* ba med pas khyad par du byas pa la gsum los / dang po pha rol phyin pa'i theg pa ni / 
dus bskal pa eben po grangs med gsum la sogs par yon lag gi dam pa mgo dang / dbang po'i mchog mig 
la sogs pa'i lus dang longs spyod la sogs pa btang dgos pas dngos po dkaf ba yin la / gsang sngags kyi 
theg pa ni lam bskyed rdzogs gnyis la sogs pa tsom gyis 'grub pas dngos po sia bafi phyir dang /  gnyis pa 
ni pha rol tu phyin pa'i theg pa'i lam dus bskal pa gmng med pa gsum la sogs par thogs pas dus dkav ba 
dang bcas pa yin la / gsang sngags kyi theg pa ni t5he gcig dang skye ba *dun la sogs pas kyang 'grub pas 
dus sia ba*i phyir dang /  gsum pa ni grogs dka' thab dang dka* spyad la sogs pa spyad dgos pas /  pha rol 
tu phyin pari theg pa grogs dka' ba dang bcas pa yin la / gsang sngags kyi theg pa grogs lam du kdod pa*i 
yon tan bsten pa'i thabs bde ba'i 'grub pas grogs dka* ba med pa yin no // bzhi pa dbang mo ba dang rtul 
bas khyad par du byas pa ni / pha rol tu phyin paÿi theg pa la (jug pa'i gang zag ni las dang po pa'i gang 
zag cig 'jug pas /  pha rol tu phyin pa'i lam la 4jug pavi gang zag dbang po nul po yin la / gsang sngags kyi 
theg pa la (jug pa ni pha rol tu phyin pa'i theg pa la rgyud sbyang ba cig 4jug pa yin pas / dbang po mo 
pas khyad par du byas pa yin no / (PG pp. 289.2-3)

95 At first glance the idea that the uMantra vehicle** is both easier yet more suitable for the ttsharper;, 
students appears contradictory, as one expect that the ^easier1' path would be for the less competent. While 
many texts repeat these reasons I have not yet found any which directly address this issue directly. This 
and other texts suggest, however, that the Mantra vehicle is easier in that it presents a clear, concise ufast- 
trackM (Tibetan mgyogs lam, also trans, as "shortcut*9) to unexcelled awakening which avoids the lengthy 
and arduous practices of the Perfection vehicle. It is best suited to the “sharper1’ students, however, in ihat 
most people, and particularly those who have less developed faculties of self-awareness and self-control,
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1.33 Hindu Origins

It is impossible to view Indian Tantric traditions, particularly the later Buddhist 

anuttarayogatantras and the Hindu Tantras, with an open mind and not be struck by the 

criss-crossing patterns of overlaps, influences and intertextuality that link the traditions. 

Given the complexity of the situation a search for an “origin” here is probably futile; 

Buddhist scholars often have a tendency to privilege Buddhism, Hindu scholars Hinduism, 

but such conclusions are probably the result of a concentration of knowledge in one area at 

the expense of the other. A not uncommon approach, however, has been to resort to 

influence from “Hinduism” to explain the growth of “superstitions” in Buddhism that bore 

its final, poisonous fruit in the rise of Tantric Buddhism. Farquhar, for example, assumes 

that Tantrism was essentially a Hindu development, and accounts for the rise of Buddhist 

Tantrism as follows:

A new movement, which really amounted to a disastrous revolution, arose in 
Buddhism during this period, üie Täntrik movement. It is in all things parallel with 
the Tântrik movement in Hinduism; and, like it, it was repudiated by the best 
schools of the parent faith. How was such a thing possible in Buddhism?-  
Because the main conceptions of polytheistic paganism had never been repudiated 
and condemned. All Buddhists believed in the Hindu gods and demons, the need 
of honouring them, the supernatural power o f sainthood, the occult potency of 
yoga-practices, boüi physical and mental, and the power of magic spells. Although 
these things were kept in the background in early Buddhism, they were not killed, 
and in the Mahâyâna they got the opportunity to grow and spread* The numerous 
BuddhasandcelestialBodKisatlvasoftheM ahâyâna-aboveallAvalokiteâvara- 
conceived like Hindu divinities in heavens of glory and pleasure, and worshipped in 
like manner, opened the door wide to Hindu superstition. (1920:209-10)

have a tendency to overestimate their abilities, and thus, without proper guidance, are in danger of 
overextending themselves, which could potentially be disastrous on the Mantra vehicle, which is typically 
considered to be as dangerous as it is easy. For this reason it is said that the Mantra vehicle is best suited 
to more advanced students who have the guidance o f a qualified instructor or guru, who provides an 
authoritative analysis of the student's abilities and needs and recommends a path accorduigly. On the other 
hand, students who are less able or who lack a qualified instructor are better off training in the Perfection 
vehicle, wherein they can gradually sharpen their faculties for later use in the Mantra vehicle. This was 
suggested to me by Geshe Yeshe Thabkay 〇r the Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies in Samath.
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The problem with this sort of characterization, aside from its prejudiced condemnation of 

Tantrism, is that it assumes linear causation where only interdependence is warranted. This 

observation was made by Locke, who argued against the typical characterization of Newâri 

Buddhism as “corrupt” because k has “borrowed” elements from Hinduism. Locke wrote 

that

One has the impression that many writers find Newar Buddhism corrupt because it 
is tantric. This is a biased judgement, and ultimately any evaluation of Newar 
Buddhism must be made against the yardstick of their Mahâyàna-Tantra tradition.
A common complaint is that it is mixed-up with Hinduism. Again, this seems to be 
the judgement of tantric Buddhism with its multiplicity of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, 
protective deities and demons, plus the tantric ritual. The iconography of many 
such deities has been tborrowed, from the Hindus, or better from the general 
treasury of Indian tradition. Thus, many forms of Avalokitesvara (e.g.t Nilakantha- 
Lokesvara) show heavy Saivite borrowings and the very name Lokesvara is 
ambiguous to the outsider. But Avalokitesvara is not Siva and no Buddhist would 
conflate the two. The rituals performed by the Vajrâcàryas and the rituals 
performed by the Hindu tantric priests may seem identical to the casual observer, 
but the meaning and purpose of the rituals is totally different. (1989:109)

Obviously, religious traditions need to be studied in context. Since elements such as ritual

and iconography form what could be called a “religious vocabulary” which can be put to

many different ideological uses, it is not sufficient to talk only of “borrowing”， which

implies an essentialist understanding of religion. Even for a study on Tantric Buddhism, it

is necessary to articulate its relationship(s) to “Hinduism”， if for no other reason than to

counteract the simplistic models which verge toward misrepresentation. For example,

while the phenomena of the rise of bhakti devotionalism in Hindu traditions and the culls

centered around celestial Bodhisattvas in Buddhism are clearly related and roughly

concurrent developments, there is simply insufficient evidence to prove that either one

caused the other.96 Most likely, they were interdependent phenomena connected by

multiple lines of influence.

96 The texts on which these traditions are notoriously difficult to date. The scriptures dedicated to 
Amitabha^ probably the earliest Buddhist scriptures of this type, have been dated to about 100 CE 
(Amstulz 1998:70). Likewise, the Bhagavad-gita has been dated to the first century CE (Miller 1986:3). 
It can also be argued that the latter work can be understood as a conservative apologetic addressing the 
subtextual criticisms o f the Buddhists and the Jains (see Basham 1989 p. 94), suggesting that the inter- 
trnditionai influences crisscross through time.
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The argument of Hindu origins would be tenable ift in fact, the development of 

Hindu Tantrism were clear. Its development, however, is at least as obscure as the 

Buddhist, and perhaps more so. Unlike Buddhism, Hinduism does not have a datable body 

of texts preserved in Chinese or Tibetan translation. The relationship between Tantric 

Hinduism and the Vedic tradition is ambiguous at best; while the former clearly did draw 

from the latter, and sometimes looked to it for legitimization, the adherents of these two 

were at least as likely to reject the authority of the other. One could argue that Hinduism 

was riven by a gap constituted by the significant (and arguably ultimately irreconcilable) 

difference between Vedic and Tantric theory and practice; attempts at reconciling the two 

was a significant trend of early medieval Indian religious history.97

Faced with this difficulty, Goudriaan looks outside of the bastions of brahmanic 

Hinduism to account for the rise of Tantrism. He argues that a significant contribution to 

the development of Tantra was made

by the probably always rather numerous yogins and ascetics, denouncers* who 
tried to find a direct access to the state of individual release outside the normal frame 
of Indian society. Their predilection for wandering or settling away from the centres 
of Hindu culture would bring them into contact, not only with the common people 
of Hinduized areas, but also with non-Hindu peoples and tribes who worshipped 
strange deities and practiced deviating religious customs. Unhampered as they were 
by the authority of upholders of dogmatic discipline or canonical scripture, they 
freely set to work integrating these various influences into methods of their own. 
(1979:39)

It will be argued below that such t4liminalM figures most likely played a decisive role in the 

early development of Tantric traditions in India. Goudriaan^s characterization above veers 

toward the re-importation of the uprimitive,\  but the renouncers, the sramanasy should not 

be labeled 4<primitiven, as they were responsible for the development of sophisticated 

philosophical systems as well as traditions of meditation and yoga. It should be noted, 

however, that when invoking such figures as “wandering renouncers” we are no longer

97 Goudriaan comments that “although the followers of the Tantra have often been accused of heterodoxy by 
the upholders of the Veda-oriented brahmanical system, Tantrism usually did realize very well the prime 
importance of the Veda as a source of revelation (or authentication!). Hence it tried in various ways to 
attain a satisfactory solution to this ever-recurring problem: how to settle matters with the generally -  
although often only by lip-service -  venerated oldest source of the Indian religious tradition, and 
especially: how to account for the apparent deviation from and even defiance of that source.,i (1979:15)
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dealing with “Hinduism” or “Buddhism” as distinct religions but rather precisely with the 

pan-Indian religious substratum. Renunciation is found to some degree in all Indian 

traditions to some degree, and while renunciation was closely associated with Buddhism 

and Jainism, there undoubtedly remained renunciates unaffiliated with any institutionalized 

order. Renunciates in the forms of the siddhas were particularly associated with the Tantric 

traditions, and, as will be discussed in chapter three, they are not readily categorized in 

sectarian terms.

Given the seeming impossibility of sorting out the relationships between ancient 

Indian traditions, a number of scholars in both fields have resorted to the notion of 

“syncretism” to explain this complex situation.98 This approach has the virtue of leaving 

aside the search for origins and respecting that certain aspects of the Tantrism are not easily 

pigeon-holed into scholarly categories such as “Buddhism” and “Hinduism”.99 

Nonetheless, it still is somewhat problematic in anachronistically referring to, for example, 

a “Hindu” tradition in early medieval India， as the category of “Hinduism” is a colonialist 

construction, carrying within its indistinct boundaries a number of distinct traditions; there 

is thus little or no basis for its application to pre-colonial India.100 While the term 

^Hinduism^ will not be rejected here, it is important to note that it is not always meaningful 

in the context under investigation. For example, from the perspective of the vaidika 

brahmins Buddhists were heretical (nästika) in that they rejected the authority of the Veda, 

but so too were a number of other supposedly uHindun groups such as the Päsupatas and 

the Käpälikas who were most likely played a key role in production of the 4tHindun

98 See for example White 1996a for a discussion of Hindu-Buddhist syncretism in regard to Tanlrism and 
related traditions (i.e. rasâyâna).

99 Indeed, this is in part due to the fact that there is a striking overlap between Buddhist and Hindu 
traditions in the realms o f both theory and practice, although this overlap is not so great as to verge on 
identity; the differences are as striking as the similarities.

100 The word ttHindu,t evidently derives from the Persian pronunciation of sindhut also known as the Indus 
River or the region through which it flows. As the Muslims first encountered India in the vicinity of the 
Indus the term came to refer in Muslim parlance to India in general; 4tHindu,v thus was a foreign term 
referring to Indians, and ^Hinduism** is of course not an indigenous term for Brahmanic or vaidika religion. 
See Smith 1987 p. 34-35.
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Tantras. These groups were, however, also considered to be outsiders (bähyika) by the 

Buddhists since they believed in a creator deity.

The complexity of religious life in early medieval India is not easily reduced to a 

simple case of “Hindu-Buddhist” syncretism. It is a useful idea, however, in that it 

recognizes that innovation occurred within numerous groups who, despite their sectarian 

identities and Institutional independence, were not constituted as closed systems, but instead 

were engaged in a constant process of borrowing and adapting religious ideas and ritual 

technologies, despite the sometimes hostile rhetoric produced perhaps in an effort to hide 

this process. In talking about syncretism, however, one should keep in mind that it did not 

occur between the monolithic traditions portrayed in the textbooks, but rather betwixt a 

more complex field of players who, despite their later association under the rubrics of 

“Hinduism” or “Buddhism”， had distinct identities and institutional establishments.

Appropriations of deities and religious ideas and practices commonly occurred 

between Indian religious traditions. It is not entirely clear, however, whether or not all such 

instances should be labeled “syncretic” . Gombrich， for example, has argued that 

syncretism should be reserved for the unconscious process of adoption or compromise that 

often occurs when religious traditions are declining or transforming. He has argued, for 

example, that syncretism should be limited to cases such as when Sri Lankan %tBuddhistsM 

make animal sacrifices at Hindu temples without knowing that they are in fact violating a 

key Buddhist precept.101

Gombrich uses the term “ethicization” to refer to the much more frequent 

phenomenon of Buddhist adoption of the ideas, practices or deities of other sects, in which 

the Buddhists transform the adopted practice or deity by subordinating it to the 4<higher,1 

goal of awakening. This process is justified by the doctrine of liberative art (upäya), since 

such appropriations can be used in order to convert people to the Buddhist path. The

101 See Gombrich 1993, p. 166, and also Gombrich and Obeyesekcrc 1988, p. 34.
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practices or deities are iiethicized,* in the sense that they are reinterpreted, stripped of violent 

aspects and recast as Buddhist.

This process is well attested historically and continues at the present time. The 

process by which Buddhists appropriate and reinterpret non-Buddhist practices in present 

day Nepal has been well described by Mumford in his 1989 book.102 This process is also 

narrated in the numerous legends of the conversion of non-Buddhist deities by Buddhists 

or Buddhist deities. These encounters typically are prompted by the unethical, harmful 

behavior of the non-Buddhist deities, who upon “conversion” are awakened and vow to act 

in an ethical manner, and to protect rather than harm Buddhists and the Buddhist religion. 

The Cakrasamvara tradition, in fact, supposedly originated in just such an act of 

conversion, of the 4<HinduM deities Bhairava and Kâlarâtri.

Unfortunately, it is not always easy to distinguish unconscious “syncretism” from

conscious appropriation (ethical or otherwise) since it is not easy to judge the knowledge

and motivations of the actors involved. Bharati, for example, noted that

In certain places the Hindus and Jains worship the same icon as different entities; 
thus Hindus may worship a particular icon as Siva, while Jains worship it as 
Pârsvanâtha (one of the founders of Jainism); they might not even be aware that 
others around them are worshipping a different representation. If the matter is 
brought up, specialists around the place may declare, 'both these divinities are the 
sam e/ This is in line with the classical postulate of samanvaya, that enjoins the 
stressing of essential similarities and possible identities in cult and thought 
whenever there is an apparently contradictory situation. (1967:110)

The temples Bharati discusses here are Jain temples in the vicinity of Mount Abu in 

Rajasthan; this seems to represent an early stage in the same process whereby Saivas

completely absorbed and gained control over Buddhist and Jain temples in South India. 

Jaini describes the Kadri Manjunätha temple, a Saiva temple near Mangalore which was 

originally a Buddhist monastery called Kadarikä vihâra, which was evidently dedicated to 

the bodhisattva Manjusri. While the exact nature of this conversion process was unknown,
， 身

Jaini suraiises that the Saivas identified Manjusri as a form of Siva and proceeded to

102 See especially Mumford 1989 pp. 27 ff.
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worship him as such, and gradually gained control of the site. While the current residents 

of the temple are unaware of its Buddhist derivation, no doubt their predecessors were.103 

In such cases the Hindu ideology of samanvaya seems to function as does the Buddhist 

notion of upaya, i.eM as a justification for the appropriation of an attractive feature of 

another tradition, while still maintaining the supremacy of one's own. Such might be the 

motivation behind subordinating claims of inclusiveness, which, rather than outright 

denying rival teachings, claim them as a form of one^ own. For example, the Saivite 

Ajitägama claims that 4talso in the (tradition) of Bhairava, and in other (traditions) such as 

that of Pasupati, and in the Vaisnava and Buddhist lore as well as in the worship of the 

deities of the regions...all that is none other than He, the Ruler of the Gods, the Eternal, 

called Siva,,!04

Often, such appropriations are followed by the effacement of the original source,

typically through claiming that things were always thus, that the appropriated idea, etc. was

an original idea of the tradition. Quamström notes that

The process involved in the formation of any orthcxioxy implies the requirement of 
conformity of the traditional exegesis to the dogma of the canonical scriptures.
When new ideas are introduced into a tradition they are often presented or just 
tacitly incorporated as if they were old or original. For one reason or another they 
have been lost or forgotten, but have now been rediscovered or reintroduced into 
the tradition. By means of such réintroduction of ideas which from our historical 
perspective are new or at least partly new, but from the point of view of the tradition 
are considered old, the tradition itself considers itself as being reformed in 
accordance with the impeccable (orthos) doctrines (doxa) of the basic scriptures. In 
this way it has been “purified” from heterodoxy wfiich in the course of time had 
become a part of its teaching. (1998:45-46)

This process of appropriation followed by incorporation is evident in both Buddhist and 

Hindu traditions. With regard to the former, the Cakrasamvara tradition is a case in point, 

since it clearly appropriated and incorporated significant aspects of the Kâpâlika tradition,

103 See Jaini 1980, p. 87.

m  bhaîrave ca tathânyesu paiupâiupatâdisu visnutantre ca bauddhe ca tathâ dikpâladadane... tat tat sa eva 
devesah sivasamjnah sanâtanah (Ajitàgama, iOiyâpâda 1,22, op. ciu Goudriaan 1978 p. 439; trans, in 
Goudriaan 1978, pp. 36,7t with emendations by me.
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which was unorthodox vis-à-vis both Buddhism and Hinduism.105 With regard to 

Hinduism, the Hindu Tantric cults o f the goddess Tara and Chinnamastà are clearly derived 

from well-known Buddhist counterparts.106

I will use the term “syncretism” or the adjective “syncretic” to refer to those 

traditions or texts which most likely derive from multiple origins, but which have effaced 

this in portraying their origination as occurring via a unitary process of revelation 

descending through a hoary tradition. A tradition may also be labeled syncretic when, 

despite such claims, there remain traces pointing toward their derivation from a multiplicity 

of sources rather than a singularity. This label can be applied not only to the Cakrasamvara 

tradition, which owes a debt to groups such as the Kâpâlikas, and most likely to the 

Kâpâlikas themselves as well. The concept of “unconscious” syncretism does not seem to 

be a helpful interpretive category, since all traditions to some extent draw upon outside 

sources, and whatever elements are appropriated tend to be almost seemlessly incorporated 

into their new contexts, and transformed in the process.

On the other hand, in cases such as the Cakrasamvara where there is an origin myth 

that clearly portrays the source from which elements was appropriated and transformed, 

Gombrich’s concept of “ethicization” will serve nicely. These myths in fact illustrate 

through narrative a theory of cultic appropriation; while Hindus have their theory of 

如 膽 nvaya BuddWsts have a 出e〇ty of the com ra/,叫 oym邮  and of non-

Buddhist deities along with their attendant cults, as will be shown in section 6.3 below.

When dealing with early medieval Indian religious traditions, it is often impossible 

to pinpoint a definitive source for a feature found in several different traditions, making the 

attempt to ascertain its origin futile. Ruegg has argued that numerous practices, deities, etc.

IQS The general relationship between Buddhist and other renunciant groups such as the Kâpâlikas will be 
discussed in section 3.2 below, while specific evidence of such syncretism will be discussed in section
6.2.2.
106 Concerning Tara see Kinseley 199, pp. 112-128, while Beyer's (1973) monograph on the Buddhist Tara 
remains the standard study concerning Her, see also Wilson 1986. Bernard's (1994) study of the Hindu 
and Buddhist versions o f Chinnamastà is very interesting; see also Kinseley 1997, pp. 144-66.
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found in Buddhism but also in other traditions derive from what he calls the Indian 

“religious substratum’’.107 One might include in this category cosmological ideas found in 

all the major religions, as well as yogic and meditative techniques that cannot be traced to 

any one tradition in particular.

It also appears to be the case that religious traditions in India were not as sharply 

divided as scholarly categories would lead one to believe. This certainly appears to be the 

case with Tantric traditions, which often include many of the same figures among their 

lineage lists of founding figures, the so-called mahäsiddhas, of some of the most important 

Buddhist and Saiva108 Tantric traditions. Certain of these ufounders'\ such as 

Lùipa/Matsyendra, are so important to both traditions that it calls into question facile 

categorizations, implying that sectarian identities may not have been as important as we 

might be led to believe. This is suggested not only by examples of borrowing or 

appropriation of doctrines or ritual or meditative techniques across sectarian lines.109 110 With 

regard to yogic groups, in fact, identity may have been based on lineage much more than 

sect, and these lineages may have very often crossed sectarian boundaries.

An relevant example may be the case of the näth traditions, which are commonly 

considered to be Hindu. Briggs, however, has shown the influence of Buddhism on these 

traditions in his influential (1938) book on the ndf/iy. The appear to be a truly liminal 

group, not easily pigeon-holed into any neat sectarian category，" 0 but the similarities of the

107 He argues this in his 1964 and 1989c articles.

l0a I use the term saiva not in the specific sense defined by Brunner, i.e., as referring to the Southern 
saivägama tradition (1986:514). Rather, I use it in the more general sense defined by Apte, i.e., uone of 
the ü^ee principle Hindu sects” （1965:9Ì7.2). I n 【he Tanlçic context I will use it in reference to those 
traditions which pjace their greatest emphasis on the god Siva in any of his forms, such as Bhairava. I 
will use the term Sâkta to describe those traditions on which the greatest emphasis is placed upon the 
goddess in her various forms. These terms do overlap somewhat, but I will provide clarification when 
necessary.

109 Examples of borrowing by the Cakrasamvara tradition from Saiva sources will be discussed below in 
chapter six.

110 Regarding the näths Gonda wrote that 44the so-called Nätha-Yogins constitute a religious movement 
which, while probably originating in the North-East or East of India, and after playing an important part in 
the history of medieval Indian mysticism, sdll has adherents in many parts of the subcontinent. Being 
nearly related to the other currenls which aim at conquering death they have amalganiated with tantrist and
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doctrines to Tantric Buddhist doctrines have led some to conclude that they owe a debt to 

the Buddhists.111 On the other hand, a number of Tibetan Buddhist lineages appear to 

originate with näth yogins whose identity as Buddhists are far from certain, and who may 

have had closer affiliation with Saiva or even Süfi groups.112 Some have claimed that the 

complex relationships between these groups is due to a lack of sectarianism. Dowman 

claims that

During this [early medieval] period there was little or no sectarianism, and a siddha 
could accept initiation and practice the instruction of Buddhist, saiva and sakta 
Gurus concurrently or consecutively. Although this may have led to some 
exchange of metaphysics and techniques between lineages, doctrines and yogas 
remained separate. (1985:78)

This evident lack of sectarianism is perhaps attributable to a greater emphasis placed on 

lineage, which we would expect of groups of yogins loosely organized around charismatic 

gurus, rather than sects, which would have implied a certain degree of institutional 

establishment which had perhaps not occurred until a later date. Chapter three wiU develop 

the argument that these yogin groups constituted a liminal group in the stnicture of early 

medieval Indian society, loosely organized around the charismatic leadership of the gurus. 

As such they may have had more in common socially than the later sectarian identifications 

would lead us to believe. The sectarianism and strife was most likely the product of a 

somewhat later development as distinct lineages became institutionalized into distinct sects

sâktist ideas and practices. Their highest aspiration is to become God in their present bodily existence and 
they try to attain this ideal by means of techniques presupposing the corroladon between, and the identity 
of, macrocosm and microcosm: everything that is found in creation has a parallel in the human body.
Their Sivite origin is very uncertain, but they impress us, especially in their Bengali representatives, as a 
variety of that religion.: it is Siva who is their High God and the first teacher of their doctrines; it is union 
with turn which they aspire to; Sivite temples and festivals are frequented and rules of Sivite asceticism 
followed. However, in the West of India they are nearer to Visnuism, in Nepal Buddhism, and iheir 
customs and literature evince a tendency to adopt many heterodox elements/* (1977:221)

111 Bose, forexamplev wrote that **some of the Natha-Siddhas had definite Saivite leanings. But it would 
not be correct to label the Natha-Siddhas as a Saivite sect. Their tenets bear too much resemblance to [die] 
Vajrayana....The Nalha-Siddhas were originally nine in number and many of them were included in the list 
of the 84 Buddhist Siddhas. It is quite likely that many of them started as disciples of Buddhist 
Tantrikas. Later they somewhat Hinduised the teachings of the Buddhist tantras. They intrcxiuced many 
new theories in the realm of yoga and hathayoga thereby making a departure from the Vajrayana/* 
(1988:200, insert mine)

1,2 See Templeman 1997 for an account of Târanâlha's studies under a Nath guru. See Walter (1992 & 
1996) for a discussion of the rNying-ma tradition attributed to a Nâth yogin 4tJabir,f (dza-ha-bir) whom 
Walter identifies with the Islamic alchemist Jâbir ibn Hayyân (ca. 721-815).
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competing for influence, patronage and scarce resources. And while sectarian identities are 

applicable to the study of Tantric traditions at a later date, it may be anachronistic to apply 

them to the early medieval period when their serial position is far from clear. That distinct 

lineages formed which were transmitted separately, and around which institutions in some 

cases later crystallized, is clear.113

Tantric Buddhism thus presents a certain challenge to those who would investigate 

its development. On the one hand, traces and contributions from numerous sources, 

Buddhist and non-Buddhist, can be identified, pointing toward a multiplicity of origins. On 

the other hand, Tantric Buddhism not only maintained its identity as Buddhist in the 

prcx:ess of the absorption and transformation of the various practices that would constitute 

the Tantras, but also created a new discourse and new identity for Buddhists that probably 

did not bring about the downfall of Buddhism in India, but revitalized it and assured its 

survival well into the second millennium.

In the chapters that follows I will seek to contextualize the Cakrasamvara Tantra, 

to shed light on the social, historical and intellectual tends that contributed to it development 

and interpretation in India. Given the lacunae that exist concerning the early medieval 

period in question this study will necessarily be incomplete, and will address only several 

issues out of the many that could possibly be addressed. In particular, this study will focus 

on the peculiar dialectic that unconventional Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

exhibit. That is, they both contain renunciant tendencies, seeking to locate themselves in the 

liminal spaces such as the charnel ground in which they take a stance diametrically opposed 

to normative social values, but yet at the same time assert a mastery which is at the same 

Lime an appeal for power and patronage within the social world. As Mookerjee and 

Khanna put it,

113 Snellgrove noted Mwhatever features they have in common, Buddhist tanlras are quite distinct from 
Hindu tanlras, and there was never any confusion in their transmission/' (1987:118)
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Tantra evolved out of the same seeds in which the traditional system germinated and 
therefore grew up in the mainstream of Indian thought, yet in the course of time it 
received its nourishment from its own sources, which were not only radically 
different from the parent doctrine but often heretical and directly opposed to it. In 
this way, tantra developed largely outside the establishment, and in the course of a 
dialectical process acquired its own outlook. (1977:14)

This outlook is neither simplistically this-worldly nor other-worldly, but rather involves the

integration of seemingly paradoxical positions, an integration possible by means of a

nondualislic philosophy which negates extreme, essentialist positions. This allowed both

the critique of the status quo, as well as the formation of an alternative vision of reality, as

well as an alternative social ideology.
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Past criticisms of Tantric traditions stemmed from a literal interpretation of 

transgressive passages contained in the Tantras themselves. These criticisms were typically 

made without regard to the interpretations such passages were given in the commentaries. 

They thus ignored the understanding of the texts of held by the traditions themselves, as 

well as their place within the larger context of Mahâyàna Buddhist thought.

This chapter begins with a discussion of Mahäyäna nondualistic philosophy by 

means of which commentators approached these passages, and which thus represents the 

intellectual context in which they should be understood and interpreted. This also informs 

the Tantric discourse concerning praxis and social action, since nondualism was used as a 

justification for the rejection of the ideology, for example, of purity and pollution which 

was central to normative Indian religious and social theory.

This chapter continues with an examination of some of these passages, arguing that 

the literal interpretation to which they have been subjected is inadequate, and that a more 

sophisticated approach is needed to approach this highly challenging and sophisticated 

body of Buddhist literature. This approach will require a better understanding of their 

social contexts, i.eM the Buddhist polities in which these texts were composed, studied and 

practiced. It will be argued that the rhetoric of transgression in Tantric texts is best 

understood to represent not antinomianism per se, but rather a striking illustratìon of the 

mastery in and beyond the world that Tantric praxis is supposed to effect. This is 

significant because it is an underlying principle to the social ideology found in Tantric texts, 

which will be discussed in Chapter Three below.
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2.1 Purity

Tantric Buddhism was often considered to be dangerous due to the likelihood that it 

would be misinterpreted by those who are philosophically and yogically unprepared. The 

visualization of oneself as a Buddha might sound appealing, but could be harmful to the 

unprepared in that it might inflame the already enlarged egos of those who have not truly 

taken to heart the teaching of selflessness. On the other hand» the seemingly transgressive 

nature of the Tantras have led many to conclude that they have somehow fallen from the 

lofty ideals of earlier forms of Buddhism. In what follows, however, I will argue that the 

transgressive rhetoric of the Tantras can be understocxl as a consequence of certain trends 

already present within earlier forms of Buddhism, and that relevant ideas cluster particularly 

fruitfùUy around the idea of “purity” and what that means in terms of both theory and 

practice.

In exploring the relationship between the cosmos and meditation in Buddhism in the 

last chapter it was observed that this is possible only due to the doctrine of selflessness 

(anàtman) or voidness (sûnyata). This idea, that all things and beings lack any sort of 

intrinsic reality, yields, when rigorously applied, the doctrine of nonduality, which denies 

the ultimate validity of any of the dichotomous constructions on which it appears human 

thought and language is based. This idea, somewhat paradoxically, is expressed in the 

classical Mâdhyamika formulation of the two truths, which simultaneously affirms the 

existence of the world from a conventional point of view, while at the same time holding 

that its ultimate truth is precisely the fact that it or any of its component parts is devoid of 

any intrinsic reality. These two levels are linked by the idea of relativity 

(pratityasamutpäda); since things lack any intrinsic basis for their existence, they exist in 

an interdependent fashion.
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There have been various attempts to add a third term to this equation to mediate 

between the conventional and the ultimate levels,1 but according to the classical 

Mâdhyamika this is unnecessary, for relativity, which can be understood as a description of 

the conventional, is itself devoid of intrinsic reality. Or, as Candrakirti wrote in his 

Mädhyamakävatära, 4CEven though [things] are not in reality produced, it is not the case 

that they do not serve as objects that are perceived in the context of everyday experience, as 

in the case of a barren woman’s son.’’2 3

Therefore, in the philosophy of the Mahâyâna all dichotomies are ultimately false 

and collapse into the state of non-difference, which is not precisely identity, and which is 

called nonduality (advaya). This applies even to the distinction between the phenomenal 

and transcendental worlds, bondage and liberation, samsara and nirvana. Hence 

Nâgâijuna argued in his Mülamadhyamakärikä that 4<there is nothing distinguishing cyclic 

existence (samsara) from liberation (nirvana); there is nothing distinguishing liberation 

from cyclic existence. That which is the limit of cyclic existence is the limit of liberation; 

there is nothing between them, not even a very subtle thing/0 Objectively it may not be 

possible to distinguish samsâra and nirväna, meaning that no place or thing is privileged 

as a lcxus for liberation. Instead, the case can and has been made that bondage and

1 For example, see Swanson 1989 for a discussion of Zhi-yi’s introduction of the “midd丨e way” （中 道 ）as 
a 【hird mediating term betwixt the Two Truths. Donner, however, argues that this third lerm does not 
merely mediate between the two. He argues that it Mis not truly a compromise, a 'middle way* between 
extremes as we might first think, but instead emphasizes (he paradoxical nature of reality: that the truth 
cannot be reduced to a single formulation.” （1987:205). It is arguable that the middle of the three natures 
of the Yogâcârins, the 44other-depcndent** or **relativeM (paratantra) nature, serves the same role; such a 
scheme, however, is arguably unnecessarily or at least misleading insofar as it fosters or points toward an 
unwillingness to fully apply the doctrine of iûnyatâ to conventional reality, leaving untouched by its 
critique a intrinsic identity to the designative base of concepts and language. See Thurman 1984 pp. i 17- 
18, 201-03, 299.

2 / de nyid du ldi ji ltar skye med kyang // mo gsham bu Itar gang phyir 'jig rten gyi // mthong ba'i yul du 
mi lgyur ma yin pa /. Mûlamâdhyamakàvatàra 6.110a-c, Huntington 1989, p. 208 n. 88. cf. Huntington 
1989:47.

3 ch. 2S, vv. 19-20: na samsârasya nirvânât kimcid asti vìsesanain // na nirvânasya samsârât kimcid asti 
visesanam // nirvânasya ca yà kotih kotih samsamnasya ca // na tayor antaram kimcit susüksmam api 
vidyatè // (Kalupahana 1986:365-66) / 4khor ba mya ngan 4das pa las // khyad par cung zad yod ma yin // /
mya ngan 4das pa 4khor ba las // khyad par cung 2ad yod ma yin // mya ngan "das mlhaT gang yin pa // de 
ni 4khor ba*i mlha* yin te // de gnyis khyad par cung zad ni // shin tu phra ba*ang yod ma yin // (MMK 
fol. 17a).
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liberation, while not ontologically separate, are experientially separated by two distinct 

modes of cognition.

This view was that held by both of the major schools of Mahâyàna philosophy, the 

Idealists (vijnânavâdin) and Centrists (mädhyamika).4 The Idealists expanded upon the 

Vaibhâsika theory that there are two types of existence, expressed by Samghabhadra as 

follows: 4iExistents are of two sorts: those which exist substantially, inherently, and those 

which exist as designations. These two categories correspond, in effect, to the distinction 

between ultimate truth and experiential truths5 The Centrists also attacked the Vaibhâsika 

notion that there were intrinsically real existents, and replaced the belief in ultimately real 

dharmas or constituents of reality with the idea that ultimate reality is precisely the 

voidness or lack of any such intrinsically real existents.6

This had the effect of ontologically destabilizing the world, which could no longer 

be seen as real as it appears. For if substantial existence (dravyasat) is negated, existence 

can only be conceived as representation (vijnâpti) or designation (prajfiäpti); what is 

accepted is that there are representations or appearances, and linguistic conventions, but it is 

not accepted that ultimately realities lie behind them.7 The net effect of this critique is that 

emphasis or the focus of critical analysis is shifted away from the outside world, which is

4 See Thurman 1984 for an in-depth discussion of these schools.

5 From his Nyàyànusàra; quoted from Griffiths 1986 p. 50.

6 It has been argued that one of the central motivating factors in the development of Mâdhyamika 
philosophy was the attack on the Abhidharma theorists, and in particular the dharrna theory, which holds 
that persons and things lack any intrinsic reality in that they are composite, but argues that the parts to 
which they can be reduced are intrinsically real. Nâgâijuna's writings can be understood as a thorough 
critique of this idea; from the Mahâyâna perspective the proponents of the dharma theory failed to 
undertake a complete deconstruction of reality. A thorough description of the dharma theory, as well as 
the early critiques by the Sautrânikas and PrajnâptivâdLns, see Lamotte 1988at pp. S93-609, as well as 
Sanderson 1994b; concerning the importance of this debate in the development of the Mâdhyamika 
positions see Huntington 1989, esp. pp. 17-19.

7 The critique of the conventional aspect of reality was the particular focus of Mâdhyamika philosophy. 
Nâgâijuna (24:26, pâda 2) wrote that uno truth has been taught by the Buddha for anyone, anywhereZ, na 
kvacit kasyacit kascid dharmo buddhena desitah (trans, in Sprung 1979:262) Candrakirti, commenting on 
this in his Projamuzpâdia» assumes a representation model oflanguage, i.e. that “there are ….no entities to 
which words refer. There is no entity 4person* distinct from an individual psycho-physical history* though 
we mistakenly think we refer to such; there is no entity corresponding to the word *chariot* distinct from 
its axles, wheels and so on. In all such cases the noun word functions not by naming, not by furthering 
cognition, but as a prajnâpti.1* (Sprung 1979:17)
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ultimately unknowable to the discursive mind and which is de-reified* to the mind, which, 

although equally or even more unstable, is given primacy as the source or constructor of the 

representations of the world which the uncritical assume to be real. Perhaps the most 

illustrative example of this idea occurs in a famous verse in Vasubandu^ Vimsikakärikä, 

which occurs as follows, “the mind is indefinite, as in a dream, just as all see a stream 

as pus and so forth, or like an injury received in a dream.M8

In his autocommentary on this verse, the Vimsikavrtti, Vasubandu explains that a 

single locus of perception, the stream in the above example, might be viewed in radically 

different ways by different beings. A deity might see it as nectar luminous and pure, a 

human as a stream of water for bathing, drinking, etc., a hungry spirit (prêta) as a stream of 

filth, and a fish as the world itself. The world then is very much a matter of perceptual 

representation, and there is no basis for confidence that any one view of the world is 

complete, or even accurate. This might seem a radical idea, but it is not in the Buddhist 

context; the underlying assumption is the same as that which underlies the ancient Buddhist 

idea that the cultivation of different meditative states such as the four dhyàna gives one 

access to different realms of reality, which will be discussed in section 3.3 below. 

Vasubandu simply shakes up the cosmology a bit by implying that different “realms” may 

not necessarily occupy different fields of physical space; instead they might occupy 

different but overlapping fields of psychic space.

Seen in this light, his position seems less extreme, and not far from the normative 

Buddhist view. Vasubandu^s use of the lake metaphor is an explanation of the Buddhist 

idea that one’s mental and meditative state condition one’s experience of reality.8 9 As a

8 /  rmi Iamvo sems kyang nges pa med // yi dags bzhin te thams cad kyis // klung !a mag la sogs mthong 
bzhin // bya byed rmi lam gnod pa ldra /. Vimsakakärikä, DT foL 3a.

9 This idea is supported by Bronkhorst^ (1986:102-3) argument that prajfià, which we might translate as 
''discerning wisdom** or uinsigbtMt referred in the context of Buddhist meditation to an essential insight 
into the altered states of consciousness that arise in meditation, and which a successful meditator must 
have in order to negotiate these altered states. This prajnä or insight was considered particularly essential 
in the mediations on the four dhyana, which, as we have seen, have cosmic as well as psychological 
significance.
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result, negative states characterized by suffering were seen as ultimately deriving from 

misknowledge (avidyä)t while correct understanding would serve as their antidote.

The perception of “purity” or “impurity” could be seen as the products of a different 

modes of perception, and not a condition of the entity itself. For Buddhaghosa, for 

example, purity is definitely the product of understanding rather than birth status or any 

other inherent condition; he bases his masterpiece The Path to Purity (Visuddhimagga) on 

the following verse from the Dhammapada: UA11 conditioned things are impermanent. He 

who understands this truth becomes disgusted with suffering. This is the path of purity /'10 

In this text Buddhaghoça equates “the path to purity” with the development of the wisdom 

which eradicates the misknowledge that is the origin of all suffering. The reinterpretation 

of “impurity” as misknowledge is clearly made in the following passage from the 

Mahäniddesa: t4Delusion, not dust, is that which we call 4d irt\ and 'dirt^ is just a term used 

for delusion; delusion the wise reject, and they abide, keeping the Law of him without 

delusion/'11 12 This same point is made in the Vatthupama Sutta, in which the Buddha 

depicts purification as occurring via a mental process/2

The case that the purity or impurity of the world is conditioned by one^s mental 

state is made in several Mahâyâna sütras. For example, in the first chapter of the 

Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra the Buddha describes the purity of a Buddha^s buddha-field as 

dependent upon the mental state of the bodhisattva who gives rise to it. Sâriputra, the 

classic straw man in Mahâyâna sütras, thereupon wonders if, since the Buddha's pure 

land/buddha-field, this ^olerable^ (sahä) world in which we dwell, is impure, the 

Tathâgata’s mind is thus impure. He is quickly disabused of this notion in the exchange 

which follows:

10 Dhammapada v. 277: sabbe sankbârâ aniccâ yadâ pannâya passati /  atha nibbtndati dukkhe esa maggo 
visuddhiyâ // (C. A. F. Rhys Davids 1920 p. 2; cf. Pe Maung Tin 1923 p. 3 and Kaviraina 1980 p. 109).

11 Mahäniddesa 1.505, Irans, in Tambiah 1985b.

12 Majjhima Nikäya 7; see Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995t pp. 118-122.
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The Buddha, knowing telepathically the thought of the venerable Sâriputra, said to 
him, i4W hat do you think, Sariputra? Is it because the sun and the moon are impure 
that those blind from birth do not see them?**

Sariputra replied, <fNo Lord, it is not so. The fault lies with those blind from birth, 
not with the sun and the moon.n

The Buddha declared, uIn the same way, Sariputra, the fact that some living beings 
do not behold the splendid display of virtues of the buddha-field of the Tathâgata is 
due to their own ignorance. It is not the fault of the Tathâgata. Sariputra, the 
buddha-field of the Tathâgata is pure, but you do not see it/*

Then the Brahma Sikhin said to the venerable Sariputra, ^Reverend Sariputra, do 
not say that the buddha-field of the Tathâgata is impure. Reverend Sariputra, the 
buddha-field o f the Tathâgata is pure. I see the splendid expanse of the buddha- 
field of the Lord Sâkyamuni as equal to the splendor of, for example, the abode of 
the highest deities•”

Then the Venerable Sariputra said to the Brahma Sikhin, uAs for me, O Brahma, I 
see this great earth, with its highs and lows, its thorns, its precipices, its peaks, and 
its abysses， as if it were entirely filled with ordure.”

Brahma Sikhin replied, 'The fact that you see such a buddha-field as this as if it
were so impure, reverend Sariputra, is a sure sign that there are highs and lows in 
your mind and that your positive thought in regard to the buddha-gnosis is not pure 
either. Reverend Sariputra, those whose minds are impartial toward all living
beings and whose positive thoughts toward the buddha-gnosis are pure see this 
buddha-field as perfectly pure•”

This text presents a direct challenge to the reader in implying that dissatisfaction with the 

world, along with the concomitant suffering, are not the product of the world per se but of 

the mind of the beholder, and in particularly o f a certain way of thinking about things, a 

partial mode o f thought which draws the sorts of distinctions made by Sariputra. But it is 

not simply a matter of perspective in the ordinary sense of the word; the difference between 

the perception o f Sariputra and Brahma Sikhin here seems closer to the difference between 

a human's and a prêta's perception of water, radically different. Radical difference must 

then characterize the two inodes of cognition that underlie them. 13

13 Thurman 1976:18. Another formulation» popular in East Asia, is the division of the mind into two 
aspects, the Mpure,* ultimate aspect and the Uimpure,* relative aspect, contained in the Awakening o f Faith. 
These two aspects, however, are understood to exist in an interdependent, non-dual fashion. See Hakeda 
1967, pp. 31-46.
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From here it does not require a giant leap to reach the position of the

Lahkävatärasütra, which like Vasubandhu propounds that one^s experience in the world is

conditioned by one's mental state, as in the case of the following passage:

There is no subject nor object, nor is there bondage or that which is bound; [all 
things] are like an illusion, a mirage, a dream, a blind eye. If one who understands 
reality (tattvârthi)N sees non-discursively (nirvikalpa), free of taint (nirafija), then 
perfected in yoga he sees me without a doubt. Here is nothing to cognize, like a 
mirage in the sky; one who cognizes things acknowledges nothing. In the relativity 
of being and non-being things do not arise; it is from the wandenng of mind 
through the triple world that variety is known. The world has the same nature as a 
dream, and so too the various forms within it....This mind is the source of the triple 
world, and wandering the mind appears hither and thither.14 15

The crucial mode of cognition that seems to play the central role in the construction of a

delusory view of the world is that which is called 44discarsive thought^ (vikalpa). The term

in Sanskrit implies both a process of construction or elaboration, derived as it is in the

verbal root kjp， which has meanings ranging from “to produce” to “to imagine” （Apte

1965:373.2), while the vi- affix implies separation or division (Goldman et al. 1987:139).

The term could be very loosely translated as uthat which is productive of division,

dichotomy, e tc /\ but in this context it refers to a type of cognition, hence the translation

i4discursive thought,\ 16 Vikalpa is productive of a certain sense of reality which tends

14 For a justification of this translation of tattvàrthi see Willis 1979, pp. 37-39.

15 LS sagâthaka vv. 31-36: (31) na grâhako na ca grähyam na bandhyo na ca bandhanam / 
mâyâmaricisadrsam svapnâkhyam timiram yathâ // (32) yadâ pasyati tattvârthi nirvikalpo niranjanah / tadâ 
yogam samâpanno draksyate mâm na samsayah // (33) / na hy atra kâcid vijnaptir nabhe yadvan maricayah 
/ evaxn dharmân vijânanto na kimcit pratijänati // (34) sadosatah pratyayesu dharmâriâin nâsti sambhavah / 
bhrântam traidhâtuke cìttam vicitram khyâyate yatah // (35) svapnam ca lokam ca samasvabhâvam rûpâni 
citrâni hi tatra capi /....(36) cittam hi traidhätukayonir etad bhräntam hi cittam ihamamutra drsyate /  
(Vaidya 1963 p.109; cf. Suzuki 1932 pp. 228-29.)

16 Ruegg criticizes the translation of vikalpa os itdiscriminationM and suggests instead udichotomic 
conceptual construction” （1995:148 n. 4) While I concur with his critique of the former translation, his 
suggestion, while apt seems too unwieldy. I have thus chosen, following Willis (1979:35) the translation 
4tdiscursive thought^ for vikalpa. I generally use the transladon 4tnon-discursivenessM for nirvikalpo, and 
44non-discursive intuition" for nirvikalpajnanat dropping the word "thought" in these latter cases since it is 
not at all clear that nirvikalpa is a type of ^thought**, in the sense of a narrative or discursive stream of 
cognitions. While these translations do not capture the sense of a falsely constructed sense of reality 
implied by the root kip, it does at least capture the sense of an ongoing stream of thought patterns which 
may be productive of a sense of reality that is superficially reasonable and convincing but which collapse 
under intense analysis. Here R. A. Stein's comments are relevant: uir  Buddhists want to liberate 
themselves from 4discursive thought,* it is because the latter proceeds, like ^scourse* (whence ihe French 
- and English -  tenn)f in sequential steps. On the other handv the supreme meaning appears to them to be 
connected to simultaneity in space (omnipresence) or in lime (synchrony) or in thought (cognirio intuitiva, 
direct and immediate comprehension of unity in multiplicity, of the dhanna in the dharmas)/v (1987:55).
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toward the dichotomous, and which is thoroughly condemned as false and conducive to 

bondage in Buddhist literature. Opposed to it is ^on-discursiveness* (nirvikalpa) or ^on- 

discursive intuition, (nirvikalpajfiäna) which refrains from drawing such distinctions, and 

which is conducive of liberation. This distinction is neatly made by Äryadeva as follows: 

^Discursive thought is the great seizer who casts one into the ocean of samsara. Non- 

discursiveness is the great spirit which liberates from the bonds of the w orld /'17 18 Using a 

cosmological metaphor, Äryadeva links samsara and nirvana to two oppositional states of 

mind; the ontological distinction between the former pair which was denied so thoroughly 

by Nâgâijuna is thus transformed by his successors into an epistemological distinction.

The idea that there is a mode or manner of cognition that is productive of liberation 

is not, as we have seen, an innovative idea in Mahâyâna Buddhism. Defining or describing 

this non-discursive intuition (nirvikalpa-jnäna) is not necessarily an easy task, however, as 

it supposedly transcends the dichotomies which apparently underlie language and ordinary 

thought. It seems reasonable to say, however, that it is a way of knowing which abandons 

the dualistic conceptions and the more elaborate web of conceptions which are constructed 

therefrom, which in the ultimate analysis have no basis in reality, and are only the 

projections of another mode of cognition, the imaginatively constructive yet deceptive 

worldly cognition laukika-jhânaJ8

Underlying this idea is the notion that there is some sort of pristine mode of 

cognition or gnosis 〇 nâna) which is free of all defilements and negative propensities, and 

which is the foundation, so to speak, from which realization is possible. As opposed to 

ordinary knowledge, (laukikajfiäna)t there is another mode, lokotîarajnàna, which is

17 CV v. 2S: vikalpo hi mahâgrâhah samsârodadhipâtakah // avikalpâ mahâtmâno mucyance bhavabandhanât 
// (Patel 1949:2) /  mam par rtog pa gdon chen po // 4khor ba*i rgya mlshor Itung byed yin // mam par mi 
rtog bdag nyid ches // srid pafi 4ching las grol bar kgyur / (Patel 1949:21)

18 In the context of commenting upon ch. 8 o f Asanga's Mahâyàna-samgraha-sàstra^ Nagao explains that 
t4It is not an easy task to define the term, because, in spite of the fact üiat it refers, without doubt, to 
knowledge that lacks discrimination, the term 'discrimination* {yikalpa: to construct or to divide) is 
understood in various ways. If one should say something about nirvikalpa-jnàna, il may be said that it is 
characterized as knowledge lacking the subject/object dichotomy(Kawamura 1991:42).
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perhaps best translated as “intuition,” which stresses its non-discursive immediacy.19 20 This 

mode of cognition is sometimes described with metaphors of luminosity or clarity.

The best known of such descriptions occurs in the Astasàhasrikâprajnâpâramitâ 

as follows: 'Thus mind is not mind, and the nature of mind is luminous.,,2° The concept of 

luminosity, in the sense used here, often appears to be synonymous with purity.21 This 

interpretation is commonly found in Mahâyâna exegesis. Dharmakirti, in the second 

chapter of his Pramänavarttikakärikä, states that 4<the nature of the mind is luminous, 

which means that the defilements are adventitious/'22 This idea appears a few centuries 

earlier, in a supplement to Asahga^s Yogäcärabhümi attributed to Samgharaksa translated 

into Chinese during the late third or fourth centuries.23 Samgharaksa invokes the concept 

of the undefiled, luminous mind in explaining the 4<practice of leaping** (vyutkräntacaryä)t

191 use “intuition” here in a Bergsonian sense. Bergson distinguished between a Kantian “sensous” or 
sensible intuition, and what he terms an Multra-intellectualM intuition (1911:359-63). I use “intuition” here 
in his later sense. An Yanming noted that "Bergson defines intuition as 'the kind of intellectual sympathy 
by which one places oneself within an object in order to coincide with what is unique in it and 
consequently inexpressible.’ Due to the identity of intuition with reality, intuition as a method is 
quantitatively superior to the intellect In intuition kwhat I experience will depend neither on the point of 
view..., since I am inside the object itself, nor on the symbols..., since I have rejected all translations in 
order to possess the original/ And I am "capable of following reality in all its sinuosities and of adopting 
the very movement of the inward life of things/* (An 1997 p. 340, quoting from Bergson 1955, pp. 7, 2-3, 
69) His formulation corresponds quite closely to the two types of jnâna recognized by Buddhists, the 

and the the “worldly” and tîie “super-worldly”. Rather than follow öie standard
Indological translation of jfiâna os >>knowledgev\  or the Buddhist translation as "wisdom" (or even worse, 
"'prìstine cognition**; for a critique of these trans, see Ruegg 199S, p. 148); I have chosen to translate the 
term as "knowledge" when used in a laukika context, and ^intuition'* when used in a lokonara context. 
Here I follow the Tibetans, who distinguished between these two senses of jnâna by translating them by 
two different terms* shes pa and ye shes. The former, corresponding to ^knowledge', is simply a nominal 
form of the verb to know. The latter is a translation term, for which, however, the English translation 
^pristine cognition'* is not even accurate despite its appearance of being literal, for Acognition* is better used 
as a translation of it  ̂cognate samjnâ. Obviously, it is not always clear which sense of the term is 
intended; the translator needs some discretion here, but as translation is fundamentally inteq)retive this is 
simply an requisite of the art. Generally, when the context is unclear I would choose the term 
“knowledge”； in a Tantric context，however, ü might be wiser to err on the side of “intuition.”

20 tathâ hi tac cittam acittam prakrtis cittasya prabhâsvorâ / (AP, Vaidya 1960 p. 3).

21 For example, while the Tibetans chose to translate prabhâsvarà more or less literally, if somewhat 
substantively as 4(clear light*9 Cod gsaL see AP DK fol. 3a). The Song dynastic translator Dânapâla, 
however, chose to translate it metaphorically as 淨 ，“pure, clean” （T 228, p. 587.2).

22 / sems kyi rang bzhin ^od gsal te // dri ma mams ni glo bur ba /  (PVf DT fol. 115b)

23 This work, the 修 行 道 地 （T  606), was studied by Demiéville (1954)， who dates its translation between 
284 and 384 CE. See also Ruegg 1989b, p. 150-51.
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by which the bodhisattva speeds up his evolution by leaping over an incalculable eon of

gradualistic progression through the stages of the path. He wrote that

Regarding the practice of leaping, beings originally gave rise to [the idea of] seif by 
means of misunderstanding. But by the application of liberative art, one attains 
liberation from bondage by means of bondage. But if there is no application [of 
liberative art] and no bondage, who could attain liberation? For example, the five 
elements, which exist in a void manner, cannot be sullied by clouds, fog, dust, 
smoke or ash. The mind is originally void, and the poison of the five aggregates is 
like the five elements. The unobscured mind, originally luminous, is completely 
formless, and when wisdom is unobstructed [mindj enters into the tolerance of the 
profundity of things.24

The concept that all beings possess at the very least the potential for developing an 

awareness of this sort of “luminous mind” free of all taints is extremely important in the 

development of Buddhist theory and practice. It underlies the development of influential 

ideas such as the “buddha-nature” 人25 and constituted a central role in the

theory underlying Tantric practice. Ruegg (1989b) has argued that ideas such as the 

tathàgatagarbha do not represent occult Vedàntic influence, but rather represent a 

cataphatic approach to ultimate reality, which differs more in rhetoric than in import from 

the apophatic approach found in the Prajnâpâramitâ literature.26 This is bom out in the 

Buddhist Tantras and sâstras, wherein the positivistic descriptions are themselves 

deconstructed,27 and wherein the cataphatic tathägatagarba theory is reconciled with the 

apophatic doctrine of sünyatâ.28

24何 謂 超 行 。人 本 一 故 用 不 解 之 便 起 吾 我 。 適 著 便 缚 以 縛 求 脱  
。不 著 無 缚 何 謂 求 脱 。 臀 如 五 事 而 住 虛 空 。雲 霧 塵 煙 灰 。 不 能 為 彼 虛 空 作 垢 。

心 本 如 空 。五 陰 之 毒 喻 如 五 事 。 不 蔽 心 本 曉 了 無 形 。 祭 無 礙 入 深 法 忍 。 （T  606, p. 229.1)

25 Ruegg explains that 4*lhe term tathàgatagarbha is used to denote the ^uddhomorphic' Base or Support 
for the practice of (p. 19) the Path, and hence the motivating 'cause' (hetu: dhâru) for the attainment of the 
Fruit (phala) of buddhahood. Even when the texts do not use the term tathàgatagarbha to designate this 
factor making it possible for all living beings ultimately to attain liberation and buddhahood, the 
importance of the theme o f the tathàgatagarbha is therefore basic to the sotenology and gnoseology of the 
Mahâyâna.” （1989b: 18-19)

26 See Ruegg 1989b, pp. 35-50 and 1967, pp. 37-38.

77 A well known example concerning the idea of umindMt often described cataphatically, occurs in the 
second chapter of the Guhyasamäja Tantra, as follows: 41Devoid of all existenlst free of the aggregates, the 
sense objects and media^ and subject and object, one's mind, being identical to the selflessness of dharmasT 
is originally unarisen and void in its nature/' Ch. 2 v. 4: sarvabhâvavigatam 
skandhadhâtvâyatanagrâhyagrâhakavaijitam/dharmanairâtmyasamatayâ svacittam âdyanupannam 
âünyatâsvabhâvam //; dngos po thams cad dang bral ba / phung po khams dang skye mched dang /  gzung
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A common metaphor for the uncovering or revealing of this underlying potential for 

awakening is the refinement of gold, since gold, being chemically inert, may get mixed up 

with or obscured by defilements without losing its intrinsic luster.28 29 Commenting on the 

refinement of gold metaphor in the Mahäyänasamgraha (11.29), Nagao wrote that so long 

as ordinary modes of cognition persist, uthe whole world remains as the imagined world of 

ordinary beings. But when burned away by the fire of non-discriminative wisdom, the one 

world is transformed into the consummated world of the enlightened onesT' (Nagao 

1991:68).

The cleansing of the mind then is compared to a chemical process of refinement.

This process is described with alchemical and naturalistic imagery by Äryadeva as follows:

If the mind itself is causally cleansed by the learned, it is non-discursive, 
unobjectified, of a nature stainless, and luminous. And if a fire, even when waning, 
is provided with oil, a wick, etc., its stainless, unwavering luminosity completely 
dispels the darkness. And just as a tree adorned with leaves, roots and fruits 
develops from a minute fig seed, and can change color through the application of 
turmeric and quicklime, likewise a wise person who understands reality can, 
through the application of art and wisdom, neutralize poison with butter and honey. 
Using this sort of procedure is the supreme alchemy; just as copper, rubbed by 
mercury, becomes faultlessly golden, likewise the addictions are made truly 
beneficial through purification by knowledge. The adherents to the lower vehicle, 
however, are fettered by it in just an instant.30

dang ^zin  pa mam spangs pa // chos bdag med pa mnyam nyid pas /  rang sems gdod nas ma skyes pa / 
stong pa nyid kyi rang b ä in  no /  (Fremantle 1971: 192-93; Matsunaga 1978:10). This verse quite 
strongly argues that mind itself is void as are all other existents in reality. Concerning the importance of 
this verse in Tantric exegetical literature see Namai 1997.

28 The Tibetan master sGampopa (1079-1153 CE), in his Stages o f the Mahàyàna Path called the Precious 
Garland o f Liberation which is the Wish-fulfilling Jewel o f  the True Teaching (dam chos yid bzhin nor bu 
thar pa nn po chevi rgyan ces bya ba theg pa chen po'i lam nm), gives three reasons why all beings possess 
the tathâgatagarbhcL The first reason is that 'The Reality Body (dharmakäya) is voidness, and since all 
beings are pervaded by that voidnesst beings thus possess the Buddha essence/* / chos sku ni stong nyid 
yin te / stong nyid des sems can thams cad la khyab pa'i phyir na / sems can sangs rgyas kyi snying po 
can yin pa*o /  (ch. 2 fol. 3b).

29 For a discussion of this metaphor and its use in the debates concerning subitism and gradualism in Tibet 
and China see Gômez 1987.

30 CV vv. 46-52: (46) idam eva hi yac cittam iodhitam hetubhih subhaih / nirvikalpam nirâlambam bhâti 
prakrtioinnalain // (47) yathâ vahnih krso *py esa tailavartyâdisarpsknah /  dipo nirmalaniskampah sthiras 
tìmìranàsanah // (48) vatabijam yathâ sûksmam sahakârasamanvitam / sàkhâmülaphalopetam 
mahâvrksavidhâyakam // (49) haridrâcûrriasamyogâd varnântamm iti smrtam /  prajnopâyasaniâyogâd 
dharmadhâtum tathâ viduh // (50) ghrtam madhusamyuktain samâmsam visatâm vrajet /  tad eva vidhivad 
utkrstam tu rasâyânam // (SI) rasaghntam yathâ târnram nirdo^am kâncanam bhavet /  jnânasuddhyâ tathâ 
idesàh samyakkalyânakârakâh // (S2) tünayânâbhinjdânâm mrtyusankâ pade pade / (Patel 1949:4) /de Itar 
sems ni 'di nyid kyang // gtan tshigs bzang pos sbyangs byas na // mam par mi rtog dmigs med pa // rang 
bzhin dri med rab tu snang / / ji Itar me ni chung du yang // mar dang snying sogs ldus byas bas II snang
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For the Buddhists, then, purification is effected by means of a certain sort of knowledge or

intuition (jnäna) which is characterized as being free of the dichotomous, discursive

thought patterns (nirvikalpa) which typify ordinary modes of cognition. It should not be

surprising that ordinary means of purification relying on mere physical or outer ritual

actions are criticized as foolish and ineffective. Âryadeva, for example, continues with his

discussing by criücizing the idea that ritual bathing in sacred waters (tirtha) can effect any

sort of purification of mental defilements or sins:

Here asceticism should not be performed, nor fasting, bathing or purity. Abandon 
the customs of the village. Bone, marrow, teeth and nails derive from the father's 
semen, and flesh, blood, hair and so forth arise from the mother’s blood. How can 
the body, a heap of imparity arising thus from impurity be purified by bathing in the 
Ganga? A heap of impurity is not cleansable like dirty vessel, even when washed 
with water again and again. Dogs swimming in the Ganga are not thereby cleansed. 
Therefore, for those persons who desire the dharma bathing at fords (nrtha) is 
fruitless. For if bathing purifies, then fish have achieved that goal; what need is 
there to speak of the fish, etc, which live in the water day and night? There is no 
certainty that bathing removes sin, as lust and so forth have been seen to increase in 
those who honor tirtha. Lust, hatred, delusion, envy, thirst and doubtful views are 
known to be the root of sin, and they are not cleansed by bathing. They arise from 
grasping at the ‘me’ the ‘mine’， and from life; and they are caused by 
misknowledge, which is said to be delusion.31

ba dri med mi g.yo ba // bstan pa'i mun pa mam *jig 4gyur / / ji Itar phra ba'i sdong po las / / ji Itar lo ma 
%bras bu yis // brgyan pa'i shing chen *byung bar *gyur // yung dang rdo that sbyar ba las // kha dog gzhan 
zhig 4byung bar *gyur // shes rab lhabs kyi cho ga yis // chos dbyings mkhas pa de Itar shes // mar dang 
sbrang rtsi mnyam ldan pas H dug nyid du mi "gyur ba yin // de nyid cho ga bzhin spyad na // bcud kyi 
len gyi mchog tu 4gyur // dngul chus reg pa*i zangs ma ni / / ji Itar skyon med gser du %gyur // de bzhin 
yang dag ye shes ni // sbyangs pas nyon mongs bzang por byed // theg pa dman la zhon pa mams // skad 
cig skad cig *ching bar byed / (QT p. 1.5; cf. Patel 1949, pp.26-27).

31 CV vv. 58-66: (58) na kastakalpanâm kuryân nopavâsena ca kriyâm / snânam saucam na caivâtra 
grâmadhannain vivaijayet // (59) nakhadantâsthimajjânah pituh luia^vikvajâh / mâmsasonitakesâdi 
mâtrsonitasambhavain // (60) ittham asucisambhütah pindo yo 4sucip(iritah / katham samstâdrsah kâyo 
gaAgâsnànena fudhyati // (61) na hy aiucir g6a!as toyai$ k^Aito ‘pi puna^ puna|} / 【advad aiucisarppür^al) 
pindo 4pi na visudhyati // (62) prataran api gangâyâm naiva svâ suddhim arhati / tadvad dharmadhiyârn 
pumsâm tirthasnânam tu nisphalam // (63) dharmo yadi bhavet snânât kai (?) vartânâm krtârthatâ /  aaktam 
divam jalasthânâm matsyâcünâm tu kâ kathâ // (64) pâpaksayo *pi snânena naiva syâditi niscayah / yato 
râgâdivrddhis tu drsyate ürthsevinâm // (65) râgo dvesas ca mohas ca Irsyâ trsnâ ca sarvadâ / pâpânâm 
mûlam âkhyâtam naisâm snânena sodhanam // (66) âtmâtmiyagrahâd ete sambhavantîha janminah / 
avidyâhetukah so (pi sâvidyâ bhrântir isyate H (Patel 1949:6); / dka' thub brtag pa mi bya zhing // 
bsnyung ba yang ni bya ba med // "dir ni khrus dang gtsang sbra med // grong ba*i chos ni sbang bar by a // 
sen mo rkang dang rus pa so // pha yi khu ba rgyu las skyes // sha dang khrag dang skra la sogs // ma yi 
khrag las yang dag byung // *di Itar mi gtsang las byung zhing // mi gtsang bas gang rii po gang // de Ita 
bu yi lus 4di nyid // gang gâr bkms kyang ji Itar *dag // mi gtsang phur ma chu dag gis // yang yang bkms 
kyang dag mi 4gyur// de bzhin mi gtsang bas gang ba'i // phur ma 4di yang 4dag mi 4gyur // gangami glung 
la khyi dag gis 7/ rkyal zhing 4phyo yang dag mi 4gyur // de phyir chos *dod skye bu dag / 4bab stegs 
khrus byed 4bras bu med // khnis kyi gai te dag 4gyur na // nya mams kyang don byas *gyur // nyin dang 
mtshan du gnas pa yi // nya la sogs pa smos ci dgos // khrus kyis sdig pa zad pa yang // nges par yod pa 
ma yin te / / ji Itar *bab stegs bsten pa la // *dod chags la sogs 4phel bar mthong // *dod chags zhe sdang gti 
mug dang // nga rgyal Ita ba the tshom mams // sdig pafi rtsa bar rab tu grags // 4di dag sbyang bya khrus
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This sort of criticism is not uncommon in both early Buddhist literature32 and Buddhist 

Tantric literature,33 and is found in Hindu Tantric literature as v/tü .34 and similar ridicule is 

also found in the songs of the bhakti saints who lived centuries later.35

Tantric Buddhism, like the related tendency toward subitism in Chinese Buddhism, 

“implies a criticism of the naive perception of the world, of the kind of ‘juvenile ontology’ 

that advocates stnving for a remote perfection because it fails to see or believe that 

everything is already perfect(ed).M (Faure 1991:46) This rhetoric, however, was at times 

however applied toward Tantric practice itself. For as Tantric traditions advocate a great 

deal of ritual activity, there always lurked the danger that certain practitioners might develop

kyis min // bdag dang bdag gir 4dzin pa las // srog chags mams las byung ba yin // de yang ma rig rtsa ba 
las // ma rig de yang 'khrul bar 4dod /  (QT p. 2.1; cf. Patel 1949, pp. 29-31).

32 For example, in lhe Vatihûpama Sutta the Buddha was questioned by the brahmin Sundarika Bhâradvâja 
concerning the efficacy of bathing in the tirthas. He responded as follows: t(Bâhuka and Adhikakkâ, Gayâ 
and Sundarikâ too, Payâga and Sarassatl, and the stream Bahumati -  a fool may there forever bathe yet will 
not purify his dark deeds. What can the Sundarika bring to pass? What the Payâga? What the Bâhukâ? 
They cannot purify an evil-doer, a man who has done cruel and brutal deeds. One pure in heart has 
evermore the Feast of Spring, the Holy Day; one fair in act, one pure in hean, brings his virtue to 
perfection. It is here, brahmin, that you should bathe, to make yourself a refuge for all beings. And if you 
speak no falsehood nor work harm for living beings, nor take what is offered not, with faith and free from 
avarice, what need for you to go to Gayâ? Any well will be your Gaya." (Majjhima Nikàya 7.20; trans, in 
Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995, p. 121.)

33 For example, we find the following verse in i^ùisitnwkur^s Advayasiddhi : t4If unequipped with reality, 
one will not succeed in oath making, asceticism, fasting or the recitation of seed syllables even in a billion 
eons.” v.7: niyamavratopavâsair ak^aroccâniçabiîâvanail} // atattvayogi na siddhye【kalpako^isatair api // 
(Samdhong et al. 1987:161). / dam bea* clka' thub smyung ba dang // snying po sgom pa smra ba la // *di 
nyid med par gyur na ni // bskal pa *bum phrag brgyar mi 4gyur / (Samdhong et al. 1987:147)

34 For example, the 23rd chapter of the Kubjikàmatatantra contains the following passage: *The person 
who realizes the fivefold self (àtman) in his own body is identical with ail sacred fords (tirtha); the tirthas 
themselves are only artificial. He is a siddha among all people, no matter where his abode may be. By 
his power a tirtha comes into existence; a tirtha is not [merely) a place filled with water. Those who are 
made perfect by the realization of wisdom, who are able to procreate wisdom -  the place on which they 
take their stand, that is a tirtha in the supreme sense of the word. Varanasi, Kuruksetra, Naimisa, 
Bhaîrava^ [in short], all tirthas are there where a guru is present. Tirthäs are merely filled with water, 
[idols] of gods consist only of stone or clay; those who loiow the àtman do not respect them as tirthas, 
only other people doM (vv. 105-9; trans, in Goudriaan 1983, p. 98; Sanskrit edited in Goudriaan and 
Schoterman 1988, p. 431.); This text takes an ambiguous position; it claims that proper knowledge of the 
self is the true method of purification and seems to criticize the naive belief in the efficacy of the tirtha, 
but much more lightly than the Buddhist texts, which are typically unrelenting in their criticism of such 
practices. It appears to want to preserve the practice by assimilating to the cult of the guru propagated by 
such traditions. Some other texts clearly place the inner methods of yoga above outer activities such as 
pilgrimage. Chapter 15 of the Kulàrnava Tantra contains the following verse: *4Asceticism, pilgrimage to 
tirthas, sacrifices, charity, observances, etc. do not equal even one sixteenth of this [method of] 
prânâyânuL*9 tapâmsi ûnhayâtrâdhyâ makhadânavrathadayah /  prânâyâmasya tasyaite kalâm nârhanti 
sodasîm // (v. 41, edited in Bühnemann 1992, p. 67).

35 See for example the songs of Kabir, translated in Hawley et al. 1987, pp. 50-57.
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attachment to the ritual forms themselves and lose sight of the process of mental and 

physical transformations which they can supposedly effect. In the Caryàpada Dârika asks: 

uOf what use to you are mantras, of what use tantras, oh! of what use explanations of 

meditation (when you are) immersed in spontaneous Great Bliss in the ultimate Nirvana, 

difficult to characterize?”36 Such a statement, however, is made from the Awakened 

perspective wherein liberation has already been attained, and should not be taken as a 

wholesale rejection of praxis. These statements, as Stone has argued, are ''articulated from 

the perspective of someone who has realized nondual original enlightenment and are not 

intended as a denial of the need for Buddhist practice/* (1999:221)

Äryadeva critiques the naive conception of purity with reference to the fact that the 

body is a conditioned entity composed of elements such as blood, etc. which are strongly 

considered impure in India. This deconstruction of the notion of purity is by no means 

devoid of social consequences, for it constitutes a rather explicit critique of the social 

structure which is based on precisely this sort of distinction, as will be argued in chapter 

four. But while this discourse can and should be viewed as a social critique, it can also be 

seen as the consequence of a certain sort of meditative or philosophical deconstruction, that 

which can perhaps be characterized as nirvikalpa.

It is perhaps arguable that equanimity is a primary goal of Buddhist practice, as it 

forms the mean between the extremes of attachment and aversion; one way to achieve 

equanimity is though the reversal of the ordinary responses of attraction and repulsion to 

desired and undesired objects. Hence we see in Buddhist literature a great fascination with 

the impure and the disgusting, either as an object of meditation in and of itself, or, more 

commonly, as a deconstruction of the desired object， a demystification process which 

urevealsn its impure or undesirable nature, as in the meditation on corpses, or the imaginary

36 caryà 34 v. 3, trans, in Kvacrae 1977, p. 207. tónto mante tónto tante kinto re jhânabakhàne / apaithâna 
mahâsuhalile dulakha pan&ma nibâne //; / khyod kyi sngags gang khyod rgyud dang // khyod kyi bsam 
gtan ci zhig bshad // rang gnas bde ba chen por ihim // mchon dka* don dam mya ngan 4das /  (1977:208). 
Similar passages are also found in the dohàkosa; see Guenther 1973 and 1993, and also Jackson 1994b.
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dissolution of the desired body into its impure components such as viscera, body fluids, 

feces and so forth. The discourse on purity then can be seen as a consequence of the 

discourse on selflessness. In the PancavLmatisähasrikä Prajhàpàramità the claim is 

made that the self and all dharmas are pure precisely because they are unreal.37

Purity then can be understood as a description of things as they actually are in 

reality, which is intrinsically pure, free of the taint of discursive thought which 

distinguishes between things such as purity and impurity. In Tantric Buddhist discourse, 

the purity/impurity dichotomy is negated as an ultimately valid distinction, with the 

implication that social distinctions based upon such are also ultimately invalid. This notion 

was not without social consequences, as will be argued in the next chapter.

Snellgrove has suggested that this idea is the philosophical (and we might add, 

ideological) basis of the Tantras. It permits the argument that 4tdefiled mind be recognized 

for what it essentially is, namely mind in its pure state....a necessary corollary of this is the 

assertion that all living beings are essentially of Buddha-nature, if only they knew it. These 

perfectly orthcxlox Buddhist teachings provide the philosophical basis for all tantric theory 

and practice*\ (1987:125). This realization is not automatic; one has to awaken to it. But 

since all living beings are already awakened, and the vessel worlds in which they dwell are 

already completely pure, all that is necessary is that one effects the transformation in one's 

vision required to see things as they actually are.

Tantra practice claims to effect this sort of transformation, the premier locus for 

which is the mandala, a representation of the transfonned and pure visionary world of 

awakening. This is in effect what was argued by Rong-zom Chos-kyi bZang-po in his 

work The Attainment o f  Divine Vision in the Mantra-Vajrayäna, Rong-zom was an 

important rNying-ma scholar who lived in Tibet during the eleventh century, the period 

when traditions such as those of the Cakrasamvara were being transmitted into Tibet. He 

explains that:

37 Ch. 36, see Conze 1975 p. 297.
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In the mantric method, the two truths are inseparable....Furthermore, there is no 
production of non-delusion by means of removing delusion, and awakening occurs 
through purification by means of the very actuality of delusion. Therefore, all 
things are completely awakened from the beginning, and things which appear in 
diverse states are the mandala of the adamantine body, speech and mind itself; they 
are similar to the Buddhas of the three times who have not passed beyond the 
actuality o f purity. The characteristics of sentient beings and Buddhas are not 
different from the very actuality of things. The mind attributes to them distinct 
appearances through the power of imagination (parikalpita), in the same way that 
things appear distinct and caused in a dream.38

Accordingly, purity, understood as a positive descnpüon ot the way things exist on the

basis of their ultimate lack of intrinsic reality, permits the equation of the path with the goal.

The means of achieving awakening thus ultimately consists of nothing but identifying one's

“body， speech and mind，” with awakened state itself, here represented by the m asa la . The

appearance of self and environment as impure and bewilderingly diverse is a product of

misknowledge manifesting as discursive thought. The cure for this is precisely the

knowledge that things are otherwise, understood not discursively and intellectually but

realized through a transcendent imuition of or instantaneous awakening

(ekaksanâbhisambodha)39 to reality. According to Sferra,

This knowledge constitutes the purifying element par excellence and represents* in 
the final analysis, the very nature of reality, transfigured and shining. It is not by 
chance that, according to some texts, the last phase of yoga, in which transformation 
of the physical and psychical elements of the yogin into pure elements actually 
occurs is, indeed, nothing but the attainment of a body of gnosis (jnänadehal 
(1999:84)

Rong-zom, following the classical Vajrayâna formulation, understands this transformation 

as (Kcurring through the medium of the mandala:

38 / gsang sngags kyi tshul las bden pa mam pa gnyis dbyer med pa dang A.../ de bas na snang bafi chos 
*di dag (hams cad (khrul pa yin de zad de /  de yang *lchn]l ba bsal nas ma 'khrul ba zhig bsgnib tu med de 
/  kkhml pa ngo bo nyid kyis mam par dag pas sangs rgyas pa yin te / de bas na chos thams cad ye nas 
mngon par sang rgyas pavo /  de bas na mtshan ma sna tshogs su snang bafi chos mams sku gsung thugs 
rdo ije^i dkyil *khor nyid yin te /  mam par dag pa*i ngo bo nyid las ma 4das pa dus gsum gyi sangs rgyas 
nyid dang "dra ba*o / sems can dang sangs rgyas kyi khyad par ni chos kyi ngo bo nyid kyis phye ba ma 
yin te / rmi lam gyi rgyu ftbras bu so sor snang ba bzhin du / kun tu btags pa'i dbang gis bto so sor snang 
ba tsam la bzhag par zad do / (NL pp. 127-128)

39 Ruegg explains that ekaksanâbhisambodha is ''defined as being characterized by the single-moment 
comprehension of all dharmas as marked by non-duality (advayalaksanasarvadharmaikaksanalcücsana). 
With regard to this the Abhisamayâlamkàra compares the non-duality of what is dreamt (svapna) and its 
cognition in dream*1. (1989b: 158) Ruegg also comments lhat according to Haribhadra this synchronic 
awakening is dependent upon the realization of voidness. (1989b: 155).
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Since all things are pure through their reality (dharmatä), their reality is not even 
slightly impure. Body speech and mind also have purity as their reality. Purity is 
awakening, and through purity body, speech and mind which are differentiated 
become inseparable and unelaborated (nisprapafica), and thus should be 
understood to be the mandala of the adamantine body, speech and mind, since it is 
completely pervasive.40

Purity is redefined as awakening, making <4actual,> physical purity or impurity irrelevant. 

This points toward the Tantric sädhana, which in its early form is portrayed in the accounts 

of the lives of the mahàsiddhas as the product of the guru-disciple relationship, a specific 

antidote to the specific problem of the student as understood by his or her spiritual guide. 

Interestingly, several of these encounters involved “hang-ups” concerning purity. The 

typical scenario involves a relatively advanced， but as yet unrealized monk, typically 

identified as of brahmin origin, who is identified as being overly attached to a notion of 

personal purity. The “cure” for this problem is intense experiential engagement with 

impurity so as to alleviate attachment to purity and aversion to pollution, and, ultimately, to 

die underlying misconception of self. In the case of Lûipa this involved living on a diet of 

fish guts, a diet inspired by a däkini who chided him for his attachment to personal purity 

deriving from his upbringing as a brahmin.41

The Tantric fascination with the impure seems to be understandable in this light; it is 

an attempt at offering an antidote to a pathological attachment to purity in Indian culture.

The justification for this is that all things are empty, devoid o f any sort of intrinsic identity; 

all things are thus experientially of <4one taste**; and distinctions such as pure and impure are 

thus more indicative of one^s mental state than anything else. To achieve this state of 

equanimity was long recognized in India as a sign of spiritual realization.42 Of course,

40 / chos thams cad chos nyid kyis dag pas /  ma dag pa'i chos cung zad kyang med pa chos mams kyi chos 
nyid yin pas / lus ngag yid gsum yang mam par dag pa rang gi chos nyid yin te /  mam par dag pa ni sangs 
rgyas paTo / des na mam par dag pas phye bavi lus ngag yid ni dbyer med cing sprod pa med pa dang / 
rdzogs par khyab pa*i phyir sku gsung thugs rdo ije^i dkyil kkhor nyid yin par rigs par bya*o / (NL p. 130).

41 For the legend of Lûipa see Dowman 1985 pp. 33-38.

42 For example, the Mülasarvàstivâdin vinaya contains an a story in which the great disciple-saint 
Mahâkâsyapa, excluded from a feast given by a wealthy lay donor due Co his ragged appearance, accepts an 
offering of rice water firom a leprous woman containing one of her rotted fingers. That he would accept
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there is nothing intrinsic to the impure that would make it any more conducive to liberation 

that the pure. Were someone to become addicted to fish guts, convinced somehow that they 

were essential to one’s happiness and well-being, then one could imagine a satirist such as 

Äryadeva or Kabir composing verses ridiculing him. The focus on impurity, then, is a 

specific skillful means to deal with a specific problem, tliat of attachment to purity» and, 

perhaps, the social inequality which is justified by that ideology.

The Tantras teach a purity by association, or, perhaps more appropriately, by 

identification, of the mundane with the divine. It is effected through union with the deity; 

this union is justified by the idea that there is no intrinsic difference between the adept and 

the awakened Buddha, and the appearance of difference is due to delusive, dichotomous, 

discursive thought patterns (yikalpa).

In the Unexcelled Yogatantras，“purification” of the psychophysical complex is 

effected through the systematic identification of aspects of this complex with deities who 

represent awakened qualities. The five components of the “self7’， the “filthy heaps” or 

aggregates, are identified with the five Buddhas, and the five emotional poisons with the 

Buddhas' five wisdoms. At first glance this process may appear antithetical to the spirit of 

early Buddhism, which went to great lengths to deconstruct the notion of an enduring self, 

and which often portrayed the constituent components of the psycho-physical complex in 

less than glowing terms. It is important, however, that we keep in mind the context of these 

arguments. The negative portrayal of the aggregates usually occurs in the context of the 

deconstruction of the self, and attempts to alleviate one^ attachment to it. The Buddhist 

Tantras, however, presume that one has already undergone such a deconstruction process, 

and the meditation texts typically begin with a meditation on voidness to reaffirm this 

understanding.

such an offering indicates his high degree of meditative realization, for which he was traditionally famed. 
See Ray 1994 pp. 109-10; text contained in N. Dutt^s Gilgit Manuscripist3A, 81-84.
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A systematic process of “purification” by means of identification of components of 

one's self and environment with the deities of the mandala is the typical means taught in the 

Tantras. The Hevajra Tantra thus begins its chapter on purity with the following:

All things are regarded as intrinsically pure. As a result one can speak of their 
individual differentiation in terms of the deities. The six sense powers, the six 
sense media, the five heaps (skandha) and the five elements are naturally pure, but 
they are obscured by the addiction of misknowledge (ajnänaklesa). Their 
purification consists in self-experience, and by no other means of purification may 
one be released. This self-experiencing, this bliss supreme, anses from the pure 
condition of the spheres of sense. Form and so on and whatever other spheres of 
sense there are, for the yogin all these appear in their purified condition, for of 
Buddha nature is this world.43

This process is worked out in sàdhanas, which are meditation guides meant to be recited

while meditating, a sort of personal liturgy. A sädhana of central importance in the 

Cakrasamvara tradition is Lüipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya. It equates the five sense

powers with five male deities, and the five sense objects it equates with the five goddesses 

who also represent the five elements. All sensation, symbolized as a sexual union between 

the respective deities, is understood as being potentially productive of great bliss.44 This 

implies that all experience, no matter how attractive or repulsive, pure or impure, in the 

conventional sense, should ideally be experienced as an experiential uniformity (ekarasa)

of great bliss.

43 HV 1.9 vv. M : sarvesâm khalu vastunâm vi^uddhis tathatâ smrtâ /  pascâd ekaikabhedena devatânân tu 
kathyate // sadindriyam pancaskandhain sadâyatanam pancabhütam /  svabhâvena visuddham apy 
ajnânaklesair âvrtam //  svasamvedyatmikä suddhir nânasuddhyâ vimucyate / visayaiuddhabhâvatvât 
svasamvedyam param sukhain // rùpavisayâdi ye 'py anye pratibhâsante ni yoginah /  sarve (e suddhabhâvâ 
hi yasmäd buddhamayam jagat //; / nges par dngos po thams cad kyi // dag pa de bzhin nyid du brjod // 
phyi nas re re?i dbye ba yis // lha mams kyi ni brjod par bya // phung po Inga dang dbang po drug // skye 
mched drug dang 4byung chen Inga // rang bzhin gyis ni mam par dag // nyon mongs shes bya'i sgrib 
byang bya// rang rig bdag nyid dag pa nyid // dag pa gzhan gyis mam *grol min // yul gyi dngos po dag 
pa*i phyir// rang gi rig pafi bde chen mchog // gzugs la sogs paM yul mams dang // gzhan yang mal 'byor 
pas mlhong ba // dngos po de kun dag pa ste // 4di Itar 'gro ba sangs rgyas 4gyur / (Snellgrove 1959 vol. 2 
p.32-33). Snellgrove's translation (1959: vol.l pp. 78-79) emended by me.

u  The symbolization of the contact between the sense power and sense object in terms of sexual intercourse 
is not in itself a revolutionary idea peculiar to the Tantras; (he sixth link in the chain of relativity 
(prarityasamutpâda) is sparsa or uconîact*\ referring to ihe contact between sense organ and object. It was 
typically symbolized by a couple engaged in intercourse, and is depicted thus in the Ajanta cave paintings, 
and also in written sources such as the Mûlasarvâstivâdan vinaya. See Schlingloff 1988, pp. 167-180, and 
also Nihom 1994, pp. 185-86.
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This re-imagination of one^ self and environment is understood to effect 

purification through the elimination of the underlying cause of all problems» the 

misknowledge which manifests as attachment to self. As Atisa Dipahkarasrijnâna explains 

in his commentary on Lüipa's sädhana, uone whose heaps and so forth are thus purified, is 

naturally purified, birthlessly, as is a magical deity, because one has purified one's clinging 

to that which is of the self.1*45 What the Buddhist Tantras prescribe then is a sort of 

“reconstruction” process to follow the process of the deconstruction of the self，i.e.， the 

realization that it is devoid of any intrinsically real, permanent entity.

The Samvarodaya Tantra makes a similar claim concerning the meditation practices 

taught therein, as follows: 4<One who abides in the concentration of Sriheruka will attain the 

state of clear light. It will be a non-discursive state due to the union of the sense subject 

and object. Awakening to the purity of the objects of sense, one abides in all m odest43 * * 46 A 

more general claim to efficacy in purification is made in the Cakrasamvara Tantra, as 

follows: i4For example, a pot filled with grease is placed in the midst of a fire, and the butter 

running melts, and the pot's taint is destroyed. Likewise, sin is destroyed by means of the 

name 44SriherukaM, in meditation, or mere reflection, through reading, recitation or 

writing.”47

The rhetoric of purity found in both Mahäyäna and Tantric sources reveal a 

common factor that links the two. It is a tendency toward a nondualistic interpretation of 

reality, with the focus directed inward toward the mind and bcxly as the locus for the

43 / de Itar zhes bya ba la sogs pa la /  gang dag pa phung po la sogs pa dang / gang gì rang bzhin du dag
pa sgyu ma ha bu*i lha dang / ji ltar dag pa skye med du dag pa*o // bdag gir 'dzin pa dap par bya ba'i
phyir/(AV DT fol. 187b).

46 My trans., cf. Tsuda 1974 p. 250. SV ch. 4 v. 21-22: srihenikasamâdhisthah prabhâsvarapadam âpnuyât 
// visayavisayiyogena nirvikaìpapadam bhavet // visaya\isuddhi bodhavyâ sarvâkâravare sthitih // (Tsuda 
1974:82) 4od gsal bafi go *phang thob // heruka dpal yang dag gnas // yul dang yul can sbyor ba yis // 
mam rtog med pa 'i go 4phang (gyur // mam pa kun gyi mchog gnas pas // yul ni mam dag shes par bya / 
(Tsuda 1974:173-74).

47 CST ch. SI, v. 7,8. ghrta pürnam yathà bhândam sthâpitam agnimadhyake // dravantam dravate sarpih 
kâlam naiyati bhândayoh // tathâ pâpam ca nasyati srihemketi nâmatah // dhyâne cintitaixiâtram vâ 
pâthasvâdhyâyalekhanât //; /  dper na mar gyis gang ba'i snod // me yi dbus su bzhag na ni // mar sar steng 
du zhu 4gyur zhing // snod kyi dii ma %jig par 'gyur // de bzhin sri he ni ka yi // mtshan gyis sdig pa 4jig 
par ‘gyur // bsam gtan sems pa tsam gyis sam /7 klog cing kha log bris pa yis / (DK fol. 246a)
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resolution of the problem of suffering and the attainment of awakening. This seems to be 

Sântideva's intention when he wrote:

How will I destroy the wicked who are as extensive as space? But when the 
angered mind is destroyed, so too are all enemies. How can I cover the entire earth 
with leather? The earth is so covered simply by [wearing] leather sandals. As it not 
being possible for me to control the outside world, were I to control my own mind, 
what need would there be to restrain others?48

To project one^s inner hatreds and passions onto the objects of the outside world, and thus

to fight enemies that are ultimately self-constituted, would be to fight a battle that could

never be won. It does not help to project one^ dissatisfaction outward onto the world like

Sariputra, or even worse, to attempt to transform the world by means of a maladapted

methodology based on misknowledge, to upave the world with leather/1 so to speak. The

logic of Mahâyâna Buddhism, and in particular Buddhist Tantrism, is to transform oneself,

and thereby transform the world.

2.2 Transformation and Perfection

1. The Alchemy of Passion and Compassion

When discussing the transformations that cx:cur during the process of awakening, 

Buddhist texts frequently make use of alchemical metaphors in describing this process. Of 

particular importance is the catalyst of the process, which effects the transformation just as 

the purified mercury elixir transforms base metals into gold. The catalyst for Mahâyâna 

Buddhism» and for its Tantric traditions in particular, is bodhicitta, the 4tSpirit of 

Awakening^, which is the aspiration to achieve complete and total awakening in order to 49

49 BC ch. S w . 12-14: (12) kiyato mârayisyâmi duijanân gaganopamân /  mârite krodhacitte tu mâritâh 
sarvasatravah // (13) bhümim châdayitum sarvâm kutas canna bhavisyati / upânac carmamâtrena channâ 
bhavati medini // (14) bâhyâ bhâvâ mayâ tadvac chakyâ vârayitum na hi /  svacittam vârayisyâmi kim 
mamânyair nivâritnih // (Vaidya 1960:33); / sems can mi srun nam mkha* bzhin // de dag gzhom gyis yong 
mi lang // khro ba'i sems 'di gcig bcom na // dgra de thams cad choms dang 'dra // sa stengs 'di dag kos g> 
yogs su // de snyed ko bas ga la lang // Iham mthil tzam gyi ko bas ni // sa stengs thams cad g.yogs dang 
'dra // de bzhin phyi roi dngos po yang // bdag gis phyir bzlog mi lang gi// bdag gi sems 'di phyir bzlog 
bya’i // gzhan mams bzlog go ci zhig dgos /  (ÖT fol. 10b); cf. Batche丨or 1979 p. 39.
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benefit all sentient beings. The transformative aspect of the Spirit of Awakening is stressed 

by Säntideva in the following passage:

One wretched and bound in the prison of existence becomes fit to be praised in both 
the human and immortal worlds as a 4scion of the Sugata1 just as soon as he or she 
has given rise to the Spirit of Awakening. Since, like the supreme mercurial elixir, 
it makes this impure form [we] have taken transmutable49 into the priceless form 
which is the Conqueror^ treasure, quickly take up the thought of the Spirit of 
Awakening.50

This interesting passage attnbutes to the Spirit of Awakening (bodhicitta) the same sort of 

catalytic power of transmutation attributed to the mercurial elixir of alchemy. The question 

might arise, however, how might this be possible?

Tantric traditions follow the Mahâyâna in placing great importance upon the notion 

of compassion and the liberative arts (upäya) inspired by it. Compassion is the instinctual 

or spontaneous, rather than contrived, desire to alleviate the suffering of others. Since 

Buddhists, however, recognize that ultimately we are all responsible for our own condition, 

alleviating the suffering of others often requires liberative arts (upäya), strategies or tricks 

which, while sometimes on the surface deceptive, are designed to lead suffering individuals 

either out of danger of which they are unaware,51 or into stage of development or frame of

49 The gerundive vedhaniyan% derived from the root vidh 'to pierce*, has in the alchemical context the 
meaning 44lransmute,\  as David White explains: 'Transmutation is called vedhana ('piercing*), as this is 
what happens on the conceptual level Because of its subtle nature, mercury is able to pierce or penetrate 
less subtle metals. In doing so, it ^kills' them, such that their süksma form emerges, as resunected, from 
its previous, more sthula envelope (which has 'sweated o ff , as in diksa -  through the agency of mercury), 
leaving that old body behind as an ash (bhasma) in compound in other substances. Thus, depending upon 
its own degree of perfection, mercury is capable of forcing the tself-transformation, of other elements by 
causing them to slough off their less dense, sthula content.,v (White 1984:53) The alchemical simile is apt, 
since bodhicitta is said to effect 'self-transmutation' in those who give rìse to it.

30 BC ch. 1 vv. 9-10: (9) bhavacârakabandhano varâkah sugatânâm suta ucyate ksanena /  
sanarâmaralokavandaniyo bhavati smodita eva bodhicitte // (10) asucipratimâm imâm grhitvâ 
jinaratnapratimâm karoty anardhâm /  rasajâtamaüva vedhaniyam sudrdam grhnata bôdhicittasamjnam // 
(Vaidya 1960:7-8); /  byang chub sems skyes gyur na skad cig gis // Tchor ba'i bison rar bsdams pa*i nyam 
thag mams // bde gshegs mams kyi sras zhes btjod bya zhing // *jig rten lha mir bcas pas phyag byar 'gyur 
// gser 'gyur rtsi yi mam pa mchog (ta bu // mi gtsang lus 'di blangs nas rgyai ba'i sku // rin chen ring 
thang med par bsgyur bas na // byang chub sems zhes byaba rab brtan zung /  (DT foL 2a«b); cf. Batchelor 
1979, pp. 4-5.

51 The classic example here is that described in the parable contained in chapter 3 of the Lotus Sutra, 
wherein a Father lures his sons out of a burning house with promises to give them diverse sorts of carts, 
when in fact he only has one type to give them. See Hurvitz 1976, pp. 58-61.
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mind wherein they can reach deeper levels of self-understanding,52 This aspiraüon must be

ftindamentally inspired by compassion, and is oriented toward the development of the

liberative arts, the perfection of which occurs at the moment of perfect awakening, i.eM the

achievement of Buddhahood. It represents a total transformation of one's aim and

consequently one^s behavior, being fundamentally a motivation toward the good of others

rather than one's own selfishly, narrow-mindedly conceived good. For this reason the

Spirit of Awakening was understood to effect the transformation from a benighted to an

Awakened state. This transformative power is expressed well by a passage in the Chinese

translation of the Vajragarbhatantra, which occurs as follows:

If a bodhisattva gives rise to the unexcelled spirit of awakening, then he or she is 
known as a Vajrasattva. This spirit of awakening effects not only one’s own 
benefit but also benefit for others. In this way a bodhisattva mahâsattva practices 
with an understanding of the liberative arts (upäya; )t causing the sense 
faculties (zVit/rfya,• 根 ）and the sense objects ••境 界 ）which are their
respective cause and function to attain the tolerance of the non-origination of all 
things (0仙 炉 3打 认 似 無 生 法 忍 盡 ).53

Buddhist Tantras particularly stress the importance of cultivating and maintaining the Spirit

of Awakening, which became one of their central and organizing principles. The Vajrayâna

further develops the idea; in certain of the Perfection Stage Yogas, bodhicitta is seen less as

an abstract aspiration and more as a psycho-physical energy or substance which must be

cultivated and manipulated in yogic exercises. Bodhicitta, regardless of how it is

understood, is significant not only because of its centrality to Buddhist Tantric practice, but

also because it is taken as distinctive mark of such practice; or, from another perspective,

we can say that this altruistic aspiration serves as a mark of Buddhist practice. Practices

which might otherwise be equally adaptable to non-Buddhist contexts become Buddhist

52 A classic example of this sort is contained in Gandavyùha Sutra, in the beginning of which Sudhana, 
having developed the Spirit of Awakening, is sent on an extensive quest by Manjusri to learn the practice 
of the bodhisattvas, only to realize, when he finally achieves a liberating vision in Vairocana*s tower, that 
he was in fact awakened from the moment he conceived the spirit of enlightenment. See Cleary 1993.

53若有菩薩發於最上大菩提心。是即名為金剛乘 性 。是菩
提心能自利益復利於他。如是菩薩摩1ST薩行解於方便。能於諸根各各境界所緣所作 
。當獲無生法忍。 （T. 1128, pp. 543.1,2); cf. Bagchi 1944, p. 36.
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when framed by altruistically intended actions, namely, when preceded by the generation of 

the Spirit of Awakening, and followed by the dedication of merits gained through practice 

to the welfare of other beings. In fact, certain Buddhist scholars, such as * Jam-mgon 

Kong-sprul, have gone so far as to claim that the perfection stage yogic processes are 

essentially non-Buddhist if not conjoined to this altruistic orientation.54 55

The centrality of bodhicitta as a fundamental idea underlying Buddhist Tantric 

theory and practice is demonstrated by the wide variety of texts in which either the idea is 

invoked, or the practice of generating this altruistic aspiration is prescribed. It is evinced 

by the famous line in the Tint chapter of the Mahàvairocana Sutra, that 4The Buddha said, 

'The Spirit o f Awakening (bodhicitta) is the cause, great compassion (mahäkaninä) is the 

root, and liberati ve ari(upäya) is the ultimate'.,，55 Spirit of Awakening is the cause in that it 

serves as the basis from which Awakening is attained. But the compassion that arises from 

it is itself constructive of the store of merit which gives rise to the form body (rûpakàya) of 

a Buddh屯 and is thus the “root”. Liberative art is the “ultimate” in that the attainment of a 

Buddha’s power to liberate beings is the ultimate goal of the bodhisattva.

In this passage the term bodhicitta in fact has a dual sense, implicitly connected to 

the idea of the i4seed of awakening^ (tathâgatagarbha) developed in certain Mahâyâna 

sources. For example, in the Gandavyüha Sutra, Sudhana learns at the end of an extensive 

spiritual journey that he was Awakened from the moment he conceived of the Spirit of 

Awakening, which in a sense identifies the cause with the effect. He is told that 4tthe 

determination for enlightenment is the seed of all elements of Buddhahood...it is the source 

of ail the practices of enlightening beings, and from it come all Buddhas of past, future and 

present.” （Cleary 1993:352-4). This identification is made explicit in Buddhaguhya’s 

commentary to the above verse from the Mahàvairocana Sutra, which occurs as follows:

54 See Germano 1994, p. 224, esp. n. 56.

55 MV ch. 1: / ngas khyod la bshad do // rgyu ni byang chub kyi sems so // rtsa ba ni snying rje chen po*o
// mlhar thug pa ni thabs so / ;佛言菩提心為因。悲备根本。方便為究竟。 （Miyasaka 1995:8é);
cf. Yamamoto 1990, p. 3, Tajima in Wayman and Tajima 1992, p. 256.
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Bodhicitta has two aspects, which are the aspiration for Awakening and the mind 
which is the nature of Awakening. While the aspiration for Awakening is also the 
pure mind of faith, in this occasion it should be taken as the Spirit of Awakening of 
the first [bodhisattva] stage. This spirit of the first stage is linked to the essence of 
Complete Awakening, and the mind which is the nature of Awakening is also thus. 
Since the Spirit of Awakening of the first stage is understood to be in nature equal 
to all things, it is of the same nature as the mind of Complete Awakening. This 
Spirit of Awakening is known to be the principle cause for Omniscience 
(sarvajfiajnäna ).56

As Tantric Buddhism's basic approach is to take the goal as one's path, it exploits this 

ambiguity and focuses on bodhicitta as the goal itself, while never losing the sense of 

bodhicitta as a path or orientation characterized by a compassion that ideally permeates all 

actions; its cultivation is tantamount to awakening.57

What is transformative here is one’s intention; the expansion of one’s sense of self, 

with a concomitant desire to help others in the same way that an ordinary person seeks to 

benefit himself, acts as a catalyst, so to speak, transforming the negative emotions which 

are basically epiphenomena of a selfish, self-centered perspective, into motivating energies; 

this alchemy then aims to transform the passions into compassion. Compassion thus has 

the capacity to transform the passions through a process of reorientation.

Compassion did not lose, however, its association with the passions; if anything, 

this association was strengthened in the Tantras.58 In chapter two of the Vimalakirti Sutra 

we leam， for example， that examples of Vimalakiiti’s “inconceivable skill in liberative art” 

includes his ability to frequent brothels and bars to reform those within, presumably

56 MVV ch. 1: /  byang chub sems la yang mam pa gnyis te /  byang chub kyi phyir sems pa dang / byang 
chub kyi rang bzhin gyi sems so // byang chub kyi phyir sems pa ni smon pa dang 'jug pa*i sems dag 
kyang yin mcxl kyi skabs "dir sa dang po*i byang chub kyi sems la bya ste /  sa dang povi sems de inngon 
par byang chub pa*i snying por sbyor ba*i phyir ro // byang chub kyi rang bzhin gyi sems kyang 4di Ita ste 
/ sa dang po*i byang chub kyi sems de ni chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid du rtog pafi rang bzhin yin pas 
mngon par byang chub pa*i sems dang rang bzhin gcig paTi phyir ro // de Ita bu*i byang chub kyi sems ni 
lhams cad mkhyen paTi ye shes kyi rgyu*i gtso bor rig par bya^o / (DT fols. 271b-272a, Miyasaka 1995 p. 
87).

57 This point is made by Hopkins in his 1990 article, pp. 93-94.

58 Indeed^ as Hopkins pointed out, compassion (karunà) came to be associated with the bliss produced by 
sexual intercourse in which semen is retained. (1990:93)
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without himself becoming attached to the addictive “pleasures” of those places.59 In the 

Gandavyûha Sutra Sudhana met the Lady (bhagavati) Vasumitra, a bodhisattva who could 

liberate beings through her glance, wink, kiss or embrace*60 A Tang dynasty story 

collection contains a similar tale of a woman notorious for her promiscuity, who after death 

was revealed to be a bodhisattva, one who manifested her compassion in a socially 

unacceptable manner.61 Evidently, the observance of social norms is no criteria for 

ascertaining bodhisattva status.

The line between passion and compassion appears to be thin. In his 

autocommentary to the first chapter of his Pramänavarttika, Dharmakirti acknowledges 

that, from a certain perspective, compassion (karunâ) can be understood as passion (rciga) 

in that it is a type of motivating intention. However, he goes on to qualify and define 

compassion as follows: 4tEven in the absence of compulsive grasping for the Self, 

compassion arises through inculcating it (in one^ mind) by merely apprehending a certain 

kind of suffering/'62 This idea, which is grudgingly accepted by Dharmakirti, is 

wholeheartedly embraced by Tantric theorists, such as Anangavajra, who wrote that 

4<Compassion (krpâ) is said to be passion (râga) because it delights (ranjati) all beings

59 See Thurman 1976 p. 21.

60 A good translation of this passage occurs in Paul 1979, pp. 155-62.

61 Chou summarized this story in Li Fu-yan’s (李 復 言 ） late Tang Xw'u/fln Gwat-jï (绾 玄 怪 記 ） as 
follows: AIThere appeared in Yea-chou a beautiful woman about the age of twenty-four or five, who 
wandered alone in the city. All the young men in the city loved her and associated with her. She would 
do what the young men wanted and never refused anybody. After several years she died. Her funeral was 
arranged by the people in Yen-chou with great sorrow. Since she had no relatives, they buried her right 
beside ihe road. During the Ta-li period (766-779 A.D.), a monk from Central Asia came to the city. 
Having seen the tomb, he made oteisance to it, burned incense, walked around it and recited hymns of 
praise. The people of the city said to him: *'She was but a voluptuous woman who would take anyt>ody as 
her husband. W iy should you worship her like this?** The monk replied: 14You do not know. She was a 
great sage with deep compassion and good-will to give. Therefore she granted whatever desire the world 
bad. She was a So^ku p’u-sa 鎖 骨 菩 备 (Bodhisattva of Chained Bones). If you do not believe, you may 
open the tomb and see/* So the people did. The bones of the skeleton were interlocked with one another 
like chains.” （1945:328)

62 Dunne 1996:539, modified by me. This occurs in GnoIi*s edition as follows: asaty apy âtmagrahe 
duhkhavisesadarsanamâtrenâbhyâbhyâsabalotpâdini bhavaty eva karunâ (1960:9). For a lengthy treatment 
of Dhannalärti's argument see Dunne 1996.
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who are inundated with every sort of suffering, and who are thereby released from the 

cause of suffering/’63 *

Tantric psychological alchemy is conceptually akin to homeopathy, in holding that 

the very source of a problem can be transformed into its own remedy. This idea was 

concisely expressed by Laksmimkara who wrote that 4<By the very means that living beings 

are bound by dreadful actions, one is liberated from the bonds of existence through 

liberative art.M64 Tantric literature in fact is filled with this sort of transformative metaphor, 

which imply that the “poisons” of ordinary existence can be neutralized or transformed by 

one equipped with the proper knowledge. A succinct statement to this effect occurs in the 

as follows:

If he drinks strong poison, the simple man who does not understand it falls 
senseless. But he who is free from delusion with his mind intent on the truth 
destroys it altogether. Just so those who know the art of release and make effort in 
Hevajra are not held by misknowledge nor by the bonds of delusion and so forth.65

This process not only is capable of neutralizing the “poisons” of the passions, but can

potentially be transformed into the 4<ambrosiaM of great bliss. Padmasambhava, the

mahäsiddha who journeyed to Tibet during the eighth century, used the analogy of the

process of fertilization to explain that:

If the three poisons are calmed, the poison will become non-poison. Progressively 
approximating ambrosia, they become ambrosia. For example, the sewage of a 
large town will benefit fields of sugarcane, rice and grapes. Accordingly, whatever

63 PrajnopàyaviniscayasiddhL Ch. I v. 15: raiijaiy asesaduhkhaughân utthâms tu duhkhahetutah / 
sarvasattvân yatas tasmât kipâ râgah pragiyate // (Samdhong et al. 1987:68); /  ma lus sdug bsngal rgya 
mtsho dang // sdug bsngal ias ^on  gang yin pa // snying [je sems can la chags pas // %dcxl chags zhes ni 
bya bar grags /  (Samdhong et al. 1987:113).

M Advayasiddhi v.7: yena yena hi baddhyante jantavo raudrakarmanâ /  sopâyena tu tenaiva mucyante 
bhavabandhanât // (Samdhong et al. 1987:161); /  "di Itar sems can 4ching ba ni // drag povi las kyis sems 
can mams // de Itar thabs dang Idan pa yis // Akhor ba dag las grol bar byed / (Samdhong et al. 1987:148); 
cf. Mishra 1993, p. 32.

65 HT n.iv.7l-72; Irans, in Sncllgrove 1959, vol.l, p. 107 with minor emendations by me. Verse 71 is in 
apabhramsa, which Snellgrove translated relying upon the commentaries and the Tibetan translation. The 
text occurs as follows: (71) ghasmai gamlaha bhakkhânahi jo niccedya na loa /  mohavaivaijitâ tatumana 
tatva pam tutua soa // (72) tathâ nivrtyupâyajnâ hevajresu Iqtasramâh /  avidyâdyair na grhyante na ca 
mohädibandanaih //; /  gang zhig mi shes 4jig rten pa // btsan dug zos pas brgyal bar 4gyur // rmongs 
spangs de nyid yìd kyis ni // de yis de nyid yongs su gcod // de bzhin zhi ba’i thabs shes zhing // kye’i 
rdo rjer ngal bsos nas // ma rig sogs pas mi 4dzin cing // gli mug la sogs *ching bas min / (Snellgrove 
1959: voi. 2 pp. 70-71).
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addictions are in the body will benefit one who is omniscient. This is the lord of 
supreme medicines, the highest method of removing pain.66

Äryadeva likewise takes recourse to naturalistic imagery:

Just as someone who has overcome poison can neutralize poison with poison, or as 
water is drawn out from the ear with water, or a thorn with a thorn, likewise the 
wise draw out passion with passion. For example, the washer, by means of the 
stain makes the clothing stainless, so too the intelligent should make themselves 
stainless by means of their very own stains. Just as a mirror is cleansed by being 
wiped clear of dust, the intelligent make use of the faults to destroy the faults. Just 
as a single lump of iron cast in water sinks to the bottom, likewise one who is a 
suitable vessel should liberate others to liberate himself. The enjoyment of desire 
by means of wisdom and art liberates the mind of one who is a suitable vessel, and 
can even cause others to be liberated. If the unwise partake of desire, it becomes a 
fetter. The wise, however, relying upon desire, achieve liberation. It is known 
throughout the world that non-toxic milk becomes highly toxic if drunk by cobras. 
Just as a goose is skilled in drinking milk mixed in water, likewise the skillful is 
liberated enjoying poisonous objects. Poison, if used properly, is transformed into 
ambrosia. For the fools, however, sweetmeats and so forth become poisonous if 
misused.67

66 This passage is attributed to him in his biography, the The God and Demon Precepts (lha %dre bka ' 
r/iflngj， in the W/ifl/ig We collection, whicG was “discovered’’ by Urgyan gLing-pa. It occurs as 
follows in the Beijing edition: / dug gsum nye bar zhi gyur na // dug ni dug med bya ba yin // bdud rtsi 
rim gyis bsten byas nas // bdud rtsi nyid du gyur pa yin // dper na grong khyer chen po'i lud // bu ram 
shing gi zhing dag dang // 'bras zhing rgun ^rum  zhing la phan // de bzhin nyon mong lus gang yin // 
lhams cad mkhyen pa nyid la phan // sman pa che mchog gtso bo s i t / /  zug mgu 'byin pa bla na med /
(pp. 11，12). A possible source for this “fertilization” metaphor is the
mahâyànasûtra, wherein the following passage occurs: t(For example, the impure sewage of the towns can 
enrich a field of sugarcane. Likewise, the ordure of the bodhisattva's addictions can be made to enrich the 
Victor^ Teachings/* / dper na grong khyer mams kyi mi gtsang lud // de ni bu ram shing gi zhing phan // 
de bzhin byang chub sems dpa'i nyon mongs lud // de ni rgyal ba*i chos la phan par byed // (DT fol.
130a).

67 CV vv. 36-45: (36) visâkrânto yathâ kascid visenaiva tu nirvisah // (37) karnâj jalam jalenaiva 
kantakenaiva kantakam /  râgenaiva tathà râgam uddharanti manisinah // (38) yathaiva rajako vastrain 
malenaiva tu nirmalam /  kuryâd vijnas tathâtmânain malenaiva tu nirmalam // (39) yathâ bhavati 
samsuddho rajonirghrstadarpanah /  sevitas tu tathà vijnair doso dosavinâianah // (40) lohapindo jale ksipto 
majjaty eva tu kevalam /  pâtrikno sa evânyam târayet (arati svayam // (41) tadvat pâtrikrtam cittam 
prajnopâyavidhânatah /  bhunjâno mucyate kâmo mocayaty aparân api // (42) durvijnaih sevitah kâmah 
kâmo bhavati bandhanam /  sa eva sevito vijnaih kâmo moksaprasâdhakah // (43) prasiddham sakale loke 
ksîram visavinâfanam /  tad eva phanibhih pîtam sutarâm visavardhanam // (44) jale ksiram yathâvistam 
hamso pibati panditah /  savisân visayâms tadvad bhuktvâ muktas ca panditah // (43) yathaiva vidhivad 
bhuktam visam apy amrtâyate / durbhuktam ghitapûrâdi bâlânân tu visâyate // (Patel 1949:4-5); / ji Itar 
dug gis zin 'gav zhig // dug nyid kyis ni dug med byed // ma las chu la chu nyid dang // tsher ma zug la 
tsher ma nyid // de bzhin chags pa chags nyid kyis // mkhas pa mams kyis *dzin par byed // nyes pa 
sbyangs phyir bsten par bya // lcags kyi gong bu chur beug na // ji ltar gting du 4gro bar kgyur // de nyid 
snod du byas pas su // bdag dang gzhan yang sgrol bar byed // de bzhin snod du byas pa î sems // shes rab 
thabs kyi cho ga yis // 'dod pas spyod bzhin grol bar 4gyur // gzhan dag kyang ni grol bar byed // mam 
shes ngan pas bsten byas na // 4dod pa 4ching ba nyid du 'gyur // de nyid mkhas pas bsten byas nas // 4dod 
pas lhar par rab tu sgmb /  (p. 1.5) / 4o mas dug ni zhig 4gyur ba // *jig rten kun la rab tu grags // de nyid 
sbrul gyis *lhungs nas ni // dug ni shin tu *phel bar byed / / ji ltar chu dang *〇 ma 4dres // ngang ba 4o ma 
4thung bar mkhas // de bzhin dug bcas yul dag pas // mkhas pas spyad nas grol bar byed // ji Itar cho ga 
bzhin spyad na // dug kyang bdud rtsir 'gyur ba yin // byis pa mams kyis mar kham sogs // bza' ma legs 
pa dug du 4gyur/ (Patel 1949:25-26; cf. QT p. 1.4,5).
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This notion that the passions themselves are transmutable into their own release, while a

thoroughly Tantric idea, has its basis in older levels of Buddhist thought, in the apophatic

Prajnàpàramitâ texts as well as in the classical Mahâyâna commentary literature. A

famous example occurs in Asahga^ Mahàyânasûtràlamkara; although the relevant portion

of this text has already been translated,68 its significance warrants its inclusion here:

Since no thing exists apart from the sphere o f reality (dharmadhâtul the Buddhas 
hold that the passions and so forth are their own transcendence (nihsarana).

The Blessed Lord said, t4I say that apart from passion there is no transcendence 
of passion, and likewise for hate and delusion/* This shows the intended import 
here. There is no thing separate from the sphere of reality, meaning that no thing 
exists in a state of separation from reality. Therefore, it is understood that the reality 
of passion, etc. is designated as “passion,” and likewise the transcendence of 
passion, etc. It should be understood that this is the intended import here.
As no thing exists apart from the sphere o f reality, the wise hold that this is relevant 
in regard to the teaching on the addictions.

It is said that “Misknowledge and Awakening are one.” The intended import 
here is that this is relevant to the teaching on the addictions. Figuratively speaking 
misknowledge can be [understood to be] the reality of awakening.
Through being thoroughly engaged with passion etc., one is liberated from them 
through their transcendence.

Thoroughly engaging in the passions, etc., one is liberated from them; this is 
acknowledged to be their transcendence. That is the intended import here.69

In the Buddhist view, the spiritual “path” should be characterized by great bliss， and this

bliss arises from a nondual perspective, from an integration of artificially separated aspects

of reality, be they the passions and awakening, bondage and liberation, self and other, or

theory and practice, which are articulated as ^wisdom^ (prajriä) and (upäya) in

Buddhist discourse. As the Srisamvarakhasama put it, 44the path of great bliss is the

68 See SneUgrove 1987:126.

69 Trans, based in part on Thurman^ (unpublished manuscript) pp. 196-97. Ch. 13, vv. 11-13, with 
Asanga*s autocommentary: (v. 11) dharmadhâtuvinirmukto yasmâd dharmo na vidyate / tasmâd râgâdayas 
tesâm buddhair nihsaranam matâh //; yad uktam bhagavatâ / nâham anyatra râgâd râgasya nihsaranam 
vadâmy evam dvesân motiad iti / tatrâbhisamdhim darsayati / yasmâd dharmadhâtuvinirmukto dharmo 
nâsti dharmatâvyatirekena dharmâbhâvât / tasmâd râgâdidharmatâpi râgâdy âkhyâm labhate sa ca 
nihsaranam râgâdînâm ity evam tatrâbhisamdhir veditavyah /. (v. 12) dhannadhâtuvinirmukto yasmâd 
dharmo na vidyate / tasmât samkle^anirdese sa samvid (Uilmatâm matah //; yad uktam avidyâ ca bodhis 
caikam iti /  tatrâpi samkleianiixlese sa evâbhisamdhih /  avidyâ bodhidhanntà syât tad upacârât A (v. 13)
yatas tân eva râgâdln yonisah pradpadyate / tato vimucyate tebhyas tenaisâm nihsrtis tatah //; tân eva 
râgâcün yonisah pratipadyamânas tebhyo vimucyate tasmât parijnâtâs ta eva tesâm nihsaranam bhavatity 
ayam atrâbhisamdhih // (Bagchi 1970:85).
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supreme nonduality of art and wisdom, achieved through the power of joy which arises 

from great compassion.”70

The Buddhists thus take here a relativistic stance; there is nothing that is intrinsically 

conducive to bondage or liberative， and ultimately all distinctions such as ‘‘purity’’ and 

“impurity” are illusory. Such ideas are， at best, only heuristically meaningful.71 Whether 

any particular phenomenon or behavior is binding or liberating is dependent upon a certain 

kind of knowledge, an insight into the nature of things which deconstructs selfish 

attachment and allows the aspiring bodhisattva to engage with the world without being 

bound to it.

2.2.2 Union and Self-Consecration

The eventual identification in Mahâyâna Buddhism of the aspiration for Awakening 

with Awakening itself conceptually pioneered the course of development that would lead to 

the techniques of self-identification with an Awakened deity which is a central feature of 

Buddhist Tantrism. The claim that the impure, benighted sphere of existence，i.e” 

and the sphere of liberation, nirväna, are identical or nondual, and differ only cognitively, 

i.eM via the distinction between misknowledge and correct knowledge of reality, is a 

powerful claim, and one that opened the way for the very development of Buddhist 

Tanlrism. This claim was in fact made by Tripitakamala, who wrote the following in his 

Nay at ray ap radipa:

70 / snying ije chen po las skyes pa // dga' ba'i shugs las mam par grub // lhabs dang shes rab gnyis med 
mchog / bde ba chen po lam yin no /  (DK fol. 262a)

71 Asahga, for example, comments in his Madhyanta-vibhahga, that 4<If there were no passions, all men 
would b t  liberated. If there were no purity, their effort would be fruitless. Emptiness neither has nor lacks 
the passions; it is neither pure nor impure. The mind is pure by nature, but soiled by adventitious 
passions/* ôbemiéville 1987:16) He seems to maintain a certain tension between the ultimate and 
conventional views, asserting the truth of the former while accepting the limited value or inevitability of 
the latter.
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It is said in both the sùtras and the tantraräjas that nondual intuition (advayajmna) 
alone is the cause of perfections» that is, the Stages (bhûmi), Concentrations 
(samädhi), dhâranis. Transcendences (päramitä), Superknowledges (abhijhä), and 
the infinite doors of Liberation which were proclaimed with the very ambrosial 
voice of great compassion.72

It is also an important idea underlying the practice of “deity” or Buddha-yoga.73 Deity yoga 

is the meditative practice of visualizing oneself as a deity, the term yoga here translatable as 

“union”. And the object of union is either the Buddha or some other Awakened deity， 

which in either case symbolize Awakening, the highest goal of Buddhist practice.

The identity of the potential for Awakening with Awakening itself is made possible 

through a specific sort of ^knowledge^ (jfiänä) of reality, an understanding of the voidness 

which permits one not so much to understand but to tolerate the inconceivable manner in 

which phenomena are deeply interrelated. This view of reality is described in Mahâyâna 

sütras such as the Vimalakirti and the Avatamsaka.74 This appears to be a case where the 

translation ^knowledge1" for jnana is inappropriate, and instead a more suitable and 

felicitous translation would be “intuition” understood in the Bergsonian sense， since it 

involves no mere intellectual apprehension of an object, but rather a deeply experienced 

realization of the nature of reality which is not necessarily expressible in the terminology of 

dichotomous thought and language constructs, and which has a transformative capacity 

which extends beyond the experience itself.75 Thurman described it is as follows, saying 

that

72 / mdo sde dang rgyud kyi rgyal po de dang de mams su sa dang / ling nge "dzin dang / gzungs dang / 
pha roi tu phyin pa dang / mngon par shes pa dang / mam par thar pa'i sgo mtha* yas pa mams thugs ije 
chen povi bdud rts'i gsung nyid kyi ston par mdzad pa ni gnyis su med pa'i ye shes idio na phun sum 
tshogs pa ma lus pa*i rgyu yin par gsungs la / NT DT fol. 7a.

73 As noted above, both the terms devatàyoga and buddhayoga occur in Buddhist texts. It is important to 
keep in mind in the Buddhist Tantric context that the <(deityf, is not an absolutely existent entity whom the 
practitioner approaches as a supplicant as in theistic religions, but rather an embodiment of the ideal of 
Awakening with whom ihe practitioner seeks to assimilate him or herself via a process of meditative 
identification.

7* See Thurman 1976 and Cleary 1993.

75 See note 19 above.
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the bodhisattva, upon arising from direct, nonconceptual gnosis of nonduality 
etc” experiences die “aftermath gnosis” 人 in which the
entire causal realm, the relative world appears to be like a dream, illusion, echo, 
reflection, etc. In what sense does it so appear? Clearly, these metaphors intend 
to convey that the enlightenment-universe is not a “solià”， realistically uniform, 
causally normative reabn, but is rather fluid, inconceivable, magical, etc.
(1980:347)

Reality here is viewed in a nondual fashion; not only are conventional, phenomenal

existents and their ultimate, void nature understood as existing in a nondual, interdependent

fashion (理實無礙)，but phenomena themselves are understood to exist in an

inconceivable, interpenetrating fashion (實實無礙)• The Avataipsaka school in China， the

Hua-yan or Kegon (華嚴）school, developed intricate meditative practices for the

cultivation of this vision of reality, characterized not only by the interpenetration of the

ultimate and the convention,76 it is perhaps not surprising that Kukai placed this school just

below the Esoteric (Mikkyô) form of Buddhism in the hierarchy presented in his k4Jeweled

Key to the Secret Treasury” （秘藏寶鑰，/ / t ó  Aóyfl/:“ ).77 Kükai， in his essay “Attaining

Enlightenment in this very Existence” 片知似“如 即 身 成 佛 義 ），described the

Tantric vision of reality drawing on the imagery typical to this school, as follows:

Endlessly reverberating like Indra’s net is that which is called the body”； this is a 
metaphor for the compete interpenetration without obstruction of the three 
mysteries, the atoms of which are luminous Buddhalands. “Indra’s net” is the 
jeweled net of Indra which is also called the “body”, which designates one’s own 
body, the Buddha’s body and the bodies of sentient beings. The “body” also has 
four types, such as the T ru th〔•mzM ôva,自性)， Beatific 受用 )， and
Emanation 變彳匕）[bodies]，etc. The body also can be thrice characterized
as word, gesture and image, which are also like those [above types]. The body is 
vertically and horizontally vibrant like an image in a mirror or rays of lamplight. 
Interpenetrating, that body is this body, and this body the bodies of sentient beings, 
whose bodies are the Buddha’s body: [these] are not the same yet similar, not 
different yet differentiated.78

76 66 Regarding Du Shun*s system of meditation see Cook 1977, as well as Cleary*s (1983) 
translations of ihe writings of Du Shun and Zheng-guan.

77 See the translation of this text in Hakcda 1972 pp. 157-224

78重重帝網名即身者是則舉 s 喻 以 明 諸 尊 刹 塵 三 密 圆 融 無 礙 。帝網者因 

陀羅珠網也謂身者我身佛身眾生身是名，身又有四種身言自 性受用變化等流
是名曰身又有三種字印形是也如是等， 身縱橫重重如鏡中影像燈光，涉入 
彼身即是此身。此身即是眾生身，眾生身即是佛身，不同而同不異而異。
(Kukai 19l0,p. 100). cf. Hakeda 1972, p. 232.
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Tantric visualization implies at least an understanding of reality as not usolidn and unpliable 

but rather transformable and deeply interrelated to one^ own body, mind and imaginative 

powers, which from a certain perspective create one's perception o f it. It thus involves a 

process of active imagination coupled with the discipline of meditative concentration 

{samädhi), without which the visualization has no power, and yogic techniques such as 

breath control which enrich and empower the meditative experience. It is based upon the 

assumption of a fundamental link between cause and effect, such that the attainment of the 

latter requires a similar cause; Buddhahood is thus attained through a process of identifying 

oneself, mentally, verbally and physically, with the Buddha.79

This process is typically called “deity yoga”，or, in the case o f the

Sarvarahasya-näma-tantraräja, ^buddhayoga**, which it described as follows:

If one meditates upon joining with the Buddhas (buddhayoga), one by that means 
becomes identical to the Buddhas. All Buddhas are alike in nature in that they arise 
from concentration (samädhi) and intuition (jnäna). Without the practice of 
Buddhayoga, the yogin will not attain Buddhahood.80

According to the Tibetan tradition the meditations which might be characterized as

‘̂ buddhayoga’’ have two aspects, the cultivation of both the “divine pride” of oneself as a

deity, and the “vision” or vivid appearance of one’s environment as a divine environment.

The current Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, has described them as follows:

79 Vinayadatta included a clear exposition of this idea in his Gurùpadesa-nàma-mahâmàyàmandalavidhit as 
follows: 'Through meditation on the Form Bcxly (rûpakàya) and the Reality Body (dharmakàya), True 
Awakening is attained. If the Reality Bcxiy is attained through the Victor*s concentration« why is ihe 
Form Body not meditated upon? Although the Form Body is attained through the store, [amassed] by the 
inferior over a long period of time, by taking the cause as the effect, the three bodies simultaneously 
appear." / gzugs sku chos kyi sku yin sgom byed pa // ka yis nges par byang chub thob pa yin // chos sku 
rgyal ba'i bsam gtan gyis thob na // gzugs kyi sku la ci ste bsgom mi byed // gal te gzugs sku bsod nams 
tshogs kyis thob na*ang // de yis yun ring dus gzhan dman pa ste // 'brus buvi khyad par rgyu yi khyad par 
las // sku gsum dus mnyam par ni snang ba yin /  (fol. 93b-94a) A similar explanation is given by 
Sridhara in his Sriyamâritantrapanjikâ-sahajàloka-nârna9 as follows: 4T he cause of the attainment of 
Buddhahood is Union with the Buddha (buddhayoga). Is it not completely evident that the effect is 
always akin to the cause?** /  sangs rgyas nyid ni sgrub pa'i rgyu // sangs rgyas mal 4byor kun du yang // 
rgyu dang kdra bafi 4bras bu nyid // kun da mthong ba ma yin nam / (DT fol 82b). Both of these quotes 
are included by Tsongkhapa in the first section of his NRC (TL fol. 23a,b), cf. Hopkins 1977 p.131.

80 v. 17.c-18.d:觀 想 諸 沸 若 相 應 。 是 故 我 即 同 諸 佛 。 三 摩 地 智 所 出 生 。平 等 一 切 佛 自  _ 性

。 涕 相 應 行 琢 非 無 0 從 相 應 心 贵 佛 毕 。 （T  888 p. 5 3 7 〇 This passage is also quoted by Éridhara in 
his Sridhara. Sriyœnàritantrapanjikà-sahajàloka-nâma (DT fol. 82b), which is cited by Tsongkhapa in his 
NRC (TL fol. 23a), cf. Hopkins 1977 p.131-
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Divine pride protects one from the ordinary [conception], and divine vivid 
appearance protects one from ordinary appearances. Whatever appears to the 
senses is viewed as the sport of a deity; for instance, whatever forms are seen are 
viewed as emanations of a deity and whatever sounds are heard are viewed as the 
mantras of a deity. One is thereby protected from ordinary appearances, and 
through this transformation of attitude, the pride of being a deity emerges. Such 
protection of mind together with its attendant pledges and vows is called the 
practice of mantra.81

The “divine pride” of Tantric practice differs from ordinary pride in that, unlike the latter, it 

does noe imagine a false distinction between subject and object, self and other, glorifying 

the former at the expense of the latter. Instead, it involves the re-imagination of both self 

and other as deities, and one's environment as a divine deity palace which is schematically 

represented by the mandala. This practice is necessarily built upon the foundation of an 

awareness of both subjective and objective voidness, for if one still imagines that there is an

intrinsically real self it is impossible to rise beyond the level of ordinary, gross perceptions 

of reality.82

This point is clearly made in the Sarvarahasya Tantra, which begins with what we 

might term as a statement of the Tantric ethos:83

If one does not regard sentient beings as having definite bodies, produced as they 
are from the five elements,34 and if one also does not ascertain a definite mind, 
then meditate on the buddhas in this way also. If a great hero (mahäsattva) were 
to desire to bow down to the buddha, he or she should bow down to his or her 
own intuition.85 The Buddha’s intuition and one’s own have the same original 
source. Their secret nature is that they exist in a nondual fashion. If one 
understands that all things arise selflessly, then that which arises is nondual 11 12 13 14 15

11 Translated in Hopkins 1977, pp. 48-49, insert provided by Dr. Thurman. This explanation began with 
the traditional etymology of mantra as ,4lhat which protects the mincT\ which is why the notion of 
protection occurs throughout it.

12 Of course, there is always the danger that if one engages in deity yoga practices without having realized 
voidness that one will simply strengthen one's coarse attachment to self and egotism, i.eM one's '^ordinary 
pnden. According to the tradition, however, the proper practice of deity yoga undermines rather than 
strengthens attachment to self. This is because the deity yoga practice of visualizing oneself as arising as a 
deity out of voidness, and then dissolving the vision back into voidness again, is believed to be a powerful 
tool for strengthening one's realization of voidness. See Cozort 1986 pp. 28, 58.

131 use ethos in the general sense defined in the OED, <kthe characteristic spirit of a culture, era, 
community, institution, etc.” （Brown 1993, voi. 1 p. 857 coL 3).

14 Chinese:五 身 ；Tibetan: ‘byung 丨ng；L

15 實 智 ， l i l  “true knowledge” or “knowledge of reality”， a translation of/Äämi in its supramundane or 
lokottara aspect.
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intuition. As liberation is attained amidst both the desirable and the undesirable, 
there is nothing to which one should not bow down. Things have neither arisen 
nor will they arise. That which has been bom and that which has died do not 
abide. Contemplating the Buddhas thus, bow down to your own true wisdom.86

Similar passages occur in ''Unexcelled Yogatantras,> as well. The Sandhivyäkarana, for

example, recommends that “through the union of oneself and one’s deity, worship oneself

and others.”87 While “Buddhayoga” so conceived definitely implies a previous or

concurrent realization of voidness, the Tantric tradition portrays itself as superior to the

Mahâyâna in its method. A classic textual example of this claim occurs at the end of the

first chapter of the Vajrapanjara Tantra, as follows:

If voidness is taken as a liberative art, then there is no Buddhahood, since the 
effect is none other than the cause. Liberative art thus is not voidness. The 
Victors taught voidness to counteract selfish conceptions for the sake of those 
who have wrong views and those who seek a view with regard to the self 
(âtman). Therefore liberative art is uthe mandala wneels^, the binding of bliss.
Through the yoga of Buddha pride Buddhahood is rapidly attained. The Teacher 
who has the thirty-two signs and who has the eighty marks: his artful form is that 
which is attained by means of liberative art.88

Tsongkhapa, in his Great Mantric Process, argued that the Mantrayana assumes the

voidness taught by the Mahâyâna, but goes beyond it, teaching meditative arts which enable

one to rapidly achieve the mental and physical state of an Awakened Buddha.89

This idea that identification of oneself with an Awakened being is the most 

efficacious means to achieve Awakening pervades a wide range of Buddhist Tantric texts,

vv. 1>4: (v . l )五 身 作 者 如 是 生 。不 見 眾 生 決 定 身  

。亦 復 不 見 決 定 心 。觀 想 諸 佛 亦 如 是 。 （v .2 )若 欲 頂 禮 佛 大 士 》應 當 頂 禮 自 ® 智 。

佛 智 自 智 本 同 源 。 秘 密 性 中 無 二 相 。 （v .3 )若 了 一 切 無 我 生 。所 生 即 是 無 二 智  

。愛 非 愛 中 得 解 脱 。 彼 頂 禮 相 無 所 有 。 （V. 4 ) 法 非 已 生 非 現 生 。已 生 已 謝 現 無 住
。觀 想 諸 佛 相 亦 然 。 應 當 頂 禮 自 實 曾 。 （T  888 p. 536). I found the Chinese translation of this

text to be considerably clearer than the Tibetan.

37 / rang gi lhar ni bdag sbyor bas // bdag and gzhan ni mchod par bya / (DK foL 178a).

M / gal te stong pa lhabs yin na II de tshe sangs rgyas nyid mi *gyur // * 4bras bu rgyu las gzhan min phyir 
Il lhabs ni stong pa nyid ma yin // ltar rnams la log mams dang // bdag tu Ita ba tshol mams kyis // bdag 
zhen bsam pa bzlog pa*i phyir // stong par rgyal ba mams gyis gsungs // de phyir dkyil 4khor *khor lo zhes 
// thabs ni Me ba*i sdom pa ste // sangs rgyas nga rgyal mal *byor gyis // sangs rgyas nyid du myur bar
4gyur // ston pa sum cu rtsa gnyis mlshan // glso bo dpe byad brgyad cur ldan // de phyir lhabs kyis 
bsgrub bya dang //  de ni thabs kyi gzugs can no /  (VP DK foL 3Ia,b). Cf. Hopkins 1977, p. 117. For 
lists of the 32 signs and 80 marks of a great being see Thurman 1976, pp. 156-57.

w See Hopkins 1977, pp‘ 118-22.
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and is stated directly in many of them. These include not only the yogatantras such as the 

Sarvarahasya Tantra, in which this practice of deity yoga is of central importance, but also 

the so-called “lower” Tantras,90 as well as the “Unexcelled Yoga Tantras”.

In the terminology of the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, this meditation is characteristic 

of the Creation stage, the stage which focuses on creating a vivid divine perception of self 

and environment. There is another stage, however, called the Perfection Stage, which 

purports to perfect the divine vision created in the former. Cozort described these stages as 

follows:

Highest Yoga Tantra comprises two stages, the stage of generation and the stage 
of completion. Both are concerned with the transformation of one's mind and 
body into the mind and body of a Buddha. On the stage of generation, one 
generates a vivid imaginative visualization of one's transformation into a deity; 
ïhen， the stage of completion “completes” the transformation by actually bringing 
about a new physical structure, that is, by transforming into an actual deity, a 
Buddha.91

The Perfection Stage is typically considered to have five stages.92 The first two stages, 

'TDody isolation” and “speech isolation，” begin where the Creation Stage concludes， and 

prepare for entry into the dissolution process which is a rehearsal of the death process. 

Body isolation practices stabilize oneJs perception of oneself as a deity. Speech isolation 

fuses the breathing process with mantra recitation. This extremely stable concentration 

afforded by these practices, effected by intense concentration on the navel center coupled

90 Hopkin*s title Deity Yoga for his translation of the kriyâ and caryätantra sections of Tsongkhapa's 
sNgags rim chert mo seems appropriate.

91 1986:27. Note that Cozort translates anuttara/bla na medpa  as 'highest* while I translate it as 
•unexcelled’. While 'highest' is not a logically inaccurate translation, it is not the best either, since 
Sanskrit has another word best translated as highest, uttama. The word anuttara, on the other hand, 
literally means, *that than which there is no greater\ na vidyate uttaram adhikam yatah (as the word is 
defined by Abhinavagupta in his Paràtrisikàvivarana; see Singh 1988, p. 20). Uttara means 'higher\ 
greater', so anuttara expresses a state where no such comparison is possible; we are clearly dealing with a 
case where Sanskrit, a semantically rich language, has several words to express the same idea. Since 
English too is semantically rich, there is no need to impoverish the language by rigidly sticking to a 
narrow, uninspiring range of translation terminology. He translated utpattikrama /  bskyed rim as 'stage of 
generation* vs. my *Creation Stage*t and sampannakrama /  rdzogs rim as 4stage of completion* vs. my 
'Perfection Stage*. Here the difference is purely aesthetic.

92 The following description is a summary of Thurman^ accounts of these processes, briefly described in 
his 1988 article MVajra Henneneuticsw (see pp. 130-33), and his more extensive description in his 1994 
book (see pp. 73-81).
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with the deep i4vase breadiing,f technique, allows one to open the central channel and focus 

the flow of the winds into it, awakening the subtle uFury F\x€'(candàli) which travels up 

the channel and melts the subtle “drop” of the brain center, whose molten descent down the 

channel awakens increasingly intense levels of bliss. This meditation is particularly 

important in the Cakrasamvara tradition and will be discussed further below.

The stage of speech isolation is also called uvajra recitati〇n,' l and it has the aim of

unraveling the heart center, which opens up the third stage of mind isolation, so-called

because 4<the mind is isolated from any nonexperience of great bliss. The subtlest mind

becomes the ultimate subjectivity for the cognition of the still metaphoric clear light of

universal voidness or of selflessness.^ (Thurman 1994:77). This stage is also called uself-

consecraüon” wherein one arises in the divine magic body effortlessly

(nisprapafica, spros med)t just like a fish jumping out of water, as Äryadeva describes the

process in his Svädhisthänakramaprabheda. It is a perfection of the divine vision of the

Creation stage; it views ail reality as a void but nonetheless magically compelling vision

into which one can enter for the sake of compassionately benefiting beings. Äryadeva

describes the theory underlying this practice as follows:

The adept is made of all Buddhas (sarvabuddhamayah), and s/he has the four 
aspects of earth and so forth, which are likewise the four voids. There are eight 
types of states; these should be understood to be the cause of birth and death.
From clear light comes the great void, from which emerges art. Wisdom is 
generated from that, and from it emerges wind. From wind fire is bom, whence 
water emerges. Earth is bom from water, and from them sentient beings evolve.
Earth dissolves into water, and water into fire. Fire enters into the subtle realm, 
and wind dissolves into mind. Mind arises from mental factors, and mental 
factors enters into misknowledge, which in turn goes to clear light, putting an end 
to the three states.93 To the extent that one does not see with the illusion-like 
concentration (mäyopamasamädhi), to that extent one enters the wheel of life at 
the beginning of time.94

Perfection Stage practice focuses on the dissolution process which purportedly occurs at 

death, and which involves the eightfold progressive dissolution of the elements and

93 srid pa gsum, tribhava, referring here to the birth, death and between states.

94
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consciousnesses associated them into increasingly subtle levels, culminating in the 

experience of clear light. The Self-Consecration process involves the visualization of 

oneself arising as a deity through these stages in reverse order, while the fourth stage， Clear 

Light (prabhasa), focuses on immersion in clear light, which is equated with an ultimate 

understanding of voidness. The focus here is on the ultimate basis o f perception, on the 

clear light which is considered to be the pristine basis for all cognition; this is particularly 

emphasized in the ^Mother Tantras,\  which include the Cakrasamvara Tantra, as will be 

discussed below in chapter four. The final stage, Integration (yuganaddha) fully unifies the 

experience of clear light and the magic body, voidness and compassion, and is equated with 

the achievement of Awakening.

While these meditative techniques are characteristic of only the Unexcelled Yoga 

Tantras, they are understood in the Tradition as complementing the deity yoga techniques 

which appear to be the common ground shared by all Buddhist Tantric traditions. They 

thus are in harmony with the general goal of Buddhism, Complete and Perfect Awakening.

23  The Way of Great Bliss 

L Joy and Asceticism

In the discussion of possible definitions o f ‘*Tantrism” or the “Tantric” I argued that 

the theory and praxis of meditative union with an Awakened deity serves as a unifying, 

defining principle o f Tantric Buddhism, a principle on the basis of which the Vajrayana is 

often termed the “goal vehicle”. This form of meditation is in many ways at odds with 

previous trends of meditation in India, many of which were characterized by their focus on 

asceticism. The Tantric Buddhist traditions of yoga, according to numerous Buddhist 

Tantric texts, are characterized by joy rather than pain. While past authors have tended to 

view Buddhist Tantrism as constituting a radical departure from earlier fonns of Buddhism,
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noted for their austerity and ethics, this portrayal may be distorted, and Tantrism may 

constitute less a departure from the Buddhist norm than a progressive and natural 

development based on tendencies already present in Buddhism from a very early date.

An early and uncompromising position held by the Buddhists was that liberation 

was not attainable by means of any mechanistic process, such as by the austerities practiced 

by the Jains and some other sraraanas, who evidently held that the karma which bound one 

to the world was an actual material substance which could only be removed by means of 

fasting, physical and mental immobility, and so forth. On the contrary, the Buddhists held 

that liberation could only be attained by means of knowledge, and it is knowledge or its 

contrary, misknowledge or wrong ideas about reality, that are productive of liberation or 

bondage in the world, rather than any intrinsic quality inherent in actions or their “residues” 

in the body.

The origins and development of asceticism in India is a complex issue which cannot 

be addressed here at length. A number of scholars held that it represents a sramana-bzstd 

reaction against Vedic brahmanism.95 Heesterman, on the contrary, sees ascetic 

renunciation as developing within the Vedic tradition itself.96 Bronkhorst, however, has 

argued that there are in fact two distinct traditions of asceticism in India, one of which 

developed amongst the Vedic brahmins and the other of which developed amongst non- 

Vedic sramana groups, of which the Jains are the best known component. Bronkhorst, 

however, excludes Buddhism from either of these two traditions of asceticism. He 

concluded that

early Buddhism, in spite of the efforts of some modem scholars to obfuscate this, 
was in fact markedly different from the other religious movements that existed in 
its day. It shared, to be sure, many of the ideas (rebirth determined by one^ 
actions) and ideals (reaching freedom from rebirth) with the non-Vedic current 
which we have identified, yet appears to have introduced an altogether different 
method to reach this goal. Earliest Buddhism as we know it from the texts does

95 These include T. W. Rhys Davids and Paul Deussen. Sec Bronkhorst 1993 p. 4.

96 See his article t4Brahman, Ritual and Renouncer,t in Heesterman 1985t pp. 25-44. See also Bronkhorst 
1993 pp. 5-6.
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not preach immobility of body and mind, nor does it search for the true, i.e. 
inactive, nature of the soul. (1993:93-94)

In another (1986) work Bronkhorst explored in more detail this “different” method 

prescribed by the early Buddhists in contradistinction to their Vedic and sramanic 

contemporaries. In that work he argued that Vedic and non-Buddhist sramanic traditions 

together constitute what he calls “the main stream” of meditation in India. Drawing from a 

variety of sources, including the upanisads and the Mahâbharàta, as well as Jain, 

Samkhya and Vaisesika texts, he concluded that the <4main stream,* traditions, despite their 

various differences, are in agreement in holding that liberation is affected through the 

knowledge of the self, which is viewed as passive and detached from phenomenal 

existence, and that ascetic practices are a precondition for the acquisition of this 

knowledge.97

Buddhists works, however, rejected such arduous practices as unnecessary and 

harmfiil, and instead advocated a course of meditation which avoids the extremes of 

sensory indulgence or mortification. In early Buddhist works such as the Mahâsaccaka 

Sutra we learn instead that <€Buddhist meditation is a pleasant experience, accompanied by 

joy (piti) and bliss (sukha), or bliss alone, in all but its highest stages, whereas non- 

Buddhist meditation is not described as pleasurable.*1 (Bronkhorst 1986: 17).

The rejection of the necessity of ascetic practices is an early hallmark of Buddhist 

practice; the most famous example is the Buddha^ refusal of Devadatta^ suggestion that 

the five ascetic practices (dhutaguna) be made compulsory for monks; instead they 

remained an option not considered essential for liberation.98 Bronkhorst is not the only

97 See Bronkhorst 1986 pp. 51-59.

n  Concerning the legend of Devadatta and his demands that the dhutagunas be compulsory see Ray 1994, 
pp. 162-73. Bronkhorst lists a number of early Buddhist sources in which ascetic practices are criticized. 
(1986:24-26). He concludes that t4It is perhaps more surprising that the early Buddhists are against all 
these practices. In some cases they contrast the non-Buddhist practices aiming at non-activity with what 
are, in their opinion, the practices to be performed in their stead. Rather than fasting, restraining the mind 
and stopping the breath, one should perform the Four Dhyânas. And rather than aiming at the non- 
hmctioning of the senses, one should remain equanimous in the face of the experiences they offer.'* 
(1986:26).
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scholar to notice this fact, and see through the facile misrepresentation of Buddhist as a

“pessimistic” religion. Warder, for example wrote that

Penance was unnecessary to wear out bad karma, knowledge of the causation of 
suffering sufficient to turn the suffering person away from the cause of his 
troubles even in *serious cases' of bad karma; a gcxxl teacher could thus effect the 
sudden release of many people who otherwise might have gone on in ignorance 
transmigrating according to past karma and building up more undesirable 
tendencies for the future. (Warder 1956:50)

The characterizations of Buddhism as a “negativistic” or “pessimistic” are at best

superficial, and at worst totally incorrect. Przyluski was correct in his characterization of

Buddhism as a “religion of joy，’;99 it certainly was in comparison to the “mainstream”

traditions of Brahmanism and Jainism, which held that 4<happiness should not be reached

through happiness, happiness should be reached through hardship”. The Buddhists，

however, held the inverse of this statement to be true.

This does not mean that the Buddhists were hedonistic; in their own perception they

followed a “middle way” which avoided the extremes of both asceticism and hedonism.

This does not, of course, mean that the Buddhist path was easy. On the contrary, its focus

was on the practice of meditation, which was generally understood to be difficult due to the

unruly nature of the mind. Buddhist meditation practice did not require the arduous denial

advocated by groups such as the Jains， but there were a group of strenuous exercises

designed to heighten one's meditation practices known as the dhutagunas, such as the vow

not to lie down but to remain in meditation posture throughout the night.100 These practices

were always considered to be optional, and not required for the achievement of Awakening.

Among the early suttas, the Buddha is depicted as rejecting mechanical methods of

achieving purity and awakening, and instead prescribes a method of meditation which does

not necessarily proscribe moderate enjoyment of pleasurable phenomena. The problem for

the Buddhists is not the objects in the external world per se, but the mind which, motivated

99 See Warder 1956 p. 45.

100 See Ray 1994, p. 87.
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by misknowledge, gives rise to attachment to them. Hence, in the Vatthûpama Sutta the 

Buddha recommends a method of meditative purification that involves, externally, virtuous 

conduct， and internally， the pervasion of the mind by the four “divine stations” 

(brahmavihara), which are love, compassion, joy and equanimity. Regarding a monk who 

practices this the Buddha claimed that

if a bhikkhu of such virtue, such a state [of concentration], and such wisdom eats 
almsfood consisting of choice hill rice along with various sauces and curries, even 
that will be no obstacle for him. Just as a cloth that is defiled and stained becomes 
pure and bright with the help of clear water, or just as gold is becomes pure and 
bright with the help of a furnace, so too, if a bhikku of such virtue....eats 
almsfood consisting of choice hill rice, etc....that will be no obstacle for him.101

For the Buddhists, it was not denial or indulgence per se which characterized the spiritual

life, but rather the attitude with which one approached life, which was to be disciplined and

mindfiil, but not necessarily austere.

Tantric Buddhism continues this trend of avoiding asceticism and advocating bliss 

as a path to liberation, and thus from this perspective can be seen as being in harmony with 

the general historical development of the Buddhist tradition as a whole. Regarding the 

former trend, the mortification of the body by means of fasting and other ascetic practices 

appear to be anathema to the Tantric tradition, where the fcx:us instead is on the cultivation 

of the sense powers so that they might be yoked to the vehicle of Awakening. There are 

numerous passages which recommend the abandonment of asceticism. The Cakrasamvara 

Tantra has but the following brief injunction, 4iPut an end to asceticism**, as is fitting for a 

(laghu) text.102

There are numerous other, more lengthy passages which advocate the rejection of 

painful practices. For example, the Sarvabuddhasamayogadäkinijälasamvara Tantra 

claims that

101 Majjhima Nikàya 7.12, trans, in Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995, p. 120.

102 This occurs in chapter 28, which advocates the practice of the "Conduct of the \jt{H\vàmacàryà): /  dkaf 
thub nges par zad par 4gyur/ (DK fol. 233a).
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In this there is no need for ablutions or vows, and no need for asceticism or
burdensome practices; one will succeed with bliss and joy, and without ascetic 
vows. You may practice as you desire, eating everything and engaging in 
everything. Yea, practice as you desire, taking pleasure in whatever toward 
which you are inclined. Sit or rise, go or abide as you wish, laugh or speak as 
you like. Practice wherever you like, there is no need to enter the mandala. Have 
all the sins you want. For if you join yourself to your deity, you will succeed 
even if your merit is slight. When you accomplish everything with this yoga, you 
will accrue no faults through any evil food or evil deed. That which all of the 
Holy Buddhas could not attain in ten million eons will be completely attained if 
one practices with the rites of the mudrâ.103

The seventh chapter of the Guhyasamâja Tantra begins with a similar injunction to enjoy

instead the pleasures of the senses and to avoid asceticism, as follows:

Enjoying all sensual pleasures as desired, indeed, by means of this yoga 
Buddhahood is easily attained. Enjoying all sensual pleasures as desired, worship 
oneself and others though union with one's own deity. One will not succeed by
practicing asceticism, restraints and fasting, but one will quickly succeed by 
enjoying all sensual pleasures.104

Bliss is particularly emphasized in the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras, where it is considered to 

be the result or fruit of yoga, but, following the logic of the Vajrayâna whereon the goal is

taken as the path, the cultivation and experience of bliss is a central concern in many of the 

Tantras.105 Bliss» rather than the pain of ascetic deprivation, characterizes the yogas 

described in the Vajrasattvamàyàjàlàguhyasarvàdarsa Tantra, as follows:

103 / "di la khrus dang sdom mi dgos // dka* *thub dka* spyad mi dgos // dka' thub sdom pa med pa dang // 
bde ba dang ni dga' bas *grub // de bas ji ltar Adod spyod cing // kun za de bzhin thams cad spyod // spyad 
pa ji Itar 'dod pa byed U g.yo ba dag kyang ci dgar byed II lang pa dang ni 4dug pa'am // %chag gam ji Itar 
gnas kyang rung // dgod dam rab tu smra yang rung // gang na ji ltar spyod kyang rung // dkyil 'khor du 
yang ma zhugs pa*am // sgrib pa kun dang Idan pa'ang rung // rang gi lhar ni bdag sbyor na bsod noms 
chung yang ftgrub par (gyur // de nyîd mal *byor kdi yìs ni // thams cad sgmb par byed pa na // ngan zos 
ngan spyod thams cad I^is // nyes pa dag tu yong mi 4gyur // bskal pa bye bar mi thub pa // sang rgyas 
dam pa thams cad de // pbyag rgya'i cho ga dag gis ni // bsgrubs na kun tu thob 4gyur ba /  (JS kalpa 2f 
DK foL 152b).

104 GST Ch. 7 w . 1-3： (1) sarvakâmopabhogaif ca sevyamânair yathecchatah / anena khalu yogena laghu 
buddhatvam âpnuyât // (2) sarvakâmopabhogais tu sev7 amânair yathecchatah / svâdhidaivatayogena svam 
parüms ca pûjayet // (3) duskarair niyamais tivraih sevyamânair na sidhyad / sarvakâmopabhogais tu 
sevyams câsu sidhyate //; /  *dod pafi longs spyod thams cad la / / ji Itar *dod par bsten na ni // 4di Ita bu yi 
sbyor ba yis // sangs rgyas myur du thob par 4gyur // 'dod pa'i longs spyod thams cad ni / / ji Itar 'dod pas 
bsten bya ste // rang gi lha yi sbyor ba yis // bdag dang gzhan la mchod par bya // dka' thub sdom pa mi 
bzad pas // bsten kyang 4grub par mi *gyur gyi // / 'dod pa*i longs spyod thams cad la // bsten na myur du 
4grub par *gyur /  (Freemantle 1971:214-15; cf. her trans, at 1971 p. 46 and 1990 p. 107; the former is a 
more literal trans., the latter more interpretive.)

los Tsongkhapa argues that the central import of the Unexcelled Yogatantras is the ^indivisibility of bliss 
and voi£iess*\ an idea he expresses throughout his commentary translated below. According to the Dalai 
Lama, the intuition which realizes the voidness taught in the Mädhyamika scriptures, and which is the 
central import of the MPerfection Vehicle** (pàramitàyâna) is cause or basis for the practice o f the
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Through union of one's three doors with the deity, abandon the inferior views of 
ordinary people. Through the experience of great bliss, abandon the view of the 
vehicle of asceticism. Through the nonduality of art and wisdom, stabilize the
experience of bliss. Bv meditating firmly without interruption, 
stage of Vajrasattva*0̂

one will reach the

This bliss is typically described via physical metaphors, and the union with the Awakened 

Being that produces it is compared to carnal union. The Srisamvarakhasama Tantrat for

example, claims that 4<great bliss is the nonduality of joy and the unobjectifving compassion 

supreme. Sriheruka is art, and Vajrayogini wisdom; their non-duality is the supreme 

integration.”106 107 The union of the divine couple here is a metaphor for the nondual 

perspective which does not distinguish between self and other, which is implied by the term 

44unobjectifying compassion,\  which is the compassionate attitude that arises automatically

when one conceives as other qua oneself, and responds to their sufferings with the same 

uncontrived spontaneity that one would respond to ones own.108 Another example cxcurs

in the Sarvabuddhasamäyogadäkinijälasamvara Tantra as follows:

Adhering to bliss through the enjoyment of all yogas, worship yourself through 
union (yoga) with your own deity. And if, worshipping through repeated union 
(anuyoga)y you taste everywhere the bliss of all yogas, you will attain the ultimate 
union (atiyoga). This bliss which extracts the essence {rasäyänä) of all Buddhas 
achieves supreme bliss and the glorious life of Vajrasattva, youthful and free of 
disease.109

The centrality of bliss, i.eM embodied experience, in Unexcelled Yoga theory and practice is 

perhaps both a cause and a product of the increased focus on bodily processes and their

Unexcelled Yogatantras, while the intuition of great bliss is the result of that and is the central import of 
the Mantra vehicle (mantrayàna). See Hopkins 1977 p. 49.

106 / sgo gsum lha ru mnyam sbyor bas // tha mal dman pa'i Ita ba spong // bde ba chen po nyams myong 
bas // dka* thub theg pafi Ita ba spong // thabs dang shes rab gnyis med pas // bde ba'i nyams myong brtan 
par byos // brtan pa bar chad med bsgoms pas // rdo tje 4chang gi sa la fcgro / (DK fol. 173a)

107 /  dmigs pa med pa snying ije'i mchog /  dga' ba gnyis med bde ba che // thabs ni he ru ka dpal nyid // 
shes rab rdo tje mal 4bor ma // gnyis su med pa zung 4jug mchog (DK fol. 262a)

108 This sort of compassion is what Sântideva so eloquently argues for in chapter 8 of his 
Bodhicaryàvatàra; see Batchelor 1979, pp. 113 ff.

109 / mal 4byor kun gyi longs spyod kyis / / ji ltar bde bar seen byed cing // rang gi lha yi mal *byor gyis // 
bdag nyid rab tu mchod par bya // ije su sbyor bas mchod byed cing // mal lbyor kun gyi bde ba dag / 
bdag nyid kun tu myong byed na // shin tu sbyor bas grub par *gyur // sangs rgyas kun gyi bdag nyid kyi 
// ra sa ya na bde ba (dis // rdo ije sems dpa'i dpal (she dang // lang tsho nad med bde mchog Agmb / (JS 
kalpa 2, fols. 153 ^b). Concerning the terms yoga, anuyoga and atiyoga see section 3.2 below.
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potential for transformation by mean of the yogic art in these traditions. In the Creation 

Stage processes the body is the foremost locus for the re-imagination of self that 

buddhayoga entails.110 111 For the Perfection Stage meditations involve a different attitude 

toward the body; no longer is it one's outer appearance as a deity that is important, but 

experience of inner transformations which supposedly produce the experience of bliss. 

These involve

internal meditations on a subtle or imaginai body-image through visualizing its 
triune elements known as uthe channels, winds, and nucleiM (rìsa rlung thig le).
This is in contrast to focusing on external visualizations of deities in front of 
one’s self， or as one self, or even internal visualizations of constellations of such 
deities as a ^bcxiy mandala.n These types of perfection phase meditations are 
innovative and distinctive in the history of Buddhist tantra in that they introduce 
overtly sexual symbolism as the basis for contemplation through reliance on non- 
anthropomorphic representations of a subtle body. Correspondingly they mark a 
move towards/^/r tactile sensations (especially sexual bliss and sensations of 
warmth) rather than exclusive reliance on our capacity for vision. In this way it 
marks a movement towards embodiment and processes internal to our body, with 
sexuality involving intensely tactile felt presences in contrast to vision, the coolest 
and most metaphorical of our senses. (Germano 1994:221)

Tanlric yoga is known for its focus on the inner body, on its vacuous spaces, filled with

diverse winds and drops which melt and flow, producing the experience of great bliss. The 

mahâsiddha Tilopa gives a very concise account of these processes in his 

Saddharmopadesa, as follows:

The network of channels, coarse and subtle, of the yogic body, contains the 
winds, which are inhaled, retained and ejected, controlled by means of physical 
restraints (yantra). [It consists of] the left, right and central channels (lalanät 
rasando avadhûtî) and the four wheels. The Fury Fire (candâli) in the navel rises 
from a subtle drop, [melting] a flow of ambrosia from the ham [at the crown], 
which gives rise to üie four joys. There are four fruits similar to there cause, and 
they are augmented by six physical restraints. This is the instruction of 
Câryapa.11*

1,0 Kanha, commenting on HV 1.5.14.c,d (l4That which arises in the body is called the deity**, dehe 
sambhavatìty asmàd (levateti nigadyate, Snellgrove 19S9 yoL 2 p. 16), explains in his Yogaratnamâlâ: 
tAAs it arises in the body and since the practice of it should be performed in the body, For that reason it is 
called the deity/* dehe eva sambhavati tato dehe tasyâbhyâsah kartavyah yasmât karanât devateti nigadyate / 
(Snellgrove 1959 voi. 2 p. 118.) Kânha here plays upon the similarity between the words deha and devo.

111 / mal (byor lus kyi rtsa yi tshogs // phm rags rlung dang Idan pa ni // dbang du byed thabs 4khnil 4khor 
gyis // dbyiing mgub dgang dang gzhil ba ste // la la nâ dang ra sa nâ // a wa dhü ti (khor lo bzhi // Ite bar 
tsanda li yi me // phra rab las 'phei hâm las ni // bdud rtsi*i chu rgyun dgaf bzhi'i 'gros // rgyu mthun la 
sogs 4bras bu bzhi // "khrul 4khor drug gis rgyas par bya // tsârya pa'i a pa de sha*o / (DT fols. 270a,b; cf. 
Mullin 1997, p. 27)
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The Tantric yoga upadesa texts often stress the need to meditate on the vacuity of the body

in order to overcome the coarse sense of physical density which supposedly obstructs the

sense of the body as a dynamic and transmutable entity, transmutable precisely because it is

void. This point is well made by the yogini sisters, Kanakalâ and Mekhalâ, who described

voidness in relation to the body as a precursor to the visualization of subtle “structures”

(nandyavarta) follows in ihcii iWandyavarlalrayamukha^arna;

Having obtained the instructions of the guru, we, Kanakalâ and Mekhalâ, will 
explain the instructions on the three structures (nandyâvartatraya) in order that 
one might understand the meaning of voidness. Visualize one's body as vacuous, 
with three channels that run from the crown to the navel, yellow, white and red, 
internally vacuous and naturally luminous.112

Taylor describes the body in a way that seems compatible with the manner in which it is

visualized in Tantric yogic practice, as follows:

as a result of its holey-ness or gappiness, the living body cannot be defined in 
terms of the binary opposites that structure conceptual reflection. The body is 
neither 'subject nor object\...rather, the body is the mean between extremes -  the 
tmilieuT in which opposites like interiority and exteriority, as well as subjectivity 
and objectivity, intersect. Never reducible to the differences it simultaneously 
joins and separates, the body is forever entre-deux (19S7:69)

In Tantric praxis the body the site for the blissful integration of the dualities; an integration

effected by the union of the winds from the left and right channels of the subtle body

(rasanâ, lalanä) into the central channel (avadhûti). Merleau-Pony argues that the body

cannot properly be understood as a subject or object, as a sensor or the sensible, since it

simultaneously shares the qualities of both of these conceptual extremes:

The sensor and the sensible do not stand in relation to each other as two mutually 
external terms, and sensation is not an invasion of the sensor by the sensible. It is 
my gaze which subtends colour, and the movement of my hand which subtends 
the objects form, or rather my gaze pairs off with colour, and my hand with 
hardness and softoess, and in this transaction between the subject of sensation 
and the sensible it cannot be held that one acts while the other suffers the action, 
or that one confers significance on the other. (1962:214)

1,2 bla ma*i zhal gdams ihob byas nas // g.yung drung gsum gyi gdams pa ni // stong nyid don ni rtogs 
pa*i phyir // kam ka me kha la bshad bya // rang gi lus ni khong stong la // spyi bor brtsams nas Ite ba'i 
bar // rtsa gsum ser dang dkar dmar ro // de mams nang ni khong stong ste // g.yas kyi rtsa la icha rtse chad 
// rang bzhin bsal ba par bya /  (DT fol. 34b)
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The body receives increased significance in Tantric Buddhism as the locus of liberation, a

liberation which is characterized as blissful. This bliss arises in the body insofar as the

body mediates the subject and object» integrating the two is a state symbolized as sexual

union. Great Bliss, for example, is said to arise in Tantric practice through the visualization

of the subjective and objective aspects of reality as deity couples in sexual union.

Regarding this Tsongkhapa wrote that

In brief, if you meditate on the perfection stage, you generate the Spirit of 
Awakening from the blazing and dripping of the white and red spirits of 
awakening. That very thing is that on which the yogin relies, as well as that 
which must be served, is the commitment (samaya). The object of the engagement 
of that practice is the enjoyment of the six types of objects (sadvisaya) by the six 
sense faculties (sadindriya). The Object of engagement1 is designated vis-à-vis 
the sense faculties because ultimately sense faculty and object are inseparable.
These objects, by the process of their arising as the play of great bliss, are enjoyed 
and therefore cause the blazing of great bliss. Object and subject are not 
perceived as isolated, but rather attain to the occasion of orgasmic experiential 
uniformity.113 *

The Tantric attitude regarding the body can probably be summed up by the following 

question and answer from the Hevajra Tantra, which asks, 4<Without bodily form how 

should there be bliss? Of bliss one could not speak. The world is pervaded by bliss, which 

pervades and is itself pervaded.,,U4 Bliss so conceived is a characteristic of all life forms, 

suggesting a parallelism with the Buddha-nature (tathagatagarba)\ the innate potential for 

Awakening present in all beings.115

113 Excerpted from section IlI.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.3 of my translation below.

1,4 Trans. Snellgrove 1959 voi. 1 p. 92; HV kalpa 2, ch. 2, v. 35: dehâbhâve kutah saukhyaip saukhyam 
vaktum na sakyate /  vyâpyavyâpakarüpena sukhena vyâpitam jagat //; /  lus kyi dngos med gang las bde // 
bde ba smni bar mi nus so // khyab dang khyab byed tshul gyìs ni // bde bas *gro ba khyab pa nyid / 
Cl959:vol. 2 pp. 48-49). This conception of bliss seems to have parallels in the Trika school of Kasmiri 
Saivism. Abhinavagupta, in his magnum opus the Tantràloka, descrìbed a >sUniversai Biissf, 
(jagadânanda) which is pervasive, and from which lower forms of bliss are only a pale reflection. See 
Sharma 1992, p. 441.

115 This association is clearly made in the Hevajra Tantra as follows: 'There is no being that is not 
enlightened, if it but knows its own true nature. The denizens of hell, the prêtas and the animals, gods 
and men and titans, even the worms upon the dung heap, are eternally blissful in their true nature, and they 
do not know the transitory bliss of the gods and titans/* (Snellgrove 1959: vol. I p. 107) HV kalpa 2 ch. 4 
vv. 73*74: (73) abuddho nâsti sattvaikah sambodhât svasya svasya ca /  narakapretatiryan ca 
devâsuramanusyakâh // (74) amedhyakitakâdyân tu nityam sukhinah svabhävatah / na jänanti yatah 
saukhyam devasyâpy asurasya ca /; rang dang rang gis rtog pa las // sangs rgyas ma yin sems can ni // gcig 
kyang yod pa ma yin no // dmyal ba yi dvags byol song dang // lha dang lha min mi mams dang // bshang 
ba'i srin bu la sogs pa // lha dang lha ma yin gyi yang // bde ba gang phyir mi shes pa // rtag tu rang bzhin 
bde ba can /  (1959: voi. 2 pp. 70-73).
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For the Unexcelled Yogatantras, then, Awakening is bliss, and since the goal is 

taken as the path, bliss is accomplished through bliss. This 44pathM is understandable by 

means of the logic of the larger Mahâyàna tradition of which it is a part, and it has been 

repeatedly justified by recourse to the this quite extensive scholarly tradition.

2.3.2 Transgression and Self-Mastery 

1. Interpretation and Ambiguity

The path between attachment and aversion is a narrow one, and dangerous too, 

according to the tradition itself. There is the spiritual danger that in practicing Tantric 

meditations one might maintain one's attachment and aversions, and even possibly attempt 

to justify them through the use of the antinomian rhetoric found in some Tantric literature. 

The danger of falling into attachment cloaked by the persona of a yogin, is, supposedly, 

quite acute.

However, there is a more fearsome force to contend with when traversing the

twisted path of Tantric exegesis, and that is the intense fascination with the apparent

transgressions of the Tantras, and the misrepresentations that have arose from shallow

interpretations of these aspects. Urban has critiqued the late nineteenth and early twentieth

century scholarship on Tantrism, writing that the ^Orient^ in Orientalist scholarship

was progressively constructed as the quintessential tOther, of the West.
Conceived as an essentially passionate, irrational, effeminate world, a land of 
'disorderly imaginatìon\ India was set in opposition to the progressive, rational, 
masculine and scientific world o f modem Europe. And <Tantrism,\  it would 
seem9 was quickly singled out as the darkest, most irrational core of the Indian 
mind -  as the extreme orient, the most Other. For if Orientalist scholars had 
identified the Golden Age of India with the Vedas or Upanisads, they also 
identified its darkest, more perverse age with the tantras -  'superstition of the 
worst and most silly kind,, as Sir Monier Williams put it. (Urban 1999:124)

There is no doubt that Tantric texts contain an intriguing array o f transgressive elements, 

mainly relating to the two perennial favorites: sex and violence. The import of these
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elements, however, is far from clear. Generally speaking, those scholars who have 

oppugned Tantrism as being degenerate or opprobrious have done so on the basis of the 

sexual and violent imagery contained in the texts. Few of them actually explored the 

complex hermeneutic employed by the Tantric traditions, and based their criticism upon a 

literal interpretation of the texts; and even fewer actually investigated Tantric practice in its 

social context. A notable exception here among the past generations of scholars is Ernest 

Payne, who, in his (1933) book on the id “ 。tradition, re-evaluated the idea that the 

4Tantrics>, were and are thoroughly morally corrupt by taking into consideration a larger 

range of data:

Apart from the ceremonial taught, many of the general principles laid down 
breathe a liberal and intelligent spirit. That caste distinctions are so minimized 
may, as Glasenapp has suggested, point to the strong influence of non-Aryan 
ideas. Women are honoured, and can act as teachers. The burning of widows is 
forbidden, and girl widows are allowed to remaiTy. The murder of a woman is 
regarded as a particularly heinous crime. Prostitution is denounced. There is 
considerable truth in the remark which Eliot makes in Hinduism and Buddhism: 
t4Whereas Christianity is sometimes accused of restricting its higher code to 
church and Sundays, the opposite may be said of Tantrism. Outside the temple its 
morality is excellent.116

The actual behavior of typical Tantric practitioners, be they Indian or Tibetan, in fact shows 

no sign of being morally corrupted by the trangressive elements in their scriptures, as 

anyone who has spent time among them knows. This is not to say that there are no 

exceptional individuals who use the transgressive rhetoric as a justification for immoral 

behavior. However, the texts which contain these elements are difficult and obscure and 

typically not widely disseminated. Those who do study them tend, in the traditional 

context, to be people dedicated to a disciplined spiritual lifestyle; if anything the influence of 

Western popular culture, which is both more sexual and violent and much more widely

1,6 Payne 1933, p. 59. Since structure implies and engenders its negation, it is not necessary to invoke the 
unon-Aryan,\  whomever they might have been, to account for resistance co the powerful hegemonic 
taxonomy which underlies the caste system. That such influences, whatever they might have been, may 
have been operative is of course possible, but it does not seem profitable to invoke this distinction here, 
given the extremely problematic nature of the ^Aryan** vs. 44non-Aryanf, distinction, not to mention the fact 
üiat our knowledge of the period is too slight to take such a distinction far beyond the realm of pure 
conjecture. Payne here refers to Glasenapp's arguments in his (1926) book He also
cites Sir Charles Eliot's (1921) book Hinduism and Buddhism (voi. 2 p. 285).
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disseminated, has had the greater morally corrosive effect. This suggests that the literal 

interpretation of these elements is inadequate,117 and that a more sophisticated hermeneutic 

is therefore necessary to understand the relation between text and practice in Tantric 

traditions.118 Payne seems to have had a glimmer of understanding here, but unfortunately 

he seems to have misunderstood the Tantric hermeneutic as a simple justification for 

antinomian behavior. This misunderstanding led him, in the end, to reject the tradition 

toward which he had otherwise shown a sensitivity uncommon amongst scholars of his 

era.119

Tantric Buddhist texts are not unique in containing radical but ambiguous passages. 

Many Mahâyâna sütras contained statements equating the passions with liberation, which is 

simply a strain of the same nondualistic thought as discussed above. A typical example is a 

statement made by the Goddess in chapter seven of the Vimalakirtinirdesa Sutra. 

“Liberation is freedom from desire, hatred， and folly -  that is the teaching for the 

excessively proud. But those free of pride are taught that the very nature of desire, haired, 

and folly is itself liberation.” （Thurman 1976:60) Such passages express the concept of 

“original Awakening” （本 覺 ，Aöngflitw)， in that they posit that the factors which appear to 

bind one to cyclical existence (samsara) are, if approached properly, not different than 

liberation therefrom. This doctrine was well known and somewhat infamous, for it was 

considered by some a justification for the transgression of morality. However, it does not 

appear that such equations typically led Buddhists to engage in antinomian behavior, as

117 One might argue that the fascination of of Western scholars with the transgressive aspects of Tantric 
texts is an indication of larger trends at work with in their own cultures; Urban has argued that 4<this 
fascination with the licenüous practices of Tantrism was part of the broader discourse about sexuality in 
nineteenih-century England/* (1999:124) Once again. Orientalist discourse may be more informative about 
its authors than its purported objects.

118 The topic of Tantric hermeneutics has received extensive treatment in scholarly literature. See Thurman 
I988t Steinkellner 1978, and the articles written by Broido.

119 Payne concluded that 'T he Tantras not merely sanction the lowest rites of primitive savagery and 
superstition, they are guilty oF the crime of seeking philosophical justification for such things.** (1933:60).
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Faure noted.120 Perhaps this is because, as Stone argues, that a statement such as the above 

is about

the nondual nature of reality and is experientiaily meaningful only in the case of 
someone who has realized that nonduality; it is not an endorsement of 
misconduct. However, in warning that it be kept secret and given only to 
advanced practitioners, the compilers of these texts seem to have realized that 4evil 
karma is precisely liberation’ and similar ideas related to original enlightenment 
thought were open to abuse. (1999:221)

The need for such secrecy is implied in ihe exaniple above, where we are told that i；the 

excessively proud^ were taught the dualistic view, as if the nondual doctrine was 

inappropriate for such beings; this is indeed the claim made in a number of Buddhist texts, 

that the misinterpretation of this doctrine can have grave soteriological consequences.121

Tantric texts often make use of the same rhetoric of nonduality and original 

Awakening, and often taking them more radical directions. As a result, the literal 

interpretation of Tantric texts is plagued with pitfalls, one of the largest being the 

interpretation of the 4<transgressiveM passages in the texts, those referring to violence and 

sexuality, which are symbolically interpreted within the tradition itself. Broido has shown 

that seemingly straightforward statements in the Tantras such as 4tkill living beings^ are 

understood in the tradition as being examples of intentional language (dgongs bshad), 

metaphorical statements which are not to be taken literally. (1983a:22) In the 

commentatorial tradition of the Unexcelled Yogatantras this and other similar passages are 

understood as symbolic codes referring to inner yogic processes.122 These interpretations 

are justified by the claim that they represent the intention of the purported author of the text. 

And while the scholar might criticize this claim, ultimately the intention of the author is

120 See Faure 1991 P.61.

121 Such misinterpretation can have not only serious soteriological consequences, but serious cosmological 
consequences as well. The Padma Thang-yig, a Tibetan biography of the mohâsiddha Padmasombhava^ 
attributes the origination of the evil god Rudra to precisely this sort of misinterpretation. See Kapstein 
1992 for a translation and discussion of the relevant passage in that text. For an alternate (and somewhat 
inaccurate) translation of the same see Toussaint 1978v vol. I pp. 26 f. This passage is also discussed by 
Paul in his 1982 book.

122 See Broido 1988 for specific examples of this sort o f commentary.
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beyond our ken. The reception of the texts by individuals within the Buddhist tradition, 

however, is open to investigation, and here the interpretations of the commentatorial 

traditions is extremely influential, and should not be lightly dismissed.

One is hindered here by the fact that traditionally the Tantras and their commentaries 

were considered secret precisely due to such enigmatic statements, which are thought to 

have been intended for sharper students, i.e., for those intelligent enough to understand 

them or use them as a koän of sorts, as the basis for realization.123 Secrecy is thus needed 

to protect those who are not so intelligent, who are prone to literal interpretation and thus 

will tend miss che opportunity for poetic gnosis. The tradition here is perhaps more 

vulnerable to the criticism that it is elitist rather than that it immoral.

Many of the transgressive passages hedge somewhat, however, perhaps for the

sake of those of “duller^’ wit. Take for example the following passage from the

Sarvatathàgatakàyavâkcittaguhyâlarnkàravyûha:

Listen to the holy commitments. One's mother, sisters and likewise daughters 
should always be served with a mind devoid of the moon and the sun. You 
should kill all sentient beings, and always protect the practice of the observances 
(vratacärya). Steal the wealth of the greedy, and give it to miserable people.
Even though you act thus, make offerings to the Three Jewels, and revere the 
guru. Do not speak false words, and do not drink alcohol, except at the time of 
the commitment (samaya), for the sake of the blessed commitments, and because 
it produces bliss. And, in order to delight the master and benefit the Three 
Jewels, always speak false words, and lie with other m en^ women. One who 
has thus applied himself to the commitments should exert himself in everything 
else for the sake of beings. The intelligent should not proclaim secret 
commitments.124

123 See Thurman 1988 pp. 138-39.

124 / dam tshig dam pa nyan du gzhug // ma dang sring mo nyid dang yang // de bzhin bu mo dag kyang ni 
// som nyi mam par bral sems kyis // khycxi kyis rtag tu bsten par bya // sems can thams cad gsad bya 
zhing // brtul zhugs spyod pa bskyangs bar bya // 4jungs pa mams kyi nor phrogs te // skye bo sdug bsngal 
can la sbyin //  rdo ije mal 'byor mi sbyor bas // yang na bdag nyid kyis kyang spyad // dkon mchog gsum 
la mchod bya zhing //  bla ma la ni gus par bya // brdzun gyi tshig kyang smra mi bya // chang ni btung 
bar mi by^o // dam tshig dus ni ma gtogs shing // byin gyis brlabs pa*i dam ishig dang // gzhan yang bde 
bar bya phyir dang // slob dpon mnyes par bya don dang // dkon mchog gsum la phan pa'i phyir // rdzun 
gyi tshig ni rtag lu smros // gzhan gyi bud med bgrod par bya // dam tshig da sbyor Idan pas // gzhan pa 
yang ni thams cad kyang // sems can don la brtson bas bya II gsang ba'i dam tsbig (di dag ni // bio gros 
Idan pas bsgrag mi bya /  (DK foi. 108b).
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Such a passage might seem exciting at first glance, but with further examination it becomes 

apparent that the text significantly restricts the performance of these activities. Lying and 

adultery, for example, appear to be acceptable so long as they 4<delight the master and 

benefit the three jewels^, but it is difficult to imagine scenarios in which these conditions 

would be fulfilled; the function of transgressive rhetoric might here be to highlight the need 

for being totally dedicated to one's guru» his teaching and his community of followers: i.e.. 

you should be prepared to do anything for his sake.125 The final proviso, that one should 

engage in the commitments for the sake of beings, also would severely hinder the 

conscientious would-be libertine. To miss this point is, from the Buddhist perspective, to 

miss the point the point entirely.126

Before taking this literally, however, it should be noted that these types of passages

seem to be a common trope of Tantric literature, a “rhetoric of transgression” which

dissolves under close analysis. Faure describes this sort of language as clichéd;

the saint in a brothel is a commonplace theme in Mahâyâna literature. The mythic 
layman Vimalakirti, remember, visited lupanars and taverns. There is no need to 
raise a fuss about these apparent transgressions, for, despite all o f its discourses on 
the identity of passions and awakening, the Vimalakirti-nirdesa remains strangely 
virginal regarding the behavior of its hero in the alcove. (1998:108)

Tantric literature may be somewhat less virginal, but the repetition of transgressive clichés

might make one pause to consider their purpose in the text.

The prescription of immoral activities with the instruction that they should be 

performed out of compassion suggests that compassion is the main import of the passage, 

and the transgressive rhetoric functions as hyperbole, placing greater emphasis on the 

compassion itself. Or, the hyperbole may be for the sake of glorifying the teaching itself, 

which seems to be the case with the Prajfiäpäramiiänaya Sutra, which states, for example:

125 As will be shown in the next chapter, Tantric traditions are ideologically oriented toward the 
aggrandizement of the guru.

126 To miss this point, i.e” the centrality of compassion, in the exegesis of Buddhist Tantras is likewise 
undesirable and leads to a warped presentation of the traditions; see Thurman 1988 p. 147, n. 22.
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Vajrapâni, were there a person who listened to this method, received it, upheld it, 
studied and recited it, even if he killed all the sentient beings of the three worlds, 
he would not fall into an evil destiny since his passions are subdued. He would 
instead quickly attain unexcelled complete, perfect Awakening.127

One can hardly claim that the slaughter of all living beings is being commended here;

rather, the text uses shocking rhetoric to commend itself, which merely takes a trend in

Mahâyâna sùtra literature to an extreme. Perhaps as a result of this fact, texts such as this

were often treated vAûi care. Abe points out that

Kukai viewed this as an advanced sütra that could only be studied in conjunction 
with a trained teachers personal instruction. In an 817 letter to the priest Enzo of 
Tödai-ji, who asked Kukai about difficult passages in this sütra, Kükai points out 
that the sütra often resorts to radical subjects like killing and sexual desire to 
express the unconventionality of prajhàpàramitâ, and warns Enzo that these are 
esoteric metaphors that must not be interpreted literally. Kükai emphasizes that 
the sütra^ profound meaning can only be grasped through the practice of 
meditation, an 44esoteric meditation that cannot be discussed on paper, that must be 
transmitted face to face from master to disciple*\ (1995:125)

This sort of rhetoric does, however, point to a more general characteristic o f Buddhist

ethics. For Buddhists, there is no absolute right or wrong actions; whether an action is

correct or not depends on the intention and skill of the actor; even murder is conceivably

appropriate if performed with a purely compassionate motivation. Other sources suggest

that if one has a correct understanding of reality» one is liberated regardless of one's

actions.128

In the case o f  sex, its practice is prohibited only to the monastic community, and not 

to the laity, for whom the sexual practices described in the texts would constitute no 

offense. Generally speaking, Buddhist societies tend to be tolerant of worldly conventions * 121

127 T 243 .大樂金剛不空真實三麼耶經。 (Prajßäpäramitänayas’atapaficä/atikä, AmoghavuÌT^’s 
iranshuion):金剛手若有聞此理趣受持讀誦設設害三界一切有情不墮惡趣為調伏故 
疾證無上正等菩提。 （p.784.3).

121 For example, we learn in chapter 29 of the Vajradäka Tantra lhat l4If one cognizes voidness with an 
intuitive mind, one*s mind will be rapidly liberated. Examine the objects of knowledge with knowledge, 
and examine the mental factors and living beings. It is said lhat were one to kill both parents, waylay pure 
brahmins and conquer the king and his langdom, such a person would purified provided that his intuition 
were joined to all of reality.** /  ye shes la sogs sems kyìs ni // gang zhig stong nyid shes byes na // sems ni 
myur du lhar par *gyur //  ye shes kyis shes bya brtag /  shes byas *gro ba brtag par bya // pha dang ma ni 
bsad byas shing // bram ze gtsang ma gnyis bzung nas // rgyal po yul (khor bcas bcom na U mi de dag par 
4gyur zhes bya // ye shes rang bzhin kun dang sbyor /  (YD, DK fol. 67a; PTT p. 121.2,3).
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including sexuality, provided that they do not break Buddhist rules of morality, which 

generally mean that they cause no harm to other beings. This observation applies even to 

relatively conservation traditions such as the Theravada of Sri Lanka. For example, 

Gombrich and Obesekeyere comment:

Buddhism is an ethic of intention that sees as it highest goal of life a dispassionate 
lucidity. Even at its least sophisticated level the Sinhala Buddhist tradition has 
been informed by these values. It harmonizes with the ethic of intention that the 
only formulation of what is binding on all Buddhists， the “five precepts”， is 
presented not as commandments but as undertakings that function as ethical 
guidelines. Within these guidelines it has been possible to incorporate diverse 
moral codes and cultural norms indigenous to the societies that have accepted 
Buddhism...[For example,] the third precept enjoins abstention from illicit sexual 
behavior, but Buddhism nowhere attempts to define the right kind of marriage for 
laymen, and Buddhist societies have permitted monogamy, polyandry, and 
polygamy.129

Even for the monks and nuns it is the intention rather than the physical act that counts in 

ascertaining whether or not an action violated the monastic code.130 For tlin all cases of 

sexual misconduct, at issue is not just control of genital organs but, more importantly, 

control over a higher organ, the mind. The source of the passions that Buddhists combat is 

not the penis per se but rather the mind.”131

There has been a tendency to regard violent or erotic passages as symbolic, which is 

in effect a denial o f that they were in effect practiced. This in fact points to a complex 

problem of hermeneutics which is beyond the scope of this work; fortunately, however, 

there has been considerable effort applied to this subject.132 As it turns out, the question as 

to whether the Tantras are to be interpreted either literally or symbolically is rather

129 1988:28,9. For more on polyandry in Sri Lanka see Tambiah 1966, and in Tibet see Aziz 1978 and 
Levine 1988. Fürer-Haîmendorf has noted that Buddhist societies have tended to have a t4tolerant attitude 
to sexual laxity. Polyandry does not seem compatible with a puritan outlook on sex, and in all 
polyandrous so far studied it has been found that sexual relations are not held to be of great moral 
relevance. Such an attitude seems more germane to Buddhist than to Hindu society, and the coincidence of 
polyandry with Buddhism in the Tibetan sphere and in Ceylon is perhaps not entirely fonuitous/* (1966:8)

130 See Rser 1993 pp. 59-60, as well as Homer 1938 pp. 192-245 for a translation of the Suttavibhahga 
passage dealing with sexual transgressions.

131 Faure 1998 p. 86. Faure attributed this quote to Fiserfs article, but I was unable to find it therein.

132 See Steinkeilner 1978, Thunnan 1988 and the numerous articles by Broido.
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simplistic and does not do justice to the materials. Regarding the apologetic argument that 

the transgressive passages in the Tantras are to be understood as “symbolic”， Orzech has 

commented that

Many scholars of Buddhism regard the pursuit of enlightenment as somehow 
necessarily detached from the various “applications” oï Vajrayâna ritual to 
everyday life. Both pursuits are termed siddhi, but these mundane ^applications^ 
are clearly denigrated as being secondary to the pursuit of enlightenment. Such an 
interpretation does violence to the basic principles of Vajrayana and betrays a 
modem, Western bias against anything in religion that seems remotely magical, 
too worldly or political. We might term this a transcendentalist or essentialist 
bias, and it often manifests in the interpretations of objectionable or worldly 
elements in the Vajrayâna as purely symbolic. (1989:§7)

The materialistic, literalistic interpretation is clearly inadequate, but so too is the

“transcenderUal”, purely symbolic inte卬retation. Both are inadequate because they are

based upon a dualistic premise, a premise that is heartily attacked and undermined by the

nondualism of the Buddhist Tantras, which critiques the escapist desire to flee from the

world as much as it critiques the uncritical attachment to the world. For the Tantric

Buddhist adept, neither aim is tenable, and liberation is achievable only in the context of

existence in the world, and by means of the very worldly passions that are themselves the

source of bondage.

The idea that there is only one correct interpretation of such textual passages is

foreign to the Indian context in which they were written. As Broido has shown, Indian

Tantric commentaries employed different methods of interpretation yielding different

results.133 Any interpretation that privileges one of the many significations of a word

would seem simplistic in the Buddhist context, as the Buddhists have long stressed the

polysemous nature of language, and have argued against the essentialist position.

Nâgàijuna argued this in his Vaidalya-nama-prakaranat as follows:

Furthermore, it is evident that scholars of the world apply a signifier to many 
significands; they apply to many things the word got and likewise the word hari.
The various things to which the word go is applied include the following: speech, 
a quarter of the compass, the earth, a light ray, a diamond, cattle, the eye, water, 
heaven. Scholars thus limit the word go to nine meanings. Likewise, scholars

133 See Broido 1988, esp. p. 100.
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understand the word hari [to refer to] Visnut the lion, serpent, froe, the sun, 
moon* light, the monkey, tawny color, the parrot, Indra and nâgas. 34

The difficulty in interpreting Tantric texts is that they use evocative language, which opens

up not one or two but often numerous possible interpretations. This often 4<radical use of

language'* appears to have been a deliberate strategy; Thurman has shown that the Tantras

do not even take “darity” as their goal， but rather tend toward an obscurity. He noted that

while the usual Buddhist hermeneutic seeks to travel from darkness into light, 
cultivating clarity above all, there is a Buddhist hermeneutic that comprehends 
also the movement back from light into darkness. And so this hermeneutic of 
compassion, this vajra hermeneutic, encompasses the uses of obscurity in the art 
of liberating beings. (1988:144)

This use of language is similar to the poetic use of language described by Riffaterre,

wherein words are used ambigiously, lacking set meanings; he coined the term “hypogram” 

to refer to the range of possible significations which surrounds such words.134 135 It is 

perhaps not a coincidence that the poetic, ambiguous use of language in the Tantras has

been missed and misinterpreted by a number of scholars; it has been noted, however, by the

poet Octavio Pa2, who may have been right when he wrote:

I do not mean to say that the allegorical language of the Tantras consists only in 
attributing sexual meanings to words that designate spiritual concepts. The 
language of the Tantras is a poetic language and its meanings are always multiple.

134 / gzhan yang *jig rten pa*i mkhas pa dag kyang ijod par byed pa dang brjod par bya ba du ma la sbyor 
ba mthong ba*i phyir ro // "jig rten pa'i mUias pa dag ni go sgra du ma la sbyor bar byed de /  hari'i sgra 
yang de bzhin no // go sgra mam pa du ma la 'jug pa ni 'di Ita ste // ngag phyogs dang ni sa gzhi dang // 
'od zer rdo rje phyugs dang mig / chu dang mtho rìs don dgu la // mkhas pas go sgra nges gzung bya // ji 
Itar khyab *jug seng ge glang po sbal // nyi zia *od dang sprefu dang // ser skya ne isho dbang po glu // 
mkhas pas harir shes par bya / (DT fols. 106b-107a)

135 Riffatene wrote that ^Significance« and let me insist on this, now appears to be more than or something 
other than the total meaning dedudble from a comparision between variants o f the given. That would only 
bring us back to the given, and it would be a reductionist procedure. Significance is, rather, the reader's 
praxis of transformation, a realization that is akin to playing out the liturgy of a ritual -  the experience of a 
circuitous sequence, a way of speaking that keeps revolving around a key word or matrix reduced to a 
marker (the negative orientation whose semiotic index is the frustration implied by vox clamons in 
deserto). It is a hierarchy of representations imposed upon the reader, despite hjs personal preferences, by 
the greater or lesser expansion of the matrixes components, an orientation imposed upon the reader despite 
his linguistic habits, a bouncing from reference to reference that keeps on pushing the meaning over to a 
text not present in the linearity, to a paragram or hypogram -  a dead landscape that refers to a live 
character, a desert traveled through that represents the traveler rather than itself, the significance is shaped 
like a doughnut, the hole being either the matrix of the hypogram or the hypogram as matrix. The effect of 
this disappearing act is that the reader feels he is in the presence of true originality, or of what he believes 
to be a feature of the poetic language, a typical case o f obscurity. This is when he starts rationalizing» 
finds himself unable to bridge the semantic gap inside the text's linearity, and so tries to bridge it outside 
of the text by completing the verbal sequence/* (1978:12-13)
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It also has a quality that I would call reversibility: each word can be converted into 
its contrary and later, or simultaneously, turn into itself again. The basic premise 
of Tantrism is the abolition of contraries- without suppressing them. This 
postulate brings on another: the mobility of the meanings, the continuous shifting 
of the signs and their meanings. Flesh is mental concentration; the vulva is a lotus 
that is emptiness that is wisdom; semen and illumination are one and the same 
thing; copulation is, as Mircea Eliade emphasizes, samarasa, the identité de 
jouissance, a fusion of subject and object, a return to the One. (1982:64,5)

However we might want to interpret these poetic uses of language, Eastman seems to be

correct in surmising that they are an a^pecl of the methodoiogy of the Tantric traditions, and

our failure to appreciate this is fact is nothing more than a failure to understand them.

Eastman wrote that

the eroticism and attendant features of Vajrayâna Buddhist literature that 
many scholars....have found morally objectionable are not the property of 
a literature confined to late medieval India, nor the products of a long 
period of 'degeneration’； but the radical use of language， indebted to the 
canons of poetics and theatrics to a yet undetermined extent, seems to be 
an essential and defining feature of Vajrayâna literature as such and the 
property of its earliest redactions. (1981:31)

Tantric language is radical in attempting to subvert the essentialist understanding of

language. When it comes to interpretation, the Tantric author, like the poet, would insist

that no interpretation is final, due to the multiplicity of meanings inherent in language which

is intrinsically unstable. Tantric discourse is not unique in this regard, but only radical: it

actively seeks to dispel the illusion of permanence adheres to fo rm al7 hegemonic

discourse. Its purpose here, as Thurman has pointed out, is compassionate; for the Tantric

adept all things are theoretically at least conducive to liberation, so it is natural that they

would use language as a iiberative technique, by emphasizing the poetic, symbolic, de-

reifying aspects of language. The radical use of language is also behind the critique of

hegemonic ideology of caste found in the Tantras, but it should be noted this critique is

only one aspect o f the radicalness of the Tantric traditions, and probably not the most

important one, either.136 This tendency was observed by Bharati， who argued that the

136 The Tantric discourse concerning caste will be discussed in chapter three.
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intentional, systemic ambiguity in the Tantras was a means of countering rigid 

orthodoxies.137

Recognizing that Tantric texts contain, and rhetorically exploit, the multiple layers of 

signification of words is merely the first step in interpretation. Given the large use of such 

rhetoric in Tantric texts, the literal approach is untenable, for one might ask why an author 

insists on taking, say. sexual language literally, when he as a matter of course interprets less 

transgressive passages metaphorically. One suspects that in such cases she takes this 

approach because the literal interpretation accords well with the myth of Tantra as a 

degenerate religion in a degenerate India. A similar point was made by Jung regarding the 

interpretation of dreams:

the sexual language of dreams is not always to be interpreted in a concretistic 
way....it is, in fact, an archaic language which naturally uses all of the analogies 
readiest to hand without their necessarily coinciding with a real sexual content. It 
is therefore unjustifiable to take the sexual language of dreams literally under all 
circumstances, while the other contexts are explained as symbolical. But as soon 
as you take the sexual metaphors as symbols for something unknown, your 
conception of the nature of dreams at once deepens.138

The interpretation of the Tantras requires a sophisticated hermeneutic, one which does not

fall into the either/or dichotomy of literal versus symbolic mcxles of interpretation, and

which respects if not employs the sophisticated hermeneutic devised by Tantric exegetes.

That this is the case is suggested by the various interpretations that have been 

proposed for an evocative passage in Anangavajra^ Prajnopayaviniscayasiddhi, which

occurs as follows:

Those who desire liberation should in every way serve Prajnâpâramitâ, who is 
ultimately pure and yet manifests in the feminine form. She abides everywhere 
taking on the form of an alluring woman (lalanà), and is commended by the 
Adamantine Lord as one who arises for the sake of others* aims. Success will 
come easily for the adept who, through union with reality (tattvayoga), loves the 
consort (mudrâ) who appears in clans such as those of the brahmin, etc., or is 
bom as an outcast, or is an undisciplined wife of another, or one maimed or

137 See Bharati 1961，p. 270.

138 This is from Jung*s 1948 essay, MÜber die Energetik und das Wesen der Träume**, translated in Jung 
1974, pp. 49-50.
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crippled, or likewise [one's] mother or mother-in-law, one^s own daughter or

Bhattacharyya interprets this passage literally, and takes it as an occasion to engage in a 

diatribe concerning the alleged degeneracy of the Tantras, writing that 4tVajrayanists went 

beyond due limits in their spite against the strict rules of morality, and they violated all of 

them and plunged headlong into the worst immortality and sin.M (1925:32) This 

interpretation is problematic in that it takes a highly ambiguous textual passage as proof that 

Tan trie practitioners engaged in transgressive practices such as incest.

Bagchi rightly takes issue with this interpretation, but his own, which swings to the 

opposite extreme of symbolic interpretation, which seems an equally limited if less 

egregious interpretation. Bagchi insists that the term mudrà refers to hand gestures, even 

though in this context Bhattacharyya's assumption that it refers to a Vornan' actually 

seems more appropriate. Bagchi justifies his interpretations by claiming that the verse 

refers to an inner yogic process. He rightly points out that lalanà, translated above as 

“alluring women”， also refers to one of the three main channels of the subtle physiology.139 140

Bagchi^s attempt to refute Bhattachanya^ simplistic interpretation is admirable. 

However, there is no basis in the text to take one interpretation over another, so we are 

forced to concede that this passage exhibits an irresolvable polysemy which, like a poem, 

makes it ultimately untranslatable. His interpretation of mudrà as a hand gesture is not 

incorrect, but he is probably wrong in asserting that mudrà does not refer to a woman here; 

it is probably its primary sense in the case of this passage. In Tantric texts the term mudrà

139 Ch. 5. vv. 22-25: prajnâpâramitâ sevyâ sarvalhâ muktikânksibhih / panunârthe sthitâ suddhâ samvnyâ 
tanudhârini // lalanârûpam âsthâya sarvatmiva vyavasthitâ /  ato 'rtham vajmnalhena proktâ 
bâhyârthasambhavâ // brâhmanâdiiailotpannâin mudrâm vai antyajodbhavâm / duhsîlâm parabhâryâm ca 
vikitâm vikalâm tathâ / / janayitrim svasâram ca svaputiim bhâgineyikâm / kâmayan tattvayogena laghu 
sidhyeta sâdhakah // (Samdhong and Dwivcdi 1988:93); /  thams cad du ni lhar 4dod pas // shes rab pha roi 
phyin bsten bya // dam pa'i don du gang gnas pa // kun rdzob dag pa'i lus bzung nas // bud med mdzes 
pa'i gzugs kyis ni // thams cad du ni kun tu gnas // de bas phyi roi don las byung // rdo ije mkhan pos 
don de gsungs // bram ze*i rigs sogs las 4byung dang // mlha* yas skyes dang phyag rgya dang // gzhan gyi 
chung ma tshul nyams dang // dman dang cha lugs mi sdug dang // skye ma dang ni sgyug mo dang // 
rang gi bu mo sring mo dang // de nyid sbyor bas 4dod spyod na // sgrub po myur du *grub par *gyur / 
(1988:137)

140 See Bagchi 1939, pp. 35 ff.
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possesses a broad range of potential significations.141 The hypogram centered around the 

word mudrä is clearly presented142 in the ninth chapter of the Mahâmudrâtilaka, which is 

translated here as follows:

Now I will explain the signification of mudrä. The earring (kundala)% the choker 
(kanthika). the wheel (cakra), necklace (rucaka), ash (bhasma) and sacred cord 
(brahmâsùtra) are the six insignia (mudrä),143 which are the Six Transcendences 
(pàramitâ) of generosity (däna), discipline (sila)t tolerance (ksânti), effort 
(viryal meditation (dhyâna) and wisdom (prajnà). Generosity is the 
dharmamudrä, discipline karmamudrä, tolerance samayamudrât effort samadhi, 
meditation jnànamudrâ, and wisdom the mahämudrä. This should be known as 
the ultimate [meaning].144 145

One should purify the six sense media (äyatana).t45 They are well known to be 
the six consorts (mudrä), which should be known as the six clans respectively.
The six consorts are in essence goddesses, [their seed syllables being] yarn, ram, 
lamt vamt am and ham. Worship her through the process of the goddesses, her 
worship being the process o f experiential uniformity (samarasa), [effected] by 
means o f the processes of control, enjoyment and dissolution. [The six 
goddesses] are Candàlini, Rajakl, Dombi, Narti, Kapälini and Brahmani.
Candâlini is of the Lotus clan, Rajâki is of the Jewel clan, Dombi is of the Vajra 
clan, Narti is of the Flaying Knife (kartri) c lan , Kapälini is of the Wheel clan; 
these are the five consorts, and Brahmani is the wisdom consort (jnänamudrä), 
and she is of the Vajrasattva clan. Brahmani is onefs mother, Kapälini is oneTs 
sister, Narti is one’s daughter， Ipombi is one’s wife， Rajaki is one’s daiigh【er-in- 
law, and Candâlini is one^ mother-in-law. They should be worshipped without 
discursive thought, through the procedure of wisdom and art. Through non- 
discursive thought success is attained in an instant. 4<Mother,t is shown to be 
mind， and “sister"’ speech. “Daughter"’ is body, and ‘"wife” the life-force. 
“Daughter-in-law” is exertion, and “mother-in-iaw” equality. The channel of 
power is the 4CmotherM, and it is the precious receptacle of the Buddhas. The 
“sister"’ is the channel of semen which is in the supreme place. The “daughter1’ is 
the channel of blood, which is below the channel of semen. The “wife” is the 
channel o f urine which exists between those two. The “daughter-in-law” is the 
channel o f saliva which exists in the throat, while the “mother-in-law” is the 
channel o f nasal mucous which exists in the forehead. Mother is known to be 
earth, sister as water, daughter as fire, wife as wind, daughter-in-law as space, 
and mother-in-law as non-space. Mother is sweet, sister is sour, daughter is 
bitter, wife is salty, daughter-in-law is spicy, and mother-in-law is astringent.

141 These and many other significations are discussed by Gonda in a very interesting (1972) article on the 
polysemy of the term mudrä,

142 This passage is somewhat unusual in trying to force the mudràs, which are usually taken as fivefold, 
into a six-fold pattern in order to correspond them to the six goddesses of this Tantra.

143 Concerning the meaning of mudrä as sectarian insignia see section 6.2.2 below.

lu The Six Transcendences are together thought to constitute the path of practice to be mastered by an 
aspiring bodhisattva.

145 The six âyatana consist of the sense faculty, object and consciousness for each of the six senses.
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One should worship them with effort, and one will rapidly attain success. I have 
explained the clans of the mudräs which are difficult to find in the Yogatantras.146

In short, mudrà possesses a wide range of meanings in the Taniric context, extending far

beyond the alternatives proposed by Bhattacharrya and Bagchi. It is possible that

Anangavajra's text refers to an outer sexual-yogic practice, but the passage does not

provide enough detail to be anything more than merely suggestive.147 It might also (or

instead) refer to an inner yogic process. It is difficult to ascertain the exact meaning here

because the inner yogic processes are often described with sexual imagery.

Passages such as Anangavajra's above occupy a broad semantic range, probably 

deliberately so. The simultaneous cross-indexing to the inner and outer spheres might 

facilitate the mapping of correspondence of the microcosm and macrocosm, oneself and the

146 Ch. 9: / de nas gshan yang bshad bya ba // phyag rgya'i òrda ni rab yin te // ma cha gdu bu 4khor lo 
dang // mgul do de bzhin thal ba dang // tshangs pa*i skud pa phyag rgya drug /  pha rol phyin drug dran 
pa'o // sbyin pa tshul khrims bzod brtson *gms // bsam gtan shes rab drug yin no // sbyin pa chos zhes 
bstan pa ste // tshul khrims las zhes dran pa'o // bzod pa dam (shig ces su dran // brtson 'gms ting kdzin 
shes par bya // bsam gtan ye shes zhes byar dran // shes rab ces bya phyag rgya che // don dam par ni shes 
par bya // skyes mched drug ni dag par bya // phyag rgya drug tu rab tu grags // ngs drug rim par shes par 
bya lha mo’i bdag nyid phyag rgya / yaip raip laip varp aip harp ste // lha mo yi ni rim pas so // de ru 
mchod pa rab tu bya // mchod pa ro mnyam nm pa'o // ihim dang longs spyod dbang gis ni // gnas kun 
gyì ni de bzhin no // gtum mo btso blag dombi dang // gar mkhan thod pa bram ze mo // gtum padma'i 
rigs yin te // btso blag rin chen rigs su dran // dombi rdo ije'i ngs zhes bya // gar mkhan rai grì'i rìgs su 
dran // thod pa can ni 4khor lofi ngs // de Inga dag pa phyag rgya'o // ye shes phyag rgya bram ze mo // 
rdo cje sems dpa'i rìgs su dran // bran ze mo ni ma yin te // thod pa ma ni srìng mor dran // gar mkhan bu 
mor shes par bya // dombi chung mar rab tu grags // btso blag mkhan ni mna' ma yin // gtum mo sgyug 
mor dran pa*o // shes rab thabs kyi cho ga yis / rtog pa mcd pas mchod par bya // mam rtog med pas 
dngos grub 'grub / / ji ltar bsnyen pa skad cig gis // ma ni sems zhes bstan pa ste // gsung ni 'di ni srìng 
mor dran // bu mo skur mam par grags // chung ma srog ces bya bar dran // mna* ma rtsol bar dran pa ste // 
sgyug mo mnyam par dran pa'o // ma ni mthu yi rtsa yin te // sangs rgyas rin po che yi snod // sring mo 
khu ba'i rtsa yìn te // mchog mafi gnas na yod pa'o // bu mo khrag gì rtsa yin te H khu ba'i rtsa yi 'og na 
yod // chung ma dri chu*i risa yin te // gnyis gyi bar na ycxl pa*o // mna* ma mchi ma*i rtsa yin te // mgrin 
pa'i gnas na ycxi pa'o // sgyug mo snabs kyi rtsa yin te // dpral ba'i gnas na yod pa'o // ma ni sa ru shes 
par bya // srìng mo chu ru dran pa'o // bu mo me ni yin par dran // chung ma rlung du rab tu grags // mna* 
ma de ni nam mkhaf ste // sgyug mo nam mkha* ma yin no // ma ni mngar ba yin pa 'gyur // srìng mo de 
ni skyur bar dran // bu mo kha bar shes bya ste // chung ma lan tshvar 'di ru dran // tsha ba de ni mna* ma 
ste // sgyug mo bska bar dran pa'o // de mams 4bad pas mchod par bya // myur du dngos grub chob par 
4gyur // mal *byor las myed dka? ba // phyag rgyaM rigs su bdag gis bshad // dpal phyag rgya chen poM 
thig le las phyag rgya'i brda dang mchod pavi cho ga âies bya ba'i Ie*u ste dgu pa'o / (DK fols. 72b-73a)

147 It could refer, for example, to the second and third initiations of the anuttarayogatantras, which in its 
classical form required that the candidate approached the master with a female consort who was also a 
disciple of that master. The candidate would be blindfolded while the master and consort engage in sexual 
union. A drop o f mixed male and female sexual fluids is placed on the candidates tongue, bestowing the 
second or ,4sec re r initiation (guhyäbhiseka). The disciple then unites with the consort, and is instructed in 
the experience o f the four joys (cflfMrÀnam/fl人 bestowing the third or “wisdom-intuition” initiation 
(prajnàjnânâbhiseka). (See Kvaeme 1975 concerning these initiations.) In the course of these encounters, 
the consort serves in various roles vis-à-vis the master and candidate, and these roles can be articulated as 
family relationships since the master and his disciples are often considered to be a “family”. She is the 
Udaughter^* to the master and, as a being a fellow disciplet a '"sister"* to the candidate. When in union with 
ihe master she is the candidates “molhep’ and the master’s “wife”.
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Awakened State which the Tantric adept seeks to attain.148 That is, Buddhists made 

deliberate and sometime radical use of the polysemous nature of language, in order to yoke 

language to the spiritual path outlined in the Tantras themselves.

232.2 The Logic of Mastery

On the basis on these evocative but ambiguous textual passages alone it is not 

possible to draw conclusions concerning the practices engaged in by Indian Tantric adepts. 

While there is substantial evidence that sexual yogas were practiced by certain persons 

under certain circumstances, no speculation concerning the details of these practices, 

persons, or circumstances will be entertained here. Nevertheless, it appears likely that 

sexual practices were engaged in by at least a small minority of practitioners, for there are 

texts which criticize those who literally interpret the texts and translate them into practice, 

and such critiques would have been superfluous unless there actually were such persons.149 

Insofar as sexual yogas were practiced by Tantric Buddhists, there is considerable evidence 

suggesting that the engagement in sensual pleasures recommended in the Tantras were not 

intended to simply provide hedonistic release, but to afford instead an opportunity for yogic 

practices which probably differ considerably from mere libertinism. Buddhasrijnana,150 in 

his describes a sexual practice which starts

out with relatively mundane foreplay, but appears to culminate in the deliberate stimulation 

of subtle channels present in the vicinity of the vulva. He recommends that the adept

141 Bucknell and Stuart-Fox wrote that Intentional Language (sandhäbhäsä) was <(onginally a statement of 
micrcx:osm>inacrocosm parallelism, but it apparently soon became a secret code and teaching aid/* 
(1986:190)

149 Some of these texts will be discussed in this section below.

130 Buddhasrïjnâna, the founder of the Jnànapàda school of Guhyasamâja exegesis lived in the eighth 
century, and is reputed to have studied the Tantras in Oddlyâna under numerous dâkinls, the yogini 
Guneru, and the âcârya Vilâsavajnu See Roerich 1949, p. 367.
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Rub the mandala of the lotus with your left hand, and stimulate it with your 
tongue. Gazing at it from above and from below, desire it with your mind. Then 
that joyful lady says the following, displaying her lotus: 4<Lord of Self-arisen 
Great Bliss! Enter into this lotus. Seek out your channel wheels (nädicakra) 
through realization of the winds and channels•” Then you should open up the 
great channel wheel which abides within the lotus, and which is ornamented with 
eight petals, a corolla, filaments and the five essences. Seek out the three channels 
(nòli) [called] the Vowel and Consonant Mantra (àlikâlimantra), the Turtle 
(kûrmaka) and the Rabbit (sasaka). The channel which is the Lord of the 
Adamantine Realm (vajradhätii) within the vulva, free of subjectivity and 
objectivity, must be known with the finger through the power of the Guru\s oral 
instructions.151

This practice was evidently carried out for the mutual discovery and manipulation of 

elements of the subtle body by a trained yogin and yogini, and it appears to differ quite 

significantly from mundane sexual behavior;152 the very specificity of this passage suggests

>s> This appears to be a description of a practice akin to those contained in the astakâmakalàprayoga 
categorization of the Kaulas, which are conveniently illustrated on several Orìssan tem ples.【n particular 
there is a striking similarity to the yonyàbhisekha 'consecration of the yoni* or purascarana 4 foreplayf 
stages. See Donaldson 1986, esp. p. 156. Buddhasnjnana's text occurs as follows: / g.yon gyis padma'i 
dkyil *khor ni // mnye zhing Ice yis bskyod par bya // steng 4og tu yang blta byas nas // sems kyis de la 
chags par by a // de nas dga' baf i bu mo des // padma bstan nas %di skad smra // rang 'byung bde chen rgyal 
po ni // padma Adi la rab tu gnas // rtsa dang rlung gis rtogs *gyur bas // khyod kyi rtsa yi kkhor lo tshol // 
de nas de yi sor mo yis // nang nas rtsa yi 'Ichor lo che // padma la gnas snying po Ingas // rgyan byas zevu 
'bru ge sar dang // 'dab ma rgyad pa gsal byas nas // â H kâ li mantra dang // kur ma ka dang sha sha ka // 
nà li gsum po btsal bar bya // rdo ije dbying kyi dbang phug rtsa // gzung gdzin bnil ba bha ga'i dbus // 
bla ma's man ngag stobs kyis ni // sor mos go bar bya dgos so /  (DT fol. 6b).

152 This point was made by Jackson (1992), who analyzed several of the songs attributed to the 
mahàsiddha Känha and argues against the facile, literal interpretation of them made by Siegal (1981). One 
problem with Jackson's o Jierwise commendable analysis is his implicit equation of yoga with ascesis; for 
example, he argues that Kânha's songs are strongly suggestive of yogic practices, and goes on to say, "If 
this is so, then asceticism plays some role in his life". (1992:95). Jackson himself defines asceticism as 
%tihe denial of ordinary pleasures for the purpose of attaining an extraordinary goal.'* ( 1992:96 n. 2). I 
would argue that Tantric yogic practices precisely do not involve asceticism in this sense. As numerous 
Tantric texts suggest, pleasure in whatever form is not to rejected or sublimated to a higher goal. Rather 
^ordinary'* and potentially addictive activities such as eating, drinking and sex are taken up as part of 
Tantric practice, and while these are practiced in a way that is not <4ordinaryM; there does not appear to be 
any rejection of pleasure as such. Unlike asceticism, which appears to imply a duality between purity and 
impurity and so forth« Tantric Buddhism, like Zen Buddhism as described by Clasquin, ^remains true to 
its own philosophical basis of non-duality by refusing to recognize a distinction between enlightened and 
ignorant action. Nirvana and Samsara, celibacy and sexuality (Q asquin  1992:79) Or, a distinction which 
Tantric Buddhists recognize is that between skillful, liberating actions and unskillful, limiting actions. 
Here the distinction rests not in the ultimate nature of any action or phenomenon, but rather in the 
intention, insight and artfülness that underlie its execution. Rather tKan labeling Tantric sexual practices as 
a type of ua5cetidsm'\ we might instead consider them to be yogas which require an advanced degree of 
mastery over one*s body and mind. While this mastery does not necessarily require or entail ascetic 
deprivation, it definitely entails a degree of control which is not present in normal sex acts, and thus 
departs significantly from them. Tsongkhapa would concur here; as we shall see, he explicitly commented 
that these pracüces were not the same as the ordinary ones they superficially resemble, and thus have 
nothing to do with the orgies imagined by the literal-minded Siegal, which Jackson rightly pointed out.
On the other hand, this departure from the ordinary does not mean that ordinary sexual bliss is renounced. 
If anything, Tantric texts claim to exceed this bliss, enabling one to achieve the great bliss (mahâsukha), 
supreme bliss (paramasukha) or orgasmic bliss (sahajasukha), which are often described using sexual 
metaphors; that it, it is a bliss which encompasses and exceeds the ordinary, made possible by the yogic 
mastery which allows the adept to experience the ordinary in a heightened fashion.
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that we are no longer in the realm of pure rhetoric, but praxis. Or rather, we are dealing 

with textual representations of praxis; it is probably not possible to ascertain the extent to 

which descriptions such as this were deployed in practice. Yet the fact that this passage 

comes from a mukhagama, a text that accompanied a specific tradition^ lineage of practice, 

suggests that it was deployed to some extent, even if we can never know by whom or 

under what circumstances, or even exactly what took place.

This description does appear to evoke the general ethos of the kâmasàstras, 

although the exact relation between the 沾mraiöyfras and the tómoyUyfras is far from clear. 

The sophistication of these texts，however, clearly points away from a “primitive” origin 

and toward a more civilized, urban milieu.153

The consequences of such practices were evidently quite different than those of 

normal sexual relationships. The Tantras prescribe a devotion on the part of male adepts 

toward their female consorts as a prerequisite for achieving success.154 155 The spiritual 

success attainable through such service is supposedly quite great, as is the danger for the 

insincere yogin seeking only sexual gratification. Concerning this issue Tsongkhapa, 

commenting on verses in the Cakrasamvara TantraJ55 wrote the following:

153 A thorough investigation of the relationship between Tanlric literature and the kàmasàstras has yet to be 
written. Fiser*s preliminary investigation into ihe relationship between the kàmaéàstra and vinaya 
literatures is a good, but brief, start. It does appear, however, that this type of literature is quite 
sophisticated, and points to a urbane milieu for their composition, study and practice. This seems to 
contradict the “primitive” hypothesis for these aspects of fanlric practice. Hence while we could 
conceivably translate the terms ganacakra or cakrapûjâ as l4orgy,f in the classical sense of the term, from 
Latin orgia, meaning secret rites or observances, especially involving the use of song, dance, sex and 
intoxicants (OED, see Brown 1993, voi. 2 p. 2021.1,2), this translation may not be ideal given the current 
connotations of the term. This type o f rite, though ancient and pervasive, is not particularly primitive, and 
possibly occurred in a wide variety of social and historical contexts.

154 For a striking example in Buddhist Tantric literature see the Candamahärosana Tantra ch. 8, edited 
and translated in George 1974.

155 He comments on CST ch. 27 vv. lc-3b: t4Having understood [their] characteristics, there will be rapid 
engagement with the powers (siddhi). Going from town to town, the form of the dûti is revealed. The 
düti is like the sharp edge of a sword. She purifies and augments one^s merit. Therefore, being well 
acquainted with the dûti, the adept will rapidly attain success (siddhi)'" /  mtshan nyid dbye ba shes byas 
nas // dngos grub myur du 'jug byed ni // grong dang grong du de song nas // pho nya'i gzugs ni mlshon 
par bya // pho nya ral gri*i so *dra zhing // dag byed bsod nams 4phel byed yin // de bzhin pho nya legs 
*grogs pas // sgrub pa po y is dngos grub *thob / DK fol. 231b).
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What is the method of succeeding with the yoginis? If one understands the 
previously explained characteristics of the yoginls, one will succeed with the 
yoginis. Why is this necessary? It is because relying on the düti (consort) one 
will attain rapid engagement with the powers (siddhi); [the Root Tantra thus] says 
'There will be rapid engagement with the powers.1' How does one seek the düti?
The yogin, going from village to village where people gather, should observe and 
recognize the düti who there by means of her form, i.e., her body color, shape, 
and so forth. Is it difficult or easy to serve the düti? The dùti is like the sharp 
edge of a sword. Just as it is necessary to handle a sword edge fearlessly and 
with an unagitated mind, if one is well associated with the düti, since one^ sins 
are purified and one’s merit enhanced, the adept will attain success. However， if 
one is at fault in service, not only will one attain no benefit, but the retribution will 
be very great. It says in the Herukäbhyudaya that uIf a hypocrite yogin who lacks 
yoga lies with a mudrâ, lacking intuition on this path of intuition (jnânamàrga)f 
there is no doubt that he will end up in hell.”156 It is essential that one 
understands the scriptural passages concerning the extreme retribution for acting 
in this context in the impure manner characteristic of the worldly ones.157

The true test for the properly prepared yogin or yogini would be to engage with the most

defiling or passion-inspiring of things or activities without having his or her mind

disturbed, and even to alter or reverse the normal physiological responses to excitations

such as the sexual; and it is arguable that the sexual rites in the third and fourth Unexcelled

Yogatantra initiations, which will be discussed below, were intended as precisely such a

test, designed by and for yogins and yoginis. If so, they would truly represent a rite de

passage in the fullest sense of the term.

Filliozat suggests that the violations of morality in the Buddhist Tantras

do not merely consist in allowing free-play to impulses. These violations are 
based on certain procedures into which the adept is initiated by the master and 
they generally take place only after a probation of asceticism which is intended to 
bestow a kind o f immunity against the consequences of such violatìons....It is to

156 This quote occurs in ch. 7 of ihe HA as follows: / mal *byor med par ma! 4byor 4chos // phyag rgya la 
ni bgrod *gyur dang // ye shes med par ye shes tshui // dmyal bar 4gro bar the ishom med L (DK fol. 6b, 
QT p. 223.5).

157 / mal 4byor ma mams sgrub pa*i ishul ji Itar win zhe na / mal 4byor ma rnams kyi sngar bshad pa*i 
mtshan nyid kyi dbye ba ste khyad par mams shes par byas nas / mal Abyor ma mams bsgrub pa* o / dgos 
pa gang gi don du zhe na /  pho nya la brten nas dngos grub myur du 4jug pa thob par bya ba'i don du'o // 
myur du dngos grub 4jug par 4gyur /  zhes 4byung ngo // pho nya tshol baM ishul ni / rnal 4byor pa de skye 
bo tshogs pa'i grong dang grong du song nas / de na gnas pa'i pho nyafi gzugs te kha dog dang dbyibs la 
sogs pa yis ni mtshon pa ste shes par b y a^  // '〇 na pho nya mo bsten par dka* kam sia snyam na / pho nya 
mo ni ral gri*i so dang 4dra ste / ral gri'i so la brten pa na *jigs shing yid ma yengs pa dgos pa de bzhin du 
pho nya mo dang cgrogs pa legs na sdig pa dag par byed cing / bsod nams "phel bar byed pas sgrub pa pos 
ni dngos grub *lhob la /  bsten pa nyes na phan yon mi 4thob par ma zad nyes dmigs shin tu che ste / he ru 
ka mngon 4byung las /  mal 4byor med par mal 4byor chos // phyag rgya la ni bgrod gyur dang // ye shes 
med par ye shes tshui // dmyal bar "gro bar the tshom med /  ces gsungs te yul rten kun mtshan nyid ma 
tshang bar de Itar byed pa la nyes dmigs shin tu che bar gsung pa mams shes dgos so / (KS, TL fol. 14Sb)
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be remembered, above allt that self-mastery is the essential element of the psycho- 
physiological techniques of yoga to which the Buddhist techniques are related.
The influence of these techniques intervenes, then, to discipline the activity and to 
give it another significance than the one found in the ordinary libertine.
(1991:333)

The emphasis on internal mastery is not unique to Tantric Buddhism, but rather was an 

ideal of Buddhism from a very early period, possibly from its inception. Mac Queen has 

argued, in fact, that it is an ideal which is characteristic of the axial age protest movements 

in India, which include Buddhism as well as the other movements that have been labeled

tsramanic,\  According to MacQueen,

In much of Indian literature contemporary with early Buddhism there is a 
tendency to portray the ascetic as a hero and to characterize him increasingly in 
terms previously reserved for the traditional warrior-hero of mighty deeds and 
exploits. For many people of this time the true man of spirit, the hero of the age, 
was one whose quest and adventure, as well as his battles, were internal. 
(1981:243)

MacQueen uses the term uasceticM, but he qualifies the term in concordance with a 

distinction made by Buddhists: the l*true asceticn is one who is engaged in the pursuit of 

self-mastery, as opposed to the “false ascetic” who engages in mortifications for the 

purpose of attaining selfish aims. (1981:248-49) The former type necessarily gives up 

narrow, self-centered goals which ultimately reduce to a desire to assert control over the 

external world, and instead seek an inner control which, according to the Buddhists, is a 

prerequisite for a true spiritual development.

Such a demonstration of yogic mastery is perhaps what Asanga intended in his 

famous and controversial verse in chapter nine of the Mahàyânasùtrâlarnkàra, which 

occurs as follows:

In the transmutation of the foundation highest mastery is obtained, which is the 
non-lcx:alized nirvana in the immaculate state of the Buddhas. In the 
transmutation of sexual union (maithuna) highest mastery is obtained in the 
abode of the Buddha’s bliss, in the unafflicted presence o f the consort.158 158

158 Q i. 9, w . 45-46: (45) praüsihâyàh parâvrttau vibhutvam labhyate param / apratisihitamrvânam 
buddhânâm amale pade // (46) maithunasya paràvrttau vibhutvam labhyate param / buddhasaukhyavihâre 
"tha darà 4samklesadarsane // (Bagchi 1970:44). Trans, based on Thurman's unpublished trans.
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Tantric texts are replete with the language of control and mastery* rather than hedonistic 

release.159 * Demonstrating this sort of mastery would, conventionally speaking, entail a 

violation of the pratimoksa vow of celibacy, but it would be permissible for the laity, and it 

is possible that among certain circles such practice by properly trained monks or nuns 

would not be considered a violation provided that it was accompanied by an inner sense of 

renunciation, and conducted discretely.

That such a mastery is intended is suggested by certain Tibetan authors. The First

Dalai Lama dGe 'dun grub (b. 1391-1475 CE), for example, wrote in his text The Yogic

Stages o f the Kalacakra Tantra that the prerequisite for engaging in such yogic techniques

is training of the mind recommended in the Sûtrayâna, i.e., exoteric Buddhism. In his

comment to this recommendation, Lad Rinpoche explains that

When Gen-dun Drub refers to Sutrayana practices, he means the methods for 
generating a mindstream tamed by an inner experience of the free spirit of 
renunciation and the Mahayana attitude of great compassion. The first of these is 
necessary in order to use lust as the path, a qualification of Highest Tantra Yoga; 
and the second is necessary in order to sublimate our experience of the wrathful 
symbols meditated upon. (Mullin 1981:150-51)

The logic of mastery and reversal seems to apply to other “transgressions” recommended in

the Tantras, such as drinking alcohol. Chapter Twenty-seven of the Cakrasamvara Tantra

enjoins that the adept engages in the uthree purities,\  which are modes of conduct which

would not in normal Indian social contexts be considered purifying. 'T he three purities are,

first, the purity of the consort (duti)t second, soma, and eating food together. The yogin

should always, always, protect these purities. If one attains to the level of these purities,

whence will the powers (siddhi) not arise?,,I6° Tsongkhapa explains that:

159 For example in prànàyâma techniques the breath is controlled, and in sexual yoga the semen is retained 
rather than released. Control of the mind and the sense powers is required for Buddhists of all schools. 
See Bharati 1976, p. 96.

im CST ch 27 YY 20.c-22.b: / pho nya gtsang sbra dang po yin // gnyis pa zhi ba yin par 4dod // zas gcig 
tu ni za ba nyid // gtsang sbra gsum pa yin par bshad // mal *byor pa yis rtag pa m // glsang sbra 4di dag 
rtag tu bskyang // gtsang ma dag pa*i rim thob na // dngos grub gang las 4byung mi (gyur / (DK foi. 
232a).
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The first of the three purities is relying on the consort (dûti) because she is the 
source of the very precious bliss o f all Victors. The second is said to be soma, 
i.e. the five ambrosias and liquor. It is taught that this is not the state of 
drunkenness. Eating food from one vessel with the consort is explained as the 
third purity. The yogin should always maintain these three purities. In that way, 
drink soma and eat good food on the occasion of the expansion of the elements; 
relying on the dûti one will augment the concentration of bliss-void. Thus, if one 
gradually attains the state of pristine purity, whence will the success of 
Mahâmudrâ not arise? It will arise from the three purities.161

Obviously, purity here is not understood in the conventional sense, as associating with a

sexual partner who may be of a different social class, and sharing with him or her alcohol

and meat from a single bowl, are all activities which conventionally speaking resulted in

impurity. Moreover, the sexual arts that might be conducted with him or her may bear only

a superficial similarity to conventional practices, and certainly a different aim, the realization

of the bliss-void concentration which enables the experience of the clear light which can be

glimpsed by the yogically prepared in the 'between states, (antaràbhava) which are

thought to occur in the processes of orgasm, sleeping and dying.162 Likewise, the

enjoyment of good food and drink is necessary to expand one's sensory powers (rather

than abuse and wither them in asceticism), so that their powers can be yoked to the cart of

liberation. Through such expansion, they can then be used to realize the experiential

unification (samarasa) of all things, the interpenetration of the sense powers and sense

objects, of subject and object, which is represented by the union of the deity couples, and

which is characterized by great bliss.

This is explained more thoroughly by Tsongkhapa in the context of commenting 

upon a verse in chapter nine of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, which is: ^Understanding what

161 KS: / gtsang sbra gsum las dang po ni pho nya la brten pa yin te / de ni rgyal ba thams cad kyi bde ba 
rin po che'i 'byung gnas yin pa'i phyir ro // gnyis pa ni zhi ba'am zia ba zhe pa bdud rtsi Inga dang chang 
yin par (dod de / ra ro ba ma yin par bstan no // phyag rgya dang snod gcig tu zas bza* ba nyid ni gtsang 
sbra gsum pa yin par bshad de /  mal 4byor pa yis rtag pa ru ste rgyun du gtsang sbra gsum po kdi dag rab 
tu bskyang bar bya*o // de Itar khams rgyas pa 'i thabs su zhi ba*i btung ba dang kha zas bzang po zos te // 
pho nya la brten nas bde stong gi ting nge "dzin *phel bas // gtsang mavi dag pa'i nm  pa rim gyis thob na / 
gtsang sbra gsum po gang las phyag rgya chen po*i dngos grub "byung bar mi %gyur te 4byung bar 'gyur ro 
L (TL fol. 149b).

162 For a discussion of these yogas see Mullin 1996, esp. pp. 184 ff.
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was stated by the Sugata, that the savor, etc. of drinks such as barley (cam) and foods, etc.,

are the means of achieving power (siddhi)J'^  Tsongkhapa comments here that:

Knowing well what was spoken by the Sugata, enjoy the savor, form, sound， 
scent and touch of foods such as meat and drinks such as beer. Making such 
excellent offerings to yourself, you will attain all the powers. As for camt 
although there are others with which one can engage, here it is not suitable. As it 
is explained as cam, ^pleasing1*, it refers to enjoying extremely pleasing objects. 
Furthermore, one must increase bliss in order to effect the bliss-void union. In 
order to augment the 'lily-like' (kunda, semen) on which one depends since it is 
che support of biiss, it is necessary to expand the sense powers together with their 
supports by enjoying special desired objects. As it says in the Dvikalpa, 44Since 
camphor (semen) is the cause, eat meat (baia) and especially drink w ine /'163 164

A very similar qualified justification for the enjoyment of normally forbidden substances, in

the context of Hindu Tantrism, is given by Bhâskararâya165 as follows:

The form of Brahman is bliss and that is established in the body. The [ritual] 
substances which manifest that [bliss】 are drunk by the Yogis.... However if the 
substances when not ritually used [and so considered] impure (apavitram) are 
drunk then because they actively obstruct the aims of human life, they bind one to 
sin [and] are not capable of inducing that [blissful] state.166

Here beer drinking and meat eating are prescribed both to expand one's sensory powers as 

well as, evidently, to augment semen production, which according to the Indian medical

163 9 . / sugatavarnitam jnâtva khânapânâdicaru / bhojyabhojanain rasâdyâh sarvasiddhis ca 
sâdhakah // (manuscript fol. 9b). / bder gshegs gsungs pa 4di shes pa // bza* btung la sogs caru yi // bza* 
dang btung ba*i ro sogs pa // dngos grub thams cad sgrub byed yin / (DK fol. 222a).

164 KS: /  bde bar gshegs pas gsungs pa 'di / legs par shes nas sha la sogs pa'i bza* ba dang / chang la sogs 
pa*t btung ba*i bza* btung gi ro dang sogs kyis gzugs dang sgra dang diri dang reg bya bsten pas /  bdag 
nyid la rab tu mchod par byed pa ni dngos grub thams cad sgrub par byed pa yin no // câ ru ni lhag ma la 
yang (jug mod kyang 4dir de mi ftgrig pas /  mdzes pa la ^had pa Itar *dod yon mams kyang shin tu yid du 
4ong ba bsten zhes pa*o // de yang bde chen dang stong pa sbyor ba la bde ba 4phel dgos la /  de yang bde 
bafi rten kunda Ita bu rgyas pa la rag las shing /  de rgyas pa la kdod yon khyad par can mams bsten pas 
dbang po rten bcas rgyas dgos pa yin te / brtag gnyis las / de la ga pur rgyu yi phyir // sha ni bza* ba nyid 
du bya// khyad par du yang chang nyid do /  (TL fol. 94b). Tsongkhapa quotes three quarters of HT kalpa 
2 ch. 11 v. 15, which occurs in SnelIgrove*s edition as follows: karpuram piyate tatra madanam caiva 
visesatah / balasya bhaksanan tatra kuryât karpQrahetunâ //; / de la ga pur btung bar bya // de la ga pur rgyu 
yi phyir// sha ni bzaf ba nyid du 4gyur// khyad par du yang chang nyid do / (1959: vol. 2 pp. 98-99. 
Snellgrove does not translate this verse.

165 Bhâskararâya was a brahmin Srividyâ practitioner who lived in Tamil Nadu during the first half of the 
eighteenth century. See Brooks 1990, p. x-xi.

166 Brooks 1990, p. 113. Translated here is v. 15 of Bhâskararâya^ Tripurä Upanisadbhäsya, which 
comments on Kulämava Tantra 5.80.
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tradition is the product of food refined sevenfold over a period of twenty-eight days，167 and 

which is needed for Perfection Stage yogic practices.

When studying this tradition it becomes increasingly clear that it is not immoral 

transgression that is recommended, but a disciplined engagement with the very unconscious 

drives that motivate and empower the passions. This type of self-mastery, rather than a 

sign of primitiveness or immorality, is precisely the sort of self-mastery which according to 

Elias characterizes the “civilizing process”.*68 For a tradition dedicated to the attainment of 

Awakening this is a logical if not inevitable development, for it is the result 〇!:• intensive 

study and experimentation with the negative propensities. It is also a “heroic” effort, for it 

involves the exploration of aspects of the mind which are normally suppressed and hence 

unconscious, which is always a difficult endeavor. It is dangerous as well in that one 

engaged with this path risks social condemnation both for engaging in transgressive 

practices and, possibly, just for bringing into the light of day things most would prefer to 

be suppressed.169 It is perhaps in part for these reasons that secrecy is enjoined for Tantric 

practitioners, and typically isolated places of practices are recommended.

It is perhaps inevitable that those not properly trained, however, would be attracted 

to these practices. The Hevajra Tantra wams us against those who do not know about the 

“practice of reversal’，，i.e.， the mastery described above: “By the very means that persons of 

terrible conduct are bound, those who possess liberati ve ari (upàya) are liberateci thereby

167 See White 1996a, pp. 339-42. The time consuming process of semen production is one of ihe reasons 
why its retention is recommended in Indian medical and spiritual traditions, for if emission rates exceed 
production rates it is rapidly depleted, with ill health consequences. This idea is expressed in the 
following poem by the Tamil Saiva poet Tâyumânavan t4Ecstatically, you think, *sex is bliss/ / This 
embracing becomes more frequent, / Growing to excess / Like ihe waning moon, / Your intellect becomes 
exhausted. / And your body shrivels up / Like a monkey*s wrinkled skin. / You grow old soon..7 When 
ihe dark Lord of Death comes, / Who will protect you, / O sinful mind?M (White 1996a:340).

,6S See Elias 1982, esp. part two, pp. 229-333.

169 If Coulianu (1987) is correct the Reformation and Counter-Reformation of sixteenth and seventeenth 
century Europe can be viewed as a reaction to and suppression of the arts of the active imagination which 
were very popular and influential in fifteenth century Europe.
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from the bonds of existence. By passion the world is bound, and by passion too it is

released, but by the heretical buddhists the practice of reversals is not known/1170

Regarding this sort of practitioner, still bound by self-centered motivations, Vilâsavajra

gives a dark but somewhat mysterious warning in his Mahàtilakakrama:

If one adopts [the practice of] Anuyoga170 171 without being pure, and as a result onet 
always obsessed with one’s experience, feels there is no need to complete the 
observances (vrata), and that it is alright to abandon the four mudras which are 
like a lamp found in the darkness, then one will not experience bliss, and will 
achieve no transcendent activities, and even contrived virtues will be inexpressible 
[for such a person].172 173

Given the dangers evidently inherent to Tantric practice and exegesis, the Tantric path as set 

forth in the commentaries tends toward elitism in claiming that it is a higher path intended 

for a higher sort of disciple. And while Buddhist Tantrism in theory and in practice 

adheres to the doctrine of nonduality, it is not the case that there is no basis to draw 

provisional distinction between different sorts of practitioners. In the context of Buddhist 

praxis the most meaningful distinction between people is between those who have a proper 

understanding of reality (tattvajfia) and those who do not. This potentially can lead to a 

radically different understanding of the world and what sorts of behavior is appropriate 

within it. Hence, Äryadeva stated: 'That which is truth for the childish is erroneous for the 

yogins, as ultimately there is neither bondage nor liberation/^73

170 HV kalpa 2 ch. 2 w.50-51: (50) yena yena hi badhyante jantavo raudrakarmanâ / sopäyena tu tenaiva 
mucyante bhavabandhanât // (51) râgena badhyate loko râgenaiva vìmucyate / viparïtabhâvanâ hy esâ na 
jnâtâ buddhatirthikaih //; / skye bo mi bzad pa yi las // gang dang gang gis 4ching 4gyur ba // thabs dang 
bcas na de nyid kyis // srid pafi 4ching ba las grol *gyur // chags pas 4jig rien 4ching *gyur ba // *dod chags 
nyid kyis mam grol 4gyur // bzlog pafi sgom pa 4di nyid ni If sangs rgyas mu stegs kyis mi shes / 
(Snellgrove 1959: vol. 2 pp. 50-51). Trans, by Snellgrove with alterations by me; see Snellgrove 1959: 
vol. 1 P.93.

171 The term anuyoga is an old, alternative name for anuttarayoga class of Tantras. For a discussion of 
these classes see section 4.2.2 below.

172 / gal te dag par mi *gyur yang // a nu yo ga*i dmigs pa yis // rtag tu rang nyams 4jug par Idan // brtul 
zhugs zad par mi dgos na // mi gang mun sei myed pa bzhin // bzhi yi phyag rgya spangs kyang rung // 
bde ba nyams par yongs mi *gyur // mthar phyin bya ba med par 4gmb // yon tan spros pa bijcxi mi lang / 
(DT 147b).

173 CV v. 23: yalsatyam iti bâlânâm tan mithyâ khalu yoginâm // gacchannantam anenaiva na baddho na ca 
mucyate // (Patel 1949, p. 2); / byis pa mams la gang bden pa // de ni mal 4byor pa la brdzun // *di nyid 
kyis na mthar phyin pa // beings pa med cing grol ba med /  (Patel 1949 p. 20).
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Nâgâijuna likewise wrote: 4<By means of the very mind by which the childish are 

bound in cyclic existence, the yogin succeeds to the state of the Sugata* Nothing here is 

bom nor is there anything which dies; even cyclic existence should be understood as 

existing in a mind-made form.nl74 The idea here seems to be that ultimately there is no 

basis for anything; even bondage and liberation are contingent upon the way in which one 

engages with reality, and primarily one’s mental attitude in doing so. Nothing is 

intrinsically liberating nor binding; even the best or most meritorious of activities would 

simply further one's bondage if one engaged in it with a selfish motivation, while likewise 

neither the most foul of things or activities will taint one if one is motivated by the interests 

of others rather than one’s own narrow interests. Moreover， Tantric authors assert that 

they might even be conducive to liberation, here conceived in broader terms than simply 

personal release from suffering. The key to liberation, then, lies not cleaving to or avoiding 

anything in the world, but in understanding the nature of one's one mind, and cleansing the 

mind of negative patterns of thought which are conducive to bondage.

According to Äryadeva, it is essential to avoid the extremes of both attachment and 

aversion, and chart a middle way between the two on the basis of a thorough understanding 

of the nature of reality. He wrote that 'The Childish are attached to forms, and the middling 

are free of attachment. Those of supreme intelligence, who understand the nature of form, 

are liberated.^174 175 Here he posits two extremes, attachment and aversion, which correspond 

to worldly existence on the one hand and ascetic rejection of that on the other. The best of 

practitioners, however, avoids both of these extremes. This hierarchy of practitioners 

reminds one of a similar categorization by Shenhui， who “distinguished two kinds of

174 Pancakrama, Svâdhistânakramapatala^ vv. 16-17; yena cittena bâlâs ca samsâre bandhanam gatâh / 
yoginas tena cittena sugatânâm gatim gatâh // na câtrotpadyate kascin maranam nâpi kasyacit /  samsara eva 
jnâtavyas cittarüpâkitisihitah //; sems gang gis ni byis pa mams // *khor bar 'ching bas being gyur pa // 
sems de nyid kyis mal *byor pa // bde gshegs gnas su 4gro bar 4gyur // 4dir ni gang yang skyes ba med II 
gang yang 4chi ba yod raa yin // sems kyi rang bzhin mam gnas par // 'khor ba nyid ni shes par bya / 
(Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994:33).

175 CV v. 20: bâlâ rajyanti rüpesu vairâgyam yânti madhyamâh // svabhâvajnâ vimucyante 
rûpasyottamabuddhayah // (Patel 1949, p. 2); byis pa mams ni g2ugs la chags // 'bring po mams ni chags 
bral *gyur // gzugs sogs ngo bo nyid shes nas // blo mehog mams ni grol 4gyur // (Patel 1949, p. 20).
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illusion, the gross and the subtle. Gross delusion is to be attached to the passions, subtle

delusion is to attempt to get rid of passions in order to reach awakening/' (Faure 1998:19)

A three-fold hierarchy of students is described by Buddhaguhya in his commentary

to the Mahavairocana-abhisambodhi, as follows:

This Tantra of the Blessed Lord teaches that there are three types of student, the 
superior, middling and inferior. They are, respectively, students who understand 
through a nod of the head, who understand through examining the meaning, and 
who are merely attached to the words. Since those who "understand through a 
nod^ are sharp, of superior wisdom and greatly learned, they sympathize with the 
name of this Tantra, so by merely hearing the name Vairocanäbhisambodhi- 
vikurvitâdhisthàna they understand the entire import of this Tantra. Through the 
word “Vairocana” they understand that the Blessed Lord Vairocana whose 
Beatific Body (sambhogakäya) is the perfection of the stores o f merit and 
wisdom is the nature of omniscience. By the word abhisambodhi they 
understand that complete awakening is the true nature of their own mind.176

Buddhaguhya distinguished three types of students on the basis of their level of

understanding,177 which is simply an elaboration of Sa-chen Kun-dga* sNying-po's

distinction of two types of students on the basis of the sharpness or dullness of their

faculties, in the passage translated in section 1.3.2 above. Âryadeva presented a

complementary hierarchy in which ascetic aversion is superior to naive attachment to forms.

Superior to both approaches, however, is a sort of engagement based upon an

understanding of reality and motivated by compassion, wherein one might selectively or

176 /  de la bcom Idan 4das kyi rgyud 4di yang gdul baM *gro ba rab dang 'bring dang tha ma ste mam pa 
gsum gyi don du bstan te / mgo smos pas go ba dang /  don mam par phye bas go ba dang / tshig Ihur len 
pavi gdul ba'i kgro ba mams so // de la mgo smos pas go ba ni shes rab mc'nog tu mo zhing thos pa mang 
ba dang Idan pas rgyud 'di*i mtshan don dang [jes su mthun pa mam par snang mdzad mngon par rdzogs 
par byang chub pa mam par spml pa byin gyis rlob pa shes bya bayi mtshan tsam thos pas rgyud 'di'i don 
thams cad go bar (gyur te / mam par snang mdzad ces bya ba'i tshig gis bcom Idan Adas mam par snang 
mdzad longs spy od rdzog pa*i sku bsod nams dang ye shes kyi tshogs yongs su rdzogs pa thams cad 
mkhyen pa'i rang bzhin du shes so // mngon par rdzogs par byang chub pa zhes pa la mngon par byang 
chub pa ni rang gi sems yang dag pa ji Ita ba bzhin du shes pa ste / (MVV DT fol. 261 a,b)

177 Sometimes students are also differentiated on the basis of their meditative capabilities. For example, 
Abhayâkaragupta wrote in his Svâdhisthànakramopadesa that uBeginners who abide on this excellent 
Creation Stage should repeatedly meditate on each of its aspects. The middling only enter and are 
established in the clear light instantaneously, which is the beatific body of integration. The best are just 
established as the self of integration. The best of the best who meditate on the orgasmic obtain the success 
of Mahàmudrâ which is the very nature of the beatific body of integration, the ultimate radiance." / bskyed 
pa’i rim pa mchog la gnas pa’i las dang po pas ‘di mtha’ dag so sor yang dang yang du bsgom par bya’o // 
'bring gis ni zung 4jug longs spyod rdzogs pa'i sku skad cig gis kod gsal du zhugs pa dang bzhengs pa kho 
n ^ o  // mchog gi slar zung 4jug gi bdag nyid du bzhengs pa kho na*o // *di nyid Ihun gyis grub par bsgom 
pa mchog gi mchog rab tu gsal ba mthar thug pa zung 4jug longs spyod rdzogs pa*i sku'i rang bzhin phyag 
rgya chen po* i dngos grub thob par 4gyur ro /  (DT fol. 251 a)
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even thoroughly engage with the world in order to help beings attached therein, without 

oneself being entangled by the attachments that arise due to a failure in recognizing that the 

objects of attachment are ultimately devoid of intrinsic reality.

For one so motivated there are no strict or binding rules of behavior; even the

pratimoksa vows, the fundamental of vows of a monk or nun which include the vow of

celibacy, are to be broken if this is demanded by the higher ethic of compassion. Hence

Tripitakamâla wrote the following, apparently without fear that he would be misunderstood:

For Awakening Heroes (bodhisattva) who practice the Super Observance 
(mahävrata) there are no definite norms; they engage in whatever actions that can 
perfect the aims of others. An Awakening Hero, through his passion for all, may 
equipoise with women who are on the road to the bad ways (durgati)\ for him 
Upure conduct^ (krahmäcaryä, i.e. celibacy) is that conduct which achieves the 
unexcelled state whence there is no regard for the pratimoksa vows and so 
forth.178

One might be inclined to view this as a justification for cenobitic fornication. Naturally we 

cannot exclude this as a possible interpretation. In fact, there appears to have been some 

controversy concerning whether or not it was permissible for celibate monks or nuns to 

engage in the practice of the sexual yogas.

In particular, controversy surrounded the second and third of the four ttHigher,t 

initiations of the anuttarayogatantra traditions. These are the ^Secret^ (guhya) and 

“Wisdom-intuition” fprq/Âôjïïânfl) initiations. The former is only alluded to in the first and 

third chapters of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, and the second is not discussed at all, although 

Tsongkhapa is quite explicit in commenting on them.179 The Secret initiation required that 

the Vajrâcârya enter into sexual union with the consort (mudrä) in the presence of the 

blindfolded disciple, on whose tongue was placed a mixed drop of the red and white 

generative “seeds”, i.e.， the semen and menstruum， of the couple. Through this

178 /  bruii zhugs chen po de spyod pa'i byang chub sems dpa* ni bya ba mams la nges pa yod pa ma yin te 
/ ji Itar de*i gzhan gyi don gyi tshags phun sum tshogs par *gyur ba de Ita de Itar bya ba mams la 'jug par 
"gyur ro // byang chub sems dpa1 mams ni kun du chags pas ngan ftgro ba'i bud med btang snyoms su 
gzhag ste / so sor thar pa*i sdom pa la sogs pa la kos par mi byed kyi bla na med pa'i go (phang thob pa*i 
spyod pa gang yin 'di nyid de mams kyi tshangs par spyod pa yin no /  (NT fol. 1 lb)

179 See ch. 3 vv. 7-8 in appendices A and B below, and also section in.C.bJi. A.2.b.ii.A.2 in appendix C 
below.
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transmission, the disciple is empowered to learn the intimate details of the tradition^ most 

secret practices, which are symbolically revealed during the <rWisdom-Intuition,1 initiation, 

when the disciple, after being blindfolded, is instructed in the details of sexual yoga with 

the consort.

Obviously, this “higher^ initiation process involves a violation of the vow of 

celibacy taken by the monks and nuns. Perhaps for this reason Jagaddarpana, in his 

Âcâryakriyâsamuccaya, holds that these initiations should not be given by or for monks.130 

There appears to have been some controversy concerning this issue, however, and it 

appears that some “monks” did undertake this initiation, perhaps drawn by its reputation of 

being the “highest” and most efficacious available. That this was so is suggested by a letter

written by the Tibetan King Ye-shes-^d, who ruled a kingdom in Western Tibet during the

late tenth century and early eleventh century.180 181 He was evidently quite concerned about the

practice of such transgressions among the Buddhist community, and wrote an open letter

condemning them, which concluded with the following remark:

Those who have left the world (pravrajita, rab tu byung ba) should observe the 
Monastic Code (vinaya). Those who have entered the Mantrayana and practice 
the kriyâ, ubhaya, and yoga [Tantras]182 and even the Guhyasamäja and so forth 
must endeavor to adhere to their commitments (samaya) without contradicting the 
vinaya. Although the prajnätantras are excellent, due to misunderstanding of the 
import of intentional passages there have been many departures from the monastic 
teachings, it would also not be nustaken to simply not practice them.183 *

Concerned with reform of the monastic community in general and with moral

transgressions inspired by prajnätantras^ a class which includes the Cakrasamvara

Ta/ura， King Ye-shes-’od initiated the process of the “Second Transmission” of the

180 See Shukla 1975, pp. 128-29. 133.

181 Concerning his dates see Thakur 1994.

m  Concerning these and other classes of Tantras see section 4.2.2 below.

,g3 /  rab tu byung ba mams kyis kyang 4dul ba Itar bsrung zhing / bkaf gsang sngags la zhugs pa mams 
kyis kyang 'dui ba la brten pa dang mi 'gal bar /  kn ya dang /  upaya dang / yo ga dang / gsang ba "dus pa
la sogs pa'i bar la /  dam tshìg ma nyams par byas la 'bad do / shta mb kyì rgyud ni mchog tu gyur pa yin 
yang / dgongs pa can gyi tshig don ma shts nas / rab ta byung ba bslab pa dang phnil ba mang bas ma 
byas kyang 4g d  ba med pa tsam /  Edited in Karmay 1980, p. 19; my Irans., cf. Kamiay 1980 p. 17.
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Dharma to Tibet, which ironically resulted in the widespread dissemination of these Tantras 

to Tibet from India, where they were quite popular at that time. He was responsible for 

sending the “Great Translator” Rin-chen bZang-po to Kashmir, and was in part responsible 

for the invitation of the pandit Atisa to Tibet, who arrived in 1042 CE after the king had 

already died.

Atisa was both a monk and a Tantric master, a Vajrâcàrya, and while he wrote a

number of texts on Tan trie subjects, including several in the Cakrasamvara tradition, he was

also concerned with the reform of the Buddhist community in Tibet.184 To this effect he

wrote his Bodhipathapradipa, in which he commented that:

Due to the particular prohibition in the AdibuddhamahâtantraJ85 the Secret and 
Wisdom initiations should not be received by the celibate. If these initiations are 
taken, since those who live ceiibately and ascetically would be engaging in what is 
prohibited to them, their ascetic vows would be broken, and they would incur the 
downfalls which defeat the observant. And as they would certainly fall into the 
evil destinies, [for them] there would be no success.186

In his auto-commentary Atisa comments that the uhigherM initiations are suitable only for

the laity, and insists that they should not be taken by the monks, who would be betraying

their root vows, which in his view would have dire consequences. He wrote that

Regarding initiations there are two types: those on which householders rely, and 
those on which the celibate rely. That on which householder may rely includes 
everything taught in the Tantras, while the celibate from amongst those should 
avoid the Secret and Wisdom-intuition initiations. Why should they avoid those 
two? Celibacy is understood to be one of the virtues which cxrcurs as a point of 
doctrine in reliance upon the Buddhas teaching. Those two initiations are 
regarded as not being in accordance with the practice of celibacy. The two 
initiations would bring about the end of celibacy, and the end of celibacy would 
be the end of the Buddha's teaching. And by its ceasing the continuum of merit

1W For an introduction to Atlsa^s life and teaching career in India and Tibet see Chattopadhyaya 1967. For 
a list of works attributed to him preserved in the Tibetan canon see Chattopadhyaya 1967t pp. 44S ff.

1W That is, the Paramàdibuddhoddhrtasrìkàlacakra-nàma-tantraràja, also known simply as the 
Kàlacakra. Atisa refers to a passage in ch. 3; see fols. 67b-68a.

186 / dang po sang rgyas rgyud chen po las // rab tu 'bad pas bkag pa*i phyir // gsang ba (241a) shes rab 
dbang bskur ni // tshang par spyod pas blang mi bya // gal te dbang bskur de (dzin na // tshang spyod dka" 
thub la gnas pas // bkag pa spyad par 4gyur bas phyir // dka* thub sdom pa de ayams te // brtag zhugs can 
de pham pa yi // Itung ba dag ni 4byung 4gyur zhing // de ni ngan song nges lhung bas // grub pa yang ni 
yod ma yin /  (DT fols. 240b-241a)
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making would be broken. Since from that basis there would arise innumerable 
non-virtuous people， the celibate should thus avoid those two [initiations].”187

This passage is interesting for several reasons. First, it suggests, as will be argued in the

next chapter, that these Tantric traditions were initially formulated in an extra-monastic

context, and while they were clearly adopted by members of influential monastic

communities such as Nàlandâ and Vikramasila, where Atlsa taught,188 even by the eleventh

century they were not ftiily integrated. Indeed, given the focus on the enjoyment (bhoga)

of things prohibited to monks, such integration would not have come easily. That the

monastic precepts were at times broken in monastic communities by Tantric adepts is

suggested by the hagiographies o f siddhas such as Virupa and Maitripa, who were monks

until dismissed from the monasteries for allegedly violating the monastic code.189

That compromise was possible on this issue is suggested by the Tibetan context, in 

which these Traditions came to be fully accepted within the monasteries. Evidently, the 

Tibetans compromised by adapting the Secret and Wisdom-intuition initiations, removing 

completely all sexual practice, with the red and white drops symbolized by neutral 

substances similar in appearance.190 The initiations are thus performed in a symbolic 

fashion, and some hold that the actual performance of the sexual yogas is not necessary, 

and that they can be performed with an imagined consort (jnänamudrä) instead of an actual

187 Bodhimârgadipapanjikà: / de la dbang ni mam pa gnyis te /  khyim pa'i phyogs la brten pa dang / 
tshang par spyod pafi phyogs la brten pa'o // khyim pa*i phyogs la brten pa gang zhi na /  ji snyad rgyud 
las gsungs pa thams cad do // tshang par spyod pa'i phyogs la brten pa gang zhe na /  de dag nyid las gsang 
ba dang / shes rab ye shes spangs pa*o // de ci*i phyir de gnyis spangs she na / kdi Itar sangs rgyas kyi chos 
la brten nas dge ba ji snyed cig kbyung ba de dag thams cad ni bstan pa gnas pa las 4byung ba yin la / 
bstan pa gnas pa yang tshang par spyod pa kho la Itos shing /  dbang bskur ba gnyis ni tshangs par spyod 
pa'i mi mthun pavi gnas su müiong ba'i phyir ro // de bas na dbang bskur ba gnyis ni tshang par spyod pa 
zad par byed pa yin la /  tshangs par spyod pa zad na sangs rgyas kyi bstan pa nub par kgyur zhing / de nub 
pas bsod nams mngon par (du bya ba mams rgyun chad par *gyur la /  gzhi de las dge ba ma yin pa dpag tu 
med pa 'byung baU phyir de gnyis tshangs par spyod pa mams la spangs so zhes gsungs so /  (DT fol. 
2 9 0 〇 , 0 )

,M Concerning Atisa^s career at Vikramasila see Chattopadhyaya 1967, pp. 127-42.

189 Sec Dowman 1985T pp. 43-52 and also Talz 1988.

190 For example, at a recent initiation held in India yogurt mixed with a red pigment was used; at another 
held in New York, yogurt mixed with red Gatorade was used.
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physical consort (karmamudrä).191 192 There is some evidence which suggests, however, that 

the practice tradition of the sexual yogas are still maintained, but are reserved for the 

“highest” class of adept, for whom the issue of celibacy may no longer be a central 

concern/

Often texts on the Usexual>, rites employ deliberately vague terminology, such as the

term mudrät that leaves one in doubt whether an ^actual^ karmamudrä is called for or a

visualized jfiänamudrä; given the hierarchy of disciples in these traditions, it is possible

that the different interpretations were considered to be suitable for different individuals.

Atisa, for example, in his Abhisamayavibhahga, wrote an enthusiastic description of the

third 44wisdom-intuitìont, initiation which is actually quite vague in exactly this manner:

Then, Heruka takes Vârâhi as his mudrât and through being equipoised their 
winds dissolve. Relying on that, contemplate the experience of the orgasmic.
Then you, a child of the clan (kulaputra), unites with the mudrä as Heruka, and, 
depending on that meditate on clear light, that wisdom which is attained in 
visionary experience. This is the very essence of the Transcendence of Wisdom 
(prajnäpäramitä) which is the purity of the three consciousnesses,193 and which 
is liberation from birth due to the non-existence of body, speech and mind. This is 
the ultimate truth which has the characteristic of always appearing completely 
luminous like the moon，sun, fire and jewels. Regard [everything witK the eye of 
wisdom and intuition, the vision which is beyond the objectification of the other.
In this way, do not see anything in and of itself, but see the clear light.194

191 See Mullin 1996, p. 70. There is a scriptural basis for this idea. According to the Vimalaprabhâ, the
commentary on the Kàlacakra, 4ta sädhana with a karma-mudrà is for simple-minded Vajrayâna students, 
a sàdhana with a jnâna-mudrà is for mediocre Vajrayâna adepts, and a sàdhana with mahàmudrà is for the 
superior (ch.4 v.110) According to the Vimalaprabhà, (ch. 1) **lhose three kinds of sàdhana bring
about the three types of attainments (siddhi) respectively, namely the karma-mudrà-siddhr corresponds to 
the desire realm, Üie jnàna-mudrà-siddhi which corresponds to the form realm, and the mahâmudrâ-siddhi 
which is endowed with the best of all aspects and is free from the categorization existence and non
existence. Quote and paraphrased from Wallace 1995, note 233.

192 Mullin notes that at a lecture in India in the 1970s a monk once asked a lama (also a monk) whether a 
monk who wishes to practice with a karmamudrä should disrobe before doing so. Mullin reports that the 
lama laughed and gave the following enigmatic answer uNo. He just becomes an especially good monk.M 
(1995:249 n. 17)

193 That is, the coarse, subtle and very subtle levels of consciousness, which correspond to üie 
corresponding levels of the taints (trimala). Concerning these levels see the passage from Subhakarasimha 
and Yi-xing translated in section 3.2.2 below.

m  /  de nas he ru kas phag mo mu drar gnang ste snyoms par zhugs pas rlung thim /  de la brten nas lhan 
cig skyes pa myong bar bsam mo // de nas dpal he ru kas rigs Icyi bu khyed kyis mu dra dang gnyis sprod 
pa la brten nas myong ba snang ba thob pa'i shes rab de 4od gsai bar sgoms shig // de ni mam par shes pa 
gsum mam par dag pa shes rab kyi pba roi tu phyin pavi ngo bo nyid lus dang ngag dang sems med pa las 
dang /  skye ba las grol ba /  zia ba dang / nyì ma dang /  me dang / nor bu ltar shin tu gsal ba rtag tu snang 
ba*i mtshan nyid can don dam pavi bden pa de ni mthong ba gzhan gyi yul las *das pa ste /  shes rab dang
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His use of visionary terminology suggests that the process he describes is to be visualized 

rather than enacted, but there is nothing in the text which could exclude either interpretation.

The issue of the practice or non-practice of these arts aside, the very language of

passages such as that quoted above from Tripitakamâla and Atlsa is notable. For example,

4<equipoiseM (samàpatti) is a meditative term for complete srabilization of the mind; that it

evidently functions here as a euphemism for sexual practice of some sort is remarkable.

The very fact that “equipoise”, implying complete mental and physical mastery， would have

such a connotation here seems to imply that it is not ordinary sexual arts that are the object

of this discourse. There appears to be a deliberate ambiguity employed here, an ambiguity

that was perhaps peculiar to Indian civilization. Tucci noted that

The ambiguity between eros and religion is carried so far that the positions 
adopted in the act of love are called äsana (4<attitudesn) and bandha 
(uconnectionsn), using the terms applied to the postures of Hathayoga.
Similarly mysticism, although seeking complete mastery over the senses, exalts 
the body as a necessary instrument of salvation. (1969:74)

This does not represent a mere diffuse libertinism, but rather the inclusion of sexuality

within the realm of arts conducive to self-perfection. A point that Tucci seems to have

missed is that, at least for the Tantric adept, mastery of the senses achieved through their

diminution and deadening as a result of ascesis is not true mastery. Rather, mastery

achieved under the most difficult of circumstances, that of sensory excitation, is the most

genuine form of mastery. To exclude from consideration the possibility that we are dealing

here with the a sort of self-mastery which perhaps exceeds in the scale of the ucivilizing

process^ that has been attained by modem Westerners, attached as many are to worldly

possessions, is to exclude from consideration the motivation of compassion which

pervades Buddhist theory and practice and assume the most base of motives. It is difficult

to judge to what degree such exclusion is justified, and what degree it is motivated by the

baseness of the excluder's motives.

ye shes kyi mìg gis Itos shig /  de ltar gang gi yang rang bzhin du ma mthong ba de "od gsal ba mthong 
ba yin no /  (AV DT fol. 197b)
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The bcxlhisattva path is thus a path which lacks any particular definitive norm or 

requirement. To use the apophatic rhetoric common to this type of literature, it is the path 

which is a non-path, on which everything is contingent, completely interdependent with the 

need of beings encountered on it. The liberating tools to be used on this path can include 

those things that are normally considered causes of bondage, and indeed they are for those 

who misuse them or become attached to them. Even when used in a “liberating” fashion, 

however, they are still ^strategies*1 * * (upâya), to be used only insofar as they are useful, and 

thereafter abandoned. And once one is Awakened, they are no longer needed, except 

perhaps in assisting others. The a passage in the Vajradäka Tantra captures nicely this 

dialectic, as follows:

In order to realize the authentic union (yoga), you must practice the contrived 
meditations and contrived repetitions. And once you have realized the authentic 
yoga through the outer, contrived yogas, you no longer need to bother with the 
contrivances. For example, having obtained a boat, you cross to the other side of 
the river, and once you have crossed you abandon it; it is just so with the 
contrivances. Those who clear away the outer actions produced by the contriving 
mind, such as the mandala and so forth, are praised as being of foremost worth, 
since all successes abide in them. Those who follow the literal treatises in which 
the actuality of the Victor (jina) is unknown, such as those written by the sages 
(rsi)t and those who follow the Tantras mentally yet engage in worldly, contrived 
actions, are begging for misery with much exertion. Therefore, those who engage 
in the procedures of ritual actions (kriyävidhi) such as the mandala and so forth 
are unliberated, outer men who produce only addictions (klesa). Being unrealized 
they will not awaken, insofar as they have misconceptions. Yet if they 
thoroughly understand purification, those things that they desire will naturally 
arise.

The nature of cause and effect does not exist ultimately; yet due to the luminosity 
which is the nature of things, it is also not voidness. The repose (vihâra) of the 
diverse aspects of all distinct natures is like a jewel in the ocean, which has the 
mode of being without beginning or end. The mundane is always engaged in 
busy-ness; the transcendent does not accord with that. Existence and non
existence are not known to be intrinsic. Those who are thoroughly realized 
through this method are not liberated lacking perfection; if you rely on the path of 
authenticity, you wiU be liberated no matter what you do. Samsara and nirvana,
the actuality of misery and bliss, which augment, respectively, mistakes and 
virtues, ail abide in the orgasmic (sahaja).

195 /  mal ma'i sbyor ba rtogs byafi phyir // beos ma yi ni sgom pa dang // beos ma yi ni bzlas pa bya //
mal ma'i sbyor ba rtogs gyur n a // bcos m a'i sbyor ba phyi rol nas // mal ma*i sbyor ba rtogs gyur pas //
beos ma dag ni rnî byafo II dper na gzîngs la 'jus nas ni // chu yi pha rol 4gro bar byed // pha rol phyin nas
4dor ba Itar // bcos ma dag kyang de bziun no // dkyil 4khor la sogs las gang ni // bcos ma*i sems kyis 
gang byed pa // phyi rol las mams gsal byed pas // dang po'i las can mams la bsngags // dngos grub de 
kun *dir gnas pas // rgyal ba'i dngos nyìd rìg la min // gang yang sgra shes bstan bcos mams // drang 
srong mams l^ is  byas ba liar // rang gi sems ni 4jug byed pa*i // skyos bu*i bcos maTi bya ba mams //
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The inconceivablity of the process of Awakening, which depends so much on one’s inner 

orientation, is well expressed by the following pair of verses in the Cakrasamvara Tantra: 

4T he production of the Buddhas exists in non-production. The completely inconceivable 

reality lacks loss and gain. Being thus equipoised, not finding fault with all the worldly 

ones, their inconceivable way is the Buddha’s inconceivable play.’’* 196

2.4 Concluding Models

The preceding sections can be justifiably viewed as suggesting that cenain trends 

within early medieval Indian Buddhism can, with some justification, be seen as a natural 

product of a long process of development and transformation within the Buddhist tradition, 

rather than a process of “degeneration” or “decline” triggered by external influences. This 

suggestion should not, however, be taken as a theory of origins.

Taking just the transgressive elements of the Tantras as an example, there are 

numerous intertwining traces pointing to a wide variety of possible loci of influence. On 

the one hand, there is undeniable influence on the “Mother^’ or “Yogini” Unexcelled 

Yogatantras from certain unorthodox uHindun groups such as the Kâpâlika, which will be

rgyud kyi rjes su 'brangs nas ni // 4bad pas sdug bsngal slong bar byed // de phyir dkyil 4khor la sogs pa // 
bya ba'i cho ga la ^ ad  pa // ihar pa dang brai phyi roi te // skyes bu nyon mongs *ba' zhig byed // mi 
nogs (QK, DK has rtog) pas ni 'tshang mi rgya // rtog dang bcas pas kyang de bzhin // shin tu mam dag 
yongs shes na // yid 4dod mams kyi de nyid 4gyur // rgyu dang 4bras bu*i rang bzhin ni // dam pa nyid du 
yod min cing // rang bzhin gsal ba nyid kyi phyir // stong pa nyid kyang ma yin no // rang bzhin dbye ba 
thams cad kyi // mam pa dag ni mam gnas pa // rgya mtsho la ni rin chen bzhin // thog mtha' med pa'i 
tshul can yin // *jig rten rtag tu lha snyad spyod // 4jig rten las *das de dang 4gai // yod dang med ces bya 
ba ni // rang bzhin nyid du shes pa min // 'di yi tshul gyis rab rtogs pa // rdzogs dang bral bas grol ba min 
// mal ma*i lam la rten na ni // thams cad byas kyang mam par grol / skyon (QK, DK sbyon) dang yon tan 
4phel byed pa*i // 4khor ba dang ni mya ngan kdas // bde ba dang ni sdug bsngal dngos // lhan cig skyes par 
yang dag gnas /  (VD, DK fols. 124b-25a, QK 145.1-3).

196 CS ch» 51 vv. 20-21: utpâdam api buddhânâm anutpâde (pi vâ sthitah /  dharmatâsarvacintyâ 
hânivrddhir vivaijitâ //  ityevam tu layitvâ tu na nindya sarvdaukikam / acintyo gatis tesâm acintyo 
buddhanâtakam //; /  sangs rgyas mams ni byung gynr tam // ma byung na yang mam kun tu // bsam mi 
khyab pa*i chos nyid n i // 4phel 4grib spangs pas gnas pa yin // de Itar mam par bzhag nas kyang // 4jig rten 
pa kun yong mi smad // de yi bgrod pa bsam yas shing // sangs rgyas roi pa bsam mi khyab /.
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explored in the next chapter Even within the Buddhist context, however, it is necessary to 

look beyond the simplistic two-tiered model of Buddhist polity, which has been well 

critiqued by Ray in his 1994 book. The utwo-tieredn model divides Buddhist polity into 

two groups, the monastic community and the laity, and it places so much emphasis on the 

monastic community that it has often been forgotten that the Buddhist community (samgha) 

is fourfold, consisting not only of the monks and nuns, but lay women and men as well.197 * 

Ray comments that 44this ideal takes shape as a structure composed of two normative 

lifestyles, that of the monk (bhiksu) occupying the upper tier and that of the layperson 

(upäsaka, upäsikä) occupying the lower.^ (1994:15) To the monks are ascribed the 

activities of meditation and textual study, while the lay persons are believed to be satisfied 

with the practice of devotion. (1994:20)

This model is unsatisfactory on several counts. First, is not at ail certain that the 

laity restricted themselves to devotional activities only, while the claim that monk stood 

apart from itpopular>, devotional practices such as stupa worship is based a certain 

interpretation of key textual passages such as the section of the Mahàparinirvàna Siitra,X9% 

in which the Buddha allegedly proscribed stüpa worship for the monks, on the basis of 

which uthe laity^ kind of Buddhism is regarded as different from and inferior to that of the 

monks.0 (Ray 1994:29). However, this interpretation not only disregards the archeological 

record, but is based upon a chronic misinterpretation of these key texts, as Schopen has 

shown.199

In this model, the laity are invoked primarily to account for or explain away trends 

in Buddhism not reducible to the interests or activity of the monks. This model is

197 See Strong 1995, p.45. The term samgha is often used by scholars as if it refers to the monastic 
community only, or even just the monks (see for example Diana Paul, who defines the samgha as t4lhe 
Buddhist community of monks** (1979:6). While not historically accurate, this restricted usage is 
supported by numerous textual passages in which the term samgha seems to refer to the monastic 
community, and it supported by traditions such as the Theravâdan in which the order o i nuns died out, 
placing inordinate emphasis upon the monks.

,9S Digha Nikàya 16t 5.10, trans, in Walshe 1987, p. 264.

199 See Schopen 1991b.
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inadequate, however， because it ignores the tremendous degree to which the two 

communities are interdependent, and the fact that this interdependence is not simply 

expressed via a vertical hierarchy. Both a study of ancient texts such as the Vinaya as well 

as observation of living Buddhist societies shows the remarkable degree to which Buddhist 

monastic communities are sensitive to the needs and the criticism of the laity. Homer 

commented that

the believing laity, though naturally not to the forefront in the Vinaya, are in a 
remarkable way never absent, never far distant. They perpetually enter into the 
life of the Order as supporters, critics, donors, intensely interested; and 
themselves affected by Sakya, it seems that they were deeply anxious for its 
success. Thus the Vinaya does not merely lay down sets of rules whose province 
was confined to an internal conventual life. For this was led in such a way as to 
allow and even to encourage a certain degree of intercommunication with the lay 
supporters and followers, no less than with those lay-people who were not 
adherents of the faith. What was important, was that the monks should neither 
abuse their dependence on the former, nor alienate the latter, but should so 
regulate their lives as to give no cause for complaint. With these aims in view, 
conduct that was thoroughly seemly for them to indulge in had to be carefully 
defined; and it became drafted in rule and precept. (Homer 1938: xvi-xvii).

The Tantras are seemingly unconcerned with social censure, yet it does not follow that they

advocate hedonism; rather, they demonstrate an intense concern with regulation, not so

much of outer observable behavior, but with the workings of the body and mind. The

interpretation of transgressive passages should not be divorced from the fact that in the

Tantric traditions, in theory and in practice, they are treated as a forms of discipline,

techniques of self-mastery. And their practice amongst living Buddhist communities

emphasizes inner mastery rather than outer transgression.

This “two-tiered” model is also inadequate in that it privileges doctrine over

practice, simplifying dramatically the actual way in which religious traditions interact with

the larger cultural environments which contain them. Faure^ argument concerning Chan

Buddhism in China could be easily applied to the Indo-Tibetan cultural contexts as well:

A closer look at “popular religion，’’ however, has revealed it to be a concept of 
many hues, covering a wide range of religious trends.“. Consequently, the earlier 
distinction between Chan and popular religion, between a ugreat traditionn and its 
margins, have become a matter of differences within both Chan and popular 
reiigion(s). This ieaves us with plural, multivocal, differential traditions on both 
sides of the earlier divide, a divide that retains only provisional validity. The
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naive two-tìered model used by most historians of Chan cannot account for these 
phenomena; it hides rather than explains their intricate relationships. (1991:306)

Tantric practice, which in its extreme forms would have violated the pratimoksa vows of

the ordained, may or may not have been forbidden to the monks and nuns; no doubt

different communities had different standards of conduct, standards which may have varied

in accordance with the degree to which they were affected by the Mahâyâna rhetoric of the

types explored above. Such practice would not necessarily have been forbidden to lay

people, for whom it could have represented a sâdhana, a means of spiritual achievement,

for lay people. Tantric sexual practices could thus be considered a spiritualization of

mundane practices in which the lay people were already engaged. That this is so is

suggested by the references to the kämasästras in Tantric exegetical literature. The ars

erotica or kämasästra have been described by Foucault as follows:

In the erotic art, truth is drawn from pleasure itself, understood as a practice and 
accumulated as experience; pleasure is not considered in relation to an absolute 
law of the permitted and the forbidden, nor by reference to a criterion of utility, 
but first and foremost in relation to itself; it is experienced as pleasure, evaluated 
in terms of its intensity, its specific quality, its duration, its reverberations in the 
bcxly and the soul. Moreover, this knowledge must be deflected back into the 
sexual practice itself, in order to shape it as though from within and amplify its 
effects. In this way there is formed a knowledge that must remain secret, not 
because of an element of infamy that might attach to its object, but because of the 
need to hold it in the greatest reserve, since, according to tradition, it would lose 
its effectiveness and its virtue by being divulged. Consequently, the relationship 
to the master who holds the secrets is of paramount importance; only he, working 
alone, can transmit this art in an esoteric manner and as the culmination of an 
initiation in which he guides the disciple^ progress with unfailing skill and 
severity. The effects of this masterful art, which are considerably more generous 
than the sparseness of its prescriptions would lead one to imagine, are said to 
transfigure the one fortunate enough to receive its privileges: an absolute mastery 
of the body, a singular bliss, obliviousness to time and limits, the elixir of life, the 
exile of death and its threats.200

200 1978 pp. 57-58. While Foucault may be writing with, arguably, either an ironic or romantic tone, his 
description does it fact well coincide with the claims made by the tradition for itself. His recognition of 
importance of secrecy and self-mastery in this tradition is also notable. While there are definite references 
to the ars erotic (kämasästra) in Buddhist Tantric texts, it is difficult to gain anything but a vague 
understanding of the relation of discourse and praxis in this tradition, i.e.， the way in which the art as 
described was deployed in practice, given the secrecy surrounding this topic. This secrecy, while real, is 
itself enigmatic; one cannot assume that it is identical to the secrecy that is constructed in sexual discourse 
in the West which is in fact, according to Foucault^ a ruse, an essential counterpoint to the much desired 
sexual exposé, the obsession with the discussion and analysis of sexuality, which has increasingly 
dominated Western discourse over the past several centuries. As we shall see in chapter six, secrecy in 
Buddhist Tantric discourse serves a different role, and reflects a different understanding of ̂ sexuality*' and 
the body. The analysis and interrogation of Buddhist Tantric sexual practices thus may or may not bear
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These arts were, in effect, concerned with the sexual practices of a sophisticated, urban elite 

group who were by no means concerned with celibacy or any other renunciant ideal of 

moksat but were concerned with desire (kàma) and sexual enjoyment (bhoga). Tantric 

practice can be seen as an attempt to transform this rather ordinary yet appealing path into a 

means of spiritual attainment.

An attempt will be made to sketch a less simplistic model of early medieval 

Buddhist polity in chapter three. Here it is only necessary to comment that the exact 

dynamic which led to the development of Buddhist Tantrism, as well as the causes and 

influences from which it arose, will perhaps never be definitively described. J. Z. Smith 

was probably correct when he argued that with regard to these enigmatic elements sense 

t4cannot be found in a quest for origins, but can only be found through the detailed 

examination of elaborations/* (Smith 1987a: 195) We are fortunate to possess a rich body 

of textual data concerning Tantric Buddhism, but this data provides us not with its origins 

but with the elaborations, which were the product of an elite and atypical subgroup of 

Indian scx:iety. While this material can give only glimpses into the darkness of origins, it 

can contribute to our understanding of Indian religious history, particularly in the phases 

wherein the Vajrayâna was constituted as a distinct “vehicle”， that is， a distinct mode of 

discourse. The features and history of this discourse will be the focus of the remaining 

chapters of this study.

fruit. Even if they are approached with a sophisticated hermeneutic, there are several obstacles here which 
may be insurmountable. Firstly, the texts themselves, while a product of the early medieval Indian milieu 
in which the ars erotica were practiced, do not give any sort of direct access to either this milieu of the 
practices themselves; any attempt to divine them via some sort of t(verstehen'* is likely to be pure fantasy. 
While these arts as practiced by Tibetans may derive from Indian sources, such interrogation is not 
welcomed in the Tibetan context, as the Tibetans generally take quite seriously the secrecy enjoined by the 
tradition. Certain Tibetans, such as Gedun Gyatso, who have written openly on this subject are atypical, 
and possibly affected by outside influences, and hence even further removed from the hypothetical Indie 
'Source'* tradition. Even less relevant here (although quite worthy of attention in other contexts) are the 
exposés written by Westerners who have had the fortune or misfortune to enter into sexual relationships 
with Tibetan lamas; here we are even further from the alleged source, as these relationships involve a 
collision between two very different cultural constructions of the body and sexuality; indeed, ihe very act 
of writing such exposés is alien to the Tibetan tradition^ but completely understandable to the Western, as 
described by FoucaulL
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C hap ter Three

Competing Discourses in Theory and Practice

In this chapter the social and political contexts underlying the development of 

Tantric Buddhist traditions will be explored. This will not involve an extensive study, 

which would require a separate monograph, but rather a look at the ways in which 

Buddhists positioned themselves vis-à-vis the larger Indie context. One issue in particular 

will be explored, which is the ideology of varna or class hierarchy, and the development of 

an anti-hegemonic ideology by Buddhists and other groups. These groups were marked by 

their resistance as liminal vis-à-vis the larger Indian society which had, by the early 

medieval period, largely accepted this hegemonic ideology which came to characterize 

Hindu “orthodoxy”. It will be argued that mythic and ritual elements, which have often 

been characterized as conservative and rigidly supportive of “tradition”， were in fact 

employed by Buddhists and others groups as elements in their resistance to this orthodoxy. 

This resistance itself was often subverted, and these elements redeployed for hegemonic 

purposes, which thus suggests that myth and ritual, as human constructs, can be put to a 

variety of different uses.

A survey will be made of anti-hegemonic elements in Buddhist Tantras such as the 

Cakrasamvara^ and it will be argued that Turner's theory of liminality is applicable to the 

context in which these Tantras developed, which can account for their resistance to the 

dominant social ideology. It will be argued, however, that Tantric texts do not purely and 

simply resist the dominant varnäsrama ideology, but construct an alternative counter- 

hegemonic ideology. This ideology, represented in myth and ritual, literally 1<centers,\  in 

the mode of a mandala, around the figure o f the guru who incorporates within himself both 

political and spiritual authority. For the Tantric Buddhists, the guru is an alternative 

authority figure, who embodies within his person both the spiritual authority of a brahmin 

and the power of a king, effecting this synthesis even more effectively than the brahmin,
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who is unable to resolve the tension between purity and pollution which is negated in 

Tantric discourse. The influence of this ideology, in India and in particular Tibet, will also 

be addressed.

3.1 The Discourse on Varna 

L Hegemonic and Counter-hegemonic Ideologies

In order to contextualize the rise of Tantric traditions in India, it is necessary to get a 

sense of the communities which produced, propagated and practiced them. Given both the 

hostile reception of the Tantras by mainstream, orthodox Indian society as well as their 

purported secrecy, it appears that they were produced by groups situated somewhat outside 

of this mainstream. The exact details of these groups are probably irrecoverable, but it may 

be possible to at least get a sense of their position in Indian society from an examination of 

their ideas and practices as preserved in their texts.

In this chapter it will be argued that the Tantras and Tantric practitioners stcxxl in 

opposition to the principle of mainstream Vaidika Hindu culture, and that they popularized 

a body of discourse and practice which challenged the foundation of that culture.1 While 

Tantric texts are not characteristically concerned with social criticism, there is one area in 

which they are often strident, and that is the so-called ucasteM system of India, which in the 

Vaidika discourse is typically classified via a four-fold taxonomy, that of the varna or

11 follow Lincoln in seeing discourse as both constructing and maintaining a state of hegemony, and a tool 
which ultimately and in the long run is more important than force, which can subdue in the short term but 
can hardly serve as an effective strategy for long term subordination. Discourse, however, can be put to the 
opposite task of resisting such hegemony. Lincoln wrote that t(in the hands of the elites and of those 
professionals that serve them (either in mediated fashion or directly)« discourse of all forms -  not only 
verbal, but also the symbolic discourses of spectacle, gesture, costume, edifice, icon, musical performance, 
and the like -  may be strategically employed to mystify the inevitable inequities of any social order and to 
win the consent of those over whom power is exercised, thereby obviating the need for the direct coercive 
use of force and transfonning simple power into legitimate* authority. Yet discourse can also serve 
members of subordinate classes (as Aiitonio Gramsci above all recognized) in their attempts to demystify, 
deiegitimate, and deconstruct the established norms, institutions, and discourses that play a role in 
constructing their subordination.’’ （1989:4-5).
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‘‘classes’’， not in the sense of “social classes” but as classes or categories of a taxonomy. 

Given the importance of discourse concerning social hierarchy in Tantric discourse and 

practice, this chapter will begin with an exploration of this theme as a means of 

investigating the position of Tantric practitioners in Indian society, and the vision of society 

which they sought to realize in practice.

The “caste-system” in India has received a great deal of attention， and in bringing up 

the subject here I have no pretension of being able to shed additional light on the matter.

The issue is addressed here because, according to Gombrich, it is an issue that kthas the 

greatest ideological significance” for Buddhists, and there is no doubt that, in theory if not 

in practice， Buddhists hold it to be “doctrinally indefensible’’，2 and numerous Buddhists 

texts criticize, as modem Buddhists continue to criticize, the varna ideology on which it is 

based, and reject it as a suitable model for social organization.

This ideology has received considerable attention and has spawned a number of 

controversies, most of which are not relevant to this study. Probably the best known 

presentation is that in Dumont's (1970) magnum opus, which has been quite influential, 

although it has received a great deal of criticism.3 Much attention has been drawn to the 

fact that the varna ideology does not in fact correspond closely to Indian social reality, and 

possibly never d id / That is, it bears little relation to the actual * 3 4,birth groups^ (jäti) or

: See Gombrich 1971, p. 344.

3 Salient critiques include those presented in reviews of his monograph by Marriott (1969) and Tambiah 
(1972). His work has also received criticism in the writings of Inden, especially Inden 1990. Two central 
criticisms of his work which bear mentioning here arev first, Marglin*s critique of Dumont's attempt to 
resolve the conundrum of the relationship between the brahmin and king via the polarity of purity vs. 
impurity. While none would deny that purity is a key concept in varna discourse, Marglin has argued that 
Dumont's focus on it is misplaced, and that other categories such as that of auspiciousness are of central 
importance as well. (See Marglin 1981 & 1985). Dumont magnifies this dichotomy into a larger 
dichotomy between religious and political authority, arguing that the king was divested of sacral authority. 
Dirksv in a 1989 article, argues that Dumont has overstated the case, arguing that caste was very much a 
political matter and that <4caste, if it ever had an original form, was inscribed from the 'beginning' by the 
relations and conceits of power*'. (1989:74) That is, far from being an unchanging. 4tessential9ÿ feature of 
Indian civilization, it was a hegemonic social system supported by both force and discourse, and contested 
as well, most likely since its inception.

4 The classic attempt to explain the discrepancy between the neat hierarchy of the four varna% and the much 
more complex system of interrelated« loosely hierarchically organized patterns of birth-groups (jâti) is that 
which occurs in Manu 10.9-72, which hold that the various sub-groups resulted from cross-breeding among 
members of the original groups, resulting in numerous mixed sub-gioups, the logic of which is explored
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“castes”, to use Dumont’s terminology,* 5 the usually endogamous， ranked birth-status 

groups which are often associated with occupations;6 the confusion of the classical varna 

ideology with the much more complex reality of Indian social segmentation has led, to 

some extent, to the distortion of the latter by scholars influenced by the former model.7 

Rather, the four varna are ^classes** in the sense that they constitute an taxonomy, an 

artificial construct for the organization of serial reality.

As such, the varna discourse is a hegemonic ideology. Here I take ideology as 

defined by Haydn White, as ua set of prescriptions for taking a position in the present 

world of social praxis and acting upon it (either to change the world or to maintain it in its 

current state).，’ （1983:22) This definition presupposes that the positions people take are 

related to their actions in and upon the social world. The term hegemonic implies that this 

ideology was utilized to argue for or justify the subordination of one or more social groups 

to another. This was argued by Guha who, contra Gramsci, defines hegemony as a 

condition of dominance in which persuasion outweighs coercion.8 * *

Under Guha’s definition the cam m i；7Zß-based ideology can be described as 

hegemonic in that it largely functioned via persuasion, although coercion was definitely a 

possibility, as the law books such as the Manusmrti and the Mànava Dharma Sästra

by Tambiah in his (1985a) article 1985a. 14From Varna to Caste through Mixed Unions**. On the ground, 
Marriott has shown that actual status is determined not so much detennined through references to such 
fixed, mythic origins (although such myths were often fabricated to justify an improvement in a groups 
status, see Sircar 1983, pp. 73 f.) but to the relatively fluid pattem of transactions that occur between 
interrelated communities. Marriott wrote that <(ranked judgments of castes' natures are difficult for actors 
to establish only from the castes* claimed or reputed origins, or from what might be inferred about their 
natures using the possibly deceptive evidence of their currently visible atiributes. Persons trying to decide 
about rank tend to therefore to rely primarily on the evidence provided by cunent or recent transactions” 
(1976:114)f a point which Marriott makes in the remainder of this article.

5 See Dumont 1970, p. 72.

6 Concerning this definition of llcaste*v (jâti) see Gough 1960, p. 11.

7 This has been argued by Snnivas in his 1991 article.

s See Guba 1997, p. 23. This is opposed to Gramscivs formulation of dominance and hegemony as
antìnomies. Concerning Gramsci^ conceptions of dominio and egemonia see Williams I960, esp. pp.
590-91.
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prescribed the use of force {dando) to support the social order.9 One of the principle duties 

of the kings as described in the orthodox dharmasätras is the maintenance of the social 

order by means of force, dando, a term which Gonda describes as including the notions of 

“power， authority and punishment，” （1966:22) in short， dominance and coercion. The 

failure to use force to maintain the social order would supposedly result in chaos; i.eM the 

vanta system and the practice of sacrifice which was conceptually linked to it would 

collapse. The Manusmrti claims that

If the king did not, without tiring, inflict danda on those worthy to be punished, 
the stronger would roast the weaJcer, like fish on a spit; the crow would eat the 
sacrificial cake and the dog would lick the sacrificial viands, and ownership 
would not remain with anyone, the lower ones would usurp the place of the 
higher ones.10

Force alone, however, was inadequate to maintain hegemony in the long term; persuasion is 

needed as well. Such persuasion can take two fonns; the first is to convince those involved 

that the maintenance of the system is in their own best interest. The second, and perhaps 

more effective method with those who have the least to gain from the system, is to persuade 

them that the system is somehow inevitable, which was the general thrust of British 

Colonialist historiography on India,11 or a natural consequence of the structure of reality. 

Bloch observed that

Some inequality is often manifested as unadorned oppression, but, as Weber 
pointed out, it is then highly unstable, and only becomes stable when its origins 
are hidden and when it transforms itself into hierarchy: a legitimate order of 
inequality in an imaginary world which we call social structure. This is done by 
the creation of a mystified Mature* and consisting of concepts and categories of

9 Some of the punishments prescribed for transgressions were quite brutal. The Mänava Dharmasästra, for 
examples, prescribed the following punishments for the low-status men who insult in various ways a 
brahmin: 4<Should a low-status man try to sit down on the same seat as a high-status man, he should be 
branded on the buttcx:ks and banished, or have his buttocks cut off. If out of arrogance he spits on a 
Brahmin, the king should have his lips cut off; if he urinates on him, the penis; if he farts at him, the 
anus. If he grasps him by the hair or feet* the beard, the throat, or the scrotum, [the king] should without 
hesitation have his hands cut off/* Mànavadharmasàstra 8.281-3, trans, in Wilson 1996a, p. 103. It is 
not clear that such examples of rhetorical violence were translated into acoial violence of the sort described 
here, but there seems to be little doubt that the texts* brahmin authors intended or at least hoped that they 
would be.

10 Manu VH, 20-21, translated in Guha 1997, p. 29.

11 This was argued by both Inden (1990) and Guha (1997).
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time and persons divorced from everyday experience, and where inequality takes 
on the appearance of an inevitable part of an ordered system. (1977:289)

A hegemonic ideology need not be veritable, but need only possess a certain verisimilitude.

Here Smith's (1994) depiction of the catur-varna ideology as a totalizing or universalizing

discourse is most helpful, since it shows how this ideology gained its verisimilitude

through being located in a larger body of discourse, which, taken together, appears

convincing. Smith wrote that **the varna system was, m sum, a totalistic ideology, by

which I mean a system of ideas or categories that account for the cosmos and its parts in

such a way that the interests and concerns of those who do the accounting are established,

protected， and furthered” （1994:82)

The Vedic social hierarchy was a hegemonic taxonomy in that it sought to 

reproduce a pattern of social division which privileged the authors of the taxonomy, the 

members of the brahmin class. This hierarchy was perpetuated through its correlation to 

the natural and cosmic worlds as conceived by the brahmins, as Smith has shown, writing 

that

The particular social ideology of the Brahmin authors of the Veda 
was....legitimated and propounded in several different but interrelated ways. The 
appeal to the “prestige of origins” was one modality of argumentation: the social 
classes were supposedly brought into being at the beginning of time by the creator 
god and therefore are part of the original of the cosmos. A second method of 
legitimating the Vedic vision of the ideal scxiety was to appeal to the authority of 
the divine and metaphysical order of things. If the realm of the gods was 
organized in accordance with the varna system, and if the very structure of space 
and time could be shown to be patterned in this way, then why should the serial 
world be any different? Third, we have witnessed how the Vedic social ideology 
could be made to appear as just another part of “nature,” with all the authority 
such an implication entails... By the very fact that the framework for the caste 
system is laid out in the Veda, it can claim a certain canonical status. The serial 
scheme, in other words, derives at least part of its compelling nature and historical 
endurance from the fact that it appears in the Veda itself. (1994:287)

Through correlations of the four varna to ktnaturalM or cosmic factors such as the four ages

of time (catur-yuga)t as well as by the classification of plants, animals and so forth in terms
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of the varna classes, the social hierarchy was naturalized, making it appear inevitable rather 

than arbitrary.12

Such correlations allowed the development of a vicious spiral, in which correlated 

hierarchies became mutually supporting. Insofar as society was organized along the lines 

propounded in the Vedas, the Vedas were legitimated, since the world appeared to conform 

to its precepts. When the social hierarchy was itself challenged, it could be defended by 

recourse to the authority of the Vedas. This same conclusion was reached by Lincoln, who 

argued tha tu within a totalis tic and totalizing system of thought....all pieces of the system 

were mutually reinforcing. The system thus possessed enormous persuasive power, by 

virtue of the vast scope and variety of phenomena which could be explained within it.M 

(1991:172) A hegemony thus actively contributes to the constitution of a specific sense of 

reality which is supportive of it.13

A central assumption of this study is that human action is conditioned by its social 

context, but not determined by it. While structuralism is correct in focusing on this 

conditioning process, it goes too far insofar that it denies human agency by claiming that 

structure determines action. As Marx wrote, tcMen make their own history, but they do not 

make it just as they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves,

12 Bourdieu observed that uevery established order tends to produce (to different degrees and with very 
different means) the naturalization of its own arbitrariness. Of all the mechanisms tending to produce this 
effect, the most important and the best concealed is undoubtedly the dialectic of the objective chances and 
lhe agents* aspirations, out of which arises the sense o f  limits, conunonly called the sense o f reality, i.e. 
the correspondence between the objective classes and the internalized classes, social stmcrures and mental 
structures, which is the basis of the most ineradicable adherence to the established order. Systems of 
classification which reproduce, in their own specific logic, the objective classes, i.e. the divisions by sex, 
age, or position in the relations of production, make their specific contribution to the reproduction of 
power relations of which they are üie product, by securing the misrecognition, and hence the recognition, 
of the arbitrariness on which they are based: in the extreme case, that is to say, when there is the quasi
perfect correspondence between the objective order and the subjective principles of organization (as in 
ancient societies) the natural and social world appears as self-evident/' (1977:164).

13 Williams argued that êlhegemony is then not only the articulate upper level of tideology,, nor are its 
forms control only those ordinarily seen as 'manipulation* or 'indoctrination*. It is a whole body of 
practices and expectations, over the whole of living: our senses and assignments of energy, our shaping 
perceptions of ourselves and our world. It is a lived system of meanings and values -  constitutive and 
constituting -  which as they are experienced as practices appear as redprocally confirming. It thus 
constitutes a sense of reality for most people in the society, a sense of absolute because experienced reality 
beyond which it is very difficult for most members of the society to move, in most areas of their lives. It
is, that is to say, in the strongest sense a 'culture% but a culture which has also to be seen as the lived 
dominance and subordination of particular classes/* (1977:110)
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but under circumstances directly found, given and transmitted from the past*1.14 * Or, in other 

words, uthe structure of language and society limits, but does not determine, what people 

say and do: humans could have always done otherwise^ (Milner 1994:5) Social context 

may limit practice but does not absolutely determine it; the dynamics of the generation of 

practice from context is described by Bourdieu with his concept of the habitus, which, 

simply put, can be characterized as the dialectical interaction between a structured 

(objective) environment and the structured (subjective) dispositions “engendered in people 

which lead them to reproduce the environment even in a transformed form.Ml5

This point is important to make for two reasons. The first is that religious forms of 

discourse, which in the broadest sense include both myth and ritual, have often been 

characterized as invariably functioning as hegemonic ideologies, as if they were invariably 

fixed in the legitimizing mode. However, as Lincoln has pointed out, there is nothing 

intrinsic to any mode of discourse that inclines it to either the tasks of legitimation of or 

resistance to a hegemonic ideology.16 Rather, to hold that thought and practice are socially 

conditioned does not mean that they necessarily

14 This famous epigram is from his The Eighteenth Brumaire o f Louis Bonaparte, translated in Tucker 
1978 p. 595. op. cit. Milner 1994, p. 3.

13 Bell 1992, p. 78. Bourdieu defined habitus as <(the durably installed generative principle of regulated 
improvisations, produces practices which tend to reproduce the regularities immanent in the objeedve 
conditions of the production of their generative principle, while adjusting to the demands inscribed os 
objective potenti^ities in the situation, as defined by the cognitive and motivating structures making up 
the habitus.f, (1977:78). The way in which the habitus gives rise to practice, guiding or limiting it 
without absolutely determining is described in his 1990 book as follows: ''As an acquired system of 
generative schemes, the habitus makes possible the free production o f all thoughts, perceptions and actions 
inherent in the particular conditions of its production ~ and only those. Through the habitus, the structure 
of which it is the product governs practice, not along the paths of mechanical deteiminism, but within the 
constraints and limits initially set on its inventions. This infìnite yet strictly limited generative capacity is 
difficult to understand only so long as one remains locked in the usual antinomies -  which the concept of 
the habitus aims to transcend -  of determinism and freedom, conditioning and creativity, consciousness 
and the unconscious, or the individual and society. Because the habitus is an infìnite capacity for 
generating products -  thoughts, expressions and actions -  whose limits are set by the historically and 
socially situated conditions of its production, the conditioned and conditional freedom it provides is as 
remote from the creation of unpredictable novelty as it is from simple mechanical reproduction of the 
original conditioning/* (1990:55).

16 Lincoln argued against Barthes (1972) and Blech (1977), who argued, respectively« that myth and ritual 
are inodes of discourse which intrinsically legitimate authority, and located the potential for resistance in a 
“knowledge” based existing in the sphere o f productive labor. Lincoln wrote “like Barthes， Bloch located si 
nonmystißed and potentially revolutionary mode of thought and discourse within the experience of 
productive labor, and here, of course, they both follow Marx. This they dialectically oppose to another
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reflect, encode, re-present, or help replicate the established structures of society, 
for society is far broader and more complex than its official structures and 
institutions alone. Rather, such a formulation rightly implies that all the tensions, 
contradictions, superficial stability, and potential fluidity of any given society as a 
whole are present within the full range of thought and discourse that circulates at 
any given moment. Change comes not when groups or individuals use 
“knowledge” to challenge ideological mystification, but rather when they employ 
thought and discourse, including even such modes as myth and ritual, as effective 
instruments of struggle. (Lincoln 1989:7)

As Williams put it, l4no dominant social order and therefore no dominant culture ever in

reality includes or exhausts all human practice, human energy, and human intention,t

(1977:125), and thus cannot monopolize any mode of practice or discourse. The

characterization of utraditional$, modes of discourse, such as myth and ritual, as static and

invariably conservative modes of discourse may be the result of another sort of totalizing

discourse, that of colonialism, which sought to efface the agency of colonial subjects in

order to legitimate their subjugation. This point has been made by Inden, who characterized

Orientalist representations of India as “imperial knowledges”， which are

universalizing discourses, the world-constituting cosmologies, ontologies and 
epistemologies, produced in those complex polities at their upper reaches by 
those persons and institutions who claim to speak with authority. We should 
not make the mistake of seeing these laiowledges as unitary and imposed by 
force by a ruler sharply opposed to a completely passive population of the ruled. 
Following Gramsci I will refer to the deployers of this knowledge as hegemonic 
agents. (Inden 1990:36)

Inden, in his 1990 book, had the admirable goal of dispelling such colonialist 

misrepresentations while restoring to Indians their agency effaced in colonialist discourse. 

He has been criticized, however, for denying agency to Orientalist scholars whose work he 

understands as being subsumed within the world of “imperial knowledges”，i.e” 

conditioned by the colonialist context in which they worked.* * 17 Inden’s “imperial

mode of thought and discourse that serves only to mystify and thereby perpetuate the sociopolitical status
quo. This latter they locate in myth (Barthes), ritual (Bloch), and ideology (Marx).M (1989:6)

17 Milner comments that 4tdrawing on the work of R. G. Collingwood, Inden suggests an alternative 
conceptualizadon o f social reality that discards the notion of system, allows for overlapping rather than 
mutudly exclusive social categories, and places human agency at the center of the analysis. There is 
considerable merit in much of Indenvs critique. Ironically, though, he seems to turn past scholars into the
hapless tools of various imperial formations, denying them the very agency he is so eager to restore to 
Indians：' (1994:13).
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knowledges^ appear equally characteristic of totalizing ideologies such as the vanta 

discourse.

An important point should be made here. It is the characteristic of hegemonic, 

totalizing ideologies that they wish to appear given, natural and unchallengable; they seek to 

obscure their human origins in order to deny that, as human creations, they are subject to 

contestation. Such ideologies thus tend to deny human agency and to portray humans as 

determined by the given social system, to which there could thus logically be no possibility 

of effective resistance. This characteristic of totalizing ideologies does not appear to be 

restricted to any one cultural system; just as no civilization has a monopoly on agency, 

neither does any civilization have a monopoly on totalizing ideologies that would deny 

agency to subordinated individuals. With this in mind, it is not at all surprising that the 

British appropriated and transformed the varna ideology; in so doing they were simply 

making use of a tool for subordination already present in the Indian sphere of discourse.18

With this in mind, the following sections will explore the varna ideology in a bit 

more depth, as well as its contestation by Buddhists and other groups. The dissent of these 

groups, which was significant and ongoing, indicates that despite the best efforts of the 

authors o f the dharmasästras, the varna system never achieved the unquestioned 

acceptance for which they presumably strove.

3.1.2 Myth, Counter-myth and Ritual

The classic Vedic source for the varna discourse is the 4<Hymn on Man1T

(purusasukta) in the Rg-Veda. It ckcuts as follows in Lincoln*s translation:

When they divided Purusa (^Man**), how many pieces did they prepare? What 
was his mouth? What are his arms, thighs and feet called? The priest was his 
mouth; the warrior was made from his arms. His thighs were the commoner, and IS

IS This point was made by Dirks in his 1989 article.
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the servant was made from his feet. The moon was bom of his mind; of his eye, 
the sun was bom. From his mouth, Indra and fire; from his breath, wind was 
bom. From his navel, there was the atmosphere; from his head, heaven was 
rolled together. From his feet, the earth, from his ear, the cardinal points. Thus 
the gods caused the worlds to be created. Seven-mouthed were the sacrificial 
enclosures; thrice seven bundles of were made When the gods, performing 
sacrifice, bound Puru§a [“Man”] as the sacrificial animal.1 矿

This very well known passage is interesting for a number of reasons. It has been seen as

an important and early example of Indian speculative philosophy, as it propounds the

notion that there is a profound interrelation between the human microcosm and the cosmic

macrocosm. It is probably best known, however, for its association of the four social

classes to four distinctive parts of the body of the cosmic mant parts which are

hierarchically arranged along the vertical axis, parts that also have occupational

associations. Since the division of this man produced the world as we know it， the social

classes are also naturalized as aspects of the divinely created world.

The social implications of this hymn were the focus of the author of the Manusmrti 

who saw it not only as a justification for the division of society into distinct classes, but 

also for the subordination for the lower classes to the highest, the brahmin class, as 

follows:

But in order to protect this universe He, the most resplendent, assigned separate 
(duties and) occupations to those who sprang from his mouth, arms, thighs and 
feet. To Brahmans he assigned the teaching and studying (the Veda), sacrificing 
for their own benefit and others, giving and accepting (of alms). The Kshatriya 
he commanded to protect the people, to bestow gifts, to offer sacrifices, to study 
(the Veda), and to abstain from attaching himself to sensual pleasures. The 
Vaisya to tend cattle, to bestow gifts, to offer sacrifices, to study (the Veda), to 
trade, to lend money, and to cultivate land. One occupation only die lord 
prescribed to the Sudra, to serve meekly even those (other) three castes. As the 
Brahmana sprang from (Brahman^) mouth, as he was the first-born, and as he 
possessed the Veda, he is by right the lord of this whole creation.19 20

Clearly, this taxonomy is ideological and not purely descriptive; its dissimilarity with the

much more complex Indian serial world did not go unnoticed, even by the authors of texts

19 Rg Veda 10.90.11-16, translated in Lincoln 1991, pp. 167-73; cf. O ^ah erty  1981, p. 31.

20 Afona 1.87-91,93; Buhler's 1886 translation, op. cit. Tambiah 1976, p. 20.
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such as the Manusmrti, who developed complex schemes for reducing the numerous jäti 

birth-groups to the logic of the varna taxonomy.21

Guha has argued that there are two factors which need to be present to make 

possible the critique of 4tfeudaln discourse. The first is rationalism, which points out the 

inevitable absurdities and inconsistencies of totalizing ideologies, and the second is a 

humanism which opposes the attempt to limit human agency, and which insists that the 

individual is, potentially at least, 4<the maker of his own history and master of his own 

destiny '22 23

Both of these elements are present to some degree in the Buddhist critique of varna 

discourse. Buddhist texts are well known for their rationalism, which is brought to the fore 

in these critiques. Buddhists were skeptical of the very idea of a creator godf and in texts 

such as the Brahmajäla Sutta ridiculed theism as the result of misunderstanding.2 J This 

sort of skepticism is not limited to the Buddhists and other “heterodox” schools， but is 

found even within the Vedic tradition itself. Kuiper claims, regarding the Vedic 

cosmogony, that uthe primordial world itself was sacred, and for the process of this genesis 

to take place there was no need of a creator/' (1975:108) The Buddhists were not alone in 

questioning the claims of theism, and in fact they followed a long tradition of skeptics on 

this issue; an early and famous example being the ^Creation^ hymn (nàsadiya) of the Rg 

Veda, the last two verses of which are particularly apropos here:

Who really knows? Who will here proclaim it? Whence was it produced? 
Whence is this creation? The gcxis came afterwards, with the creation of this 
universe. Who then knows whence it has arisen? Whence this creation has arisen 
- perhaps it formed itself, or perhaps it did not -  the one who looks down on it, in 
the highest heaven, only he kiiows -  or perhaps he does not know.24

21 Here I refer to the concept propounded in Manu that the numerous jäti derive from the four varna via 
hypergamous (anuloma) and hypogamous (pratiloma) unions. The logic of this explanation, as well as its 
inadequacy as an actual account of the development of social stratification in India, is discussed by 
Tambiah in his 1985a article.

22 See Guha 1997, p. 12.

23 See Digha Nikâya 1, trans, in Walshe 1987, pp. 67-91.

lxRg Veda 10.129.6-7, trans, in O ^ah erty  1981:25,6.
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This skepticism is echoed in Kevaddha Sutta25 26 in which a monk travels up to the highest

heaven to ask Brahma a pressing cosmological question; Brahmas reply was a non-reply,

but merely the reflexive assertion uMonk, I am Brahma, Great Brahma, the Conqueror, the

Unconquered, the All-seeing, All-Powerful, the Lord, the Maker and Creator, the Ruler,

Appointer and Ordered Father of All That Have Been and Shall Be.n (Walshe 1995:178)

After his third repeciiion of his sdii unanswered question, Brahma took him aside and

admitted he did not know the answer, but could not say so before the other gods, who

thought he was omniscient. He reprimands the monk for not asking the question of the

Buddha, the only one capable of answering his question. While in passages such as this

the Buddhists do not deny the existence of the god Brahma per se, they do reject the status

of creator deity sometimes ascribed to him.

The claims o f the brahmins to scx:ial superiority did not rest upon the existence of a

creator deity however, but rather upon the claim of superior and inviolable origination.

This claim was explicitly attacked by the Buddhists in the Aggafina Slittar6 This Sutta

begins with a discussion between the Buddha and two monks who were formerly

brahmins. The Buddha asks them if since they have left the life of a householder if they

were reviled by the brahmins. One of them replies:

Lord, what the Brahmins say is this: 4T he Brahmin caste is the highest caste, 
other castes are base; the Brahmin caste is fair, other castes are dark; Brahmins 
are purified, non-Brahmins are not.; the Brahmins are the true children o f 
Brahma, bom from his mouth, bom of Brahma, created by Brahma, heirs of 
Brahma. And you, you have deserted the highest caste and gone over to the 
base caste of shaveling petty ascetics, servants, dark fellows bom of Brahma's 
foot! It’s not right, it’s not proper for you to mix with such people!” That is 
the way the Brahmins abuse us, Lord. (Walshe 1987:407)

The Buddha replied:

Then, Vasettha, the Brahmins have forgotten their ancient tradition when they 
say that. Because we can see Brahmin women, the wives of Brahmins, who 
menstruate and become pregnant, have babies and give suck. And yet these

25 Digha Nikàya 11, trans, in Walshe 1987, pp. 175-80

26 Digha Nikäya 27, Irans, in Walshe 1987, pp. 407-15.
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womb-bom Brahmins talk about being bom from Brahmä^s mouth....These 
Brahmins misrepresent Brahma, tell lies and earn much demerit. (Walshe 
1987:408)

The Buddha goes on to argue that no caste has a monopoly on moral virtue and wisdom,

and that these qualities are distributed throughout persons of all social classes. He thus

concludes that there is no basis for speaking of a supreme ^caste*1, as follows:

Now, since both dark and bright qualities, which are blamed and praised by the 
wise, are scattered indiscriminately among che four castes, die wise do not 
recognize the claim about the Brahmin caste being the highest. Why is that?
Because, Väsetüia, anyone from the four castes who becomes a monk, an Arhant 
who has destroyed the corruptions, who has lived the life, who has done what has 
to be done, laid down the burden, reached the highest goal, destroyed the fetter of 
becoming, and become emancipated through super-knowledge -  he is proclaimed 
supreme by virtue of Dhamma and not of non-Dhamma. (Walshe 1987:408)

The Buddhist rhetorical strategy here is two-fold. First, they appeal to reason to dispel the

brahmins, claim to privileged, mythic origin, by pointing to the prosaic, biological origin

which they share with all other humans and mammalian animals. Recourse here to

biological imagery is also a subtle assault on the brahmin claims to purity, since the

conditions of womb birth were generally considered to be polluting;27 Buddhist texts often

ridicule the alleged obsession of the brahmins with purity and pollution.28 In another text,

27 As noted above, Tambiah and others have criticized Dumont^s thesis that the vanta ideology is 
ultimately reducible to a dichotomy between purity and pollution. I do not disagree with this criticism. 
The concept of purity, however, clearly does play a central role in the discourse on varna. I would argue 
that it is, to use Orlner’s (1973l>) term， a “key symbol”， of the sort she calls an “elaborating symbol”， in 
that it is a central concept invoked in the articulation of distinctions between different caste groups, as 
Orenstein (1965, 1968) and Tambiah (1985a) show. Purity is also usedf according to Harper (1964), to 
articulate the status difference between humans and gods, and amongst the gods themselves. It is probably 
not accidental that Buddhist and others have attacked the brahmin's claim to high status via the route of 
purity, arguing that they are not more pure than others, and possibly less so, on account of their 
performance of violent, bloody sacrifices. The mechanics of this articulation has been admirably described 
by Marriott, who argued for a transactional rather than essentialist model. He wrote, contra Dumont, that 
<(polIution (better understood in strictly hierarchical terms 'degradation') need not be a substance or 
quality of substances. Rather, it is a process that inevitably occurs, according to Indian ideology, through 
the ranked relationships of any transaction. Whatever is given -  semen, food* pay, etc. -  the act of giving 
is degrading to the receiver, upgrading to the giver. The idiom of "pollution* provides one major way of 
talking about caste rank, while rank itself is the outcome of transactions in that and certain other idioms." 
(1969:1172) See also Marriott 1959, 1968 and especially 1976. See also Marriott 1991, in which he 
discusses some of the other parameters along which caste difference is articulated.

^  Tambiah has argued that uearly Buddhist polemics against Brahmanical conceptions -  combining irony 
with etymological play,....caricature and reject Brahmanical notions of dirt defined 'material' and 
'ritually*....as body pollution associated with the physiological processes of ingestion and excretion, of 
birth and death, and replace it with a 'mentalistic* and ethical notion of defilement as negaûve emotions of 
greed, hate and delusion of mind. The dramatic and forceful early Buddhist rejecûon of Brahmanical ritual 
notions of purity and pollution is seen in such matters as the open recruitment to the sangha from all 
varnas and castes, the bhikkhu acceptance of cooked food from a lay donor irrespective of his status, and
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\ht Assaläyana Sutta,29 the Buddha challenges the claim that the varna taxonomy is 

universal, by means of the observations that other peoples, such as the Ionian Greeks 

(yona) and the Kamboja, observe only one social distinction, that of masters and slaves.30

The Buddhists, secondly, propound a “humanism” insofar as they attack 

stratification and the assumption that humans are determined through their station of birth. 

Rather, they argue that “supremacy” is the product of moral virtue and wisdom which are 

not monopolized by any one group. Thus, the supreme goal is open to all people, no matter 

what their station in life, provided they cultivate the virtues and wisdom required for 

mastery on the spiritual path.

Such attacks on the claims made by the brahmins were not restricted to the early 

period of Buddhism, but were in fact a continuing feature of the religion. Dharmakirti, who 

lived in the seventh century,31 was quite uncompromising in his critique of such ideas, as 

the following brief bit of rhetoric indicates: <4The unquestioned authority of the Vedas; the 

belief in a world-creator; the quest for purification through ritual bathings; the arrogant 

division into castes; the practice of mortification to atone for sin -  these five are the marks 

of witless men.”32

Äryadeva, in his Cittavisuddhiprakarana, uses rational, biological imagery similar

to that attributed to the Buddha above to argue against caste discrimination:

Beings are as stated by the Tathâgata: having a self of the five elements, their 
nature is five lumps, similar to the semen and blood [which is their source].
The brahmin is that which the outcast is, as is the body of the monk: all have the 
five heaps as their self. These are impermanent and characterized by suffering, 
for both the higher and lower castes. All are conceived in a woman's womb,

the bhikkhu*s willful contamination with death by taking up residence in cremation grounds, using 
discarded cloth from rubbish heaps, and engaging in the contemplation of death as a therapeutic act/* 
(I985b:96).

SA/aji/W/mzMikâyaÇS’ Crans.inS^amoliandBodhilÇÇS.ppJôS-Tl

30 The mention o f the Greeks dates this text, or at least this portion of it, to no earlier than the late fourth 
century BCE. In 326 BCE the Greeks, led by Alexander, crossed the Indus. See Basham 1954 pp. 49 ff.

31 Concerning the dating of Dharmaklrti and other important Buddhist authors see section 5.2 below.

32 From his trans, in Jaini 1967, p. 41
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whether bom as fisherman or bom as an ascetic brahmin. Therefore, caste is an 
illusion. One who understands the rite should always worship one’s mother, 
sister, daughter，mother-in-law，niece, brahmin women, kshatriya women, 
vaishya women, shudra women, as well as women who are deformed, defiled, 
inferior, despised, or outcast, with the power of adamantine intuition.33

The end of this passage, which recommends the reverence of all women irrespective of

social class, is quite typical of Tantric texts, as will be explored below. This refusal to

recognize social distinctions is justified in Buddhist texts via the doctrine of nonduality, and

it is prescribed in some Buddhist Tantric traditions as an observance (vrata) for the Tantric

adept, as will be shown below.

A striking aspect of the myth narrated in the purusasukta is its equation of a primal 

act of violence with the division of humans into a hierarchical taxonomy. The equation of 

the varna ideology with Vedic sacrifice is probably not coincidental. Interestingly, it is 

precisely this violence which is denounced by Buddhists and Jains. Brahmins were 

criticized for engaging in animal sacrifice, which was understood by Jains and Buddhists to 

result in a state of impurity.34 Buddhists, however, also condemned the very conceptual 

violence which sought to divide persons into such categories; as shown above, Buddhists 

would consider such taxonomic thought as the product of 44dichotomic conceptual 

constructionn (vikalpa), which the Buddhists see as originating in the very misknowledge 

(avidyä) which is the ultimate cause o f all suffering and cyclic existence (samsära).

33 CV vv. I01.d-L06d: jagad âha tathâgata// pancabhütatmakarn sukraiii sontam capi tâdrsam / tanmayah 
khalu pindo 'yam ko viprah kai ca vântyajah // [pancaskandhâtrnakam sarvam] sanrarn khalu bhiksavah / 
anityam duhkhaiûnyan ca na jâtir na ca jâdmân // kaivarttogarbham bhûtah kascic câ[ndâlajâtimân / tapasâ
brahmano jâtas tasmâj jâtir akâranam // svasâram mâtaram svasrûm svaputnm bhâgineyikam /  brahmanim 
ksatriyâm vaisyâm vidhijnânena sûdrikâm] // ekângvikalâm hinâm garhitâm antyajâm api / yositam 
püjayen nityam jnânavajraprabhâvanaih // (Patel 1949:8); / 4gro ba de bzhin bde gshegs gsungs // 4byung 
IngaM bdag nyid khu ba dang // khrag kyang de dang 'dni ba dang // de yi rang bzhin gong bu Inga // bram 
ze gang yin mthar skyes gang // dge slong dag gi lus "di ni // thams cad phung po Inga bdag nyid // mi 
rtag sdug bsngal stod pa la // ngs med rigs dang ldan pa gang // nya pavi mngal du skye ba gang // kha cig 
gdol pa'i skye ldan pas // dka* thub spyad pa bram ze skyes II de phyir rigs ni sgyu ma yin // ma dang 
sring mo bu mo dang // sgyug mo dang ni isha mo dang // bram ze rgyal rigs ijc rigs mo // cho ga shes pa 
dmangs rigs mo // yan lag cig ni nyams pa dang // dman dang smod dang nn 
rtag tu mchod par bya // rdo ije ye shes mam bsgoms pas / (QT p. 2.5).

mthar skyes kyi // btsun mo

34 In the case of the Jains, physical violence was understood to result in physical impurity, while the 
Buddhists, as we have seen, tended to internalize and ethicize purity, seeing it as the result of a 
compassionate and non-violent mental state. Purity, in the Jain view, was a consequence of the 
renunciation of a Jain ascetic, and that Jain ascetics could serve to purify those persons and things that 
came into contact with them. See Jaini 1985.
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Rather, the Buddhists prescribe a nondualistic gnosis or intuition into the nature of reality 

which is free of such false conceptual construction (nirvikalpajfiäna).

This same critique is represented as coming from the mouth of a Jain king in the 

Dharmàranya Purâna, a text produced by the Modh Brahmins of Gujrat most likely 

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries CE.35 In this puräna the Modh Brahmins are 

depicted as receiving an extensive land grant from Rama himself back in the dvaparayuga. 

Later, they are deprived of their land by a Jain princess. The brahmins go to her father, 

King Äma, bearing a copper-plate land grant which they claimed was bestowed upon them 

by Rama. The king, also a Jain, is skeptical and calls questions their worthiness, as 

follows:

Who are you? Where do you stay? What do you want from us? For what have 
you come here, you killers of animals? You, who cheat stupid people, eat 
everything greedily, always accept gifts from others, are wicked slaves of your 
senses; why have you come here? (Das 1977:27)

The brahmins reply that they are beggars (bhiksus) seeking the protection of the righteous

king (dharmarâja), and in particular seeking the restoration of their grant bestowed by

Rama. The king replied by criticizing their claims, both that the grant was given to them by

Rama, and that they as brahmins are worthy of it, saying:

All the shastras say that non-violence is the ultimate righteousness. Then why do 
you call the Jain religion a heretic religion? All our preceptors are without a trace 
of violence and are fijll of compassion. The Brahmans are always desiring 
sensuous pleasures and all of them are bent on committing violence. They are full 
of desires, prone to anger, and are greedy. Tell me which of their virtues should 
make me worship them? Men have to bear the fruits of their good and bad 
actions. Happiness and unhappiness are both attained by our actions. Rama was 
also bom because of his karmas [past actions] and died because of them. What is 
extraordinary about him that he should be remembered? (Das 1977:28-29)

It is quite remarkable that such a trenchant critique would occur in a text written by

brahmins. The brahmins give a rather ineffectual defense, claiming that violence is

unavoidable. In the endt they are depicted as converting the king, but only by means of the

35 See Das 1977, p. 16.
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miraculous intervention of Hanuman, rather than by a cogent defense of their claims to 

authority.

The Buddhists did not only criticize the brahmins* claims via critical reasoning and 

ridicule, both of which are negative forms of discourse. They also utilized positive modes 

of discourse; that is, they offered alternative social visions. On the one hand, the Buddha 

redefined terms such as brâhmana and äryan in terms of moral and spiritual qualities rather 

than birth or appearance.36 Another approach was the proposition of a competing or 

alternate ideology. In the Agganna Sutta, the Buddha follows his critique of the 

purusasukta cosmogony with what might be termed, following Bloch, an alter- 

cosmogony,37 an alternate vision of the universe which is also, given the sphere of 

discourse in which the text is operating, an alternate vision of society as well.

In this account, the Buddha is portrayed as giving an alternate narration of the 

“creation” of the world, although k is really a re-creation, since what he describes is the 

redevelopment of the world following its periodic destruction, a process discussed in 

section 3.3.1 below. Following the destruction of the world, including its various hells and 

lower heavens, the beings who dwelled there are reborn in the higher form realm 

(nipaloka) heavens, where they exist in luminous mind-made 4tbodies,t (manomayakàya) 

and experience great bliss. As the lower desire world (kàmaloka) comes back into 

existence, beings are bom back into it.

At this primal time, however, the world then is quite different than it is now. The 

Buddha described it thus:

At that period, Vàsettha, there was just one mass of water, and all was darkness, 
blinding darkness. Neither moon nor sun appeared, no constellations or stars 
appeared, night and day were not extinguished, nor months and fortnights, no 
years or seasons, and no male and female, beings being reckoned just as beings.

36 See, for example, the Sonadanda Sutta, Dlgha Nikàya 4, trans, in Walshe pp. 125-132. Also, the 
Ariyavamsa Sutta redefines the four varna in terms of four "noble lineages** (ariyavamsa) which are simply
monastic virtues, such as being satisfied with a single robe and delighting in meditation. See Gombrich 
1992, p. 170-7 L

37 See Bloch 1989, p. 128.
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And, sooner or later, after a very long period of time, savory earth spread itself 
over the waters where those beings were. It looked just like the skin that forms 
over hot milk as it ccxdIs. It was endowed with colour, smell and taste. It was the 
colour of fine ghee or butter, and it was very sweet, like pure wild honey.
(Walshe 1987:410)

The world then was completely undifferentiated, and so were the beings who dwelled 

therein, who continued to exist in blissful, luminous mind-made forms.

However, one of these beings, motivated by greed, tasted the savory earth, and 

enjoying it began to crave it, and it was followed by the other beings. Äs a consequence of 

their consumption of this food they lost their self-luminance, as result of which the sun, 

moon and other celestial objects appeared, and night and day was distinguished. As they 

continued to eat the food, their bodies became coarser, and they began to distinguish beauty 

and ugliness.

Eventually, the savory earth disappeared, and was replaced by a series of 

increasingly coarser foods, the greedy consumption of which led to the further bifurcation 

of beings into the sexes, leading to the development of sexual activity. Eventually, as food 

was no longer easily attained, people began to divide up the land into field plots, and 

conflicts developed over its possession. As a result of these conflicts, the people chose the 

best man amongst them to serve as king, in order to maintain order and punish evil doers. 

This first king was called Mahâsammata, i4[he who is] agreed to be great/08 The texts also 

defines king (räja) as lthe who pleases others with righteousness^ (dhammena pare 

rafijeti).38 39

Having accounted the origin of the Kshatriya or ruler class, the text continues to 

describe the origin of the Brahmin class. They originated in a group of people who, 

disgusted with the evil and conflict that arose in the world, withdrew to the forest and lived 

in leaf huts meditating, thus earning for themselves the title itmeditators>, (jhdyaka). Later 

some of them, being unable to meditate, returned to the viUages to compose the Vedas, and

38 See Gombrich 1992, p. 175.

39 See Gombrich 1992, p. 174.
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were thus labeled “non-meditators” Sans. which is a pun on the

term used for recitors of the Vedas (adhyäyaka).40

In this passage the social world is portrayed as coining into existence through a 

gradual process of degeneration which is motivated primarily through greed, which gives 

rise eventually to social segmentation. The brahmins in particular are lampooned through 

the exploitation of the tension between worldly life and renunciation, which, according to 

Heesterman, has been a centrai tension within the Brahmanic tradition.41

By this point it is hopefully clear that, in rejecting the varna ideology* Buddhists

were not merely quibbling over points in speculative philosophy. For while the vanta

ideology was integrated within a cosmology and reinforced by often sophisticated

speculation concerning the cosmos and the natural world, it was not without profound

political and serial consequence. Lincoln pointed out that

the cosmic and the social sides of this religious ideology, as expressed in myth 
and ritual, and as enacted in social practice and organization, were both part of one 
and the same system. And one cannot separate the elegant strands of speculative 
thought from the brutal facts of serial hierarchy and exploitation: it was, and 
regularly is, the persuasive power of the former that makes the latter possible.
The social system which was buttressed by this ideology was one in which 
mental labor was reserved for the privileged few, to whom were allotted the 
greatest shares of valued resources. The others, who engaged in manual work, 
were further differentiated, some enjoying a considerable measure of power, 
prosperity and prestige, while others -  the majority -  were relegated to lives of 
service and subordination, bearing further the stigma of impurity. All these 
results -  real, concrete effects, and not gossamer stories -  were effectively 
legitimated by myths of creation through sacrifice, and were also dramatized in the 
practice of sacrificial ritual, in which members of the highest class presided and -  
most often -  those of the second class served as patrons, while those of the 
lowest class played minor roles, if any at ail. (1991:174)

The Buddhist myth is an alter-cosmogony in that it portrays the creation of the social world

with its distinctions not as a necessary consequence of the ineluctable process of creation,

but as a process of degradation resulting from greed and ultimately misknowledge. For the

Buddhists, social distinction is at its best and least oppressive a compromise, and in its

40 See Gombrich 1992, p. 163.

41 See Heesterman’s essay “Brahmin, Ritual, and Renounce^’ （1985:26-44).
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worse and more oppressive forms an inexcusable serial evil, resulting from the greed, ill 

will and stupidity (in the sense of ignorance of the laws of causality) of those who 

propagate it.

Just as the puriisasiikta cosmogony implies a social order, so too does this alter- 

cosmogony suggest an alternate social order, a path for sexial action. That myth can do 

more than simply describe and bolster the given social order was argued by Lynch, who 

following Geertz pointed out that 4<myths provide not just models o f  reality but also models 

fo r  reality. They have a conative function because of motivation they can engender and 

because of the strategic analysis of social situations which they can provide to those who 

believe in them.’“ 2

The social order commended in this text is still based on kingly rule, but a 

moderated kingly rule. It is not a rule, as prescribed in the dharmasästras, subordinated to 

the brahmins and in their interest, wherein the duty of a king (räjadharma) was largely the 

maintenance of serial order. Instead, as Tambiah has shown in his masterful 1976 

monograph, the Buddhist critique of the varna ideology was joined to a concomitant 

redefinition of kingly authority; rather than talking about the duty o f the king (räjadharma), 

which included the use of force to suppress dissent against the varna ideology, the king's 

duty was to be righteous, to be a dharmaràja.

In attempting to redefine the role of the king the Buddhists perhaps sought to 

dislodge the brahmins from positions of political authority, since, according to Inden, both 

brahmins and kings were held to possess lordship,42 43 albeit in separate fields.44 Tambiah 

has pointed out that in the Brahmanical system the Brahman is given a central position, 

mediating between the figure of the king and the renunciant (sannyàsini between mastery

42 Lynch 1972:111. Concerning Geertz's formulation of religious symbols as both models of and models 
for reality see Geertz I973t pp. 93-125.

43 See Inden 1985, pp. 172-77. This seems to suggest that Dumonfs thesis that religious and political 
authority were separate is inaccurate, as Tambiah (1972), for example, suggested.

^  Concerning the tension between the brahmin and the king sec Heesterman 1985, pp. 109-27.
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of the world and spiritual mastery. In the Buddhist model, however, the king as 

dhannaràja takes the center stage, with the Brahmin demoted to court functionary, and the 

renunciant the Buddhist bhiksu, who was to be supported and protected by the king, and 

who in turn provided a 4<field of merit*7 (punyaksetra) for the king and other lay patrons.45

It appears that this model was adopted by the Mauryan state, particularly as 

exemplified by Asoka, and it remained influential in India at least until the time of Harsa in 

the seventh century. Inden has argued, in an important 1979 article, that the imperial model 

entailed a shift from the Vedic sacrifice to the Buddhist ceremony of the “Great Gift” 

(mahädäna) as a central, unifying imperial cult.46 The importance of king Asoka,47 who is 

the model in Buddhist literature for the exemplary king, cannot be underestimated, and he is 

exemplary in part because of his perfection of the rite as a legitimization for his

rule.48 *

The mahädäna was understood by Buddhists as being an alternative to the bloody 

srauta sacrifices. Such is the point of the Kütadanta Sutta /9 in which the Buddha is 

portrayed as convincing a wealthy brahmin householder to release thirty-five hundred 

animals he was about to sacrifice, and offer instead a vegetarian feast for the monks at the 

very site of the planned sacrifice. As the mahädäna v/as accepted as the imperial paradigm,

4S See Tambiah 198Sb, pp. 104-107. This ca^e is also argued at much greater length in his 1976 
monograph.

46 Indcn argued that i4the crystallization of this imperial structure under Asoka (c. 273-236 BC) was marked 
by an important cultic shift. He did not take the ^vea led ' Vedic sacrifice as the central cult of the empire 
but instead established a form of Buddhist ceremonial as its central cult, thereby making Buddhism the 
dominant, encompassing religion in the cultural-symbolic constitution of his empire.'* (1979:132)

47 There have been attempts by some Indian scholars, such as Dutt (1962) and Thapar to downplay Asoka's 
commitment to Buddhism, an effort which may not be unrelated to the attempts at that time to reinvent 
Asoka as a role model for modem India, as symbolized by the adoption of Asoka's lion capital from his
edict pillar found at Samäth as the symbol for the state of India. Tliese attempts, however, have been duly 
criticized as unwarranted by Tambiah (1976, pp. 59 ff.).

43 Concerning Asoka and the mahädäna ceremony see Strong 1979 and 1983.

49 Digha N ikâya  5, trans, in Walshe 1987, pp. 133-41.
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the srauta sacrifice was effectively marginalized.50 The Buddhist critique of the violence of

the sacrifices led to a marginalization of the Brahmanic tradition, and that

This shift from the trevealed, (srauta) or 4cosmoregaT to the ^aditional*
(smärta) or dom estic1 (grhya), from rites performed inside the cosmoregal 
sacrificial enclosure to those performed outside it, was a cultural-political shift 
from the encompassing, cosmic, and central, to the encompassed, parochial, and 
peripheral. The imperial level and the universal center was silently but 
dramatically conceded to Buddhism while the regional level and the parochial 
periphery were taken up as the place of the Vedic cult, reformulated in the guise 
of a traditional household cult and made more or less consistent with requirements 
set by the Buddhist cult at the center on issues such as animal slaughter. Biardeau 
has suggested, with her usual insight, that hierarchization is the model for change 
in Indian society.51 She had in mind that the Brahmanical tradition hierarchized 
other traditions. Here, however, the reverse has happened. The older Vedic 
sacrifice, once the central cult of the contending Aryan states of north India, has 
itself been hierarchized and regionalized by Buddhism. The 4<great giff* ceremony 
of Buddhism became the central ceremony of the imperial kingdoms of ancient 
India and, so long as the Aryan states were included within it, they were confined 
to the performance of vegetarianized, simplified domestic forms of the Vedic 
sacrifice. (Inden 1979:133)

It appears that, faced with this critique from without as well as the long-standing tendency 

toward the interiorization o f the sacrifice in brahmanic thought,52 the brahmins took the 

strategy of jettisoning the practice of the actual srauta sacrifice as prescribed and described 

in the Vedas, while maintaining the authority o f the Vedas and hence their own authority as 

structured in the vanta taxonomy. This was probably not a great sacrifice, as new 

innovations came to supplant the largely abandoned sacrificial tradition. Inden wrote that

50 A variety of gifts were commended. These ranged from modest daily gifts to the monks of their daily 
needs, to elaborate quinquennial assemblies (pancavarsika) in which the emperor emptied the imperial 
treasury in bestowing lavish gifts on the mendicants. Considered most praiseworthy were the five 'gifts' 
of the precepts (sila) -  not to commit violent acts, not to steal, and so on -  that the Buddhist householder 
was to observe (Dâna-vagga o f the Anguttara Nikâya). All of these donations, whether large or small, 
literal or metaphoric, were referred in the Buddhist texts as mahàdànas, **great gifts'*, and opposed to the 
more grandiose of the Vedic animal sacrifices, which they designated as Mgreat sacrifices'* (mahâyajna). 
Imperial rulers turned the bestowal of these gifts into formal ceremonies and made them into the central 
ritual activities of the imperial states of ancient India. At the same time, they effectively forbade the 
performance by conquered warrior kings of the older Vedic sacrifices at the center of their (regional) states 
by forbidding the slaughter o f animals. The performance of sacrifices in which vegetal substances -  e.g.t 
ghee and seeds -  were offered was permitted, but the donation of the simple daily requisites to a monk was 
considered, in the rhetoric of Buddhist literature, was much more notorious. (1979:132)

51 He refers here to Biardeau*s 1972 book, Clefs pour la Pensée hindoue, esp. p. 125

52 See Heestennan 1985, p. 41.
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Side by side with the reformulations of the sacrificial tradition in the sùtras were 
the efforts made, beginning in the Mahâbhârata, to transform regional deities, 
sages, or heroes, e.g., Krsna, of the various Aryan states into ecumenical deities 
of the Vedic pantheon whose icons eventually came to be honored” fpüyäj in 
much the same way as the symbols of the Buddha, enshrined as Cosmic Overlord 
of the imperial state. (1979:133)

With the resurgence of Hinduism in the early medieval period, the Buddhist rite of 

mahâdâna was adopted and transformed by the Hindus into a rite dramatizing the unity of 

the cosmic and social orders, centering on tlie figures, respectively, of the deity and the 

king.53 In this new Hindu context the mahâdâna rite was significantly transformed, 

although important aspects of it remain; in particular, the force of the Buddhist (and Jain) 

critiques of animal sacrifice lingered on, as the Hindu mahâdâna maintained (and thus 

internalized) the non-violence which was an initial impetus in the Buddhist development of 

a non-violent rite contra the srauta sacrifice.54

This shift away from the practice of srauta sacrifice may have had important 

consequences. In particular, the rise of Siva as a great gcxl of Hinduism may be linked to 

this shift; in the earlier period, Siva was commonly depicted as an heretical, outcast god, 

excluded from the sacrifice.55 But with the decline of the practice of the sacrifice, Siva 

perhaps could be more easily integrated as a central force driving the development of 

resurgent classical Hinduism. These transformations of the uHinduM tradition seems to 

confirm Roy’s thesis that

Traditions» then, in spite of their apparently monolithic and constant character, 
are in reality subject to pressures rendering them fluid and dynamic. These are 
especially obvious in situations where disseminating and/or controlling 
traditions are interwoven with access to various forms of power. (1996:9)

53 See Inden 1979, pp. 134 f. Inden claims the Hindu mahâdâna independent of srauta sacrifice was first 
performed by Dantidurga, the first imperial Râstraküta, around 753 CE (1979:134).

54 The doctrine of non-violence (ahimsa) continues to resonate within Hindu tradition and is quite 
influential even in purely Hindu contexts, such as the controversies concerning animal sacrifice in 
Uttarkhand described by Sax (1991:147-59).

55 The myth of Daksa's sacrifice exemplifies this sort of depiction. See O 'Raherly 1971, pp. 318-23, and 
also O* Flaherty 1973.
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This applies to the Buddhists as well. There is evidence to suggest that the adoption of 

Buddhism as a state religion in the imperial period brought about changes within 

Buddhism; this may account for the imagery of royalty and mastery found in the Mahâyâna 

cults of the bodhisattvas and Tantric deities. And, as will be seen, Tantric traditions 

appropriated elements of Hindu traditions, and these acts cannot be seen as non-polidcalt as 

they most likely occurred in contexts in which patronage and power was at stake.

This brief look at two competing ideologies, which manifested in mythic, and ritual 

forms as well, has hopefully made the point that myth and ritual should not be assumed to 

rigidly serve any one role, such as the maintenance of hegemony. This assumption, as Bell 

has shown, follows from the bifurcation of experience into a thoughl/action dichotomy, 

with primacy given to the former, and ritual assigned to the latter, secondary and derivative 

category.56 57 Here it seems more useful to stress the complementarity of myth and ritual as 

modes of discourse. Lincoln argued that myth and ritual are 44stylistically different but 

complementary and mutually reinforcing modes for the encoding and dissemination of 

ideology, most often religious ideology, but not necessarily so.'1 (1991:172)

As such, they lack an intrinsic, fixed role either in the dissemination of dominant or 

alternative ideologies, but can in fact be put to either uses, with the same myth or ritual 

element susceptible to appropriation by rival groups. This was observed by Leach, who 

wrote that

Myth and ritual is a language of signs in terms of which claims to rights and 
status are expressed, but it is a language of argument, not a chorus of harmony.
If ritual is sometimes a mechanism of integration, one could as well argue that it 
is often a mechanism of disintegration. (1954:278)

Rather than being fixed in either meaning or function, ritual, like any human construct, can

be interpreted differently and put to different uses. Ritual can possess multiple layers of

meaning, as Turner has pointed out.57 And Durkheim, contra the Functionalist school,

56 See Beil 1992, ch. 2.

57 Turner wrote with regard to symbols in ritual that *4It would seem, therefore, that in any given instance 
of a symboles use, we have to take into account three orders of reference: (1) its manifest sense(s)t of which
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argued that ritual is ambiguous in function in that the same rite can be put to different 

uses.58 The meaning and function of a rite differs in different contexts, both performative 

and interpretive.59 Ritual should be understood historically as subject to change, rather than 

a fixed aspect of structure.60 It thus seems worthwhile to take into consideration the 

historical process whereby a ritual action might take on multiple layers of significance in 

different historical and social contexts.

Thus, the mahädäna is not the same ceremony performed in Buddhist and Hindu 

contexts, but quite different ceremonies that vary in form, function and signification 

between these contexts, even though they are genetically linked. Likewise, the numerous 

ritual technologies that Buddhists adapted from Vedic sources, such as the homa fire 

sacrifice, differ in these ways in spite of the fact that the Vedic and Buddhist performance 

of the rite are formally similar. It is thus necessary, when exploring competing religious 

traditions, to examine the function as well as the form of elements that occur within both 

traditions, wherein a mythic or ritual element is appropriated and redeployed by a tradition, 

thereby creating a novel form of discourse which is nevertheless traceable to the old context 

in which it originated.

the subject is fully conscious and which is (are) related to the explicit aims of the ritual (to remove 
sterility, bring on rain, remove a dead hunter's incisor tooth from the body of his living kinsman, and so 
on); (2) its latent sense(s)t of which the subject is only marginally aware but could have become fully 
aware and which is (are) related to other ritual and pragmatic contexts of social action; and (3) its hidden 
sense(s)t of which the subject is completely unconscious and which is (are) related to infantile (and 
possibly prenatal) experiences shared with most other human beings. (Turner 1975:176, the emphasis is 
mine.) Interestingly, Turners threefold levels of signification correspond closely to the three levels 
attributed by Buddhist Tantric authors to symbols in Taniric ritual, which are the outer, inner, and secret 
meanings.

58 See the discussion of ritual in section 1.2.2 above.

59 This point is made by Bell (1997:87-88) with regard to the Swazi Ncwala rite; see also Lincoln 1989, 
pp. 53-74.

60 This was argued by Comaroff in her 1985 book. See esp. ch. 7, pp. 194-251.
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3.1.3 On Dissent, Protest and Counter-Culture: Resistance or Reproduction?

It has been argued that “Irama^ic” groups in India^ exemplified by the Buddha and 

the Buddhist community he founded, represented an ^ethical protest^ initiated by the crises 

brought on, according to Jaspers， by the so-called “axial age”.61 This was a period, it is 

claimed, of economic, social and technological change, exemplified in India by the 

expansion of trade and also armed conflict, made deadlier by the dissemination of iron 

technologies,62 and perhaps exasperated by the performance of agonistic rites such as the 

asvamedha.63 There seems little doubt that Buddhism as well as Jainism constiruted 

"'ethical protestn to the violence of this period, and it seems likely that the karma model of 

causality, with its ethical accounting of merit and sin was influenced by the growing 

mercantilism of the period, which also may have had the effect of destabilizing the older 

order.64

As noted above, sramanic groups, and in particular the Buddhists, were influential 

during the Mauryan imperial period, as is indicated not only by textual evidence and

61 See Jaspers 1962.

62 While the introduction of iron in the first half of the first millennium BCE (in approximately 800-600 
BCE) may have made military conflict more deadly, it is also connected with the development of science 
and rationalism. See Warder 1956, p. 46.

63 See Inden 1979, p. 35, and also Kulke 1992.

61A money economy developed probably in the sixth century BCE, with the circulation of punch-marked 
coins such as the kàrsapana. (Warder 1980:30) This was not without social consequences. According to 
Thapar, 4ithe introduction of coined metallic money, even if only in the urban markets, extended the 
geographical reach of trade and also the range of items traded and led increasingly to the computation of 
wealth in the form of coined money. Those who were wealthy were accorded a tugher status in urban life, 
which weakened the role of ritual status, and, to a lesser extent, the monopoly of land ownership as a 
criteria of social rank.f, (1984:102). The money economy resulted in the creation of 4<a new set of 
impersonal professional ties not necessarily based on kinship nor subservient to the requirements of the 
ritual status of the varna hierarchy. [Unlike Brahmanical sources,] Buddhist sources on the other hand 
endorse the status of the finander and carry no hint of disapproval of usury. The serthigahapatis are 
highly respected and frequently the more important patrons 〇r the Buddhist sahgha. Tlie Buddhist sources 
depict the gahapatis in trade as an economic asset treated with respect by those in political authority.'* 
(1984:103) Likewise, evidence suggests that trade was the impetus for the introduction and use of scripts 
during this period; writing was quickly adopted by the Buddhists^ but long seen by the brahmans as a 
threat to their monopoly over the Vedas. See Thapar 1984, pp. I03ff.
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Asoka's pillars, but by numismatic evidence as well.63 * 65 Warder argued that 4<through 

compromise with the leaders of the sects of wanderers the kings at first favored the 

heterodox trend, which encouraged the rise of powerful monarchies, for the orthodox trend 

maintained that the Brahmans as highest caste should dominate scx:iety and keep the Icings 

in check/' (1956:54) Warder describes the consolidation of political power that culminated 

in the Mauryan empire as a “social revolution,” involving the amalgamation of diffuse, 

undifferentiated tribal societies into consolidated, increasingly urban and differentiated 

societies, with a greater monopolization of power by the centralized state. He wrote that 

uthe heretical sects, we have suggested, provided the necessary ideological armoury for this 

social revolution. Their internal organization grew up in harmony with that of the new 

states, and the kings patronized them because they found them valuable allies against the 

Brahman caste.n (1956:60) Buddhists were also evidently closely associated with the 

merchant class, as is indicated by the placement of monasteries along major trade routes, 

which were in tum patronized by merchants and merchant guilds.66

63 The period in which Buddhists received royal patronage is typically considered to begin with Asoka, and
extended through the Gupta era, who were known mainly for iheir patronage of Hindu groups, but who 
were also responsible for the founding of the Nâlandâ monastic university among other things. Patronage 
continued in the North under Harsa and the Pälas. (See Hazra 1995) Numismatic evidence calls into 
question the notion that Aioka was the earliest patron of Buddhism, but suggests that support may have 
begun to dwindle under the Guptas. A possible sign for royal patronage of Buddhism is the presence of a 
Buddhist symbols, the stupa, on coins. The symbol first appears on pre-Mauryan punch-marked coins, 
those of Mahâpadma Nanda (circa 360-317 CE) of Magadha; this could indicate royal patronage of 
Buddhism even as early as the mid>fourth centuxy, although it is difficult to access the exact import of a 
stylized numismatic symbol on coins of such an early date, and these coins are rare and not well 
documented. While the stüpa itself had pre-Buddhist precedents, there is no evidence that it had strong 
symbolic import before the advent of Buddhism. (See Lamotte 1988a pp. 310 ff.) The symbol of the 
stupa is abundantly found on Mauryan coinage from the reign of Asoka (c. 272 - 232 BC), i.e. the silver
kârsâpana (see Mitchiner 1976 (M76) 4229-4234, Gupta and Hardaker 1985 (GH) 510). It appears on 
those of his successors, namely Kunaia (M76 4245, GH 590) and Samprali (M76 4195-4197, GH 574). 
The stupa also is displayed prominently on the post-Mauiyan copper half and quarter kârsâpana coins of 
circa 180-160 BCE (M76 4418,4422), as well as on the double kârsâpana coins of the Chutus of 
Vanavasi of circa 160-345 (M76 4971). It also figured prominently on the reverse of ihe silver drahm 
issued by the Saka kings of Gujarat and Mâlwâ, who ruled from roughly 150-388 CE (Basham 1954:63; 
see M76 2706 ff.) The symbol largely disappears from Indian coinage with the rise of the Guptas« who 
replaced it with images such as the Gamda. Kushan coinage, while not depicting stupas, is famous for its 
depiction of the Buddha, Maitreya, Siva as well as other Iranian and Central Asian deities. One might 
argue that the appearance of Buddhist symbols on coinage signifies the ascent of Buddhism as a source of 
legitimation for the imperial state, and its disappearance during the Gupta period signifies a waning on 
political influence on the part of the Buddhists, and a corresponding waxing of influence by resurgent, 
theistic Hindu traditions.

66 See Kosambi 1965, pp. 182-85.
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While the formation of the Mauryan centralized state was a major urevolutionM in 

Indian political and social history, it would probably be an overstatement to depict 

Buddhists as “revolutionaries”， during this or almost any other period. The ideological 

opposition of the Buddhists to the vanta ideology and its concomitant social inequality 

should not be taken as proof that Buddhists actively resisted the hegemony it represents. 

The Buddhists might be considered revolutionary in establishing an alternative institution, 

the monastery, which was relatively egalitarian in that it accepted persons of all serial 

background, and in which, ideally, rank was based on seniority rather than birth status. 

Early canonical suttas, however, often depicted the Buddha as accepting the basic division 

of society in hierarchically organized groups,67 even though he often took issue with the 

presumptions of superiority on the part of the brahmins.68 But there is no evidence that 

Buddhism in India constituted a social protest movement. This is probably due to the 

Buddhist fexus on renunciation from the world, which was associated with samsâra, and 

on liberation, nirvana, which was not typically described as social liberation per se, but on 

liberation from suffering as a whole, conceived more as a problem of existential than social 

proportion.

This has been suggested by Thapar^ who has argued that Buddhism in India was a 

dissenting group, involving the ^questioning of established ideologies or belief systems, 

becoming the core of a new ideology/' (1979:178) She argues, however, that Buddhist 

dissent was conditional since their renunciation was conditional; Buddhists renunciates did 

not “leave the world” entirely, but only symbolically, and remained a symbol of authority in 

the world, constituting, according to Thapar， a “counter-culture”.69 The symbolic capital

67 In some of the teaching directed toward laypersons, such as the Säleyyaka Sutta (Majjhima Nikâya 4L 
trans, in Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995, pp. 379-85), the Buddha discusses the social classes as a matter of 
fact, without a tone of either approbation or condemnaüon.

68 A classic, humorous example of the Buddha humbling a brahmin's pride occurs in the Ambattha Sutta, 
Digha Nikâya 3, trans, in Walshe 1987, pp. 111-24.

69 Thapar suggests that uone of the paradoxes of the Indian tradition is that the renounce^ in spite of 
migrating out of society, remains a symbol of authority within society. An explanation of this paradox 
may emerge from an analysis of the social role of the renouncer. Apart from those who through austerity
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accrued th ro u g h  renunciation  w as in v ested  in the construction  o f  an  institu tional base, the 

m onasteries. T h e  m onasteries d id  em b o d y  the B u ddh ist ideal o f  spiritual ra th e r than 

genealog ical legitim acy. 4T h e  m onastery  gradually  acquired  the d im ensions o f  an agency 

w hich c u t across caste  and lineage ties. T hat th is d id  no t lead to confron ta tion  and  conflict 

w ith so c ia l and  po litica l authority  w as perhaps b ecau se  o f  the d iversion  o f  d issen t into a 

parallel s y s te m / '  (1979:186) T h ap ar has suggested  that institu tionalization , w hich  

invariably  req u ired  patronage, m itiga ted  the revolu tionary  po ten tial o f  such  d issen t 

m ovem ents. She w ro te  that

It is o f  considerab le  interest that in the Indian tradition  the effective question ing  
o f  o r  b reak in g  aw ay  from  caste  ob ligations requ ired  the form  o f  a re lig ious sect.
T h is m ay  be exp lained  as being substan tially  due to  the logic o f  caste socie ty  in 
w h ich  the  non-observance o f  cas te  norm s w ould  have o th erw ise  resu lted  in 
o s trac ism  an d  low  status. G iven  th is basic p rem ise , any th ing  sho rt o f  
o v erth ro w in g  the structure o f  caste  society  m ade it necessary  to leg itim ize the 
b reak in g  o f  ru les by  seeking  the  iden tity  o f  a  re lig ious sec t and  i f  p o ssib le  also  
by b u ild in g  an  institu tional base to  coun teract the charge o f  losing  status. T he  
fo rm er w as by  far the easiest w ay  o u t and w as resorted  to, tim es w ithou t 
num ber. T h e  bu ild ing  o f  an institu tional base requ ired  the patronage o f  the 
w ealthy . T h is w eakened  the th ru s t o f  d issen t and  d iverted  it in to  the fo rm ation  
o f  a  p ara lle l society  rather than s treng then ing  a  confron ta tion  w ith  the ex isting  
system . T h e  parallel society no t on ly  leg itim ized  the break ing  o f  caste  ru les but 
a lso  p ro v id ed  a  m echanism  for caste  orthcxloxy to accom m odate  this d issen t, 
s ince th e  paralle l system  im pinged  bu t did no t d isrup t the scx:iety. (1979 :193)

A m ajor q u es tio n  that arises here, sug g ested  by T h ap ar, is to w hat ex ten t co u ld  a  d issen ting

group, c au g h t up in the politics o f  patronage, co nstitu te  an effective form  o f  resistance to

h egem ony? T h ap a r suggests that d issen t on the p a rt o f  the B uddhists  w as b lu n ted  by their

very su ccess  a t b ecom ing  institu tionally  estab lished . C erta in  M arx ist th inkers, such  as 

W illiam s, cas t dou b t on the effectiveness o f  any  alternative socia l m ovem ents in challenging 

hegem ony  (w ith  the exception  o f  M arx is t insp ired  p ro le tarian  revo lu tion , o f  co u rse), and 

suggests th a t they  tend  to be lim ited  b y  the d om inan t order. W illiam s argued  th a t

and severe discipline, both mental and physical, sought extra-sensory power, there were many others who 
renounced their social obligations, joined an order and far from propagating a life<negating principle, 
sought to establish an alternate or parallel society. They combined in themselves the charisma of the 
renouncer as well the concerns of social and occasionally political dissent. They were neither 
revolutionaries nor radical reformers; they can perhaps best be described.... as the makers of a counter
culture： ^  1979:179)
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the m ajor th e o re tic a l problem , w ith im m ediate  e ffec t on  m ethods o f  an a ly sis , is to 
distinguish b e tw ee n  alternative and oppositional in itia tives and co n trib u tio n s 
which are m a d e  w ith in  o r  against a specific h egem ony  (w hich then se ts  certa in  
limits to th em  o r  w h ich  can succeed in neutra liz ing , changing  o r ac tu a lly  
incorporating th em ) and  other kinds o f  in itia tive and  contribution w h ic h  are  
irreducible to  th e  te rm s o f  the original or adap tive  hegem ony, and a re  in  th a t sense 
independent. I t can  be  persuasively argued that all o r  nearly all in itia tives and  
contributions, e v e n  w h en  they take on m anifestly  alternative or o p p o sitio n a l 
forms, are in p rac tice  tied  to the hegem onic: tha t dom inan t culture, so  to  say , at 
once prcxluces a n d  lim its its own form s o f  coun ter-cu ltu re . (1 9 7 7 :114)

The M arxists h e re  m a y  h av e  put too m u d i pow er in the hands o f  the h eg em o n s, and

overestim ated th e  p o w e r  o f  hegem ony to contain  and  lim it oppositional fo rces . F o r no

matter how g rea t th e  p o w er o f  a hegem on, it is n ev er coextensive w ith the  so c ie ty  as a

whole, and thus d o e s  no t g ive rise to all elem ents o f  a  society , nor can it c o n ta in  them . It

can and has been  a rg u e d  th a t die very success o f  a lternative  social g roups a t estab lish ing

themselves as a  v ia b le  alternative is a sign o f  e ffective  resistance. Eco w ro te  th a t

C ounter-cu lture is thus the active critìque o r transfo rm ation  o f  the ex is tin g  
social, sc ien tif ic  o r  aesthetic paradigm . It is re lig ious reform . It is th e  h e re sy  o f  
w hoever c o n fe rs  a  license upon h im self and  p refigu res another chu rch . It is the 
only cultural m an ifesta tio n  that a  dom inant cu ltu re  is unable to ack n o w led g e  and  
accept. T h e  d o m in a n t culture tolerates parasitic  counter-cu ltures as m o re  o r  less 
innocuous d ev ia tio n s , b u t it cannot accept critica l m anifestations w h ich  ca ll it
into question . C oun te r-cu ltu re  com es about w h en  those  w ho tran sfo rm  the  
culture in w h ic h  they  live becom e critically  co n sc ious o f  w hat they a re  d o in g  
and e laborate  a  theo ry  o f  their deviation from  the dom inan t m odel, offering a 
model capable o f sustaining itself. (1995:168)

T he question o f  w h e th e r  o r no t Buddhism  constitu ted  an  effective res is tan ce  to  the

dom inance o f  th e  v arn a-id eo lo g y  in India is a  co m p lex  one, several face ts  o f  w h ich  will be 

explored in the  re s t o f  th is section.

T here h av e  b e e n  several scholars w ho argued  th a t B uddhists, ra th e r  th an

constituting, in p art, a socia l reform  m ovem ent in  resistance to the B rah m an ica l ideology of 

social stratifica tion , ac tua lly  im plicitly supported  th is ideology. K rishan, fo r  exam ple , 

following W eb er,70 co n ten d s  that 4<the B uddha by  his teaching  unw itting ly  s tren g th en ed  the

70 Krishan does not mention Weber in his article, but his argument that the doctrine o f karma provided an 
ideological anchor for the caste system and is an integral, inextricable aspect of the caste system follows 
Webefs characterization in his influential work The Religion o f  India, See Weber 1958* pp. 118-123. 
While Weber is correct in pointing out that the karma can have explanatory power with regard to social 
injustice, his characterization of karma, at least in the Buddhist context, is quite narrow and of limited 
value.
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caste system  by  explain ing  it in  term s o f  the doctrine  o f  karm a.M (1986:71) T his is an idea

w hich w ill hav e  to be exam ined  closely , fo r w hile  it is true that the doctrine o f  karma can

be used as a  ju stifica tio n  for soc ia l inequality , it is no t c lea r th a t this is necessarily the case.

T his is a  com p lica ted  issue b ecau se  the dex trine  o f  karma can , superficially , appear as

determ inistic , and thus em ployed  it w ou ld  indeed  deny agency  and  thus support the

to talistic id eo logy  o f  varna. F o r the  B uddhists, how ever, this w ould  be nothing m ore than

an unconscious approach  to karma, for, since all experience is the consequence o f  o n e 's

actions, none bu t o n ese lf is responsib le  for one^s fate. T ak en  as an eth ic  o f  individual self-

determination, karma theory d o es not necessarily im ply a  social h ierarchy , and^in fact is

not particu larly  com patib le  w ith  it, as H eesterm an  has forcefu lly  pointed  out as follows:

Far from  fo rm ing  a coheren t w hole, caste  and  karm a are a t opposite  ends and 
m utually  d isruptive. T he p o in t is that karm a refers to the ind iv idual’s fate; caste 
and its svadharm a, how ever, re fer to  the co llectiv ity . A s w e saw , it is the caste- 
bound co llectiv ity  that determ ines the in d iv id u a l's  k arm a and thereby  prevents 
him  from  w o rk ing  out his o w n  salvation . O nly  w hen  m an realizes his 
individuality  to the full ex ten t and steps o u t o f  the collectiv istic society, w ill he be 
able to stop  the inexorable k arm a m echanism . T his, ra th er than an organistic 
theodicy, is the actual m essage o f  the k arm a doctrine. It b reaks aw ay from  the 
co llectiv istic  w orld  tow ard ind iv idual salvation. H ere the o rganicist restrain ts o f  
caste are in conflic t w ith  the rationalistic  karm a doctrine. T he  jux taposition  o f  
caste and  karm a, then, is indeed  a  vo la tile  m ixture. F o r the consequence o f  the 
karm a d o ctrin e  is no less than  a  call to deconstruc t the w orld . (1985:198-99)

In B uddhist d iscourse , karma is taken  not as a  ju s tifica tio n  for rem ain ing  in o n e 's  alo tted

place, bu t rather, as a  justifica tion  for renouncing  the w orld , and  thereby  taking contro l o f

o n e 's  fate. T h e  renunciation, i f  n o t the deconstruction , o f  the social w orld is a  fundam ental

aspect o f  B u d d h ist m onaslicism ， and  th is rejection  o f  the “caste-bound” social o rder is not

unrela ted  to the  doctrine o f  ind iv idual, e th ical responsib ility  o r  karma p ropounded  openly

by  the B uddh ists , un like the Brhadäranyaka Upanisad (3 .2 .13), in  w hich  karma is

po rtrayed  as a  sec re t doctrine u n fit fo r pub lic  d issem ination , w hich  perhaps suggests

B rahm anical d iscom fort w ith the  idea.71

71 See Oli velie 1996, pp. 37-38. One could argue, for example, that in the classical Hindu formulation the 
doctrine of karma as an theory of ethical consequences for one's actions is largely blunted in order to 
accommodate theism. In the Bhagavad-Gita, for example, Krisna is portrayed as the ultimate agent in the 
world, responsible for the division of humans into the four classes, and it is also claims that those who
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It is p robab ly  correct to say  th a t re fo rm in g  social inequalities w as no t a  m ajor 

concern  o f  the B uddhists, and it is a lso  co rrec t tha t the B uddh ist theo ry  o f  karma w as 

dep loyed  as an  explanation, if  no t a  ju s tif ic a tio n , fo r the status quo. In B u d d h ist texts, 

how ever, karma is typically dep loyed  to  a rg u e  for the necessity  o f  e th ica l b eh av io r and 

m indfu lness in o n e 's  everyday life,72 a n d  it is this aspect o f  the karma th eo ry  w hich  to  this 

day con tinues to  be  stressed by B u d d h is t teach ers;73 it is causality , n o t fate, that is 

em phasized . O n  the other hand, it is v e ry  possib le  that the B uddhist e th ic  o f  ind iv idual 

responsib ility  w o u ld  inhibit social p ro te s t.74

P erhaps a  m ore  significant q u es tio n  is the persistence o f  castes am ong  B uddhist 

societies such  as in S ri Lanka and N ep a l, the tw o regions in the sub -H im alayan  

subcon tinen t w h ere  B uddhism  has p ers is ted , and  w here the societies a re  o rgan ized  into 

castes, a lb e it in d istinc t ways. B oth  ex am p les  suggest tha t B uddhists d id  no t actively  seek 

to underm ine caste  distinctions w ith in  th e  con tex t o f  lay society .

T h a t caste  persisted in Sri L an k a , w here  the dom inan t ethnic m ajority  is B uddhist,75 

is in teresting , b u t perhaps in an u n ex p ec ted  w ay. S inhalese society  is d iv ided  into castes.

understand this are freed from the consequences of their actions. See Bhagavadgita 4.13-13. trans, in 
Miller 1986, p. 51.

72 With regard lo ihe classical literature, an important example the Mahâkammabibhanga Sutta (Majjhima 
Nikàya 136, trans, in trans, in Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995, pp. 10S8-6S.

73 Tambiah reports that a contemporary Thai Buddhist teacher, Maha Boowa, in his preaching and 
pamphlets, emphasizes that one ^should be mindful of everything he does -  whether he is sweeping the 
floor or picking up a cup . He must keep his mind in the present and seek after wisdom (panna). He must 
comprehend the laws of karma as evidenced in everyday acts: If you place a pot in the middle of the floor, 
it will get knocked down. External circumstances have internal repercussions and correspondences.'* 
(1984:148)

74 This was suggested by Thapar, who noted that the Buddhist doctrine of karma focused on individual 
responsibility for one's actions, and which saw not only one's serial station, but one's entire condition as 
the prcxluct of past actions. She argued lhat <(the sting of social protest was numbed by insisting that there 
was no tangible agency responsible for social injustice, or even an abstract deity against whom man could 
complain, but that the responsibility belonged to man himself. This in turn curbed non-conformity in 
behavior for fear of the consequences in the next Iife.M (1975:126)

75 The complex issues surrounding the interrelationships and conflict between the Sinhala majority and 
Tamil minority in Sri Lanka is beyond the scope of tWs work. Concerning the complex relationship 
between ethnic and religious identity in the late medieval and early colonial periods see Holt 1996. 
Tambiah in recent years has written extensively on the relationship between religion and ethnic conflict in 
Sri Lanka and elsewhere. See Tambiah 1991, 1992 and 1997.
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but in a w ay  q u ite  d iffe ren t than  in  India, as there are no brahm ins, an d  the  dom inant caste, 

the goyigama cu ltiv a to rs , is also  the  m ost num erous, and  there are sev era l num erically 

much sm aller g ro u p s .76 T h ese  groups are  n o t obv iously  o r  ou tw ard ly  d istinguished , and 

distinctions are  o b se rv ed  m ainly  in the a ren a  o f  m arriage.77 By the d aw n  o f  the colonial 

era, how ever, o rd in a tio n  o f  m onks78 w as lim ited  to m em bers o f  the goyigama caste, which 

o f  course runs c o u n te r  to the vinaya.79 T his restric tion, accord ing  to  G o th ó n i, was made as 

a  response to the rep ea ted  invasions by the T am ils and la ter the E uropean  pow ers; the 

leading m o n asteries  w ere  located in the h ighlands, w hich w ere dom in ated  by  the goyigama, 

and in response to  th e  po litica l turm oil the m onks largely restric ted  o rd in a tio n  to family 

members, a  p rac tice  w h ich  gradually  becam e institu tionalized.80 W ith  th is in  mind, Gothóni 

concluded that

m onastic life c a n n o t be approached  p er se , bu t m ust alw ays be  v iew ed  in  
relation to  th e  im m ed ia te  su rrounding  cu ltu re  and society  o f  w h ich  it fo rm s a 
part....m ost o f  th e  scxrial patterns observable w ithin m onastic life ten d  to be 
reflections o f  pa tte rn s  p revailing  in the surrounding  socie ty .81

Clearly, insofar as m o n asteries  w ere rep licating  social class d istinctions they  cannot be

understood to  be re s is tin g  them . W ere such  patterns found  un iversally  th roughout the

Buddhist w orld  o n e  co u ld  safely  conclude tha t Buddhism us resistance n ev er translated from

ideology into p rac tice .

T his, h o w ev e r, is no t qu ite  the case. A s d iscussed  above, R ay has argued  at length 

in his recent b o o k  th a t th e  B uddh ist samgha w as never sim plistica lly  o rg an ized  into a tw o

fold lay versus m o n a stic  pattern . H e argues instead  fo r a  th reefo ld  m o d e l involving the

76 See Gombrich 1971, pp. 345 ff.

77 See Gothóni 1986, pp. 20*21.

7S The order of nuns was extinct in Sri Lanka by this time; according to Gunawardene, last mention of the 
order of nuns occurs during the reign of Mahiada IV (956-972 CE), and the order most likely died out 
during the Chola occupation of Sri Lanka that soon followed. (1979:39)

79 See Gombrich 1971，pp. 357 ff.

*° See Gothóni 1986, p. 20.

81 Golhóni 1986:24. This same point is made by Yalman in his 1967 monograph.
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laity, the se ttled  m o n k s and the forest renunciants.82 T h e  vast m ajority  o f  m o n k s and nuns 

came to adop t th e  se ttled  lifestyle» bu t the forest renuncian ts , desp ite their sm a lle r num ber, 

continue to this d ay  to  have great influence in B u d dh ist polities. T hey  are particu larly  

revered by the  la ity , fo r w hom  they are im bued w ith  g rea t charism a as a  resu lt o f  their 

m editative lifesty les. A nd w hile the m onasteries w ere  o ften  patron ized  by  the  k ings and 

their g o vernm en ts , it w as to the forest renunciates tha t they  turned w hen there w as 

perceived to be  a  n eed  for renew al and  reform  o f  the m onastic  institu tions, w h ich  w ere 

periodically v iew ed  as being corrupted by their in v o lv em en t in w orldly  a ffa irs .83 T he forest 

renunciants thus ten d ed  to be the locus o f  both  inno v a tio n  and  critique w ith in  B uddhist 

com m unities. A s R ay  pointed out,

forest renuncian ts , w ith their faith fu l laity, ow ing  to  th e ir relatively  lesser 
institu tionalization and  their m editative focus, can  b e tte r tolerate and even  
encourage in n ova tion  and nonconform ity . W h en  new  developm ents o ccu r 
w ithin B ud d h ism , they often com e from  the so lita ry  and  rem ote locales o f  forest 
renunciants. T h is  certainly seem s to have been the case  w ith m any o f  the g rand  
developm ents w ith in  Indian B uddhism  (the rise  o f  B uddh ism  itself, the early  
M ahâyâna, th e  V ajrayâna). F orest renunciants live on  the periphery  o f  the 
B uddhist estab lishm ent, but it is precisely  this positio n  that enables them  to see 
the sh o rtcom ings o f  the establishinent, to m ount critiques, to have the  sp iritual 
authority  to m ak e  those critiques stick, and to g iv e  b irth  to new  developm ents.
In econom ic, social, and political m atters, the fo rest renuncian t often  tends....to  
look w ith  a sym pathetic  eye on the neglected, the poor, and the dow ntrodden  
and to b eco m e a  rallying point fo r their asp ira tions.84

As a result, the encrusta tion  o f the nikäyas (schools o f  B uddhism ) in Sri L an k a  did  not go

unchallenged; by  th e  en d  o f  the eigh teenth  century, a  p ro te s t m ovem ent d ev e lo p ed  w hich

culm inated in  th e  form ation  o f  ano ther school, the A m arap u ra  N ikâya, w h ich  w as open to

the low er caste  m e n  excluded  by the o ther schoo ls.85 It thus appears that, in  S ri L anka at

least, B uddh ism  re ta in ed  its ideological opposition  to th e  caste  system , bu t th a t this

82 See Ray 1994, esp. pp. 433-47.

S3 This paradigm of the interrelations between different aspects of Buddhist polities has been sketched out 
at length by Tambiah in his 1984 book. See especially pp. 53-77.

84 Ray 1994, p. 439; Ray here draws on Tambiah 1984, esp. pp. 72-79 and 293-320.

MSeeGombrich 197 K p. 360.
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opposition w as n o t d irec ted  to the  la rger society, b u t tow ard  the m onasteries» w ithin w hich 

caste-based d istin c tio n s w ere no t read ily  tolerated.

A nother ex am p le  often  g iven  fo r the “d eg en era tio n ” o f B uddhism  is that o f the 

Nevàri B uddhists in  N epal, w ho p ractice a  form  o f  M ah äy än a  B uddhism  h igh ly  T antric in 

character, and am o n g st w hom  the institution o f  celibate  m onasticism  d isappeared . The 

m onasteries o f  N ep a l w ere ev iden tly  dependent upon  royal patronage, w ith  a  large num ber 

o f  the m ost im p o rtan t m onasteries bu ilt by L icchav i k ings. They w ere a lso  invested w ith 

large estates, and  w ere  given secu lar responsibility  o v e r  them  identical to th a t bestow ed 

upon village co u n c ils .86 E ventually , how ever, the p ractice  o f celibate m onastic ism  

disappeared in N ep a l. It is no t know n exactly  w hy o r  w hen  this happened , bu t som e 

popular accounts lay  b lam e on the H indu king S th iti M alia  (1382-95 C E ). A ccord ing  to 

legendary accoun ts, he forced the laicization o f  the m onks as well as in troduced  (or re

introduced) the cas te  system .87 A s a result, the lay N evâri Buddhist sam g h a  becam e 

“encapsulated” as a d istinct g roup  o f  castes w ithin the larger Hindu N evàri polity , a process 

which also o ccu rred  around  d issen ting  com m unities in Ind ia  such as the V irasa ivas.88 

They were never fu lly  assim ilated  into the caste system , in which they co n tin u e  to hold an 

am biguous p o s itio n .89

86 Concerning the early history of Buddhism in Nepal see Riccardi 1980, esp. pp. 270-73.

87 See Gellner 1992, pp. 86-87.

8S For a general introduction to the Virasaivas or Lingäyats see McCormack 1973. According to Chekki, 
their founder. Basava (1 106>11868 CE) actively opposed the caste system and sought to found an 
alternative community in which caste distinctions would not be observed. (1997:47-52) According to 
Ishworan， Basava was particularly critical of social inequalities based on birth or lied【〇 the concepts of 
purity ami pollution. (1992:92-93) Over time，however, they transformed into a caste by virtue oF【heir 
exclusion by the surrounding community, and they also gradually developed caste-like distinctions within 
iheir conununity (Chekid 1997:59-60).

89 Most specifically, the purported descendants of the laicized monks go by the surname Sâkya. Gellner 
describes the dilemma facing the Sâkyas as follows: Mlhey form a caste but have no place in the scheme of 
the four varnas; they are monks but recruit only sons by pure mothers as members. These contradictions 
are partly, but only partly» overcome by the doctrine of levels which explains monasticism as the lowest 
and most exoteric ̂ identity of the Sâkyas. It is signiflcanl that the Vajrâcâryas seem to have less of a 
problem than the Sâkyas over this....Vajrâcâryas....escape this dilemma to some extent by their close 
association with the Vajrayâna: iheir primary identity is as Tantric priests who must be manied.M 
(1992:166)
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E v iden tly  N evâri B ud d h ist feelings concern ing  the caste  system  w ere am biguous as 

w ell. A ccord ing  to  G eilner, they rem ained  aw are o f  the B uddhist c ritique  o f  varnat bu t 

accepted  seem ing ly  in tractab le social realities. trW hen caste w as supported  by the force o f  

law , B uddhists accep ted  it in p ractice w hile reta in ing  reservations abou t it in m yth and 

i d e o l o g y (1992 :166) N ow  that the caste  system  is no longer forcib ly  m aintained, there 

have been  som e attem pts to refo rm  N evâri m onasticism , along w ith  a  general m odern ization  

o f  B u d dh ist in stitu tions in N epal.90

T hrough  an  exam ination  o f  B uddhist polities, it is clear that w hile  B uddhism  

ideo log ically  opposes the caste  system , B uddhists w ere pragm atic and  typically  d id not 

actively  o ppose  it in so cie ties  w here it w as accepted. The B uddhists, how ever, d id  not 

su p p o rt it e ith er th ro u g h  th e ir  b e lie f  in karma o r their use o f any o th e r form  o f  discourse, 

w hich  is show n  by  the fact that in o th er c iv ilizations in which B uddhism  w as adop ted  the 

varna ideology w as no t adop ted , and its concom itan t patterns o f  socia l o rganization  w ere 

not rep roduced .91 B uddh ism  seem s to have in  fact acted as a bu ffer in p reventing  the 

adop tion  o f  the caste  sy stem , as research  am ong  H im alayan societies has show n.92 Locke 

seem s to have been qu ite  reasonab le  in conclud ing  that

B uddh ism  w as a  revo lt against caste  to  the ex ten t that it denied that S a lv a tio n ' 
w as open  o n ly  to the b rahm an  o r the h igh caste and that it adm itted  all com ers into 
the sangha. H ow ever, th roughou t its h istory  in  India, B uddhism  ex isted  in a  caste
society . T he m o n k  co u ld  w ithdraw  from  tha t scxiety to his vihära, bu t the lay 
B uddh ist rem ained  very  m uch  a  part o f  H indu  society and lived acco rd ing  to  its
trad itions, m ak ing  use  o f  the b rahm ans to  perfo rm  the usual rituals and  in itia te his 
sons in to  th e ir caste . B y  becom ing  a B uddhist a  man chose a d iffe ren t w ay  to
salvation ; he d id  no t o p t o u t o f  (H indu) society . W hat a study o f  N ew ar B u ddh ist

90 See Gellner 1992, pp. 166-67.

91 Of course, other Buddhist civilizations such as the Tibetan contain social classes， but they were no【 
articulated in the manner prescribed in the dharmasästras, nor were they as central and controversial as was 
caste in India. See Ortner 1973a, p. SI, and also Goldstein 1971.

92 See for example Srivastava, who in a 1966 article showed how a Himalayan tribe, the Bhotias of 
Kumaon, maintained a Buddhist identity which was supported by their frequent contact with Tibetans in 
conducting the salt trade between Tibet and India. Following, however, the loss of contact with Tibetans 
subsequent to the Chinese invasion of Tibet, the Bhotias Buddhist identity began to wane, and they began 
to tentatively engage in haggling over caste status in Hindu society, which necessitated, among other 
things, their forswearing of beef and beer. At the time Srivastava conducted his research, however, 
concensus on these matters had not been reached.
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soc ie ty  th en  presen ts us w ith  is n o t so  m u ch  a  corrupt fo rm  o f  B uddh ism  as so m e 
ink ling  o f  th e  w ay  B uddh ism  functioned  in Ind ia  as a p a rt o f  the Ind ian  (H indu) 
scene. (198 9 :1 0 9 )

In short, the cas te  system  prescribes one o f  m any  w ays to h ie ra rch ica lly  o rgan ize a  society; 

in India, it w as a  com pelling  w ay, and  fo r H indus, au thoritative. For the B uddhists it w as 

no t au tho rita tive , b u t it w as com pelling  for them  w hen su rro u n d ed  by a  larger society  for 

w hich  it is au thoritative.

E ven  in  India, despite its ex tinction  in m ost parts o f  the coun try , B uddhism  

ev iden tly  has re ta in ed  at least its ideo logical resistance to varna d iscourse. T h is is 

suggested  by A m b e d k a r^  u ltim ate decision  to em brace B uddh ism  as a m eans o f com bating  

the stig m a o f  un touchab ility , w hich  he concluded  could not be accom plished  w ith in  the 

sphere  o f  d isco u rse  and  practice o f  H indu ism , resulting  in the conversion  o f  th ree hundred  

M ahars to B u d d h ism  by 1961.93 M any Izhavas in K erala a lso  co n v erted  to B uddhism , 

afte r having fa iled  in an a ttem pt to com bat varna based d iscrim ination  w ith in  H induism , via 

S am k ara 's  advaita philosophy and  the  estab lishm en t o f  alternate  tem ple com plexes open  to 

ail castes.94

It seem s reasonab le to conclude  tha t w hile  B uddhists w ere  not eng ag ed  in p ro test 

aga inst the v am a-id eo lo g y  o r  o th e r aspects o f  Indian social an d  politica l life p er se, the very 

fact tha t they em b o d ied  a  w ell o rgan ized  alternative to the lifesty le  en jo ined  in the 

B rahm anica l sy stem , i.eM the vamäsrama system , itse lf co n stitu ted  a  serious th rea t to  that 

system , and  w as taken  as such by its adheren ts. T h is is su g g ested  by  the hostile  dep ic tions 

o f  the  B u d d h a  in  the Puränas, in w hich  he  is dep ic ted  as an  av a ta r  o f  V isnu  w ho  incarnates

93 This figure derives from the 1961 Indian census; see Gokhale 1976, pp. 20-23. See also Fisk 1972.

94 Pullapilly argues that the Izhavas were most likely Buddhists who (<under the socio-cultural and religious 
milieu of a resurgent Brahmanism....gradually lost their identity....[and] were also relegated to an outcast 
status and by and large they also lost their property and civil rights.'* (1976:31). The attempt to boost 
their status within Hinduism was initiated in the nineteenth century by the Izhava saint Sri Nârâyana Guru. 
However, (ithe Guru's advaita (nondual) philosophy found no acceptance among caste Hindus, and his 
establishment of Izhava temples only helped to ghettoize them from the mainstream of Hindu life, thus in 
a way magnifying their distress. Thus they found themselves in a situation where they were totally 
disillusioned with Hinduism itself.** (1976:41) As a result, many Izhavas converted to other religions, 
mainly Christianity and Buddhism.
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in o rder to trick  the  ^dem ons^ by teach ing  th em  adharma. In the Siva Purâna, for 

exam ple, this iladharmaJJ included  the doctrines o f  nonviolence, and  the  criticism  o f  V edic 

sacrifice and  caste , bo th  o f  w hich  are v io len t fro m  the B uddhist p o in t o f  view .95 T hese 

m yths a ttem pt to dodge, ra ther than rebut, B uddh ist criticism  by p o rtray ing  them as aspects 

o f  a d iv ine decep tion . T h a t such m yths w ere  com posed  suggest that the Buddhist (and 

Jain) critiques w ere  trenchant, and d id  no t escap e  the notice o f  the b rah m in s toward w hom  

these critiques w ere directed .

T h e  very  creation  o f  an alternative institu tion  in which caste distinctions are not

recogn ized  shou ld  p robab ly  be considered  an  ac t o f  resistance. T am b iah  argued that

O ne th ing  is c lea r from  the  early  texts o f  both Buddhism  and  B rahm anism . W hile 
B rahm anism  cam e to accept the sram ana as an  individual renouncer and recluse, it 
w as an tagon istic  to  m onastic B uddhism  an d  Jainism , because it appreciated  the 
fact tha t renouncers, o rganized  as a  com m unity  and as a  fratern ity , w ere  a m ajor 
th reat to the B ra h m a n ^  beliefs and  sup rem acy . Taking early  B uddh ism  as our 
exem plar, w e h av e  seen  how  m onastic com m unities subject to a  discip linary  code 
o f  co n d u c t (v inaya) and  teacher-d iscip le as w ell as fraternal re la tionsh ips, were 
not o n ly  ideal fo r the transm ission  o f  ph ilosophical w isdom  and  the  practice o f an 
ascetic mcxie o f  life, bu t also for m aking a  4 m issionary^ appeal to  th e  lay public.
W e w ould  m iss m uch  o f  the appeal o f  early  Buddhism  (and the o th e r  hetercxlox 
sects) if  w e d id  no t appreciate  that the very  existence o f  the ren o u n ce r assum ed 
the necessary  presence o f  the lay h ouseho lder (and the lay s e r ia l com m unity  at 
large devoted  to  econom ic and political pursu its), upon w hom  h e  w as m aterially 
dependen t and  fo r w hom  he w as to serve as an  edifying exam ple. T he  early 
B uddhist p ro test w as consciously  d irec ted  a t w eaning the laym an from  
B rahm anical ritualism , and  divine dependence, and substitute fo r them  a sober life 
in this w orld  chastened  by a  m orality  o f  d àn a  and aw akened in tentionality . 
(1981b :317-18)

A  sim ilar arg u m en t is p u t forw ard  by T h ap ar,96 and both T hapar and  T am biah  have pointed 

o u t that the success o f  the B uddhist m onastic  m odel is confirm ed by  its  eventual adoption 

by  a  resu rgen t H indu ism  un d er the leadersh ip  o f  Sam karâcârya.97

It thus appears that w hile  B uddhism  in  In d ia  was not a  po litica l m ovem ent per se, it 

w ould  also  be inaccurate  to  represen t B uddh ism  as a com pletely apo litica l and otherw orldly

95 See OfHaherty 1976, p. 186.

96 See Thapar 1981, esp. pp. 296-97.

97 See Thapar 198U p. 297 and Tambiah 1981, p. 318.
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religion, as d id  W eb er in his o therw ise ad m irab le  study o f  In d ian  relig ions.98 99 T hese

‘‘o therw orld ly ’，B uddhists, w ere in fact en g ag ed  in an u n p reced en ted，continent-w ide

cam paign  o f  institution building. T h is cam p a ig n  was based  u p o n  a  pattern  w hich

developed  in classical tim es and con tinues to  this day in B u d d h ist countries. T hat is, the

pattem  in w hich  the B uddhists depend  o n  th e  rulers for p a tro n ag e , w ho in turn are

legitim ated by the sp iritual authority p ro v id ed  by the B uddhists. T h ap ar noted that

the advantage to political authority o f  su ch  a  relationship, qu ite  apart from the 
theory  that patronage bestow ed m erit on the patron, w as tha t such  institutions 
cou ld  becom e centres o f  loyalty and  sup p o rt in far flung areas. H ere they acted 
as avenues o f  social acculturation and  po litical leg itim ization .” （1979:189)

This rela tionsh ip  w as exem plified  by the mahàdana rite, bu t w as rep licated  on a sm aller

scale by  the in teractions betw een the m o n k s and  the laity, b o th  o f  w hom  profited from

m erit-generating acts o f  generosity.

M onastic  B uddhism  depended u p o n  patronage, and here  the  B uddhists appear to 

have been  em inently  practical; they did in vo lve  them selves in the  w orld , but generally  

sought to avoid  conflict w ith  secular au tho rities, as their goal w as to  m aintain the viability 

o f  the ir alternative order, w hich need n o t be  in fundam ental co n flic t w ith secular society, 

even as it challenged  the claim s o f certa in  g roups w ithin it, su ch  as the brahm ins. A nd 

w hile the claim s o f  brahm ins w ere so m etim es rid iculed in B u d d h is t scriptures, in reality  the 

B uddhist critique w as far tam er. It is s ig n ifican t that large n u m b ers  o f  brahm ins becam e 

B uddhists, and it p robab ly  w ould have b een  unw ise for B u ddh ists  to  actively  aggravate 

such an  influential segm en t o f  Indian scxrie ty ."  On the o ther hand , it appears that 

B uddhists d id  at tim es challenge caste id e o lo g y .100 T he am b ig u ity  o f  the B uddhist position

911 See Weber 1958, p. 206-7.

99 Gokhale has argued that ''accommodation between the Brahmanas and the Early Buddhists far 
outweighed r iv a l i，amipalhy， or hostility between the two.” （1994:38) Gorkhaie in fac【 argues that this 
rivalry became much more pronounced later onv after the 3rd century BCE, when social changes led to the 
formation brahman class interests that ran counter to the Buddhists. (1994:39).

100 An interesting example is related by Rosser, who, in his discussion of the Newar caste system, 
described the case of a llbetan Lama called Yangtse who settled in Kathmandu near to the Swayambhu 
stupa and began teaching in 1923. He quickly developed a following of Newaris of all different castes, 
whom he taught without consideration of their social status. When news o f this reached the Rana Maharaja
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was noted by A lberim i, the Persian sch o la r jo u rn ey ed  in  W este rn  India in the w ak e  o f  

M ahm ud o f  G h a z n i’s (998-1030 C E ) co n q u ests , w ho  o bserved  that “the so-called  

Sham aniyya (B uddh ists), though they co rd ia lly  hate the B rah m an s， still are neare r ak in  to 

them  than o th ers” . （1910:21) It is no t c lea r w hat “o thers” A lberim i had in m ind h e re ， but 

his ascription to th e  B uddhists o f  uco rd ia l,t hostility  to the b rahm ins is quite in teresting .

O verall, th e  B uddhist approach  to politics appears to have been quite am bivalen t. 

For exam ple, w h ile  B uddh ist texts so m etim es g lorify  the institu tion  o f  righteous k ingsh ip  

(dharmaräja) o f  w h ich  A soka w as an  id ea l m odel, his re ig n  is dep icted  in less than  rosy 

terms in som e B u d d h is t tex ts .101 S om e B uddh ist texts even  advocated  revolt as the best 

method to deal w ith  unrigh teous k in g s .102 In short, B uddh ists  saw  politics as a necessary  

com prom ise, a  m etaphorica l fall from  a  h ig h er state o f  harm ony  as narrated in the B uddhist 

counter-cosm ogony. B uddhists d id  v iew  som e politica l and  social system s as su p e rio r to 

others, and at tim es acted  to effect th o se  w hich  they deem ed  m ore advantageous, bo th  for 

the support o f  th e ir in sâ tu tions as w ell as the g reater good o f  the ir societies. A nd  w hile , as 

Eisenstadt po in ted  out, the B uddhist samgha was 4*usually a politically  com plian t g roup , [it] 

som etim es becam e a  k ind  o f m oral co n sc ien ce  o f  the com m unity , calling rulers to  a m easure 

o f  accountability.” 103 In so doing they w ere  at tim es successfu l, and  at tim es unsuccessfu l, 

as is to be expected .

Chandra Shamsher, he exiled the Tibetan lama and his celibate disciples, and required that his other 
students undergo a lengthy purification process. Rosser concludes that his reaction was so extreme because 
he saw the Lama’s activities as running directly counter to the caste order which the Mahâràja sought to 
uphold. See Rosser 1966, pp. 105-6.

101 See Strong 1983, ch. 2, pp. 38-70.

102 The Jataka literature narrates several stories in which the subjects of an oppressive king revolt and 
banish or kill him (See Thapar 1979* p. 190) There are no known cases of a Buddhist inspired or led 
revolt in India, although such revolt was evidently a perennial concern in China. See Overmeyer 1976 and 
Haar 1992.

103 Eisensladt 1984, p. 7» insert mine.
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3.2 The Practice of Dissent 
1. Heresies

There have been so m e  recen t attem pts to co n ce iv e  o f  the recxcurring pattem  o f  

d issen t and protest in Ind ian  re lig io u s  history as deriv in g  from  tensions presen t w ith in  

H in d u ism .104 O verall, these a ttem p ts  seem  to be w ell co nce ived . It is probably  no t 

possib le  to reduce these ten sio n s  to a single factor, bu t o n e  m ig h t argue that m uch J is se a t ib 

d erived  from  d issatisfaction  w ith  the varnâsrama ideo logy .

There is a  strong b as is , in  fact, to take accep tance o f  th is ideo logy  as the defin ing

hallm ark  o f  orthodoxy in H in d u ism . Sam kara d efin ed  the  h ere tic , päsandaj05 as %tone w ho

con trad icts the V edasM (vedavirodha).106 A uthors such  as V ijn ân esv a ra  ex tend  heresy  to

the failure to conduct o n ese lf  in  the m anner p rescribed  in the V ed as .107 T he Manu Smrti

upholds adherence to the V ed as as the sign o f  o rthodoxy , dec laring :

4<A11 traditions (smrtis) an d  m isperceived  p h ilo so p h ies  (kudrstis) w hich are 
ou tside o f [the au thority  of] the  V eda produce no rew ard  a fte r death , for they 
are founded on darkness, it is sa id .M (12.95) E lsew h ere  in the  text w e read that 
the sruti (i.eM the V eda) is amimämsä, ' 'u n q u e s tio n a b le /1 and  those w ho persist 
in challenging its d ic tates a re  to be scorned and  avo ided  (2 .10-11); their 
doctrines are ‘"untrue” o r “d iso rdered” （12.96). (S m ith  1 9 ^ :4 2 -4 3 )

W ith  the support o f  m any o f  th e se  sorts o f  tex tual p assag es, S m ith  defines H induism  as

4<the religion o f those hu m an s w h o  create, perpetuate , and  tran sfo rm  traditions w ith

legitim izing reference to the au th o rity  o f  the V eda.M (1987 :40) In constructing  this

defin ition , Sm ith sough t to av o id  too broad a  defin ition , w h ich  w ou ld  include clearly

excluded  groups such  as the B ud d h ists , as w ell as to acco u n t fo r the reality  o f  change

w ithin  H induism , change tha t is ju s tified  w ith reference to the V eda, even as the actual

m  Particularly important is the (1984) book edited by Eisensladt, Kahane and Shulman.

,os Thapar has pointed out that the term päsanda originally, i.eM in Aiokan times, meant simply a sect, 
and only came to develop a pejorative sense in later Brahmanical texts. See Thapar 1979, pp. 187>88.

106 In his commentary on the Taittiriya Upanisad See Smith 1987, p. 43.

107 In his Mitàksarà (1.130), a commentary on the Yajnavalkya Smrti. See O'Flaherty 1971, p. 272.
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con ten t o f  the V eda, the srauta sacrifice , w as increasing ly  m arg inalized . T his strategy, 

w hich seem s to  have developed du rin g  the M auryan  im perial period  and  cam e to fruition in 

the p o st-im p eria l period, had the e ffec t o f  h igh ligh ting  the upholding o f  the V edic 

varnasrama as the hallm ark  o f  o rthodoxy , w hich streng thened  the position  o f  the 

b rahm ans by  w hom  this ideology w as crea ted  and w hose interests it se rv ed .

T h is  defin ition  w ould exclude from  the fo ld  o f  H induism  those groups that denied 

the verity  o f  the V edas, such as the B uddh ists  and  Jains, w hom  w ere repea ted ly  castigated 

as here tica l, as O ^ a h e r ty  has sh o w n .108 It also  has the effect o f  ex c lud ing  som e o f  the 

u n co nven tional g roups such as the K âpâlikas w ho w ere  ev idently  resp o n sib le  fo r the 

d evelopm en t o f  m uch o f  w hat is con sid ered  'T a n tr ic  H indu ism ,,ï w hich  is an interesting 

consequence w hich w ill have to be ex p lo red  here.

U n til recently  very little w as k n ow n  abou t the K âpâlikas ; m ost d a ta  concerning 

them  w as co n ta in ed  in the hostile d ep ic tions o f  o rthodox  H indu au thors. T hey  are often 

grouped  to g e th er w ith B uddhists an d  Ja in s  and d en o u n ced  as heretics. F o r exam ple, the 

Kiirma Puräna (2 .21.32-33) lists th e  fo llow ing  as heretics: B uddhists, N irg ran thas, 

P ancarâtras, K âpâlikas and P âsu p a tas .109 A ccord ing  to  R am anuja, the K âpâlikas and 

K âlâm ukhas are opposed  to the V edas (vedavirodha).110 T h e  K âpâlikas w ere  noted for 

engaging  in  trangressive activities su ch  as ritual sex  and  the consum ption  o f  intoxicants, 

and w ere  a lso  portrayed  as being h o stile  to caste ideology. In Ä n an d ag iri 's  Samkaravijaya, 

the K âp âlik a  U nm attabhairava is po rtray ed  as rejecting  the brahm anic c la im s to superiority, 

and c la im in g  instead that <4lhere are o n ly  tw o real castes, the m ale-caste an d  the fem ale- 

caste ....p rom iscu ity  is the proper ru le  o f  conduct betw een  them  since the  jo y  (änanda) o f 

sexual u n io n  is the true form  o f  B hairava, and the atta inm ent o f  that jo y  a t death  is salvation

1°* See O ’Flaherty 1971 and 1983.

109 See O’Flaherty 1971, p. 273.

110 He makes this claim in his Sribhäsya 2.2.35-37, which is translated in Lorenzen 1972, p.2.
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(moksa)^{ 11 T h ey  often  w ere often  depicted  in dram atic  literature as w ell, w here they are 

dep ic ted  e ith e r as nefarious warlcxrks o r com ical b u ffo o n s .111 112

U nsym pathetic  sou rces such  as these m ay no t be  the best so u rce  o f  inform ation 

concern ing  the  K âpâlikas ; the negative  portrayals by  the ir opponen ts and  parodies o f the 

p layw righ ts  are in agreem ent, how ever, in portray ing  the K âpâlikas as engag in g  in 

transgressive and, in particu lar, sexual p ractices.113 T h e  extant sources have been  review ed 

by  L orenzen, w ho believes that the K âpâlikas are n o t traceable m uch earlie r than the 5th 

cen tu ry  o f  the  com m on era, a lthough  they m ay have m uch older an teceden ts.

T here  is little doub t that S aiva renunciants have an ancient h istory . Patafijali refers 

in his Mahâbhàsya to the Sivabhägavata w ho carried  iron lances (ayahsulika), staves, and 

h ides (dandajina).114 T here  are also  references in the Pâli canon w h ich  sug g est the 

p resence  o f  such  figures at least by the  tim e w hen th is canon w as p u t d o w n  in to  w riting, 

i.e., a round  the  beg inn ing  o f  the  com m on  e ra .115 116 F o r exam ple, the B uddha condem ns in the 

Cùladhammasamàdàna SCitra non-B u d d h ist recluses w ho engage in sex u al un ion . He 

stated  tha t “ there are  certain  recluses and  brahm ins w hose doctrine and  v iew  is this: ‘T here 

is no harm  in sensual p le a su re s /  T h ey  take to gu lp ing  dow n sensual p leasu res and divert 

them selves w ith  w om en  w anderers w ho w ear the ir h a ir bound in a  to p k n o t /1116 

In teresting ly , this po in ts no t o n ly  to the early  ex istence o f  renuncian ts in general, but to the 

p resence o f  fem ale 4tasceticsï, w ho are described as w earing  their h a ir in the sam e m anner as 

the yogin is are  dep ic ted  m uch  later, tha t is, w ith  ha ir bound  up in a  topkno t. T his

111 Lorenzen 1972, p. 47.

112 There are at least a dozen plays which depict the Kâpâlika in such ways. For a discussion of these 
sources see Lorenzen 1972, pp. 48-71.

113 See Lorenzen 1972 and Barthakuria 1984 for a survey of these sources.

1,4 Jash 1972:156, op. cit. Hartzell p. 170-171.

115 See Collins 1990 pp. 95-6, concerning the development of the Pâli canon; it is usually thought that the 
canon was put down into written form during the ßrst century BCE, although Collins argues that the 
process of canonization was not completed until the 5th century.

116 Majjhima Nikaya 45, trans, in Nànamoli and Bodhi 1995, p. 405.
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condem nation, how ever, probably  reflects the attitude o f  its m onastic  authors, and  not 

necessarily that o f  the fo rest renunciants, w h o  w ere m ore likely to have had frequen t 

contact with renuncian ts fro m  other traditions.

O ther early  descrip tions reported by  L orenzen  include the Gäthä-saptasatU o f  a 

period from the first to  fifth  century CE, describes a  ufem ale K âpâlikâ  w ho incessan tly  

besm ears herse lf w ith  the  ashes from  the funeral pyre o f  h er lover>, (1972:13), w h ile  a 

B uddhist text o f  the sam e era , the Lalitavistara, <4m entions certa in  'fools* w ho seek  

purification by sm earin g  th e ir  bodies w ith  ashes, w earing  red  g arm en ts  (jcasaya), shaving  

th e ir heads, and  carry ing  a  trip le-staff {iridando), a pot, a  skull, and  a  khatvânga^ 

(Lorenzen 1972:14).

It is com m only  accep ted  that the precursors o f  the K âpâlikas w ere the P âsupatas, to 

w hom  is attributed the u se  o f  sexuality as a  m eans tow ard  liberation . T hey  appear in Indian 

literature around the tu rn  o f  the m illenium , and  can  be dated  to rough ly  150 B C E  to 150 

C E .117 Their transg ressive  behavior is d iscussed  by Ingalls in h is 1962 article. In th is 

tradition, behavior no rm ally  considered sin fu l w as considered  liberating  sim ply b ecause  it
z

w as conduct rou tinely  p erfo rm ed  by S iva in  h is Pasupati form . T h e  asp iran t seeks to 

becom e Siva by im ita ting  h im t w hich m ay rep resen t a crude, perhaps early  form  o f  an 

im portant Tantric co n cep t.118 Ingalls w rote concern ing  the P âsupatas that 4ta g o od ly  portion 

o f  the m ethods fo r seek ing  d ishonor are reducib le  to an o rig inal in ten tion  o f  im ita ting  the 

beast.•…The asp iran t h o p ed  to  transform  h im se lf  first into the Lord^s beast and fin a lly  into 

the  L ord o f B easts h im se lf .” （1962:295)

A lthough la te r so u rces  such as K a u n d in y a ^  co m m en ta ry  o n  the Päsupata Sutras 

dow nplay the transgressive  elem ents, Ingalls points out, co rrectly  it seem s, that the  early  

Pâsupatas did engage in qu ite  extrem e transgressive  behav io r, h e re  no doub t fo llow ing  the

117 Based on references to them in the MahàbhàratcL See Ingalls 1962, p.283.

118 For example, there is in the Buddhist iradidon the idea that one becomes a Buddha by taking the
as the 'path*, i.e., Buddhahood as one's practice rather than one's goal. This concept is discussed at length 
in chapter two above.
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am ple  exam ples from  Saivite m ytho logy . F o r exam ple, P âsupatas evidently  com m only  

m ade vow s to  im ita te  an im al beh av io r, such  as the ^ u ll-vow * , govrata, regard ing  w hich  

Ingalls notes 4T h e  Jaim in iya B râh m an a specifies that the en ac to r o f  the bull-vow  shou ld  

have sexual congress in defiance o f  all hum an  laws, that is, ind iscrim inate ly  w ith forb idden  

m em bers o f  h is fam ily  as w ell as w ith  o th e rs / ' (1962:295)

T h e  heirs  to the Pâsupatas w ere  the K âpâlika yogis, w ho  appear to have inherited , 

in und ilu ted  form , the P âsupata p reoccupation  w ith  sex and ad d ed  an intense fascination  

w ith  death , m an ifesting  prim arily  in the  charnel ground cult fo r w hich  they w ere infam ous. 

T hey  w ere an  in fluential m ovem ent in Ind ia  by the seventh cen tu ry , for X uan-zang  

m entions them  repeated ly  in his Records.119 X uan-zang is rep o rted  by his d isc ip le  H ui-li as 

describ ing  them  in the fo llow ing co lo rfu l m anner: 'T h e  K âpâlikas adorn the ir heads and 

necks w ith  garlands o f  skulls, and  th e ir aw kw ard  appearance resem bles the Y aksas that 

haunt cem ete ries .” （Li 1959:156) T h ey  are characterized even  m ore  vividly by D avid  

W hite, w ho w rites that the 44K âpâlikas, fo rn icators w ith m enstruating  w om en, c rem ation- 

g round  co n su m ers  o f  hum an flesh, w o rsh ip p ers  o f  the fem ale sexual organ, b rahm an  

m u rd ere rs ， w ere  the H ell’s A ngels o f  m ed ieval In d ia /’ （1996a:306)

T h e  K âpâlikas w ould  rep resen t sim ply  a  colorful foo tno te  in  Indian re lig ious 

h istory  w ere it no t for the fact that they  ev iden tly  played a  cen tra l ro le in the developm en t o f 

T an tric  trad itions, both  H indu and B uddhist. T h e ir centrality has been argued by 

S anderson , w ho  has iden tified  a  g ro u p  o f  early  S aiva scrip tu res p reserved  in N epal as o f 

K âpâlika  p rovenance. T hey  are no tab le  fo r the ir transgressive character, and are also  

closely  re la ted  to B uddhist Y ogin itan tras, especially  the C ak rasam v ara .120

T h e  rela tionsh ip  betw een the K apalikas and  B uddhists is particu larly  en igm atic . 

T here  is no  d o u b t tha t they  w orsh ip p ed  the H indu  deity  B hairava, b u t so do the T an tric

119 See, for example, Beal 1884, p. 55.

120 See Sanderson 1988 and 1994a. His claims will be evaluated in section 6.2.2 below.
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B uddhists, as V isuvalingam  p o in ted  o u t.121 B uddhists m ay have adop ted  aspects o f  

K âpâlika p rax is , as suggested  by  the  m yth  o f  H e ru k a ^  subdual o f  B hairava, w hich  w ill be 

d iscussed  in  sec tio n  6.3.1 below . H ow ever, the p rocess th rough w h ich  th e  B uddhists  

appropria ted  the w orsh ip  o f  this deity  m ay very  w ell be  m ore com plex th an  a  superficial 

in terpreta tion  o f  this m yth  m ight suggest. For the identity  o f  the K âpâlikas is not en tirely  

clear, and  g iven  the constan t refrain  o f  condem nation  found in  Sanskritic literature, and  

their being  c lassed  w ith  the B uddhists as heretics, there m ay have been considerab le  

com m ensuality  betw een  the tw o groups. T he K âpâlika also approached  the renuncian t 

strain  o f  B u d d h ism  in renouncing  the  w orld , adopting  the sram anic lifesty le , and  rejecting 

the au thority  o f  the V edas.

T h e  d evelopm en t o f  the K âpâlika and B uddhist Y ogini T antra  trad itions m ay have 

involved far m ore cooperation  than  w e m ight at first assum e, w ith the resu lt tha t B uddhists 

carried  on th e ir legacy to a  greater ex ten t than H indus. L orenzen noted, co rrectly , that 

uV ajrayana literature also refers to ritual parapherna lia  typ ical o f  K âpâlika w orsh ip  -  such 

as bones, b lood , flesh, and  skulls -  m ore  often  than H indu  T an tras d o .M (19 7 2 :4 ) T h is m ay 

have led to  the even tual blurring o f  the  d istinctions betw een  the two, such  th a t K anha, to 

w hom  is a ttribu ted  a  large body o f  B uddhistic literature on the Y ogini T an tras , can also 

declare h im se lf  a  K âpâlika  in his caryà so n g s.122 It m ay be, how ever, tha t by the tim e o f  

the com position  o f  these songs, w h ich  are generally  though t to have been co m p o sed  

betw een the  n in th  and  tw elfth  cen tu ries， 123 the perso n a  o f  the w as no t so m uch a

121 See Elizabeth Chalier-Visuvalingam 1989, esp. pp. 208-210.

122 An oft quoted song is caryà 18, edited and translated in Kvaeme as follows: / 1 dispelled the three 
worlds by means of amorous play, having fallen asleep in the sport of sexual union (mahàsukha). H How, 
oh Dombl, is your coquetry? The noble-bom is outside, the kâpâlika inside. // By you, oh Dombi, 
everything has been disturbed; for no purpose the Moon has been agitated. // Some there are who speak ill 
of you, but the discerning do not remove you from their neck. // Känha sings of the amorous Candâli; 
there is no greater harlot than the Dombl. (1977:150, emended by me); see also caryà 10t which contains 
the assertions, uHo Dombi! I shall make love with you, Kânha, a kâpàli-yogin, shameless and naked'*, and 
41Ho! You are a Dombi, I a kâpâli. For your sake I have put on the garland of tenes/* ( 1977:113, emended 
by me). But see also caryà 13, which is replete with Buddhist terminology (1977:127 ff.)

123 See Kvaeme 1977, pp. 5-7.
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sectarian  identity  b u t ra th e r a  sym bol, and perhaps by  then a s te reo typed  one, for an

ex trem e form  o f  renunciation , a  w ay  o f  life desp ised  and  feared by m ain stream  society.

T h is  w as su g g es ted  by G upta , w ho w rote:

T o  show  the d ifferen t d im ensions o f  the T a n tr ic 's  personal w orld  from  the norm al 
social life o f  attachm ent and  self-consciousness in society , the im age  o f  an utterly 
ind iffe ren t person lay to  hand. T h e  unnatural and  m uch  d istrusted  Kàpàlika and 
his natu ral habitat, the c rem ation  ground, figure o ften  in  T antric  p o e ts1 songs. 
(G oudriaan  and  G u p ta  1981:176)

E v idence su ch  as this does n o t conclusively  estab lish  anything, b u t s tro n g ly  suggests that 

the sectarian  lines draw n in the scholarly  literature m ay  be lines d raw n  on  w hat 

unfortunate ly  rem ains the sh ifting  sands o f  a desert o f  historical lacunae.

T h e  m ajority  o f  ev idence concern ing  the K âpàlikas, like the B uddh ist and H indu 

siddhas, is literary, and  thus p rovides a  partial view , i.e., the view  o f  the literate elite. W ith  

the K âpâlikas, how ever, it seem s safe to conclude that they existed  in  a  m an n er not too 

d ifferen t than  described  in the texts. T h is is because the literary sou rces that describe them  

are varied, and  w hile any one tex t o r g roup  o f  texts taken  alone m ay no t be accurate, it is a  

safe m ethodo logy  to hypo thesize that those features th a t are com m on to  a  broad  range o f  

texts are m ost likely accurate  representations.

In the case o f  the K âpâlikas， w ho canno t w ith  any  certain ty  be  labeled  as “H indu” 

o r “ B uddh ist” ， w e can zero  in on them  through  a process o f  triangulation . O ur three 

sources are  the hostile literary  S ansk rit sources, the T an tras  w hich are  partia l tow ard them , 

an d  the p resum ab ly  ind ifferen t p ilg rim s such as X uan-zang . A ll th ree  o f  these sources, 

desp ite  the ir w ild ly  d ifferen t ju d g m en ts  concern ing  the K âpâlikas, are  in  agreem ent in 

po rtray ing  them  as ra ther ex trem e renunciates, w ho hau n ted  charnel g rounds and w ore 

c lo th ing  an d  o rnam ents m ade from  item s attained there. T his ev idence is further supported  

by  archaeo log ical finds tha t sup p o rt the  literary data, as w ell as the p resen ce  o f  m odem  

g r o u p s /24 su ch  as the A ghoris, w ho ex h ib it qualities s im ila r to th o se  ascrib ed  to the 124

124 Donaldson, for example, has described a Kâpâlika shrine in the Mârkandeyesvara Temple complex in 
Orissa, which dates to the eighth century. See Donaldson 1986, pp. Ì37 fif.
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K âp âü k as•丨25 L ike the  Ä ghoris ， th e  K âpâlikas and  the ir ilk  w ere p robab ly  a  tiny m inority  

v is-à-v is the popu la tion  o f  In d ia  as a  w hole, b u t in the h isto ry  o f  re lig ions it is not 

uncom m on that g roups such as these  have a cu ltu ral in fluence that far exceeds their 

num erical p resence in society. T h u s, it w ill be assum ed  in the nex t tw o sections tha t the 

descrip tions o f  the K âpâlika in th ese  sou rces p robab ly  d id  no t e rr in describ ing  the ir charne l 

g round-cen tered  m ode o f  renuncia tion , a lthough  the stress p laced  on  their transgressive 

behav io r m ay very  w ell be exaggerated , i f  not stereotyped* T h is, hopefu lly , w ill p rov ide a 

conceptual space from  w hich a  h y p o thesis  concern ing  the m ilieu  o f  T antras and their 

practitioners m igh t be constructed .

3.2.2 Renunciation and Liminality 

L Liminal Persons

T urner, fo llow ing  van G en n ep ’s in fluen tia l (1960) m o nograph  on the stages o f  

initia tion rituals, d ev ised  a  theory  o f  the 4<ritual p rocess^, in w hich  there is a  central p h ase  o f  

“lim inality” o r  “an ti-structu re” th rough  w hich  an in itia te  passes， as a transition from  one 

structured  w ay o f  life  to an o th er.125 126 T u rn er ex tended  this idea  o f  a  ritual stage into a  m ore 

general social theory , arguing th a t there  w ere  persons w ho, v is-à-v is their larger societies.

could  be ch arac terized  as lim inal. H e describ ed  these persons as fo llow s:

T h e  attribu tes o f  lim inality  o r  o f  lim inal personae (ulhreshold  people*') are 
necessarily  am biguous, s ince  th is cond ition  and  these persons e lude o r slip 
th rough  the n e tw ork  o f  c lassifications that norm ally  locate  states and positions in 
cultural space. L im inal en tities are neither here no there; they  are betw ix t and 
b etw een  the  positions assigned  an d  array ed  by law , custom , conven tion  and 
cerem on ia l.•••Liminal entities, su ch  as neophytes in in itia tion o r puberty  rites， m ay 
b e  rep resen ted  as possessing  no th ing . T h ey  m ay  be d isg u ised  as m onsters, w ear 
on ly  a  strip  o f  clo thing, o r ev en  go naked , to  dem onstra te  tha t as lim inal beings

125 The Aghons, who will be discussed further below, were the subject of Pany^ research and described in 
his 1982 and 1985 articles and in his 1994 book.

126 This theory is developed in his 1969 monograph, and further advanced in his 1975 work.
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they  h av e  no  status, p roperty , insign ia, secu la r clo th ing  ind icating  rank or role, 
position  in  a  k insh ip  system  -  in short, no th in g  that m ay d istingu ish  them from  
the ir fe llow  neophytes or in itiands•…A m o n g  tKem selves, neopÈ ytes tend to 
develop  an  in tense com radeship  and  egalita rian ism . S ecu lar distinctions o f  rank  
and  status d isap p ea r o r  are hom ogen ized . (1969:95)

T u rn e r 's  descrip tion  defin itely  evokes th e  sramana type o f  renuncian t, who cut all ties to

society  and  w ho  often  adop ted  strik ing ly  alternative  m odes o f  d ress and behavior. T h ese

range from  nudity , in the case  o f  the D ig am b ara  Jains, to saffron o r  red  robes on the p a rt o f

B uddhist m onks, to the  m ore ^m onstrous^  appearance o f  the K âpàlika  and K âpâlika-like

ascetics, w ho  sported  a  c rest o f  d read locks topped  by skulls, a sku ll garland, bone

ornam ents, and  a  sku ll s ta ff  (khatvänga), and  w ho are described  as follow s in chapter tw o

o f  the Cakrasamvara Tantra: uH is ha ir is m ark ed  w ith  a skull, h is lim bs are sm eared w ith

ash. H is b ody  is deco ra ted  w ith  o rnam en ts, an d  has a  bone rosary . H is hair has a seam less

skull, h ung  w ith  a bone garland. A  skull s ta f f  p laced in the hand , he becom es Sri

H eruka.,,l2? It appears that such figures w o u ld  be lim inal in v irtually  any social context,

and  perhaps such  renuncian ts, if  they ex isted , could  possib ly  be characterized as

^perm anen tly  lim inal^, an  expression  T u rn e r  app lied  to renuncian ts such as Saint F rancis,

w hose renuncia tion  w as an uncom prom ising  rejection  o f  norm ative  lifestyles.

T u rn e r fu rther hypo thesized  that lim in a l figures exist in a  sta te  o f structural 

opposition  to the socia l o rder in regard  to  w h ich  they are m arg inalized . Their <4anti- 

structurain tendencies socially  m anifest in  a  rela tive state o f  egalitarian ism  which they 

genera te  am o n g st them selves, refusing  to reprcxluce the structu red  relationships w hich th ey  

have renounced . T u rn er w rote that ^com m unitas is a  nonstructu red  relationship, or, b e tte r, a 

spon taneously  structu red  rela tionsh ip  w h ich  o ften  develops am o n g  liminaries, ind iv iduals 

in passage b etw een  social statuses and  cu ltu ra l states that have b een  cognitively defined, 

log ically  articu la ted , an d  endow ed  w ith  ju ra l  righ ts and  ob ligations.” （1975:22,23) T h e ir  

com radesh ip  is characterized  by  the fo rm ation  o f  127

127 CST ch. 2, w . 5-6: kapâlalqtamûrdhajâ bhasmânuliptâAgasambhavân / mâtrair vibhuçitagâtra 
asthimâlâsamsthitni ca // ekakhandimûrdhajah asthimâlâvalamb! ca // khatvângakarasam^thitah atmânaxn 
srihemkam krtvâ // See my edition in appendix A below.
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a  genera lized  soc ia l b o n d  th a t has ceased  to be and has sim ultaneously  yet to be 
fragm ented  into a  m ultip lic ity  o f  s tructural ties. These are the ties o rgan ized  e ither 
in caste , c lass, o r  ra n k  h ie ra rch ies  o r  o f  segm entary oppositions in  the stateless
societies b e lo v ed  o f  p o litica l an th ropo log ists. It is as though there are  tw o m ajo r 
“m odels” fo r hu m an  in terre la tedness， jux tap o sed  and alternating. T h e  first is o f  
society as a  structu red , d ifferen tiated , and  often  hierarchical system  o f  politico- 
legal-econom ic positions w ith  m any  types o f  evaluation, separating  m en in term s 
o f  “m ore” o r  “less.”  T h e  second, w hich  em erges recognizably in tü e  lim inal 
period, is o f  society  as an  unstructu red  o r rudim entarily structured and  relatively  
undifferen tia ted  comitatus, com m unity , o r even com m union o f  equal individuals 
w ho subm it toge ther to the general au thority  o f  the ritual elders. (1969:96)

It w ould  p robab ly  be n aive  to argue that any g roup  in India, o r anyw here  else for that 

m atter, exists in  an  absolutely lim inal state, o r have achieved an absolute state o f  

com m unitas. Indeed, there is good  reason  to  believe that the negation o f  s tructure is always 

conditional, an d  alw ays invo lve an alternative o r counter-structure, as T u rn er seem s to have 

recognized; w h ile  the adep ts  m ight be  equal, they nonetheless 4tsubm it together to  the 

general au thority  o f  the ritual elders'*, im ply ing  that hierarchy is no t e lim inated , although it 

m ay be sim plified  o r redefined .

L ikew ise, lim ina lity  is a lw ays relative. Buddhist m onasdcism  w as a  lim inal o r 

alternative institu tion  in Ind ian  society , and  perhaps, in India, it can  b e  considered  an 

institu tionalized  form  o f  lim inality . T h is  is an idea developed by G iihus, w ho argued  that 

44lim inality  m ay  be institu tionalized  in  societies w ith a  high degree o f  specialization  and 

com plexity  an d  develop  a  d ia lectic  re la tionsh ip  w ith the surrounding structu red  society 

(1984:108) W hile  institu tionalization  m ay appear antithetical to the experience o f  

communitas, again , it is on ly  so re la tiv e  to the  larger Indian society, in w hich  the B uddhist 

creation  o f  an in ter-m onastic  h ie rarchy  b ased  o n  seniority rather than b irth  w as relatively

egalitarian . A ccord ing  to  G ilhus,

B asically , a  cömmwmtoy alw ays confron ts  a  structured society, b e  it in the 
lim inal transition  o f  p rim itive  relig ions o r  as a perm anent institution in o ther 
relig ions. T h ere fo re  com m unitas  a lw ays has two directions: opposition  to the 
existing structu re -  an  an ti-structure , and  m aintenance o f  the com m union  on 
w hich  it is bu ilt. (1984 :119)

B uddhists ap p ea r to hav e  b een  in o p position  to the caste-based social s tructure , bu t w ere 

also  involved  in  the  m ain tenance and propagation  o f  an alternative structure, em bodied  in
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the institu tion  o f  m onasticism . B ut resistance and alterity  are  alw ays relative; in the T ibetan 

con tex t m onastic ism  b ecam e a norm ative pattern  o f  social o rganization , and probably 

canno t b e  considered  lim inal there.

W ith in  B uddhism , the fo rest renuncian ts occup ied  a  lim inal p osition  vis-à-vis the

far m ore  num erous m onastic  and lay com m unities. B uddh ist com m unities often

d is tin g u ish ed  the fo rest renuncian ts (arannavasi) and m onastics (gamavasi). S ilber has

noted  tha t the fo rest renuncian ts  typ ically  occupy an  am biguous position  in B uddhist

societies, and  are b o th  revered  and  feared:

F orest-dw elle rs  w ere  no t necessarily  herm its, b u t w h e th er ind iv idually  o r in 
g roups, they lived  a  m ore sec luded  life than  did the gamavasi, dev o tin g  m ost o f 
their tim e to m editation  and keeping their contact w ith  lay life to a  m inim um .
S uch  fo rest dw elle rs, how ever, w ere alw ays a m arg inal and  so m ew h at dev ian t 
m inority  v is-à-v is  the dom inan t m ajority  o f  m onks op ting  fo r g rea ter 
invo lvem en t in lay  society . (1984 :99)

S uch  renuncian ts w ere  often  respected , particu larly  on  the basis o f  the  charism atic  authority

and p o w er that they w ere  though t to atta in  by  virtue o f  th e ir m ed ita tive  p ractices. Such

charism a has been  s tud ied  by W eber, w ho no ted  that

C harism atic  au thority  is thus specifically  ou tside the rea lm  o f  every-day  routine 
and  the  p ro fane sphere . In th is respect, it is sharp ly  o p posed  b o th  to  rational, 
and  particu larly  bureaucratic , authority , and to trad itional au thority , w hether in 
its patriarchal, patrim onial, o r  any o th e r form . (1 9 6 8 :5 1)

O n the o th e r hand , renuncian ts , by  v irtue o f  their w illfu l re jec tion  o f  w orld ly  roles,

occup ied  a  m arg inal p osition  w hich , as D ouglas has show n, w as po ten tia lly  bo th

d an g ero u s and  p o w e rfu l.128 T h is dynam ic appears to have been  p articu la rly  strong  in India

w ith  its h igh ly  stru c tu red  society , m ak ing  the deliberate  v io la tion  o f  the caste  and purity

regu la tions a  sou rce  o f  b o th  g rea t p o w er and  danger, as S an d erso n  argued  in an im portan t

(1985) article .

m  See Douglas 1966, esp. pp. 94-99, 121.
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T he lcx:us o f  T antric  p ractice in early m ed ieval Ind ia  appears to h av e  been the siddha 

m o v e m e n t /29 ab o u t w hich  little  is know n, a lth o u g h  it w as clearly  u nderw ay  by the seventh  

cen tu ry  and con tin u ed  w ell in to  the period o f  the  transm ission  o f  the trad ition  to  Tibet, i.eM 

in the tenth  to  th irteen th  cen tu ries .129 130 It appears to have developed  in associa tion  w ith the 

forest ren u n cian t tradition , independen t o f  the m onasteries, w hich is sug g ested  by the 

num erous sto ries o f  siddhas w ho d id  live in the m onasteries being expelled  on account o f 

their an tinom ian  beh av io r.131 T h e ir  lim inal s ta tu s seem s to be confirm ed  by  the confusion 

concern ing  the ir sectarian  identities, as ev idenced  by  the considerab le o verlap  in B uddhist 

and S a iv a  lists o f  the s id d h as .132 T his overlap  is so strong that one canno t differentiate the
參

B uddhist and  S a iv a  T antrikas a t the level o f  orig in ; they can , how ever, b e  d ifferentiated  via

lineage, as w h a t la tter cam e to  be called  44sectsM are basically  d istinct form ations o f  lineages

often  d eriv ing  fro m  com m on ancestors. T he  rheto ric  o f  lineage seem s to  have been a m uch

m ore va lid  w ay  o f  d istingu ish ing  T antric  trad itions. T h is  w as noted by G up ta , w ho wrote:

B ut for c lass ify in g  T an trics it is im portan t to  know  the particu lar paramparâ or 
g roup  to w h ich  they  be long . T o  determ ine the  paramparä, it is fu rth er necessary  
to  know  its trad itional line o f  teachers, the specia l etiquette applicable to  the 
trad ition  fo llow ed , the  com plicated  varia tions in ritual perform ances a ris ing  from  
the  th eo lo g ica l and m etaphysica l background  o f  the paramparâ, an d  the  personal 
a ttitude an d  id iosyncrasies o f  em inen t teachers in that line. T hese  facto rs are 
responsib le  fo r  the incred ib le  num ber o f  d ivergences in T antric  ritual activities. 
(G o u d riaan , G u p ta  and H oens 1979: 122)

T hey  also  ap p ea r to  have lived  a  lim inal lifesty le  w ith  regard  to m ainstream  Indian scx:iety, 

w h ich  w ou ld  fro w n  upon, fo r exam ple, their a tten d an ce  o f  ganacakra rites, in w hich

129 Târanâtha* the famous Tibetan historian who lived in the late I6th-early 17th centuries was of this
opinion, having wrinen that Mit is clearly well-known that the tradition of teachings coming down in 
preceptor-disciple succession began from the time of Saraha and Nâgâijuna *the father and son* [i.e. 
kägärjuna and Äryadeva] up to 5沾 //uz âabari-pa. Before this, no is known to have entered the
tradition of transmitting anuttara guhya-mantrcL^ (Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya 1970:151-52)

130 Concerning these dates see section 5.1 below.

131 See for example the account of the siddha Vinipa (Dowman 1985, pp. 43-S2) and also Maitripa 
(discussed in Tatz 1988).

132 A great deal of work has been done concerning the comparison of siddha lists (see for example Tucci 
1930 and White 1 9 9 6 ^ ), but at this point it is impossible to make such an identification, based simply 
on lineage lists and hagiographies. As Snellgrove suggests, it may be inappropriate to assume that these 
adepts possessed strong sectarian identities. (1987:157)
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transgressive su bstances (alcohol, various types o f  m ea t and  bodily  fluids) are  consum ed  

and transg ressive  (in tercaste) sexual acts perfo rm ed .

T h is m ay  acco u n t for the secrecy  w hich  is constan tly  called  for in T an tric  texts. T h e  

m ajor trad itions all en jo in  secrecy, an d  w e know  th a t the liv ing  adherents such  as the 

T ibetans genera lly  take these en jo inders seriously . It m ay be, as w as the case in T ibet, that 

T an tric  praxis w as an  “open secret” ， bu t even  am ong  T ibetans the specific deta ils  o f  the 

practice o f  specific  traditions are considered  qu ite  secret, and  are im parted  only  to initiates 

w ho are com m itted  to  secrecy .133 T h is is ju s tified  by the argum en t that the specific details 

o f  a course  o f  T an tric  practice (sädhana) canno t be learned  from  a book, and  are potentially  

dangerous if  p rac ticed  w ithou t qualified  g u id an ce .134 T h ere  are num erous w arn ings to this 

effect in B ud d h ist T an tras; a  particu larly  in teresting  one occurs in the Mahàmudrâtilaka 

Tantra, as fo llow s:

First, as soon  as the studen t has received  the  in itia tions, he  then  becom es a  
su itab le  vessel fo r the explanation  o f  the g rea t secret. lif there is no in itia tion  
then there w ill b e  no success, ju s t  as oil can n o t be  p ressed  from  sand. If  
som eone o u t o f  p ride clarifies the T antric  p recep ts  for the uninitiated, then both 
teacher and  s tu d en t w ill go  to hell as soon as they  die, even  if  they are spiritually  
accom plished . T herefo re , earnestly  request o f  the m aster the initiations. 5

T his idea appears to  be cu rren t w ith in  H indu T an tric  d iscourse  as w e ll.136

133 This notion of that Tantric practice was, in Tibet, in general an open secret but in its specifics a closed 
secret maintained within each lineage of oral instruction, was explained to me by H. H. llie  Dalai Lama 
Tenzin Gyatso in a private conversation that took place on April 24, 1998.

134 Geshe Kelsang Gyatso advises the readers of one of his books that study of the book alone is not a 
sufficient basis for the practice of the meditations descnb^l therein, and claims that "successful practice 
depends to a large extent upon the blessings and inspiration of the Spiritual Guides'*. (Kelsang 1982: 9)

135 MT ch. 2: / dang po re zhig slob ma la // dbang rnams lan cig bskur ba yis // de tshe gsang chen bshad 
pa yi // nges par snod du gyur pa*o // dbang med na ni dngos grub med // bye ma btsir yang mar med Itar 
// gang zhig rgyud lung nga rgyal gyis // dbang bskur med la gsal byed pa // slob dpon slob ma shi ma 
thag // dngos grub ihob kyang dmyal bar 4gro // de bas 'bad pa lhams cad kyis // bla ma la ni dbang don 
zhu /(D K fol. 66b)

136 Brooks wrote that uthe notion of initiation is also cnicial to our understanding of Tantric 'secrecy* 
(rahasya). Tantric texts, teachings, and practices are called 'secret* not simply because they are restricted
and limited both in transmission and in accessibility to outsiders....rather, they are secret because without 
initiation one is not fully empowered to use or comprehend lhem....Tanlrics stress that it is the guru who 
empowers these resources and the guru who provides the instructions necessary for the adept to accomplish 
his or her aims. Tantrics understand the guru os the vital link to the ultimately inherent power that 
pervades the universe and resides in the individual. No aspect of Tantric sädhana can be properly learned 
from a book alone, and Tantrics stress the necessity of 'protecting* the unqualified/* (1990:64-65)
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G iven  the  fact that these p ractices w ere m ore po litically  charged in  Ind ia  than  in 

Tibet, it m ay b e  tha t this secrecy  w as closely m ain tained  in  the form er context. T h is is 

suggested by th e  traditional acco u n t o f  the life o f  the m ahâsiddha Saraha, one o f  the 

founders o f  the  C akxasam vara trad ition  in India. H is life  is described in particu larly  lively

way by the T ib e tan  U am -m gon A -m yes-zhab  N g ag -d b an g -k u n -d g a^ b so d -n am s (1597-c.

1662), a  S a -sk y a  scholar w ho d rew  together d isparate  sources concern ing  the siddhas and

wrote a  c ritica l accoun t o f  the ir lives, as follows:

S a rah a 's  c la ss  w as b rahm in , an d  [he lived] in the to w n  o f  Roli in R âd h a137 in 
Eastern  Ind ia. H is m other w as  a  ^âkini. A lthough  the m aster w as 汪 b rahm in ,
Saraha h ad  faith  in the B uddhadharm a, so he m ain ta ined  the vow s o f  bo th  a  
B uddhist an d  a  brahm in. B y d ay  he was a  p rac tic ing  brahm in, and by n igh t a  
p racticing  B uddhist. H e freq u en ted  the ganacakra an d  also im bibed beer. W hen 
the b rah m in s go t w ind o f  th is they  decided to d isp e l Saraha. T he b rahm ins 
gathered  to g e th e r and req u ested  this o f  K ing R a tn ap â la ,138 saying 4<Is it no t your 
duty as k in g  to  uphold  the  cu sto m s in your coun try?  T h is Saraha, the m aste r o f  
the b rah m in s, o f  the v illage R o li o f  fifteen thousand , by  drinking a lcoho l has 
fallen from  his caste, so  le t h im  be exiled!”

The king th o u g h t that since h e  is the m aster o f  a  v illage o f fifteen thousand , it 
w ould no t b e  appropriate to ex ile  him . He w ent to  see  Saraha and s a id ,44A s you 
are a  b rahm in , it is not g ood  th a t you drink beer.”

He rep lied , 44I do not d rink  beer, b u t if  you do not believe me, assem ble all the 
people and  brahm ins and T il sw ear an oath.n T h e  k ing  assem bled everyone , and 
Saraha said , '*If I d rink  b ee r m ay  m y m outh bum!*1 H e drank dow n bo ilin g  oil, 
but his m o u th  d id n 't  burn.

T he king  asked , “ Is he no t tru th fu l?”

T he B rahm ins replied, “H e d rin k s.”

O nce aga in , h e  drank  m o lten  co p p er but w as n o t bu rned , but the b rahm ins still 
insisted th a t h e  drank  beer. S o  he said, 4<L et us b e  th row n  into a  lake; w h o ev er 
does n o t s in k  does not d rin k , b u t w hoever sinks is a  d r in k e r /1 S arah a  w as 
throw n in to  the  w ater bu t d id  n o t sink and qu ick ly  returned . Still they insisted  
that he w as a  drinker. S arah a  said , uP lace m e on a  scale . If  I am  h eav ie r than 
w hatever e lse  [you place on  it] then I am  no d rin k er•” S araha becam e heavy , 
saying 4tI do  n o t dririk,\  T h ey  p laced  on it a  p iece  o f  iron  that w eighed  as m uch  as 
three m en, b u t Saraha w as heav ier, and they p laced  on  it a lum p o f  iron  w eigh ing  
as m uch  as six  m en, bu t S a rah a  w as still heavier.

137 The text has radhi. presumably for Râdha, a region in Bengal west of the Ganga.

138 This may refer to the king Ratnapâla who ruled in Assam from 1000-1030 CE. There is not enough 
evidence, however, to confiim or deny this possible identification. See Kvaeme 1977, p. 6.
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T he k in g  said , “I f  he has p o w er like this, it’s okay  if  he  drinks.” E ven  the  
b rah m in s  h ad  faith  and b o w ed  d o w n  to h im , and converted  from  the ir o w n  
cu sto m s th ey  all becam e B u d d h is ts /1139

W hile it is im possib le  to take such  a  legendary  account as “historical” ， and  o n e  m ight 

question th e  veracity  o f the conversion  o f  the recalcitran t b rahm ins, w ho  w ere  not 

o therw ise im p ressed  by his tru th  ordeals. O n the o ther hand , these ancien t sto ries at the 

very* least re fle c t tensions felt w ith in  the tradition.

It is  in teresting  that bo th  B u d d h ist and H indu T antras enjoin that the adep t leads a  

double life, concealing  his identity  as a  T antric  adept. T his m ay not be u n re la ted  to the fact 

that T an tric  siddhas are depicted  as com ing  from  all w alks o f  life, m ale and  fem ale, 

b rahm ins a n d  outcasts, kings an d  b eg g a rs .139 140 E vidently , there w as no t necessarily  any 

conven tional m arkers that d esig n ated  one a T antric  practitioner. T he Cakrasamvara Tantra 

enjoins th a t its  practitioners lead  a  doub le  life o f  sorts. C hap ter tw en ty -seven  requires that 

the adep t (sâdhaka) keeps on his p erson  certain  insign ia sim ilar to those m en tioned  in the 

passage fro m  chap ter two quo ted  a b o v e .141 T he  text particularly  requires th a t 4tthey should

139 grub thob brgyas cu rtsa bzhifi mam thar: H slob dpon sa ra ha pa*i Io rgyus ni / rigs bram ze / yul 
shar phyogs kyi grong khyer ra dhi zhes bya ba / bye brag pa rol li pa yin la / yum mkha* "grò ma / slob 
dpon bram ze yin yang / sa ra ha rang nang pa sangs rgyas pa'i chos la dad nas nang pa dang bram ze gnyi 
ga'i sdom pa bsrung zhing /  nyin mo bnim ze*i chos lugs dang / mtshan mo sangs rgyas pa'i chos lugs 
byas / tshogs kyi 4l^o r lo bskor zhing /  chang yang gsol bas /  bram ze kun gyis tshor nas sa ra ha bskrad 
par brtsaxns te /  bram ze thams cad *dus nas rgyal po ratna ba la zhus pa /  khyer rgyal po yin na yul du 
chos lugs 4chol bar byed du 'jug pa*i lugs yod dam /  sa ra ha 'di yul pa ro li*i grong khyer khri isho phyed 
dang gnyis kyi bram ze rnams l^ i gtso bo yin pa la / da chang 'thungs nas rigs nyams "dug pas skrod par 
ngs so byas pas /  rgyal po'i bsam pa grong khyer khri tsho phyed dang gnyis kyi gtso bo yin pas skrod
par mi rung snyam nas / sa ra haYi gnas su byon nas srnras pa /  khyed bram ze yin pa la chang 'thung ba de 
ma legs byas pas /  ngas chang ma 'thungs zer / *on kyang yin mi ches na mna* *dor ba yin pas / bram ze 
kun dang mi üiams cad bsdus shig zer nas /  rgyal pos thams cad bsdus pa dang /  sa ra has smras pa /  ngas 
chang *thungs na kha tshig cig zer te /  mar khu bskol na kthungs pas ma tshig pa dang / rgyal pos (di bden 
nam byas pas /  bram ze kun na re /  4thung zer /  yang zangs kyi zhun ma (thungs pas kyang ma tshig pa la /

zer / '〇 na mtsho'i steng du 4dug nas ma nub na "thungs pa yin la / nub na
/ chur zhugs pas sa ra ha ma nub par myur du thon kyang /  yang (thung zer 

/ yang srang la bkar nas gang lji bas ma 4thungs pa yin la /  yang bdes Uhungs pa yin no zhes smras pas / 
sa ra ha lji ba byung ste /  ngas ma "thungs zer / de bzhin du mi gsum gyi ljid dang mnyam pa'i Icags kyi 
rdo dang bteg pas Iqrang /  sa ra ha lji dang /  yang drug dang mnyam pa'i lcags kyi rdo dang bteg pas 
kyang sa m ha lji ste /  rgyal po na re /  4dì Ita bu'i nus pa yod na chang 'thung yang rung gi zer bas / bram 
ze mams kyang dad nas phyag byas te /  rang gi chos lugs bsgyur nas thams cad sangs rgyas kyi bstan pa la 
zhugs so /  (foi. 12 a-b).

140 See the lives of the 84 siddhas translated in Dowman 1985.

141 These insignia are discussed at length in section 6.2.2 below.
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be on [o n e 's  person] at all tim es, alw ays d isp layed  a t night, and h id d en  d u rin g  the d a y / ,U2

T his sam e id ea  is also  found in  T an tric  H indu trad itions. Brooks rep o rts  tha t Srividyâ

adepts o ften  h o ld  that one “sh o u ld  rem ain  like V aisçav as for w orld ly  p u rp o ses , like Saivas

in ou tw ard  appearance and like Sâktas inw ardly /* (1990:90)

T an tric  traditions often  stress that, at least w ith in  the circle o f  ad ep ts , egalitarianism

should  be  ob serv ed . T here  are num erous passages tha t could be se lec ted  to m ake this

point, bu t a  few  draw n from  d iverse  sources w ill b e  sufficient here. T a n tr ic  authors, quite

in line w ith  th e ir  avow ed d octrine  o f  nonduality , seem  to condem n the  d raw in g  not just o f

social d istinc tions, bu t o f  d istinctions in general, as such  distinction m a k in g  is characteristic

o f  the dualis tic  concep tualization  (vikalpa) that is to be renounced. L ak sm im k arâ , for

exam ple, w ro te  the fo llow ing in  htv Advayasiddhi:

O ne w h o  know s m an tra  sh o u ld  generate  no d isg u s t for anything, fo r  V ajrasattva  
h im se lf  ex ists  as w hatever fo rm  is before o n e ’s ey e . The w e ll-eq u ip o ised  
mantrin sh o u ld  no t concep tua lize  w here one sh o u ld  go or no t go, w h a t one 
shou ld  e a t o r no t eat, and likew ise  d rink  o r n o t drink....nor sh o u ld  h e  have  disgust 
for a  w o m an  b o m  o f  any c lass  (varna)t as sh e  is the Blessed L ad y  W isd o m  
(bhagavati prajnâ) dw elling  in a conven tional fo rm .142 143

T antric au th o rs  do  seem  to focus, how ever, on the d istinctions rela ted  to  so c ia l class and, in

particular, on  the non-com m ensality  w hich is a  ro o t bulw ark o f  the c a s te  system .

Indrabhüti, in  h is  w rote “Eat，[y o u】 w h o  are adorned

w ith  the o rn am en ts  o f  a  yogin . H ere  there is no discrim ination. T he  b rah m in , the dog and

the C andâla, s ince  they share the  sam e nature, sh o u ld  ea t to g e th e r^ 144 * T h e  con tex t o f this

com m and  is th e  ganacakra rite; how ever, the reaso n in g  applied goes b e y o n d  it, attacking

the vanta id eo lo g y  at its root. B y  ju x taposing  th e  brahm in, the dog  a n d  the  C andàla, the

142 CST ch. 27, v. 18b-c: /  dus kun tu ni mam par gnas // mtshan mo rtag par gsal bya zhing // nyin par 
gsang ba nyid du bya /  (DT fol. 232a).

143 (20) jugupsâm naiva kurvita sarvavastusu mantravit / vajrasattvah svayam tatra sâksâd rûpena samsihitah 
// (2 1) gamyägamya vikalpam tu bhaksyâbhaksyam tathaiva ca /  peyâpeyam tathâ mantn kuryân naiva 
samâhitah // (23) sarvavarnasamudbhûtâ jugupsâ naiva yositah /  saiya bhagavati prajnâ samvrtyâ nipam 
âsritâ // (Samdhong et al. 1987:163)

144 / itos shig mal *byor rgyan mdzed mams // 4di la mam rtog yod ma yin // bram ze khyi dang gdol ba
mams // rang bzhin gcig pas lhan cig bza* /  (DT fol. 196b).
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allegedly  m o st pu re  w ith  the m ost im pure, Ind rabhü ti here em ploys a  subtly  deconstruc tive  

rhetoric, im p ly ing  these beings are in fact eq u al and  pure by their very nature.

T h ere  seem s to have been a notion th a t n o t m aking such distinctions w as actually  a 

co m m itm en t that T an tric  adepts had to undertake as a  part o f  the ir initiation, their samaya. 

T his  is su g gested  by a  b r ie f  tex t called  the The Practice ofVajrasekharayoga which is the 

V a/raom tï-M /w Â /A f (金 剛 頂 經 瑜 伽 修 習 畏 盧 遮 那 三 摩 地 法 ) . w hich

claim s that

T h ings are  o rig inally  unborn, and by th e ir very  nature inexpressib le , pure, free 
o f  defilem en t, and  devo id  o f  causality  an d  so  forth. T hrough repeated  reflection  
in m ed ita tion , w ords express reality (tattva, A lthough  from  the
b eg in n in g  they  d iffer, fo r one w ho is aw ak en ed  a ll things converge . N ot 
rejecting, that i$ the com m itm ent 三 昧 145 A bid ing  in  uncond itioned
com passion , those  o f  un iversal vow  w ho  have  passion  are no d iffe ren t than I.146

T he en jo ins upon its adep ts  the “c o mmi t me n t ” of  no t

heeding  e ith e r the  o rd inary  distinctions o f  th e  la rger social w orld, i.e .t the  vanta c lasses, o r

the ex trao rd inary  d istinctions observed by m em bers o f  various yog in  reaunc ian t

com m unities. A m ong  the com m itm ents listed  in chap ter tw enty-seven  is the co m m itm en t to

“d isregard  soc ia l d istinctions; renounce ty ing  up  [one’s hair】 on  the  c row n” .147

T son g k h ap a  com m ents here that:

D isregard  socia l c lass, be they the h ig h e r c lasses such  as the b rahm in , o r the 
c lassless ou tcasts. O ne  shou ld  renounce the hab it o f  recogn izing  those. O ne 
sho u ld  ren o u n ce  as w ell the o ther w o rld ly  hab its such  as [w earing] crow ns, 
ashes, d read locks, o r  ty ing  up o n e’s h a ir  in  a  to p k n o t.148

U5 The text here is ambigious in reading t which is an abbreviation which can be legitimately read as 
(samaya) or (samâdhi). I chose the former reading because it seems to make more sense

in the context of the passage, but I cannot exclude the possibility that the latter reading might be the 
correct one.

t46諸 法 本 不 生 。自 性 離 言 説 。淸 淨 無 垢 染 。因 業 等 虛 空 。旋 復 諦 思 惟 。字字 
語 真 ® 。初 後 雖 差 別 。所 証 皆 歸 一 。不 捨 是 三 昧 。兼 住 無 緣 悲 。普願諸有  
倩 。如 我 無 有 異 。 （T 876p.331a).

147 V. 20.b,c: / rigs dang rigs min ngor mi blta // spyi gtsug la sogs being ba spang A DK fol. 232a.

148 KS, TL fol. 149b: / bram ze la sogs pa'i rigs bzang po dang rigs min pa mihar skyes kyi rigs kyi ngor 
mi Ita ba ste /  de dag gi ngo srung gi spyod pa spong ba dang /  yang yang gtsug phud beings ba dang / la 
sogs pas cod pan dang thsd ba dang ral pa la sogs pa *jig rten pa*i spycxl pa gzhan dag kyang spangs pa yin 
no A
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T h e  Buddhists w ere n o t a lone  in condem ning  such  distinction m ak ing . Rather, su ch  

condem nations ap p ea r to be  the hallm ark o f  lim ina l d issen t g roups, such  as, for ex am p le , 

the  Bâuls, w hot acco rd in g  to  O penshaw , ex ist on  the  boundaries o f  d ifferent and  com peting  

religious groups, i.e. H in d u s  and M uslim s, and  w ho appropria te  the rhetoric o f  bo th , using 

tha t o f one against the o th e r (1997:307). T h e ir  so ngs often  express anti-caste sen tim en ts, 

including the fo llow ing  w h ich  w ould be righ t at hom e w ithin a  B uddh ist text: t4A s long  as 

y o u  judge in term s o f  h ig h  and  low  you are d eluded . A il are the  sam e (to one w ho) know s

Sim ilar s ta tem en ts occu r in H indu T an tra s  su ch  as the Kulärnava-tantra, w h ich  

contains the fo llow ing passage: t4In this cakra (c irc le  o f  w orsh ip) there is no d iv is io n  into 

castes. Everyone (in  it) is declared equal w ith  S iv a t,,l5° and  a lso  4<G o n e is the Süclra-hood 

o f  the Südra and the B râhm ana-hood  o f  the B râh m an a  (vipra); th e re  is no d iv ision  in to  

castes for one w ho is co nsecrated  by in itia tion .” * 150 151 G oudriaan  an d  a lso  Lorenzen h av e  

argued that such sta tem en ts  are lim ited to the co n tex t o f  T antric  cakrapüjä, and are no t 

understood to be ap p licab le  outside o f  the ritual context. L orenzen  claim s that 4tin m o st

tan tric works the den ia l o f  caste cxcurs on ly  in  ritual situations. In  d a y - to d a y  affa irs, caste 

distinctions are still m ain ta in ed ,” （1972:7) a lth o u g h  he gives no ev idence  to support this 

claim.

There appears to  b e  only one T an tra  w h ich  explicitly  m ak es this assertion. A s 

G oudriaan poin ted  o u t, th is  is the Mahänirväna Tantra (3 .9 2 ),152 b u t it, as M cD an ie l has 

show n, is a bow dlerized  tex t w hich a ttem pts to  m itiga te  the m ore  transgressive asp ec ts  o f  

the Sâkîa tradition, w ith in  w hich it is a ra ther la te tex t.153 D errett has in fact argued  th a t it

U9 yâbat ucca nie bicâr kara tâbat brami tornar tattva jnâne sab ekäkar; ed. and trans, in Openshaw 1997, p. 
303.

150 ch. 8 v. 1011 trans, in Lorenzen 1972, p. 7.

151 ch. 14 v. 91, trans, in Lorenzen 1972, p. 6.

152 Sec Goudrian and Gupta 1981, p. 100.

153 See McDaniel 1989, pp. 103-6.
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w as m ost likely co m p o sed  during the la te  eighteenth  century b y  a  B engali fam ilar w ith  

B ritish  colonial law , fo r the  text contains lengthy  d iscussions o f  lega l issues re flec tin g  the 

changes in the co lo n ia l legal system  tha t occurred  betw een 1773 an d  1782.154 R eg ard in g  

actual practitioners w h o  m igh t adhere to this interpretation, n e ith e r  L orenzen n o r G oudriaan  

specify  who these m ig h t be, although if  they  are practitioners o f  the  Mahänirväna Tantra 

they  w ould  not be  ty p ica l by any stretch o f  the im agination .155 A ccord ing  to  B ro o k s, in the 

sou th  Indian co m m u n ities  w here he conducted  research it is n o t th e  case that T an tric  rites, 

w ith  their breaches o f  o rthopraxy , are considered  acceptable in th e  ritual contex t. O n  the 

contrary , the smârta b rah m in s, the arb iters o f  orthodoxy in th ese  com m unities, i4con d em n  

all such  behavior, in r itu a l o r non-ritual contexts**, (1 9 9 2 :4 3 1) w h ich  is in fact a  fa r m ore 

co n sis ten t response.

A ssertions th a t o n e  should not m ak e  caste d istinctions, a n d  share food an d  even  

bcKlily fluids w ith o th e rs  w ithout regard  to caste  restrictions on com m ensality , are 

subversive, even if  o n ly  held  relevant w ith in  a ritual context, fo r th e  sim ple reason  that they 

en jo in  com m ensality  w h ere , according to the  varna ideology, n o n e  should  be o b serv ed . 

S ince the caste sy stem  is upheld  in p ractice by  the observance o f  ru les o f  ritual 

avo idance ,156 T an tric  p rescrip tions o f the non-observance o f  th e se  rules cuts to the  heart o f 

the caste  system , in th eo ry  and in p ractice. T h a t the caste sy stem  w as not u n d erm in ed  by 

this d iscourse is p ro b ab ly  a  sign that it n ev er gained w idespread  accep tance and  w as largely 

restric ted  to a  su b -cu ltu re  w hich never am oun ted  to m ore than a  sm all and elite  m inority .

154 See Derrett 1977, and also Urban 1995b.

155 As Urban notes with regard to Mahänirväna Tantra, t4lhis text is extremely unusual and unlike virtually 
any other known tantra in many basic respects -  in its conception of absolute reality, in its description of 
tantric ritual, in its attitude toward caste, and in its attitude toward social issues, such as marriage, women 
and property righisi (1995b:55).

156 Since many peoples in Nepal are currently undergoing the process of ''Hinduizalion'* and adopting the 
caste-system, NepaJ oflFers a particularly interesting perspective on caste in both theory and practice. Rosser 
noted, with regard to communities who undergo this process, that <&tuming Hindu in this way is associated 
with a general tightening up of observances of rules of ritual avoidance -  a stricter application of the 
concepts of pollution, greater care and punctiliousness in following the prescriptions of commensality and 
the restrictions associated with food, and equally with the requirements of caste endogamy.” （1966:95)
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N or do  is there reason  to believe that T an tric  practitioners sough t a  w id esp read  and 

poten tially  se r ia lly  destab iliz ing  d issem ination  o f this d iscourse, g iven  the trem endous 

em phasis p laced  on secrecy  by the traditions.

In theory , how ever, such  egalita rian  discourse canno t be d ism issed  as 

inconsequentia l. A s K apferer noted, ^relig ious ideas and practices co m p rise  an elem ent o f 

the sym bo lic  d iscourse  o f  class and  status, and  variations and  changes in  relig ious ritual are 

p roduced  in th is d ia lectic  o f  class and  relig ion .,t (1983:321) T h at th is is so  is indicated  by 

the fact tha t the brahm ins, w ho w ere qu ite  cognizant o f  cogen t th reats to their status and 

authority , w ere often  quite hostile  tow ard the Tantric traditions, w h ich  m ay  account fo r the 

fa r p o o re r sta te  o f  p reservation  o f  T an tric  texts and traditions in In d ia ,157 and m any that 

have su rv iv ed  are quite bow dlerized . T h is has been noted by B rooks, w ho  has observed  

that m any  H indus view  the tT a n tr ic M in an extrem ely negative light, an d  as being the 

an tithesis o f  a good  H in d u .158 B rooks has no ted  that T an tric  d iscourse , w hen not 

bow dlerized  b u t taken to its log ical conclusion , presents a serious th rea t to V aidika 

brahm ins. H e  w ro te  that

B y th e ir advocacy  o f  trad ica l, eso teric ism  Tantrics not on ly  subvert the  intellectual 
au thority  o f  b rahm ans b u t b ring  in to  question  their m oral and re lig io u s priv ileges 
as the arb iters  o f  the V eda. T an trics m ay  also gain access to  a  p a tro n ag e  from  
ru ling  p ow ers and  thereby  th rea ten  the political as w ell as re lig ious prerogatives 
o f  non-T an tric  brahm ans. It is little w o n d er that Tantrism *s m o st striden t 
opponen ts are  those w ith  the m ost to lose: non-Tantric V aid ik a  b rah m an s w hose 
au thority  an d  status is th row n into question  by the T an trics , c la im s to  relig ious 
and  m oral superiority . T an tric  theory  an d  practice, taken to  its fu lles t ex ten t, 
w o u ld  ren d  th e  social and  m oral fabric o f  V aidika conven tionality  obso le te  by 
a ltering  stan d ard s o f  b eh av io r and  reo rdering  D harm a. T h e  co n cep ts  o f  purity  
and  im purity  upon  w hich  the socie ty  is ordered and the ritual p rac tices  estab lished  
for the  sak e  o f  b ind ing  the actions o f  castes to m utually b enefic ia l, reciprocally  
de term in ed  hum an  aim s, the T an tric  renders moot and re in terp re ts  to  su it a  new , 
m ore  co m p lex  se t o f  w orld ly  c ircum stances. A t stake fo r the non -T an tric  Vaidilca 
is n o t o n ly  h is ow n p erso n al status, w h ich  w e should n o t u n d erestim ate , bu t his 
u nderstand ing  o f  the en tire  o rd e r o f  ex istence, structured by  a  h ie ra rch ica l

157 Most of the important Hindu Taniric manuscript finds have been ia Nepal, which appears to have been 
much more open to Tantric traditions, perhaps in part because Nepali polities were less dominated by 
brahmins, and maintained Buddhism as a viable dtemative to the present day.

158 Sec Brooks 1992, pp. 407-411.
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socioreligious system that shapes his own picture of the Hindu cosmos.
(1990:23-24)

Tantric adepts may have been liminal vis-à-vis normative Indian society, but it is probably 

incorrect to idealize them as permanently enjoying a state of communitas, which one might 

visualize as an almost otherworldly non-concern with the world and its politics. Quite to 

the contrary, Tantric Buddhists at least have demonstrated a concern with the world, a 

concern which is justifiable on the basis on the doctrine of nonduality. In India, at least, 

Tantric texts do seem to reflect an intense concern with the liminal, both liminal persons and 

liminal places.

For example, a highly noticeable tendency in Tantric discourse is the valorization of 

women, and the command that adepts refrain from scorning women, which is in fact one of 

the vows that an adept takes when initiated into a Buddhist Tantric tradition.159 This 

notably contrasts with a large body of earlier Buddliist texts which disparage women, 

although there was a trend in the Mahâyâna which ran counter to these texts,160 and this 

was a trend which the Tantric Buddhists evidently followed.

One might argue that the Tantric Buddhist valorization of women is a sign of the 

liminal context in which these texts were composed. Here one could turn to Turner, who 

suggested that women are, for many cultures, liminal figures.161 Bynum has criticized his 

position, arguing in a (1984) article that this is only the case from the androcentric 

perspective. She is of course correct, but when dealing with medieval traditions that is 

generally the perspective with which we are left. Tantric texts overwhelmingly reflect an 

androcentric bias, which is evidenced even in the enjoinder that the adept should not 

disparage women, an enjoinder which is evidently directed toward a male audience.

159 See Kelsang Gy also 1994, p. 67.

160 Depictions of women in Mahâyâna Buddhist texts are by no means unequivocally positive, and some 
Mahâyâna texts repeat the disparagement promulgated in earlier Buddhist texts, but many Mahâyâna texts, 
such as the Vimalakirti-nirdesa and the Avatamsaka Sütra portray women in a less negative and more 
sophisticated light. See Paul 1979 for a survey of these texts and the trends discernible within them.

161 See Turner 1969, pp. 99-104.
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Here an interesting problem is encountered. Yoginitantras emphasize the feminine,

which is seen in the fact that the majority of deities in their mandala are goddesses.

Numerous Tantras and commentaries also recommend that male adepts revere and serve

women, who are understood to embody the goddess Prajnâpâramitâ, wisdom incarnate.

Anafigavajra, for example, wrote in his Prajnopàyaviniscayasiddhi that

Those who desire liberation should in every way serve Prajnâpâramitâ, who is 
ultimately pure and yet manifests in the feminine form. She abides everywhere 
taking on the form of an alluring woman (lalanä), and is commended by the 
Adamantine Lord as one who arises for the sake of other's aims. Success will 
come easily for the adept who, through union with reality (tattvayoga), loves the 
consort who appears in clans such as those of the brahmin, etc., or is bom as an 
outcast, or is an undisciplined wife of another, or one maimed or crippled, or 
likewise [one’s】 mother or mother-in-law, one’s own daughter or sister.162 163

Significantly, this reverence and worship must be unconditional, performed without regard

to social class, physical appearance, or one's relationship with the woman. This is

emphasized by Laksmimkarâ, who, in her Advayasiddhi, wrote that

One who understands yoga should always worship his mother, sister, daughter 
and niece by means of the wisdom art, and, through mediation on the Adamantine 
Intuition, should continuallv worship women even if she is missing a limb, of 
lower class or a dog eater.l 3̂

On the level of practice, Tantras contain numerous statements to the effect that the adept 

needs to find and please a female partner (dûti) in order to succeed in Tantric practice, such

162 Ch. 5. vv. 22-25: prajnâpàramitâ sevyâ sarvalhâ muktikàhksibhih /  parainârthe sihitâ suddhâ samvnyâ 
tanudhârirü // lalanârûpam âsthâya sarvatraiva vyavasihitâ / ato (rtham vajranathena proktâ 
bâhyârtha^ambhavâ // brâhmanâdikulotpannâm mudrâm vai antyajodbhavâm / duhsilâm parabhâryâm ca 
vikrtâm vikaiâm tathâ / / janayitrîm svasâram ca svaputrim bhâgineyikâm / kâmayan tattvayogena laghu 
sidhyeta sâdhakah // (Samdhong and Dwivedi 1988:93); / thams cad du ni thar ^od  pas // shes rab pha roi 
phyin bsten bya // dam pa*i don du gang gnas pa // kun rdzob dag pa'i lus bzung nas // bud med mdzes 
pafi gzugs kyis ni // thams cad du ni kun tu gnas // de bas phyi roi don las byung // rdo rje mkhan pos 
don de gsungs // bram ze'i rigs sogs las ^yung dang // mtha* yas sky es dang phyag rgya dang // gzhan gyi 
chung ma tshul nyams dang II dman dang cha lugs mi sdug dang // skye ma dang ni sgyug mo dang // 
rang gi bu mo sring rao dang // de nyid sbyor bas 4dod spyod na // sgrub po myur du 4grub par *gyur / 
(1988:137)

163 v. 5,6: janani bhaginiscaiva duhitrbhâgineyikân /  prajnopâyavidhânena pûjayed yogavit sadâ // 
ekângavikalâm hlnâm âlpinlm évapacim tathâ /  yositâm püjayen nityam jnânavajraprabhâvanaih // 
((Samdhong et al. 1987:161); /  ma dang snng mo bu mo dang // de bzhin tsha mo nyid dang ni // shes rab 
thabs su bya ba ste // mal 4byor pas ni rtag tu mchod // yan lag geig med ngs ngan dang // bzo bo khyi sha 
can sogs l^ i // bu mo rtag tu mchod par bya // ye shes rdo rje sgom pa che / (Samdhong et al. 1987:147- 
48)
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as the previously mentioned passage in chapter twenty-seven of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, 

which discusses the düti as follows:

Having understood [their] characteristics, there will be rapid engagement with 
the powers (siddhi). Going from town to town, the form of the dûti is revealed. 
The düti is like the sharp edge of a sword. She purifies and augments one^
merit. Therefore, being well acquainted with the dûti, the adept will rapidly 
attain success (siddhi).

The idea that a man requires the assistance of a woman to achieve Awakening is stated 

even more strongly in chapter ten, entitled uIn Praise of Women* 11 (stristotra), of the 

Candamahärosana Tantra, as follows:

Then the Blessed Lady asked, 44Is it possible or not possible, Lord, for the adept 
to achieve the state of Candamahärosana without a woman?^ The Blessed Lord 
replied, “It is not possible, Devi.” The Élessed Lady asked, “Why is it impossible 
without the experience of pleasure?1' The Blessed Lord replied, 4<While ultimate 
awakening is obtained only through the experience of bliss, it arises by means of 
particular sort of bliss, and not otherwise/^65

This is a quite different than the discourse in early strata of Buddhist discourse, where the

key question was whether or not women could attain Awakening» and not whether or not

men needed to rely on them to achieve it. Shaw, in her 1994 work, has surveyed a

relatively wide range of Tantric texts and argued that

Tantric texts encourage a sense of reliance upon women as a source of spiritual 
power. They express a sense of esteem and respect for women....and evince a 
genuine concern for finding and showing the proper deference towards 
religiously advanced, spiritually powerful women. (1994:11)

It appears that Shaw is correct in arguing that Tantric texts portray women in a genuinely

respectful and often reverential manner. On the other hand, these and other texts betray an

androcentric focus in that they appear to be written by and for men. This is exemplified in

164 CST ch. 27 vv. lc-3b: /  mlshan nyid dbye ba shes byas nas // dngos gmb myur du 'jug byed ni // 
grong dang grong du de song nas // pho nyafi gzugs ni mtshon par bya // pho nya ral grivi so 'dm zhing // 
dag byed bsod nams 'phel byed yin // de bzhin pho nya legs 'grogs pas // sgrub pa po yis dngos grub 
4lhob /  DK fo!. 23 lb). For Tsongkhapa's interpretation of these verses see section 2.3.2.1 above.

165 / de nas bcom Idan (das mas gsol pa / ci ste boom Idan sgrub pa pos /  khri chen gtum po*i go 4phang ni 
// bud med dang bral bsgrub nus sam // *011 te bsgrub par nus ma yin // bcom (dan 'das kyis bka* stsal pa
II lha mo bsgrub par nus pa ma yin no // bcom Idan *das mas gsol pa / bcom Idan 4das ci*i phyir na bde ba 
ster pa med pa mi nus // bcom Idan *das kyis bka* stsal pa // e ma bde ba skyes tsam gyis // byang chub 
mchog ni thob byed pa*i // bde ba khyad 'phags kbyung ba las // de nyid (thob kyis de gzhan min / (DK 
fol. 318a,b)
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particular in the rites of initiation as described in the Cakrasamvara and other Tantras; the 

initiation rite described in chapter three of the Cakrasamvara Tantra is that by which male 

adepts are initiated; a female consort (mudrä) is intimately involved, but the text is silent on 

how a female adept should be initiated.166 While there may have been corresponding rites 

for the initiation of women, these are not described in the texts which have been preserved 

and transmitted down to the present day. Likewise, the text is filled with admonitions for 

the male sädhaka to find and serve respectfully a female partner (diiti); many chapters are 

spent enumerating and describing the different types of female partners, how they are to be 

found and won over, and what sorts of secret signs and codes should be known when 

encountering them. Again, however» the text is silent concerning the path women should 

take; they are portrayed as essential figures in the sâdhaka's spiritual quest, rather than the 

subjects of their own quests.167

This has been noted by previous scholars. Snellgrove has observed that

Since all these tantric texts now under consideration have dearly been produced 
primarily for the benefit of male practitioners, the transference of the whole sexual 
symbolism to the human body is regularly described in terms of the male, 
although in theory it should also be applicable to the female. In the descriptions 
of the [anuttarayogatantra initiations]....the feminine partner known as the 
t4wisdom maiden^ (prajiia) and supposedly embodying this great perfection of 
wisdom, is in effect used as a means to an end, which is experienced by the yogin 
himself. Moreover, once he has mastered the requisite yoga techniques he has no 
need of a feminine partner, for the whole process is reenacted within his own 
body. The reverse situation is scarcely suggested, namely that a woman requires 
a male partner in order to experience the Four Joys and that having mastered the 
technique she can do it alone. Thus despite the eulogies of woman in these tantras 
and her high symbolic status, the whole theory and practice is given for the 
benefit of males.168

166 See the discussion of these initiadons in section 2.3.2.2 above. For an excellent introduction to the 
rites of initiation and their relation to the subtle body yogas see Kvaerae 1975. The relevant chapter is ch. 
3, edited and translated, and commented upon in appendices A, B and C below.

167 Here I refer to the Tantras and their commentaries and associated ritual texts. The hagiographies dot of 
course, describe the lives and spiritual quests of the female siddhas, but the more technical aspects of the 
literature are silent on the specifics of the ritual and yogic technologies appropriate for women.

168 Snellgrove 1987, p. 284. Insert mine.
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Shaw has criticized Snellgrove and other scholars169 for making misogynistic 

interpretations of the texts, and her criticism is apt, in that Snellgrove^ implication that 

women were merely used by men and discarded, and that the eulogies of women in the text 

are hypocritical, is completely unfounded through a reading of the texts themselves, which 

do genuinely seem to revere women. On the other hand, there seems to be no escaping the 

fact that the texts themselves represent an androcentric perspective: it is important to point 

out here that just because a text was written by men does not mean that it is misogynist, but 

it does mean that it is far more likely to reflect the needs and aspirations of the male authors 

and their intended male audience. This was noted by Cabezón, who warned that when we 

are 44examining the textual traditions we are for the most part examining culture as seen 

through the eyes o f m en^ (1992:l%9) Gross corroborates this observation, writing that in 

the Buddhist Tantric traditions 44most texts and sadhana-s are written from the male point 

of view and do treat the woman as if she were an instrument rather than a partner.1' 

(1993:105) This Gross attributes not to a lack of female Tantric practitioners, but to the fact 

that their experiences <4have been silenced by generations of androcentric record-keeping 

and patriarchal social norms.” （1993:91) The degree to which these experiences are 

recoverable, however, is not at ail clear.

Shaw^ response to this problem was to try to recover the feminine voices which, 

while not represented in the texts themselves, she posits are present behind the scene, so to 

speak. Shaw accepts that the vast majority of Tantric texts were composed by men, but 

argues that

since these texts were not created by men in isolation from women* they do not 
express exclusively male views. These views grew out of communal exploration 
and practice and proceed from the insights o f both women and men. Indeed, 
many of the insights contained in Tantric writings can only find their source in the 
practices done by men and women together. The text openly presents Tantra as a 
religious path on which the lives of men and women are closely intertwined. I 
contend that the extensive descriptions of the interactions and shared practices of 
men and women are in themselves sufficient evidence that the yogini-tantras are 
the products of circles consisting of both women and men. Therefore, I include

169 See Shaw 1994, p. 36.
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women among the creators of the tantras and conclude that the texts reflect the 
views and interests of women as well as those of men. (1995:36-37)

It may very well be that Shaw's hypothesis is correct, although it should be pointed out that

her hypothesis has yet to be proven, and what Shaw takes as “sufficient evidence” is

simply a conjecture based on the reading of a highly ambiguous body of texts, and her

conclusion is thus based upon a somewhat circular reasoning, in that a conjectural reading

is taken as proof of the hypothesis on which the reading is based. This problem has been

noted by Wilson, who pointed out that Shaw “overplays her hand in claiming that she has

succeeded where other scholars have failed to recover the experiences, voices, and

historical agency of the women of Tantric Buddhism /’ （1996b:64) And while Shaw’s

feminist ideology is preferable to that of the relatively misogynist scholars whom she

criticizes, it is not clear that either position is demonstrable from the texts themselves.

Shawls methodology was to try and read between the lines of male authored texts 

to discern the subjectivity of women. She felt that ^passages on women can be examined 

for potential evidence of how women viewed and experienced their own lives.” （1995:37)

In making this claim she seems to be following Bynum， who claimed that by “reading 

between the lines11 (1984:77) of androcentric texts one is able to discern the intentions of 

the females portrayed in those texts; invoking Dilthey's discredited verstehen hermeneutic 

does, not, however, seem to provide the best methodology for interpreting these texts.170 

Tantric texts, even when there is no question concerning authorship, are difficult to read 

and interpret, but scholarship requires exactly this sort of close reading. While it is easy to 

sympathize with the plight of the scholar who seeks to recover lost voices, a hermeneutic 

divorced from close reading can be dangerous171 -  a hermeneutic such as the verstehen

170 Both studies, in claiming to be able to discern the experience and intentions of women via some sort of 
intuitive hermeneutic, seems to place themselves in the tradition going back to Schleiermacher's Christian 
apologetic which was expanded by Dilthey into the '"verstehen^ henneneutic, which has been thoroughly 
discredited and abandoned by serious historians and hermeneutic philosophers from the 1930s onward. For 
a trenchant critique of this method see Gadamer 1975, pp. 174-231, and also Proudfoot 1985, pp. 41>60.

171 This was pointed out by Paul de Man, whose 1986 book, The Resistance to Theory, explores this issue 
in depth. While a good hermeneutics obviously must involve a textual component, in that 4lone has to have 
"read* the text in terms of poetics to arrive at a hermeneutic coaclusion,f, (1986:56) nonetheless there has
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method seeks above all to avoid ‘inconvenient’ readings, which often tum out to be total 

avoidance. Such methodology tells us little about anything except the usually 

unacknowledged ideology of the authors who wield it.

An interesting approach is that of Haydn White, who suggested that historians draw 

on the methods of literary criticism and develop a *poetics of history /172 a consistent 

approach to the study of texts, which would serve as a foundation for the subsequent 

historical interpretation. While some historians have relied on simplistic definitions of 

history to fend off such an approach, claiming that history is 'factual1, while literature is 

Tictional/ both are in fact textual, and need to be analyzed at the textual level.173 That the 

study of history needs to develop such a method has been forcefully argued by de Man, 

who discussed the epistemological complexity of the historian's task, noting that the 

historian’s claim to knowledge

is not available as an actual presence and therefore requires a labor of 
interpretation or of reading prior even to determining whether it can even be 
reached. We have come to expect this degree of henneneutic intricacy from any 
philosophical or psychological analysis, but, surprisingly enough, a similar 
subtlety is rarely demanded from historians....this surprise is in fact not suprising 
at all, since this reluctance is itself the symptom of an anxiety of not-knowing that 
may reach further than pragmatic historians may wish to know /' (1986:59)

The anxiety of not-knowing is particularly acute in the field of Tantric studies, given the

fact that very few of the texts have been edited and reliably studied at the philological level.

This is not to say that Tantric texts are useless as sources of historical knowledge.

Precisely because they have not been adequately studied on a textual level, they have been

been, for complex reasons, significant resistance to deconstmctionist critical methodologies, no doubt 
because these are “powerful tool[s] for unmaskiiig ideological aberrations， as well as a determining factor in 
accounting for their occurrence. Those who reproach literary theory for being oblivious to social and 
historical (that is to say ideological) reality are merely stating their fear at having their own ideological 
mystifications exposed by the tool they are trying to discredit/* (1986:11)

172 White's approach, outlined in his 1973 book, is very helpful, though preliminary; it is flawed only in 
that he draws upon a somewhat simplistic theory, namely Norton Frye's ''historical criticism" based on 
genre analysis (See Frye 1957, pp. 33-67).

173 It is important to note that no texts are intrinsically ,4factuar (they may be false), but they simply 
represent üiemselves as such, via mimesis. While this issue is too complex to delve into here, for a 
thoroughgoing deconstruction of mimesis see Michael Riffatenre*s (1978) Semiotics o f Poetry. (Indiana 
University Press).
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taken as tabula rasa into which various agendas have been read. On the other hand, they

may well prove to be excellent sources once the preliminary work has been done, but this is

a task in which very much work remains to be done, so it is probably premature to draw

any historical conclusions on the basis of Tantric texts alone.

Shaw is on stronger ground in addressing the texts attributed to female Tantric

siddhas such as Laksmlmkarâ.174 Shaw does not question the traditional attribution, but

there does not appear to be any compelling reason to do so. Scholars have cast doubt on

the attribution of texts such as the Thengatha to w om en /75 but Wintemitz rightly pointed

out that given the misogyny of the monks who preserved the texts it is highly unlikely that

the monks would have falsely attributed any work to a woman. Wintemitz wrote that

There can be no doubt that the great majority of the ‘Songs of the Lady Elders’ 
were composed by women. First o f all, the monks never had so much 
sympathy with the female members of the community, as to warrant our 
crediting them with having composed these songs sung from the very hearts of 
women....it would have never occurred to the monks to ascribe songs to the 
women, if an incontestable tradition had not pointed at this direction.176

The Tantric texts attributed to female authors were also transmitted for about a thousand

years by a male dominated monastic tradition, so for the same reason it is unlikely that the

texts are falsely attributed.

It is possible to inquire about the representations of women in Tantric texts; here 

there is a tremendous shift, away from the overtly misogynist bias of the texts of earlier 

schools of Buddhism.177 Within the context of Indian society as well as Buddhism taken as 

a whole, one o f the most striking aspects of Tantric discourse is its reversal of the tendency 

in earlier Buddhist literatures to portray women negatively, to disparage women, to portray 

them as mere obstacles to men^ awakening. Here they are portrayed as essential to men's

174 See Shaw 1987 and also 1994, pp. 110 ff.

175 See Norman 1971, p. xix, op. ciu Murcott 1991, p. 8.

176 Wintemitz 1933, p. 100,叩 • df. Murcott 1991，p. 9.

177 See Wilson 1996a for a discussion of the negative representations of women in early Buddhist texts.
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awakening, and men are repeatedly warned that misogyny is a grave spiritual danger. £ven 

if, as seems to be the case, the texts are written by and for men, this reversal in the portrayal 

of women is very interesting, and possibly indicative of a significant social change. There 

is no doubt that the representations of women in Tantric texts is overall much more positive 

and powerful, a conclusion which Ray reached following a survey of the literature.178

Within Tantric Buddhist discourse, there is also a tendency to use representations of 

women as an aspect of the rhetoric of liminaiity that pervades the Yoginitantras and their 

related literature. More often than not, women as portrayed in the Yoginitantras and the 

legends of the siddhas are not typical, but are female renunciants such as yoginis, and often 

are outcasts such as the Dombi. While Bynum is correct that women are only liminal in the 

eyes of men, the portrayals of women in these texts were composed by men. And as India 

was a patriarchal society, women were liminal in it in the sense that their needs were not 

central concerns in the dominant modes of discourse.

This certainly includes their spiritual needs， which are downplayed in “normative” 

texts such as Tryambakayajvam^s Stridharmapaddhati, in which, as Leslie has shown, 

women are denied even the possibility of spiritual renunciation, and are prescribed the duty 

of serving their husbands.179 Gupta argued that “an unmarried woman is a social anomaly” 

and thus dangerous, which is mirrored in the depictions of goddesses, who are relatively 

benign when accompanied by a spouse, but dangerous and potentially destructive when

178 Ray concluded that t4the Vajrayana very strongly defines itself as a tradition for both women and men, 
even though, in sheer numbers, men practitioners and siddhas always outnumbered female practitioners and 
siddhas. Much of the Vajrayana's openness to women may be due Co its complex and sophisticated 
psychology, which sees the human traits defined by other traditions and cultures as Masculine' and 
'féminine1 as part of both men and women's psychological makeup. Therefore, women and men have the 
same inherent obstacles to overcome and the same inherent potential for spiritual discipline and 
enlightenment. All in all, the image of women siddhas presented in the traditional literature is highly 
positive; they are depicted as insightful, dignified, courageous, independent, powerful, and creative -  the 
same qualities that are displayed by male siddhas'' (1989:199)

179 See Leslie 1989, esp. pp. 318-21. While authors such as Tryambakayajvam did not approve of female 
renunciation, it nevertheless occurred, even if it remained a relatively marginal phenomenon. See Denton 
1991 for an overview of female renunciation, as well as McDaniel, who, her 1995 work (esp. ch. 5), 
provides a compelling account of modem Bengali female renunciants.
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alone/80 Gupta went on to suggest that, at both the mundane and divine levels, 4<the need to

control the female permeates the ritual life of the Hindu womans (1990:51)

Women were also liminal vis-à-vis institutionalized Buddhism. This was the case

figuratively, as nuns are portrayed as heretical in some early Buddhist sources/81 and also

literally, since, as Falk has shown, the women's order declined during the Gupta era, that

is, from the fourth to seventh centuries, and thev became almost invisible in the

archaeological and literary record, including the records of the Chinese pilgrims, who either

did not encounter many nuns, although in the latter case it is not known whether the

problem is a lack of nuns or lack of interest on the part of the pilgrims.180 181 182 Yi-jing did

describe nuns he encountered in China, as follows:

Nuns in India are very different from those of China. They support themselves 
by begging, and live a poor and simple life....The benefit and supply to the 
female members of the order are very small, and monasteries of many a place 
have no special supply of food for them.183

This picture strongly contrasts with the situation of the great monastic universities built for 

the monks, such as Nâlandâ, which evidently suffered no poverty or dearth of patronage.

It is not certain to what extent the positive depiction of women in Tantric literature, 

coupled as it was on the Buddhist side with a real, i.e.v institutionalized, decline in their

180 Chalier-Visuvalingam argued that ulhe toriginal, Goddess was wild (ugra) in every sense of the term 
before her reign in South Asia was usurped by the patriarchal Bmhmanical tradition and its pantheon of 
Vedic gods. The impure Amazon was first suppressed, then gradually domesticated, before she was finally 
reinstated as the benign (saumya) Mother of the Universe. The bloodthirsty virgin of the pre-Aryan tribes 
became the submissive Hindu bride bound in wedlock to one or another of the classical trinity. It is above 
all in folk religion and in the radical Tantric practices that she reverts back -  at least temporarily -  to her 
pristine form, the incarnation of unbridled violence and sexuality. Even then, she has to suffer the 
ignominy of being accompanied by a chaperon, none other than her consort Siva disguised specially for the 
occasion as the terrible Bhairava, to whom her countless other guardians and consorts are generally 
assimilated. The Hindu tradition ultimately derives even her 4seats of power* (sàktapifha) from the inert 
body of the hapless wife, who still immolates herself in the combined fire of her father^ sense of honour 
and her husband's indifference. Nevertheless, the solitary goddess is still everywhere to be found on the 
margins of caste-society and just beyond, whether in the cremation grounds of Tamilnadu or the jungles of 
Orissa.** Bracketing the issue of origins (Chalier-Visuvalingam fortunately places scare-quotes around the 
term ttoriginal,,)f the goddess in her solitary forms appears to be more associated with ferocity and 
transgression than in her role as a wife or consort.

181 See Schopen 1996, p. 583.

182 See Falk 1989, pp. 156-57.

Takakusu 1896, p. 81, op. dr. Falk 1989, p. 157.
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opportunities for living a spiritual life, actually reflect a change in their overall status in 

society. Thapar concluded that during the classical Gupta and post-Gupta period, i.eM 

fourth through seventh centuries, uwomen were idealized in literature and art but in practice 

they had a distinctly subordinate position/' ( 1966:151) On the other hand, given the 

subordination of women in mainstream society, renunciation may have continued to hold a 

strong appeal for some. Thapar also noted that uthe only categories of women who had a 

large measure of freedom were those who chose to opt out of what were regarded by law 

books as the fo rm al' activities of a woman, and became either Buddhist nuns or joined the 

theatrical profession or became courtesans and prostitutes.” （1966:152) And as female 

monasticism in India declined, it may be that increasing numbers of women took to the less 

conventional modes of renunciation, such as the lifestyle of the yoginL

It is thus quite possible that the liminal representations of women in the Buddhist 

Yoginilantras reflect an actual social reality, for the renunciant lifestyle of the wandering 

yogini may have been one of the few spiritual paths open to women by the time these texts 

were composed, i.eM circa the seventh century. At the same time, these representations fit 

into the general rhetorical strategy of these texts of valorizing the liminal, which perhaps 

represents both a form of social dissent as well as a glorification of the renunciant lifestyle 

which the authors of these texts evidently undertook.

3.2^2 Liminal Places: The Cult of the Charnel Ground

While the evidence concerning the religious history of early medieval India is 

sparse, there is evidence which suggests that Tantric traditions did indeed arise in a 

relatively liminal，non-sectarian milieu, a milieu which is symbolized in the texts by the 

charnel ground, the site par excellence for Unexcelled Yogatantra practice. It is a site
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which, by its extremely inauspicious association with death, represents a rejection or

violation o f the normative social order. This was noticed by Berger, who wrote:

The marginal situation par excellence, however, is death. Witnessing the death of 
others (notably, of course, of significant others) and anticipating his own death, 
the individual is strongly propelled to question the ad hoc cognitive and normative 
operating procedures of his “noraiaT life in society. Death presents society with 
a formidable problem not only because of its obvious threat to the continuity of 
human relationships, but because it threatens the basic assumptions of order on 
which society rests. (1967:23-24)

In appears that in India, the charnel ground was not only a site representing a threat to 

social order, but also was the site for the constitution of an alternative order. An 

examination of this symbolism, then, may shed some light on the ideology of the Tantric 

practitioners, who cannot be characterized as purely in resistance to the dominant social 

ideology, but who also had their own ideology which was not without social and political 

significance.

Tsuda coined the term “cult of the cemetery”, which here is modified to “cult of the

charnel ground^,184 to designate a religious phenomenon which he described as

a diabolical cult of Bhairava, a demonic form of the Great Gcxi Siva, and his 
consort which was prevalent among the lowest strata o f the rural, matriarchal 
community of the time; it is thought to have been a cult usually performed in a 
cemetery (smasäna) by secret scx:ieties of the lower class women of rural 
communities who were regarded as or called themselves yoginis or dakinis.
(Tsuda 1990:96)

Tsuda's highly speculative theory of origins aside, it is interesting that the charnel ground 

became a site par excellence for Tantric practice in both Saiva and Buddhist Tantras, and, in 

the case of the latter, primarily in the Yoginitantray which are also exemplary in their focus 

on the feminine and on transgressive practices.

The charnel grounds were also the premier liminal sites due to their association with 

the polluting and inauspicious power of death. They were also liminal vis-à-vis society, in * 360

m  Tsuda uses this phrase in his 1978 article. Cemetery, however, is not the best iransiaiion for smasàna, 
as cemetery (derived from the euphemistic Greek term koimeterion, '*dormitoiy,\  see Brown 1993, vol. I p.
360 col. l t a term which probably derives from Christian eschatology) is specifically a site for the 
internment oF the dea^ while a smasäna is a site for the cremation o f the dead for those who could afford 
it, while for everyone else it is site where the dead are abandoned; charnel ground is thus a better 
translation.
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that they were almost invariably located on the edges of major towns and cities, just beyond 

the city walls, and they were associated with outcast peoples such as the Dorns who 

performed essential but polluting tasks involving the handling of the dead.185

It is clear that the fierce forms of Siva, the deities Rudra and Bhairava, were 

associated with death and the charnel ground. Rudra was a fear-inspiring deity; the hymns 

directed to him in the Rg Veda seem mainly concerned with diverting his wrath.186 This 

wrath is depicted in the Aitareya Brahmano as resulting from Rudra^ conception in a 

transgressive act, the incestuous union of Prajâpati and Vâc, which leads to Rudra's slaying 

of his father, Prajâpati.187 He was also associated with the sin of murder in the sacrifice, as 

well as with its dangerous remnants.188 He was also connected with death in general, and 

charnel grounds in particular, and with ashes /89 the final remnant of both the sacrifice and 

the process of cremation, which is comparable to the sacrifice, according to Parry.190

These associations continue in the Epic and Puranic literature; in the Mahàbhârata

Siva himself is described by the none too friendly Daksa as follows:

He roams about in dreadful cemeteries, attended by hosts of goblins and spirits, 
like a mad man, naked, with disheveled hair, laughing, weeping, bathed in the 
ashes of funeral pyres, wearing a garland of skulls and ornaments of human 
bones, insane, beloved of the insane, the lord of beings whose nature is 
essentially darkness. (Briggs 1938:153)

The deity of the Kâpâlikas was Bhairava, who was associated with the most reprehensible 

of sins (from the perspective of brahmins), brahmanicide, a crime which automatically

1S5 See Parry 1981 and 1994 for a discussion of the charnel grounds in Käii, which is however untypical in 
that the sites of cremation, the burning ghats, are located in the middle of the city rather than cn the 
periphery, and they are not properly speaking charnel grounds in that the Ganga serves as the recepticle for 
the corpses of families who cannot afford cremation. However, as Parry shows, Kâsi is a remarkable case, 
the exception that proves the rule.

186 l .l  14, 2.33; see O^FIahery 1981:221-5.

187 See Long 1970 pp. 76 ff., and also Parpola 1992, pp. 283-85.

,M See Chalier-Visuvalingam 1994.

189 See Arbman 1922t esp. ch. 7, pp. 254-79, and also Long 1970f pp. 50-57.

190 See Parry 1994, pp. 188 ff.
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excluded and ostracized him. His penance, wandering with the skull of Brahma affixed to 

his hand, became the Great Observance (mahävrata) of the Kâpâlikas , as Lorenzen has 

shown.191

Somadeva， in his eleventh century work, the describes the

charnel ground as being a virtual incarnation of Bhairava, as follows:

It was obscured by a dense and terrible pall of darkness, and its aspect was 
rendered awful by the ghastly flames from the burning of the funeral pyres, and 
it produced horror by the bones, skeletons and skulls of men that appeared in it.
In it were present formidable Bhütas and Vetalas* joyfully engaged in their 
horrible activity, and it was alive with the loud yells of jackals so that it seemed 
like a mysterious and tremendous form of Bhairava.192

Saiva renunciates were not the only ones haunting the charnel grounds. The very horror of

the smasàna was believed to make it an ideal site for the more heroic renunciants, who

sought to completely cut through all attachments to the world. Included among these

renunciants were in fact the Buddhists.

The asscxiation of Buddhists with charnel grounds is evidently quite ancient.

Archaeological excavations have shown that Buddhist monasteries were often built near

charnel complexes, as Schopen has shown.193 Buddhists, in taking the reliquary mound

(stupa) as one of its holiest objects, implicitly rejected the brahmanic notions of the

impurity deriving from death. The Buddhist association with sites connected with death

was not without social implications, for in so doing, they deliberately placed themselves in

a liminal position within larger Indian society, a position which implied an rejection of

Brahmanical notions of purity and pollution. That this was recognized as such is suggested

by Gelber1 s account of Nepal, where Buddhists and brahmins still live in close proximity.

191 See Lorenzen 1972, and also Visuvalingam 1989.

192 This passage is from the frame story that begins the Vetàlapaficavimsatikà in Somadeva's retelling, 
which is in turn inserted within his much larger Kathàsaritsâgara, It describes the smasàna entered at 
night by King Trivikramasena. Trans, in Penzer 1968, voi. 6, p. 167.

193 Schopen wrote th a t>(Alexander Cunningham* as early as 1854, published the results of his cursory 
excavations of the central Indian monastic sites around Sancì. Here already was clear evidence that 
indicated the existence of an extensive t4cemeteryf, associated with the Buddhist monastic site at Bhojpur 
before the common era; here too at Sânci itself and at Sonari and Ander was clear evidence for the elaborate 
housing and worshiping of the remains of the monastic dead/* (Schopen 1991: 13,4)
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Gellner reports that brahmins will never enter Nevâri Buddhist compounds such as Kwâ 

Bâhà^ by the front door, because, as a brahmin stated， “when you go in the main door you 

have to go underneath a caitya, and caityas contain impure (asuddha) things such as 

bones.^ Gellner concludes that i4what is holy relic (bones in a caitya) to the Buddhist is 

impure to the Brahm ani (1992:97)

Most importantly, the charnel ground was a site for a certain sort of meditation, the 

“mediation on impurity” （oiwhAaè/uivfl/iâ). This practice, which La Vallée Poussin rightly 

took to be related to the development of Tantrism. is described by him as follows: “the 

ascetic, often *a dweller in the cemeteries,1 'purifies his bones1 -  i.e. fancies that his flesh is 

rotten and falls, and sees only the bones behind, until the whole world appears to him full 

of skeletons -  and thus succeeds in crushing desire/1 (1922:194).

Meditation in charnel grounds for the purpose of contemplating death and 

impermanence is an ancient Buddhist practice, which is justified by the legend that one of 

the four sights which inspired Siddhârtha Gautama to undertake the spiritual journey which 

would culminate with his achievement of Awakening was the sight of a corpse.794 There is 

ample evidence that some Buddhists were preoccupied with charnel ground from an early 

date. Both the Mahàsatìpatthàna Sutta* 195 196 and the Satipatthâna Su(ta,96 describe the Nine 

Charnel Ground Contemplations or 44Meditations on Impurity^ (asubhabhâvanà) as 

recommended by the Buddha, which involve the contemplation of corpses in their various 

stages of disintegration. Interest in this sort of meditation if anything increased with time, 

as evidenced by the theorists, varying analyses of corpses into nine or ten types.197 Such

m  The classic rendition of these events occurs in Buddhacarita, canto 3t edited and translated in Johnson 
1936.

195 Digha Nikàya 22, trans, in Walshe 1987 pp. 338-39.

196 Majjhima Nikàya IO, trans, in Nânamoli et al. 1995, pp. 148,9.

197 A list of ten types of corpses occurs in the Dhammasangani (sections 263 and 264, see C.A.F. Rhys 
Davids (1923) pp. 69*70). The standard list of nine occurs in the Sansicrit Mahàvyutpatti as follows: ( 1 ) a 
discolored (vinilaka), (2) a festering corpse (vidhutika), (3) a worm-eaten corpst (vipadumaka, mam par 
*bus gshig pa), (4) a bloated corpse (vyàdhmâtaka), (5) a bloody corpse (vilohitaka), (6) a devoured corpse 
(vikhâditaka), (7) a dismembered, scattered corpse (viksiptaka), (8) a burned corpse (vidagdhaka), and (9)
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meditations were believed to serve as antidotes for attachment to the body or sensual 

pleasures.

Elsewhere in the Majjhima Nikâya the Buddha recommends charnel grounds as 

meditation sites/98 and described his austerities as a Bodhisattva thus: UI would make my 

bed in a charnel ground with bones of the dead for a piUow.Ml99 Charnel grounds thus 

seem to have an ancient history in India as sites for meditation. Dwelling in charnel 

grounds had become an acceptable vocation for Buddhist renunciates by at least the 

beginning of the common era, by which time they were designated as smàsànika (Pâli 

sosänika). The Vimuttimagga, a text composed by Upatissa in Pâli in the first or second 

century CE, describes the benefits of this practice as including an understanding of death 

and impermanence, overcoming of fear, and gaining the reverence of supernatural 

beings.* 199 200 201 With some justification Bapat argues that with this sort of practice t4lies the 

beginning of the life of Siddhas in later Vajrayâna Buddhism, where we find the Buddhist 

monks claiming super-human powers, and leading abnormal lives such as wandering 

through the cemeteries to be in communion with divine spirits1' for the sake of the 

acquisition of supernatural powers. (1964:xxv).

There is no doubt that Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara see the charnel ground as 

the ideal site for practice. This Tantra prescribes the following sites for drawing its 

mandala: 4tOn mountains, in thickets, in groves, on riverbanks, or in the primordiaily 

established charnel ground, there one should draw the mandala.,,2°I Chapter two, which

bones (asthi). (Dayal 1932:94). This practice is described in more detail in chapter 6 of the the 
Visuddhimagga.

191 See for example the Mahässapura Sutta, Majjhima Nikâya 39, trans, in Nânamoli et al. 1995:366.

199 Mahàsihanàda Sutta, Majjhima Nikâya 12, trans, in Nânamoli et al. 1995 p. 175.

200 This text was originally composed in Pâli, and was translated into Tibetan; this translation was edited 
and translated into English by Bapat (1964), the passage concerning the advantages of charnel ground 
mediation occur on pp. 54-55 of that text. See also I&y 1994, pp. 298-302.

201 CST ch. 1 v. 16: girigahvarakunjesu mahodadhitatesu vâ // âdisiddhasmasâne ca tatra mandalam 
âlikhet /; /  ri bo tshang tshing sman Ijongs sam // cha bo che mams ngogs dag dang // gdong nas grub pa*i 
dur khrod du // der ni dkyil 4khor bri bar bya /. See my edition in appendix A below.
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describes how the mandala is to be drawn, makes it clear that the charnel ground is the 

premier place for so doing, if for no other reason than the fact that it is to be drawn with 

substances found in this locale:

The mandala ground should be anointed there with unfallen cow products, with 
charnel ground ash together with the five ambrosias. Anointing thus the ground, 
there the mandala should be undertaken. One should practice in the charnel 
ground. One well endowed with a master's qualities should draw the divine 
mandala with charnel char powder and with charnel ground brick.202

Perhaps not coincidentally, the death process receives great attention in Tantric meditation,

in some traditions of which the death process is rehearsed; these can thus be considered, as

Thurman put it, “extraordinary preparations” for death.203

From a certain perspective, Buddhist Tantric practices can be seen as an 

interiorization of the classical Hindu funerary rites, particular, the rite of sapindikarana, a 

ten day ceremony which is intended to transform the ghost (prêta) of the deceased into an 

ancestor (pitr)t and which involves the offering of rice balls (pinda).204 205 The rite is 

understood to effect a transformation in the deceased. Over nine days, the prêta receives 

pinda mortuary offerings, which are understood to create a divine body, resulting in a 

perfected body (nispannadeha) on the tenth day, as described in the Garada Purâna 

Säroddhära 1.49:4The prêta should obtain a pinda, rice ball, for nine days and nights. 

The being, whose body had been perfected (nispannadeha), will attain strength on the 

tenth/7205 Parry also finds this rite to have cosmic ramification, based upon the analogy of 

the microcosm and the macrocosm. He wrote that usince the body is the cosmos the last

202 CST ch. 2 vv. 1-3: tatrâpâtagomayena ma^^alabhümirp pmlepayet /  smaiänabhasmanäyuktaip 
pancâmrtasamanvitam // upalipya tato bhümim tatra mandalam ârabhet / smasânam tu samâcaret H 
cityângârncûniena smasânestakasamyuktam /  àlikhen mandalam divyam âcâryaiubhalaksanah //; / der ni Ici 
ba ma lhung bas // dkyìl 4khor sa ni nye bar byug / dur khrod thaï bar ldan pa dang // bdud rtsi Inga dang 
bcas pa yis // dkyil 4khor sa ni nyer byugs te // der ni dkyit kkhor yang dag brtsam // dur khrod du ni kun 
tu brtag // ro bsregs sol ba'i phye ma dang // dur khrod so phag ldan pa yis // dkyil 4khor bzang po bri bar 
by a // slob dpon dge bavi mtshan nyid can A See my edition in appendix A below.

203 See Thurman 1994, esp. pp. 41-81.

汹  For a description o f the classical •wzpiVuWfcarami see Knipe 1977, ils comemporary practice in Benaras is 
desribed by Parry (1994:191-225).

205 ahorätrais ca navabhih pretah pindam avâpnuyât /  jantur nispannadehas dasame balam âpnuyât // (Nihom 
1994:121 n. 336, Irans, emended by me).
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rites become the symbolic equivalent of the destruction and rejuvenation of the universe. 

Creation is cosmogony; and an individual death is assimilated to the process of cosmic 

regeneration.” （1994:31)

Nâgâijuna's classical exposition of the Creation and Perfection stages uses 

terminology evoking these rites, i.e. his pindikrtasädhanar06 which describes the creation 

of the divine body, and his ^perfection stageM nispannakrama wherein it is perfected.206 207 

The differences between the two is profound. While the Hindu employs the service of 

brahmins to ritually construct a heavenly destiny for his or her deceased kin, the Buddhist 

yogin seeks to employ yogic techniques to construct a perfected body, the site for 

Awakening, for him or herself. This ist ideally, effected in this life but otherwise in the 

antarabhava, the ''between state^ linking death and life, which is structurally the same as 

the state of the prêta on whose behalf the Hindu mortuary rituals are thought to function.

There may be little more than a terminological similarity between the Hindu 

sapindikarana and the Tantric Buddhist stages of meditation as described by Nâgâijuna. 

This slight similarity might reflect a common locus, however. For the Hindu funerary rites 

take place, in part， at the charnel ground where the body is cremated, which would have, no 

doubt, also have been the haunt o f the yogins and yoginis who were instrumental in 

developing Tantric meditation techniques.

It appears that the Buddhists preoccupied with charnel ground mediations were of 

the forest renunciant type. Dwelling in charnel grounds is one of the dhutagunas, the 

renunciant practices that went beyond the requirements of normative monastic traditions, 

and were in fact discouraged by them.208 Hirakawa has shown in an important (1963) 

article that the Mahâyâna developed in part from an alternative, liminal order of noa-

206 This text, Töh. 1796, is an extremely influential and early sädhana in the Guhyasämaja tradition, and 
is believed to be Nâgâijunavs principle text on the Creation Stage.

207 This is presented in Nâgâijunavs Pancakrama, the Sanskrit and Tibetan of which is edited by Mimaici 
and Tomabechi (1994).

208 Sources such as Buddhaghosa*s Visuddhimagga^ the Parivâra and the Milindapanha all deemphasize 
and attempt to limit the practice of the dhutagunas. See Ray 1994, pp. 303-7.
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monastic communiries, composed not of monks and nuns but aspiring bodhisattvas, men 

and women (kulaputra, kuladuhitr) assediateci with the cults of stupa worship. His insight 

was advanced by Ray (1994) and also Prebish (1995), who have found extensive textual 

evidence to support this idea.

The lives of the early renunciants and the later siddhas are often quite similar as

reported in the hagiographies, which suggests that the siddhas could be considered simply

an extension of an older tradition. In accounts of the life of Upagupta, a contemporary of

King Asoka (c. third century BCE), Upagupta had a guru who was the forest renunciant

Sânakavâsin, who is depicted living a lifestyle which evokes the lives o f the siddha who

lived a thousand years later. He was described as one who 4trejoices at the contemplative

life and sings of his meditations on rcx:ky peaks and in deep ravines which keep him warm

despite his wearing but a single garment of hemp.^ (Strong 1992:71)

This suggests that the radical discontinuity claimed to exist between earlier and later

forms of Buddhism may be overstated. This was argued by Ray, as follows:

The portrait of Upagupta as guru for his disciples as presented in the 
Asokaräjövadäna... is... particularly rich in its themes of the priority of inner 
realization over external forms of the dharma; the sometimes implicit, sometimes 
explicit critique of the conventional values of settled monasticism; the 
requirement of unconditional commitment of disciple to master; the master^ 
flexibility and unconventionaiity in training methods and skill in guiding 
disciples advanced in meditation; the beliefs that the gum has power over the 
phenomenal world and is ultimately behind the visions and meditation 
experiences of the disciples; the intense devotion of disciple for master; and so 
on. Ail of these illustrate common assumptions and expectations of what a 
teacher is in forest Buddhism and how such a person works. M odem 
buddhology, of course, is not unfamiliar with such images of the guru, but it 
generally has seen them as characteristic of Tantric Buddhism in India and Tibet 
and not of the earlier, more “conservative” traditions.209 The particular 
conformation of the Tantric guru is, in turn, often explained as the result of non- 
Buddhist influences.210 It must come as a surprise, tKen， that here, in the heart 
of the lineage of the patriarchs of Northwestern Buddhism is to be found an 
image of the Buddhist teacher that in many of its essential characteristics mirrors 
that found in the Vajrayana. This discrepancy is to be explained, of course, by 
the fact that buddhology has derived its understanding of the teacher in earlier 
Buddhism from monastic models, whereas the teacher in the Vajrayana is 
essentially a forest figure. When forest images of the teacher in earlier

209 See for example Conze 1951 p. 180.

2,0 See Conze 1962, p. 270.
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Buddhism are compared with the forest images in the Vajrayâna, then, as we 
have seen, there is a much closer correspondence.” （1994: l4〇)

Interestingly, like the Vajrayana,211 many Mahâyâna sources depict Mahâyâna traditions as

being initially disseminated secretly. Ray suggests that

the theme of secrecy that stands at the heart of the Mahâyâna story of origins 
simply reflects the actual situation of the earliest tradition. These texts certainly 
suggest that the Mahâyâna, for some indeterminate period of time, was a tradition 
in which the central teachings were confined to restricted circles, chiefly those of 
forest meditators* Only later, when the Mahâyâna became monasticized, was it 
spread widely abroad and able to become available to much larger groups.
(1994:410)

It seems highly probable that the Vajrayäna underwent a similar process of development 

among select and marginal groups of meditators and yogins/yoginis, and then achieved 

widespread acceptance only once it became monasticized. It will be argued in section 5.2 

below that this process was underway by the seventh century, involving important 

monastic sites such as Nâlandâ, but most likely many smaller sites as well.

The liminality of the renunciants may have resulted in their seeking to establish an 

alternate source of authority. An important term here is which in the Mahâyâna 

developed the sense of an alternative lineage， one deriving not from one’s biological family, 

but from one^s spiritual life. Mahâyâna Buddhism developed the notion of what Thurman 

(1994:272) calls a ^spiritual gene*\ (gotra), the Buddha-nature or innate potential for 

Awakening which all beings possess and which places them within the lineage of the 

Buddha (buddhavamsa).212 Dayal noted that gotra uoriginally meant ^family*, and was 

then used to denote the group of persons descended in the male line from a common sage.M 

(1932:51) He then speculated that

early Buddhism used an old term in a new sense, and declared that all Buddhists 
belonged to the family or clan of Gautama Buddha, as they were his spiritual sons 
and heirs. Such a notion of democratic equality and spiritual kinship probably led 
to the adoption of the Brahmanic word gotra by the Buddhists. (1932:51-52)

2,1 Târanâlha claimed that the Tantras were transmitted secretly for three hundred years before being 
disseminated by the siddhas. (See Wayman 1973, p. 15.) This claim, of course, is by its very nature 
unverifiable, since lack of evidence would constitute its proof.

212 Concerning the history of these ideas see Ruegg 1976 and 1989b.
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This discourse was very much taken up by the Tantric Buddhist traditions, and probably 

Tantric Hindu traditions as well.213 The former elaborated increasingly large numbers of 

clans into which one could be initiated, the initiation being a process of the discovery of the 

adepts clan and the revealing to him (and possibly, her) the secrets of that clan, a process 

enacted by the casting of the flower on the mandala. As the third chapter of the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra prescribes, 4Then the flower in the palm should be cast above the 

mandala, and wherever that flower falls one is assigned to that clan /'214 2

There are seven uclansn in the Cakrasamvara Tradition, into which are organized the 

deities and the different types of yoginls. Kambala, in commenting on chapter sixteen 

which discusses the yogini clans, correlates them to various Indian social groups, as 

follows:

The brahmin [class】 is said to [correspond to】 Vairocana^ the Ratna [clan! to the 
sweepers (candala), Lord Amitâbha to the dancers (narîtaka), Amoghasiddhi to 
the dyers jVa/igfl/rôra人 and Akçobya to the muscians (知爪知) . The sixth [clan】 
of Vajrasattva should be understood as corresponding to the kshalriya, and the 
seventh, the Universal Clan, of Heruka to the shudra.*15

Orzech has argued that such employment o f the rhetoric of lineage was politically

motivated, arguing that 4lin India the language of <lineage, implies some innate and

substantive distinction among beings. It appears to have been adopted by Buddhists as a

strategy for endowing low-caste Hindu converts with a lineage parallel to that asserted by

the three higher castes.^ ( 1998:91) Kambala does appear here to negate the logic of caste

differentiation by associating the castes to Buddha-clans which are ultimately ail equal. Yet

213 Here I refer to the concept of kula, which was taken up as a key idea in Tantric Hinduism, giving rise to 
its important kaula tradition, which Goudriian suggests was adopted from the Buddhists. See Goudnaan 
and Gupta 1981, p. 18.

2(4 CST Ch. 3 v. 6 : puspânjalin tatah ksipet mandalasyopari yasmai / patati tat puspa kulam tatra 
vinirdiset //; / thaï tno'i me tog de nas dor // dkyil *khor steng du dor bar bya // gang du me tog de lhung 
ba /. See my edition in appendix A below.

2IS SN ch. 16: /  bram ze mam snang bshad pa ste //  rìn chen tsanda ri zhes bya // gar mkhan dpag med 
mgon po ste // tsho mkhan don yod rdo ije can //  mi bskyod pa yi dom bi ste // dnig pa rdo rje sems dpa* 
yi // rgyal rigs su ni shes par bya II bdun pa he ni ka yi ni // sna tshogs ngs byung dmangs rigs so /  (DT 
fol. 35a); see also the list of castes given in EC ch. 8f edited and translated in George 1974.
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since Heruka is the central deity of this tradition, his clan is considered superior; he is 

associated here with the Shudrat who are neither the highest or lowest of the groups 

mentioned.

It appears that the relationship between Tan trie traditions can be characterized as 

existing in a state of what shall be termed here a state of “hostile interdependency”. When 

dealing with renunciants, from which both Buddhist and Hindu traditions arose, it is 

important to stress their interdependency. There is no evidence to suggest that renunciant 

groups were highly sectarian. Rather, being liminal they were also non-localized, and 

existed in a state of transit through which new ideas and yogic and ritual technologies easily 

and quickly disseminated. That this is so is suggested by the fact, as mentioned above, that 

both Hindu and Buddhist lineages often trace back to the same mysterious siddha founders. 

The ethic of equality that pervades the discourse of these traditions also suggests that 

interdependency was the norm.

Hostility comes into play when distinct traditions formed and became 

institutionalized. This process appears to have occurred when a well-known master 

attracted large numbers of followers and also patronage, which typically leads to the 

development of institutions. Some legends suggest that certain siddhas settled in isolated 

areas; and some of these, perhaps with royal patronage, came to serve as teaching centers, 

which fits a pattern Tambiah observed concerning the forest renunciants in modem 

Thailand.216 Täranätha reported that the king of Campä217 supplied the siddha Carpaçipa 

with two rcx:k carved temples, one of which he occupied with his wife and child, and the 

other by three hundred disciples.218

216 See Tambiah 1984.

217 An ancient city in Bengal on the site o f the modem town Bhagalpur, which was an important port city 
through the Gupta age, when it was gradually eclipsed in importance by Tâmralipti. After the fall of the 
Guptas, its fortunes declined while Tâmralipti's continued to rise. See Thaukur 1981, pp. 287-94.

2,8 See Templeman 1983, p. 77.
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Later, during the eleventh century, the accounts of Tibetan pilgrims relate that the 

siddha Naropa had a forest retreat called Phullahari, where he was surrounded by disciples. 

Phullahari was located north of Nàlandâ^ where Nâropa had lived as a scholar before 

undertaking Tantric practice;219 it might have served as a hermitage of sorts loosely 

associated with the monastic university. This may be a venerable pattem. Hodge has 

studied the flora mentioned in the Mahâvairncana Sutra, a majority of which are evidently  

native to the Eastern Himalayas. Given the connection between this text and masters from 

Nâlandâ, Hodge hypothesized that it might have been composed in a forest retreat 

associated with Nàlandâ located to the north in the Himalayan foothills.220 221 While his 

conclusion is highly speculative, it does not seem unreasonable, as it appears to accord with 

what little is known about Indian Buddhist communities during this period.

It is when patronage and the control of institutional resources are at stake that 

rivalry becomes the norm. Rivalry occurred both between Tantric Buddhists and both 

Hindus and other Buddhist groups. Regarding the former, Hui Li’s biography of the 

Chinese pilgrim Xuan-zang, who traveled in India during the first half of the seventh 

century, contains a remarkable passage recording the complaint made by a group of 

Hinâyâna monks from Orissa concerning the monks at Nälandä to King Harsa Silâditya. It 

occurs as follows:

The king....came to Orissa. The priests of this country all study the Little 
Vehicle, and do not believe in the Great Vehicle. They say it is a system of the 
4*sky-flower,,22! heretics, and was not delivered by Buddha. When they saw the 
king after his arrival, they entered into conversation and said: <4We hear that the 
king has built by the side of Nâlandâ a Vihâra of brass, a work magnificent and 
admirable. But why did not your majesty construct a Kâpâlika temple or some 
other building of that sort?
The king answered: ‘*What do you mean by these words of reproach?”

In reply they said: *The Monastery of Nàlandâ and its 'sky-flower* doctrine is 
not different from the Kâpâlika sect: this is our meaning/* (Beal 1911:159)

219 See Roerich 1959, p. 85, and also Trungpa 1982. esp. p. xxix.

220 See Hodge 1994, pp. 72-74.

221 The “sky-flower"’ is a metaphor often found in Mahäyäna texts for the unreality o f objective phenomena»
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It is quite interesting that the monks of Nâlandâ would appear to a rival Buddhist group as

in sympathy with the Kâpâlikas. Of course, this is hostile rhetoric, but the comparison

itself is quite interesting, and suggests that Tantric practice may have been taken up in

Nâlandâ during even the first half of the seventh century.

Several centuries later, similar conflicts were reported to the Tibetans by their Indian

teachers. The master Buddhasrijnâna, for example, was an eighth century author of many

Tantric texts, some of which, as shown in section 2.3.2.2, were quite risqué. He evidently

was violently vilipended by the monks saindhava of Odantapuri, according to 
Târanâtha, by the adepts of the Hinâyâna according to Sum-pa mkhan-po. It was 
claimed that Buddhajnâna^ conduct did not conform to the discipline, that he was 
not worthy to assume the duties of abbot, and his detractors used to speak o f the 
tarara in insulting terms. (Naudou 1980, p. 81)

The large monastic universities such as Nâlandâ in North India eventually became centers

for Buddhist Tantric traditions, including the Cakrasamvara.222 * * However, some other

Buddhist centers, such as the Vajrâsana complex at Bodhgaya, were occupied by monks of

other traditions that were hostile to Tantric traditions. According to Târanâiha,

In the temple of Vajrâsana there was a large silver image of Heruka and many 
treatises on Tantra. Some of the saindhava and sihgala srâvakas said that these
were composed by Mâra. So they burnt these [textsl and smashed the image 
into pieces and used the pieces as ordinary money.225

Sindhu and Sri Lanka were both well known as being strongholds of the earlier Nikâya 

schools of Buddhism, which were hostile to the Mahäyäna and, most likely, to its Tantric 

form in particular. The association of Singala monks with the Vajrâsana complex in 

Bodhgaya is confirmed by Dharaiasvâmin, a Tibetan pilgrim who traveled there during the

222 This was confirmed by the Tibetan pilgrim Dharmasvâmin, whose biography reports that 
Dharroasvâmin*s Tibetan gum Chag locâna dGra-bcom travelled to India during the late twelfth century.
He reported that there Samvara temple at Nâlandâ. See Roerich 19S9, p. 48.

m  Trans, in Roerich 1970, p. 279, but emended by me. Roerich misunderstocxi the term saindhava,
believing it to be derived from siddha, but it clearly is a vrddhi derivative from sindhu, referring to monks 
fìrom that region.
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thirteenth century and still found it to be dominateci by Siògala monks, despite the 

depredations of the Turks.224

With regard to hostility between Buddhist and Hindu groups, Buddhist histories 

and narratives are filled with accounts of debates between Buddhists and non-Buddhists; at

issue in these debates was typically the control of important institutions such as the Nâlandâ 

monastic university.225 Often the debates were doctrinal, but sometimes involved displays 

of magical powers.226 There are similar accounts of debates in Saiva sources, as Yocum 

has pointed out.227 Typically, these sources, Buddhist and Saiva, always depict their own 

tradition as victorious, although they commonly depict their protagonists as being on the 

verge of losing the debate, but manage to win with divine aid.228

There is in fact an interesting “spell” related in chapter thirteen of the Gw/iyayflmäya 

Tantra for effecting victory over one's rivals in debate. It occurs as follows:

Call to mind the Mahendra mandala (i.e., the earth element mandala) and place 
within it the clan of the Fierce Ones (krodhakula). Visualize his (one^s 
opponent’s) head being trampled by a foot [marked with] the fairmovflyra (i.e.，
the visva or double vajra). This is the concentration (samädhi) called 4The 
Vajra which Arrests the Speech of All Heretics,\ 229

Placing another9s foot on one's head is the classical Indian sign of submissionv and to have 

one’s head trampled would indicate one’s subjugation. This is iconographically depicted in

224 See Roerich 1959:73.

225 Sec Guenther 1986, pp. 20-22.

226 The mahâsiddha Tilopa was supposedly a master of magical contests; see Torricelli and Naga 1995, esp. 
pp. 48-49.

227 See Yocum 1980, pp. 144-55.

223 An interesting example ckcuts in the biography of Äryadcva, who was recalled to Nâlandâ to debate the 
unconquerable |>rahmin ascetic Mâtrçeta. Aryadeva perceived that his powers in debate was due to his 
possession by Siva, and conspired to pollute the debating ground such that Siva could not enter itv thus 
defeating and converting him. See Dowinan 1985, pp. 136-37.

229 Ch. 13 v. 66: mâhcndramandalam dhyâtvâ madhye khrcxlhakulam nyaset /  karmavajrapadâkrântam 
mQrdhni tasya vibhâvayet /  ity äha ca sarvatlrthapravadistaxnbhanavajro nâma samâdhih /  (Matsunaga 
1978:50); Fremantle’s edition here is defective, cf. Freemamle 1971 p. 278.
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the images of many Buddhist deities, such a Trailokyavijaya, Vajrapâni and Heruka, who 

are depicted as standing on the head of a defeated rival, usually some form of Siva.230

These debates centered around rivalry over scarce resources, typically patronage, as

in the case of the debates reported by Xuan-zang in the presence of King Harsa, or control

of institutions such as Nâlandâ, which is depicted in Buddhist sources as being repeatedly

challenged by rival groups in debate. There is a legend involving the makäsiddha Kinha

which centers around the magical subjugation of one tradition^ deity by another. The story

relates that there was a disciple of Kâ^iha named Ku彡alanätha who was a minister of King

Lalitacandra, who ruled during the late seventh to early eighth centuries.231 Kusalanätha

was instructed by Kânha in the worship of Sriheruka, and meditated before an image of

Heruka trampling upon Mahesvara and Umâ. This came to the attention of the king, who

worshipped Siva and took affront at this image. He suggested that Kusalanâtha and he

engage in a contest to see which deity was most powerful. The king and the minister each

set up an image o f his own deity trampling the rival’s deity, and each proceeded to worship

his image for eight days, each praying that his deity would display a sign of His superiority

on the eighth day. Kânha^ biography relates that Kusulanatha, full of doubts, went to the

charnel ground to seek his master’s help:

The äcärya said to him, “You have little confidence! Fpr this purpose I don’t 
have to show my power at all, for how can Bhagavan Sri Heruka, Lord of 
Creatures， be trampled on by a mere cattle-herder?’，232 So the äcärya stayed in 
the cemeteries, dancing and singing and engaging in various other diversions*
Then on the eighth day, both the King and the minister, together with their 
Buddhist and "firthika supporters went all together into the temple and they 
simultaneously displayed their two paintings. The....image of Sri Heruka had 
grown larger üian before and was gloriously effulgent and the painting which 
the King had set up had changed of its own accord and Mahesvara and the 
goddess Umâ had been transformed into Sri Heruka, who had indeed crushed 
3iem. (Templeman 1989:35-36)

230 See section 6.3.2 below for a discussion of some of these depictions.

231 See Majumdar 1983, p. 10.

232 The text here makes upon on the word pasupati, one of Siva's names.
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In the usual fashion, the text claims that the King and all of the brahmins and householders

converted to Buddhism, and to the teachings of the Master Kânha in particular. This

fantastic claim aside， the story is interesting for its portrayal of the rivalries over royal

patronage. It is intriguing that Kânha maintains a peripheral role, refusing to leave the

charnel ground and get directly enmeshed in the political rivalry. Nevertheless, the text

portrays Kânha as the driving force behind the miracle, and makes it clear that it is he, not

the minister, who deserves and receives the devotion and patronage of the king.

It is thus appears that Tantric saints such as Kânha occupied an ambivalent role in

Indian society. They existed on the periphery in an extremely unconventional lifestyle, and

clearly were associated with a counter-cultural, egalitarian ethic, even though they were

clearly not social reformers. This pattern has been confirmed by Parry, who has noticed a

similar ambiguity concerning the Aghori ascetics, who are an extreme sect that perhaps

most closely follows the example set by the Kâpâlikas ,233

Liminal groups often resist or criticize the dominant social order, but this does not

mean that they exist in a state of ideal haimony or pure communitas, free of involvement in

politics. This was noticed by Comaroff, who wrote that the South African Zionist church

strives to achieve what Turner has called “permanent liminality” （1969:145)， 
associated by him with the desire for communitas (p. 96). Unlike Turner, 
however, I do not envisage such liminality as an instance of a universal state of 
formless communion which would, in all societies, be the antithesis of structure, 
being lock with it in a perpetual dialectic of mutual reinforcement (cf. Turner 
1969:96ff.). Zionist liminality exists, it is true, in dialectical opposition to the 
social order which spawned it, but as “counter-” rather than “anti-structure” （cf. 
Williams 1977:114). Furthermore, this liminality is not formless; its 
deconstruction of established sociocultural arrangements entails a reconstruction

233 Parry wrote that **if, however, obliquely, Aghori doctrine poses questions about the ultimate legitimacy 
of the serial order, there is a rather different way in which their practices reinforces this message of doubt. 
In orthodox caste society, polluting contacts between castes must be eliminated in order to preserve the 
boundaries of the group, for which -  as Douglas (1966) argues -  the boundaries of the body often serve as 
metaphor. The Aghori* s inversion of the same symbols of body margins implies exactly the opposite 
message. With the destruction of boundaries entailed by the consumption of flesh, excrement and so on, 
goes an affirmation of the irrelevance of caste boundaries. Coming at the issue in a more general way 
suggested by Turner (1969), we might also note the relationship which exists between liminal states, the 
suspension of the hierarchical structure of everyday life, and a stress on a vision of an unhierarchised and 
undifferentiated humanity. By contrast with the iniliand in tribal society, the Aghori*s liminality is 
permanent -  and it is also of a somewhat extreme character. It is hardly surprising then, that he should 
represent something of the equality which is generally associated with ihose liminal to ihe routinely 
ordered structure.” （1982:99)
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which both subverts and seeks permanent transformation of a historically specific 
system.” （Comaroff 1985:231)

The same is true of Tantric Buddhism, which did not merely produce counter-hegemonic 

discourse, but also produced discourse calling for an alternative order, one which in 

challenging the old order sought to put into effect a new order, one which would privilege 

the authority figures of the Buddhists. The final section of this chapter will explore this 

vision of authority.

3-3 Cosmic Mastery: Visions of Authority Within and Beyond the World 
L Cosmology and Awakening:

Just as the brahmins naturalized their vision of the social structure, making it appear 

an inevitable by-product of the very structure of the cosmos, the Tantric Buddhist vision of 

the ideal society is also inextricably linked to its vision of the cosmos, both of which can be 

symbolized by the mandala. Mandalas, schematic diagrams which represent the divine 

abode of the deity, are the Icx:i par excellence of Tantric Buddhism; it is the site of initiation, 

and it is visualized as a divinized vision of reality wherein is situated the adept qua deity in 

meditation practice. The mandala presumes a certain view of the cosmos, and it is 

structured in relationship to that cosmos. Particularly relevant is one aspect of Buddhist 

cosmology, the cakraväda world-system, which is the cosmic foundation, so to speak, of 

the Buddhist mandala.

The cakraväda world system is a hierarchically organized vision of the cosmos, in 

which the hierarchy is articulated along both the vertical and horizontal axes, with the high 

privileged over the low, the center over the periphery. This “world” is conceived as resting 

upon three concentric elemental layers, which become increasing smaller, much like the
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layers of a wedding cake.234 The first and most primal of the layers consists of a disk 

composed of the element air, or rather wind, for its motion gives rise to the next layer 

which rests upon it, a disk of waten From the churning of the waters by the wind a smaller 

disk of golden earth congeals upon the surface of the water; this is the foundation for the 

world on which humans live.

Indeed, it is a foundation, for the actual surface of the earth rests upon this disk.

The surface world is concentrically organized around a central point, which is a pillar. This 

is Mount Sumeru, which is fantastically high; its roots go down to the golden earth, its 

summit is home to one of the classes of gods, and it is said to tower eighty thousand yojana 

above the surface, a yojVmù being the distance traversed by a team of oxen in one 

day, which is typically estimated to be about eight miles.235

Sumeru is surrounded by seven concentric rings of mountains, between each of 

which is an ocean. The distance separating Sumeru from the first range, called 

Yugandhara, is also 80,000 yojana. Each subsequent range is half the height of the one 

before it, and is separated by a distance half as wide. Hence the Yugandhara mountain 

range is 40,000 yojana high, and separated by the subsequent range, ïsâdhâra, by a distance 

of 40,000 yojanas, and so forth, until we reach the seventh range, Nimindhara, which is 

only 1,250 yojana high.236

These concentric mountain ranges are in turn surrounded by a vast ocean 

(mahasamudra), in which are located four continents in the four directions; the southern 

coniintni Jambudvipa, triangular in shape, is the continent inhabited by humans, and is 

more or less identified with the Indian subcontinent, at least in its central region, 

madhyadesa. At the center of Jambudvipa is the vajräsana in Bodhgaya, the seat of

234 The metaphor of the “wedding cake” was related to me by Dr. Ryuichi Abé. The following information 
occurs in chapter three of Vasubandu*s Abhidharmakosa, see La Vallée Poussin 1988 voi. 2, pp. 451-95.

235 See Apte 1965, p. 789.3.

236 A concise description of the cakraväda with excellent graphic depictions can be found in Sadakata 
(1997), pp. 25-40.
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enlightenment at which all the Buddhas of the past, present and future attain complete 

awakening. This ocean is finally bounded by the cakraväda, a wall of iron mountains, 

which constitute the outer limit of the world on the horizontal axis.

This cakraväda is hierarchically organized along the vertical axis of Mt. Sumeru; 

the surface world on which humans are located is only one of many realms in which beings 

exist. This vertical hierarchy is based upon a division between two distinct realms, the 

desire realm (kâmadhàtu) and form realm (rüpadhâtu). The desire realm is characterized 

by the passionate nature of its inhabitants, and their relative poverty of mental and sensory 

powers. The form realm consists of deities who, though they still possess bodies of sorts, 

are not afflicted by coarse passions and possess greater mental and sense powers.237

The desire realm consists of a so-called t4triple worldM (triloka) which is organized 

around Sumeru, consisting of the underworld, the surface world and the heavens. The 

underworld is positioned below Sumeru within the earth and includes the various hell 

realms, as well as the locations of other evil destinies (durgati) such as the realm of the 

hungry spirits (prêta) and the animals. The human realm exists on the surface itself, while 

upon Sumeru itself there are a series of hierarchically arranged abodes of different types of 

gods. The lowest class are the deities of the Four Great Kings, the câturmahârâjakâyika, 

who inhabit the terraces on the sides of Sumeru. The summit itself is occupied by the 

Thirty Three Gods (tràyastrimsa) governed by Indra. The deities of the higher heavens all 

inhabit aerial abodes (vimàna). In the desire realm these include the gcxls of the Yäma, 

Tusita, Nirmânarati and Paranirmitavasavartin heavens.

An essential feature of the Buddhist cosmology is that different levels of the cosmic 

hierarchy are associated with different mental or meditative states. The three dhätu or 

“realms” correspond both to places or states of some sort as well as mental states which are

237 There is also a third realm, the formless realm (ärupyadhätu), but it is understood to be outside of the 
cakraväda world-system* and it is explicitly slated that it in fact Mnot a placeT\  meaning that it does not 
occupy a location (Abhidharmakosa, 2.3a; see La Vallée Poussin 1988, voi. 2 p. 366. It will not be 
discussed further here as it does not play a significant role in the cosmology of the Tantras.
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not only characteristic of them, but preconditions for rebirth in them; the term resonates so 

strongly with both cosmological and psychological associations that Griffiths translates the 

term in this context as “psycho-cosmic realms”.238 From the soteriological point of view, it 

is the middle of the three realms, the Form Realm (rùpadhàtii), which receives the most 

attention in Buddhist literature. The Desire Realm (kâmadhàtu) receive attention insofar as 

it is the locus of human life, but the coarse, passionate mentality which corresponds to it is 

not in and of itself conducive to awakening.239 The Formless Realm (ariipadhätu), on the 

other hand, is considered a sort of extended detour on the path to liberation best avoided by 

the aspiring Awakening Hero (bodhisattva).240

The Form Realm is divided into four categories, correlated to the four 

contemplations (dhyana)t meditative states through which the Buddha passed on the eve of 

his Complete Awakening. There are sixteen heavens divided among the four categories. 

Here it is not necessary to enumerate these;241 it is sufficient to simply note that they are 

hierarchically arranged, and this hierarchy is expressed by the fact that as one ascends 

through the heavens the deities who reside there have increasingly long life-spans, until one 

reaches Akanistha, the highest heaven and the pinnacle of the world system. The form

238 Griffiths explains that the term dhätu t4in Buddhist theory refers both to psychological real ms-altered 
states of consciousness-and to cosmological realms, places in which the practitioner can exist or be reborn. 
To attain to a particular altered state is to (temporarily) exist in the corresponding cosmological realm and 
(if other things are equal) to be reborn in that realm. There is thus an intimate link between the 
psychological and cosmological.” （1986:183, n. 50)

239 The human state, however, which blends an even mix of happiness and suffering, without the extremes 
o f either experienced in the heavens and hells respectively, is considered to be particularly conducive to 
awakening. This awakening occurs, however in spite of (or, in Tantra, by means of the skill use o〇 the 
desire which characterizes human life.

240 The beings of the four formless realms lead extremely long-life spans which are not soteriologically 
fniitful as it is supposedly not possible to attain awakening there. These four states correspond to the four 
formless equipoised states (arópasamàpatti), meditative states which Sakyamuni Buddha studied under 
non-Buddhist teachers before attaining Awakening, and which he later rejected as not conducive to 
liberation. See Lamotte 1988a pp. 16, 32-33.

241 For a complete list see the chart in Gelhin 1997 p. 194 or Sadakata pp. 58-59.
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realm, and Akanisüia in particular, was understood to be the site of awakening; this seems 

to have been an ancient idea developed in the Mahàyâna and Vajrayâna.242

The association of the Form Realm with awakening is by virtue of its correlation 

with the four contemplations (dhyäna). The fourth and highest dhyäna corresponds to the 

first six of the Form Realm heavens, while the next three each correspond to three each of 

the remaining nine heavens. Kloetzli has argued that in the cakravâda model of the cosmos 

these heavens were understood to constitute a sort o f cosmic ladder, which one would 

ascend while passing through the four contemplations.243 From a very early period then 

Buddhists have envisioned the “path” of awakening in cosmic terms.

Rupert Gethin, in an important (1997) article, has demonstrated the important 

degree to which cosmology underpins Buddhist thought, and, one might add, practice as 

well. The central idea is that the different hierarchically arranged levels of the cosmos are 

not rigidly fixed, and that it is possible to penetrate from one level to another by means of 

the cultivation of the mental state appropriate to each level; the cosmos then is equated to 

meditative states, and the barriers between them are fixed by nothing more then the 

mentalities and modes of perception of the different classes of beings who reside within 

them. However, as mental processes are conditioned by karmic and evolutionary factors, 

even from the Buddhist perspective, the strength of the divisions should not be

242 Akanisüia gradually gained significance as a site for awakening par excellence. Originally considered to 
be the point of exit for the Buddha from the cosmos following his physical death, in the Mahâyâna it was 
understood to be the place where the tenth level bodhisattva attained awakening. This idea occurs in the 
Lankâvatàra Sûtray which states 4The Buddha awakens not in the desire nor in the formless realms; he 
awakens in the form realm amidst the Akanisthas who are free of passion.'* kâmadhâtau tathârûpye na vai 
buddho vibudhyate /  rijpadhàtvakanisihesu vitaragesu budhyate //. (LS 10.774, Vaidya 1963:158; cf. 
Gethin 1997:207 and Suzuki 1932:284). Likewise, Sântaraksita in his Tattvasamgraha holds that 
Akanistha is the actual site for a Buddha's awakening, while the life of the historical Buddha is simply a 
cosmic drama enacted by one of his emanations. uIn the lovely city of Akanisüia, free from all impure 
abcxles -  there Buddhas awaken; but here [in this world] creations awaken/' Tattvasamgraha v. 35S0: 
akanisthe pure ramye *suddhvâ5avivaijite / budhyante tatra sambuddhâ nirmânam tu tathâ matam. 
(Dwaricidas 1968, vol. 2, p. 1107), translated in Gethin 1997 p. 206. As we shall see, Akanistha is 
privileged as premier site in the Tantras as well.

243 See Kloetzli 1983 ch. 2.
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underestimated. All beings, however, at least have the potential to achieve higher 

mental/cosmic states, if not in the current life then in a future life.244

This potential for transformation is possible precisely because of the doctrine of 

selflessness; were there any sort of intrinsic, unchanging aspect to the personality or mind, 

then such transformation would be impossible. From another perspective, all beings could 

be understood to have the potential for awakening, the tathagatagarbha, in the sense that 

being empty of intrinsic reality, they thus have the potential for awakening. Gethin is 

probably right in seeing the cakravâda cosmology as a foundation for this idea.

In Buddhist thouglit space does not seem to be quite as firm a category as in 

Western thought, as different levels or regions of space can be penetrated by developing the 

mental or meditative state appropriate to them.245 This view definitely challenges the 

realist/materialist view of the cosmos, but it does not necessarily reduce to the idealist 

position that reality (rather than our perception of it) is entirely dependent upon the mind or 

mental states. It is true that Buddhist texts did establish correspondences between the 

different levels of reality and different meditative states. However, to interpret Buddhist 

cosmology in a purely psychological fashion, with the implication that the cosmology itself 

is at best only symbolically valid, would be a misrepresentation of the Buddhist position.246

zu An important point made by Gethin is that the Mahâyâna idea that all beings possess a ^Buddha-nature" 
or innate potential for enlightenment is foreshadowed, so to speak in the ancient cakravâda cosmology.
He begins his discussion with the account of beings fall from a pure state in the Aggannasutta (Digha 
Nikâya 27, Walshe 1987:407-16), which actually describes iheir fall from the pure fourth dhyäna form 
realm heavens back into the newly created lower states in the kalpa of creation, in which the world is 
recreated following one of the cosmic cataclysms. Gethin writes: *The view handed down by 
Buddhaghosa, which he has no doubt received from the Sinhala attakathà sources he had before him, 
seems concerned to emphasize that no being in samsara is without the necessary kamma to enable a 
skillful rebirth in the kàmadhàtu as a basis for subsequent rebirth in the realms corresponding to the fourth 
jhäna; and that there is no being in samsàra without experience of the realms of the fourth jhàna -  of the 
states which give close access to the liberating insight of bodhL In other words, all beings have the 
capacity to become awakened and indeed all have somewhere in them an experience of a state of mind that 
is in certain respects “dose” to the awakening state of mind.” （1997:204)

245 This idea is explicit in the Kevaddhasutta ÇWalshe 1987:175-80), in which a monk is described as 
ascending the cosmos, from the Four Great Kings Heaven in the kàmadhàtu up to Brahma's heaven in the 
rûpadhàtu by cultivating the mental concentration or state appropriate to each realm.

246 Taking recourse to psychology in order to explain away the cosmological aspects of Buddhist texts is a 
relatively common strategy taken by authors attempting to present them in a form palatable to Western 
audiences. Here the misrepresentation is not a matter of fabrication, as there are Buddhist texts which do
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Neither perspective is dispensable» but rather constitute two distinct ways of looking at 

reality.

Masefield, in an important (1983) article, argued that the references in the Pàli 

Nikâyas both to a cosmic hierarchy of beings (humans, devas and brahmas) and to a 

psychological hierarchy of mental states (levels of jhanaf roughly parallel uthe Upanisadic 

categories of *with reference to the gods' (adhidaivatam) and 4with reference to the self 

(adhyâtmam). These constitute two distinct but inseparable perspectives; uthat is, 'reality' 

may be viewed either from the perspective of an exterior world (brahman) or from the 

perspective of an interior world (ätman) that are in some sense -  though, in the case of 

Buddhist thought, not an absolute metaphysical one -  the same.,,24?

While these Upanisadic categories do not correlate exactly to the Buddhist position, 

they approximate the inner versus outer distinction common in Buddhist texts. In either 

case the underlying assumption appears to be the same: that there is a definite and real 

correspondence between the universe, the macrocosm, and the individual's body-mind 

complex, the microcosm, which evidently is quite an ancient idea, not limited to Indian 

religions.247 248

The cakraväda is the basic unit of the Buddhist cosmology, and while it may have 

originally been conceived as constituting the limits of the universe, the Buddhist cosmos 

rapidly expanded by means of a proliferation of numerous a^:ravà(/a Early sources 

multiply them by a factor of one thousand, the so-called “chilocosm”. These in turn were

explain the cosmos in a psychological manner, but of emphasis; the fact that this was the concept of reality 
held by a majority o f Buddhists is ignored. An recent example of this sort of ̂ explanation** occurs in the 
introduction of Freemantle and Chögyam Trungpa's translation of the 4Tibetan Book of the Deadn. A 
critique of this work occurs in Lopez 1998, pp. 76-78.

247 1 quote here Gethin 1997 p. 192, who summarizes Masefields arguments. See Masefield 1983 pp. 69- 
75.

248 See for example Eliade 1964 ch. 8, esp. 259-266. Especially important is Eliade?s discussion of the 
way in which a cosmology such as the archaic axis mundi of which the cakraväda is clearly a complex 
elaboration can also serve as a spiritual path for the adept. He wrote 44what for the rest of the community 
remains a cosmological ideogram, for the shamans (and the heroes, etc.) becomes a mystical itinerary. For 
the former, the 4Center of the World1 is a site that pennils them to send their prayers and offerings to the 
celestial gods, whereas for the latter it is the place for beginning a flight in the strictest sense o f the word. 
Only for the latter is real communication among the three cosmic zones a possibility." (p. 265).
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multiplied to yield the “great chiliocosm” consisting of one billion world

systems.249 It is not necessary to go into great detail here about this expansion of the

cosmos, and much has been written on it elsewhere.250 What should be noted here is the

expansion of the universe to inconceivable proportions. A typical example of this process

as it occurs in Mahâyâna sütras is the following passage from the Avatarnsaka Sutra, in

which billion world universes are themselves made of small units in an infinite universe:

On whirlwinds rests the Fragrant Ocean, which carries an infinite number of 
world-germs (lokabija)\ from it there issue lotuses infinite in number -  very far 
removed, indeed, from each other. From each of these lotuses is bom a universe 
(great chi!icx:osm)t above which (separated by whirlwinds) there are three, then 
five, and so on up to the twentieth tier, where there are thirty-nine great 
chiliocosms... The Sahàlokadhàtu forms part of the thirteenth stage, and 
constitutes the Tield* of the Buddha Vairochana-..and, on the same level at the 
same stage, in the extreme west, is the blessed universe of the Buddha Amitâbha, 
the Sukhävati, where a kalpa of our universe is equal to a day and a night.251

In the cosmology of the Mahâyâna the field of liberation has changed. No longer are we

bereft of the Buddha, who was previously believed to be in a state of total extinction

(parinirväna) following his death. Instead, our 4Tolerablen World (sahàlokadhàtu) was

believed to be itself the pure land of Sâkyamuni qua Vairocana, and to be surrounded by

the pure lands of innumerable other Buddhas, who were referred to as the t4Buddhas of Ten

Directions’’ 夂 Since these purelands were the creation of aspiring buddhas

(bodhisattva), the universe was theoretically unlimited, open to the world creating activities

of other Awakening Heros.

The development of the concept of the bodhisattva and their pure lands led to new 

developments in Buddhist soteriology. Particularly important is the idea that Amitâbha, the 

Buddha of the West, produced a pure land, Sukhâvati, on the basis of his vow as a 

bodhisattva not to achieve Buddhahood until all beings could be bom in his pure land 

simply on the basis of the recitation of his name. This idea and vivid description of his

249 See U  Vallée Poussin 1914 p. 137.

250 Of particular importance is Kloetzli 1983. See as well Orzech 1998 pp. 13-63.

251 Translated in La Vallée Poussin 1914 pp. 137-38, and is quoted as well in Kloelzli 1983 p. 52.
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pure land, which was to be visualized by those who desired rebirth there, are found in a 

body of texts which became extremely popular amongst Mahâyàna Buddhist.252 The 

Amitäyurdhyänasütra in particular prescribes a detailed meditation on Sukhävati as the 

basis for rebirth there, which seems to be in agreement with the general assumption in 

Buddhism that a change in mental state can be productive of a change in one's position of 

the cosmos. This aspect, however, came to be de-emphasized in the later development of 

the Pure Land schools of Buddhism; instead, the compassionate power of Amitâbha to 

effect one^s rebirth was emphasized, thus prescribing dependence on the power of another 

他 力 ） to effect one’s salvation.

It appears that this formula of dependence upon a superior being for one*s salvation 

was most likely the most popular and widespread trend in Mahâyâna Buddhism, even in 

Tibet, despite the importance there of Tantric Buddhism.253 Buddhists, however, did not 

completely renounce the heroic path of the bodhisattva who vows to achieve liberation for 

the sake of all beings in dependence upon his or her own power Cyvflmmrfl, 自力人  a path 

that was believed to take an inconceivably long time to accomplish (three incalculable eons, 

asamkhyeyakalpa). Such a long time was needed because this path required the complete 

transformation of one’s mind and body and one’s environment. In order to achieve the 

complete awakening of a bodhisattva, one’s body is transformed into the perfected body of 

a Buddha, and one^ environment into a perfected pure land.254 It is effected by means of 

compassionate activity, which is understood to involve an intentional mastery of the world 

and destiny-creating capacity of karma, efficacious action. Just as the worlds arise due to 

the karma of their respective beings, who experience there the suffering and pleasure

252 See for example the Max M ullefs translations of the Larger and Smaller Sukhâvativyûha and J. 
Takakusuvs translation of \ht Amitäyurdhyänasütra in Cowell 1894, part Q pp. 1-108, IS9-203.

253 The presence of millenarianism in Tibet in general has been surveyed by Brauen-Dolma (1985). For a 
discussion popularity in contemporary Tibet of the Powa Cpho ba) or 4Tninsfenincetf practice, a distinctly 
Tibetan means of achieving rebirth in a pure land, see Kapstein 1998.

254 This distinction is based upon an ancient division of the world into two aspects* the uWorld of Beings** 
(sattvaloka) consisting of all living beings and the uVesseI World** (bhàjanaloka) which constitutes their 
respective environments. See La Vallée Poussin 1914 p. 130.
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resulting from their past actions, the Mahâyâna posits the possibility that a single being, by 

virtue o f her or his mastery of causality, can bring into existence a pure world completely 

conducive to the awakening of beings bom therein.

Concerning the Buddhist view of the relation between the beings and the worlds in

which they dwell, La Vaileé Poussin wrote that

actions bear a 'fruit of mastery* (adhipatiphalal that is, they create or organize 
the material things necessary to their reward. A being is to be reborn as a god -  
the Sun god for instance -  of such a size» o f such a physical beauty and 
strength, destined to live so many ages of men. All of these advantages are the 
fruit....of the good deeds of this being. But this god must have an abode, a 
celestial palace -  the moving chariot, fifty miles in diameter that we call the Sun 
- this palace is the 4fruit of mastery \  In the same way, at the beginning of the 
cosmic period, the whole material universe is created by the ‘mastering’ energy 
of the mass of ancient acts that are to be enjoyed by its future inhabitants. The 
Receptacle world* (bhäjanaloka) is the 'fruit of mastery1 of the mass of acts of 
the 4world of living beings* (sattvaloka). (1917:101)

La Vaileé Poussin here follows Vasubandhu, who in his Abhidharmakosa understood that

the world comes into existence as the 4*fruit of masteryn or product of the collective karma

of the beings destined to be bom into it.255 For most persons and worlds, this process

occurs mechanically and unconsciously.

The Mahâyâna tradition, however, posited that these forces could be mastered by an 

Awakened being be virtue of his or her knowledge of reality. Asanga, in his 

A/flAâyànoyû视 ra/w， wrote that “the Blessed Buddhas have as their nature mastery over all 

things because they have acquired unobstructed clairvoyant discernment over all world 

realms”256 This mastery manifests in the ability to create a Buddhaland via a method which 

Asahga wrote “is characterized by masterfixl and well-purified conscious construction”，257 *

255 Vasubandhu wrote the following in this work: *The great chiliocosm is arranged as we shall explain.
At its bottom there arises, through the force of the predominant actions of beings (adhipatiphala) a circle 
of wind which rests on space'* (La Vaileé Poussin 1988:voI. II p. 451). The text continues wilh the 
standard description of the cakravàda cosmos discussed above.

256 Trans, in Griffiths et al. 1989, p. 198; /  *jig rten gyi khams lhams cad du ihogs pa med pa*i mngon par 
shes pa bmyes paTi phyir sangs rgyas boom Idan *das mams ni chos thams cad la dbang sgyur baTi ngang 
can no / (DT fol. 40b, ed. in Griffiths et al. 1989t pp. 347-48.

257 Trans, in Griffiths et al. 1989, p. 213; / dbang sgyur ba*i mam par rig pa shin tu mam par dag pa*i
mishan nyid /  (DT fol. 41a^ ed. in Griffiths et al. 1989, p. 354)
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which evidently implies that a Buddha^ power of creation is linked to his or her creative 

cognitive capacity. This is confirmed by Asvabhâva, who in his

Mahàyànasamgrahopanibandhana commented that a Buddha's creation of a Buddhaland 

uis completely masterful because it does not attend to [external] conditions but depends 

solely upon [the Buddha's] mental creation.,,25S Likewise, Asanga wrote in his Trisatikà- 

prajnäpäramitäkärikäsaptati that 4<the Pureland cannot be apprehended because it is simply 

a representation (vijnâpti) flowing from knowledge. Its array is held to be a non-array 

because it is formless and foremost.”259

The concept of the Buddha and his potential powers of creation vis-à-vis the 

Buddhaland were of great influence in the development of Tantric Buddhist traditions. The 

mandala, as a sacred space for an Awakened Being and his retinue, is in many ways akin to 

the Buddhaland, and the practitioner of mandala meditation seeks to cultivate this same 

power of creative mastery over the imaginative process of world creation.

3.3.2 The Collapse of Time and Space in the M andala

Intimately related to the Buddhist cosmos is the notion of time, and in particular, a 

circular pattem of time related to the expansion and contraction of space in the universe.

The basic unit o f time here is the eon (kalpa)t of which, according to Vasubandu, there are 

several types.260 The first is the kalpa of creation 入 in which the movement of

Trans, in Griffiths et al. 1989, p. 222, emended by me; / shin tu dbang sgyur ba can te can te / sems 
bskyed pa tsam la rag las pas rkyen la mi Itos pa'i phyir ro / (Griffiths et al. 1989r p. 360)

239 v. 20: jnânanisyandavijnaptimâtratvât ksetnmodgrahah /  avigrahatvâd agratvâd avyûham vyûhatâ mata //; 
/  ye shes rgyu mthun mam rig tsam // yin pas zhing du *dzin pa med // lus med phyir mchog gi phyir //
bkodpam edpabkodparbzhed / ; 智 “ 唯 識 性 。 國 土 非 所 執 。 無 形 故 b 故 。 非 嚴 許  

嚴 性 0 Edited in Tucci 1956, part 1, p. 63.

260 The following section is based upon the description in the Abhidharmakosa. See La Vallée Poussin 
1988 voi. 2 pp. 475-95. Alternately, La Vallée Poussin summarizes Vasubandu*s description in his 
(1913b) “Ages of the World (Buddhist)”.
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the primordial wind (prägväyu) gives rise to the disk of wind from which is created the 

cakraväda as described above. After the vessel world is created, living beings, living in the 

higher indestructible form realm heavens or in another world altogether, are bom back into 

the world. This eon ceases when beings are bom into the hells, the lowest of the cosmic 

realms.

This is followed with a series of twenty intermediate eons (antarakalpa). which 

together are equal in length to the eon of creation; these alternate between eons of increase, 

when the life span of humans reach a peak of eighty thousand years, and eons of decrease, 

when the human life span sinks to as low as ten years. After twenty of these periods pass, 

the kalpa of disappearance (samvartakalpa) begins with the emptying out of the world of 

beings. Starting with the hell realms, beings are no longer bom in the lower realms, and are 

instead bom in one of the higher heavens, by virtue of attaining the corresponding dhyàna 

mental state, or into another world. When beings are gone from the world, then the vessel 

world itself is destroyed.

The succession of the eon of creation, intermediate eons, the eon of disappearance 

and finally the eon of nothingness (samvartasthàyikalpa) together compose a great eon 

(mahäkalpa). There are three ways in which the world is destroyed at the end of an eon. 

The first is destruction by fire, in which the entire desire realm and the first three form 

realm heavens (corresponding to the first dhyàna) are completely destroyed; the beings 

who dwelled therein would have already attained the three higher dhyàna states and thus 

escape the conflagration. After the world has been destroyed seven times by fire, it is next 

destroyed (at the end of the eighth mahäkalpa in the series) by water. This cosmic deluge 

destroys the world up to and including the second dhyàna heavens of the form realm; the 

beings dwelling therein escape it by attaining the third and fourth d/iyâ/za states. Finally, 

after seven destructions by water, at the end of the sixty fourth great eon, the world is
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destroyed by wind up to the third dhyäna heavens; all beings thus attain the fourth dhyäna 

and dwell in the seven highest form realm heavens. After this, the cycle repeats anew.261

Vasubandhu mentions one other type of eon, which is an incalculable eon 

(asamkhyeyakalpa). He first states that it takes three of these to achieve the state of 

Buddhahood. He then defines it as equal to a series of great eons, the number of which is 

equal to ten raised to the power of either fifty one or fifty nine, which would truly be an 

incalculable number, trillions upon trillions of an already immense span of time.262 Asanga, 

however, argues that this eon is incalculable precisely because it is cannot be measured by 

normal means of reckoning.263 Traditionally, it was believed that a bodhisattva needed such 

an inconceivable amount of time to acquire the merit needed to achieve the perfected body 

of a Buddha, one of the requisites of complete awakening.

One might object here that cosmological speculation of this sort is irrelevant to 

Buddhist soteriology, aside from the issue of the hyperbolically extended training of the 

bodhisattva. One might, as many have, refer to the Cùlamàlunkyasutta, in which the 

Buddha refuses to answer cosmological questions, insisting that they are irrelevant to the 

holy life.264 Were it demonstrable and true that the Buddhists wholeheartedly engaged in 

such speculation this a criticism would be apt. However, it seems far more likely that these 

sorts of descriptions of the universe as inconceivably vast and eons as incalculably long 

were not meant to be taken as literal, mechanical descriptions of reality but are rather

261 Excellent charts illustrating this cycle occur in Sadakata 1997 pp. 102-3 and L06-7.

262 La Vallée Poussin 1988 voi. 2 pp. 479-80; the calculation of an asamkhyeyakalpa is discussed at length 
in Kloetzli 1983, pp. 113-124.

263 He writes in his Yogàcàrabhùmau Bodhisattvabhümi (pt. 2 ch.4) that 4i t  is said that a "great eon* is 
incalculable through measurement of time by means of the reckoning o f fortnigh匕 which are collections of 
days and nights. Since in the calculation by means of the reckoning o f the great eons it exceeds all 
reckoning, it is thus incalculable/ 9 The Sanskrit occurs in Dutt*s (1966) edition as follows: yo 4pi 
mahâkalpah so *pi râtrindivasamâsârdhamâsagananâyogena kâlâprameyatvâd asamkhyeya ity ucyate / yâpi 
tesâm eva mahâkalpânâm gananâyogena sarvagananâ samatikrântâ samkhyà so 4py asamkhyeya / (p. 242, 
243).

264 Majjhima Nikâya 64, Nânamoli 1995 pp. 537-541. Cosmological speculations are also included 
amongst the 62 kinds of wrong views listed in the Brahmajàlasutta (Digha Nikàya 1, see Walshe 1987, 
pp. 73-89). See also La Vallée Poussin 1913c.
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intended for an entirely different purpose. Indeed, these sorts of descriptions are so vivid

and so elaborate in Mahäyäna sütras such as the Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra, the

Saddharmapundarika Sütra and the Avatamsaka Sutra265 that we might suspect that this is

really more a type of rhetoric designed to evoke a certain response within the reader.

Indeed, this response may very well be, in the rhetoric of Vimalakirti, the 4<tolerance of

inconceivability,” which is described by Thurman as follows:

As we hear Vimalakirti's exhortation to strive for tolerance of inconceivability 
and the inconceivable liberation and as our rigid boundaries for exclusion of 
possibilities soften and give way before ever expanding frames of reference, our 
contemplation of the message o f Vimalakirti through opening our mental 
horizons on the ever widening scope of infinitude will enhance our enjoyment 
and appreciation of the beauty and splendor of the miraculous displays effected 
by the Buddha and Vimalakirti. Similarly, our imaginative visualization of the 
mental pictures created by the descriptions of the buddha-fields and by the 
distortions of dimensions, distances, times, and spaces will contribute to our 
sensitivity to the profound and subtle implications of Vimalakirti's eloquent 
teaching, that we may be so fortunate to come to hear the great lion's roar of his 
profound silence. (1976:9)

This sort of rhetoric may constitute a subtle assault on the discriminating aspect of

mentation which, as has been discussed in section 2.1 above, is associated with bondage

and suffering. For in the Buddhist analysis attachment to the limited sense powers

possessed by humans, and to empirical, discursive thought patterns based upon them, is not

the basis for liberation; liberation requires the expansion of one^s imagination and

awareness beyond the bounds o f the conceivable. This conclusion is shared by Kloetzli,

who ended his investigation of Buddhist cosmology with the following reflection:

The implications of the "asamkkyeya cosmology*' are such that it too constitutes 
a critique of the discriminating powers of the mind with regard to its 
apprehension of space. The mind is capable of analyzing reality down to the 
level of the infinitesimal and aggregating it up to the level of the infinite. But the 
infinite and the infinitesimal are not realities in and of themselves. Rather, they 
constitute the limits of the m ind's ability to know. Everything between the two 
limits constitutes a universe....but this is not to say these limits exhaust reality.
Nor is this knowledge based on discrimination, the knowledge which results in 
salvation. Thus, it appears that all of the symbolism of these mathematical 
cosmologies is intended to point out the ultimate emptiness o f the cosmos. The 
cosmos is the stage for salvation. However, salvation only occurs when the

265 For good quality English translations o f these works see, respectively, Thurman (1976)» Hurvitz (1976) 
and Cleary (1993).
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cosmos is correctly apprehended, and its correct apprehension is devoid of any 
meaning which the mind brings to it using the power of discrimination.
(1983:139)

In Tantric Buddhism the cosmos, viewed in a manner not far removed from the cakraväda 

model, is the stage for Awakening, and a proper apprehension or understanding which is 

non-conceptual (nirvikalpajnäna) is required for this transformation to occur. It is a 

transformation of both self and environment, both of which are understood to be empty of 

intrinsic reality, into the Awakened world of the mandala. Awakening in turn is 

characterized by a mastery over the cosmos, a mastery which combines mundane and 

spiritual power.

Tantric Buddhism, following the general trend in Mahâyàna Buddhism, was very 

much concerned with the bodhisattva path to complete awakening. This path was 

traditionally divided into ten or more stages (bhûmi) or stations (vihâra) through which the 

aspiring bodhisattva must pass.266 In his Yogàcàrabhûmau Bodhisattvabhümi, Asahga 

explains how the bodhisattva progresses through these stations over the course of the three 

incalculable eons:

Passing through the station of aspirational practice (adhimukticaryâvihâra)t267 
over the course of an incalculable great eon, he attains the station of joy 
(pramuditavihära). [Here] he strives but does not strive firmly. Over the 
course o f the second incalculable great eon he passes through the stations from 
the station of joy up to the contrived station of the unconditioned 
(sâbhoganimimittavihâra)y and attains the spontaneous station of the 
unconditioned {anâbhoganimimittavihàra). He is thus constant.268 The
bodhisattva who has a pure disposition strives constantly. Then he passes 
through the spontaneous station of the unconditioned and the station of detailed

266 The classical sources for the bodhisattva path is the Dasabhùmikasûtra and Asangavs Yogàcàrabhûmau 
BodhisatrvabhûmL Har Dayal's ( 1932) The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature remains 
the most important English language exploration of this topic. See also Panda 1996.

267 This station is preliminary to the actual bodhisattva path, and precedes the first bhûmi. See Dayal 
(1932) pp. 53-54.

268 The pramudita vihàra corresponds to the first bhûmi which has the same name. The 
sâbhoganimimittavihâra corresponds to the seventh bhûmi, and the anâbhoganimimittavihàra to the 
eighth bhûmi, whereon the bodhisattva achieves the slate of non-retrogression (see Dayal 1932 pp. 281-82). 
Concerning the translations of these two stations, the term àbhoga here seems to have the meaning of 
effoit or contrivance. Concerning the translation of ambhoga ( lib . Ihun grub) as "spontaneous* in this 
context see Ruegg 1989b p. 164.
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understanding (pratìsamvidvihàra) and attains the supreme bodhisattva 
station269 over the course of the third incalculable eon.270

Complex structures or schemas such as this map of the bodhisattva^ path, however, are

inseparable from their own negation, or, in Turner's terminology, anti-structure. Hence it

should be of no surprise that there arose the idea that it is possible to violate this structure

by radically leaping over or through the stages. Samgharaksa, as mentioned in section 2 .1

above, discussed a upractice of leaping0 (vyutkrântaka-caryà; S Î T  ) which he described

as follows: ‘Through the “practice of leaping,” by merely giving rise to the aspiration of the

[bodhisattva1 s] path one attains the [state of] irreversibility from which, once generated,

there is no retrogression.n271 That is, it allows one to leap all the way to the eighth stage at

the first generation of the spirit of awakening.

This idea was taken up by Buddhist Tantric traditions, which claim to provide actual 

techniques to effect this “leaping”， which seems to have remained largely theoretical in the 

classical Mahâyâna.272 Subhakarasimha and Yi-xing, in their commentary to the 

Mahàvairocana-abhisambodhi Sutra, comment upon the 4tthree incalculable eonsM which 

are needed to become a Buddha, and in doing so empties them of any intrinsic temporal

269 The pratisamvidvihära corresponds to the tenth bhümit and the supreme station (paramavihàra) 
corresponds to the tenth bhùmit which is usually considered to be the last stage before the attainment of 
buddhahood.

270 The sanskrit occurs in Dutt^ (1966) edition as follows: mahâkalpâsamkheyenâdhimukticaryâvihâram 
saroatikramya pramuditavihâro labhyate / tac ca vyâyacchamâno dhrauvyena nâvyâyacchamânah / dvitiyena 
mahâkalpâsainkhyeyena pramuditavihâram yàvat sâbhogam nimimittaip vihàram atikramyânâbhogam 
nimimittam pratilabhate /  tac ca niyatam eva /  talhâ hi sa ^uddhâiayo bodhìsattvo niyatam vyâyacchate / 
çtîyena màhâkalpâsaipkhyeyenânâShogarp ca nimimittaip praüsaijividvihârarp ca samatikiramya paraip 
bodhisattvavihâram pratilabhate / (p. 242).

271何 謂 超 行 適 發 道 意 。至 不 退 轉 無 所 從 生 b (T 606 p.228.3)

272 Faure, however, notes that 4tAs early as the 4lh century, Chinese Buddhists attempted to demonstrate 
that it was possible to reach deliverance in this very life, relying for that puxpose on Mahâyâna scriptures 
such as the Lankâvatâra Sutra/* (1991:33). This suggests that Tantric Buddhism represents only one 
attempt to resolve the tension produced by the inconceivable time span needed to achieve awakening; it 
appears that Chan represents a more or less independent Chinese attempt based upon the same body of 
Mahâyâna doctrines; it is not clear, however, to what extent Chan was influenced by the seventh and eighth 
century influx of Tantric texts and practices into China. Several articles have been written suggesting the 
influence of esoteric Buddhism on early Chan traditions, see esp. Eastman 1983 and Lai 1983. It is not 
inconceivable, however, that this idea might have developed independently in China， as Faure seems to 
suggest.
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reality, by arguing that as a measure of time it is, like all such measures, relative, and that

this evolution can be accelerated by virtue of the efficacy of Tantric practice:

The Sanskrit term kalpa has two meanings. The first is a measure of time, the 
second is delusive attachment. If one relies upon the explanation of the ordinary 
methods, one passes through three incalculable eons and attains true awakening.
If one [relies upon] the esoteric explanation, then by means of yogic practice 
one leaps over the first eon, and one remedies the one hundred and sixty 
mentalities and so forth which comprise the coarse [level of] delusive 
attachment. This is called the first incalculable eon. One leaps over the second 
eon through yogic practice, again by remedying the one hundred and sixty 
mentalities, etc., which comprise the subtle [level of] misknowledge. This is 
called the second incalculable eon. The adept of the mantra gate leaps over yet 
another eon by again remedying the one hundred and sixty mentalities, etc., the 
extremely subtle misknowledge of the one hundred and sixty minds, etc., which 
comprise the extremely subtle [level of] misknowledge, and is able to reach the 
original mind of the Buddha's intuition (buddhajnana). Thus it is said that 
buddhahood is achieved in three incalculable eons. If, however, one could pass 
through the three levels of misknowledge in one lifetime and thus achieve 
buddhahood in one life, what need is there to speak of a measure of time?273

Tantric Buddhism thus claims to speed up the spiritual evolution of the aspiring

bodhisattva. This is achieved by both a deconstructive critique of time, as well as the

constructive claim to superiority in praxis, for it is on the basis of their allegedly superior

methodology that Tantric practitioners claim to be able to speed up this otherwise

agonizingly drawn-out process of cutting through misknowledge and building up the store

of merit needed to reconstitute oneself as a completely awakened Buddha. This idea also 

collapses space, in that over the course of the three incalculable eons the bodhisattva would 

transmigrate throughout the cosmos, serving many different Buddhas in many different 

Buddhalands, as Vimalakirti is described as having done. Using characteristically 

hyperbolic rhetoric the Samäyoga claims: 4That which was not achieved by all of the 

Buddhas in incalculable millions of eons will be achieved by means of the rites of the * 600

273梵 云 劫 跛 有 二 義 。一 者 時 分 。二 者 妄 執 。若 依 常 途 解 釋 。

度 三 阿 僧 衹 劫 得 成 正 覺 。若 秘 密 釋 。超 一 劫 瑜 衹 行 。 即 度  百 六 十 心 等 一 重 祖 妄 執 。

名 一 阿 僧 衹 劫 。 超 二 劫 瑜 祇 行 。 又 度 一  百 六 十 心 等 一 重 细 妄 執 。 名 二 阿 僧 抵 劫

。真 言 門 行 者 。復 超 一 劫 。更 度  百 六 十 心 等 一 重 極 细 妄 執 。得 至 佛 慧 初 心 。

故 云 三 阿 僧 抵 劫 成 佛 也 。若 一 生 度 此 三 妄 執 。則 一 生 成 佛 。何 論 時 分 耶 。 （T 1796, p.
600 col. 3)
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mudrà in this very life.M274 The texts claims that this evolutionary leap is made possible by 

an advancement in meditative or ritual technology, in this case the latter Tantric practice 

thus claims to condense an inconceivably long time into a period as short as one lifetime, 

and an inconceivably vast space into the space occupied by a body and its immediate 

environments.

Although time and space are deconstructed in esoteric Buddhism, both still function 

as relative markers of status in the hierarchy of beings measured by the length of their life 

spans and their vertical position in the cosmos. Akanistha, the pinnacle of the cakravada 

cosmos, is privileged both as the top of the hierarchy and as the site of the longest living 

beings, whose life spans reach sixteen thousand great eons.274 275 It is also associated with the 

highest, most comprehensive form of knowledge, omniscience (sarvajnajnäna).276 

Akani?^ha is the site of the coronation or initiation 帥 /2和 糾  of a tenth stage 

bodhisattva;277 it is also the mythical site of many Tantric mandalas. As will be discussed 

below, the association of the mandala with the trappings of kingship as well as its mythic 

placement at the top of the cosmic hierarchy makes a very strong claim to authority which is 

not devoid of social and political significance.

274 JS kalpa 1 : / bskal pa bye ba grangs med par// sangs rgyas thams cad ma thob pa // phyag rgya'i cho ga 
gang dag gis // ishe 4(ü nyid kyis thob *gyur ba / (DK fol. 152a). There are many other Tantras in which 
similar claims are made. Another well blown passage occurs in the Samputa Tantra as follows: 4tWith 
sublime bliss you will attain in this very life that Buddhood which was attained in millions of incalculable 
eons,/' kalpa 1 ch. 4: buddhatvam nânyair yat prâptain kalpâsamkhyeyakotibhir yâvat / asmiimapi janmani 
tvam prâpnoti satsukhenaiva // (Élder 1978:97); bskal pa bye ba grangs med pas / / ji Itar sangs rgyas gang 
ihob pa // gang gis dam pa*i bde bas khyod // skyes ba *dir ni thob par *gyur /  (Elder 1978:148); cf.
Eldefs trans. (1978:184).

275 This excludes the beings of the formless realms, which properly speaking are not a part of nor located 
within the cakravada.

276 Ruegg points out that uIn his autocommentary Candrakirti has explained that, once he achieved 
Awakening in the Akanistha-sphere (see Madhyamakävatära x ii.l)t Bhagavat attained the Gnosis of the 
Omniscient (thams cad mkhyen pa ye shes) in one instant.^ (1989b: 161) The Lankävatära also associates 
Akanisüia with the form of gnosis conducive to awakening, nirvikalpajnâna: 4Those who always have 
non-dichotomous thought patterns, and who have renounced mind and mental factors are in the divine 
palace of Akanistha where all sins are cast away.fT akanisüiabhavane divye sarvapâpavivaqite /  nirvikalpâh 
sadâ yuktâs cittacaittavivaijitâh // (LS 10.38, Vaidya 1963:109; cf. Suzuki 1932:229).

277 See Dayal 1932 p. 291.
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The focus of the mandala is its palace, which is depicted as sitting atop the cosmos.

The palace, a symbol of royalty, is also typically the central feature of the Buddhalands as

depicted in Mahâyâna texts. Therein, Asanga writes, uthe Blessed Lord's magnificent

palace is radiantly arrayed with the seven types of precious gemt278 from which arise light

rays which completely fill immeasurable worlds.,t279 In the Manjusrimulakalpa, the

Buddha Ratnaketu in his mandala palace is compared to the ideal king, the cakravartin.

i4[Ratnaketu] the great cakravartìn<bìtì is to be placed at the centre. He has the colour of

saffron and is like the rising-sun. He holds a great wheel which is turning. Thus

painstakingly should one draw him. He is like a great king with his palace/,28°

The mandala palace occupies a central position in the mandala, which itself occupies

a dominant position in the cosmic hierarchy, as is clear in Nagabodhi's description in his

Samâjasâdhanavyavasthàna which begins not with the creation of the cosmos from die

bottom up, but with the creation of the mandala at it peak in Akanistha:

Then, in the midst of space“ .generate the palace from [the syllable】 厶/m v， and 
with reverence place there all of the deity wheels such as Aksobhya's. After 
that, Mahävajradhara is generated by means of the process of yoga, anuyoga, 
atiyoga and mahäyoga. The deities of the mandala arise through the union of 
the two organs. It is said that this is the invitation [for them] to come through 
visualization and recitation, or, in short, [just] visualization. 1 * *

Only after one has generated oneself as the deity in the mandala does the generation of the

cosmos below it conunence, first with the elemental disks:

278 The typical list of the saptaratna include the following: gold (suvarrta), silver (rupya), blue beryl 
(vaidüryä), crystal (spätika), pearl (mukià), red precious stone (lohitikäj, and coral (musàragalva). See Liu 
1994, pp. 93-94. Vasubandhu's Mahàyânasamgrahabhâsya diverges from this list by omitting muktà and
lohitikä and adding rohitamukti (red pearl, ruby, red beads) and asmagarbha (amber, diamond or emerald). 
See Griffiths et al. 1989, pp. 209, 352.

279 Mahâyànasamgraha ch. 10 : /  bcom ldan kdas gzhal med khang chen po rìn po che sna bdun mchog tu 
"bar bkod pa /  4jig rten gyi khams dpag tu med pa rgyal par (gengs pa'i cod zer chen po shin tu 'byung ba / 
(DT fol. 41 a). Griffith^ (1989) edition is defective here.

m  From chapter 14, trans, in Snellgrove 1959b, pp. 206-7.

231 /  de nas nam mkhafi dbyings kyi dbus gnas par /  .... /  de steng du bhum las gzhal yas khang bskyed la 
/ der mi skyod pa la sogs pa'i lha'i 4khor lo thams cad lhag par mos pas dgod par bya'o // de'i kog mal
4byor dang /  ijes su mal Abyor dang /  shin tu mal *byor dang /  rnal 4byor chen po*i rim pas rdo ije lchang 
eben po'i bdag nyid du skyed de /  dbang po gnyis mnyam par sbyar ba las dkyil "khor gyis lha mams 
byung ste / /  bsgom pa dang bzlas pa bya nas gshegs su gsol ba 4di bsgom pa bsdus te bstan pa'o / (VS p. 
7.4)
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Then, through the power o f adhesion, winds gradually begin to move, and these 
winds increase, to a depth of 1.6 million leagues (yojana). This wind disk, 
which is measureless in extent, sits atop space. From this wind disk falls 
streams of rain as wide as a wagon wheel, which forms a disk of water.
Regarding its size, it is 1,120,000 leagues deep. Moreover, the wind chums the 
water, forming golden earth atop the water, 320,000 leagues in size. A disk of 
fire also exists within these.282

This description is very close to Vasubandu's in the Adbhidharmakosa, which very well

may have been the source for this account.283 He continues with a description of the

creation of the vessel world as follows:

Then, due to thorough agitation by the winds which arise on account of the 
power of sentient beings^ karma, there emerges mountains such as Sumeru etc., 
complete with stores of gold and so forth, the palaces of the gods, and the 
continent as far as the ring of iron mountains (Vfl/rravâÿfl), on which appear 
trees» creepers» shoots and so forth....Then, the Lord of Consciousness 
Mahavajradhara who creates sentient beings, after creating the vessel world, 
emanates the realm of sentient beings.284

Nägabodhi, in this type of meditation, places the meditator qua îMahàvajradhara in the role 

of creator of the universe. This is not a form of theism, for the emphasis is placed upon the 

creative imagination of the meditator, who exercises his power in the imaginai realm which 

is not, according to this tradition, completely divorced from reality, but which rather 

interpenetrates it, making him or her one who, by virtue of mastering his or her inner 

world, gains power and mastery in the outer world as well.

This mastery was traditionally thought to be manifested in the development of 

supernatural powers, (rddhit siddhi). The cultivation of such powers is a central concern of 

a number of Tantras, including the Cakrasamvara Tantra, but despite the

/  de nas yang rten cing 4brel bar *byung ba*i rgyan gyi stobs las khad kyi khad kyis rlung mams g.yos 
te /  rlung de mams 'phel bar gyur pa ni /  mgams su ni dpag ishad *bum phrag bcu drug go / rgyar grang 
med pa'i rlung gi dkyil 4khor de nam mkha'i steng du chags par gyur nas rlung gi dkyil (khor de las byung 
ba shing rta*i phang lo isam gyi char gyi rgyun bab par gyur te / de las chufi Ä yil *khor du gyur to / de*i 
ishad ni mams su 4bum phrag bcu geig (p. 7.5) dang stong phrag nyi shu*o // de yang slar chu la rlung gi 
bsrubs pas gser gyi rang bzhin gyi sa gzhi chu*i steng du chags te /  de*i tshad ni 'bum phrag gsum dang 
stong phrag nyi sh u ^  // mefi dkyil 4khor yang de dag gi nang nyid du gnas so /  (VS p. 7.4-7.5)

283 Compare with La Vallée Poussin 1988 vol. 2 pp. 451-56.

284 / de Itar sems can mams kyi las kyi dbang gis yang dag par byung ba*i rlung moms kyis yang dag par 
bsrubs pas gser la sogs pa'i tshogs kyis byas pa'i ri rab la sogs pa'i ri dang / lha'i gzhal yas khang dang / 
gling lcags ris bskor ba tshun chad du shing dang ijon pa dang Icugs ma la sogs pa 'byung bar 'gyur 
ro...de nas mam par shes pa*i bdag po rdo rje *chang chen po sems can skyed par mdzad pa pos snod kyi 
4jig rten bskyed kyi *og tu sems can gyi khams nges par sprul bar mdzad de /  (VS p. 7.5)
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misrepresentations made by advocates of the myth of degeneration o f Buddhism» it appears

also in the earliest of Buddhist sources. Gethin wrote that

According to the Visuddhimagga the bhikkhu who wishes to develop the 
eightfold iddhi must have complete mastery and control of the four jhânas and 
four formless attainments.... in general, the iddhi-pädas are seen as concerned 
with the development of facility and mastery in samâdhi or Meditative' 
concentration. More particularly, this facility and mastery is directly linked to 
the development of the various tmiraculous, iddhis. Precisely the same facility 
and mastery is also linked to furthering the bhikkhu's progress along the path to 
awakening. There is understood to be no opposition between the development 
of iddhi and the development of samatha and vipassanà conducive to the final 
goal. (1992:102)

Early Buddhist texts assume that supernatural powers are a natural consequence of the 

mastery attained in meditation, and typically proscribe only the unseemly and self- 

aggrandizing display of such powers. The Buddha himself is said to have performed 

several miracles, which no doubt put pressure upon the prohibition.285 This perhaps 

accounts for the fact that the penalty for its violation is quite strong. The monk Pindola 

who violated this rule was exiled from Jambudvipa and condemned not to attain liberation 

until the arrival of the next Buddha, Maitreya. Despite or perhaps because of this fact, 

Pindola became a revered figure who makes an appearance in the Asokävadäna.286

Magic has and continues to be of interest to many persons throughout the world,

including Buddhists, despite their portrayal by past generations of scholars as being ideally

uninterested with such pursuits. Tambiah wrote that

rather than viewing the exorcist and exorcism as un-Buddhist deviations or 
antitheses to Buddhism, we shall increase our understanding by placing them in 
relation to it. The classical Buddhist distinction is between the true arhat who 
renounces the use o f his mystic powers for worldly ends and transports himself 
to a higher plane, and the ascetic who does not; the Tantric distinction is 
between the mystic who employs them ethically and the one who does not.
Similar distinctions occur in Burma at the level of exorcists who are also 
Buddhist laymen. The lay exorcist^ powers are derived from Buddhist 
techniques and words» as are the monk's, but are used for different purposes. 
(1970:325) * 236

245 Most notably, the miracle at Srâvasti. See Lamotte 1988, p. 20.

236 See Strong 1983 p. 83-86.
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While in Theravâda Buddhism the use of supernatural power is frowned upon, in 

Mahâyâna, however, the use of supernatural powers could be justified as an application of 

liberative art, provided they were used for the sake of others. Tantra, assuming this 

justification, merely elaborates the means whereby such powers may be achieved.

Buddhist Tantric texts typically break down the powers (siddhi) attainable through 

their correct practice into two types. First, there is the ultimate or transcendent type which 

is perfect, complete awakening {samyaksambodhi), and which is the putative goal of all 

Buddhist practice. Some Tantric texts, including the Cakrasamvara Tantra, seem more 

concerned with the second type, the worldly (laukika) powers, simply because of the 

massive amount of space they dedicate to the description of such powers and their means of 

attainment.287

One might be tempted to adapt Spiro's classification of orientations of Burmese 

Buddhism to the context of Tantric Buddhism,288 and posit that there is a dual orientation 

toward, on the one hand, bodhit awakening, which is the supramundane (lokottara) goal, 

and sicldhi, the powers which permit mastery in the world» which would be a mundane 

(laukika) goal. The problem with such a scheme, however, is precisely the polysemy of the 

term siddhi, which can refer as well to the attainment of bodhL Hence, it may not be wise 

to insist upon too strong a distinction here, since the tradition itself seems content to 

maintain this ambiguity which preserves both orientations in a state of tension. A result of 

this is that it is often stated that a given practice is productive of both the worldly and

2X1 The mundane siddhi are typically listed as eight in number, although the list sometimes gets much 
longer. A list typical to Buddhist Tantras is as follows: 1) Invincibility with the sword; 2) Dominion over 
the treasure of the underworld; 3) Invisibility; 4) The elixir of youth; 5) The ability to shape oneself into a 
tiny ball; 6) The ability to walk in the sky; 7) Swiftness of foot; 8. Magical eye ointment. See Beyer 
1978 p. 246. Beyer*s work contains an extensive discussion of these powers (pp. 245-57), as well as of 
the ritual means for their attainment. Hindu texts give a different account of the eight which is also listed 
in Beyer*s work (1978:246). The Buddhist list does, however, occur in Hindu texts strongly influenced by 
Buddhism, such as the Kàlikàpurâna (ch. 58 v. 55,6; see van Kooij 1972 pp. 24,5). A list similar to the 
one given above occurs in ch. 3 of the CST, edited and trans, in appendices A and B below.

m  Spiro's (1970) schema included what he called 4<Nibbanic Buddhism*' which is characterized by a 
radical, individual effort to achieve liberation from the world« uKammatic Buddhism** which is concerned 
with achieving a better state in the world, in particular rebirth in a state condudve to spiritual practice, and 
uApotropaic Buddhism** which is concerned with the largely magical protection from spiritual dangers and 
hostile spirits.
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transcenden t aim s, depend ing  upon  the o rien tation  o f  the practitioner. A s O rzech  po in ted  

out,

W hen  siddhi is considered  fro m  the perspective o f  u ltim ate en lightenm ent, 
anuttarasamyaksambodhU th en  one refers to  it sim p ly  as siddhi o r m ore 
specifically  as • (出 世 成 就 ， o r 出 世 悉 地 ） • W hen  th is
attainm ent is channeled  tow ard  action  in the  conditioned  universe through im ages, 
m andalas, and  m antras it is re fe rred  to as m undane siddhi (laukika siddhi, t ä  
f^W i)  and  is m an ifested  th ro u g h  app lication  o f  supernorm al pow ers used  to  aid  
in the  salvation  o f  beings. T h o u g h  the pu rpose o f  any given ritual m ight be 
p redom inan tly  lokottara o r laukika, all rites assum e both  goals. (1996:219-20)

T his fo llow s from  the doctrine o f  non-duality  w hich  rejects any ultim ate d istinction

betw een  the u ltim ate  realm  o f  liberation , nirvana, and  the m undane w orld o f  cyclic

ex istence, samsâra. T an tric  B u d d h ism  thus practices are em pow ering  in bo th  realm s; not

only are they conducive to liberation , bu t they enable the practitioner to act in the w orld  in a

m anner w h ich  m ay be term ed m iracu lous, in o rder to help sen tien t beings.

In short, T an tric  B uddhism  claim s that its practices are capable o f ach iev ing  a  

realization  w hich  is efficacious in b o th  this w o rld  and  all o thers, and the B u ddh ist v ision  o f  

the cosm os is s tru c tu red  in such  a  w ay  so  as to  allow  the cosm ic m astery  o f  those  w ho 

have ach ieved  inner m astery; the re la tion  betw een  the se lf  and  the cosm os, and the d ifferent 

levels o f  the cosm os them selves, a re  understood  to be relational and transfo rm able  for one 

w ho  has ach ieved  a  p ro p er un d erstan d in g  o f  the se lf  and its relationship  to the co sm o s as a 

w hole.

3.3.3 M a s te ry  in  a n d  o f  th e  W o r ld  

1. T h e  G u r u ,  th e  K in g  a n d  th e  M a n d a la

B ud d h ist “tho u g h t” is n o t read ily  d istingu ished  from  m editation, w h ich  is o f  course 

a  fo rm  o f  p ractice. In  B uddh ist T an tras , how ever, w e find a  form  o f  m edita tion  w hich  is 

also  a  fo rm  o f  ritual p ractice  p a r exce llence, th a t is, the m editations and rites su rround ing
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the mandala. It is also here that we can illustrate most clearly Tambiahfs claim that 4<there is

a close connection between cosmology and ritual. Cosmological and supernatural

categories are embedded in the rituals..,.they chart the geography and define the architecture

of sacred space and are expressed in the material symbols that are manipulated in rituals. In

the rituals we see cosmology in action.” （1970:35)

The mandala is the sacred space par excellence in Tantric Buddhism; it is the site of

initiation, and also the creatively visualized site wherein the adept subsequently visualizes

him or herself. It is also a model of the universe; according to Tucci, the mandala

represents t4the whole universe in its essential plan, in its process of emanation and

reabsorptionM. (1961:23) In visualizing it the adept visualizes him or herself as embodying

both the inhabitants and the habitat of the mandala; it thus puts into practice the Buddhist

goal of achieving the realization of identity with the Buddha, which, as was discussed

above, is a central, defining feature of Tantric discourse.289 According to Thurman,

The path of tantra begins in the creative meditation that harnesses the imagination 
to “assume the buddha-form.” It transforms the self and the universe into the 
experience and realm of enlightenment. It uses imagination to simulate 
buddhahcx)d and buddhaverse in order to accelerate the actual transformations and 
fulfill the bodhisattva vow without waiting for the flow of history in ordinary 
time. (1998:129)

The ways in which mandala méditation functions as a Buddhist soteriological tool have 

been admirably discussed elsewhere.290 Of interest here is the way in which the Buddhist 

discourse on m a sa la  sheds light on the Buddhist “counter-hegemonic” discourse， for it is 

in terms of the mandala that the Buddhist social thought is often articulated. This section 

will explore the mandala as a Buddhist model of authority, expressing a vision of how the 

ideal Buddhist society should be organized. As such it provides an alternative to the vanta 

ideology discussed above, but it also establishes an alternative hierarchy, making it very 

much an ideology in and of itself.

See section 1.2 above.

290 See in particular Thurman 1998 and also Tucci 1961.
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In arguing that the Buddhist discourse on mandalas is an ideology, there is no 

intention here to downplay or deny the “spiritual” aspects of this discourse， or to impugn 

the claims for transformation made in this discourse, concerning which an open-minded 

scholar should remain agnostic. However» insofar as mandala discourse sets forth ua set of 

prescriptions for taking a position in the present world of social praxis and acting upon 

it constitutes an ideology according to the definition made above.291

One might understand mandala meditations as producing an alternative view of 

reality, and as such they could be characterized, in Bloch’s words, as “alter-cosmogonic 

because what is being built up is not just a view of the cosmos but an alternate view of the 

cosmos: a new, purer, more ordered， order where everybody is in his place and where 

those in power are in authority. Ideology has been constructed.” （1989:128) Mai^alas do 

establish an alternate model of authority, as will be shown below.

Mandala discourse should not be rejected as socially or historically irrelevant since 

it is ^religious1'. Rather, mandala discourse was originally political, and remained so even 

once it had been appropriated and transformed by Buddhists. And since they are typically 

legitimatized on the basis of a civilization^ greatest authorities, religious ideologies often

are tremendously influential. Lincoln has argued that

unlike secular ideologies -  which they resemble in many ways -  religious 
ideologies regularly offer analyses of the fundamental nature of humanity and of 
the cosmos itself. But like other modes of ideology, religious ideologies also 
devote careful attention to the nature and proper order of a third entity intermediate 
to the microcosm of the individual and the macrcx:osm of the universe: that is, the
m esocosm  of human society. And one cannot, in my opinion, study myth, ritual, 
and/or religion in pristine isolation: rather, we must take careful account of the 
society in which these are rooted, a society whose structures and organization
they continually re-present in accurate and/or mystified terms, and which they 
usually -  but not always -  help to perpetuate.292

291 This is Haydn White*s definition (1983:22) quoted in section 3.1.1 above.

292 Lincoln 1991:173. One might compare this with Geerzt^ well-known definition of religion, which is: 
UA system of symbols which acts to establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivation 
in men by forming conceptions of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such an 
aura of factuality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic/* (1973:90) This definition 
seems too broad in that it seems applicable to ideology in general, including ideologies that we would not 
typically consider religious, such as the ,tsecular,t ideology of individualism in America today. Compare 
Geertz^s definition wi5i Berger and Luckmann's (1967) Jheory of the process through which humans 
generate social concepts which are objectified and internalized to create a continuing dialectic in which
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It will thus be a useful exercise to explore here the social ramifications of the mandala 

discourse.

Just as society occupies an intermediate position between the individual and the 

cosmos, so too does the mandala. One could say that the mandala is, in Levy's terms, uan 

essential middle world, a mesocosm, situated between the individual microcosm and the 

wider universe.” （1990:32) Levy, following Mus (1935)， defines mesocosm as “an 

organized meaningful world intermediate to the microcosmic worlds of individuals and the 

culturally conceived macrocosm, the universe.1' (1990:2) From the inner, visionary 

perspective, the mandala is a product of what Corbin (1969) called the 44creative 

imagination”, and is a manifestation of what Conze (1974) called the “intermediary world”. 

This is the imaginai realm corresponding to the visionary aspect of a Buddha, the Beatific 

Bcxly (sambhogakäya) which mediates between the Buddha as an individual being 

(nirmänakäya) and as the totality of all existent realities (dharmakàya)r9ì

In the outer world, the mandala cannot be apprehended as a physical object, even 

though it can be mapped out with chalk or other substances. As Wayman has argued, 

k<there is no revelation of the mandala just by exhibiting it, or by the disciple's mere seeing 

it.n (1973:59) As both a symbol and site for Awakening, it is supposed to possess 

consecratory power, but this power is dependent upon one’s realization of the underlying 

principle of Tantric Buddhism, the identification of the mundane, alienated individual with 

the transcendent goal, the Awakened state of a Buddha. Kùkai, for example, wrote in a text 

for consecration ceremony of Mount Köya, a ceremony that was to transform Mount Köya 

into exactly such a transforming site, that 293

social ideologies, themselves human products, reflect an external ^objectified** understanding of reality, but 
also condition the perception of reality for those naturalized to them. As Berger succinctly put it, i(It is 
through extemalization that society is a human product It is through objectification that society becomes 
a reality sui generis. It is through internalization that man is a product of society.'* (1967:4).

293 See Conze 1974, p. 24.
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All beings possessing form or mind necessarily have the Buddha-nature.
Buddha-nature and Essence pervade the entire realm of Essence and are not 
separate...Those who awaken to this truth may enjoy themselves eternally on the 
calyx of the five wisdoms, while those who fail to recognize this will be 
submerged for a long time by the mud of the three worlds.294

Mandalas are umappedM onto the outer world, and as such function to sacralize it. Gellner

noted that 44the mandala model applies equally to the universe as a whole, to the country....to

each city, to each temple and shrine, and Tantrically, to the worshipper's own body. The

realization of one's own identity with these larger designs is the attainment of salvation.''

(1992:191.)

This is certainly true of the Cakrasamvara mandala, which is conceived as being

manifest globally (or sub-continentally) through the network of twenty-four ptr/ia, sacred

sites scattered across India and Tibet and centered on Mount Kailash.295 And this mandala

is also active internally, in the practitioner’s own body. In the ninth chapter of the

Samvarodaya Tantra, following a description of the sacred sites, it is written that

The external pitha is understocxl thus: the internal is said to be the body. It is well 
known that the channels in one^  own body are called pitha. Their form is the 
shape of the deities, which is why it is agreed they are thie internal (pitha); Since 
the body is a mass made of them, it is thus equal to those of all Buddhas.296

•
In a similar vein, Hümkâravajra, in his Srisarvabuddhasamayoga-mandalasadhanakrama, 

suggested that one, 44through the yoga of universal purification, meditate on the perfection 

of the mandala within your own body/*297 The mandala is thus understood to pervade and 

thereby purify and render divine both the outer and inner worlds, and this realization is one 

of the purposes of mandala meditation practice.

294 Trans, by Grapard 1982, p. 203. Edited in Shôryôsha S. Watanabe and Y. Miyasaka, eds. Tokyo: 
Iwanami，1965, p. 408.

295 These pitha sites will be discussed in greater depth in section 6.3.2 below.

296 SV ch. 9 vv. 20-21: bâhyapilhan lathä khyâtam adhyâimam deham ucyate / svadehe nâdikânlpam 
pithanâmeti kirtitam // tadrûpam devatâkâram tenàdhyàtmavyavasthitih / tena tatpindamayam deham 
sarvabuddhasamo hy asau // (Tsuda 1974:105). My trans.* cf. Tsuda 1974, p. 272.

297 / de dag ni thams cad dag pa*i sbyor bas bdag nyid lus la dkyil 4khor rdzogs par sgom pa*o / (QT p. 
29.1)
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The mandala is also a hierarchically organized structure, organized, as discussed 

above, along both horizontal and vertical axes, with the central deity occupying the highest 

and most central position. As such it can perhaps be compared to Bourdieu^ habitus 

and its practice would thus tend to reproduce this hierarchy. While the deities within the 

maç^ala are hierarchically arranged along these axes, the cruciai relationship is that between 

the adept and the central deity who initially, i.e.t before initiation occurs, cxcupy the lowest 

and highest positions respectively, since before initiation the adept is outside of the mandala 

entirely. Ultimately, the adept is to visualize him or herself as identical with the deity, but 

this relationship is politically relevant because during initiation the guru qua vajrâcârya 

embodies the central deity, and thus cxcupies a mediating position vis-à-vis the initiate and 

the Awakened deity.

This role of mediator and initiator gives the guru tremendous power. It is often 

stressed that achieving the perfected state of the Awakened deity requires that one views the 

guru as perfected in just this sort of manner.298 299 This doctrine can be justified within the 

logic of Tantric Buddhism on the ground that the disciple needs an example to follow in 

order to mimetically approximate the awakened state. Given the power that this gives the 

guru, quite a bit of attention was given to the qualifications o f the guru.300 The 

Cakrasamvara Tantra sums these up in one verse: 4tHe has the proper knowledge,

298 In this context the following definition may be helpful: *The habitus, the durably installed generative 
principle of regulated improvisations, produces practices which tend to reproduce the regularities immanent 
in the objective conditions of the production of their generative principle,\  (Bourdieu 1977:178).

299 Geshe Kelsang Gyaiso, a modem vajrâcârya, wrote that ^whether or not we receive ihe Buddha^ 
blessings through our spiritual guide depends on how we view him or her. If we view our Spiritual Guide 
as a Buddha we shall receive the blessings of a Buddha if we view him as a Bodhisattva we shall receive 
the blessings of a Bodhisattva, and if we see him as an ordinary being we shall receive no 
blessings....whetber or not our spiritual guide is precious depends on our own view and not upon the 
Spiritual Guide’s qualities. It does not matter whether or not our Spiritual Guide is an actual Buddha.n 
(Kelsang Gyatso 1996:82)

300 A very thorough description occurs in Jagaddarpana*s Âcàryakriyâsamuccaya, which quite interestingly 
gives a lengthy list of negative qualities which a guru should not have. Some of these are tempermental 
qualities, i.e.v he should not be wicked or ignorant. Some* however, are physical; he should not be obese 
or have a goitre, for example. See Shukla 1975, p. 129.
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understands Tantra and Sri H eruka^ mantra. He is not angry, is pure and competent, 

understands yoga and is perfected in knowledge.*001

Since the mandala is structured and mediated by an authority figure, its is not open 

to all or to free movement within it. Quite often there are prohibitions surrounding 

approach and entry into it. In the Âryavajrapànyabhiseka-mahàtantra, Vajrapàni limits 

entry into the mandala to those who have already generated the Spirit of Awakening, as 

follows:

Manjusri, the master should guide the disciple in accordance with the ritual 
procedures; the mandala and mudrä should be shown to one who has succeeded 
in the meditation on the Spirit of Awakening. Others should not enter it, or 
even see the [corresponding] text. Mafijusri, were one to show the mandala or 
mudrä to sentient beings who do not understand the commitment of 
bodhisattvas to practice bodhisattva deeds through the way of mantra, then one 
deceives the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, [which is equivalent to】 performing the 
five immeasurable sins.* 302

Entry into the mandala is not automatic. It has to be paid for, by means of symbolic 

submission to the Vajrâcârya, and by time and effort expended in serving him. Yi-jing 

reported that he was denied entry to the mandala at Nâlandâ on the basis of his ^insufficient 

merit,\ 303 which evidently means that he was judged unsuitable by the authority figure who 

controlled access to that mandala. The mandala is a hierarchically organized structure 

which was reproduced in social space as well, in which, in Bourdieu’s words, “what exists 

is a space o f relations which is just as real as a geographical space, in which movements 

have to be paid for by labor, by effort and especially by (1991:232) The labor and 

effort is measured by rules of respect and service, and the time necessary to complete it is

m  CST ch. 2 v. 4: samyagjnânaiantrajnah sriherukamanlnijnah / akrodhas ca sucir daksah yogajno 
jnânapâragah IL See my edition in appendix A below.

302 The five immeasurable sins (pancânantariya) are: killing one's father, mother or an arhat, drawing the 
blood of a buddha, or causing a schism in the samgha. / 4jam dpal de nas slob dpon gyis cho ga snga ma 
dzhin du slob ma yongs su gzung bar bya ste /  byang chub kyi sems bsgom pa grub pa la dkyil fkhor (di 
dang phyag rgya bstan par bya'o // de ma yin pa gzhan pa la ni glegs bam yang bitar gzhug par mi bya'o // 
'jam dpal gal te byang chub sems dpa*i spyad pa gsang sngags kyi sgo spyod pa*i byang chub sems dpa' 
dam tshig mi shes pavi sems can la dkyil (khor bstan tam phyag rgya bstan na / des sangs rgyas dang 
byang chub sems dpa* mams bslus bar 4gyur ro // mishams med pa Inga yang byed par 4gyur ro /  (fol. 
149a).

303 See section 5.2 below.
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an indefinite p e rio d  consisting  o f  m an y  m onths and  years, as is carefully  d e lin ea ted  in the 

Chinese transla tion  o f  the Vajragarbhatantra. T he fo llo w in g  in teresting p assag e  from  this 

text depicts V ajrapârd  B odhisattva, the V ajrâcàrya ex traord inaire , relating to a  host o f 

monks and laypeop le  the p roper code  o f  respectful co n d u c t tha t should  be sh o w n  to  the 

Vajrâcàrya, as fo llow s:

Then the B o d h isa ttv a  saw  the assem bly  consisting  o f  sram ana. brahm ins, 
kshatriyas, vaishyas, shudras and  so  forth. T hereupon  he toid them , 4<L isten  
carefully, you  students! E ach  and  every  one o f  you  h as  attained realization  in 
the V ajra-M ahâyâna, and have  ga in ed  the V ajra-M ahâyàna D harm a. Y ou 
should know  th a t after the n irv an a  o f  the B uddha, th e  V ajrâcâryas are y o u r 
m asters. I t w as thus th roughout innum erab le eons in  days o f  yore. W h en  
*Sûryavim alaprabhâsa T athägata  ( 日 清 淨 光 明 如 來 ） appeared in the 
w orlâ, in  th e  * M ahâsugandha  B uÀ lhaland  (彼 天 — • 佛 剎 ) ， the re  w as the 
King *V iry ad atta  (精 蓮 授 王 ) • I spoke then as I d o  now  on the ru les fo r 
show ing resp ec t to  the V ajrâcàrya. N ow  I again w ill speak  to the d isc ip les 
regarding the  ru les for respecting  the  V ajrâcàrya. T h ere  are eight ru les o f  
respect. Indrabhüti asked V ajrapân i B odhisattva, 4<W h a t are the eigh t ru les o f  
respect?” V ajrapàiji replied, “F irst, one m ust no t call o n e ’s m aster by his nam e.
Second, a lw ays consider o n ese lf com parable to the m a s te r^  feet. T hird , carry  
shoes fo r the m aster. Fourth , sw eep  and sprink le the flo o r o f  his cham ber.
Fifth, p repare  the m aster’s bed  and  seat. Sixth, m ake p rostrations [to h im 】 w ith  
all five lim bs [extended]. Seven , d o  not im pinge up o n  the  m aster. E ight, have 
faith in [the m a s te r^ ]  com m ands. T h ese  are the e ig h t ru les for the d isc ip le  
respecting the V ajrâcârya. T h e  âcâ ry a  should ex am in e  the discip le w ith  reg ard  
to these e ig h t m atters. If, as the d ay s and m onths am ass succeeding  to y ears , 
the d iscip le is [able to  adhere] to these  eight rules sing le-m inded ly , w ithou t 
backsliding o r  re trogression , then  he  o r she is one w h o  can  be en trusted  w ith  
the âcârya’s [teaching】 .304

It is interesting th a t th is text dep icts th e  V ajrâcàrya as d ese rv in g  the sam e re sp ec t that w ould 

be shown to  a  B uddha , w hich is understandab le  g iven  the fac t that in the ab h isek a  

cerem ony the va jrâcàry a  functions in  th e  B uddha 's  stead . It is also in teresting  tha t the text 

depicts this co d e  as having an ancien t precedent, w hich  is actually  a tried and  true w ay to 

introduce an  innovation .

w 爾 時 菩 薩 觀 會 眾 沙 門 婆 羅 門 剎 帝 利 畏 舍 首 陀 等 己 。 即 復 吿 言 汝 等 學 眾 諦  

聽 。 汝 已 各 各 於 金 剛 大 乘 悉 得 證 悟 。 皆 是 得 金 剛 大 乘 毕 者 ：„ 岜 气 涅 槩  
後 金 剛 阿 閣 梨 是 汝 等 師 。 亦 如 隹 昔 前 二 目 遌 f 銮 翌 ® 衮 患 f 吝 g 。 

波 大 妙 香 佛 剎 中 。 有 王 名 精 貂 授 。 彼 時 我 亦 如 是 説 承 事 金 咧 塑  
今 亦 復 説 弟 子 承 事 金 剛 阿 闍 梨 軌 則 。 承 事 之 則 乃 有 八 種 帝 一 白  
手 菩 薩 言 。 云 何 名 為 八 種 承 事 之 則 。 金 剛 手 言 。 一 f  迂 塑 § 无 。 u r i f  
自 稱 師 足 。 三 者 與 師 執 持 鞋 履 。 四 者 掃 灑 房 地 。 五 者 悬 芑 者 S  
體 作 禮 。 七 者 不 侵 害 師 。 八 者 指 授 稟 信 。 是 名 弟 子 免 盎 。1  
阿閤梨 以 此 八 事 觀 察 弟 子 。 以 日 累 月 積 月 成 歲 。 若 彼 第 子 於 此 八 事 無 有 違 背  
專 心 不 退 •阿閤梨 然 付 攝受。 （T  1128 p. 546.3-547.1); cf. Bagchi 1944, pp. 49-50.
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The hierarchical structure of the mandala plays out in the articulation of disciples 

with regard to the Vajrâcârya, who as the central figure is the locus from which authority 

radiates. In Reinder’s terminology, the guru is an “embodimern of authority”， contact with 

whom is rule-governed, particularly in the ritual arena. Reinders wrote, with regard to 

Chinese monastic institutions, that

The physical presence of the Abbot, the Master, or the Teacher in the medieval 
Chinese monastery signals to the new monk that a multitude of ritual 
stipulations are in force, and from this perspective we may speak of these high- 
ranking figures as ^embodiments of authority*\ So too, the approach to the 
throne is rule governed, and a wide array of injunctions and prohibitions 
becomes relevant due to physical proximity to the emperor's body. (1997:263)

Similar stipulations apply to the guru as well, and particularly so in the context of the

mandala. Disciples need to know the code for showing him proper respect, although this

code might vary somewhat depending on the closeness of a disciple^ relationship to the

guru, which itself positions the disciple within the mandalic hierarchy surrounding him.

Interestingly, the mandala was originally a term primarily political in its import. The 

mandala theory, originally developed in Kautilyafs Arthasâtra, articulated the relationship 

between an imperial center and a periphery occupied, ideally, by subject states.305 Inden 

has shown, in a 1981 article, that both the royal court and the larger sphere of India itself 

were conceived as mandalas in which the king^s objective was to position himself as the 

central figure， the king of kings，who, as “the higher ‘englobes’ or ‘encompasses’ the 

lower... The king of kings included within his persona as his domain the kingship of all the 

lesser kingsM (Inden 1981:115). Their submission, which was simultaneously their 

encompassment within a greater whole symbolized by the central dominating figure of the 

king of kings, was mapped out in their appearance in his court, which was strictly 

hierarchically arranged as is the Buddhist mandala, in which the central deity is surrounded 

by a “court” of subsidiary deities.

305 See Tambiah 1976, pp. 29-30, and Basham 1954, pp. 128-29.
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Like the Buddhist mandala, which was modeled on cosmic palaces such as that in

Akanisüia or Mount Sumeru and were thus imagined as occupying a position of cosmic

mastery, so too was the king^s mandala. Inden wrote that

Because Bhäratavarsa was a replica of Jambudvlpa and its centre a mcxlel 
representation of the whole of India, a true cakravartin had to demonstrate that he 
had made the centre of his kingdom into this middle country, that his kingdom 
and Bhäratavarsa were indeed one and the same. He had to show that he was in a 
relationship [to] Bhäratavarsa that resembled the relationship of Brahma, in his 
palace on Mount Meru, to the cosmos. He had to persuade people that his palace 
at the centre of his capital was a homologue of the palace of Brahma, [and] that 
those of the other kings of India, built around the periphery of his own, resembled 
the palaces of the guardian deities of the quarters. (1981:118, inserts mine)

Buddhist Tantras undoubtedly drew upon royal symbolism in constructing the mandala as

the site of a Buddha^s cosmic mastery, and thus were assimilating royal power with the

spiritual authority that was a consequence of Awakening.

It is perhaps not coincidental then that Tantric texts seem drawn toward the king and

his court as a site for the production of mandalas and the performance of the abhiseka rite.

Another passage from the Vajragarbhatantra depicts the respectful treatment due to a

Vajrâcârya, and also articulates a hierarchy of disciples with regard to the degree of access

and order in which they may approach him, as follows:

When the Bodhisattva arrived at the palace, King *Vlryadatta (精 進 授 王 ） 

offered the seven-jeweled Lion Throne. He bade the Bodhisattva to sit upon it, 
and reverentially offered up to him all sorts of gold, silver, and precious gems, 
as well as offering vessels filled to the brim wiSi sublimely scented water. He 
made five kinds of offerings to the Bcxihisattva. In addition, a numerous 
bhiksusamgha came in order listen to the Dharma bearing incense and flowers 
to present to the Bodhisattva. Then Vajrapâni Bodhisattva, in accordance with 
the method he learned from the Buddha, entered into the mahâmandala and 
consecrated (abhisikta, M  1M) the King with vajra-purified water. King 
Vlryadatta thus attained consecration. Thereupon the bhiksusamgha, the 
kshatriya, brahmins, vaishya, shudras and so forth all arrived at the royal palace 
and came before the Bodhisattva, desiring to listen to the Dharma. Giving rise 
to the Spirit of Awakening, they entered the Mahâyâna.306
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This text portrays a clear hierarchy of participants which is, as in the royal court qua 

mandala, articulated via proximity to the center, with the center usurped by the guru, who is 

then served by the king, the most privileged of disciples, who is followed in the hierarchy 

by the monks, and last of all by the laity.

The guru here is depicted as assuming the position of the brahmin,307 the purohita 

or royal preceptor to be precise, and the vajrâcârya in the Nevàri context is understood to 

be exactly that: ^family priests (purohita) for hereditary patrons (jajmant jaym â)^  (Gellner 

1991:161) This synthesis is achieved perhaps even more smoothly than in the Brahmanical 

tradition itself, which, because of its intense concern with purity and pollution, could not 

help but see the assumption of mundane power as a compromise, and thus came to view the 

role of the purohita with ambivalence.308 The nonduaiistic Tantric perspective, however, 

rejects the relevance of the purity-pollution distinction, opening the way for the spiritually 

realized guru to assume power as well as authority.

This allows for the assimilation of the guru to the king. The guru by virtue of his 

cosmic mastery attains power» sakti, a power which, as Marglin has shown, was associated 

with both the feminine and the king, and exists outside of realm of the purity-pollution 

discourse.309 Tantric theory and practice allows the guru to embody power, sakti, but also

307 In the Nevâri context, in which the Buddhists have been constituted as a ^caste^ within the context of 
the larger Hindu society, the Vajrâcârya as a profession has evidently been assimilated with the brahmin, 
serving, in Greenwold's (1974) terms, as a 4,Buddhist brahmin,f. Probably what has most permitted this 
assimilation is the transmission of vajrâcârya status through birth lineage, which is contradistinction to the 
Tibetans, for whom the spiritual lineage only is transmitted. See section 3.4.2.2 below.

301 This ''conundrum'1 has been explored in depth by Heesterman, who has argued that renunciatory 
ideology became the key for the brahmin to maintain his purity while engaged in guarded involvement 
with the world. See Heesterman 1985, p. 43. See also Malamoad 1981, pp. 49 ff.

309 Marglin argued that <(the power of the king, which I have identified with the power o f sakti, is outside 
of the domain of the pure and the impure and is governed by the principle of the auspicious and the 
inauspicious. The king's link to status is through his link to the Brahman which is a 
suboràinate/superordînate one; a link which parallels that of wife to her husband." (1981:179) The king- 
brahmin relationship, however, may not have always been as clear cut as Marglin suggested. Gearly 
Buddhist and Jain sources contend that the Kshatriya is superior to the Brahmin, and ambiguity concerning 
their roles occur as well in Brahmanical sources, such as Brhadâranyaka Upanisad 1.4.11 (trans, in 
Olivelle 1996, p. 16), which claims that the ksatra is the highest power, but that brahman is its origin. 
Interestingly, Mayer, in a 1981 article, both confirms and undermines portions of Marglin*s argument. In 
this article Mayer interviewed a fonner Maharaja, Shahaji Chhatrapati who ruled the state o f Dewas in the 
Malwa region from 1934 until 1949. Shahaji describes a idng as being a "husband** whose tcwife** is the 
gaddi, the dynastic seat whence arises his power (sakti). (1981:141-42) Interestingly« Shahaji also usaw
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opens up the ^highest^ spiritual teachings and technologies to the king, who was excluded

from full education in the Vedas. This is in sharp distinction to the Brahmanical theory of

kingship, in which, as Heesterman pointed out, the

king and brahmin were definitely separated and made into two mutually 
exclusive categories. But this meant that the king^s access to esoteric 
knowledge and the authority based on it was irrevocably cut off... the brahmin, 
though equally in need of the k ing^ favors for his subsistence, was not allowed 
to serve the king and lend him his own authority, but had to keep himself free 
from worldly entanglements and especially from being entangled in the king's 
affairs. Royal power and brahmanic authority were irredeemably divorced. 
(1985:126-27)

The king is not exactly replaced by the guru, however, but becomes, by virtue of his

submission, the disciple par excellence. The vajrâcârya, in the mandala, becomes the king,

receiving the treatment due to a king of kings from the king himself, who is privileged in

receiving greatest access to the figure of the guru. In some Tantric texts the figures of the

king and the guru are assimilated. Indrabhüti himself was included in the list of

mahasiddhast310 without losing his role of king. A later text» the Tattvapradipa, attempts

to resolve this issue by depicting Indrabhüti as an incarnation of Vajrapâni, the vajrâcârya

extraordinäre, and Vajrapâni as a king. The text describes its origin as follows:

The Goddess asked, trWho brought to light and explained this extremely secret 
Tantra?”

The Blessed Lord replied, <4In the north, at the vajrapitha Oddiyana, the king 
called Indrabhüti brought it to light, and explained and clarifiecl it for sentient 
beings.”

The Goddess asked, 4<Hey Blessed Lord, tell me, how many [bodhisattva] 
stages (bhùmi) has this 4Great King Indrabhüti1 mastered?M

The Blessed Lord replied, 'T hat very King is Vajrapâni, concerning whom I 
taught in the Jnänatilaka-tantraräja,311 and he has mastered the tenth stage with

his power as flowing from and legitimised by, not the Brahman at the abhiseka, but rather the ascension of 
the gaddi for the first time and and at later darbârs at which the Brahmans played no part*\ (1981:152)

310 See Dowman 1985, pp. 229-34.

311 The text refers to the Jnànatilaka-yoginïtantrarâja-paramamahâdbhuta^ a Tantra which focuses on 
Vajrapani.
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his Emanation Body (nirmànakâya) as Indrabhüti, and has mastered the 
fourteenth stage with his Intuition Body form (jnänakäya).^xz

The king often appears to be the object of Tantric discourse. For example, the king is the

ideal candidate for initiation in the Cakrasamvara Tantra, as indicated by the fee (daksinà)

required of the candidate. The relevant verses occur in chapter three as follows:

Saluting the mandala for the guru in accordance with the rite, then give to the 
guru, paying the fees spoken by the Tathägata: A hundred thousand gold, and a 
variety of treasures; also one hundred pairs of clothing, and even elephants, 
horses and territory, as well as earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and an excellent 
ring. A golden sacrificial thread, and also one’s wife and daughters, servants 
and maids, or even one’s sister, should be offered bowing. The intelligent one 
should give himself with all of [his] things to the guru, [saying] 
t4Henceforward I am given over to you as a servant.11 Doing thus the ritual 
procedure, [things] are well settled by the adept.313

Descriptions of the daksinà are often quite elaborate, but the inclusion of items such as

elephants, horses and especially territory (rostra) seems to indicate that kings are the ideal

recipients of abhiseka, which should be of no surprise, since the abhiseka is a Buddhist rite

adapted from the ancient Indian consecration rite, the ràjasûyaJ14 The Buddhist adoption

of royal ritual technologies probably began during the period of imperial patronage, i.e.,

from the period extending from the Mauryan and through the Kusâna. Buddhists were in

fact aware of the similarity between their rite of consecration and that used in the royal

consecration ceremony, but they were also aware of the differences.* 313 314 315

3,2 Tattvapradipa-nàma-mahàyoginitantraràja: / lha mos gsol ba / gsang ba chen pofi rgyud *di ni // shes 
pa dang ni bshad pa su // bcom ldan ^ a s  kyis bka' stsal pa / byang phyogs su dpal rdo rje'i gnas au dyan 
du rgyal po indni bhù ti zhes bya bas shes pa dang bshad pa dang / sems can la gsal bar byed do // lha mos 
gsol pa /  kye bcom ldan 'das rgyal po chen po indni bhû ti shes bya ba de sa duvi dbang phyug lags / bkav 
stsol cig /  bcom ldan (das kyis bka* stsal pa / dpal ye shes thig levi rgyud kyi rgyal po las gang ^lig ngas 
bstan pa'i phyag na rdo ijefi rgyal po de nyid indra bhü ti spnil paTi skus sa bcu'i dbang phyug ye shes kyi 
skus sa bcu bzhi'i dbang phyug go / (DK foi. 142b)

313 CST ch. 3 vv. 11- 17: ma^u^alarp gurave pnmipatya yathâ vidhib / 【atas tu gurave dadyât 
tathâgatoktadoksinân niryâtya // suvamasatasahasram rainâni vividhäni ca / vaslrayugma satam coiva gaja 
väji rästam eva ca // karnäbharana katäkam ca knnüiikângurikâms ca samuttamäm // yajnopavita sauvarnam 
svabhâryân duhitâm api /  dosa dòsi bhagnim vâpi pranipatya nivedayet // ätmänam sarvabhâvena nivedayed 
buddhimân guro|} // aàya prabhfti dâso ‘harp samarpUam maya tava /  evam v i d h i s Iqtvâ sädhakena 
suniscitah // See my edition in appendix A below.

314 Concerning the râjasüya ceremony see Heesterman 1957.

315 Subhakarasimha, in his Commentary on the Mahàvairocana Sùtra (T 1796), described the royal 
abhiseka and contrasted it to the Buddhist rite, which empowers one to attain an alternative lineage, Mto 
attain birth in the family of the Tathâgatas and succeed to the throne of the Buddhas**. See Abé 1999, pp. 
135-36.
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The daksinä as described in the Cakrasamvara Tantra definitely evokes the 

mahädäna ceremonies described in Buddhist literature. Asoka is described, in the 

Asokävadäna, as giving away not only his wealth but also, in his words, umy kingship, my 

harem, my state officials, my self, and [my son] Kunâla.n316 At the end of his reign, he 

added his entire kingdom (ràstra) to the list of things he, literally or symbolically, donated 

to the Buddhist community.316 317 Xuan-zang reported that king Harsa Siladitya, in a similar 

mahädäna ceremony, would hand over his i4lion throne^ to a distinguished monk from 

which the latter would preach,318 as did King Viryadatta in the Vajragarbha Tantra 

passage quoted above. King Harsa is also depicted, in a fit of generosity, as giving away 

his personal effects such as necklaces, earrings, bracelets and so forth,319 which perhaps 

might account for the presence of these items in the daksinä list quoted above. Emperor 

Wu of the Liang dynasty, who ruled from 502-549 CE in China, is also depicted as 

donating himself to the Buddhist community several times, after which he was presumably 

ransomed by his ministers, resulting in a massive donation.320

The king appears to be a primary object of Tantric discourse, who can at times 

reclaim his central position. Sometimes the king and the vajrâcârya appear to merge, with 

the king taking the central position within the Tantric mandala as well, following his 

consecration by the guru. Jnänamitra， in his

describes the Vajrâcârya Kuklcura's mandala meditation instructions to King Indrabhüti, 

which evidently involved he and his court acting out an elaborate ritual, rather than the 

usual internalized meditation. The relevant passage cxrcurs as follows:

316 Strong 1983, p. 265.

3,7 See Strong 1983, p. 291.

31* S eeB eall884，b o o k 〖 p.214.

3,9 See Beal 1911, p. 187.

320 See C h^n 1964, pp. 124-25.
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Having received the instructions of Vajrasattva, the king and his retinue were 
commanded to meditate in the manner of the Vajradhätu mandala, with the king 
himself in the center, his four holy queens positioned as his consorts, his four 
ministers positioned as the four clans (kula)y his four daughters positioned as 
the inner goddesses» his four concubines positioned as the outer goddesses, and 
the lesser officers positioned as the four gate keepers and the virtuous 
bodhisattvas. As a result the king thought that he along with his retinue had 
achieved the state of the vidyadhara.321

Such rites evidently were carried out in the courts of actual kings. Tibetan histories and

hagiographies depict the mahäsiddha Padmasambhava as giving consecrations to King

Trisongdetsen (r. 756-797 CE) and his court.322 The ///对〇；7  Dynoy/y (元 史 ）

relates that rites involving a large group of participants were enacted in the court of the

Shun-di Emperor (r. 1333-1367 CE) under the instruction of a Tibetan Master named <4Ka

Lin-chen,\  *Karma Rinchen.323 The Buddhist rite of Abhiseka was also, as Abé has

shown, adapted and incorporated within the Japanese imperial coronation ceremony.324 As

such, there is little doubt that in the East Asian context, Tantric discourse, in Abé's words,

legitimized the emperor^ authority by characterizing him as the ideal Buddhist 
ruler, the cakravartin, while the emperor affirmed the authenticity of the Eight 
Schools of exoteric and esoteric disciplines as the orthodoxy of the state... This 
state of affairs suggests that the symbiosis between emperor and clergy... was in 
fact constructed in the language of Esoteric Buddhism. (1999:384-85)

Tantric discourse was not fixed or productive of only certain cultural forms, be they forms

that are compliant with hegemony, resistant to it, or productive of an alternative hegemonic

ideology. Rather, Tantric discourse appears to have interacted with different cultural

contexts to produce different ‘‘structures of conjuncture”, which Sahlins defines as “a set of

historical relationships that at once reproduce the traditional cultural categories and give

321 The section translated here is part of a longer passage translated in section 6.2.1 below. / rdo tje sems 
dpas lung bstan nas rgyal po 'khor dang bcas pa mams rdo ije dbyings kyi dkyil 4khor Itar sgom du stsal 
te dbus su rgyal po nyid / btsun mo dam pa bzhi yum gyi sar bkod / blon po bzhi rigs bzhi'i sar bkod /  
sras mo mams nang gì lha mo'i sar bkod /  btsun mo phal pa mams phyi*i Iha mo'i sar bkod / blon po phal 
pa mams sgo srung bzhi dang / bskal pa bzang po*i byang chub sems dpa' Itar bkod pa dang / rgyal pos 
bsams pa bdag cag ^ o r  dang bcas pa rig 'dzin gyi gnas su grub pa'i phyir (DT fol. 273b).

322 See Dudjom 1991, p. 516, and Dowman 1984, pp. 21 ff.

323 For a translation of the relevant passage see van Gulik 1961, p. 260. See also van der Kuijp 1991, pp.
305-306, n. 35.

324 See Abé 1999 pp. 359 ff.
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them  new  values out o f  the p rag m atic  con tex t, (1985:125) and w h ich  can  be characterized 

as 4<a  situa tional set of relations, c ry s ta lliz ed  from  the operative cu ltu ra l categories and the 

ac to rs’ in terests .’’325

T he som ew hat d ifferent w ay  in  w hich  T an trie d iscourse w as p u t to use in T ibet will 

be d iscussed  in the following sec tio n . W ith  regard  to India, there seem s little d oub t that 

w hile T an tric  discourse can be u n d e rs to o d  to have constitu ted  a fo rm  o f  resistance to the 

d om inan t vanta ideology, it also  co n s titu te d  an alternative  ideology, one focused  on the 

figure o f  the guru  as a sym bol o f  au th o rity .

T an tric  discourse p rovides a  case  in po in t concern ing  the need  fo r contextualizaüon 

in the s tudy  o f  discourse. T h ro u g h  a  stu d y  o f  texts alone one m igh t g e t the im pression that 

T antric  trad itions were egalitarian . B u t study  o f  the socia l context revea ls  a  som ew hat 

richer p ic tu re. Parry has noted, c o n ce rn in g  the A ghori guru  B aba B h ag v an  R am , that 

egalita rian ism  is a central aspect o f  h is  teaching , and that 4*amongst h is circ le  o f  follow ers 

in ter-caste m arriage is positively  en co u rag ed . But w h at m ight a lso  be  sa id  is that w ithin the 

egalita rian  o rd er which he w ould  h av e  his d iscip les realize, a  positio n  o f  unquestioned  

p riv ilege is nonetheless p reserved  fo r  th e  g u ru .” （1982:98)

T h e  sam e is the case w ith  m o d e m  T ibetan  gu rus (Tib. ^larna'*, bla-ma); w hile 

g iv ing  teach ing  they often stress th e  eq u a lity  o f  all b e in g s insofar as  all, w ithou t exception, 

possess the potential to achieve c o m p le te  aw akening. N onetheless, in  the  T ibe tan  context 

the guru , does receive “unquestio n ed  p riv ileg e” and is the  cen ter fro m  w hich  authority  

em anates, and  around w hich d isc ip les  a re  h ierarch ically  arranged in  a  m andala-like pattern, 

a  p a tte rn  rep licated  w henever a  m a jo r  te ach e r g ives teachings. G urus, th rough  the rite o f  

initia tion, rep licate  around th em selv es  th e  h ierarchy structurally  rep resen ted  by  the m andala. 

O n the o n e  hand , the act o f  p ro s tra tio n  to  the gum , en jo in ed  in the tex ts , estab lishes through 

body  positio n in g  the sim ple h ie ra rch y  o f  gu ru  and d isc ip le  along a  v ertica l axis. T he rite o f 

in itia tion also  replicates the in sid e -o u ts id e  h ierarchy  con tained  in  th e  m andala, w ith

325 Sahlins 1985, p. 125 note i l .
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preferred  o r  c lo se r d isc ip les seated  c lo se r to the gurus, w ith p a trons also gain ing  

p referen tial access. M onks and  nuns are also  m ore closely  cen te red  than the laity, w hich 

repeats the p a tte rn  ind icated  in the Vajragarbha Tantra passage  quoted above. T his seem s 

to be a  T antric  B uddh ist cu ltural pattern  that w as thoroughly  adop ted  in the T ibetan  cultural 

context, and  w h ich  is cu rren tly  being  transferred  to the W est.

In the case o f  consecrations in particular, pow er is at s take, and fo llow ing  

G reenblatt, 44w e m ay  add  that the po w er o f  w hich w e are speak ing  is in effect an allocation 

m ethod  -  a  w ay o f  d istribu ting  resources to som e and deny ing  them  to o thers, critical 

resources ... tha t p ro long  life, or, in their absence, ex tingu ish  it.n (1981:51) In T antric 

d iscourse, the gu ru  is estab lished  as a  locus o f  pow er in ex ac tly  this sense, a  recip ien t o f  

resources w ho in tu rn  becom es the nexus w hence they are red istribu ted .

T h at T an tric  d iscourse in Ind ia  functioned as an  a lternative  ideology, seeking to

construct an a lternative  locus o f  pow er and authority  cen tering  on  the gum , w ho m ay at

tim es have been c losely  associated  o r even  identical w ith the k ing. T he legacy o f  this

ideology in Ind ia  appears to have been  active no t only  in the A ghoris, bu t also in another

historical group, the K artâbhajâs, a  sec t founded in B engal d u rin g  the late eighteenth

century  by Ä ulcand . A ccord ing  to U rban, they adopted  a  s im ila r strategy that T antric

practitioners ap p ear to have adop ted  vis-à-vis m ainstream  society :

In the ir stra teg ic  attem pt to forge a new  tradition, occupy ing  a  unique and  
m arg inal status in scx:iety, the K artâbhajâs developed  a  rem arkab le  kind o f  
4Jan u s-faced , a ttitude o r doub le-norm . T he  K artâbhajâ  in itia te  is en jo ined  to 
lead a  4doub le  l i f e \  on the one  hand  m ain tain ing  a  perfectly  o rthodox and 
acceptable iden tity  in the m ainstream  social o rd er and  caste  system , w hile on the 
o ther hand, cu ltivating  a  secre t inner self, w hich  is rad ically  au tonom ous, 
sp iritually  p o w erfu l and free from  all scx ial norm s. (U rban  1996:19)

T he K artâbhajâs, in fact, em ployed  the n igh t and  day im agery  found  in bo th  H indu  and

B uddh ist T an tras, as d iscussed  above  in  section  3.2.2.1 above. S uch  a  passage occurs in

M is ra ^  Bhäver Gita Vyäkhyäfj i  com m entary  on  a  K artâbhajâ  scrip tu re , as fo llow s:

T he S ahaja  rem ains like one  b lin d  in  daylight, his eyes o p en ed  in  the n ig h t ..  In 
the day tim e he  has to do  conven tional things, to  observe th e  ru les o f  caste  and  
pay respec t to the  M allik , the M issionary  and the  B rah m an… he becom es the
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true m an a t n ig h t in the secret societies... T h ere  they pay no heed  to the  ru les o f  
caste  and socia l re la tions.326 327

O ne w o u ld  be m istaken , how ever, i f  one in terp reted  this strategy  as a  m u tin g  o f  social 

critic ism . As is a lso  the  case in the T antras how ever, this doub le-life  rh e to ric  is undercut 

by egalitarian  rhe to ric  elsew here, m aking it c lear that this is only a  strategy  and not an ideal. 

T he Bhâver Gita c la im s that "there is no d iv ision  betw een  hum an beings... the infinite 

form s in every  land, all the activities o f  hum an beings... all th ings sub sis t w ith in  Sahaja, in 

the true S e lf  n a tu re /1327 T he  ^secret life* rhetoric d id  not p rotect the K artâbhajâs from  attack 

by o rthodox B rahm in  critics, w ho took issue no t on ly  w ith the ir 44secre tM life, bu t also their 

flouting o f  caste ru les at public festivals, at w hich  in ter-caste com m ensality  w as openly 

practiced.328

T h e K artâbhajâs likew ise had their ow n political agenda, and like the T antrikas they 

w ere a  guru-cen tric  group . T his agenda w as articu la ted  during the m id- to la te-nineteenth 

century  in the form ation  o f large econom ic esta tes controlled  by the m o st im portan t gurus, 

particularly  in the destab ilized  district o f  N adia, a  region w racked  w ith  rev o lt during the 

m id-n ineteen th  cen tu ry .329

T antric  d iscourse , both  in theory and  practice , does no t take a  fixed  ideological 

stance, b u t con tains a  num ber o f  tendencies. Its resistance to  the vû/7zû- ideo logy  can 

probably  be traced  b ack  both  to trends in early  B uddhism  and d issen tin g  g roups in general, 

w hich by  virtue o f  th e ir lim inal status in Indian scx:iety w ere inclined  to w ard  a  critical 

perspective. T h e  assim ila tion  o f  the guru  to the k ing , in the B uddhist co n tex t at least, is 

understandab le in  lig h t o f  the B uddhist dependence on royal patronage. T h e  guru  m odel o f

326 op. cit. Urban 1996, p. 19.

327 op. cit. Urban 1996, p. 17.

m  See Urban 1996, p. 18.

329 See Urban 1996, pp. 29-30.
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authority» how ever, w as by  no m eans limited to B u d d h ism , so in the next section  it w ill be 

exp lo red  fro m  the  perspective  o f  an  alternative m o d e l o f  th e  transm ission  o f  au thority .

33.3.2 Lineage and the Transmission of Alternative Models of Authority

T h e im portance  p laced  on gurus, or, in o th e r w o rd s , on  a  lineage through w h ich  the

teachings are transm itted , a  parampara, appears to h a v e  b een  a  p art o f  a  larger tren d  during

the perio d  w hen  T an tric  trad itions enter, so to speak , th e  h isto rical scene. T his pericxi is the

early  m edieval period, w hich , according to Gold,

w as sig n aled  by  the  dow nfall o f  H arsa 's k in g d o m  in  th e  m iddle o f  the seven th  
cen tu ry  and  the subsequen t disappearance o f  la rg e -sca le  Indian em pire. P o litica l 
p o w er becam e w idely  d iffused , in the hands o f  feu d a l po ten ta tes w ho fought 
incessan tly  and w ere liable to fall. The new  p o litica l s tructu res that em erged -  
som etim es sty led  44feudalM -  no doubt contributed to  the  popu lar acceptance o f  
ho ly  m en as bases o f  faith  that had flourished d u rin g  th e  period: if  political p o w er 
is v isib le  and c lose  at hand, dem anding loyalty  to  ind iv iduals, then w hy not 
sp iritual pow er, too? C ross cu ltu ral com parisons s e e m  to con firm  the p ow er o f  
this socio -re lig ious logic, for throughout the h is to ry  o f  relig ions the  em ergence o f  
a  d ecen tra lized  po litical s tructure seems to go h an d  in  h and  w ith  the efflo rescence 
o f  ho ly  m en  as bases o f  faith  fo r large num ber o f  p eo p le . (1988 :39)

T he issue o f  w hether o r  no t early  m edieval India can  b e  ju s tly  labeled  “ feudal” a s id e ,330 the

relatively  decen tralized  political structure o f early m ed iev a l Ind ia  m ay have been a  facto r in

the dev elo p m en t and pro lifera tion  o f  alternative lcx:i o f  au tho rity , w hich  charism atic  figures

such  as the siddhas ap p ear to have em bodied.

T h ere  are  several o f  w hat m ight be called “a lte rn a tiv e” m odes o f  change d u ring  the 

early  m edieval period  that m ight help  to account fo r th is  d ev elo p m en t in Indian re lig ious

330 Both sides of this issue are argued in the (1995) collection of essays edited by Kulke, as well as some 
alternative models, such as Stein*s theory of the South Indian <4segmentary state0. There does appear to be 
some basis for the comparison of early medieval India and Europe« but the basis does not appear to me to 
be so great as to permit the wholesale importation of the European model into the Indian context. I tend to 
agree with Chattopadhyaya, who argued Üiat Mlhe historiography on the transition to what is considered the 
feudal phase has t^en ever-shifting and essentially dependent on the directions of European Ustorio尽 apby; 
it therefore suffers from internal inconsistencies. Unless this historiography reconciles itself to certain 
empirically validated major societal processes in Indian history, the current construct of Indian feudalism 
will continue with its Eurocentric orientation, from a persistent refusal to consider alternative modes of 
changed (1994:36-37)
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h isto ry . T h e  first concerns th e  eco n o m ic  changes. A xchaeological evidence has show n that

beg in n in g  in G upta tim es a n d  con tinu ing  beyond it, there w as a  genera l decline in trade and

m onetary  econom y, in d ica ted  by  an increasing  paucity  in coinage, and  a decline in N orth

Ind ian  urban centers.331 T h is  clearly  had  a pow erfu l effect on B uddhism , w hich had  long

b een  associated w ith u rban  cen ters  and the patronage o f  the m erch an t class in particular.

H eitzm an  has shown th a t th e re  w as ä  trem endous g row th  in B u d d h ist m onastic institu tions

fro m  about 300 B C E to 3 0 0  C E , and tha t these sites w ere genera lly  legated in  the vicin ity  o f

u rb an  areas or along the tra d e  rou tes tha t connected  them . (1984 :124) This grow th  w as tied

to th e  patronage received fro m  urban  com m unities in  general, w h ich  w ere in turn m ade

p o ssib le  through the p ro cess  o f  s tate  form ation . T h e  first spurt in grow th , starting  in 300

B C E , w as in the m iddle G an g e tic  basin , the heartland  o f  the M aury  an  dynasty. A t the

b eg in n in g  o f  the com m on  e ra , there  w as a  s ign ifican t rise in m onastic  and urban

d ev e lo p m en t in N orthw est Ind ia , associa ted  w ith  the  K usanas, an d  C entral India, associa ted

w ith  the Sâtavâhana and rk svâkus. W ith  the fall o f  the these d y nasties around 300 BC E

m an y  o f  these sites w ere su b seq u en tly  deserted , perhaps as a  consequence o f  a decline in

trad e  and patronage.332 H eitzm an  concluded  that

from  one standpoint, B u d d h is t d iffu sion  w as c losely  d ep en d en t on the patronage 
o f  urban  elites; B u d dh ist m onastic ism  appears as an  appendage to centralized 
organizations in the ea rly  h isto rical period. O n the o ther hand , the sim ultaneous 
sp read  o f  religious estab lish m en ts  alongside po litica l and m ercan tile  organizations 
suggests the necessity  fo r  the  sym bo lic  o rdering  perfo rm ed  by  B uddhism  in the 
successfu l operation o f  e a rly  S ou th  A sian  u rb an  institu tions. (1984:133)

K osam bi has suggested th a t th e  B uddh ist m onasteries served  as a  civ iliz ing  in fluence,333

an d  that the m onasteries lo ca ted  along the trade routes m ay have p layed  an im portant

eco n o m ic  role in this trade .334 W ith  the decline o f  these urban cen ters  and trade circuits,

331 See Chattopadhyaya 1994, pp. 130 ff.

332 See Heitzman pp. 131-32.

533 See Kosambi 1955b, p. 229.

334 See Kosambi 1965 pp. 182-85.
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there w as a  co rresp o n d in g  dec line  in the fortunes o f  B u ddh ist m onastic ism  in general, as 

w as no ted  by  X u an -zan g  in h is travels during the m id -seven th  cen tu ry .335 K ulke and  

R otherm und have  argued  th a t fo llow ing the death  o f  H arsa Indian polity  w as politically  

d iv ided  into co m p etin g  reg ional cen ters,336 and that this p rocess w as accelera ted  by the tw in 

factors o f  decline  in  trade and  the cash  econom y. T h ey  w rote that 4<the recession  in 

in ternational trade and reduced  circulation o f  co ins m ade it necessary  for o fficers  o f  to  be 

paid  by  the a ss ig n m en t o f  the  revenue o f  som e v illages o r  o f  w hole d istric ts w hich  they 

held as p re b e n d s / ' (1986 :122) T hese  landed o ffice rs  w ere  called  sämanta, and  there w ere 

actually  d iffe ren t g rades, i.e .t mahàsâmanta, adhisämanta, etc., depend ing  on  how  m any 

villages they con tro lled .337 T h e  co u rt o f  a king, h is  mandala, w as also  k n o w n  as a 

sämantacakra, fo r they sämanta sub ject to a k ing  w ere  supposed  to  ap p ea r a t his court.

The p rob lem  is tha t this trend  tended  tow ard fragm entation , a p rocess K ulke and 

R otherm und call usam an tisa tionn, w hich is caused  by the fact that each sämanta w as a 

potential rival, each  o f  w hom  m ight aspire to sh ifting  the balance pow er in o rd er to  position  

h im se lf at the cen te r  o f  a  sâmantacakra articulated  around  h im self.338

T hese  p o litica l developm en ts no doubt had  relig ious consequences as w ell.

A m stu tz has a rg u ed  tha t the bhakn m ovem ents w ere  m uch  better suited to  the  increasingly  

decentralized  Ind ian  polities o f  this tim e period, and, by contrast, ^B uddh ism  had  no m eans 

o f  respond ing  to  la te r p rem o d em  Indian society ’s inc reasing  need for social au thority  and 

caste articu la tion  w h ich  w as as effectively  syn thetic  as bhak ti.,> H e qualifies this claim , 

how ever, w ith  th e  reco g n itio n  tha t “B uddhism ’s s tro n g est gam bit w as the  tan tric  guru- 

based  trad itions” . （1998:85)

335 See Beal 1884, 1911.

336 See Kulke and Rothermund 1986, pp. 105 ff.

337 See Inden 1981, p. 112.

338 See Kulke and Rothermund 1986, pp. 122-23.
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C hatto p ad h y ay a  has suggested  th a t during the early  m edieval period , political 

au thority  w as particu larly  articu la ted  th rough  the rhetoric  o f  lineage, and  th a t this m odel 

em erges m o st no ticeably  in the seven th  century .339 T h e  sta tem ent o f  genea logy , regardless 

o f  w h e th er ‘tru e ’ o r  ‘fab rica ted ， ， can  be  seen as a  creative affirm ation , a  p lacem en t o f o n e’s 

se lf  v is-à-v is trad ition . It is a lso  a  double-v isioned  em placem ent, o n e  that sim ultaneously  

places one in re la tion  to  b o th  the transcenden t and the m undane w orlds, to *true reality1, 

how ever conceived , and  its local m anifestations in the socia l realm . W hite  argued  that 

%tth rough  the ir system atic  genealogies, the tantrikas at once located them selves w ithin a 

cosm ic chain  o f  being  and  w ith in  a  netw ork  o f  socio relig ious institu tions.” （1996a:79).

A nd  to a certa in  ex ten t trad itions are them selves a  p roduct o f  such verbal acts, o f  a 

successfu l assertion  o f  lineage, one w hich  has been se r ia lly  accep ted  and  adorned  with the 

resulting in tellectual and m aterial accoutrem ents.

T h e  lineage-m odel also  seem s to  proliferate in decen tralized  po litical situations, for 

lineage by its very  nature is a  m odel fo r the organization o f  rela tively  sm all groups, at the 

level o f  the c lan  (kula)t so  its com ing  to  the fore m ay su g g est the b reak d o w n  o f  larger, 

cen tra lized  au thority . T h e  developm en t o f  lineage-centered relig ious trad itions in early 

m edieval In d ia  m ay have been  a resu lt o f  that p eriod 's  political decentralization . Likewise, 

the rap id  pro lifera tion  o f  these  traditions in T ibet m ay hav e  been a ided  by T ib e t’s political 

decentralization.

B u ddh ist T an tric  trad itions are transm itted  no t so  m uch os a  p a rt o f  a  m onastic 

cu rricu lum , b u t as a  lineage im parted  by  a  vajrâcârya w ho  em bodies it; these  lineages are 

no t necessarily  restric ted  to  any  sectarian  o r institutional basis. T h is  had  th e  v irtue o f being 

a  decen tra lized  m ode o f  transm ission , no t requiring the p resence o f  a  s izab le  m onastic

339 Chattopadhyaya noted that ^inscriptions from the seventh century alone, from differing regions of India, 
begin to produce elaborate genealogies, either aligning the alleged local roots of ruling lineages with a 
m^hical tradition or by tracing their descent from mythical heroic lineages. The emergence of genealogy 
has been taken as a shift from *yajna to vamsa\ indicating a change in the nature of kingship, but in the 
totality of its geographical distribution， the genealogical evidence has a more significant implication: the 
proliferation of actual ruling lineages defining the domain of political power.'* (1994:204-5) This 
observation has also been made by Sircar, who describes out in great detail a number of the lineage claims 
made during this period. See Sircar 1983, pp. 73-94.
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com m unity. In the c a se  o f  T an tric  B uddhism , there w ere  in fac t m ultip le  lineages, w hich

evidently led to  the fo rm atio n  o f  a  decentralized  co m m u n ity  w h ile  im parting, as G o ld  noted,

“som e obvious co h e re n ce  to  the larger com m unity” . （1987:197)

In the Ind ian  c o n te x t there w ere in  fact tw o types o f  lineage descents recogn ized , the

spiritual and the b io lo g ica l, the unâd paramparà an d  bindu paramparà: successio n

through the sound (nâd) o f  mantra and  succession  th ro u g h  p h y sica l seed; sp iritu a l and

biological lineage.^ (G o ld  1987:48) In co n trad istinc tion  to the b rahm ins, w ho saw  the

transm ission o f  th e ir au th o rity  as occurring  solely th ro u g h  b io log ical channels, the

Buddhists from  the v e ry  sta rt sought to crea te  an a lte rn a tiv e  lineage. As R einders argued,

the m onk 's d isen g ag em en t from  the fam ily  w as sim u ltan eo u s to  h is p lacem ent 
in a new p seu d o -fam ily , in a  pseudo-genetic  vertica l lineage w ith  ancestors, 
patriarchs, and s ib lin g -lik e  generations o f  d iscip les. T h is  d istinction  involves 
time differences an d  transm ission  th rough  a lineage. (1997 :257)

Tantric initiation lik ew ise  en ta iled  o n e 's  en try  into an  alternative com m unity , a kula or clan

based not on genetic  d e sc e n t bu t rather sp iritual inc lination , h ierarch ically  ranked  vis-à-vis

the guru who serves as o n e ’s father, the  sou rce  o f  th e  sp iritua l “ seed ” transm itted  to  one

during the process o f  in itia tio n  and subsequen t instruc tion  co n cern in g  the details  o f  the

theory and practice o f  th e  tradition.

This process o f  transm ission  cam e to be rep resen ted  using  the  sym bols an d

substances o f b io lo g ica l transm ission  in  the  rites o f  in itia tion  in  the anuttarayogatantra

traditions, as w as d isc u sse d  in section 2 3 .2 .2  above. T h is  use  o f  b io log ica l im agery  and

m aterials to construct an  alternative com m unity  and  rep resen t the transm ission  o f  authority

therein is perhaps q u ite  understandab le . W eb er no ted  tha t ch arism a  could  be co nce ived  as

an entity transm issib le  in  certa in  ritual contex ts, as fo llow s:

charism a m ay b e  tran sm itted  by  ritua l m eans from  o n e  b eare r to  ano ther o r m ay  
be created in  a  n ew  p erso n . T he co n cep t was o rig in a lly  m agical. It involves a  
dissociation o f  c h a rism a  from  a particu la r ind iv idual, m ak in g  it an  objective, 
transferable en tity . In  particular, it m ay  becom e th e  ch arism a o f  office. In th is 
case the b e lie f in  leg itim acy  is no lo n g er d irected  to  the ind iv idual, bu t to the 
acquired qualities a n d  to  the effectiveness o f th e  ritu a l acts. T h e  m ost im portan t 
exam ple is the tran sm issio n  o f  p riestly  charism a b y  ano in ting , consecration , o r  
the laying on  o f  h an d s . (1968:57)
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S em en and  b lood , particularly  m enstrual b lood, are clearly  w hat could  be called, follow ing 

M arrio tt， “ coded  substances” ， substances w hich  are both transm issib le  and  potentially  

transform ative . M arrio tt argues th a t

p e rso n s-s in g le  ac to rs-a re  no t though t in S ou th  A sia to be “ in d iv idual,” that is, 
ind iv isib le , bounded  units, as they are in m uch  o f W estern  socia l and  
psycho log ica l theory  as w ell as in com m on sense. Instead, it appears that 
persons are generally  though t by  South  A sians to be “d iv id u al” o r d iv isib le. T o  
exist, d iv idual persons abso rb  heterogeneous m aterial in fluences. T h ey  m ust 
also  g ive o u t from  them selves partic les o f  the ir ow n codes su b stan ces-essen ces , 
residues, o r  o ther active in fluences- that m ay then reproduce in others som eth ing  
o f  the natu re o f  the persons in  w hom  they have orig inated . (1976: 111)

T his concep t o f  personhood appears to be active in the T an  trie contex t, w here the

transm ission  o f  these substances in initiation m ay have been conce ived  to do m ore than ju s t

symbolize the en try  o f the d iscip le  into the va jrâcàrya 's  lineage, b u t to actually  have effected

a transfo rm ation  in the a d e p t i  person . T his has in fact been arg u ed  by Ray, who* quoting

M us, w ro te  that

“ in an c ien t India^ one does n o t inherit from  o n e ’s father, o n e  inherits  o n e ’s 
father. O ne inherits his p e rso n .M W hat app lies betw een  fa th e r and  son  holds 
equally  fo r m aster and d iscip le . M us continues, 4T o  say tha t the d isc ip les o f  the 
B uddha are the inheritors o f  th e  dharma, and  to  attribute to th e  B ud d h a  a 
dharmakäyay a  body o f  dharma, is one and  the sam e a ffirm ation . T h is  
affirm ation  [derives from ]....the desire to specify  the re la tionsh ip  w h ich  the 
d isc ip les h av e  w ith  h im ....T h is has to do  w ith  an  identity  o f  persons/* M us then 
rem arks on the  functional ch arac te r o f  this notion: 'T h is  is n o t an on to logy , it is 
a  theory  o f  tran sm issio n "..F o r to  initiate a  d isc ip le  is to  en g en d er h im ， and to 
en g en d er is to  transm it o n e ’s perso n .”340

In the T ib e tan  cultural contex t th is notion o f  lineage is quite in fluential. H ow ever, the 

T ibetans do n o t appear to have had  a  notion o f  t4coded  substances1' tha t exac tly  corresponds 

to the Indian, w h ich  m ay accoun t fo r  the fact that T ibetans w ere co n ten t to  sym bolize this 

p rocess o f  transm ission , rep lacing  the h ighly  charged  genera tive  substances, sem en  and 

b lood , w ith  n eu tra l substances su ch  as cu rd s .341

T his transform ation  w as possib ly  also  re la ted  to factors specific  to  the T ibetan  

cu ltural and  po litica l contex t into w h ich  these ritual technologies w ere  transm itted  beg inaing

540 Ray 1994:61, quoting from Mus 1935, p. 124.

341 See section 2 3 .2 2  above.
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in the tenth cen tu ry . L ineage w as an ex trem ely  im portan t concep t in T ibet a t that tim e; 

follow ing the fall o f  the T ib e tan  em pire in  the w ake o f  the assassination o f  K ing gL ang 

D ar-m a in 841 C E , T ibe t had d iv ided  into a  large num ber o f  w hat W ylie (1964) has term ed 

“local hegem ons’’，342 typ ically  pow erful d a n s  w ho traced their lineage back  e ither to the 

royal or the p ow erfu l m in isterial clans o f  the  im perial period  w ho dom inated  relatively  

sm all regions o f  T ib e t

B eg inn ing  in the ten th  century , T ibetans resum ed  travel to India and  N epal fo r the 

purpose o f acqu iring  sp iritual lineages. U ndoubted ly , m ost w ere m otivated  by a sincere 

desire to acqu ire  teachings no t ye t available in T ibet, and  to jo u rn ey  to the source, so  to 

speak, o f  the  buddhadharma. E vidently  la rge  quantities o f  go ld  w ere needed  in o rd er to 

pay the daksinâ and  receive the com plete  transm ission  o f  the teachings o f  a tradition.

M arpa, for exam ple , is dep ic ted  in his b iography  as traveling to India w ith a  relatively  sm all 

am ount o f  go ld . O n the w ay he m et a  fe llow  T ibetan  traveler, N yo, and telling  him  he did  

no t have m uch  gold , N yö  rep lied , tlY ou c a n 't  go  anyw here  like that. If you  go  to  Ind ia  

w ithout lots o f  go ld , search ing  fo r dharm a w ill be  like try ing  to  drink w ater from  an em pty  

gourd.” （T ru n g p a  1982:9) L ater in N epal he  m et and  rece ived  teachings from  tw o N evâri 

discip les o f  N âro p a ， w ho  to ld  h im : “S ince you  d o n ’t have m uch gold, you shou ld  go  to the 

p a t i t a  L ord  N âropa. H e is the  on ly  guru  w ho  w ill teach  you  w ithout dem anding  go ld .” 

(T rungpa 1982:11)

M arpa  d id  in  fact b ring  a  sign ifican t quantity  o f  gold, evidently  expecting  that this 

investm ent w o u ld  pay  off; a fte r h is first jo u rn e y  to Ind ia ， he returned to T ib e t and  gathered  

m ore gold  b y  serv ing  as a  guru  h im self, an d  re tu rn ed  to Ind ia  once again  to gain  m ore 

teachings. O n ce  b o th  he  and  a  K ashm iri nam ed Ä karasiddh i rece ived  from  N äro p a  

the com plete  transm ission  o f  the  Guhyasamäja. A fte r rece iv in g  the teachings, Ä karasiddh i 

announced tha t h e  w as leaving on a p ilg rim age to M ount W u Tai in C hina v ia  T ibet.

342 For a summary of the political events leading up to and following gLang Dar-ma*s 
Beckwith 1987 pp. 168 ff.

assassination see
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H earing  th is, M arpa is sup p o sed  to have thought, uA fter this learned  p an d ita  goes th rough  

T ibet, it m ay  be that few er peop le  w ill request the Guhyasamäja and o th e r teachings from  

m e.” (T rungpa  1982:64)

E vidently , successfu l vajräcäryas, upon their return  to  T ibet, w ere  figures o f  g reat

au thority  w ho, like M arpa, w ere able to am ass sign ifican t ho ld ings o f  property  and o th e r

form s o f  w ealth .343 O ther successfu l p ilgrim s w ere m onks, bu t they  too  tended  to b eco m e

associated  w ith  the local hegem onic  rulers, w ho served as their patrons. A s W ylie  no ted .

T he e v e r increasing in fluence o f  B uddhism  over the people w as n o t ignored by 
the local rulers. T hose w ho w ere able to survive the ex trem e fluctuations o f  
p o w er inherent in the anarch istic  society  sought p restige and  loyalty  e ither by 
w earin g  m onastic robes them selves o r supporting  those  w ho  d id . P erhaps the 
m o st illustrious o f  the  fo rm er group  w as the 4K hon D ko n -m ch o g -rg y al-p o  
(fo u n d er o f  the S a-skya sect), w ho traced his ancestry  to 4K hon D pal-po -chem  
a Nang-blon (Internal M inister) o f  K ing K hri-srong-lde-b tsan . T h e  la tter g roup  
b o asted  such im portant fam ilies as the M gar, w ho w ere associated  w ith  the 
T sh al-p a , and the R lang, w hose secu lar m em bers held  tem poral p o w er w hile the 
clerics passed the m onastic  heritage o f  the Phag-m o-gru  dow n  from  uncle to 
n ep h ew . (1964:280-81)

Evidently , in the decentralized, fragm ented  political w orld  o f  ten th  th rough  th irteen th  

century  T ib e t,344 there w ere  num erous patrons w ho sough t to increase  th e ir p restige  b y  

founding  an d  supporting re lig ious institu tions, and there w ere  a lso  num erous T ib e tan s, and 

som e Ind ians as well, w ho w ere w illing  to receive this patronage.

T h ese  early patrons o ften  attem pted  to com bine the secu lar and sp iritual lineages 

w ithin th e ir clans, no doub t to b o ls te r their authority , if  no t the ir pow er. A  fam ous exam ple  

o f  this phenom enon  is th e  S a-sk y a  sch o o F s form ation  from  w ith in  the 4K hon fam ily  o f  

gT sang, w ho  them selves 4tc la im ed  genealogies stretching back  to  the tim es o f the early  

kings and  to  m ountain-god an cesto rs,n (Sam uel 1993:460) the m a jo r sources o f  

leg itim ation  during the im peria l and  post-im perial periods. C assinelli an d  E kvall a rgued  

that uthe h istory  o f the S a  sK y a  is in effect the h istory  o f  the cK honn (1969:6-7), b u t this is 

bu t one s id e  o f  the story, fo r w h ile  one  can  trace the lineage o f  the S a-sk y a  K hri ch en s back

343 Concerning Marpa*s position as a local hegemon in Tibet see Wylie 1964, pp. 281 ff.

^  Concerning the decentralized political structure of the period see Samuel 1982.
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th rough the 4K hon fam ily  lineage into the hoary realm  o f  T ib e tan  legend, one co u ld  also  

trace th e ir sp iritual lineage back  to  the M ahäsiddhas o f  Ind ia . F o r the Sa-skyas co m b in e  

w ith in  o n e  d escen t g roup  both  types o f  lineage» the royal an d  the spiritual.

L in eag e  cla im s thus can  have trem endous p o w er a n d  consequences, w h ich  are  not 

dep en d en t upon  the verity  o f  those  claim s, w hich requ ire  o n ly  a  certain am ount o f  

verisim ilitude. A nd the ir p o w er can  be subtle. T h a t it w as S ak y a  Pandita Kun-dga* rG yal- 

m tshan  w ho G odan , second  son o f  Ö gödei Khan, su m m o n ed  in 1244 to instruct h im  in 

B uddh ism , ra ther than any o ther T ibetan  lama, show s th a t the  position o f au thority  in w hich 

his lineage p laced  h im  w as taken seriously, either accep ted  o r  contested, by a sign ifican t 

n u m b er o f  T ib e tan s.345 A nd it w as his high standing am o n g  T ibetans that in te rested  the 

M ongols, fo r w h o m  the subtle details o f  authenticity w ere  p robab ly  irrelevant.346

In teresting ly , Sa-skya Pandita, in a letter to the T ib e tan s  following his m eeting  w ith 

G odan  K han, articu la ted  his new ly  forged relationship w ith  th e  M ongolian leader as that 

betw een  w h at has usually  been  term ed a “priest” and a  “p a tro n ’’.347 The term s he  used, 

how ever, ind icate  tha t he conceived  o f  their relationship in term s o f  the gwrw-centric 

ideo logy  o f  the T an tras. ^Priest^ is a  loose translation oiyon-gnas (Skt. daksiniya), i.e., the 

rec ip ien t o f  the daksinä o r fee to be  given at Tan trie in itia tion . T he upatronM is the one w ho 

bestow s this fee in exchange for instruction, the yon-bdag (S k t. dânapati o r 

^âaksinâpati).348 H ere patronage took  on institutional fo rm s as w ell; not only d id  G odan  

bu ild  B u ddh ist m onasteries at his capital near L an-zhou ,349 b u t from  am ong his S a -sk y a

345 According to Rerikh, before summoning Sa-skya Pandita to the Mongol court in Lan-zhou, Godan 
dispatched reconnaissance troops under the command of Dorda-darkhan into Tibet to access the state of the 
country. His conclusion that Sa-skya Monastery was of greatest influence. His report led to Godan *s 
invititation to Sa-skya Pandita. See Rerikh 1973, pp.43-45.

346 See Petech, who stresses regarding Sakya Pandita that 4lihe Tibetans had not elected or conferred a 
mandate on him. The Mongols simply wanted an influenûal monk to employ for their own purposes in 
Tibet.” （1983:180,1)

W7 See Ruegg 1991, p. 443. This letter is translated in Tucci 1949, p. 10.

348 Concerning the translation of these terms see Ruegg 1991, pp. 446-47.

349 See Rerikh 1973, p. 46.
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successors w ere  appointed the Im peria l P receptors (帝 師 ) w h o  played an im p o rtan t role in 

the M ongol adm in istration  o f  T ib e t.350

It has b een  argued above tha t hostility  betw een  T an tric  groups was a  re su lt o f  

institu tionalization, w hich tends to lead  to rivalry  over th e  lim ited  resources o f  patronage. 

This is a lso  b o m  o u t in the case o f  T ib e t, w here  the fo rm ation  o f  com peting sec ts  w as not a 

product o f  the p resence o f spiritual lineages per se. bu t ra th e r  the association o f  actual 

vajrâcàryas, w h o  typically held m any  lineages bu t d id  n o t m onopolize any o f  them , w ith 

distinct reg io n a l pow ers; sects arose from  the concen tra tion  o f  patronage and th u s resources 

around these figu res, and from  the d evelopm en t o f  institu tions to m aintain and  p ro tec t not 

only the lineages, w hich were typ ically  availab le  in o ther reg ions as well, bu t the  resources 

assem bled a ro u n d  them . W ylie no ted  that during  this p e rio d  o f  the 14local h eg em o n s '', 

which lasted u n til the M ongols cam e on to  the scene, the arch itectu ral difference betw een  

m onasteries an d  fortresses w ere m in im a l,351 suggesting th a t the new ly develop ing  religious 

institutions w ere  overlaid  upon o ld e r patterns o f  reg ional rivalries. Not only d id  they  not 

suppress these rivalries, but they m ay  have been mcxies o f  th e ir m anifestation, as the local 

hegem ons tu rn ed  to  religion as a mcxie o f  com petition ..

T his p a tte rn  o f  the alliance o f  vajrâcâryas w ith reg io n a l powers, w ith the  fo rm er 

legitim izing the la tter and the latter patron izing  the form er, is a natural if not inev itab le  

consequence o f  the  guru-centricity  o f  T an tric  discourse. T h e  fact that, as in the case  o f the 

Sa-skya, the sp iritu a l and royal lineages w ere  m erged is a lso  perhaps understandab le given 

the am biguity  b e tw een  the figures o f  the guru  and the k ing  in  T antric discourse. T h ere  are, 

however, o th e r  po ssib le  outcom es o f  th e  T an tric  ideo logy , an o th er o f  w hich is ex h ib ited  in 

Tibet.

T h e  a llian ce  o f  spiritual lineages w ith  royal lineages w as not w ithout p rob lem s.

The S a-skya su ffe red  the usual p ro b lem  o f  succession  cau se d  b y  m ultiple, co m p etin g  * 151

350 See Petech 1990b.

151 See Wylie 1964, p. 281.
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branches o f  the  descent group, conflic t betw een  w hom  con tribu ted  to  th e ir d o w n fa ll352 It

m ay be tha t th e  o ther schools adopted  the  reincarnation m ethod  o f  succession  to avoid the

usurpation  o f  spiritual lineages by the nobility . T ibetans w ere n o t u n aw are  o f  this fact. T he

T ibe tan  “m adm an-sain t” , gT sang-sm yon  H eruka (1452-1505 C E )， w ho  lived during the

tu rbu len t y ears  follow ing the dow nfall o f  Sa-skya-M ongol hegem ony  in T ibet, authored

tw o o f  the b es t know n Tibetan hagiographies, that o f  M arpa and his d isc ip le  M ilarepa.

T hese  tw o  figures, a spiritual father and  son, together w ere the founders o f  the spiritual

trad itions th a t la te r developed into the fo u r m ajor b K a’-b rgyud  schoo ls. In these

b io g rap h ies ,353 gT sang-sm yon depicts M arpa, w ho w as a m arried  laym an , as hoping to

pass on his sp iritual and m aterial heritage  to  his son, bu t h is hopes are  crushed  w hen his

son dies, an d  his biological lineage extinguished. H is spiritual lineage, how ever, lives on

th rough  his d isc ip le  M ilarepa, w ho is unm arried  and  devoid  o f  liv in g  rela tives. T hrough

M ilarepa, how ev er, M arpa's sp iritual lineage flourishes, and ends up  being  transm itted

th roughou t T ib e t and beyond. In these  texts, As Paul has po in ted  out,

b io log ical reproduction is d en ig ra ted ， and asexual reproduction  th rough  teaching 
is held  u p  as the higher value. T h e  trium ph o f M ilarepa, and o f  B uddh ism  in 
general, is nothing less than  the trium ph  o f culture o v er nature; an d  M ila rep aTs 
ow n  su ccessio n , which sh ifts from  succession  th rough sexuality  to  succession  
through transm itted  sym bolic code, is illustratìve o f  ju s t that cu ltu ra l turning 
point, w hen  the saint supersedes the hero  as the ideal cu ltu ral type . (1982:240)

T his “triu m p h ” m anifested in a social institu tion unique to T ib e t， w h ich  is the transm ission

o f  institu tional and  spiritual authority  v ia  reincarnation rather than by  b io logical progeniture.

T h is  m o d e o f  transm ission is firs t know n to have o ccu rred  am o n g  the K arm apa, the 

heads o f  th e  K arm a  bK a^b rg y u d  p a  schoo l. T he first K arm apa to  h av e  been  so  identified  

w as ev id en tly  R an g -^ y u n g  rD or-ije  (1284-1339  C E )t w ho  w as re tro sp ec tiv e ly  considered  

to have b een  th e  third in the series. T h e  firs t K arm apa w as D u s-g su m  m K hyen-pa  (1110-

352 In late 1323 or early 1324 the Sa-skya estate was partitioned four-fold among the sons of the Sa-skya 
hierarch b2img-po-dpal. According to Petech, this shattered the unity of the Sa-skya see and led to the 
collapse of both Sa-skya authority and Mongol suzerainity in Tibet. See Petech 1990a, pp. 80-82.

353 These are translated, respectively, in Trungpa 1982 and Lhaiungpa 1985.
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1193 C E ), w ho  w as th o u g h t to  have b een  reborn  as K arm a Pakshi (1 2 0 4 -1 2 8 3  CE). W ylie 

has su g g ested  th a t R ang-*byung rD o r-ije 's  id en tifica tio n  as K arm a Pakshi*s reincarnation 

w as m ade in an  a ttem p t to secu re  M ongol patronage, s ince  K arm a P ak sh i w as well known 

at the Y uan  co u rt.354 T h is m ay  not be the case, as K arm a Paksi w as d isg raced  at court and 

exiled to Y unnan , and  died  shortly  afte r retu rn ing  to T ibet.355 In e ith er case , the 

ju stifica tion  fo r the reincarnation m odel is c learly  the general M ahâyâna conception  o f a 

bodh isattva, w ho, o u t o f  com passion , repea ted ly  chooses rebirth  in the w o rld , as well as the 

T antric  B u d d h ist no tions o f  the subtle  body, and  the yogas o f  sleep, d ream  and  death which 

seek  to em p o w er the practitioner in the death  and  in-betw een  (antarâbhava) s ta tes.356

T h is  m odel had a  trem endous im pact on T ibetan  politics. A s M ich ae l noted.

T he new  p o litica l ro le  o f  the incarnations m arked  a  decisive sh ift o f  p o w e r away 
from  the ru lin g  houses, and  from  now  o n t the incarnations w ere in s ta lled  by the 
m onks o f  a  sec t and  m onastery , w ho assum ed  the  authority  to d e te rm in e  the 
su ccesso r o f  the  new  relig ious leadersh ip , w ho found the candidates in  fam ilies 
o f  hum ble , com m on , background. (1982 :38-39)

It is the case  that im portan t spiritual leaders such  as the D alai Lam as w ere  o ften  discovered

am ong co m m o n  fam ilies, as w as the case w ith the curren t Dalai Lam a, a lth o u g h  there were

excep tions, such  as the ^discovery*' that the th ird  D alai L am a had been  reb o rn  as Altan

K h an 's  g rea t-g ran d so n , thus assu ring  M ongo l su p p o rt fo r the G elu k p as, w h o se  aid the

Fifth D alai L am a invoked  to  secure his position  p o w er in C entral T ibet. S o  w hile it cannot

be said  tha t this m odel elim inated  politics, it is certain ly  unique in its e lim in a tio n  o f the

b io log ical m odel o f  the  transm ission . It rep laces it， o f  cou rse ， w ith  the  sp iritu a l model, a

“m eritocracy” ， n o t in  the  W estern  sense, b u t in the  pu rely  B uddhistic sen se  in w hich those

w ith the g rea test m e rit (punya)y i.e .t the bodh isattvas dedicated  to the p rac tice  o f

com passion , are  th o u g h t to be en d o w ed  w ith  the  au thority  to exercise b o th  spiritual and

secu lar ru le . T h is  b e lie f  system  m ig h t m ake little  sense  in m ost cu ltural con tex ts , but it

354 See Wylie 1978.

355 See Petech 1990a, p. 16.

356 See Samuel 1993, p. 494. Concerning these yogas see Thurman 1994, and also Mullin 1996 and 1997.
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makes p erfec t sense  in the con tex t o f  Tantric B uddh ist ideology. F o r th ese  reincarnated 

figures are b e liev ed  to  have develo p ed  this au thority  as a  consequence o f  serv ing  as a 

vajrâcàrya, in w h o m  the m undane and  the transcenden tal pow ers ach ieve a  harm onious 

fusion, at least in  the idealized w orld  o f  Tantric d iscourse .

T his p o w er and authority, it appears, is not m ere ly  legitim ized in the ritualized, 

hierarchical en v iro n m en t o f the m andala, but is actually  produced therein , created  and 

recreated w ith in  its highly structu red  environm ent. A s B ell suggested , Uritual activity is not 

the 'instrum ent^  o f  m ore basic purposes, such as p ow er, politics, o r so c ia l contro l, w hich 

are usually  seen  as existing before o r outside the activ ities  o f  the rite... ritual practices are 

them selves the very  production and  negotiation o f  p o w er re la tio n s / ' (199 2 :1 9 6 ) The 

typical transla tion  o f  as “em pow erm ent” in  the T ibetan  con tex t is no t

inappropriate,357 b u t the question tha t rem ains is ex ac tly  w hom  is em p o w ered , and in w hat 

way. T h is is a  co m p lex  question b eyond  the scope o f  th is essay, bu t th e re  seem s little 

doubt that in the T an tric  context the m andala uas a  s tra teg ic  m ode o f  p rac tice  produces 

nuanced re la tio n sh ip s  o f  pow er, relationships characterized  by accep tance and  resistance, 

negotiated appropria tion , and redem ptive  rein terpretation o f  the hegem onic  o rder.n (Bell 

1992:196)

357 The Tibetan translations (or abhiseka are dbang and dbang bskurt which literally mean Mpower,f and to 
“bestow p o w C .
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C hapter F ou r

Revelation and Taxonomy: Categorizing Tantric Literature

A lthough  the in itia l inspiration fo rT a n tr ic  traditions may have com e from a lim inal, 

non-institu tionalized  m ilieu ， B uddhist T antric  and their frßrfzfföRy o f  exegesis and 

p ractice  co m e dow n to us th ro u g h  the m onastic scho larly  institutions th a t preserved them  

and p ro b ab ly  m ore often  than  no t provided the  co n tex t for their p roduction  as literary texts, 

as w ell a s  the elaboration o f  th e  textual, co m m enta to ria l traditions that surround  them . T h e  

purpose o f  this chap ter is to  contextualize the C ak rasam v ara  tradition th rough  an 

ex p lo ra tio n  o f  its place w ith in  the larger field o f  T an tric  B uddhist literature.

T h e  literature o f  a  p o p u la r Tantric B u d d h is t tradition such as the  Cakrasamvara 

Tantra is im m ense and m ultifo rm , but can g en e ra lly  be classified into several broad 

categories. Som e atten tion  w ill be paid to the  w a y s  in w hich the B uddhists have 

u n d ersto o d  and organized  th e ir  scriptures, a lth o u g h  they have been s tu d ied  in depth 

e lsew h e re .1 G enerally  sp eak in g，"scripture” is u n d ersto o d  in the B uddh ist contex t as being  

44that w h ich  w as spoken  b y  th e  Buddha^ (buddhavacana). From  a  very  early  point, 

how ever, B uddhists u n d ersto o d  authenticity to  b e  a  m atter o f  rational ju d g m en t and not to 

be estab lish ed  by au thoritarian  decree,2 B u d d h ist traditions effectively ex tended  the range 

o f  w h a t co u ld  be considered  buddhavacana b y  d ev e lo p in g  a  criteria th a t effectively  w as

1 Relevant studies include Thurman's (1978) pioneering article <(Buddhist Hermeneutics'*, and book of the 
same name edited ten years later by Lopez, in which the articles by Lamotte, Lopez, Kapstein and Thurman 
are particularly useful. BuswelFs Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha (1990) deals with the issue of canonicity in 
the Chinese context, though Davidson's article therein is an excellent general introduction to the topic.
See the articles of Collins (1990, 1992) for information concerning Pâli canonicity.

2 The classic statement to this effect is the ufour reliances** (catuhpratisarcma), which are discussed at 
length by Lamotte (1988), and which were evidently formulated by the Sarvâslivâdin-Vaibhâsika school. 
The first o f these, for example, 4tReIy on Teaching, not the Teacher,\  shifts authority away from the 
authoritative person to the teaching itself which is to be established through philosophically reasoning. It 
ualert5 us to the fact that the Buddha's Dharma claims to stand on its own philosophic cogency, not 
requiring a personal authoritarianism for its legitimation. We are reminded of the famous goldsmith verse: 
*0 monks ~ Sages accept my teaching after a thorough examination and not from (mere) devotion; just like 
a goldsmith accepts gold only after burning, cutting and polishing'^ (Thurman 1978:25, translating 
Säntaraksita*s Tattvasamgraha, v. 3S87: tâpâc chedâc ca nikasât suvarnam iva panditaih / pariksaya 
bhiksavo grâhyam madvaco na tu gauravàt // )
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based on ju d g m en t o f  the ph ilosophic co n ten t o f  the text ra ther than plausib le h isto ric  

authenticity. T he classic  sta tem ent to  th is e ffec t is contained in the Âdhyàsayasamcodana 

Siitrat as fo llow s:

F urtherm ore, O  M aitreya, by four qu alities  all inspired speech  m ay be know n as 
4spoken  by the B u d d h a1. By w hich  fou r?  H ere, 0  M aitreya, it is (a m atter of) 
inspired  speech  w h ich  has sense an d  is n o t nonsense, w hich  accords w ith the 
doctrine and  does no t con trad ic t it, w h ich  destroys the addictions and does not 
cause the ir increase, w hich  show s fo rth  the good points and advantages o f  
nirvana and  does no t cause  inc rease  o f  the  evils o f  samsara. If  it is endow ed 
w ith these fou r qualities, O  M aitreya, a ll inspired  speech m ay be know n as 
'spoken  by the B u d d h a1. W hen the in sp ired  speech, M aitreya, o f  any m onk  or 
nun, any relig ious laym an o r lay w o m an  w hom soever, becom es m anifest w ith 
these fou r qualities, then  believ ing  an d  daughters w ill be induced to conceive an  
idea o f  the B uddha  in  tha t (teaching); w hen  an idea o f  the T eacher has been 
produced, the h o ly  doctrine  is b o u n d  to be  heard. For w h at reason is that? [t is 
because, O  M aitreya, w hatever is w ell-sp o k en  is spoken  by the B uddha.3

This passage p ropounds a criteria  for can o n ic ity  w hich is qu ite  ahistorical. T o  be

considered buddhavacana a text need  n o t have a bona fide pedigree as an  actual u tterance

{vacano) o f  the buddha S âkyam uni. T h e  p retense  o f  such orig ins is usually  m ain ta ined

alm ost as a form ality  w ith  the usual n id ân a  verse, ‘T h u s  have I heard: at one tim e…

maya srutam ekasmin samaye...), a lth o u g h  even  this w as som etim es d ropped  in B ud d h ist

Tantric scriptures. A uthenticity  ra ther d ep en d ed  upon the con ten t o f  the scripture, an d  so

long as it m et the fourfo ld  criteria  fo r au then tic ity  it could  m ake a  claim  for buddhavacana

status, and thus be considered  “w ell-sp o k en ” . T he im portance o f  this fam ous d efin itio n，

uw hatever is w ell spoken  is spoken  by  th e  B uddha^ (yat kimcin maitreya subhäsitam

sarvam tad buddhabhasitamf shou ld  n o t b e  underestim ated ; it reflects a  focus on  tex tual

^Snellgrove (1958:46-47) edited the Tibetan version of this passage, and the Sanskrit as quoted by 
Sântideva in his Siksäsamuccaya： his translation is reproduced here, although I emended his translation of 
klesa, i(molestationM to uaddiction'\ Bodhiruci's translation of the Mahàratnakûta Sutra contains the 
Âdhyàsayasamcodana Sutra, and the section is quite similar to the Sanskrit and Tibetan versions. It 
occursasfo丨low s:云 何 名 為 有 四 辯 才 一 切 諸 佛 之 所 宣 説 。 所 謂 利 益 相 應 非 不 利  
益 相 應 。 與 法 相 應 非 不 與 法 相 應 。 煩 惱 滅 盡 相 應 非 與 煩 惱 增 長 相 應 。 涅 槃 功  

德 相 應 非 與 生 死 過 漏 相 應 。 彌 勒 。 是 為 一 切 諸 佛 之 所 宣 説 四 種 辯 才 。 彌  
勒 。 若 比 丘 比 丘 尼 優 婆 優 婆 夷 欲 説 法 者 應 當 安 住 如 是 辯 才 。 若 善 男 子 善 女  
人 等 有 信 順 心 當 於 是 人 而 生 佛 想 。 作 教 師 想 亦 於 是 人 聽 受 其 法 。 何 一 以  
故 。 是 人 所 説 》 當 知 皆 是 一 切 如 來 之 所 宣 説 一 切 諸 佛 誠 實 之 語 。 （T 3 1 0 p .
522.3)

4 This definition is not purely a hallmark of the Mabâyâna traditions, who^did not develop il per se but 
clearly did make use of it in their polemics (e.g. it is quoted not only by Sântideva but also 
Prajnlkaramad, see Vaidya 1960 p. 205). Lopez also points out (1995a, p. 44 n. IS) that this statement
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content and analysis  w h ic h  no  doubt accounts fo r the  advanced  level o f  ph ilo so p h ica l 

speculation and te x tu a l an a ly sis  achieved by  B u ddh ist scho lars. T h is is in con trad istinc tion  

to the Vedic trad ition , w h ic h  p laced  g reater im portance on  preserving the pho n etic  form  o f 

their texts* and less o n  an a ly z in g  their conten t.* 5 6

The B u d d h ist trad itio n  distinguishes betw een  revela tion  and exegesis th e reo n , a 

distinction w hich  p a ra lle ls  tha t m ade betw een sruti and  smrti in the V edic trad ition . The 

term  w hich S n e llg ro v e  transla ted  above as '"inspired speech** is pratibhanaf d eriv ed  from 

the verb praîi^ bhât m e an in g s  o f  w hich  include 44to  sh ine , appear lum inous, b eco m e 

manifest, to occu r to, c o m e  into the m ind  of^ (A pte 1965:651). It is thus no t any  sort o f 

speech w hich can be co n s id e re d  buddhabhâsita, b u t ra th e r only  that speech  w h ich  is 

som ehow the p ro d u c t o f  a  process o f  illum ination o r revelation .

This illu m in a tio n  w as in theory accessib le to  any  dedicated  B uddhist; the  

Àdhyâsayasamcodana Sutra does no t even  lim it it to th e  m onastic  sam gha, b u t includes lay 

devotees, both  m ale  a n d  fem ale  (upäsaka, upäsikä). H en ce  w e learn in the Astasähasrikä 

Prajnäpäramitä the  fo l lo w in g :14V enerable S âripu tra , w h a tev e r the d iscip les o f  the  B lessed 

Lord say, teach, ex p la in , utter, p rocla im  and declare, a ll those  things shou ld  b e  understood 

to be the w ork o f  th e  T a th äg a ta .n6 T hus there are a  n u m b e r o f  texts included  in  various

also occurs in the Pâli Canon; Collins discusses it in his 1990 article, quoting it as follows: yain kinci 
subhàsitam sabban tam tassa bhagavato vacanam (Collins 1990 p. 94, from A IV 162-
66) . "

5 The Vedic tradition held that the Vedas were eternal and hence had priority over their revealers, and 
emphasis in the tradition was placed on their preservation through memorization and recitation of the texts, 
rather than on (heir content. In the Buddhist tradition, however, emphasis was placed on the content of a 
text, from which its authority was believed to derive. Relevant here are Lamotte*s observation that "the 
Buddhist scholars spared themselves no trouble in order to maintain the intact and correctly interpret the 
extremely varied teachings of Sâkyamuni. They were not content with memorizing their letter (vyafijana), 
and they were intent on grasping the meaning (artha) through a rational approach. The distinction which 
they established between texts with a precise meaning (nitârtha) and texts with a meaning to be determined 
(neyârtha) is, more often than not, justified. Even while allowing faith and reflection their due place, they 
accepted the priority of undefiled prajiiâ, that direct knowledge which attains its object in all lucidity. We 
cannot, therefore, accept, as does a certain critic, that as from the first Buddhist Council 4a continual 
process of divergence from the original doctrine of the Teacher is evident*; on the contrary, we are of the 
opinion that Buddhist doctrine evolved along the lines which its discoverer had unconsciously traced for 
it/* (1988b:24-25; Lamotte quotes J. C. Jennings* The Vedantic Buddhism o f the Buddha. Oxford 1947). 
See also Davidson 1990, pp. 296-97.

6 / tshe dang ldan pa sha* rivi bu bcom ldan "das kyi nyan thos mams ni gang ci srnra ba dang ston pa dang 
/ nye bar ston pa dang /  rjod par byed pa dang /  gsal bar byad pa dang / yang dag par gsal bar byed pa de
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canons w h ich  are  no t spoken  by the B uddha, but by d isc ip le s  o r  b odh isattvas, w h ich  

include laym en  an d  w om en. E xam ples in the Pàli canon  in c lu d e  the Sangiti Sutta and 

Dasttara Sutta,1 w hich  relate serm ons taught by Sâriputra. P articu la rly  no tab le is the 

Cidavedalla Sutta, w hich  p reserves a  teaching given by th e  n u n  D ham m adinna, w hich  is 

la ter dec lared  to be buddhavacana by  the Buddha h im self.7 8 N o tab le  am ong the classic 

M ah ây ân a  sü tras are the Prajnàpàramità-hrdaya, featu ring  A valo k itesv ara , the  

Vimalakirti-nirdesa, featuring the laym an-bodhisattva o f  th a t nam e, and  the 

Srimâlâdevisimhanâsa, featu ring  the lay w om an Srim âlâ w h o  is b o th  a b o dh isa ttva  and a 

queen .9 O ften  th e  B uddha is reduced  to  a  spectator w ho a u th o rize s  the d iscourse. 

“R evealed” teach ing  could  be revealed  not only directly, fro m  th e  m outh  o f  the T eacher, but 

ind irectly , th ro u g h  his insp ira tion . In e ither case they co u ld  b e  co n sid ered  to be  sästuh 

säsanam, the t e a c h i n g  o f  the  Teacher.**10

T h is insp ira tion , theoretically  at least, was lim ited to th e  con tem poraries o f  the 

4T e a c h e r ,t; the M ahâyâna tradition  cam e to hold that the B u d d h a 's  passing into ^com plete 

cessa tio n M (parinirväna) w as m ore apparen t than real, the Lotus Siitra reports 

Sâkyam uni^s adm ission  that: 44Y et even  now, though in rea lity  I am  no t to pass in to  

ex tinction ， ye t I p rocla im  that I am  about to accept ex tinction . B y reso rt to these expedient 

dev ices the T hus C om e O ne teaches and  converts the b e in g s.’’11 It shou ld  h ence n o t be

dag thams cad ni de bzhin gshegs pa*i skyes buyi mthu yin par rig par bya'o /  (DK fol. 2a). The Sanskrit 
occurs as follows in P. L. Vaidya*s (1960) edition: yat kimeid âyusman sâriputra bhagavatah srâvakâ 
bhàsante deiayanti upadisanti udlrayanti prakâsayand samprakâsayanti sa sarvas tnthâgatasya purusakäro 
veditavyah (p. 2). cf. Conze 1973, p. 83 (His translation is incomplete).

7 Digha Nikâya 33, 34; trans, in WaJshe 1987, pp 479-521.

8 Majjihma Nikâya 44, trans, in Nânamoli and Bodhi 1995, pp. 396-404.

9 See, respectively, Conze 1974 pp. 140-41, Thurman 1976 and Wayman and Wayman 1974.

10 Davidson notes that 44a person in the presence of the Buddha could be inspired (pranbhàîi) by ihe power 
of the presence of the Buddha (buddhânubhàvena) to speak the Dharma in ins own words. Usually a sûtra 
spolcen thus by a third party concludes with phrases of approval by the Talhâgata.” （1990:294),

11 Translated by Hurvitz from Kumârajîva^ translation (1976:239). The closest Sanskrit equivalent seems 
to be the followring: nirvanabhumim copadarfayâmi / vinayàrtha sattvâna vadâmy upâyam / na câpi 
nirvâmy ahu tasmin kâle / ihaiva co dharmu prakâsayâmi /. See Jaini 1958, p. 552.
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surprising to learn  o f  later B uddhist trad itions w hich  c la im  that the au thenticating  source of 

scripture, the B uddha(s), are no t absent from  the w orld  b u t still p resen t, i f  no t directly and 

physically then  indirectly , as a  source o f  insp ira tion .

In b o th  the M ahâyàna and the T an tric  contex ts, the source o f  a  scrip tu re  need not be

a m ortal hum an; m any w ere a ttribu ted  to any  one o f  w hat becam e a very  large host o f

Buddhas and  bodhisattvas. H ere w e are  faced  w ith  the seem ing  paradox  o f  a  conservative

tradition that insists upon a hallow ed orig in  fo r its texts^ linked to an ev e r accelerating

proliferation o f  such  origins. T here are parallels for this so rt o f  creative tension  between

tradition and  innovation  in Jew ish  m ysticism . G ershem  Scholem  w rote that

it should  n o t be  forgotten that the p rim ary  source  w as no t alw ays a  m ere  mortal. 
Supernatu ra l illum ination also  p lays its part in the h isto ry  o f K abbalism  and 
innovations a re  m ade not on ly  on  the basis o f  new  interpretations o f  ancien t lore 
but as a  re su lt o f  fresh inspiration o r revela tion , o r ev en  o f  a dream . A  sentence 
from  Isaac  H acohen  o f S oria  (about 1270) illustrates the tw in sou rces 
recognized  by  K abbalists as authoritative. uIn ou r genera tion  there are  b u t a few, 
here and  there , w ho have received  tradition from  the ancien ts...o r h av e  been 
vouchsafed  the  grace o f d iv ine inspiration^ T rad ition  and in tuition  are  bound 
together an d  this w ould explain  w hy K abbalism  cou ld  be deeply conservative  
and in tensely  revolutionary. E ven ‘trad itio n a lis ts’ do  not shrink from  
innovations, som etim es far-reaching, w hich  are confiden tly  set forth  as 
in terp reta tions o f  the ancients o r  as revelation  o f  a  m ystery  w hich P rov idence 
had seen fit to  conceal from  prev ious genera tions. (S cho lem  1946:120)

This sam e co m p lex  o f  tradition and  innovation  seem s to be  a t w ork in B uddhism  as w ell,

and the resu lting  creative tension m ay have con tribu ted  to the am azing richness o f the

B uddhist can o n , i f  a  canon it can  be called , being  qu ite  unbound.

T h e  can o n s  o f  B uddhist literature are  bo th  v ast and  com plex, an d  thus are not easily 

reducible to  fac ile  categorization. G enerally  speaking, however» B uddhist literature falls 

into two genera l categories, tha t o f  <<revealed>, literature and  the exegetical w orks based 

upon them . T h is  is an ernie d istinction; the T ibetans d iv ided  the ir canon  in to  tw o broad 

sections. T h is  firs t is the t r a n s l a t io n s  o f  A u lho ra tive  Word** (bka^gyur)^ typically 

consisting o f  o n e  hundred and e igh t v o lum es o f  tran sla ted  sütras, T an tras , stotras, and  so 

forth. T hey  are  a ll w orks attributed to S äkyam uni o r  o th e r B uddhas, a lth o u g h  w e m ight 

include in the  category  o f  revealed literature those w orks traditionally  con sid ered  to be the



p ro d u c t o f  the insp ira tion  o f  an  historical figu re  by a  supram undane figure» such as the 

fam ous five M aitreya texts com posed  a ttrib u ted  to  A sanga, o r the tex ts  o f  the T reasu re
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trad ition  o f  T ib e t w hich are ultim ately  a ttribu ted  to  the inspiration o f  P ad m asam b h av a .12 

T he seco n d  section  o f  T ibetan  canon, the 'T ra n s la tio n s  o f  the T rea tises ,t (bstan *gyur)t 

w hich  la rgely  consists o f  exegetical w orks.

W hile  scholars m igh t not be w illing  to accep t the origin c la im s im plic it in this 

categoriza tion , the status o f  these cla im s is n o t an  issue that w ill be ex p lo red  here. Rather, 

the d istinction  is m eaningful as a literary  category , precisely  because the  “revealed” texts 

d iffe r sty listica lly  from  the com m enta to ria l literature. Tending tow ard  brev ity  and cryptic 

obscurity  in the con tex t o f  the T antras, they  seem  to require the ex eg esis  w hich  inevitably 

fo llow s, and  w hich  are sty listica lly  opposite , as the com m entaries u su a lly  spare no w ords 

in c larify ing  the im port o f  the ur-texts.

It is not necessary  fo r the sch o lar to  accep t unsubstan tiated  o rig in  claim s, although 

o p en-m indedness regard ing  things unkn o w n  is probably  advisable. O rig in s  are im portan t 

for B uddh ist trad itions, how ever, bo th  as a  d o x ag rap h ic  category an d  as a source  o f  

leg itim ization . G yatso  com m ented  that 4<it is the  nature o f  the source o f  a  g iven tradition 

that becom es the basis for c lassify ing  the trad itio n .•…the question o f  so u rce  is in fact crucial 

in B u d d h ism  and  has been  a t issue th ro u g h o u t its h isto ry .M (1992:99)

In the  fo llow ing section  I p ropose a series o f  categories tha t are applicab le, a t the 

very  least, to  T an lric  B uddhist literature. T h e  taxonom y is based  u p o n  th e  initial d istinction 

betw een  revealed  and exegetical literature, developed  through the o b serva tion  that Tantric 

traditions tend  to have a  uco reM text around  w h ich  d ifferent layers o f  literatu re, both 

revea led  and  exegetical, w ere successively  deposited . W hile the in terrela tions betw een

12 The Tibetans broadly divide their canon into two categories, the Kanjur, 'Translations of Authoritative 
SpeechT\  i.e. vacano, (bka^'gyur) and the Tanjur, 'Translations of the Treatises**, i.e., sàstra, (bstan- 
fgyur). At first glance it would appear that a distinction is made here between revealed vs. exegetical 
literature, which is largely the case. However, their arc texts attributed to the same celestial Bodhisattyas 
such as Avaloiciteivani Vajrapâni found in both divisions of the canon, which implies that it is stylistic 
differences rather than presumptions of origin which differentiate these works. Hence, verse scriptures 
attributed to them are preserved in the Kanjur, while the famous Mbcxlhisattva commentaries'* attributed to 
them are preserved with the other sastra, in the Tanjur.
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these tex ts a re  o ften  com plex , it is o ften  possib le  to discern the ir h istoric  in terrela tionsh ips. 

G enerally , m o s t p o p u la r traditions ap p ea r to have at least three layers o f  developm ent, 

although o ften  it m ig h t be possib le to d iscern  m ore.

4.1 Modes of Tantric Discourse 

1. Primary Revelation

T h ere  is a  certain  tendency in B uddhist Tantric literature, a  tendency  tow ard the

focus on t4c o reM tex t w hich  is su rro u n d ed  by successive layers o f  elaboration . T h is consists

not only o f  ex eg esis , although  often  it d oes; som etim es it seem s a  T an tra  w as p o pu la r only

perhaps fo r a  g en era tio n  o r so. A  co m m en ta ry  o r two m ight be  w ritten  on it, b u t qu ick ly

both text an d  co m m en ta ry  sank  into obscurity , gathering dust on  h igh  bu t inaccessib le

shelves in m o n astic  libraries. M ore p o p u la r traditions, such as the  C akrasam vara , received

considerab le com m en ta to ria l attention, an d  w ould  often also insp ire  secondary  revelations,

resulting in  tex ts  tha t w ould  eclipse in p rac tice  the o lder mulatantra, and w h ich  w ould  in

turn be co m m en ted  upon. A n exam ination  o f  these bodies o f  literatu re, w hich  due to their

concentric o r  p o lycen tric  structures som etim e w ere m islabeled ‘‘cyc les’’,13

reveals th a t successive  textual layers exist, am ongst w hich  w e can o ften  recogn ize  
a text o r  tex ts  tha t seen  to be in tended  to represen t the revela to ry  teach ings as 
such. W e  m ay  co n sid er these texts as  the ‘V isionary co re” o f  the cycle. T h e  are 
s im ilar to  th e  mula o r kärikä genres o f  Ind ie literature in tha t they  are th e  referen ts 
o f  the co m m en ta rie s  and subsid iary  ritua ls  in the v isionary  system . S u ch  
v isionary  co re  tex ts are a lm ost a lw ay s anonym ous. (G yatso  1992:100)

T he uMext o f  an y  T an tric  tradition  is the müla-tantra, w hich are  usually  d iscern ib le  sim ply

on the basis o f  th e  la rge  num bers o f  com m enta ries  based upon  them . O ften , how ever, in

13 Here I am refering to the Tibetan term bskor, derived from the transitive verb skor, to encircle to 
surround, bat here it has a referential sense, so bde mchog gi bskor literally means l<that which refers to the 
Cakrasaqivara’’， which in a literary context, means precisely the whole body of Cakrasaipvara literature. 
The term “literature” seems a better translation in Ais context than the awkward and archaic sounding 
“cycle”.
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the  h isto ry  o f  a tradition la te r rev e la to ry  texts cam e in to  ex isten ce  w hich  w ould  becom e the 

basis  o f  a  sub-tradition. In th e  C ak rasa in v ara  there  are  at least th ree o f  these, those 

a ttrib u ted  to the mahàsiddhas L û ip a , K ânhapa and  V ajraghan tapa . T h ese  w ill be d iscussed  

in m ore detail below.

T h e  miilatantra o f the  C ak rasam v ara  T rad ition  is the tex t som etim es called the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra. T h e te x t itself, how ever, do es no t u se  th a t nam e in reference to 

itself. T h e  name w hich it u ses  in the  co lophons to each  ch ap te r is the Srihemkäbhidhäna, 

%4T he D iscourse o f S riheruka^. T h e  nam e w ith w hich  the co m m en ta to rs  usually  refer to it is 

the Laghusamvara, the uS am v a ra  L ig h tn, light in the  sense tha t it is supposed  to be a 

co n d en sed  version o f  a  m uch  la rg e r  w ork, also ca lled  the Abhidhàna. It is in fact a 

re la tive ly  short work; co n s is tin g  o f  rough ly  seven  h u n d red  verses d iv ided  am ong  fifty one 

chap ters , som e o f w hich are o n ly  a  few  verses long. M uch  is ind icated  concern ing  the 

natu re  o f  the text by ju s t its v e ry  firs t line, w hich beg ins t4A n d  now  I w ill exp la in  the secret, 

concise ly , not extensively.” 14 T h is  line is ex tensively  com m ented  upon w ith in  the tradition, 

an d  by  Tsongkhapa, w hose co m m en ta ry  is translated  below . A ccord ing  to  the tradition, 

how ever, the first w ord o f  the  T a n tra  i4and  then^ (athàto) ind icates that it w as abbreviated  

from  a  far m ore extensive R o o t T an tra .

T here  was ev idently , h o w ev er, qu ite  a  b it o f  specu la tion  and som e controversy  

reg ard in g  the nature o f  this le g en d ary  text. Its size  is debated ; it is usually  considered to be 

100,OCX) verses in length, b u t so m e  c la im  it w as 300 ,000  v erses  long. T h e  c la im  w as even  

m ade tha t there existed tw o v e rs io n s  in these tw o lengths. N o n e  o f  the com m entators 

ac tually  appear to have read it; th e  speculation  is based  largely  on  som e ra ther vague 

co m m en ts  in the E xplanatory  T an tra s , as w ell as the  assertions o f  som e o f  the Indian 

com m enta to rs. Tsongkhapa, in  h is  com m entary  translated  b e lo w , exam ined  these claim s

14 CST ch.l v.l.atb: athâto rahasyam vaksye samâsân na tu vistarât» / de nas gsang ba bshad par bya // 
mdor bsdud pa ste rgyas par min /A See appendix A below.
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and  coun terc la im s, and  states tha t it is possib le  tha t both o f  these tex ts  m ay have existed.

H e acknow ledged , how ever, tha t a t h is tim e only  the Laghusamvara w as extant.

T h is adm ission  is refreshing, fo r once one delves into the com m enta to ria l literature 

one d iscovers that there w ere rum ored  to ex ist ex tensive versions o f  ju s t  about all o f  the 

m ajo r T an tras, from  w h ich  sho rter versions w ere produced, and soon  afterw ards the longer 

versions w ere  lost. A  m yth ic ju stifica tio n  w as developed  to accoun t fo r this. It holds that 

the B uddha  o r  o rig inal sp eak er o f  the T an tra  foresaw  that the u n fo rtunate  beings o f  the 

la tter e ra  o f  the kaliyuga, w ould, due to shortened  life spans and patience , be unable to 

m ake there w ay th rough  the fabu lously  large text w hich he had ju s t  spoken . O ut o f  

com passion  fo r these beings he then  states an abbrev iated  version. T h e  p resum ption  is that 

the kaliyuga is a lready  upon  us, and  as a consequence o f declin ing  lifespans beings have 

tim e to read  only  the laghu versions o f  the texts. T hese sorts o f  s ta tem en ts  are found in 

m any T an tras, som e o f  w hich  T so n g k h ap a  cites below . A  succinc t version  occurs in the 

Vajramàlà Tantra, w hich  states tha t the abbrev iated  T eaching w h ich  it represen ts w as 

g iven  4<so tha t future sen tien t beings in the tim e o f  the five degradations w ho have little 

industry  and  m erit, and  w ho  have m any m istaken  view s and sho rt lives, m ight obtain  the 

suprem e sta te .,,,s B eings w ith  abbrev ia ted  life spans evidently  req u ire  abbrev iated  texts. 

S ince, in the  B uddh ist schem e o f  th ings, hum an life spans vary fro m  ten to eigh ty  thousand  

years, life spans w h ich  average  w ell be lo w  one  hundred  years are ev id en tly  too b rie f  for 

peop le to se riously  co n sid er read ing , no t to m ention  studying in d ep th  o r  translating , texts 

o f  such  ex p an se  th a t th e ir size  is m easu red  in  units o f  one hundred  th o u san d  verses.

L egends o f  m assive  orig inary  texts are no t lim ited to the C ak rasam v ara  tradition. 

M ost m a jo r B u d dh ist T an tric  trad itions ap p ear to hold  that there w ere  o n e  o r m ore m assive 

ur-texts in th e  trad ition , from  w hich  its mülatanîra is derived. E v id en tly  there w as a 

trad ition  con cern in g  the (A n m c /u A y à  大 日 經 ，T . 848) 15

15 Srivajramàlàbhidhànamahàyogatantra-sarvatantrahrdayarahasyavibhanga: /  snyigs ma Inga yi dus na 
ni // ma 4ongs pa yi sems can mams II brtson 'grus chung zhing bsod nams chung // Ita ba ngan pa mang 
po dang // tshe thung ba yi sems can mams // go *phang mchog ni thob phyir ro /  (DK fol. 210b).
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that th e re  ex is ted  three versions o f  th e  text. L ike the C ak rasam v ara  Tantra, it was su p p o sed  

to h av e  n o t one  but two legendary  p recu rso rs . T he  details o f  th is legend  w ere related  by  

K ukai as  fo llow s in his Introduction to the Mahâvairocana Sùtra {Dainichikyô kaidaU 

日 經 開 題 )：

O v e ra ll this Sütra has three tex ts . T h e  first， the eternal tex t w h ich  accords w ith 
th e  T ru th  (法 爾 常 恆 本 )， is th e  o f  all B u d d h as. The
se c o n d ， the  m anifest ex tensive te x t (分 流 廣 未 )• is the S ü tra  o f  one hundred 
th o u san d  stanzas d issem inated  b y  N ägäijuna. T he th ird  is the  abbreviated text 
(略 本 ） o f  ju s t  over three th o u san d  stanzas. W hile  th is sü tra  h as  three thousand 
s tan za s  in seven fascicles, in  its  b rev ity , how ever, it rem ains true  to the 
e x te n s iv e  [text], expressing m u c h  w ith  few  [w ords]. A  s in g le  w ord contains 
in fin ite  im port, and a single d o t en case s  princip les as n u m ero u s as atoms. W hy
th e n  c o u ld  the hundred sy llab le  w h eel {satàksaracakra, W  ^  ^  Iw) not 
c o m p le te ly  express this sü tra? W h a t princip les are not m an ifest in its more than 
th ree  th o u san d  stanzas? T h e  ex ten siv e  and abbrev iated  [tex ts], though different, 
are  o f  iden tical im port.16 17

T h is in te re s tin g  idea was not lim ited  to the B uddhists. A  n u m b er o f  Saiva À gam a and  

H indu  T an tr ic  traditions likew ise c la im  m assive ur-texts to be th e ir ultim ate sources. T h e  

Mälinivijaya Tantra claim ed a so u rc e  tex t o f  th irty  m illion  sloka, w h ile  the Kämikägama 

c la im s o n e  o f  one parärdha, o r o n e  h u n d red  thousand  b illion , sloka. (G oudriaan 1981 :15). 

T he is ev id en tly  an ancient p reced en t in India. T he Mahäbharata refers in several p laces  to  

s im ila r  le g en d ary  origin o f  the Dharmasâstas}1

W h ile  one might be inc lined  to  d oub t these legends on the  basis o f the fact that n o n e  

o f  th e se  tex ts is currently extant, o r  ev en  ex tan t o v er thousand  y ears  ago when the T an tras  

w ere tran s la ted  into Chinese an d  T ib e tan , such  doub t ev iden tly  d id  not trouble the 

trad itio n a l h istorian . For w hile the  trad itions c laim  that these  tex ts exist, they typically  do  

not c la im  th a t they  exist here and  n o w  in  this w orld  o f  Jam b u d v ip a . Just as the 

Prajnàpâramità texts w ere h idden  aw ay , on ly  co in ing  to lig h t w h en  N ägäijuna recovered

16此 經 緦 有 三 本 。 一 法 爾 常 恆 本 諸 佛 法 曼 荼 羅 是 也 。 二 分 流 廣 本 龍 猛 所 誦 傳  

十 萬 頌 經 是 也 。 三 略 本 有 三 千 餘 頌 雖 頌 文 三 千 經 卷 七 铀 。 然 猶 以 略 攝 廣 以  

小 持 多 。 一 字 中 含 無 邊 義 。 一 點 內 呑 塵 數 理 。 何 況  百 字 字 輪 具 説 此 經 。 三 千 餘  
偈 何 理 不 顯 。 廣 略 雖 殊  _  政 是 一 。 （T2 211p .  l.a，b; /TdW 〖 汉  zis/iö vol. 4 p. 2); cf.
Tajima (Wayman andTajima 1992), p. 236.

17 See Goudriaan 1981, p. IS, and also Kane 1930, p. 308.
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them  from  a sub -ocean ic  Näga realm , so to o  m ig h t these texts ex ist e lsew h ere , such  as in 

the celestia l parad ises o f  the V idyädhara w iza rd s  and  the “astronaut” p a k in i  faeries.

T h e  trad itional scholar is w arned n o t to  assum e that the T antric  tex ts  available to 

h im  o r h e r rep resen t in  any way a lim it o n  th e  genre. Such w arning is co n ta in ed  in popular 

narratives; for exam ple , we learn in A tis a ^  b io g rap h y  that his pride in h is  know ledge  o f  

T an tric  literature w as cured by a noctu rna l v is it by the dakinis, w ho esco rte d  h im  to a 

celestia l library  con tain ing  innum erable T a n tra s  and sâstras, none o f  w h ich  he recogn ized .18

W h atev er th e ir sources, the ro o t tex ts  as translated and tran sm itted  to  T ibet, C hina 

and Japan  se rv ed  as im portant nuclei a ro u n d  w h ich  no t just texts, b u t trad itio n s  consisting  

o f  texts, w ritten  and  oral, m editative and ritu a l p ractices and techniques co n n ec ted  w ith 

these p ractices, such  as the arts o f  m andala  a n d  icon fabrication. T h ey  a lso  stim ulated  the 

further e labo ration  o f  these traditions by th e  com m entato rs, w hose w o rk  a re  a lm ost a 

p rerequ isite  fo r th e  understanding o f  the R o o t T ex ts.

4.1.2. Primary Exegesis

K ùkai, unab le  to fully com prehend  th e  co p y  o f  the Dainichikyô h e  acqu ired  in 

Japan, trave led  to  C h ina  in search o f  the co m m en ta ry  he needed.19 T h e  co m m en ta ries  and 

the roo t texts are  o f  equal im portance, a t le a s t w h en  it comes to the su ccess fu l transm ission 

o f  a  tradition . T h ey  are them selves c rea tiv e  co n stitu en ts  o f a tradition, ad d in g  to  its 

dev elo p m en t and  o ften  superseding in im p o rtan ce  the often obscure tex ts  w h ich  they

18 See Chattopadhyaya 1967:407. The mahâsiddha Nâropa is also depicted in his biography as suffering 
such pride, and requiring as well the intervention o f a dâkini to shake him out of it. See Guenther 1963, 
pp. 24-27.

19 For an excellent discussion of Kükai*s journey to China and his motivations for undertaking it see Abe 
1999, pp. 105-127.
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explain. T he m o st im p o rtan t are o ften  m asterp ieces, if  not o f  art then o f  im port, and 

sometimes ex ce llin g  in  b o th  arenas.

It is im p o rtan t to  no te  that in th is B uddhist tradition  there is no t a rig id  d iv ide  

between theory an d  p rac tice . F o rT a n tric  com m entaries are preem inently  co n cern ed  w ith 

practice, and the  tran s la tio n  betw een  the realm s o f  text and  practice. W hile som e have 

characterized T an tr ic  B uddh ist societies as on the w hole d iv ided  betw een “c lerica l”  scholars 

and “sham anic” p rac titio n e rs ， this is m islead ing  on several coun ts.20 Few  “sc h o la rs” o f  

Tanlric B uddh ism  a re  unconcerned  w ith  the p ractices that their texts are overw helm ing ly  

preoccupied, and  ev en  a  to tally  illiterate practitioner ow es a deb t to Tantric B uddh ist 

scholasticism , fo r e v e n  if  he d id  no t use the  m editation  m anuals and so forth w h ich  are 

found in ab u n d an ce  in all trad itions o f  T an tric  B uddhism , it is h ighly unlikely  tha t his 

spiritual education  w as  fa r rem oved from  the textual tradition, at least in the T ib e tan  context.

20 Here I refer particularly to Samuel's Civilized Shamans (1993), as massive account of Tibet and Tibetan- 
influenced civilization, narrated from an anthropological perspective. While admirable on many counts, his 
work is fundamentally flawed by an analysis of Tibetan civilization and religions in terms of the 
interaction between two opposed cultural forces, that of the >4shamanictv and the ^clerical". Samuel defines 
the k>shaiiianicM as a category of practices which he describes as ,4the regulation and transformation of human 
life and human society through the use (or purported use) of alternate states of consciousness by means of 
which specialist practitioners are held to communicate with a mode of reality alternative to, and more 
fundamental than， the world of everyday experience.” （1993:8). His invocation of “alternate states of 
consciousness'* is problematic, as Gibson has pointed out, if for no other reason that it is difficult to 
ascertain exactly what these states of consciousness are, leaving one to suspect that Samuel here might be 
guilty of cultural imposition in projecting Western categories onto the Tibetan cultural sphere. (Gibson 
I997b:44). For his definition seems to imply an underlying structure of reality of which the ((shamanicM 
and the t>clericalv, are modes. Here he appears unaware of the work of Katz (1978) and Proudfoot (198S), 
who have cogently argued one must not assume a priori that religious or mystical experience arises from 
an assumed ultimate source, but raiher, they arise as conditioned phenomena dependent upon the cultural 
context in which they arise. Yet Samuel here certainly is not making use of the categories of Vajrayäna 
Buddhism, which he characterizes as ^shamanic'*, but yet which was, ever since its introduction into Tibet, 
a textual tradition, yet one which was very much concerned with meditation and the attainment of 
supermundane states. While there no doubt were many individual who fell, roughly, under the rubric of 
the “shamanic” or the “clerical”， the difference here was most likely one of emphasis rather than a difference 
of kind. The exceptions do not prove Samuel's rule, since there are so many. There were no doubt as 
many scholars of Tantric Buddhism who were far more concerned with meditation than with politics, nor 
were the illiterate “shamans” necessarily inumine to concern with mundane matters. For in the Vajrayäna it 
is possible to be both a scholar and a mystic, and quite often the paragons of either rubric were successful 
in both. Nor is Tantric practice limited either to the mundane or alternative spheres, but ideally is 
efficacious in both. The polysemy of the term siddhi, discussed in section 33.2 above, is relevant here. 
We might also point out that Samuel's definition is so vague as to be almost meaningless. Ray 
commented that his "'definition of 'shamanism / referring to any tradition seeking to produce an alternative 
state of consciousness, is so broad that it includes virtu J ly  any system of spiritual practice and comes 
close to some general definitions of religion. In referring to Buddhism as Shamanism' in this sense not 
much more is being said than Buddhism has a meditative dimension'* (1995:96-97)
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One m igh t also  q u es tio n  the dichotom y o f  sc h o la r  versus practitioner» i f  fo r  no 

o ther reason than b ecau se  the  activities o f  the sch o la r co nstitu te  a  practice, and o n e  w hich  

has often been co n sid ered  im portan t and efficacious.21 It is even  a  practice w h ich , u n d er

the right conditions, can  p ro d u ce  the experience o f  “ a lte red  sta tes” norm ally a sso c ia ted  w ith  

m editation o r m ystic ism . m K has-grub, in his b io g rap h y  o f  T songkhapa,22 23 re la ted  an 

experience triggered  by  in ten se  study o f D harm akirti^s Pramänavärttika, a d iff icu lt tex t on 

logic:

Because o f  his in s ig h t in to  the section o f  the s e c o n d  ch ap te r o f  the Treatise th a t 
expounds the a rran g em en t o f  the path, he w as sw e p t up  involuntarily  by an 
intense and im m easu rab le  faith  in the schem e an d  m ethod  o f  reasoning o f  
D harm akirti. A nd  d u rin g  h is stay there that a u tu m n , the m ere sight o f  a  v o lu m e  
o f  the Treatise on Validating Cognition w ould  c a u se  the hairs on the back  o f  h is 
neck to stand up w ith  the  intensity o f  his faith, a n d  invariab ly  he could no t h o ld  
back  his tears.25

T his dichotom y also  o b scu res  the an im portant face t o f  the B uddhism , the fact th a t som e o f 

the m ost im portant ex eg e tes  o f  Buddhism  are also  p o rtray ed  as highly realized m aste rs  o f  

m editation as w ell. It a lso  ignores the fact that fo r B u d d h ists  a t least, cultivating a  p ro p er 

understanding o f  reality  w as an  soteriological necessity , w hich  required both  in te llec tu a l 

and m editiative cu ltiv a tio n .24 A s such are portrayed  im p o rtan t m asters o f  M ah ây ân a  

philosophy such  as N â g â iju n a  and Asanga. T his tre n d  is if  anyth ing  exaggerated  in the 

T antric  traditions, w h ere  the  m ost im portant founders and  au thors o f the sem inal tex ts  are 

also  considered to  be  M ah asid d h as, by definition ex em p la ry  m editation m asters. In 

addition, the charism atic  m asters  w ho transm itted E so te ric  B uddhism , such as A ti ia  to

21 Ray, contra Samuel, noted that t4In Buddhism, at lea^t, those activities which Samuel associates with 
the clerical -  the cultivation o f moral and ethical behavior, the study and explanation of sacred texts, 
formal debate, and even involvement in society and politics -  are, with the right motivation, considered 
legitimate modes of spiritual transformation and can -  like meditation practice itself -  lead to "alternate 
states of consciousness1 in the Buddhist sense. In Samuel's characterization of the 'clerical* mode, the 
conventional, monastic side of Tibetan Buddhism is not really given its due.M (1995:97)

22 mKhas-grub's Ngo mtshar rmad du byung ba*i mam thar dadpa*i *jug ngogs. In rJe yab sras gsung 
•èwm, TL voi. ka.

23 Trans, in Thurman 1984, p. 74.

24 This was cogently argued by Thurman in his introduction to his 1984 book. See esp. pp. 89 ff.
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T ibet, A m o g h av ajra  to C h in a  and  K ukai to Japan w ere know n both  fo r the ir scholastic 

acum en  and  the ir m ed ita tive  p row ess; accounts o f  their lives are filled  w ith  m iraculous tales 

w hich  testify  to  the ir sp iritual accom plishm ent, w hile the canons o f  th e ir respective 

traditions contain  num erous texts attributed to them, attesting to  the ir scholarly  

achievem ents.

In short, th is d icho tom y  is inappropriate in the con tex t o f  B ud d h ist praxis. O n the 

one hand , the B uddh ist scholarly  tradition  has alw ays p riv ileged  the cu ltivation  o f 

d iscern ing  w isdom  (prajfiä). uH av ing  been prepared th rough faith  and  reflection, undefiled  

p ra jnâ  transcends them  w ith  its sharpness and attains its ob ject d irectly . It constitu tes the 

sing le and  ind ispensab le  in strum en t o f  true exegesis.,t (L am otte  I988b :24 ) Prajfiä, 

how ever, w as no m ere in te llectual tool, but was essen tial as w ell for negotiating the ualtered 

s ta tes” encoun tered  in the co u rse  o f  norm ative B uddhist m editation , as B ronkhorst has 

sh o w n .25 B uddhist paths to liberation  typically required both  the cu ltivation  o f  pow ers o f  

reason ing  as w ell as pow ers o f  m editation , although, naturally , d ifferen t traditions w ould  

p lace  em phasis  in d iffe ren t m anners. Focus on one to  the exclusion  o f  the other, how ever, 

w as u sually  con sid ered  to b e  m isgu ided .

T here  are  num erous p assages in Buddhist texts w hich  critic ize  shallow

in te llectualism , an early  ex am p le  o f  w hich  is found in \ht Alagaddüpama Sutta as follow s:

H ere, bh ikkhus, som e m isg u id ed  m en learn the D h am m a -  d iscourses, stanzas, 
expositions, verses, ex c lam atio n s, sayings, b irth  stories, m arvels an d  answ ers to 
questions -  bu t hav ing  learned  the  Dhamm a, they do not exam ine the m eaning 
o f  those  teach ings w ith  w isdom . N o t exam ining the m ean ing  o f  th o se  teachings 
w ith  w isdom , they  do  n o t gain  a reflective acceptance o f  them . Instead  they 
learn  the D h am m a on ly  fo r the  sake o f  criticizing o thers and  fo r w inn ing  in 
debates, and  they do no t experience  the good for the sake o f  w h ich  they  learned 
the D ham m a. T h o se  teach ings, being  wrongly grasped  by them , conduce  to 
the ir h arm  and  su ffering  fo r a  long  tim e.26

T o  ex am in e  the  m ean ing  o f  the  T each ings with w isdom  po /ï/îâyfl

upaparikkhanti) is the  goal; to m istake  the letter (vyanjana) fo r the m ean in g  (artha) is to

25 See Bronkhorst 1986 pp. 101-4.

26 Majjhima Nikäya (I.133)t trans, in Nânamoli 1995, p. 227, cf. Lamotte 1988b, p. 14.
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fail in  the  in terp retive  process as understood  by  the B uddhists. O n the o th e r hand, there are 

also fo u n d  in B uddh ist literature critic ism s o f  engag ing  in one-po in ted  concen tration  

(ekägra-samädhi) devo id  o f  insigh t. A n  am u sin g  exam ple  is the acco u n t o f  mahàsiddha 

S a ra h a 's  s in k in g  in to  samädhi fo r tw elve years, ju s t as h is w ife w as p rep arin g  radish  

curry . A s soon  as he aw oke from  his tw elve years o f  “m edita tion” ， the first th ing he did 

w as sh o u t fo r h is rad ish  curry . Ju stly  c ritic ized  by his wife* he decided  to se t o u t for the 

m ountains fo r fu rther m editation . H is w ife, w ho w as undoubted ly  realized  herself, replied:

P hysical iso la tion  is n o t real so litude....T he best k ind  o f  so litude is co m plete  
escape  from  the preconcep tions and  p rejud ices o f  an inflexible and narrow  
m ind, and, m oreover, from  all labels and  concepts. I f  you aw aken  from  a 
tw elve year sam âdhi and  are still c ling ing  to  a  desire for y our tw elve y ear old 
cu rry , w h at is the po in t o f  go ing  to the m oun tains?  (D ow m an 1985:68)

Ideally, one m ust in tegrate  and  harness b o th  the faculties o f  critical reason ing  and

concentration . T h e  failure to do  so w ould  resu lt in failure to  achieve the goal o f  com plete

aw akening , regard less o f  w h eth er this goal w as approached  from  e ither a  p redom inantly

intellectual or p redom inantly  m editative perspective. As T hurm an argued,

w hile  con tem plative , analy tic  w isdom  is abso lu tely  ind ispensable to a tta in  a 
co rrec t cogn ition  o f  u ltim ate reality ....it w ill no t produce the experiential 
transfo rm ation  called  en ligh tenm en t unexcelled  and  perfect, unless it is 
com bined  w ith  a  system atically  cu ltivated  one-poin tedness o f  m ind. U ltim ate 
reality  eludes encom passm en t in any  concept, no m atter how  hallow ed, and 
hen ce  the herm eneu tician  w ou ld  betray  h is craft and  avocation  if he  w ere to rest 
fo rev er on the intellectual p lane, no m atte r how  refined  his understand ing .
T hus, the B uddh ist herm eneu tical trad ition  is a  tradition  o f  realization , devoid  o f  
any in tellect/in tu ition  d icho tom y. A uthority  here g ives w ay to in tellect, yet 
n ev e r lets in te llect rest in itself, as it w ere, b u t pushes it beyond tow ard  a  
cu lm inating  nondual experience. (T hurm an  1978:35)

H ere the  B uddh ist position  is n o t un ique, b u t is s im ilar to o ther rela tively  decentralized ,

non-au thoritarian  relig ious trad itions.27 Id e i’s observation , based  on the  p rophetic  K abbalic

27 It may be fruitful to compare the Esoteric Buddhist tradition of hermeneutics with the Kabbalic tradition, 
concerning which Idei wrote the following: ''certain Kabbalists saw divine inspiration as a sine qua non for 
fathoming the sublime secrets with which the Bible is fraught; the notion that altered states of 
consciousness were a prerequisite for a more profound understanding of the sacred text attests to a new 
awareness tba^ in order to delve into the depths of the text, one must return, or at least attempt to return, 
the level of consciousness that characterized the person who received the inspiration or revelation that 
catalyzed the writing of this text. Mystical interpretation of a text was thus a function not only of its 
symbolic or esoteric nature but also of the spiritual state of the reader or exegete himself.^ ( 1988a:234) On 
the Buddhist side, we might note here that Tantric texts are filled with injunctions that the texts
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tradition o f w hich A b rah am  A bulafia  w as an exem plar, is equally  trenchant h e r e :4T h e  less 

im portant the crystallized  fo rm  o f  the canon, the m ore im portan t the spiritual ach ievem en t of 

the in terpreter^  (1988a:236) T h e  ideal B uddhist com m enta to r w ould  also be sp iritually  

adept, and this is a  goal un iv ersa lly  found th roughout B ud d h ist traditions, regard less the 

w ay in which this goal is articu la ted .

The com m entary  d o es  no t m erely fo llow  and passively  construe the text; in an  

im portant sense it construc ts  the  text, and constitu tes the trad ition  w hich develops a ro u n d  it. 

T he act o f com m entary  is a  creative act, although not one that is alw ays fruitful. It is only  

successful insofar as it ach iev es  the position o f  m ediating an  im portant text for a  

com m unity in terested  in it. T h is  position is never fixed, b u t is constantly  being negotiated , 

as a  tradition m oves th ro u g h  tim e or space. As H arrison noted, 4<a religious trad itio n  is 

never bound by its scrip tu res, bu t rather subm its to them , rein terp rets them , and  ignores 

them  in a unique and co m p lex  pattem .M (1987:263) T he h isto ry  o f  a  religious trad ition  is tc 

an im portam  exten t the h is to ry  o f  its production reception  o f  texts. T hey m ay revea l 

little or nothing o f  the o rig in s  o f  a tradition, bu t the ir exam ination  then should be cen tra l to 

the task o f exploring a  tra d i t io n ^  elaboration through h is to ry .28

The bedrcx:k o f  th e  C akrasam vara  tradition  is not th e  R oot T an tra  per se, b u t ra ther 

the Root T antra as co n stru ed  an d  constructed  by its num erous com m entaries. T h ere  are 

over one dozen o f  these th a t w ere  w ritten in Ind ia  and  transla ted  and preserved by the * 24

themselves are not to be revealed to those who have not been initiated into the tradition, and the fact that 
the initaiions themselves are clearly designed to invoke certain non-ordinary states of consciousness. These 
injunctions are still generally taken quite seriously by Tibetan practitioners, as any scholar of the Taniras 
who has studied (or has attempted to study) with them can attest.

24 Smith argued that the task of the historian of religion is to uexplore the creativity of... 'exegetical 
ingenuity* as a basic constituent of human culture. It is to gain an appreciation of the complex dynamics 
of tradition and its necessary dialectics of self-limitation and freedom. To do these things...is to give 
expression to what I believe is the central contribution that religious studies might make,...the realization 
that, in culture, there is no text, it is all commentary; that there is no primordium, it is all history; that all 
is application. The realization üiaL..we are dealing with historical processes of reinterpretation, with 
iracüüon. That, for a given group at a given time to choose this or that way of interpreting their tradition 
is to opt for a particular way of relating themselves to their historical past and their social present.'* 
(1987:196).
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Tibetans, which together take up more than two volumes of their canon.29 These 

commentaries in turn were often associated with different sub-traditions, of which there are 

three in the Cakrasamvara tradition.30 Many more commentaries were written by Tibetans 

in dependence upon one or more of the Indie commentaries, in all three of the major 

schools that privilege the Cakrasamvara tradition, the Sa-skyat bKa'-brgyud and dGe-lugs.

4.1.3. Secondary Revelation

This category includes those inspired, seminal texts which are considered 

subordinate to the Root Tantras, following them in time or precedence. Important here are 

those texts attributed not to an ahistorical revelation by the Buddhas, but to a historical yet 

realized figure. The most important of these figures in the Cakrasamvara tradition are the 

three great saints (mahâsiddha) who are considered the founders of the three sub

traditions, namely Lùipa, Kânha and Vajraghanta. Although numerous texts are attributed 

to them, included here are their most important texts which in turn inspired extensive

29 These include Kambala*s Sàdhananidàna-sricakrasamvara-nàma-panjikâ, Vajrapani's 
Lak^äbhidhänäduddh^a Laghuumtrapi^lärthavivara(ia,马havübhadra’s Sncakrasarmfarapaüjikà, 
Durjayacandra/s Ratnagana-nâma-pafijihi, Bhavyakirti's Sricakrqsamvarapanjikà-sûramanojnâ, Lanka 
Jayabhadra's Sricakrasamvara-mülatantra-panjikâ, Devagup(afs Srxcakrasamvara-sarvasàdhanam-scmna- 
näma-tikä, V\ïzy?L)x^sSamantagunasàlina-nàma-tika and ^Srisantvaramûlatantratikâ-padânhaprakàsa- 
nâmat Sâsvatavajra^ Sritattvaviiada-nâma-srisamvaravriti. Talhâgacaraksita's Ubhayanibandha, 
Sumatikîrti*s LaghusamvaratantrapataiâbhisandhU and Indrabhûti*s Sricakrasamvaratantrarâja- 
samvarasamuccaya-nâma-vrni. These texts vary greatly in size. Most constitute one hundred or more 
folios and comment, to some degree, on ali fìfty-one chapters of the Root Tantra. Vajrapani*s commentary 
deals only with the first chapter, but does so very extensively, and was considered an extremely important 
commentary by advocates of the Kälacakra Tantra, as it is more closely related to the exegeticai tradition 
of that Tantra rather than those associated with the Cakrasamvara Tantra. Sumatikirti's commentary, on 
the other hand, is only a few folios long, and briefly surveys the major import of the text. It was, 
however, very influential, and is quoted in its entirety by Tsongkhapa in his commentary, which is 
translated below.

30 These subtraditions tended to become articulated as distinct lineages in Tibet, some of which were 
associated, but not exclusively the property of, distinct schools. For example, the Sa-skya school was 
particularly assediateci with the sub-tradition traced back to the mahâsiddha Kânha, to whom is attributed 
several important texts in the Cakrasamvara tradition. Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po thus appears to favor 
DuijayacandraTs commentary, which is associated with this school. Tsongkhapa, following the polymath 
Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, quotes from the important texts of all three sub-traditions, but appears to favor the 
subtradilion of the mahâsiddha Lüipa, and relies heavily on Kambala*s commentary which is associated 
with that school.
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commentary, such as Lüipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya, Kânha's Vasantatilakâ, and 

Vajraghanta's Sricakrasamvarapancakrama. Parallel texts in other traditions would 

include, for example, Nâgârjuna's Pancakrama for the Ârya sub-tradition of the 

Guhyasamäja TantraJ l

Often these texts consist of meditation manuals that were believed to have

originated in a revelatory experience; another example of a text of this type is the

Upadesanaya (man ngag lugs), an important text in the lam-* bras tradition of the Sa-skya

school. It is described by Davidson as follows:

The text is a concise, systematic presentation of the Guhyamantrayâna, 
emphasizing the internal yogic dimension....According to the hagiographical 
accounts, Virûça received the cryptic program of the text from Vajrayogini 
through a mystic process involving the conservation of consecratory power -  
thus ensuring that the divinity of its origin was maintained. (1992:109)

Many traditions have extremely important, generally short and often cryptic texts which are

attributed to historical authors and which became the basis of much subsequent study.

They tend to deal with a specific topic, such as meditation, as opposed to the Root Tantras,

which tend to cover a wide variety of topics, often in a sprawling, unclear manner. Their

authors are considered to be highly realized, and to have access to the divine sources of

legitimation of a tradition. Luipa, for example, was considered to be the first human one of

the two transmissions of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, having received it from the goddess

Vajravârâhi, the central goddess of the tradition.31 32

Somewhat more ambiguous is the role played by the so-called “Explanatory 

Tantras” 人 Their name implies that they should be understood as a sort of

ur-primary exegesis; this may be their understood role in India, or at least the role later 

attributed to them. Many appear to take this role, and indeed refer to the Root Tantras they 

purportedly explain, proving that they were composed subsequently to the root text, as well

31 Buddhasrijnâna*s Mukhàgama serves a similar role for the Jnânapâda sub-lradilion and of the same 
Tantra.

32 See Appendix D for a list of the two lineages of transmission of the Cakrasamvara Tanira.
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as in reference to it. An example of this type is the Vajrapafijara Tantra (DP), an 

Explanatory Tantra of the Hevajra. Since it frequently refers to the Hevajra, it can perhaps 

be understood to serve as a sort of primary elaboration of that initial revelation.

Other texts, however, such as the Vajradäka (VD) and the Samvarodaya (SV), 

typically understood to be Cakrasamvara Explanatory Tantras, are in appearance full 

fledged Tantras in their own right, more extensive and comprehensive in fact than the 

44Lightn (laghu) Root Tantra, although one might surmise that this is due to their role in 

explaining the cryptic Root text. This has triggered much commentary, confusion and/or 

contention not only among modem scholars such as Tucci and Tsuda,33 but also Tibetan 

scholars such as Bu-ston Rin-chen-grubt Tsongkhapa, and so forth. But while these texts 

do not specifically mention the Laghusamvara which they allegedly explain, there are other 

texts, such as the Guhyavajra-tantraja, which do mention it, but which are not considered 

to be Explanatory Tantras.34

The decision of what is and is not an Explanatory Tantra seems to have been

somewhat arbitrary, given the great diversity of texts so classified. Perhaps to address this

taxonomic confusion Bu-ston gives a list o f seven types of as follows:

In regard to [those texts] taken to be Explanatory Tantras, it is claimed that they 
fall into seven types: those which clarify that which is unclear, those which 
complete the incomplete, those of different methodology, those which 
summarize the meaning [of a text], those which correspond to a portion [of a

33 Tucci (1949:263), misintcrpreling Bu-ston, misidentified the Cakrasamvara mülatantra as the 
Samvarodaya, as Tsuda pointed out (1974:28-29). Tsuda, in the introduction to his (1974) edition of the 
Sanivarodaya Tantra (S V), justly takes issue with the traditional relegation of this work to the status of an 
Explanatory Tantra. This issue is further discussed in the notes to the translation of Tsongkhapa's 
discussion of this text. However, here we might acknowledge that the identification of the Explanatory 
Texts appears to have been somewhat arbitrary, and there appears to have been no concensus even to the 
number of Cakrasamvara Explanatory Tantras among the Indian commentators, who give numbers ranging 
from four to seven. Bu-ston's enumeration, which is also accpeted by Tsongkhapa accepts, is given below.

34 The Guhyavajra-tanträja mentions the Cakrasam vara in its first verse, which begins with the following 
request of Vajravârâhi to Hemka: AThe guhyacakra is not explained in the Sricakrasamvara. Since I do 
not understand its profound import, please explain it to me/* ( / dpal Idan 4khor lo sdom pa ru // gsang 
ba'i "khor lo mi gsung ba // bdag gis zab movi don ma rtogs // de phyir khyed kyis bdag la gsungs / DK 
fol. 184b) It then claims to clearly present a subject unclear in the Cakrasamvara Tantra, the guhyacakrcL 
It is one of the 32 rati Tantras which Bu-ston classifîes as "controversial** Cakrasainvara Explanatory 
Tantras. (See RP 429 ff.) Tsongkhapa, however, rejects the validity of this classification in his analysis 
which is translated below.
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text], those which give rise to definitive understanding, and those which discern 
the word and meaning [of the text].35

In no other source known to me is such a list found; rather than a standard taxonomy it 

seems to be best understood as a list of different functions of this genre, all members of 

which would exhibit at least one of these functions, some more, but few if any exhibit all 

seven. Some, however, seem to be texts which parallel the root text in the sense that it has 

all the appearance of being a distinct text covering roughly the same range of material. 

Closely related and perhaps at one time competitive with the uRoot Tantra^ by historical 

accident it was subsumed into the tradition of the other as an “Explanatory Tantra”.

The Tibetan tradition generally accepts nine Tantras as Explanatory Tantras of the 

Cakrasamvara. These are, to use the short-hand names commonly used by Tibetan 

scholars, the Abhidhànottara (AD),36 Vajradàka (VD), Dàkàrnava (DM), 

Herukäbhyudaya (HA), Yoginisamcàrya (YS), Samvarodaya (SV),37 

Caturyoginisampufa (CS), Värähyabisambodhi (KV) and the Samputa (SP).38 Ail but the 

last of these texts are classified by Bu-ston as uSpecialn (thun mong ma yin pa)

Explanatory Tantras, meaning that they solely belong to the Cakrasamvara tradition. The 

on the other hand， is a “common” mong Explanatory Tantra， meaning 

that it is shared by more than one tradition, in this case the Cakrasamvara and Hevajra 

traditions.39

While the textual history of these texts is usually far from clear, typically they do 

not simply comment upon the Root Text in the manner of the commentaries. And while

35 / bshad rgyud du 'grò ba [a mi gsal ba gsal bar byed pa / ma (shang kha bskang ba / ishul mi 'dra ba / 
don bsdu ba / cha m&un pa / nges shes skyed pa / tshig dang don mam par kbyed pa ste bdun gyi sgo nas 
bshad rgyud du 4gyur bar bzhed do / (DS pp. 47-48).

36 This text is partially edited and translated in Kalff 1979.

17 This text is partially edited and translated in Tsuda 1974.

38 The first kalpa of this text is edited and translated in Elder 1978, and edited only in Skorupski 1996.

39 Bu-ston provides a resume of the contents of these nine texts in his RP, describing each text at the 
following locations: AD, pp. 396-407; VD, pp. 407-11; DM, pp. 411-18; HA, pp. 418-20; YS, pp. 420- 
21; SVt pp. 421-23; CS, p. 423; KV, pp. 423-24; SPt pp. 424-29.
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they sometimes refer to it or other texts, they are still Tantras which claim to be 

buddhavacana, the revelation of a Buddha. So while the difference in this case between a 

“primary” and “secondary” text may be sometimes arbitrary, this distinction does reflect the 

historical development of the traditions in India and Tibet, and the way in which these texts 

is understood by living Buddhist communities up to the present time.

4.1.4. Secondary Exegesis.

In this category we would include commentaries on the Explanatory Tantras; in the 

Cakrasamvara tradition each Explanatory Tantra has at least one Indie commentary, and 

more were written subsequently by Tibetans. Far more numerous, however, are the 

commentaries on root texts of sub-traditions. For example, the Tibet canon preserves over 

a dozen Indie commentaries on Luipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya^ and Tibetan exegetes 

wrote many more.

To this category also belongs the numerous minor commentatorial texts which make 

up the bulk of the texts in the Tantra Exegesis (rgyud 'grel) section of the Tibetan canon, in 

number if not in length. For unlike the larger commentaries, which often take up hundreds 

of folios, these texts are often very concise. Rather than explaining texts, however, they 

give instructions for the performance of rituals. This body of text includes the sàdhana, 

mandalavidhi, homavidhi, balividhit abhisekaprakarana and meditation upadesa, etc. For 

just about any significant ritual, including those mentioned in the Root Tantras and 

exhaustively explained in the commentaries, there are body of texts which function much 

like cookbooks, giving step-by-step instructions for their performance. For a popular 

tradition such as the Cakrasamvara alone there are hundreds of these sorts of texts. The 

proliferation of this ritual literature indicates the importance placed upon the proper 

performance of the rites such as mandala construction, initiation, and so forth by Indian and
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Tibetan communities of Tantric practitioners. These texts are secondary in that they appear 

to represent a later stage in the development of a tradition; once the revelations had already 

been made, and the Tantras commented upon, there still remained the task of describing the 

practices for the sake of later generations of disciples. These texts then presume the 

existence of the tradition, and are concerned only with its accurate preservation and 

dissemination as a body of both texts and practices.

In this class we would also include, for example* sub-commentaries on famous 

Indian commentaries, such as Tsongkhapa's mchan (grel chert mo,A0 a sub-commentary on 

Candrakirti^ Pradipoddyotaria, a famous but challenging commentary on the 

Guhyasamäja Tantra. Here we might also include general introductions to important 

topics, which would include texts such as Äryadeva^ Cittâvaranavisodhana, Nâgabodhi's 

心 爪 or Sraddhâkaravarma’s

Samgraha. On the Tibetan side, it would include monumental works such as Bu-ston^ 

General Introduction to the Tantras (rgyud sde spyVi mam par gzhag pa) tomes or 

Tsongkhapa^ Great Mantric Process (sngags rim chen mo), or shorter and more specific 

works such as Bu-ston^ bde mchog nyung ngu rgyud kyi spyi mam don gsal, a general 

introduction to the Cakrasamvara tradition.

4.2 Tantric Doxography 

1. Compilations

Given the vast array of Tantric Buddhist texts, it should not be surprising that there 

were numerous attempts to categorize these texts through the development o f 

comprehensive taxonomies. The first attempts at such categorization, however, involved 

not so much the development of a taxonomy than the grouping of literature into broad 40

40 In rJe yab  sras gsung 'bum, TL voi. nga.
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classes. Here the model was most likely the doxography developed by earlier Buddhist 

traditions, which grouped together related texts under a common designation on the basis of 

shared qualities. Sometimes the defining quality might be nothing more than the size of the 

texts, as was the case with the Dlgha and Majjhima Nikäyas. On the other hand, in the 

Mahâyâna tradition there was a tendency to group texts on the basis of a similarity of 

content, which appears to account for the Prajnâpàramitâ and Ratnakùta scripture 

collections. Other collections, however, such as the Vaipulya texts, appear much more 

miscellaneous. Interestingly, many of the “proto-Tantric” texts were classified in this 

section of the canon; the Mahävairocana Sutra identifies itself as a vaipulyasùtra.41

The second phase of exegesis involved the attempt to classify the literature on the 

basis of an analysis of their contents. This stage also has its precursors, such as the 

attempts in India to classify philosophical traditions, retrospectively placing the works of 

past masters into distinct categories.42 A parallel attempt is the doctrinal classification (判 

^  pan-jiao) schemes developed in China during the fourth through seventh centuries.43 

Both of these attempts are notable for the controversies they created, for doctrinal 

taxonomies, which were almost always hierarchically organized, were often used as 

strategies for the legitimation of authority, as Gregory has pointed out in the context of the 

pan-jiao schemas.44

41 The relationship between the vaipulya sutras and the Tantras is discussed at length by Lokesh Chandra in 
his 1993a article.

42 This classiflcadon, groups thinkers into four basic categories such as the sautrântika, saibhàsika, 
cittamàtra and màdkyamikcu There are often further subdivisions such as pràsangika and svatantrika  
schools of the mädhyomUccL This classification occurs in Indie texts such as Sânddeva's B odhicaryâvatàra  
(ch. 9), and was wholeheartedly adopted by the Tibetans, who to this day continue to write and argue from 
within the confines of this taxonomy, although the exact deßnitions are still open to debate. A good 
introduction to the classic Gelukpa formulation occurs in Sopa 1976; for the more sophisticated treatments 
of Tsongkhapa or later Geluk masters see, respectively, Thurman 1984 and Hopkins 1983.

43 For a good introduction to the pan-jiao  formulations see Hurvilz 1962, esp. pp. 214 ff., and Thurman 
1978.

44 See Gregory 1988 pp. 207-8.
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In regard to the former type, classification by means of compilation, the earliest 

known versions are the compilations of eighteen Tantras which were well known and well 

distributed during the eighth century. These points have been explored at length by 

Eastman, but as his important paper is unpublished, it is necessary here to provide a 

summary of his findings, certain points of which will be explored at length below.45

Two canons of eighteen Tantras are in fact known; the first is the 

WyTuyViWwmyogfl (金 剛 頂 瑜 伽 )， which was only partially translated into Chinese in the 

early eighth century by Vajrabodhi, Amoghavajra and their disciples. The entire contents 

of this canon, however, were summarized by Amoghavajra in his Index to the 

Vlq/zuyVfe/wrayogfl z>z £/如 攸 n •飢 y (金 剛 頂 經 瑜 伽 十 八 會 指 歸 ） ， parts of

which are translated below. According to Amoghavajra it is the Vajrasekhara Tantra 

consisting of one hundred thousand verses in eighteen sections. He lists the eighteen texts, 

some of which can be identified with translations in the Chinese and Tibetan canons, as 

follows:46

45 This is his 1981 seminar paper, 'T he Eighteen Tantras of the Vajraiekhara/Mâyâjâla,\  presented at the 
26th International Conference of Orientalists in Tokyo, May 8, 1981. A summary of this paper is 
published in Transactions o f  the International Conference o f  O rien talists in Japan (Tokyo: The Töhö 
Gakkai) voi. 24, 1981, pp. 95-96. It is unfortunate that this important paper was not published, but it is 
evidently well known among scholars of Buddhism, as it is quoted or referred to by authors such as 
Snellgrove (1987) and Germano (1994).

46 T 869:金剛頂經瑜伽有十萬偈十八會。 （p. 284.3). Amoghavajra lists the eighteen texts 
reproduced here. The Sanskrit corresponds either to laiown texts, or my reconstructions from the

Chinese, which are marked by asterix. The identifications with extant Taisho Chinese translations and 
Tibetan translations in the rDer-dge Kanjur are provided by Eastman (1981:10). Certain of these 
identifications are clear. Others are hypothetical, and these are preceded by an asterix; Eastman derives this 
information from an articie by Sakai Shirô entitled MMikkyogaku e no oboegakiT\  in the journal 
Aff%办 oitfanAd (密 教 學 會 ）, no. 3, 1964, pp. 26*31. Not having access to this article I am in no 
position to evaluate these identifications, and thus can only consider them to be provisional.
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大 三 昧 耶 瑜 伽  
大 乘 現 證 瑜 伽  
三 昧 耶 最 勝 瑜 伽  
大 三 昧 耶 真 實 瑜 伽  
如 來 三 昧 耶 真 實 瑜 伽

Sarvatathägatatattva
samgraha Kalparäja

882 479

*Guhyasamayamandala 480*
^Dharmamandala 480*47
^Karmamandala 482*48

*Mahàsukhâmoghasamaya
taîtvayoga49 50

243 489

*Samantabhadrayoga 4 9 〇 * 5 〇

Sriparamâdhya 244 487
Sarvabuddhasamayoga-
dâkinijàlasamvara51
^Mahäsamayayoga
*Mahàyânàbhisamayayoga
*Samayavijayayoga

366

*Mahäsamayatattvayoga
*Tathägatasamayatattva-
yoga

883

Guhyasamäja 885 442,443
45252Advayasamatä 887

Chinese Title Reconstructed Sanskrit Taisho# Töh. #

Since only the Prajfiäpäramitänaya-ardhasatikä and an abridged version of the 

Sarvatathägatatattvasamgraha were translated during Amoghavajra^ lifetime, clearly a 

good number of these texts were lost. Problems relating to the identification of these texts 

with extant Chinese and Tibetan translations are numerous and are discussed at length by 

Eastman. Relevant here is not the status of any particular text, but rather the existence of a 

tradition of a seminal compilation of eighteen Tantric texts.

47 Töh. 480 is ihe Tibetan translation entitled Vajrasekhara-mahàguhyayogatantra, which by ils very name 
alone one might surmise it has some connection of ihe VajraJekhara as described by Amoghavajra.
Perhaps this dharmamandala might have some relation to the mandala described by Buddhyaguhya in his 
Dharmamandalasütra.

^  Tôh. 482 is the Trailokyvijaya-mahàkalparàja.

49 This text is the Prajnàpàramitànaya-ardhasatikà\ the title given here is that of the first of the seventeen 
mandatas attributed to this text, at the center of which is the deity Mahâsukhâmoghasamayatattva 
Vajrasattva^ according to Amoghavajra, who described this text in another work. See Töh. 1004, p. 617.2.

50 Tôh. 490 is the Srivajramandalàlamkàra-nàma-mahâtantrarâja.

51 This is the JS; the Chinese here has the equivalent to samäja rather than sam ayoga, and inverts jä la  and 
samvara.

52 Töh. 452 is the Ârya-advayasamatâvijayôkhya-mûhàkalparàja.
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Were this the only such tradition of eighteen texts it might be disregarded as an 

anomaly. There, is however, another tradition, that of the uEighteen Tantras of the Great 

Mäyäjäla Class” （《ygyw’pArw/ dra fta 7 fergyad), which was preserved by the

rNying-ma School in Tibet and which evidently derives from the first period of translation 

of Sanskrit texts, which also occurred in the eighth century. These texts are preserved in 

the rNying-ma Tantric canon known as the rNying-ma rgyud ^um , generally in the 

%tMahâyogaM section of that canon.53 While all of these texts are still extant, many of them 

are quite obscure, and have no counterpart outside of this canon. Three of them, however, 

definitely correspond to items on Amoghavajra's list. These are the 

Sarvabuddhasamayoga,54 the Guhyasamäja and the Sriparamädya.

Another point of similarity between the two traditions is that they each contain a text 

(or group of texts) that is or are considered to be the central text(s) of the compilation. The 

text that is given this recognition differ in the two traditions; it is the 

Sarvatathâgaîaîattvasamgraha in Amoghavajra^ tradition, and the Mäyäjäla in the 

rNying-ma's. Eastman concludes that they represent alternatives, perhaps due to regional

53 Eastman presents a list of the sgyu fphrul dra  ba i sde chea beo brgyad  as described by kLong-chen-pa in 
his C hos-fbyung rin-po-che gter indzod, voi. 2 pp. 150-51 (no publisher or date given), as follows: l. sang  
rgyas mnyam 'byor (Sarvabuddhasam ayoga)i 2. zia  gsang thig le (Candraguhyatilaka); 3. gsang ba 'dus 
pa  (Guhyasamäja); 4. dpal mchog dang po  (Sriparamädya); 5. dpal *phreng dkar ma; 6. he ru ka*i rol 
p a 'i rgyud; 7. rta mchog rol pa; 8. m ying rje ro l pa; 9. bdud rtsi ro l pa; 10. phur pa phyi io rol pa; 11. 
ri bo rtsegs pa; 12. dam tshig bkod pa; 13. blang bo che rob 'bo%; 14. rìsa rtsig bsdus pa; 15. klog ye  
shes %khor lo; 16. thabs kyi zhags pa  p a d  mo*i phreng; 17. m am  p a r  snang m dzad sgyu 'phrul; 18. sgyu  
*phrul dra ba (M âyàjâla). The last of these, the Mäyäjäla, is considered to consist of eight texts.
(Eastman 1981:18)

54 Eastman errs in stating that the Sarvabuddhasam ayoga is contained only in the rNying-ma 'rgyud 
and that only its uffara and “ffaromzca Tantras exist in the standard Tibetan canon. It is true that the 
former canon contains with the title Srisqrvabuddhasam ayoga-tantrarâja, while the standard (i.e. sde-rgev 
etc.) canon contains a text with the title Srisarvcibuddhasamâyogadâkinijâlasamvara-nâma-uttaratantra. 
This two texts are however, identical. Both canons contain a text with the title Sarvakalpasamuccaya- 
nâma-sarvabuddhasamayogadâkinijâlasamvara-uttarotîararantraf which is clearly the uttaratantra to the 
above text. Eastman^ failure to recognize the identity of these texts, following the Japanese scholars on 
whom much of his work depended, shows the danger of drawing conclusions about texts based only on 
titles in catalogues. Tantric texts often exhibit significant variation in their titles between different 
editions, or even within the same edition. The JS as it occurs in the rNying ma rgyud *bum is only called 
the Srisarvabuddhasam ayoga-tantraraja at the beginning of the text; at the end of each chapter it referrs to 
itself os the Sarvabuddhasam ayogadàkinìjàlasam vara, while in the colophon it is called the Tantraràja- 
shsarvabuddhasam âyogadâkinijàlasam vara-m ahâsukham udrâtantra. This text is not unusual; the 
manuscripts of the Cakrasanwara Tantra also use three different names in three different places in the text.
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or historical variation. Thus it appears that by the mid-eighth century55 there already were 

at least two, if not more, variants of this compilation extant in India, which may indicate that 

it was already by that time an established tradition.56

These compilations are significant in their historical ramifications, which will be 

explored in section 5.2 below. In the context of this section they are significant in that they 

represent an early and very well attested attempt at organizing what must have been by the 

turn of the seventh and eighth century a burgeoning abundance of Tantric literature.

4.2.2 Classification Schemes

Regarding the second type of classification, the discernment of categories based on 

content analysis, the most famous schema is that of the four classes of Tantra, the kriyâ, 

caryâ, yoga, and anuttarayoga Tantras. This system gained widespread acceptance among 

Tibetan scholars of all schools except the rNying-ma，57 following Bu-ston’s classic 

description of them in the fourteenth century.58 There are however, a number of

55 Amoghavajra left China for India in 741 CH and returned in 746 CE, (see Chou I945t pp. 290-92) bring 
back with him excerpts (at least) from this compilation; the transmission of the rNying-ma version 
probably began during the reign of king Khri-srong-lde-brtsan (756-797 CE). While history of its 
transmission is unclear, the presence of Mahâyoga texts at Dunhuang strongly confimi their dynastic period 
transmission (See Eastman 1981).

56 Another source concerning the the compilation of 18 Tantras is Jnânamitra's
Prajnàpâramitànayasatapancàsatikà-tikà, who describes a corpus of 18 Tantras with mention of precisely 
the three Tantras contained in both versions, namely» the JSt GT and PM. Matsunaga, contra Toganoo and 
Nagasawa, is of the opinion that this corpus is not that described by Amoghavajra but rather that 
transmitted to Tibet (see de Jong 1984, p. 103). Matsunaga, however, is incorrect here, as Jnanamitra's 
commentary makes it clear that the Tanvasamgraha, rather than the Mäyäjäla, was the central text in the 
tradition he describes. The relevant passage in Jnänamitra^ commentary is translated in section 5.2 below.

37 The rNying-ma had earlier on adopted a nine-fold doxographical schema, although during and after the 
"second dissemination** of the Dharma to Tibet, i.e., from the eleventh century onward, the fourfold 
schema often played a significant role in their polemical works. See for example the section on 
doxography in the Translator and Scholar Precepts (lo  pan  bka *i (hang yig), a text itdiscoveredT, as part of 
the bka* th in g  Ide Inga collection by Orgyan gLing-pa (1323-60), who lived during the height of the 
^second dissemination*' period. See Orgyan gLing-pafs bka* thang Ide Inga, Beijing edition (1990), pp. 
359-66.

58 See RP p. 54 ff.
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misconceptions concerning this schema, and its overwhelming success has also obscured a 

number of earlier or competing schemas, some of which will be explored below.

Some scholars have claimed that the quadripartite schema of Tantras was a Tibetan 

innovation;59 this however is not completely true. This formulation does occur in Indie 

texts, albeit later ones, and it never achieved in India the broad acceptance it received in 

Tibet. It was, however, the culmination of a long process of development in India.

Another misconception is that this schema was borrowed from non-Buddhist 

sources. Lokesh Chandra claimed that this fourfold classification system was a 

“misunderstanding” of the éaiva Ägamas division of their teachings into four pädas, 

namely: vidyâ/jnâna, kriyâ, caryâ and yoga.60 In this case, however, it seems that the 

similarity between these two doxographical schemes are superficial. That there was 

interaction and influence between the Buddhists and the Saivas is undeniable; exactly which 

group is the source of any particular development is, however, uncertain; the development 

of the Buddhist and Saiva traditions were at times closely intertwined, making it difficult to 

discern direct influence amidst the pattern of interrelations and competing formulations, as 

Deshpande has shown regarding the grammatical tradition in his 1997 article.

The Indian Buddhist texts, however, indicate a gradual development of the four 

category concept through the intermediaries of three, two and possibly one class; there have 

also been, as will be shown below, attempts to expand beyond four classes, although 

usually this expansion occurs as subdivisions of the four, which seem to have been settled 

on for perhaps no other reason than the fact that Indie authors seem to particularly favor 

fourfold categorization, as Smith has exhaustively documented with regard to Vedic 

literature in his 1994 book. Since the Buddhists can be shown to have developed their 

categorization gradually and independently, it seems unlikely that they borrowed the

59 See for example Gibson 1997a, p. 39.

60 See Chandra 1993a p. 19-20 and 1993b:394. Concerning the (ourpàda  see also Fillozafs essay 4The 
Saiva Àgama11 (1991:67-77).
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schema from the Saivas. It is thus unclear to what degree they were influenced by the 

Saiva Ägamas, or vice versa.

The fourfold schema was the product of several centuries of development by Indian

exegetes; it is a composite rather than an organic schema, and thus it is not without

problems and inconsistencies. Strickmann has commented that

this quadripartite schema has certain inherent ambiguities; in South Indian 
Saivâgama tradition, for example, the members of an analogous fourfold plan 
were interpreted as complementary limbs of a single body of ritual and doctrine.
Its most familiar Buddhist form, however, (in the fourteenth-century works of 
Bu-ston) clearly suggests that the four classes of Tantra represent successive 
stages in an historical development, with a consequent relegation of earlier 
works to the lower steps in a hierarchy of spiritual values. Thus, if we are to 
ascend back much beyond the Indian promulgators of Buddhist Tantra in 
eleventh-century Tibet, the “orthodox” classification will have to be subjected to 
close critical examination. (1977b: 140-41)

Strickman appears to be incorrect here on at least one count; Bu-ston, to my knowledge, 

does not portray the classes as representing 4tsuccessive stages in an historical 

development^, and there is in fact no evidence that they do. Some contemporary Tibetan 

scholars portray them as complementary, while still however placing greater emphasis on 

the “higher"’ Tantras, and portraying them as hierarchically arranged.61 However, what can 

be shown is the historical development not of the objects of classification, the Tantras 

themselves, by the classification schemes themselves. The following close examination of 

Indian texts will show that this schema developed through a process of accretion of 

categories based upon a magnification of an original binary distinction. Moreover, the 

history of Tantric Buddhist doxography is filled with competing claims to ultimacy via 

jockeying for the privileged position in hierarchical taxonomies.

The various classificatory schemas of Tantric Buddhism are based, like most such 

schemas, on an initial dichotomy. This was, most basically, based on the outer-inner 

polarity, which developed into a contrast between outer ritual action (kriya) and internal

61 See for example Kelsang Gyatso 1994? pp. 19-22. He follows the classical hermeneutic and portrays the 
Tantras of the four classes as taught for the sake of beings of different merit and intellectual capacity, and 
claims that the ^lowe^* Tantras are primarily of heuristic rather than ultimate value, i.e. preparation for the 
practice of the “highest” Tantras.
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bcxly-mind techniques (yoga). The schema was then elaborated by the addition of further

classifications designed to resolve the initial dichotomy. For example, we find a three-fold

classification in Buddhaguhya's eighth century commentary on the Mahâvairocana

Tantra.02 Buddhaguhya's formulation is as follows:

The Blessed Lord, having originally discovered the omniscient intuition 
(sarvajfiajnäna), with which He saw that beings who are to be educated are 
twofold: those who mainly aspire to that which is comprehensible, and those 
who mainly aspire to the vast and profound. For those two types of students 
there are two types of practices: practice having entered into the gate of the 
Perfections (päramitä ), and practice having entered into the Mantric gate.
There are two types of practice connected with the Perfections' Gate, namely 
that which primarily aspires to the comprehensible, and that which primarily 
aspires to the vast and profound. The Vinaya, the sütras, the abhidharma and 
likewise the Mahâyâna sötras were taught to the householders and heroes and 
so forth for the sake of those students who practice the Perfections and who 
primarily aspire to the comprehensible. Vast and profound sütras, such as the 
Gandavyüha, Dasabhûmika, and the Samâdhiràja, were taught for the sake of 
those students who aspire to the vast and profound.

Furthermore, there are also the same two types for those students who practice 
entering into the Mantric Gate, The knyätantras such as the Noble Susiddhi 
Tantra and the Vidyâdharapitaka62 63 were taught for the sake of those who aspire 
primarily to the comprehensible. Likewise, the Tattvasamgraha Tantra was 
taught for those who train by means of the vast and profound. While it is not 
the case that those 4<who primarily aspire to the compréhensible*' do not also 
aspire to and do not practice the vast and profound, the majority do in fact aspire 
to and practice the comprehensible. And while it is not the case that those who 
mainly aspire to the vast and profound do not also practice the comprehensible, 
they do largely practice the vast and profound. And while the Tattvasamgraha, 
etc., mainly teach inner yoga, they do not lack outer practices. Likewise, while 
the krìyàtantra mainly teach outer practices, they also do not lack inner 
practices.

It is said that the V7办 etc. are fixated on the three doors of 
liberation,64 and one should understand that this also applies to the practitioners 
of the Pâramitâ Gate. While the Vairocanäbhisambodhivikurvitädhisthäna

62 Buddhaguhya*s exact dates are unknown, but he is known to be a contemporary of King Khri-srong-lde- 
brtsan, who ruled Tibet from 754 to 798, and who invited him to Tibet. Buddhaguhyafs letter reply of 
reply, in which he declined the king's invitation, is preserved in the gTam-yig section of the Tanjur. For a 
survey of the data concerning Buddhaguhya's life and dates see Lo Bue 1988.

63 The former text is the Susiddhikara-mahätantra-sadhänopäyika-patala (Töh. 807). The 
vidhyàdharapitaka does not appear to be an actual Tantra, but seems to designate a class or group of 
Tantras. Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po uses it as a synonym for Mantrayàna; here however it may designate 
a group 〇 [  kriyâtantras. This is confirmed by Yi-jing, who writing in the seventh century described it as a 
100,0(X) verse compilation of texts; it may have been a predecessor to the 100,000 verse Vajrasekhara 
compilation described by Amoghavajra later. See section 4.1.2 below.

64 These are the trivimoksamukha: Voidness (sûnyatâ). Signlessness (animittatà)f and Wishlessness 
(apranihitatà).
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Tantra is a yogatantra which focuses on discerning wisdom and liberative art, 
it teaches as well practices which accord with the krìyàtantra for the sake of 
those students who aspire to action. Or, it is understood that it can be identified 
as a 4<dual Tantra^ (ubhayatcmtra).65

This schema is based upon an initial distinction between the outer versus the inner, and thus 

follows an ancient tendency in Indian thought.66 The kriyä or 4Ritual Action* Tantras are 

thus those which tend to focus more on outer ritual actions, while the Yoga Tantras are 

those which tend to focus more on inner visualization processes. That this distinction is 

problematic is indicated by Buddhaguhya's insistence that both types share both qualities; 

the difference is really one of emphasis, not presence or absence.

This neatly parallels the developments toward interiorization in the Vedic traditions. 

Heesterman， in his essay “Brahmin, Ritual, and Renounce^’， discusses the interiorization of 

the Vedic ritual which is most noticeable in the Upanisads, but which he traces to the earlier 

literature as well. He comments:

65 / bcom Idan *das kyis thog ma lhams cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes bmyes nas / thams cad mkhyen pafi ye 
shes des kdul ba'i 'dro ba mam pa gnyis su gzigs te / dmigs pa dang bcas pa la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa 
dang / zab cing rgya che ba la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa'o // *dul ba'i 4gro ba de mams la yang spycxl pa 
mam pa gnyis te / pha roi tu phyin pa'i sgo nas 'jug cing spyod pa dang / sngags kyi sgo nas kjug cing 
spyod pa'o // de la pha roi tu phyin pa'i sgo nas 4jug cing spyod pa la yang mam pa gnyis te / dmigs pa 
dang bcas pa la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa dang / zab cing rgya che ba la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa ste / de 
la pha roi tu phyin pa'i sgo nas 'jug cing spyod pa'i gdui ba'i *gro ba dmigs pa dang bcas pa la mos pa 
gtso bor gyur pa mams kyi don du "dui ba dang / mdo sde dang / mngon pa'i chos mams dang / de 
bzhin du gzhan yang theg pa chen po'i mdo sde khyim bdag dpav bo la gsogs pa bstan to // de bzhin du 
zab cing rgya che la mos pavi *dul ba*i 'gro ba mams kyi don du zab cing rgya che ba'i mdo sde sdong bu 
bkod pa dang / sa bcu dang ting nge ^ i n  gyi rgyal po la sogs pa mams bstan to // de bzhin du sngags 
kyi sgo nas 4jug cing spyod pa'i gdui ba'i cgro ba mams la yang mam pa gnyis te / dmigs pa dang bcas pa 
la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa dang /  zab cing rgya che ba la mos pa gtso bor gyur ste / de la dmigs pa dang 
bcas pa la mos pa gtso bor gyur pa mams kyi don du / *phags pa legs par grub pa'i rgyud dang / ng 'dzin 
gyi sde snod la sogs pa bya ba'i rgyud mams bstan to // de bzhin du zab cing rgya che bas 4dul ba'i *gro ba 
mams kyi don du (phags pa de kho na nyid bsdus pa'i rgyud ia sogs pa bstan te / dmigs pa dang bcas pa la 
mos pa gtso bor gyur pa zhcs pa yang zab cing rgya che ba la ma mos shing mi spyod pa ma yin mod kyi 
/ dmigs pa dang bcas pa la spyod par mos pa*i shas che ba la bya'o // zab cing rgya che ba la mos pa gtso 
bor gyur pa mams la yang dmigs pa dang bcas pa'i spyod pa ma yin mod kyi / zab cing rgya che ba la 
spyod pa'i shas che ba ste / de Ita bu yin par ni gsal por 4phags pa de nyid bsdus pa la sogs pa nang gi 
mal 4byor gtso bor gyur pa yin mod kyi / phyi'i spyod pa mams kyang med pa ma yin no // de bzlun du 
bya ba'i rgyud mams l^ang phyi'i spyod pa giso bor gyur pa yin mod kyi / nang gi spyod pa yang med pa
ma yin te / rig *dzin gyi sde snod la sogs par mam pa thar pafi sgo mam pa gsum la gzhol ba la sogs pa 
gsungs pa dang / de bzhin du pha roi tu phyin pa'i sgo nas (jug cing spyod pa mams la yang ji Itar rigs par 
sbyar bar shes par bya*o // de bzhin du mam par snang mdzad mngon par rdzogs par byang chub pa mam 
par sprul ba byin gyis rlob pafi rgyud *di yang thabs dang shes rab gtso bor gyur pa mal %byor gyi rj 
yin mod kyi /  bya ba la mos pafi gdui bya*i *gro ba mams gzung bafi phyir bya baTi rgyud kyi ijes ! 
mthun pafi spyod pa dag kyang bstan pas bya ba'i rgyud dam /  gnyis ka*i rgyud Ita bur so sor brtagpa'i spyod pa dag kyang bstan pas bya ba 
grags so // (M W  DT fol 26ia,b)

. brtags shing

66 See the discussion in section 3.3.1 above.
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By interiorization I do not mean to suggest a dichotomy between “external” and 
uintemain sacrifice or the replacement of the former by the latter. The ritual act 
is both, as is shown, e.g., by the Satapatha Brâhmana 10.4.3.9, where the 
a^nicayana ritual is “intemal” knowledge and “extemal” act. The
differentiation arose as a result of the rituales interiorization and could be valid 
only from the point of view of the individualized sacrifice. (1985:212 n. 72)

The Buddhists, like their upanisadic predecessors* no doubt were already engaged in a

movement toward an interiorized understanding of their ritual practices when they

formulated these schema. But while developing new yogic practices they did not forsake

the ritual practices themselves. The 44outer>, and the ttinner?, interpretations thus co-existed

in a state of creative tension, creative because the privileged <4inner,t perspective created an

opening for innovation in the area of meditative techniques without requiring that one

abandons the legitimate and legitimizing ritual practices in the context of which they

developed The persistence of the “outer^ practices，however, led to one of the

contradictions of this schema. That is, while the advocates of the yogatantras claimed

superiority on the virtue of \htir yogic practices, these texts also maintained and if anything

further elaborated the ritual arts (kriyâ) to be mastered by their adepts. And the

kriyâtantras were not devoid of meditative techniques, and there was nothing to prevent

their advocates from developing new ones.

That the Buddhists were not content with a dichotomous formulation is indicated by 

their development mediating terms, such as the ubhaya category which shares the qualities 

of both the kriyâ and yogatantras.61 The eighth century commentaries suggest that earliest 

classification may have been a distinction between kriyâ and yoga Tantras; Buddhaguhya*s 

comments here seem to have been based on the recognition that not all texts fall neatly into 

either of these binary categories, hence the creation of the category of ubhayatantras in 67

67 Variants of the terms ubhayatantra include ubhayayoga, upayoga and upäyayoga. These terms are 
found in a relatively small number of texts, namely early Indie texts» such as Buddhaguhya's from the 
eighth century, as well as texts of the rNying-ma school, which developed from a transmission of texts and 
practices to Tibet during the eighth century. Snellgrove holds that upayoga is most likely the original 
term, that and ubhayayoga and upäyayoga are later variants. This may be true, but clearly by the eighth 
century the terra ubhayayoga refered to a category of texts which were considered intermediary between the 
kriyâ and yoga  Tantras, sharing the qualities of k4bothM (ubltaya) types. The term is more meaningful than 
the alternatives, in my opinion. See Snellgrove 1988 p. 1363.
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which, as Buddhaguhya explains, one can place Tantras such as the 

Vairocanäbhisambodhi which exhibit a roughly equal emphasis on outer and inner 

procedures. This category was later designated by the term caryä.

The Tibetan exegete Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po concisely described this trio of 

Tantra classes as follows:

Regarding krìyàtantras such as the Susiddhi68 69 70 and so forth, if you wonder why 
are they are classified as krvyàtantras, it is because they mainly focus on outer 
activities o f the body and speech, such as bathing, repetitions, etc. Hence, 
Äcärya Buddhaguhya states in his Dhyänottara-fikä that 4<this is principally 
outer activity.’’

Regarding caryätantras such as the Mahävairocanäbhisambodhi Tantra etc.
.... Why are they categorized as caryâtantra^Î They perform equally outer 
activities o f body and speech and inner samädhi. Thus, Äcärya Buddhaguhya 
explained in his Summary o f the Mahävairocanäbhisambodhi Tantra that uthis 
ordinarily includes both outer and inner yoga.,,7°

Yogatantras include the Ary a Tattvasamgraha Tantra etc. If you ask why 
these are classified as Yogatantras, this is because they principally teach 
activities o f the inner mind, divine samädhi. In that way, it says in the summary 
of Äcärya Änandagarbha^ Tattvàloka commentary, t4since this tan tra is 
principally meditative, its meditation does not involve numerous, exhausting 
repetitions.”71

In Buddhism, it is most likely that these dual perspectives developed roughly 

simultaneously. Buddhism has, probably since its inception, exhibited a pronounced 

fascination with internal processes and the meditative arts which purport to influence them.

68 That is, the Susiddhikaram ahàtantrasàdhanopàyikapatala. Töh. 807.

69 Buddhaguhya, as he usually does, begins the text of this commentary (Tôh. 2670) with a discussion of 
doxography, but not in the manner quoted here by Sachen.

70 There is a discussion to this effect on foi. 3b of Buddhaguhya's Vairocanâbhisambodhi-tantra- 
pindàrtha, but again not as quoted by Sachen.

71 / de la bya ba*i rgyud ni legs par grub pa la sogs pa ste /  de dag la ci'i phyir bya baTi rgyud du bzhag ce 
na / khrus la sogs pa dang / bzlas pa la sogs pa phyi'i lus ngag gi bya ba gtso bor ston pa'i phyir ro // de 
ltar yin par yang slob dpon sangs rgyas gsang bas bsam gtan phyi ma'i 'grel par /  4di ni phyi*i bya ba gtso 
bor gyur pa yin no zhes bshad do // spyod paTi rgyud ni mam par snang mdzad mngon par byang chub pa'i 
rgyud la sogs pa ste /  .... / de dag la ci'i phyir spyod pa'i rgyud du bzhag ce na / spyad bya phyi lus ngag 
gi bya ba dang /  nang ting nge (dzin cha mnyam pa la spyod pa ste / de skad du /  yang slob dpon sangs 
rgyas gsang bas mam par snang mdzad mngon par byang chub pavi rgyud kyi bsdus don las / "di phyi dang 
nang gi mal 'byor gnyis ka thun mong du gyur pa yin no zhes bshad do // mal 4byor gyi rgyud ni kphags 
pa de kho na nyid bsdus pa?i rgyud la sogs pa ste / de dag la ci'i phyir mal 4byor gyi rgyud du bzhag ce na 
/ nang sems kyi bya ba lhaM ting nge 'à w i  gtso bor ston pas rnal *byor kyi rgyud de / de skad du yang 
slob Spon kun dga’ snying pçs / de kho na nyid snang bar byed pa’i 'grel pa’i bsdus don las / rgyud ‘di ni 
bsgom pa gtso bor gyur pa yin pas / 4dir bsgom pa nyid la 4bad par bya'i grang kyi bzlas pa ni ma yin no 
zhes bshad do /  (PG pp. 289.4-290.1)
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Ritual was probably gradually developed by Buddhist communities, and with greatest 

acceleration during the periods of royal patronage of Buddhism, the classical age of which 

extended from the Mauryan up to the Gupta periods. It is during this period when 

Buddhist iconography developed,72 and it is likely that the production of images was, 

without lengthy delay, accompanied by worship, ranging from consecration ceremonies to 

public worship of the consecrated images.73 The interaction of the Buddhists with their 

royal patrons probably contributed to the development of the Bodhisattva cults, the 

innovations of which directly contributed to the development of what would become the 

paradigmatic Tantric rituals, such as the rite of consecration.74

Given the predilections of the Buddhists it is likely that this outer ritual action was 

quickly accompanied by interiorized meditations; this process of interiorization may have 

been accelerated by loss of patronage in the Gupta era or by the destruction of the 

monasteries and associated images by the Ephthalite Huns in the fifth and sixth centuries in 

Northwest India.75 Whatever the reason for this development, early Tantras such as the 

Manjusrimidakalpa are veritable encyclopedias of the lore and rituals arts associated with 

the cults of their respective bodhisattvas. Matsunaga, in his (1980) book Mikkyô kyòten 

•ydnYy似Az-ran, proposed that early “proto-Tantrie” texts are magical in nature, containing 

the ritual technologies that later characterized the Tantras, but presenting them in an

72 The issue of the development of Buddhist iconogniphy has been the subject of extensive research and 
debate. It is generally agreed that it took place during the Kushan period, i.eM the first two centuries of the 
common era; at issue was whether it is an Indian or Graeco-Roman inspiration, and the related issue of 
whether the first images were made in Gandhâra or Mathura. See Snellgrove 1987 pp. 47-57, and Stanley 
Abe 1995.

73 The early Amitâbha sûtras were written in the Kushan realm, during or just after the first century CE in 
the Gandhâri language in northwest India  ̂and their translation into Chinese began during the second 
century. Amstutz suggests that <(Pure Land myth had been integrated into early Indian Mahâyâna practice 
and cult organization by 200 CE* (1998:4041), but he admits that much concerning the original cult of 
Amitâbha is unclear. Concerning the closely related deity Avalokitesvara, Schopen, in his 1987 article, 
argued that the cult of Avalokiteivara arose in the milieu of fifth centuxy Mathura. For more information 
concerning the cult of Avalokiteivara see de Mallmann 1948 and Holt 1991.

74 Concerning the early Buddhist ritual “innovations”， some of which are indebted to non-Buddhist sources 
(such as the râjasûya  rite), see Snellgrove 1959b.

75 See Basham 1954:68-69.
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imsystematized fashion. In the Tantras of what Matsunagâ characterizes as the middle 

period, which include the Dainichikyô (Mahâvairocanâbhisambodhi) and the 

Kongôchôkyô (Sarvatathägatatattvasamgraha), however, these Tantric elements are 

systematized and integrated with Mahâyâna doctrines, a process which he calls the 

ritualization (gikika) of Mahâyâna dcxtrines.76 This process is easily observed through the 

examination of texts such as the Prajnàpàramitànaya (Rishukyô)t which was translated 

into Chinese six times; the successive translations indicate a successive ritualization of the 

text.

It evidently did not take long, however, for this ‘‘ritualization’， to become 

problematic. Later Tantras often take a more ambivalent view toward ritual, invoking what 

Faure calls, in the context of Chan Buddhism, the “rhetoric of immediacy”.77 The typical 

strategy of these texts is to explicitly reject or criticize the efficacy of ritual, and to claim that 

the only truly efficacious means to achieve awakening are yogic transformations, which are 

often conceived as interiorized versions of the rituals. Nonetheless, these texts continue to 

elaborate the central ritual arts such as mandala construction, consecration therein» fire 

sacrifices and so forth, although they often contain caveats concerning the dangers of 

becoming overly attached to the ritual arts.78

76 See Matsunaga 1980 ch. 3, and also the de Jong's (1984) sumiiiary of this work, esp. p. 98.

77 This idea is developed at length by Faure in his 1991 book of the same name. Faure points out that 
both Chan and esoteric Buddhism uphold the theory of “innate awakening” （本 覺 ，/io叩 aib)， which 
appears in both cases to be the theoretical justification for the rejection of ̂ skillful means*', i.e.( 
conventional, provisional teachings such as rites and folk traditions. The similarities between Tantric 
Buddhist discourse and Chan discourse in eighth century China are probably not coincidental. Both Chan 
and Tantric traditions based their rejection of ritual on the doctrine of innate Buddhahood, and from a 
certain perspective can probably seen as parallel (and roughly contemporaneous) Chinese and Indian 
attempts to wrestle with the same problem. In both cases as well we are dealing with what are by and large 
rhetorical strategies, since neither Chan nor Tantric traditions abandoned ritual« which a study of a limited 
range of textual sources might suggest. Faure notes, however, that this rhetoric was "'traversed by multiple 
constraints^, and that it, paradoxically, allowed esoteric traditions to assimilate local cults, a process 
notable both in the contexts of Tibet and Japan. See Faure 1991, pp. 60-61. This ambiguity was perhaps 
based on the fact that the very concept of 4tinnate awakening^ is itself based upen ihe idea of a Ubuddha
nature” （佛 性 ， 入 which is itself ambigious. This problem of ambiguity is discussed at 
length by Rawlinson (1983).

n See for example the passage in the Vajradâka Tantra translated in section 23.2.2 below.
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Apparently, despite the critiques of outer ritual by adherents of inner yogic practice, 

the outer ritual was not supplanted by yogic practices, but was rather supplemented by them 

through a process of accretion. Hence, while the anuttarayogatantras emphasize the 

Creation and Perfection Stage yogic processes, their traditions still require that the student 

receive initiation in the mandala before being instructed in the meditations,79 and also 

continue to give instructions for the performance of a wide variety of rites.

Kanha, in his Samvaravyâkhyâ, advocates not so much the rejection of ritual but its

internalization within the body. He describes as follows an internalized fire sacrifice,

making it clear that other types of rites can be similarly internalized as well:

Here there is no [visualization of a mantra] garland, no mantra recitation. The 
orgasmic exists in everything. Thus, without discursive thought energetically 
give rise to reverence, and always avoid fear and astonishment. The yogin 
should abide playfully. One who has this achieves in his body the recitations, 
fire sacrifices, worship, contemplations, the mandala, the flasks, and the rites of 
colored powders and threads. Through the union of that which rubs and the 
rubbed, the fire of wisdom full blazes. It abides in the lotus of the navel, but 
when compelled by the winds of karma^ smoke rises and it blazes, and illumines 
the orgasmic nature. When it arrives at the intuition wheel (jnanacakra)y the 
Buddhas are scorched, and it enters the beatific wheel 人

Having worshipped the liberative art, it reaches the mind at the brow whorl 
(urna). It proceeds from the essential gate called Oddiyäna and reaches 
Jalandhara. Burning all of the Sugatas, if one has the force of mind of the 
goddess, one will not see conceptually. Entreating all of the Buddhas, the nectar 
is concocted and drips like a stream of milk. It arrived at the golden gate, and 
abides in the wheel of beatitude. It drips to the orifice of earth. Refreshing the 
mind like a water-pump, it nonetheless bums continuously and delights the 
Buddhas.80

79 Nâropa, for example, begins his Karnatantravajrapada, an upadesa on the subtle body yoga of the 
Cakrasamvam tradition with the following instruction: <4Having relied from the stan on the Cakrasamvara, 
bestow the four initiations in the mandala of sixty-two [deities]/* / thog mar Akhor lo sdom pa la brten nas 
// drug eu rtsa gnyis dkyil 4khor dbang bzhi bskur / (DT fol. 303a).

80 / 4dir ni phreng med sngags bzlas med // lhan cig skyes pas thams cad gnas // de phyir mam rtog med pa 
yis // 'bad pas gus pa bsi^ed par bya // 4jigs dang ngo tsha rtag tu spang // mal 'byor rol pas gnas par bya 
// *di ldan bzlas bijod sbyin sreg dang // mchod sbyin bsam gtan dkyil 'khor sogs // bum pa rdul tshon 
thig cho ga / lus la lhan cig skyes grub pas // srub dang bsrub pa'i sbyor ba las // ye shes me ni shin tu 
4bar // las kyi rlung gis bskul nas ni // Ite ba'i padmar mam par gnas // du ba (thul ba "bar ba dang U lhan 
cig skyes pa*i rang bzhin gsal // ye shes 4khor lor son pa yis // sang rgyas mams ni bsregs nas ni // longs 
spyod rdzogs pa*i *khor lor zhugs // thabs la mchod pa byas nas ni // mdzod spur yid ni zhugs gyur pas // 
aurdyana zhes ni bya ba yi // gnad kyi sg〇 nas 4thon nas kyang // dzâlandharar rab tu zhugs // bde gshegs 
thams cad bsregs nas ai // lha mo yid kyi shugs ldan na // dmigs kyis mthong bar mi kgyur ro // sangs 
rgyas thams cad bskul nas ni // bdud rtsi phung por byas nas kyang // *〇 ma'i rgyun liar *dzag par 'gyur // 
gser gyi sgor ni zhugs par *gyur // longs spyod 4khor lor gnas nas kyang // sa yi bu gar 4dzag par *gyur // 
zo chun rgyun mo Ita bu ni // sems kyi ngo bor ngal bso nas // rgyun mi 4chad par bsregs nas kyang // 
rgyal ba mams ni mnyes par byed /  (DT fol. 10b).
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Represented here is the ideal of the yogin who is completely self-sufficient, taking his body 

as the sole site and requisite for the achievement of Awakening. He or she does not need 

the practice of outer ritual actions, some of which would presumably require the 

mobilization of resources that implies some sort of community, lay or monastic, or even a 

community of yogins and yoginis, using the materials of the charnel ground to construct 

mandalas and so forth. This inner/outer dialectic is one which appears to pervade the 

history of Tantric Buddhism in India, and has interesting social implications, some of 

which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Generally speaking, later Tantric doxographical schemas are based on additions to 

the tripartite krtyà-caryô/ubhaya-yoga classification. Perhaps the earliest doxographic 

schema of Buddhist doctrines found in Tibet is the “Nine Vehicles” of the rNying-ma 

school.81 A document listing these vehicles was found at Dunhuang, and is dated by 

Snellgrove to the late 10th century, which is quite early by Tibetan standards.82 Six of the 

nine “vehicles” are different classes of Tantras The first two are the /rhyâ and 

ubhaya/upaya classes; the other four are evidently derived from the yoga, as their names 

suggest, which follow: yoga, anuyoga, atiyoga and mahäyoga. Several Indie Tantras 

actually contain this list o f four terms, where they appear to refer to different types of yogic 

processes, and not to categories of Tantras per se. The terms appear in a passage in the 

Sarvatathägatakäyaväkcitta-krsnayamäri-näma-tantra, where they clearly designate four 

stages of a yogic process, as follows:

The first meditation is yoga, the second anuyoga, the third atiyoga, and the fourth 
mahäyoga. Yoga is understood to be the perfection of Vajrasattva, and anuyoga 
is famed as the causally efficacious body of the deity. The perfection of all of the 
wheels is known to be atiyoga. Mahäyoga should be taken to be the Body,
Speech and Mind [of the deity], the blessing of the divine eye (divyacaksus), etc.,

81 For a description of the “Nine Vehicles” see Dudjom Rinpoche ( 1991 pp. 223-318). Concerning the 
related nine vehicles of the Bon see Snellgrove 1967.

n  See Snellgrove 1988 p. 1355.
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the entry of the Wisdom Wheel (jmnacakra), the experience of ambrosia, 
worship (püjä) and great praise (mahâstotra).83

The same list occurs in the Sarvabuddhasamayogadàkinijâlasamvara (JS), also evidently

in the same hierarchical order, with Mahäyoga the ultimate stage.84 A similar, but not 

identical, description also occurs in Kukurâja^ Srivajrasattvaguhyârthadharavyûha, as 

follows:

The mandala is perfected by means of the four types of yoga, and it is attained 
by means of the ritual observances. Being equipoised in intuition alone is called 
yoga. Worshipping and summoning by means of the play of feminine blessing 
is anuyoga. Creating, projecting and recollecting purified, perfected mandalas is 
atiyoga. Perfection in the blessings (adhisthäna) and initiations (abhiseka) is 
mahäyoga.85

S3 Sarvatathàgatakàyavàkcitta-krsnayamàri-nàma-tantra, ch. 17: / dang por bsgoin pa mal *byor te I I gnyis 
pa ijes kyi mal lbyor yin // gsum pa shin tu mal kbyor te // bzhi pa maJ kbyor chen po*o // rdo rje sems 
dpa' rd2〇gs pa yin // mal *byor yin par *di Itar 4dod // de ni rgyu nuhun lha yi sku // rjes kyi mal *byor yin 
par grags // kkhor lo thams cad yongs rdzogs pa // shin tu mal 4byor yin par grags H sku dang gsungs dang 
thugs mams dang // lha yi mig sogs byin rlabs dang // ye shes 'Ichor lo gzhug pa dang // bdud rtsi myang 
ba dag dang ni // mchod dang bstod pa chen po dag / mal 4byor chen po zhes bya*o / (DT fol. 150a). This 
passage is quoted by Tsongkhapa in his sngags rim chen mo; see Wayman 1977, p. 157.

84 The JS introduces the terms yoga, anuyoga, atiyoga and mahäyoga in its second kalpa (DK fois. 153- 
S4). Their import here is unclear, but they seem to refer to different yogic stages or processes. Santimitra's 
commentary on the JS, the Sarvabuddhasamayogapafijikä (Tôh. 1663), defines yoga  as meditation on non
dual union with the deity. (DT fol. 66b). Regarding anuyoga, he states that 'The practice of anuyoga is 
explained as "Having abandoned a male form, one assumes the appearance of a goddess/* (/ skyed pa*i 
gzugs spong nas lha mo*i ngo bor yongs su gyur pafo // de yis zhes pa ni ji skad du bshad pa'i rje su 
sbyor ba byas pa'o / DT fol. 64b) This could be taken as referring to the body isolation practice of the 
Perfection Stage (if the practitioner is assumed to be male and the deity feminine); its reference to sexual 
transformation is somewhat unusual, but not necessarily out of place in a Yogini Tantra, and it no doubt 
refers to a visualized transformation . Regarding atiyoga  he comments that t%an is the rapture of bliss, 
which is attained through the atiyoga which has the characteristic of complete union with all goddesses/* (/ 
shin tu zhes pa ni bde bafi rab tu dga* ba ste // lha mo thams cad dang yang dag par sbyor bari mtshan 
nyid can lhag pa*i sbyor baM bar yang *lhob par *gyur ro / (DT 64a). Another passage seems to point 
toward atiyoga as being a Mind Isolation-type of Perfection Stage practice: 'Through union (yoga) with 
Vajrasattva and the yoga termed anuyoga^ there is atiyoga  which is the total union with Vajrasattva. Its 
power is that it stabilizes, through which there is great bliss. By being sealed as the very actuality of 
Vajrasattva, there is the Mahamudrâ.'9 (/ dpal rdo rje sems dpa'i sbyor ba dang / rjes su sbyor ba byas pa'i 
m d 4byor bas shin tu sbyor ba ni dpal rdo ije sems dpa* kun tu sbyor ba*o // de yi mlhu ni brtan par byas 
pa'o // des na bde chen po ste / rdo rje sems dpa'i ngo bo nyid du gyur pa'i rgyas btab pas na phyag rgya 
bde ba chen po*o / DT 65a). This is interesting for while the JS was one of the rNying-ma*s 18 Mahäyoga 
Tantras, this formulation seems quite different than that which appears in classical rDzogs chen texts. On 
the other hand, it may just be an alternate formulation which was not as influential on the development of 
the rDzogs chen tradition as was, for example, those of the Guhyagarba tradition.

83 Kukurâja's Srivajrasattvaguhyârthadharavyûha is a commentaiy on the Vajrasattva section of the JS; / 
sbyor ba bzhi yi bye brag gis // dkyil *khor rdzogs par byas nas ni // ije su 'grò ba*i las dag gis If dkyil 
4khor bsgrub par bya ba yin // ye shes tsam la snyoms 4jug pa // sbyor ba zhes ni bya bar bshad // yum 
Idan byin brlabs rol pas mchod // gzhug pa ije su sbyor ba'o // dag mdzad dkyil 4khor rdzogs mdzad nas // 
4phros 'du shin tu sbyor ba yin // byin brlabs dbang bskur las rdzogs pa // sbyor ba chen po zhes bya*o / 
(DTfol. 124b)
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A similar but lengthier description is provided by brGya-byin sdang-po in his

Sarvabuddhasamayogadäkinijälasamvaratanträrthodaratikä, as follows:

First, yoga, is worshipping oneself through union of oneself with the superior 
deity. The body of Mahävajradhara produced through the five abhisambodhis96 
is the superior deity, the essence of all Buddhas. One unites with the mudrâ of 
his Body, Speech and Mind. One is initiated with the ornaments and costume, 
and receives the blessings, whereby one worships oneself. Regarding anuyoga, 
one worships through the further application (anuyoga) of the bliss of all yogas, 
and gives rise to a woman who accords with ones clan. For example, just as a 
shadow is produced when a shoot is illumined with light, when illumined by 
intuition (jnäna) an image which accords with reality (dharmadhàtu) is 
produced. After undergoing the preliminaries of initiation (abhiseka) and 
blessing (adhisthâna), she is exhorted with the signs and so forth, and then 
enjoyed. Abiding in blissful concentration for the sake of all yogas, the Victors 
are delighted and beings purified through the worship of anuyoga. Regarding 
atiyoga, when one takes pleasure in all things, then one is will succeed by 
means of atiyoga. Having purified the outer ^sign1* with lumious bliss, one 
creates the habitat and inhabitant mandalas within the secret place. Regarding 
mahäyoga, this bliss which extracts the essence (rasäyäna) of all Buddhas 
achieves supreme bliss and the glorious life of Vajrasattva, youthful and free of 
disease.87 Being initiated with the blessings of the six sense media (äyatana), 
the blessings of the four elements,M the symbol of the crown and the vase o f the 
goddess, and being purified, one attains the four glories through the bliss of 
rasäyana, which is the flow of bodhicitta.89

While there is no doubt a relation between these schemas, it is difficult to tell if they refer to 

an identical system of meditative processes. They are interesting, however, in that they * 17 * 19

M The five abhisambodhis are Creation Stage mediation techniques leading to Awakening, involving: 1 ) 
discernment of the sixteen voids; 2) creating the Spirit of Awakening; 3) contemplating the mind as 
adamam； 4) conlemplating the voidness of the vajra-mind; and S) contemplation of the equality of all 
Tathâgatas. See Rigzin 1986, p. 96.

17 This is a quote from JS kalpa 2, fols. 153b. See section 2.3.1 above.

M Translating gnas bzhi, with assumption that gnas is an atypical translation of bhûta.

19 / dong po sbyor ba ni / bdag nyìd che ba'i lhar sbyor bas // bdag la bdag gis rab tu mchod // mngon par 
byang chub pa mam pa Ingas rgyu'i rdo ije "chang chen po*i skur gyur pa ni che ba'i lha ste sangs rgyas 
kun gyi bdag nyid do // de nyìd sku gsung thugs kyi phyag rgyar sbyor zhing / rgyan cha dang cha lugs 
dang dbang skur zhing byin gyis brlabs pas bdag la bdag gis mchod pa*o // ijes su sbyor ba ni / mal 4byor 
thams cad bde ba yi // ijes su sbyor bas mchod byed cing // rigs dang mthun pa*i yum bskyed pa ni / dper 
na •〇(! kyi snang ba dand ldan pa’i dus su myu gu la grib ma skye ba bzhin ye shes kyj snang chos Gyi 
dbying kyi rgyu mthun pa'i gzugs bmyan mam par 'phrul te / dbang bskur ba dang byin gyis brlabs pa 
sngin du kgro bas / brda la sogs pas bskul zhing roi par mdzad de / mal kbyor thams cad kyi don la bde 
bavi ting nge 4dzin gyis gnas shing / ijes su sbyor ba'i mchod pas rgyal ba mnyes pa dang cgro ba dag par 
mdzad do // shin tu sbyor ba ni /  kun la myong bar byed pas na // shin tu sbyor bas "grub par lgyur // 'od 
kyi bde bas phyi'i mtshan ma sbyangs nas gsang ba*i gnas su rten dang brten pa'i dkyil *khor bskyed pa'o 
/ sbyor ba chen po ni /  sangs rgyas thams cad bdag nyid kyi // ra sa ya na*i bde ba yis // rdo ije sems dpa'i 
tshe Agrub ring // lang tsho nad med bde mchog 4grub // skye mched drug byin gyis brlab pa dang / gnas 
bzhi byin gyis brlab pa dang /  dbu rgyan gyi mtshan ma dang /  lha mo’i bum pas dbang bskur zhing khrus 
by as te / byang chub sems kyi rgyun ra sa y a na*i bde ba des dpal bzhi 4gyur 4gmb pa*o /  (DT fol. 274a,b)
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suggest that the rNying-ma unine vehicles11 schema may have been derived from the 

transformation of what must have been a fairly well known system of meditation in four 

stages in the eighth century into a fourfold doxographic system. Significant perhaps as 

well is the fact that the JS was classified as one of the Mahäyoga Tantras by the rNying- 

ma, while the term atiyoga was applied to the rNying-ma*s preeminent system of 

meditation, the rdz〇gs<hen or <4Great Perfectionn.90

Yoga was also subject to a more common binary division, into yoga and yogini 

Tantras. This distinction is made along the pole of sex distinction; another parallel 

distinction was between upâya and prajfia, which were also thought to correspond to the 

masculine and feminine respectively; this distinction was made not only on the basis of the 

gender of the nouns in Sanskrit, but also, more generally, Buddhists considered liberative 

art or upâya to be a masculine quality, and wisdom or prajhä to be a feminine quality. 

Generally these asscx:iations are quite ancient; certainly prajnä came to be embodied as the 

goddess Prajnäpäramitä early in the first millennium.

This distinction was probably already made by the eighth century, for it occurs in 

the writing of Vilasavajra who can be dated to this pericxl, as will be discussed below. 

Another early occurrence of assignment of texts along gender polarity occurs in 

Jnânamitra^ commentary on the Prajfiäpäramitänaya-sütrcL91 92 Commenting on the 

salutation that at the beginning of the Prajnäpäramitä-naya, ^Homage to Bhagavati 

Prajnäpäramitä’’， he wrote:

[She] has conquered (bhagna) the four Maras and possesses the six virtues (bhaga)f2 
Prajnâpâramitâ is the Mother whence arises all Tathâgatas, which here is known as the

90 The early history of the rdzog-chen school is discussed at length by Germano in his 1994 article. He 
does not discuss, however, these occurrences of the terms atiyoga  etc. in these two Indie Tantras.

9t This text is discussed at length by Eastman in his 1981 article. Jnânamitra was likely to have lived in 
the late ninth to early tenth century. According to the Blue Annals he taught at Vikramasîla. He was a 
teacher of Balîn âcârya who was a contemporary of Nâropa (Roerich 1949:372-73); Nàropa's dates have 
been calculated as being 956-1040 C.E. (See Wylie 1982). See also section 5.2 below.

92 These represent the classic (folk) etymologies of bhagavan found in a wide array of Buddhist texts; see 
Tsongkhapa*s analysis of the first chapter of the CST below for a discussion of this.
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Sriparamädhyamälä. What then is the Father of the Tathâgatas? It is taught that the Father 
is the profound mantrasütra known as the Tattvasamgraha Tantra.93

The prajfiä or yoginitantras were understocxi to stand in a certain relationship with the 

Prajnäpäramitä class of literature; it was a focus on wisdom, prajfiä, that supposedly 

differentiated them from their <4masculinen yoga counterparts. In particular, they were 

understood to represent a ^method11, naya, for the cultivation of this wisdom, providing the 

efficacious means that adherents of the Vajrayâna believed the pàramità vehicle lacked. As 

such, the Prajnäpäramitänaya appears to occupy a crucial place in the genealogy of the 

Yoginitantras, an explicit link between the Prajnäpäramitä corpus and the Yoginitantras, 

which were known for their focus on sexual bliss; this link will be further explored in 

section 6.2.1 below.

The Däkinivajrapanjara, an Explanatory Tantra for the Hevajra, which is one of 

the most important Yoginitantras along with the Cakrasamvara, describes the Tantra 

classes as follows:

The Method of the Perfection of Wisdom (Prajnäpäramitänaya) is called 
4yogini\ who is served for the sake of union with the Mahâmudrâ. The 
Vajrapafijara of the yogini is called the 4Yogini Tantra,. The art of all 
perfections is attained through contemplation (dhyäna) alone. The Hevajra 
mandala, the Sarvabuddha[samayoga], the Guhyagarbha, the Vajrämrta, the 
Cakrasamvara, and the [Vajrajpanjara94 are famed as the six Yoginitantra.
The Yogatantras were taught for the sake of disciplining men. Yoginitantras 
were taught in order to assemble women. Kriyâtantra [was taught] for the 
inferior, and the caryä95 for everyone else. Yoga[tantras] are taught for superior 
beings, and Anuttarayoga for those who are even greater.96

93 Jnânamitra^ Prajnàpàramitànayasatapancàsatikà-tikâ: ! gzhung las bcom ldan 4da.s ma shes rab kyi pha 
rol tu phyin pa la phyag 4tshal lo zhes byung ba ni / bdud bzhi bcom ste yon tan drug dang Idan pa de 
bzhin gshegs pa thams cad 'byung ba*i yum shes rab kyi pha roi tu phyin pa la dpal dam pa phreng ba zhes 
bya ba zhes bya ba 'di yin no // yum smos pa las na de bzhin gshegs pa'i yab kyang smos dgos te gang 
zhe na / yab ni tantra tattvasamgraha / zhes bya ba sngags kyi mdo sde zab mo yin par ston to / (DT fol. 
274a).

w The six Tantras listed here appear to be: 1. Hevajra Tantra (HV), Töh. 417; 2. 
Sarvabuddhasaniayogadâkmijâlasamvara (JS), Tôh. 366; 3. Guhyagarbha. presumably the 
Sriguhyagarbhatattvaviniscaya, Töh. 832; 4. Vajràmrta, Töh. 435; 5. Cakrasamvara (CST)f Töh. 368; 6. 
Vajrapafijara (DP), Tôh. 419.

95 Literally Mlhat which is not kriyà (bya min, akriyà); see Gyurme and Kapstein 1991, voi. 2, note 256, p. 
19.

96 DP ch.13 /  shes rab pha rol phyin pa*i lhabs // mal 4byor ma zhes mngon par brjod // phyag rgya chen 
poTi sbyor ba las // gang phyir de nyid bsten pa yi // mal *byor ma yi rdo ije gur // mal 4byor ma yi rgyud
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According to Devakulamahâmati, the classes of Tantra described here are based upon the 

initial distinction between outer actions and inner yogic transformations, and the various 

types of yoga-centric Tantras are seen as being hierarchically arranged, from the sublime to 

the even more sublime, with the most sublime, the anuttarayogatantra, involving a 

completely internal prcx:ess of integration (yuganaddha).91

Many distinctions in addition to those above have been drawn between the Yoga 

and Yogini Tantras in various Indian and Tibetan sources. Kânha, and important 

mahäsiddha and commentator on both the Hevajra and Cakrasamvara Tantras who lived 

in the late eighth and/or early ninth centuries,97 98 99 relates the four classes of Tantra to the four 

degrees of intimacy exhibited by kämadhätu deities, and distinguishes between yoga and 

yogini Tantras on the basis of their meditative specialty, as follows in his 

Guhyatattvaprakäsa:

The four classes of Tantra are distinguished by the four ages of time," which 
are laughing, looking, hand-holding and embracing. Likewise, there are four 
classes of Tantras. The Guhyasamäja also speaks of two aspects, the Creation

ces bshad // pha rol phyin pa kun gyi thabs // bsam gtan isam gyis 4grub par *gyur // kye yi rdo rje dkyil 
'khor sangs rgyas kun // gsang mdzod rdo tje bdud rtsi "byung ba dang // *khor to sdom pa gur dang 
•byung gnas ni // mal ‘byor ma rgyud drug tu rab tu grags // skyes bu mams ni gdul ba’i phyir // mal 
kbyor rgyud ni yang dag bshad // btsun mo mams ni bsdu baM phyir // mal Abyor ma yi rgyud bshad do // 
dman pa mams la bya bafi rgyud // bya min mal 'byor de lhag la // sems can mchog la mal 'byor mchog / 
ma l 4 by or gong rued de lhag la / (DT 54b)

97 Devakulamahâmali wrote in his dàkinivajrajàla-tantraràja-tattvapaustikapanjika-nàma that %%kriyätantra
involves the external visualization of the deity as food, etc., and the earnest practice of purification, silence 
and so forth. 容a involves visualization [of the deity】 external U) oneself. Yoga is
the visualization of the experiental unity (ekarasa) of oneself and the wisdom [hero] who arises from one's 
own wheel (cakra). Superior Yoga (m a l %byor bla ma) is engaging in the great secret of supreme joy 
which arises from the embrace with one's consort (vidyä). Unexcelled Yoga (anuttarayoga) involves the 
conception of the supreme bliss which arises from the union of vajra and lotus of oneself as the d e i t y / 
bya baf i rgyud ces bya ba ni phyi roi du za ma la sogs pa'i lhar dmigs pa dang / gtsang sbra dang mi smra 
ba la sogs pa lhur spycxl pa // bya ba'i sbyor ba zhes bya ba ni // bdag las phyi roi du dmigs pa'o // mal 
4byor zhes bya ba ni rang gi 4khor los sgyur ba*i ye shes dang bdag nyid ro geig tu dmigs pa*o // mal 4byor 
bla ma zhes bya ba ni rang gi ng pa dang Akhyucl pa las byung ba*i dga' ba mchog gi gsang chen la spyod 
pa'o // mal 4byor bla ma med pa zhes bya ba ni /  rang gì lha'i rdo rje dang padma sbyor ba las skyes pa*i 
bde mchog la dmigs pa*o / (ch. 13 DT foL 91a).

98 This date is based on Târanâtha*s claim that Kânha was a contemporary of King Devapàla (Chimpa & 
Chattopadhyaya 1970:268), who ascended the Pala throne in 810 CE. (see Hazra 1995 pp. 232-33). See 
also Snellgrove 1959 vol. I, p. 14.

99 That is, the four ages (caturyuga) with which the Tantra classes are sometimes associated. See section 
4.3 below.
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and the Perfection stages. The Yoga [Tantras] teach the Creation [stage], and 
the Perfection [stage] is taught in the Yogini [Tantras].100 101

Later in the same text he distinguishes the Yoga and Yogini Tantras on the basis of their

nidäna verses, saying that *The [statement] that 4the Blessed Lord resides in the vulva of

the Adamantine Lady1101 is well known in the Yoga Tantras; 4The Hero made of all

dakinis, Vajrasattva, Supreme Bliss, always abides in the secret supreme delighted, the

Universal S e lf102 is taught elsewhere [in the VoginitantrasJ/,，,°3

Kânha here used a different terminology than that used by the later Tibetans, who

consider both "Father TantrasM such as the Guhyasamâja and the k4Mother Tantras,1 such as

the Cakrasamvara to be Unexcelled Yogatantras. However, differences such as these, and

many others as well, were recognized by Tibetans as distinguishing the 44Father/Mother,\

“Yoga/Yogini” Tantras; Bu-ston lists many more in his commerUaries，104 but he particularly

100 TP ch. I : / dus ni mam par bzhif i dbye ba yis // rgyud ni mam pa bzhir 'gyur te // brgad pa dang ni 
bltas pa dang // de bzhin gzhan ni lag bcangs dang // gnyis gnyis sprod pa bzhi pa s【e // de dag rgyud ni 
rnam pa bzhi // *dus pa'ang mam gnyis gsung te // bskyed dang rdzogs byung rim pa*o // mal *byor 
bskyed par bstan pa ste // rdzogs pa mal 4byor ma ru bijod / (DT 349b).

101 Kânha here refers to the infamous nidâna verse of the Guhyasamâja Tantra, which is discussed in 
section 5.1 below.

102 Kânha here quotes the 4,Yoginiianira nidäna** as it occurs in ihe Cakrasamvara Tanlra; similar versions 
occur in texts such as the VD, JS and SP. CST ch. 1 v. 2.c-3b: rahasye pararne ramye sarvâtmani sadà 
sthitah // sarvadâkinimayah sattvo vajrasattvah param sukham //; / gsang ba mchog gi dgyes pa na // (hams 
cad bdag nyid rtag tu bàugs // mkha' *gro kun dngos sems dpaf ni // rdo tje sems dpa? bde ba'i mchog / 
See appendix A below.

103 TP eh. 1: / sku gsung thugs dang rdo ije zhes // btsun mofi bha ga mams la *dir // boom ldan *das ni 
bzhugs su zhes // mal (byor rgyud las rab tu grags // gsang bavi mchog gì dgyes pa ni // thams cad bdag 
nyid rtag tu bzhugs // mkha* kgro kun dngos seins dpav ni // rdo ije sems dpa* bde ba mchog / zhes bya ba 
yang gzhan du bstan /  (DT 350b).

1W Bu-ston, for example, lists in his DS commentary a large number of differences in a passage far to long 
to translate. Major points I will summarize instead as follows: Bu-ston comments that the Mother Tantras 
(MT) generally present a ferocity of a conduct and appearance of the deities which is generally not found in 
Father Tantras (FT); he qualifies this statement, however, pointing out that peaceful deities do occur in the 
MT, and fierce ones in the FT, which is certainly the case, given ihe fact the FT include the Tantras of 
fierce deities such as Yamânlaka and Vajrabhairava (DS p. 37) He likewise mentions the two different 
nidânas of ihe FT and MT, and states that generally the FT teach *4liberative art extensivelyM, while MT 
teach 41wisdom profoundly**. Switching terminology somewhat, he goes on to say that the Upàyaîantras 
(UT) focus on the realities (tattva) of the Creation stage, and the Prajnâtantras (PT) on the Perfection 
stage tattvas (DS p. 38). He goes on to discuss the different ways the mandala is visualized, stating that 
in 5ie UP the mandala palace or adamantine earth is generated from the dissolution of the stacked-up 
elemental disks, but in the PT the palace is created on top of the disks. In the UP the divine couple has 
equal numbers of faces and anns, while in PT they are unequal (DS p. 39). He then gives an interesting 
comparison of the appearances of the central deities of the Tantras, which occurs as follow: t4If [the cental 
deity】 sits on lion üîrone atop lion thrones or jeweled thrones， and if His ornaments are precious and his 
emblems largely wheels and jewels, and if the fiercely composed deities sit with their left legs extended,
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stresses the predominance of the feminine in the MotherAroginî/Prajnâ Tantras, claiming 

that in Mother Tantras goddesses predominate and often take the central roles of Teacher, 

interlocutor or compiler of the Tantra, and that they were taught primarily for the sake of

Other cases of doxographic expansion appear to be simple cases of addition of a 

new class which is considered to be the ultimate, supreme class in order to legitimate the 

Tantras contained in that class. The fourfold categorization appears to have developed 

from the addition of an extra class over and above the kriyâ, caryâ/ubhaya, yoga trio. An 

early example is the category of mahäyoga, which, as Eastman has shown in his 1981 

article, was originally a name for a compilation of eighteen Tantras which included texts 

which would later understood to be Father and Mother Tantras of the Anuttarayoga Tantra 

class. At some point, however, the term mahäyoga came to refer to the uhighest class of 

Tantras,\  It is clearly used in this sense in the Vajrajnänasamuccaya, an Explanatory * 103

and the peacefully composed ones sit lifting their left sides, and have silk robes, it is an Upâyatantra. But 
it is a Mother Tantra if the seats are corpses, skulls, etc., and the ornaments bone ornaments and garlands 
of heads and human hands, and if the emblems are flaying knives, skulls, skull staves (khatvânga), and 
damaru, etc., and if the deities sit with their right legs extended and their right sides elevated, and if the 
have robes of human or elephant hide, or are naked without robes. Also, if their are charnel grounds in the 
ma^^ala, it is a Mother Tantra; if there are none k is a Father Tantra. This is what the gurus say.” （DS pp. 
4(M1). Buston continues (pp. 41-44) with a discussion of the differences in the meditation systems 
between the FT and MTV but these finer distinctions are beyond the scope of general comparison.

103 Bu-ston argues in his DS comm, that MFather Tantras are taught by Vajradhara or Vajrasattva amidst a 
retinue which includes women. Mother Tantras are taught by Heruka or a goddess such as Dâkinî...In 
Father Tantras, a Buddha, bodhisattva or male god of the retinue is the interlocutor of the Teacher 
Vajradhara; in Mother Tantras, when the Teacher is male the interlocutor is a goddess, or he is questioned

attain Awakening; Mother Tantras are [taught] in order to train outsiders who delight in killing and so 
forth, and who adhere to enonous views and spiritual paths/1 / btsun movi tshogs dang bcas paM 'khor gyi 
dbus su rdo tje 'chang ngam rdo ije sems dpa'i mam pas gsungs pa ni pha rgyud / he ru ka'am mkha*
'gro*! lha mos gsungs pa ni ma rgyud de /  (p. 42).... ston pa po rdo ije 4chang la lkhor sangs rgyas byang 
sems sam lha pho zhus pa pha rgyud / ston pa po pha yin yang Iha mos zhus pa'am / lha mof i ched du 
zhus pa ma rgyud de /....lha phos bsdus pa ni pha rgyud / mos bsdus pa ni ma rgyud de L .J  yang rang gi 
sde pavi rten gyi gang zag Ita ba phyin ci ma log pa dang Idan pa de la byang chub sgrub par 4dod pa la pha 
rgyud / phyi rol pa'i gang zag srog gcod pa la sogs pa la dgav zhing /  Ita ba dang lam phyin ci log tu gyur 
pa mams gdul ba*i phyir ma rgyud de /  (p. 43)

women.

antras, 
ì of trail
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Tantra of the Guhyasamâja, which for some time was considered to be the preeminent 

‘̂ Mahäyoga，，Tantra /06

In India there evidently were competing systems of classification, and it is not at all 

clear that the fourfold system popularized later by Bu-ston was ever recognized there as the 

preeminent system. The idea that the categories were four in number appears, however, to 

have been quite popular, no doubt due to the ubiquity of the number four in Indian 

classification schemes, which allowed the correlation of the four classes with other fourfold 

sets such as the four ages (caturyuga) or the four castes (caturvarna)J07 There appear to 

have been two competing fourfold systems, each based on the previous triadic schema.

One divided yoga along gender polarity, resulting in the kriyât caryâ, yoga and yogini 

system.

This added fourth category was understood by its advocates as superseding the 

other three; as in the case of the Chinese Pan-jiao classification schemas, these attempts at 

categorization sought “to impose a hierarchical structure on the various doctrines with the 

teachings of one's own school on top; and....to try to determine the highest teaching, 

namely， that which was closest to representing the Buddha’s own enlightenment.” 

(McMahon 1998:267) In Tantric Buddhist discourse, the “highest” teaching is always that 

which is most practically efficacious, meaning that its praxis is most conducive to the 106 *

106 The Vajrajfiànasamuccaya gives the following list of Tantra classes, which are hierarchically arranged 
by the number of Tantras that each class is claimed to contain: MIt is said that there are twelve thousand 
mahayogatantras, but if broadly classified they are innumerable. There are six thousand ubhayatantra, 
eight thousand caryàtantra, four thousand kriyàtantra, and four thousand kalpatantra, making thirty-four 
thousand in all.1* / mal 4byor chen po'i rgyud kyi ming stong phrag bcu gnyis zhes bya ste / rgyas par phye 
na grang med do // gnyis ka'i rgyud stong phrag drug go // spyod pa'i rgyud stong phrag brgyad do // bya 
bafi rgyud stong phrag bzhi*o // rtog pa'i rgyud stong phrag bzhi'o // de dag ni stong phnig sum cu rtsa 
bzhi s te /(DT fols. 284b-8Sa) This list is unconventional in that considers the ubhaya and caryä  as 
separate classes, which are elsewhere alternatives not occuring in the same text; it is also unique in 
claiming a class o f kalpatantras; kalpa is a term by which numerous early ^antric** texts» such as the 
Manjusrisrimùlakalpa^ were designated; the term seem to denote a compendium of lore concerning a topic 
such as a the cult of a particular deity; nowhere else have I have I found it used as a term for a class of 
Tantras. For more information concerning this passage see Eimer 1993.

,a7 The pervasion of Indian classification systems by the number four in documented at length by Smith in 
his 1994 book.
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achievement of the ultimate goal, complete Awakening in this very life, and if it results in 

accruement of the various mundane powers as well so much the better.

One common assertion of superiority found in the Yoginitantras is that which

occurred in the Däkinivajrapanjara quote above, that they teach a method of attaining all of

the perfections (pàramitâ) and powers (siddhi) taught in other texts by means of

contemplation (dhyäna) alone. The Cakrasamvara Tantra, for example, claims that it

teaches a superior form of yoga which allows rapid success not only of all of the goals

mentioned within it, but also all those mentioned in other texts as well:

Whatever powers do not occur [in this TantraJ, but which are taught in the 
Tattvasamgrahat and likewise in the Samvara, the Guhyafsamaja] Tantra, the 
Sriparamadhya, or in the Vajrabhairava, attained by means of recitation (japa)t 
observances (vraîa)t and so forth, the Mantrin will achieve here 
instantaneously, by means of contemplation (dhyäna).108

The claim that meditative contemplation alone can achieve everything that the more complex

ritual actions are thought to achieve is characteristic of the Yogini Tantras, given their

inward focus and the common characterization that they focus more on wisdom, a

characterization which seems to some degree to be justified.

The adherents of a competing system, perhaps associated with the Guhyasamäja 

tradition, added another superseding category, that of the mahâyoga or anuttarayoga.

There were various attempts to resolve these two systems; one strategy occurring in Indie 

texts was to include both in the schema, which yielded five classes.109 There are alternate 

fivefold classification systems found in Indie texts as well, such as the following which 

occurs in the päkinisarvacittädvayäcintyajriänavajravärähyabhibhava-tantraräja, as 

follows:

108 CST ch. 27, vv. 22.b-24.b: / dngos gnjb gang las 4byung mi *gyur // de nyid bsdus las gang gsungs 
dang // de bzhin bde mchog las gang gsungs // gsang ba*i rgyud las yang dag bshad // de b ä in  dpal 
mchog dang po dang // rdo tje 4jigs byed rgyud du ni // bzlas dang brtui zhugs sogs "grub ste // de "dir 
bsam gtan tsam gyis ni // sngags pas skad cig gis 4grub 4gyur / (DK fol. 232a). Concerning the identities 
of these Tantras, such as the Samvara, which is in reference to the JS, see section 4.3.1 below.

109 For example, Alamkakalasa, in his Srivajramàlâmahàyogatantrankà-gambhiràrthdipaka-nàma, listed 
five categories» which are the classes of kriyà, caryà, yoga, mahâyoga, and yogini Tantras, which he 
correlates with the social classes (DT fol. 3a). This passage is quoted and discussed at length in section 
4.3 below.
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t4Listen, oh Lady of the Chamel Ground (smasänesvari). All o f the beings of 
samsâra are obscured by the darkness of misknowledge. Since they are sunk 
in the ocean of samsara and mired in the mud of the addictions (klesa)t all of 
the Buddhas of the three times have taught the eighty-four thousand, as many as 
can be counted, Dharma gates as cures for the addicted. They gradually taught 
the ordinary vehicle for the sake of those of middling and superior faculties.
The sütra, vinaya and abhidharma are the roots of all teachings. The 
inconceivably compassionate Sugata taught sentient beings in this way.”

Then the Lady of the Chamel Ground made the following request. ''Unexcelled 
Teacher Heruka! You have taught the ordinary vehicle. What the Extremely
Secret Mantra [vehicle] is iike? Would you distinguish the classes of 
Tantras?....Oh Great Hero, please explain.”

Then the Teacher Heruka replied, “Listen, oh Lady of the Chamel Ground! I 
will explain the Secret Mantra Tantras for the sake of fortunate individuals.
Abandon the three defects110 and listen. The five types of kriyätantra are taught 
for those who emphasize ritual actions (kriyä). The five kinds of the 
ubhayatantra are taught for those who emphasize practice (caryâ). The five 
kinds of yogatantra are taught for those who emphasize the mind itself The 
five anuttaratantras are taught for those who emphasize bliss and voidness.
The five niruttaratantra (gong na med pa 'i rgyud) are taught for those devoid 
of mental activity. Therefore, there the five classes of Tantra are famed as the 
uSecret Mantra Tantran. Each of these five have Five, making twenty five 
mahätantras, which are unarisen and will not arise /'111

The strategy which was finally adopted was to take the male/female polarity as a

subdivision of the fourth and highest category, however defined. An early version of this

110 Literally, the three kinds of defect of a vessel, ihe vessel being a metaphor for the student, who is to be 
a vessel for the Teaching. These are: having Ihe mouth of the vessel sealed (i.eM not being open to the 
teaching), being like an open but unclean spittoon, (i.e., one who is not appropriate for the teaching), or 
having a leaky base (i.e., someone who listens to ihe teaching but does not reflect and meditate upon it, 
thus wasting the opportunity it afforded.) See Das 1902 p. 772.1.

111 Ch. 7: / nyon cig dur khrod bdag mo khyod // 4khor ba^i sems can thams cad la // ma rig pa yi mun pas 
bsgribs // "khor ba'i rgya mtsho chen por ltung // nyon mongs 4dam du bying ba yis // dus gsum sangs 
rgyas thams cad kyis // chos kyi sgo mo brgyad khri dang // bzhi stong gi ni grangs snyed kun // nyon 
mongs pa yi gnyen por bstan // dbang po rab 4bring dang sbyar nas // thun mong theg pa rim gyis bstan // 
mdo sde 4dul ba mngon pa gsum // bstan pa kun gyi rtsa ba yin // bder gshegs thugs ije bsam mi khyab // 
sems can mams la de Itar bstan // de nas dur khrod bdag mo des yang kdi skad ces gsol to // bla med ston 
pa he ru ka // thun mong theg pa de itar bstan // khyad par gsang sngags ji Itor lags // rgyud sde mams kyi 
dbyed ba shu L ,J  dpa* bo chen pos bshad du gsol // zhes zhus so // de nas ston pa he m kas // nyon cig 
dur ichrod bdag mo khyod // skal par Idan pa'i gang zag la // gsang sngags rgyud sde ngas bshad kyis // 
snod skyon gsum po spangs la nyon // bya ba gtso bor byed pa la // kn ya*i rgyud sde mam Inga bstan // 
spyod pa gtso bor byed pa la // gnyis pavi rgyud sde mam Inga bstan // sems nyid gtso bor byed pa la II 
mal 'byor rgyud sde mam Inga bstan // bde stong gtso bor byed pa la // bla na med pa*i rgyud Inga bstan // 
yid la byed pa med mams la // gong na med pa*i rgyud inga bstan // de phyir rgyud sde mam pa Inga // 
gsang sngags rgyud ces bya bar grags // re re la yang Inga Inga ste // rgyud chen nyi shu rtsa Inga ni // ma 
byung *byung bar mi *gyur ro // zhes gsungs so / (DK fol. 65a,b)
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strategy occurs in a work by Vilasavajra, an eighth century112 commentator on several of

the Buddhist Tantras. He wrote in his commentary on the Guhyagarbha Tantra that

In reality there are three [types of Tantras]: kriyätantras such as the 
VajrapanyabhisekhaJ13 * etcM uCapabiiity Tantras,,lu such as the 
Tattvasamgraha, etc., and Art Vehicle Tantras. In that there are three 
[categories]: Upäyatantras such as the Sri Guhyasamaja, prajnatantras such 
as the Srisamvara and ''Hermaphrodite TantrasM such as the Ansai o f  the 
Buddha.115 In regard to these, since the Sri Guhyagarbha completes the aim of 
all Tantras (as their) cause and effect, it teaches in common with all Tantras.116

This passage is interesting not only because it embeds the prajnä/upäya distinction within

another category, but also because it attempts to mediate this polarity through the inclusion

of the “hermaphrodite” class; this is a strategy was later adopted by advocates of the

Kälacakra Tantra in Tibet. Finally, Vilasavajra here takes the strategy of placing the

Tantra on which he is commenting, and toward which he is evidently partial, outside of the

schema entirely; claiming that it both ucompletes,t and harmonizes with all of the other

categories, he in effect accords it the status of the summum bonum amongst the Tantras.117

112 That Vilasavajra lived in the eighth century is indicated by the fact that he was the instructor in India of 
ihe Tibetan translator rMa rin chen mchog, who departed Tibet for India in approximately 779 CE. See 
Davidson 1981 pp. 6-7.

113 That is, the Àryavajrapànyabhiseka-mahàtantra.

⑴ Vilâsavajra’s category of “capability tamra” seems to correspond to the Yogatanlras，
for he gives as an example the Tattvasamgraha which was considered as such by his contemporary, 
Buddhaguhya. It may however have some connection to the rNying-ma category of the same name which 
corresponds to the original triad of the classes of Tantras, namely, the knyâ, carya/ ubhaya & yogatantras. 
See Guenther 1987: x.

115 The first mentioned Tanlra is the Àryavajrapanyabhiseka-mahàtanîra (Tôh. 496), which is often given 
as an example of a kriyàtantra. The "Srisamvara n undoublably refers to the JS rather than the CSTt for 
reasons which will be discussed in section 3.4.2 below. The ''Ansai o f  the Buddha** (dpal buddha *byung 
ba) does not correspond to any Tantra with which I am familiar.

1,6 This passage occurs in Vilasavajra^ M ahàrâjatantra-sriguhyagarbha-nàma-tikâ, as follows: / ngo bo la 
gsum ste / phyag na rdo ije dbang bskur ba la sogs pa bya ba'i rgyud dang / de Icho na nyid bsdus pa la 
sogs pa thub pa'i rgyud dang /  thabs kyi theg pa'i rgyud do // de la yang gsum ste / dpal gsang ba 4dus 
pa la sogs pa thabs kyi rgyud dang / dpal bde mchogs la sogs pa shes rab kyi rgyud dang / dpal buddha 
*byung ba la sogs pa ma ning gì rgyud do // de la dpal gsang ba*t snying po 4di ni thams cad kyi don dang 
rgyu 4bras tshang bar *byung ba*i phyir /  rgyud lhams cad kyi spyi yin par gsungs so / (Sanje Doije p. 7).

117 It should be noted that Vilâsavajra's G uhyagarbha-ctnlnc presentation of Tantric doxogmphy is limited 
to his commentary on that text; in his commentary on the Manjusrinâmasamgiti, his 
Àryanâmasamgiritikâ-mantrârthàvalokini-nâma, he mentions only the basic tripartite schema of kriyà, 
caryä and yoga, writing that ^yoga, carya and kiiyätantra  are in this way the pàram ità  method.** / mal 
*byor spyod dang bya ba*i rgyud // de bzhin pha rol phyin pa*i tshul / (AN, DT foi. 27b).
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Kànha, in his Yogaratnamâla, relates the four Tantra classes both to the four ages

and the four anuttarayogatantra initiations.118 By the time Sraddhakaravarma, a late tenth

century Kashmiri scholar who aided Rinchen bZang-po with his translations, the four-fold

schema seems to have been pretty well established. He wrote in his

Yogänuttaratanträrthävatära-samgraha that uthere are four doors of entry into the

Adamantine Vehicle of Mantric fruition. These are generally known as kriyâtantra,

caryàtantra, yoga[(antra] and mahâ[yoga]tantra. These are secret and hidden, since they

are secret for those who are not vessels for attainment/'119 Following the Guhyasamâja

tradition of exegesis, Sraddhâkaravarma holds that mahàyoga category contains numerous

subdivisions, including that between prajriä and upayatantra, as follows:

Regarding the Mahäyoga Tantra [class] it is said that its disciples are those of 
supreme faculties, and its import primarily concerns yoga. In brief there are 
twelve thousand of them, but extensively speaking there are inconceivable tens 
of millions.120 121 Moreover, there are two types of Mahäyoga Tantras, the Natural 
Tantras and the Constructed Tantras.

In short there are three types of Natural Tantras, the Causal Tantra, Fruition 
Tantra, and Art Tantra (upàyatantra), as it says in the Guhyasamâja 
Uttaratantra, iltantra is lmown as a Continuum7, and it has the three aspects of 
basis, nature, and non-deprivation. Its nature aspect is the cause, and non
deprivation is the fruit, and the base is the means. These three comprise the 
meanings of the [term] tantra'y{2{

118 Kânha, commenting on the HV kalpa 2 ch. 3t v. 11, wrote: ''Laughing and so forth is said to indicate 
the purification of the initiations. Laughing, in some kriyàtantra, indicates the passion of the deities of 
Wisdom and Art. Purification by that means is called àcàrya, i.e., the Master initiation. In some 
caryàtantra the passion of Wisdom and Art [deities] is indicated by their gazing at each other, and the 
Secret initiation is purification by that means. In some yogatantra the Wisdom and Art [deities] mutually 
embrace, purification by means of which is the Wisdom initiation. In some anuttara(yogatantras\ the 
Wisdom and Art deities are equipoised in the union in which the couple form a continuum, purification by 
which means is the Fourth Initianon.'* Cf. Farrow and Menon 1992, pp. 183-84. The Sanskrit is edited by
Snellgrove as follows: hastitety âdina sekânâm visuddhim âha / kvacit knyâtantre devatânâm prajnopàyayor 
anurâgasücakaxp hasitaip tadviéuddhyâ âc^rya iti âcâryâbhi^eka^ / kvacic caryâtantre prajfîopàyayor 
anurâgasücakam anyonyaniriksanam tadvisuddhyâ guhyâbhisekah / kvacid yogatantre prajnopàyayor 
anyonyalinganam tadvisuddhih prajnâbhisekah / kvacid anuttarâdau prajnopàyayor dvandvatantranarn
dvandvasamâpattih tadvisuddhis catutlho "bhisekah /  (1959 vol. 2 p. 142)

119 / gsang sngags *bras bu rdo rje lheg pa la ni *jug pa*i sgo mam pa bzhi ste /  bya ba*i rgyud dang / 
spyod pa*i rgyud dang / mal 4byor chen po rgyud ces spyir grags pa y in no /  de dag kyang gsang zhing 
sbas pas 4grub la snod ma yin pas na gsang ba'o / (DT fol. lOSb)

120 Sraddhâkaravarma here follows the Jfiänavajrasamuccaya, lhe same passage from which is quoted 
above.

121 This is the famous passage from the Uttaratantra quoted above in section 1.2.
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Constructed Tantras also have two types, Yoga Art Tantras and Yoga Wisdom 
Tantras. These are also called Supreme Yoga Tantras and Unexcelled Yoga 
Tantras (anuttarayogayantra). They are designated as vidyätantras and 
mülatantras. In regard to the differences between Art and Wisdom Tantras, 
those Tantras which teach primarily Thatness extensively...are Art Tantras, and 
those in which it is mainly taught profoundly are Wisdom Tantras. Those in 
which mandatas with a majority of male deities are shown for the sake 
disciplining of men and those of one's one school are Art Tantras. Those in 
which are taught, for the sake of disciplining women and outsiders, mandalas in 
which the majority are goddesses who are accordant with them are Wisdom 
Tantras. Those which teach the deities who purify the outer and inner 
aggregates, elements and sense media are Art Tantras. Those which teach the 
deities who purify the inner and outer channels and bodhicitta are Wisdom 
Tantras. Those which teach the type of deities who accord with the world are 
Art Tantras. Those which teach the type of deities who go against the world are 
Wisdom Tantras.122

Evidently, by the late tenth century when the second transmission of the Dharma to Tibet 

commenced, there had developed a number of systems of Tantric doxography in India, 

including several versions of the fourfold schema. The Tibetans were not confronted with 

any dearth of either scriptures or exegesis. Rather, they were faced with a diverse 

abundance that was as rich as it was complex, and often bewilderingly so, as different 

traditions often contradicted each other, particularly when it came to legitimating claims of 

superiority. Different Tibetans, perhaps to bolster their authority, claimed superiority for 

the tradition on which their authority rested. And while in so doing they were definitely

122 / mal *byor chen po'i rgyud ni gdul bya dbang po mchog dang / mal 'byor gtso bor byed pa'i don 
gsungs pa yin te /  mdor bsdu na stong phrag bcu gnyis yin la /  rgyas par ni dbye ba bsam gyi mi khyab pa 
yin no // de la mal *byor chen po rgyud ni mam pa gnyis te /  rang bzhin gyis rgyud dang brtag pa*i rgyud 
do // de la rang bzhin gyi rgyud ni mdor bsdu na mam pa gsum ste / rgyufi rgyud dang / *bras bu*i rgyud 
dang / thabs kyi rgyud do // de yang gsang ba Adus pa'i rgyud phyi ma las / rgyud ni rgyun ces bya bar 
grags // de ni mam pa gsum du 4gyur // gzhi dang de bzhin rang bzhin dang // mi *phrogs pa yi rab phye 
ba // gzhi dang rang bzhin rgyu yin te // de bzhin mi 4phrogs kbras buvo // gzhi ni thabs zhes bya ba ste // 
gsum gyis rgyud kyi don bsdus pa'o // zhes gsungs pa yin no // btags pa'i rgyud kyang mam pa gnyis te / 
mal 4byor thabs kyi rgyud dang /  mal 'byor shes rab kyi rgyud do // de dag kyang mam pa gnyis su 'dod 
de /  mal "byor mchog gì rgyud dang / mal 4byor bla na med pa'i rgyud ces bya ste /  rig pa'i rgyud dang / 
rtsa ba'i rgyud ces btags pa yin no // de la thabs and shes rab kyi rgyud kyi dbye ba ni /  de kho na nyid 
ston pa dang /  gdul bya dang / mam dag dang /  thun mong du mngon par grags pa la sogs pas tha dad par 
gzhag par bya'o // de yang rgya che ba'i de Uio na nyid gang du gtso bor ston pa'i rgyud ni thabs kyi 
rgyud do // gang du zab pa nyid gtso bor byas te ston pa ni /  shes rab kyi rgyud do // gang du skyes pa 
dang / rang gì sde ba (dul ba'i phyir lha pho'i mam pa mang por ston pa'i dkyil "khor ni thabs kyi rgyud 
do // gang du bud med dang / phyi rol mu stegs can kdul ba'i phyir de dag dang rje su mthun pavi lha mo'i 
mam pa mang bavi dkyil kkhor ston ni shes rab kyi rgyud do // gang du phyi nang gi phung po dang 
khams dang skye mched kyi mam par dag pafi lha ston pa ni thabs kyi rgyud do 7/ gang du phyi nang gi 
rtsa dang /  byang chub kyi sems mam par dag pa'i lha ston pa ni shes rab kyi rgyud do // gang du "jig 
rten dang ijes su mlhun pa*i lha*i mam pa ston pa ni lhabs kyi rgyud do II gang du *jig rten dang 4gal bafi 
lha*i mam pa ston pa ni shes rab kyi rgyud ces bya ba la sogs pa btags pa yin no / (DT fol. 106b-107a).
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following Indian precedent, they made their claims in the uniquely Tibetan social 

environment, in which authority was decentralized and influential masters could and did 

assume significant regional political power.

Bu-ston, for example, claims that there is further and ultimate category of Tantras, 

the 4<noa-dualM class which mediates between the prajfiä and upäya classes. This class, not 

surprisingly, centered around the tradition to which he was particularly partial, that of the 

Kälacakra Tantra.123 This claim, however, was contested by Tsongkhapa, who argued 

that the term non-dual Tantra (advaya(antra) refers to the non-duality of great bliss and 

emptiness, which is taught in all of the anuttarayogatantras, and not only in the 

Kälacakra.124 * * His followers likewise follow this position.*25

Regarding the Cakrasamvara tradition, at least one of its advocates in Tibet claimed 

for k a supreme position even amongst the “Unexcelled Yoga Tantras” . This advocate was 

Sachen, who divided the anuttarayoga class into three groups, that of the t4Unexcelled 

Yoga Tantra/’ the “Unexcelled Yogini Tantra” and the hyperbolical “Even Further

Unexcelled Yogini Tantra^, i.e., the Cakrasamvara Tantra. He made his case for this 

sixfold classification system as follows:

Why are Unexcelled Yoga Tantras such as the Guhyasämaja, etc. classified as 
Unexcelled Yoga Tantras? Although they are similar to the Yogatantras to the 
extent that [both] teach the samâdhi of the nonduality of wisdom and liberative 
art, in particular [the former] teach the Perfection Stage of the channels, veins, 
drops and the four initiations, and also the three [types of] conduct (caryä) such 
as the contrived (prapanca, spros bcas), the commitment (samaya) of relying 
on the five meats and the five ambrosias, and the thirteenth ground (bhümi) of 
fruition, etc., none of which were not taught in the Yogatantras on down. In 
that way, it says in the Sandhivvàkarana that uthat stage (bhumi) on which all 
buddhas rely is the thirteenth/^26

123 He made this claim relying on the authority of texts such as the Vimalaprabhâ; see RP p. 566.

124 See Hopkins 1977, p. 74.

123 For example, see mKhas-grub-rje's lengthy discussion ed. and trans, in Lessing and Wayman 1978, pp. 
259-69.

I2Â Sandhivyâkarana: /  sangs rgyas kun gyis gang bsten pa*i // sar gyur de ni bcu gsum pa /  (DK fol. 
160a). Concerning the expansion of the dasabhùmi to eleven, twelve and thirteen see Dayal 1932 p. 291.
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Why are Unexcelled Yogini Tantras such as the Hevajra are classified as 
Unexcelled Mother Tantras? It is because they principally teach the wisdom 
which is the profound and subtle import of both wisdom and the art. In that 
regard, it says in the Hevajra that 4<[this] Tantra [is] the essence of art and 
wisdom*7,l2f and it says in thirteenth chapter of the Däkinivajrapanjara that 
‘The art of the Prajnâpâramità is called Ÿogini.’’127 128 129

The Even Further Unexcelled Yoginitantra is the Sriherukàbhidhànatantra also 
known as the Cakrasamvara. As it says in its third chapter, Ulaughingt 
looking, hand-holding» coupling, etc.: one should be initiated in this, the 
supreme of all Tantras. This king of mandalas does not occur, nor will it occur, 
in the faitvasamgraha, Samvara, Guhyasamaja, or Vajrabhairava'n^  Why 
is the Cakrasamvara Tantra classified as the sixth gate130 which is Further 
Unexcelled Mother Tantra? There are three reasons/31 the first of which is the 
guru Pham-thing-pa^ assertion that the Three Hundred Thousand Verse 
Extensive Khasama Tantra was taught by the Teacher Mahavajradhara to a 
retinue of tenth stage heroes (vira) and yoginis.132

127 HT kalpa l ch. 1 v. 73: prajnopàyàtmakam tantram; / lhabs dang shes rab bdag nyid rgyud / 
(Snellgrove 1959, voi. 2 pp. 2-3).

128 DP ch.13 / shes rab pha rol phyin pa*i thabs // mal *byor ma zhes mngon par bijod / (DT 54b).

129 Sachen quotes here the 25th and 26th verses of the third chapter of the CST. He gives the Mai 
translation which here differs significantly from the Sanskrit and Leihen trans, which I have translated 
here. Sachent quote is included below in the text of this passage. The Sansicrit occurs as follows, but see 
my edition below in appendix A. hâsya iksana panim tu âlinga dvondvam âdikam // abhisikto bhavet 
tatra sarvatantraikam uttaram // tattvasamgrahe samvare vâpi guhye va vajrabhairave // ayam mandalarâjâ 
na bhüto na bhavisyaü //

130 Sixth in the sense that it is the sixth class admitted by Sachen. The other five discussed by him in this 
text are: kriyà, caryà% yoga, anunarayoga and anuttarayoginitantras.

131 The text here is evidently incomplete as the other two reasons are not listed. The text following the 
CST quote occurs as an interlinear note and may thus not be part of his original text.

132 /  mal 4byor bla na med pa*i rgyud ni gsang ba 'dus pa la sogs pa ste /  de dag la ci?i phyir mal kbyor bla 
na med pa'i rgyud du bzhag ce na /  bijod bya thabs shes rab gnyis med kyi üng nge 4dzin ston pa tsam du 
mal ftbyor rgyud du 'dra mod kyi / khyad par du mal (byor rgyud man chad nas mi ston pa*i dbang bzhi 
dang rtsa dang rlung dang thig le la sogs pa rdzogs pa*i nm pa dang /  spros bcas la sogs pa'i spyod pa 
gsum dang / sha Inga bdud rtsi Inga la sogs pa bsten pafi dam tshig dang / 'bras bus bcu gsum pa la sogs 
ston pa ste /  de skad du yang / dgong pa lung ston pa'i rgyud las / sangs rgyas kun gyis gang bsten pa'i // 
sar gyur de ni bcu gsum pa zhes gsungs so // mal *byor ma bla na med pa*i rgyud ni snying po kye*i rdo 
ije rgyud la sogs pa ste /  de dag la ma bla na med pa'i rgyud du ci'i phyir bzhag ce na /  bejod bya thabs 
dang shes rab gnyis las phra ba*am zab pavi don shes rab gtso bor ston pa ste / de skad du yang / snying po 
kyevi rdo [je las /  thab dang shes rab bdag nyid rgyud /  ces gsung pa dang / rnkha* 'grò ma rdo ije gur gyi 
le'u bcu gsum pa las / shes rab pha rol phyin pa'i thabs // 'di ni mal 4byor mar brjod de // zhes gsungs so 
// mal 4byor ma*i yang ma bla na med pa*i rgyud ni /  dpal he ru ka mngon par brjod pa*i rgyud bde mchog 
'khor lo ste / de yang Ie'u gsum pa las /  dgad dang Ita dang lag bcangs dang // gnyis gnyis 4khyud pa la 
sogs dag // rgyud mams kun du ma gsungs te // de nyid bsdus pa 'khor sdom ma'm // gsang ba*am rdo ije 
4jigs byed las // dkyil *khor mams kyi mchod 4di ni // ma byung *byung bar mi *gyur ro // zhes gsungs so 
// de Ita bavi bde mchog 'khor lo'i rgyud 4di la /  ma*i yang ma bla na med pa'i rgyud sgo drug pa ci*i 
phyir bzhag ce na / 4di la rgyu mtshan gsum las /  rgyu mtshan dang po ni / bla ma pham thing paf i bzhed 
pas /  rgyud rgyas pa 'bum phrag gsum pa nam mkha* mnyam pa / ston pa rdo ije "chang chen po /  "khor 
sa bcu pa*i dpa* bo dang / mal *byor ma mams la gsungs te / (PG pp. 290.1-2)
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Sachen evidently was a partisan o f the Cakrasamvara Tantra, Tsongkhapa was no doubt 

inclined toward it as well, as the CST and the Guhyasamäja Tantra together were the 

objects of the majority of his writings on Tantric subjects. Tsongkhapa, however, rejects 

Sachent doxographic creativity just as he did Bu-ston's, perhaps because he was aware 

that many Tantras contain similar superiority claims, which renders problematic the 

uncritical acceptance of any one of these claims. Concerning the verse in chapter three of 

the CST quoted by Sachen above Tsongkhapa wrote:

And this King o f Mandalas previously did not occur, nor will it occur later in 
those [otherTantras]. While it is not the case that this mandala is umore 
supreme'1 than the mandalas o f those other ones, it does mean that it is very 
difficult to find since it does not occur even in those other Tantras which are 
both profound and vast. If this were not so, then they would be more supreme 
than this as well, since their mandalas also do not occur in this [Tantra]. 3

Obviously, claiming a Tantra is supreme simply because it is unique is problematic simply

because there is probably not a single major Tantra for which one could not make this

claim, which would lead to the absurd consequence that any and all Tantras are “supreme”.

Tsongkhapa thus diplomatically stressed the virtues of this Tantra without going so far to

claim absolute superiority for it or any other Tantra.

The line of demarcation between Tantric and non-Tantric Mahäyäna traditions is not 

quite so clear as has been sometimes portrayed, and even among the Tantric texts the 

distinctions between these classes are not so clear as the exegetes portray them. The 44outer 

action” versus “inner contemplation” distinction which informs such classification is not a 

particularly useful tool for distinction between Tantric texts» nor for clarifying what 

separates a Tantra from a Sutra, given the fact the ttinner>, meditations are often the focus 

even of the sütras， while the “highesf’ of the Tantras often appear the most preoccupied 

with ritual activities despite their rhetoric of interiority, orgasmic spontaneity (sahaja) and 

nonduality. This blurring of categories was noted quite some time ago by La Vallée 

Poussin, who wrote that 133

133 See my trans, of section Ill.C.b.ii. A.2.e.ii of Tsongkhapa*s KS in appendix C below.
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Buddhists were not quite clear as to the specific meaning of the word tantra 
4book/ The Tibetan canon distinguishes the Sütra (Mdo) and the Tantra 
(Rgyud)t but a number of texts are classified in both sections: the limits between 
Sutra (i.e. Mahâyânasûtra) and Tantra are not fixed. On the one hand, topics 
which are essentially Mahâyânist -  e.g.y hymns to bodhisattvas (stotra), 
resolutions to become Buddha (pranidhâna) -  are met with in Tantra; on the 
other hand, Mahàyânasûtras include a number of fragments and often whole 
chapters which would constitute by themselves so many Tântrik texts. (1922:193)

It was the genius of the Tibetans that, in encountering the richly abundant and disordered

canoa of late Indian Buddhism, they achieved a successful organization and synthesis ot it.

Like any such act of classification there was a certain element of arbitrariness in the choices

made. The resulting synthesis, however, was convincing enough that it was able to

maintain its preminent status up until the present day. In so doing they did follow in the

footsteps of their Indian predecessors, but the field of Buddhism at that time was so traced

with abundant divergent tracks that they did in a sense forge their own trail. And they

succeeded in doing so in such a masterful way that later Indian scholars traveling to Tibet,

such as Vibhüticandra,134 found that they were no longer automatically received as masters,

but had to strive for recognition against the Tibetan prodigies such as Grags-pa rGyal-

mtshan, who were masters of their own spiritual traditions as well as of their own temporal

domains.

It is important not to neglect the creativity that is a crucial factor in these exegetical 

exercises, be they done simply out of love of learning and an impulse to organize or for the 

purpose of legitimation, or, as is most often the case, a mixture of both. A failure to 

recognize this has led some to the mistaken impression that these exegetes were simply 

drones, organizing the canon along obvious and previously extant lines which logically 

mirror their actual content. It would be a mistake, for example, to see the four categories of 

Tantras as corresponding, roughly, to the historical development of the Buddhist Tantras. 

This is not to deny that some of the earliest Tantras may be included among the 44lower,* 

classes, and the latest Tantras tend to congregate in the ultimate class. It is important to

134 See Steams 1996.
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keep in mind, however, that the development of this doxographic schema was an artificial 

process, post-dating the production of most of the Tantras, and subjecting them to 

classification on purely ahistorical grounds. The assumption that they are more or less 

historically organized has led to the misrepresentation that the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras are 

ulateM and hence suspect, when in fact it is now clear that at least several of them were in 

existence by the seventh century, and are not demonstrably any “later” than the classical 

Tantras of, say, East Asian Esoteric Buddhist traditions.135

Inconsistencies in this doxographic scheme, such as those pointed out by Gibson 

(I997a:39) are rife; and the assumptions on which the relatively late dating of the 

anuttarayogatanîras is based collapse when they are examined. For example, the erotic 

imagery which is typically taken as a characteristic of the am价 is in fact 

richly abundant in several texts classified as yogatantras, such as the Sarvatathägata- 

tattvasamgraha Sutra, Sarvarahasya Tantra and Prajfiâpâramitânayasatapancâsatikà. 

Many of these texts were translated into Chinese during the eighth century, which renders 

problematic many of historical assumptions on which these texts have been dated.

Rather than neatly paralleling historical development, the categorization of the 

Buddhist Tantras was an arbitrary identification of distinct layers in what is in fact a textual 

body developed over centuries by a process of accretion, and while there was in fact a 

definite process of evolution that occurred in this body over time, it is not possible to 

separate it from Mahàyâna literature on the one hand, or to distinguish classes within it on 

the basis of a few simplistic polarities on the other, without committing hermeneutic 

violence. This violence consists of an over-emphasis of the intra-class similarities and 

inter-class differences, and a corresponding de-emphasis of intra-class differences and 

inter-class similarities.

This is just a very brief look at the Tantric classifications established by Tibetans, 

which itself is only one minor facet of the traditions they established based on their

135 This issue of dating will be further explored in section 5.2 below.
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encounter with India and its spiritual riches. One last point that might be made here, 

however, is that in their translation and categorization of Indian texts, the Tibetans 

attempted an act of reproduction, but at the same time could not help but at the same time 

reproduce their own meaningful cultural systems. The end result was a creative one: the 

Tibetan translation of Indian Buddhism, was both unique in its fidelity and uniquely 

Tibetan, for the meaning of what it signifies to be Tibetan* also changed. As Marshall 

Sahlins put it, uthe more things remained the same the more they changed, since every such 

reproduction of the categories is not the same. Every reproduction of culture is an 

alteration, insofar as in action, the categories by which a present world is orchestrated pick 

up some novel empirical content.” （1985:144)

While Tibetans, on the surface, closely followed the Indian prototypes, this 

appearance is exaggerated by the Tibetan recourse to Indie origins as a source for the 

legitimation of their authority. And even where they do sincerely follow the patterns 

established in Indie texts, this very act of reproduction is also a translation into a new 

cultural context, requiring a re-negotiatìon of the relationship between text and context, i.e., 

practice. A carefiil examination of these categories would most likely uncover far more 

“novel empirical content” than one might at first suspect, provided one takes into account 

the roles they played in the power differentials existing between competing traditions.

4.3 Tantric Taxonomy and Early Medieval Indian Society

It is tempting to conclude that these exegetical exercises are the product of a small 

elite and idiosyncratic group of authors, and thus not particularly relevant to the study of 

histories of the societies in which they were produced and propagated, and should be 

relegated instead to studies o f scholastic miscellany. This conclusion would be hasty, as 

Lincoln has shown. He argued that
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For the most part taxonomies are regarded -  and announce themselves -  as 
systems of classifying the phenomenal world, systems through which otherwise 
indiscriminate data can be organized in a form wherein they become knowable. 
Knowers do not and cannot stand apart from the known, however, because they 
are objects as well as subjects of knowledge; consequently, they themselves 
come to be categorized within their own taxonomic systems. Taxonomy is thus 
not only an epistemological instrument (a means for organizing information), 
but it also (as it comes to organize the organizers) an instrument for the 
construction of society. (1989:7-8)

With this in mind, it is important to look at the political implications of key Tantric

teachings. Brooks made an excellent point when he argued that

Tantric aspirations are not only articulated into dcxtrines and practices that make 
religious claims. Tantric teachings must also be understood within social and 
historical contexts that locate them within a larger system of beliefs. The 
Tantric's claim to religious empowerment is a claim to certain intellectual and 
spiritual privileges as well as forms of social status. (1990:4)

There are several ways in which Tantric exegetes made such claims; one such way is

implicit, made by explicitly correlating their taxonomies to the social or natural worlds, and

they generally tended to build upon previously established systems of classification.

Tantric exegetes had recourse to two influential systems of classification, and

understandably drew from both. These are the elaborate understanding of the cosmos

developed in the Buddhist abhidharma literature, and the equally if not more complex lore

contained in the Vedas.

There are numerous ways to legitimate a new and controversial teaching. One is to 

attempt to efface its newness by claiming it is an old teaching which has been rediscovered. 

Another way is to assimilate the teachings to reality through association, to make its 

revelation appear natural and inevitable. This may have been the intention behind the 

attempts to associate the Tantras in general, and one of their most controversial aspects in 

particular, their eroticism, to the structure of time and space as understood in ancient and 

early medieval India. For example, third chapter of the Cakrasamvara Tantra refers to the 

four degrees of intimacy，“laughing，looking, hand-holding and embracing”， quoted above 

by Sachen Kun-dga^snying-po. There is also an obscure reference to this idea in the
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Samputa Tantra, which is explicated by Vlravajra, who relates them to the four classes of

Tantras and the four desire realm (kämadhätu) heavens as follows:

“Laughing, looking and hand holding” 一 this means that non-discursive bliss 
arises with the sound of laughter, or that non-discursive bliss arises from 
looking at a form, or the touch of hand holding or embracing. The word 
“worm” indicates the stainless great bliss and voidness, for just as a worm 
arises in wood and then eats it, one should meditate on voidness, which is the 
concentration (samädhi) arising from bliss. These are taught in the four 
[classes of] Tantras in order to accustom one to the bliss of the four [classes of] 
deities such as the Paranirmitavasavartin so that one might abide in the four 
blisses.136

The correspondences established here are further developed by Abhayâkara as follows:

Regarding the Tantras, that is, the fruition Tantras, they are the Tantras of 
laughing, looking, and hand-holding. The Laughing Tantras are like the bliss of 
the Nirmânarati [heaven]. The Looking Tantras, are, for example, akin to the 
bliss of the Paranirmitavasavartin [heaven]. The Hand-holding Tantras are akin 
to the bliss of the Tusita [heaven]. Since Laughing and so forth include the 
method of embracing, and as embracing also includes laughing and so forth, 
they are collected within [the rubric of] the Embracing Tantras, which are akin 
to the bliss of the Yâma [heaven]. The previously explained Coupling Tantras 
are akin to the bliss of the câturmahàràjakâyika and träyastrimsa heavens and 
of humans.137

Abhayâkara also explains that these levels of intimacy can be further correlated to the four 

joys (caturänanda) which arise during the process of sexual yoga.

The association between the levels of intimacy and the levels of the desire realm 

heavens in the cosmos was not an innovation of the Tantric exegetes. Rather,

they were drawing upon the doctrines contained in the abhidharma, the division of the

136 Vlravajra comments on an obscure passage in SP kalpa 6 ch. 3: (<Laughing, looking and hand holding, 
these occur in the Tantras, passion and the passionless, as a worm eating lives/* / rgod dang Ita dang lag 
bcangs nyid // rgyud du de nyid mam par gnas // "dod chags nyid dang chags bral yang // zos nas srin bu 
gnas pa nyid / (§P DT 115b) His comments occur in his Äzrvflfa/ifronü/änfl-mj/iä尽wAya-injö/npM.fß- 
nàma-tantraràjatìkà-ratnamàlà-nàma as follows: / dgod dang blta dang lag bcangs dang // zhes smos te / 
dgod pa*i sgraTi steng du bde ba rtog med skye ba'am / gzugs la Ita ba dang reg bya lag bcangs dang gnyis 
gnyis 4khyud pa dang reg bya las bde ba rtog med skye ba yin no // srin bu'i tshul gyis zhes pa ni zag med 
bde ba chen po stong pa'i tshul yin te / srin bu shing las skyes nas shing nyid za ba bzhin du bde ba las 
skyes pa'i ting nge "dzin stong pa nyid du bsgom par byavo // bde ba bzhir gnas shing gzhan 'phnil dbang 
byed la sogs pa'i lha bzhi bde ba la goms pa*i don du rgyud bzhir gsung pa*o / (DT fo!. 69b). cf. Hopkins 
1977, p. 161.

137 Abhayâkara, Srìsamputatantraràjatìkàmnàyamanjari: /  rgyud ni *bras bu*i rgyud do // dgod dang Ita 
dang lag bcangs rgyud // dgod pa'i rgyud ni 4phrul dga* mams kyi bde ba Ita bu'o // Ita ba*i rgyud ni dper 
na ^ h a n  •phrul dSang byeä pa mams kyi bde ba Ita &u’o // lag twangs kyi rg u d  ni dper na dga’ Idan pa 
mams kyi bde ba Ita bu*o // dgod pa la sogs pa mams la 4khyud pavi cshul snd pa'i phyir dang 'khyud pa 
la yang dgod pa la sogs pa srid pa?i phyir 'khyud pa*i rgyud nang du (dus shing / de ni 'thab bral ba mams 
kyi bde ba Ita bu*o // gnyis gnyis kyi rgyud sngar gsungs zin cing dper na sum cu rtsa gsum pa mams 
dang rgyal po chen po bzhiM ris pa mams kyi bde ba Ita bu*o / (DT fol. 216b-2l7a).
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tripitaka consisting of a systematic presentation and analysis of Buddhist teachings. It is 

also the preeminent source of information concerning Buddhist views of reality, and its 

relationship to their Teachings. With regard to the legitimation of the Teachings through 

their association with a reality conceived in their terms, the Buddhists were no doubt aided

by the polysemy of the very term dharmat which in Buddhist usage has the dual primary 

senses of “Buddhist Teachings” and “elements of reality”， or even， more generally， 

44realityM.138 The classic description of the heavens and their inhabitants occur in the third 

chapter of Vasubandu's Abhidharmakosa, as follows:

kârikâ: There are six gods who taste pleasure; they unite through coupling, an 
embrace, the touch of hands, a smile, and a look. 9

bhàsya: The Câturmahârâjakâyikas, Trâyastrimsas, Yâinas, Tusitas, 
Nirmànaratis and Paranirmitavasavartins are the gods of Kâmadhâtu. The 
higher gods are not in Kàmadhâtu. The Câturmahârâjakâyikas and the 
Trâyastrimsas live on the ground; thus they unite by coupling, like humans; 
but they appease the fire of their desire through the emission of wind, since 
they do not have any semen. The Yâmas appease the fire of their desire by 
embracing, the Tusitas by the touch of hands, the Nirmànaratis by smiling, 
and the Paranirmitavasavaxtins by looking at each other. Such is the doctrine 
of the Prajnâpti. According to the Vaibhâsikas (Vibhâsâ, TD 27, p* 585b27), 
these expressions of the Prajnäpti, uembracing,\  <4touching of the hands1*, etc.,
do not indicate the mode of union -  for all the gods couple -  but the duration 
of the act. The more ardent the desire by reason of the more pleasurable 
object, so much shorter is the duration of the union.140

It appears that the authors of Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara and the Samputa drew 

upon such lore in writing these passages, and it is certain that the commentators interpreted 

the passages in this light. Such interpretations ground an otherwise abstract taxonomy in 

the structure of the universe as understood by Buddhists, thereby legitimating the Tantras in 

general and their taxonomy in particular.

Some Tantras and Tantric commentaries also took the view that the classes of

Tantras could be correlated to the progression of time, to the Indian theory of the four ages

*38 See Soolhill and Hodous 1937, p. 267, and Inagaki 1989, p. 100.

139 kârikà 69b-d. / kdod pa spyod pa drug yin no // gnyis gnyis 'khyud dang lag bcang dang // dgod dang 
bltas pas 4khrig pa yin L (DT foi. 9b).

140 Translated in de la Vallée Poussin 1988, vol. II, p. 465.
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(caturyuga) which was a well known system of reckoning time in India.141 142 The

Sricakrasamvaratantraräja-adbhutasmasänälamkära, for example, claims that

The actuality of all Tantras is gathered in the orgasmic nature. The path 
achieved on [the basis of] the mundane cause is the actuality of the 
supermundane fruit. There are the mùlatantras spoken in the beginning, and 
the vyäkhyätantras taught subsequently. The mülatantra states the meanings, 
the vyäkhyätantra clarifies them. Due to the progression of the four eras of 
time, the krtayuga, tretayuga, dvâparayuga and the kaliyuga, Tantra is taught in 
four types, the kriyä, cary à, yoga and anuttarafyogajJ42

The author of this text evidently saw Tantras as being articulated in time with both a

temporal precedence of the mùlatantras over the vyâkhyatantras, and then the four classes,

which are either taught in more most suitable four the four ages, respectively. It may be

that claims of this sort gave rise to the theory that the four classes were composed in four

different historical periods. To treat the caturyuga as periods in history, however, is to

mistake a mythic chronology for a historical one.

Sachen Kun-dga^snying-po correlated both these fourfold taxonomies, linking the

classes to divisions in time as well as in space. Commmenting on the claim in the third

chapter of the Cakrasaipvara that it is the “supreme of all Tantras”, Sachen wrote:

What are “all Tantras”？ They [are indicated by] ‘laughing’ etc” which can be 
applied to the gods or to the humans. First, if we apply them to the gods, 
laughing is the ultimate bliss of the krtayuga, and among the Tantras refers to 
the anuttarayogatantras. The gods of the Paranirmitavasavartin and 
Nirmàijarati heavens have the bliss of ‘laughing’. ‘Looking’ is the ultimate

u, Among the four ages it is the last, ihe kaliyuga, which receives the most attention in the Tantras and 
their commentaries often proclaim that they are the ideal teaching for the kali yuga, ihe last and most 
dismal of the four eras which together comprise an aeon (kalpa). The term kali ongnally refered to a losing 
dice throw roughly akin to our “snake eyes，” （see Monier-Williams 1899, P.261 col. 3) and it also came to 
have the meaning of strife (see Apte 1965t p. 342 col. 3), perhaps because strife often followed losing 
throws in high-stake dice game, as depicted in the Mahàbhàrata. Shulman providies an interesting 
discussion of the dice game and the significance of the inauspicious kali throw. He wrote that the dice 
game ,4was executed by single players until the kali-rtsulu the remainder of one, was obtained; this marked 
Sie loser, who was to kill the sacrificial offering. There was thus no proper winner, only a necessary 
loser/* (1992:351) The kali throw was also associated with the deity Rudra, the inauspicious deity 
associated with the dangerous remainder of the sacrißce (idem.) The kalryuga is the degenerate age or uage 
of contoversiesM, as it is translated into Tibetan (rtsodpa'i dus). Naturally, the current time is always the 
degenerate time; it is thus represents the quite ancient theory of the regression of lime, or its progressive 
decay, similar, for example, to Plato's theory of the four races (see Cratylus 398).

142 / Ihan cig skyes pa*i rang bzhin la // rgyud mams kun gyi ngo bo 'dus // yod pa rgyu la bsgrub pa lam 
// mngon "gyur 4bras bu'i ngo bo yin // thog mar gsungs pa rtsa bafi rgyud // phyi nas gsungs pa bshad 
pa'i rgyud // don mams ston pas rtsa ba la // gsal bar byed pa bshad pa'i rgyud // bskal pa rdzogs Idan sum 
gnyis dang dang // rtsod Idan dus bzhi nm pa yis // rgyud kyang mam pa bzhir gsungs te // bya spyod mal 
4byor bla med do /  (DK fol. 259 a)
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bliss o f the tretäyuga, and among Tantras corresponds to the yogatantras.
Amongst the gods it is possessed by the gods of Tusita heaven. Hand-holding 
is the ultimate bliss of the dväparayuga, and corresponds to the caryâtantras.
Among the gods the gods of the Yàma heaven have it. Embracing is the 
ultimate bliss of the kaliyugat corresponding among Tantras to the kriyàtantras 
It is possessed by the gods of the Thirty Three Heavens (trâyastrimsa) and the 
gods of the realms of the Four Great Kings (cäturmahärajakäyika). Moreover, 
if applied to the humans, 'laughing* is the inferior bliss of the kaliyuga, and its 
Tantras are the kriyàtantras. <Lcx)king, is the bliss of the dvaparayuga, 
corresponding among Tantras to the caryâtantras. *Hand-holdingT is the bliss 
of the tretâyuga, and corresponds among Tantras to the yogatantras.
*Embracing, is the bliss of the krtayuga, and corresponds among Tantras to the 
anuttarayogatantras.143 144

Accounts such as these clearly present the Tantras as transhistorical. Being a part of the 

natural structure of the universe, they transcend the vagaries of history, entering into it not 

through accidental acts of human creativity, but in accordance with their metahistorical 

structure of the universe, mediated by transcendental figures such as the Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas.

A possibly more ambiguous taxonomy concerns the relation of the Buddhist

Tantras to the Indian social structure. The Sricakrasamvaratantraräja-

adbhutasmasänälamkära also connects the Tantra classes to the social classes, as follows:

The three types of Root Tantras, which are the great mùlatantra, the 
Compendiums (uttaratantras) and the Concise Addendums (uttarottaratantra), 
the thirty-two Explanatory Tantras (vyäkhyatantra) and the countless Ancillary 
Tantras, 4 [were taught] in order to discipline the brahmans, kshatriyas,

143 / rgyud mams kun zhts pa nyid gang zhe na / dgcxl dang zhes pa la sogs pa ste /  *di la lha la sbyar ba 
dang mi la sbyar ba gnyis las dang po lha dang sbyar na / dgod pa ni rdzogs Idan gyi bde ba'i mthar thug 
yin la / rgyud na mal 'byor bla na med pa'i rgyud de / dgod pa'i bde ba de lha na gzhan 4phrul dbang byed 
dang // (phrul dga'i lha la yod / Ita ba ni sum Idan gyi bde ba mthar thug pa yin la / rgyud na mal 'byor 
gyi rgyud de / lha na dga* Idan gyi lha na ycxl /  lag bcangs ni gnyis Idan gyi bde ba'i mthar thug pa yin la 
/  rgyud na spyod pa*i rgyud de / lha na (thab bral gyi lha la yod / gnyis gnyis 'khyud pa ni rtsod pa*i dus 
kyi bde ba'i mthar thug pa yin la /  rgyud na bya ba*i rgyud de / lha na sum cu gsum dang rgyal chen rigs 
bzhi la yod do // yang mi dang sbyar na dgod pa ni rtsod pa'i dus kyi bde ba dman pa yin la /  rgyud ni 
bya ba*i rgyud do // Ita dang ni gnyis Idan gyi dus kyi bde ba ste / rgyud na spyod pa'i rgyud do // lag 
bcang ni sum Idan gyi bde ba yin la /  rgyud na mal 4byor gyi rgyud do // gnyis gnyis 'khyud pa ni rdzogs 
Idan gyi bde ba ste /  rgyud na mal 4byor bla na med pa*i rgyud do /(PG pp.307.4-308.1). The surprising 
thing here is his insistence that the Unexcelled Yoga Tantras belong to the Golden Age* of the krtayuga, 
rather than the more troubled times 〇r  the kaliyuga.

144 The Ancillary or Branch Tantras (yan lag gi rgyud) are Tantras which are supposedly subsidiary to a 
mùlatantra, but treating only one portion of the content of that text. The Sarvadurgatiparisodhana 
ro /ir/u for example, was considered by some Tibetan commemators such as ßu-ston to be an Ancillary 
Tanira of the Tattvasamgraha. See van der Kuipj 1992, p. 117.
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vaishyas, shudras and candalas. Four types of Tantra were also taught: the 
kriyä, caryà, yoga and anüttara.[4S

This list is a bit ambiguous, as it leaves one wondering whether, and how, the five social 

groups listed here, which are the classical four varna or castes with the outcast candala 

added as a fifth, correspond to the four classes of Tantra subsequently listed. This may 

simply be a lists of groups to whom the Tantras were taught in common. This would be a 

subversive idea vis-à-vis the Vedas, which were only to be taught to the three highest 

classes. It is not clear, however, if this account is hierarchical taxonomy.

A much clearer and more elaborate correlation was worked out by Alamkakalasa in

his Vajramâlâükà. He presumes that there are five classes of Tantra, the common variant

in which the final anuttara class is divided into the masculine and feminine mahâyoga and

yogini classes, respectively. These he links to the castes plus the outcasts, who are

differentiated by the relative degrees to which they are afflicted by anger, lust and delusion.

Due to the decline of wisdom during the kaliyuga, the Blessed Lord taught the 
different types of Root Tantras to sentient beings in order to render them free of 
doubts. The Tantras taught by the Blessed Lord were compiled into five types, 
which are the classes of faiyä, caryâ, yoga, mahâyoga, and yogini Tantras.
With respect to those sentient beings of the brahmin class whose desire and 
anger are slight but whose delusion is very great, [knyätantras] such as the 
Glorious Lamp145 146 were taught in the heavens of the thirty-three deities; 
principally taught were the five Vidyä Initiations147 for those who mainly 
practice bathing three times [a day], changing clothes thrice, and who drink milk 
and porridge.

For those sentient beings of the Vaishya class whose desire and anger are 
slight, whose delusion is very great, and who are devoted to Visnu, the Blessed 
Lord taught the az/yätonf/YW [such as】 the Sn. Viaz’raazndWnjflm厶 He 
taught in Akanistha [those Tantras] which primarily teach practices of fasting 
and bathing, etc. from the twelfth through twenty fourth [days of the month] 
which are ordinarily [practiced by] the ordained layperson (upaväsa), and

145 / rtsa bafi rgyud ni mam pa gsum //  bshad rgyud sum cu rtsa gnyis te /  yan lag rgyud ni grang la 4das // 
rtsa ba chen po phyi ma dang phyi mavi phyi mar bsdus pa yin // bram ze rgyal rigs ije rigs dang // dmang 
ngs gdol pa gdul don du // rg)〇id kyang mam pa bzhir gsungs te // bya spyod mal 'byor bla med do / (DT 
fol. 258b)

146 dpal sgron ma *byung ba, a text with which I am unfamiliar.

1X1 Here I read rigs pa as rig pa, i.e., vidyâ. The five vidyäbhiseka are the water, crown, vajra, bell and 
name initiations, to which is added in the yogatantras the âcâryâbhiseka, which together constitute the six 
vase initiations (kalasàbhiseka). See Advayavajra's Sekatàkàryasamgraha (Shaslri 1927, p. 36), and also 
Snellgrove's translation (1987:229)
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which also teach initiation similar to the preceding [krìyàtantras], and which 
teach only the Creation Stage.

After that, in order to discipline the members of the Kshatriya class whose 
delusion, desire and anger are middling, he taught the [yogatantras such as] the 
King of Tantras, the Sri-Tattvasamgrahat the essence of which is the realization 
of the four mandalas, the Vajradhâtiit Trilokavijaya, Jagadvinaya and the 
Sarvärthasiddhi.148 He did this in order to progressively discipline those of 
sharp faculties who are lustful, angry, stupid and jealous, along with 
Mahesvara, and Kubera (elavila), taking on the form of Mahâvairocana and 
abiding on the peak of Sumeru through the force of his previous aspiration 
made as Svetaketu149 * on the lion throne. This Tantra taught all of the Master 
Initiations (äcäryäbhiseka), and has, in addition to the Creation Stange, the 
meditation of the yoga on drops (bindicyoga). Then he taught the Sri- 
Vajrasekhara Tantra. After that he taught, in the delightful form of 
Sakyamuni, the Durgatiparisodhana in order to tame the devaputra 
Vimalamaniprabha. 0 Then, in the form of Vajrapani in the Bolted Gate 
(dvärakapäta) palace on Sumeru, He taught the Vajrapanyabhiseka Tantra in 
order to discipline the Lord of the Secret Ones, Vajrapani. He then taught the 
Sriparamädya Tantra in the form of Vajrasattva in the Paranirmitavasavartin 
heaven in order to tame Mara.

After that, for those beings of the Vaishya class whose desire and anger are 
great and whose delusion is minimal,151 he taught to the Sukhavati deities the 
Guhyasamäja Tantra, which focuses on the four initiations,152 and which 
brings together the two [Creation and Perfection] stages. Then the Blessed 
Lord taught the Vajramälä in both the 12,000 verse version and the abbreviated 
version (laghu) version. He did so on the mountain to the north of Oddiyâna in 
the form of Vajrasattva in order to tame the Guardians of the Ten Directions 
(dasadikpäla), focusing on the ten Fierce Ones (dasakrodha). Later the 
Blessed Lord taught the Sandhivyàkarana to the humans on the Himavat 
mountain in the form of the Glorious Vajrasattva. Then the Blessed Lord, at the 
request of the four goddesses, taught the Caturdevipariprccha on the peak of 
tjje Vindhya mountains. Later h e 【aught the Greater anä Lesser versions of the 
Sri Jfiänavajrasamuccaya Tantra on the bank of the Ganga.

141 These are the four main mandalas taught in the Tattvasamgraha, described, respectively in the four 
sections of the text as edited by Yamada (1981).

149 This was Sâkyamunifs name when he resided as a bodhisattva in Tusita.

130 The text reads the lha bu nor bu*i *〇<!, which refers to the deity of the name VimaJamaniprabha, whose 
story is recounted in the early edition of the Sarvadurgatiparisodha Tantra, translated into Tibetan during 
the late eighth century (see van der Kuijp 1992), and edited by Skorupski (1983:332-35). In this version 
of the text, Vimalamaniprabha's fall from the Trayastrimia heaven into hell inspires Indra to ask the 
Buddha for advice on how to prevent rebirth in the evil destinies (durgati), which inspires the teaching of 
this Tantra. See also Nihom 1994, pp. 168-73.

151 Here we might expect a mention of the Shudra class rather than a second variety of the Vaishya class. 
This list is a either idiosyncratic or possibly corrupt.

152 The four initiations characteristic of the anuttarayogatantras begin with the Vase, which include the 
other lower initiations listed above, followed by the Secret (guhyal Wisdom-Intuition (prajnâjnâna), and 
the Fourth (caturthà) Initiations. Concerning these initiations see Advayavajra*s Sekatàkàryasamgraha 
(Shastri 1927, pp. 38-39), and Snellgrove^ translation (1987:243-44). See as well Kvaeme 1977.
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Later, for the sake of those outcast sentient beings such as the Candäla whose 
desire and anger are extremely great, but whose delusion is extremely slight, the 
Blessed Lord taught the greater and lesser versions of the Sri Cakrasamvara 
Tantra, which primarily teach the two stages and the four initiations. He taught 
along with it the Four Explanatory Tantras which take wisdom (prajnä) as 
foremost, in a pure and noble place. There is no need to distinguish here the 
major points of those four [Explanatory] Tantras. After that he here in 
Jambudvipa taught the greater and lesser versions of the Sri Hevajra Tantra 
together with its Explanatory Tantras, in order to subdue the four Maras in 
Magadha.153

Apparently such accounts represent attempts by Indian commentators to ground their

traditions in the social realities of the tìme, which no doubt reflect their precarious position

153 Alamkakalasa's Srivajramàlâmahâyogatantratikâ-gambhiràrîhdipaka-nâma: / rtsod pa can gyi dus su 
shes rab dman pa nyid kyis sems can mams la risa ba*i rgyud kyi mam par dbyed ba bcom ldan *das kyis 
bstan pas gdon mi za bar nye bar mkho ba nyid kyi phyir ro // bcom Idan 'das kyis rgyud bstan pa de yang 
kdus par gyur pa ni cho ga Inga rgyud kyi sbyor ba bsdus pa ste / 'di Ita ste / bya ba dang / spyod pa dang 
/ mal *byor dang / mal *byor chen po dang / mal *byor mafi rgyud kyi dbyed bas so // dc la *dod chags 
dang zhe sdang chung zhing chung la / gli mug che zhing che 6a brain ze’i rigs su gyur pa’i sems can [a 
brten nas // sum cu rtsa gsum pavi lha'i gnas su dpal sgron ma *byung ba la sogs par bstan par khms Ian 
gsum byed pa dang / gos lan gsum btje ba dang /  4o ma dang thug pa za ba'i spyod pa gtso bor byed pa 
mams la rigs pa'i dbang Ina po mams gtso bor bstan pa mdzad do // de nos *dod chags dang zhe sdang dag 
chung zhing gti mug shin tu chen por gyur pa khyab 'jug la mos pa /  ije*u yi rigs kyi rigs can sems can 
mams la brten nas bcom Idan *das lcyis dpal mam par snang mdzad mngon par byang chub pa spyod pa'i 
rgyud bstan pas / bsnyan gnas dang kdra ba*i thun mong ba bcu gnyis nas nyi shu rtsa bzhi'i bar du 
smyung ba dang khms la sogs pa'i spyod pa gtso bor ston par byed pa ngon gyi rang dang bar dbang 
bskur ston par byed pa / bskyed pa'i rim pa gcig pu tsam ston par byed pa ni 4og min gyi gnas su mdzad 
pa*o // de*i rje su gti mug 'bring dang ^dod chags dang zhe sdang *bring gi sems can mams la brten nas / 
rgyal rìgs gyi ngs can gdul ba'i don du mam par snang mdzad chen po*i zugs thob nas ri rab kyi rtse mor 
sngon gyi smon lam gyi stobs kyis seng ge khrir gyur pa la dam pa tog dkar po'i gnas skabs gyis lus kyis 
bzhugs nas / 4dod chags dang zhe sdang dang gti mug dang ser snas gnon pa'i dbang po dang / dbang
phyug chen po dang /  ma skyed pa dang /  e la bi la gdul ba'i phyir rìm pa ji Ita ba bzhin du rdo [je dbying 
dang / kham gsum mam par rgyal ba dang /  kgro ba *dul ba dang /  don ihams cad grub pa'i dkyil 'khor
zhes bya ba rtogs pa mam pa bzhi'i bdag nyid can rgyud kyi rgyal po dpal de kho na nyid kdus pa zhes bya 
ba bstan pa ni /  gtso bor rdo tje slob dpon gyi dbang bskur ma lus pa ston pa bskyed pa'i rim pa'i steng 
du thig levi mal 4byor bsgom pa dang bcas pa mdzad do // de'i ijes su de nyid du dpal rdo ije rtse mo'i 
rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de'i rjes su dga* byed sâkya thub pafi gzugs kyis lhafi bu nor bu'i *od gdul 
bafi don du ngan song ihams cad sbyong ba'i rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de nas ri rab gi steng du sgo 
glegs kyi gtsug lag khang gi nang du phyag na rdo rje'i gzugs kyis gsang ba*i bdag po phyag na rdo ije 
gdul ba'i don du phyag na rdo ije dbang bskur ba*i rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de nas gzhan 'phrul dbang 
byed du rdo rje sems dpa*i gzugs kyis Mud (dul bavi phyir dpal mchog chen po'i rgyud bstan par mdzad 
do // de (jes su 4dod chags dang zhe sdang che zhing /  gti mug chung ba*i ijeTu ngs kyi sems can mams la 
brten nas dgav Idan gyi Iha mams la gtso bor bzhi ston pa /  rìm pa gnyis kyis bsdus pa dang /  gsang ba 
"dus pa'i rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de*i ije su u rgyan du nub kyi ri la bcom Idan kdas dpal rdo ije sems 
dpa'i gzugs kyis khro bo bcu'i sgo nas gtso bor phyogs skyong bcu ftdul ba'i phyir / rdo rje phreng ba 
stong phrag bcu gnyis pa dang rdo ije phreng ba nyung ngu gnyis bstan par mdzad do // de'i ijes su de
bzhin gshegs pa la gsol ba *debs pa'i bcom Idan *das kyis dpal Idan rdo ije sems dpa'i gzugs kyis kha ba 
can gyi ri la mi mams kyi nang du dpal dgongs pa lung bstan gyi rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de*i ijes su 
lha mo bzhis gsol ba btab pafi bcom Idan *das I^ ìs ri bo 'bigs byed kyi rste mo la dpal lha mo bzhis zhus 
kyi rgyud bstan par mdzad do // de*i ijes su ganga'i <gram du dpal ye shes rdo ije kun las btus pa'i rgyud 
chen po dang chung ngu*i dbye bas bstan par mdzad do // de*i ijes su 'dod chags dang zhe sdang chen po*i 
chen po gti mug chung zhing chung ba*i gdol pa'i ngs dang 4brel pa*i sems can mams la brten nas / bcom 
Idan (das dpal 4khor lo bde mchog chen po dang chung ngu'i rgyud kyi dbye bas rìm pa gnyis gtso bor 
ston pa dang /  gtso bor dbang bzlu ston pa dang /  shes rab gtso bor gyur pa*i bshad pa'i rgyud bzhi dang 
bcas pa gnas gtsang ma *phags pa?i gnas su stan par mdzad de /  rgyud bzhi po*i gnas kyi mam par dbye ba 
'dir mi dgos pa'i phyir ma bstan to // de*i ijes su (dzam buri gling 4di nyid du magadhâr bdud bzhi %dul 
ba'i don du dpal dgyes pa'i rdo ije rgyud bstan pa chen po dang chung ngu'i rgyud bshad pa*i rgyud dang 
bcas pa bstan par mdzad de /  (DT fol. 3a-4a)
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within the shifting sands of political power and patronage on which the Buddhist monastic 

establishments of the time were so heavily dependent.

As discussed in section 3.3.3.2 above, Amstutz argued that “Buddhism had no 

means of responding to later premodem Indian society’s increasing need for social 

authority and caste articulation” （1998:85). Such accounts as the above, however, were 

composed in response to such social pressures. Caste groups and competing religious 

groups were social realities that could not be ignored. The attempts by Buddhist thinkers to 

relate their teachings to the castes or other religious sects should be seen not as mere fancy 

but as attempts to relate to other groups in a hierarchical fashion.

We might term such accounts as an exercise in political upàya, a strategy designed 

to make use of the circumstances at hand to achieve a desired result. All upàya is political 

in the broader sense; both the terms upäya and political can be defined as an expedient, a 

strategy employed for the sake of reaching a desired aim.154 In appropriating the term 

upäya the Buddhists never lost its basic meaning of a political trick or expedient, but simply 

modified it to mean a strategy employed for the greater good of the involved persons, rather 

than simply as a means for one person or group to gain advantage over another It is not 

immediately clear what the purpose of this correlation was.

At first glance it is striking that a Buddhist author is making use of the caste 

terminology, given the fact that caste distinctions were rejected and ridiculed in may 

Buddhist texts. Clearly, central aspects o f the Indian social structure are being reprcxluced 

here, which was perhaps unavoidable, given the centrality of scxial stratification in early 

medieval Indian thought and practice. But, as Sahlins argued, every act of reproduction is 

also an alteration, which clearly is the case here. Under closer analysis Alamkakalasa's text 

appears subversive. It undermines the brahm ani claims to superiority by depicting them 

as more or less the same as everyone else, who are affected to some degree by the same

154 Concerning upàya see Apte 1965, p. 300; for the OED definition of political see Brown 1993 voi. 2 p. 
2275.
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three basic emotional poisons of anger, lust and delusion. Furthermore, the text inverts the 

caste hierarchy by associating the “highest” status group with the lowest of the lower 

Tantras, the kriyâtantra, an association justifiable on the basis of the brahman's 

stereotypical obsession with rites and purity. The lowest social groups, the outcasts, are 

associated with some of the highest of the anuttarayogatantra traditions, namely, the 

yoginitantras. This correlation was no doubt justifiable on the basis of the fact that these 

Tantras enjoin the consumption of “impure” wine and meat as sacraments, and hence could 

be taken as corresponding to the behavior stereotypically attributed to the outcast groups 

such as the candàla.

Such inversion is not without political consequences, and is potentially subversive. 

Clark remarked that “inversion in whatever context was thus necessarily a political act” 

(1980: 111). And while Functionalists such as Max Gluckman have argued that inversions 

and ritual reversals serve to strengthen the hegemonic order by “releasing tension”， this 

view is undermined by the fact that social practices involving inversion often served as 

occasions for actual rebellion or revolution, as Babcock has noted (1978: 22,3). Here it 

might be argued that ritual inversion, like any other social practice, can be put to different 

uses, and might serve, under different conditions, either to support or resist hegemony.

Heesterman notes that 4theretics are often bracketed with the impure Cândâlas. The 

former group*s practices and ways of subsistance put them on par with the latter groupé. 

(1984:150). This is of course the perspective o f the Vaidya brahmins, who view the 

nàstika heretics as impure by virtue of their rejection of the Vedas, which for the former 

group is the source of all purity, i.e., legitimizing authority. It is interesting then that the 

Tantric Buddhists, who reject this ideal of purity, valorize the Cândâla and other ^impure*1 

groups, and in a sense invert the hierarchy. It is with this in mind that Alamkakasala's 

taxonomy is particularly relevant.
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Passages such as these point to a complex relationship between Indian Buddhists

and their wider social contexts* According to Lincoln, there are several types of

taxonomies, the hegemonic and the antihegemonic. Lincoln wrote that

to the extent that taxonomies are socially determined, hegemonic taxonomies 
will tend to reproduce the same hierarchic system of which they themselves are 
the product. Within any society, nonetheless, there exist countertaxonomic 
discourses as well (inversions and others): Alternative models whereby 
members of subordinate strata and others marginalized under the existing social 
order are able to agitate for the deconstruction of that order and the 
reconstruction of society on a novel pattern. (1989:8)

Buddhist authors such as Alamkakalasa were surely aware of the orthodox Vedic

formulations, and their correlation of the Tantras to the social classes can be seen as an

attempt to re-map the social structure in such a way that the brahman’s privileged position

is undermined, while the Tantras themselves legitimated. These attempts probably failed to

have much effect in India, but that does not make them less subversive. From a certain

perspective the Tantric movement as a whole can be seen as a reaction to brahmanic

exclusivity, and are thus characterized by a tendency toward inclusivity.

On major effect of the rise of post-Gupta rise of Tantric traditions was the adoption

of a more inclusive stance within a Hinduism heavily influenced by the Tantras. This

change was documented by 0*Flaherty, who wrote:

For men of the Kali Age, ostracized from Vedic rituals, the post-Gupta texts 
recommend the use of Tantric texts: people fallen from Vedic rites and afraid of 
Vedic penances should resort to the Tantras; the Pancarâtras, Vaikhânasas, and 
Bhâgavatas use Tantric texts for people who have fallen from the Vedas. The 
Kûrrna Puräna tells of a king Sattvata, a Vaisnava, who was prompted by 
Nârada to teach a doctrine suitable for bastard sons of married women and 
widows for their welfare -  this is the sâttvata text of the Pancarâtras. In this 
way, the heretics who had simply been excluded during the Gupta age were 
received back into the fold in the post-Gupta, Tantric age by the same class of 
Brâhmana Paurânikas who had originally written them off. (1983:120)

The Tantric traditions may have had a greater influence on the development of Indian

religious history than has been previously recognized.

There were various ways that inclusivity could be expressed. One was opening a 

tradition to persons of all social groups, which was one area in which Tantric traditions are 

distinct from the Vedic traditions. Another mode was to absorb elements of competing
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traditions into one^ own. Both Buddhist and Hindu traditions included under the rubric 

appear to have developed through such a process of appropriation. The Buddhists 

evidently used appropriation as one way of relating to its larger Indian context. Such 

appropriation was not difficult to justify in the Buddhist context, for it could be considered 

an exercise oîupâya. Traditionally, upäya in the Buddhist context was understood to 

include strategies for bringing people into the Buddhist fold.

Änandagarbha» in his Guhyasamäjamahätantraräjatikä, suggested that some of the 

more trangressive rhetoric of the Buddhist Tantras derives from non-Buddhist groups, and 

that such rhetoric was included therein to effect their conversion. He argues this in the 

context of his explanation of the erotic nidàna of the Guhyasamâjat which states that the 

Blessed Lord resided in the vulvas of the Adamantine Ladies (vajrayosidbhagesu)t,55 as 

follows:

The word Uvulvan (bhaga) shows the place where the Blessed Lord resides.
The four goddesses known as Locanâ, Mâmaki, Pândarâ and Tara, are the 
ladies (yosit, btsun mo) here; they are shown in the seventeenth chapter of this 
very text/56 Why does He reside in the “secret”？ It is said that they do so in 
order to encourage those devoted to the Tantras of Visnu and so forth /57 who 
have not yet renounced their objective, to renounce passion by means of 
passion. They claim that Visnu, etc. are propitiated by relying on women and 
on feces, urine and so forth, and are involved in the quest for powers dependent 
on them. Hence they are attached to the usecret,> of women. Moreover, the one 
4<well endowed with a vulva** is Visnu, which means that he dwells in the loins 
(jaghana, mdoms) of women. Since he satisfies people he is known as the 
human's resort (näräyana)/58 or so it is said.155 156 157 158 159

155 See section S.l below for a more detailed discussion of this and other nidäna verses.

156 Änandagarbha refers to the four Vajra songs in ch. 17 of the GT which are attributed to these gcxidesses. 
See Freemantle 1971, pp. 402, 404 and Malsunaga 1978, pp. 109-10.

157 The expression the *Tanlras of Visnun might possibly refer texts such as ihe Yonitantra, which, by 
advocating the practice of the yonipûjâ, more or less fits Änandagarbha* s characterization here. Concerning 
this Tantra see Schoterman 1980.

158 Regarding the derivatìon of the word nàràyana see Apte 1965, p. 145 col. 2.

159 / der bcom ldan ftdas bzhugs pas na bha ga zhes bya ba "di sa ni gnas bstan te / de yang spyan dang / 
mâmaki dang / gos dkar mo dang / sgrol ma zhes bya ba [ha mo b^ii ni (dir btsun mo ste /  de mams ni 'di 
nyid kyi le*u bcu bdun pa las ston to // cifi phyir de dag gis gsang ba la bzhugs she na /  smras pa /  khyab 
"jug la sogs pa'i rgyud la mngon par dga* zhing yul yongs su mi spong ba mams ni (dod chags kyis *dod 
chags spong ba 'di la dga* ba bskyed par bya ba*i phyir te // 'di Itar bud med bsten pa dang /  bshang gei la 
sogs pa bsten pas khyab 'jug la sogs pa bsgrub par "dod cing /  des bstan pa'i dngos grub tshol ba la zhugs 
pa de dag btsun mof i gsang ba la fnngon par 'jug par 'gyur te /  de yang / bha ga legs ldan khyab (jug ste /
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Elsewhere in the same text, Änandagarba makes the more general statement that the 

Guhyasamâja as a whole was taught for the purpose of converting a certain type of non- 

Buddhist religious practitioner. He wrote that the Guhyasamâja was taught in order to 

bring into the Buddhist fold160 those

low bom ones who are opposed to the other Tantras and who are inclined toward 
malicious deeds, who have the karmic obstruction of the inexorable sins,161 162 and 
so forth, who adhere to the teachings in the Visnu, the dâkini and deviant Tantras, 
who kill, who do not give but take, who tell lies, and who upractice>, with their 
mothers and daughters and who enjoy both suitable and unsuitable foods.102

This recourse to the concept of upâya should not blind one to the fact that these strategies

were conditioned by, and hence reflective of, the socio-historical contexts in which they

arose; in particular, they reflect che tensions and challenges faced by adherents of the

tradition. For this reason the correlation of scriptural categories to different social groups

may very well reflect the relation of Buddhist groups to what Ruegg (1967) called the

broader、咖 咖 職 ’’ of Indian religious culture, i.e.， the religious trends which were

receiving popular support in early medieval India. Passages such as these probably reflect

a Buddhist self-conscious awareness that aspects of their tradition were appropriated from

outside sources.

Such syncretic tendencies, however, are not simply a matter of a one-sided, one

way appropriations, but complex interactions between groups. Nor are they necessarily a

bud med kyi mdoms na gnas // mi mams dga* bar byed pas na / des na sred med bu zhes bya // zhes bshad 
de / (DT fol. 4a)

160 That it, cause to them take refuge in the Three Jewels, generate the Spirit of Awakening and enter into 
the mandala.

561 The pancänatariya, which are 1 . pitrghâta, killing one*s father; 2. mâtrghàta, killing onefs mother; 3. 
arhatghäta, killing an arhat; 4. tathàgatasyântike dusticittarûdhirotpàdanam, drawing the blood of a 
Tathâgata with an ill intention; 5. samghabheda, causing a schism in the saingha. (Rigzin 1986 p. 343).

162 / rgyud gzhan dag las rab tu bkag pa skye gnas dmen pa shin tu gdug pafi las sems pa / mtsham med pa 
la sogs pafi las kyi sgrib pa ldan pa / khyab 'jug dang mkha* dang / chol pa'i rgyud las bstan pa la 
gnas pa /  srog gcod pa dang / ma byin par len pa dang / brdzun du smra ba dang / ma dang bu mo la sogs 
pa la spyod pa dang / bza* ba dang bza* ba ma yin pa dag la dga* ba dag kyang bcom ldan 'das kyis gsum 
la skyabs su 'grò ba dang /  byang chub tu sems bskyed cing dkyil kkhor du *jug pa la sogs pa gnang ngo 
2hes spro ba sieves cing kdi la 4dod pa skyes par gyur pa ni dgos pa'o /  (DT fol. 2a) cf. Hopkins 1977 p. 
154. •
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sign that the Buddhist tradition was becoming “degenerate”， falling away from its original 

source. There is also reason to believe that some of the very tendencies within Buddhism 

that gave rise to Buddhist Tantrism, namely the identity of the awakened and unawakened 

states, allowed it to easily assimilate the ritual practices of a variety of local cults. This 

might account for the incredible variety of Tantric Buddhist traditions, and may indicate a 

revitalizating, rather than mortifying, process.163

Taxonomy clearly has serial implications, and the relation of abstract divisions of 

Buddhist scriptures to social or sectarian groupings clearly represents an attempt to 

negotiate the political realities that these groups taken together constituted. Whether they 

involved a resistance to a hegemonic ideology, or an attempt to appropriate the doctrines of 

influential competitors, they are relevant and meaningful only in relation to the context in 

which they developed. It should thus not be surprising that Tibetan commentators such as 

Tsongkhapa rejected these attempts to correlate the taxonomy of Tantras to the specifically 

Indian social context.164 For while cosmic correlations to space and time continued to be 

relevant in the Tibetan context and continued to hold legitimating power therein, 

correlations to specifically Indian social realities did not.

By the turn of the fifteenth century when Tsongkhapa (1357-1419 C. E.) was 

nearing his peak, the transmission of Tantric Buddhism from India had more or less ceased, 

and had been accepted and was rapidly undergoing a prcxress of categorization and 

integration, exemplified by the work of Bu-ston (1290-1364 C  E.)， who lived a generation 

earlier. And while the orthodoxy of the Tantras was a crucial issue at an earlier period of 

Tibetan history, by the time of Tsongkhapa this was no longer as much of an issue. Nor

163 This point was made by Faure concerning the theory of t4innate awakening** f t , hongaku); see Faure 
1991 pp. 60-6L On the other hand, were this process carried too far there may be the danger that 
Buddhists might lose their distinct identity. Snellgrove warned that ktthe concept of the essential identity 
of the perfect state of enlightenment and the iinpeifect state of unenlightened man is so fundemental to 
tantric theory that many tantric yogins, especially those of eastern India, while claiming to be Buddhists, 
were well content to express this basic 'truth* in non-Buddhist terms'* (Snellgrove 1988:1360).

Tsongkhapa specifically discussed the theories of Alamkakalasa and Anandagarbha quoted above in his 
introduction to his NRC; see Hopkins 1977, pp. 154-56.
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did Buddhists in Tibet during the fifteenth century face the same challenges as Buddhists in 

North India several centuries earlier.

Thus, the attempts of Indian Buddhists to assimilate their teachings to those of their 

rivals and to adapt to a serial reality increasingly dominated by non-Buddhist ideologies, 

was not only irrelevant in Tibet but risked casting a heretical light on teachings otherwise 

considered orthodox, and on which the authority of a number of influential Tibetans, 

including Tsongkhapa^ rested. Hence these attempts at taxonomic construction were 

rejected by the Tibetans, and consigned to numerous volumes of infrequently read 

scripture. The transmission of Buddhist teachings, then, was never a simple matter of 

reproduction, but necessarily involved as well the creative adaptation, and in some cases, 

the rejection, of ideas or strategies developed in response to challenges no longer relevant in 

the new social contexts.
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1. Traditional ‘^Histories”

What might pass for uhistoryn in traditional Buddhist sources usually amounts to 

lineage lists. While there is no doubt that these lineage lists can reflect the historical 

development of the tradition in question, and may potentially serve as a trigger for the 

development of a historical consciousness, the equation of “lineage” with history is 

problematic, if for no other reason than the fact that lineage lists are often fabricated.1 

Among the possible reasons for this fabrication, the most pervasive appears to be the 

legitimation of a present “innovative” tradition through connection to an authenticating 

authority figure, the paradigmatic example for Buddhists being Sâkyamuni Buddha.

As discussed in section 3.3.3.2, possession of lineage was a source of authority in 

Tantric Buddhist traditions. For this reason alone there is little doubt that sleight of hand 

and subterfuge sometimes occurred in the production of Buddhist lineages, particularly 

when they are at the center of struggles for power; such subterfuge is well documented in 

the case of Chan traditions, for example.2 Although one could stress here this alleged 

fabrication,3 one might also stress the creative value of these lineage lists, serving as they 

do as constructive lcx:i of entire traditions.

1 One might note, however, that histories are often fabricated as well, and perhaps for the same reasons.

2 Yampolsky provides a general, but now somewhat outdated, introduction to the issue of the fabrication of 
Chan lineages in his 1967 bock. See Faure 1997 for a more critical and up-to-date examination. See also 
Schliitter 1989 for a specific discussion of the changing lineage lists in various editions of the Platform
沉 六 祖 壇 經 。

3 As Lopez did when he wrote that t4the notion of origin from an uncreated truth is as much at play here as 
in the Vedas, so too the power of lineage, of hearing from the teacher what he heard from his teacher, often 
couched in the rhetoric of father and son, of inheritance and birthright traced ultimately back to the 
Buddha. It is this line of legitimation that accounts for the obsession with genealogy which one 
encounters, for example, in Ch'an and Zen and throughout Tibetan Buddhism /' (199Sa:39-40) My object 
here is not to affirm or refute this, but is simply to My to look at the problem from a different angle, and 
see Buddhist "genealogies' in a diinTerent light
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It seems that to a certain extent Tantric Buddhists viewed <4historyn through the lens

of lineage; this view is more akin to what others might term hagiography. Through

placement in a lineage one is associated with a past succession of masters; their lives,

beginning with the Buddha himself, are understood to be inspiring, such that the

hagiographies that record their lives are called， in Tibetan parlance, “[Tales of] Liberation”

(mam thart vimukti). Reading such accounts in the context of Tantric practice were

thought to effect the transmission of that guru's power into oneself. Willis relates that the

Tibetan Geshe Jampel Tardo told her that these spiritual biographies, namtar,

are much more useful and interesting when associated with one's practice. For 
example, if one is practicing the Guhysamäja Tantra, first one reads the prayer 
to the lineage lamas. Second, for understanding in detail the qualities of each 
lama in the lineage -  in order to obtain that lama's power- one reads the namtar 
ofthat lama. (1995:16)

This makes sense within the realm of Tantric discourse; since Tantric practice involves the 

attempt to take the goal as the path, the examples of living or past masters would ideally aid 

one in mimetically approximate the awakened state which they ideally embody. For this 

very reason, however， the guru-centric “liberating” narratives do not necessarily prize 

historical accuracy as the highest goal. Indeed, the embellishment of such stories could be 

considered a compassionate “strategy” （wpôyaj for inspiring lineage holders,4

As there has been some controversy concerning the “historical vision” of the 

Buddhists or the lack thereof, it might be worthwhile to examine the key points of this 

dispute. As the question of Buddhist historicism hinges on the issue of lineage, of central 

significance here are the textual markers of lineage claims, which in the case of Buddhist 

scriptures is the nidona verse which serves as a preface of sorts for most scriptures, giving 

the time and place of the scripture's production as an oral teaching by an Awakened being, 

typically, but not always, Säkyamuni Buddha. Naturally, the very presence of such a 

“preface” makes a none too subtle assertion of authority. According to McMahan,

4 The skeptic, however, might argue that they also served the interests of the lineage holders who compose 
them.
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The srävakas (hearers) claimed to have directly heard and reported the words of 
the Buddha when he taught in India, and elaborate institutional efforts were 
employed to keep these words alive. The source of authority for the early 
teachings was in fact that they were heard from the self-authenticating presence of 
the Buddha. The repetition of these words was itself the Dharma and was the link 
to the living presence of Gautama who was now gone forever.n (1998:252)

The sign of this authenticity was the standard nidâna verse with which all Buddhist sütra

began: 4Thus have I heard at one time... (evam maya srutam ekasmin samaye...), followed

by information concerning the speaker, setting and audience of the teaching. This verse

represents an attempt to locate the text in the “self-authenticating presence of the Buddha”.

Gombrich argued in a 1990 article that Mahâyâna traditions embraced the medium 

of writing to ensure the preservation and propagation of their texts in a context in which the 

oral propagation of texts in the monasteries was hegemonically dominated by a 

conservative and orthodox tradition not open to the innovative, unorthodox visions 

portrayed in the Mahâyâna sütras. Or, to restate his argument more precisely, the very 

practice of the oral transmission of texts was a conservative one, given the difficulty of 

mobilizing the sizable number of persons and economic resources needed to ensure a textes 

preservation; this practice in effect placed great power in the hands of those who controlled 

these resources, i.eM the heads of the monastic community, and made it difficult if not 

impossible for alternative texts representing dissenting views to achieve the critical mass of 

support to ensure its dissemination. This may account for the fact the significant 

differences between early Buddhist versions of the canon are regional; geography was 

probably the greatest single barrier to the maintenance of standards of orthodoxy.

Gombrich (1990) and McMahan (1998) both argued that the widespread acceptance 

and use of writing was most likely the factor which made the greatest contribution to the 

development of the Mahâyâna, for writing made possible an alternative mode of 

transmission which required fewer persons and resources. It also facilitated the 

transmission of traditions across geographic and cultural barriers; the rise of the Mahâyâna 

was also concomitant with the dissemination of Buddhism throughout Asia, which
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stereotypically was portrayed as resulting from the efforts of monk translators who would 

travel abroad with merchant ships and caravans, laden with a load of sutras.

While Mahäyäna sütras evidently were composed as written texts well after the 

death of the Buddha, the texts themselves maintain the pious claim that they were taught by 

the Buddha; this claim is made by way of the nidâna verse. McMahan wondered how the 

authors of the Mahâyâna sütra could have had the audacity to begin their texts with the 

nidâna verse. It will probably never be known who their authors were, or under what 

conditions they were produced. The later Buddhists reported, however, that these 

scriptures were in fact taught by the Buddha, but that they were hidden away and 

rediscovered at a later date.

One might surmise, however, that the nidâna verse continued to be included 

because the older model of authentic oral transmission of the scriptures continued to hold 

prestige, even if in practice the production and preservation of oral texts was overtaken by 

the prcxluction and preservation of written texts. Perhaps the prestige of authentic origins 

maintained via a lineage of ̂ hearers** continued to be influential in the context where it 

developed, the monasteries. It is probably the case that whenever prestige is placed on 

lineage, lineages are fabricated, and even though Mahâyâna sütras were almost certainly 

composed in written form it is not too difficult to simulate the trappings of an authentically 

transmitted text.

In practice, however, the line between authentic and inauthentic texts blurs. The 

nidâna verse is the textual marker for such origin claims, but just reading the text does not 

effect its transmission. Regardless of the origins of a text, its authenticity or inauthenticity, 

or whether it was originally composed as an oral or written text, the lineage transmission is 

maintained following the model of oral transmission. Even with texts that are not 

memorized but read, lineage transference is effected by oral transmission, by being present 

for the recitation o f the text. Such oral transmission, the àgama which continues to be a 

requirement for the study of written scriptures in Buddhist communities to this day, is
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typically a performance divorced from its original purpose. That is, it is not attended for the 

purpose o f memorizing an oral text; indeed, the texts are typically recited in such a rapid, 

stylized fashion that aural comprehension, not to mention retention, would be impossible. 

The importance and prestige associated with such performances, however, is so great that 

traditional Tibetan teachers, for example, will typically not give teachings on a text without 

first reciting it, effecting the àgama transmission.

Buddhist monastic education continues to place a strong emphasis on the recitation 

and memorization of texts, despite the widespread accessibility of printed texts.5 In the 

context of Tibetan Buddhism, debate remains an important and central feature of the 

monastic education system, and it requires the memorization of an extensive corpus of key 

textual passages.6

Texts which were produced in or for monastic communities thus continued to 

maintain that they originated in the presence of the Buddha and were transmitted thence via 

an unbroken lineage. Even the Tantric texts generally maintained this practice, which 

probably indicates that most of them, whatever their ultimate origin, achieved the form in 

which they were preserved in a monastic context. This was undoubtedly a strategy for 

legitimation, perhaps akin to the appeals to Vedic orthodoxy by later Hindu texts which in 

fact bear little or no similarity to the Vedas themselves.

For innovative Buddhist teachers such as the authors of Mahâyâna sütras, 4thistoryM 

presented a problem. As their texts were hitherto unknown, it was necessary to create a 

revised version of Buddhist history, one that would allow the occult transmission of texts, a 

lineage deriving ultimately from the Buddha or some other awakened being. There were 

several ways in which such revision was effected. A typical explanation accounting for the 

diversity of texts, including both the sütras and Tantras, as well as for their frequent

5 Collins has noted that 4*despite the existence of written texts, the Buddhist tradition remained in various 
ways also an oral/aural one.” （1992:121)

6 Concerning debate in Tibetan Buddhist traditions see Onoda 1992 and Perdue 1992.
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divergence from orthodox standards, is that they represent an exercise of updya, liberative 

technique, as a result of historical encounters of Awakened Beings with persons of diverse 

needs and predilections. This explanation is frequently invoked by Tantric Buddhist 

exegetes, but here they follow a hoary Mahâyâna tradition of legitimation.

The locus classicus of this idea is the Lotus Sutra, particularly the 4<ParableM 

chapter, in which the reader is told that the teachings of Buddha to the sràvakas were 

merely provisional, given with the intention of guiding them to the more complete and valid 

path of the Mahâyâna.7 Zhi-yi (智 顗 ,538-597 CEJ farther developed this idea in his 

doctrinal classification scheme (半lj 教 ，pan•力 describing a class of “indeterminate 

Teachings” （不 定 教 ） ， which were given by the Buddha with a particular individual in 

mind, with the implication that often different members of an audience would receive the 

teaching in radically different ways, hearing, in effect, totally different teachings.8

Obviously, the idea that multiple witnesses of a scene might perceive the events 

therein entirely differently9 opens up a pathway for alternative versions of Buddhist textual 

history. This vision, however, does not well correspond to the idea of history as 

understood in the West, where it is generally assumed that reality is singular and thus 

automatically accessible to the perception of all those with normal sensuous and mental 

faculties. One might even call this a strategy of dehistoricizationf that is, the adoption of a 

rhetorical strategy that downplays the <4historical,1 setting of the Buddhist teachings, i.eM the 

life of Sàkyamuni, and which emphasizes the ahistorical, cosmic universality of the 

teachings. Or, as McMahan put it,

7 Sec Hurvitz 1976f pp. 49-83.

s See Hurvilz 1962, pp. 247-48.

9 A well Icnown example is the opening scene of the Avatamsaka Sutra, wherein the Buddha, by virtue of 
the “Coming Forth of the Lion Samâdiîi’'  transforms the Jeta grqye into a inconceivably magnìfìcent pure 
land. This vision, however, is not perceived by srävaka such as Sariputra because they lacked the 
corresponding “roots of goódness”. See Cleary 1993, pp. 14-23.
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The tendency of Mahâyàna sütras, then, was to disembed the teachings from 
Deer Park and re-embed them in a transcendent realm. The Mahäyäna 
attempted to transfer the basis of legitimacy from the spoken word of 
Sakyamuni to the vision of the transcendent Buddha, which rendered the 
specificity of the places that the Buddha spoke (sic.) during his lifetime less 
relevant. (1998:272)

Or, we might say that having disembedded the teachings from their spatial and temporal

context the Mahäyäna Buddhists steadfastly refused to re-embed them, maintaining instead

a stance of ultimacy by msisüng on their non-locality; the pure vision of the Buddha is not,

as one learns in chapter one of the Vimalakirti-nirdesa Sutra, contingent upon the outside

world, but upon the purity of one's own mind. As the Pratyutpannabuddha-

sammukhàvasthita-samâdhi-sütra relates,

Just as, for example, space is formless, incommunicable, unlocalised (aniketa), 
utterly pure, and undefiled, so the bodhisattva regards all dharmas, and with 
regard to dharmas conditioned and unconditioned (samskrtasamskrtadharma) 
his eye becomes unobstructed. To the unobstructed eye of the bodhisattva 
dharmas are manifested, and if he concentrates, he sees....the Tathâgatas,
Arhais, Samyaksambuddhas. (Harrison 1978:51)

For the Mahäyäna adept, the awakened worlds of the Buddhas are always accessible,

provided that one has the wisdom and merit to apprehend them.

This suggests that the “historical vision” of the Buddhists is more equivocal than 

Tambiah has described, as follows:

A 'history* that begins with a great man, is transformed into an order of monks 
as the continuers of the tradition, and then expands into a sangha and säsana 
within a polity, is of course ‘objectively’ a cooked and tendentious account. But 
it is precisely because that historical vision contains a magnificent plan of 
unfolding; a set of moral criteria by which to evaluate the acts of kings and 
monks; and a framework for describing a succession of kings (vamsa)t together 
with a succession of monastic lineages and saintly theras (elders) that the 
Buddhist scholar monks of Lanka, Burma, and Thailand wrote the kind of 
continuos historical chronicles that are so conspicuously sparse, if not lacking, 
in India. There, the priestly accounts of authenticating religious knowledge and 
privilege in terms of a line of Brahman teachers had no way of leading to and 
joining up with a the vamsa accounts of royal dynastic succession. And the 
early destruction of Buddhism and its decline in the face of a Brahmaaical 
restoration did not allow the emergence in India of an unfolding historical vision 
that materialized in Southeast Asia. (1984:118)

The vamsa uhistoriesn of the Buddhists are in fact derived from the lineage lists of the early

Buddhists, who on account of their oral mode of textual transmission were very concerned
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with maintaining the semblance of an unbroken transmission of the teachings. The 

Mahâyàna traditions, however, relied on written texts, and while they maintained the fiction 

of lineage continuity, their rhetorical strategy implied an entirely different understanding of 

“history”， one which is characterized by an inconceivability of reality which allows for 

cosmic transformations of all sorts; in this visionary context the mysterious appearance of a 

“long lost” Teaching, or the revelation of new Teachings by cosmic Buddhas, is far from 

achieving the limit of inconceivability which is so eloquently traced by Vimalakirti in the 

sùtra bearing his name. The Buddhists then, were not necessarily wholehearted advocates 

of Tambiah’s “historical vision”, so the blame for the disappearance of this vision cannot be 

fairly laid at the feet of Turks such as Muhammad Bakhtiyar; although much was no doubt 

lost when they sacked the great monastic complexes of Northeast Ind ia /0 it is not at all 

clear that that a “linear"’ model of history was lost to India with their fall.

While it is probably not possible to avoid the conclusion that Buddhists did on 

occasion concoct lineage claims, it may be more enlightening to dwell not on the falsehood 

of such claims, but their creative consequences. Buddhist authors may have been 

constrained here by convention, a convention which considered the nidâna to be of central, 

definitive importance, a sign not only of scriptural authenticity but of scriptural identity. 

According to the Mahâyànasütràlamkâra, one of the defining characteristics of a sutra is 

its context, äsraya.10 11 Asanga12 defines the ucontextM of the sûtra as the place wherein and 

the persons by whom and for whom the discourse was taught.13 This information is what 

is conveyed in the nidâna of the sûtra. This point is made by Sthiramati, who defines the

10 Concerning the history of the Turks in India see Wink 1992; Muhammad Bakhtiyarfs invasion of East 
India is discussed in Eaton 1993.

11 See Nagao 1991 p. 76. Mahàyànasûtràlamkàra XI.3 defines a sûtra as follows: sûtra is [so called]
because it communicates by means of context, characteristics, reality and import.*' (âsrayato laksanato 
dharmâd arthâc ca sûcanât sûtram; Bagchi 1970 p. SS).

12 However, we should note that the Mahâyàna tradition attributes this text to the bodhisattva Maitreya, 
who transmitted it to Asanga via a revelatory process.

13 Mahàyànasûtràlamkàra^ X13  auto>commentary: tatrâsrayo yatra dese desitam yena yasmai ca (Bagchi
1970:56). •
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context of a «yörra in terms of the commonly accepted nWd/za verse.14 It may very well be 

that the nidâna had become so strongly accepted as a sign for scriptural authenticity that it 

was not lightly abandoned by later authors, lest they risk obscurity or ignominy for their 

revelations.

It is not necessary or even advisable, however, to assume that the authors of 

Mahâyâna or Tan trie texts were conscious producers of apocryphal texts. For the ideology 

and practice of revelation may have led their authors to sincerely believe that the texts they 

produced were in fact the results of genuine revelations deriving from authoritative sources. 

Of central importance here is not only the idea that such revelation is possible, or its 

ideological appropriatìon as a tool for legitimation, but the development of specific 

practices or meditative techniques that were believed to effect such revelation.

There evidently was a belief among Mahâyâna circles in India, dating back at least 

to the beginning of the common era, that it was in fact possible to receive a revelation of 

buddhavacana even in the present time, after the decease of Sâkyamuni. This idea was 

developed by the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhàvasthita-samâdhi-sùtra, which describes 

a samâdhi which is defined as the ^concentration of being face-to-face with the Buddha of 

the present The text describes a meditative practice designed to achieve this samâdhi, 

which permits one to directly encounter a Buddha. The bodhisattva who achieves this is 

described as follows:

that bodhisattva does not see the Tathâgata through obtaining the divine eye; he 
does not hear the True Dharma through obtaining the range of the divine ear; 
nor does he go to that world-system in an instant through obtaining magical 
powers -  Bhadrapala, while remaining in this very world system that

14 Sthiramalivs comments occur in his Sûtrâlamkàravrtnbhâsya. in the context of his elucidation of h 
Mahâyànasütralamkàra XI.3. He wrote: l4Moreover, in the sùtras it is stated: 4Thus have I heard: at one 
dme the Blessed Lord resided in Râjagrha together with many monks and bodhisattvas.' 'Râjagrha*, etc. 
shows the context in the sense of the place wherin it was taught. 4Blessed Lord* shows the context in the 
sense that it is He by whom it was taught. The persons [mentioned] show the context in the sense of the 
persons for whom the discourse was taught" /  de yang mdo sde de dag las / 4di skad bdag gis thos pa dus 
geig na bcom ldnn (das rgyal po'i khab ni dge slong dang / byang chub sems dpa* mang po dang thab cig 
tu bzhugs so zhes bya ba gsungs so // de Itar na rgyal po'i khab la sogs pa yul gang du bshad pa de yang 
gnas yin par bstan to // bcom ldan Adas gang gis tebad pa*i don bstan pa*i bcom ldan ldas kyang gnas yin 
par bstan to // gang zag gang gi don du chos bshad pa'i gang zag gnas yin par bstan to / (DT sems tsam 
vol. mi fol. 157b)
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bodhisattva sees the Lord, the Tathâgata Amitâyus; and conceiving himself to be 
in that world-system he also hears the Dharma. Having heard their exposition 
he accepts, masters, and retains those Dharmas. He worships, venerates, 
honours, and reveres the Lord, the Tathâgata, Arhat, Sarnyaksarnbuddha 
Amitäyus. After he has emerged from that samädhi that bodhisattva also
expounds widely to others those Dharmas as he has heard, retained and 
mastered them.15

This passage claims that, through recourse to an altered state of consciousness, it is 

possible to directly perceive a celestial Buddha, receive teachings and disseminate those 

teachings, including ones that had never before been heard (asrutapurvadhamia).15 16 17 This 

is, in effect, an acceptance of the validity of teachings coming from sources other than a 

legitimate transmission going back to the historical Buddha. But more importantly, the 

widespread dissemination of such techniques may have opened the door of inspiration, 

giving rise to the virtual tìdal wave of revelations that gave rise to the Mahâyâna and 

Vajrayâna movements, sparking innovations both in the realms of ideas and in aesthetics. 

Faced with such an upswell of creative innovation, it seems rather petty to dwell 

exclusively on its authenticity, while exploring the ideas and particularly the practices that 

contributed to it may well be far more fruitful.

It turns out, not surprisingly, that a number of Tantric traditions hold that they 

entered the world via some sort of post-Sâkyamuni revelation or discovery. A most 

famous example is story of Nâgâijuna's entry into an iron stüpa in southern India, wherein 

he was initiated into the garbha mandala and received the extensive version of the 

Mahävairocana-sütra}1 This claim was not particularly revolutionary in the Mahâyâna 

context, as similar claims had previously made to account for the appearance of the 

Prajnâpâramitâ scriptures as well as Asariga's reception of the Yogâcâra teachings from

15 Trans, in Harrison 1978 p. 43; see also Williams 1989 p. 30 and McMahon 1998 p. 270.

16 See Harrison 1978, p. 54.

17 See the passage translated &x)m Kûkai's Introduction to the Mahàvairocana Sutra in section 4.1.1 
above; see also Abé 1999 pp. 220 ff.t and also Orzech 1995.
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Maitreya, which KQkai wisely pointed out to a critic of his account of the iron stüpa 

transmission.18

Faure suggests that the Buddhist preoccupation with lineage issues can be seen as a 

sign of a developing historical consciousness. He noted that uShenhui,s adoption of the 

twenty-eight (or twenty-nine) Indian patriarchs theory resulted from his awareness of the 

impossibility of his earlier theory of thirteen patriarchs spanning from Buddha to 

Bodhidharma, according to traditional computation, over a period of fifteen centuries.n 

(1993:91.) A concern with lineage can go hand in hand with the development of a tradition 

of historical scholarship, but only perhaps where there is not undue preoccupation with 

immutable origins and the capture and containment of some sort of jealously guarded 

essence, as Tambiah implies was the case in the Indian brahmanical tradition. The rise of 

historicism instead is dependent upon an awareness of the change, transformation and 

intrinsic instability that characterizes all phenomena.

And such an awareness of impermanence is clearly present in most Buddhist 

intellectual traditions, as LaFIeur has argued in regard to medieval Japanese literature.19 A 

strong awareness of the inevitability of change is present in Buddhism even in regard to the 

Buddha^ teaching, for the Buddha is said to have predicted the possibility, nay, the 

inevitability, of his teaching^ decline and disappearance. The age of the decline of the 

Dharma cannot be forestalled, and thus lineages can be broken, and their transmissions lost. 

Yampolsky reported that “the T ’ien-t’ai school had an established lineage， going back to the 

historical Buddha and maintaining that the Faith had been handed down from Patriarch to 

Patriarch until it reached Sirhha bhiksu, the twenty-fourth, who was killed during a 

persecution of Buddhism, after which time the transmission was cut off/' (1967:6)

And while it is certainly the case that lineage is commonly resorted to as a potential 

source of authority and legitimation， the Buddhist tradition also has a meta-level of criticism

18 See Abé 1999 pp. 226-350.

19 See LaFIeur I983,ch. 3 , esp. pp. 60-69.
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of such tactics. This may be related to a certain critical sophistication and sensitivity 

regarding language, as in the case of the poet Ryökan, whom Abé described as follows: 

uPrecisely because he had studied language and was fully aware of its power, Ryökan was 

extremely sensitive about the harm that could result when this same power of words was 

abused.” Ryökan was also noted for his criticism of those who used or abused lineage 

claims. He included “people who always want to be acknowledged” and “telling others 

about one’s distinguished lineage” among a list of things he dislikes. (1996:70)

Lineages can just as easily be a record of loss and degeneration through time. 

Despite the timeless verity of Sakyamuni's teachings, the continuity of his sermons have 

always been threatened by human inconstancy. Fortunately there is the possibility, or there 

came to be at any rate, of multiple authentic origins. Certain Tantric Buddhist traditions part 

from the Buddhist norm by declaring/adnritting/recognizing that their tradition does not 

descend from Säkyamuni Buddha. But in so doing they open up the floodgates for 

revelation, by implicitly accepting the authenticity of inspired traditions. With regard to 

Kukai, Hakeda wrote that

his assertion that Esoteric Buddhism was not the doctrine expounded by 
the historical Buddha was a radical one....According to Kukai, the 
historical Buddha is but one manifestation of Mahâvairocana, who exists 
in history and yet at the same time transcends it. Mahävairocana in his 
samadhi is timeless and eternally present in a state of bliss. (1972:63)

Mahävairocana qua was understood to be perpetually preaching the rfAûrma,

which was thus always accessible to one who had the wisdom and the art to access it. At

the same time, the teachings were understood to be beyond time, being therefore always

accessible and thus available for multiple revelations. Such is claimed by the author of the

Däkämava Tantra, who at the end of the passage speaks in the first person, assuming the

voice of Vajradhara^ the Buddha for this tradition:

Regarding the origin of this Tantra, it has not arisen nor will it arise...The non- 
dual Däkärnava, that is the non-dual Root Tantra which is the mahâîantra, and 
the abbreviated text exist in the mouths of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas at all 
time. The basket of all syllables, first the three million six hundred thousand 
[verse text and then] the Däkämava were explained, stated in greater and lesser 
[extent], stated by all dâkaf as numerous as the atoms of Mt. Sumem. They are
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stated by infinite Blessed Lords in infinite, boundless landsv and during the 
kaliyuga, on earth. This Tantra, spoken by the Lion of the Sâkyas, is ù\t 
Transcendent Yoga; the auditor and Teacher are both myself, although the 
commentator is someone else.20

Padmavajra makes it clear in his commentary on the above that both the thirty-six hundred 

thousand verse massive version and the eighty-four thousand verse “condensed” versions 

of this text are perpetually taught by infinite Buddhas in infinite worlds, but that it 

manifested in tliis world through its preaching by Sakyamuni Buddha. He also notes that, 

just like the Cakrasamvara Tantra, this text is preserved in this world by the mother 

goddesses (mâtrkâ) who were present at the initial revelation, and who permanently reside 

at the power places (vajrapitha) that exist within the world, ready to divulge the Teaching 

again when it is necessary to do so.21 This passage also expresses the idea that the Teacher 

and the auditor of the teaching are identical, which appears to be a move to legitimate the 

reception o f revealed teachings. It is expressed even more strongly in a famous verse in the 

Hevajra Tantra, which is also expressed in the first person as follows: t4I am the Teacher 

and I am the Teaching, and I am the auditor along with the audience. I am the goal, and I 

am the Teacher of the world; I am the world and beyond the world/*22 Here again the 

typical Tantric focus on non-duality is manifest, deliberately collapsing the distinction

20 DM ch. 52: /  rgyud *di rab lu byung ba ni // ma byung 4byung bar mi 4gyur ro L .J  gnyis med mkha* 
(gro rgya mtsho dang // gnyis med rtsa rgyud rgyud chen po // 'dus pa'i mam pavi gzugs can de // sangs 
rgyas byang chub sems mams kyi // dus thams cad du zhal na gnas // yi ge kun gyi za ma tog / 'bum 
phrag gsum cu drug dang po // mkha* 'gro rgya mtsho rab bshad de // chen po chung ngur gsungs pa'o // ri 
rab kyi ni rdul tshad kyi // mkha' (gro thams cad kyis gsungs so // mtha* yas shing ni mu med nyid // 
rtsod pavi dus kyi sa'i nang du // bcom Idan mtha' yas pas 4di gsungs // shâkya seng ges gsungs pa'i rgyud 
// mal 4byor pha rol son pa'o // nyan pa ston pa rang nyid de // *chad po skye bo gzhan kyang ngo / (DK 
fol. 264a)

21 See Padmavajm9s Sridàkârnavamahâyogini-tantrarâja-vàhikatikâ, ch. 52 DT fol. 316b-3l7b.

22 HT n.2 v. 39, edited by in Snellgrove as follows: vyâkhyâtâham aham dharmah srotâham suganair yutah 
// sâdhyo 4ham jagatah sâstâ ioko "ham laukiko 4py aham // ftchad pa po nga chos kyang nga // rang gi 
tshogs ldan nyan pa nga // ĵig rten ston pa bsgrub bya nga // 'jig rten *jig rten 'das pa nga / (19S9 voi. 2, 
pp.48-51). Snellgrove mistranslated srotâham suganair yutah, reading gema as guna, Uvirtuen, but here 
sugana definitely refers to the troop of divine beings who would also have been present for the teaching 
along with the auditor (cf. 19S9 vol. 1 p. 92). Snellgrove also follows the Sanskrit for his translation of 
the last pada, but I follow the Tibetan, simply because the Tibetan preserves the contrast between
complementary figures.
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between the ultimate and conventional realms, with the implication that both are pervaded 

by this Teaching and its Teacher.

Often Tantric traditions project their revelations far back into the mythic past, to

lend the air of traditional authority to innovative teachings. Exegetes of the

Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara, for example, claim that it was initially revealed

as a massive text called the Adibuddhatantra. brGya-byin sdang-po describes its revelation

in his Sarvabuddhasamayogadäkinijälasamvaratanträrthodaratikä as follows:

Vajradhara, the embodiment of all Victors, at the beginning of the fortunate 
eon23 created the mandala, emanated by means of his compassion, in order to 
purify things in the animate and inanimate worlds. Thinking that he should 
clearly explain the import of the Tantra in accordance with his previously 
formed intention to teach, he manifested the mandala on the peak of Mount 
Surneru， in order to please his fortunate followers and the deity hosts. He 
progressively explained the yoga of purification and so forth, in accordance 
with the Great Aditantra, etc.24

The danger with such accounts, however, is that they describe an ideal state of affairs

which does not well correspond to the actually realities of Tantric texts and practices. It is

here that the myth of degeneration filled the gap; humans of the present day, allegedly, due

to their shorter life spans and greater burden of addictions (klesa), are unable to fathom

such massive texts. For this reason, the texts claim, more abbreviated versions were

produced, and in particular sàdhana, the meditation texts which condense the crucial

meditation instructions often scattered pell-mell throughout the Tantras. brGya-byin sdang-

po portrays this state of affairs as being foreseen and acted upon by the Buddha in the

following “quote” from the mythic source text;

It says in the Adibuddha Tantra 4The meaning of the mantratantra is very hard 
to understand, but it is realized with recourse to the Explanatory Tantras and 
Ancillary [Tantras], etc. Seeking out the lineage instructions, one should give

23 The bhadrakalpa, according to Buddhist reckoning, is the current aeon in which one thousand Buddhas 
are scheduled to appear, among whom Sâkyamtmi was the fourth. See Rigzinl986, p. 24.

24 /  rgyal ba kun gyi bdag nyid rdo rje 4chang // bskal pa bzang po'i thog mar rab sprul nas // snod bcud 
brtan g.yo dngos daç bya’i phyir // thugs ijes sprul pa’i dkyil ‘khor mdzad // skal ldan ijes .jug lha 
tshogs gzung bya'i phyir // sngon byung ston pa*i dgong mdzad ijes mthun par // mtson cha'i rgyud don 
gsal bar bstan dgongs nas // ri rab rtse mor dkyil 4khor mam sprul zhing // dang po*i rgyud chen la sogs 
nm bzhin du // dag pa*i mal 4byor la sogs rim bzhin bshad / (DT fol. 24Sa)
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rise to, settle and realize a vast expanse of certainty. The intelligent beings of 
the future will take delight in the sâdhana and the abbreviated commentaries, so 
to begin with they were condensed at my command: uphold them reverentially 
so that they will last long.25

The Cakrasamvara tradition claims similar divine origins, and likewise does not claim that 

its root text originated with Sâkyamuni. The Cakrasamvara Tantra was thought to derive 

not from the “nirmâçakâya” Buddha Éâkyamuni but from the “dharmakäya” Buddha 

Vajradhara, whence it descended into the world via revelation not once but twice, first to 

the mahâsiddha Saraha from Vajrapâni and then to the mahâsiddha Lûipa from 

Vajravârâhi.26

Such claims may seem ahistorical, and in a sense they are; they are also atemporal 

but rather than negating time or history they claim to transcend it, in a transhistorical and 

trans-temporal manner; but this does not necessarily imply a denial of history, but perhaps 

instead the interpenetration of the ultimate and conventional levels of reality, in which fctthe 

desire for transcendence turns into a radical immanence, and the soteriological structure 

elaborated as an expedient tends to become an end in itself/1 (Faure 1991:58.) It recognizes 

the historical likelihood that these traditions derive from a post-Säkyamuni source, which 

preserves history while making a claim that there exists an ultimate reality behind its 

shifting screen of appearances; Buddhists tend to look more to that ultimate reality as a 

source of authority, rather than to the unreal samsâric transformations that constitute 

uhistory,\  Both, however, are understood to exist in a non-dual fashion, which means that 

the Buddhists would ultimately reject questions of origins as nonsensical, conducive not to 

liberation but to confusion, which is indeed a position Sâkyamuni Buddha is reported to 

have held. This, however, does not mean that they would not resort to origin claims as a 

means of political legitimation, which they often did. Rather, in the final, Buddhist

25 /  de ltar dang po*i sangs rgyas rgyud las kyang // gsang sngags rgyud don shin tu rtogs dka* ba // bshad 
rgyud cha mthun sogs kyis bgrub byas te // de nyid brgyud pa*i gdams ngag lags btsal bas // nges pa'i 
klong bskyed thag tKad rtogs par bya // de don ma (ongs ba bio Idan pa // sgrub thabs bsdus don * ^ 1  
sogs *thad pa yis II legs brtsams mam par bsdus byas nga yi bka* // yun ring gnas phyir gus par gzung bar 
gyis/(D Tfol.246b)

26 See Appendix E below.
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analysis, all such claims would be considered irrelevant, and would be considered 

meaningful only insofar as they advanced the cause of liberation. No doubt，however, 

those who made such claims for their tradition would have also claimed ultimate status for 

its teachings, and thus could justify their strategy as a form of political upäya.

Tantric texts are stylistically different from the early Buddhist suttas which 

presumably were orally transmitted for some time before being set down into writing. 

Given this difference, it is somewhat surprising to find out that some of the categories 

applicable to the earlier, orally transmitted suttas linger problematically in the exegesis of 

Tantric texts. In particular, the nidäna verse continued to occur at the beginning of most 

Buddhist Tantras, and if anything its significance increased in the commentatorial literature, 

which no doubt is due to the problems its presence provoked.

Its continued presence reflects the continued influence of the early Buddhist model 

of oral transmission of the texts, even though this model was not likely to have been 

practically applicable in Buddhist communities were texts were preserved in a written 

medium. In fact, the Tantras tend toward a stylistic model opposite to the model of the 

earlier orally composed suttas. Rather than exhibiting ifcthe rhythmic and repetitious 

patterns and forrmilary expressions”27 characteristic of orally composed and preserved 

texts, they are written in a style which demands commentary, and they often appear to be 

deliberately vague, with their content sometimes scattered haphazardly throughout the text. 

Their style of composition implies that they were from the start written rather than oral 

texts, since only with a written text can one jump through the text at will to compare 

passages at different locations within the text.

The typical explanation accounting for this stylistic obscurity is that it is a deliberate 

strategy to ensure the secrecy of the Teachings. While the skeptic might wonder if this 

secrecy was also in the economic interest of the Tantric masters who wrote these texts,

27 McMahan 1998 p. 261; McMahan here draws upon Ong's 1982 book, Orality and Literacy: The 
Technologizing o f the Word
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there were also more practical reasons to maintain such secrecy. Tantric texts do frequently 

employ transgressive imagery, and it was probably not in anyone's interest that they receive 

widespread dissemination in easily accessible forms. There were several known attempts 

to repress Tantric teachings, which were probably not unrelated to the intense anti-Tantric 

rhetoric contained in texts such as the Kurmapurâna; even if such persecutions were 

relatively infrequent, they no doubt provided ample evidence of the dangers of the open 

propagation of these teachings.28

It is possible that the stylistic obscurity of the Tantric texts was a strategy for the 

control of the dissemination and propagation of the texts. This may have represent an 

attempt to reassert control of the dissemination and interpretation of the texts, texts which 

may have been inspired in part by sources of authority that lay outside of the monastic 

sphere, such as among the forest and chamel ground renunciants whose relationships with 

the monasteries were probably tenuous. Tantric exegetes are actually quite explicit about 

their need to control the dissemination of their texts, typically explaining that such obscurity 

and secrecy was necessary in order to protect those not prepared for the study of the texts.

On the other hand, this obscurity may derive from two distinct internal factors. The 

first is simply that Tantric texts primarily deal with ritual and meditative practices, which 

even under ideal circumstances are never easy to learn from a text. A second factor may be 

that Tantric texts typically had a long and precarious textual history, and were periodically 

subject to partial loss and reconstruction or revision, which over time tended to result in 

obscurity. Both of these factors were observed in the seventh century by the Chinese 

pilgrim Yi-jing, whose observations are translated and discussed in 5.2 below.

The nidâna verses contained in the reladvely early Buddhist Tantras clearly follow 

the model of the Mahâyâna sûtras. The Sarvatathätattvasamgraha, for example, begins 22

22 Concerning the suppression of Tantric traditions see Dyczkowski 1988v p. 10.
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with a lengthy nidanar9 which is can be seen as a subdued version of the massive nidânas

found in sütras such as the Gandavytiha. The nidäna of the former text occurs as follows:

Thus have I heard at one time: the greatly compassionate Blessed Lord 
Mahâvairocana, who is endowed with the various qualities of the intuition of the 
adamantine blessings and commitments of all Tathagatas, and who has been 
consecrated as the dharmarâja of the three realms with the jeweled crown of all 
Tathagatas, and who is the lord of the great yogins of the omniscience of all 
Tathâgatas, and who fulfills all of the hopes of all beings without exception by 
doing whatever needs to be done and the equal mastery of all of the mudrâ of all 
Taihagacas, and who always abides in the three times and who has the vajra of the 
body, speech and mind of all Tathâgatas, resided in the palace of the divine king 
of Akanistha in which dwell, and which is praised by all Tathägatas, which is 
studded with great precious jewels, and which is decorated with lovely colors, 
wind chimes, silk, flower wreaths, yak tail fans, garlands and half garlands and 
moons, along with twice times nine hundred and ninety million bodhisattvas, 
including Vajrapâni, Avalokitesvara, Âkâsagarbha, Vajramusti, Manjusri, 
Sahacittotpâdadharmacakrapravartinâ, Gaganaganja, Sarvamârabalapramardinâ, 
and as many Tathâgatas as there are grains of sand in the Ganga.29 30

29 Some Taniras do have quite lengthy nidânas; others, however, had extremely short and cryptic ones* 
such as the Àryàcalamahàkrodharâjasya sarvQtathàgatasya balàparimitaviravinayasvàkhyâta-nàma-kalpa, 
which begins as follows: 'Thus have I heard: at one time ihe Blessed Lord resided the wind.*' (/ *di skad 
bdag gis üios pa dus gcig na /  bcom (dan ^das rlung la bzhugs te / DK fol. 261b). In short, there is a great 
deal of diversity within the various Tantras preserved in the Tibetan canon.

30 ev; 
vivi

^am maya srutam ekasmin samaye bhagavân sai^atathâgatavajrâdhisthâna-samayajnâna- 
dhâvisesasamanvàgatah sarvatathâgatnramamuku^-traâiàtukadhannarâjyâbhiseka-prâpUih 

sai^authâgatnsarvajnajnânainahâyogîsvarah sarvatathägatasarvamudrä-saniatädhigata- 
visvakâryâaranatâiesânavafesa-sattvadhâtiisarvâsâ-paripûnikah mahâkrpo vairocanah sâsvatas 
tryadhvasamayavyavasthitah sarvakâyavâkcittavajras taüiâgatoh sarvatathâgatndhyusitaprasastastavite 
mahâmaniratnapratyupte vidtravania-ghan^vasakta-mânitoddhûta-pattasnikcâinara-hâràrdhahâni- 
candropasobhite akanisüiadevarâjasya bhavane vijahâra / navanavatibhir bodhisattvakotibhih sârdhani 
tadyathâ vajrapâninâ ca bodhisaitvena avalokiteivarena ca bodhisattvena âkâsagarbhena ca vajramustinâ ca 
manjusnyâ ca sahacittotpâdadharmacaicrapravartiiiâ ca gaganaganjena ca sarvamârabalapramardinâ ca evam 
praxnukhair navanavatibhir bodhisattvako^ibhib gaàgânaâvalukâsamâkhyâtaii ca tathâgatail} / (Yamada
1981:3-4); /  kdi skad bdag gis thos pa dus gcig na /  bcom Idan 'das mam par snang mdzad thugs rje chen 
po de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi rdo rje'i byin gyis brlabs dang / dam tshig gi ye shes mam pa sna 
tshogs kyi khyad par dang Idan pa / de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi rin po che'i dbu rgyan gyis khams 
gsum gyi chos kyi rgyal po dbang bskur ba mnga' bmyes pa / de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi thams 
cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes mal ^yo r chen po'i dbang phyug / de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi phyag rgya 
thams cad mnyam pa nyid du thugs su chud cing / thams cad kyi dgos pa mdzed pa nyid kyis / sems can 
gyi khams ma lus shing lus pa med pa thams cad kyi re ba yongs su skong bafi kphrin las mdzad pa / 
üiugs ije che ba mams par snang mdzad dus gsum du rtag par bzhugs shing /  sku dang / gsung dang / 
thugs thams cad rdo tje Ita bur gyur pa'i de bzhin gshegs pa / de bzfun gshegs pa thams cad bäu g s shing 
bsngags bstod pa /  nor bu dang rìn po che chen pos spras pa /  kha dog sna tshogs shing drit bu btags pa / 
dar dang /  *phan dang /  me tog gi phreng ba dang / ma ma dang / dra ba dang /  dra ba phyed pa dang / zia 
ba rlung gis bskyod pa mams kyis mdzes pa byas pa*i 4og min gyi lhafi rgyal po*i gnas na bzhugs pa / 
byang chub sems dpa* bye ba phrag dgu beu rtsa dgu la 4di Ita ste / byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen 
po phyag na rdo ije dang /  kun tu spyan ras gzigs kyi dbang po dang / nam mkha'i snying po dang / rdo 
ije khu tshur dang /  dpal dang /  sems bskyed ma thag tu chos kyi 4ichor Ko bskor ba dang / nam 
mkhavi mdzod dang / bdud kyi stobs thams cad rab tu Ajoms pa la sogs pa byang chub sems dpa* sems 
dpa' chen po bye ba phrag dgu beu rtsa dgu dang / gang gâ'i klung gi bye ma snyed kyi de bzhin gshegs 
pa mams dang thabs cig tu bzhugs te / (DK fol. lb-2a).
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The context set here is definitely transhistorical, unlike the Gandavyuha, which begins in 

the mundane realm in Jeta grove which is transformed through the miraculous power of 

Sàkyamuni Buddha. Instead, this text begins in the Mahavairocana^s palace in Akanistha, 

and does not purport to describe events in the life of Sâkyamuni or any other historical 

figure.

Tantric texts are traditional in the sense of being prefaced by a nidäna verse, but 

they diverge from the tradition of the nikäya suttas insofar as they do not place their text in 

the 44historical,' context of Sâkyamuni Buddha. Often, however, they diverged even further. 

Such was the case with the nidäna verse of the Guhyasamâja, famous for its strong erotic 

savour. It occurs as follows: *Thus have I heard: at one time the Blessed Lord was 

residing in the vulva of the Adamantine Lady, the essence of the Body, Speech and Mind 

of all Tathâgatas/01 This verse or its variants occur in many other Tantric texts, which no 

doubt reflects its popularity in Tantric Buddhist circles.31 32

There appear to have been a major shift in the significance of the nidäna verse in 

Tantric traditions. No longer a simple statement of the context in which the Teaching 

cxrcurred, it came to be glorified in its own right. There is even a Tantra dedicated to the 

glorification of the nidäna. This text, the Tattvapradipa, claims that 44the expression evam 

mayaf etc. seals everything animate and inanimate in the three worlds without exception, 

since its nature is Wisdom and Art (prajnopäya). It is famed as the lamp of reality, and its

31 evam maya smtam ekasmin samaye bhagavân sarvatathâgata-kâyavâkcituihrdaya-vajrayosidbhagesu 
vijahâra /; 'di skad bdag gis thos pa dus geig na / bcom Idan 'das de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi sku 
dang gsung dang thugs kyi snying po rdo eje btsun mo*i bhaga la bzhugs so / (Fremantle 1971:174-75).

32 Variants of it include the nidäna of the Sarvatathàgata-kàyavàkcitta-guhyàlamkàravyûha, which is 
similar to the GS nidäna but somewhat less erotic, as it places the bhagavân in the company of male 
deities such as vajrajfiânayogamahesvara of the 4<body, speech and mind of all TathâgatasM. (DK fol. 83b). 
This is followed by a feminine version of the nidäna, whic again placed the bhagavân not in the vulva, but 
in the company (thabs cig tu bzhugs) of the vajrayosit known as Prajnâpâramitâ. (See DK foi. S4a). 
Another variant occurs in the Candamahàrosana as follows: *Thus have I heard: at one time the Blessed 
Lord Vajrasattva was residing in the vulva of Vajradhâtvisvarî, the essence of the body, speech and mind of 
all Tathâgatas, with many hosts of adamantine yogins and yogin!s.tv evam maya ^rutam ekasmin samaye 
bhagavân vajrasattvah sarvatathâgata-kâyavâkcittahrdaya-vajradhâtvisvarïbhage vijahâra /  anekais ca 
vajrayogiyoginiganaih /  (George 1974:18). This verse is also interesting in that it corrects the unusual 
locutive plural bhàgesu to the locutive singular bhage.
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form is the stainless, perfected fTuit.ï,33 While these nidàna no longer make a claim to 

legitimacy via Sâkyamuni Buddha, it appears that there was a concerted effort to claim that 

the nidàna in and of themselves are legitimating in the sense that they encapsulate profound 

truths concerning ultimate reality.

For those who were not impressed by the literal meaning of these passages, 

however, many commentators began pointing out the esoteric significance of these 

passages. A trend which appears to have developed in Tantric circles is a style of analysis 

which might be termed “atomic analysis” in which the passage is reduced to the smallest 

possible lexical or sublexical unit, and esoteric meanings are ascribed to either the words, 

syllables or letters, and in some cases even the component portions of the letters.33 34 This 

commentatorial strategy was particularly applied to the Tantric nidàna verses. The 

Vajramälä Explanatory Tantra is well known for its elucidation of the hidden significance 

of the Guhyasamàja nidàna through forty stanzas of verse, each of which begins with one 

of the forty syllables that constitute that textual passage.35

The Hevajra Tantra begins with a slightly shortened, thirty-seven syllable version 

of the Guhyasamàja nidàna?6 The esoteric significance of the nidàna's syllables are the 

subject of the third chapter of the Samputa Tantra.37 They are also discussed at length by

33 Tattvapradipa-nàma^mahàyoginitantraràja: / e vam ma yâ sogs sgra yis // khams gsum *gro dang mi 
4gro bcas // shes rab thabs kyi rang bzhin gyis // thams cad rgyas btab gzhan gyis min // de kho na nyid 
sgron mar grags // dri med rdzogs pavi 4bras bu*i gzugs / (DK fol. 137a)

34 The syllable hum, the bija  of the vajrakula, was often broken down into its component parts, with even 
the bindu or 4dot* signifying the nasal receiving an esoteric import. See for example Kükai's essay 4The 
Meaning of the Syllable Hum** (0^ ?  Unjigi)^ translated in Hakeda 1972, pp. 246-62.

35 These stanzas are edited, translated and analyzed by Wayman in his 1977 book. Other important 
commentatorial works that discuss the import of these syllables include Candraidrtivs Pradipodyotana and 
Padmavajra's GuhyasiddhL

36 According to Vajragarbha's Hevajrapindärtharikäy the nidàna of lhe HT has thirty seven syllables, 
which is acUeved by subtracting the three syllable word hrdaya from the nidàna of the GS. See DT fol. 
7a,b. SneIIgrove9s edition includes the word hrdaya, but he notes that two of the three Sanskrit 
manuscripts he used omit the word, which suggests that his edition may have to be emended; at the very 
least, the 37 syllable version was an important and well attested variant.

37 Concerning the Samputa see the fourth chapter of the first kalpa, which is translated and edited by Elder 
1978 and edited by Skorupski 1996. This import of this nidàna verse is also discussed in chapter two of 
Kânha^ Guhyatattvaprakäsa.
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Vajragarbha in his commentary on the Hevajra Tantra, where they are correlated to the 

thirty-seven deities of the Hevajra mandala and the thirty-seven Aids to Awakening 

(bodhipaksakadharma).38

It appears likely that the majority o f Buddhist Tantric texts, whatever their ultimate 

originCs), reached their final form and were preserved in a monastic context. The nidâna 

verse, regardless of its form, seems to represent for Tantric texts the monastic useal of 

approvalMt a sign of its authentic status as buddhavacana. That this was the case is 

suggested by the commentatorial crisis caused by the existence of Tantras which 

conspicuously lacked the typical nidâna beginning with evam mayât etc. Tantras in this 

category include the Cakrasamvara, the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-dàkinijàlasamvara, as 

well as the ManjusrinämasamgitL39 40 These texts begin instead with the word atha, 4iAnd 

then/' which is quite atypical for Buddhist scriptures.

The controversy concerning these texts had developed at least by the eighth century. 

It is discussed by Vilâsavajra in his commentary on the Guhyasamäja nidâna, who 

discusses with some disapproval the Tantras that lack the nidâna, as follows:

The meaning of yosit is consort, and it is a great wonder that the Lord dwells in 
her place, the place of the origin du monde (dharmodaya). At this point some 
people might object chat while it is acceptable that this is authentic scripture 
(buddhavacana)f there is no necessity for evam mayà srutam, since some Tantras 
have atha, which is an augment signifying that bliss is orgasmic. Why is this so? 
If [a text] is stated after the Lord has passed in Nirvana, then it is of the class [of 
texts] that state *Thus have I heard\ Why are texts that [state] 4Thus have I 
heard^ not of the contemporary time when the Lord exists manifestly? The answer 
is they are of that type; evam mayà srutam  occurs in all Tantras, and 'the Lord 
has passed into Nirvana' is not stated in any other Tantra as well. Someone might 
object that others have said that concise Tantras lack it. Why is that? It is because 
these Tantras exist in a non-dual fashion. The reply to that is that others might 
wonder how these Tantras could exist is they lacked a interlocutor It is order to 
clarify these [doubts】 that ‘Thus have I hearâ， is stated4。

3S Vajragarbha's comments occur in his Hevajrapindârthatikà, DT fols. 7 ff.

39 The Tibetan version of the Vajraietdxara Tantra (Töh. 480) also begins with atha (de nas). See DK fol. 
142b.

40 Srìguhyasamàjatanrranidànaguhìpadesana-vyàkhyàna: / btsun mo zhes pa ni phyag rgyaTi don to // 
bcom Idan *das chos kyì 4byung gnas de gnas na bzhugs so zhes bya ba de ni ngo mtshar che'o // skabs 
'dir gzhan dag gis brgal ba bcom ldan 4das kyis gsungs pa zhes by a bas chog mod /  (di skad bdag gis thos 
pa dgos ched med de /  de nas zhes bya ba dang rgyud ldan pa'm / Ihan cig ces byas ni tshig (brel cing bde
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Interestingly, he makes his convoluted objection in the context o f discussing the erotic 

portion of the Guhyasamàja nidäna\ the objection we expect here is that the statement that 

the Blessed Lord resides in an Adamantine Lady's vulva is not authentic scripture, an 

objection that he fails to answer. Instead, he has his straw man accept the authenticity of 

this nidâna, but express the idea that the nidâna is not necessary. It is as if he sought to 

avoid that question by deflecting the reader*s attention to the case of texts that don't even 

have a nidâna at all, as if having an erotic nidäna is less problematic than lacking one. He 

then proceeds to suggest that having a nidâna is a good idea to prevent udoubts,,t although 

he does not outright state that texts lacking one are uncanonical.

The ‘‘doubts’’ concerning these texts, however, were undoubtedly doubts 

concerning their status as Buddhavacana, which is certainly a well-founded doubt in the 

case of the Cakrasamvara, which lacks many of the typical characteristics of Buddhist 

Tantras. Not only does it lack the nidäna, but its use of Buddhist terminology is paltry, 

while it is rife with the terminology associated with the charnel ground cults that appear to 

be associated more closely with ecstatic Saiva groups such as the kâpâlikas than with 

normative monastic Buddhism. For example, two of its chapters, eleven and forty-nine, are 

concerned with the powers gained from consuming the bezoar or concretion found in the 

heart of a man bom seven times a brahmin, a practice that is hardly compatible with the 

Mahâyâna Buddhist doctrine of compassion.

There is no doubt that the more unconventional Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara 

had achieved a great degree of prestige and popularity in India, at least among the Buddhist 

monks responsible for the dissemination of these traditions to Tibet. This prestige was 

most likely based on the charisma anained by the groups o f realized saints (siddha) but

ste /  de yang ci phyir zhe na / bcom Idan Adas mya ngan las 'das pa*i 'og tu brjod na ni 'di skad bdag gis 
thos pa zhes bijod pa'i rigs kyi /  de Ita boom ldan 'das mngon sum du bzhugs pa'i dus su "di skad Mag 
gis thos pa zhes pa (di rigs pa ma yin no zhe na / lan du rigs pa yin te /  rgyud thams cad las kyang "di 
skad bdag gis thos so zhes 4byung la /  ston pa mya ngan las cdas so zhes ni rgyud gzhan gang las kyang 
ma gsungs so // kha cig gis brgal ba / rgyud sdud par mdzad pa dag med do zhes gzhan dag smra'o // de 
ci*i phyir zhe na /  rgyud 4di dag gnyis su med par gnas pa*i phyir ro zhe'o /  lan du rgyud *di dag las phyir 
gyur pa gzhan dag ci "drì ba po zhig med na rgyud 4di dag ji Itar *byung bar ftgyur zhes mam pa rtog ste // 
de dag bsal ba'i phyir (di skad bdag gis thos so zhes smos so / (DT fol. 92a).
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rapidly spread outward, so that by the time texts and practiced associated with them reached 

the monastic universities they were accepted as is, with minimal editing. The task, then, for 

the monastic scholars was to engage in creative commentary to naturalize these texts to the 

Buddhist monastic context.

Thus, commentators who wished to demonstrate the authenticity of texts such as the 

Sarvabuddfiasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara and the Cakrasamvara Tantra which lack the 

nidàna needed to either explain its absence or demonstrate its occult presence. The various 

attempts with regard to the Cakrasamvara Tantra are reviewed by Tsongkhapa in his text 

below. As it turns out, Tsongkhapa rejected attempts at the former, and opted for the latter.

In so doing he goes to great lengths to show that the passage in the Cakrasamvara 

Tantra which Kânha called the uyoginitanîra nidàna,tt4i i.eM 4T he Hero made of all 

dakinis, Vajrasattva, Supreme Bliss, always abides in the secret supreme delighted, the 

Universal Self \  is esoterically equivalent to the standard Buddhist nidàna beginning with 

evam mayât etc.41 42

There was also another controversy concerning the Cakrasamvara Tantra which 

concerned both the “context” of its origination and its lineage transmission. Since the 

Cakrasamvara lacked an ordinary, exoteric nidàna which answered the basic questions of 

who taught it to whom in what place, it was up to the commentators to provide this 

information. It seems to have been generally accepted that it was taught by an Awakened 

Buddha in a divine locale; the controversial question concerned to whom was it taught. 

Basically, the Indian commentators divided into two camps, that it was taught either to 

Vajravârâhi or Vajrapani. Kambala states in his commentary that Vajrapâni is the 

interlocutor for the Tantra, meaning that it is Vajrapâni who asked the questìon(s) that 

inspired its teaching; he is followed in making this claim by Duijayacandra and

41 See the passage in his TP quoted in section 4.2.2 above.

42 Tsongkhapa^ arguments are contained in his comments on the relevant verses in chapter one below.
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Devagupta,43 On the other hand, the “Bodhisattva Vajrapâçi” himself states, in the

commentary attributed to him, that Vajravârâhi is the interlocutor, which would appear to

undercut the former claims, were one to accept that commentary^ claim to divine

authorship. Bhavabhadra accepts the latterà claim but attempts to mediate between these

two camps by arguing that while the Teaching it self transcends time, its actual

manifestations in history are illusory. He nonetheless assigns Vajravârâhi the role of

interlocutor, and Vajrapâni to the role of compiler. He wrote:

The teacher is the Great Vajradhara whose body has four faces and so forth; he 
exists thus in his emanation body. This Tantra has existed being taught since 
time beginningless. It might decline somewhere on account of the lack of 
sentient beings' merit, but elsewhere it would spread due to the power of merit. 
Furthermore, the Teacher and the Teaching are illusory, as the deeds of the 
Tathâgatas are inconceivable. Thus the Bhagavani Vajravârâhi was the 
supplicant, and Vajrapâni the compiler, and the Teaching was entrusted to them 
in common.44

Jayabhadra, on the other hand, simply lists some of the competing positions. Commenting 

on the imperative “Listen!” in chapter one, he wrote: ‘‘Regarding “listen”, some say that it 

was the Blessed Lord speaking to the Reverend Lady. Others say that they both spoke 

together with one voice. Still others claim that the Blessed Lady was the instuctor for the 

Blessed Lord.”45

Tibetan commentators, including Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po and Tsongkhapa, 

generally did not take sides and accepted both positions as possible; Tsongkhapa is led to 

the conclusion that there were multiple occurrences of the teaching of this Tantra, and hence

43 The positions of these and the following commentators are described at length in Tsongkhapa^ ch. I 
commentary below, and in my notes thereon.

u  / zhal bzhi pa la sogs pa'i sku rdo tje 4chang chen po ni ston pa po ste // de yang de nyid dngos su sprul 
pa'i skur gnas pa*o // rgyud Adi ni thogs ma med pavi dus nas bstan par bya ba nyid du gnas te /  sems can 
mams kyi bsod nams ma yin pas kha cig tu ni nub // la Iar bsod nams kyi dbang gis dar ro // de yang 
bstan bya dang ston pa po la sogs pa *di sgyu ma Ita bu ste / de bzhin gshegs pa'i mdzad pa ni bsam gyis 
mi khyab bo // *di phyir bcom *dan 4das rdo ije phag mo ni zhu ba pofo // phyag na rdo ije sdud pa po ste 
/ de yang thun mong du bstan pa gtad pa nyid kyi phyir ro / (CPt DT fol. 14 lb)

45 MP ch. 1 : smv iti bhagavân evam âha bhattârikâm prati ke cu / ubhayor ekakanthasvaninaivam uktàm 
ity anye /  yatrâ bhagavamtam prati bhagavati de[si]kety apare / (MS. D FoL 9b>lÒa) / mnyan par gyis zhes 
bya ba n ila  la dag bcom Idain "das nyid 々 is yum ije ma la gsungs pa yin no zhes Mod do // gzhan dag ni 
gnyi gsung gcig tu (di Itar gcig pa nyid yin no zhes zer ro // gzhan dag ni bcom Idan *das ma yum ni bcom 
ldan (das la ston par mdzad pa yin te /  (QT foL 22.5)
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multiple accounts of its origination. This in tum led to multiple lineage lists, as each 

revelation of the Teaching into this world gave rise to a different sequence of its 

transmission. These distinct accounts of the Tantra's origination may represent two distinct 

tendencies among Cakrasamvara adepts in India. The tradition that Vajravârâhl was the 

supplicant, who in tum revealed the Teaching to Lüipa, may reflect a more unorthodox, 

Saiva-influenced orientation. This orientation sees the Tantra as originating in a 

conversation between Cakrasamvara and Vajravârâhl in the manner of Siva and Uma's 

conversations, and its transmission to Lüipa in a manner not far removed from the Saiva 

account of Matsyendra's overhearing of a conversation between Siva and Umâ. The 

tradition which sees Vajrapâni as the supplicant and the revealer of the text to Saraha may 

reflect a Buddhist monastic orientation, more in line with the clearly orthodox Buddhist 

Tantras.

It appears that the former is an older tradition, and perhaps more authentic, for while 

the Cakrasamvara Tantra is an abbreviated text it still contains traces of the conversation 

mcxle of discourse, and closely related texts are clearly presented in the form of a 

conversation between the god and gcxldess. The latter perspective is probably a later 

orthodox Buddhist interpretation, perhaps developed circa the ninth century when the 

Tantra appears to have made inroads into the monastic context. If so, it never succeeded in 

fully supplanting the competing perspective. If anything, the compromise position reported 

by Jayabhadra, that both the Blessed Lord Heruka Cakrasamvara and Vajravârâhi taught 

the Tantra mutually, seems to have been the most widely accepted. Kanha, for example, 

wrote in his Samvaravyäkhyä that 44the divine couple taught this Sricakrasamvarat which is 

a treasure of all virtues, the nature of all things/*46 skillfully skirting this issue.

The history of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, viewed from the perspective of traditional 

sources, reveals, as Foucault predicted not the ^inviolable identityJ, of its origin, but

46 /  pha ma gnyis ni dbyer med pas // dpal ldan bde mchog bshad pa 4di // yon tan kun gyi gter gyur pa // 
dngos po kun gyi rang bzhin no /  (DT foi. 6b, 7a)
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dissension and disparity. It “originated” not once but on multiple occasions， in Buddhist 

and Saiva contexts, respectively, reflecting the disparate influences which are brought 

together into a state of harmonic tension within the text«

The genius of the commentatorial traditions, developed in India but perfected in 

Tibet, was to fully synthesize these elements. Through the application of ̂ creative 

commentary,they forged a truly harmonious and ultimately extremely successful 

integration of textual interpretations and meditative and ritual techniques. This synthesis 

extended beyond the commentaries and into the interrelated realms of myth and ritual, as 

shall be shown in chapter six below.

5,2 Modern Chronologies

The critical reader will have by now noticed that this study has thus far assumed a 

date for the ansai of Tantric Buddhism in India that is somewhat earlier than has been 

propounded in some earlier studies. It may be noted, with reference to the 

Samvaravyäkhyä quoted above, that it is assumed here that the Kânha to whom the text is 

attributed is the same Kânha who can be dated with reasonable certainty to the late eighth 

and/or early ninth century. This would date the Cakrasamvara Tantra itself several 

centuries earlier than has been previously proposed. There is in fact an assumption or 

hypothesis at work here, but also reasoning based on known historical data. Both will be 

explicated here in this section.

Regarding assumptions, it has often been assumed that there are numerous authors 

of the same name, such as two or more Nâgâijuna, two or more Candrakirti, and so forth. 

While it is of course possible that there were multiple authors with the same name, 

generally these assumptions were made not on the basis of actual evidence pointing toward 

multiple authorship, but simply based on a presumption o f the (relatively late) date of the 

development of Tantric literature. That is, an assumption is used as the basis for the
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development of a chronology. The principle which is followed here* however, is to work 

from the basis of known dates and develop a chronology thence. Obviously, reason must 

play a role here; we are probably safe in assuming that the mahàsiddha Nâgârjuna to whom 

a number of works of Tantric literature is ascribed is a different person than the philosopher 

Nâgâijuna who most likely lived sometime in the second century CH,47 a safe assumption 

for those unable to accept that he lived five hundred or more years.48 On the other hand, 

this assumption itself is fraught with problems.49

The assumption that the philosopher Candrakirti, who lived during the seventh 

century, was not the author of Pradipodyotana commentary on the Guhyasamâja is not 

necessarily quite so reasonable.50 This assertion is based on two incorrect assumptions.

47 The problem of the identity of Nâgârjuna (N.) and his possible homonymous successor is complex; N. 
qua Madhyamaka philosopher is generally dated to the first to third centuries C.E. (See Ruegg 1981 n. 11 
pp. 4-5). The so-called 4Tantric N.M has been dated to ihe seventh century (see Bhattachauya pp. 67-68, 
though this dating is based on specious reasoning, such as the assumption that each gum and disciple in 
the lineages is separated by twelve years). It might seem a safe assumption that N. the Tantric author was 
ihe N. famed for his alchemical prowess; (his is certainly possible, although the legend of N. the alchemist 
was also quite ancient. The legend was reported by Xuan-zang, who in the mid seventh century depicted 
N. as both a man of profound wisdom and alchemical prowess. (See Beal 1884, pt. 2 pp. 210-17) and later 
in the same century by Yi-jing (see Takakusu 1896 p. 158). Xuan-zang also reported meeting a disciple of 
Nâgâijuna who appeared to be 30 years old but was actually aged 700 years (see Watters 1904% pp. 286-87). 
White suggests that if we assume this disciple was in fact 30 years old then N. the alchemist would have 
been active in the early seventh century (I996a:75). This legend was evidently very widespread throughout 
India; Al-Biruniv travelling in India in the early eleventh century, also mentions the legend of the alchemist 
N. (see Sachau 1910 vol. 1 pp. 188 ff.) It was not soon afterward, in the early eighth century, that legends 
reached China concerning N. and his extraction of the from the iron stüpa. It
cenainly appears possible that there lived a Tantric and/or alchemical master named N. during the sixth or 
early seventh century. On the other hand Mabbett, after overviewing the data concerning N., suggests that 
**the object of our quest may ilself be an artifact of the quest (rnâyà or gandharvanagarat so to speak). We 
must give proper weight to the default hypothesis that the association of the name Nâgâijuna with a 
profusion of tantric and quasi-scientific texts is demonstrative of the absorptive power of the legend 
originating in a single historical Nâgâijuna, the author of the Madhyamaka/* (1998:346)

4  This is no place to tackle the complex issue of Nâgâijuna*s lifespan, but we might note that the 
^skeptical'9 rejection o f such claims for a saint's longevity shed no more light on the issue than their naive 
acceptance, since further inquiry is typically cut off in both cases. Ray, in a 1997 article, has shown (hat 
the belief in the longevity or potential longevity of Buddhist saints, including the Buddha himself, are 
very ancient; the power of extending one*s life to as long as an eon (kalpa) is attributed Co all Tathâgatas 
and eight stage b^dhisattvas by the Siìrra and the Süfra， respectively (Ray
1997:134-35). N. is far from alone in being credited with supernormal longevity.

49 It has often been assumed, for example that the 4Tanlric Nagarjuna** has often been believed to have lived 
in the eighth century (see for example Bharati 1993, p. 214). The problem with this dating is that aspects 
of the legends connected to the *Tantric Nagarjuna**, such as his mastery of alchemy and his association 
with Sriparvata were reported by Xuan-zang in the seventh century. Concerning these problems see Jan 
1970.

30 Ruegg dates Candrakirti to c. 600-650 C.E. (1981:71). He assumes that the Candrakirti who was the 
author of Tantric texts was a different person, but notes that the author o f the Madhyamaka literature and of 
Tantric literature were considered to be one and the same person by the Buddhist tradition. He hesitantly
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The first, that the Guhyasamäja Tantra could not have been composed by the seventh 

century, will be debunked below. The second, typically unstated, assumption appears to be 

the judgment that a fine philosopher such as Candrakirti would not have stooped to so low 

as to comment on degenerate literature such as the Tantras. This sort of judgment, 

however, is nothing but an example of cultural chauvinism, and it is alien to the tradition 

being purportedly studied. The Tibetan Buddhists, who inherited the full flower of Indian 

Buddhism, consider Tantric Buddhism to be the highest teaching of their traditions 

deserving the greatest respect possible, and here they are clearly following the example set 

for them by their Indian mentors.51

Instead, it seems advisable to follow the attributions of the tradition except when 

there is strong evidence to the contrary. Hence the author of the Pradipodyotaria is simply 

considered here to be Candrakirti， rather than a ‘Tantric’’ Candrakirti number two. Such 

attributions alone, naturally, do not provide enough evidence to date the text with absolute 

certainty to the seventh century, and to thereon construct a chronology, but they provide at 

least tentative dates which can be considered hypotheses awaiting confirmation or 

contradiction. This approach also has the virtue of respecting the tradition that the scholar 

is studying; it seems disrespectful, for example, to begin one^ research with the 

assumption that the traditional attributions are incorrect. Rather, they are the natural 

position from which to begin one's research, but still must be taken as hypothesis, subject 

to confirmation or, failing that, revision.

ascribes the ^Trisaranagamanasaptati to the Tantric Candrakirti on the basis of the fact that this text this 
text mentions a Vidhyadharapitalui (1981:105). We shall see below, however, that there is a lengthy 
account of this Vidhyadharapitaka in a seventh century text, more or less contemporaneous with the 
Madhayamaka Candrakirti, which from a chronological point of view at least renders superfluous the 
assumption that this text was necessarily written by a different individual, although it is of course possible 
that it was.

31 Wayman, for example, wrote t4Äryadeva is a tantric writer, no more to be identified with the celebrated 
Mâdhyamika author of the same namejhan are the tantrics Nâgârjuna and Candrakirti/* (1977:93). My 
objection is not to the multiplicity of Àryadevas per se (which is quite possible), but to the peculiar, 
demeaning assumption here that an Indian author is only capable of excelling within one genre of [iterature. 
This is patently absurd, and the fact to the contrary is pointed out by later Indian authors such as Âtisa 
who wrote well across several different genres, as well as his Tibetan followers such as Bu-ston, gLong- 
chen-pa and Tsongkhapa, who wrote prolifically in just about all of the genres and on all of the topics 
available to them.
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Regarding the construction of a chronology, the earliest available textual evidence is 

preserved in the Chinese canon, which, in addition to translations, contains an ample record 

of the writings of Indian translators such as Amoghavajra and the accounts of Chinese 

pilgrims to India. Tantric forms of religious theory and practice had developed over several 

centuries in India, manifesting as the slow trickle of texts with uesoteric elements1' into 

China. An important milestone in the development of Tantric Buddhism, however, appears 

to be the acceptance of Tantric texts in the monastic centers in the seventh century. This 

acceptance is textually evident in the appearance of systematized compilations of Tantric 

texts during this century, which would have required the editorial and commentatorial 

activity to which literate monks were particularly inclined.52

The typical objection to this argument is that Xuan-zang, traveling throughout India 

during the first half of the seventh century, did not note the presence of Tantric texts or 

practices. Were Xuan-zangTs testimony the only available evidence this objection would 

bear weight. There are, however, ample sources which suggest otherwise, which call into 

question a lacuna in the observations of one individual, recorded in one text, for which 

there is good reason to suspect unreliability.

Tantric traditions have tended to portray themselves as esoteric, elite movement 

suited primarily to superior practitioners. One thus might suspect that a foreign pilgrim 

may have not been aware of the presence of Tantric practitioners within a monastic 

institution. Xuan-zang here may also be doubted on account of his strong partisan bias

toward the Yogâcâra school; he traveled to India for the purpose of bringing back Yogâcâra 

texts,53 and he may not have been interested in the texts of other traditions. His bias is

32 This general chronology has been proposed by Matsunaga, which I accept generally, while rejecting some 
small aspects o f iL Matsunaga, for example concluded that i(by ordering the periods of the translation of 
the Buddhist Tantras as above, it is possible to a process of change from unsystematic texts to systematic 
ones, from simple to complication ones, and from external rituals to serious internal meditation. On the 
basis of this examination of the particular periods in which the Sutras or Tantra were translated, we know 
that Tantrism had not yet arisen by the second or third century. Rather, it had its Tools in this period. 
Through a gradual process of development it attained its greatest popularity after the seventh century A.
D.” （ 1978 pp. xix)

53 See Ch’en 1964, p. 234.
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indicateci by his role in the obstruction of the translation activities of Punyodaya, who 

arrived in China in 655 CE bringing fifteen hundred texts, which certainly included esoteric 

texts and may have included the works of Candrakirti.54 As a result of “doubts”， he was 

only able to translate three of these texts, which are clearly Tantric in character. They were 

the Eight Mandalas (*astamandala )t The Rite o f Buddha Worship (*buddapûjàvidhi) and 

the Ätänätiya.55 The fact that only a few decades later the pilgrim Wu-xing secured a copy 

of the Mahàvairocana Sutra, which was sent to China after his death in 674 CE is also 

revealing.56

While Xuan-zang, traveling in India during the first half of the seventh century, did 

not encounter evidence of Tantrism, some of his contemporaries did. One of the most 

striking accounts is reported by Yi-jing, who himself traveled in India during the later part 

of the seventh century, concerning one of his predecessors, the monk Dao-lin. Yi-jing 

recorded Dao-Iin's adventures as follows:57

54 Punyodaya’s biography is contained in Dao Xuan’s (道 宣 ）Tang dynasty work 0/
Master Monks » T 2060, pp. 458-59). It describes him as a monk from Madhyadeia, also
known as N aÿ (那 提 ）who travelled to China via the Southern Sea route. He brought 1500 texts with 
him including Mahâyâna and Hinayâna sûtras and Vinaya texts. He had originally intended to go north to 
the capital and translate and disseminate these texts, but he was obstructed by Xuan-zangt and was sent 
instead to the Kun-Iun (ÂÎS) mountains to search for medicine. The text is vague concerning Xuan-zang?s 
motivation or the exact nature of his involvement, but perhaps jealousy played a role. Richard Chi 
(1969:lxxv) is of the opinion that Nadi was carrying CandnUdrti's texts, wtuch were uncompromising in 
their criticism of the Yogâcâra schcx)l favored by Xuan-zang. See also Chou 1945 pp. 244-45. This matter 
is also discussed by Ch*en (1964:332) and Huntington (1987:89), both based on Chou.

55 T 2060:有 依 憑 惟 譯 八 曼 荼 羅 禮 涕 法 阿 吒 那 智 等 三 經  ，p. 459. According to Lin the 心尽/if 
Mandalas is a text concerning the cult of the eight bodhisattvas (1935:92) which is well attested in the 
sculptural record in India (i.e. at Ellora, Ratnagiri, Nâlandâ) as well as in Tibet, Central Asian and East 
Asia (see Yoritomi 1990). The "Method of Buddha Worship” is a Tantric-style püjâ involving the worship 
of the Buddhas of the Ten directions, with Vairocana occupying the nadir, and which became popular with 
the Tian-tai (天 台 ）school. (Lin 1935:97) Puçydaya’s translation of the Â/ànâffyfl was lost, but it
is preserved in the Digha Nikaya in both the Pàli and Tibetan canons. The text gives a mantra for the 
protection against malevolent yaksa, and gives a list of benevolent yaksa» among whom are included 
Atânâti. See Hoemle 1916, pp. 24-27.

56 See Wayman 1992, p. 21.

57 This biography, recorded in Yi-jingfs Records o f Eminent Monks o f the Great Tang who Sought the
D/uzmui m fAe Ä 印丨Vw (義 淨 。 大 唐  SÉ 域 求 法 高 僧 傳 。 T. 2066. vol. 51, pp. 6.3-7.1).
Takakusu translated (1896) not tÙs work but Yi*jing's account of his own travels; this work is however a 
useful resource for the translation of his biographies. This work has not been fully translated to my 
knowledge, although an excerpt from it is translated in Hodge 1994, pp. 64-65. llie  exact dates of Dao-lin 
are not Imown, aside from the fact that he was a predecessor of Yi-jing, whose journey lasted more than 
two decades, from 671-95 (See Takakusu 1896, p. xv). According to Ch*en (1964:239), the 56 biographies 
recorded in Yi-jing*s text narrate lives of monks who journeyed to India during the seventh century,
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The Dhanna Master^ Dao-Iin was a native of Jiang-ling in Jing-zhou.58 His 
Sanskrit name was Silaprabha, which means uLight of Discipline,\  Before 
coining of age,59 he put on the robe and renounced the world. When he reached 
adulthood he called on his friends in search of the truth. He sought the treasury 
of the Vinaya and an explanation of the lustrous pearl which is the discipline 
(sila). He sat in meditation and calmed his mind. [Recognizing that things are] 
naturally void, pure and refined, he maintained incorruptible chastity. He bathed 
in the azure spring and scoured the jade fountain with his quiet determination, 
and he was nourished with spiritual power. He always sat and did not lie 
down, ate once a day, and was thoroughly honest.

Later he was saddened [by die fact tlial as] the great Teachings spread east many 
sütras had been recorded, but few of the teachings on meditation had made it, 
and there had been some loss in the Vinaya canon . Consequently, he desired to 
travel and seek out their source, to journey far to the Western Countries. So 
staff [in hand], risking death, he set out on a boat for the southern deeps. 
Passing the bronze pillar he arrived at Sri Lanka. They passed through Ralinga 
and the Land of the Naked People.60 The king there treated him with respect 
and extended to him the highest degree of generosity. After a few years he 
reached Tâmralipti in East India. He lived there for three years studying 
Sanskrit. Then he gave up serious undertakings, studying all of the divisions 
[of knowledge]. The discipline, however, [involves] not only study but also 
meditation on wisdom. Now there also happens to be the Vidyâdharakosa of 
erotic pleasures. Later in Central India he observed an excellent ritual, the rite of 
Awakening on the Adamantine Throne (*vajramandabodhividhi).

Subsequently he reached Nâlanda monastery, where he studied the 
Mahäyänasästras. He fixed his mind and resided there, and staying a few 
years. He went to Grdhrakuta Peak and Yasüvana monastery.61 Exerting 
himself to the upmost, he raised his head, exhibiting total sincerity.

Then he went to Southern India in search of the profound arts. He spent a year 
in Lata in West India practicing.62 Standing before the divine altar he received 
again the vidhyâ. It says in the sästra that there are [texts] which contain the 
vidhyä, called in Sanslarit the vidhyädharapitika. vidyä means 4<that which 
illumines’’， and d/wra “to hold’’， means a “treasury”. One could say that 
it is the treasury which contains the vidyä. Moreover, traditionally it is said that 
this vidhyädharapitaka originally in Sanskrit consisted of one hundred

generally from the reign period of Tai-zong up to that of Empress Wu (c. 627-705). Xuan-zangfs journey 
extended from 629 to 64S CE. It is possible that Dao-Hn*s time in India overlapped Xuan-zang's; at the 
latest it would have commensed shonly after Xuan-zang left India.

58 Jing-zhou,荊 州 ， was a large province in central China consisting of what is now the province of 
Hunan， as well as most of Hubei and Guizhou provinces. Jiang-ling ( 江 陵 ） was its capital.

59 Literally, before he received his cap, at age twenty.

60 裸 國 ， which according to Takakusu refers to the Nicobar Islands (1896:xx3cviii-xxjcix).

61 This line is somewhat unclear.

62 羅 茶 國 ， which is not identified but restored by Takakusu as Lâra. which he suggests may be 
equivalent to rostra (1896:9). Sircar, however, identifies Lata as a region in Gujarat (1983:46).
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thousand stanzas, which in Chinese translation would amount to three hundred 
fascicles. Nowadays, if you search for [these texts] it is evident that many have 
been lost and few are complete.

After the death of the great sage, Ärya Nägärjuna bcxlhisattva in particular 
mastered them. At that time he had a disciple named Nanda who was bright, 
very learned and thoroughly steeped in this text. He spent twelve years in West 
India, and singlemindedly practiced the vidyâ9 whereupon he was experienced 
[supernormal] effects. Whenever it was mealtime, his food descended from 
space. Also, once while reciting vidyâ he prayed for a wish-fulfilling vase, 
which he obtained after a little while. And within the ja r he found a sutra, 
which delighted him. But since he failed to bind his vase with a vidyât it 
disappeared.

The Dharma Master Nanda, fearing that the vidyäs would be scattered and lost, 
gathered them together to form a single compilation of about twelve thousand 
verses. Within each stanza he paired the text for the vidyâ with the mudrä. But 
although the letters and words [of this text] are the same [as those of ordinary 
writing], their meaning and usage are in fact different. There is actually no way 
that these can be understood without receiving the oral transmission. Later the 
commentator Master Dignâga saw that it was written so artfully that [it 
required] the intelligence of extraordinary people, since its import reached the 
limit of the sensible. Clasping the book he sighed, saying, 4<Had this sage 
applied his intellect to the science of reasoning (hetuvidyà), what would there 
have been for me [to do]?,t63 From this it is evident that the wise recognize their 
own capacity, while fools are blind to the differences between themselves and 
others!

This Vidyâdharakosa has not yet been transmitted to the East, and Dao-lin was 
deeply impressed by its subtleties. For the Vidyädharakosa says that t4Only 
with the vidyâ may one access the way of ascending into the heavens, riding a 
dragon (näga), controlling one hundred spirits, or benefiting sentient beings/'63 64 
When I, Yi-jing was at Nälandä, I repeatedly tried to enter the mandala,65 but 
my hopes were vain as I was unable to produce sufficient merit, which shattered 
my aspiration to propagate these extraordinary teachings.66

63 It is quite intriguing that this legendary account makes the production of this vidhyädharapitaka occur 
either contempory with or somewhat earlier than the famous logician Dignâga (c. 480-540, see Ruegg 1981 
p. 60). There is no other evidence that would confirm this early date, at it seems that this portion of the 
legend was inserted to glorify and legitimate this tradition, by portraying it as more subtle and profound 
than the normative, insightful philosophic works of authors such as Dignâga. The implication of the 
moral following the Mquotev, appears to be that one is a foot if one fails to appreciate the sublimity of this 
tradition.

64 This list would not be out of place in any of the later Tantras, which typically include lists of the powers 
(siddhi) attainable through their practice.

65 3Ï , tan-chang. tan typically means altar, bat can designate a mandala in Tanlric texts (see Soothill 
and Hodous 1937, p. 446). tan-chang here clearly means mandala, as the term chang implies a expanse of 
space which would be occupied by a mandala, but not by the typical altar.

66道琳法師者荊州江陵人也。梵名尸羅缽頗唐云戒光。弱冠之年披缁離俗。

成人之歲訪友尋真。捜律藏而戒珠塋啟。禪門而定水清。稟 性虛潔雅操廉  
貞 。濯青溪以恬志漱玉泉而養 8 。即常坐不臥一食全誠。後復慨大教東流時  
經多載。定門鮮入律典頗虧。遂欲尋流討源遠遊西國。乃杖錫遐逝鼓舶南  
溟 。越銅柱而屆郎迦。歷 訶 陵 而 經 裸 國 。所在國王禮待極致殷厚。經乎數
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This biography is interesting for several reasons, not the least for its report that Tantric 

practice was underway at Nâlandâ, and evidently among an elite group, which Yi-jing, 

while he was there (c. 675-85 CE), hoped to join but failed on account of his sufficient 

merit. This is corroborated by the reports of “heretical” Kâpâlika doctrines taught at 

Nâlandâ during the mid-seventh century contained Xuan-zangŸs biography, discussed in 

section 3.2.2.2 above. The presence of Tantric teachings at Nâlandâ is also suggested by 

the short biography of Padmasambhava, the mahäsiddha who travelled to Tibet in the late 

eighth century, discovered at Nâlandà.67

This passage also suggests that Tantric practice may have been popular at an earlier 

date at other areas such as South and West India. It is also interesting in that Yi-jing 

reported that after studying vidyâ in Western India, Dao-lin continued on to Kashmir and 

Udhyàna.68 While Yi-jing does not specifically state what Dao-lin studied in these places,

載到東印度耽摩立底國。住經三年學梵語。律非唯學兼定慈。蓋亦悄耽咒  
藏。後乃觀化中天頂禮金剛御座菩提聖锇。復至那《陀寺。搜货大乘經論。注 
情俱舍。經 於 數 年 。至於鷲嶺杖林山園 S 樹 。備盡翹仰並展精誠。乃遊南天 
竺國搜訪玄謨》向西印度於羅荼國住經年捻。更立 8 ® 重栗明咒。苜試論 
之曰夫明咒者梵云畏睇陀羅必得家。畏睇譯為明咒。陀羅是持。必得家是  
藏 。應 云 持 明 咒 藏 。然相承云此咒藏梵本有十萬頌。唐譯可成三  百 卷 。現

今求覓多失少全。而大聖沒後阿離野那  伽曷樹那即龍樹菩薩。特情斯耍。
時 彼 弟 子 厥 號 難 陀 。聰明賻識溃意 斯 典 。在西印度經十二年。專心持咒 
遂便感應。每至食時食從空下。又誦咒求如意瓶。不 久 便 獲 。乃於瓶中得  
經歃喜。不以咒結其瓶遂去。於是難陀法師恐咒明散失。遂便撮集可十二  
千頌。成 一 家 之 言 。每 於 一 頌 之 內 離 合 印 之 文 。雖復言同字同 «乃義別  
用別。自非口相傳授而货解悟無因。後陳那論師見其製作巧殊人智思極情  
端 。撫經嘆曰。糖使此 g 政意因明者我復何顔之有乎。是知智士識己之度  
量 。愚者闇他之淺深矣。斯之咒藏東夏未流。所以道琳意存斯妙。故 藏  
云 。升 天 乘 龍 役 使 百 神 利 生 之 道 唯 咒 是 親 。淨於那爛陀亦屢入壇場希心此 
耍而為功不並就。遂泯斯懷為廣異聽。 （pp.6.3-7.1)

671 refer to the short biography discovered at Dunhuang, Pelliot tibétain 44, catalogued in Lalou 1961 and 
edited in Bischoff and Hartman 1971. This text was probably written during the ninth century, as the 
Tibetans lost control of Dunhuang in 851 CE, although it could have been composed as late as the early 
tenth century, as Tibetans remained in the area despite the loss of control of the region by the central 
government. See Beckwith 1987, pp. 42t 170-171. This text narrates that Padmasambhava sent two of 
his assistants from Nepal to Nâlandâ to retrieve a copy of the '"One Hundred Thousand [Verse] Kila 
fi/aifcW fp/w/r 6m ï Awm jrfe人 which the text later identifies the V7办öfffl/mz Tianfiïi. i.e., the 
Àryavidyottama-mahàtantra, a very large and well known kriyàtantra.

68 Immediately following the above passage Yi-jing states that MDao-lin then turned from the Western 
regions and proceeded to North India. He visited Kashmir and then entered the land of Udyâna, to inquire 
about meditation methods and seek wisdom fpra/rä).”（道琳遂從西境轉向北天。翁化羯濕 
彌 羅 。便入 烏 長 那 國 。詢訪定門搜求般若。 （T. 2066 p. 7.1).
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it is interesting that he would travel to two of the regions most famous as loci for Tantric 

practice just after studying the Vidyâdharakosa in West India.

For the purpose of developing a chronology of the development of Tantric 

Buddhism, particularly significant is the data concerning the seventh-century existence of a 

Vidyâdharapitaka provided by this account The term Vidyàdharapitaka is well known in 

Tibetan literature as an early term for Tantric literature in general. Matsunaga reports that a 

vidhyàdhara-pitaka was compiled by the Dhammaguttas separately from their tripitaka 

(1977:169). The legendary association of this tradition with Nâgàijuna is perhaps not 

surprising. His disciple and the compiler of this text, the t4Dharma Master^ Nanda, is not a 

well known personage, and does not appear to be attested in other accounts from this 

period.

Yi-jing gives a mythic account of its origin as a one hundred thousand verse 

compilation. Evidently this unified text became dispersed. Nanda, fearing the loss of 

various dispersed vidyà traditions, gathered them together into a unified compilation. This 

sort of origin myth is found in many Tantric traditions. Leaving aside the issue of origins, 

these myths describe a state of affairs; namely, the disorganized state of disparate diversity 

which faced the seeker of esoteric knowledge in early medieval India. The canon of 

Buddhist Tantric literature existed even in India in a fragmentary and piecemeal state, which 

points to the gradual and unsystematic manner in which it developed, through the efforts of 

diverse persons of different times and places. This state was “explained” through a 

commentatorial sleight of hand which concealed the origins of the texts through a sort of 

historical inversion. That is, the still unachieved ideal of a completed canon was projected 

back into the mythical past. This strategy manifests as the persistent claim found through 

Tantric exegetical literature that the extant body of Tantric literature consists of only a 

fragmented portion of a much larger mythic versions of the texts. Examples of this sort of 

claim include Amoghavajra^ description of the one hundred thousand verse edition of the 

Vajrasekhara collection, as well as other versions of this legend described above.
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Typically the size of these mythic canons are measured in units of one hundred 

thousand verses, with some supposedly extending far beyond the million verse level. Even 

as early as the seventh century, Yi-jing relates that there were accounts o f a one hundred 

thousand verse Vidyädharapitaka collection, of which contemporary versions were only 

fragments. The multiplicity of origins is thus hidden by claims for an original, unitary 

origin from which the diversity of texts allegedly descends.

This account suggests that Tan trie traditions developed regionally and 

unsystematically, and quite possibly in a number of different serial contexts. The main 

contribution of the monasteries may have been serving as sites for the compilation, 

preservation and later the elaboration of these new spiritual technologies. This project was 

undoubtedly well underway during the seventh century, which implies that the creative 

impetus may have begun quite earlier, perhaps during the sixth or even fifth centuries. That 

earlier pilgrims such as Fa-xian did not report of such developments may only be a sign 

that these early manifestations of what would later be called Tantric traditions had not yet 

penetrated the Buddhist monasteries and academies which were the places where the 

Chinese pilgrims must have spent most of their time when not traveling. Or, if they had, 

they were not yet accepted as part of the normative monastic curricula.

If this account of the development of the vidhyädharapitaka were singular it would 

only be of limited interest. But it was not the only compilation of Tantric scriptures to arise 

in the context of Indian Buddhist monasticism during the seventh century. Atigupta, for 

example, arrived at Chang-an in 652 CE and translated the 傘 茗 ra/wz-jtìfra (PÈ 

^  /ë  Ä  M ),69 a compilation of Tantric rituals concerning mandalas, initiations and so 

forth, which bear strong similarities to the practices disseminated to China fifty years 

later.70

w This text, T 901, is quite large, occupying over 100 pages in the Taishö canon. It appears to cover a 
wide range of topics, definitely fulfilling the size requirement for a massive compilation.

70 Concerning Atigupta ( 阿 地 翟 多 ） ， see Chou (1945) appendix k，p. 319. See also Matsunaga 1978， 
p. xiv.
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Finally, the early eighth century saw the partial dissemination to China of the 

Vajrasekhara compilation of eighteen Tantras described by Amoghavajra, followed by the 

translation of a similar group into Tibetan later that century. While this specific tradition of 

a compilation of eighteen Tantras does not appear in the historical record until the arrival of 

Vajrabodhi in China in 719 CE,71 it seems reasonable that the composition and compilation 

of this textual body would have taken decades if not longer, making it almost certain that 

this tradition developed in India during the seventh century, although individual texts 

contained within it may have been written in some form even earlier.

The development, propagation and dissemination of these compilations during the 

seventh century points to this century as a watershed era for the development of Tantric 

Buddhism. It is not necessarily the era when ^an trism 11 per se began, elements of which 

may have been developing for centuries. Rather, it was a time when there are the first 

observable traces of 4Tantrismn as a distinct movement with adherents who self

consciously understood themselves to be located within it. These traces exist because 

Tantrism has by this time become the object of the attention of monastic scholars, the 

bearers of the tradition as its transmitters to China and Tibet.

While this conclusion is not particularly radical, it goes against the general 

chronology developed by scholars for Tantric Buddhism. This is because past 

chronologies have typically dated the composition of texts vis-à-vis their translation into 

Chinese or Tibetan. The dates of translation are for many texts the only firm dates known, 

in which cases they provide the terminus post quern for the composition of the text. To 

take such a dates as anything other than an important milestone in a text^ history, and to 

treat it as a de facto date of composition, is to engage in extremely unrealistic 

historiography.

There are two problems with assuming that a text^ production immediately 

preceded its dissemination. First, it ignores the fact that travel between Indian and its

71 See Chou 1945, p. 275.
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neighbors was difficult and dangerous even under the best of conditions, and often 

impossible due to political instability and warfare. For example, during the eighth century 

there was significant dissemination and translation of Buddhist Tantric texts into Tibetan 

and Chinese. In both cases, however, there was a period of about a century and a half 

during which the flow of texts and the production of translations virtually ceased, resuming 

only at the end of the tenth century. Since this period is known to be the heyday of Tantric 

Buddhism in India, it is safe to assume that textual production did not cease there. Rather, 

political instability in both Tibet and China made travel there particularly dangerous. The 

patronage required for translation activity was most likely not forthcoming, making 

translation during this period difficult if not impossible. The increasing aggression of 

Muslim chieftains such as Mahmud of Ghazni (c. 998-1030 CE)72 may also account for an 

exodus of Indian Buddhist scholars at this time. Any chronology of Tantric Buddhism 

must take these political factors into account when determining the likely dates of 

composition for the numerous texts translated immediately following the resumption of 

political stability in Tibet and China., with the rise of the Song dynasty in China and the 

consolidation and entrenchment of power of local hegemons in Tibet.

Secondly, the assumption that texts could not have been composed significantly in 

advance of its date of translation ignores the decades or even centuries it may have taken for 

these texts to reach China or Tibet, and, in particular, the time it would take for there to 

develop not only the texts but traditions of exegesis and practice in India. The fact that by 

the early eighth century there existed not only a body of Tantric texts, but an evidently 

widespread canon of eighteen Tantras suggests that Buddhist Tantrism had by this time 

passed from the stage of composition of primary texts into the secondary level wherein 

these texts were being studied, systematized and commented upon. This suggests that

72 Mahmud was famous for his almost annual raids on Indian cities and towns; these represented looting 
raids more than systematic conquest; he was famous for his attacks on temples such as Somanâthv perhaps 
attracted more by the gold amassed at such sites than by iconoclastic zeal. While he was particulary 
infamous for his looting of Hindu temples, it is unlikely that over the course of his numerous raids 
Buddhist sites in Northern India remained unscathed. See Thapar 1966t pp. 229-34.
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placing the dates of these texts only a decade or two before their translation into Chinese is 

highly unrealistic, as it provides very little time for the production, dissemination and 

acceptance of the texts, which in early medieval Asia would have taken a considerable 

amount of time, given that the primary mode of dissemination was the monk, traveling on 

foot and copying the texts by hand.

Such assumptions are particularly inadmissible when there is earlier evidence for 

the existence of a text, in which case the date(s) of translation are not in fact the terminus 

post quern. A central text Buddhist Tantric text concerning which there has been 

controversy concerning its date of composition is the Guhyasamäja Tantra. The versions

of this text which exist in the standard Tibetan and Chinese canons were both translated

around the turn of the tenth and eleventh centuries.73 Were one unaware of the political

history of Tibet and China, one might be tempted to conclude that the nearly simultaneous

dissemination of this text to both Tibet and China immediately followed the text's

composition. One would be perhaps less likely to jump to this conclusion if aware of the

fact that the text was described by Amoghavajra in text written more than two hundred and

fifty years earlier. Amoghavajra's description occurs as follows:

Volume fifteen is called the Guhyasamaja-yoga. It was taught in the secret 
place caUed the yosidbhaga, which is designated the Prajfiäpäramitä palace.
Thence was taught the mandala, mudrä and mantra. [The Bhagavân] resided 
there in discipline, speaking words which appeared to correspond to the worldly 
passions.
In the assembly was Hindrances Removed Sarvanivaranaviskambhin 
Bodhisattva and others. He stood up from his seat, saluted the Buddha and 
respectfully said, 4<Lord, ordinary people are unable to leave behind vulgar, 
degenerate speech.”

The Buddha said, 4*You speak chaste words. What form do they take? These 
words of mine are empowering (adhisthana) words. They are a means for 
transforming [people], causing them to enter the Buddhist path. They are also 
formless, and achieve great benefit. You shouldn’t give rise to doubt.” Then he

73 The Chinese version was translated by 施 護 （Dànapâla), c. 1002 CE according to Matsunaga (1978:vii). 
The standard Tibetan version was translated by Rinchen bZang-po (958-1055 CE) and the Ka^miri Pandit 
Sraddhâkaravarman around the same time. According to Tuccit he studied the Guhyasamäja with Nâropa 
while in Kasmir. He returned from this trip at age 33 (c. 991 CE), where he met Sraddhakaravarman and 
proceeded to correct with his help the translations he made in India. This would most likely date the 
translation to the last decade of the tenth century (See Tucci 1988:35-36).
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completely explained the reality samädhi. The bodhisattvas all explained the 
four mandalas and four mudras.74

This brief summary corresponds quite closely to several important sections of the Tantra 

itself. Notably, the description begins with an evocation of the infamously erotic nidana of 

the Guhysamäja, the key term of which, yosidbhaga, Amoghavajra diplomatically 

transliterates rather than translates.75

The next two paragraphs summarizes an exchange between the Buddha and the 

bodhisattva Sarvanivaranaviskambhin, which occurs in chapter five of the Guhyasamàja 

Tantra. This exchange occurs immediately after a passage in which the Buddha glorifies 

this Teaching by employing the hyperbolic rhetoric similar to the sort quoted from the 

Prajnäpäramitänaya Sutra in section 2.4.2 above; specifically, it claims that even 

murderers, committers of incest and so forth can succeed on this path. Once again, the 

point seems not so much as to condone such activities as to glorify the text. The 

bodhisattvas exemplified by Sarvanivaranaviskambhin react with disapproval, doubting 

whether such rhetoric is appropriate or not. This passage thus can be taken as an apologetic 

defense of the use of such rhetoric.76

Amoghavajra's juxtaposition of the Guhyasamàja nidâna with this scene from the 

fifth chapter is certainly not coincidental, and seems to support Eastman^ hypothesis

74第 十 五 會 名 秘 密 集 會 瑜 伽 。 於 秘 密 處 説 所 謂 喻 師 婆 加 處 説 。 號 般 若 杷 羅 蜜  

宮 。 此 中 説 教 法 壇 印 契 真 言 。 住 禁 戒 。 似 如 世 間 貪 染 相 應 語 。 會 中 除 蓋 障 菩  
薩 等 。 從 座 而 起 禮 佛 白 言 。 世 尊 大 人 不 應 出 蠹 言 雜 染 相 應 語 。 佛 言 汝 等 淸  
淨 相 應 語 。 有 何 相 狀 。 我 之 此 語 加 持 文 字 。 應 化 緣 方 便 引 入 佛 道 。 亦 無 相 状 。
成 大 利 益 。 汝 等 不 應 生 疑 。 從 此 廣 説 實 相 三 摩 地 。 諸 菩 薩 各 各 説 四 種 曼 荼  
羅 四 印 。 （T 869 p. 287山 2)

15 Tibetan translators likewise typically chose to transliterate terms such as bhaga and lingcu The same 
strategy is taken by Dharmapâla, who, in his eleventh century Chinese inuislation o f the Hevajra Tantra 
transliterated yosidbhaga in a similar fashion (see T 892 p. S87.3) It is a strategy preferable to Dânapâla's ( 
SS 31 )> who, in his Chinese translation of the Guhyasamàja, chose to utranslateM bhaga figuratively as 
“pure realm” （淸 淨 境 界 ） rather than literally as “vulva”， and completely elided all reference【〇 
femininity, neither translating nor transliterating yosit.

76 The placing of udoubtsM in the mind of a straw mant which are then promptly dispelled by the Buddha 
or some other authoritative figure is a rhetorical strategy commonly employed in Mahâyâna texts. A 
classic example is the VimàlcJàrti Nirdeia Sutra, in which Sariputra repeatedly plays the role of the straw 
man (See Thurman 1976). This undoubtably represents an attempt to preempt questions concerning the 
orthodoxy of the text. For a similar example in the context of Chinese apocrphya see Orzech 1998, p. 83.
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concerning Amoghavajra^ failure to translate the majority of the texts in Vajrasekhara 

compilation, including the Guhyasamäja, Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara, and 

all but a few excerpts from the Sri Paramädya. Eastman argues that the reason is not likely 

to have been that recorded in the Taishö canon, that Amoghavajra had to cast the texts 

overboard during a typhoon on his way back to China. Nor is it likely to have been the 

reason given by later skeptics, that the texts simply did not exist at that time. Rather, he 

concluded that

There is now little doubt that the complete Vajrasekhara-tantra did exist, and 
there seems to be no tenable reason why it would have not have reached China.
The evidence actually suggests that it was present in China, that much material 
was extracted from it9 and that some untranslated portions seem to have 
circulated orally. If we now ask why the complete text was left untranslated for 
the most part, I feel confident the answer is that it was suppressed. (1983:31)

This casts doubt on Matsunaga^ reasoning, which holds that while Amoghavajra^

summary does indicate that the Guhyasamäja existed in some form by the early eighth

century, it most likely did not exist in a complete form by that time since he does not refer

to all of the essential points of this scripture. Matsunaga argues instead that it was

completed by the late eighth century.77 While it is true that Amoghavajra^ account

provides only a partial synopsis of the text (anything more would have hardly been

possible in such a brief account) and thus does not prove that the scripture existed in a

complete form at that time, it does not follow from this evidence that the text was

incomplete at this time. This matter cannot be decided on the basis of such sparse evidence.

What this account does show is that the Guhyasamäja existed in some form by the 

early eighth century. This is further supported by the fact that Buddhasrijnànapâda, the

77 Matsunaga comes to this conclusion in his preface to his edition of the Guhyasamäja Tantra, where he 
wrote: ft4we can probably conjecture that the first half of the 8th century was the formative period of the 
Guhyasamâja-tantra while the text in its present form was completed in the latter half of the eighth 
century(1978:xxvi). On the other hand, de Jong reports that in his 1980 work Mikkyô kyôten seiritsushi- 
ron (Ky5to:H5z5kan) that Matsunaga wrote that uAt the time of Amoghavajra (700-750) the G. 
[Guhyasamäja] had not been composed yet. The G. was translated into Chinese in 1002 and into Tibetan 
at about the same time. The lower limit for its composition is around 1000 A. D.n (de Jong 1984:107). 
There is something very unclear, however, either in Matsunagavs writing or de Jong's presentation of it, for 
the latter goes on to write that Matsunaga feels it must have existed in some form by 800 CE. Obviously, 
to hold that the text was composed around 1000 CEV more or less at the time of its translation is absurd, 
and is contradicted by evidence discussed below.
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founder of an important school o f Guhyasamäja, was active during the mid to late eighth 

century.78 That it was in fact completed by the end of the century has been shown by 

Eastman, who demonstrated that the Dunhuang translation of the Tantra was made during 

the dynastic period, probably c. 795 CE if its attribution to the translator Vimalamitra is 

correct.79

Matsunaga's late eighth century date is thus plausible, but it is also clearly possible 

that the text had been complete earlier in the eighth or even in the seventh century. This is 

because Amoghavajra^s failure to translate the text does not prove that it did not exist at that 

time, since there is another quite plausible reason for this failure. This reason is censorship, 

either self-imposed or imposed by the imperial authorities under whose watch and 

patronage such translations were made. Such censorship was not unknown in the Chinese 

tradition,80 nor in the Tibetan, at least during the Imperial period when there was effective 

state control over translation activities.81 It very well may be that the 'lost*1 texts of the

7S This is based upon the fact that he is considered to be the teacher of Buddhaguhya who is datable to late 
eighth century.

79 See Eastman 1983 p. 25, as well as his 1980 article ^Chibetto yaku Guhyasamâjatantra no 
tonkoshutsudoshahonv, in Nihonchibettogakkaikaihò, voL 26, pp. 8-12.

80 Translation activity was closely monitered in China during both the Tang and Song dynasties, and Mlhe 
success or failure of such texts -  and ultimately of the foreign missionaries who would have created them -  
would have beem heavily dependent on their reception by Chinese officialdom.'* as Buswell noted 
(1990:18). Lewis discussed the politics that surrounded the development of imperial bibliographies and 
canons under Empress Wu and the Xuan-zong Emperor in 695 and 730 CE, respectively (1990:230-31). 
Forte (1990) illuminates the way in which imperial politics affect the translation activity of Bodhiruci 
during the same period. Finally, see Jan 1966a for a discussion of the imperially appointed commission 
responsible for the translation of Buddhist scriptures during the Song period, and also Jan 1966b, p. 136, 
for an example of the scrutiny required by the Song court for new translations.

Sl The translation activity during the imperial period occurred over a period of about two hundred years 
from the mid-7th to mid-9th centuries. Karmay concluded that t4Already towards the end of ihe 8th century 
A J). there was the question of whether the tantras, especially the anutarayogatantras, were to be practiced 
literally. Finally, it was decided that such tantras should be translated into Tibetan only when royal 
permission was given.'* (1980a:lSl) Karmay draws this conclusion based upon Bu-ston, who wrote: 
'T ibet's king and high ranking ministers observed that dishonest sentient beings of the future would not 
understand £ e  profound intentional import [of the texts], and would apprehend the symbols literally. 
Without even the slightest unification of art and wisdom, they would be educated in ihe mantras without 
being bound to even a single commitment concerning [what behaviors are】 to be avoided or cultivated. 
These practitioners of the immodest, deviant, semblant Tantras of the heretics would denigrate the 
Teachings of the Buddha and engage in a method of destroying both self and other. Hence it was decided 
through royal proclamation that Siere was to be no translation of the Mahâyoga Tantras except when 
permission is granted/* / bod kyi rgyal blon sa chen po la bzhugs pa dag gis kyang / phyi rabs kyi sems 
can Idem por dgongs pa?i don zab mo ma rtogs par sgra ji bzhin pa la mtshan mar bzung ste / thabs shes 
rab kyi mal 4byor cung zad kyang med cing / spang bsning gi dam ishig sna gcig kyang mi sdom par
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Vajrasekhara w ere  lost due to censorsh ip , e ither se lf-im posed  o n  the p art o f  the translators 

o r  im posed  by  th e ir patrons, on  accoun t o f  their ero tic  and o therw ise  transgressive  

p assag es .82 It is thus probably  n o t co incidental that A m oghavajra  chose to  sum m arize here 

this passage from  the Guhyasamâja, w hich is in e ffec t an apo logetic  defense  o f  the erotic 

and  v io len t language found in the  Tantras.

I f  th is is the case, it is su rp rising  that A m oghavajra  succeed ed  in translation  the 

Prajnäpäramitä-nayat w hich a lso  contains ero tic and  tran sg ressiv e  rhetoric . H ere perhaps 

he w as p ro tec ted  by the fact that this text had already been translated  one century  earlier by 

X u an -zan g ， and  A m o g h av ajra’s  version  is richer no t so m uch in transg ressive  rhetoric than 

in T an tric  ritual technology , p rim arily  through the inclusion o f  m antras. A m oghavajra  

o rgan ized  th is technology  into a  tradition  o f  practice cen tering  on  M ah âsu k h a  V ajrasattva, 

th rough  the com position  o f  a com m entary  and the translation o f  sh o rt ritual texts w hich are 

ev iden tly  ex tracts  from  the Sri Paramädya ,83

T here  are o th er cases as w ell w here an earlie r late date b ased  on the tim e o f  

translation  has had  to b e  rev ised  fo llow ing  the revelation  o f  ad d itiona l data. For exam ple.

gsang sngags la bsnyad btags nas mu stegs "chol pa'i rgyud ltar bag med pa*i spyod pas sangs rgyas kyi 
bstan pa nyams smad par byed pa rang gzhan phung bar byed pa'i tshul la *jug pa gzigs nas / blad nas 
bka' stsal ba ma gtogs ba mal ftbyor chen po'i rgyud bsgyur du med par bkas bead pa yin no / (RP p. 127). 
The absence of passages describing the fierce abhicàrahoma rite in ihe early dynastic translation of the 
Sarvadurgariparisodhana Tantra (SDF) was evidently due to censorship, van der Kuijp reports that 
4tGrags-pa rgyal-mtshan refers to some earlier exegetes who opined that these two passages were lacking in 
the SDP because earlier kings and ministers had prohibited their translation out of fear of antagonistic 
tantric practitioners. He, however, is of the view that they were indeed translated....but were never 
included in the authoritive translation." (1992:116)

82 Eastman speculates that the suppression of transgressive Tantric literature may have been due to the 
obvious conflict of this malenal with Chinese ethical, moral and aesthetic standands. (1983:32) It is 
possible that this suppression might have been externally imposed, i.e., by the Confucian court bureacracyt 
but this seems unlikely, given the high esteem in which Amoghavajra received at the court and the fact that 
there are no records of an oflicial suppression. Rather, it is more likely that it was internally imposed, by 
Amoghavajra and/or his Chinese Buddhist assistants. Here it should be noted that the Chinese Buddhists 
were in the midst of waging an extensive propaganda campaign, and were attempting to answer Confucian 
criticisms that Buddhism, and in particular Buddhist monastic renunciation« violated Chinese moral 
standards. Concerning their creative answer to this critique see Teiser 1986 and 1988 and Cole 1998. In 
addition« as Eastman notes, Chinese Buddhists had firequently criticized the Daoists for allegedly engaging 
in the same sort of morally questionable behavior rhetorically advocated in the Tantras, which would have 
rendered their open acceptance of such textual traditions problematic to say the least.

53 Amoghavajra*s translation of the PN occurs at T 243, and his elucidation of the practice of the PN occurs 
at T 1004. Tranlated texts in this tradition of practice, some of which are designated to be extracts from 
the Paramâdhya, include T 1119, 1120A, 1120B, 1121-23. The significance of this tradition vis-à-vis the 
Cakrasamvara tradition is discussed in section 3.4.3 below.
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de Jong , in  a  1974 article , d a te s  the  Indonesian  text, the Sang Hyang Kamahäyänan 

Mantranaya to ubefore 9 9 9  C E / f because  this tex t contains quo tes from  the Paramädya t 

w hich w as translated in to  C h in e se  at that tim e. T h is t4datingM is o f  course no th ing  but a 

sta tem en t o f  the text*s terminus post quemt but it suggests tha t it w as co m posed  not long 

before th a t time. H ere ag a in , how ev er, de Jong  w as m ost likely  o ff  by  severa l cen turies, as 

N ihom  h as shown on the b a s is  o f  Indonesian  ev idence, as w ell as the fact th a t verses from  

it are q u o ted  in B uddhaguhya^s m id  to la te e igh th  cen tury  Tantrârthàvatàra.34 O ne m igh t 

also no te that the Paramädya is inc luded  both  in A m oghavajra^s Index  to the E ighteen 

V ajrasekhara C om pilation, as  w ell as in the rN ying-m a eigh teen  M âyâjâ la  T an tras w hich 

was p o ssib ly  translated in to  T ib e tan  during  the sam e century. T h e  terminus post quern fo r 

this tex t should  be sh ifted  to  th e  la te  e igh th  century , w ith the understand ing  that it m ay have 

been com posed  significantly  earlier.

Inform ation co n ce rn in g  the transm ission  o f  T antric  B uddh ism  to Indonesia  

provides im portant data  fo r th e  construc tion  o f  a ch ronology  o f  eso teric  B uddhism , data 

w hich n o t only co llaborates d a ta  from  T ibet and E ast Asia, bu t w hich  at tim es provides a  

counterpoin t. It is w ell k n o w n  th a t s ign ifican t trade was conducted  b etw een  the South  E ast 

A sian kingdom  of S riv ijaya  a n d  the Pâlas o f  East Ind ia;* 85 this is ind icated  as w ell by  the 

in fluence o f  Pala art on th a t o f  S ou th east A sia.86 T h ere  w as a lso  relig ious in fluence, w hich  

is ind icated  by the fact tha t th e  S a ilen d ra  B alaputra  built a  m onastery  a t N âlan d â  in 860 C E  

for S riv ijayan  monks. H e a lso  req u ested  and  rece iv ed  from  K ing  D evapâla, w ho reigned  

from  811-860  CE, a  g ran t o f  th e  tax  incom e from  five villages fo r the su p p o rt o f  these 

m onks.87 A s discussed ab o v e , N â lan d â  w as w ell know n  as a s ite  for T an tric  stud ies by the  

eigh th  century .

w See Nihom 1994, pp. 70-71.

85 Concerning Pâla-Sailendra trade relations see Kuwata 1972.

86 Concerning this influence see Huntington and Huntington 1990.

87 See Kalke and Rothermund 1986, pp. 112-13, and also Majumder 1948, p. 219.
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O ne such  area  w here  it pain ts a con trasting  p ic tu re  is the history o f  Tattvasamgraha 

tradition. T he view  rece iv ed  from  both  the E ast A sian  and  T ibetan traditions ho lds tha t the 

Tattvasamgraha is an  u r-tex t o f  cen tra l im portance . It fo rm s the backbone, as it w ere , o f  

the Shingon trad ition  in Japan , and  figured p ro m in en tly  in the Vajrasekhara com pila tion  

described by A m oghavajra , although  it w as no t fu lly  transla ted  into C hinese until a fte r 

A m oghavajra’s d ea th .88 In the T ibetan  tradition, it  w as  considered the central Y ogatan tra , 

w ith m ost o f  the o th e r Y ogatan tras, such as the Sri Paramàdya t Sarvadurgatiparisodhana 

and the Trailokyavijaya considered  to be its E x p lan a to ry  T antras. This view  is en co u rag ed  

by the Tattvasamgraha itself, w hich  contains the m an d a las  o f  these other trad itions, bu t 

subordinates them  to the  Vajradhàtu mandala, w h ic h  is un ique to this text.

It is ex trem ely  com m on for tem porally la te r  T an tras  to claim  that they exceed  o r 

encom pass those tha t p receded  it. N onetheless, it h as  been  com m only assum ed tha t the 

Tattvasamgraha w as a  rela tively  early  T an tra  s in ce  it w as at least partially transla ted  into 

Chinese during the e ig h th  century , w hile certain  o f  its ^E xplanatory  T antras^ such  as the Sri 

Paramàdya w ere not transla ted  until the late ten th  cen tu ry . H ence the claim s m ade by  the 

traditions for the p recedence o f  the Tattvasamgraha h av e  been  generally accepted.

Indonesia p rovides an  in teresting  test case for su ch  c la im s. S ince Indonesia appears to 

have received and  m ain ta ined  the textual and p rac tice  transm issions o f  a  num ber o f  

yogatantras, one m igh t assum e tha t if  the Tattvasamgraha had indeed been the ea rlies t and 

widely accepted p reem inen t am ong  them, it surely  w o u ld  have  been transm itted an d  

m aintained there. N ihom  has, how ever, review ed th e  availab le  evidence and concluded  that 

w hile som e fo rm s o f  the Vajrasekhara, Trailokyavijaya, Sriparâmadya w here k n o w n  in 

Indonesia, there is no  ev id en ce  that the Tattvasamgraha itse lf  ever w as.89

48 Partial translations were made by both Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra (See T 866 & 865). A complete 
translation (T 882) was made by Shi-hu (施 護 ，Dânapàla)， who arrived in China in 980 CE. See äe Jong 
1984, p. 101.

89 See Nihom (1994), pp. 66-115 and (1998).
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T h ere  is evidence that som e o f  th e  m andalas con ta ined  in the Tattvasamgraha but 

also  in  o th e r texts, such as the Jagadvinaya, Trilokyavijaya and Sarvadurgatiparisodhana 

mandalas, are  found  in Indonesia. In th is case , how ever, N ihom  show s tha t the re  is no 

ev idence  ev en  that the Vajradhàtu mandala, the hallm ark  m andala o f  the Tattvasamgraha 

w hich  is be liev ed  by its adherents to und erlie  the others, w as ever transm itted  to  Indonesia. 

F rom  this ev id en ce  he concludes that

if  the T rilokyavijaya, Jagadvinaya an d  Sarvadurgatiparisodhana and p o ssib ly  
o ther, s im ila r m andalas existed  in Ind o n esia  w ithout the  concurren t p resence  o f  
the V ajradhàtu  mandala and in the absence o f  text traces o f  the T attvasam graha, 
then  an econom ica i explanation o f  the nature o f  the V ajradhâtum andala presen ts 
itse lf  w hich  strikes several b low s sim ultaneously : nam ely, the V ajradhâtum andala 
m ay have been  codified from  p re-ex isting  elem ents and so  introduced by the 
T a ttv asam g rah a  for the purpose o f  p rov id ing  a rela tively  orthodox B uddhist 
exp lan atio n  fo r oihtv yogatantra m andalas. (1994:114)

In add ition , there is evidence that the Vajrasekhara Tantra as it occurs in the T ibe tan  canon

is a  com posite  text, and that it was adap ted  to fit its la ter ro le  as a  Explanatory  T an tra  o f  the

T attvasam graha, suggesting that the trad ition  centering upon  that text was a  late

phenom enon  re la tive to the com position o f  the Explanatory  T antras them selves.90

A  p o ssib le  sign o f the rela tive la teness o f  the Tattvasamgraha is its re la tive ly  

orthcxiox B uddhist character, a characteristic  w hich is typ ically  taken as an ind ication  that it 

p redates the “ later"’ and “degenerate” T an tras  w hich exhib it m ore am biguous and  syncretic 

traits. It has o ften  been assum ed that H indu-B uddh ist syncretism  in B uddhist T an tras  is a  

sign  fo r th e ir la teness and degeneracy. N ih o m , how ever, has argued the o p posite . He 

con clu d ed  tha t the  Sarvadurgatiparisodhana, Jagadvinaya, and  Trilokavijaya m andalas 

and the tex ts w h ich  describe them  are in fact relatively early , and w ere transm itted  to 

Indonesia , th en  Sriv ijaya, during the sev en th  o r early  e ig h th  century . (1994 :114) O n the 

o ther hand , th e  Tattvasam graha, w hich inc ludes these m andalas along w ith  the  V ajradhàtu ,

90 Nihom, on the basis of a detailed comparison of the Tibetan texts of the Tattvasamgraha and the 
Vajrasekhara Tantras, concluded that **lhe recension of the Vajrasekhara available to us in Tibetan 
translation is indeed a synthetic text which, although composed in the canon as an explanatory tantra to the 
Tattvasamgraha, yet retains evidence suggesting that the systematics of the Trilokavijayamandala are 
anterior to those of the Vajradhâtumandala. In other words« the version of the Vajrasekhara as found in the 
Tibetan BudJhist canon is not, from the viewpoint of history, reliable.” （1998:251).
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appears to have been co m p iled  by  the early  e igh th  century, and com pleted  d u ring  the sam e 

century. Its rela tive la teness v is-à-v is the o th e r T an tras is suggested  by its failure to 

d issem inate to  Indonesia, desp ite  the sign ifican t popularity  it la ter achieved, by the end o f  

the eigh th  cen tu ry  perhaps. Its la teness is a lso  suggested  by its com posite  structure , 

d raw ing  as it does from  the trad itions o f  several o ther yogatantras.

It is o f  course p o ssib le  th a t the T attv asam g rah a  w as com piled  earlier; 

A m oghavajra^s m ission a fte r a ll d id  n o t ex tend  beyond  the E ast coast o f  Ind ia  and Sri 

Lanka. D av idson  argues th a t it w as codified  by the early  e igh th  cen tu ry  (1991a: 199), and 

w hile he does no t p rov ide ev id en ce  supporting  this date, it is certa in ly  possib le . O n the 

o ther hand , M atsunaga*s c la im  tha t it w as a  seven th  century  tex t is unsubstan tia ted .91 

N ihom  also  observes that the  struc tu re  o f  the V ajradhâtu  m andala  is rela tively  orthodox, 

being p o p u la ted  only  by B u d d h is t deities. T h e  Sarvadurgatiparisodhana, Jagadvinaya, 

and Trilokavijaya m andalas, how ever, are all popu la ted  by H indu as w ell as B uddhist 

deities, and  the Sri Paramädya ^Explanatory*1 T antra, in particular, is filled w ith  num erous 

features evcx:ative o f  the m o re  transgressive  U nexcelled  Y ogatan tras. T h e  Tattvasamgraha 

itse lf repeated ly  insists that the  V ajradhâtu  m an d ala  underlies and  therefore predom inates 

the o ther yogatantra m andalas, thus attem pting  to encom pass them  w ith in  a  m ore orthodox 

environm ent. N ihom  thus suggests  that T attvasam graha  and its V ajradhâtu  m andala  

represen t a relatively  late a ttem p t by  the  B uddhists to appropriate and ren d er m ore orthodox 

earlier T an tric  traditions tha t w ere  no t clearly  and  unequivocally  B uddhist. (1994:114)

N ih o m  thus tu rns the  co m m o n  ch rono logy  o f  T an tric  B uddh ism  on  its head , by 

arguing  th a t o rthodox B u d d h is t T an tras  such as the Tattvasamgraha are re la tive ly  late 

products o f  a  B uddhist a ttem pt, beg inn ing  m o st likely  in the seven th  cen tu ry , to  adopt, 

com pile  an d  com pose a  d is tin c tly  B uddhist b ody  o f  T antric  texts an d  p ractices, from  a 

substra tum  o f  practices an d  p o ssib ly  texts as w ell that w ere m o st likely  o f  d iverse

91 See Matsunaga 1978, p. xix. Matsunaga's assignment of the Tattvasamgraha to the seventh and the 
Guhyasamàja to the late eighth, on the basis of the same evidence provided by Amoghavajni^ reveals his 
bias toward to Shingon apologetic chronology.
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provenance. I f  th e  w e tak e  the  Tattvasamgraha as a  highly su ccessfu l prcxluct o f this 

process o f  syn thesis , w e m igh t characterize th is  p rocess as one w h ereb y  distinctly non- 

B uddhist e lem en ts are e ither excised or na tu ra lized  via their insertion  o r  entanglem ent in a 

“tru ly  asto u n d in g  re ticu la tion  o f  patterned sem antic  cross-references” （ N ihom  1994:113) o f 

an o rth o d o x  B u d d h ist nature.

T h a t the  T attv asam g rah a  w as an e ig h th  cen tury  B uddhist p ro d u c t is further 

suggested  by  the fact that it is a  variant e lem en t in the two know n e ig h th  century 

com pila tions o f  e ig h teen  T antras. T hat is, the Tattvasamgraha w as considered  the central 

text in the Vajrasekhara com pilation  d issem inated  by A m oghavajra  to  C hina, while this 

position  w as cx:cupied by the Mäyäjäla in the T ibe tan  version. It is p o ssib le  that these 

variants rep resen t h istorically  latter developm ents, but it is also p o ssib le  that they are the 

prcxlucts o f  spatia l d ifferen tiation . D ifferent trad itions may have b een  cen tered  in different 

regions o f  Ind ia, w hence they d issem inated  separa te ly  to C hina and  T ib e t and, in pan, to 

Indonesia. H ow ever, the  com pilations them selves clearly  are the p ro d u c t o f  a  monastic 

e ffo rt to  sy n th esize  the  h itherto  disparate b o d ies  o f  Tantric texts an d  p rac tices, and it seem s 

likely tha t the cen tra l trad itions associated  w ith  these efforts, the Tattvasamgraha and the 

Mäyäjäla, are  the  p roducts  o f  related  but u ltim ate ly  d ivergent a ttem p ts  a t such synthesis, 

w hile  the tex ts th a t are  inc luded  in both com pila tions, nam ely the Sri Paramädya t 

Guhyasamâja an d  the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-dâkinijàlasamvara, o ccu p ied  the older 

tex tual la y e r tha t w as the  o rig inal object o f  the efforts tow ard sy stem atiza tio n . Nor is it 

co inciden ta l that these th ree  texts are am ong the  m ost unorthodox tex ts  contained in either 

com pilation.

T h is  reverses th e  u sua l chronology; it is typ ically  assum ed th a t the m andalas o f  the 

U nexcelled  Y ogatan tras are  indebted  to th e  V ajradhàtu  m andala. H ere  again , however, the 

thorough  and  co m p le te  system atization  ach iev ed  by  the authors o f  th e  T attvasam graha is 

som ew hat m islead ing . I w ill argue in  section  6.2.1 below  that it is n o t the  V ajradhàtu itse lf
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w hich  w as the m ode l fo r the U nexcelled Y ogatan tras bu t the Nayamandala w hich  w as 

su b su m ed  in to  itf and  w h ich  is in fact derived  from  the Sri Paramâdya.

T ak en  toge ther th is evidence, w hile no t absolutely  conclusive, does suggest that the 

trad itional T an tric  B uddhist historiography has been  subject to considerab le  revision, and is 

s ign ifican tly  apo logetic  in character. This also  suggests that the chrono logy  developed  by 

those sy m p ath e tic  to the Shingon school, w hich  sees the Shingon  T an tras such as the 

Tattvasamgraha as h isto rically  prior to the m ore syncretic T antras, m ay aot accurately  

reflect the actual developm en t o f Tantric B uddhist traditions.92

O f p articu la r re levance is the history o f  th e  developm ent and  transm ission o f  the

yoginitantras. M uch  is u nclear in this area, b u t it seem s certain  tha t one o f  the earliest o f

the yoginitantras is the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara Tantra. Its rela tive ly

early  date  is suggested  by its description by A m oghavajra  in his Index, as follow s:

V o lu m e N ine is ca lled  the Sarvabuddhasamàjadàkinijâlasamvara-yoga, w hich  
w as taugh t in the  M an tra  Palace. In it are tau g h t the yoga o f  estab lish ing  o n e 's  
body  as o n e 's  cho sen  deity  (istadevatä)y and the  yoga that w h a tev e r resides 
ou tside  o f  the body  is the form  o f  the deity . It extensively  exp lains the principles 
o f  reality , and  the  basis o f  the five clans (pancakula, S S ß ) .  It explains the yog ic 
m eth o d s o f  em p loy ing  the  nine sentim ents (navarasa, ), w h ich  are: 
e ro tic ism  (srngâra, corresponding to  V ajrasattva;,93 h ero ism  (vira, , 
co rresp o n d in g  to  V airocana), com passion 大悲 , co rrespond ing  to
V ajrad h ara ), h u m o r (hàsya, , co rrespond ing  to A valokitesvara), ferocity 
(raudra, , co rresponding  to V ajratejas), te rro r (bhayanaka, © f f l f , 
co rresp o n d in g  to  T railokyavijaya), revulsion  (bibhatsa, * co rrespond ing  to  
S àk y am u n i B uddha), w onder (议/W rnm ,奇 特 ， co rrespond ing  to  V ajrahâsa), and  
tranqu illity  (santo, M M . corresponding to  *Y ogavairocana).

It con ta in s  accoun ts o f  the bodhisattvas from  S am antabhadra  to  V ajram usti, and  
exp lan atio n s o f  each  o f  the four m andalas, rites  fo r in itiaûng discip les, the

92 For example, Tsuda was generally open-minded concerning the more unorthodox yoginitantras^ since he 
partially edited and translated one of them, the Samvarodaya (see Tsuda 1974). Nonetheless, Tsuda 
accepts, without demonstrating its accuracy, the tniditional chiDnology which roughly orders the major 
Tantric traditions as follows: the Mahâvairocanàbhisambodhù the Tattvasamgraha, the Guhyasamàja, 
followed by the yoginitantras, namely the JSt the Hevajra and the Cakrasamvara. See Tsuda 1978 and 
1982.

93 The names of the deites occur in smaller print in the Taishô edition between the names of the nine 
sentiments, which may indicate that they occurred in interstitial notes. To designate this difference I have 
reproduced the names in brackets in both the translation and in my Chinese edition below.
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recep tion  o f  the four m udrâs, an d  a lso  the rites o f  so n g  and dance o f  the  five 
clans.94

T here has b een  som e confusion co n ce rn in g  the transm ission  o f  this T an tra  to T ibet. It, 

along w ith  its com pendium  (uttaratantra),95 96 w as transla ted  by R inchen  bZ angpo , 

p resum ably  in  the  late tenth o r early  e lev en th  century. In this translation, how ever, the JS is 

designated  an  uttaratantra, and its co m p en d iu m  an uttarottaratantra, w h ich  has led to its 

niisidenlificaLion by both Eastm an and T su d a .0' T his, how ever, is a im ost cen a in iy  

incorrect, fo r the version contained in  the rN ying-m a-rgyud-*bum t w h ich  is alm ost 

identical, is sim p ly  designated as a  T an tra .97 For som e reason , how ever, its com pendium  

retains the title  uttarottaratantra,98 99 w h ich  m ay ind icate  tha t there w as so m e confusion 

concern ing  the relationship o f  these tex ts  to their m yth ic version. It appears that this 

rN ying-m a ed ition  reflects an earlier translation  m ade during  the T ibetan  dynastic period in 

the eigh th  cen tu ry . The colophon o f  this JS  text a ttribu tes its translation to rM a Rinchen- 

m c h o g ,"  a d isc ip le  of V im alam itra.100 S ince  A m o g h av a jra 's  descrip tion  w as follow ed by a

^ 第 九 會 名 一 切 佛 集 會 拏 吉 尼 戒 網 瑜 伽 。 於 真 言 宮 殿 説 》 此 中 説 立 自 身 為  

本 尊 瑜 伽 。 訶 身 外 主 形 像 瑜 伽 者 。 廣 説 货 相 理 。 并 説 五 部 根 源 。 并 説 瑜 伽 法  
具 九 味 。 所 謂 華 鹿 （金 剛 薩 垂 ） 勇 健 （畏 盧 遮 那 丑 A大 悲 （持 金 剛 ） 軎 笑 （ 觀 自  

在 ） 瞋 怒 （金 剛 光 ） 恐 怖 （降 三 世 ） 厭 患 （釋 迦 牟 尼 佛 ） 奇 特 （金 剛 笑 ） 寂 靜  

( 瑜 伽 中 畏 Ä 遮 那 ） 説 普 賢 菩 薩 等 至 金 剛 拳 。 各 説 四 種 曼 荼 羅 。 及 引 入 弟 子  
儀 0 及 受 四 種 印 。 并 説 五 部 中 歌 讚 舞 儀 。 （T 869 p. 286.3) My trans.，cf. Eastman 1981 p. 
27.

95 The Sarvakalpasamuccaya-nàma-sarvabuddhasamayogadàkinijàlasamvara-unarottaratantra, Töh. 367.

96 Eastman*s error was discussed in section 4.2.1 above. Tsuda also appears confused concerning the 
identity of this text; see Tsuda 1982 pp. 608-10, and，esp” p. 616 n. 24.

97 This text is simply called the Srisanabuddhasamayoga-tantrarâja at the beginning of the text (NGB 
voi. 18, fol. 58b). However, in its colophon it is given the more extensive name Tantraräja 
Srisarvabuddhasamayoga-dàlànijâlasamvara-mahàsukhamudràîantra (NGB vol. 18, fol. 126b).

93 In the NGB it received the same title as the edition in the DK.

99 See NGB voi. 18» fol. 126b. rMa Rin-chen-mchog was active during the first half of the ninth century, 
during the reigns of kings Khri lde srong brtsan (799-815) and Khri gtsug lde brtsan (815-838). See van 
der Kuijp 1991, p. 110 and Beckwith 1987, p. 229. Since the version of the text preserved in the DK has 
no colophon and is more or less identical to the version in the NGB, it seems likely that it is a different 
edition of rMa's translation.

100 Vimalamitra was a student of Buddhaguhya (Davidson 1991:9). Concerning rMa Rin-chen-mchog*s 
translation activities see Dudjom Rinpoche 1991, pp. 333 ff.
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T ibetan  translation  som e decades later, it is p robably  safe to  assu m e  tha t the text ex isted  by 

the m id  e ig h th  century  in  a  m ore o r less co m plete  fashion.

W h ile  the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara has rece ived  very little

scho larly  attention, it is an  ex trem ely  im portan t text, one w hich  c lea rly  bridges the gap

betw een  texts such as the  Sri Paramädya and  the classical yoginitantras such as the

Hevajra an d  Cakrasamvara. It appears to be  the earliest su rv iv in g  tex t centering on the

deity  H eru k a , and m ay in fact have in troduced  this deity. It is m o st likely  the earliest ex tan t

B u ddh ist dakinitantra, i.e., a  text w hich in troduces and focuses on  the  däkini as a  c lass  o f

sp iritual gu ides. It describes the dâkini as fo llow s:

Dà m ean s sky travel, and  she who is d irec tly  realized in sp ace , tha t is, w ho has 
ach iev ed  [the ability] to range ail th roughou t the sky, is ca lled  the  däkinL She 
w ho  is un ited  w ith  all B uddhas by m eans o f  all m udrâ w ith o u t exception  and 
the g re a t bliss o f  all w ith o u t exception is know n as the däkinL S he w ho is the 
däkini is com posed  o f  the B uddha e lem en ts. T he däkini w h o  is the se lf o f  all 
B u d d h as has ach ieved  [the ability  to] g o  everyw here .101

T his ap p ea rs  to be the earliest extant fo lk  e tym ology  deriv ing däkini from  the verbal roo t dit

“to fly ’’.102

A m o g h av a jra^  descrip tion  and its T ib e tan  dynastic tran sla tio n  certifies its ex istence 

in so m e  fo rm  by  the m id -eigh th  century . D h a rm ak irti^  d iscu ssio n  o f  dàkiniîantras is thus 

p articu la rly  suggestive o f  the  possibility  tha t it o r som e sim ilar tex t had  already been  

co m p o sed  by  the seventh  cen tury , and w as a t that time gain ing  th e  atten tion  o f  B uddh ist

101 JS kalpa 1: / dà ni nam mkhar cgro ba zhes // khams las mngon par brtags pa ste // nam mkha* kun tu 
spyod 4gmb pa // mkha9 "grò ma zhes rab tu grags // thams cad ma lus phyag rgya yi // thams cad ma lus 
bdc mchog gis // sangs rgyas lhams cad mnyam sbyor ba // mkha* *gro ma Ä es nib tu grags // de ni nam 
mkha' 4gro ba zhes // sangs rgyas khams las mam par brtags II kun tu kgro bar grub pa ni // sangs rgyas 
kun bdag mkha* 'gro mayo / (DK fol. 15 la)

102 This folk etymology is the basis of the Tibetan translation compound mkha* *gro ma, literally 14she who 
travels in space**; regarding such compounds see Beyer 1992, pp. 108-109. It occurs in several CS 
commentaries as well, such as Jayabhadra's, as follows: 'The dâkini are those who travel in space*'; 
dâkinyah âkâsagâminyah (manuscript D, fol. 4a); / mkha* *gro ma ni mkha* la *gro baste /  (QT p. 21.4). 
Herrmann-Pfandt (1996:42) claims it is derived from this root; however, this etymology is incorrect, as 
däkini is cleariy not a Sanskrit word. Elsewhere Hemnann-Pfandt (1992:115) reports Mayrhofefs 
conclusion that it derives from an Austronesian language, most likely Munda (19S3: vol. 1 p. 461). On 
this basis she concludes that “insofar that this is plausible, then the word is not of Indo-Aryan 
origin and the Sankrit e^mology is thus secondary'*; uInsofem ist es wahrscheinlicher, dass auch der Name 
der Däkims nichtindoarischen Ursprungs und die Sanskrit-Etymologie sekundär ist" (1992 p. 1 IS n. 1).
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scholars. T h is  d iscussion , w hich  o ccu rs  in D h arm ak irti's  Svavrtti on  his Pramänavärttika,

has been p u b lish e d  elsew here, b u t g iven  its im portance it is reproduced  here as follows:

O bjection : T h ere  is success (siddhi) or lack o f  success e ither w hen there is the 
increase o f  dharma ovadharma by m eans o f  the p rac tice  o f  the observ an ces 
(vrata) o r  fa lling  [into sam sara] e tc M or [success and its lack occur] n a tu ra lly  in 
those h a v in g  the  nature o f  dharma or adharma.

Reply: T h a t is not the case at all since there is the teach ing  in the dâkini and 
bhagini tantras103 o f num erous observances invo lv ing  perverse actions 
{hinakanna) w hich are ininiicui to dharma such as crueiiy , tnefc, sexuai 
in tercourse an d  so forth. S ince there is preem inent [spiritual] success even  
through th e se  [actions], we w ill show  at an opportune tim e that the natu re o f  
clhanna is n o t as you say .104

As noted ab o v e , D harm akirti is th o u g h t to have lived d u ring  the first ha lf o f  the seventh 

century, and  w h ile  this passage defin ite ly  does not prove th a t the Sarvabuddhasamayoga- 

dâkinijâlasamvara or any other T an tra  existed at that tim e, it certainly suggests th a t such 

texts may h av e  h ad  a  quite ancient h istory , and supports the  hypothesis that this text was 

com posed by e ig h th  century, and the possibly even earlier.

D esp ite  A m oghavajra 's  descrip tion  o f this text, it w as never transla ted  into Chinese, 

probably b eca u se  by the late tenth cen tu ry  when transla tions from  C hinese in to  S anskrit 

resumed the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara had  been m ore o r less overtaken  

by the p o p u la r yoginitantra trad itions derived from  it, nam ely  the Cakrasamvara and 

Hevajra Tantras. T he latter T an tra , w as, how ever, transla ted  during  the S o n g  dynasty .

This transla tion  is notable for its lack  o f  fidelity to the S an sk rit text, and is characterized  by 

highly eu p h em is tic  renderings, o r  ou trig h t om issions, o f  the m ore con troversia l passages in

103 The term dàkinitantra also occurs in Anandagarbhafs Guhyasamàja-mahàîantraràjatikà in the passage 
quoted in section 4.3 above, where it clearly refers to heretical teachings, bhagini, normally meaning 
^sister^ or a ktw〇manM (Apte 1965:709), is clearly noun derived from the word bhaga and the possessive 
suffix -int just as yogini is derived from the word yoga, bhaga is typically understood to mean ^fortune^, 
but bhagini, in this context at least, most likely derives from a early secondary meaning of bhaga, 
“vulva”. See Schotennan 1980, p. 11 and Gonda 1953.

Davidson's translation (1981:8) t revised by me. The Sanskrit occurs as follows in GnoIi*s edition: / 
vratacaryâbhramsâdinâ dharmâdhannopacaye dharmadharmâtinanor va prakrtyâ siddhyasiddhi iti cet / na / 
dharmaviniddhânâm api krauryasteyamaithunahinakarmâdibahulânâin vratânâm dâkinibhaginitamrâdisa 
dorsanât / tais ca siddhivisesât (sic) / na caivamvidho dharmasvabhâva iti ca yathâvasaram nivedayisyâmah 
/ (1960:163).
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the tex t.105 106 It is w orth y  o f  considera tion , i f  no t for its m erits as a  transla tion , than fo r the 

ligh t it sheds on  the po litics su rround ing  translations. For it w as ce rta in ly  no t m ade in a 

neutral, un in terested  political environm ent. It was m ade in the im perially  established 

Institu te fo r the  P ropagation  o f  the D h arm a ( 傳 法 院 ） under the gu id an ce  o f  D harm apâla 

( 法 護 ） ， and  w as p resen ted  to  the throne o f  the R en-zong E m p ero r ( 仁 宗 ） during the 

first year o f  the Z h i-h e  (至 和 ） reign  period  (105冬 1055 C E ).1。 6 W illem en  has co n d u d ed  

th a t the te x t 's  euphem istic  translations w ere  no t the product o f  m isunderstand ing  but o f 

d ip lom atic  com prom ise. C oncern ing , fo r exam ple, the erotic p ro cess  o f  in itia tion  described 

in the text, W illem en  w rote that

T he C h in ese  H evajra tan tra  is very m ysterious and appears to avo id  clarity .
K now ledge o f  the in itia tions is assum ed  by the Q iin e se  text. W ith o u t such  
p rior know ledge, it is unc lear w hat the C hinese text actually m eans. O n the 
o ther hand, the Ind ian  tex t is m uch m ore explicit. I am  conv inced  that 
D harm apäla  rendered  the Indian o rig inal in a  very tactful, d e libera te ly  abstruse 
w ay, bu t rem ain ing  true to the actual p roceed ings o f  the Indian o rig inal. T he 
coherence o f  the C hinese  “m istransla tions” on ly  proves D h arm ap ^ ia ’s sound 
philo log ical abilities and his rem arkab le ta lent for tactfulness. I t w ould  be a 
m istake to d iscard  the C h inese  H evajra tan tra  as a faulty translation . D harm apäla 
delivered  a  translation  w hich  w as m orally  acceptab le and in line  w ith the 
ex isting  C h in ese  eso teric  texts, yet am big ious enough  to leave ro o m  for the right 
in terpreta tion .” （1983:29)

S ince it is un likely  th a t the te x t 's  lack o f  fidelity  to the presum ed S an sk rit o rig inal is due to 

sim ple, inadverten t m istranslation , it appears that political considera tions o r pressures, and 

possib ly  the o u trig h t fear o r th rea t o f  censorsh ip , is responsible fo r the textes studious 

avo idance o f  ex p lic it o r con troversia l language. T h is evidence for censo rsh ip , m ost likely 

se lf-im p o sed  by  the  transla to rs, in the S ong  dynastic  translation co m m ittee , supports 

E as tm an 's  a rg u m en t co n cern in g  the fate o f  the Vajrasekhara-yoga T an tras  du ring  the T ang .

R e tu rn in g  to  the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara Tantra, it cen ters on 

the deity  V ajrasattva, the T an tric  B uddhist deity  extraordinaire , w h o se  m editations figure 

p rom inen tly  in  the practice  o f  m o st anuttarayogatantra traditions m ain ta in ed  by the

105 See Abbot 1978.

106 See Willemen 1983: 24.
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Tibetans. It focuses on the ach ievem ent o f  un ion  w ith  a  deity and the  ach ievem ent o f bliss 

thereby, as passages translated  above attest.107 A s A m oghavajra  su g g es ts , it propounds the 

doctrine o f  the five B uddha c lans, and teaches a  mandala co rrespond ing  to  each one.108 

The tex t a lso  seem s to suggest the possibility o f  a  six th  clan em bracing  the  five, over w hich  

presides V ajrasa ttv a  or M ahavajradhara, w hich po in ts  tow ard the dev elo p m en ts  in the o th e r 

yoginitantras.109 T he clan o r  kula based system  o f  practice, along w ith  the  charnel ground 

parapherna lia  abounding in the text, point to  an  o rig inary  context for the tradition that is 

neither m o n astic , nor o rthodox, b u t rather co n n ec ted  to the groups o f  yo g in  and yogini 

practitioners w ho  pro liferated  during  this p e rio d .110

T h e  Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara also con ta ins the  type o f  erotic 

language co n n ec ted  w ith the representations o f  the  ganacakra rites w h ich  are persistently 

featured in the yoginitantras.111  *In  this respect it is very in teresting th a t A m oghavajra  

specifically  d iscusses the tex t’s teaching o f  the  do ctrin e  o f  the n a v a ro s a  w hich  appears to

107 See section 2.3. 1 above.

These five kulamandala are discussed by HQmkâravajra in his 
Srisarvabuddhasamayogamandalasâdhanakrama. See QT p. 26.4.

109 brGya-byin sdang-po, in his Sarvabuddhasamayogadâkinijàlasamvara-tantràrthodaratikâ, links the 
major deities of the JS to the clans as follows: ^Vairocana, the supreme, is of the Tathâgata [clan]» and He 
teaches in accord with the Great Sage's import; Heruka, (he discipliner, the most ferocious of the fierce, is 
of the Vajra [clan]; Pundarika, the purifier, [of the Lotus clan], abides passioniessly through the method of 
passion. The great Vajrasurya, of the Rama [clan], causes a downpour of a great rain of jewels in the sky. 
Hayagriva, who accomplishes all, is of the Karma [clan], and turns the Universal Vajra wheel. The essence 
of all the clans is the supreme Mahâvajradhara, of the sixth [clan]/* / de bzhin gshegs pa snang mdzad 
mchog / thub pa chen po*i don bzhin bstan // rdo (je kdul ba he m ka // khro mams khro ba'i mchog gis 
so // dag mdzad padma gar dbang phyug / chags braJ chags pavi tshul gyis bzhugs // rin chen rigs drug nyi 
ma mchog /  mkha* la rin chen char chen kbebs// las kun mdzad nyid rta mchog ste //  sna tshogs rdo ije 
4khor lo bskor // rigs mams kun gyi bdag nyid ni // drug pa rdo ije Jchang chen mchog (DT fol. 27lb).
The Hevajra Tantra also refers to both five and six clans. See HT I.v.5- 10t Snellgrove 1959 vol. 1 p. 61 
and voi. 2, pp. 16-17.

110 Xuan-zang's biography is replete with references to ascetic practitioners in various guises, especially to 
pasupatas smeared with ashes. He also describes at several points ascetics decorated with charnel ground 
ornaments. In Kâpiiâ, he wrote, Mlhere are naked ascetics, and others who cover themselves with ashes, 
and some who make chaplets of bones, which they wear as crowns on their heads (Beal 1884:55). He 
describes the dress of non-Buddhist ascetics as follows: 4tSome wear peacocks* feathers; some wear as 
ornaments necklaces made of skull bones (the Kapàladhàrinas); some have no clothing, but go naked 
(Nirgranthas); some wear leaf and bark garments; some pull out their hair and cut off their moustaches; 
others have bushy whiskers and their hair braided on the top of their heads. The costume is not uniform, 
and the colour, whether red or while, not constant.** (1884:76).

ni They are also described in mahàyogçtantras such as the Guhyasamâja; and this sort of erotic rhetoric is
also found in yogatantras such as the Srîparamâdhya and the Sarvarahasya Tantras.
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indicate an  application  o f  the theory o f  the dram atic  sentim ents to the ritual arts p racticed 

w ithin the ganacakra.112 H ere it appears th a t B uddhist ritual theorists an ticipated  by o v er a  

m illenn ium  the insigh ts o f  theorists such as T urner.

T he navarasa theory  is developed  in the oeuvre o f  A b h in av ag u p ta ,113 114 w ho so u g h t 

to apply this theory  to the spiritual path, w h ich  in his case was a T an tric  tradition  not too 

d issim ilar to  th e  B u d d h ist yoginitantras. A bhinavagup ta  used the Idea o f  the rasa in a 

m anner ak in  to  the  B uddh ists  w hen he w rote:

O ne atta ins the  s ta te  o f  com plete repose (visràntidhâma) and all phenom enal 
objects (bhävajätaf14 are m erged into o n e 's  ow n se lf through the force o f  the 
reü sh  (carvanâ) o f  ou tw ard  things w h ich  are  filled w ith o n e 's  o w n  flow  
(rasa)115 d u e  to  the flow  (rasa) o f d e s ire .116

T his descrip tio n  o f  the un ion  o f  subject and  o b jec t m ediated by sensuous experience 

m obilized  by  the  fo rce  o f  desire  is quite s im ila r  w ith  the B uddhist descrip tions o f  g rea t b liss

achieved th rough  the experien tial unity (ekarasa) o f  o n e ^  se lf and  a ll th ings.

In the B uddhist anuttarayogatantra traditions, it w as held tha t the  strangely  ero tic

and te rrify ing  scenes o f  the central deity coup le  in union exhibits all o f  the nine dram atic

1,2 This idea was broadly suggested by Eastman, who wrote: ,4If I may boldly speculate, the eroticism and 
attendant features of Vajrayâna Buddhist literature that many scholars, not only in Japan, have found 
morally objectionable are not the properly of a literature confined to late medieval India, nor the prcxiucts 
of a long period of 'degeneration\ but the radical use of language, indebted to the canons of poetics and 
theatrics to a yet undetermined extent, seems to be an essential and defining feature of Vajrayâna literature 
as such and the property of its earliest redactions. The contemporary Tibetan translations of texts 
belonging to the Chinese VajraJekhara system, but not found in Tibetan translation, confirm these 
features.^ (1983:31). Obviously, in this chapter I have tried to argue that Eastman was in fact correct in his 
hypothesis, which can be supported with a significant amount to evidence beyond that which he discussed 
in his article.

t13 Concerning Abhinavavs thought on the navarasa see Masson and Patwardhan 1969, and also Gerow and 
Aklujkar, 1972.

114 This word is provided from Jayaratha*s commentary.

!ls Here Masson and Patwardhan translate rasa in its oldest sense of any sap, juice or liquid, (see Apte 
1965, p. 796 col. 2), which seems appropriate in this context, which seems to describe the interpenetration 
of subject and object as a fluidic process.

1,6 Tattvàloka v. 97: ranaranakarasân nijarasabharitabâhirbhâvacarvanavaiena /  visrântidhâina kimcil labdhvâ 
svâtmanyathârpayet // (1969:42). This passage is translated by Masson and Patwardhan (1969:42) and 
emended by me.
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sen tim ents, p rov id ing  thus a  com plete and  perfect experiential scene. For ex am p le ,

R âhugupta , in h is Prakâsa-nâma-srihevajrasâdhana, w rote that:

H e [H enika] is en d o w ed  w ith the n ine sentim ents o f  dance, w hich are: the e ro tic  
(srngâra), hero ic  (vira), d isgusting  (bibhatsa), ferocious (raudra), h u m o u r 
(häsya), te rrify in g  (bhayänaka), com passionate  (karuria), w ondrous (adbhuta) 
and  tranqu il (sänta). H is experiential unity  w ith N airâtm yâ is the erotic, d w ellin g  
in a  ch a m e l g ro u n d  is the heroic, his fu rrow ed brow s and bared  fangs ex p ress  
disgust, h is b laz in g  ligh t expresses fury, his beam ing coun tenance1 ^ e x p r e s s e s  
hum our, h is g a rlan d  o f  b lood ied  h ead s invokes terror, his expression  o f  k in d n ess  
to sen tien t beings is com passionate, h is m agical form  conveys w onder, an d  h is 
ren o u n c in g  the ad d ic tio n s such as passion  and so forth is tranquillity . It is th ese  
w ith  w h ich  he  is e n d o w ed .117 118 *

A bhayakaragup ta , in  h is  descrip tion  o f  the Samvara mandala, also  describes H e ru k a  

C akrasam vara  as en d o w ed  w ith all nine o f  the sentim ents, thus sym bolizing  a aesthe tic  

harm onization  w hich  n eatly  integrates the t4m undanen into the spiritual goal H e sym bolizes, 

as fo llow s:

In the S am v ara  m andala , there is a  vangateci lotus atop o f  M ount S um ern  w ith in  
a v a jra  ten t (vajrapanjara).{{9 Placed  on  it is a double vajra, w hich sits as th e  
base o f  a  co u rt in  the  m iddle o f  w h ich  is the B lessed Lord. H e stands in the  
àlida s tan ce120 on  B hairava  and K alaratri w ho lie on a so lar d isk  atop the 
p ericarp  o f  the lo tus. H e is b lack  and  has four faces w hich  are, beg inn ing  w ith  
the fro n t [and co n tin u in g  around counter-clockw ise], black, green, red  and  
yellow , each  o f  w h ich  has three eyes. H e has a  tiger skin  an d  has tw elve a rm s.
T w o  arm s ho ld in g  a  va jra  and a v a jra  bell em brace V ajravârâhI. T w o o f  h is 
hands ho ld  up o v e r  his back  a  w hite  e lephan t hide dripp ing  w ith  blood* H is 
o th e r [rig h t hands hold] a  damant drum , an axe, a flaying knife  (kartri) an d  a

117 *vikâsamukhat ziial mam par rgyas pa

118 / sgeg pa dpa* ba mi sdug pa // drag shul rgod dang *jigs su rung // snying ije ngo mtshar zhi mams 
kyis // gar gyi dgu ldan pa nyid // ces pa ste / de la bdag med ma dang lhan cig ro gcig pa nyid ni sgeg 
pafo // dur khrod na bzhugs pa ni dpaf ba*o // khro gnyer gtsigs pa nyid ni mi sdug pa'o // 'bar ba'i 'od 
nyid ni drag shul lo // zhal mam par rgyas pa nyid ni rgod payo // mgo bo rlon paYi phreng ba nyid ni 'jigs 
su rung bavo // sems can cjes su 'dzin pas sems nyid ni snying rje 'o // sgyus ma'i gzugs nyid ni ngo 
mtshar bavo // 'dod chags la sogs pa'i nyon mongs pa spangs pa nyid ni zhi ba ste de mams dang ldan pa'o 
/ (DT fol. 108a; cf. Wayman 1977 p. 328).

U9 pafijara is usually translated as ucageM (see Apte 1965, p. 580.1); however, I translate it as **tentM 
following the Tibetan translation, gur. In the Taniric context, the protective net of vajras is not understood 
to be placed to trap the inhabitants within like a cage, but to protect them from baleful outside elements, 
like a tent.

120 The stance taken in archery by a left-handed person, with the right leg extended and the left leg 
contracted, bent slightly at the knee. (See Apte 1965, p. 231.2.) There has been some confusion with 
regard to the àlîdha and pratyälidha concerning which leg is extended. Newman cites the Nàtyasàstra 
(lÖ.70o71b) anä the Tilîetan (Ä266 & 4267) in support of the imerpretation of as a
stance with the right leg extended and the left contracted (1990:124-25, n. 4). See also Bhattacarya 1958 
and Harte 1971.
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trident. H is rem ain ing  left [hands hold] a  sku ll s ta ff m arked  w ith  a  vajra , a  
sk u ll-bow l filled  w ith  b lood, a  vajra  noose and  the head  o f  B rahm a. A  garland 
o f  fifty m o ist hum an  heads hangs about h is neck. H e has the s ix  in s ig n ia121 and 
a sacred  th read  m ade o f  hum an  s in ew .122 123 124 H e has a  row  o f  five sk u lls  above his 
forehead, and  a  c rest o f  b lack  dredlocks topped  by a  left-o rien ted  crescen t m oon 
and a  d o u b le  vajra. H e affects the m editative contem plations (dhyäna) and his 
face is fiercely  fanged. H e brings toge ther in one the nine d ram atic  sen tim ents 
(navarasa)J^

T h e  yoginitantra traditions are  no t alone in attribu ting  m astery  o f  the  range o f  dram atic

expression  to its ch ie f  h ie rophan t, the vajrâcàrya qua  H eruka o r V ajrasattva. S im ilar

p assages a re  a lso  found  in the w ritings o f  com m enta to rs in the Guhyasamäja tradition,

w herein  the mzvarayfl are a ttribu ted  to V ajrasattva  in his role as T an tric  h ierophant. They

are relevant, it seem s, to the goal o f  union w ith  the aw akened deity , w h ich  can be achieved

th rough  the a ffection  o f  these sentim ents. A ccord ing  to N âg â iju n a 's  Pancakrama, this

union  can  be affected  in the fo llow ing  way:

R egard the A dam antine  body ju s t as one w ou ld  regard  a celestia l spirit. Engage 
in the w o rsh ip  o f  o n ese lf  as V ajrasattva. O n e 's  se lf  is the natu re  o f  all B uddhas 
and B od h isa ttv as , so  alw ays w orship  o n ese lf  th rough ev ery  action . A lw ays 
undertake  the  app lication  o f  mudrâ and mantra, the p repara tion  o f  mandala, 
etc. and  the  rites o f  sacrificial cakes and fire  sacrifice as i f  ev ery th in g  is illusory. 
A lw ays undertake all [ritual actions of] pacification , en richm ent, con tro lling , 
destro y in g , sum m o n in g  and  so  forth  as i f  all th ings w ere  ra in b o w s. E ngage  in 
the ex p erien ce  o f  the  ero tic , e tcM w orsh ip  by  m eans o f  song  and  m usic , e tc ., and 
in the perfo rm ance  o f  the [erotic] artst!2^ in  the m anner o f  the m o o n  in w ate r.125

121 See section 6.2.2 below.

122 Reading the variant naharu, which means sinew according to Sanderson (1994a:98, n. 4 ).

123 samvarainandale vajrapanjarasyâbhyantare sumerûpari visvâbjapuskarasthavisvavajravedisthitakütâgârasya 
madhye bhagavân visvâmbojasya karnikopari bhânusthabhairavakâlarâtryâv âlîdacaranâbhyâm âkrântiâ 
krsnah tenharitaraktapltapùrvottarâdi caturmukhah prativaktrain trinetro vyâghracarmâmbaro dvâdasabhujah 
savajmvajraghantâbhujayugmâlingitavajnivârâhîko bhujâbhyâm prsthatah 
subhrasanüaaprâsrtagajacarmadharas tad aparair damaniparasukamitrisûlâni bibhrndvâmair 
vajrâliiigitakhatvâfigarôktapûritakapâlaip vajrapâiaifi bhrâhmaiiraicâ galàvalambipafîcâiatsârdrananiiini^ 
srenlkah sanmudro nahamyajnopaviti làlâtordhvapancakapâlaxnâli
vâmâvakdtârdhacand^viivavajrâkrântakrsnajatâmulcuto vikrtadhyânotkatadamstravaktro navanâtyarasarâsih 
/  (Bhaltacharyya 1949:23); cf. Sanderson 1994a, p. 91.

124 The text, which reads kalàsu ca pravrttinu is ambigious, bat Srilaksmi makes it clear in her 
Pancakrama-vrttàrtha-virocarta-nàma that the reference here is to the sixty-four kàmakalà, as described in 
the kàmasàtra. She wrote that *lkala can refer to the sixty-four [kâmakalà] such as kissing, embracing and 
so forth as explained in the kâmaéàstraS" /  de bzhin du sgyu rtsal ni 'dod pa*i bstan bcos las bshad pa*i 
4khyud pa dang (od byed pa la sogs pa drug cu rtsa bzhi gang yin pa de'am / (DT foi. 2S2b). See also 
Wayman 1977 p. 329.

,2S Pancakrama HI w . 27-31: saiva gandharvasattvah syâd vajrakàyah sa eva hi /  vajrasattvah svayam 
tasmât svasya püjâm pravartayet // âtmà vai sarvabuddhatvarn sarvasauritvam eva ca /  tasmât 
sarvaprayatnena hy âtmânam püjayet sadâ // mantramudrâprayogam ca mandalâdivikalpanam
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A ry âd ev a  argued  that the T an tric  adept should engage in ail activities, from  song and dance

to m ore m undane activ ities, w ith  the sense o f  being  in un ion  w ith a deity , as follow s:

T he  mantrin, w ho alw ays sm iling has opened his eyes, g iving rise to the 
unexcelled  sp irit o f  aw aken ing  should earnestly  see w h a t is to be seen, hear 
w h at is to  be heard , and  speak  w hat is to be spoken , free o f  truth o r falsehood, 
th rough m editation  on o n e 's  ow n deity. W hen en g ag ed  in bathing, annointing, 
d ressing , ea ting , d rink ing  and  so forth, conceive o f  o n ese lf through union w ith 
o n e 's  deity , w orsh ipp ing  in accordance w ith  the rites. T he observant one 
shou ld  engage in  song, m usic and dance by m eans o f  liberative art, hav ing  
prcxiuced affection  fo r ail things. Do not to rm ent o n ese lf  w ith asceticism  w hich 
abandons the  reality  o f  o n e 's  self, for the fu ture B u d d h a  gains bliss from  
b liss .126

T h e  anuttarayogatantras thus prescribe an elaborate co d e  o f  conduct, u tiliz ing  the full 

range o f  ritual, m usical and possib ly  dram atic and sexual arts to achieve an expanded  and 

aw akened  state o f  physical and m ental w ell-being. A nd  w hile the extant exegetical 

litera tu re  in the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara tradition is too sm all to 

ascerta in  the ex ten t to w hich  this code was developed  therein , it seem s safe to assum e that 

d u ring  A m o g h av a jra 's  lifetim e it was already w ell developed .

W hile  there is a  no ticab le but indefinite rela tionsh ip  betw een the 

Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara, Guhyasamäja and  Hevajra Tantras, tha t 

w h ich  ex ists  b e tw een  the fo rm er text and the Cakrasamvara is m uch m ore clear. T he  

reason  fo r th is c la rity  is the fact the Cakrasamvara Tantra directly  borrow s a large portion 

o f  its tex t fro m  the Sarvabiiddhasamayoga^däkinijälasamvara Tantra, w hich  w ill be

balihomakriyâm sarvâm kuryân mâyopamâm sadâ // sântikain paustikam câpi tathâ vasyâbhicârakam / 
âkarsanâdi yat sarvam kuryâd îndrâyudhopamam // snigârâdyupabhogain ca gitavâdyâdisevanam /  kalâsu ca 
pravrttim ca kuryâd udakacandravat //. (Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994:35-36). The last verse is translated 
and discussed at length in Wayman 1977, pp. 327 ff.

126 CV vv. 107-111: (107) sarvadâ smitavaklrena mamravistrtacaksusa /  sambodhau cittam utpâdya 
svâdhidaivatabhâvatah // (108) pasyed dasyam ksanam idmcic chotavyam smuyàn tathà /
satyâsatyaviyulctam tu vaded vàl^am atandrìtah // (109) snânâbhyanjanavastrâdi-khânapânâdiyalnatah / 
svâdhidaivatayogena cintayet pûjanâvidhim // (1 10) ^tam  vâdyam talhâ nrtyam sopâyena vrati bhajet / 
akurvanihabhavesusarvesvabhinivesanam / / ( 1 1 1 ) svâtmabhâvaprahânenatâpayen natapasyayâ/ sukhâd 
yathâ sukbam dhyâyet sambuddho 'yam anâgatah //; (Patel 1949:8) / ciag tu zhal ni bzhad pa yis // sngags 
pas spyan ni rgyas gyur na // tjog pa'i byang chub sems bskyed nas // rang gi lha yi bsgom nas na // skad 
cig mthong la blta bar bya // gang yang ihos pa mnyan par bya // brdzun dang Men dang bral ba yang // 
gyal ba med pas tshig tu smra // khnis dang bsku mnye gos la sogs // bzav gtung la sogs "bad pa nyid // 
bdag nyid che baÿi lhar sbyar bas // cho gas mchod par bsam par bya // glu dang roi mo gar de bzhin // 
thabs bcas brtul zhugs can gyis spyad // 'dir ni dngos po thams cad la // lhag par chags par mi bya'o // 
rang gi bdag nyid yongs spangs nas // dkaf thub kyìs ni gdung mi bya / / ji ltar bde bas bde ba bzung // "di 
ni ma 4ongs rdzogs sangs rgyas // (Patel 1949:41-42)
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discusseci in  detail in section  6.2.1 below . T here  has been  con fu sio n  con cern in g  the 

re la tionsh ip  betw een  and the  iden tity  o f  these  tw o  texts. T h is  can  be  seen, for exam ple, in 

D av id so n 's  iden tification  o f  a  num ber o f  cita tions ufrom  the Laghusamvaratantra (bDe 

mchog gi rgyudt Töh. 368)M (1981 :7 -8 ) in V ilâ sav a jra 's  Ârya-Nâmasamgititikâ- 

manträrthävalokini-näma. S in ce  V ilâsava jra  lived in the eigh th  cen tu ry  this w ould  be a 

s tartling  d iscovery , as it w o u ld  firm ly  d ate  the tex t to this period . It tu rns out, how ever, th a t 

D av idson  erred  in assum ing  th a t the m o n ik er Samvaratantra (bde mchog gi rgyud) in Ind ie 

com m enta ries referred  to the Cakrasamvara Tantra. He w as no d o u b t led astray  by the 

fact tha t in curren t T ibetan  u sag e  the te rm  bde mchog, literally  %tS u p rem e Bliss^, always 

refers to  the C akrasam vara. In  Ind ie translations, how ever, bde mchog w as a  literal 

transla tion  o f  samvara o r samvara;127 128 and  it turns ou t that in a lm ost all o f  the cases w here 

an V ila sâv a jra  quo ted  the Samvara or the Samvara Tantra he w as qu o tin g  from  the 

Sarvabuddhasamayoga-dâkinijâlasamvara.123 T his w as the case  no t o n ly  in V ilasav a jra 's  

com m entary , bu t others as w e ll.129 G enerally , w hen Indian com m enta to rs refer to the 

Cakrasamvara they  gen era lly  u sed  the nam e Laghusamvara (bde mchog nyung ngu or bde 

mchog chung ngu) or Cakrasamvara, w h ich  w as typ ically  transla ted  into T ibetan  as e ith er 

lkhor lo dbe mchog or 'khor lo sdom pa.

127 As Tsongkhapa shows in his commentary translated below, samvara, and sometimes by extension, 
samvara, was understood to mean the ubliss supreme", from sam, an indeclinable particle expressing 
happiness, etc. (See Apte 1965, p. 908.a) and vara, *4supremef,. ^ 7 1  vara o n 【he other hand, quite 
properly means to bind or to tie, and this is the meaning understood in the compound cakrasamvara.

128 The following passages in Vilâsavajra^ AN correspond to passages in the JS. (1) AN: *di nyid dpal bde 
mchog gi rgyud las gsungs pa stc /  nam mkha* kun gyi skabs na dpal // rdo rje sems dpa ' de bzhin gshegs 
/ (DT fol. 29b); JS: /  nam mkha * kun gyi skabs na dpal H rdo rje sems dpaf de bzhin gshegs // (DK fol. 
152a). (2) AN: /  de nyid las gsungs pafng bde ba ni sam zhes pa la sogs pa*o /  (DT fol. 67b); JS: / sham 
zhes bya ba bde bar bshad / (DK fol.lSl.b). (3) AN: / de ltar yang dpal bde mchog gi rgyud las gsungs pa 
/ kun tu kun nas thams cad du H bdag nyid rtag tu mam pa lam II sangs rgyas la sogs brtan gyo kun / /  
kun gyi dngos por bdag gyur to / (DT 102a); JS: /  kun tu kun nas thams cad ni U bdag nyid rtag tu mam  
pa kun H sangs rgyas la sogs brtan gyo kun // kun gyi drtgos por bdag gyur to /  (DK fol. 151b).

129 For example, Nagabodhi, in his Samàjasàdhanavyavasthâna quotes the Samvara as follows: /  mal 
"byor thams cad beam Idan "das U rdo rje sems dpa9 de bzhin gshegs U idioms gsum pa ni ma lus kun // 
de yi nye bar longs spyod nyid U ces bde mchog las gsungs te / (QT p. 9.3,4). This occurs in the JS as 
follows: /  m al *byor kun ni bcom Idan 'das U rdo rje sems dpa' de bzhin gshegs H de yi nye bar sbyor ba 
ni U khams gsum ma lus thams cad do / (DK fol. 153a).
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D avidson  shou ld  be fo rg iven  this s im ple m istake, fo r it turns o u t that the re  is one 

instance in h is com m enta ry  w here  V ilasavajra  does quo te  the C ak rasam v ara  T an tra , from  

its second  c h ap te r .130 H e also m akes a reference to its fo rty -eigh th  ch ap te r.131 132 W hile  it is 

no t possib le  to d a te  the Cakrasamvara Tantra earlie r than  the ten th  cen tu ry  on  the basis o f  

the ex tan t m anuscrip ts  and  transla tions alone, V ila sa v a jra ^  com m enta ry  s trong ly  suggests 

that the tex t w as co m p iled  in som e form  by  the eigh th  century . T he assum ption  expressed  

above, then, tha t the n in th  cen tu ry  K ânha w ho co m p o sed  the Yogaratnamâlà w as the sam e 

K ânha w ho  w ro te  several texts in the C akrasam vara  trad ition  appears to be a  reasonab le  

one. T h e  C ak rasam v ara  thus is traceable to perhaps the latter end o f  an epoch  o f  Indian 

history, i.e., the seven th  and e igh th  cen turies, w hich  a p reponderance o f  d a ta  sug g ests  w as 

a crucial era  in the dev elo p m en t o f  T an tric  B uddhism . C oncern ing  this epoch  N audou 

suggested  ktL et us recogn ize  tha t the argum ents invoked  in o rder to  ju s tify  tha t ch rono logy  

are not all o f  eq u al value; certa in  can  assuredly  be  p roven  false, but, from  w h ich ev er angle 

one approaches the p roblem , all lead  us to the en d  o f  the 7 th and  to  the 8 th c e n t u r y 32 

T h is  w ou ld  m ake the C akrasam vara  an  unorthcxlox con tem porary  trad ition  to the 

Tattvasamgraha; the fo rm er the  product o f  ex tra -m onastic  com m unities o f  y o g ins, the 

la tter a  prcxluct o f  the m onastic  context. T he lauer tradition w as w ell received  in E ast A sia 

w hich  w as for cu ltu ra l reasons m ore recep tive  to less transg ressive  trad itions, b u t the

130 The first quote, occurs as follows: AN: / glang chen ko rlon gos su gyon H zhes pa ni dpal *khor Io bde 
mchog gi rgyud las te / (DT fol. 67.a). This clearly corresponds to CST ch. 2 v. I5.c: 
hasticarmaviruddham ca, glang po pags pa mam par bgos /.

131 AN: // keng rus mche ba gtsigs pa po // ha la ha la gdong brgya pa // zhes pa ni /  de la keng ms ni dpal 
bde mchog *khor lofi rgyud las so / (DT fol. 66b). He begins by quoting the last half of verse 67 from the 
MNSt which occurs as follows in Davidson's edition: damstrâkârâlakankâlo halàhalasatànanah (1981 p.
54), He continues, writing 44As for that, skeleton [occurs] in the Cakrasamvara Tantra.19 It turns out that 
there is a passage which corresponds to this in ch. 48 of the CST, which occurs as follows: 
vikatadamsoinâm eva ca kamkàlamahâkamkâla (ms. fol. 23b); / de bzhin mche ba mam gtsigs dang // keng 
rus keng rus chen po dang /  (DK fol. 244aj.

132 Naudou ( 1980:79) comes to this conclusion via a review of the various attempts to date the Tanlras, and 
has argued that a great deal of evidence, none of which is absolutely firm in and of itself, points to the 
sevenSi and eighth centuries as the period of greatest activity in the development of the Tanlras. He 
reviews Tucci*s claim that **lhe Guhyasamäja was eloborated in the Swat valley, in or about the epoch of 
this personage [of Indrabhûli], which seems to be, more or less, the end of the Vllth and the beginning of 
the Vinih century A D . (1949:213). He also notes that Bagchi dates the HT to the 7th to 8lh century 
(1939:28), and Snellgrove, via different reasoning, dates it to the late 8th (1959: vol. K p. 28).
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fo rm er tradition  w as very  w ell received in T ibet, where objections o f  the  type  encountered 

in Q iin a  w ere ra ised , b u t w ere  ev iden tly  overcom e, probably due to the decentralized 

political state T ib e t w as in at the tim e, w hich  w ould  have rendered ineffective  any attempts 

a t censorsh ip .

B ased  on  tex tu a l sou rces alone, one m igh t propose the fo llow ing  chronology. 

W hile  T antric e lem en ts and  possib le  form ative Tantric traditions m ay h ad  been  already 

develop ing  fo r sev era l cen tu ries, B uddhist textual sources indicate ex isten ce  o f Tantric 

trad itions by the m id  sev en th  cen tury , w hich  probably  indicates that they  w ere  receiving by 

that tim e the atten tion  o f  B uddhist scholars and  at acceptance by at least certa in  factions or 

g roups w ith in  the  B u d d h ist m onastic  com m unity . M any o f these early  traditions m ost like 

inc luded  syncretic an d  transgressive e lem en ts from  the very start, and  m ore  orthodox 

trad itions such as th e  Tattvasamgraha m ay represen t a later m onastic  response. The 

yoginitantras, w h ile  n o tab le  fo r their erotic im agery  in particular, are no t exceptional but 

represen t a  natural developm ent^ and m ajor traditions such as the C akrasarpvara  and the 

H evajra  m ay have been  ex tan t by  the m id to  la te eighth century.

This ch rono logy , i f  based  m erely  upon  textual data, w ould be p rov isional at best. It 

is, how ever, su p p o rted  by  archaeo log ical d a ta  as well. A copper p late d a ted  to the thirty- 

n in th  year o f  D evapala^s reign, c irca  850 C E ,133 134 discovered at N âlan d â  described  the 

m onks o f  N älan d ä  as tamtrikabodhisattvasyxi4 w hich  suggests that b y  the  m id-eighth 

cen tu ry  T antric  p ractice  w as no longer lim ited  to an  elect few as it ev id en tly  w as over a 

hundred  and fifty  years ea rlie r w hen  Y i-jing  w as studying there.

T here  is in te restin g  ev idence d isco v ered  in  regions south  o f  N â lan d â . D onaldson, 

sum m ariz ing  the  d a ta  o f  archeo log ica l s tud ies o f  B uddhist sites in O rissa , presen ted  the 

fo llow ing  chrono logy :

133 Devapàla is believed to have ascended the throne c. 810 CE and to have ruled for 39 years. His 
successor, SQrapàla h  ascended the throne in 850 CE. See Majumdar 1983, p. 28.

134 See Naudou 1980, p. 80 n. 3，
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In the earliest p h ase  o f  sustained artis tic  activity, characterized  by la te  G up ta  
stylistic features and concentrated p rim arily  at Lalitagiri ( i.eM Sri C andrâd itya- 
vzTuämJ, activ ity  ex tends into the 7 th  cen tu ry  and the im agery  is p rim arily  o f  the 
B uddha h im self. In a transitional pericxi leading into the second phase,
B odhisattvas are  added  as attendan ts o f  the B uddha. In  phase  tw o, beg in n in g  at 
the end  o f the  7 th  century and  ex ten d in g  into the 9th cen tu ry , im ages o f  B uddha 
are replaced in  popularity  by  scu lp tu res o f  B odhisattvas, fem ale deities, and  by 
sculpm ral-m a(w fa/ay....V irtually a ll o f  these  m andalas can  be dated  to the 8th- 
10th centuries an d  there is little d o u b t tha t the mandala concep t p layed  a  m ajor 
role in B uddh ist ritual throughout th e  B haum a-kara p erio d  [m id-7th  to m id-9 th  
century]. (1995 :179-80)

T his general ch ro n o lo g y  was also d ev e lo p ed  by H ock in h e r d issertation  on  the scu lp tu ral 

rem ains at R atnagiri; she in particu lar s tresses  the abundance o f  goddess im agery  that 

appears at a rela tively  early date .135 H cx k  also  describes the presence o f  s ig n ifican t 

anutrarayoga-T^nxric im agery, inc lud ing  a  num ber o f H eru k a  im ages, dating  to the n inth  

and tenth cen tu ries .136 S im ilar finds have also  been reported  fo r the reg ion  o f  S outh  K osala 

in M adhya P radesh  by  B ajpa i.137 By the  tw elfth  century im ag es o f  H eruka  are w idely  

d issem inated, and  h av e  been d isco v ered  no t only  th roughout In d ia  but a lso  in S ou theast 

A sia .138 The d evelopm en t o f yoginitantra iconography m ay  b e  related  to  the kâpâlika  and

135 Hock claims that "beginning in the seventh century, in conjunction with the increased importance of the 
tantras, increasingly complex images and iconographie programs proliferated throughout the Buddhist 
world/* (1987:3) This proliferation involved and explosion of goddess images. "At the same time, the 
goddess lakes on a new importance, which prefigures her role in the anuttarayoga tantras, ralher lhan 
reflecting her minor status in Mahâyâna Buddhism. This greater emphasis on the female in Mantrayâna 
Buddhism is further exaggerated at Ratnagiri^ where her popularity, in a variety of forms, may well reflect 
her regional importance.** (1987:4) It is possible that Orissan sites show greater influence from Tanlric 
traditions than those of other regions of the same period; we might question, however, her assumption that 
increasing presence of goddesses prefigures or precedes the anuttarayoga tantras^ when it is possible that 
this proliferation of goddess imagery might reflect the influence of such traditions.

136 See Hock 1987, pp. 152-57, 169-75.

137 Bajpai reports that 4T he recent Held work conducted by the author at Malhâr has brought to light 
interesting evidence that the Vajrayâna aspect of Buddhism grew up in this area from the later half of the 
7th century AD and continued up to c. AD 1000. This cult was also developed in Orissa almost during 
the same period. It is evident that in the reign of the Somavarnsi rulers not only Saivism and 
Vaishnavism had their growth, but also the Buddhist Vajrayâna flourished in iheir extensive kingdom. 
Buddhism became quite popular in the early medieval period in the eastern and south-eastern parts of India. 
At Malhâr a temple complex of the Buddhist deity Hevajra^ along with his image and several inscribed 
clay sealings, has been excavated.” （1988:31)

138 See Murthy 1988» csp. pp. 41-46.
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yogin i cu lts tha t flourished  in  cen tral In d ia  during  this tim e p e rio d .139 T h is data  is 

supported  by D eh e jia ’s research  on  the cu rio u s ， open air, c ircu la r tem ples dedicated  to the 

cu lt o f  the six ty -fo u r yoginis that are sca tte red  across a broad arch  that cuts through central 

India m ore o r  less a long  the V indhya  belt, from  R ajasthan across M ad h y a  P radesh into 

O ris sa .140 D eh e jia  suggests that these  tem ples w ere built by the  K au las (1986:35), w hich 

co rresponds w ith  W h ite 's  conclusions co n cern in g  the K au las.141 * 143

W hile  there is no ev idence that the ex tan t Buddhist yoginitantras, w ith the possible 

excep tion  o f  the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara, ex isted  before the eighth 

century , there is am ple ev idence tha t the cults o f  fierce goddesses such  as the däkini and 

mâtr preceded  them  by  several cen tu ries. T he yoginitantra type o f  T an tric  cu lts focusing 

on goddesses m ay be qu ite  ancient. T h e  goddess cults appears to  have been  well 

estab lished  in W est Ind ia  by the fifth  cen tu ry , a t the o ther end  o f  the V indhya range, in the 

reg ion  w h ere  Y i-jing  described  D a o - lin ^  en co u n ter w ith the Vidyàdharapitaka tradition in 

the seven th  cen tu ry . T h e  fam ous U jjay in i astro loger V araham ih ira  w ho lived  in the six th  

c e n tu ry /42 refers  in h is Brhatsamhita (L X . 19) to t4those w ho k n o w  the procedures for the  

w orsh ip  o f  the mâtr-mandala.yi{43 A  six th  cen tu ry  inscrip tion in  U daygiri records the

U9 See Donaldson 1986 for a discussion of erotic Orissan temple sculpture which he attributed to the 
kâpâlikas (for the early sites) and the kaulas (tenth century and onward)., whom White locates in the 
Vindhya belt. (1998, p. 172, n. 1)

140 These temples tend to be located on hill tops in inaccessible places (p. 40), and they are often still 
dreaded and avoided by nearby villagers. They are found scattered over a broad swalh of central India 
stretching from Rajasthan in the west to Orissa in the east, (p. 77)) and they are found primarily in 
mountainous areas, i.e., in the general vicinity 〇r the Vindhya range. She dates them from ihe ninth to 
twelfth centuries, which more or less corresponds to the period when most of the Heruka images are dated. 
It may very well be that this region of central India was of crucial importance in the development of Tantric 
Buddhism. This is in fact argued by Donaldson (1995) and Chandra 1979, both of whom wish to locate 
Oddiyâna in Orissa. The thorny question of the location of Oddiyâna aside, it is clear that this region was 
an important locus for the development and practice of Buddhist, and perhaps even more sot non-Buddhist 
Tantric traditions, such as the Kaulas.

141 White, in his 1998 article, likewise locates the Vindhya belt as the central region of Kaula activity 
(1998:172, n. 1), and likewise concluded that they were constructed by royal patrons of the Kaulas. 
(1998:198)

u2See Basham 1954:492.

143 The textual passage reads either as màtr-mandala-vidah or màtr-mandala-krama-vidah. Utpala explains 
as •灸rama. See Sircar 1967, p. 88.
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construction  an d  co n secra tio n  o f  a  tem ple  o f  the  M others, also using  the  expression

mâtmâm mandalam.144 S ircar also reports that the A ulika inscrip tion o f  423  describ ing  a

the construction  o f  a  tem ple  to the M others is m arkedly Tantric in charac ter. This

tem ple o f  th e  M o th ers  is described  as a  te rrib le  abode full o f D àkin is o r  fem ale 
ghouls (däkini-samprakirna) and  the  g oddesses them selves are  rep resen ted  as 
u ttering lo u d  an d  trem endous shou ts o f  jo y  and stin ing up the very  oceans w ith 
the w inds ris in g  fro m  the tantra o r m ag ica l rites (pramudita-ghan-atyartha- 
nihrâdini an d  tantrodbhüta-prabala-pavan-odvarîit-âmbhonidhi), (1967 :91)

T here is still no  d o u b t as m uch w ork to be  done in the archeological field  as there is in the

textual, so  it is p e rh ap s no t yet possib le  to  draw  any definite conclusions. T he current data

seem s to p o in t to w ard  the developm ent o f  T an tric  over several cen turies, w ith  the Tantric

B uddhist trad itio n s em erg in g  by the sev en th  century . Certain o f  the anuttarayoga

traditions, su ch  as the Guhyasamäja and  Sarvabuddhasamayoga-däkinijälasamvara,

traditions, m ay  hav e  been  ex tan t by that tim e as well, and w ere in any ca se  closely  follow ed

by the c lassica l yoginitantras such  as th e  C akrasam vara. T hese anuttarayogatantra

traditions m o st likely  took  longer to receive partia l acceptance by m onastic  com m unities,

and w ere c learly  re jec ted  by  m any B uddhist com m unities, w hich no d o u b t accounts fo r the

m istaken im pression  that they w ere a  m uch la ter developm ent.

In th e  field  o f  T an tric  h istoriography , it is still the case that m uch m ore is unclear 

than clear. T an tric  texts and  traditions are no t m onolithic, but developed  o v e r tim e in an 

often  haphazard  w ay ; the re  are m ultip le trad itions w ith multiple recensions for m any texts, 

the d evelopm en t o f  w h ich  m ust have occu rred  gradually over tim e. N o r d o es  the 

translation o f  a  tex t fix  in any w ay  its d ate  o f  com position, bu t m erely  sh o w s the latest 

possible d a te  fo r  the  text, w ith  the actual date  o f  com position often  p reced in g  this by several 

centuries. T h e  p u rp o se  o f  th is section  w as no t to  im ply that any  o f  the d a tes  argued o r 

assum ed here  are  abso lu te . T hey  are at b est hypotheses, which are po ten tia lly  subject to 

revision o r re jec tio n  as new  evidence becom es available. Rather, the p u rp o se  w as to 

challenge so m e co m m o n ly  held  and  o ften  unexam ined  assum ptions.

144 See Sircar 1967, p. 89.
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T antric  trad itions clearly s tem  from  a m ultivalen t array  o f  insp ira tions and 

developm ental sou rces, the paths o f  w hich  appeared to have co nverged  fo r the Buddhists 

during the sev en th  century . T he  strongest case fo r B uddhist insp ira tion  appear to be on the 

more scholastic  side  o f  ‘ITantrism ” . C learly, the theoretical background  fo r the Tantrism  

had been d ev elo p in g  for centuries w ith in  B uddhism , and  this th eo re tical justification  for 

Tantric practices appears to have been  fully convincing  to a large n u m b er o f  Buddhists 

throughout A sia. It even appears to  have provided  m uch  o f  the basis fo r the H indu T antric 

theorists, w ho  cam e m uch later, such  as A bhinavagupta, w ho, for exam ple , w as evidently 

influenced by  B ud d h ist scho lastic ism .145 T his w ould a lso  exp lain  the frequen t appearance 

o f B uddhistic te rm ino logy  in S a iv a  T antras. T he second unequ ivocally  B uddhist 

contribution w as the system atization and  exegesis o f  the T antras, w h ich  appears again to 

have preceded  tha t am ong H indu c irc les by at least a  cen tury . T h is is no  d o u b t due to the 

fact that the T an tras  w ere accepted by  a  significant portion  o f  the B ud d h ist scholastic (i.e. 

m onastic) com m unities as a valuab le o r even essential body  o f  texts fo r study  and practice, 

well before it w as accepted  by the literary  elites o f  the H indu  tradition , i.e. the Brahm ins.

R egard ing  T an tric  ritual praxis, there is no  d o u b t that the so u rce  fo r a  good deal o f  

its ritual tech n o lo g y  is u ltim ately  derived  from  the V edic trad ition . S o m e o f  this borrow ing 

may have g radually  occurred during  the im perial period  o r  soon after, w ith  the developm ent 

o f  the cults o f  the B uddhas and bodh isattvas, for w hich  the V edic rites w ou ld  have been a  

significant sou rce  o f  ritual technologies; B uddhist T an tras are  no d o u b t indeb ted  to the 

liturgical tex ts th a t developed  thence. Som e o f  the early  so -called  4T a n tra s M are tantras per 

say but kalpas, su ch  as the  Mafijusrimülakalpa. T h ese  tex ts  are m ore lik e  encyclopedias, 

containing a  co llec tio n  o f  the lore an d  liturgies that accrued  around  a  ce rta in  deity. No 

doubt the p roducts  o f  centuries o f  d evelopm en t o f  the cu lts  su rro u n d in g  the  great Buddhas 

and B odhisattvas, th e ir p roduction  m ay  be analogous to  th a t o f  the puränas o f  classical

145 See Masson and Patwardhan (1969), who argue that Abhinavagupta*s concept o f sântarasa was 
influenced by Buddhist thinkers such as Asvaghosa. Concerning the general influence of Buddhist 
scholasticism on Advaita Vedanta thought see Isayeva 1995 and King 1995.
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H in du ism ， w h ich  likew ise  can  be u n d ersto o d  as “encycloped ic” co m p en d ia  o f  legends and 

relig ious instructions, develop ing  over a  perio d  tha t m ight have span n ed  centuries.

T h ere  w ere a lso  the  naya o r um e th o d M texts, such as the Àryaprajnâpâramiîànaya- 

satapancàsatikà; the P rajnâpâram ità  co rp u s w en t on and on ab o u t the tT ran scen d en ces>, 

w hich  an  asp iring  b odh isattva  needs to cu ltiva te ; as the M ahâyâna  becam e w ell estab lished  

in India, how ever, there w ere  no d oub t m any  asp iring  p ractitioners w ho w anted  specific 

in form ation  concern ing  how  they are to be  p racticed ; the co m m o n  literary  trope that the 

'T ra n sc e n d e n c e  o f  G enerosity ), (dänapäramitä) is achieved by se lfless ly  sacrific ing  o n e 's  

life o r b ody  parts w ho w ou ld  have ap p ea led  on ly  to  the m ost b rav e  o r foolhardy. T he 

"T ran scen d en ce  o f  D iscern ing  W isdom M (prajnâpâramità) is d esc rib ed  qu ite  eloquently  in 

the literature b u t in a  apophatic  m anner, p roceed ing  via m erciless negation  o f  all reified 

abso lu tes; s tand ing  in  the  w ake o f  this fro n ta l assau lt on se lf-hyposta tiza tion , one w ould  

not be su rp rised  to  find  a bew ildered  n eo p h y te  w ondering  ex ac tly  how  is this 

T ranscendence  p racticed , and  ju s t w hat is the m ethod for do ing  so?

T an tric  literature, from  a  certain  perspective , attem pts to  an sw er this question by 

prov id ing  a system atic  procedure for the a tta in m en t o f  the insigh ts described  by the 

c lassical M ah ây ân a  sütras. In attem pting  this, how ever, the so -ca lled  4T a n tra s M probably  at 

first develo p ed  as a g row ing  trend w ith in  M ah ây ân a  B uddhism , th e  orig in  o f  w hich canno t 

be d iscerned  w ith  any exactitude, as the tren d  can  be seen w ith in  a nu m b er o f  the classical 

M ah ây ân a  sü tras th em se lv es .146 T he q u es tio n  o f  w hen  T an trism  w as understood  to  be a 

d istinc t “v eh ic le”，how ever, is another question . A lthough one can  trace T antric “e lem en ts” 

b ack  in to  ea rlie r stra ta  o f  B uddhist texts, the re  is no ev idence fo r  th e  ex istence o f T antric  

B uddh ism  as a  se lf-conscious m ovem ent befo re  the seventh  cen tu ry .

O n  the o th er hand , the ev idence o f  S a iv a  influence on th e  dev elo p m en t o f  the 

B u ddh ist T an tras, suggesting  that B u d d h ist and  H indu  trad itions m ay  have often  developed  

from  co m m o n  o r  s im ilar sources before d iverg ing . In the area  o f  m edita tive  techniques the

146 This has been pointed out by Thurman (1976:7) with regard to the Vimalakirtinirdesa Sùtrcu
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B uddhists w ere  an d  co n tin u ed  to  be innovato rs th roughou t th e ir h isto ry  in In d ia .147 Y et 

im portan t aspects  o f  T an tric  yo g ic  m editation  w ere  also in sp ired  by  w hat B ronkhorst called 

the “m ainstream  trad ition”  o f  Ind ian  m ed ita tion ， in w hich he includes V edic and U paniçadic 

insp ired  b rah m an ic  g roups as w ell as the  Ja in s .148 T h ese  g roups, w ho tended  to focus on 

m ore ascetic m edita tive  techn iques, w ere the likely orig inators o f  the pranayama breathing 

techniques w h ich  fo rm  a cen tra l role in the B uddhist T an tric  sadahgayoga trad itions,149 but 

w hich w ere c ritic ized  in an earlie r strata  o f  B uddhist litera tu re .150

T he early  stages o f  the d evelopm en t o f  T an tric  trad itions m ay never be ascertained 

w ith certainty. T h e ir  d ev elo p m en t in d istinctly  B uddhist fo rm s, how ever, w as w ell 

underw ay by  the seven th  cen tu ry , and  it m ay be that this was the earliest m anifestation to 

take shape in an  institu tionalized , historically  traceable form. E xactly  w hat occurred before 

this tim e in the  charne l g rounds and  sacred  sites haunted  by a c rea tive  y e t unconventional 

b reed o f  sp iritual seek e r is p robab ly  unrecoverab le, as the on ly  ev idence o f  their activities is 

the suggestive bu t fa in t traces left in subsequen t traditions.

R ather than a  q u est fo r o rig ins, it seem s likely that an investigation  the texts and 

practices o f  liv ing  trad itions w ill p rove the m ost fruitful app roach  to the study  o f  T antric 

traditions. It is perhaps too  early  to p ropose sw eep ing  theories concern ing  T antric  

trad itions, w hen  so  m uch  basic  w o rk  rem ains u n d o n e .151 W hen  ind iv idual traditions and 

ex tan t texts have b een  m ore thorough ly  stud ied  it w ill p robab ly  be  possib le  to speak  m ore

147 Even the Yogasûtra owes a clear but not fully understood debt to Buddhist meditative techniques; see 
Bronkhorst 1986, pp. 65-74.

148 Important elements of the subtle physiology are described in the upanisads, see for example Chàndogya 
Upanisad Ì.6A-6 (Oiivellt 1996:110-11), 3i\d Brhadâranyaka Upanisad \〇Y\\tWc 1996:61). The 
signißcance of these passages are discussed in Blezefs 1992 article. The influence of the Vedic tradition 
on the development of the subtle body yogas has been extensively discussed by Hartzell (1997).

149 This tradition of meditation has been traced back to the upanisads. See Zigmund-Cerbu 1963.

150 See Bronkhorst 1986, pp. 9-15.

151 This was the opinion of Torcila, who wrote: MWhat is at present required from scholars of Tanlrism is, 
in my opinion, the close study of single schools, on the basis on the published texts (where they exist) 
and, above all, Ihe difficult work of editing what is preserved in manuscript form. Only ihe minute and 
intense tasting of each individual flavor would allow one to make a future synthesis/* (1983: 309)
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conclusively o f  th e  o rig in s  o f  the T antras, b u t even then there w ill no doub t be  m uch  that 

will rem ain a m ystery .



Chapter Six

The Cakrasamvara Tantra and the Origin of Heruka
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In  p rev io u s  chapters som e o f  the cen tra l ideas present in T an tra s  such as the 

C akrasam vara w ere  explored, as w ell as aspects o f  the social id eo lo g y  d iscernible w ithin 

them. In ad d itio n  hypotheses w ere developed  concern ing  their h is to ry  in  India, and the 

interpretive stra teg ies  taken by the com m entato rs w ere exam ined in  so m e  detail. This final 

chapter w ill, in  th e  ligh t o f  these efforts, take a  c lo ser look at the C ak rasam v ara  Tantra 

itself, look ing  in  particu lar at its text and the m yth  o f  its orig ination. T h is  final effort w ill 

hopefully  sh ed  so m e  light on the processes by  w h ich  the C ak rasam v ara  tradition was 

constituted in  In d ia  and  transm itted to  T ibet, a lthough  it constitu tes o n ly  a  first step, so to  

speak, in the  m u c h  larger project o f  exploring  the history o f this trad itio n  in India and T ibet.

6.1 The Texts of the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

1. Description of the Texts

A s m e n tio n ed  above in section 4 .1 .1 , the  nam e w hich is u su a lly  used  for this T an tra  

in both  Ind ian  an d  T ibetan  sources, the Cakrasamvara Tantra,1 do es  n o t actually occur in 

the text itse lf, w ith  o n e  exception w hich  w ill be addressed  below . It is a lso  com m only 

entitled the  Laghusamvara, the title  w hich  appears at the beginning  o f  th e  standard T ibetan  

translation.2 T h is  designation , how ever, do es n o t occu r in the S an sk rit T ex ts .3 A t the end

1 The word cakrasamvara is usually translated into Tibetan either literally as 'khor lo sdom pa, or as * ichor 
lo bde mchog, which is a translation of cakrasamvara, samvara being understood to be a analyzable into 
the indeclinable particle iom “happiness” and vara “supreme”.

2 It occurs, for example, in the rDe-dge Kanjur as tantrarâja-srilaghusamvara-nàmaf rgyud kyi rgyal po 
dpal bde mchog nyung ngu zhes bya ba. (DK fol. 213a).

3,The Sanskrit manuscripts do not being with a title, but simply with the statement “Homage to 
Srìcakrasamvara" (namah sricakrasamvaräya), addressed not to the text but to the deity with the same 
name.
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of each ch ap ter in  b o th  the Sanskrit m anuscrip ts  and  the T ibe tan  translations, the tex t refers 

to itse lf as the  Sriherukäbhidhäna (dpal heruka fi nges par brjod pa). A  m ore com plete  

version o f  the n am e occurs in the co lophon . In the T ibetan transla tion  the nam e 

Sriherukäbhidhäna-näma-mahäyoginitantraräja4 is given. T h e  S ansk rit text, how ever,

contains the v arian t Sricakrasamvara-näma-mahäyoginitantraräja. T he tex t itse lf, then
• _

provides tw o n am es, the  Sriherukäbhidhäna and  the Cakrasamvara. T he p resence  o f  the

form er at the en d  o f  (alm ost) all chapters, suggests  that the nam e Sriherukäbhidhäna is

quite old, and  qu ite  possib ly  the orig inal nam e o f  the text.5 O n the o ther hand, the

com m entatorial trad ition  overw helm ingly  know s the text and its tradition  as the

Cakrasamvara Tantra, and  given the p resen ce  o f  this nam e an d  defin ite  quotes from  the

text in V ilâ sa v a jra ^  com m entary , this nam e is a lso  undoubted ly  qu ite  ancient.

T h e  know n , ex tan t texts o f  the Cakrasamvara co n sis t o f  th ree  S anskrit m anuscrip ts 

and several transla tions into T ibetan.6 R eg ard in g  the form er, the re  are tw o m anuscrip ts in 

the collection o f  the O rien ta l Institute in V adodara , India, and o n e  in the K aiser L ibrary  

collection, in K athm andu , Nepal. A ll o f  these  m anuscrip ts are  o f  N epali origin.

T he  earliest m anuscrip t is in B h u jim o l scrip t on palm  leaves. Its b rie f co lophon  has 

no date,7 b u t there  are  several features o f  the  scrip t w hich w ill en ab le  the ascrip tion o f  an

4 That is, dpal heruka *i nges par brjod pa zhes by a ba zhes b\a ba m al %byor ma chert mo*i rgyud kyi 
rgyalpo (DK fol. 246b). •

s The word abhidhâna, ''discourse" also occurs as the name of the mythic text of the tradition» as well as in 
the names of one of the most important Explanatory Tantras in the tradition, the Abhidhànottara.

s Li Fangwen, in a 1997 article, described a find of scriptures in Xixia and Chinese unearthed from ihe 
ruins of a stùpa in Ning-xia province, China. Among these he lists a Sutra ofSamvara (G ì . J i  H  ^  
which could possibly a Chinese or Xixia translation of this scripture. If so, it would be a remarkable 
find, but hardly an unlikely one. The Xixia, ethnically related to the Tibetans, was heavily influenced by 
Tibetan schools of Buddhism, and were thus quite likely to have been exposed with this popular Tibetan 
tradition before their defeat by the Mongols in 1227 CE.

7 lis colophon has no datev but it does contain two interesting elements. The first is a statement of the 
Pratityasamutpàdagàtha, occurring there as ye dharmà hetuprabhavà hetum tesàm tathàgato ky avadat 
tesäm ca yo nirodha evamvädi mahàsramanah (ms. fol. 38a). This 44 'Buddhist creed* [is] known in 
Tibetan as the t4Essence of Relativity dharani** (rten *brel saying po 'i gzung), [and] is used to consecrate 
images in the Tibetan tradition.** (Gyalzur and Verwey 1983:176-77) See also Boucher (1991) for a 
discussion of the consecratorial uses of this verse in early medieval India. Its appearance in the colophon 
of this manuscript is inleresting. implying that the text itself was seen as being in need of consecration.
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approxim ate date. T h e  first consideration concerns the B hujim ol scrip t.8 It contains the 

<4Newari hookM w h ich  w as in use fo r a  p erio d  o f  ab o u t three and  a  h a lf  cen tu ries, from  the 

twelfth th rough fif te en  centuries.9 C o m p ariso n  o f  the scrip t in th is text w ith  those in other, 

dated texts su ggests  th a t it was w ritten  in the m id  to late tw elfth  cen tury , m aking  it a 

relatively early  ex am p le  o f this scrip t.10

T he o th e r tw o  m anuscripts are m uch la ter copies o f  this palm  lea f text. They are on 

Nepali paper in  devanägari script. T he one in the O rien ta l Institu te  co llec tio n  is dated N. S. 

(nevâri samvat) 1050, that isf 1930 C E. T he  m anuscrip t in the K aiser L ib rary  collection 

has no colophon, b u t it appears to have been  w ritten  by the sam e hand  as the form er 

manuscript, and  is thus m ost certainly a tw en tie th  cen tury  copy.

T he tex t co n sis ts  o f approxim ately  seven  hundred  stanzas (sloka) d iv ided  into fifty- 

one chapters o f  u n ev en  size. It is w ritten  in S ansk rit, not the 4<B ud d h ist H yb rid  Sanskrit1* 

described by E d g erto n  (1 9 7 0 ) /1 and  w hile  the S ansk rit at tim es seem s p oor, m any o f  these 

irregularities are  co m m o n  to N evâri m anuscrip ts, and  often reflect as w ell textual 

corruptions that inev itab ly  arise w hen a  text is repeated ly  recop ied  by scribes with a lim ited 

or non-existent co m m an d  o f S ansk rit.12 T he  S ansk rit in this text is, how ev er, generally

s Lienhard wrote that the name bhujimmola means Mfly headed'\ which is probably a reference to its 
characteristic uhcx}icM at the top of the letters, as opposed to the horizontal line that tops most Devanägari 
letters. It is derived from the ornamental kutila script. See Leinhard 1988, p. xviii.

9 See Bendali 1992, pp. xxii-xxiii.

10 There are a variety o f difTerent sources for the comparison of different scripts. The examples in Sakya's 
(1974) Nepâla Lipi Prakäsa and Râjavamsi's (1959) Pràcina Lipi Varnamâlâ, while generally useful, did 
not provide a close match to the script in this text, l i ie  closest match occurs in the (1992) reprint of 
BendaH’s catalogue. This match is to ms. add. 1686, a 1167 CE palm leaf manuscript of the 
Sàdhanamàlàtantra. See Bendali 1992 p. 174f and also plate 11.3 and the Table of Letters. Both 
manuscripts contain, for example, an archaic version of the letter that which does not occur, for example, 
in the manuscripts described by George (1974) which are of a somewhat later date. On the other hand, the 
letter Ma in this text is closer to that contained in Bendali’s ms. add. 1693, dated to 1165 CE.

11 Brou； 
accideni

gh has argued that MEdgerton throughout [his 19S3 grammar] rather underestimates the degree of 
ital iransmissional corruption which our texts may have suffered^. (1954:353).

12 Common irregularities include the ignoring of samdhi rules and confusion concerning the proper endings 
for the declension of nouns and adjectives. Textual corruptions are commonly due to similarities in nevâri 
scripts between the letters c and v, y and p, n and t, and /  and s, while b and v were not distinguished. 
These letter pairs were frequently confused, and larger errors were not unknown as well, particularly 
common was the loss of subscribed and superscribed marks for vowels and consonants. A full account of
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good. T h e  m ain  p ro b lem  in the text is its m etre. It is w ritten in th irty -tw o  sy llab le  sloka 

verse in w h a t ap p ears  to  b e  the  anustubh m etre. T h e  m etre, how ever, is frequently v io lated , 

and  the sy llab le  co u n t also  o ften  irregular. T his s itua tion  has been observed  for o ther 

N evâri m anuscrip ts  as w ell, w hich as a general class do not readily  perm it editorial 

co rrection  fo r the  p u rpose  o f  restoring the m etre .13

A  possib le  so lu tion  to this problem  is that the “orig inal” text m ay not have been 

com posed  in S an sk rit a t ail, bu t in some prâkrta o r  apabhramsa.14 I f  this w ere the case, 

the S an sk rit vers io n  o f  the Cakrasamvara Tantra w ould  in effec t be a translation, a 

translation  w h ich  perhaps preserved aspects o f  a non-S anskrit m etre. T his appears 

unlikely , how ever, b ecause  the  Cakrasamvara Tantra is clearly  a  com posite  text, and  is 

com posed  o f  a  n u m b er o f  passages drawn from  o th e r texts w hich w ere  clearly  w ritten  in 

Sanskrit, as w ill b e  show n  in  section 6.2.1 below . H ence, the m ost likely  exp lanation  fo r 

the poor m etre  o f  the tex t is e ith e r that its au thor o r  ed ito r w as a p o o r poet, w ho succeeded  

in p roducing  a tex t in decen t Sanskrit w hich d id  not, how ever, con fo rm  w ell to the 

standards o f  c lass ica l p o e tic s ,15 o r that the m etre w as ob literated  th rough  a long succession  

o f  im perfec t co p y in g  and  recopying  of the m anuscrip ts.

the problems and comiptions commonly found ia these manuscripts are provided by Brough in his 19S4 
article.

13 Snellgrove, for example> noted that in mss. of the HT Mmore lhan a hundred lines are quite irregular, and 
although they clearly represent élokas of a kind, it is impossible to see how many of (hem can ever have 
been anything but irregular. Thus, where there is a choice of reading» the original one is by no means 
necessarily the one that would permit coiTect scansion.** (1959: voi. 2V p. ix). Elder, in his introduction to 
his edition o f the Samputa Tantra, further admits: uWe must, like Snellgrove, make our confession of 
leaving very much open in our edition the solution to problems of meter. Essentially, where it occurred, it 
was sloka, but frequently the Pâda reached nine or ten syllables, and occasionally there appears an 
independent Pâda joined only in sense to a regular line. We think it most likely that mediocre poetical 
skill is involved in many cases; but we also think that a thorough study of metrical patterns in the

is necessary in the fiiture.” （1978: n.2, pp. 34-35)

14 This possibility is suggested by the fact that there exists an apabhramsa text for one of the C S T s  
Explanatory Tantras, the DM. See Chaudhun*s 1935 edition.

15 Another factor that may have affected the metre is alterations to the (ext. The Sanskrit contains a number 
of sloka which contain too many syllables; in certain of these cases there are also words or groups of words 
that wildly violate the metre, which would be restored if they were elided. Dr. Gary Tubb has suggested to 
me that these words may be glosses or notes which somehow became incorporated into the text. One 
possibility is that they were interlinear notes which were added into the text by a copyist. Another 
possibility is that the text was, at some point in its long and precarious history, lost, but recovered from a 
commentary. An example occurs in CST I.5.a-b, in which the bracketed words appear to be
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T h e  N evâri p a lm  lea f m anuscript (and  the paper copies w h ich  m ain tain  its 

pag ination) consisted  o f  a  total o f thirty e ig h t fo lios, w hich con tained  the  text o f  the entire 

fifty -tw o  chap ters  o f  the tex t along w ith a  co lo p h o n . The handw riting  o f  the text is 

genera lly  q u ite  clear, a lthough at certain po in ts  the  text is dam aged b y  causes such as 

insects, fray ing  o f  the pa lm  leaves, o r sim ple sm udg ing  or fading o f  the ink. G enerally  the 

text is still readab le  in these areas, o r can a t least be reasonably reconstruc ted  w ith the help 

o f  the  co m m en ta ries  an d  translations. T he la rg est problem  w ith the m anuscrip t is that it is 

incom plete. E leven  o f  the thirty-eight folios are  lo s t,* 16 resulting in th e  total loss o f  th irteen  

o f  the chap ters , and  the partial loss o f  ano ther s ix .17 Som e o f  the m iss in g  passages do  

occur, how ever, in the ex tan t com m entaries,18 o r  in overlapping p assag es in the 

E xp lanato ry  T an tras. T hose that are not thus recoverab le could, theore tically , be 

reconstruc ted  on the basis o f  the T ibetan tran s la tio n s .19

F o rtunate ly , there  w ere several T ib e tan  translations o f  the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

w hich w ere m ade p rio r to  the reproduction o f  the earliest extant S an sk rit m anuscript. T he 

first know n  transla tion  w as that m ade by R in ch en  bZang-po and the K asm iri pandit 

P adm âkaravarm a, presum ably  during the ten th  cen tu ry  when the fo rm er w as studying in

commentatorial-style notes, which if excised would more or less restore the metre: manthamanthâna 
saxpyogaip [yathâ tathâ] mantra^jâpaldhyânâdibhir yuktarp. It should be noted，however, that these 
additions are generally attested in the Tibetan editions, suggesting that if such additions in fact occurred 
they are quite ancient The early history of this text (that isf the period before its 10th century translation 
into Tibetnn) is completely unknown, but these observations suggest that it had a long and complex 
history preceding iis translation into Tibetan.

16 These are the folios numbered 15,18-22, 28-31 and 36.

17 The chapters completely lost are 23-29 and 39, and the ones partially lost are 18,19, 22, 38, 49 and 50.

18 There are at least two surviving conunentaries. One is Vajrapani^ Laksàbhidhânâduddhrîa 
Laghutantrapindärthavivarana, which has been edited by Cicuzza, but which unfortunately only 
comments on the first ten and one half verses of the text, which are in fact well preserved in the palm leaf 
manuscript. The other is Jayabhadra's Srìcakrasamvara-mùlatantra-panjikà, which is complete and covers 
much more o f the text, but which does not, however, repeat the entire text word for word.

19 This work is currently being undertaken by scholars o f the Rare Buddhist Text Research Project of the 
Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Samath, Varanasi.
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K ashm ir.20 21 T h is  translation  w as rev ised  tw ice, bu t the o rig ina l version  does n o t ap p ea r to 

be still ex tan t, a lth o u g h  it was availab le  to  T songkhapa in the fifteen th  century .

T h e  m o s t w e ll know n rev ised  version , w hich w as p reserv ed  in the  K an ju r section  

o f the T ib e tan  can o n , is that undertaken  by  M arpa C hos-kyi dbang-phyug , u sua lly  know n 

as M arpa D o p a  o r  M ardo, toge ther w ith  Prajnâkirti. M ardo  w as b o m  in c. 1043 C E ,2! and 

studied the C ak rasam v ara  tradition  in Ind ia  and N epal w ith  d isc ip les o f  the M ah âsid d h a  

Nâropa. In N ep a l he  translated a  nu m b er o f  texts in the C ak rasam v ara  tradition  w ith  the 

assistance o f  S o m atik irti,22 w ho w as h im se lf  responsible fo r the o th e r rev ision  o f  the  

C akrasam vara T an tra . A fter his return  to T ibet he p layed an  im portan t role in the 

dissem ination o f  th e  texts and practices o f  the C akrasam vara trad ition  there.

S u m atik irti, a  K asm iri, w as a  d isc ip le  o f  N âropa (956-1040  C E ),23 and  is dep ic ted  

as senior to M a rp a  L ho-brag-pa (1012-1096  C E) in the la t te r à  b io g rap h y .24 S um atik irti 

participated in  th e  translation o f  a  n u m b er o f  texts w ith M ardo , and  w as h im se lf th e  au thor 

of a short b u t in flu en tia l w ork on the C akrasam vara  T an tra  ca lled  the The Intended Import 

of the Chapters o f  the Concise Samvara Tantra (laghusamvaratantrapataläbhisandhiy2S 

He also rev ised  R inchen  b Z an g -p o 's  translation  w ith the help  o f  the T ibetan  tran s la to r bLo-

：0 Rinchen bZang-po (958-1055 CE) studied in India for over a decade, returning to Tibet c. 991 CE. It is 
not known exacify when he made this translation, but U seems safe to assume that he made it while in 
India. He translated several other works in the Cakrasamvara tradition after his return to Tibet, with 
Sraddhâkaravarman and Atîia Dipamkarasrîjnâna. His work with the various Indian pandits can be in any 
case limited to a period of about seventy-five years, since they Mare contemporaries of Rin-chen-bzang-po 
and their activity should therefore be confined to within a very precise time limit: the second half of the 
lOlh century up until about the third quarter o f the I Uh century.** (Tucci 1932:49) This period can be even 
more precisely confined between 97S CEV when he departed for India, and LOSS CE, when he died.

21 gZhon-nu-dpal wrote, in his Blue Annals, that Mardo "seems to have been bom when the venerable Mar
pa was about 31. He lived to the age of 95 /f (Roerich 1949:383). This would allow us to tentatively 
assign him dates o f 1043-1138 CE.

-S e e  Roerich 1949, p. 384.

23 Concerning the dates of Nûropa see Wylie 1982.

w See Trungpa 1982, p. 106.

25 This work is quoted in its entirety by Tsongkhapa in his text iranslated below; it is also edited in 
appendix D below.
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gros-grags*26 This version of the text was preserved only in the Phug-brag manuscript 

Kanjur discovered in Ladak,27 but it is of great significance in that it appears to be the 

Tibetan version that is closest to the surviving Sanskrit copies of this Tantra.

A second translation was made by Mal-gyo blo-gros-grags, who also traveled to 

India. He studied the Cakrasamvara tradition in Nepal with Pham-ting-pa and other 

disciples of Naropa.28 Returning to Tibet he taught Sachen Kun-dga' sNying-po;29 his 

translation and lineage thus became the one followed by subsequent members of the Sa- 

skya school. His translation was not included in the Tibetan canon, but is preserved within 

this school.

There are several indications that the Cakrasamvara tradition was already well 

developed by the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. One is ihe fact that by this time the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra itself was already well distributed throughout India, and was not 

simply a regional tradition. According to the colophon of the edition of the Root Tantra 

contained in the sDe-dge Kanjur, it was translated by Rinchen bZangpo and Padmâkara 

from a Kasmiri edition of the Sanskrit textf and was revised by Mardo and Prajnâkini, from 

a Sanskrit edition from Central India (Madhyadesa, yul dbus).30 The wide dissemination of 

the text by this time does not prove much, as there evidently was quite a bit o f mobility 

enjoyed by the Tantric adepts of this period.31 More definitive is the fact that by this time

26 It is possib le  th a t th is  bL o-g ros-g rags is  M al-gyo  b lo -g ro s-g rags, the T ibetan m o n k  w h o  m ade a second 
translation o f  the C ak rasam v ara  T an tra .

27 This ed ition  o f  th e  K an ju r w as ca ta lo g ed  by  Jam pa S am ten  (1992 ). T he m anuscrip ts th em se lv es are 
preserved in  the  L ib ra ry  o f  T ibetan  W o rk s  an d  A rchives in G an g ch en  fCyishong, D h a n u n sa la , India. It has 
also been m ic ro film ed  by  the Institu te fo r  A dvanced  S tudies o f  W o rld  Religions (C arm e l, N Y ), catalogue #  
Lmpj 016 ,901 .

23 See R oerich  19 4 9 , p . 382.

29 S a c h e n t d a tes  a re  1092-1158 C E  (see  K rap iv ina  1991). M al-g y o  m ust have been  so m e w h a t older, it 
seems safe  to  a s su m e  th a t he traveled  to  N ep a l in the second  h a lf  o f  the eleventh  ce n tu ry  w h ile  som e o f 
N âropa's w ere s ti ll  liv in g , and that he se rv e d  as S ach en 's  gu ru  la te r  during the firs t h a l f  o f  the  tw elfth 
centuiy.

30 See C S T  D K  fo i. 246b .

31 M arpa 's  b io g ra p h y  d ep ic t h im  en co u n te rin g , in C entral In d ia , severa l K asm iri s tu d e n ts  o f  N âropa, 
namely B o d h ib h ad ra  an d  S um atik lrti, s e e  T ru n g p a  1982.
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there had already developed a significant textual corpus in this tradition. Rinchen bZang-po 

did not only translate the mulatantra, but also ten other texts,32 with the help of Kasmiri 

scholars and, later, with Atisa Dipamkarasrijnàna.33 The next century and a half saw a 

tremendous increase in such translation activity, until literally hundreds of texts in the 

Cakxasamvara tradition were translated into Tibetan.

The abundance of such literature by the early eleventh century, as well as the 

complex textual history of the root text itself,34 suggests that this tradition must have been 

well established by that time; while some of these texts were certainly composed around or 

shortly before that time, some of them were likely to have textual histories spanning a 

significantly longer time period, and oral and practice lineages that go back possibly even 

further. This appears to support the eighth century date for the composition of the root text 

tentatively proposed above.

6.1.2. Survey of Contents

The style of the Cakrasamvara Tantra is quite different from that of the typical 

Mahâyâna sütras, and even more divergent from the texts of the ostensibly earlier Pâli 

canon. It is quite concise, lacking the lofty prose of the Mahâyâna sütras, and the 

mnemonic repetitiveness of the Pâli sütras. Its style, in fact, is closer to that of the sùtra

32 T hese  tex ts inc lude  th e  A D  exp lan a to ry  T an tm  and B havyaklrti*s SM  com m en tary , as w ell as a num ber 
o f  r itua l tex ts, inc lud ing  Luipa*s im p o rtan t Sribhagavad-abhisamaya. See T u cc i 1949, pp. 40 , 44.

33 A tisa  a rrived  in  W este rn  T ib e t in 1042 C E  (W ylie  1982:687), and co llab o ra ted  w ith  R inchen bZ ang-po 
in a  n u m b er o f  tran sla tions; the sto ry  o f  th e ir  m eeting  and  w ork  together is w ell know n and  need  not bè 
resta ted  here . (S ee  Q ia tto p a d h y a y a  1967, pp. 340  f.) A tisa  also  w rote an im p o rtan t com m entary  (vibhanga) 
on  L u ip a ^  Abhisamaya, w h ich  w as transla ted  no t w ith  R inchen  bZ ang-po  bu t w ith  T sh u l-k h rim s rgyal-ba, 
the m onk  w ho  w as se n t to  V ik ram asila  to  inv ite  h im  to com e to T ibet.

34 S om e o f  th ese  issues w ill b e  d iscu ssed  in section  6 .2 .1 , and also  in the no tes to the ed ition  o f  the first 
four chap te rs o f  the C S T  below . G enera lly , d ifferences betw een  the early  m anuscrip t, and the even  earlier 
translations and  co n u n en ta rie s  su p p o rt the hypothesis tha t there  w ere several cen tu ries  o f  tex tual 
tran sm ission  p reced in g  the  p ro d u cû o n  o f  translations in the ten th  and e leven th  cen tu ries . S cho term an  
cam e to  a  s im ila r  co n c lu sio n  w ith  rega rd  to the K ub jikäm ata T an tra  in ils K u lâ likàm naya  version . See 
S cho te rm an  1990, p . 82.
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tradition of texts such as Patanjali^s Yogasütra than that of the classical Buddhist sûtras. 

Gombrich has argued that the Buddhist suita genre was incorrectly re-Sanskritìzed as 

sütra. He wrote that

early Buddhist poems were called sükta, which in Pàli (and other forms of Middle 
Indo-Aryan) becomes sutta, as in Suttanipäta. Literally a sûkta is synonymous 
with a subhäsita, something 4well spoken\ in this case by the Buddha or one of 
his immediate disciples; but the word also alludes to the Veda. I am of course 
aware that many centuries later sutta was re-Sanskriüzed as siitra. A sùtra is 
however a recognizable genre uf SanskriUûera【ure， a prose text composed with 
the greatest possible brevity» so that it cannot normally be understood without a 
lengthy commentary. No early Pâli text is anything like ihaC1 (1990:23)

Regardless of the verity of this hypothesis, miilatantns such as the Cakrasamvara, which

have completely renounced the Buddhist sutta/sûtra genre, are, like the non-Buddhist

sûtras, relatively short, aphoristic and cryptic texts concerning ritual and meditative

practices; it is an abridged manual which covers essential points but not in sufficient detail.

They thus demand the exegesis provided by the Explanatory Tantras and commentaries, as

well as the copious ritual texts that explicate the practices cryptically described in the

mulatantras?5

The Cakrasamvaras brevity may be a consequence of its being a t4concise Tantra,f; 

its conciseness is in fact announced in its very first line, as if this was a crucial fact for the 

prospective reader's consideration.35 36 This may in fact signal its derivation from a more 

extensive source as the tradition claims, but it is also possible that it was the textes brevity 

that inspired the fabrication of myths of extensively verbose origins, a myth probably 

inspired by the Mahâyâna sütra tradition which did in facts reach tremendous heights of 

prolixity, the pinnacle of which is the one hundred thousand stanza (sloka) version of the 

Prajfiäpäramitä sütra.

35 A n analogous pattern  can be d iscerned  w ith  ihe yogasütra, w h ich  w as fo llow ed  not on ly  by  an  extensive 
yogabhäsya, but a lso  numttous yogopanisads. S ee  B ronckhorst 1985, and  a lso  E liade 1958.

36 T he  T antra begins w ith  the  declara tion , **And now  I w ill exp la in  the secret, conc ise ly , no t ex tensively /* 
fathâto  nihasyam  vaksye sam âsân  na  tu  vistarât, see  m y ed ition  below ).
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Tantric traditions greatly elaborated upon the visionary tendencies of the Mahäyäna

sûtras. However, unlike these sütras, which vividly presented these visions in their texts,

the Tantric literature tended to focus on the meditative technologies for directly experiencing

these visions, and hence tend to be more technical, with less vivid descriptions of the

visions themselves when they occur at all. The very use of the word “literature” in the

Tantric context must be qualified with the observation that with many Tantric texts do not

seem to have been written for the sake of “reading”， at least not reading as an aesthetic,

intellectual or even meditative exercise, as the Mahäyäna sütras appear to have been

intended. Reading the Tantras is often a perplexing experience. This no doubt reflects their

function. Concerning one of the more esoteric sütras, Abé wrote that

in the Eleven-faced Avalokitesvara Dhârani Sutra, the dhârani is not 
presented as an aid for reciting and memorizing the sütra text. On the 
contrary, it is the sûtra text that encourages the recitation of the dhârani.
It is no longer the reading, reciting and memorizing of the sütra but the 
ritual actions prescribed in the sütra that provide the context for reciting 
the dhârani. That is to say, the esoteric sütra partakes of the function of 
a ritual manual. One of the features that distinguish esoteric scriptures 
from the exoteric Mahäyäna sütras is the shift from sütra reading to 
ritual action as a normative methcxl of mastering the text ( 1999:167)

It is precisely this function of a ritual manual, with an increasing focus on praxis, that

characterizes Tantric texts, and to set them apart from exoteric literature. Tantras such as

the Cakrasamvara are primarily ritual texts, which are to be mastered not so much through a

practice of reading but through an introduction to the ritual vocabulary that can only be

obtained through direct instruction.

The esoteric nature of the Tantric texts may be precisely due to their content and 

function. It is not really possible to learn complex ritual procedures, which are among their 

most important topics, from reading a book. The texts are secret simply because there is no 

way that such traditions could be transmitted solely via texts. The subject matter more than 

anything else necessitates the instructional method. But over time and the vagaries of 

history teaching lineages can change, diverge or be lost altogether, and the cryptic “sütras” 

might seem all the more cryptic, hence the need to explicate them gradually grows.
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It is thus no surprise that Kùkai found it necessary to travel to China in order to 

master the ritual portions of the Mahävairocana Sutra, despite his proficiency in Chinese.37 

The ritual portions of these texts clearly are not intended to instruct the untutored; their 

brevity and esoteric nature would easily thwart such attempts, and Tantric literature is filled 

with warnings against the dangers of this.38 Instead, the descriptions of rituals in the 

Tantras may have functioned as aids for those who have already studied under a master and 

learned the procedures; the mülatantras, particularly when memorized, would have 

provided a convenient resumé of the important points of the tradition.39 40

That this is the case is suggested by an interesting passage in the Hevajra Tantra, 

which describes for the practitioner the required manner in which the Tantra was to be 

handled, as follows:

O listen, Goddess, greatly blessed, and I will speak on the subject of books.
The book should be written by one of our tradition on leaves of birch-bark 
twelve ahgula lo n g /0 with collyrium for ink and with a human bone as a 
pen. But if someone unworthy should see either book or painting, one will 
fail to gain either in this world or the next. To one of our tradition it may be 
shown at any time. Then on a journey the book should be hidden in the hair 
or under the arm,41

37 R egard ing  his en coun ter w ith  ihe Mahävairocana Sutra in Japan  and his m o tivation  lo travel to  C h in a  
see A bé 1999, pp. 108-11,

38 V ilasavajra , fo r exam ple , w ro te  in h is Mahùràjatantra-sriguhyagarbha-nâma-tikà tha t *4Since it is 
ex trem ely  harm ful i f  those w h o  has no t rece ived  the personal instructions on the m an tra  practice lite ra lly , it 
is necessary  to  teach  sec re tly , tha t is, sym bolically .'*  /  sngags kyi m an ngag  m ed pa  d an g  /  sgra bzh in  
spyod  pa  m am s kyis spyad  n a  /  sh in  tu  nyes pa  ch e  b as  /  b rd a r sbas nas bstan  dgos pa  ste  /  (San je  D o ije
P.9).

39 C oncern ing  the T an lras W ay m an  w ro te  th a t 4,the  p rin c ip le  texts, u sually  in verse (sloka) form  fo r 
m em oriz ing  purposes, w ere  n o t s tric tly  secre t to ihe m asses o f  peop le , bu t w ere un lò iow n  o r 
inconsequen tia l to  (hem . D o w n  the cen tu ries , there  w ou ld  have been  a  re la tive ly  sm a ll num ber o f  persons 
w ho sou g h t the tan tric 's e c re ts ' and w ere turned dow n. T h ese  tan tric texts w ere positiv e ly  secret to the 
very  persons w ho m em orized  them , i f  m em oriz ing  is all they  d id  w ith  those tex ts. T h e  reason is tha t the 
T an tra  is essen tia lly  a p rac tice , fo r w h ich  d irec tions a re  required . A 【ex t g iv ing  su ch  d irec tions is no t 
su ffic ien tly  detailed  w hen w ritte n  in the trad itional Ind ian  form  o f  sum m ary  verses. T herefo re , the gu ru  
had  to ad d  com nien taria l ex p lan a tio n s . H e w ou ld  fìll in those  n ecessary  details o m itted  by the basic tex ts, 
and  fill them  in fo r the d isc ip le s  w ho had  been  co n fe rred  the necessary  in itia tions an d  taken  the vow s. H is 
exp lana tions w ere thus se c re t in the sense  tha t they cou ld  be w ithheld , bu t the basic tex ts  had the secrecy  o f  
obscu rity , ju s t as any m anual, on  w h atev er topic, w ou ld  be obscure i f  w ritten  in too  abb rev ia ted  a form  to 
perm it an yone to follow  th ro u g h  w ith  the necessary  a c tio n s / ' (1973:42)

40 T h is  w ou ld  be a  quite sm a ll text, as  an  ahgula is a  m easu re  equal to a f in g e r^  b read th ; 12 ahgula w as 
th o u g h t to  equal the span  o f  o n e 's  hand . S ee A pte 1965, p. 19 co l. 3.

41 H T  n.vii.2-4, trans, in  S n c llg ro v e  1959, vo l. 1 p . 115. s m a  dev i m ahâbhâge p u stak am  kalhayâm y aham  
/  b h û ijap a tre  likhe t sam ay! d v âd a iâ n g u lap u s tak a m  /  m ahâm adhum asim  k rtvâ  lek h an y âm  m ânusâsth ibh ih  / /  
p u stakan  c a  patan  ca iva y ad i v â  dun d u rah  pasyati /  ih a  ja n m a n i n a  sid d h ih  syân  n a  v â  pâra iokagocare / /
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That the warning to secrecy was taken seriously is suggested not only by the behavior of 

modem adherents to these traditions/2 but also by the lack of apologetics in the texts 

themselves, which sets them apart from the exoteric siitras.* 42 43 At most, Tantric traditions 

exhibit a sort of jockeying for position, with a tradition claiming for itself supremacy 

relative to it competing traditions. Rarely is there a rejection of the approach taken by 

another tradition, but more typically the claim that its approach supersedes and contains 

those of the others, as if the goal was to reassure its adherents rather than convert other. 

Indeed, such a rejection would hardly be possible, since Buddhist Tantric traditions appear 

to share a great deal in common, and differ mainly in the elaboration of details. Nor would 

the texts be useful for proselytizing if the commitment to secrecy was kept, and there is 

indeed no indication that these texts were composed with such an aim in mind.

The Tantras do seem to have been written for a specific audience. This is not the 

general public or even interested parties from other traditions, since traditionally education 

in the texts of a tradition was supposed to follow initiation into its practice. Its expected 

readership was not then opponents or potential converts from other traditions, but rather 

adherents who had already made at least a tentative commitment to the tradition. Taniras 

such as the Cakrasamvara Tantra thus focus on the needs of the prospective practitioner. 

The practice of all aspects of the tradition are covered, but typically in a skeletal outline,

sam pradâyaprayk tasya darianan ca  kadâcana /  gopitavyam  kace kakse pustakam  adhvagocare / /  ( l 939:voi. 2 
p . 88)

42 T here  is a lso  a  com m on b e lie f  tha t T an tric  practitioners shou ld  conceal the ir p rac tice  as m uch as possib le 
in o rder to  acce le ra te  their sp iritual g row th . S ee  K elsang G yatso  1996, pp. 21 -22 .

43 C o m m en tin g  on  the alm ost to tal lack o f  apo logetics in the o therw ise ex tensive  T an tric  B uddhist tex tual 
co rpus, w h ich  is  in  sharp d istinction  to the  M ah ây ân a  co rpus, D avidson  suggests tha t Man apparen t 
in ference  from  th e  lack o f  po lem ics is th a t th e  M antrayâna took  its ep ithet o f  (se c re tv (guhya) seriously , so  
tha t m any  o f  its m ethods w ere no t w idely  pub lic ized , un like the  M ahâyâna. Ics lack  o f  argum entation  then  
beg ins to  b eco m e  com prehensible, for a ttack s on  o n e  B uddhist trad ition  by an o th e r m ainly  occurred , as w e 
have in ferred  in the case o f  the M ahâyâna, w hen  the new  trad ition  achieved som e d eg ree  o f  w idespread 
popu larity  as a separate , new  tradilion. N e ith e r  the M ahâyânists no r the V ajrayânists appeared aw are tha t 
this w as the case , since the V ajrayâna still m ain ta ined  the ideal o f  the bodh isa ttva  (even  if  sligh tly  offse t as 
bodhisa ttva-cum -m ahasiddha), the path s tru c tu re  o f  the M ahâyâna, and the p erspective  (darsana) developed 
by  the la te r  M âdhyam ikas， such  as 忌 ân tarak^ ita . Both the 尸 a n d th e  b o d h isa ttv a iila  w ere 
g enera lly  o b se rv ed  by Vajrayânists^ sin ce  th e  Vajrasekhara-tantra has es tab lished  the doctrine o f  the 
rristziTtvara, th e  trip le  discipline o f  S râv ak ay ân a ， M ahâyâna and  Vajrayâna^ all undertaken  by ä  single 
in d iv idua l. P rim arily  the m ethods o f  the  V a jray ân a  and its tim e  fram e -  en lig h ten m en t in th is life -  w ere  
the  e lem en ts  to u ted  as dissim ilar.^  (1990 :315 )
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with the details to be filled out through the reception of the textual and oral transmissions 

(àgama and upadesa) as well as consultation with the appropriate commentaries and 

practice handbooks.

The concise, esoteric natures of the miilatantras, coupled with the necessity of their 

study under the guidance of a guru, may indicate that the social milieu in which such texts 

was practiced, disseminated, and (possibly) produced was not the monastic environments 

that produced the increasingly long and elaborate Mahâyâna sütras, but rather small, loosely 

organized groups of yogins and yoginis, centered around charismatic teachers, as is typified 

by the lives of the siddhas as portrayed in Indian and Tibetan accounts.44 To the extent that 

Tantras were produced, practiced and transmitted in the monasteries, it appears that in this 

context too they were surrounded by secrecy, as Yi-jing's account of his attempts to entei 

the mandala at Nâlandâ suggests.45

It should thus not be surprising that accounts of ritual and meditative practice 

occupy the bulk of the Cakrasamvara Tantra. By far, the description of the mantras and 

their magical applications cxrcupy most of the text. Ritual activities such as the procedures 

for constructing the mandala, performing the rites of initiation (abhiseka) and fire sacrifice 

(homa) also receive significant attention, as does the procedures for identifying and 

communicating with the yoginis so that one might gain access to their ganacakra rites. 

Meditative practices are also described, such as the creation stage visualizations as well as 

the perfection stage inner body manipulations performed in conjunction with a consort 

(duri).

Indian and Tibetan commentaries on a text often begin with a survey of its contents, 

usually in the form of a brief description of its chapters. It is not necessary to give here a 

complete resumé of the Cakrasamvara Tantra's contents as this task is taken up by

44 G roups su ch  as th o se  su rround ing  N âropa and o ther s iddhas are  co lo rfu lly  dep ic ted  in M arpa*s 
b iography . S ee  T ru n g p a  1982.

45 S ee m y  tran sla tio n  o f  Y i- jin g 's  b iog raphy  o f  D ao-lin  in  sec tion  5 .2  above.



Tsongkhapa in the translation below. Here it is only necessary to briefly survey the major 

topics propounded in the text.

Chapter One, the exegetes claim, introduces the major topics of the text, and it does 

indeed have a composite feel, as significant portions of it are indeed drawn from other texts, 

as will be discussed in section 6.2.1 below. Chapter Two is concerned with mandala 

construction, and chapter three with initiation therein. Chapter Four, extremely brief at only 

seven verses, lists the names of the twenty-four whose positions in the mandala are

revealed during initiation . Chapters Five through Eight deal with the selection of the 

vowels and consonants for the root (miila), essence (hrdaya), quintessence (upahrdaya) 

and armor (kavaca) mantras of the central male deity, Sriheruka.

Chapters Nine through Fourteen deal with the powers derived from recitation of 

Sriheruka^ mantras. Chapter Nine deals extensively with the magical applications of the 

male deity's root mantra. Chapter Ten discusses the doctrine of the Triple Body (trikäya) 

of a Buddha, and also the seven ksetrapâla animal forms. Chapter Eleven deals with the 

powers gained from consumption of the concretion (rocana) of a person seven times bom 

a brahmin. Chapter Twelve discusses the powers gained from recitation of the 

quintessence mantra, and Chapter Thirteen with the magical applications of the armor 

mantras. Chapter Fourteen deals with the ritual applications of the essence mantra.

The fifteenth through twenty-fourth chapters deal with the various clans of female 

deities and practitioners. Chapter Fifteen discusses the symbolic syllables 

(ekäksaracchoma) and responses to be used when encountering a yogini. The different 

characteristics of clans of the yoginis, dâkinis and lämäs are described in Chapters Sixteen 

through Nineteen. Chapters Twenty through Twenty-two list the symbolic gestures and 

responses to be used when encountering the yoginis, and Chapter Twenty-three lists the 

indications that one has been accepted by them into their assembly. Chapter Twenty-four 

discusses the symbolic speech used within the assemblies (meläpaka) of the yoginis.
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Chapter Twenty-five gives Sriheruka's root mantra, while chapter twenty-six deals 

mainly with the worship of one^s consort (dûti). Chapter Twenty-seven describes the 

conduct (caryä) and observances (vrata) to be undenaken by the adept of this tradition.

The required conduct ranges from the very general, such as the rejection o f the observance 

of caste distinctions, to the very specific, such as details concerning the way in which the 

adept (sâdhaka) should serve his consort (ditti). Chapter Twenty-eight describes the inner 

fire sacrifice (homa) and propounds the ideology of the identity of all clans of practice. 

Chapter Twenty-nine describes the different types of consorts and also the visions seen 

during the dying process. Chapter Thirty deals w ith 【he selection of the âumbha-ni^imbha 

mantra. Chapter Thirty-one describes the fire sacrifice and offering cakes (bali) involving 

the Agréât flesh^ (mahâmàmsal i.e. human flesh, and also describes the %4left-handed 

conduct” (Vd/mKraryâ), which here means privileging the left side of one’s body in worship 

of and all other interactions with one's consort (dùti). Chapter Thiriy-two is concerned 

with fire sacrifice using the flesh of domestic animals, the practice of the corpse réanimation 

(vetälasiddhi), and the Creation Stage visualization of the mandala and the central deity 

couple.

Chapter Thirty-three deals with the worship and pleasing of the consort. Chapter 

Thirty-four discusses the inner fire sacrifice which one performs in conjunction with the 

consort. Chapter Thirty-five concerns ritual actions performed from a non-dual perspective 

as well as the prevention of untimely death. Chapter Thirty-six goes further into the 

worship of the consort and the powers attained thereby. Chapter Thirty seven discusses a 

procedure for controlling one's life-force, along with the practice of fire sacrifice and 

offering cakes. Chapter Thirty-eight describes the types of conduct appropriate and 

inappropriate for the adept. Chapter Thirty-nine gives a brief account of the “foreplay” of 

the vira and yogini. Chapter Forty describes a rite for controlling a king and his army, and 

also variations for members of each of the four castes. Chapter Forty-one further 

elaborates on the rites and also lists the twenty-four sites on the greater Indian sub
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continent that constitute the greater Cakrasamvara mandala. Chapter Forty-two deals with 

“equipoise” or union with the consort.

Chapter Forty-three describes further applications of the mantras, while Forty-four 

does the same focusing on Heruka^ quintessence, the seven syllable mantra and the six 

yogini armour mantras. Chapter Forty-five contains predictions concerning the results of 

mantra practice, while Chapter Forty-six details the applications of a five syllable mantra, 

and Chapter Forty-seven those of Vajravârâhi's essence mantra. Chapter Forty-eight 

discusses the significance of Her essence mantra and discusses further the mandala. 

Chapter Forty-nine has more on the powers attained with the concretion of one bom seven 

times a brahmin. Chapter Fifty discusses fire sacrifice and the different places for 

assembly. Chapter Fifty-one, the last chapter, is believed to conclude and draw together the 

import of the other chapters, and it does in fact cover a diverse number of topics.

6.2 A Genealogy of the Cakrasamvara Tantra 

1. Buddhist Sources

Although the Cakrasamvara Tantra is a laconic and enigmatic text, it is possible to 

discern traces within it, to map out the influences that worked upon it and served seminal 

roles in ils production. The purpose of this section will be to construct a tentative 

genealogy for the text. Foucault described genealogy as 4<an analysis of descent, is thus 

situated within the articulation of the body and history. Its task is to expose a body totally 

imprinted by history and the process of history’s destruction of the body.” （1977a: 148). 

The body which is of interest here is the textual body, for which, like the physical body, it 

is possible to trace its descent even while its ultimate origins remain indiscernible. Like the 

human body, it is unstable and impennanent, subject to transformation and change, and 

inexorably interconnected with the contexts in which it was elaborated and practiced.
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Tantric traditions generally see their origin as occurring through a process of

revelation. This very well may be true, bat neither confirming nor denying this is properly

speaking the goal of a genealogy. Foucault also wrote that

Genealogy does not pretend to go back in time to restore an unbroken continuity 
that operates beyond the dispersion of forgotten things; its duty is not to 
demonstrate that the past actively exists in the present, that it continues secretly to 
animate the present» having imposed a predetermined form to all its vicissitudes. 
Genealogy does not resemble die evolution of a species and does not map the 
destiny of a people. On the contrary, to follow tlie complex course of descent is 
to maintain passing events in their proper dispersion; it is to identify the accidents, 
the minute deviations -  or conversely, the complete reversals -  the errors, the 
false appraisals, the faulty calculations that gave birth to those things that continue 
to exist and have value for us; it is to discover that truth or being do not lie at the 
root of what we know and what we are, but the exteriority of accidents.
(1977a: 146)

Since the origin or “root” of the tradition is not accessible, it is possible here only to 

examine the form in which it has passed down to us, and to look at the connections 

between traditions and also their deviations and differences. It is thus possible to trace a 

供 consisting of related speaVj, but no attempt will be made to identify the “origin” of 

the tradition or traditions.

Generally, within the Indo-Tibetan context, the k4Mothern Tantras, also known as 

the prajfiâ or yoginitantras, can and have been understood as continuing the project of the 

Prajnâpâramitâ corpus. There is a conceptual thread here which links wisdom (prajnà) to 

the feminine， via /Vay/tópàrflmztó， the “Transcendence of Wisdom” personified as a 

goddess, the Mother of All Buddhas. Wisdom serves this role precisely because it is the 

realization that all things lack intrinsic reality status, the insight into the voidness of self and 

other, which gives rise to the perfect Awakening o f a Buddha. According to Buddhist 

thinkers such as Sachen, quoted above, it is not in the area of wisdom that the Mantrayâna 

is to be differentiated from the Pâramitàyàna, i.eM normative Mahâyâna Buddhism. Rather 

it is in the area of means that they are to be differentiated, meaning that they both seek to 

realize same transfonnatìve insight into the nature o f reality, and to actualize by 

transforming one's body and environment, but they seek to do so by different means.
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This was also the view of Tsongkhapa, who wrote the well known passage as 

follows:

Just as the mother is the common cause of her children, while their fathers are 
the basis for distinguishing their individual lineages, so too the mother,
Prajnâpâramitâ, is the common cause of her four sons,46 while the basis for 
discerning their individual lineage in the Hinayâna or Mahâyâna is the liberative 
arts (upàya) such as giving rise to the Spirit [of Awakening] and so forth.47

From this perspective, the Tantric vehicle is simply one manifestation of the liberative art

which is infinitely protean, limited only by the predilections and needs of beings. The

mother, prajnä, then is both the source and the end of this process of Awakening, the

source of all Buddhas and the very attainment of the Awakened state.48

The prajnàtantras are characterized by their uncompromising stance toward the 

perception of reality, characterized by negation. Reality, as properly understood through 

the faculty of discerning wisdom, lacks any entities of intrinsically identifiable status, the 

lack thereof, or voidness, constitutes reality in its ultimate sense. Likewise, the 

prajnàtantras can be seen as having a certain affinity with the Prajnâpâramitâ, aside from 

the facile generalization that being “feminine” they are aligned with the pole of discerning, 

deconstructive wisdom (prajfiä) rather than with the compassionate activity (upàya) which 

is considered to be masculine.

The Vajrapafijara Tantra, as noted above, defines the term yogini as the 4<methcxi 

of the Prajnâpâramitâ,\ 49 a method which many yoginitaniras claim to provide. A typical 

example occurs in the Sarvabuddhasamayoga-dàkinijâlasamvara Tantra (JS)t which

46 H opk ins repo rts  tha t the four sons are  the srâvaka, praryekabuddha, bodhisattva an d  buddha. (1977:99)

47 N R C : /  m a ni bu m am s kyi thun m ong gi rg y u  y in  la pha ni de dag  gi rig s  s o  so r  4byed  p a 'i  rgyu yin pa 
bzh in  du  /  yum  sh e r  phyin ni sras bzhi k a vi th u n  m ong  gi rgyu yin la de m a m s theg  p a  ch e  chung  gi rigs 
so  so r  'b y ed  pa*i rgyu ni sems bskyed la so g s  paM thabs m am s yin pa*i p h y ir  ro  /  (fo ls . 8b-9a); cf.
H opk ins 197乂 p. 9§ . Concerning the im port o f 【h is  passage see espec ia lly  T h u rm a n  1985, am i also 
W aym an  1973, p . 5 .

^  T h u rm an  w ro te  tha t 41the final tru im ph, the  m a n ifes ta tio n  o f the S up rem e E m a n a tio n  B ody in the daw n 
o f  B u d d h ah o o d t sym bolizes com plete a tta in m en t o f  the fifth stage in teg ra tion  o f  th e  p u rified  illusion body  
o f  g rea t b liss  in tu itiv e  w isdom  w ith the 4tm o th e r ,M o r  absolute clear light b r illia n c e  o f  un iversa l voidness /* 
(1985:376)

49 S ee  sec tion  4 .2 .2  above.
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connects the perfection of wisdom to the discourse commonly occurring in the 

yoginitantras, as follows:

This application of the magic of all women is the supreme vehicle of nonduality.
If one is sealed with this seal (mudra), one can come, go and fly as desired.
The glorious self of all magic well achieves Vajra^attva. It is the knowledge of 
the mudra of the goddess of ail magic. It is neither existent nor non-existent, 
nor is it conceived in the middle. The application of the Prajnâpàramitâ well 
attains the awakening of the Buddhas. Everything has the characteristic of 
space, in that space has no characteristics. All of the three worlds without 
exception are iliusion-iike, everywhere seen and telt as magical. Not being 
conceivable in this way is the mode of all beings. The yogin by means of this 
mudra comes, goes and flies as he pleases. Women etc. are the supreme 
treasure, ranging everywhere made of space. Through uniting oneself to the 
insubstantial, one is equalized with space, and will always attain the dakinis* 
magic, the bliss supreme.50

This association is probably related to the idea that the "M other' Tantras focus on the void-

side or ultimate nature of reality, culminating in the experience of clear light (prabhäsvara),

while the Father Tantras such as the Guhyasamäja focus on the vision-side or the

miraculous manifestation of visionary forms in reality， through practices productive of the

magic body (mäyädeha). mKhas-drub-ijes characterized the Mother Tantras as follows:

Were one to categorize the Mother Tantra, it would include any Tantra which 
emphasizes the intuition of the inseparability of bliss and voidness, from the 
perspective of void-side wisdom, and which do not e î agile
emergence through the methods of achieving the ma[ so forth, from
the perspective of vision-side liberative art. Or rather, [it would include] any 
anuttarayogatantra belonging to this category.51

The Mother Tantras are said to focus on clear light, which is the pristine form of mind

when completely unclouded by discursive thought patterns. This is typically realized not in

50 JS k a lp a  6: /  bud  m ed  kun  gy i sg y u  sb y o r  *di U gny is su  m ed pa*i th eg  p a ri m chog  /  phyag rg y a  4di yis 
bcab n a  ni / /  &d o d  pa  b zh in  du  ftgro  'o n g  Iding / /  dpal Idan sgyu m a kun  gy i bdag  /  rdo  tje  sem s dpa* rab 
tu 'g ru b  / /  sgyu  m a tham s ca d  kyi lha m o fi phyag  rgya  shes p a 'o  / /  y o d  pa m a y in  m ed p avang m in  / /  dbu 
m ar y ang  ni dm igs su  m ed  / /  shes rab  pha rol phy in  sb y o r ba // sangs rgyas byang  chub  rab "grub p a vo //  
tham s ca d  n am  m k h a 'i m tshan  ny id  de  / /  nam  mîkha' ia  yang m tshan n y id  m ed / /  kham s gsum  d ag  ni m a 
lus p a  / /  th am s cad  sg y u  m a Ita bu  s te  / /  j i  Itar sgyu  m a tham s cad  du  / /  rm hong ba dang  ni reg  p a r  'g y u r //  
d m ig s su  y o d  pa*ang m a  y in  te  / /  d e  bzhin  *gro ba kun  gyi ishul / /  p h y ag  rgya  *di y is m al 4by o r pa  / /  "dod 
p a  b zh in  d u  *gro 4ong Id ing  / /  bud  m ed  la  so g s  rin chen  m chog /  mkha* las dngos m am s tham s ca d  spyod 
/ /  d n g o s p o  m ed  par b d ag  sb y o r  bas / /  nam  mkha* kun  dang  m nyam  sb y o r  ba / /  mkha* *gro sgyu  m a bde 
b a ’i m c h o g / ( D K f o l .  175b)

51 /  d e  Itar n a  m a rgyud  ky i 4jo g  b y ed  ni s tong  phyogs shes rab kyi c h a  b d e  sto n g  d b y er m ed kyi y e  shes 
bcjod b y a vi g tso  b o r byas n a  'c h a d  c in g  /  snang  ptiyogs thabs kyi ch a  rgyud  maM sku  sgrub  tshul so g s rtsal 
du  b to n  n as m i "chad p a vi rgyud  d n gos sam  /  d e 'i  scier g togs kyi b la m ed  kyi rgyud  gang  rung  y in  p a 'o  /  
(L essing  an d  W aym an  1978:264), cf. W aym an^s translation  (1978:265).
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ordinary modes of cognition, but in liminal states (antaräbhava) such as the states of 

dying, falling asleep, and orgasm. Mother Tantras are thus characterized by their 

deconstructive or critical approach to conventional life, with the goal of cutting through 

appearances and realizing the ultimate nature of things, and realizing the 4tunobscured mind, 

originally luminous, completely formless/152 the basis of things, which must be realized to 

achieve both liberation from attachment to the world which is necessary for self-mastery 

within the world. Besides being preoccupied with liminal states as a focus of practice, the 

Mother Tantras tend to focus on liminal spaces as the appropriate sites for this practice. 

These spaces can be either external or internal; fearsome, unclean, inauspicious sites such 

as a charnel ground, or U nclean /' conventionally inappropriate sites on the body such as 

the genital organs, the yogic manipulation of which yield one of the liminal states suitable 

for introspective realization of clear light.

Ultimately it is within the mind and body that this realization dawns. The Àrya 

Prajnâpàramitâ Upadesa, attributed to Aryadeva, holds that the import of the 

Prajnâpâramitâ is to be found precisely through such introspection: 'The meaning of the 

Prajnâpàramitâ is not to be looked for elsewhere: it exists within yourself. Neither real nor 

endowed with characteristics, the nature [of mind] is the great clear light/t53 The method of 

the Prajnâpâramitâ is precisely the practices that are supposed effect this realization. The

a text with strong connections with the Prajnâpâramitâ literature， 

slates that t4clear light, the intuition of reality, is naturally attained by means the meditation 

on Prajfiâpâramitâ.”52 53 54

52 In the w ords o f  S am gharaksa; see section  2 . 1 above.

53 T ran sla ted  in  E dou  1996 p. 17. T h is is a  cen tra l tex t in the gcod trad itio n  in T ibe t, a  trad ition  o f 
p rac tice  re la ted  to  thtyoginitantras w herein  th e  p rac titioner iso lates h im  o r  h erse lf  in te rrify ing  locales and 
im ag ina tive ly  o ffe rs  up  h is  o r  h e r  body as an  o ffe ring  to  the  hungry  d em o n s and  sp irits , im ag in ing  that his 
o r  h e r body  is  co n su m ed  dow n  to ihe very bo n es . T h is is be lieved  to  cu t o f f  a ttachm en t to  th e  body, and 
to e ffec t th e  rad ica l in sig h t in to  sub jective an d  ob jec tive  voidness by  m ean s o f  such m ed ita tion . 
C oncern ing  th is  trad ition  se e  E dou 1996.

54 PA : /  rang  b zh in  gy is *od g sa l ba chos ky i y e  shes thob pa la ni shes rab  kyi pha roi tu p hy in  pa bsgom s 
pas so /  (D K  fol. 166b).
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It will be argued here that the yoginitantras such as the Cakrasamvara Tantra are not 

only connected to the Prajnâpâramitâ corpus in spirit, but that they also genetically related, 

and that this descent is text-historically demonstrable. To make this argument it will be 

necessary to turn to the text of the Tantra itself to see what clues it offers concerning its 

genetic descent.

The Cakrasamvara Tantra (CST) mentions several other Tantric texts, which 

proves not only that these texts preceded in time the final compilation of the text of the 

Tantra, but also suggested the possibility that some or all of them might have indirectly 

influenced or served as direct sources for this text. There are two places in the text where 

other Tantras are mentioned. The first occurs in chapter three as follows: %tThis king of 

mandalas does not occur, nor will it occur, in the Tattvasamgraha, Samvara,

Guhyasamâja, or Vajrabhairava. All things spoken or unspoken exist in Sriheruka/'53 

The second occurrence mentions five rather than four Tantras, in Chapter Thirty as follows: 

t4This Vidyàrâjacakravarti mantra has not occurred nor will occur in the Tattvasamgraha, 

Paramädya, Samvara, Guhyasamäja or Vajrabhairava^55 56

Both of these lists seek to compare the CST to what must have been rival traditions, 

to the detriment of the latter. While these passages only show that the latter texts predated 

the final composition of the CST, at least in its extant laghu form, they also provide a 

starting point for the examination of the Cakrasamvara's textual history.

As it turns out, only two of these five texts can be definitively shown to have been 

direct influences on the CST. The Tattvasamgraha does not appear to have been a direct 

influence on the formulation of the CST, although it is always possible that it was an

55 ch . 3 v. 26» 27: ta itvasam grahe sam v are  vâpi guhye vâ  v a jrabhairave  /  ayam  m an d ala râ jâ  na bhüto na 
bhav isyati //  uktânuktam  ca  y a t k im c it ta t sarvam  srih e ru k e  s th itah  / /  See ap pend ix  A  below .

56 v idyârâ jacaknw arti ayam  m a n tra  na bhüto (A，B: b h üyo ) na  b h a v i^ a t i  /  u u tv asa ip g rah e  (A，B: 
sa ivasam grahe) param âdye (A,B,C: param âdya) sam vare g u h y e  vâ vajrabhairave // (m s. fol. 23b; see the 
conspec tu s sig lo rum  in m y e d itio n  below ): /  rig rgyal 4k h o r  lo s sg y u r baM sngags / /  4di ni m a 'byung  
4byung  m i 4g y u r / /  de  nyid  b sd u s d an g  dpal m chog d an g  / /  bde  m chog rdo rje 'j ig s  b y ed  du /  (D K  fol. 
234b).
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indirect influence.57 The Vajrabhairava Tantra as well, while exhibiting some general 

similarities with the Cakrasamvara Tantra, shows no sign of being a direct influence, at 

least not in the version preserved in the Tibetan canon.58

The Guhyasamäja Tantra (GST), however, does appear to have been a direct 

influence, as there is a quote from i【 in the first chapter59 60 The first chapter actually gives 

the impression of being a composite text, as a significant portion of it is drawn from the JS, 

including the well known ^yoginitantra nidânat\ which likewise occurs at the beginning of 

the first kalpa of the JS.00 The first kalpa of the JS also contains several other passages that 

re-occur in the first chapter of the CST, including the second half of the eighth verse, the

57 T h is ten tative conc lu sion  is based upon a su rv ey  o f  the T ibetan tran s la tio n  o f  the TS: U is d efin ite ly  
possib le that a m ore deta iled  study w ould reveal co n cre te  evidence o f  in flu en ce . The C ST  here is thus 
d istinct from  the H T, w hich refers to the TS (H T  II.v .57), and w as s tro n g ly  in fluenced  by the T S  in 
S n e llg ro v e’s op in ion , w ho claim s ihe very nam e "trvfly厂a  is derived from  a sa lu ta tion  m ade b y 【he 
V ajrâcârya d u n n g  the in itiation  cerem ony describ ed  in the TS. See S n e llg ro v e  1987, p. 156.

581 refer to the Srivajramahàbhairava-nàma-tanira, w hich has no o b v io u s  p o in ts  o f  sim ilarity  w ith  ihe 
C ST. A possib le  excep tion  is the follow ing c la im  m ade in the 3rd kalpa: 'T h i s  King o f  M an tras does not 
no r w ill o ccu r.,f /  'd i ni sngags kyi rgyal po ste / /  m a byung *byung b a r  m i *gyur ro /  (D K  fol. 156b) Such 
sta tem en ts , how ever, appears to be a cliché found  in m any T antras.

59 T he C S T  and  G S T  share  one half o f  a verse, and  the form er m ust have  d raw n  the shared pàdas from  the 
latter, s ince  its m en tion  o f  the latter show s lha t it an tecedes it. T he v e rse  in  question  in ihe C S is eh. I v. 
8: %iW orsh ip  the B uddhas and B odhisaltvas w ith  o n e 's  ow n sem inal d ro p s , and  w ith sight and touch , and 
w ith hearing  and though t."  svaretobindubhir buddhân  bodhisattvâm s c a  p û jay e t /  darsanasparsanâbhyôs ca 
s rav anasm aranena ca  / /  (See m y edition below ). T h e  corresponding p assag e  in  the G ST is even  m ore  
erotic: 4T h ro u g h  the union  o f  the two organs, o n e ?s ow n vajra tog e th er w ith  the  the lotus, one shou ld  
w orsh ip  the B uddhas and  V ajrasattvas w ith  one*s o w n  sem inal drops/* sv av a jram  padm asam yuktam  
d v ay en d riyap rayoga tah  /  svaretobindubhir bud d h ân  vajrasattvâm s ca  p û ja y e t / /  (ch. 7 v. 26, ed . in 
M atsunaga 1978, p. 22). T he  iwo pàda in qu es tio n  d iffe r only in the q u es tio n  o f  w hether it is the 
B cxlhisattvas o r  the  V ajrasattvas who are w orsh ipped . W hile the G S T  is c lea rly  an o lder text, the  m ention 
o f  t4B uddhas and Bodhisattvas** together is far m o re  typical than "B u d d h as  an d  V ajrasattvas"

60 Both the C S T  and  the JS  begin with the w ord  de nas in T ibetan  tran s la tio n , aihàto in the C S T  S ansk rit 
ed ition . T h is is im m ed ia te ly  followed in the JS  by the  "Y ogin itan ira n idâna* \ w hich occurs th e re in  as 
fo llow s: /  g sang  b a  m chog  gi dgyes pa na / /  ih am s cad  bdag nyid rtag  tu b zh u g s / /  sem s d p a ' san g s rgyas 
kun gy i dngos / /  rdo  rje sem s dpa ' bde b a fi m ch o g  (D K  foi. 151). T h is  o c c u rs  as well in the C S T , w hich 
d iffers o n ly  in the th ird  pâda, w here the w ord  buddha (sangs rgyas) is rep laced  by the w ord dàkini% as 
follow s: n ihasye pararne ram ye sarvâtm ani sadâ s th itah  //  sarvadâkin ïm ayah  sa ttv o  vajrasattvah param  
sukham  //; /  g san g  b a  m chog  gi dgyes pa na / /  th am s cad  bdag nyid  rtag  tu bzh u g s / /  mkha* 4gro  kun 
dngos sem s dpa* ni / /  rdo  tje  sem s dpa' bde ba*i m chog  (ch. I v .2 .c-3 .b ); t4W hen  the Secret S u p rem e is 
deligh ted , the U n iversa l S e lf  always abides. T h e  H ero  m ade o f  all d âk in is  is the  A dam antine H ero , 
S uprem e B liss .” In b o th  texts this is fo llow ed by  the  alm ost identical h a lf  v erse  identifying V ajrasa ttva : 
44He is the se lf-a risen  B lesses Lord1' /  4di ni rang  by u n g  bcom  Idan 4d as  / /  mkha* kgro dra b a 'i  sd o m  pa yin 
/  (JS D K  fol. 151) and  "'He is the self-arisen  B lesses L ord  H ero, the B in d in g  o f  the D âkin is ' N et/*; asau hi 
svayam bhQ r bhagavân  viro  dâk in ijâ lasam varam  //; /  4di ni rang byung  b co m  Idan dpa* / /  mkha* *gro d ra  
b a ’i sdom  pa y in  /  (v .3 .c-d ).
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first half of which is drawn from the GST, which underscores the degree to which the first 

chapter of the CST was cobbled together from different sources.61 62 63

There is another important source from which the author of the CST drew in

composing the first chapter. This is the sixth kalpa of the JSt which contains the following

description of the ganacakra and the rite of initiation bestowed therein:

The women who are similar to one's deity who are well prepared, fortunate and 
marked with one's insignia (m u d rà f1 should be examined in the ganacakra. In 
order to prepare the human blood which is called the great blood you must 
succeed with her who is has the nature of the powers of reality itself.
Regarding the preparation of the great blood with the vajra water and the vajra, 
it is well prepared with the power, inserted within the vessel of her lotus. The 
Blessed Lord of great passion, the Taihâgata Vajrasattva, who has the 
adamantine mind of all Buddhas: difficult to surpass is his commitment. The 
great blood is prepared from her blood and the semen, and since it arises from 
great passion, it is called the great blood. Mix the great blood with camphor and 
red sandalwood. Going amidst the retinue, all of alchemy is gained. For one 
who has union with one's deity, success is al wavs attained as sweet as drinking 
soma, from the tip of the thumb and ring finger/3

From this longer passage is plainly derived the following more condensed version in two

verses in the first chapter of the CST:

Mix honey with vermilion, camphor and red sandalwood. Go amidst the 
retinue, bearing the sign of the Universal Vajra mark; join the tips o f the ihumb

01 T he JS co n ta in s  the passage /  m thong  b a  d an g  ni reg pa d ang  / /  thos pa dang  ni d ran  pa yis /  (D K  fol.
153a), w h ich  co rresponds exactly  to  th e  s e c o n d  h a lf  o f  C S T  I.8 .c-d  quoted  above. T h is  is followed in both 
texts that “on e  w ill be liberated from  all s in s”： /  sd ig  pa loin las m am s grol zh ing  /  (JS  DK fol. 153a); 
m ucyate sa rv ap àp a is  tu; /  sdig pa kun  las g ro l *gyur ba  /  (C S T  I.9 .a).

62 T he mudrâ h e re  appears to be that so r t d e fin e d  as fo llow s a t H T  II.iv .15: i4T h e  mudrà is a sign or mark* 
and by this m a rk  the clan (kula) is in d ic a ted . T h ro u g h  en g ag in g  in m ediation  w ith  th e  wrong clan, there 
be be neither success  (siddhi) no r one w h o  succeeds /*  m udrana in  lihganâhkam  ca  an k en a  laksate kuiam  /  
vyastaku lam  bhâvanâyogân na siddh i n âp i säd h ak ah  // ;  /  phyag  rg y a  rtags dang  m tsh an  m a ste // 'd i ni rigs 
ni m tshon p a r  b y a  / /  rigs *choI sgom  pa*i s b y o r  ba las / /  dngos g ru b  m ed cing sg ru b  pa*ang /  (Snellgrove 
1959:vol. 2, pp. 64-651; cf. S ne llg ro v e  1959. vo i. I, p. 103.

63 JS kalpa 6 : /  rang  gi lha dang  *dra b a  y i / /  bud  m ed dag  ni legs b sgn ibs pa / /  ska l bzang  rang gi phyag 
rgyas m tshan  / /  tshogs kyi dkyil 4kh o r b r ta g  p a r  bya / /  mi yi m tshal ni g rub pa  la  / /  d m a r chen po zhes bya 
bar bshad / /  ngo  bo  nyid kyi m thu dag  d a n g  / /  rang  bzhin  gy i ni de grub p a fo //  rd o  rje chu dang rdo rjer 
bcas / /  m tshal ch en  po dag bsgrub  p a  n i / /  m lhu  y is  rab  tu g m b  pa  ste  //  padm a sn o d  kyi nang du bzhag /  
chags pa chen  po  bcom  Idan *das / /  rdo  rje  sem s dpa* de bzh in  gshegs / /  sangs rg y as  kun gyi rdo rje*i thugs 
/ /  dam  tsh ig  4di ni "da' bar dka* / /  d e  yi m tsh a l dong khu  ba  d an g  / /  m tshal chen  po ni bsgrub pa dag /  
chags pa ch en  po las byung bas / /  d m ar c h e n  po  zhes by a  b a r  b shad  / /  dm ar chen  d an g  ni ga bur bcas // 
tsanda na d m a r  p o r  sbyar ba dag  /  tsh o g s  ky i d b u s  su bzhag  pa  ni / /  ra  sa  ya  na  k u n  slong  ba / /  rang gi lha 
yi sbyo r Idan pas / /  srin lag dang  ni m th e  bo*i r tse s  U zhi ba*i b tu n g  ba  bzhin  m y a n g  n a  //  rtag pa yi ni 
dngos grub th o b  /  (D K  foi. 160a)
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and ring finger, always knowing yoga. Success is always attained as sweet as 
drinking soma.64

Passages from these two sources account for slightly more than one quarter of the text of 

the first chapter,65 and it is possible that further investigation will yield the discovery of 

additional passages in the CST drawn from these or other sources.66 The JS has already 

been described in section 5.2 above, but here it is worth emphasizing that it appears to be 

the earliest Tantra to introduce the god Heruka as well as to focus on the 挪 /川  as a central 

element in the charnel ground cult.

This leaves just one other text which is mentioned in the text of the CST; this is the 

Sriparamädya (PA), which, along with the GST and JS, is one of the three texts included 

in both versions of the Eighteen Tantra Vajrasekhara/Mâyâjâla compilation. While there 

does not appear to be any passages from the PA directly incoq^orated in the CST, it does in 

general bear strong similarity to the CST and, in particular, to the JS.

^  C S T  1.1 l.c-13 .b : m adhurak tam  sakarpûram  rak tacandanayojitam  //  g an am ad h y e  praiistham  tu 
sarvavajrânkacihnadhrk  /  anâm âhgusthavaktrâbhyâm  lehayed  yogavit sadâ / /  som ap ân av ad  âsvüdya siddhim  
âpno li sâ sva tim  //; /  sbrang rtsi m a r dang ga pur bcas / /  tsanda na drnar po d an g  sb y ar ba //  tshogs kyi 
nang  du bzhag  pa ni / /  tham s cad  rd o r m tshan m tshan m a 'dz in  / /  m ing m ed m th e  bong  rtsc sbyar bas //  
m al 'b y o r  rig  pas n ag  tu spyad  / /  m yangs pas zhi ba*i b tung  ba bzhin H d n gos g ru b  n a g  pa thob par 'g y u r  
/. T here  are  several m inor d iffe ren ces  here. First, the C S T  has madhuraktam ra th e r  than mahàraktam 
(cim ar ch en  po), which cou ld  rep resen t a textual co rrup tion , as mahà and madhu d iffe r  only slightly  in 
m any Ind ie  scrip ts; if  so, it w ou ld  represen t an ancient error* os all o f  the T ib e tan  translations read madhu. 
T he C S T  also  adds the idea tha t on e  enters the ganacakra bearing  the sign o f  U n iv ersa l V ajra m ark, and 
adds as w ell the verse fragm ent yogavit sadà.

65 T here  a re  a total o f sixty tw o p âd a  in the ch. I o f  the C S T , o f  w hich 16 are d raw n  from  the JS and G T .

66 T h e  ov erlap  o f  the C ST  and  JS  is significant, bu t there  do  no t seem  to be p a ssag es  draw n from the JS  in 
su b seq u en t chapters o f  the C S T . W hile  reading through  the  JS for the first tim e  I w as in the process o f  
ed iting  C S T  ch. I, and m y fam iliarity  with that ch ap te r no dou b t facilitated m y iden tifica tion  o f  the so u rce  
verses lis ted  above. F earing tha t m y  lesser degree o f  fam iliarity  w ith the la te r c h a p te rs  o f  the C S T  m ight 
have led m e to underestim ate the influence o f  the JS t I read through the JS a se co n d  tim e after studying  the 
rest o f  C S T  in more depth. T h is  second  exploration  d id  not, how ever, turn up any  fu rther quotations. It 
is also  possib le  that o ther tex ts m ig h t have served as a source  for the C ST. O n e  p ossib ility  is the 
Mahàbhàrata, C ST  1.15 occurs as follow s: *1f the b liss o f  the heavens and h u m an s w ere taken together, it 
w ou ld  no t am ount to one s ix teen th  o f  that o f  V airasattva /* d ivyam anusyanâm  sa u k h y am  p indikrtya 
v a jrak an ik ay â  / /  kalâ nârghanti so d asim  //; /  Iha dang  m i yi bde ba ni / /  b sdus b y as  rd o r  rje kdzin pa y is / /  
de  Ita b u r  ni byed pa yi lì bcu  d ru g  ch a r ni mi phod do  /. T his  rem inds one o f  th e  fo llow ing  subhasita 
from  the  Mahàbhârata (X III. 174.46): kT h e  bliss o f  love in the w orld, as w ell as the g rea t bliss o f  heaven , 
does no t am oun t to one six teen th  o f  the bliss succeeding  the desim ction  o f  d es ire .^  yac  ca kâm asukham  
loke yac  ca  d ivyam  m ahatsukham  /  trsnâksayasukhasyaite nârhatah  sodasim  k a lâm  / /  (Q uoted  in 
Â nandavardhana*s Dhvanyàloka, op. cit. M asson and  P atw arshan  1969, p. 94 ; tran s , by  them  with 
em en d a tio n  by m e, p. 96.) S in ce  th is  verse w as ev iden tly  w ell know n, and  as  th e  com parison  o f  
som eth ing  no t am ounting to ev en  o n e  sixteenth o f  som eth in g  else  appears to  h a v e  been  a cliché, it appears 
un like ly  th a t this represents an  in stance  o f  direct in fluence.
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To begin with, this text exhibits the same sort of Buddhist-Hindu syncretism for 

which the yoginitantras are well known.67 68 It also describes Vajrapâni in a manner which 

prefigures the deity Heruka. It describes him as follows as: %lHe bears his vajra fangs, 

radiant with blazing garlands， of blue color like Bhairava, laughing”“  It also describes him 

as follows:

One should draw the outer mandala. As for the inner wheel, it is like【he eight 
mandalas. Place in its center the Great Fierce One (mahâkhrodha) Vajrapâni, 
complete with a row of Buddhas [on his forehead]. His complexion is blue like 
the utpala flower, and his face scowls a bit. He laughs ferociously. He stands 
with his left leg extended, gathering in Vajrahùmkara. His left foot presses 
down Mahesvara, while his right foot is placed on Umâ's69 breast.70

This stance is that in which Heruka is typically depicted, standing upon the head of

Bhairava and the breast of Kâlarâtri/1 It likewise teaches a path of practice involving the

transgressive elements of the ganacakra rites.72

The CST is connected to the Prajnâpâramitâ through the intermediaries of this trio 

of Tantras, the GST, JS and PA. These elements are all brought together in a lengthy

T he PA co n ta in s  a descrip tion , for exam ple , o f  a M ahàdeva m andala, w h ich  is very well d escribed  in 
Â nandagarbha*s Sriparamàdi-vivarana. See D T  fols. 46b-48a.

68 /  rdo ije  m ch e  ba  g tsigs pa dang  //  *bar b a fi p h ren g  ba *khrigs pa i *od / /  'j ig s  byed  kha dog  sngo  b a  
dang / /  ha ha zhes bzhad  gsal ba*i zhal /  (PA  D K  169b-170a)

69 L iterally , the te x t says his righ t foot is p laced  on th e  breast o f "she w ho  th w arts  ascetic ism "
z/o器 C le a r ly 【h is  n am e  refers lo M ahädeva’s w ife, U m à a.k.a. P ârvati,

although I am  n o t aw are  o f  her being  g iven this n am e ,in  Sanskrit literature . C learly , how ever, it re fers  to 
her portrayal in H indu  m ythology as the d is tu rb e r o f  S iv a fs asceticism . Indeed , O T Ia h e rty  w rote: "P ârvati 
is the natural en em y  o f  his tapas, constan tly  a ttem p tin g  to interrupt his m ed ita tio n s  for one reason  o r 
another afte r they  h ave  been m an ied /*  (1973:154).

70 /  phyi yi d k y il *khor bri bar bya //  de yi nang gi %k h o r lo ni // dkyil *khor b rg y ad  pa dag dang m ishungs
// de yi dbus su kh ro  bo  che / /  phyag na rdo rje g zh a g  par bya // sangs rgyas ph reng  la sogs pas sp ras  / /  
utpa ia sngon  p o vi m dog 'd ra  ba / /  zhal ni cung  zad  m che ba gtsigs // kh ro  bcas bzhad  p a 'i zhal mnga* ba //  
g .yon b rkyang  b a  y is legs bzhugs la / /  rdo  rje hum  m dzad  bsdus pas so / /  g .y o n  gyi zhabs kyis legs gnon  
po / /  de yi bya  b a  db an g  phug che / /  g .yas ni dka* th u b  zlog ma yi // nu m a s te n g  du rab tu *jog /  (P A  DK 
fol. 159b) ‘

71 T he m yth o f  H eruka^s subdual o f  R ud ra /B hairava  an d  K âlarâü i will be d iscu ssed  in section  6.3.1 below .

72 T h e 【ex t d escrib es  the as fo l lo w s :4T h e  M aster o f  M udrà p rac tice s  the dharm a and lives a
pure life; no m a tte r  w hat he eats and no m a tte r  w h a t he does he is beyond rep roach . He is cherished  by  the 
sivaduti conso rts  and  he repeals the essence  m a n tr a / '  /  de  nas phyag rgya*i s lo b  dpon  chos spyod  p a  g tsang  
ba gos g lsang  m a b gos pa / /  tham s cad  z a 'a m  lh a m s cad  spyad  pa la yang  sm e d  pa  m ed de /  £hi ba*i pho  
nya*i phyag  rgyas zhugs la  sny ing  po bzlas p a r bya*o /  (PA  DK foi. I 7 la ) .  C oncern in g  the sivaduti, 
fem ale m em bers o f  S iv a fs troop (garta). see W ay m an  1990.
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passage in Jnânamitra's commentary on the Prajnâpâramitânaya (PN)r an important

hybrid text which bridges the gap between the Prajnâpâramitâ and Tantric canons. This

passage has already been translated into English by Eastman, but since his (1983) article

was not well disseminated I have re-translated it as follows:

Regarding the history of this scripture, when the Buddha had previously lived 
for eighty years in the human world, there was not yet in the human world of 
Jambudvipa anyone and who were suitable vessels for practice in 【he vehicles 
of the Sarvabuddhasamayoga, Guhyasamaja73 and so forth. These scriptures 
existed at that time in Càturmahârâjakâyika, Trâyastrimsa, Tusita [heavens], 
etc. where there were gods and fortunate bodhisattvas who were suitable 
vessels. Later, after the Buddha's parinirvâna, there were some persons in the 
retinue of King Indrabhuti of Zahor who had faith in the miraculous Dharma, 
who were destined for the practice of this vehicle and who were suitable vessels 
[for this]. The eighteen classes [of scripture] such as the 
Sarvabuddhasamayoga thus came to Zahor through the grace (adhistùna) of 
Vajrapâni.

King Indrabhüti examined the scriptures but could not make sense of them.
Through the force of his previous actions, however, he saw by means of extra
sensory perception (abhijnà) that in Malapa in the land of Madhyadesa there 
lived the Âcârya Kukkura.74 He was called the 4kDog Master^ since by day he 
【aught the dharma to just one thousand dogs, and by night he bestowed the 
enjoyment of the satnaya to those dogs. [Realizing] that he was a suitable 
vessel for this vehicle, and that [the king] himself might be destined to be his 
disciple, the king sent a messenger beseeching the âcârya to come.

This âcârya also, through the force of his past karma, was endowed with the 
five extrasensory perceptions,75 and ascertained whether or not the king was 
destined to be his disciple, or whether or not he himself was a suitable vessel 
for these scriptures. He gave to the messenger his reply, that while the king 
was destined to be his disciple, he himself was a suitable vessel for the 
scriptures, and the king's doubts would be resolved, however it would be very 
bad if I were not able to dispel the king^s doubts on account of not having 
previously seen the scriptures.” The king replied, “Send hither those scriptures 
which I previously asked to see!”

The scriptures arrived and he read them, but from beginning to end they were 
unlike anything he had ever read, on account of which he collapsed, without 
recourse. Exclaiming 44I am without refuge^, Sri Vajrasattva appeared and 
asked him what he desired. He asked 4lI wish that I could understand these

73 T ext reads here guhyasamanca.

74 T he T ib e ta n te x t  has b u u h is  sh o u ld  be read as K ukkura o r  K ukkuri s i n c e 【h is  s to ry  is clearly
about the d o g -lo v in g  m ahâsiddha o f 【ha t n am e. He may as w ell b e 【he K ukurâja  U) w hom  is auribu ted  
several JS  com m en taries .

75 T hese are: l)  know ledge o f  m iraculous p rcxedu res, rddhividhijnäna; 2) c lairvoyance, divyamcaksus; 3) 
c la iraud ience, divyamsrota; 4) m ind-read ing , paracUtajnàna; 5) reco llec tion  o f  p ast lives, 
pùrvanirvàsânusmrtijnàna. (R igzin  1986: 9 5 -9 6 )
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scriptures just by reading them.” [VajrasattvaJ said /Thus shall it be granted，’， 
whereupon the meanings of these unopened texts of the 
Sarvabuddhasamayoga, etc. became directly apparent in his mind.

The âcârya then went to Zahor and taught these teachings to the king and his 
retinue. Having received the instructions of Vajrasattva, the king and his retinue 
were commanded to meditate in the manner of the Vajradhâtu mandala, with the 
king himself in the center, his four holy queens positioned as his consorts, his 
four ministers positioned as the four clans (kula), his four daughters positioned 
as the inner goddesses, his four concubines positioned as the outer goddesses, 
and the lesser officers positioned as the four gate keepers and the virtuoii'； 
bodhisattvas. As a result the king thought that he along with his retinue had 
achieved the state of the vidyädhara, and in order that this holy teaching would 
not decline, the consecration was bestowed on his son» Sakraputi, and the 
âcârya Kukupa taught the prince» investing him with the scriptural and oral 
transmissions, [teaching him the practice whereby] a king and Kis retinue can 
attain [the state of aj bodhisattva-vidyâdhara residing in voidness. His son 
Sakraputi meditated thus, and through seven hundred meditations on the 
mandala he attained the state of a vidyâdhara.

The prince Sakraputi, for his younger sister Govadevi, arranged and withdrew 
the Naya-satapancàsatikà from within the SriparamàdyaJ6 and the king 
commanded her to teach it in the countries and lands held by him. She also 
meditated on the mandala one hundred limes and attained [the state o f a] 
vidyâdhara. Then the princess entnisted the scriptural and oral iransmissions to 
the prince， and propagated U, which is now 【his very [iradkionj.76 77

76 T h is  passage has spaw ned  som e controversy concern ing  the relationship b e tw een  th e  PA  and PN: ihe PN 
is in fact co n ta in ed  in it en tire ty  within the PA; the question  is really w hich text h as  p reced en ce .
Jnânam iira  c learly  ho lds tha t the PN was “arranged” as a separate text and “w ith d raw n ” from  w ith in  the 
PA. U is no 【 rea lly  possib le  to know  if th is  accoun t is true or no【； the PN w as firs t tran s la te d  im o C hinese 
in the m id -seven th  cen tu ry , and  this version d iffe rs sign ifcan tly  from  the version  c o n ta in e d  w ith in  ihe 
T ibe tan  Irans, o f  the PA. O n  the o ther hand， is ce rta in ly  not im p o ss ib le 【hat the P A  ex is te d  b y 【he m id- 
seven th  cen tu ry  as w ell. C o n c e rn in g 【his con troversy  see Eastm an 1981. pp. 24 -25 . M a tsu n ag a  also  calls 
im o q u estion  w h e th e r the te x t w h icfÏJnânam itn i c a l l s 【he p a  is in fact th e  P A ， since  the PA is
usually  des ig n a ted  the dpal mchog dang po in T ibe tan . H ow ever, given the fact th a t the  PA  does in fact 
con tain  the PN , M atsunaga*s objection is unw arran ted , being based on on overly  r ig id  assu m p tio n  o f  the 
inv io lab ility  o f  T ib e tan  tran sla tion  conventions. See de Jong  1985, p. 103.

77 T h is  passage  o ccu rs  in  Jn ân am itra 's  Prajhàpàramitànayasatapancàsatikà-tikà as  fo llo w s: /  g sung  rab
lo rgyus bshad  na / /  sngon  sangs rgyas mi yul na  Io brgyad cu bzhugs p a fi tsh e  n a  /  sa rv a  b uddha  sa  

m a yo ga d an g  /  g u h y a  sa  m anca la sogs pas 'du i zhing theg pa de dag gi snod  du g y u r  pa  *dzam b u 'i  g ling 
gi mi yul na m ed  pas rgyal chen  ris bzhi pas sum  cu rtsa  gsum  clang /  dga* Idan la so g s  p a fi gnas na Iha 
m am s dang  b ska l pa  b zang  p o fi byang chub sem s d p a ' la sogs pa snod du gyu r n a s  d e 'i  tshe  m do sde de ni 
bzhugs so 7/ s lad  ky is san g s rgyas m ya ngan las 4das paM kog tu za hor gyi rgyal p o  %k h o r  dang  bcas pa ngo 
m tshar du  ch o s d ad  pa d ag  c ig  kdug pa theg pa d e fi kdul skal du gyur cing snod du  g y u r  nas /  sa rv a  buddha 
sa  m a yo  g a  la  so g s  pa  sde  chen  po beo brgyas phyag  na  rdo i je 'i  byin gyi rlabs k y is  za  h o r gyi yul du 
gshegs pa dan g  /  za  h o r  gy i rgyal po indra bhu tis m do sde dag bltas na brda na p h ra d  n as  sngon  gyi las 
kyi dbang  g is na m ngon  p a r  shes pa thob pas b ltas n a  yul gyi dbus yul ma la pa n a  â  c â ry a  ka  ku ra nyin  
zh ing  khyi s to n g  tsam  la  ch o s  "chad /  m tshan zh ing  ni khyi de dag la dam  tsh ig  lo n g s  sp y o d  m dzad  pa 
khyi*i slob  d p o n  m dzad  pa  zh ig  bzhugs pa de theg p a 'i  snod  du gyu r la /  bdag  gi 'd u i  sk a l du  g y u r pa yang 
"dra nas rgyal pos pho  ny a  b tang  ste slob dpon  gshegs su gsol pa dang /  slob  dp o n  d e  y an g  sngon  gyi las 
kyi dbang  g is na  m ngon  p a r  shes pa Inga dang  ldan nas /  rgyal po de bdag gi kdul sk a l du  4bab  pam  m i 
*bab m do sde  de  dag  gi sn o d  du bdag gyur ram  m a g y u r brtags na /  bdag gi 4dul sk a l d u  yang  kbab  /  bdag  
kyang  m do  s d e 'i  sn o d  du  y an g  gy u r /  rgyal po*i the [shorn yang sei bar *gyur m do  k y i /  4on kyang  m do 
sde d ag  sn g a r  m a b ltas  n a  b rg y a  la rgyal po*i the tshom  dag  m a sol bar gyu r na  sh in  tu  m a  legs pas pho  
nya  la s la r  sp rin g  b a  /  m do  sd e  dag  Icho bos sn g a r  b lta  "tshal gyis tshur bsku r c ig  c e s  sp r in g  b a  dang  /  de  
nas m do  sde  dag  pas g sh eg s te  b ltas na m go m jug  g a r  Ita b a fi cha m a m ehis na d e  n y id  du  lus b rdabs te 
m gon m ed do  /  sk y ab s m ed do  zhes bos pa dang  dpal rdo rje sem s dpa* m ngon p a r  g sh e g s  te khyod  ci
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The text of the Prajnàpâramitànaya is indeed contained within the PA, and Jnânamitra 

plainly considers the former to be derived from the latter. It is certainly possible that this 

was indeed the case, although this issue is not important here.78

There is one significant factor that links these traditions, which is the centrality of 

the deity Vajrasattva. Vajrasattva, in his form of Mahasukhavajrasattva, is the central deity 

in the Naya mandala which is derived from the PN. This tradition is particularly important 

in East Asian Esoteric Buddhism, where it was introduced by Amoghavajra.79 The naya 

assembly (IS ^  Jp. rishu-e) mandala consists of seventeen deities with Vajrasattva at 

the center. It occurs as the seventh of the nine sub-mandalas within the Vajradhàtu mandala 

described in the Tattvasamgrafia. It is a rather anomalous within the Vajradhàtu complex 

in that it is the only mandala therein centering on Vajrasattva rather than Mahavaircxrana,

•doti ces d ris pa dang  /  bdag  m do sde zab m o ‘di b ltas p a 【sam  gyis shes par *dod ces gsol ba dang  /  ck 
bzhin  gnang  ngo zhes gsungs nas de nas sa rva  buddha sa m a yo ga la sogs p a vi g leg s bam  m am s m a phye 
bar de dag  gi don  y id  la m ngon sum  du g sa l bar gyu r to / /  de nas slob dpon de  za  hö r gyi yul du gshegs 
nos rgyal po  *khor dang  bcas pa m am s la dharm â de dag bshad de / rdo rje sem s dpas lung bstan nas rgyal 
po  4tóhor dang  bcas pa m am s rdo rje dby ings kyi dkyil 4khor Itar sgom  du stsal te dbus su rgyal po nyid /  
b tsun  m o dam  pa bzh i yum  gyi sa r  bkod  /  blon po bzhi rigs bzhi*i sar bkod /  sras m o m am s nang gi lha 
m o ’i sar bkod  /  b tsun  m o phal pa m am s p h y i’i lha m o ’i sa r bkod /  b lon po phal pa m am s sgo  srung bzhi 
dang  /  bskal pa b zang  p o 'i  byang  chub sem s dpa* Itar bkod pa dang /  rgyal pos bsam s pa bdag  cag *khor 
dang  bcas pa  rig 'd z in  gyi gnas su  grub p a f i phy ir dang  dam  pafi chos *di mi nub  p a r  bya  ba*i phyir sras 
sha  km  pu ti rgyal tshab tu dbang  bskur nas /  â cârya ku ku pas lung dang m an ngag  bstan  pa rgyal bu de 
la bstan  te bzhag  nas bsgom s pa dang /  rgyal po 4khor dang  bcas pa stong la gnas p a 'i  byang  chub  sem s 
d p a 'i  n g  kdzin  du  grub  po / /  d e 'i  sras sha kra pu tis kyang  de bzhin du bsgom s pa dang  /  kkho r sgom  pa 
bdun brgya dang  yang  rig  %dzin  gyi gnas grub  po / /  yang  rgyal bu sha kra pu tis sras ni chung  ste sras mo 
go  ba de byi la dpal dam  p a 'i  n ang  nas tshul b rgya  Inga bcu pa bkod de bsham s nas indra bhu t ifi lung de 
sras m o yui dang  sa  4dzin  du stsal de la bstan  pa las sras  m o de yang 'k h o r  dang  bcas pa brgya dang  yang 
rig  *dzin du  g rub  po / /  de nas sras m o des /  rgyal bu la lung dang man ngag bzhag  pa  las kphel ba ni deng 
du*di dag lags te  /  (D T  fol. 272b-273b) M y translation  generally  follows E as tm an 's  (1981 :21-23), but 
d iffe rs w ith  his on num erous, m ain ly  m ino r, po in ts.

78 T he PN first appears  in the h isto rical reco rd  in the m id-seventh  century w hen  it w as translated  into 
C h inese  by X uan-zang . It is perhaps probab le  that this tex t preceded the PA  and  w as la ter incorporated  
in to  it. H ow ever, in  ligh t o f  sec tion  4 .1 .2  above, it is certain ly  possible tha t the PA  w as ex tan t in som e 
form  by the  m id -sevenü i cen tu ry , so Jn ä n am itra 's  accoun t cannot and should  no t be  rejected  ou t o f  hand.

79 A m o g h av a jra  re tran s la ted  the P N  in a m an n er w hich highlights its ritual e lem en ts  (T  243). He describes
its in h i s 般 若 波 羅 蜜 多 理 趣 經 大 樂 不 空 三 昧 真 實 金 剛 菩 薩 等 一 十 七

聖 大 曼 茶 M 義 述 。 （ Elucidation o f  tfie Seventeen Holy Mapçlahs of Mahàsukhàmoghasamayatattva 
Vajrasattva Bodhisatrva^ etc., o f  the Prajnàpàramitànaya Sutra, T 1004.) T h ere  a re  a lso  a  series o f  texts 
ev iden tly  tran s la ted  by A m oghava jra  from  an o th er text, possibly the PA t w h ich  in c lu d e  T  1119, 1120A,
1121-25, w h ich  describe  the ritua l and m ed ita tive  prac tices associated w ith  th is  trad ition . T hese  ritual 
texts h av e  been  d iscussed  at so m e length  by  A stley -K ristensen  (1988, 1990). F o r a  d iag ram  o f  the nine 
V ajradhàtu  su b -m an d a las  and b ried  descrip tion  o f  each  see Ishida 1987, pp .42-46 .
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and it is also atypical in that it contains a large proportion of goddesses.80 The rishu-e 

mandala is also unusual in that it surrounds Vajrasattva not with four Buddhas or 

bodhisattvas, but four goddesses, named, Istavajrini, Kelikilavajrini, Kâmavajrini and 

Mânavajrini. Together with Vajrasattva they form a pentad called the "five mysteries%, ( S  

秘 密 ） of Vajrasattva; considered to be in union with Vajrasattva, this pentad is commonly 

depicted together in Japanese esoteric art. with Vajrasattva seated on a l〇ai< surrounded by 

the four goddesses.81

This Prajnâpâramitânaya tradition is interesting in that it connects a Prajnâpâramitâ 

text with a new pattern of mandalic organization that was increasingly gynocentric. It may 

be one of the earliest of traditions to have surrounded the central deity with four goddesses. 

The anuttarayogatantras maintained this pattern* and in the yoginitantras it was further 

developed with the overall increase of feminine deities within the mandala.82

The rishu-e tradition may also be one of the earliest traditions to place central 

emphasis on Vajrasattva ami【he vajra dan in general. This tendency, which came to full 

fruition in the anuttarayo ga-tant ras % was well underway by the eighth century, as 

Buddhaguhya indicated when he wrote in his Tantràrthâvatâra that

so Concerning the re la tio n sh ip  o f the mzyfl 爪叫办 /“【〇 the V ajradhâu i see A stley -K ris【ensen  1990. p. 1 1 1 • 
This m a s a l a  c o n ta in s  e ig h t goddesses， w h ich  thus accoun t for 47%  o f 【he unaL

11 See A stley -K ris ten sen  1988t especially  figures 1 and 2, for typ ica l line draw ings o f  these deities.

1,2 G enerally, in th e  anuttarayogatantras the  four goddesses su rround ing  the central deity  are typically  a 
different set, L o can â , M âm aki, Pânduradevi and T ârâ. T hese  goddesses  occur in the G T  ch. 17. They are 
also described  m o re  d e ta il in the Mâyàjâla Mahàtantrarâja, yet an o th er text associa ted  w ith  the 
com pilation o f  18 T an tra s , where the fo llow ing  m andala is described : "In  the center p lace V airocana, in the 
east A ksobhya, in th e  sou th  R atnasam bhava, in the w est A m itâbha, and  in the north  A m oghasiddh i. In 
the com ers o f  th e  m an d a la  draw the fou r goddesses w ho bestow  siddhi: in the d irec tion  o f  ïn d ra  
(northw est), L o can â ; in the d irection o f  A gni (sou theast), M âm aki; in the direction  o f  d estruc tion  (nirrti, 
southw est), P ân d u ra , and  in the d irec tion  o f  the w ind (northeast), T â râ .,? /  dkyil du m a m  p ar snang m dzad 
gzhag /  shar p h y o g s  su  ni mi 4khrugs pa  / /  Iho phyogs su ni rin  chen  *byung //  nub  phyogs su ni *od dpag  
med / /  byang p h y o g s  su  nidon grub m am s / /  4kh o r lo g rw a r ni lh a  m o bzhi / /  dngos g rub  sby in  par m dzad 
par bri //  dbang  b d a g  gi phyogs su ni spy  an no / /  me*i phyogs su  n i m â m a ki*o / /  bd en  b ral phyogs su ni 
gos dkar can  no  / /  r lu n g  gi phyogs su ni lha  m o sg ro l ma*o /  (D K  fol. 97a,b) In the C ak rasa invara  T an tra  
they are rep laced  b y  D âk in ï, Rùpini, K h an d aro h â  and  Lôm â, a lth o u g h  C S T  ch. 3 1 m en tions the previous 
set o f  four. F o r a  descrip tio n  o f  the 62  d e ity  C ak rasam vara  m an d ala  see  H untington an d  H un ting ton  1990, 
appendix II.
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From among all of the clans Vajrasattva's is understood to be the principle one, 
and it is taught that the clan of the Fierce Ones is included in it. Regarding the 
determination of clans such as that one, know that it is taught in view of the 
beings to be disciplined.83

The evidently is not “native” to the Vajradhâtu or the and

its inclusion therein indicate the hybrid nature of that text, and thus its relative lateness vis-

à-vis texts such as the PA and possibly the GST and JS as well. Amoghavajra identifies

the rishu-e tradition as derived from the PA,84 85 and this is corroborated with evidence from

the PA itself; not only does it contain the text of the PN, but it also identifies its central

deity, named Sriparamadya, as Vajrasattva. It also associated Vajrasattva with

Mânavajrinî, one of the four central goddesses of the rishu-e. The Sriparamâdya-

mantrakalpakhanda poses and answers the following question:

In what way is the Blessed Lord the master of Mânavajrini? Since she, who is 
the supreme mudrä of Mahesvara who has the supreme of great powers 
(mahàsiddhi), praises the Adamantine Lord, he is üie Mânavajrini^s master.
This Blessed Lord is the very person [known as] Sri Paramâdya. who is 
himself said to be Vajrasattva.

The PA, which is itseif the source of the rishu-e iradition. also thus appears to be either 

source of or closely related to the Vajrasattva purification practice involving the 

visualization of Vajrasattva in union with Mânavajrini, which is one of the most important 

preliminary practice in the anuttarayogatantra traditions, including that of the CST.

The rishu-e mandala and body of practice is not limited to the Sino-Japanese 

context. There is in fact a significant body of works in the Tibetan canon associated with 

Mahâsukha Vajrasattva. There is in fact one work, the Bhagavàcchrimahàsukha-

i3 /  rdo  rje  sem s d p a 'i  rigs tham s cad  ky i g iso  bo r brtags nas khro  bo*i rigs d e r 'd u s  p a r  bstan  te /  de la 
sogs p a 'i  rigs m a m  par brtag pa ni 4du l ba*i skyes bo la gzigs nas bstan par shes par bya*o /  (D T  fol. 12a)

u  A m o g h av a jra  ind icates this in h is titles  to  T  1120 A &  B, bo th  o f  w hich are ind ica ted  as being  derived 

from  the 勝 初 瑜 伽 ， the

85 /  d e  la rdo rje  bsnyem s pa*i bdag  p o  b co m  ldan 4das ji lta r  y in  zhes na /  kun m chog  d n g o s  grub chen po 
yi / /  d b an g  ph y u g  chen  po*i phyag rg y a 'i  m chog  /  rdo ije  dbang  phyug cher b stod  pas U rdo  rje  bsnyem s 
p a fi bdag  po*i b d ag  /  ces bya ba ni b c o m  ldan *das m chog d ang  po*i skyes b u 'o  //  m ch o g  dang  po yi de 
ny id  4d i / /  rdo  ije  sem s dpa* gang g a n g  b ijo d  /  (D K  fol. 262b-263a)
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vajrasattva-sädhana, attributed to Râjahasti,86 which in fact closely parallels the ritual 

structure described in the Rite fo r  Achieving the Mahàsukha Vajrasattva Practice, translated 

by Amoghavajra (T 1119).87 Interestingly, however, it is associated with the JS rather than 

the PA, and the text contains terminology peculiar to the JS tradition. This should come as 

no surprise, for the JS focuses on Vajrasattva and the vajra-clan in general, and thus its 

association with a vajra clan mandala such as Mahàsukha Vajrasattva's would not seem 

unnatural. Jnânamitra understands the PN to related to the JS. This relationship is implicit 

through his inclusion in the compilation of eighteen Tantras of both the JS and the PA, 

which he understands to be the source of the PN. He also implicitly links the two traditions 

through his use of terminology, as well as his description of the practice of the PN in terms 

commonly used to describe the practice of the JS.88 The erotic tone of the JS, replete with 

its description of ganacakra rites and the secret initiation, is also compatible with the 

general erotic flavor of the PN and the rishu-e tradition associated with it.

It appears, then, that the rishu-e tradition is one variant of a larger tradition 

associated with the eighteen text Vajrasekhara compilation, and one which appears to have 

been extremely influential in the further development of Tantric Buddhism in India. It 

served as an important precursor to the more goddess oriented, erotic forms taken in 

subsequent traditions such as the CST. Indeed, it appears that the "method of the 

Prajnâpâramitâ'\ proclaimed in this text and in other yoginitantras, was a method that 

allowed or even encouraged its practitioners to i4go to the other sideM, to take recourse to, 

prajna, which is a polysemantic term, designating a wisdom conceived as feminine, and, by 56 57

56 The tex t has no co lophon , a lthough  the com pile rs  o f  the  T öhoku catalogue o f  th e  sD e-d g e  canon p rov ide  
this attribution. I do  no t k now  w hat the basis w as fo r m aking  this attribution , a s id e  from  the rather w eak  
circum stance tha t it h appens to  be situated  in the canon  ad jacen t to several o th e r  tex ts  by R âjahasti.

57 A stley-K ristensen w ro te  tha t th is tex t is "ex tan t on ly  in  Chinese** (1988:67). T e c h n ica lly  o f  course he is 
correct, bu t any fu tu re  s tu d y  o f  th is trad ition  w ou ld  b e  w ell advised to take in to  co n s id e ra tio n  the closely  
related T ibetan  tex ts such  os th is  sâdhana.

n Jnânam itra repeated ly  uses the  term  Prajnâpàramità-samayoga (shes rab kyi pha roi tu phyin pa mnyam 
parsbyor ba'i tshul) to  d esc rib e  the p rac tice o f  the PN , w h ich  in his descrip tio n  in v o lv e s  m editation  on 
the m andatas o f  ihe five c lans (pancakulamandala), w hich  he describes a t len g th  in h is text. See D T fols. 
282 ff.* '
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extension, a female consort. The other side is beyond both this world and its conventions, 

including the idea that spiritual and sexual matters are incompatible. Raiher, these traditions 

boldly claim the opposite, as Ishida noted in describing the rishu-e mandala, with reference 

to its four goddesses, ^Adamantine Desire^ (istavajrini), '"Adamantine LoveplayM 

(kelikilavajrini), %4Adamantine ErosM (kâmavajrini) and ^Adamantine PrideM (mânavajrini)f 

as follows:

Just as mundane desires and passions become the exalted desire for 
Awakening, just as physical desires are purified by embracing the vajra, just as 
loving immersed in desire becomes compassion and mercy in unlimited love for 
the salvation of man, and just as the pride in which we exult becomes the great 
courage of self-confidence, so too this mandala expresses the transformation of 
desires by Buddhism. The passions are awakening. (1987:46)

The perhaps inevitable conclusion of the process of eroticization manifested in the rishu-e

system is exemplified by a highly erotic yoginiîantra called the Vajrämrta Tantra.

Presided over by Mahâsukhavajrasattva, its narrative structure is dialogical, being set in the

context of a conversation between Vajrämrta alias Mahâsukhavajraijattva and his consort,

who here is MâmakI rather than Mânavajrini. Its exhausts a great deal space discussing the

more erotic rites which occur in the ganacakra such as ihe yonipiijàH9 and the production of

the five ambrosias (pahcämrta)?^ The text, somewhat incongruously from the

conventional perspective, united eroticism with meditative disciplines. The following

passage is characteristic:

The Blessed Adamantine Lord Vajrämrta Mahâsukha said: fciListen, Mâmaki, 
regarding the origination of mudrä and mantra, I say that there are three types of 
mudràf arising from Body, Speech and Mind. The Body is the supreme consort, 
and speech the mudrä which is the activity of mantra. The symbolic mudrä of 
mind is the concentration which exists figuratively and nondualistically. The 89 90

89 C h. I describes the p ro d u c tio n  o f  the vajrämrta as follow s: ^F^roducing p assio n  for the secret m andala ,
lift y o u r face to the lo tus, ro llin g  y o u r tongue. T hen  the grea t bliss o f  ad am an tin e  am brosia 
(vajrâmrtamahâsukha) w ill be  q u ic k ly  atta ined ." / g san g  b a 'i dkyil kkho r la *dod byas // Ice ni dril b a r 
byas nas su // kha yis pad m ar b la n g  b a r bya //  rdo rje dbud  rtsi bde ba che / /  de  nas m yur bar d neos g rub  
b o / ( D K f o I .  17b) w

90 C h. 1 also characterizes the pancäm rta  as follow s: ktP repare everyday the five adam antine am brosias,
w ith  the ^ e a t  flesh* (mahâmàmsa, hum an  flesh, taken  from  a corpse, p re fe rab ly  from  an executed  crim inal 
o r  one  killed in bau le人 “g rea t b lo o d ”  i.e .，n iensiru，jm J. and  likew ise  w ith feces， u rine  and
sem en /* /  sha chen dang  ni k h ra g  ch en  gy is / /  de bzh in  bshag gei khu  ba  d ag  /  d e  dag rdo rje bdud  rtsi 
Inga / /  nyin dang nyid du  b sg ru b  p a r  b y a  /  (D K  fol. 18a)
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mudrä of union should be known from the Vajrâmrta Mahàtantra. The 
symbolic mudrä is not drawn, but is the mudrâ of manifest form. The deity is the 
divine woman. Worship the lotus of her vulva with all of one's faculties, 
blissfully. Uniting the vajra and lotus, all ritual activities will succeed.1191

It appears that the trends manifesting in full blown form in the yoginitantra% can be traced

back to some of the earliest strata of Tantric Buddhism. The chronology which posits a

move from “purity” to “degeneracy” is simply incorrect， since it actually appears that some

of the more transgressive and less %torlhodoxM Tantras are among the earliest, while certain

of the more orthodox traditions, such as the Tattvasamgraha, selectively draw from them

and thus antecede them.

The CST does not occupy a position amongst these early Tantras, but it does draw 

upon them. Its lateness has been exaggerated, and while it antecedes the Tattvasamgraha, 

it probably does not antecede it by much. Its inspiration appears to lie in the eighteen 

Tantras of the Vajraiekhara/Mäyäjäla compilations， particularly in 【he three possibly earliest 

traditions, those of the GSTt JS and PA which are found in all known renditions of this 

compilaiion. It can thus be, textually, traced back to the Prajnâpâramitâ corpus via lhe JS 

and PA, both of which connect with the PN. This link is admittedly tenuous, as the CST 

itself nowhere mentions the FYajnâpâramitâ. It does, however, proceed along the general 

course known as the “method of the Prajnâpâramitâ”， and its descent can be traced b ack【〇 

the Buddhist hybrid sutra/tantra of that name. 91

91 ch. 3 /  rdo  ije  bdud  rtsi bde  chen  po  //  bcom  Idan rdo  rje can  "di g su n g s  / /  phyag  rgya sngags dag  %b y u n g  
ba ni / /  b shad  de  n yon  c ig  m â m a ki / /  phyag  rgya  m am  pa gsum  g su n g s  ce / /  sku  dang gsung dang  th u g s  
las 4byung  / /  sku  ni phyag  rgya  m chog  àg y u r te / /  g sung  ni phyag  rg y a  sn g ag s  kyi las // thugs kyi m tsh an  
ma*i phyag  rg y a  ni / /  b sam  g tan  rim  m o gny is m ed  gnas / /  rdo  Q*e bdud  risi rgyud  chen las //  sb y o r b a Ti 
phyag  rgya  sh e s  by a  s te  / /  m tshan  ma*i phyag  rgya  m i bri^o / /  phyag  rg y a  m ngon  gzugs yin te //  Iha n i Iha 
m o bud  m ed do  / /  d bang  po  tham s cad  bde  ba ru / /  bha  ga*i padm ar m ch o d  p a r b y a  // rdo g e  padm a 
m nyam  sb y o r  zh ing  / /  las tham s cad  n i 'grub p a r b y a  /  (D K  fol. I9b)
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6.2.2 Hindu Sources

The CST does not mentions any non-Buddhist scriptures. This is, however, a 

conspicuous absence, as Heruka and his entourage are clearly iconographically derived 

from the cuits of %fcHinduM groups such as the Kâpâlikas, such as the cult of Bhairava 

himself. This should not come as a surprise, as the period in which this text was composed 

was a period of appropriation and adaptation of religious ideas and practices between 

different religious traditions. Nor was this a one-way movement; there was widespread 

borrowing of concepts from Buddhism into Hindu traditions; this occurred at all levels, 

from the field of logic revolutionized by Buddhist thinkers such as Dignâga and 

Dhaimakirti,92 93 94 the occult borrowing of Buddhist doctrines by the developing Vedânta 

schools,1M and institutionally, as Buddhist and Jain monasticism was the obvious model on 

which Sankara based his network of monasteries for his Dasanâmi renunciant order, 

ostensibly to combat the dominance of Buddhism and Jainism in India at the Such

borrowing may in part account for the stridency o f 【he denunciations of Buddhism 

attributed to Sankara and others.95 Such representations of extreme partisan hostility often

92 C oncern ing  the profound  im p ac t o f  the B uddh ist log ic  and ep istem o lo g y  on the Pratyabhijnà school o f  
K ashm ir S aiv ism , see T o re lla  1992.

93 C oncern ing  the in fluence o f  B uddh ism  on  ea rly  V endân ta  th inkers such as G audapâda see K ing 1995 and 
Isayeva 1995.

94 A ccord ing  to M iller and W ertz , m ed ieva l H induism us adop tion  o f  m onastic ism  on the B uddh ist m odel 
w as a ttribu ted  to Sankara« to  w h o m  legendary  accoun ts  attribu te  the founding o f  four m onasteries. See 
M iller and  W ertz  1976, pp. 4  ff.

93 S a n k a ra 's  da tes are unknow n , bu t h is 32 sh o rt years  w ere genera lly  thought to have  m ore o r  less spanned  
the end  o f  the 8 th  and b eg in n in g  o f  the  9 th  cen tu ry . (R o o d  1996, pp. 239-40). R ecent research , how ever, 
has su导写es ted  that this m ight h av e  to be s h if te d 【〇 an  ea rlie r  date  ( îsay ev a  19^5r 15). H ow ever， reference in 
his w ritings to  D harm akirli, w h o  lived  in the 7th cen tu ry , da te  h im  to  p robab ly  the Ja te  7ih cen tu ry  at the 
earliest. L ater biographies, su c h  as the  ten th  cen tu ry  Sankarapràdurbhàva. portray  S ankara  as a fierce foe 
o f  he jesy  (O ’F laherty  1983); su c h  portrayals m ay rep resen t an a ttem p t by his fo llo w e rs【〇 d e flec t criticism  
that S an k ara  w as unduly  in flu en ced  by  M ah ây ân a  B uddh ism , o r  even  a  cryp tic  B uddhist. (See Raju 1985, 
p . 5 0 6 )：
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appear to be part of a strategy to bolster the credentials of figures suspected of being 

unorthodox, and this strategy was not monopolized by any one particular tradition.96

While such violent rhetoric may have at times sparked actual violence,97 in India 

inter-sectarian violence appears to have been more the exception than the rule. More 

common appears to has been the inclusivist approach, buffered with claims to superiority 

and the subordination or reinterpretation of elements borrowed from competing traditions. 

This process is not necessarily peaceful nor violent, but can perhaps go either way 

depending upon the circumstances. Chattopadhyaya observed that >kcult assimilation does 

not necessarily imply a harmonious syncretism, but does imply the formation of a structure 

which combines heterogeneous beliefs and rituals into a whole even while making (or 

transforming) specific elements dominant/' ( 1994:30) This process of cult-assimilation 

appears to be a ubiquitous feature of South Asian religious history, and one which 

currently continues【〇 function， as Obeyesekere， in his has shown with regard to the cult of 

the goddess Pattini in South India and Sri Lanka.98

There are numerous examples of the appropriation of non-Buddhist ideas or 

practices into Buddhism, which are then subordinated by their insertion into a hierarchy.

96 A exam ple  a lso  occurs in Jain  literature , concern ing  H aribhadra (d. 529 C E ), a S ve tâm bara  Jain w hose 
num erous w ritings reveal a p rofound in fluence from  B uddhism . A ccord ing  to D u n d as ， “üie m edieval 
hag iographers ap p ear to acknow ledge H anbhadra*s in terest in B uddhism  by tu rn ing  h im  in to  a scourge o f  
the B uddh ists  and , in a story w hich  does no t appear to an tedate  the tw elfth  cen tu ry , they  describe his 
v io len t revenge on  the Buddhists w ho killed  his nephew s. Such a sto ry  m ay have been  in tended  to 
^reclaim ' H arib h ad ra  fully as a p rom inent Ja in  teacher at a tim e w hen Ja in ism  w as try ing  to estab lish  a firm  
iden tity  to fac ilita te  conversions w hich m ight o therw ise be threatened th rough  an  excessive  siress on 
re la tiv ism .” （1992:208)

^  T he  Sankarapràdurbhàva, fo r exam ple , claim s that vtby  the tenth cen tury  A .D ., heresy  w as so • 
w idespread  and  so  abhorred that S iva h im se lf  was said  to have becom e incarnate  as the ph ilosopher S ankara 
in o rd e r to ex p la in  the Vedas, destroy  the tem ples and books o f  the Jains, and  m assacre  all w ho opposed 
him , particu la rly  the Ja in s / ' (0*F laherty  1983: 121). Such accounts m ay no t be un re la ted  to the w ho lesale  
slau g h te r o f  Ja in s  in Soiuhem  Ind ia a ro u n d 【he s a m e【im e. C oncern ing  this D undas w ro te  that "in  H indu 
tem ples in T am il N adu today, inc lud ing  the shrine to M urugan  at K alugam alai, one m ay see lurid  m ural 
rep resen ta tions o f  the m assacre by im paling  o f  eight thousand  Jains in M adurai fo r hav ing  taken S h iv a ^  
n am e in  vain . T h is  event, w hich is often  t5cen as m ark ing  an end o f  J a in is m ^  in flu en ce  in T am il N adu, is 
m ost g raph ica lly  represented  in  the g rea t M inaksh i tem p le  in M adurai itse lf  and  it rem ains a folk m em ory 
am ong  H indu peasan try  w ho can  have on ly  the vaguest idea  o f  w hat a Jain  is .M (1 9 92 :109 )

98 See O beyesekere  1984.
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and in certain cases ^explained'' by means a myth of domination." These non-Buddhist 

elements or figures are then often reinterpreted in light of more orthodox Buddhist 

scriptural categories. The Cakrasamvara Tantra clearly appropriated elements from the 

Käpälika cult of Bhairava and its attendant charnel ground imagery and paraphernalia.99 100 

Various Buddhist commentators then naturalized many of* these elements【〇 Buddhism 

through association with Buddhist concepts. For example, Sraddhâkaravarman felt it 

necessary to interpret the presence of Bhairava and Kâlarâtri in the Cakrasamvara mandala, 

albeit in a subordinate position, literally under Heruka's feet, by associating them with the 

Mòra, the classical Buddhist embodiment of evil.101 He describes Bhairava and Kâlarâtri as 

follows in his Hemkavisuddha:

Bhairava is the essence of Mòra of the Addictions. The addictions a re 【he root 
of passion (kàma)t and the passions are Mahâdeva. He has the pride of 
emanating and recollecting out of desire and attachment, and he is the very thing 
which binds one, namely, samsara. He is Lhe lord who produces the terrors 
(bhairava) of old age, dilapidation, eyebrows, beard and so forth by means of 
partiality and impartiality. This is because he is nature of speech which is sound 
itself such as the sound of thunder and so forth. In order to counteract his 
pride, he is supine, pressed down with [Heruka’s】 left foot, playfully, without 
undue fixation or zeal.

Kâlarâtri is the essence of Mara Lord of Death.102 [She represents] the 
destruction and voidness of the aggregates. Lacking all mental states of wrath, 
she is has the nature of nirvana, and at the same time has the essence of 
deepening the reality of samsara, the inner and outer essence of which exists in 
the three times, the past, future and present. Therefore, she signifies the 
intuition which is an aspect of the great bliss which arises from the contact of 
the his right foot with her who is the passionless night, the darkness of 
unknowing.103

99 O ne exam ple  co n cern s the idea that certa in  B uddhist T am ras w ere taugh t as a .‘sk illfu l m ean s” for the 
conversion  o f  H indus; see  section  3.2.3 above.

100 T h is  o b v io u s  fact has been  noted  m any tim es before: fo r m ore in te resting  d iscussions see  S nellg rove 
1987, pp. 152 f. S ee  also  T su d a  1982 and 1990.

101 M ara , the Evil O n e , is trad itionally  considered  to  have  four form s: T h ese  are: l)  M ara  o f  the H eaps, 
skandhamära, 2) M âra  o f  the A ddictions, klesamàra, 3) M òra the L ord  o f  D eath, mrryupanmâra and  4) 
M ara  the  D iv in e  P rince , devaputramàrcu C oncern ing  th e  m ythology  su rro u n d in g  the M âras se e  L ing 
1962.

102 T h is  co rre la tio n  is qu ite  in teresting , as K âlarâtri is com m on ly  asso c ia ted  in m ytho logy  w ith  Y am a. the 
L ord  o f  D ea th . S ee  N ihom  1994, pp. 143 ff.

103 /  4j ig  b y ed  ni nyon  m ongs p a Ti bdud  kyi rang bzh in  y in  te /  nyon  m ongs pa  ni 4dod  ch a g s  kyi r tsa  ba 
can  y in  la /  4d o d  ch a g s  ni dbang  phyug  chen  po y in  te /  'd o d  pas zhen  pa*i *dod pas sp ro  b a  d an g  bsdu ba*! 
n g a  rgyal c an  / /  b d ag  4ch ing  bar byed  pa  de nyid  4k h o r ba  y in  no / /  m nyam  p a  dang  mi m n y am  pa la sogs
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Such appropriation and subordination of Hindu deities is not unique to the Tantras, but 

occurs as well in the earliest strata of Buddhist literature.104 Likewise, a similar pattern 

occurs in Hinduism, where individual traditions quite often claimed to encompass and thus 

surpass its competitors.105 Traditions sometimes fused and often absorbed the cults of 

lesser deities, who were then became the attendants or devotees of the central deity of the 

tradition/*06 The Buddha himselt was appropriated by the Vaisnavas, and was depicted as 

being the eighth incarnation (avatcira) of Visnu, albeit an incarnation of ambiguous status, 

one intended not to instruct people but deceive them with false doctrines.107

The overlap between teachings of the kàpâlikas and the yoginitantras are 

significant, and while it is probably safe to assume that the Buddhists borrowed 

significantly from the Kâpâlikas, the extent to which they did so is unclear, since they are 

an extinct tradition, and most of their scriptures are presumably lost. There is evidence

pas lus rgas pa / myings pa / smin ma dang sma ra la sogs pa kjigs par byed pa'i bdag nyid / ngag gi rang 
bzhin brug sgra la sogs pa sgrogs pa nyid kyi phyir ro // devi nga rgyal bzlog pa'i don du rol pas nges par 
ma bzung zhing 'bad rtsol med par g.yon pavi zhabs kyis gan rkyal du mnan pa yin no zhes bya ba'i don to 
// dus mtshan ni 'chi bdag gi bdud kyi rang bzhin yin te / phung po mam par *jig cing stong pa nyid do // 
'das pa dang / ma kongs pa dang / da har byung ba'i dus gsum na yod pa'i phyi dang nang gi bdag nyid 
can gyi 'khor ba'i chos zab par byed pavi bdag nyid can geig tu mya ngan las *das pa'i rang bzhin can 
khong khro bavi sems kyi rgyun thams cad med pa // ftdod chags dang bral ba mtshan mo mi shes pa mun 
pa de la zhabs g.yas pa reg pas bskycd pa*i bde ba chen po*i mam paM ye shes nges par *dzin pafi phvir / 
(DTfol. 126b-127a) ^

This pattern is very ancient, as even the earliest Buddhist suttas are replete with Hindu deities, who 
often are portrayed as playing important, but clearly subordinate roles vis-à-vis Sâkyamuni Buddha, [ndra 
makes numerous appearances in Asvaghosa's Buddhacarita (see Johnston 1936)» wtiile the conceits of 
Brahma are ridiculed in sutta such as the Brahmajàla Suda and the Kevaddha Sutta (Digha Nikâya 1 and 
11; see Walshe 1987 pp. 67-90 and pp. 175-80).

105 For example, the Saivite Ajitàgama claims: *4also in the (tradition) of Bhairava« and in other (traditions) 
such as that of Pasupati« and in the Vaisnava and Buddhist lore as well as in the worship of the deities of 
the regions...all that is none other than He, the Ruler of the Gods, the Eternal» called Sivaf (from 
Goudriaan 1978, pp. 36-37, with emendations by me), bhairave ca tathânyesu pasupâsupatâdisu 
visnutontre ca bauddhe ca tathâ dikpâladarsane... tat tat sa eva devesah sivasamjnah sanätanah (Ajitàgama, 
Kriyâpâda 1.22, op. cit. Goudrìaan 1978 p. 439).

106 The classic example of a tradition formed by fusion is that of the deity Harihara. The process whereby a 
tradition of a i4greaterM deity would absorb a cult of a local deity by making the latter a devotee of the 
former is discussed at length by the essays contained in Hiltebeital, ed. 1989. The Harihara tradition, 
incidentally, also engaged in this process; the Indian museum contains an image of Harihara flanked by the 
Buddha and SQrya. See Roychowdhury 1988, p. 208.

107 The Buddha avatar appears in the Visnu Puràna, which has been dated to c. 400-500 CE. See 
O’Flaherty 1976, pp. 187-89.
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suggesting that they were influenced to some extent by the Buddhists. For example,

Yâmunâcârya, a guru of Ramanuja,108 attributed to the kâpâükas the following belief:

The fruit of liberation (apavarga) is attained through knowledge of the six 
insignia (mudrikâ-safka) and through wearing them, not through understanding 
brahman. He who knows the essence o f the six insignia, who is proficient in 
the highest mudrâ, and who meditates on the Self as seated in the vulva 
(bhagäsana-stha), attains nirvana. (The Kâpâükas) define the six insignia as 
the karnikä (earring), the rucaka (necklace), the kundala (earring), the 
sikhâmani (crest-jewel), ashes (bhasma), and the sacred thread (\ajfiopavita).
The skull (kapâla) and the khatvânga are declared to be the secondary insignia.
If the body is marked with these (various insignia) one is not bom again here 
(on earth)•丨09

This passage is notable for its use of Buddhist terminology, such as nirvana and possibly 

mudrä in one o f the senses listed here. The reference to being seated in the bhaga may 

indicate influence from Buddhist Tantras such as the Guhyasamâja. The six insignia, 

however, appear to be a purely kâpâlika feature, one which appears to be adopted from 

them into the yoginitantra traditions.

That the six insignia were adopted into the Cakrasamvara Tantra from another 

source is suggested by the disjointed and confused manner in which they are presented in 

the text, and the necessity felt by the commentators to interpret them in terms of normative 

Buddhist concepts. The relevant passage occurs in chapter twenty-seven, which deals with 

the conduct (cärya) befitting a yogin in this tradition, and the observances (vrata) to be 

followed by him. The wearing of the six insignia evidently one of the observances. It is 

described as follows:

Abandon the sacred thread 入 as purity exists in griheruka. The
adept who is endowed with the five insignia strives for success. One should be 
ornamented with the necklace (rucaka), choker (kanihikâ), earring (kundala), 
crest jewel (sW ià膨 叫 ， and also with the sacred thread fyq/ÄöpflWra) and ash 

入 They should be on [one’s person】 at all times, always displayed at 
night, and hidden during the day.110

IW The dates of Yâmunâcârya and Ramanuja are not, to my knowledge, known; they are typically attributed 
to the 10th and 11th centuries CE, respectively, but this is clearly an approximation. See Raju 1985, pp. 
438-39.

109 Lorenzen 1989, p. 234. Translated from Yâmunâcârya's Âgamaprâmânya (J. A. B. van Buitenen, ed. 
Madras: Ramanuja Research Society, 1971, p. 43, lines 7-16).

1,0 CST ch. 27, vv. I7c-I8d: / mgul rgyan gdu bu ma rgyan dang // spyi bor nor bus mam par brgyan // 
mchod phyir thogs dang thal ba dang // dus kun tu ni mam par gnas // mtshan mo aag par gsal bya zhing
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This passage contains an obvious contradiction, in that it first prohibits che use of the sacred 

thread, but then this prohibited article is included in the list of six insignia to be worn at all 

times. The text also mentions five insignia rather than six, which we might logically 

include consists of the six insignia mentioned minus the sacred thread. It is difficult to 

explain this contradiction, but perhaps the most likely scenario is tha【 【he passage above is 

composite， with the list of six insignia taken from another source. At some point a 

Buddhist author or editor added a prohibition against the sacred thread, which is 

understandable， given the fact that the sacred thread was never a Buddhist emblem， but was 

rather an emblem symbolizing that one is a dvijat an observer of the Vedic tradition.

This contradiction was not adequately explained by the commentators, who

typically ignore it. Jayabhadra does comment on the passage, as follows:

As for "abandoning the sacred thread, purity'\ it means abandoning the [codes 
of] purity111 prescribed in the srrirtU such as the sacred thread and so forth. This 
means that all mundane and iranscendem purities are observed through the 
blessing of sriheruka. The five insignia (paficamuclrä) are the necklace 
(rucaka), crest jewel (sikfiâmani), earring (kundala), choker (kanfhikâ)t and the 
sacred thread (yajTiopavita)V2

Although commenting on the major points in this passage, he did not resolve the 

contradiction, as later commentators also fail to do.113 If anything he exacerbated it, by

// nyin par gsang ba nyid du bya / (DT fol. 232a) This list corresponds exactly to Ramanuja's description, 
which differs only slightly from Yâmunâcârya^. He lists the six insignia as follows: kanthikà, rucaka, 
kundala.sikhâmani. bhasnta.andyajnopavita. See Lorenzen 1972, p.2.

111 MP ms. reads sauca throughout this passage, which I edit to sauca

112 yajnopavitam pratyajya saucam iti yajnopavitâdi rtismrtivihitasauca[m] parityajya/ sriherukâdhisthâna 
sarvalaukikalokottarasaucam âcarito bhavatity arthah / pancamudrâ rucaka-sildiâmani-kundala-kanthikâ- 
[yajno]pavitâh paücam / (MP ms. fol. 39a); / mchod phyir thogs ni yongs spangs gtsang zhes bya ba ni 
mchod phyir thogs la sogs pa rig byed dang chos kyi bscan beos las byung ba*i gtsang sbra yongs su spang 
ba^  // phyag rgya Inga ni mgul rgyan dang gdu bu dang spyi bofi nor bu dang / ma rgyan dang / mchod 
phyir thogs te Inga’o / (QT p. 29.2)

1,3 Tsongkhapa seems to have followed Jayabhadra in his Total Illumination commentary. He wrote: ‘The 
yajnopavita or brahmasütra which are stated to be purifying in the Vedic texts are renounced. The yoga 
which exists in Sriheruka is the great purity. Axe the insignia such as the necklace, etc. to be renounces at 
that time or not? [The text] states that one is to be endowed with the five insignia such as the necklace, 
and that they should be present, i.eM observed, at all times. And while the yajnopavita, and also the 
brahmasütra which appears to occur elsewhere, are renounced, it is not that they are renounced at all 
times.'* / rig byed kyt gzhung las dag byed du bshad pa*i mchod phyir thogs tshang skud ni yongs su 
spangs la / sri he ru kar gnas pa*i mal 4byor ni gtsang sbra chen pofi // de*i tshe mgul rgyan la sogs pa*i 
phyag rgya*ang spong ngam zhe na / mgul rgyan la sogs pa*i phyag rgya Inga dang yang dag par Idan pa ni
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including the sacred thread in the list of five insignia, ejecting from it the ash instead. On 

the other hand, ash is a purely Sai va insignia/14 and is perhaps as likely a candidate for 

exclusion from a Buddhist text as is the sacred thread. While the history of this and other 

similar passages is unknown, such contradictions suggest that it is a composite text, 

portions of which may have been drawn from another source and poorly integrated into 

it.115 * Perhaps because of the non-Buddhist provenance of these insignia, Dârika, in his 

Sricakrasamvarastotra Sarvàrthasiddhmhiddhacûââmani, describes Hemka as 

kibeautified by the six rnudrâ of the Six Trancendences (pàramitâ)^i{6 purifying them of 

heretical association through correlating them to normative Mahâyâna Buddhist categories.

That Buddhist Tantras such as the CST owe a debt to the Kâpâlikas or some such 

non-Buddhist group is clear， and it is certainly possible that they are intertextually related U) 

the texts of such group(s), but the extent of this debt and its exact sources remain to be 

determined. That is, there is the question of whether Buddhists drew their inspiration from 

extant, verifiable Éaiva sources， or whether perhaps they drew from what Ruegg called【he 

Indian “religious substnuum”， a common, non-sectarian source for both Buddhist and 

Sili va traditions.117

Sanderson has argued for the former hypothesis. He has identified a group of 

Nepali manuscripts as surviving Kâpâlika scriptures, which he claims is the inspiration for 

the Buddhist Thcs^ ttxis ih t Siddhayogesvarimaia% the

Tantrasadbhava, the Jayadrathay amala and the Brahmayàmala. Now, in order to

/ dus kun tu ni mam par gnas pa ste yang dag par spyad do / zhes 'chad do / mchod phyir thogs kyang 
gzhan nas 'byung ba liar tshang skud spong gi gtan spong ba min no / (KS TL fol. 149a) "

1.4 The motif of ash in Saiva mythology is extensively explored in O'Flaherty 1973.

1.5 Of course, it is always possible that such inconsistencies arose as a process of textual comiption. or 
even deliberate obscuration.

1.6 / pha rol phyin drug phyag rgya drug gis mdzes / (DT foi. 193a). The six Transcendances are the 
Transcendance of l) Generosity (dona), 2) Discipline (sila). 3) Patience (ksanti), 4) Effort (virya), 5) 
Meditadon (dhyana), and 6) Wisdom (prajnà),

117 Ruegg makes the this case first in a 1964 article, then again in a (1967) lecture, and a book review 
(1989c).
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establish that these texts are sources of the Buddhist Yoginitantras, it is necessary that he 

prove not only that they share passages in common, but that they are actual sources of the 

Buddhist texts, since it is also possible that both groups of text could draw from an earlier 

common source. With regard【〇 the CST， Sanderson argues that it directly borrowed from 

two of these texts, as follows:

Chapters 15 to 17 of the Buddhist Laghusamvara (Herukâbhidhâna), which 
teaches a secret jargon of monosyliabies (ekâksaracchoma) (15), and the 
characteristics by means of which ihe Buddhist adepts may recognize females as 
belonging to one or the other of seven Yogini-families (16) and seven Dâkini- 
families (17) equals the samayâcâracestà vidhâna chapter of the Yoginisamcâra 
section of the Jayadrathayâmala. Chapter 19 of the Laghusamvara, on the 
characteristics of the Yoginis known as Lamas, equals chapter 29 of ihe 
Siddhayogesvarimata. (1994a:94-95)

Sanderson does not explain what he means by the term “equals”，i.e.， whether there is an 

exact word for word correspondence, or merely close similarity. Even if the passages were 

identical however, does not necessarily prove that the CST borrowed from these sources; it 

is always possible that they borrowed from the CST, or that all these texts derive from ;m 

earlier unknown or lost source. Sanderson has not proven this point; he claims that he will 

publish a monograph comparing these passages, and until he does this will have to remain 

an open question.

The possibility of Saiva texts borrowing from Buddhist texts may not be as absurd 

as one might at first think. Biihnemann has in two recent articles (1999 and 2000) traced 

extensive borrowings in Hindu Tantras from Buddhist Tantras. Nor is textual history of 

the CST and the Kâpâlika texts entirely clear. Unlike Buddhist texts which were preserved 

in translation, and the dating of which can be established on the basis of translation dates, 

Saiva Tantric texts are in a much poorer state of preservation. Many texts can only be dated 

by their occurrence in the works of Abhinavagupta (c. 975-1025 CE), far after the dates 

established for many Buddhist Tantras. While it is possible that they preceded him by 

centuries, there is often no independent evidence to confirm this. The Jayadrathayâmala 

may be an exception; Baneiji notes that there is a Cambodian inscription dated to 802 CE 

which mentions a text called the Sirascheda, which is usually identified with the
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Jayadrathayämala. (1992:86) The Sirascheda, however, is sometimes identified with 

another work,118 but even if the inscription does refer to the Sirascheda qua 

Jayadrathayamalay the later text is also evidently a composite text, and there is no way to 

know which portions of it existed by the early ninth century. Moreover, the 

Jayadrathayämala, in the thirty-fifth chapter of its first safkat lists the names of a number 

of Buddhist sâstras,119 suggesting that it in turn may have been influenced by Buddhist 

works, and might possibly be a composite work drawing from one or more of them. And 

while the Jayadrathayämala probably can be dated with some confidence to the eighth 

century, this is also the period when appears that the CST was composed.

With these traditions, Buddhist and Saiva, the safest assumption seems to be that 

there is no purity and singularity of origin, but rather a multiplicity. Interdependence 

should be assumed, despite sectarian protests to the contrary. Sanderson^ presumption 

that Saiva texts preceded their Buddhist Yoginitantra counterparts thus remains to be 

proven; his common-sensical notion that Saiva-inspired cults are of ultimately Saiva origin 

is probably more or less true, but his specific claims of direct textual borrowing may not 

necessarily be.

Sanderson was correct when he wrote that 'Tantric Buddhism is, of course, entirely 

Buddhist in terms of its function and self-perception; and in transforming Saiva elements it 

gave them meanings which obscure these origins/' (1994a:96) The same is true of other 

Indian traditions, including Saivism, that appropriated elements from other traditions. In 

the case of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, however, its heterogeneous origins are not entirely 

obscured, there are inconsistencies such as those discussed above which belie its composite 

nature, and not fiilly integrate nature. These inconsistencies are not noticed, however, by 

the vast majority of practitioners of this tradition, most of whom rely on the exegetical 

literature produced by savants such as Tsongkhapa, whose genius lie in part in their

1,8 See Banerji I992t p. 98, n. 49.

119 See Baneiji 1992, p. 86.
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creative ability to constitute a coherent tradition of practice from the not entirely coherent 

body of scriptures inherited from the mahäsiddhas of India.

6.3. Heruka

1. The Origin of Heruka

The central figure of the Cakrasamvara Tantra is the Buddhist deity Heruka, who 

is both one of the most interesting but also confounding of Buddhist deities. A fierce deity 

clearly inspired from a Saiva model, most likely Bhairava, he has nonetheless become a 

quintessential deity of the “higher” Buddhist Tantras， making an appearance in most of the 

anuttarayogatantras, and playing a central role in most of the yoginitantras.

Heruka is a generic name for a fierce Buddhist deity, who also receives different 

names in different traditions. In the Cakrasamvara tradition he is called both Heruka and 

Sriheruka, as well as Samvara/Samvara or Sambara, or Cakrasamvara. His earliest

appearance is in the JSt in which he is described as follows:

Greatly Glorious Vajraheruka is very terrifying, blazing wich ash; his visage 
blazes blue for beings, and his mandala of light blazes red. He is as fierce as the 
Endtime of great destruction. Greatly blazing, his voice blazes» like a charnel 
ground fire. He has a crown o f skulls, fierce like the end time of great 
destruction. Possessing the methods such as anger, he is as terrifying as a 
charnel ground, with various faces, and eyebrows arched in anger. With his
blazing gaze and dance, he completely reduces the three worlds to ash, along 
with Mahâdeva, Visnu (Upendra)» the Sunt the Moon, Yama and Brahma.1*0

This description clearly borrows heavily from Saiva imagery, particularly the imagery of 

Siva as the Destroyer of the Cosmos, Mahâkàla, the Great Endtime.120 121 Another description

120 JS kalpa 5, sriheruka-àsvàsa: /  dpal chen rdo tje he ru ka // %bar bas thaï bas rab lu *jig / sems dpa* 
sngon por *bar baf i ngang // *od kyi dkyil "khor drnar por "bar // 4jig pa chea po*i dus Itar drag / dur khrod 
kyi ni me dang *dra // *bar ba chen po sgra 4bar ba // thod pa mang po*i dbu rgyan can // *jig pa chen pofi 
dus ltar drag / dur khrod bzhin du rab tu 'jigs // khro la sogs pafi tshul ldan pa // zhal mams sna tshogs 
4gyur ba dang // smin ma khro gnyer bcas par *gyur // 4bar ba*i ha bas gar byas pas // gu lang dbang chen 
nye dbang bcas // nyi zia gshin ije tshangs par bcas // gnas gsum dag ni 'bar byas nas // thal ba bzhin tu 
rab tu bshig (DK foi. 157b)

121 For an analysis of Siva*s destructive forms, see 0*Raheny 1973 and 1976.
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of Heruka, that contained in a sâdhana composed by Advayavajra, recalls another Hindu 

myth, the amrta-manthana, the churning of the Ocean of Milk for ambrosia.122 His 

description occurs as follows:

Sriheruka, who dances laughing with a skull staff and double drum in his 
hands, who as if shaking the world stirs up the mass of waters with a mountain 
peak, and who, with beautiful eyes and face, is reddened, pressing his foot into 
the ocean -  He, together with his troop of yoginis, is always victorious upon the 
earth. He is blue with three faces and six arms, self-luminant, and inseparable 
from his consort {prajfiâ). Hûinkâra, the Lord ot the Six Goddess: saluting him 
I will write this sâdhana.123

The mythology surrounding Heruka, and his very iconography which is connected to it,

gives the impression of being a composite phenomenon. It is， in Lévi-Strauss’

terminology, a bricolage. Lévi-Strauss wrote that

The characteristic feature of mythical thought is that it expresses itself by means 
of a heterogeneous repertoire which, even if extensive, is nevertheless limited.
It has to use this repertoire, however, whatever the task in hand because it has 
nothing else at its disposal. Mythical thought is therefore a kind of intellectual 
‘bricologe’. （1966:17)

These sources cannot be not limited to any particular sect or school; the sources on which 

the formulators and elaborators of the Cakrasamvara tradition drew cannot be definitively 

circumscribed, but it most likely included a broad range of Indian mythic thought. An 

examination of these sources may shed some light on the forces that motivated its 

constitution. This was argued by Obeyesekere, who, in his magnum opus on the Pattini 

cult argued that

Any mythological tradition comes from historically diverse sources. A tradition 
of myth is a composite of preexisting beliefs, beliefs that are newly invented, and 
those incorporated from other belief systems. An analysis of the sources of a 
given mythic tradition may help us to unravel the processes by which a religious 
tradition came to be constituted. (1984:283)

122 Concerning this myth see Long 1976.

123 Saptâksarasàdhana: / gang gi phyag na kha tvâm ga dang da ma rus ni cher sgrogs pa yis gar mdzad 
dang // Jig rten gsum pa 4gul bzhin pa yis ri yi rtse mo bskyod pas chu yi phung po 4khrugs // mdzes pa*i 
spyan dang zhal mams mnga* bas zhabs mnan rgya mtso nang gis ni dmar gyur pa // mal %byor ma yi 
tshogs Idan dpal Idan khrag 4thung *di de sa stengs rtag tu rgyal gyur cig / zhal gsum phyag drug sngon 
po la // rang snang shes rab lus kjar ba // hüm skyes Iha mo drug gi mgon // btud nas sgrub thabs bri bar 
bya/(D Tfo丨. 30b)
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Such an analysis of the traditions centering on Heruka could easily occupy a monograph; 

here it will only be possible to conclude this study with a look at some of the more 

interesting and/or important of these sources.

The figure of Heruka is quite enigmatic; even his name is unusual, and does not 

appear to be an actual Sanskrit word. There has been some speculation concerning its 

derivation. Przyluski suggested that heruka is a corruption of bhairava, but this seems 

unlikely, despite Heruka's obvious relation to the Saiva deity Bhairava.124 Lokesh Chandra 

notes the interesting similarity between heruka and the Greek word heriiko, kto restrain, 

hinder, control\ which, interestingly, corresponds exactly to the Sanskrit an

alternate name for Heruka in the Cakrasamvara tradition.125 This is an interesting 

hypothesis, but it is not at all clear how to account for it; it is perhaps possible that the term 

could have been applied to a deity from the Northwest, where Greek linguistic influence 

lingered on into the first few centuries of the common era, as the bilingual Greek-Karosthi 

Kusâna coinage indicates.126

Another theory is that argued by Parpola. Parpola argued that “buffalo-shaped” 

deities such as Heruka are remnants of a pre-Aryan buffalo cult, and that 

Samvara/Sambara is a variant of the Dosa Sambara of the Rg Veda, the enemy of Indra,127 

and who is related to the Buffalo Demons Mahisàsura, Sumbha and Nisumbha, who are 

also thought to derive from non-Axyan sources.128 Parpola goes on to suggest that the

124 See Snellgrove L959b, p. 216.

123 Chandra made this observation in his preface to Tucci 1989, p. xvi.

126 For examples of this coinage see Mitchiner 1973 and 1978.

127 Regarding Sambara in Rg Veda see Macdonell 1898, p. 161. According to Macdonell, Samvara is 
mentioned about twenty times in the Rg Veda, such as in the following cases: "Indra shook the summit of 
heaven when he cut down Sambara (1.54.4). He found Sambara dwelling in the mouniains (2.2.11) and 
struck down from ihe mountain (1.130.7; 6.26.5). He struck down from ihe great mountain the Dâsa 
Sambara, the son of Kulitara (4.30.14). He struck down from the height Sambara, who thought himself a 
little god (7.18.20)/7 (1898:161) Several other verses depict him as dwelling in the forts of the Dâsas. 
which Indra cast down.

123 See Parpola 1992, p. 298. The theory that the Sumbha-Nisumbha myth in the DevbM àhàtmya is 
derived from non-Aryan mythic traditions was earlier argued by Vaudeville (1982) and Cobum (1984) and 
(1991).
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name heruka derives from the Tamil term eru or its cognates, which means *4bullt male of 

any animal remarkable for its strength, male buffalo*1. (1992:298) Parpola's theory is 

actually quite grand, and takes into consideration a wide range of evidence, from Harappan 

seals to Vedic and Tantric texts. The only problem is that Heruka is not in fact i4buffalo- 

shaped,\  unlike other fierce Tantric Buddhist deities such as Yamântaka. On the other 

hand, the suggestion of a Tamil derivation is not impossible, and Heruka, who is depicted 

in a heroic human form, could be considered a "buir' in the figurative sense. Another 

interesting point is that the names sumbha and nisumbha appear in mantras in the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra, although they also appear in mantras of many other Tantras such as 

the Tattvasamgraha.129

There is also some evidence connecting Heruka to the Buddhist deity Vairocana, 

and while it would probably be a stretch to suggest that henika is derived from vairocana, 

this evidence should be considered nonetheless. HerukaTs consort in the CST, Vajravârâhi, 

is associated with the Vaircana clan, and one of the names connected with hen i.e.« 

contained in her mantra, is Vajravairocani.130 One o f 【he interesting features of 

Amoghavajra^ description of the JS in his Index is that, in his list of the nine deities 

associated with the navarasat he does not mention Heruka per se. However in addition to 

Vairocana, whom he associates with the heroic sentiment he lists a

*Yogavairocana (瑜 伽 中 畏 盧 遮 那 )， whom he associates with the tranquil sentiment 

(sântarasa).131

The term ^Yogavairocana clearly does not transliterate heruka, but it may be a 

description of him. If so, this would imply that Heruka at that time, i.e., the mid-eighth 

century was understood to be a form of or closely related to Vairocana, and one particularly

129 See Snellgrove 1987, pp. 137-44, 153.

130 Vajravairocani is one of the names associated with Trikâyavajrayoginl; Vajrayogini is considered 
identical to, i.e.t the solitary ekavirà form of, Vajnivârâhi. See Nihom 1992.

131 T 869t p. 286.3. See my translation of this passage in section 5.2 above.
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associateci with yoga or yogins. This in fact may have been how Heruka was understood in

monastic settings in India at that time， and may represent an attempt to naturalize Heruka to

a Buddhist context through association with a more orthodox Buddhist deity. This is also

suggested by a passage in Subhâkarasimha and Yi-xing*s early eighth century, in which

Vairocana is depicted as taking on a dreadful charnel ground guise to subdue evil-doers, as

Heruka is also depicted. This passage depicts the dakinit fierce female deities, as

anthropophagie, lusting alter the concretion or bezoar fÀ  M ) which exists in the hearts of

men. Since this substance was highly desired by not only dâkini but also other evil spirits,

they evidently got into the habit of slaying people to attain this substance. Subhâkarasimha

narrates Vairocana's subdual of them as follows:

They were subjeetto Mahâkâla， the god called the “Great Black One” As for 
the Dharma Gate of Vairocana conquering the three worlds, Vairocana, wanting 
to do away with them, took the form of Mahâkâla, exceeding him in an 
immeasurable manifestation. His body smeared with ashes, in a desolate place 
he, with his magical an, summoned all of [the dâkini] who had magical powers 
[such asj flying, walking on water. Being completely unhindered by the dakinis, 
he upbraided them, saying: '"Since you alone always devour people, now I will 
eat you!” Then he swallowed them, but did not allow them to die. He pressed 
and pushed them, causing their flesh to be severed off.

They spoke to the Buddha saying, "We've eaten all sorts of flesh, so how can 
we save ourselves now?

The Buddha said, i4Listen! You will eat the hearts of dead people/'

They said, t4When someone is about to die, the niahâyaksas and so forth know 
that their lives are exhausted. They rush there to eat him, so how can we get 
[our share]?”

The Buddha said, 4tI will teach you the mantra, dharmat and mudrâ. You will 
be able to know six months before someone dies, and knowing this, you will 
be protected and will no longer be afraid of losing out. When you hear that 
someone’s life has expired， Sien you can seize and eat [his heart].” Thereupon 
they were gradually induced to embark upon this path. Thus there is this 
mantra, hri häy which removes the taint of pernicious practices.132

132屬 摩 訶 迦 羅 。 所 謂 大 黑 神 也 。 畏 盧 遮 那 以 降 伏 三 世 法 門 。 欲 除 波 故 化 作 大  

黑 神 。 過 於 彼 無 1 示 現 。 以 灰 塗 身 。 在 曠 野 中 以 術 悉 召 一 切 法 成 就 乘 空 嘹  
水 皆 無 礙 諸 荼 吉 尼 。 而 訶 寊 之 。 猶 汝 常 啖 人 故 。 我 今 亦 當 食 汝 。 即 呑 啖 之 。
然 不 令 死 彼 。 伏 已 放 之 。 悉 令 斷 肉 。 彼 白 弗 言 。 我 今 悉 食 肉 得 存 。 今 如 何 自  
濟 。 佛 言 聽 汝 食 死 人 心 。 彼 言 人 欲 死 時 諸 大 夜 叉 等 知 彼 命 盡 。 爭 來 欲 食 。 我  
云 何 得 之 。 佛 言 為 汝 説 真 言 法 及 印 。 六 月 未 死 即 能 知 之 。知 已 以 法 加 護 勿  
令 他 畏 得 損 。 至 命 盡 時 聽 汝 取 食 也 。 如 是 消 引 令 得 入 道 。 故 有 此 真 言  （T1796, 
p. 687.2-3)
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In this case, Vairocana is depicted as taking on the Siva's fierce form of Mahâkâla, which 

is depicted in the text as a form of Mahasvara, rather than the Tantric Buddhist deity of the 

same name.133 Vairocana^ motivation is compassionate; he wants to restrain them from 

killing people， and uses the coercive means of “consumption” and violent but not lethal 

“digestion” to convince them to only eat the concretion of corpses. When they submit， he 

provides them with the ntual technologies to tind these corpses and thus beat the 

competition.

Heruka is depicted as taking on the form not of Mahàkâla but Bhairava, but like 

Vairocana, is depicted as taking on this fierce form out of the compassionate desire to 

subdue evil doers. If there was an association of Heruka with Vairocana by eighth century 

Indian Buddhists, this would have been just a preliminary association, since Heruka later 

was understood to constitute his own distinct "clan^, just as he was also understood to 

embody all nine of the dramatic sentiments. The association of Heruka qua 

*Yogavairocana with the tranquil sentiment (säntarasa) may seem counter-intuitive, but it 

actually accords well with Indian dramatic theory, which tended to see the odd or atypical 

rasa, which was not in fact accepted by all theorists. It is, as Masson and Patwardhan have 

shown, associated with renunciation, impermanence and death. As such， “the one thing 

that säntarasa does that no other rasa can, is that it disturbs us.^ ( I969:ix) Kalhana 

prefaced his Râjatarangini with the following comment: ^Considering how the life of 

creatures cracks after a few moments, one should understand [why] säntarasa has been 

given the most position in this [work]” .134

The säntarasa could be associated with the charnel ground, the cite which 

exemplifies impermanence like no other, and Heruka is of course associated with this site.

133 Concerning Siva qua Mahâkâla see Long 1970, pp. 218 ff.

iyi Râjatarangini 1.23,4: ksanabhahgini jantunâm sphurite paricintite / mûrdhâbhisekah sântasya rasasyâlra 
vicâryatâm//Trans, in Masson and Patwardhan 1969, p. xiii, who cite Visva Bandhu*s edition. 
(Hoshiarpur: Visvesvarânanda Vedic Research Institute, 1963)
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As noted above in section 3.2.2.2, the Cakrasamvara mandala is ideally drawn in a charnel 

ground with substances attained there. This is also depicted artistically; representations of 

the Cakrasamvara mandala are typically depicted as surrounded by the "eight great charnel 

grounds*'.135 The Cakrasamvara mandala is described in the Tantra as not only a city, but 

the ^city supreme11, puram param.136 Like a city it is also surrounded on its periphery by 

charnel grounds, although here it goes well beyond the norm in that it is surrounded by the 

eight great charnel grounds. The mandala, then, is really not typical at all, but depicts an 

alternate vision of the cosmos, a residence suitable for a deity preeminently associated with 

charnel grounds. It depicts Heruka's abode as a son of liminal nerve center, a nexus for the 

alternative yogic culture associated with the charnel grounds. That this is so is suggested 

by a fragment from an early Heruka sädhana preserved at Dunhuang, which， describing 

Heruka and his awesome environs, also negates the 4inside-outside* dichotomy on which 

social distinctions are drawn:

From that, there is Mahâ-sriheruka, the great blazing one with nine dancers, a 
fury like that at the time of destruction. In the utterly terrifying great charnel 
ground, 'midst the roaring waves of blood circling "round, is the gargantuan 
mound of skeletons, and in the blazing pyre on its top is found the mandala 
palace of knowing's flames, an expanse in every way without end-with neither 
in nor out, thus all is in.137

As the association between Heruka and charnel grounds is so strong, it is perhaps not 

surprising that the Kâlikâpurâna. with a certain degree of confusion, refers to Heruka, both 

as a place of cremation as well as a deity.138

135 For a description of these charnel grounds and their artistic depiction on Cakrasamvara mandala an see 
Tucci 1989t pp. 50-54 and 173-81.

136 Chapter Two, verse 11 reads: *4Then% with a corpse thread, or one coloured with human blood 
(mahâmdhira), lay out the terrifying mandala, Heruka^s palace supreme.*' tato mrlakasütrena 
mahânidhiraranjitena vâ / sûtrayet mandalam ghoram hemkasya param puram // See my edition in 
appendix A below.

137 Trans, in Eastman 19811 49, emended by me.

138 See for example ch. 67 v. 34-36, translated by van Kooij as follows: 41One should worship ihe place of 
cremation, named Heruka, being of red color, terrifying, bearing knives and skins, being like Rudra, 
consuming human flesh, resplendent by the three wreaths of human heads, from which blood is trickling 
down, crowded with ghosts, of which the teeth have fallen out and which are consumed by fire* adorned 
with sword-bearers; (one should worship this place of cremation) by means of a meditation only.M 
(1972:158) It seems that the author of iKis text was aware of, bu【 somewhat confused concerning， the
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The setting for this mandala is the terrifying site charnel ground not only in its 

visualized or artistic depiction, but also in practice. It is also not surprising that a central, 

albeit subordinate, role should be given to the other charnel ground deity whose appearance 

Heruka usurped, namely Bhairava. In artistic depictions of the mandala he, along with his 

wife Kâlarâtri is depicted at the center of the mandala, albeit in a subordinate and 

compromised position, under Heruka’s feet.

Bhairava is depicted prostrate, with Heruka's foot on his head. This is typical 

image of the subjection of one king by another, or simply subordination in more general 

terms; it is the same gesture a disciple might make toward his guru. Here it as if Heruka 

defeated Bhairava in battle, and the latter now prostrates himself to the former amidst his 

assembled court. Indeed, according to the myth this is exactly the case; Heruka and his 

host manifested precisely to subdue Bhairava and his. From another perspective then, the 

site for the mandala is the top of Sumeru/Kailash, the site of Siva/Bhairava's incessant 

lovemaking with his wife. Here however their union has been broken, and their position 

and appearances usurped by Heruka and his consort, Vajravârâhi.

Kâlarâtri， on whom Heruka’s other foot rests， is depicted lying prone, which may 

symbolize sexual domination. On the other hand, Lhe texts always assert that it is her breast 

on which his foot presses, which might here represent control over the nurturing and life- 

giving qualities of devi qua mother/39 while her "dangerous^ sexual aspects are taken over 

by Vajravârâhi, who usurps her form as well as her position of consort, clearly depicted via 

her nudity and embrace of Heruka.139 140

Buddhist deity Hemka. The comparison with Rudra, however, is api. as both deities are associated with 
death, and lhe former was almost certainly the inspiration for the latter.

139 For more on the importance of breast imagery in the India imagination, see Kakar 1989» pp. 126-27 as 
well as O’Flaherty 1980.

140 Among the types of sexual union outlined by Marglin 1982, Heruka and Vajravârâhi seem to be in lhe 
'union between equals' mode of lovemaking. They are depicted more or less equal in size, and make love 
in the standing position in which there is no obvious domination of one over another, which is similar to 
the standing position in which Krsna and Radhâ engage in lovcplay as described by Marglin.
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There are ample precursor myths for Heruka's subdual of Bhairava in Buddhist 

literature. The earliest center around Vajrapâni, the fierce yaksa guardian of the Buddha, 

who was gradually elevated to a supreme position in the Vajrayâna.141 He is depicted as 

possessing cosmic mastery in the following passage in the Jnänatilaka-yoginitantraräja- 

paramamahädbhuta:

Then the Blessed Lady offered the ambrosial fluid (amrtarasa) of her lower lip 
and made offerings of solar and lunar flowers. When the Blessed Lord was 
satisfied, she asked the following: 4tHey Blessed Lord, who will teach this truly 
secret Tantra in the future to fortunate sentient beings?M

The Blessed Lord replied, 44It will be taught by the glorious sovereign 
Vajrapâçi.”

The Blessed Lady asked, "You, Lord have bestowed the marvelous descent of 
intuitive ambrosia (jnânâmrta). Tell me, oh King of Knowledge, Lord of 
Sovereign Might, what is the origin of the great sovereign VairapàniT'

The Blessed Lord replied， “Listen well. Blessed Lady， to that which you have 
requested. The great sovereign Vajrapani is the lord of all Vajradharas, and is 
ihe cause of the creation and destruction of infinite worlds and realms 
(lokadhâtu). There is nothing which arises apart from him, the original, 
supreme lord (svayambhiiparesvara). Vajrapani, who has the twelve jfiânas, is 
unoriginated. At the top the five Tathâgatas arose on the five mountain peaks, 
and at the bottom [arose] the five great elements. In ihe middle the six realms of 
living beings developed.142 In order to preserve all views, he ranges in a variety 
of forms. He sometimes takes on the form of a Vajradhara, Buddha, Heruka, 
Tathägata or Bodhisattva. Sometimes he takes on the semblance of the 
audience, propounder, reader or author of the Tantras and säst ras. [His forms | 
are too numerous to state, as many as are needed. This is the teaching on the 
sovereign Vajrapâçi.’’143 *

141 For a discussion of Vajrapanivs rìse in position in Mahâyâna and Vajrayâna traditions see Snellgrove 
1987, pp. 134 ff.

142 This describe the development of the mandala qua cakravàda cosmos, which is composed of the 
elemental disks, topped by Mt. Sumeru, on which are positioned the five Tathâgatas.

143 / de nas bcom Idan 4das mas ma mchu'i bdud rtsifi ro phul te / nyi ma dang zia bafi me tog gis mchod 
nas / bcom ldan "das rab tu tshim par mdzad nas 'di skad ces gsol to // kyai boom Idan kdas ma 'ongs pa'i 
dus su yang dag par gsang baf i rgyud Adi skal pa dang Idan paTi sems can mams la sus 'chad par "gyur/ 
bcom Idan 4das kyis bka* stsal pa / dpal phyag na rdo rje mgon pos bshad par byed do // bcom Idan 'das 
ma gsol pa / ye shes bdud rtsi char pa che // mgon po kyod kyis rmad 4byung sbyin // phyag na rdo rje 
mgon po che // de yi bskyed pa ji Itar lags // rgyal bai lunga* bdag ye shes rgyal // de ni tshig gcig bka' 
stsol cig / bcom Idan *das kyis bka* sisal pa // gang zhig khyod kyis yongs zhus pa // bcom Idan ma de 
yang dag nyon // phyag na rdo ije mgon chen po // rdo rje *dzin pa kun gyi bdag / mtha* yas pa yi *jig 
rten khams // skye dang 4dzin pa*! rgyu yin no // de las skye ba gang yang med // rang byung mchog gi 
dbang phyug go // de yi phyag na rdo rje ni // ye shes bcu gnyis skye ba med // thog ma yi ni rva Inga las 
// de bzhin gshegs pa Inga 4byung ngo // mlha* nas *byung ba chen po Inga // dbus nas 4gro ba'i ris drug
4byung // Ita ba kun ni bskung don phyir // sna tshogs pa yi gzugs su spyod // la lar rdo rje %dzin pa dang 
// la Iar sangs rgyas kyi ni gzugs // la !ar he ru ka yi gzugs // la lar de bzhin gshegs pa dang // la lar byang 
chub sems dpa*i gzugs // la lar nyan pa Ita bur bzhugs // la lar 'chad do dgyes padma // la lar klog pa*i
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Vajrapâni is depicted in the Midasarvâstavâda, a text compiled during the early centuries of 

the common era,144 as subduing the Nâga Apalâla.145 146 This myth was recounted by Fa-xian» 

who journeyed in India and Central Asia from 399-414 CE.140 He reported that the 

conversion took place in Udhyâna in Northwest India, a region later associated with Tantric 

traditions.147

A ojmmcm strategy in Buddhist Tamras is to demonize Hindu deities， especially 

Siva, which was not a difficult task given the numerous acts of violence associated with 

him in Hindu mythology. He is then violently convened, often by being killed and then 

revived, before finally submitting to the superior power of the Buddhas. These myths 

attempt to create a hierarchy, one in which the Buddhas are in the highest position, and 

Hindu deities are downgraded via their association with the demonic, which comprises the 

violent, unordered “lower level” of reality that needs to be kept in its place, and which is 

inescapable counterpart Co the mastery represented by the Buddhas.148 A famous example 

of the %fckillingM of Siva which results in his conversion and reconstitution as a Buddhist 

deity occurs in the fifteenth chapter of the TS, and which has received much attention 

elsewhere.149

The Awakened Buddha counterpart to the bodhisattva Vajrapâni is Vajradhara, who 

likewise could take a fierce form to subdue demonic deities. The Âryavidyottama-

tshul du bzhugs // la lar rgyud dang bstan beos ni // mdzad pa dang ni la Iar *dzin // mang du brjod Ita ci 
zhig dgos // de ston phyag na rdo rje rgyal / (DK fols. 134b-35a)

lu It is thus datable due to references in the text to lhe Kusâna King Kaniska, who reigned in North India 
c. 135-158 CE. See Strong 1992, p. 24.

us For an account of this myth see Strong 1992, pp. 26 ff.

146 Concerning Fa-xian see Ch’en 1964, pp. 89-93.

147 See Legge 1886, p. 29.

,4S Concerning this hierarchy and the dialectical opposition between the Buddhas and the demonic within it 
see Kapferer 1983, pp. 172-78.

149 This passage has been translated and analyzed by Snellgrove (1987:134-141), and retranslated by 
Davidson ( 199 la: 198-202).
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mahàiantra depicts him in a way which combines both the myths of Vajrapani's

conversion of the nâga and of Siva, as follows: uon the northern side of Mount Sumeru is

the furious Mahâvajradhara who holds the great dharmanâga. He has a vajra in his

powerful hand. His left foot presses Mahesvara, and his right foot presses Uma.',l5°

Vajradhara is depicted disciplining BhQtapati along with the host of Hindu gods and

spirits in the Bhùtadàmaramahâtantrarâja, as follows:

Then the Great God Mahesvara bowed his head to the foot of the Blessed Lord, 
and made the following supplication to the Blessed Lord: “Lord o f the Fierce,[ 
beg that you explain how to kill those who are evil and deranged. Having said,
"Good, goodn to the Great God Mahesvara, He taught the mantra for killing all 
spirits, which is: om vajrajvali hana hana sarvabfuïtân hum phau As soon as 
this was spoken, a multitude of blazing vajras emerged from Vajradhara's 
pores, parching the bodies of all of the spirits, and killing all of the gods such as 
Indra, Brahma and Visnu. All of the Tathagatas, filli of wonder, said,
'"Excellent, Oh Glorious Vajradhara, Lord of the Fierce, it is good that in future 
limes and future ages all spirits will be annihilated.'1 Then he stated the mantra 
for summoning the consciousness to the corpse: Om vajra âyuse sarei 
säräsmin. As soon as this was spoken a great wind from Vajradhara's anus 
revived their corpses, and only then could the spirits reenter their bodies. The 
spirits arose, and quaking with terror they begged that the Sugata protect them, 
saying “We will do as the Blessed Lord commands•”

Then the “Invincible” Bhütapati (Lord of Spirits) bowed his head to the feet of 
the Blessed Lord in this mandala, and begged the protection of the Great Lord 
of the Fierce, the Sugata who is Victorious throughout the Three Worlds 
(Trailokavijaya). The Blessed Lord replied: %1Bhütesvara, give all of the powers 
to all of the people of the four continents. Prcxluce the mercurial and alchemical 
substances and give them to the people of Jambudvipa. Give them coral, gold, 
silver, pearls, beryl {vaidiirya), ruby (padmarâga), fire and water crystals, 
incense and divine robes. Accomplish the fruit of [mantra] repetition, and of 
worship. Offer without obstruction jeweled crowns, garments, scents, incense, 
flowers, and ail foods and articles to all Tathâgatas. Turn away all fear of kings, 
enemies, lions and tigers. Hey Invincible Great Lord of Spirits, pay attention!
Give the powers to the lazy, the undisciplined, the sinners, and the liars. If you 
do not give the powers to the Knowledge Holders {vidhyädhara), I will cleave 
with my adamantine vajra the heads of the serpent girls (nägirti), dryads (yaksi), 
the world conqueresses, female titans (asuri)t horse-headed women (kinnari), 
bird women (garudi), dragon ladies (mahoragi), fiendesses (pisàcikâ), female 
spirits (bhûtâni) and celestial nymphs (apsarä), and I will cast them into the 
eight great hells/1151 150 151

150 / ri rab kyi byang phyogs su // chos kyi klu chen "dzin pa yi // rdo rje 'dzin chen rab gtum pa // stobs 
chen lag ni rdo rje gzhag / de yi rkang pa g.yon pa yis // dbang phyug chen po mnan par bya // g.yas pa 
yis ni rkang pa yis 7/ lha mo dka* zlog mnan par bya / (DK foi. 200b)

151 /de nas dbang phyug chen pofi lha chen pos bcom Idan 'das kyi zhabs la spyi bos phyag 'ishal te / 
boom Idan 'das la 4di skad ces gsol to // khro bo* i bdag po gdug pa dang ma rungs pa mams gsod par byed 
pa bshad du gsol / de nas dbang phyug chen po'i lha chen po la legs so legs so zhes bya ba byin nas 
"byung po thams cad gsod pafi sngags kyi tshig gsungs pa / om vajrajvali hana hana sarva bhutân hûm
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This passage is interesting for several reasons. The scatological element may have been 

intended to be humorous, indicating perhaps that it was not intended to be taken seriously. 

It is also interesting that the slaughter of Bhütapati is depicted as being instigated by 

Mahesvara, who is usually considered to be identical to him.152 It is also interesting that 

Vajradhara commands Bhütapati, following his conversion, to teach the arts of mercurial 

alchemy and bestow the powers (sidâhi) to people in the world. This appears to be an 

acknowledgment of the Saiva mastery of the mercurial alchemy, which, as White has 

shown, was never the provenance of the Buddhists.153 The "needM for subdual may reflect 

violence and other abuses on the part of the Saivas as the Buddhist sources suggest, but it 

may also reflect the credibility of their threat as a competing tradition. As White suggested, 

“we may attribute the uncanny parallels between the Buddhist and H indu【antrism of this

phat / de nas 'di gsungs pa tsam gyis dpal rdo ije * *chang gi ba spu*i bu ga mams nas rdo rje 'bar ba du ma 
byung bar gyur te / kbyung po dang *byung mo thams cad kyi lus bskams shing brgya byin dang / tshangs 
pa dang / khyab *jug la sogs pa lha thams cad bsad par gyur to // de nas de bzhin gshegs pa ihams cad kyis 
ngo mtshar ba dang bcas pas "di skad ces gsungs so // legs so dpal Idan rdo ije "chang khro bo*i bdag po 
chen po m *ongs pafi tshe ma %ongs pari dus na 4byung po dang byung mo cshar gcod par byed pa ni legs 
so // de nas yang slar ro*i mam par shes pa *gugs pafi sngags gsungs pa / om vajra âyuse sara sârâsmin / de 
nas gsungs pa tsam gyis dpal rdo rje *chang gi shangs kyi bu ga nas rlung chen po ro %tsho bar byed pa 
byung par gyur te / de byung ba tsam gyis "byung pa dang *byung mo mams kyi lus la bzhugs so // zhugs 
pa tsam gyis *byung po dang *byung mo mams längs te cher kjigs shing rab tu 4dar bar gyur pas bcom Idan
*das bskyab tu gsol / bde bar gshegs pa bskyab tu gsol / bcom Idan 4das kyi bka* bzhin bgyid do zhes 
smras so // de nas 4byung pofi bdag po gzhan gyis mi thub pa *khor gyi dkyil *khor der bcom Idan *das 
kyi zhabs gnyis la spyi bos phyag 'tshal nas bcom Idan %das khro bo'i bdag po chen po dpal srid pa gsum 
las mam par rgyal ba bde bar gshegs pa bskyab tu gsol / bcom Idan èdas yongs su bskyab tu gsol / de nas 
bcom Idan *das kyis bka* stsal pa / 'byung pofi bdag po gling bzhi pa thams cad kyi mi mams la dngos 
grub rdzogs par byin cig / 'dzam buvi gling pafi mi mams la dngul chu dang bcud kyis len pa i rdzas 
mams sgrub cing bde bar byin cig / dbyig dang / gser dang / dngul dang / mu tig dang / vaidurya dang / 
padmarâga dang / me dang chu*i shel dang / spos dang Iha'i na bza* mams byin cig / kdi zlos pa'i 'bras bu 
"grub par gyis shig / bsnyen bskur gyis shig / de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad zlos pafi nn po chevi cod pan 
dang / gos dang / dri dang / bdug pa dang / me tog la sogs pa dang / yo byad dang / rdzas thams cad bgegs 
med par byin cig / rgyal po’i .jigs pa dang / dgra’i ‘jigs pa dang / dgra’i ‘jigs pa dang / seng ge’i *jigs pa 
dang / stag gi 4jigs pa thams cad zlog cig / kye kye gzhan gyis mi thub pa kbyung po'i dbang phyug chen 
po inyur du myur du nyon cig nyon cig / le Io can dang / tshul khrims *chal ba dang / sdig pa byed pa 
dang / brdzun smra ba mams la nges par dngos grub byin cig / gal te rig sngags kchang la dngos grub mi 
sbyin na kla mo dang / dnod sbyin mo dang / sa la 4joms ma dang / lha ma yin mo / mi %am ci mo dang / 
nam mkha’ lding mo dang / Ito ‘phye chen mo dang / sha za mo dang "byung mo dang / dri za mo mams 
kyi spyi bo mi phyed paM rdo tjes dags par bya zhing dmyal ba chen po brgyad du ltune bar bya*o / (DK 
fol. 238a-239a)

152 See Long 1970, pp. 145-51.

153 See White 1996a, p. 71.
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pivotal [i.e., early medieval,] period to the simple fact that the two traditions were, in spite 

of their professed mutual animosity， so close to one another.’’154

In chapter three it was hypothesized that Tantric traditions, both Hindu and 

Buddhist, developed in an interrelated fashion, and that the mutual hostility, reflected in 

myths such as the above, that developed between them arose once distinct traditions were 

institutionalized, and thus competed for patronage. Some myths depict scenarios of 

considerable violence, such as dismemberment and/or consumption. A relatively mild 

example is the myth of Vairocana qua Mahàkâla's conversion of the dcikinit in which he 

consumed and partially digested them without apparently killing them. A more graphic 

scenario is depicted in the Sriguhyagarbhatattvaviniscaya, in which Heruka is depicted as 

killing Mahesvara and his band and then processing and consuming them with cannibalistic 

efficiency, as follows:

Then the Blessed Lord Great Delight, existing in a [form with] nine heads, 
eighteen arms and eight legs, very fiercely through the art of disciplining out of 
compassion in a terrible voice said: 41Hum Hum Hum Ha Ha Ha Khâhi Khähi 
K hâhr\ Thereby Mahesvara and his great host of evil doers all lost their minds 
and senses. Releasing from within he drew them all out, he cut and chopped all 
of their limbs, drank all of their blood, and split all of their bones.155

The violence is less pronounced in the myth of Heruka^ subdual of Bhairava, but still

present. This myth also appears to be a rather elaborate attempt to explain the obvious

Saiva appearance of Heruka and his retinue.

Interestingly, this myth appears to be quite late, suggesting that it is not the product

of the yogic renunciant communities, but rather the monastic communities in which the

tradition was adopted, where the obvious Saiva elements would more likely require

explanation. There is no mention of the myth in the CST, which only contains a relatively

innocuous comparison of Heruka and Bhairava, describing Heruka as the 44terror of the

154 White 1996a, p. 73, insert mine.

155 / de nas bcom ldan 4das dgyas pa chen po dbu dgu phyag bcwa brgyad zhabs brgyad du gnas nas thugs 
cjes 'dui ba'i thabs kyis shin tu ichros nas mgam paM skad kyis / hum hùm hum ha ha ha khâ hi khâ hi khâ 
hi zhes bijod pas / dbang phyug chen po la sogs pa gdug pa chen pofi ishogs chen po de dag gi snying 
dang dbang po kun phyung / nang grol kun drangs yang lag kun bead gtubs nas khrag kun 4thungs nas rus 
pa kun *chos so / (DK fol. 26a,b)
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Great Temfier,t (mahàbhairavabhìsanam)J56 Nor is there a clear presentation of this myth 

in any of the Explanatory Tantras or commentaries, although there are references to it in 

several texts.156 157 The only coherent narrations of it are in Tibetan sources, two of which 

have been taken into consideration here, namely, Bu-ston^ Illumination o f the General 

Meaning o f the Laghusamvara Tantra (DS) and Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan's The 

Origination ofHeruka  (HB).158 This suggests that this myth derives not from the yogic 

milieu in which the Cakrasamvara tradition evidently originated, but in the monastic milieu 

into which it was eventually accepted.

This myth describes the origination of the sixty-two deity Cakrasamvara mandala. 

This mandala centers around Heruka and Vajravârâhi, who are surrounded by the four 

“essence yoginis”. They in turn are surrounded by three wheels (cakra) corresponding to 

body, speech and mind, each of which is inhabited by eight Hero-Heroine (viravirâ) 

couples, for a total of twenty-four couples, forty-eight deities. The final eight deities are a 

group of fierce goddesses who guard the directions and quarters.159

The myth posits that the original basis of this mandala was an arrangement of Saiva 

deities. The hypothetical 4<Saiva mandala^ consisted of Mahesvara and his wife Umâ in 

union on the top of Mount Sumeru. They emanated twenty-four Bhairavas and their female

156 CST ch. 2 v. 14b: see appendix A below.

157 See DM ch. 52, and Abhayâkaragupta^ Srisamputatantraràjatikàmnàyamanjari ch. 17. Although no 
complete Indian versions of the myth survive, there is little doubt the myth was developed in India, given 
its focus on the Indian landscape. That it was composed in India is suggested by the existence of a rival 
Siva counter-myth, which will be discussed below.

,5Î Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan^ account is summarized in Davidson I99lat pp. 204 ff. Davidson also 
summarizes several other Sa-skya accounts of this myth. Grags-pa rGyal-mishan's version is the most 
coi

mmarizes several other Sa-skya accounts of this myth. Grags-pa rGyal- 
implete among these, however.

159 This is the mandala as presented in Luipa*s Sribhagavad-abhisamaya. The layout of this mandala is 
presented by Tsongkhapa in his dpal 'khor lo bde mchog lûipari mngon rrogs ngag *don gyi cho ga*i rim 
pa. A much more extensive discussion occurs in his bcom Idan *das dpal 'khor lo bde mchog gi mngon 
par rtogs pa ’i rgya cher bshad pa 'dod pa ‘jo ba.
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counter-parts, as well as four Umâ devis and eight Mâtrikâ, fierce goddesses who 

correspond to the guardian goddesses of the Cakrasamvara mandala.160

Bu-ston narrates that these twenty-four Bhairavas and their consorts seized the

twenty-four sacred sites.161 These sites are scattered across the greater sub-continent, i.e.t

Jambudvipa. According to Bu-stont the Bhairavas, following their seizure of these sites.

Ail of them invited and made offerings to the god Mahesvara as they desired to 
gain controi over the three realms of existence. Mahesvara, embracing Lima in 
love play, did not have time to go, so he emanated as his likeness twenty four 
stone Unga in the likeness of a head, etc., and placed each one in each of the 
regions as objects of worship. They considered them as such and worshipped 
them and performed ganacakra rites there. On account of their preponderance 
of desire, the behavior of these gods was such that they embraced their wives 
during the four times [of the day]. Due to their overabundance of anger【heir 
killed many humans and played with their flesh and blood. And because of 
their preponderance of ignorance they were deluded regarding the cause and 
effect of their actions and the import of reality. Each one of them was 
surrounded by a retinue of evil doers. They engaged wantonly in the five 
objects of passion.162 Having brought all of Jambudvipa into their control, the 
spoke haughty boasts. Performing perverse actions themselves, they also 
caused others to do so.163

160 For a description of ihe mandala in English see Dawa-Samdup 1919, pp. 10-12, and Huntington and 
Huntington 1990, pp. 535-39.

161 These 24 sacred sites are listed in CST ch. 41. They are briefly decribed by Bu-ston (DS pp. 54-57), 
and categorized by Abhayâkaragupta in AM ch. I7t DT fol. 150. From these sources I have compiled the 
following list. The twenty-four places are divided into ten different categories, which ore listed in italics 
before the sites that fall under it. The first circle« which is associated with the sky and with the cittacakra 
of the Cakrasamvara mandala, consists of the following eight sites: pitha: (l) Pulllramalaya,(2) Jâlandhara, 
(3) Oddiyâna, (4) Arbuda; upapitha: (5) Godavari, (6) Râmesvari, (7) Devikoti, (8) Mâlava. The second 
circle, corresponding to the earth and the vàkcakra, are: ksetra: (1) Kâmarûpa, (2) Odret upaksetra: (3) 
Trisakuni, (4) Kosala, (5) chandoha: Kalinga, (6) Lampaka, upachandoha: (7) Kânci. (8) Himalaya. The 
third circle, corresponding to ihe underworld and the kàyacakra, are: melapaka: (1) Pretapuri, (2) 
Grhadevatâ, upeunelàpaka: (3) Saurâ^tra, (4) Suvarnadyipa, smasàna: (4) Nâgara, (5) Sindhu, upasmasàna: 
(7) Mani, (8) KulQta.

162 The paficakâmaguna. which are: the objects of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. See Rigzin 1986,
P.217. w

163 / lhams cad kyang sud  pa gsum la dbang du bya ba'am bdag po kdod pas / lha dbang phyug chen po 
spyan drangs te mchod pa byed pa la / dbang phyug chen po a ma dang ^hyud cing rol pas "gror mi khom 
ste / de*i sprul pa rdo*i Unga mgo Ita bu la sogs pa nyi shu rtsa bzhi spmi nas yul re rer rten re re bzhag go 
/ de mams kyang rten la dmigs nas mchod cing tshogs %khor byed do // lha de mams kyang *dod chags 
shas che bas spyod lam dus bzhir chung ma dang 'khyud / zhe sdang shas che bas mi mang po bsad nas mi 
sha dang mi mi khrag la roi /  gti mug shas che bas las rgyu 4bras dang de kho na'i don la rmongs / re 
re'ang 'khor gdug pa can mang pos ni bskor / 'dod yon Inga rang dgar spyod // (dzam bu gling thams cad 
dbang du bsdus nas dregs pa*i rlom tshig smra zhing / las log pa la rang yang zhugs nas gzhan yang "god 
par byed do / (DS pp. 57-58)
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Clearly, the myth sets up a ^demonic^ mandala which is to be subdued and transformed 

into the Cakrasamvara mandala. At least one element of this myth was drawn from non- 

Buddhist sources, which is the twenty-four sacred pilgrimage sites. At each of these sites, 

according to Bu-ston, there is a stone Unga in the shape of a different body part, which 

evidently derives from the myth of Satfs death and the subsequent scattering of her body 

parts. This version of the myth, however, is atypical in positing twenty-four sites rather 

than the usual fifty-one.164 165 As Sanderson has shown, it derives from an atypical text, the 

Tantrasadbhava, one of the texts which Sanderson identifies as a KâpâlikaTantra.,6:>

According to both Bu-ston and Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan, the *Teacherv of this 

Tantra was the Dharmakâya Buddha V ajradhara.【n his Sambhogakâya form, the Causal 

Heruka, He observed these menacing figures from the pinnacle of the universe, Akanistha 

heaven, and decided to subdue them. He emanated as the Nirmânakâya Fruitional Heruka 

in union with Vajravârâhi, subduing atop Mount Sumeru Mahesvara and Umâ who 

manifested in their fierce forms of Bhairava and Kâlarâtri. Twenty-four bodhisattvas 

likewise manifested as in fierce deity-couple forms to subdue ihe twenty-four Bhairavas in 

the twenty-four places.

The motivation for this subdual was compassionate. According to Bu-ston, this act 

of subdual not only awakened the deities themselves,166 but also was a display put on for 

the sake of their deluded followers. Bu-ston describes this as follows:

lw Concerning the 51 Sâktapitha see Sircar 1973 and Pal 1988.

165 The major irregularity of this list of 24 places is grhadevata, household deity* which does not 
correspond to any known place-name. Bu-ston claims that it is in Khotan in Central Asia» which seems 
quite speculative. According to Sanderson the Tantrasadbhàva, in adhikàra 16, lists not only the 24 
places， but also a category of deities that corresponds to each. TÎie deity class that corresponds to Saurû^ra 
is the grhadevatà; Sanderson thus speculates that the Buddhists derived this list from this or a similar 
source, but mistakenly included grhadevatà as a place name in place of samudrakuksi °seashore*\ the only 
name in Tantrasadbhàva not included in the Buddhist Yoginitantras. See Sanderson 1994a, pp. 95 and 
99-100, n. 20.

166 Bu>ston wrote that '"Pressing Rudra-Bhairava and Kâlarâtri underfoot and taming them, Bhairava became 
completely, perfectly awakenedin the underworld.” / drag po ‘jigs byed dang dus mtshan mo zhabs 4og tu 
mnan te btul bas 4jigs byed sa 'og tu mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas so / (DS p. 60)
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He saw all of the vessel worlds and the essence beings without exception as 
being completely filled with the luminosity of reality (dharmadhätu) which is 
the essence of awakening. For the sake of those to be tamed, He radiated from
the hair pores of his Beatific Body (sambhogakâya) the various wheels of the 
mandala within the billion worlds. By the art of taming the varities of disciples, 
he appeared to their eyes and ears as these deities for those disciples together 
with their vessel worlds, filling completely the realm of space.l6̂

This "display^ entailed Heruka and his entourage taking on the appearance of Bhairava and

his, as a strategy (upâya) for the conversion of their followers. Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan 

gives a detailed description of this conversion process, which involves three stages, 

“enjoyment”，dissolution” and ‘‘control’’. The first, enjoyment, entailed taking on the 

forms and behavior of the deities to be subdued. He wrote that Heruka and his host

enjoyed both their food and their ornaments. Since they enjoyed their food, 
flesh and blood, in the ganacakra they are called the 'Glorious Host of Blood 
Drinking D eities\167 168 Moreover, they stole their ornaments, which is the reason 
why Heruka and his retinue took as their ornaments the six insignia

人 the human head necklace， the tiger hide undergarment and so
forth.169

Bu-ston adds that they also forcibly stole the girls (kiimäri) of the subdued gods, and 

enjoyed with them 【he “four joys’’ 人 i.e.， the sexual yogas.170

With regard to their “dissolution”， this is basically a form of what might be called 

“compassionate killing”. Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan wrote that Heruka and his host 

“dissolved the consciousnesses of Mahâdeva’s annihilated deity host into dear light. The 

Buddha predicted that in the future [Mahädeva would become) the Tathâgata Lord of

167 / snod kyi *jig rten ma lus shing / bcud kyi sems can lus pa med pa'i sems can byang chub kyi snying 
po can gyi chos kyi dbyings kyi snang ba kun tu gang bar gzigs nas / gdul bya de*i don du longs spyod 
rdzogs pa*i skufi rang gi ba spufi bu ga nas gling bzhi pa bye ba phrag brgyar dkyil kkhor gyi 'khor Io sna 
tshogs pa spros te / gdul bya sna tshogs pa kdul bafi thabs kyis nam mkhaTi lchams yongs su gang bar gdul 
bya snod dang Idan pa mams la / lha*i mig dang ma ba la snang bar gyur to / (DS p. 62)

Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan is making a pun on a common Tibetan '*lranslation,' of Sriheruka, which is 
"Glorious Blood Drinker*. For a discussion of this translation see section IILC.l.a of Tsongkhapa*s text 
in appendix C.

169 / dang po ni kha zas dang rgyan cha gnyid la longs spyod de / khong mams kyi kha zas sha dron khrag 
dron du khrag dron du bca^ pa de mams tshogs kyi kkhor lor longs spy ad pas dpal khrag 4thung gi Iha 
tshogs zhes bya*o // gzhan yang rgyan cha phrog nas he ru ka gtso 'khor gyi rgyan cha byas pas phyag rgya 
drug dang mi mgo'i do shal dang / stag Ipags kyi sham thabs la sogs pa'i rgyu mtshan yang de yin no / 
(HB p. 299.4) w

170 See DS p. 63.
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Ashes/，171 Finally, their “control” over these deities is symbolized by their use of their 

bodies as seats.172

This myth on the one hand represents the adoption of non-Buddhist elements while 

at the same time representing the subordination of these elements within a Buddhist cosmic 

hierarchy, graphically represented by the placement of the $aiva deities under the fee【 of 

their Buddhist vanquisher. The myth provides a quite elaborate tripartite scheme for this 

process of appropriation and subordination o f a non-Buddhist tradition, a thus is a 

Buddhist version of the Hindu myth of the destruction of the Triple Cities (tripuräntaka), 

which depicts the Buddhist or Jain heresy as a delusive strategy produced by a Hindu 

deity.173 It should be of no surprise that this contentious myth of the tradition's origin 

attracted attract negative attention. In fact, this Buddhist myth of Heruka inspired a Saiva 

counter-myth, which was based upon the Hindu model of the tripurantaka.174

One might wonder whauhe “origin” o f this origin myth is. As suggested above, 

this myth is a bricolage, as Lévi-Strauss argues all myths are. This myth was composed in 

a setting where the ^aivas were a strongly fek presence, and the myth itself may have $aiva 

prototypes.175 It also follows a long lineage of Buddhist myths of the subdual and 

conversion of chthonic deities such as the nâgast an early example being Vajrapâni's 

subdual of the Nâga Apalâla, discussed above. Clearly, its composers were bricoleurs,

171 / lha chen po gtso *khor mams tshar bead de mam par shes pa 'od gsal du bstim nas / ma 'ongs pa*i dus 
su de bzhin gshegs pa thaï bafi dbang po zhes bya bar sangs rgyas par lung bstan no / (HB pp. 299.4- 
330.1)

172 See HB p. 300.1.

173 Concerning the myth of the Triple City see O* Flaherty 1976, pp. 180-204.

174 The thirteenth century Kashmir author Jayadratha recorded this Saiva counter-myth in his 
H aracaritacintàmani. This myth involves the typical tripuräntakq scenario. The gods are being 
oppressed by demons who are invincible due to their devotion to Siva. Brhaspati thus devises the heresy 
of the Buddhist Tantras, replete with thejr images of Buddhist deities  ̂trampling Hindu deities, which 
causes the demons to lose their faith in Siva. This, of course, gives Siva the opportunity to destroy them. 
See Sanderson 1994a, pp. 93-94.

175 Iyanagat in his study of Sino-Japanese accounts of the subdual of Mahesvara by Trailoky^avijaya and 
Vajrapâ^i， concluded tha【 one source for these legends is the lçgend çf Durgâ’s subdual of âumbfm and 
Nisumbha, which he argues was a legend that developed in a Saiva-Sâkta milieu. See Iyanaga 1985. p.
730. These Buddhist myths were in turn, it seems, prototypes of Heruka's.
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drawing from diverse sources to create a new mythic tapestry, one quite astounding in 

laying claim that all of Jambudvipa, centered on its pivot of mastery, Mount Sumeru, was a 

worldly manifestation of the Cakrasamvara mandala. The late and fragmented appearance 

of the myth in the Indie literature suggests that it was composed in a monastic context, but it 

is impossible to know this with any certainty. In any case, the myth illustrates perfectly the 

state of “hostile interdependency” which， as argued above, characterized the Buddhist-Saiva 

relationship in early medieval India, and thus dramatizes the tensions which Buddhist 

communities faced during this period.

The spaces depicted in this myth were contested spaces; the myth depicts the entire 

Cakrasamvara mandala as hard-wired into the Indian sub-continent, with its nerve center at 

Kailash in Tibet. Most if not all of these spaces are also claimed by non-Buddhists, and it 

appears quite common for different traditions to claim the same sacred site, each 

interpreting it differently; it appears in this case the Buddhist claim to most of them was 

quite weak.176 177 While the Buddhist presence has largely faded in India, the siuiation is 

different in Nepal, where the sacred spaces are still very much contested and where it is 

often very difficult to distinguish Buddhist and Hindu deities such as Samvara and 

Bhairava. Within these contested spaces, often the same image is worshipped as different 

deities by practitioners of different religions.

Slusser noted that many of the deities in Nepal are iconographically ambiguous, and 

that, "iconographically, even the famous Kâla Bhairava of the Kathmandu Darbar Square 

conforms as much to Samvara as to Bhairava.,,n7 Chalier-Visuvalingam notes that i4lhe 

spontaneity with which Tibetan pilgrims make it a point to venerate this Kâla Bhairab at 

Hanumân Dhoka is no doubt due to this identification^ (1989:209) i.e., of Bhairava and 

Samvara.

176 None of the p ith a  are associated, for example, with any of the classical Buddhist sacred sites, such as 
Bodhgaya.

177 M. S. Slusser (1982), Nepal Mandala, (Princeton University Press), cited in Chalier-Visuvalingam 
1989, p. 209.
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This myth justifies the worship of clearly Hindu deities by Buddhists, such as the 

Pasupati and Guhyesvari at Pasupatinâth in Kathmandu. Such was argued by the

eighteenth century Tibetan master Kham-sprul Chos-kyi-nyi-ma, who wrote the following

concerning this site:

1/one concentrates on the vanquished here (i.e. a【Guhyeçori) is the //’/iga of 
Siva and the yoni of Kâli. They are here. If one concentrates on the vanquisher 
here are the Unga of Heruka and the yoni of Vajravârâhi. The reason why these 
are found in important places is because, formerly, in the twenty-four countries, 
the terrible Bhairava and the goddess Kâli having each produced and installed 
Unga and mudrä of the lotus as supports, the glorious Heruka, with his consort, 
followers and their emanations, totally overcame them. At the same time of the 
construction of the mandala, these were blessed as supports of Heruka... the 
basic supports (in Nepal)... are two in number: Pasupati and Guhyesori. That is 
why, at the present time, Hindus, firmly attached to their own modes of thought, 
consider that these are the supports of Éiva and his Sakti and make their 
offerings there. And we Buddhists, judging that the victorious subdued the 
defeated, also make offerings. Moreover, if one considers that Siva and the 
others grouped together in these places, and if one makes offerings there and if 
one takes refuge there, the refuge will be destroyed or, sometimes, certain of its 
aspects will be harmed.178

Buddhist and Hindu deities can co-exist in what Macdonald calls a "state of equilibrium"

(Vétat d'équilibre), but it is an uneasy equilibrium, particularly when the majority view is 

that the sites are Hindu. Hence, a Buddhist can worship there provided that he or she sees 

the site in terms of the Buddhist myth, but if Buddhists lose their perspective and subscribe 

to the dominant view and still worship there, they risk losing their Buddhist identity, which 

is ritually affirmed through the act of taking refuge in the three jewels, the Buddha, Dharma 

and Samgha, not Siva. Hence, widespread worship of these sites would not be an effective 

strategy for a minority Buddhist community, since only the literate elite familiar with the 

myth would be able to maintain Buddhist identity under such circumstances.

It is thus not surprising that while Indian Buddhists recognized that the twenty-four

sacred places together constituted a pan-Indian pilgrimage route, they tended to downplay 

the practice of pilgrimage instead, and focus instead on the internalization of the 

Cakrasamvara mandala. Tsuda has claimed that this withdrawal from the actual practice of

178 Tranlated in Macdonald 1990, p. 205.
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the pilgrimage in favor of its internalization represents a degeneration away from the ideals 

of the Mahâyâna. He argued that

After the theory of the pithas was established, they substituted the yogic 
practice of making humours circulate within the body for the Mahäyänic 
practice of doing the pilgrimage along the lengthy path of the three great 
uncountable eons, or at least going on pilgrimage all over the Indian 
subcontinent， though pilgrimage itself was already a deed symbolizing【he 
former... They should not have attempted to solve this problem through the 
Tantric logic; they should not have made the practice of pilgrimage internal. In 
doing so, they crushed the Mahâyânic practice which was needed to realize the 
truth shown in the fourth consecration. (1978:230)

His argument is unwarranted for several reasons. First, while Buddhists have long

practiced pilgrimage, this particular pilgrimage route is clearly not Buddhist, so its non-

practice is not discordant with Buddhist precedent, [n addition, Buddhists have long had a

focus on meditation which entails an internalization of one's perspective. Often there are

elite and popular modes of practice within a given tradition. For example, a Buddhist lay

person might recite Avalokitesvara's mantra while circumambulating a stüpa in hope of

gaining merit, while a more advanced practitioner might recite the same mantra in the

process of doing the complex visualizations that commonly occur in the Tantric sädhana.

It is true that Tantric practitioners reject aspects of the Mahâyâna methodology, but 

they remained within the same conceptual space of the Mahâyâna. That is, they claimed to 

have a more efficacious methodology which would effect the same goal of complete 

awakening, allowing the practitioner to dramatically accelerate the process of evolution, in 

effect leaping over the three incalculable eons in as short as one lifetime, as discussed in 

section 3.3 below. This tendency, however, is common to all Buddhist Tantric traditions 

and has nothing to do with the pitha, a specific feature of the yoginitantra traditions. Tsuda 

also errs in assuming that pilgrimage is required in the Mahâyâna traditions but rejected in 

the Vajrayâna; in both traditions it is in fact a popular but not compulsory practice.

Abhayâkaragupta certainly would not have agreed with Tsuda. In chapter 

seventeen of the Â/w/zôya廳 following a description of the twenty-four 

Abhayâkaragupta compiled a taxonomy of the five levels of disciples on the basis of the
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manner in which they engage with the pitha. As one ascends the levels one moves toward

greater degrees of internalization, which Abhayâkam understood as achieving the classical

Mahâyâna goals of complete awakening via the path of the bodhisattva. He wrote that:

There are five types of disciples, distinguished as the lesser, the middling, the 
lesser amongst the great, the middling amongst the great, and the greatest of the 
great. In terms of the lesser, the outer regions such as the pitha, etc. are taught.
This is stated in the Vimalaprabha. Here the pitha, etc. such as Jalandhara are 
taught so that the childish might wander the land; this is not applicable to 
everyone. This is because the Vajrayogmis who are bom among the brahman, 
ksatriya, vaisya and sudra castes and among the outcastes live also in the city, 
and they also exist in lands such as Tibet and China. This is not taught in the 
Concise Tantras, but it does say in the Extensive Tantras that the pifha etc. are in 
all countries and in all cities.

Taken in terms of the middling, the pifha etc. of the goddesses of the mandala 
are arranged as the foundation of the mansion.l7i>

In terms of the lesser amongst the great, the pitha etc. are shown to be in the 
body in the head, etcM by the process wherein the pilgrimage circuit of the 
childish is completely transformed by the syllables pum etc. The channels which 
run between them are also referred to as the goddesses.lS0

In terms of the middling amongst the great, Vaj rade vis are placed in the pifha 
etc.， that is the head, etc.， whicïi exist【hus in the body, and in their natural 
actuality of the channels which run between them, even without the [use of] 
seed syllables, etc., by means of the Perfection Stage, in order [to achieve the 
station of] aspirational practice (adhimukticaryavihara).lst

The greatest o f the great who abide in the perfection stage create magical power 
from all o f the wheels of the mandala, which are the reality of the Stages 
(bhûmi) and Transcendences (pâramitâ)t,S2 by means of the pifha etc. which 
are the natural actuality of the eyes etc. in the body, the bodhicitta of voidness 
and compassion inseparable. With regard to them it has been said * Great 
Intuition abides in one’s own body, free of all fancy,” and so forth.183 “Thus， he 179 * 181 182

179 This refers to the visualization of the pitha in the mandala.

lao This refers to the “body ma^aUT practices o f 【he Creation Stage， wherein the mainala is visualized 
within the body, which each of the deities assigned to a different part of (he body.

181 Abhayâkara refers here to the preliminary stage of the aspiring bodhisattva before he or she enters actual 
bodhisattva path, and precedes the first bhûmi. See Dayal 1932, pp. 53-54.

182 These are the stages and practices of the bodhisattvas« discussed at length in Day al 1932.

113 Abhayâkara here quotes HV, I.iJ2.a,b: dehastam ca mahàjnànam sarvasamkalpavarjitam  (Snellerove 
1959a, voi. 2, p. 2) 一
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is called none other than Master of the Ten Stages and LorcT\184 i.eM the
principle one.185 186

The internalized o f the twenty-four etcM by means of the assignment of seed syllables 

to the body parts (bija-nyasa) is in fact a practice commonly found within the 

Cakrasamvara practice traditions. It occurs, for example, in Lüipa's influential 

Sribhagavad-abhisamaya, and in many later Indian and Tibetan sàdhanas.x%b

It is in the internalization ot the Cakrasamvara mandala and the identification of the 

meditator with Heruka, Vajravârâhi and their retinue that the tradition becomes constituted 

as distinctly Buddhist. Despite the disparity of origins, the Cakrasamvara as practiced as a 

living tradition in Tibet is Buddhist in function if not in form.

184 Abhayâkara here refers to HV I.vii.l l.c,d: dasabhùmisvaro nàtha ebhir anyair na kathyate (Snellgrove 
1959a, voi. 2, p. 22)

185 / gdul bya'i sems can mams kyang mam pa Inga ste / chung ngu dang 'bring dang chen po'i chung ngu 
dang chen po*i 'bring dang chen po'i chen po'i dbye ba las so // de la chung ngu'i dbang du byas nas phyi 
rol gyi gnas la sogs pa'i yul bsian to // de skad du yang drì ma med pa'i 'od du gsung pa / 'dir ihun mong 
du byis pa mams yul du 'khyam pa'i don du dzâ landha ra la sogs par gsungs shing / de yang lhams cad la 
khyab par byed par mi 4gyur ro // bram ze dang rgyal rigs dang ije rigs dang dmangs rigs mthaM rigs mams 
su skyes paf i rdo tje mal %byor ma mams ni grong khyer gcig na yang gnas pa*i phyir na / bod dang rgya 
nag la sogs pa'i yul mams na yang gnas pa la sogs pa mams yod do // de mams ni bsdus pa'i rgyud gzhan 
du ma bstan pa mams so // rgyas pafi rgyud gzhan du ni yul thams cad grong khyer thams cad du gnas la 
sogs pa mams su gsungs so zhes so // 'bring gi dbang du byas nas khang pa brtsegs pa'i sa gzhi la dkyil 
4ldior pa'i Iha mo mams kyi gnas la sogs pa mam par gzhag pa'o // chen po'i chung ngu'i dbang du byas 
nas pum yig la sogs pa yongs su gyur pa'i byis pa*i kkhor lo'i tshul gyis gnas la sogs pa mams lus la mgo 
bo la sogs pa mams la bstan cing / de dang der son pavi rtsa mams kyang Iha mo mams zhes par ro // chen 
po*i 'bring po'i dbang du byas pa las rdzogs paTi rim pas sa bon gyi yi ge la sogs pa med par yang lus la ji 
Itar gnas pa'i spyis bo la sogs pa mams gnas la sogs pa mams su dang / de dang der son pa'i rtsa'i rang 
bzhin ngo bo mams su rdo ije Iha mo mams zhes par lhag par mos pa'i don da mam par gzhag go // chen 
po'i chen po rdzogs pa'i rim pa la gnas pa na ni / stong pa nyid dang snying ije dbyer med pa'i byang 
chub kyi sems lus la sogs pa'i mig yor gyi ngo bo*i rang bzhin gnas la sogs pas sa dang pha roi tu phyin 
pavi bdag nyid dkyil 4khor gyi 4khor lo kun nas sgyu rtsal du byed do // de*i dbang du byas nas snar 
gsungs te / ye shes chen po rang lus gnas // kun du rtog pa thams cad spang / zhes pa ia sogs pafo // mgon 
po sa bcu î dbang phyug ste // %dis te gzhan gyis brjod mi bya / (AM, DT fol. I52a,d)

186 See for example, Padma dkar-po^ snyan rgyud yid  bzhin nor bu 'i bskyed pa *i rim pa rgyas pa *dod 
pa'i re skong zhes bya bat trans, in Beyer 1974* pp. 140-53. See esp. p. 148.
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Sraddhâkaravarma, a Kasmlri pandit who traveled to Tibet in the late tenth century

and collaborated with the great Tibetan translator Rin-chen bZang-po%,87 wrote a curious

little text called the ^Purification of SriherukaM {Heruka'i mam par dag pa,

*Herukavisudâhi). This text provides his readers with a symbolic explanation of Heruka,

his implements and subsidiary elements in his mai^alic environment, in which all o f 【he

non-Buddhist ornaments and so forth, depicted in the origin myth as deriving from the cult

of Bhairava, are explained in terms of normative Mahâyâna Buddhist categories, namely in

terms of the stages (bhûmi) and trancendences (pàramitâ) of a bodhisattva's practice, just

as we encountered above in Abhayakara^s writing. The text begins as follows:

The teaching on the purification of the Reverend Blessed Lord Sriheruka has the 
nature of the purity of true concentration (samyaksamädhi). It is true, that is, 
unerring, because it is not common to the disciples (srâvaka) and so forth, and 
because mind as the [five wisdoms] such as the individually discerning 
(pratyaveksanäjnäna), in the form of the moon and vajra, the five clans or the 
single host, is the very nature of consciousness. It is the stage for practice by 
means of devotion, devotion meaning in particular, the practice of taking as the 
self the experiential uniformity (ekarasa) of the aids to awakening 
(bodhipaksikadharma) in meditation on the deity through great devotion, 
because this is the antidote to misknowledge. The purification of each thing is 
none other than this.

His four faces have the nature of the four joys, because he is the nature of the 
joys which arise from contact with the four great elements, and of the fruit, the 
exalted doors of liberation such as voidness.188 The double drum 
the first of his twelve hands is the purification of the Transcendence of 
Generosity because it continually sounds the teaching of the mandala^ wheel of 
the inseparability of self and other. It is the antidote for the jealousy which 
steals the happiness of others. It is the Stage of Delight (pramiiditabhümi), 
because it gives rise to the enjoyment of the great bliss of the inseparability of 
self and other.

His battle axe (parasu) is the purity of the Transcendence of Discipline 
(silapàramitâ) , as it cuts off with discipline the disorder of breaking the 
commitments of eating and so forth, as well as the non-virtuous actions such as 
killing. It is the Stage of Stainlessness (vimalabhumi), because it turns one 7

IS7 See Tucci 1932, p. 49.

lM He refers here to the trivimoksamukha: Voidness (sûnyatàl Signlessness (animittatâ), and Wishlessness 
(apranihitatà).
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away from all sins. His flaying knife (kartari) is the purification of the 
Transcendence of Patience, because it completely cuts away impatience and 
disturbance of consciousness brought about by being struck with a sword, staff» 
cudgel and so forth by someone thoroughly agitated. It is the Stage of 
Luminosity (prabhâkaribhûmi). This means that one rests one?s mind without 
disturbance, and by thus resting one destroys misknowledge. Lacking that, 
stainless intuition (anâvilajfiàna) shines.189

What are we to make of this? Concerning its title, it should probably be understand as

referring to a method of purification involving the identification of oneself as the Tantric

deity Heruka. The ambiguity of the term visuddhi, however, also permits another

interpretation, which is the purification ö/Heruka, in the sense of sanitizing the deity of the

non-Buddhist elements with which he was associated.190

Here it is important to understand the context into which it had been written. The 

translation of Tantric texts, and presumably the dissemination of Tantric practices, were 

controlled during the imperial period, and the Unexcelled Yogatantras were particularly 

singled out for proscription. (Karmay 1980a: 151) Later, such widespread transgressive

IS9 / boom %ldan %rje btsun dpal he ru ka'i mam par dag pa gsungs pa ni / yang dag pa*i ting nge *dzin mam 
par dag pa'i rang bzhin can no // yang dag pa ni phyin ci ma log pa ste / nyan thos la sogs pa dang thun 
mong ma yin pa'i phyir ro // sems so sor rìg pa la sogs pa zia ba dang / rdo ije mam pa dang / rigs Inga 
dang / phung po gcig gis mams par shes pa*i rang bzhin nyid yin pa*i phyir / de nyid mos pas spyod pa* 
sa yin la / mos pa ni lhag par mos pas te / khyad par can gyis lha*i mam par bsgom pâ i byang chub kyi 
phyogs kyi chos ma lus pa ro cig pafi bdag nyid can gyi spyod pa ni / ma rig pa*i gnyen po yin pa*i phyir 
ro zhes bya ba*i don to // yang na dngos po so so*i mam par dag pa gzhan dang gzhan ma yin te /  zhal bzhi 
ni dga* ba bzhi'i rang bzhin can te / *byung ba chen po bzhi *dus te reg pa las *byung ba'i dga* ba dang / 
stong pa nyid la sogs pa mam par thar pa'i sgo*i khyad par can gyi *bras bufi rang bzhin yin pa'i phyir ro 
// de la phyag bcu gnyis kyi dang pos da ma ru ni sbyin pa'i pha roi tu phyin pa'i mam par dag pa yin te / 
%di Itar rang dang gzhan dbyer med pa*i dkyil *khor gyi 4khor lo*i mam pa rtag tu chos kyi sgra nyan pa*i 
phyir ro // ser sna dang gzhan gyi bde ba 4phrog pafi gnyen po yin no // de nyid ni sa rab tu dgaf ba ste / 
bdag dang gzhan dbyer med pa*i bde ba chen po*i dgaf ba de skyed par byed pa nyid yin pari phyir ro // 
dgra sta ni tshul khrìms kyi pha rol tu phyin pa mam par dag pa yin te / 4di Itar srog good pa la sogs pa mi 
dge ba dang /  bzaf bar bya ba'i dam tshig las *das pa la sogs pa 4chal ba'i ishul khrims kyis 4dus by as gcod 
par byed pav phyir ro // de nyid ni sa drì ma med pa ste / sdig pa thams cad las Idog par byed pa nyid y in 
pa'i phyir ro // grì gug ni bzod pa'i pha rol tu phyin pa mam par dag pa ste / pha roi kun nas kkhrug pas 
mtshon dang dbyig pa dang / phag dum la sogs pas bsnun pas mam par shes pa *khrug cing mi bzod pa 
kun nas gccd par byed pa yin pa'i phyir ro // de nyid sa 4og byed pa yin ce / mi 4khrugs pas sems la gnas 
shìng / gnas pas mi shes pa mam par 'jig la / de med pas ye shes myogs pa med pa rab tu gsai bar byed pa 
zhes bya ba i don no / (DT fol. 125a,b)

190 Sferra comments that an implication of the term visuddhi is that it "deals with the crucial theme of the 
essential nature of things, not merely as aiming at theoretical definitions, but also as a starling point of the 
practice that leads to awakening. In this second context we see the term ^purification** is used in two 
different ways. One the one hand it indicates pureness, Buddha's nature itself, the ever shining and pure 
condition that is always present in all things. This pureness represents one of ihe foundations on which 
(he practice and doctrine of the Buddhist Tantras is based and which can be exemplified by the formulas 
visuddhis tathatà and tathatàtmikà suddhih. On the other hand, the term indicates "'purification^ and 
therefore a process or a means: yayâ sarvabhâvà nirdosâ bhavanti sà visuddhih^ (1999:85-86)
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practices, including sexual rites, sacrifice, and offerings of impure substances was strongly 

criticized by the Tibetan king Lha bla-ma Ye-shes-'od/91 who sent Rinchen bzang-po to 

India to learn if such teachings were orthodox or not, and whose efforts to improve the 

lapsed state of monasticism in Tibet earned him much esteem later as the instigator of the 

second transmission of the Dharma into Tibet. This transmission, however, was dominated 

by the very transgressive type of texts of which Ye-shes-'od was suspicious.

Undoubtedly, Rin-chen bzang-po discovered that these traditions were all the rage in India, 

and proceeded, with the help of Sraddhâkâravarma and others, to translate and transmit 

them into Tibet.

Sraddhâkaravarma's text goes on to associate all of the major iconographie elements 

of Heruka with normative Mahâyâna concepts such as the Transcendences and Stages of 

the bodhisattva path. His strategy appears to have been to attempt what Thurman calls the 

integration of the sutras within the Tantras (1985:382), i.e., the manner in which Tantric 

exegetes drew upon classical Mahâyâna siiiric categories to thoroughly render the Tantras 

Buddhist in function. This may have had the result of easing Tibetan anxieties concerning 

the orthodoxy of the tradition.

King Ye-she-'od and his countrymen were particularly concerned about the 

transgressions, particularly sexual transgressions but also those involving violence and 

sorcery, that were allegedly being practiced by some Tantrikas in Tibet.191 192 Sraddhâkara 

may have had such doubts in mind when he wrote that, for example, Heruka’s axe “cuts off 

with of discipline the disorder of breaking the commitments of eating and so forth, as well 

as the non-virtuous actions such as killing.” His audience might have wondered if such 

fierce aggressive behavior attributed to deities such as Heruka befits an Awakened deity.

Evidently, this question was asked in India, and the Buddhists had an answer, [n 

effect, they bifurcated ferocity (krodha) into two distinct forms, into what might be termed

191 See Karmay 1980a p. 154.

192 See Ruegg 1984, pp. 377-78.
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'Vrath^, a secondary addiction (upaklesa) associated with anger, and the other into a form 

of “fierce compassion”. The latter is not related to anger at all, the Buddhists claim， but is 

an form of liberative art, what we might term i4tough loveM, in which one manifests the 

appearance of wrath in order to discipline those who are unresponsive to more peaceful 

pedagogical methods. This reasoning was invoked by Buddhasrijnâna in his 

Sriherukasadhanavrtti, as follows:

If ferocity (krodha) is a virtue which arises in the compassionate mind, yet as is 
it [one of the twenty] secondary addictions (upaklesa), classified with anger, 
how can it be callecî “compassionate ferocity”？ It is generated preceded by 
compassion, just as the son is of the mother. Thus, it is prescribed as a method 
of ferocity which is an effect proceeding from the cause which is compassion, 
and it is like fire. As for the other, it arises from the cause of the umen and the 
“mine”, and it is an effect which manifests in having an afflicted mind." k  is on 
account of this that it is said that [he】 “blazes like the Destroying Fire’’， for he 
manifests the appearance of that. He is a '^Terrifier’’ because he terrifies 
Mahâdeva and so forth. Since he is unusually terrifying he is “Great”
(mahâbha i ra va j.193

Buddhists considered Heruka and his entourage as embodiments of the Dharmakaya 

Buddha Vajradhara， and their embodiment in such fierce forms was thus considered a 

manifestation of awakened compassion, albeit a relatively extreme form. It thus is a 

dramatization of a uniquely Tantric soteriology, which is that even the most evil of beings 

can be awakened, and that this awakening is achieved by the very means of their sources of 

bondage. Davidson argued, concerning this myth, that 4ias soteriology, it implies that no 

depravity is irredeemable; indeed, it affirms that that the defiled condition will be answered 

by the insistent movement towards awakening, becoming finally the stuff of enlightenment 

itself：'(1991a:227)

There is no doubt whatsoever that Sraddhâkara was completely successful in this 

attempt at “purification”， for not only was Heruka “purified” in the eyes of most Tibetans,

193 / gal te snying rje sems las byung ba dge ba yin la / khro bo ni nye ba'i nyon mongs la zhe sdang gi 
cha la gtogs pa yin na ji liar snying tje'i khro bo zhes bya zhe na / 'di ni snying rje sngon du song bas 
bskyed pa yin te / dper na ma yi ba Ita bu'o // de bas na rgyu snying rje las byung ba kbras bu khro bo*i 
tshul de yang bsnyen pa yin me Ita bu*o // cig shos ni rgyu bdag dang gi las byung ba / 'bras bu yang 
mnar sems dang Idan par 'byung ste I .J  de phyir / 4jig pafi me dang 4bar mnyam pa // zhes bya ba la sogs 
pa smos so // de cha lugs bsian pa*i phyir // *jigs byed ces bya ste / ma hâ de ba la sogs par 4jigs par byed 
pafo // phal pas kyang de Itar 4jigs pa yod pas defi chen po*o / (DT fol. 45a)
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but he also became a preeminent means of purification. His application of what I have

called 4tcreative commentaryM should not be viewed as simply a negative attempt to obscure

Heruka's heterodox associations. It was that, but much more; it was also an attempt to

reinterpret and reposition Heruka and the Cakrasamvara tradition, to recreate them in and

for a new cultural context. In this light it is worth recalling Smith's argument concerning

the importance of such acts of interpretation. In contradistinction to the scholarly tradition

that privileges the origins. Smith proposes

an enterprise that would insist on the value of the prosaic, the expository, the 
articulate. It is to explore the creativity of what I have termed in another context, 
'exegetical ingenuity/ as a basic constituent to human culture. It is to gain an 
appreciation of the complex dynamics of tradition and its necessary dialectics of 
self-limitation and freedom. To do these things....is to give expression to what I 
believe is the central contribution that religious studies might make,.... the 
realization that, in culture, there is no text, it is all commentary; that there is no 
primordium, it is ail history; that all is application. The realization chat, 
regardless of whether we are dealing with 4texts, from literate or non-literate 
cultures, we are dealing with historical processes of reinterpretation, with 
tradition. That, for a given group at a given time to choose this or that way of 
interpreting their tradition is to opt for a particular way of relating themselves to 
their historical past and their social present. (1987a: 196)

Through the efforts of commentators such as Sraddhakaravarma and Tsongkhapa, the

Cakrasamvara became one of the most popular Tantric traditions in Tibet, and Tantric

practices centering on him became quite widespread. One sädhana focusing on Heruka

which is very popular among practitioners of the dGe-lugs-pa school today is entitled 'The

Sri Cakrasamvara Yoga of Triple Purification,\  This triple purification is enacted by

identifying one?s body, speech, and mind with the body, speech and mind of Heruka and

Vajravârâhl. This is effected by visualizing oneself in their forms, reciting their mantras,

and contemplating the esoteric significance of the syllables sri he ru ka.194

There seems to be two important lessons to be learned here. The first is that the one 

should be careful to balance textual research with research on the ground. In studying the 

texts of the Cakrasamvara tradition it is not difficult to be impressed with the terrible and

m  This sädhana is entitled dpal àkhor to sdom  pa*i dag p a  gsum g y i m a l *byor. It is contained in a 
popular book of sädhana% entitled bla ma*i m a l *byor dang y i dam khag g i bdag bskyed sogs zhal "don 
gees btus (DharamsalarTibetan Cultural Printing Press» 1994).
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terrifying imagery associated with fierce Tan trie deities such as Heruka, and to be led into 

speculation concerning their heretical origins. These impressions are valid; the texts do 

contain such passages, and the myth of Heaika is striking in its exhibition of aggression 

and its admission of the non-Buddhist origins of important elements of his cult. It should 

be noted that most Tibetans, on the other hand, do not see Heruka in this fashion.

While many of the more scholarly and/or dedicated practitioner^ are aware of the 

myth that surrounds Heruka and his awesome attributes, a large number of Tibetans with 

whom I spoke viewed him as a powerful but almost benevolent figure, who watches over 

and guards Tibet from the top of Mount Kailash, and who is thoroughly associated with 

Buddhism. Such persons might view to Heruka as a powerful and important deity, but 

tend not to be deeply involved in Tantric practice; their engagement with Heruka is typically 

manifested in pilgrimage to one or more of the many pilgrimage sites dedicated to Heruka 

that are scattered across Tibet, pilgrimages that are viewed as liberating provided that one's 

moiivation is pure and devotion strong. Among Tibetans, then, there appears to be a 

bifurcation between popular devotional practice and the more intense and involved levels of 

Tantric practice, similar perhaps to the different approaches to Kali taken by the bhaktas 

^nd sädhakas in Bengal, according to McDermott.195

A second point concerns the way in which the Cakrasamvara tradition was 

naturalized to a Tibetan context. Just as one can become t4buddhified,\  i.e., awakened, via 

the visualization of oneself and one's immediate environment as a mandala, so too was the 

terrain of Tibet sacralized via the creative imposition of the Cakrasamvara mandala upon the 

terrain of Tibet, a process which Macdonald called its <<Buddha-isation>, of the landscape.196 

The mandala of the Cakrasamvara was imaginatively imposed upon the landscape of Tibet, 

with various sites assediateci with the twenty-four pitha in the myth, and with the body, 

speech and mind wheels of the mandala associated with three sacred peaks in Tibet, Ti-se

195 See McDermott 1996.

196 See Macdonald I990t p. 203.
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(alias Kailash) in Western Tibet, La-phyi in South-central Tibet, and Tsari in the 

Southeast.197 These three sites are among the most important and popular of pilgrimage 

sites in Tibet， and are the object of both devotional，ö/iö/：ffl-oriented practitioners as well as 

serious Tantric sâdhakas, who tend to view the sites as sources of tremendous spiritual 

power, practice places par excellence which are also places of great danger for the 

spiritually unprepared.198 199 Even Tsongkhapa* an extremely well-prepared scholar and 

practitioner» is supposed to have encountered difficulties in his pilgrimage and practice at 

Tsari.")9 According to Aziz， for Tibetans “pilgrimage is a cultural idiom for ‘becoming the 

hero/heroine1-  a means for negotiating a divine connection with the legends of a people and 

a place providing specific heroic or valorous ideals/' (1987b:257)

These sites were highly invested with symbolic power by Tibetans, and were 

considered to be mandalas, so it is perhaps not surprising that they served as a of 

Tibetan social hierarchies which were projected onto the sacred space, reproducing cultural 

patterns. Huber wrote that

It is already obvious that a person^ ritual rank or status correlated with the 
definition and use of the space around the mountain. But this correlation was 
not based purely on what type of practitioner a person might be and what level 
of cognitive abilities they were [sic.] held to possess; it also related to Tibetan 
notions of essential gender differences and the bcxiy. Just by being bom in a 
female body, all women automatically ranked lower than all men in relation to 
the mountain. Therefore all of them- whether laywomen, nuns or yoginis， local 
residents or pilgrims-were banned from performing the peak circuit and much 
of the middle circuit, excluding them from a large area of the mountain 
coinciding with its main places of power. (1999:120)

197 Concerning Kailash and La-phyi see de Rossi Filibeck 1988. Concerning Tsari see Huber 1993 and 
1999.

198 This point is stressed by Huber, who wrote that in the traditional narratives i【 is siressedthat the 
spiritual power at places like Tsari is tremendous but very difficult to access. "Even for many of these 
Tantrìc superheroes the task [of accessing this power] is extremely challenging, as the place itself is so 
powerful... any disrespect or doubt regarding the néri [sacred moumains... creates instant problems; ritual 
impropriety there... leads to failures; human jealousy at the site... unleashes natural disasters elsewhere; 
Failure to heed local omens and signs... results in bad fortune and tragedy; and so on. The message to 
human visitors is clear -  this place is supercharged with power, handle it with care!,? (1999:61)

199 See Huber 1999, p. 109.
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It appears somewhat surprising that women would be prohibited from full participation in 

the pilgrimage at places like Tsari, envisioned as a earthly manifestation of the gynocentric 

Cakrasamvara mandala, was thought to teem with celestial feminine beings, the dàkinì 

whose favor the heroic sàdhaka must court.200 The feminine, however, was bifurcated at 

Tsari.201 Women, the earthly embodiments of the feminine, in Tibetan culture are viewed as 

inferior to men, and are literally called ^ow-bom' (skyes dman) in colloquial parlance.202 It 

is thus not surprising that the iow-bom ' are limited to the lower rung of the Tsari 

pilgrimage route, and are restricted from ascending the higher and more holy reaches of the 

sacred mountain. This bifurcation, made by men, appears to represent an attempt to 

appropriate the spiritual side of the feminine, and calls into question【he view thatthe 

valorization of the feminine in Tantric texts represents anything other than an androcentric 

perspective.

The myth of Heruka's conversion of Bhairava played an essential role in the 

dissemination of the Cakrasamvara tradition to Tibet, as it provided a mythic template 

through which the landscape of Tibet could be re-imagined in a mandalic form; just as 

one's body and immediate environment is re-imagined in Tantric meditation. As such, the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra was perhaps particularly well suited to Tibet given the fact that its 

center，Kailash, was already located there. This process of the “conversion” of Tibet 

follows an ancient pattern; wherever Buddhists established themselves, Buddhists, Faure 

claims, ktfelt compelled to convert or subdue the local deities, to erase the memory of the 

places, to reconvert or desacralize spaces， to decode and re-encode legends.” （1987:351)

The Buddhist in Tibet used the myth of Cakrasamvara as a sacred narrative through 

which the very landscape could be sacralized. Important features of the landscape were

:0° See Huber 1999, pp. 181 ff.

201 Concerning the bifurcation of the feminine with regard to Tibetan views of the dàkini see Willis 1987.

202 See Aziz 1987a for a discussion of this term and the perception of women in Tibetan society; see also 
Aziz 1988.
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associateci with elements of Heruka's mandala, which could be materialized through the 

construction of landmarks such as stûpas and temples, ^thereby creating new centers, new 

sacred spaces or places that were protected by the local gods and in due time tended to be 

identified with them. This phenomenon, however, had its source in highly literate monastic 

circles and should not be read as (merely) the subversion of a larger tradition by local 

cults.” （Faure 1992:161)

Faure's last point is an important one; one of the major functions of the 

commentators in the Cakxasamvara tradition has been to transform it into a thoroughly 

Buddhist phenomenon, a process which Buddhist authors symbolize as a ••conversion•’ 

This process was undertaken by monks in India and perfected by monks in Tibet, who 

extended their efforts beyond the textual，“reading” the texts of myth into the landscape 

itself, and in the process subsuming the chthonic Tibetan into the mandala. They thus 

constructed the tradition as a uniquely Tibetan phenomenon, even as they faithfully 

reproduced the Indian patterns of practice and exegesis, but in a quite different cultural 

context.

In short, Heruka for the Tibetans is a thoroughly Buddhist and Tibetan deity; the 

syncretism that is so readily apparent when viewing the tradition diachronically is not 

evident nor relevant when it is viewed synchronically. i.e., from the perspective of 

contemporary Tibetan Buddhists and their practice of the Cakrasamvara today. Heruka has 

been thoroughly naturalized to the Tibetan Buddhist context, as has 44Buddhistn goddesses 

such as Tara to the Tantric Hindu context; they are in effect Buddhist and Hindu deities, 

respectively; it is not historical origins but context that correctly determines their identity.

In effect, all religious traditions are bricolages in the sense that they develop in 

relationship with their social contexts which are never free of contention and competition; 

there are no inviolable origins, for religious traditions or anything else. Religious symbols, 

mythical elements, rites and deities are appropriated, but they are also transformed in the 

process, such that Bhairava and Heruka, the Buddhist and Hindu Taras are not the same.
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and no doubt never were the same, but are the products of history, and the products of the 

ever changing demands of ever changing societies.
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96b-136b.

Dâkinisarvacittàdvayàcintyajnànavajravâràhyabhibhava-tantraràja. Tôh. 378, DK rgyud 
'bum vol. ga, 60a-71a.

Däkinisarvacittädvayäcintyajfiänavajravärähyabhibhava-tantrottaratantra. Tôh. 379, DK 
rgyud 4bum vol. ga, 71a-72b.
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Tattvapradipa-nâma-mahâyoginitantraràja. Töh. 423, DK rgyud 'bum vol. nga 136b- 
142b. _

Tantraräja-srilaghusamvara-näma. Töh. 368, DK rgyud 'bum voi. ka, 213b-246b.

Trisamayavyiiharäja-näma-tantra. Töh. 502, DK rgyud 'bum voi. da, 18la-247a.

Paramàdibuddhoddhrtasrikâlacakra-nàma-tantraràja. Töh. 362, DK rgyud 'bum vol. ka, 
22-128b.

Prainâpàramità-naya-satapancàsatikà. Töh. 489. DK rgyud ^um  vol. ta, 26fin-272a

Töh. 747, DIC rgyud ‘bum vol. dza，238a-263a.

Manjusrijnänasattvasya paramärthanämasamgUL Töh. 360, DK rgyud kbum voi. ka,
Sanskrit edited by Ronald M. Davidson in %kThe Litany o f the Names o f Manjusri: 
Text and Translation of the ManjusrinâmasamgitC\ Tantric and Taoist Studies in 
Honour o fR A . Stein, Michel Strickmann, ed. Bruxelles: Institut Belge des Hautes 
Études Chinoises，vol. 1，1981，pp. 1-69.

Mahätantraräja srisamputatilaka-nàma. Töh.382, DK rgyud 4bum vol. ga, 158b-184a; 
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Mahâmàyâtantrarâja. Töh. 425. Sanskrit and Tibetan edited in the Mahâmâyâtantram 
Ratnäkarasäntiviracitagunavatitikäsayutam., Samdhong Rinpoche, Vrajvallabh 
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Higher Tibetan Studies, 1992.
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______ • Töh. 3947, DT dbu nm vol. khi 238a-241a.
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Ädvayavajra* 爪以/rävfvörajia Töh. ; edited in Hariprasad Shastri，
Advayavajrasamgraha. Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1927, pp. 23-27.
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il Medio ed Estremo Oriente.

& 2. SOR voi. 9. Rome: Istituto Italiano per
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Ch. 10 is edited and translated in Paul Griffiths et al. The Realm o f Awakening: A 
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York: Oxford University Press, 1989.
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. . Yogàcàrabhümau bodhisattvabhümL Töh. 4035, DT sems tsam voi. tshi lb-283a. 
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Visva-Bharati, 1949.
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______ . Sarvabuddhasamayogatantra-näma-panjikä. Töh. 1661, DT rgyud "grel vol. la.
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Upatissa. Vimuktimärga-dhutaguna-nirdesa (mam par g roi ba *i lam las sbyang pa *i yon 
tan bstan pa). Töh. 4 1 4 3 ,4dul ba vol. su, I61b-172b. Edited in P. V Bapat, 
Vimuknmârga Dhutaguna-nirdesa: A Tibetan Text Critically Edited and 
Translated into English. New York: Asia Publishing House* 1964.

Kanakalâ-Mekhalâ. Nandyävartatrayamukhägama. Töh. 2415, DT rgyud 4grel voi. zit 
34a-35a. •

Kamalasila. Tattvasamgrahapanjikä. Töh. 4267. DT tshad ma vol. ze, I33b-363a. Sanskrit 
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Unesco, Toyo Bunko, 1994.

______ . Pindikrtasädhana. Töh. 1796. vol. ngit lb-1 la.
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Nâgâijuna. Prajfiâ-nâma-mùlamadhyamakakàrikâ. Töh. 3824, DT dbu ma vol. tsa, l-19a. 
Sanskrit edited in, David J. Kalupahana, Nàgârjuna: The Philosophy o f  the Middle 
Way. Albany: State Univerity of New York Press, 1986.

______ . Vaidalya-nâma-prakarana. Töh. 3830, DT dbu ma vol. tsa, 99b-110a.

Näropa. Karnatantravajrapada. Töh. 2338, DT rgyud *grel vol. zhi, 302b-304b.

Padmavajra. GuhyasiddhL Sanskrit and Tibetan edited in the Guhyàdi-Astasidâhi-
Sahgraha. Samdhong Rinpoche, Vrajvallabh Dwivedi, eds., Rare Buddhist Text 
Series 1. Samath, Varanasi: Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies. 1988. od. 
5-62, M  07. " ‘ ‘

______. Sridâkàrnavamahâyogini-tantrarâja-vâhikatikà. Töh. 1419, DT rgyud kgrel voi.
dza, lb-3l8a.

Vimalaprabhä-näma-müUuantränusäri(iich，ädas’asähasrikä-lag/mk(ilacükm- 
tantraräja-tikä. Töh. 845, DK dus 4khor 4grel bshad voi. sri, lb-469a; Töh. 1347, 
DT rgyud lgrel voi. tha, 107b-277a.

Prajnäkaramati. Bodhicaryävatärapafijikä. Töh%3872. DT dbu ma vol. la, 41b-288a. 
Sanskrit edited in Bodhicaryàvatàra ofSäntideva with Commentary Pahjikà o f 
Prajnäkaramati Buddhist Sanskrit Texts voi. 12. P. L. Vaidya, ed. Buddhist 
Sanskrit Texts no. 12, Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1960.

Prajnâraksita. Sri^abhisamaya-näma-panjikä, Töh. 1465, DT rgyud *grel vol. zha, 34a- 
45 b. ’

______ . SricakrasambarahastapûjûvidhL Töh. 1468, DT rgyud 4grel voi. zha48a-49b;
Sanskrit, Tibetan edited in Meisezahl 1985, with German translation.

Buddhaguhya. Tanträrthävatära. Töh. 2501, DT rgyud 4grel voi. hi, l-9 lb .

______ . Dharmamandalasütra. Töh. 3705, DT rgyud *grel voi. tsu, Ib-5b. Tibetan edited
by Erberto Lo Bue, 'T he Dharmamandala-Sütra by BuddhaguhyaT, in SOR 56.2, 
1987, pp. 787-818.

______ . Dhyänottarapatalatikä. Töh. 2670. DT rgyud 4grel voi. ihu, lb-38a.

______ . Mahävairocanäbhisambodhitantravikurvitädhisthäna-mahätantravrttL Töh.
2663, DT rgyud 4grel voi. nyu, 261a-351a.

Buddhasrijnànapâda. Dvikrama-tattva-bhävana-näma-mukhägama. Töh. 1853, DT rgyud 
4bum voL di lb-i7b,PTT  2716.

______ . Mukhägama, Töh. 1854, DT rgyud 4bum voi. di, 17b-28b, PTT 2717.

______ . Sriherukasädhana. Töh 1857t DT rgyud 4bum voi. di, 42b-43a, FTT 2720.

______ . Srihemkasädhanavrtti. Töh 1858, DT rgyud 4bum voi. di, 43a-47a, PTT 2721.

N.A. Bhagavacchrimahäsukhavajrasattvasädhana. PTT 2553, QT voi. 59, pp. 40.3-42.5.
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Bhavabhadra. Sricakrasamvarapanjikä. Töh. 1403, DT rgyud 4grel voi. bat I41a-246b; 
P T T 2H 9.

Bhavyakirti. Sricakrasamvarapanjikâ-sûramanojnâ. Töh. 1405, DT rgyud 4grel vol. ma, 
M ia .  PTT 2121, QT vol. 49t pp. 1.1-20.5

Ratnâkarasânti. Gunavatisrimahâmâyâtikâ. Sanskrit and Tibetan edited in the
Mahâmâyâtantram Ratnäkarasäntiviracitagunavatitikäsayutam.. Samdhong 
Rinpoche, Vrajvailabh Dwivedi, eds., Rare Buddhist Text Series 10. Samath, 
Varanasi: Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, 1992.

Râhugupta. Prakàsa-nàma-srihevajrasàdhana. Töh. 1238* DT rgyud 4grel voi. nya, 96b- 
126b.

Laksmimkarä. AdvayasiddhL Sanskrit and Tibetan edited in Guhyädi-astasiddhisamgraha, 
Samdhong Rinpoche, Vrajvailabh Dwivedi, eds.. Rare Buddhist Text Series l. 
Samath, Varanasi: Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies» 1987.

Lüipa. Töh. 1427, DT rgyud ‘grel vol. vva 186b-193a; PTT
2144.

Vajragarbha. Hevajrapindärthaiikä. Töh. 1180. DT rgyud 4grel voi. ka, Ib-I26a.

Vajraghanta. Sricakrasamvarapancakrama. Töh. 1433, DT rgyud 'grel voi. wa, 224b- 
227a; PTT 2150/voi. 51, pp. 260b-263a.

______ . Sricakrasamvaramandalavidhitattvävatära. Töh. 1430, DT rgyud fcgrel voi. wa,
203b-2i9b. *

______ . Sricakrasamvarasekaprakriya-upadesa. Töh. 1431, DT rgyud 4grel voi. wa,
219b-222b.

______ . Sahajasamvarasädhana. Töh. 1436, DT rgyud 'grel voi. wa, 233a.b.

Vajrapâni. Laksâbhidhânâduddhrta Laghutantrapindärthavivarana. Töh. 1402, DT reyud 
4grei voi. ba, 78b-14la; PTT 2117, vol. 48 /pp. 143.i - 173.5.

Vasubandhu. Abhidharmakosakârikà. Töh. 4089, DT mngon pa voi. ku, lb-25a. Sanskrit 
edited in Abhidharmakosa and Bhäsya o f Acharya Vasubandhu with Sphutärthä 
Commentary ofÄcärya Yasomitra. Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, ed. Baudha Bharati 
Series 5. Varanasi: Baudha Bharali, 1970, 2 vols.

..Abhidharmakosabhâsya. Töh. 4090, DT mngon pa vol. ku, 25b-258a. Sanskrit 
edited in Abhidharmakosa and Bhäsya o f Acharya Vasubandhu with Sphutärthä 
Commentary ofÄcärya Yasomitra. Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, ed. Baudha Bharati 
Series 5. Varanasi: Baudha Bharati, 1970, 2 vols.

. .Mahäyänasamgrahabhäsya. Töh. 4050, DT sems tsam voi. rit 121b-190a.

. . Vimsikakärikä. Töh. 4056, DT sems tsam vol. shi, 3a-4a; PTT 5557» QT vol. 113, 
p. 233.4,5.

. VimsikavrttL Töh. 4057, DT sems tsam voi. shi, 4a—19a; FTT 5558, QT vol. 113, 
pp. *234.1-236.3.
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VinayadaUa. Töh. 1645, DT rgyud ‘grel vol.
ya, 290a-309a.

Vilâsavajra. Àrya-Nàmasamgititikà-mantrârthâvalokini-nàma. Töh. 2533, DT reyud %grel 
voi. khu,27.b-H5.b.

______ . Mahätilakakrama-näma. Töh. 1290, DT rgyud 4grel vol. ta, 145a-148a.

______ . Mahäräjatantra-sriguhyagarbha-näma-tikä, In Sanje Doije, ed. Commentaries
on the Guhvaqarhha Tantra and Other Rare Nvingwapa Texts. v〇l. 1. New Delhi. 
1974, pp. 1:222. —

______ . Sriguhvasamâjatantranidànagurûpadesana-vyâkhvâna. Töh. 1910, DT rgyud
•grel voi. phi 89b-97b.

Viravajra. Padârthaprakâsikâ-nâma-srisamvaramûlatantratikà (clpal bde mchog gi rtsa 
rgyud kyi rgya chen bshad pa îshig don rab tu g sal ba shes by a 6a j. Töh. 1412, 
DT rgyud "grel vol. ma, 353b ff. PTT 2128, voi 49, pp. 162.2-204.5.

______ . Yoginisamcäryatikä. Töh. 1423, DT rgyud 'grel voi. wa, 139a-153a.

______ . Samantagunasälina-näma-tika. Töh. 1408, DT rgyud 4grel vol. ma, I56.b-207.a,
PTT 2124, vol. 49, pp. 73.1-95.4.

_______ . S a rva ta n tran idänam ahäguhyasriSQ m puta -näm a-tan trarä ja tikä -ra tnam älä -näm a .
Töh. 1199, DT rgyud 4grel voi. ja, lb-11 la.

Sântaraksita. Tattvasamgrahakärikä. Töh. 4266. ma vol. ze, lb-133a. Sanskrit edited in 
Tattvasahgraha o f Âcàrya Shäntaraksita with the Commentary *panjikä * o f Shri 
Kamalashila. Swami Dwarkikadas Shastri, ed. Baudha Bharati Series voi. 2. 
Varanasi: Baudha Bharati, 1968,2 vols.

忌äntideva. 3871， DT dbu ma vol. la，la-40a. Sanskrit edited in
Bodhicaryàvatàra o f Sântideva with Commentary Panjikä o f PrajnàkaramatL 
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts voi. 12. P. L. Vaidya, ed. Buddhist Sanskrit Texts no. 12, 
Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, I960.

Sântimitra (shi baM bshes gnyen). Sarvabuddhasamayogapanjikä. Töh. 1663, DT rgyud 
lgrel vol. la, 58b-ll6a.

濟 ， _
SasvatavajraCrtag-pa*! rdo-ije). Sritattvavisada-näma-srisamvaravrttL Töh. 1410, DT 

rgyud 4grel vol. mat 253a-352a; PTT 2126, voi. 49 pp. 116.5-161.4.

SQrangavajra. M û la ta n tra h rd a ya sam grahàbh idhàno tta ra tan tram ûlam ùlavrttL  Töh. 1414, 
DT rgyud *grel voi. tsa, 120a-232a; PTT 2130, voL 49 p. 266.4 ff.

Sraddhäkaravarma. YogänuttaratanträrthävatäraSamgraha. Töh. 3713, DT rgyud 4grel 
voi. tsu, 104b-115a.

______ . Heruka*i mam par dag pa (*Hemkavisuddha). Töh. 148 l t DT rgyud 4grel voi.
zh a  125a-128b.
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Srilaksmi. Pancakrama-vrttârtha-virocana-nâma, Töh. 1842, DT rgyud kgrel voi. chi,
• 187b-277a. *

Sridhara. Sriyamäritantrapanjikä-sahajäloka-näma. Töh. 1918, DT rgyud 4grel voi. bi, 
81b-l23b.

Sumatiklrti. LaghusamvaratantrapataläbhisandhL. Töh. 1411, DT vol. ma, 352a-353a; 
PTT 2127, QT vol. 49, pp. 161.4-162.2

Surativajra. *Sarvabuddhasamayogadâkinijàlasamvarafikâ-samayogâlamkàra {sang
rgyas thams caci dang mnyam par sbyor ba mkha *dro ma sgyu ma bde mchog 
grel pa mnyam sbyorgyi rgyan). Töh. 1660, DT voi. ra, 389a-439a.

Sthiramati. Süträlamkäravrtnbhäsya. Töh. 4034, DT sems tsam voi. mi, lb-283a and voi. 
tsi, lb-286a.

Haribhadra. Asfasâhsrikâ-prajnùpàramitâ-tikâ. Sanskrit edited in Dr. P. L. Vaidya, ed. 
Astasähsrikä Prajnàpàramità with Haribhadra 's Commentary Called Àloka. The 
Mithila Institute of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Sanskrit Learning, 
Darbhanga, 1960.

Hûmkâravajra. Srisarvabuddhasamayogamandalasädhanakrama. FTT 2549, QT voi. 59, 
pp. 20.3-29.3.

rNying-ma rGyud-’bum
Reproduction of the mTshem-brag manuscript of the rNying-ma rGyud-’bum. Thimphu，
Bhutan: National Library, 1982.

Srisarvabuddhasamayoga-tantraràja. voi. 18, 58b-126b.

Sarvakalpasamuccaya-nâma-sarvabuddhasamayogadàkinijàlasamvara-uttarotîaraîantra. 
vol. 18，26a-58b.

Sarvabuddhasamayoga-tantraräja. vol. 18, lb-26a.

Rin-chen gTer-mdzod Chen-mo
Paro, Bhutan reproduction of the sTod-lung mishur-phu redaction of ftJam-mgon Kong- 
sprult with supplemental texts from the dpal-spungs redaction and other manuscripts

bde mchog sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor las slob ma lhag gnas rin chen snying po he ru ka 
*duspa9i thugs tig. vol. 5t pp. 281-351.

dpal he ru ka • dus p a ’i thugs tig bde mchog sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor las smin by ed 
dbang gi cho ga gsal bar byedpa rin chen thigs pa. voi. 5. pp. 375-403.

he n i ka ‘dusp a ’i thugs tig bde mchog sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor las phrin las cho ga 
bsgrigs rìn chen "od kyi snang ba. voL 5 t pp. 353-73.
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T s o n g k h a p a 9s C o lle c te d  W o rk s , rjeyab  sras gsung 'bum. 
bK ra-sh is L h u n -p o  (T L ) ed ition . (Delhi: N gaw ang  G elek  Dem o, 1980).

rgyal ba khyab bdag rdo rje *chang cheti po lam gyi rim pa gsang ba kun gyi gnad mam  
par phye ba% (ak a  sngags rim chen mo), vols, nga and ca.

bcom Idan *das dpal "khor lo bde mchog gi mngon par rtogs pa 'i rgya cher bshad pa 
*dod pa "jo ba. vol. ta, pp. 72-460.

bde mchoz bsdus pa *i rgyud kyi rgya cher bshad pa sbas pa *i don kun gsal ha. v o i. nya, 
pp. 1-502.

dpal *khor lo bde mchog liiipa fi mngon rtogs ngag 'don gyi cho ga 'i rim pa. vol. ta, pp. 
4 3 -7 1 . ^

Other Works in Tibetan

G rag s-p a  rG y a l-m tsh an . 丨& ’/ rmzm gz/iflg A m g  p a r  rfög p a
stong thun sa bead. In The Complete Works o f  the Great Masters o f the Sa Sky a 
Sect o f the Tibetan Buddhism. Voi 3. The Complete Works o f Grags Pa Rgyal 
Mtshan, bS od  nam s rgya mtsho, com piler. T okyo : The T oyo  B unko, 1968, pp.

______ . dpal he ru ka 'i byung ishuL In The Complete Works o f the Great Masters o f  the
Sa Sky a Sect o f  the Tibetan Buddhism. Voi 5. The Complete Works o f Grags Pa 
Rgyal Mtshan. b S o d  nam s rgya m tsho, co m p iler. Tokyo: T he T oyo  B unko, 1968, 
pp. 2 9 8 .4 -3 0 0 .2 .

sG am -po-pa. dam chosyid bzhin norbu tharpa rin po che'i rgyan ces bya ba the g pa 
chen p o ri lam rim. xylographie print from  the blocks preserved at R um -btegs 
K arm a-ch o s-sg ar in S ikkim , C olum bia U niversity  Library.

4Jam -m gon  A -m y es-zh ab  N g ag -d b an g -k u n -d g a^b so d -n am s. grub thob brgyas cu rtsa
bzhVi m am thar. R eproduced  from sD e-d g e  dG on-chen  b locks. D ehra  D un: S ak y a  
C ollege, 1985.

P adm asam bhava. man ngag Ita ba *i phreng ba. In  Selected Writings (gsuh thor bu) o f  
Roh-zom Chos-kyi-bzan-po. *Khor-gdon G ter-sp ru l ^ h i-m e d - r ig - 'd z in , ed. 
S m an rtsis  S h esrig  S pendzod  voi. 73. Leh: S. W . T ashigangpa, 1974, pp. 1-18.

B u-ston  R in -ch en -g ru b . rgyud sde spyi'i mam par gzhag pa rgyud sde thams cad feyi 
gsang ba. In The Collected Works o f Bu-ston. Lokesh C handra, ed. N ew  D elhi: 
In te rna tiona l A cad em y  o f  Indian C ulture, 1966, vol. ba, pp. 611-913 .

______ • rgyud sde spyi’i m am  par gzhag pa rgyud sde rin po che’i mdzes rgyan zhes bya
ba. In The Collected Works o f Bu-ston. L o k esh  C handra, ed. N ew  D elhi: 
In te rna tiona l A cad em y  o f  Indian C ulture, 1966, voi. bat pp .1-610 .

______ • rgyud sde spyi’i m am  gzhag bsdus pa rgyud sde rin po che’i gter sgo ‘byed p a ’i
Ide mig zhes bya ba. In The Collected Works o f  Bu-ston. L okesh  C handra , ed . N ew  
D elh i: In te rna tiona l A cadem y o f  Ind ian  C u ltu re , 1966, voi* pha, pp .843-1013 .
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B u-ston  R in -ch en -g ru b . bde mchog nyung ngu rgyud kyi spyi mam don gsal. In The 
Collected Works ofBu-ston. L okesh  Chandra, ed. N ew  D elhi: In ternational 
A cad em y  o f  Ind ian  C ulture, 1966. vol. cha, p p .l- l  18.

bde mchog rìsa rgyud kyi mani bshad gsang ba fi de kho na nyid gsal bar byed
pa. In The Collected Works o f Bu-ston. Lokesh C handra, ed. N ew  Delhi: 
In terna tional A cadem y o f  Ind ian  Culture, 1966. vol. cha, pp. 141-718.

R o n -zo m  C h o s-k y i-b zan g -p o . gsang sngags rdo rje theg pa *i tshul las snang ba Ihar 
sgrub pa. In Selected Writings (gsun thorbu) ofRoh-zom Chos-kyi-bzah-po. 
kK hor-gdon  Citer-^pnil ^ h i-m e d -r ig - 'd z in , ed. Sm anrtsis Shesrig  S pendzcd  voi. 
73. L eh: S. W . T ash igangpa , 1974, pp. 125-5 L

Sachen  K u n -d g aT sny ing -po . bde mchog nag po *i lugs kyi bla ma brgyiul pa 1 lo rgyus. .
In The Complete Works o f the Great Masters o f the Sa Sky a Sect o f the Tibetan 
Buddhism. Voi I. The Complete Works o f Kun dga snying po. bSod nam s rgya 
m tsho , c o m p ile r  T okyo: T h e  T o y o  Bunko, 1968, pp. 214 .1 -216 .4 .

______ . dpal *khor lo bde mchog gi rtsa ba *i rgyud kyi tika mu tig phreng ba. In The
Complete Works o f the Great Masters o f the Sa Sky a Sect o f (he Tibetan Buddhism. 
Voi 1. The Complete Works o f Kun dga1 snying po. b S o d  nam s rgya m tsho, 
co m p iler. T okyo : T he  T o y o  B unko, 1968, pp. 288 .3-380 .3 .

b S o d -n am s rT se-m o . rgyud sde spyi'i mam par bzhag. In The Complete Works o f the
Great Masters o f the Sa Skya Sea  o f (he Tibetan Buddhism. Voi 2. The Complete 
Works o f bSod nams rtse mo . bS od  nam s rgya m tsho, co m p iler. T okyo: T he  T oyo  
B unko , 1968, pp. 1.1-37.4.

O rgyan  gL in g -p a , Y ar-ije  (g ter-ston). bka thang Ide Inga, A ttrib u ted  to Princess 

M a n d â r a v à .北 京 ：民 族 印 刷 广 印 刷 1990.

Taishö Texts
Taishö Shinshû Daizôkyô (T )r ed ited  by T akakusu  Junjirö and  W atanabe  K aikyoku 

(T o k y o , 1924-1935)

T 2 2 8 .佛 説 佛 母 出 生 三 法 藏 般 若 波 羅 蜜 多 經 。 >
(Astasàhasrikàprajnâpàramitâ, trans, by Dânapâla, SÊ ^  ). vol. 8 (H annya-bu  vol. 
4 )，”pp. 5 8 7 -6 7 6 .

T 2 4 3 .大 樂 金 剛 不 空 真 實 三 麼 耶 經 。（Pray万àp d ram 丨tónoyaiam pfl/ìcòfflrt/rà，trans, by 
A m oghavajra^ 不 空 .）vol. 8 (H annya-bu  vol. 4 )，pp. 7 8 4 -7 ^6 .

丁 3 1 0 .大 寶 積 經 。（她/|加〇/加如/0加的，11〇115.0)̂ 8〇(1111111(：丨，菩 提 流 志 ）̂〇 1.11， 

pp . 1-685.

T 6 0 6 . S am g h a ra k sa，僧 伽 羅 刹 。修 行 道 地 經 。 vol. 15 (K y ô sh ù -b u  vol. 2 )，pp. 181- 
23Ò.

T  8 4 8.大 畏 盧 遮 那 成 佛 神 變 加 持 經

sûtra) vo l. 18 (M ik k y ö -b u  vol. 1), pp. L-54.
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T 869. Amoghavajra^不空♦金 剛 頂 經 瑜 伽 十 八 會 指 歸 。 f o 如
Vajrasekharasûtra-yoga in Eighteen Sections) vol. 18 (Mikkyö-bu vol. 1), pp. 284- 
287.

T 8 7 6 .金剛頂經瑜伽修習畏盧遮那二摩地法。（77^ 心 o f
which is (he Method o f the Vairocana-samâdhi) vol. 18 (Mikkyö vol. 1), pp. 326-

T 885• 佛 説 一 切 如 來 金 剛 三 業 最 上 秘 密 大 教 王 經 。 (Sarvauuhägata- 
kàyavâkcittarahasya-guhyasamâja-nàma-mahàkalparàja). SÉ KÜ (Dânapâla). 
trans, vol. 18 (Mikkyö-bu vol. 1), pp. 469-511.

T 888• —切秘密最上名義大教王儀軌。 vol. 18 
(Mikkyö vol. 1), pp. 536-41.

T 8 9 2 .涕 説 大 悲 空 智 金 剛 大 教 王 儀 軌 經 。 Dharmapâla 
(法 護 ），trans, vol. 18 (Mikkyö-bu vol. 1)，pp. 587-601. (Reproduced in C. 
Willemen, The Chinese Hevajratantra: The Scriptural Text o f  the Ritual o f the 
Great King o f  the Teaching, the Adamantine One with Great Compassion and 
Knowledge o f the Void Orientalia Gandensia voi. 8. Leuven, Belgium: Uitgeverij 
Peeters, 1983, pp. 194-208. "

T 9 0 1 .陀 羅 尼 集 經 。 邮 a呢 Atigupta ( 阿 地 留 多 ），trans, voi.
18 (M ikkyö-bu vol. 1), pp. 785-898.

T I004.j\m oghavajra，不空•般若碎羅蜜多理趣經大樂不空三昧真贲金剛菩

薩等----1 七聖大曼茶  M 義 述 。（Elucidation o f the Seventeen Holy Ma(i(/aias of
Mahàsukhàmoghasamayaîattva Vajrasattva Bodhisattva, etc., o f the 
Prajnàpàramitànaya Stara) vol. 19 (Mikkyö-bu vol. 2), pp. 617-18.

T 1119 .大 樂 金 剛 薩 修 行 成 就 儀 軌 。（*^ /<3 /|0^ /|0叫 >0加 加 -
caryäsiddhividhi、 Rite for Achieving the Great Bliss Vajrasattva Practice 
Amoghavajra，不空• vol. 20 (M ikkyö-bu vol. 3)，pp. 509-13.

T 1 1 2 0 A .金 剛 頂 勝 初 瑜 伽 經 中 略 出 大 樂 金 剛 薩 念 誦 儀 。 （77^ /?心 ö/  
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513-520.
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20 (Mikkyö-bu vol. 3), pp. 542-548.

T 1796. Subhakarasimha and Yi-xing, 一 行 。大畏盧遮那成佛經疏 。 on 
(he Mahâvairocanàbhisambodhisütra). vol. 39, pp. 579-789.
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the Great Tang who Sought the Dharma in the Western Regions), voi. 51, pp. 1-
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Mahàvairocana Siitra). vol. 58 t zoku-kyösho-bu  vo l. 3, pp. 1-11. (see a lso  Kôbo 
daishi zenshiì voi. 4).

Kükai. Köbö daishi zenshü.
H ase H ôshû , ed. T o k y o ： Y o^h ikaw a Kobunkan, I90Q- I91  !.

( 大 日 經 開 題 ）. voi. 4 , pp. 1-10 (see  also  T  2211). 

( 即 身 成 佛 義 ） • voi. 3, pp. 9 0 -1 0 4 .

Pali Texts

Dhammapada. E dited  in H arischandra  Kaviratna, Dhammapada: Wisdom o f the Buddha. 
English-Pâli Edition. P asadena, CA: T h eo so p h ica l U niversity  Press, 1980.

B uddhaghosa. Visuddhimagga. 1920. Edited in The Visuddhi-magga o f Buddhaghosa. C. 
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APPENDIX A

An Edition of the Cakrasamvara Tantra^ Chapters One to Four

Introduction

This edition resulted from my work on Tsongkhapa's Total Illumination o f the 

Hidden Meaning, a lengthy commentary on the Cakrasamvara Tantra. This commentary 

quotes almost all of the verses in the miilatantra, which necessitated the production of an 

edition and translation of the mùlatantra itself. While studying at the Central Institute for 

Higher Tibetan Studies in Sarnath, I learned that scholars participating in the Rare Buddhist 

Text Project there had unearthed three manuscript copies of the Cakrasamvara Tantra in 

Sanskrit， which they were in the process of editing. As the manuscripts were incomplete， 

they were also engaged with the difficult task of reconstructing the missing portions. By 

this point in time I had decided to base my dissertation of the first four chapters of the 

Cakrasamvara Tantra, which deal with the topics of rites of mandala creation and initiation 

therein, as Tsongkhapa's commentary on that portion of the text consisted of approximately 

seventy folios, or about one hundred and fifty pages in annotated English translation. The 

Tibetan translations of the Root Tantra itself, however, were often quite ambiguous, so I 

decided to acquire copies of the three manuscripts myself and edit the first four chapters as 

an appendix to this work, simply to provide myself and my readers with a richer 

understanding of the text and its interpretation.

I hesitate in labeling this edition “critical”， simply because there are so few 

manuscripts on which it is based. Basically, it is an edition of the oldest palm-leaf 

manuscript, there is only one manuscript, the Nevâri palm leaf manuscript described in 

section 6.1.1 above; the other two Sanskrit manuscripts are simply later and often unreliable 

copies of it. It is definitely an act of textual criticism, in that any edition always involves
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exercises in judgment, as Housman pointed o u t.1 But it is not a “critical edition” in the 

sense that I do not claim here to be able to reconstitute the “original” version of the text 

which best reflects the author’s “intention”. Texts are inherently unstable， and even under 

the best of conditions such a task would be challenging. Even if one considered such a 

reconstitution possible in theory, in practice in the case of this text it is impossible simply 

because there are insufficient texts from which to undertake such a task.

Generally, my edition represents as closely as possible the oldest manuscript. 

However, as this text is itself damaged, I do not necessarily take it as the ultimate authority, 

and I do not refrain from attempting to correct, or perhaps I should say rebuild the text. 

Hence I take the oldest manuscript as the basis of this edition, and note significant variants 

in the notes, and on occasion emend the text when there is sufficient evidence from the 

commentaries or Tibetan translations to suggest a better reading.

Regarding the Sanskrit commentaries, two have come to light. First, there is a late 

(1910) copy of Jayabhadra's Cakrasamvarapanjikà, a commentary which comments on 

the entire text, and which quotes selected verses. Extant Sanskrit manuscripts of 

Vajrapâni's Laksàbhidhànàduddhrta Laghutantrapindärthavivarana, a commentary on the 

first chapter of the CST only, have been edited by Cicuzza, whose edition of the relevant 

verses have been taken into consideration.

The Tibetan translation of each verse is reproduced following the Sanskrit of each 

verse. This is not an edition, but simply a representation of one version of the text, that 

preserved in the sDe-dge Kanjur. Important variations in the Phug-brag and sTog 

manuscript Kanjurs have been noted.

Not listed in the notes are minor misspellings in the later manuscripts, as well as the 

omissions that cx:cur in those texts. I have also normalized the text to fit modem 

conventions. For example, the MSS double the consonant following a superscribed r, but I

See Houseman 1961, pp. 132
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read these as a single consonants. The MSS often within a sloka assimilate nasals to the 

vanta of the consonant of the foUowing word; I read these nasals as an anusvàra.

Any insertions to the text that are not present or readable in the Sansicrit text are 

placed in square brackets. Words that are present in the text, but which obviously violate 

the metre and appear to be later additions to the text are placed in round brackets. Please 

note that not all ^verses^ have four pâda; sometimes I break up the text on the basis of the 

Tibetan translation, which occasionally results in incomplete Sanskrit verses. These 

editorial decisions are of course tentative and may need to be revised.

The Tibetan translation of the Cakrasamvara Tantra is generally speaking quite 

accurate, close to the extant Sanskrit that has come down to us. The numerous places 

where the texts do diverge, however, are attributable to several different causes. Naturally, 

the Sanskrit is not free from errors; the one palm leaf manuscript and the two copies made 

from it on Nepali paper contain corruptions and scribal errors. However, the editorial 

policy here has been to consider this possibility only after considering the other possible 

causes for divergence.

One cause is that while the Tibetans usually translated quite literally, on occasion 

they translated loosely, particularly, it seems, when encountering difficult passages. An 

example of this phenomena can be seen in the translation of murdhaja, literally 4hair\ as 

sbyi bor brgyan pat literally Ornamented on the head\ in verses five and six of Chapter 

Two. I was unsure how to account for this until I found Bu-ston Elinpoche's comments on 

these verses, in which he indicated that it was an interpretative translation of an enigmatic 

Sanskrit passage. Sometimes the divergence seems to be due to euphemistic translation.

An example of this might include the translation of mrtakasutrena, * with the thread of a 

corpse*, with sems m edsredbut 'mindless thread7.
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Conspectus Siglorum

A This manuscript of the Srihemkàbhidhàna is in the collection of the Oriental 
Institute in Vadcxlara (ms. #13290). It is a palm-leaf manuscript written in the 
Bhujjimol variety of the Nevâri script, and probably dates to the twelfth to thirteenth 
century. It consisted of thirty-eight folios, eleven of which are lost (fols. 15, 18-22, 
28-31 and 36). The remaining folios are generally in good shape, although there are 
some areas of relatively minor damage.

B This is a Nepali paper manuscript also in the Oriental Institute collection (ms.
#13285). It is a copy of manuscript A written in Devanagari script. It is dated N.
S. 1050, 1930 CE. It follows the pagination of manuscript A.

C This is a Nepali paper manuscript in devanagari script in the collection of the Kesar 
Library in Kathmandu (ms. #410, Moriguchi #607). It is also a copy of manuscript 
A. It has no colophon but it appears to have been written by the same hand as the 
fonner manuscript, and it also follows the pagination of manuscript A% and it is 
most certainly a twentieth century copy.

CC Vajrapani's Laksäbhidhänäduddhrta Laghutantrapindärthavivarana, which
quotes the first ten and one half verses of the CST. The Sanskrit manuscripts of this 
text has been edited by Claudio Cicuzza, who published an edition of these verses 
in Cicuzza and Sferra 1997, pp. 119-120.

D Jayabhadra. Cakrasamvarapanjikà. Moriguchi #136; Institute for Advanced Study 
of World Religions (Carmel, NY) microfiche no. MBB-II-75. Paper, Devanagari 
script. Dated N. S. 1031, 19 i 1 CE. This is a commentary on the entire CST, which 
quotes selected passages from the text.

Tibetan:

E Tantrarâja-srilaghusamvara-nâma. rgyud kyi rgyal po dpal bde mchog nyung ngu 
zhes bya ba. Trans. Padmâkara and Rinchen bZaiig-po, revs. FYajnâkirti and Marpa 
Chos-kyi dbang-phyug. Töh. 368, sDe-dge Kanjur rgyud 4bum voi. ka, 2l3b-246b; 
facsimile edition of the 18th century redaction of Situ Chos-kyi 4byung-gnas, Delhi, 
1978.

F Laghusamvara-tantraräja, bde mchog nyung ngu rgyud kyi rgyal po. Trans.
Padmâkara and Rinchen bZang-pot revs. Sumatikirti and Locàna bLo-gros-grags. 
Phug-brag manuscript bka* 4gyur, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives 
(Dharamsala，H.P.); Institute for 入dvanced Study of World Religions (Carmel,
NY) microfiche no. Lmpj 016,901; voi. nga, 145a-191a.

G Tantraräja-srilaghusamvara-näma. rgyud kyi rgyal po dpal bde mchog nyung ngu 
zhes bya ba. Trans. Padmâkara and Rinchen bZang-po, revs. Prajnàkirti and Marpa 
Chos-kyi dbang-phyug . sTog Palace Manuscript Kanjur, rgyud 4bum voi. ja, foL 
l-55b; facsimile edition, Leh 1978.
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Preface

namah sricakrasamvarâya /2

F: dpal bde mchog *khor lo la chag "tshal lo / 3

Verse 1

athäto rahasyaip vakçye samâsân na tu4 5 vistarât / 

sriherukasamyogam sarvakâmârthasâdhakam //

/ de nas gsang ba bshad par bya // mdor bsdud pa ste rgyas par min // dpal he ru ka yang 
dag sbyor // ‘dod pa’i don kun sgrub byed y i i / /

Verse 2

uttarâd6 api cottaram dâkinijâlasamvaram / 

rahasye7 pararne8 ramye9 sarvâtmani sadâ sthitah //

/ bla ma las kyang bla ma ste // mkha, 4gro ma yi dra ba sdom // gsang ba mchog gi dgyes 
pa na // thams cad bdag nyid rtag tu bzhugs /

V erse 3

sarvadâkinimayah10 sattvo vajrasattvah param sukham / 

asau hi11 svayambhûr12 bhagavân viro13 dâkinijâlasamvaram//

2 C prefaces this with orti,

3 E: bcom Idan 'das dpal rdo cje sems dpa* la chag 'tshal lo; G omits dpal

4 B,C: nanta.

5 F: byed la

6 B,C: uttarod.

I C: rahasya.

s A: paramye.

9 C: ramya.

10 CC: sarvadùtimayah

II CC omits hi

12 B: svayambhù

13 CC om iis
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/ mkha’ ‘grò kun dngos sems dpa’ ni // rdo sems dpa’ bde ba’i mchog / ‘di ni rang 
byung bcom ldan dpa， // mkha, 4gro dra ba’i sdom pa yin /

Verse 4

sambhavân14 nâdarüpât15 vinikrântâh samayâcâragocarâh// 

durlabham16 trisu lokesu âdimadhyântasamsthitam //

/ sgra yi tshul las nges 'byung mams // dam tshig spyod pa'i spyod yul vin // 4jie rten gsum 
du myed dka' pa // thog ma dbus mthar yang dag gnas /

Verse 5

manthamanthàna samyogam (yathâ tathâ) mantra(jâpa)dhyânâdibhir17 yuktam / 

yogam18 caiva vidhijnànam tantre nigaditam smu //

/ bsrub by a srub byed yang dag sbyor19 / / ji Ita ba ni de bzhin du // snags bzlas bsam gtan la 
sogs ldan // sbyor nyid chog ga7i ye shes ni // mal 'byor bla na med pa yi / 20 / rgyud las 
gsung pa mnyan par gyis /

Verse 6

madhyamottamasvâsena gandhodakasahitena tu / 

kulikârp püjayen nityarp kâlavi^eçeça tu21 //

/dbugs 4byin bar ma mchog dag dang // dri yi chu dang bcas pas kyang // mal *byor pas dus 
khyad par du // rigs ldan rtag tu mchod par bya //

Verse 7

dutayah22 sahajâh siddhâ adhamottamamadhyamâh /

14 CC omits

13 A: nàdaropàL  This ending would not be permitted before vinikrântâh, but it would be before 
samayàcàra-, and it seems likely that vinikrântâh is a later insertion, both on the basis of meter, as well as 
the faclthat tiie Tibetanlext lacìés an equivalent【〇 的， and also has in ihe ablative case.

16 C: dulabham

17 C: -dhyânàdi yukianu

,s CC; A, B, C: y o g a s

19 F; E: D: sb y a r

20 F, G omit

21 CC omits tu, has dûtikàh

22 CC: dütikâh
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antargatena manasä kàmasiddhim tu bhävayet //

/ pho nya lhan cig skyes grub ma // mchog dang *bring dang Lha ma ste // yid ai nang du 
chud pa yis // 4dod pa yi ni dngos grub bya /

Verse 8

svaretobindubhir buddhân bodhisattvams ca püjayet // 

darsanasparsanâbhyâs23 ca sravanasmaranena24 ca //

/ rang rdzas thing les sang rgyas dang // byang chub sems dpa* mchod par bya // mthong ba 
dang ni reg pa dang // thos pa 'am ni dran pa yis /

Verse 9

mucyate sarvapapais tu evam eva na samsayah25 / 

yogitvam paramam punyam pavitram pâpanâsanam //

/ sdig pa kun las grol 4gyur ba // de ltar nyid du the tshom med // mal 4byor pa nyid bsod 
nams mchog / dag byed sdig pa 4joms byed pa /

Verse 10

sidhyate 〇apam) mantram japena26 dhyänena27 ca [sukhena caj28 // 

samayân pâlayen nityam sâdhakah susamähitah //

/ gsang sngag zlos dang bsani gtan dang // bde bas kyang ni 4gmb par lgyur // dam tshig 
rtag tu bskyang bar bya // shin tu mnyam gzhag sgrub pa pos /

23 C: darsanasparsanäryäs.

lx B: sravane sravanena.

25 C: sam sayah.

26 CC: m antrajäpena

17. C: dhyànam eva

28 This addition is based upon both CC and the Tibetan text, which includes the equivalent to sukhena, 
bde bas. This would supply the syllables missing in the Sanskrit manuscripts. The term japam  is round 
bracketed because it is a redundancy more characteristic of a commentary, and because it laclcs an equivalent 
in ihe Tibetan text.
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Verse 11

bhedena samayànâm tu na diksà (mandale)29 siddhir avàpyate30 31 / 

madhuraktam sakarpùram raktacandanayojitam //

/ dam tshig nyams pas dkyil 4khor du // dbang bskur dngos grub thob mi 4gyur // sbrang 
rtsi mar dang ga pur bcas // tsanda na dmar po dang sbyar ba /

Verse 12

ganamadhye pracischam tu sairavajràhkacihnadhrlc3: / 

anâmângusthavaktrâbhyàm lehayed yogavit sada//

/  tshogs kyi^nang du bzhag pa ni // thams cad rdor mtshan mtshan ma 4dzin // ming med 
mthe bong32 rtse sbyar bas // mal 4byor rig pas rtag tu spyad /

Verse 13

somapânavad âsvâdya33 siddhim àpnoli sàsvatim / 

pancâmrtam bhaved etat34 sarvasiddhipravarlakam //

/ myangs pas zhi ba'i btung ba bzhin // dngos grub rtag pa thob par 4gyur // kdi ni mi "chi 
bcu phyed kgyur // dngos grub thams cad 4jug byed yin /

Verse 14

catuhpüjä tathâ yoginyo vira / 

dvayendriyasamâpatti35 samâpannas ca tattvadhrk //

/ mchod bzhi dpa' bo chen po ni // yid la 4dod pa byed pa ste // dbang gnyid snyoms par 
‘jug pa yi // snyom par zhugs pa’ng de nyid ‘dzin 々

29 Although the equivalent (o mandale is also found in the Tibetan, it is bracketed here given (he fact that 
its removal restores the meter; it is possible that it is an early gloss on diksà.

30 CC: nestasiddhir avàpyate

31 B: sarvavajrânga-.

32 G; D: mthe bo

33 B,C: âsvâdya,

34 C lacks a syllable here, with bhavejau B has bhaved atra.

35 D: dvendriyasamâpatti; A: dvayasamäpatii
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divyamâimsakaip36 saukhyarp vajra^aî ayà "

kalâ nârghanti sodasim //

/ lha dang mi yi bde ba ni // bsdus byas rdor rje 'dzin pa yis // de Ita bur ni byed pa yi // beu 
drug char ni mi phod do /

Verse 16

girigahvarakunjesu mahodadhitatesu37 va ii 

âdisiddhasmasâne ca tatra mandalam âlikhet //

/ ri bo tshang tshing sman ljongs sam // chu bo che mams ngogs dag dang // gdong nas 
grub paU dur khrod du // der ni dkyil 4khor bri bar by a /

iti herukâbhidhâne mandalâvattârapatalah prathamah /

/dpal heruka’i nges par bijod pa las dkyil ‘khor du ‘jug pa’i le’u ste dang po’o / * 57

36 D: A, B, C has divyamanusyanâin.

57 B: tatosu; C: tatosu.
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Verse 1

tatrâpâtagomayena38 mandalabhümim39 pralepayet / 

smasânabhasmanâyuktam40 pancâmrtasarnanvitam //

/ der ni Ici ba ma lhung bas // dkyil 4khor sa ni nye bar byug / dur khrod thaï bar Idan pa 
dang // bdud rtsi Inga dang bcas pa yis /

Verse 2

upalipya tato bhümim tatra mandalam ârabhet / 

smasânam tu41 samâcaret//

/ dkyil 4khor sa ni nyer byugs te // der ni dkyil 4khor yang dag brtsam / / gnas de ru ni 
bsgoms pa yis Z*2 / dur khrod du ni kun tu brtag /

Verse 3

cityàngâracûrnena smasânestakasamyukîam / 

âlikhen43 mandalani divyam âcâryasubhalaksanah44 //

/ ro bsregs sol baJi phye ma dang // dur khrod so phag ldan pa yis // dkyil 4khor bzang po 
bri bar bya // slob dpon dge ba?i mtshan nyid can /

33 A: taira pàtagomayena^ B: tatra yàna-, C: eva yâna-

39 A ,B ,C: o m it anusvàra

40 B: muktam

A: smasànru

42 E，F  om it

43 AtB,C: àliket

u A3.C: -susalaksanah
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Verse 4

samyagjnânatantrajnah45 srihenikamantrajnah46 / 

akrodhas ca su[c]ir-daksah yogajno jnânapâragah //

/ yang dag shes shing rgyud shes pa // dpal ldan khrag 4thung gsang sngags shes // khro 
med gtsang zhing mkhas pa dang // sbyor shes ye shes pha rol 4gro /

Verse 5

kapâlakrtamürdhajâ bhasmânuliptâhgasambhavân / 

mâtrair vibhusitagâtra aslhimâlâsamsthitas ca //

/ thod pas spyi bor brgyan byas shing Z47 / yan lag thaï bas byugs pa dang // gug skyed dag 
gis lus brgyan cing // rus pa'i phreng ba yang dag gnas Z48

Verse 6

ekakhandimûrdhajah asthimâlâvalambi ca // 

khatvângakarasamslhitah atmänam sriherukam krtvä //

/ dum geig sbyi bor brgyan pa dang // rus paTi 'phreng ba mam par 'phyang // kha tvam ga 
ni lag na gnas // bdag nyid khrag 'thung dpal byas nas /

Verse 7

sriherukam49 tatah smaret cakram asya hrdi nyaset / 

evam sannadham âtmânam prakâram tu disa nyaset50 //

/ de kog khrag 4thung dpal dran bya // 4khor lo 4di ni snying khar dgod // bdag nyid de Itar 
go bgos nas // ra ba mams ni phyogs su dgod /

Verse 8

evam sannahyam âtmânam adho hyartham vinivesayet / 

cakrasya susamâtmânam ùrdhvam tu sarajälakam //

45 A,BX: samyak-; B: -tattvajnah

^  E>sarvajnaht C: -manvajfiah

X1 SS fol. 75b: sphyi bor skyes pa*i thod byas shing

^  SM fol. 12b; F: nis phreng rus par yang dag ldan; E: rus pa*i phreng la sogs pas brgyan /

A,C:sriherulcatvam

50 B,C corrupt here.
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/ de ltar bdag r^id go bgos nas 戶7 ‘og tu yang ni mtshon cha dgod // ‘khor gnas pa yi bdag 
nyid mnyam n  ! steng du mda* yi dra ba nyid /

Verse 9

atmanah khecaram panjaram krtvâtmânam susamàhitah / 

evam sannaddha sakavaco51 52 53 'bhedyas tridarsair54 api //

/ slar yang dag ni mkha* spyod du // gur byas de ni go char kgyur // de ltar go cha de bgos 
nas // sum eu pas kyang mi phyed do /

Verse 10

evam suraksamâtmânam mudrâmantrair alamkrtam / 

âlikhet mandalam ghoram mahâsiddhipradâyakam //

/ de ltar bdag nyid rab bsrung shing // sngags dang phyag rgyas mam brgyan nas // dngos 
grub chen po rab ster ba'i // dkyil 4khor 4jigs pa bri bar bya /

Verse 11

tato mrtakasütreça mahärudhirarafijitena vä // 

sütrayet mai^alaip ghoraip herukasya paraip purarp55 //

/ de nas sems med sred bu'am  // ru dhi ra ni chen pos brlan // he ru ka dpal grong khyer 
mchog / dkyil ‘khor ‘jigs pa thig gdab bya /

Verse 12

ekahastam catur astam 56 * vä caturasram tu samantatah37 // 

caturdvârasamâkirnam catustoranabhüsitam //

/ khru gang khru bzhi'am khru brgyad pa / sgo bzhi kun nas zur bzhi pa // rta babs bzhi yis 
mam par brgyan // sngags pas nyis 4gyur mam par spyad /

51 F; E om its

52 F; E: .••ik/ior to  mfjAon cA a’f •pÄren客 fcfl 也 尽. T so n g k h ap a  m enlions an a l te m a liv e 【〇 【h is line， from 
''Lochen**: 'khor lo ri bdag nyid  bkod nas ni

53 Bt C: sakavasä

54 B,C: 'bhedyam vidarsair

53 B,C: param  parant

36 B: catur astern, C: catur astam

37 B: caturasrasam antatah
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Verse 13

vicare dvigunam mantri jâped58 59 dàkinijàlasamvaram / 

tasya madhye praüsthâpya sapatram karniko jvalam / 

puskarais-ca kesârânvita //

/ mkha’ lgro dra ba’i bde mchog mchod // de yi dbus su pad ma ni // ‘dab bcas Ite ba 七ar 
dang bcas // ge sar yang dag Idan par bzhag /

Verse 14

karnikâyâm59 nyased viram mahäbhairavabhisanam / 

tejahskandhasudiptângam60 attahäsamahäravam61 //

/ lde bar dgcxi bya dpa' bo ni // 4jigs byed kyang ni %jigs par mdzad // mdangs dang ldan 
zhing rab tu 4bar // ha ha zhes pa'i sgra cher bzhad /

Verse 15

kapàlamàlàbhara^aip divyatrinetraip caturmukhaip / 

hasticarmaviruddham ca vajrasambhinnasubhravam62 //

/ thod pa*i *phreng ba'i rgyan dang ldan // bzang po spyan gsum zhal bzhi mnga? // glang 
po'i pags pa mam par bgos // smin ma bzang po rdo ije dbyes /

Verse 16

khatvâhgakrtahastam tu satamâlârdhabhüsitam63 64 / 

tasyàlingatâ sthitâ devi vajravârûhl sughorâ //

/ phag na kha tram ga bsnams shing / brgya phed 4phreng bas mam par rgyan // de mdun 
gnas pa’i lha mo ni // rdo rje phag mo rab ‘jigs ma /

58 All texts have japet, but from the Tibetan pùjayet would seem more appropriate. Perhaps the 
transformation of the latter to the former was facilitated by the presence of the word 'mantrì' beforehand.

59 C: kanikàyàm

60 A^B，C: tejaskandha-

61 A,B,C: attatta

62 A: sabhrava; B: sabhuvam ; C: sadhruvanu From the Tibetan weTd expect something like subhrûm, to 
make it a bahuvnhi. On the other hand bravam  could be nom. plur., so perhaps we should read 
subhravam, hypothesizing that the vowel marker is shifted in both texts, but then it would not be a 
bahuvnhi. su-brù is attested in Apte, p.991 col.I.

63 B, C: -bhùsanam

64 E; F, D: phyag na kha fväm  m i thod bsnams
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Verse 17

sriherukadevâbhimukhâ krtvä65 tu trinetrâ raudrarüpinim / 

kapâlâm tu sampQrnâm sravantim rudhira66 mukhât //

/ he ru ka dpal che la phyogs // spyan gsum drag po'i g2ung can yin // ka pâ la ni antras 
bkang // kha nas ru dhi ra *dzag cing /

Verse 18

taqjayantlm disâ sarvâm sadevâsuramànusân67 / 

dâkinyas caturvimsâ vârâhyâ kulasambhavâh64 //

/ lha dang lha min mir bcas pa // phyogs kun tu ni sdigs mdzub byed // mkhaf *gro ma ni 
nyi shu bzhi // phag mo yi ni rigs las byung /

Verse 19

cakrasabhe09 tu püjayet disâsu vidisâsu ca / 

virân caiva tathaiveha cakre samsthâpya pûjayed //

/ phyogs dang phyogs kyi mtshams mams dang // 4khor lo'i dbus su mchod par bya // de 
bzhin ‘dir ni 3pa’ bo yang // ‘khor lor yang dag gnas pa mchod /

Verse 20

[püjayed]70 viram advayam yad icchet siddhisâdhakah / 

kalasâms-ca taîah kùryât [mû]lakâlâdivaijitâ //

/ sgrub po gai te dngos grub *dod // gnyis med dpaJ bo mchod par bya // de nas bum pa bya 
ba ni // rtsa ba nag po la sogs med /

65 B: krtvam

66 C: kavira

67 (B: sadevàmànusàn, retaining only the *a* of *asurar)

68 B:samâdhâht C: kulasa_dhà

69 A is corrupt here, but can be read with difficulty» and thus without certainty, ^abhe* seems to be the 
locutive form of sabba, an unusual masculine form of sabhâ, attested by Monier Williams, p. 1151 col. 2, 
hence 4in the midst9 or 4in the assembly*. This is probably incorrect, however.

70 This pûjayed is the same as in verse 19 above, 4lh pâda.
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Verse 21

mauktikair-hemaratnais-ca pravâdarajatais71 tâmraih/ 

sarvabhaksais tu sampûrnâh kapâlopansamsthitaih //

/ mu tig gser dang rin chen dang // byu ru dngul dang zangs ma ste // bza' ba kun gyis legs 
bkang ba'i // snod ni steng du gzhag par bya /

Verse 22

sütrena vestayet72 tatah kantham parnavâtre eva samanvitân / 

astau dvaresu vinyasya73 vastrayugmaih74 suvesütân //

/ mgrin pa srad bus dkri ba dang // kha ni 4dab mas brgyan par bya // gos zung gis ni legs 
dkris pa // brgyad ni sgo ru mam par dgod /

Verse 23

navamam madhyatah kalasam75 vastrayugmena76 vestitam / 

krtvâ rajatam hiranyam77 vâ ratnamauktikasobhitân78 //

/ gos zung gis ni legs dkris pa'i // bum pa dgu pa dbus su gzhag / gser ram dngul lam rin 
chen nam // mu tig mams kyis mdzes par bya /

Verse 24

vikiren79 80 mandalam sarvân ratnasauvarnasobhatàn // 

püjayet8。 puravararp ramyarp siddhir eva na saip名ayal? //

71 B,C: pravôdu-

72 B: veyet

73 AfB,C: vinisya

74 C: vastuyugmaih

75 C: kalasam

76 C: vastu-

77 C: hiranyem

n  C: ratnâ-

79 A, C: vikiren

80 C: pùjaye
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/  dkyil 4khor kun tu rin chen dang // gser gyis mdzes par spras par bya // grong mchog yid 
'ong mchod na ni // grub pa nyid du the tshom med /

Verse 25

gandhodakena samsidhyâtmânam sarvatomukham / 

dipanäm satam dadyäd yad icchet-siddhim uttamam //

/ bdag nyid kun nas sgo la ni // dri yi chu yis legs par gdab // gal te dngos grub mchog "dod 
na // mar me brgya ni dbul bar bya /

Verse 26

âkâse dâkinyah sarvâ manasâ ùrdhvato nyaset / 

bhüloke dâkinyo81 yâs ca mandale sarvato nyaset //

/  nam mkha'i mkha' 4gro ma mams ni // yid kyis thams cad steng du dgod // sa steng mkha^ 
'grò ma gang yin // dkyil 4khor kun tu dgod par bya /

Verse 27

pâtâle dâkinyah kâscit82 pâtâle tâms ca vinyaset // 

disâsu mâtarah83 sarvavidisâsu84 ca niyojayet //

/  gang yang sa 4og mkha, 4gro ma // de ni sa 4og mams su dgod // ma mo thams cad phyogs 
dang ni // phyogs mtsham mams su dgod par bya /

Verse 28

puçpair gandhais tathâ dhüpai dipânârp tu satarp dadyäd // 

yat icchet siddhisâdhakah //85 86

/  gai te dngos erub mchog 4dod na // dri dang me tog de bzhin spos // cho ga bzhin du de 
bzhin mchod r 6 /  mar me brgya yang dbul bya zhing /

81 B: sàdinyo

i2 A: dàkinya yà kà cit

83 A 3,C : màtarâh

u  A3 ： sarvâ

M This verse appears to be missing one pâda, corresponding t 
mchod, although KK has dadyât

o the Tibetan cho ga bzhin du de bzhin

86 F omits, and according to Tsongkhapa it is not in Lochen or Mal*s translation either.
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Verse 29

püjayed87 yoginyo viràn srihenikasya mandale sthitân / 

dhvajai raktais-tathâ pitaih svetair krsnais88 [ca] pingalaih //
/ dpaìl he ru ka'i dkyil 4khor gnas // dpa* bo mal 4byor ma mams mchod // rgyal mtshan 
dmar dang de bzhin ser // dkar dang gnag dang ser skya (S:cha) dang /

Verse 30

sragdâmair dvividhais caiva vastrair nânâvidhais tathâ / 

vitânais ca kândapattakaih susobhanais tathâ //

/ me tog 'phreng ba du ma dang // de bzhin gos ni sna tshogs dang // bla re dang ni yol ba 
dag / mdzes pa ji Ita de bzhin te /

Verse 31

bhaksyabhojyakhâdyapânais ca kuryât89 susamahitah /

/ de bzhin bza’ bea’ btung ba yis // rab mnyam bzhag ste mchod par bya /

iti sriherukäbhidhäne cakrapüjä vidhi-patalo dvitiyah /

/dpal heruka’i nges par bijod pa las ‘khor lo mchod pa’i cho ga’i le’u ste gnyis pa，o //

v  C: pû jàdi

M A, B, C: krsnä

89 C: küryät
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Verse 1

tata âcâryam tosayet pûrvam sarvabhävena sâdhakah /  

yathâ saktyâ püjayed gurum siddhikâmah susamâhitah //

/ de nas sgrub pos dngos kun gyis // dang por slob dpon mnyes par bya // grub ldod shin tu 
mnyan bzhag pas // ci nus pas ni bla ma mchod /

Verse 2

ghajitânâdam âlambya puspadhûpair alamkrtâm / 

ghantâm vâdayet susvaràm patâhikâm vâpi sâdhakah //

/dril bu sgra Idan dpyangs pa dang // me tog spos mams kyis brgyan cing // shin tu sgra 
snyan dril bu dkrol // sgrub pa po yis mga brdung zhing /

Verse 3

hâhâkâram ca kârayed evam vidhivat sampujya / 

mandalam sarvakâmikam //

/ ha ha zhes ni bijod par bya // de ltar cho ga bzhin dkyil 4khor // fcdod pa kun Idan mchod 
nas ni /

Verse 4

samchâdya patâvastrena mukham tesâm tu putrakânâm // 

puspapümânjalim praksipet sâdhakah susamâhitah Z/90

/ bu sdug de dag gdong ba la // dar ras legs par bkab nas su // thaï mo me tog gis bkang ste 
// yang dag par ni zhugs pa dag91 / sgrub po shin tu mnyam bzhag pas /

90 The Sanskrit texts is a bit jumbled here; the third foot of ihe preceding verse, pradaksinan ca tatah 
krtvât clearly belongs at the beginning of this verse, if we follow the Tibetan. We are then missing a line 
in Sanskrit, but it may have become assimilated to sâdhakah susamâhitah, as it was most likely 
something like sumati samâhitah. The last pâda of v. 4 and first 2 pâda of v. 5 occur as follows: 
pradaksinam ca tatah krtvà sâdhakah susamâhitah pravesayet.

91 yang dag pa r zhugs seems to correspond to praksipet, which ihe Tibetan strangely translates with an 
extra pada. F h〇5 /  de yi bu sdug gdong ba la ni // dar gyis legs par bkab nas ni // me tog gis that mo dag 
// yang dag par ni zhugs pa dag /  sgrub po shin tu mnyam bzhag pas / rab tu gtor nas bskor ba ni // shin 
tu mnyam par bzhag pa yis /. This is in certain aspects closer to the Sanskrit, correctly and clearly 
translating the bahuvrihi puspapüm ônjalin  (which, apparently incorrectly« occurs in the singular case as 
puspapüm ânjalim  in the Sansicrit texts). However, it translates praksipet as rab tu gtor, which is a 
mistranslation if the commentaries are correct. Evidently this section of chapter three, which is jumbled in 
the Sanskrit, was disordered as far back as the eleventh century.
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pradakçmaip ca tatalj kftvä [sädhakay prave^ayet /  

tata puravaram ramyam daksinâmûrtim92 âsritya //

/ de nas bskor ba byas nas ni // sio bzang yid ni mnyam bzhag pa // pho brang nyams dgar 
gzhug par bya // Iho yi phyogs su lus brten la /

Verse 6

puspânjalim tatah ksipet mandalasyopari93 yasmai / 

patati tat94 puspakulam tatra viairdiset //

/ thaï mo*i me tog de nas dor // dkyil 4khor steng du dor bar bya // gang du me tog de lhung 
ba /

Verse 7

sriherukâdim95 pitham darsayet /

tatah96 püjayet mudrâm âcâryah97 susamâhitah //

/ shri he ru ka'i gnas sogs bstan // de yi rigs ni ma bstan /  (/ de ni rigs de'i ming 4gyur bar // 
slon dpon gyis ni ming bstan to /)98 99 / de nas slob dpon legs par ni // mnyam par bzhag ste 
phyag rgya mchod /

Verse 8

如  yâçiârp tu dvitiye ahani raktena trijaptena tilakaip tasya kàrayet //

de nas slob ma phyi de nyin /  (las ni yang dag spyad par bya /) "  /  mtshal chen lan gsum 
bzlas pa yis // de mams su ni thig le bya /

Verse 5

92 B: süttim

93 B: mandasyopari

M C: yatra ti tat

95 C: sriherukàdi

96 G: tatraf}

97 A: mudràcàryya. B: mudàcàrya^ C: müdrà vàcàrya

98 There is Sanskrit equivalent to lhese 2 lines.

99 F, G omit
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mukham uddhatya sisyam darsayen mandalam tatah / 

yo yasya devatâsthànam tatra tân100 101 darsayet //

/ slob ma yi ni gdong phye la // de nas dkyil 4khor bstan par bya // lha gang gi gnas gang 
yin // der de yang dag bstan par bya /

Verse 10

samyak prapipatya paicäd äcäryasahitaip /

puram pradaksinam ca punah krtvâ pratyârambhena vâmatah //

F: / de nas slob dpon dang bcas pas // rab tu 4dud pa byas nas ni // g.yon nas brtsams pafi 
bya ba y is // de nas bskor ba rab tu bya / l02

Verse 11

mandalam gurave pranipatya yathâ vidhih /

tatas tu gurave dadyât tathâgatoktadaksinâm niryâtya //

/ dkyil *khor dang ni bla ma la / / ji bzhin cho gas phyag bya^o // de nas bla ma dag la yon // 
de bzhin gshegs pas gsung pa dbul /

Verse 12

suvarnasatasahasram103 ratnâni vividhâni c a /  

vastrayugmasatam caiva gajavâjirâstom104 evaca //

/ gser ni brgya stong dbul ba dang // rin chen mam pa sna tshogs dang // ras ni zung gyur 
brgya nyid dang // glang po rta dang yul 4khor dang /

100 B: tut tatràn

101 B: pranipatyatah; C: pranipatyena tah

102 E: /  slob dpon dang bcas pho brang la / /  de nas slob mas rab btud nas / /  phyir yang g.yon nas 
brtsams pa yis / /  de nas bskor ba byas nas ni /

103 B: -samhasram

I(M A, B: ràstam, C: zàjam
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Verse 13

karnâbharanakatâkam ca kandiikângurikâms ca105 samuttamâm //

/  ma rgyan dang ni / du bu dang // mgul gdub sor gdub dam pa dang /

Verse 14

yajnopavitasauvarnam svabhâryyâm duhitâm api / 

dâsadâsibhagnim106 vâpi pranipatya nivedayet //

/gser las byas paU mchod phyir thogs // chung ma bzang dang bu mo nyid // bran pho bran 
mo sring mo mams // phyag btsal nas ni dbul bar bya /

Verse 15

âtmânam sarvabhâvena nivedayed buddhimân guroh //

ji skad gsungs bzhin slob ma ni // blo dang Idan pas bla ma la // dngos po kun gyis bdag 
nyid n i// de bzhin du ni dbul bar bya /

Verse 16

adya prabhrti dâso ^am  samarpitam maya tava / 

evaipvidhis tatal? Iqtvâ sâdhakena suiiiscitiü) //

/ deng nas brtsams te bran du bdag / khyed la bdag gis phul ba lags // de nas sgrub pos rab 
nges par // de ltar cho ga byas na ni /

Verse 17

tatah lasya tusyanti107 dâkinyo yogamâtarâh / 

dâkinyo lâmayas caiva khandarohâ tu rûpini //

/  de nas de la mkha’ ‘gro ma // mal ‘byor ma mo mams mnyes ‘gyur // mkha， ‘gro ma dang 
lâ ma dang // khanda ro hâ gzugs can ma /

Verse 18

etair vicarej jagata sarvadâkinyaih saha sâdhakah / 

sarvâ kinkarî tasya sâdhakasya na samsayah //

105 C: kanthikàm gurikàms ca

106 A, B, C: -bhagnim

107 BtC: tusyanti
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/ sgrub po mkha' 4gro ma lhan cig / de dang mam spycxl kun tu *gro // lhams cad sgrub po 
de yi ni // ci bgyi byed par the tshom med /

Verse 19

yogasiddhir bhaved esàm trailokyam anivâritam /

antardhânabilottistharn108 khecaratvam pâdalepo 'tha109 rasâyanam //

/ mal 4byor ldi ni sgrub 4gyur na // 4jig rten gsum du mi bzlogs shing // mi snang phug110 
dang nam mkhar rgvii // rkang mgyogs de bzhin bcud nkyis len /

Verse 20

jâyate tu sadâ nityam icchayä111 sâdhakasya tu / 

rûpâny anekâni kurute âkâsena tu gacchati //

/ sgrub pa po ni kdod tsam gyis // rtag par rgyua du bskyed par kgyur // gzugs ni du ma 
byed pa dang // nam mkha, la ni 4gro bar 4gyur /

Verse 21

dâkini visesatah nisumbhayati112 ca sarvajantünâm / 

sakrddrstena yogena yogitvam jâyate ksanât //

/ mkha' kgro mams kyang khyad par du // skad cig de la sbyor bskyed de // 4gro ba mams 
kyang nges gnon par // lan cig bltas bas mal 4byor pas /

Verse 22

adrstamandalo yogi yogitvam yah samihate / 

hanyate mustinâkâsam pivate mrgatrptikâm //

/ snags pa dkyil 4khor ma mthong bar // gang zhig mal 4byor pa nyid 4dod // mkh^ la khu 
tshur gyis brdeg dang // smig rgyuM chu ni 4thungs dang mtshungs / 08 09 10 11

08 B: vilotistha\ C: vilotisthe

09 C: pàdalepai tha

10 E,G: •og

11 C: nityam micchayà

n nilumbhayaù; C: nisumbha pattri
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esa yogavarah sresthah sarvayogesu cottamah / 

y ah113 kâm ksipyate kascit sadevâsuramânusàn //

/  mal 4byor 4di ni mchog rab dang // sbyor ba kun gyi dam pa yin // gang zhig rtag tu 'dod 
gyur pa // lha dang lha min mi mams te /

Verse 24

abhibhuya gamisyaty atra mandale yo ^hisiktah114 / 

sarvatantroktasàdhakah //

/ 4di dag zil gyis gnon par 4gyur // rgyud *di ru ni dbang bskur bas // thams cad kyi ni sgrub
p ap o /7

Verse 25

häsya115 iksanapânim tu âlinga dvandvam àdikam / 

abhisikto bhavet tatra sarvatantraikam uttaram //

/ rgod dang Ita dang lag bcangs dang // gnyis gnyis 4khyud pa la sogs dag /*16 / dbang bkur 
bar ni gyur pa yin // thams cad rgyud las dam pa'o /

Verse 26

tattvasamgrahe117 sam vare vâpi guhye vâ vajrabhairave / 

ayam mandalarâjâ118 na bhüto na bhavisyati119 //

(广di ni lha mi zil gi^on ‘gro /)120 /  de nyid bsdus ça ’m sdom pa’m // gsang ba’m rdo ije 
4jigs byed las // dkyil 4khor mams kyi rgyal po ftdi // ma byung 4byung bar mi 4gyur ro //

Verse 23

1.4 B: mandala yo *bhisiktah; C: mandale ^hisiktah

1.5 A, B, C: gopya. This is certainly a corruption of hàsya, which is a member in this well-known list.

1.6 rgod dang Ita dang lag 'dzin gyis / /  *khyud dang gnyis sprad la sogs la /

1.7 AJB: tatvasamgrahe; C: tatra-

1.8 C: ayamandalarâjà

119 B: zia visyati

120 Not attested in Sanskrit
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uktânuktam ca yat kimcit tat sarvam sriheruke sthitah //

/ bshad dang ma bshad gang ci^ang rung // de kun he ru ka la gnas /

iti sriherukâbhidhàne daksinâbhiseka vidhi-patalas trtìyah /

/dpal heruka’i nges par bijod pa las yon tan dang bcas pa’i dbang bskur ba’i cho ga，i le’u 
ste gsum pa’o //
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C hapter Four

Verse 1

tato dâkinyo bhuvanäni121 vijrmbhayanti / 

mahâviryâ cakravaitini mahâbalâ suvirâ cakravarminl //

/ de nas mkha' 4gro ma mams ni // gnas na mam par 4gying ba ste // brtson chen *khor lo 
sgyur ma dang // stobs chen ma dang rab dpa% mo /

Verse 2

saundini122 khandarohâ cakravegâ khagânanâ / 

hayakami123 subhadrâ ca syâmâdevi124 tathaivaca//

/ 4khor lo'i go cha chang 4tshong ma // khanda ro he *khor lo'i shugs // bya gdong ma dang 
rta ma mo // shin tu bzang mo Ijang lha mo /

Verse 3

surâbhaksi vâyuvegâ tathâ mahâbhairavâ / 

airâvati drumacchâyâ lahkesvari kharvari125 tathâ//

/ chang bthung ma dang rlung shugs ma // de bzhin *jigs byed chen mo dang // sa srung ma 
dang shing grub ma // lang ka’i dbang phyug mi，u ihung ma /

Verse 4

viramati mahânâsâ126 prabhâvati caiva candâksi / 

pracandâ ca sâdhakah etàh127 siddhâs tu vai pürvam //

/ dpa’ bo’i blo ma sna chen ma // ‘od Idan ma dang gtum mig ma // rab gtum ma ste sgrub 
byed yin // mkha, 4gro ma ni nyi shu bzhi // *di dag sngon nyid grub pa yin //

121 B: -ntuvâni, C: -nnavàni

122 A,B,C: saundini

123 C: hayavarni; B: hayavarnâ

124 A,B： syâmâdevi B: myâmadevi

125 B: khandari

126 C: mahânâsâ

127 B: tatràh
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caturvinsati dâkinyah svanâmcxliranamantrânâm hüm hüm phat kârânta yojitâh / 

drstvä yogavaram srestham128 jvalam129 130 anyat palälavat //

/ rang ming bijod pa'i sngags la ai // mthar ni hüm hüm phat sbyar te // mal 4byor rab 
mchog / kdi mthong na // me ste gzhan dag sog mar mtshung /

Verse 6

om kâra dîpakâh sarve1 JtJ siddhidam sarvakämikam 

viratvam gatâh siddhäh grhe drstvä ca mandalam //
• 參 ♦ 參 • ♦ • ♦ 参 •

/ om ni kun la gsal byed de // grub stsol 4dod pa thams cad byed // dpa' bo nyid 4gyur grub 
pa ni // khyim du dkyil 4khor mthong ba yin /

Verse 7

tato jnâtvâ bhâvayen nityam siddhis tathâgatavaco yathâ//

/ de shes rtag tu131 bsgom par bya // dnos grub de bshin gshegs gsung bzhin /

iti sriherukâbhidhâne virayoginyâdvayam nâma vidhi patalas caairthah //

/ heruka'i mngon par bijod pa las dpa' bo dang mal 4byor ma gnyis su med par bkod paM 
cho ga’i le’u ste bzhi pa’o //

128 B: yogavarasrestam

129 B, C: punam.

130 B: sarva

131 F; E: de nas de rtag
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APPENDIX B

An Translation of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, Chapters One to Four 

Chapter One

Homage to Sricakrasamvara.

And now I will explain the secret, concisely, not extensively. Union with Sriheruka 

is the means of achieving ail desired aims. It is higher than the highest, the binding of the 

Dakinis' Net. The being made of all dâkinis, Vajrasattva, Supreme Bliss, always abides in 

the secret supreme delighted, the Universal Self. He is the Original Blessed Lord Hero, the 

Binding of the Dakinis1 Net. Having emerged from the form of sound, his scope is the 

performance of the commitments, existing in the beginning, middle and end, difficult to 

obtain in the triple world.

Listen to what is taught in the Tantra, the yoga which is endowed with mantra 

repetition, contemplation, etcM just like the union of the churned and the chumer, along with 

the knowledge of the rites. The kinswoman indeed should always be worshipped at the 

special cx:casion, with the middle and superior breaths, and also with scented water. The 

messengers who are innately achieved, the lesser, middling and supreme, bring about the 

desired success by means of the mind gone within. Worship the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 

with the one^ own seminal drops, and with sight and touch, and with hearing and thought. 

One will be thus liberated from all sins, have no doubt; the state of being a yogin is the 

supreme purifying merit which destroys sin. The well equipoised adept is successful with 

mantra repetition, contemplation, and [with joy], and should always protect the 

commitments. Due to the breaking of the commitments, success will not be gained in 

initiation and in the mandala. Mix honey with vermilion, camphor and red sandalwood.

Go amidst the retinue, bearing the sign of the Universal Vajra mark; join the tips of the 

thumb and ringfinger, always knowing yoga. Success is always attained as sweet as
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drinking soma; this should be the five ambrosias, the originator of all successes. The four 

offerings, that is, the yoginis or heroines: being equipoised in the equipoise of the two 

organs is the holding of reality. If the bliss of the heavens and humans were taken together, 

it would not amount to one sixteenth of that of Vajrasattva. If the bliss of the heavens and 

humans were taken together, it would not amount to one sixteenth of that of Vajrasattva.1 

On mountains» in thickets, in groves, on riverbanks. or in the primordiallv established 

chamal ground, there one should draw the mandala.

The first chapter of the Heruka Abhidhâna on the Descent of the Mandala.

Follow ing the Tibetan; Sanskrit has Vajrak叫 ika
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The mandala ground should be anointed there with unfallen cow products, with 

charnel ground ash together with the five ambrosias. Anointing thus the ground, there the 

mandala should be undertaken. One should practice in the charnel ground. One well 

endowed with a m asters qualities should draw the divine mandala with charnel char 

powder and with charnel ground brick. He has the proper knowledge, understands Tantra 

and Sri Heruka^ mantra. He is not angry, is pure and competent, and he understands yoga 

and is perfected in knowledge. His hair is marked with a skull, his limbs are smeared with 

ash. His body is decorated with ornaments, and has a bone rosary. His hair has a seamless 

[skull],2 hung with a bone garland.

A skull staff placed in the hand, one becomes Sri Heruka, then think of Sriheruka, 

and place the wheel in the heart. Having thus armed oneself, place the fences [in] the 

directions. Having thus armoured oneself, surely place the wards below. Similar to the 

essence of the wheel, above is the net of arrows. Making yourself a sky-going tent, you are 

well-positioned. Thus armed, the one who has this armour is unbreakable even by the 

Thirty.

Well-protecting oneself thus, ornamented with mudras and mantras, draw the 

terrifying mandala which bestows great power. Then» with a corpse thread, or one 

coloured with human blood (mahâmdhira), lay out the terrifying mandala, Heruka's 

mansion supreme. [Of] a single cubit, four [or] eight, [with] four comers all around, 

covered with four doors, adorned with four arches. The mantrin measuring doubles 

[them]. Worship the Binding of the Dakinis, Net. Placing in the middle of that, a luminous 

lotus with petals, endowed with filaments. Place in the center the Hero who is the terror of 

the Great Terrifier, of shining shoulders and body brilliant, who has the tremendous noise

2 Here I am translating literally  from the Sanskrit; the Tibetan com m entaries make it c lear that this verse is 
not translated literally from  the Sanskrit, and that murdhaja refers to the yog in 's  jatat w hich are 
ornamented with sku lls.

Chapter Two
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of very loud laughter. Wearing a skull rosary, divine his three eyes and four faces; covered 

with an elephant hide, [his] eyebrows beautiful, vajra-cleft. His hand wields a skull staff, 

[and he is] ornamented with a half a hundred garland.

The goddess who stands embraced by him is the truly awesome Vajravârâhî.

Facing the God Sriheruka, with three eyes and of fierce form. Her skull bowl filled [with 

entrailsl，3 blood trickles from her mouth. Threatening the gods, titans and humans in all 

directions. The twenty four dâkinis comprising Vâràhi's clan should be worshipped amidst 

the wheels in the directions and in the quarters. And here thus the heroes as w ell, being 

placed in the wheel, should be worshipped. If the adept desires success, [he] should 

worship the non-dual hero.

Then, make the jars, avoiding bases, black [colour], etc. Brimming with pearls gold 

and jewels, and with coral, silver and copper, and with all focxls, with skull bowls placed 

upon them. Then wind the neck with thread, the mouth adorned with leaves. Place the 

eight at the doors, well wound with a pair of cloths. The ninth vase in the center is wound 

with a pair of cloths, decorated with gold, silver, jewels or pearls. One should create 

mandalas fully decorated with jewels and gold. Were one to worship the delightful 

supreme abode, there will definitely be success. Oneself facing in all directions being 

satisfied with scented water, were one to desire the ultimate power, offer one hundred 

lamps.

The dâkinis in space should all be mentally placed above. The dâkinis in the earth 

realm should be entirely placed in the mandala. Any of the dâkinis in the underworld, place 

her in the underworld. The Mothers should be employed in all of the directions and 

quarters. If the adept desires success, he should offer one hundred butter lamps, likewise 

with flowers, scent and incense. Worship the yoginis and héros who stand in the mandala 

of Sriheruka, with banners of red and likewise yellow, white, black and tawny brown, well

3 This is provided by the Tibetan.



adorned thus with various kinds of wreaths and sundry cloths, with canopies and with 

curtains. Make [offerings] well equipoised with all sorts of food and drink.

The second chapter of the Sriheruka Abhidhâna on the Rite of Wheel Worship.
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Chapter T hree

After that the adept should first please the Master with all things. One who desires 

success, well-equipoised, should worship the guru to the extent of his ability. Having hung 

sounding bells, decorated with flowers and incense, the adept should sound a melodious 

bell or drum. One should make the sound 4ha h a \ worshipping the mandala of all that is 

desired, in accordance with the rites. The well equipoised adept should then, covering with 

a cloth the face of these lads, cause them to enter with their palms full of flowers. Then, 

equipoised one, circumambulating should enter the pleasing palace supreme, resting one's 

body to the south. Then the flower in the palm should be cast above the mandala, and 

wherever that flower falls one is assigned to that clan. [They] should be shown the place of 

Sriheruka and so forth.

The master, well equipoised, should worship the consort. The next day [they] 

should make the drop for the disciples with the blood thrice recited. Having released his 

face, the mandala should then be shown to the student. [He] should be shown the place 

where his deity resides. Then, bowing correctly to the palace along with the master, 

afterwards, circumambulate the palace, doing so again beginning from the left.

Saluting the mandala for the guru in accordance with the rite, then give to the guru, 

paying the fee spoken by the Tathâgata: a hundred thousand gold, and a variety of 

treasures; also one hundred pairs of clothing, and even elephants, horses and territory ; 

earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and an excellent ring; a golden sacrificial thread, and also 

one’s wife and daughters, servants and maids, or even one’s sister, should be offered, 

bowing. The intelligent one should give himself with all of [his] things to the guru, 

[saying，] ‘‘Henceforward I am given over to you as a servant.” Doing thus the ritual 

procedure [things] are well settled by the adept.
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Due to that the dâkinis and Mothers of yoga are pleased with him, along with 

Dâkini* Lâmât Khandarohâ and Rüpini. The adept should wander the world with all of 

those dâkinis. There is no doubt in the doing of all that is done by that adept. Were one to 

be accomplished in this yoga, and the adept will always, continually give rise, as desired, to 

[the powers of] being unhindered in the three worlds, invisibility, penetrating cavities, 

space travel, foot unguent, and alchemy. The adept will always without fail be bom as he 

wills, and will take on many forms, and will travel by means of space. Dâkini especially 

destroys ail beings by the yoga of a single glance; and [s/he] gives rise to ihe state of being 

a yogin in an instant.

The yogin who has not seen the mandala, and who longs after the yoga itself, [is 

like one who] punches at the sky, or drinks the water of a mirage. This yoga is the most 

excellent, tiie highest among all yogas, which can kill anyone, gods* titans or men. The 

adept whom has been taught all Tantras, and who has been initiated in the mandala will go 

forth, conquering. Smiling, leaking, hand-holding, coupling, etc.: one should be initiated in 

that, the supreme of all Tantras. This king of mandalas does not occur, nor will it occur, in 

the Tattvasamgraha, Samvara, Guhyasamäja, or Vajrabhairava. All things spoken or 

unspoken exist in Sriheruka.

The Third Chapter of the Sri Hemka Abhidhâna on the Rite of Initiation.
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Then the dâkinis pervade the worlds: Mahâviryâ, Cakravartini, Mahâbalâ, Suvirâ, 

Cakravarmini, Saundini, Khandarohâ, Cakravegâ, Khagânanâ, Hayakami, Subhadrâ, 

Syàmâdevi, Surâbhaksû Vâyuvegâ, Mahâbhairavâ, Airâvati. Drumacchâvâ, Lankesvari. 

Kharvarit Viramati, Mahânâsâ, Prabhâvathî, Candâksi, and Pracandâ; they are the 

achievers, the twenty four dâkinis previously established. Affix the syllables hum hum 

phat to the mantras in which are uttered each one's name.

Seeing this excellent yoga supreme; it is fire while the others are straw. The 

syllable om illumines everything. It is the giver of the powers, all that is desired. One is 

established in the state of being a hero, having seen the mandala in the house. Knowing 

thus always meditate on the powers taught by the Tathâgata.

The Fourth chapter of the Sri Heruka Abhidhâna called The Nonduality of the Heroes and 

Yoginis.
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Extensive Explanation of the Concise Supreme Bliss Tantra
known as the

Total Illumination of the Hidden Meaning

Introduction

[What follows is] an extensive explanation of the Concise Cakrasamvara Supreme 

Bliss Tantra, which is called the Total Illumination o f the Hidden Meaning. I bow 

respectfully to and take refuge in the lotus feet of His Holiness the Guru Manjughosa. I 

bow respectfully to the lotus feet of Her Holiness [Vajravârâhl] and Great Glorious Heruka 

who are like a rose dawn cloud embracing a great sapphire mountain. I bow to the essence 

yoginis, who, moved by love, befriend always the practitioner of this path, visiting him 

wherever he abides, by means of the force of their magic powers. Bless me, heroes and 

yoginis» who always bless the practitioner, never withdrawing the appearance of your 

emanation bodies from the twenty four supreme places such as Frulli.1 I respectfully bow to 

the door guardianesses2 who with their inconceivably great power defeat the demons who 

harass practitioners. May they enable me to accomplish the aims which I desire.

May my mentor Manjughosa bless me, who refreshes beings with his wondrous 

deeds, whose mind plays in the delight and bliss in administering the kingdom of the 

Dharma which is to be found within the teachings of the Buddha, and who, out of great 

compassion, pierces the heart with a flicker of his glance, breaking the bonds of the net of 

confusion in which we have been embroiled since beginninglessness. I bow to the wise 

mentors of India and Tibet, such as Nârotapa, who upheld properly the system of the great 

saints who have touched [their heads] to the feet of the Glorious Heruka.

The treasure of all the jewelled successes is arrayed as series of waves of the many 

personal instructions in the ocean of the hidden currents of supreme bliss. How

1 That is, Pulllram alaya, one o f  the tw enty-four sites m entioned in the CST.

2 They are Kâkâsyâ, U lûkâsyâ, Svânâsyâ, Sûkarâsyâ, Yam adâdhi, Yamadüti Y am adam stn, Yamamathanî.
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could one such as I ever cross it? However I found a little bit o f intellectual brilliance 

concerning how to connect the root and explanatory tantras, through the excellent 

explanation which descended to me through the lineage from the wise, so I feel some 

enthusiasm about this. For those who have ambition for investigating this method, I will 

expand on this which is an elixer for their eyes, the a sweet message for their ears, and 

miraculous delight for their mind, a mirror for viewing the meaning of the hidden tantra.

Since the emantion of the mandala which emanates the hero and heroine Is vans still 

abide here in the twenty four places of this very land of Jambudvipa, one might rapidly 

attain their powers and virtues, for they still arise without any obstruction and without any 

decline in power, even up to the end of time.

The concise Supreme Bliss Tantra, called the Sri Cakrasamvara is famous as 

having blessings. In order to come to determination concerning this tantra, there are three 

things: (I) the general arrangement of all scriptures, (II) the arrangement of the Great Bliss 

tantras in particular, and finally, (III) the explanation of how one precisely engages the 

explanation of the abbreviated root tantra.

First, (I) as for demonstrating that the teaching of the Victor is the sole entrance for 

those who desire liberation, and also, as for the teachings on the various ways of entering 

that, I have extensively explained this in the Stages o f the Path o f  Vajradhara? I have 

already taught extensively the arrangement of Father and Mother tantras in books such as 

The General Meaning o f the Final Analysis o f Guhyasamaja3 4 and so forth, so I will not 

bother with them here.

3 That is, his snags rim chert mo.

4 LH, at 2b.4, has the correct mtha^dpyod, T L , at 2b.6, has mtha^gcod.
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II. The particular arrangement of the Great Bliss Tantras.
A. Identifying the Root Tantra, Explanatory Tantras and Corresponding Portion Tantras. 

1. Identifying the non-controversial Tantras.

If we speak roughly about the arrangement of the uncontroversial tantras of the
•  一

literature of the Sri Cakrasamvara Tantra, Acâryavajra explained that 44there is a one 

hundred thousand chapter Root Tantra, a hundred thousand verse Khasama Compendium, 

and the Subsequent Compendium is the fifry one chaptered, seven hundred verse version/^ 

Some of the Tibetan lamas accepted that, however, there does not seem to be any proof 

based on an authorative source.

Now, in the Dàkâmava it says, uIn the Laghu Samvara, which is derived from the 

three hundred verse Abhidhana, the chapters are linked to reality in accordance with the 

letters, from A until letter Ks.yy6 This indicates that the Laghu Samvara Tantra is derived 

from the three hundred thousand verse Abhidhäna.

In the Samcàra it says 4<the Samvara which is abridged from the Tanira stated in 

one hundred thousand [verses], is also said to be from within the Khasama Tantra of one 

hundred thousand.M? This explanation that the Khasama Tantra is a one hundred thousand

5 This is in reference to passages from V irava jra 's  com m entary on the root tantra called the dpal bde mchog 
gi rìsa rgyud kyi rgya chen bshad pa tshig don rab tu gsal ba shes bya bat m ade in the context o f 
com m enting upon the first chapter. A sta tem ent which closely m atches T songkhapars statem ent occurs as 
com m entary to v.2.a, unaràdapi-cottaranu Now, uttara implies distance in lim e o r  space, in the form er 
case im plying som ething which come afterw ard  o r later, and in the fomer case som ething which goes 
higher or beyond, connoting sublimity. T h is line is usually interpreted in the la tter sense, and thus could 
be translated as 4tand even higher than the high /* Viravajra, however, takes in in the form er sense as refering 
to an uttaratantra, a compendium, as follow s: /  c i 'i  phyir phyi m a 'i phyi ma yin zhe na /  le 'u  kbum pa ni 
rtsa ba 'i rgyud yin la /  shlo ka 'bum  pa nas nam  m kha1 dang m nyam  paf i phyir phyi ma yang teTu Inga bcu 
rtsa geig pa ni phyi ma*i phyi ma yin pas so  /  (fol. 355b) tlW hy is it 4Iater than the late*? There is ihe 
hundred thousand chaptered root tantrav an d  subsequent to it is the hundred thousand verse Khasama, and 
the fifty one chaptered [text] is the subsequent com pendium / ' He makes this point in several other places 
in his com m entary, such as in is com m ent upon the first word o f  the root tantra, atha, which follows: /  
rtsa bavi rgyud Ievu 4bum pa dang /  rgyud phyi m a shlo ka 4bum pa rdzogs pa*i rjes la le 'u  nga geig pa ston 
par bzhed nas de nos zhes bya ba la sogs pa  gsungs pa yin no /  (fol. 3 5 4 b )kt S ince the Fifty one chaptered 
[text】 was taught after the hundred thousand chapter rom tan tra  and the hundred thousand verse 
com pendium  w ere completed, 4and then* e tc . w ere stated.M He also makes the sam e argum ent on fol. 355a 
in com m enting upon the lint samäsättannavistarän (v .l.b ).

6 This passage occurs in the Sri Dàkàmava Tantra as follows: /  de ltar nges b ijod  lbum  gsum las // phung 
ba bde m chog chung ngu ste //  a yig la so g s ksah yig m ihar // leu m am s ji lta*i rim  pa yis //  de kho na 
nyid Idan par s b y a r /(D K  fol. 242b, 243a). T h is is identical to T songkhapa^ quote, except for the fact that 
Tsongkhapa has» m ore accurately, nyung ngu ra ther than chung ngu for the Skt. laghu.

1 This quote corresponds to the following passage in the Yoginisaficârya: /  m ing gi rgyud ni 'bum  sde las 
// snying po bsdus par gyur pa yin //  nam  mkha* dang ni mnyam pa*i rgyud / /  4bum  geig nang nas de
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[verse tantraj is in accordance with the former [statement by Äcärya Vajra].. And it is 

explained that the Laghu Samvara Tantra was abridged from the Abhidhâna of 100,000 

verses. The 100,000 verse Abhidhàna from which the Laghu Samvara was abridged and 

the Khasama Tantra are stated as being two different tantras.8

A comment on these two from the Hemkäbhyudaya is, 4T he Essence Tantra was 

taught abridged from a hundred and three hundred thousand [verse texts]/19 As a 

commentary on this says that 4<there was a three hundred thousand [verse] extensive 

Abhidhâna, and an abridged one o f one hundred thousand [verses], so therefore there is no 

contradictìon.,,l° Such being the case, there are two different extensive root tantras.

In the Root Tantra it says, t4The hero stated it concisely as it is from the Ocean o f  

Awareness y  As for the Ocean o f  Awareness which states this, Jayabhadra and Vlravajra 

explain that it refers to the Mahätantra.u Some Tibetans say that it refers to the 100,000 

verse Tantra. From among those, however, now in this area we only have this one 

abridged Root Tantra in fifty one [chapters].

bzhin bshad /  (D K  Tol.41a). Tsongkhapa has: ^ u m  du brjod pa 'i rgyud las ni //bde mchog btus par g y u r pa 
dang / /  nam mkha* dang ni mnyam pa*i rgyud //  'bum  geig na yang dag bshad /

8 Neither editions o f  the text which I have corroborate T suda 's quote (p.32) o f  Tsongkhapa*s concluding 
ptirase here as ...rgyud  gnyis so snor gsungs so, the syntax o f  which seem s unusual. The editions 
consulted here bo th  have ... rgyud gnyis so sor gsungs so. If the latter is correct, Tsongkhapa is asserting 
that the 100,000 verse Abhidhàna and the 100,000 verse Khasama are d istinct texts, which implies that 
the above citations are m isled or m isleading, but he doesnft directly say so.

9 This is a  quote from  the ninth chapter o f  the Sriherukàbhyudaya. The text here as quoted by Tsongkhapa 
is ambigious, but the version in the D K  and  Q K  is som ew hat clearer, as follow s: /  "bum dang 'bum  phrag 
gsum du gsung / /  rgyud  kyi snying po m tha dag bsdus A Tsongkhapa has: bum  phrag bum phrag gsum  
las bshad //  rgyud  kyi snying po bsdus pa yin /  (DK fol. 7at QK p. 224.1).

10 Tsongkhapa quo tes a Hemkäbhyudaya com m entary as follows: /  mngon spyod  rgyas pa 'bum  phrag 
gsum pa dang / /  bsdus pa "bum phrag geig  par bshad pas mi 'gal. This corresponds to the com m entary on 
this line in A cârya zla-ba gzhon-nu 's Sriherukàbhyudayamahâyogini Tantraràja Katipayàksarapanjikâ, 
which is the on ly  com m entary  on the H A  in the b e rg e  Tanjur. His com m entary occurs as follows: 4T h e  
'one hundred thousand* is the one hundred thousand [versed] Abhidhàna. A nd there is also an extensive 
Afc/nVf/iÂ/zfl o f  three hundred thousand verses.” /  ‘bum phrag ni mngon par bg’od pa， i ‘bum pa’o / /  rgyas par 
mngon par bijcxl p a  4bum  phrag gsum  yang  ngo /  (D T fol. 105a). Both ed itions o f Tsongkhapa^s text have 
mngon spyod, i.eM abhicàra or "black m a g ic \  which is an obvious m isprint.

11 Tsongkhapa here is referring to a statem ent by V lravajra in his com m entary to the thirty fourth chap ter o f  
the Root T antra in h is Samantagunasàlina-nâma-tika. His statement in DT page 195.b is as follows: /  ji 
bzhin ni zhi ba la  sogs p a 'i cho ga*i go rim s zhes bya*o // rig pafi rgya m tsho zhes pa ni rig pa 'i rgya 
mtsho'i rgyud chen  por dpa* bos yongs su  bsdus nas j i  Itar bshad paTo / /  nyan pa po gsal bar bya zhts p a 'i  
don to // yang n a  ni rig  p aTi rgya m tsho las gang yongs su bshad ba de kd ir m dor bsdus nas by as pa ste  //  
der ni rgyas pa zh es bya bar dgongs so /.
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Many explanatory tantras as well are abridged tantras derived from their own 

extensive tantras, though they are not root tantras which are abridged tantras, root tantras 

such as [this] fifty one [chaptered text]. As for the explanatory tantras, Duijayacandra says 

4<the four, the Dakat the Udaya, the Samcàrya and the Tathàmahànâma Uttaratantra, 

along with the Samputa Tantra, should be understood to be explanatory tantras.nl2 The 

Vajradâka is what he refers to as the Dàka. What he refers to as the Vitara is the 

Abhidhânottara. What he refers to as the kha sbyor is the Samputa. In regard to the 

Udaya literature, in general there are the three, the Herukäbhyudaya, the Värähyabhyudaya, 

and the Samvarodaya. I will explain which of the Udaya can be said to be explanatory 

tantras.

Since taken in that way there are five explanatory tantras, the expression "'along 

with'' of 44aIong with [the Samputa] TantraM should be interpreted as a conjunction which 

separates things. Of the four explanatory tantras mentioned in the Atisa Commentary, three 

of them are the Udaya, the Abhidhâna, and the Vajradaka. As for the fourth one, he 

thought it should be taken as the SamcäryaP

The disciple of Naropa in India, whose name was Dârika, who was the guru of the 

Pandita Thang-chuba, says that if both the Caturyogini Samputa and the Dakâmava added 

upon the five, this makes seven Explanatory Tantras. Some of the expert Tibetans claimed 

that commentary is a Concise Tantra, a Final Tantra (Uttaratantra)， or even an 12 13

12 This unidentified quote is from D uijayacandra^  text Ratnagana-nàma Panjikà (Tô. #1404, Beijing 
#2120). Sachen K un-^ga* sN ying-po relied heavily on this text in his com m entary on the Cakrasamvara 
Root Tantra, which is not surprising given D uijayacandra's im portant role in the developm ent o f the lam- 
'bras teachings originally attributed to Virupa. Tsongkhapa rarely refers to it, but it is likely that he is 
fam iliar with it due to the latter's dependence upon it. This quote can be found in voi. 48 o f the m odem 
reprint o f the QT, on p. 256.2, as quoted  by Tsongkhapa: /  m kha 4gro 4byung ba kun spyod dang //  de 
b ih in  m lshan mchog bla maM rgyud / /  kha sbyor rgyud dang bzhi po ni / /  bshad pa*i rgyud du shes par 
bya /. Tsongkhapa uses the word Samputa (kha sbyor) to refer to the Samputa-nàma Mahâtantra (Tô. 
#381, Beijing #26), which is som etim es confused with the Caturyogini-samputa Tantra (Tö. #376, 
Beijing #24), a totally different text.

13 Tsongkhapa here refers to a passage from Atisa Dîpahkarairïjnâna^s Abhisamayavibhahga, which coeurs 
as follows: t4I will explain gathering together the essential points from the Abhidhânottara, Samvarodaya 
and Vajradâka. Here the object o f  explanation is topic o f the Khasama Mahâtantra and the four 
Explanatory Tantras including the Yoginisamcärya TantrcL1' /  nges brjod mngon *byung m khaT kgro las // 
snying po bsdus pa bdag gis bshad / /  de la 'd ir bshad bya nam  m kha' dang mnyam pafi rgyud chen po 
dang /  4chad byed rgyud bzhi dang Idan pafi mal 4byor ma*i rgyud m am s kyi bijod bya /  (DT foi. 186a)
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Explanatory Tantra, and that the Samvarodaya and the Vârâhyabhyudaya are Explanatory 

Tantras from the Tantra itself. Therefore those added to the former seven makes nine 

Explanatory Tantras.14

In that regard, in the Supreme Bliss Tantra, the root and explanatory tantras are not 

determined to be two. Alamkakalasa said that the Explanatory and Auxiliary Tantras are 

separate. Buddhaguhva also takes Explanatory and Corresponding Portion tantras as 

separate. Here these [comments】 are not contradictory so we should take them as such. If 

we do this, the three, the Vajradâka, the Samputa and the Samcârya are as we explained.

As for the Abhidhânottara, in some commentaries it is an Explanatory Tantra, and in other 

commentaries it is taken as a Root Tantra. However, it should be taken as an Explanatory 

Tantra.

As for the Vârâhyabhyudaya, it refers to itself as the Vârâhyabhyudaya from the 

Final Explanatory Tantra. The 4ifinal explanatory tantraM is the Abhidhänottara. And there 

are a few places where they draw upon each other, such as in the case of the twelfth chapter 

of the Abhidhäna and the third chapter of the Vârâhyabhyudaya, meaning that it is derived 

frm the Abhidänottara. Therefore, it is not an explanatory tantra separate from the 

Abhidänottara.

As for Samvarodaya. it is explained as a Sahaja Kalpa from the three hundred 

thousand [verse] Extensive Tantra, and as it is said to be very important, we should take it 

along with the commentary as an Explanatory Tantra. Duijayacandra and Atisa, saying 

only ^Udaya11, are unclear. Several previous Tibetan lamas thought they referred to the 

Herukäbhyudaya, which, although it is said to be an explanatory tantra on initiation 

bestowal, it does not have any presentation of the initiation which does not arise from the 

Root Tantra, and moreover there does not appear to be any clear reasons as to why it 

should be taken as an explanatory tantra, so it is better to think o f it as an Parallel Tantra

14 N ine is the  num ber o f non-coniroversial T antras (o f both the special and com m on types) listed and 
described by B u-ston in his RP com m entary, pp. 396-429.
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(phyogs mthun rgyud, parallel in the sense that they are neither root nor explanatory tantras, 

but function along side of those). As for the Däkämava and the Caturyoginisamputa, 

taking them as Parallel Tantras would, I think, be better.

Atisa talks about four explanatory tantras, thinking of the explanatory tantras as the 

doors of Cakrasamvara. The followers of Mai and Gyo uphold five explanatory tantras 

following Phamthingbas and Duijayacandra, from [the latter^] quote "Däkat Udayat 

Samcära'' etc. Lama Phamthingba held there to be five explanatory tantras, which is good; 

this is the system of not counting the Vàrâhyabhyudaya as separate from the 

Abhidänottara.

IL A.2. Discussing the Controversial Explanatory Tantras

There are the twenty-four Rati Explanatory Tantras of the body, speech and mind 

wheels of Samvara, which together with the eight ancillary Tantras constitute thirty-two.13 

In regard to these eight ancillary Tantras of the Tibetan scholars, someone adds a catagory 

of “non-turbid Tantras”， and claims that there are eight of these. This person， not counting 

the Mahäbalajnäna Tantraràja, adds the two Rigi-arali to the 4<non-turbidM ones, making * 36

15 Bu-ston lists and briefly describes all thirty two of the the rali Tantras in his RP commentary, pp. 429-
36. They are divided into four groups of eight: body, speech, mind and ancillary. The Body Tantras are: 
Snguhyavajra-tantraràja (Töh. 383, PTT 28), Sriguhyasarvacçhinda (Tôh. 384, PTT 29)， 
Sricakrasamvaraguhyàcintya-tantraràja (Tôh. 385, PTT 30), Srikhasama-tantraràja (Tôh. 386» PTT 31), 
S/imahâkhà-tantrarâja (Tôh. 387, PTT 32), Srikâyavâkcitta-tantrarâja (Tôh. 388, PTT 33)y 
Sriratnamâlà-tantraràja (Tôh. 389, PTT 34), Srimahàsamaya-tantrarâja (Tôh. 390, PTT 35). The 
Speech Tantras are: Srimahàbala-tantraràja (Tôh. 391, PTT 36), Srijnânaguhya-tantraràja (Tôh. 392, 
PTT 37), Srijnànamàlâ-tantraràja (Tôh. 393, PTT 38), Srijnânajvala-tantrarâja (Tôh. 394, PTT 39), 
Sricandramàlà-tantraràja (Tôh. 395, PTT 40), Ratnajvala-tantraràja (Tôh. 396, PTT 41), Srisuryacakra- 
tantraràja (Tôh. 397, PTT 42)，Srijnànaràja-tantraràja (Tôh. 398, PTT 43). The Mind Tantras are: 
Srivajradâkaguhya-tantrarâja (Tôh. 399, PTT 44), Srijvalàgniguhya-tantraràja (Tôh. 400, PTT 45), Sri- 
amrtaguhya-tantraràja (Tôh. 401, PTT 46), Srismasànàlamkàra-tantraràja (Tôh. 402, PTT 47), 
Srivajraràja-mahàtantra (Tôh. 403, PTT 48), Srîjnànâsaya-tantrarâja (Tôh. 404, PTT 49), Sriràjarâja- 
tantraràja (Tôh. 405, PTT 50), Sritàkinisamvara-tantraràja (Tôh. 406, PTT 51). The eight Ancillary 
Tantras are: Sridâkiniguhyajvala-tantraràja (Tôh* 408, PTT 52), Sriyajrabhairavavidârana-tantrarâja 
(Tôh. 409, F I T  53), Sn-agnimâlà-tantrarâja (Tôh. 407, PTT 54), Srivajrasiddhajâlasamvara-tantrarôja 
(Tôh. 41 l t PTT 55), Srimahäbalajnänaräja-tantraräja (Tôh. 410, PTT 56), Sricakrasamvara-taniraràja- 
adbhutasmasànàlamkàra-nâna (Tôh. 413, PTT 57), Anàvila^tantrarâja (Tôh. 414, PTT 58)t 
Sarvatathàgatacittagarbhârtha-tantra (Tôh. 412). This list also occurs at Tsuda 1974, p. 41, with the 
exception of the last Tantra, which Tsuda did not identify, evidently because he only consulted the FIT  
photoreproduction of the QK edition of the canon, which does not contain that text.
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eight. As for Rigi-araliy there is no reason for it to be an explanatory tantra of the Supreme 

Bliss. We should abandon mixing these as complements of those [actual Explanatory 

Tantras】 .16 The [other】 “non-turbid” ones seem to be real [Explanatory】 Tamras. These 

were previously famous as controversial tantras, and some of them certainly seem to be 

untrue tantras. Since there seems to be a ground of doubt regarding the others, they should 

be investigated.

The Khasama Tantra17 18 19 is also doubtful, as are ten chapters in the 

Däkinisarvacittädvayäcintyajnänavajravärähyabhibhava-tantraräja, as well as two 

chapters in the uttaratantra [of that], as is the Värähyabhibodhi of twenty two chapters./Ä 

And it is said that there are two translations of Yeshe Zang-po which seem to be false 

Tantras. It is also said that the Tied-up Topknot Tantra/9 which is a Mahâmâyâjâlâ Tantra, 

and which emerges from the three hundred thousand verse [text], called the Mahàmàyâ, 

seem to be set aside as the laghutantra of the Maitri Khecara.20 These matters should be 

investigated well, with subtle intelligence, caution, and manifold understanding.

16 Tsongkhapa here gives a slightly abbreviated version of Bu-stonfs criticism which occurs at RP p. 436, 
as follows: ri gi a ra li ni rgyud sde gzhan yin gyi bde mchog gi bshad rgyud yin rgyu'ang med la / 4di 
mams kyi zia la bsre ru'ang phangs so /.

17 Tsongkhapa evidently refers to ihe Srikhasama-tantraräja (Töh. 386, PTT 3 1 ), one of the rati Tantras 
previously mentioned.

18 Tsongkhapa mistakenly uses the abbreviated name phag mo mngon *byungt instead of phag mo mngon 
byang. for the Khyàvajravàràhi-abhidhàna-tantrottara-vârâhyabhibodhi. The knickname used by 
Tsongkhapa would render the Sanskrit vârâ/tya厶/nHuzva. which would more correctly refer lo the 
PàkinisarvacittàdvayàcintyQjnànavajravàràhyabhibhava-tantraràja, a text which Tsongkhapa already 
mentioned using its filli name. That Tsongkhapa's abbreviation phag mo mngon *byung refers to the 
former text is proven by an instance in this when he uses the term to identify a quote which is in fact from 
that text.

19 Perhaps the ral-pa gyen-brjes kyi rtog-pa chen-pot Tö. 724.

20 Tsongkhapa here refers to the Vidyâdharivajrayoginisadhâna, and in fact directly quotes the first, 
identifying line of that text, which occurs as follows: 4bum phrag gsutn pa las 4byung ba'i sgyu 'phinil dra 
ba chen mo ral pa gyen du brdzes pavi rgyud las sgyu ma chen mo zhes bya ba ste / (DK foL 72b). 
Evidently this text was considered a 4troot text** of the Maitri Khecâra tradition, one of three Khecari/mkha1 
spyod traditions attributed to Naropa, Indrabhuti and Maitri.
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n.B. Showing the time and place of the original proclamation of the Cakrasamvara 

Tantra.

The commentary on the Abhidhânottara states that the Samvara Tantra was taught 

on the peak of Mt. Sumeru, and that the place for training disciples was Jambudvipa. 

According to the root tantra commentary which was said to be written by Indrabhuti, first it 

was stated on the peak of Mt. Sumeru, and was later stated at Dhânyakataka. As for the 

time of the occasion, Äcarya Vajra, in his commentary, asserted that it was taught in the 

Dvâparayuga the at the time of the taming of Isvara. Yet the Tibetan lamas claim that it 

was taught during the Kaliyugar1 In the Däkämava it says 'This tantra which was 

propagated by the Lion of the Sakyas was taught by infinite Buddhas within the world of 

Kaliyuga.n22 Its commentary also explains that the Lion of the Sakyas taught the extensive 

tantra of the Däkämava during the Kaliyuga.21 22 23 This should be taken as an example for [the 

many] other [similar passages].

While the commentaries of the root tantra do not all repeat [this account], it is 

preferable as above. It should understand it as explained in the Vajrapanjara Tantra, 

which says that he taught it abbreviating from the expanded root tantra in the time of the 

Kaliyuga, for the sake of those with short lives and intense addictions.24 As for the teacher,

21 Tsongkhapa here repeats Bu-ston's comments on the subject. Bu-ston does not identitify whom these 
Tibetan gurus are. See RP p. 376.

22 The following passage occurs in ch. 52. of the Däkämava Tantra exactly as quoted by Tsongkhapa / 
rtsod pa*i dus kyi saft nang du // boom Idan mtha yas pas di gsungs // shâicya seng ges gsung pa*i rgyud / 
(DM, DK fol. 264a; QK p. 135.1)

^ Padmavajra, in his Sridàkârnavamahàyogini-tantrarâja-vàhikatikâ, comments that *The Lion of the 
Sakyas taught ihe 3,600,000 [verse] Abhidhàna Mahàtantra during the Kaliyuga,f. / slar yang rtsod pa*i 
dus su rgyud chen po mngon par bijod pa 'bum phrag sum cu rtsa drug pa shâkya seng ges gsungs so / 
(DTfoI.317a)

24 This is not a direct quote, and I was unable to find an identical passage in the VP. However I did find a 
passage that approximated Tsongkhapa's summary, which follows: / skyon mams thams cad zad par mdzad 
// spro zhing sbyor bar bsgom par bya // bsdu ba yang ni yang dag bshad /  (DK fol. 43a)
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it is Heruka as is stated in the Commentary in Praise o f Samvara.25 The Root Tantra also 

says 4The Hero abridged and stated it.^ And that same text says that the interlocutor was 

Vàrâhh But Acârya Kambala advocated that Vajrapa^i made the request. The Root 丁antm 

says, “Listen, oh hero, how they are, the secrets of form and action,” in agreement with 

that. As for the compiler, it says in the Dàkârnava that 4Those who compile and so on, 

achieve that which comes from me. Those which were collected hv all of the Mothers 

(mâtrkâ) were collected in the Vajra Places. They accept it from one to another, praying 

again and again. They delight in these words spoken by the Bhagavan/'26 It is said that the 

Vajra Place where it was collected by the yoginis is in Orgyen.

II.C.The Way in which the Explanatory Tantra Explains the Root Tantra
l. Identifying the Main Points by which the Explanatory Tantras Explain the Root Tantra.

Although there are many imports by which which the Explanatory Tantras explain 

the Root Tantra, the main one is the perfection stage. In regard to the perfection stage, in 

the literature of the Cakrasamvara, there are the systems of the six branches of yoga and the 

five stages of the Guhyasamaja. It says in the Dàkârnava, Mpratyâhâra, dhyâna, 

prânâyâma, dhâranâ, anusmrti and samâdhi are the six types of yoga.M It also says in that 

Tantra that 4<pratyâhâra (withdrawal) is Kâkâsyâ (Crow Face), Ulûkâsyâ (Owl Face) is 

dhyâna (contemplation), prânâyâma is Svânâsyâ (Dog Face), dhâranâ is Sûkarâsyâ (Pig 

Face). Anusmrti is Yamadüti. Samâdhi is Yamadâhi. Yamadanstri attains the expansive 

teaching. Yamamathani generates the lord of all fruits. [By means of all of these] one is

25 The Commentary in Praise o f  Samvara, bde mchog stod *grelt is Tsongkhapa?s name for the 
Laksàbhidhônàduddhrta Laghutantrapindärthavivarana (Tö. #1402, Beijing #2117)f a commentary on 
the first chapter of the Root Tantra by Vajrapani. This highly influential work, though structually limited 
to the first chapter, covers a wide range of important topics, and interprets the tanlra from the perspective of 
the Kâlacakra literature. It is one of Äe three socalled “bodhisattva commemaries，” the other two being 
ihe Vimalaprabhä (Tö. #845, 1347), a Kâlacakra commentary attributed to Pundarika, and the 
Hevajrapindàrthatikà (Tô. #1180, Beijing #2310)， attributed to Vajragarbha. In reference U) Tsongkhapa’s 
point here, see DK fol. 82a,b and PTT p. 146.5.

26 This quote is identical to the following passage in the Dàkârnava Tantra, /  sdu ba mdzad pa sogs mam 
kyis // bdag las bgrod pa de thod po // ma mo thams cad 4dus mams kyis // rdo tje gnas mams su bsdus so 
// geig la geig gis bzbed pa ni // gsol ba &debs shing gsol 4debs mdznd // bcom ldan 4das kyis gsung pa yi 
// ishig ‘di la ni mngon par dga’ /  (DM， DK foL 2“ ； QK p. 202>
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liberated from samsara/'27 With the exception of SQkarâsyà, the three door guardians 

together with Vâràhl make four. Together with the two intermediary/ordinal [guadians], 

Yamadüti and Yamadâhi, there are six, which are said to be in accordance with the six 

branches of Yoga. Althought this is easily understood from the commentaries, it is said 

that they should be understood from the personal statements of the guru.

In the commentary on LQipa's [Sribhagavad-abhisamaya], known as the 

Distinctively Illuminating,28 there is a presentation of the six branches of yoga in regard to 

the two stages stated in Lüipa's sadhâna. The Däkämava also says ^One^s own body is 

like a magical illusion; this self-consecration is subtle. Vajra repitition has its own intrinsic 

nature, the treasury of the spirit of perfect enlightenment. Other than those the rest are 

integration (yuganaddha)^29

One's own body is like a magical illusion, and since this self-consecration is 

extremely difficult to understand, it is said to be subtle. The Stage of Self-consecration is 

the third stage, the magic body. The intrinsic nature of the Vajra Repetition is the process 

of the vajra repetition, which is the first stage. The stage of complete enlightenment 

(abhisambodhi) is the fourth stage, another name of which is the Clear Light stage. As for 

the treasury of the spirit, it is the Mind Isolation or mind objectification stage, which is the

27 Both of these quotes are in Chapter 8 of the the 7Vzmni as quoted by Tsonçkhapa: / so sor
sdud dang de bzhin du // bsam gtan srog rtsol (dzin pa dang // rjes su dran dang ting %dzin te // sbyor ba'i 
mtshan nyid mam drug go/, and / so sor sdud pa khva gdong ma // lug gdong ma ni bsam gtan 'dcxi // 
srog rtsol du ni gnas pa khyi // (dzin pa la ni phag mo*o // rjes dran gnas pa pho nya mo // ting ne 'dzin ni 
brtan mar 'dod / /mche ba mo ni rgyas bstan thob // 'joms ma 'bras bu kun bdag skyes // kkhor ba las ni 
grol gyur pa / (DM, DK foh 159a and QK p. 158)

25 Luipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya is perhaps the most influential Meditative Realization (Abhisamaya) 
text in the Cakrasamvara corpus. A great many commentaries have been written on it, including two by 
Atïsa Dlpamkarasrijnâna (Toh #1490,1492, B #2205, 2207). Tsongkhapa himself wrote a commentary on 
the text, entitled bcom Idan *das dpal 'Uxor lo bde mchog gi mngon par rtogs pa fi rgya cher bshad pa 
'dod pa *jo ba zhes bya ba bzhugs so (Collected Works, vol. ta), which, aside from being an extensive 
commentary on Luipavs root text, is an important work in and of itself on the Cakrasamvara Creation 
Stage. The text to which he is refering here is Taihâgatavajra*s Lûhipàda-abhisamaya-vrtti-tikà~ 
visesadyota (Tö. #1510, B. #2225). Along with Atisa^s Abhisamayavibhanga, it is the commentary on 
ihe Luipa's Abhisamaya to which Tsongkhapa most often refers.

29 This quote occurs in the the Däkämava Tantra, exactly as reproduced by Tsongkhapa, as follows: /rang 
gi sku ni sgyu ma mnyam // bdag byin brlab kdi phra mo dang // rdo ije bzlas rang mtshan nyid do // 
rdzogs pafi byang chub sems kyi gter// de las lhag ma zung 4jug go /  (DK fol. 159a; QK p. 158)
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second stage. Beyong the previously explained four, the remaining one is the stage of 

integration, making five stages.30

Furthermore, there’s the perfection stage Mahâyoga which occurs in Lüipa’s 

treatise, and there^s the Five Stages written by the Ghantapa, and the Four Stages written 

by Kânhapâ.31 An Abhidhänottara commentary says, 4tIn this tantra the perfection stage is 

meditating on channels, winds, and drops, meditating on heat, and meditating on the spirit 

of enlightenment; these are five meditations which possess signs. There are three more, 

which are the meditation on the ultimate truth store of wisdom which is like a magical 

illusion, clear light voidness meditation, and integration meditation. The [former] five are 

contemplative meditations, which are the arts of pushing the life-force into the central 

channel. The [latter】 three are meditations on the ultimate truth store of wisdom.”

There are many explanations where the terminology of Guhyasamâja Perfection 

Stage is used in regard to the Samvara Perfection Stage. Here [the text] differentiates 

between two occasions in the Perfection Stage, these being the art of inserting the life-force 

into the central channel, and meditating in reliance upon it being thus inserted. One must 

understand that these two [occasions] are relevant not only in the Samvara [system], but 

also in the meditations of other Unexcelled [Yogatantra] Perfection Stages.

30 Tsongkhapa here goes through the list of the five stages of the Perfection Stage, paficakrama, the locus 
classiciis of which is Nâgârjuna^ Pancakrama.

31 The Five Stages (rim pa Ina pa) is Ghantapâ^s Sricakrasamvara Pancakrama, while the Four Stages is 
Kânhapâ's Älicarustaya. These texts make different by equally influenlial attempts to schematize the 
processes of meditation of the Cakrasamvara tradition.
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n.C.2. How the Uncommon Explanatory Tantras Explain, 
a. How the Abhidhänottara and Vajradäka Explain.

i. How the Abhidhânottara Explains.
A. How the Creation Stage is Explained.

1. The Way in which the Creation Stage is not clear in the Root 
Tantra

As it says in the Samvara Paficakrama, UI will explain the stage/ process of 

consecration which is hidden in the Cakrasamvara^2 This refers not only to the hiding of 

the Perfection Stages in the fifty first chapter of the root tantra, but the Creation Stage is 

also hidden, as Krsnacârya says in his sadhana, *4rm  going to explain the sadhâna here 

which is hidden by mleccha (barbarian) language, which collects all the secret mantras and 

practices, the secret import of the Cakrasamvara/03 The Samcärya also states that many 

things on the topic of the Creation Stage are hidden.32 33 34 * * * *

In this way, the second chapter of the root tantra states the placement of the four 

faced Henika and Varahi couple in the navel of a lotus in the center of a measureless 

mansion, the placement of the twenty four heroines in the directions and quarters, and

32 Tsongkhapa*s text is identical to the passage in Ghantapâ's Sricakrasamvara Pancakrama, as follows: / 
*khor Io sdom par sbas pa yi // byin dabs rim par bshaid par bya / (DT has byin brlab). (DT fol. 224b; QT 
p. 176.3)

33 This quote is from a text called the Sricakrasamvara sàdhana nâma. Tsongkhapa quotes the text as 
follows: / 4khor lo sdom pa'i gsang bafi don // grub pa gsang sngags kun bsdus pa // kla klo*i skad kyis 
sbas pa ste // de yi sgrub thabs bdag gis bshad /. The text reads in the DT (rgyud 'grel voi. wa, p.272.b) 
and QT (voi. 51. p. 201.2) as follows: / bde mchog 'khor lo gsang bafi don // grub pa*i gsang sngags kun 
bsdus nas // brda yi skad kyis sbas pas te // sgrub paM lhabs de bdag gis bshad /. Note that this text has 
“symbolic language” rather than “barbarian language”. Imerestingly， tfiere was some confusion concerning 
Che attribution of authorship to this text. The Tôhoku editors did not list an attribution for this text, while 
the editors of the Beijing P&otographic edition attributed it to a “*Vratacârya”， but the colophon actually 
says is slob dpon chen po brtul zhugs kyi spyodpa*i zhal snga nas mdzadpa rdzogs sot t4written in the 
presence of the Great Master Vratacarya/' which is distinct from the usual "written byM. ♦ Vratacârya may 
very well be a title rather than a proper name, and the presence in this text of the quote attributed by 
Tsongkhapa strongly suggests that it may have been a tide of Kâçhapâ. Aside from Tsongkhapa's 
attribution, stylistic similarities, os well as the fact that the text is situated in the canons with Kânhapâvs 
other works, such as his other sàdhana, the Saptâksarasàdhana, indicates that this attribution is correct. 
Incidently, the colophon of the latter work is almost identical to the above text, differing only in name: 
pandita chen po nag po pa*i zhal snga nas mdzad pa rdzogs so.

34 The Yoginisamcàrya deals largely with the topics of the Creation Stage, particularly the topic of the
body mandala and its relation to the macrocosmic mandala. There is a statement in chapter one which
generally corresponds to Tsongkhapa^s claim: 4iThose points hidden in the Tantni will be explained as
taught in the treatises.0 /  rgyud du sbas par gnas gang de // bstan pa ru ni ji skad gsung // bshad pa yang ni
de bzhin no / (DK fol. 34.a; QT.237.5)
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likewise the placement of the héros and the placement of the Mothers in the quarters and 

directions. This is the sixty two deity mandala.

As for the bcxly colors of the principle couple, in the context of the performance 

[section] of the twenty seventh chapter, 4iThey should always be naked at night, dark blue 

and red. ”35 The gurus claim that this shows that the Heruka’s color is blue-black， and 

Vârâhi's color is red. Kambala^s commentary also explains thus

The thirty fourth chapter tells of the four essence yoginis surrounding the four faced 

lord of heroes, and the fifty first chapter teaches the meditation on the Heruka with twelve 

arms, together with a host of heroes and heroines. These Herukas are taken to be the 

fruitional Heruka. In the thirty second chapter, there are Herukas who are white, four 

faced, and with four to one hundred thousand arms. There is a consort Vârâhi who has the 

same color. Kânhapâ says that this is a causal Heruka, though there are other ways of 

explaining as well.

Furthermore, in the fourth chapter, the names of the twenty four heroines are stated, 

but while the heroes names aren^t stated until the forth eighth chapter, the hand implements 

and number of hands and faces of sixty deities [of the retinue] are not clear anywhere, nor 

are their colors clear. Likewise, there is no clarity about the consecration of the aggregates, 

elements and media, the accumulation of stores in the field of the stores, and the meditation 

of the two protection wheels,36 the stacking up of the levels of elements, the creation of Mt. 

Sumeru and the measureless mansion. With the exception of statements such as 4<in regard 

to the inhabitant mandala, in which the deities are created, you generate Heruka upon 

Sumeru， in the navel of a variegated lotus， from the vowels and consonants，” the way of 

generating the rest of the visualisations, such as, the entry of the wisdom hero into the

35 CST ch. 27 v. 13.a,b: /mtshan mo rtag par gcer bu ste // gnag dang dmar bar rtag tu kgyur / (DK foi. 
23 lb)

36 The common and uncommon protecdon wheels.
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commitment hero, as well as the conferral of initiation, the sealing, the creation of the 

offering cakes, are all unclear, and are not explained in a well arranged manner.

II.C.2.a.i.A.
2. How this Explanatory Tantra Explains it Clearly.

The Creative Contemplation (abkisamtr：a) of the Creation Stage which is thus 

unclear in the root tantra is clearly explained in a well arranged manner, in the fourth 

chapter of the Abhidanottara. That chapter comments on the place were one meditates on 

the creation stage, and accumulating the stores by inviting the store/ host field in order to 

meditate there. Then the blessing by the seventeen deities of the aggregates, elements and 

media, both the common and uncommon protection wheels, the meditation on voidness, the 

stacking up of the elements, and the method of creating Mt. Sumeru, and the creation of the 

measureless mansion from Vairocana atop Sumeru are explained [there]. After that, from 

collecting the stores up to the method of generating the measurelss mansion are not 

explained. I think that these explanations in the fourth chapter are common to all of those 

[Creation Stages].

As for the way of explaining the inhabitant mandala once arrangement of some sort 

of mandala has been taught, it becomes important to understand the commentorial method 

of the creation stage. If we explain that a little bit, there is a mandala of thirty deities, 

[namely] the Bcxly Samvara divine couple who are the principle deities, the four essense 

yoginis, the sixteen bcxiy mandala heroes and heroines, and the eight door guardianesses. 

Likewise, there is also a thirty deity mandala consisting of the speech Samvara couple with 

the speech mandala heroes and heroines and so on as above. The Mind Samvara divine 

couple, the sixteen mind mandala heroes and heroines and so on also yields a thirty deity 

mandala. The Vow Samvara divine couple, the four essence yoginis, and the eight 

guadianesses yield a fourteen deity mandala. Then there is the five or six deity mandala 

with the Samvara couple surrounded by the four essence yoginis, [in which] the Samvara
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of intuition or great bliss is taken as the principle deity. In these five mandalas, there are 

two kinds of Vajradharas, of cause or effect, and there is the entry of the intuition hero, 

initiation sequences, repetiitions of each [deities, mantra], the creation of both armours at 

the time of ansai, and so on, all of which are explained. And then there is explained a body 

mandala created from the Samvara-abhisambodhi, mainly called 44the mandala ofthe solitary 

heroM in the center of the measureless mansion. There are no other deities other than a 

divine couple in the measureless mansion, but since those two are on one seat, it is called 

the solitary hero. While in the body mandai you don^t meditate on the three defence 

perimeters, [but as] there is the medition on the creation of the measureless mansion with 

Mt. Sumeru and the stacked up elements, and the creation of the fundemental Heruka from 

the abhisambodhi, if some people think this is contradictory, that is due to their fault of 

understanding well the explanatory tantras.

Now, as for the sixty two deity mandala, there are many different kinds, and also 

many Samvara mandalas explained. As for the way of creating these mandalas, having 

previously created the measureless mansion which is the habitat, the method of then 

generating the inhabitant deities is explained. All of the statements on these many mandalas 

of the first stage of the Samvara in this explanatory tantra are explanations of the Creation 

Stage itself which is stated in the root tantra. Therefore， applying all of the occurrances of 

the Creation stage in the root tantra to the Creation Stage of either Lùipa or Kanha, is to 

have the fault of being very narrow.

n.C.2.a.i. B. How the Perfection Stage is Explained [in \he Abhidhänottara]

The perfection stages of this tantra are extremely unclear, even more so than the 

hidden things of the creation stage. Since coming to know how the Explanatory Tantra 

shows the Perfection Stage in such and such an occasion in the Root Tantra» that is, 

understanding its method for explaining hidden things, is very difficult, I will explain this.
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Regarding the way in which the perfection stage is made clear in this explanatory tantra, 

Ghantapä explains that the lines 4<always abiding in the heartn etc. teach the self

consecration stage. In the fourteenth chapter the Perfection Stage of the Fury Fire 

meditation, which is stated in the fourth stage, is taught. In the twenty fifth and fifty sixth 

chapters, there is an explanation of the Mahâyoga which is the perfection stage of Luipa.

Furthermore, by the mode of being slightly unclear, there are many [places] where 

the perfection stage is only touched upon. Among those, it is necessary to know the 

methcxi of inserting the life-force into the central channel (dhiiti), and the great bliss 

developed thereby. There are many ways in which it recommends the view of voidness, 

and the intuition of bliss-void indivisible.

II.C.2.a.ii. How the Vajradàka Explains.

In portions of the first and second chapter of the Vajradäka, and from the twelfth 

and fourteenth, various creation stages repeatedly stated. In the eleventh chapter there is a 

brief statement about the yoga of Fury Fire. In the fifteenth is an extensive explanation by 

the mode of depending on the four cakras. Here again, one should understand the method 

of inserting the life-force into the dhûti, and having been inserted, the procedures of the 

perfection stage that are developed thereby. Furthermore, in the first chapter, there is much 

reference to the art and wisdom of bliss and void. In the second chapter there is an 

extensive explanation of the definitive meaning of the root mantra of the father deity. In the 

forty ninth chapter there are many statements [on topics] such as the differentiation between 

the four types o f consorts, the way of binding the bodhicitta fluid by the power of the 

different characteristics of their genitalia, the way of holding the spirit of enlightenment for 

a long time depending on the substance, and performance of the sexual positions (karana) 

explained in the Kamasutra. In the forty second chapter there is a detailed explanation of 

most of the text of the first chapter [of the toot tantra]. In the forty sixth chapter expounds
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the many rites which are unclear in the second chapter of the Root Tantra, as well as on the 

many types of ritual actions from most of the other chapters [of the Root].

ILC.2..b. How the Samvarodaya and the Yoginisamcära Explain, 
i. How the Samvarodaya Explains.

The answer to the request for the Creation Stage in first chapter of the 

Samvarodaya is explained in the second chapter. It states [the following topics]; in general 

the four modes of birth, the realm of enjoyment of three of the four human continents, and 

the realm of deeds/karma of Jambudvipa, and Madhyadesa which is the principle land of 

that, and the four methods which enlighten by the method of detachment which is 

dependent upon human life in Jambudvipa, that birth and death are produced by the 

previous deeds of those who do not understand the Illusion-like concentration, and that 

after death there is the Between state, thaï there is the method of womb birth from the union 

of the parents, and the method of birth from the womb into the outer world.

The Creation Stage is not shown here, but the correspondences which are meditated 

upon in accordance with birth, death and the Between in the Creation Stage are shown. 

Furthermore, this is the intention of the prcxress of the arrangement which explains quoting 

from this tantra. This Creation Stage meditation which is in accordance with the three 

[states of] birth, death and the between is clarified by this [text] from among the Samvara 

Tantras. Therefore, one needs to carry on to all of the Creation Stage visualizations of the 

wheels of the the Samvara mandala.

Due to this, at the occasion of the Samvara Perfection Stage, it is necessary to 

understand the meditation on clear light in accordance with the dying process, as well as the 

meditation on the magic body in accordance with the Between and so forth. The Creation 

Stage which is meditated upon in accordance with the these three correspondences is 

shown in the thirteenth chapter. It teaches the generation of the levels of the elements 

together with M t Sumeru, and on top of Mt. Sumeni, the universal vajra. On top of that is
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a lotus, in which, from the vowels and consonants, is a Heruka with three faces and six 

arms. He is together with a consort, and they are surrounded by four yoginis and eight 

door-quarter guardianesses. [This is taught] together with the branches (other levels of 

mandala). It is the method of generating simultaneously the habitat and inhabitants, in the 

manner of Lüipa. Furthermore, the literature regarding the initiation rituals are taught in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth chapters.

As for the Perfection Stage, in the third chapter there is the method of 

instantaneously visualizing the deities of the Perfection Stage, '4[There is the selfless nature] 

universal, the arts and the power of compassion; the spontaneous non-dual integration [of 

these] is the supreme mandala essence.,,3? This is the stage of integration. And 

^conventionally arising, it is not non-existant, since it is ceaseless; the nature of orgasmic 

joy of all things, which spontaneously arise, is seLf-consecrated and self-arisen/08 Since 

the conventional magic body arises from clear light, it is the self-consecration which 

abandons the extremes of non-existence and cessation, 44the complete, perfect awakening of 

great bliss, and thus the supreme Mahâmudrâ.'09 which shows the stages of clear light 

which is the state of being completely awakened.

In the fifth and sixth chapters, the vajra repetition is taught, through mention of both 

mantratattva and the wind tattvas, together with the wind of the five nüthas such as the 37 38 39

37 Tsongkhapa quotes as follows: /  sna tshogs lhabs dang snying ijefi stobs // zung kjug gnyis med Ihun 
gyis grub // dkyil ^ o r  snying po mchogs yin no /. This corresponds to four pâdas in Tsuda's edition, the 
last two of verse eight and the Hrst two of verse nine, as follows: / sna tshogs de bzhin nyid bdag med // 
thabs ni snying cje*i stobs yin te // // zung 4jug pa mam rtog bral // dkyil *khor snying po mchogs yin no / 
(1974:171), nairâtmyâ tathatâ visvam upäyah karunàbalah/ / / /  yuganaddham anâbhogam mandalam sâram 
uttamam /  (1974:78). Tsongkhapa's quote seems incomplete when compared to this edition, and my 
translation will reflect this.

38 Tsongkhapa's quote is as follows: / kun rdzob skye ba kbyung ba las // dngos med kyang min chad med 
phyir // Ihan skyes chos mams thams cad kyi // lhan skyes dga* bavi rang bzhin dang // rang byin brlab 
dang rang byung ste A This corresponds to verse thirteen and the first pâda of verse fourteen of chapter 
three of Tsuda*s edition, as follows: /  kun rdzob skye ba *byung bas na // chad pa min phyir dngos med 
min // lhan cig skyes dga'i rang dngos su // chos mams thams cad lhan cig skyes // // bdag byin brlab pa 
rang *byung ba /(p .l71 )t nacâbhâvo *py anucchedât samvrtotpâdasambhavât / sahajam sarvadharmânâm 
nijânandasvarupatah H U svâdhisthânam svayambhütvâd (p. 78)

39 Tsongkhapa’s /  Me chen mngon par rdzogs byang chub // de bzhin phyag rgya chen po mchog / 
corresponds to the first half of verse 16, chapter 3 in Tsudafs edition, as follows: rdzogs pafi byang chub 
bde ba che // phyag rgya chen po mchog de bzhin / (1974:171), mahâsukhâbhisambodhîr mahâmudrâ pam 
ta th ä /(1974:78)
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Padmanâtha and so on, in accordance with the stages of vajra repetition of the Pancakrama. 

This is the definitive meaning of the mantra repeated in the root tantra. The fifth chapter 

shows the Perfection Stage which visualizes the mantric drops in the heart, and the hearth 

vessel. The thirty first chapter teaches the great pithy points of the Fury Fire which are 

based upon the four wheels. It mentions the method of forcing the life-force into the central 

channel (dhfiti) by these, following die vajra recitation. Relying on that method, the bliss- 

void union is extensively explained in the twenty ninth and thirty third chapters. Also 

taught in the thirty first chapter are the characteristics of each of the four [types of] 

consorts, and the different methods of playing with each of these four. The twenty first 

chapter extenmsively states the method of doing practices having attained warmth.

II.C.2..b.ii. How the Samcârya Explains

From the first to the tenth chapters of the Samcärya, the Creation Stage together 

with the branches is presented. Furthermore, from its fifth chap ter, %4Just as one knows the 

internal self, it is the sublime outer mandala. The teaching on how to arrange it is the 

collection of all essence， 0 Accordingly, it teaches [the Creation Stage】 in terms of the 

arrangement in both the outer and body mandalas. It is teaches that one should arrange in 

outer mandala the complete sixty two deities, and the deities in the body mandala, not 

including the twelve Mothers and the principle couple. Regarding not arranging the 

fourteen deities in the body mandala, since in is taught in Samputa and so forth that one 

should arrange even these [deities], the body mandala also is complete with the deities.

The lack o f instruction on the number of faces and body color of Heruka is intended 

thus in the Root Tantra. It is said that each of the sixty deities after Vârâhi has one face and 40

40 This quote is from the fifth chapter of Yoginisamcârya as Tsongkhapa states, and reads as follows: / ji 
Itar nang gi bdag nyid shes // phyi yi dkyil kkhor dam pa yin // mam dgod ji Itar sbyar ba dang // snying 
po thams cad bsdud pa ste /  (DK fol. 36a, QT p.238.3) Tsongkhapavs version, almost identical to the 
above, is: ji Itar nang gi bdag nyid shes // phyi yi dkyil 'khor dam pa yin // mam dgod ji liar rab bstan pa 
// snying po thams cad bsdud pa ste /.
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two arms. In the context of the twenty four heroes, M ardo^ translation has, 4rWell 

embraced by their own signs,1' which is unclear. The translation of Rinchen Zangpo and 

Prajnâkirti has “well embraced by vajras and bells，” which is good， and it occurs likewise 

in the commentaries. And their implements are similar to Ghantapa's. The body color of 

the Divine Mother is said to be red.

The statement that “the four yoginis have various forms’“ 1 is not in reference to 

their respective body colors, but in terms of all four. Having mentally set aside the four 

Quarter Keepers from within the [group of] eight Door-Quarter Keepers, since one is 

speaking in tein terms of the form of half of the group, one is able to understand that in 

regard to each that the four Door Keepers are blue in color and so forth. If one understands 

it in this way, one is able to conclude that the four Yoginis are similiar in color to the four 

Door Keepers by the virtue of the statement that the four Door Keepers are like the four 

Yoginis.

As for the color of the deities of the three mandalas, the sixth [chapter says], tlthus. 

they all abide in the wheel. Their colors are differentiated in accordance with the stages of 

ritual.”* 42 This means that the body colors of all those who abide in the three maçcjalas are 

differentiated in accordance with the stages of the ritual, that is, the clans.

It also means, as explained in the Abhidhänottara, that 4<or rather make the colors as 

desired， with the distinctions of body, speech and m ind”43 This is means that one should 

make the colors however one desires by distinguishing body, speech, and mind. One 

should make the gods of the body mandala white, the gods of the speech mandala red, and

a| Tsongkhapa quotes /mal "byor ma bzhi la sna tshogs gzugs can/. I found a similiar quote in chapter ten 
of the YS,  in the context of discussing the yoginis, which was claimed that they were ^jewel-like, having 
various forms，” / sna tshogs gzugs can nor bu 4dra /  (DK fol- 39a， QIC p. 240.1)

42 This quote is from the sixth chapter of the YS, which reads / de Itar ma lus *khor lor gnas // mdog dbye 
cho ga*i rim bzhin no /  (DK p. 37b, QK p. 239.2). Tsongkhapa quotes it as follows: / de Itar ma lus 4khor 
lor gnas // mdog dbye'i cho ga*i rim bzhin no /

43 This quote is from the fourteenth chapter of the AD, which I found as follows: /  yang na sku gsung 
thugs kyi ni // ci 4dod mdog ni dbye ba bya / (DK fol. 287b). Tsongkhapa*s quote is identical, though the 
PTT has / ji 'dod... (QT p.58.4). In Kalffs Sanskrit edition it occurs as Follows: ch. 14 w . 81b5* 82al: 
athava käyaväkcittabhedena vamarp kuryäd yathà mcau // (1979:318)
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the gods of the mind mandala blue. As for the sixty deities of these [mandalas], they are 

just like the deities of the body mandala of Ghantapâ.

The method of generation is explained in Tathagataraksita's commentary,44 in 

accordance with generation from the five abhisambodhis of the system of Luipa, the system 

of generating at one time the habitant and inhabitants. Therefore, it is good to do the 

method of generation from the abhisnmbodhis in the manner of Lûipa in the context of 

Ghantapà's body mandala as well.

The twelfth chapter explains the description of orgasmic intuition, and Perfection 

Stage Mahâyoga. Here it is necessary to understand the two Perfection Stages: the 

Perfection Stage of forcing the life-force into the central channel, and the Perfection Stage 

of creation, relying on that insertion. This I have extensively explained elsewhere. The 

fourteenth chapter shows the practice to be done having developed ability. Furthermore, it 

explains many things that are unclear in the Root Tantra.

【I.C.3. How the Common Explanatory Tantras explain45

“Genuine Union’，，‘‘Kiss，’， and “Kiss Drop’’， are synonyms of the name of the 

Samputa Tantra. There are eleven sections (kalpa) in it together with its Uttaratantra. A 

certain Tibetan lama asserted that it is an Explanatory Tantra of the thirty six hundred 

thousand tantras by King Indrabhüti, and explain that it is a tantra which explains the 

sixteen tantras which identifiably exist now.

As for the first assertion, it says in the Samputa commentary said to have been 

written by Indrabhuti that 44here, so far, they said that the "Samputaiilakd! is a short tantra 

with eleven sections, extracted from the thirty six hundred thousand extensive tantras of the

44 This is Talhâgataraksita*s Yoginisamcàryanibandha. See especially his commentary on the first ten 
chapters.

45 This refers to Explanatory Tantras such as the Samputa which are shared by two different Tantras, i.eM 
the CST and HT.
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hundred thousand Tantras^ is uncertain. It appears to mean that it was abridged from thirty 

six hundred thousand Tantras, but merely by that [fact] it is not established as an 

Explanatory Tantra of those. For example, it could be like the abridgement of the short root 

tantra from the 100,000 [verse] Abhidhäna.

In regard to the second assertion, it does not ^eem to have an authentic basis. 

Another Tibetan lama said, %4In general, this tantra is an explanatory tantra of all tantras, and 

in particular the forty classes of tantra.M However, this does not appear to be in any way 

verifiable. Particularly, in regard to the explanations of the imports of other tantras in the 

Samputa, its serving as an Explanatory Tantra for those various tantras, the reasoning [for 

this] seems solely uncertain. But fearing prolixity I will not write further

In a commentary of this tantra composed by the so-called Viravajra it says, 4iAs this 

is an Explanatory Tantra, it is an Explan tory Tantra of nine tantras, and furthermore it is a 

‘Svânanda Tantra’.’’47 Regarding the nine Tantras, it is the nidâna callecT‘the true union of 

the secret nidâna of all the tantras/' It is secret, and it seems to produce a series of nine, 

which are ninefold in each of the three Samputas but it does not seem to be reliable. Thus, 

it is in accordance with that which was said by the previous lamas of Tibet. It is the 

explanatory tantra which is common to Hevajra and Samvara.

As for the Samvara creation stage, from the fourth chapter of the third section: 

^ ro m  the five enlightenments, Samvara Vajrasattva arises with three faces and six arms, 

and it is explained that he is surrounded by twenty eight retinue deities. In regard to the 

eight goddesses such as Hâsavati in the Amnayamahjari, one should be aware of what is

^  This quote is from the beginning of Indrabhûti's massive commentary on the Samputa Tantra called the
爪  爪 •fam rarây ’â '" 必 坪 厂 /咖 此

identical to the text which follows: *dir re zhig mal *byor dang mal 4byor ma'i rgyud rgyas pa "bum phrag 
cu rtsa drug pa las byung ba rgyud nyung ngu brtag pa bcu gcig gi bdag nyid can kha sbyor thig le ^ies 
bya ba ni rjod par byed pa dang / (DT fol. 94b)

47 Tsongkhapa here seems to be paraphrasing a passage from the introduction to Virâvajra's commentary on 
the Samputa Tantra called rgyud (hams cad kyi gleng gzhi dang gsang chen dpal h m  tu kha sbyor las 
byung ba fi rgya cher bshad pa rin po che *i phreng ba zhes bya ba. The passage that corresponds to 
Tsongkhapa's abridged paraphrase can be found at DT fol. Sb.
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said in other tantras. Those who know much advise this.^ Saying this it states the mandala 

of the 37 deities together with the branches.

The fourth chapter of the sixth section states many things such as an explanation of 

sixteen letters, <ra-ha-sya, and so forth, as well as the application of the twenty four power 

places to the inner body, the 'spring drop' (Vasanta-tilaka), the principle letters of the four 

cakrast the channels and elements of the body, and the inner applications of the stacked-up 

elements, the burnt offerings and so forth. It mainly deals with the candâli which relies on 

the four cakras, and thus it reveals the arisai of the four joys and so forth. In regard to this 

one should know the two perfection stages, i.e. the method of urging the life-force into the 

central channel, and the generation which is dependent upon that process. In the final 

sections it also says much concerning consecration. In the previous chapter as well it also 

discusses the method of bestowing the superior consecration.

Thus, in regard to the many explanatory tantras of the very unclear root tantra, since 

there is the auto-commentary of the root tantra, it is extremely important to well unite the 

root and explanatory tantras.

III. Introduction to the Way in which the Concise Root Tantra is Explained
A. The explanation based on the instructions of the Mahâsiddhas

In general it is said that there are three methods of explanation relying a root tantra 

which has been abridged from an extensive tantra. It says in the Commentary Praising 

Samvara that for the sake of those who have not had the good fortune of hearing the very 

extensive root tantra, it should be realized following after other tantras which collect the 

profound vajra words of the tantras, whose teachings have been collected from the 

extensive tantra, or the commentaries of bodhisattvas, or the instructions of the guru.48 The 44

44 Tsongkhapa here refers Co a long passage in Vajrapani's LL commentary, in which he explains that the 
Concise Tantra was taught for the sake of beings of the current degenerate era. Following this discussion 
he wrote: t4Furthennore, due to its abundance of vajra words, learned ones desiring liberation should know 
it by means of the instruction of the holy gimi, the commentaries written by the bodhisattvas, and what is 
said in other tantras/* /  de yang rdo ije'i tshig mang ba nyid kyi phyir thar pa don du gnyer ba*i mkhas pa 
mams kyis bla ma dam pa nye bar bsten pa dang /  byang chub sems dpaf mams kyis mdzad pa'i (grel 
bshad dang rgyud ni rgyud gzhan du gsungs pa shes par bya'o /  (QT p. 147.1)
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first type includes explanations which rely on other explanatory tantras which were 

abridged from the extensive aditantra. The second type included explanations which rely 

on the commentaries of bodhisattvas, like the Commentary Praising Samvara. The third 

type includes explanations depending on the personal instructions of those such as Noble 

Father and his sons, and those like Lûipa, Kânhapâ and Ghantapâ, who are like the. 

Therefore, it is not intention of the bodhisattvas that you should rely only on their 

commentaries. In the literature on those, in regard to the the meaning of the statement that 

commentary should only be done by those who have attained the superknowledges, while 

this is not a statement concerning the many other ways of attaining such powers, there is 

the attainment of the five superknowledges which are realized by the power of manifesting 

the meaning of reality by means of Great Bliss. This is in accordance with the explanations 

of Ghantapâ and Dombiheruka.

Furthermore, while it is the case that first one opens a tradition of practice of those 

tantras before developing a commentatorial tradition on the intention of the tantra, is not 

taught that it is necessary to obtain the superknowledges in order to elucidate the meaning 

of the tantra, having followed a tradition created by such former people. Some people say 

that just to comment on a tantra one must attain superknowledge, and if that you write 

without them, you will go to hell. But really, if you engages in tantric commentary without 

even having attained a trace of superknowledge，you’re really just making a fool of 

yourself.

In that way, from among the three [stylesj here, I will explain based on two of 

them, the first and the third. F 11 put together well the root and explanations relying on the 

doctrines of creation and perfection of Lûipa, Kànha and Ghanta. Since I will explain 

relying on the personal instructions of Sri Nârotapa, this is an explanation that is 

distinctively excellent49

49 The purpose for this discussion seems to be the justification of Tsongkhapa*s project; here he rejects the 
notion that one must be a superhuman being to comment on the Tantras» and he justifies his approach of 
relying primarily on the Explanatory Tantras and the important traditions of the Indian siddha
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Although the two stages are not shown clearly by the words of the root tantra in the 

doctrine of Lüipa and Ghantapada, if you know well the instructions of these two, you will 

be able to understand, by relying on the instructions which join the root and explanations. I 

will explain this in the context of the meaning of the words.

From the Vasantatilaka, a text of Känha, t4Now I will explain thoroughly by the 

inner reality in accordance with the outer performance of the procedures such as whichever 

Tathagata's body^ mandala, fire sacrifice, sacrificial offerings, repetition, and 

meditation.”50 In regard to this, as for ‘the body of whichever Tathâgata’， it is body of 

whichever adept, and the mandala of his body is a body mandala. In that way, in regard to 

those listed from the mandala up until meditation, there are the two stages of outer creation 

stage and inner perfetion stage. The term 4etc.* includes selecting mantras, in regard to 

which there are two topics, the basis of selecting mantras and the repetition of the selected 

mantras.

Furthermore, from the Vajradaka, 4tIn order to realize the union of the essence, one 

should practice the constructed meditation and the constructed repetition.^51 According to 

that statement, both meditating and repealing, etc., have essential and constructed [varieties]. 

This has the same meaning as the previous [statement]. Here the pairs of inner and outer, 

of constructed and anconstructed, and interpretable and definitive are taken as synonomous.

commentators, namely those Lüipa, Kânha, Ghanta and their followers. And he implicitly rejects the 
importance of the ''Bodhisattva commentary", Vajrapani*s LL. Unlike the traditions of the Hevajra and the 
KâJacakra, for which Vajragarbha's Hevajrapindàrîhatikâ and Pundarìka^ Vimalaprabhà are, respectively, 
of central importance, Vajrapani's LL is relatively insignificant in the Cakrasamvara tradition, both because 
it only comments on the first of fifty one chapters, and because it is heavily influenced by the doctrines 
peculiar to the Kâlacakra. As a result Tsongkhapa refers to it occasionally in this work, but does not rely 
on it to any significant extern in the development of his arguments.

50 Tsongkhapa here quotes the first verse of the eighth chapter of Kânha*s Vasantatilaka, as follows: / de 
nas de bzhin gshegs pa gang yang rung ba'i skuTi dkyil (khor dang / sbyin sreg dang mchod sbyin dang 
bzlas pa dang / bsgom pa la sogs pa'i cho ga'i by a ba phyi rol dang mthun par /  nang gi ngo bos yang dag 
par rab tu bsìiad par by a’o /• "fKis is identical to the text as it occurs at PTT p. 222.5; the text at DT p. 
303a and in Samdhong and Dwivedi's edition (1990:106) has gnod sbyin instead of mchod sbyin, which 
doesn't make sense. The Sanskrit doesn't help here as its list includes only (lmandalat fire sacrifice, yoga« 
repetition, mediation, e t c . I t  occurs in Sanskrit edition as follows: athânyatamasya tathâgatakâyasya 
mandalahomayoga japabhâvanâdividhiicriyâm sabâhyâdhyâtmanjpena sampravaksyâmi // (1990:60)

51 Tsongkhapa quotes from the fiftieth chapter of the VD as follows: / mal ma’i sbyor ba rtogs bya’i phyir 
// beos ma yi ni bsgom pa dang // beos ma yi bzlas pa bya /  (DT foL 124b; PTT p. 145.1)
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Even though in the text of the root tantra there is no statement which reveals this inner, 

unartificial perfection stage by means such as these, one should understand that it is 

necessary to take the root tantra^s references to mandalas and so forth in terms of both 

stages.

III.B. Showing the method of explanation based on the instructions of the Mahâsiddhas. 
L Significance of the count of fifty one chapters.

In this tantra there are fifty one [chapters]. From the Dakàmava, 4T he Laghu- 

Samvara, extracted from the three hundred thousand verse Abhidhàna, is joined to reality 

by the sequence of chapters, from ‘a’ up to 4k?aV’52 This says that the exact process of the 

occurrence of the chapters in the root tantra is connected to the letters from ka' up until 

4ksa\ and it is also connected with reality.

However， if you think that there is a contradiction since there are [only] fifty vowels 

and consonants, and [yet] there are fifty one chapters , there is no fault, because the fifty 

apply to the reality of each of them, and the fifty first is connected with the reality [of them 

all] in general.

In regard to the method by which they are joined with the reality of the vowels and 

consonants, the vowels are the side of art, and the consonants are the side of wisdom.

Since these two are indivisable, all of the chapters of the tantra are shown to have the non

duality of art and wisdom as their topic, and thus connect to the vowels and consonants.

Furthermore, the meaning of the vowels and consonants is relevant to the entire 

tantra, from beginning to end, provided that they are understood in terms of the orgasmic 

great bliss which is generated from the encounter of the red and white elements.. This is in 

the precepts that aie realized. Having reflected on that, it says in the Samcärya that 44If one 

desires this dharma without understanding the vowels and consonants, his labor is useless,

52 This is from the DM passage previously quoted by Tsongkhapa. See note 6 above.
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and he will not attain fruition.^53 As for the number o f verses, it says in the Commentary 

Praising Samvara that there are seven hundred.54

II.B.2.

Applying three explanations to the fifty one chapters.

If, in this method of interpreting the concise meaning in each chapter set forth in the 

system of Naropa, you take the testimony of the Intended Import o f the Concise Tantra of 

the sage Sumatikirti t then you will reach the very pure commentatorial style of Naropa.55 

And it says in the Intended Import n of the Concise, 4CFirst, all of the concise meanings with 

respect to the creation and perfection stages are summarized by the first chapter, extensively 

stated by the chapters from the second up to the fiftieth, and are brought together by the last 

chapter. The Bhagavan said this. This explanation which is applied threefold to the 

Concise Tantra is the intention of Naropa/，S6

The expression “applied threefold’’ is the explanation which connects the first 

chapters summarization, the extensive explanation of [the chapters] from second up to the * 34 35

53 YS ch. 16: / òli kali ma gtogs par // gal te chos *di ‘dod na ni // de yi ngal ba don med de /"b ras  bu 
ihob par mi 4gyur ro / (DK fol. 42b, PTT p. 241.3)

34 See LL DK fol. 79a, PTT p. 145.3.

35 Sumatikirti's Laghusamvaratantrapatalàbhisandhi (LA)t refered to by Tsongkhapa as the Intended 
import or Intended Import o f the Concise, is a quite short text, amounting to only one and a half folios in 
its Tibetan translation. Despite its brevity it is an important and influential work for the Tibetans, 
composed by the Kasmiri scholar who assisted in the translation of a number of Samvara texts, and who 
prepared a revision of the Root Tantra itself. Tsongkhapa relied upon it so much that he directly quotes 
the entire text in this and the following few chapters. It is translated and edited in its entirety in appendix 
D.

56 This is quote is section one (1) of Sumatikirti's LA (as edited in the appendix) following the translator's 
saluatation, and a brief one line statement of the authors intent. Only in last line is there significant 
variation between Tsongkhapa*s version and the Tanjur edition. The term kha sbyor here is somewhat 
confusing, as that is often the short hand name used by Tibetans for the Samputa-nàma-mahàtantra. This 
evidently was a source of confusion for Tibetan commentators, as Tsongkhapa discussed below. 
Tsongkhapavs reading of it as a verb definitely makes more sense in the context; reading it as refering to a 
^ i r d  Samputa' really makes no sense at all.
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fiftieth， and the fifty first’s assemblance into one of the those chapter’s meanings, brief and 

extensive.

Some Tibetans say that this “applied threefold” refers to Naropa’s system for 

explaining in terms of the three Samputas; this is an explanation which employs the 

terminology meaninglessly without ascertaining the Intended Import's meaning. Also, 

some Tibetans seem to say that “applied threefold”， that is， to the summary， explanation and 

conclusion, occur elsewhere. They seem to explain that in the first [chapter] there are 

summaries of what follows starting from the second, and that [the chapters] in cheir own 

context give an extensive explanation of that, and in the end the meanings are assembled. 

Since the conclusion assembles the stages of the path which is the import of the fifty 

chapters, it clarifies what was previously extensively explained. But that is not Naropafs 

way of explaining it.

III.BJ.a. Showing each of the Concise Meanings
i. The Concise Meaning of Conferring Initiation and Showing Reality Therein.

It says in the Intended Import o f the Concise t h a t ' Ha v in g  bestowed consecration, 

that reality is revealed to him / This means that in the Mantrayâna, first there is the 

conferral of initiation. The mandala is the preliminary stage for this, thus the mandala is 

shown by the second chapter, while consecration bestowal is shown by the third /'57 The 

statement in the first chapter, “in the primordially established charnel ground, one should 

draw the mandala/' is explained by the second and third chapters.

If you show the reality of the two stages to one who has not been previously 

consecrated, this delays the siddhis. Therefore, the statement that 'bestowing consecration, 

reality is revealed' shows that one must first bestow initiation in the mantra. Just as 

Ghantapada said that uVajradhâra said that bestowing initiation is preceded by the

57 See section two (2) in appendix D.
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mandala,,,5S the need of the mandala beforehand is shown by the second chapter. This not 

only shows the habitat mandala, but also the inhabitant mandala is established, and 

offerings made to it. Thus it states the characteristics and necessity of the vases.

The third chapter shows the entry into the mandala, the casting of the flower, and 

the bestowal of the name etc. consecrations, the secret consecration, and the third 

consecration.

Both the adhérants of Mai's and the explanation of Mardo claim that the fourth 

chapter, by teaching the four realities, explains the conferral of the fourth initiation.59 60 In the 

Intended Import o f  the Concise it says uthe fourth [chapter shows] the actuality which is the 

meaning of initiation.,,6° This means that the explanation of the four realities by the fourth 

chapter is the actuality of the meaning of that which is to be explained in the initiation 

conferral. Therefore, since they are in agreement, this [explanation] seems to be acceptable.

It also says in the Intended Import 'The three chapters explain from And now... the 

此 (I.l.a) up until (I.5.d).”61 Some editions of this [text】 say ‘the third chapter’ 

This refers to the third chapter of the extensive explanatory tantra.62 That chapter explains 

the meanings of the two stages which are taught by [expressions] such as 4and then the 

secret’. Following after the expression “explains”， “since the extensive explanation of the

3i This is a quote from a text by Ghantapa called the Sricakrasamvarasekaprakriya-upadesa. Tsongkhapa 
quotes it as follows: / dbang bskur dkyil 'khor sngon kgro bar // rdo rje 'chang gis gsungs pa ste L The 
passage in the Tanjur at DT fol. 2 16b is identical, except that it has bshad rather than g stings.

39 Sachen discusses this at the beginning of the PG*s commentary on the fourth chapter, as follows: 'The 
fourth chapter also shows the secret of the path, the substance, and the the fourth initiation in order to 
pursue the relevance of ihe statement 4the reality connected with that should be shown* for those thus 
engaged who have undergone consecration/' This is due to statements such as 'And consecrate and show 
[him| reality* etc.M /  de ltar lam gyi gsang ba la *jug pa dbang bskur ba sngon du song ba la / de dang kbrel 
bavi de kho na nyid bstan par bya'o zhes 'brel pa bsnyegs pavi don du le'u bzhi pas lam gyi gsang ba dngos 
dang yang dbang bzhi pa yang ston te / de yang dbang bskur nas ni de nyid bstan / zhes pa la sogs pa 
gsungs pas so / (PG p. 308.1,2)

60 See section three (3) in the appendix.

61 See section four (4) in the appendix.

62 This statement may be in reference to the Samputa Tantra^ the third chapter of which is on the topic of 
the secret; it states and explains somewhat the Root Tantra's nidâna. It certainly is not in reference to the 
Abhidhànottara or Vajradàka Tantras, which are more most often the referent to the term MExplanatory 
Tantra" in this text.
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mandala which is visualized as a preliminary to 4the dried dung of the bull pen* and so 

forth, and which is thus explained, is apprehended by this, it is not stated elsewhere than 

this [text】.，，63

As for the meaning of this, although the generation of the stacked up elements is 

indicated by [the expression] “bull pen” etc. which is stated in the thirty second chapter, the 

mandala visualization that proceeds it is what is explained in the second chapter. And while 

the explanation of the stacked-up elements visualization occurs afterwards, here he means 

that one should not say that it is a mandala visualization separate from that in the second.

in.B.3.a.ii.

The summary of the achievement of success and the selection of mantras.

According to the meaning of the summary from And now..,, the secret up to 

Listen...., the person who has thus properly attained initiation does repetitions which,

[along with] contemplations of meditation on the two stages, are said to achieve the siddhis, 

as explained by the fourth chapter. [For this one] needs mantras, and thus needs to select 

the [appropriate] mantra. As for the method of doing this, it says in the Intended Import 

'Then, in commenting upon .„.is successful with mantra repetition and contemplation 

(I.10.a9b)y one must show the selection of the mantras to be repeated which are set forth in 

a scrambled order in the four chapters from the fifth through the eighth and the chapters 

from the twenty fifth to the thirtieth. You should understand that this is for the sake of 

preventing someone from reciting the mantra without a master in the lineage^64 However, 

the [expression] “from the twenty fifth” is not correct， because it says elsewhere that it is 

shown by the four chapters from the twenty sixth to the twenty ninth. Therefore, it is to 

come “with the twenty fifth”.

63 See section five (5) in the appendix.

64 See section six (6) in the appendix.
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Regarding that, the consonants of the root mantra of the father deity are selected in 

the fifth chapter, and the root mantra^ vowels are selected in the seventh. And the twenty 

fifth joins the initial 4〇1« ' with the final 4hüm hum phat' to the root mantra itself. The sixth 

chapter simply enumerates the letters of the essence and quintessence mantras of the Father 

deity, and the selection of the Father's armour mantras. The eighth chapter gives the 

selection of the Fathers essence mantra and the Mother's armour mantras. The thirtieth 

chapter shows both the selection of the mantra of the four-faced [Mahâkâla], and his 

collected mantra. The expression “scrambled order"’ has to do with things like showing the 

heart mantra in reverse order and so forth.

In regard to the chapter which shows the time of achieving the fruit which k*will be 

achieved,\  it says in the Intended Import that 4tIn this way, one should understand that the 

mundane successes are shown from the characteristics of the supreme and ordinary 

successes in repetition, from the ninth chapter until the end of the fourteenth, and from the 

forty third until the fiftieth. By applying the three bodies to the them, the supreme, 

transcendam success is revealed.”65 ‘Success in repetition’ is an example; success is 

achieved from both repetition and concentration. In regard to that, chapter nine shows the 

attainment of ordinary success by means of the Father's root mantra, while a single section 

of chapter ten shows the achievement of ritual actions with the Father^ essence mantra. In 

chapter eleven there is an investigation of the seven births. And having taken the radiance 

(rocana) from the heart of him (a seven times bom brahmin), it shows the achievement of 

ritual actions with the heart mantra of the Father. Chapter twelve teaches the attainment by 

means of the quintessence of the Father. Chapter thirteen shows attainment by means of 

the armour mantras. Chapter fourteen shows the attainment of the seven births from the 

perspective of donkey-faced Heruka* As for remedying the error in “from the forty-first”，

65 Tsongkhapa’s text reads “from the forty first until the fiftieth’’， which this is incorrect, but he corrects 
this below; üie DT version has the correct reading; most likely, either the text he used contained a 
typographical error, or the Tanjur text has been edited. The Tanjur text reads t4from initiation in them, the 
supreme, transecent success is revealed,'* but this makes somewhat less sense than Tsongichapa's reading. 
See section seven (7) in the appendix.
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because this is explained separately from the four chapters from the thirty-ninth up until the 

forty-second， k should read “from the forty-third.”

Chapter forty-three teaches the achievment of ritual actions by means of the Father's 

quintessence, and chapter forty-four by means of the M others armour mantras and the 

Father^ quintessence. Chapter forty-five shows how to achieve ritual actions by means of 

the heroines’ armour mantras, and chapter forty-six does so relying on the five ‘ha’

[sounds]. Chapter forty-seven teaches the achievement of ritual actions by means of the 

sarva-buddha-dakini mantra.66 Chapter forty-eight teaches continual mediation on the the 

four yoginis and the twenty-four heroes, as well as the actual mantra of Buddha-dâkini. 

Chapter forty-nine extensively details the seven births, and chapter fifty teaches the 

achievements of ritual actions by the mantra Vajravairocani.67

The supreme success is taught by a single section of chapter ten, which 

demonstrates the attainment of the three bodies. This is summarized by the statement in the 

first chapter, success is always attained (L13*b). And if we explain in more detail the three 

bodies of the path of the perfection stage, you will be able to understand that they will be 

attained by a process of going from peak to peak of reality.

In regard to the teaching of the two successes, although it was said that ''having 

developed enthusiasm for common successes, when you attain them, it is for the sake of 

entry into the supreme/' the principle disciples of Unexcelled [Yogatantra], having reached 

the end of the creation stage, do not seek for mundane successes, [but seek instead] entry 

into the perfection stage; this is explained in many treatises. Therefore, [the above 

statement] is not correct. The attainment of mundane successes at the end of the creation 

stage is the method of Unexcelled [Yogatantra] disciples who have inferior faculties.

66 This is the quintessence mantra of Vajravârâhî.

67 This is the essence mantra of Vajravârâhi.
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in.B3.a.iii.The Summary o f Attaining both Successes from the Kindness of the
Messengers

The Intended Import also explains that 4tIn that way, the [chapters] from the 

fifteenth until the twenty-forth explain the messengers who are orgasmically achieved, 

(I.7,a) etc. in order to show here tha the mundane and supramundane successes are based 

on the kindness of the yoginis. So that one might know the differentiation of the three 

yoginist one should know the letter signs, the differentiation of the six classes, the 

enumeration of names, the characteristics of the dâkini clan, the lama clan characteristics, 

the hand signs, the gazes, the gestures, the organ gestures (mtshan-ma phyag rgya), and the 

verbal signs. These ten particularities show the characteristics of the heralds in the ten 

chapters respectively.’’68 This means that, for the sake of showing that both successes are 

achieved through the kindness of the yogini, the ten chapters from the fifteenth to the 

twenty-fourth are stated in order to extensively explain the summary that one achieves 

success in dependence upon the worhip of the kinswoman, i.e., [the verse] the messengers 

who are orgasmically achieved...bring about the desired success.

Regarding uso that one might know the differentiation of the three yoginis?\  

although these chapters do not state the means for distinguishing each of these three 

individually, such as the mantra bom, etc.,69 since one depends upon meeting with these 

dakinis, one must know things such as “she is this one of the three yoginis” and “this is 

this kind of pIaceM. One must recognize those things which are explained a bit by each of 

the ten chapters, which were shown very concisely, such as the signs and so forth, in order 

to worship the dâkini kinswoman.. And one will need to investigate them in order to 

recognize them. And when one investigated them, one will have to come to understand the 

hero and the sister, in an investigation into chapters fifteen, twenty, twenty-two and twenty-

68 See section eight (8) in the appendix.

69 The three types of yoginis, explained by Tsongkhapa below, are ihe ksetraja 4womb bom*, the mantraja 
'mantra bom* and the sahaja torgasmic,.
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four, which are the means of knowing them. The signs of each letter is shown by chapter 

fifteen, and the speech signs of the groups of many letters are shown by chapter twenty- 

four. Thus they are made known relying on speech.

In order that they be known by means of physical signs, chapter twenty focuses on 

the physical signs in which the hand is principle, and chapter twenty-one focuses on the 

physical signs of gazing. Chapter twenty two shows the physical signs that are gestures 

distinctive to the limbs. Thus these five chapters show how to understand the dakinis' 

gestures.

Thus, as understanding the yoginis in general is not sufficient, you need to 

investigate their particular clans, from among the four chapters. Chapter sixteen teaches the 

characteristics of the six clans, so that one might worship them with the understanding of 

the clan harmonious with one's own affinity. Chapter seventeen shows via the 

enumeration of names the two sets of seven dâkinis who are selected [from among all] the 

dâkinis, and chapter eighteen shows the distinctions of the characteristics of the dâkiai clan. 

Chapter nineteen shows the different qualities of the lama clan. Although you might 

understand the dâkinis by analysis, as it is not suitable to perform the worship of reality if 

they are not fond of you, chapter twenty-three shows the mudras of the organ distinctive to 

the dakinis, the type which one desires.

In general, if all practitioners of unexcelled secret mantra are befriended by Heralds 

with complete characteristics, then the path is swift. And if they well understand the path 

of Cakrasamvara in particular, those practitioners are blessed by the distinguished 

messengers of the dâkinis, and befriended by them the path is much swifter. And even 

though one might not now reach this practice directly, in another life there will be a 

distinctive point when there is arranged the omens of being able to directly use the signs 

and their responses. Therefore, one should become skilled in these methods, and one 

should become accustomed to them again and again.
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m.B.3.a.iv. The Summary of Impact-Heightening Conduct and the Vow as a Friend on the
Path

It also says in the Intended Import th a t44After that, in order to fulfill the meaning of 

[statements] such as „.should always protect the commitments (I.lO.c), chapter twenty-six 

shows the vows which are guarded so as to please the messenger whom one has 

recognized. Chapter twenty seven shows the actions performed at the command of the 

pleased consort which one has achieved, as well as the contrived performance by the 

fulfillment of the meaning of the characteristic statements such as the state o f being a yogin 

(L9.c). Chapter twenty-eight and twenty-nine show the actions of the contrived 

performance/'70

As for the meaning of that, in order to extensively explain the meaning of the 

summary in the first chapter, [that one] should always protect the commitments, chapter 

twenty-six show the eight commitments which are preserved so as to please the 

messengers, who are recognized in reliance upon the signs. That is just an example, as one 

must also preserve the pledges that protect against the root downfalls, etc. If you please the 

disctinctive consort, the contrived performance which is commanded by her is shown by 

chapters twenty-seven, twenty-eight and twenty-nine.

It also says in the Intended Import that 4tThen the thirty-eighth thoroughly shows 

the uncontrived and extremely uncontrived performances in order to fulfill the import of 

[expressions] such as fAe sfafe o/feemg a etc.’’71 It is said that the “performance” is 

summarized in the first chapter by the state o f  being a yogin is the supreme purifying merit 

which destroys sin (I,9.c,d).

Furthermore, it says in the Intended Import that 4Then, as an explanation of ...honey 

with vermilion, camphor (I .ll.c) etc., the three chapters from the thirty first show the food 

commitments necessary for all performances. Furthermore, one should also know the hand

70 See section nine (9) in the appendix.

71 See section twelve (12) in the appendix.
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offerings, the names of the distinctive substances, and the differentiation of the three types 

of food procedures/'72 Chapter thirty-one shows the hand offerings, chapter thirty-two the 

names of the distinctive substances, and chapter thirty-three the types of food procedures. 

These protect the food commitments. These two commitments illustrate as well the types of 

commitments on which one relies.

III.B.3.a.v. The Summary of the Four Mudräs such as Mahâmudrâ.

It also says in the Intended Import that 44After that, the four chapters from the thirty- 

fourth on, are commentaries on the four offerings, that isf the great hero (I.14.a) etc. One 

should investigate them in the order of mahâmudrâ, dharmamudrâ and karmamudrà, 

Samayamudrâ is shown in accordance with the characteristics of visualizing the wheel of 

the maç^ala. Therefore, here k is not very extensively discussed separately from them.’’73 

The meaning of this is that the four chapters from the thirty-fourth up to the thirty- 

seventh extensively comment on the summaries of the four mudräs such as the four 

offerings, the great hero. Furthermore, chapter thirty-four teaches about mahâmudrâ, and 

chapter thirty-five dharmamudrâ. Chapter thirty-six shows the method of relying on the 

karmamudrâ, and chapter thirty-seven the art of mastering for oneself the kamiamudrâ. It is 

said that the samayamudrâ is not shown separately from that setting forth of the Heruka 

deity couple in the center of the mandala which was previously explained. Samayamudrâ is 

what is called the jnànamudrâ in other texts; it is the goddess who is mentally visualized, 

such as Vajravârâhi. This does not contradict the claim by those who follow the systems of 

both Lama Mardo and Mai that chapter thirty-six shows both the samayamudrâ and

72 See section ten (10) in the appendix.

73 Here I have translated the line from the first chapter's fourteenth verse as it occurs in the LA, 
Tsongkhapavs text^ and the Kanjur. Elsewhere, however, I have translated it as it occurs in the Sanskrit 
manuscript, as well as in Kampala's SN commentary, as follows: (he four offerings, that isf the yoginis. 
This actually makes more sense in this context, as it makes more clear the connection between the four 
offerings and the four mudräs. See section eleven (11) in the appendix.
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karmamudrâ. This is because, as it is said, uwhile it is not that it does not show 

samayamudra in general, it does not do so in detail.^ This is the meaning of the statement 

that uit is not clearly shown separately from karmamudrâ.1* (this is because only the 

superior disciples can use the samayamudra; most require a physical karmamûdra).

m.B.3.a.vi. The Summary which Examines the Rapid Attainment of Siddhi

It also says in the Intended Import 44And then, the signs of the successes common 

to the three yogas are taught from chapter thirty-nine up until chapter forty-two.n74 The 

signs or indications of the rapid attainment of the supreme fruit common to the three yogas, 

i.e. practices, are shown by the four chapter from the thirty-ninth up to the forty-second.

How is it that the meanings of the summary and the meaning of the fifty-first 

chapter are made to accord? It also says in the Intended Import that 'T he characteristics of 

the meanings which were shown thus both in summary and in detail are brought together 

by the fifty-first chapter, aiid were taught by the Lord. [This] is the personal instruction of 

the guru.”74 75 The method whereby chapter fifty-one condenses into one the stages of 

realization will be explained on the cx:casion of [commenting on] that [chapter] itself. As 

for 'making it accord with the summarized meanings\ that is shown to be the personal 

instructions of His Great Holiness Nârotapa.

in.BJ.b. The Arrangement in one of the Stages of the Path.

Knowing to take as a path the imports of the root tantra from beginning to end with 

regard to the stages of practice is the supreme essence of the many explanations. Therefore, 

if we arrange them all as one and explain them, then [for example] one could well attain the

74 See section thirteen (13) in the appendix.

75 See section fourteen (14) in the appendix.
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initiation, the topics of which occur in the second and third chapters, and are filled out by 

the two explanatory tantras. For this is the holy art of becoming a suitable vessel, one who 

listens, contemplates and meditates upon the two stages of the path along with their 

components.

When you have become such a suitable vessel, having brought together well the 

Root and Explanatory [Tantras], [connecting] the meaning of And now; l  will explain the 

secret (L l.a) and the meaning of the fourth chapter and the chapters on the four mudrâs, 

then one should meditate on the two stages. That is sticking to the center of the path. You 

should also have a guide on this path who adheres to the commitments.

When you find power by meditating on that and adhering [to the commitments], 

you will come to meet with a distinctive messenger. At that time, if relying on her, you 

practice according to her command, that is the holy art of heightening impact on the path. 

When you elevate that impact by practicing in the individual contexts of the two stages, then 

you will rapidly attain both the ordinary and supreme siddhis. Since the personal 

instructions of the saints explain the thoroughly mixed-up and unclear root tantra, they 

seem to be the fascination of the sages, since they give unexcelled certainty on the path. 

Later scholars who rely on Nâropa^ commentatorial tradition should explain in accordance 

with only that.

III.B.3.C. The Method of the Lineage from Nâropa.

The superiority of this commentatorial tradition is due to Sri Näropa. Although he 

had many students, he had four principle disciples of Cakrasamvara. [They were] called 

Mânakasrijnâna, Prajnâraksita, Phitonhamdu and Phamtinpa. Regarding the first of them, 

Mardo says that he was known as the Northern door guardian [of Nàlandâ], having 

become the door guardian after Nâropa. The third, [Phitonhamdu], was the elder brother of 

Phamtingpa, called *Dharmamati (chos kyi bio gros). Having remained for twelve years in
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the presence of Nâropa, he evidently went to Mt. Wu-tai-shan in China. The fourth is the 

Nepali Phamtinpa. In Nepal he was known as A-nes-pa chen-po. He was also known as 

*Abhayakirti Bhiksu (4jigs med grags pa). He remained in the presence of Nâropa for nine 

years. Through Cakrasamvara he obtained inferior and middling siddhis. His younger 

brother, Kalacakrapa, served Nâropa for five years. His younger brother, Thanchupa,76 

studied Cakrasamvara with Nâropa. The Kasmiri Bodhibhadra, having served Nâropa, 

studied Cakrasamvara.77 Kanakasri studied with Phamtingpa and the first two of the 

previous four. He was also called the Nepali Batanta.78 Sumatikirti of Lesser Omnicience 

also studied with him, and also to Mânakasri and Phamtingpa. The Nepali Mahâkaruna 

studied with Kanakasri.

Although there are many ways in which lineages in Tibet derive from them, there 

were two, those who most benefitted Tibet were the Mal-gyo translator bLo-gros Grags-pa 

and the translator known as Marpa Dopa, whose real name was Chos-kyi dbang-chug and 

whose secret name was Manjusrivajra. Of them, Malgyo studied with thee three 

Phamtingpa brothers, the Kasmiri Bcxihibhadra, Sumatikirti and the Nepali Mahakarunaka. 

Mardo listened to both Phamtingpa and Sumatikirti. The Venerable Sa-skya Chen-po, who 

studied Cakrasamvara with the translator Mai, the Translator of rMa, and the Lesser

Translator of Pu-rangs, considered Mai's system to be authoritative. Mai and Sachen did

not write about the root tantra, but Sachent explanations in conferrence with Mai subtly 

editedby a certain disciple of theirs called Puçyevajra in an extensive commentary on the

76 His name is listed as Than-chun-pa in Roerich's trans, of gZhun-nu-dpalTs Blue Annals. See Roerich 
1949, p. 381.

77 He is most likely the same person as the Kasmiri Pandita Sri Bhadra who is said to be a disciple of 
Nâropa in gTsang-smyon Heruka's biography of Marpa Lho-brag-pa (Trungpa 1982:58).

78 Batanta or Bhadanta was, according to gZhon-nu-dpal, a servant to to Phaintingpa's younger brother 
Than-chun-paf who was instructed by Phamtingpa to meditate on Va^svara. He did this and afterwards 
threw a flower into a stream as a test o f his attainment. He did so thrice» and all tliree times it flowed 
upstream. He only noticed this, however, on the last throw, and hence attained only middling success.
His servant, however, drank of the water downstream, and hence gained the success that his master failed to 
acquire. (Roerich 1949:381) Bhadanta evidently became a successful adept of the Cakrasamvara, and was 
known as Kanakasri.
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root tantra called the Pearl Garland (Muktävali). Mardo wrote a commentary on the root 

tantra, and his disciples bDemChok rDorJe of gZe, Nam-mKha, dbang-chug of India and 

Chos-kyi rGyal-mTshan of Tsog-ro greatly propagated Cakrasarnvara.

Lama 4Phags-pa-fod gave the initiations, instructions and explanations of the 

system of Sa-skya, the Lesser Translator (lo-chung)t Sachen as well as the system of Atisa 

to the Omniscient Bu-ston. Since he also received the summit of the explanations and 

scriptural transmissions of Mardo's system, he mastered the Nâropa's explanatory style 

through the lineage of both the translators and the sages. I myself heard the explanatory- 

transmission of the Great Commentary on the Root Tantra (rtsa-gyud kyi mam-bshad 

chert-mo)% from his disciple, the great Cakrasamvara Lama79.

Chapter One

III.C. The Actual Methcxi of Explaining the Root Tantra.
1. The Meaning of the Name

a. The Translation of the Name.

This tantra’s name from “èri” to “nâma” is in the Sanskrit language, one of the four 

classes of language in India. When this is translated into Tibetan, sri is dpal^glory1'.

means “blood drinker"’. Some take the ru [in Herukaj as rwd/nra， which means 

%<blood,,.8° As [this interpretation] relies on the mere portion of a word, some people say it 

is not good to translate it as “blood drinker"’. The adherents of the system of Mardo make 

an etymological explanation wherein they add syllables to each of the three syllables [of 

Hemka], by which they arrive at 44blood drinker^, which is good. For example, he là means

79 This may have been Khyung-po Lhas-pat 
including the Cakrasamvara Tantra,

a disciple of Bu-ston^ with whom Tsongkhapa studied Tantra,

w Tsongkhapa repeatedly writes *rutira for rudhira.
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“dalliance，”81 rwrf/nra “blood” and “skull bowl”. In brief, because he dallies in

skull-bowl blood，[Heruka】 is translated as “blood drinker^

Râja means ^king* *', and cakrat uwheer\ Samvara means ^binding/' and 

abhidhâna, 44text,\ 82 Yogini is ^ o g in i1'; uttara, ^highest*'; sarvatantra, 4<all tantras^. The 

4o> vowel of the *trot [of tantrottara] forms from the sandhi of -tra with -ul Uttara means 

*highest, . Samvara means ^supreme blissM: samgraha means 4tcompilation,,.î and nânm 

means ttcalled,\  Although there are many names, Mardo alone translates it thus.

m .C.l.b. The Explanation of the Name.

In the Samcàrya it says that "sri means 4non-duaI intuition\M8J As non-dual 

intuition is to be desired and relied upon, it is glorious. I already explained Heruka, but Til 

give some other explanations. The “king” is the lord of all those who dally in skull bowl 

blood. “Binding” means “supreme communion”. That which is to be bound is the deeds of 

the three secrets of the body, speech and mind of ail Buddhas. And that itself is the wheel 

of body, speech and mind. Regarding the manner in which they are bound, all of the things 

to be bound are bound as one, inseparably. It is the binding of bliss and void as one, and 

the binding of body, speech and mind into the actuality of the unique, orgasmic Heruka.

In the Samvarodaya it says 4<the deeds of body, speech and mind are the sole 

binding of ail actions. That binding is the supreme bliss awakening. It cannot be spoken 

nor seen. [It is the secret of all Buddhas,】 their communion， their binding supreme.’’84

S1 Tsongkhapa writes helaf no doubt refering to the Skt. term helàt meaning "'amorous sport or daliance" 
(Apte p. 1031,001.2)

*2 Tsongkhapa^ text has ^bhidhana for abhidhäna. 

w YS ch. 46: / shri ni gnyis med ye shes te / (DK fol. 38b; QK p.239.4)

54 This quote corresponds to verse 18 and first two pâdas of v. 19 of Tsuda*s edition of the SVt which are 
as follows: /sku dang gsung dang thugs kyi las U mam kun mchog gi sdom pa*o // sdom pa byang chub 
bde mchog ste // bltar med bijod du med pavo // sang rgyas kun gyì gsang ba ni // 'dus pa bde ba*i mchog 
yin te /  (1974:171,2), // kâyavâkcetasâm karma sarvâkâraikasamvaram /  samvaram sukhavaram bodhir 
avâcyam anidarsanam // // rahasyam sarvabuddhânâm milanam samvaram varam /  (1974: 79)
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The text is known as Cakrasamvara. ^Unexcelled yogini^ shows that it is a 

Mother Tantra， that it is the highest of all Tantras, lofty and supreme. As for “Tantra”， in 

the Samäjottara is says that ""tantra is known as a tcontinuum\ and it has the three aspects 

of basis, nature, and non-deprivation. Its nature aspect is the cause, and non-deprivation is 

the fruit, and the base is the means. These three comprise the meanings of the [term] 

tantra： ^ 5

The verbal meaning of tantra is continuity. In regard to that, itnature,\  refers to 

causal cantra, which is the nature of jewel-like person who is an achiever. k<BaseM refers to 

the art tantra, which are the four branches of service and practice of the two stages. The 

body of the unlocalated nirvana, Vajradhara, or integration, which cannot be deprived by 

any other, is the fruitional tantra. This was said by Naropa. Actual tantras thus has three 

divisions. Shantipa and Abhayakara say that the causal tantra is the nature of the mind.

The word which shows [the subject] of those three is also called tantra, and here [we use] 

the latter [usage].

Finally, the translation of Samvara, as t4supreme bIissM would mean taking sam as 

sukha, kbliss\ and vara as ttsupreme,\  Just as it says in the Sampufa-uttaratantra, i4What 

is being said here by the word Samvaral Sam should be taken as Bliss' and bara as 

'particularly noble\t，86 it is necessary that one knows both this and the former meaning of * 85 86

Tsongkhapa's quote differs from the above at several points, as follows: / sku gsung thugs yi yang dag las 
// mam pa thams cad gcig sdom pa // sdom pa bde mchog byang chub ste // brjod par bya min bstan du 
med // 4dus pa sdom pa dag gi mchog /

85 This quote is from the Uttaratantra, rgyud phyi ma, which is considered to be the eighteenth chapter of 
the Guhyasamàja Tantrcu The Sanskrit occurs as follows in Matsunaga's (1978) edition: prabandham 
tantram âkhyâtam tat prabandham tridhâ bhavet /  âdhârah praknis caiva asamhâryaprabhedatah // prakrtis 
câkrter hetur asamhâryaphalam talhâ / âdhâras tad upâyas ca tiibhis Umtrârthasam^rahah // (vs. 34-35, p.
1 IS) It alsi occurs os follows in the Kanjun /  rgyud ni rgyun zhe bya bar grags // rgyud de mam pa gsum 
4gyur te // gzhi dang de bzhin rang bzhin dang // mi 4phrog pa yis rab phye ba // mam pa rang bzhin rgyu 
yin te // de bzhin mi 4phrogs 4bras bu*o // gzhi ni thabs shes bya ba ste // gsum gyis rgyud kyi don bsdus 
pa'o /. (DK fol. ISOa) Tsongkhapa*s quote is identical, adding only an instnimental post-suffix: / mi 
*phogs pa yis...

86 This quote occurs as follows in the M ahàtantrarâja-srisamputatilaka: / de nas sdom pa*i sgra brjod par 
bya ste /  sam zhe bya ba ni bde bafo /  bara zhes pa ni khyad par du 4phags pa zhes bya*i don to / (DK fol. 
163a) The same passage, with minor mistakes, occurs at QK p. 283.3,4.
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samvara. As for 44abbreviated,\  it means that it was stated by collecting words from the 

extensive Root Tantra.

IU.C.2. The Salutation of the Translators.

Bhagavan and sri are easily understood. It says in the Samâvoga that "vaira is said 

to mean voidness, and sattva is simply intuition. The achievement of the nature of these is 

called Vajrasattva.'187 Accordingly, the salutation of the translator is %il bow down to the 

achievement of the entrance into the single-taste (or experiential unity) of the two, the vajra 

which is ultimate voidness and the sattva (mind hero) which is intuition/1

III.C.

3. The meaning of the text.

a. The reason why ‘thus have I heard’ is not stated in the beginning.

Why does it not state “thus have I heard” in the beginning of this tantra?

Bhavyaklrti gives [the following assertions] (1) that this tantra was extracted from a one 

hundred thousand verse extensive tantra, and since evam etc. is stated in that text, it is not 

stated in the [text which is] a Further Tanira (uttaratantra) of th a t. Others assert (2) that it 

is not mentioned in order to show that the Buddha is in the unlcx:ated nirvana. Another 

says (3) it is not said in order to show that the teacher and that which is taught are one in 

regard to the unteachable reality, or that it was done [this way】（4) to teach the Mahäyäna in 87

87 Tsongichapa attributes this quote to the mnyam sbyor, in Sanskrit santâyoga, which is an abbreviation 
for the Srisarvabuddhûsamâyogadàkinijâlasamvara-nâma-uttaratantra. Although this text focuses on 
Vajrasattva, I did not find an equivalent passage to Tsongkhapa^s quote, which occurs as follows: / rdo rje 
stong pa nyid du btjod // sems dpa9 ye shes tsam nyid de // de dag bdag nyid grub pa ni // rdo rje sems 
dpa* zhes bijod do A However, I did find a passage very close to this in Advayavajra's 
Pancatathàgatamudràvivarana. It occurs as follows in Shastri*s (1927) edition: vajrena sunyatâ proktä 
sattvena jnânamâtratà / tâd âtmyamanayoh siddhim vajrasattvasvabhâvatah /  (p. 24 lines S»6). I have not 
identified Tsongkhapa's source for this passage, but it does seem to be a standard definition, which may be 
present in a number of different works.
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the manner of the Manjusrinâmasamgiti, which lacks 4thus have I heard / Thus I set up 

the four systems asserted by others. In [Bhavyakirti^] own system, it is [not stated] 

because the primal Buddhas know no cessation, and this dharnia formulation has a 

beginningless continuum, existing before Sakyamuni, the ten million Buddhas and ten 

million héros stated this well. That’s how it’s said

This means that, the Prajnapâramitâ and such teachings disappear by the power of 

time and by the aeon of conflagration and so forth , and Sakyamuni again states them. 

Samvara is not like that, since it is practiced without interruption in the inexpressible 

Buddhalands» so it is said.88

In regard to the first claim, it is refuted by a certain Tibetan, [who said] 4<just as it 

says evam etc. in the Dvikalpa which was taught separately having been extracted from an 

extensive five hundred thousand verse Hevajra Tantra, if it also says it in this tantra which 

was taught separately having been extracted from the hundred thousand verse version, then

88 Tsongkhapa here closely paraphrases a long passage from Bhavyakìrtifs SM commentary, which could be 
translated as follows: uNow, someone holds (hat this [text] was selected from the One Hundred Thousand 
Verse Root Tantra, and since that Root Tantra states 4evam maya* etc., there is no statement of *evam 
maya* etc. in this Uttaratantra. Additionally, someone claims that it is because the Lord is in the non- 
located nirvana, which is why [the textj says the universal nature always abides. Furthermore, it is held 
that it shows that in the unteachable Teaching the teacher and what is to be taught are one, and hence it is 
said that the mantric body is the Buddha Lord. Others assert that it teaches the Mahâyâna in the same 
manner as the Manjusrinâmasamgiri and so forth, which also lack (evam m ayâ\ Bhavyakirti, hold that 
since the primal buddhas know no cessation, this teaching formulation has a beginningless continuum« 
existing even before Sakyamuni, as has been well stated by tens of millions of buddhas and spiritual héros. 
This means that when lhe Prajnàpàramità and so forth wane duetto the the power of Time, the burning 
aeon and so forth, the Lord Sàkyamuni teaches them again. The Sri Cakrasamvara is not like that, for it 
exists without interruption in inexpressible Buddhalands, and it is experienced with contemplations etc. by 
the Spiritual Heros and Heroines such as Isvari. This is the significance of text such as *and then\M This 
occurs in the Tanjur as follows: *di ni rtsa ba*i rgyud 'bum sde las btus pa yin pa*i phyir rtsa ba*i rgyud de 
nyid du dang por di skad bdag gis zhes bya ba la sogs pa smos pas rgyud phyi ma kdir kdi skad gis zhes 
bya ba la sogs pa'i nye bar dgod pa*ng ma byas pa yin no zhes Idia cig 'dod do // yang na bcom ldan "das 
ni mi gnas pa*i tnya ngan las "das pa yin no zhes bstan pafi phyir te // de nyid kyis na /  thams cad bdag 
nyid rtag tu bzhugs // zhes gsung pavi phyir ro zhes kha cig 4dad do // yang na bstan du med pari chos 
nyid la ni bstan par bya ba dang ston pa po geig pa nyid du bstan pa yin te / sngags kyi sku ni sangs rgyas 
bcom ldan 4das yin no zhes kyang gsung pa*i phyir ro zhes *dod do // gzhan dag ni 4di skad bdag gis zhes 
bya med par yang mtshan yang dag par bijod pa la sogs pa bzhin du theg pa chen po ston par mdzad pa yin 
no zhes kdod do 7/ skal ldan grags pa ni dang po sangs rgyas mams ni rgyun mi chad pa mi mnga* ba'i 
phyir chos kyi mam grangs *di ni üiogs ma med pa*i rgyun can yin te / bcom ldan 4das shâkya thub pa las 
snga nyid du gnas pa yin no zhes *dod de / de yang / sang rgyas bya ba dpa* bo ni /  bye ba nyid kyis legs 
pa gsungs // zhes gang bshad pa Ita bu’o // ‘di dgong pa ni yin te // dus kyi dbang gis sreg pa’i b_ài 
pa la sogs pas shes rab kyi pha roi tu phyin pa la sog pa nub pa na bcom ldan 'das shâkya thub pas ni yang 
gsungs pa yin no // dpal bde mchog *di ni de Ita ma yin te / sangs rgyas kyi zhing btjcxi du med pa mams 
na gnas la sogs pa rgyun mi 4jig pa nyid kyis dpa* bo dang dpaf mo*i dbang phyug ma la sogs pa mams 
gyis bsam gtan la sogs pas nyams su biang pas gnas pa yin phyir ro // de nas zhes bya ba la sogs pa*i 
gzhung ni tshigs go /. (DT fols. 2b,3a)
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what is the contradiction?^ In regard to this, if you take its mere abbreviation from an 

extensive tantra to be the reason, and you assert that ‘thus’ etc. is not taught separately from 

the extensive [version], although [you acknowledge] the fault there, that [reason] alone is 

not sufficient.

What, then [is the reason]? The Tantra begins with 4tand now I will explain the 

secret/' The occurrence of the term 4and then' (atha) in the beginning in an abbreviated 

tantra like this [shows that it is] a continuation of the previous tantra. While this means that 

it does not show 4thus' etc., if it is indeed a tantra selected from an extensive one, I won't 

accept that “there is no mention of ‘thus’etc.”

It also says in Kambaiika^ commentary that the expression 4and then* indicates that 

it was taught subsequently to the previous Tantra.89 Therefore, if you refute as above in 

this system, then you do so without understanding the opponent’s position (pürvapakça). 

Someone said that, according to Kambala ‘‘ ‘thus have I heard’ is stated in the three 

hundred thousand verse Cakrasamvara Root Tantra, and since this is a Further Tantra 

(uttaralantra) extracted from that, it does not state it. This is unacceptable, for the 

Vimalaprabhci states that the extensive Root Tantra lacks 4thus have I heard'.1,90 As for the 

argument that here *thus have I heardT is not stated because this is an Further Tantra 

(uttaratantra) that is condensed from an extensive tantra which has the expression, this 

position is completely without understanding in view of the opponent’s position. This is * 90

S9 Tsongkhapa here paraphrases the following passage from Kambala*s SN commentary: ^ 1 And then* etc. 
[shows] that this Tantra is the ending of another Tantra. The word 4and then* looks on to the previous 
Tantra.^ /  de nas zhes bya ba la sogs pa ni // rgyud *di rgyud gzhan gyi mtha* dang yang dag par Idan pa 
ste / de nas zhes bya ba*i sgra ni sngon gyi rgyud la bltos pa yin no / (PTT p. 174.1). Both this passage 
and the one below are quoted, without attribution, by Sachen at p. 293.3,4.

90 Tsongkhapa here is directly quoting a passage written by Bu-ston, which occurs in his NS commentary 
as follows: /  bde mchog rtsa ba*i rgyud 'burn phrag gsum par / 4di skad bdag gis thos pa zhes smos / 4di 
de las bsdus pa'i don yin pas so zer ba mi 4thad de / dri med kod du / rtsa rgyud rgyas pa na /  'di skad 
bdag thos med par bshad paTi phyir ro /  (NS p. 147). The passage referred to by Bu-ston from Kambala*s 
SN commentary occurs as follows: 4<Since the so-called [Tantra of] Three Hundred Thousand Verses states 
'Thus have I heard\ the context verses are not used at the beginning of this [text]» since it was used 
previously/' / gang gi phyir "bum phrag gsum pa zhes bya bar 4di skad bdag gis zhes gsung te / (di nyid 
kyis na /  dang po gleng gzhifi ishig rab tu sbyor ba med de /  sngon rab tu sbyar bafi phyir / (QT p. 174.1). 
In his comments which follow, Tsongkhapa criticizes Bu-ston for confusing the one hundred and three 
hundred tliousand verse versions o f the Abhidhäna, i.e.v Root Tantra, the existence of which Tsonglchapa 
already argued in the beginning of his introduction, section II.A.l.
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because Vimalaprabhà explains that there is no 4thus have I heard, etc. in the one hundred 

thousand verse Abhidhâna, while it is in the three hundred thousand verse Abhidhàna, and 

there is no contradiction in those two statements. We have already explained the sources in 

which there are two different extensive tantras. Thus, it is totally unadvisable to seek for 

errors in the great saints of India, such as Kambali the 4Blanketed*. While there is also no 

clear expression of 4thus have I heard* in the this concise tantra, I will explain that it exists 

spoken by the Bhagavan himself in an indirect way.

The second assertion is also not viable. Although according to the position of the 

philosophic sütras 4thus have I heard1 indicates that it was compiled by a compiler after the 

Teacher*s parinirvâna, here Til follow what is said in texts such as the Vajramàlà 

explanatory tantra and the Sandhivyakarana, etc.91 92 They write 4thus have I heard, etc. to 

indicate it was spoken by the Teacher himself. Thus [the use of the expression] is not 

necessarily limited to [the instances of] gathering the texts after the [pari]nirvana. And as 

the Teacher in traditions such as the Guhyasamâja and so forth indeed is the Teacher to be 

found in non-abiding Nirvana, there would be the consequence that uthusM etc. would not 

be stated in them, [while in fact it is.]

The third claim is also not viable. It says in the Hevajra% 4tI am the teacher and also 

the teaching/192 Since it says this, 4thus have I heard^ would not be shown there [according 

to this claim, but it is.]

The fourth claim is also not tenable, for if you teach that it is like the 

Manjusrinâmasamgiti in which 'thus have I heard' is not mentioned, there is also doubt in 

regard to that, as the point of disputation here is taken as an answer.

91 The Vajramâla (Tô.445) and lhe Sandhivyakarana (To. 444) are both important Explanatory Tantras for 
the Guhyasamâja Tantra, on which Tsongkhapa relied in his elucidation of the Guhyasamâja, and from 
which he draws in the elucidation of other Tantras such as the Cakrasamvara.

92 Tsongkhapa here quotes the famous verse from the second chapter of the second section of the Hevajra 
Tarara, verse 39 in Snellgrovefs edition (Snellgrove 1959) as follows: vyâkhyâtâham ahain dharmah 
srotâham suganair yutah // sâdhyo 4 ham jagatah sâstâ loko 'ham laukiko *py aham// "chad pa po nga chos 
kyang nga // rang gi ishogs Idan nyan pa nga // *jig rten ston pa bsgrub bya nga // %jig rten 4jig rien 'das pa 
nga/(pp.48-51).
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The arrangement of my own system is also unacceptable, because I am unable to 

prove that there was no ^thus1 etc. in the teaching of Buddhas earlier than Sakyamüni, and 

also because there are many Tantras with the statement ^xhus" etc. which were spoken by 

the ten million Buddhas and so forth. Furthermore, there are also sütras and so forth such 

as the Prajnâparamiîà, the Samvarodaya, and the Abhidhâna, which are continually 

practiced in the infinite Buddhalands of the ten directions. 4Thus, etc. would not be stated in 

them as well [according to my theory.]

ni.C.3.b The actual explanation of the text*s meaning, 
i. The summarization of all of of the meanings of the tantra by the first chapter. 

A. The actual text.
1. The promise to explain the secret.

The term and then (v.l) is the equivalent to the [Sanskrit] term atha.93 Naropa 

explained that as/in the four procedures (of Tantric interpretation). Its verbal meaning is 

[that it is a term] used on the occasion of, having completed the previous Root Tantra, 

expounding the Further/ Uttaratantra of that. Its general meaning is the store of intuition 

which is the realization of the intrinsic birthlessness of all things, akäro mukham 

sarvadharmanam, [which is signified] by the augment 4a \  while the the store of merit is 

[signified by] its match 4tha\ (See rgyal-tshab ije^  Guhyasamaja commentary for a 

discussion of a th a )1 A' is the lotus of insight, and 4tha, is the vajra of art, which is the 

hidden [meaning], from within which is the hidden reality of passion. 'A* is perfectly pure 

insight; is great bliss of unobjectifying compassion- this is the ultimate [meaning].

In addition to these four meaning of *atha\ it also has the meaning of 

auspiciousness, of a copulative, of a continuative (tadantara), and the meaning of topicality. 

As for the first, this term is used as a blessing. Secondly this is [used as a copulative in 

contexts] such as uand then, at that very time when the Bhagavan passed into Nirvana^. It 

means here that having stated the extensive tantra, he then stated the abbreviated one. As for

93 The text here and below spells atha as *äthcu
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the third, just as in the [context of statements such as] uand then, all doubts were 

immediately cut o ff \  here just after having taught the extensive root tantra, he taught this 

one. He elucidated it without interruption. As for the fourth, it shows that the entire tantra 

from head to foot is about the inseparability of the void and compassion. Here [all] four are 

applicable as explained.

Since these are not disclosed to those who do not have an affiliation with this 

vehicle, it is a great secret (v.l.a). The reason it is not disclosed is that it ought to be 

hidden. Furthermore, there are seven types [of hidden things]. 'T he first secret is objective 

reality, the second the conqueror^ wheel; the third is hidden truth, while the fourth is the 

secret lotus. The fifth secret is joy by means of the seeds, the sixth is total union The final 

secret is uninterrupted bliss/' This is quoted from the commentary of Kambalipa, and with 

the exception o f a few instances, they are also explained in this way in the Samputa 

Uttaratantra.94

As for their meanings, the first is the object of wisdom, reality itself. The second is 

the deity’s wheel. As for the third, as it says in the Uttarasamputa, i4the secret is the 

hidden holy thing” （see note 11)， hence it is the supreme hidden thing. In regard to the 

fourth, the channel wheel is explained as the lotus, the lotus of the consort. The fifth is the 

joy which arises from the dripping of bodhicitta from the seed syllable ‘ham’ of the crown， 

while the sixth is the union of secrets such as the vajra and lotus. The seventh is the 

uninterrupted involvement in experiential unity of both subjective and objective reality.

94 Tsongkhapa indeed quotes this from Kambalipa's commentary, the Sâdhananidàna-sricakrasamvara- 
nàma-panjikà (Tö.1401, PTT. 2118). Tsongkhapa's quote is as follows: / gsang ba de nyid wul dang ni // 
gsang ba rgyal ba'i 4khor lo'o // gsang ba sbas pa bden pa ste // gsang ba gsong bari padma'o // gsang ba sa 
bon gyis dga* ba // gsang ba bar chad med bde'o /. This passage is present in Kambalipa*s text as 
Tsongkhapa quotes it, with only minor variation, in DT p. 2.b, QT p. 174.2. And， as Tsongkhapa said, it 
can h« found in the Sam puta Uttaratantra called the Mahàtantrarâja srîsamputatilaka-nâm a (Tö.382, 
PTT.27), with significant variation, but with commentary, as follows: / gsang ba zhes bya ba ni don mam 
pa 'dun te // brgyad pa ni btjod du med pa*i mlshan nyid do // gsang ba zhes bya ba ni mi gsal ba'o // der 
gsang ba de nyid phyogs yin te // de kho na nyid mdor bstan pa'o // gsang ba ni sa bon lnga'o // gsang ba 
ni dam pa'i dngos po sbas pa*o // gsang ba ni gsang ba*i padma'o // gsang ba ni Ite bavi dgav ba'o // gsang 
ba ni thams cad du "grò ba*o // gsang ba ni bde ba thams cad mtha* yas pa ste // rgyud kyi gzhung gis 
bshad do // gsang ba yang ni byang chub sems // gnyid pa lhabs dang shes rab nyid // gsum pa yang ni 
snying tje ste // bzhi pa snying po dam pa nyid // Inga pa mnyam pa nyid du gsung // drug pa yang ni 
byams pa nyid // bdun pa chos nyid ye shes te / (from QK p. 283.3,4.)
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There are two explanations, namely, [the above] along with the explanation of Master 

Konkana, who took the secrets as the qualified base applies them to the particular quality of 

the four feet beginning with 4Sriheruka, (v.l,c-2.b). There is also the statements of the 

[Tibetan] lamas, that the secret here should be understood as applicable to both the path and 

fruition secrets; these are not discordant.

What sort of text states a commitment, such as 47 will explain the secret" (v.l.a)? It 

is an abbreviated text (v.l.b) selected from the extensive root tantra, while its meaning is 

not abbreviated but extensive, which explains the import of not extensive. From what root 

tantra [is it selected]? Lanka Jinabhadra, Viravajra and so forth say that it was selected from 

the hundred thousand verse Khasäma Tantra. In the Samcärya it says that the hundred 

thousand verse root tantra from which this tantra is selected and the Khasäma are distinct.95 

Kambalipa said, in agreement with the Däkämava, that it is abbreviated from the three 

hundred verse root tantra.96

In a certain edition it says "and then, from  that I will explain (he secret \  indicating 

that it was extracted from that extensive tantra. Another edition has "and then, for the sake 

of that the secret is explained9, as if it is explained for the sake of or because of a request 

by an interlocutor.97

95 See above. Introduction section n.A .l.

96 See Introduction, note 4.

97 Tsongkhapa seems to be discussing here variant Tibetan translations or editions there of. Interestingly, 
the surving Sanskrit manuscripts correspond more closely with these than with the canonical translation. 
For they begin with athàto rahasyarru with atha the equivalent of the Tibetan de  nas, while ato or atah  
would be the equivalent of either de las or de phyir, ^froin that* or 'because of/ for the sake of ihat.* de nas 
de las and de nas de phyir could be variant Tibetan translations of the Sanskrit athàto. That neither are 
present in the translation of Padmakara and Rinchen bZang<pot as revised by Prajnâkirti and Chos-kyi 
dbang-phyug suggests the possibtlcy that there may have been a Sanskrit version lacking -ato.
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IU.C.3,b.i.A.2. The Exhortation to Listen to the Secret, 
a. The Secret which Should be Heard.

i. Showing the Brief Formulation of the Secret.
A. Explaining the Interpretable Meaning.

The practitioner him/herself is the Divine Couple,which is principally characterized 

by the divine body of Mahâmudrâ, in which is united Sri, i.e. Glorious, Hemka  (v.l.c), 

who has a form with face and hands, together with the Vidvâ Vajravârâhî Within their 

retinue, the perfected host, is the dàkinU namely the thirty six yoginis, including the four 

essence yoginis. Also represented by them are the twenty four héros; the net is the host of 

them. The sam or sam of Samvara (v.2.b) is 4bliss\ and vara means 4suprem e\ Samvara 

is so explained because that entire host is in each moment delighted with bliss. The 

connection of previous verse to the retinue is the explanation of Kambala, and it is good to 

apply it to the commentatorial tradition of the previous lamas. Here the secret is connected 

to the Creation Stage.

UI.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.i.B. Explaining the definitive meaning.

First, in other commentaries of the root tantra which are on textual passages such as 

the t4union with Sri HerukaM (v.l.c) there usually are not any explanations of the definitive 

meaning which concerns the arts of inserting the life-force into the central channel. In 

Viravajra's commentary he wrote: 4tHere I will not write on the details of the Perfection 

Stage, in order to protect both the great practice instructions and those who have not served 

the lama. Therefore, once you have investigated and delighted the guru, you will realize it 

following after the Sriheruka Abhidhäna'm  It seems that he thought that one should learn 

the personal instructions on these [matters] elsewhere.

n  I did not find a statement lo this effect in any of Viravajravs commentaries, although in his 
Padàrthaprakàsikà-nâma-srisamvaramûlatantratikà he does discuss the Perfection Stage in the context of 
commenting on this verse， but without any of the reservation which Tsongkhapa attributes to him here. 
See DK foi. 355b-356a.
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In this commentatorial tradition of Nâropa the Perfection Stage [import] of these 

passages also occurs a bit, roughly, at the occasion of the explanation of the Tantra, but it is 

actually given elsewhere. Here it is explained as in that system. Certain previous [Tibetan 

lamas] connected the four syllables beginning with sri (sri-he-m-ka) to many things such 

as the four channel-wheels, the four joys, the four yogas, the four consecrations, etc. Now, 

in explaining the personal instructions, authoritative textual sources are not needed in tv tr j  

case [such as those above]. However, they seem to have explained the personal 

instructions in a speculative way by claiming that there is no authentic source text in regard 

to the most important meanings. In regard to all these semblant explanations it seems that 

they say that t4my lineage is a personal instruction passed down from the Buddha/' Since 

the differences [between them and real teachings] cannot be distinguished, they should be 

abandoned as they serve as conditions for the decline of the True Teachings.

However, granted that you have an authentic source of the tantras and 

commentaries, to the extent to which they exist, even explanations winnowed from them 

can have the fault of extreme over-explanation. Thus they should be explained in a 

measured way.

Here Lama Mardo's connection [of this verse] with the fourth stage (clear light), 

taking Heruka with Spring {vasanta) and Vârâhi with Drop (tilaka), is good. As it says in 

the Samputatilaka Explanatory Tantra, and as is explained in the Vasantatilaka, Heruka is 

‘spring’， which is 而 咖 机  which is the [syllable】 ‘hürp’ shown upside-down in the center 

of the heart channel-wheel. Vârâhi is the drop, tilaka, which is the [syllable] 'am ', the Furor 

(Candali) blood drop in the middle of the navel channel-wheel. Those two exist in the 

aspect of kissing, the upper one upside down, and the lower one shown directed upward; 

they are united." Having relied on the Explanatory Tantra, together with this sort of 99

99 The first ten verses in the sixth chapter of Kânhavs Vasantatilaka covers most but not all of the points to 
which Tsongkhapa referred. These verses are edited in the Samdhong and Dwivedi's edition (1990) of this 
text. See pp. 37-40 and pp. 65-69. These are explicated in Vanaralna's Rahasyadipa commentary, in the 
same edition.
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explanation, one could also understand the union of the upper and lower as being the letter 

tom, of the throat channel wheel and the letter tham, of the crown channel wheel. Thus the 

tantric process is revealed by the first verse.

The Dâkini are the thirty-six channels, and the net is the host of channels. The 

intuition which arises from the descent of the spirit of awakening which is impelled by the 

wind that moves within these channels is the supreme of bliss called samvara (v.2.b).

Thus, it adso says in the Tattvaprakäsa that uthe yoginis are the thirty-six channels, and the 

channels are said to arise from the head. The intuition impelled by them is the reality of the 

supreme joy (paramânanda).^00 Furthermore, the he is empty with respect to the cause of 

things in reality, ru is empty with respect to the lack of self-nature, and ka is non-locality. 

Sri Hemka also means union, which is the union of the intuition of great bliss, the meaning 

of srit with the emptiness which is like that.

It says in the that ‘Tie is causeless, rw lacks [self-】 nature， fez does

not abide anywhere, and sri exists non-dually.Ml01 Furthermore, regarding Sri Heruka 

having the meaning of union, it also says in the Tattvaprakäsa that t4in  signifies the vagina 

(bhaga), and Heruka the mind. Sri Heruka is said to mean that very abiding in the space 

realm. The agent of the process is intuition (jfiana), which is said to be 4<bom from that/7 

and which is in the place of glory of the Jâlandhara, which well gathers the yoginis.nl02

As for the meaning of those [terms], bhaga is the place on which one depends 

during the descent of the spirit of awakening (bodhicitta). Sri means glory, and the 'place

100 Tsongkhapa's quote is exactly as found in Kânhapa's Guhyatattva-prakäsa-näma, as follows: / mal
4byor ma rtsa sum cu drug /  rtsa ni mgo las skyes zhts brjod // de yis bskul ba*i ye shes ni // mchog tu 
dga，ba，i ngo bo ste / (DT 355^ QT P.228.1)

101 Tsongkhapa quotes Kânhapa as follows: /  he ai rgyu dang bral ba ste // ru ni ngo bo nyams pas so // ka 
ni gang na*ang mi gnas pa // stiri ni gnyis su med par gnos. It occurs in the Guhyatattva-prakâsa-nàma as 
follows: /  shri ni gnyis su med par gnas // he ni rgyud dang bral ba ste // ru ni ngo bo nyams pas so // ka 
ni gang du'ang mi gnas pa/. (DT 354.b; QT ends with ...du*ang mi gnas/, p. 227.5)

!02 Tsongkhapa quotes again from Guhya(a(tva-prakâJa-nàmat wherein the quote is found differing only 
slightly from Tsongkhapa^ verson, as follows: / shri zhes bya ba bhagar brjod // he ru ka zhcs bya ba*i 
sems // mkha dbyings gnas pa de nyid ni // he ru ka dpal zhes byar brjod // rgyud byed pa ni ye shes te // 
de la skye ba zhes kyang bya // mal * 4byor ma mams legs 4dus pa // dzâ lan dha ra*i dpal gnas su*o/ (DT 
fol. 354.b; for a slightly different version see QT p.227.3.)
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of glory* is the bhaga. Jäladhara is the crown [of the head] which is one of twenty four 

places within which the yoginis, i.eM the channels, are well collected, and the spirit of 

awakening descends from the syllable ham of this place. Since it is from there in the 

beginning that the spirit of awakening descends at the time of descent, and since at the time 

of ascent, if the spirit of awakening ascends there then bliss is stabilized, it is called the 

'place of glory'

Relatively speaking, Heruka, taken as the spirit of awakening, is like white jasmine 

{kunda). Its application is that when you fuse it in the center of the channel wheel, the joys 

are generated. Taken in terms of the ultimate, it is great bliss, the union of that [bodhicitta] 

with sky-realm voidness, which is the meaning of union (samyoga). The performer of the 

this process, the agent, is the definitive meaning of Heruka, which is the orgasmic intuition. 

The meaning of sri is that which arises from the vagina.

Regarding the the two feet that are applicable to the Perfection Stage (v.l.c & 

v.2.b), there are three explanations of the first line. The first of these explanations, the 

Heruka portion of the third, and also srit which is a method for deriving the great bliss of 

the Perfection Stage, the second, and the Heruka portion of the third explanation, and also 

the explanation of the final (i.e., second) line [all] teach the indivisible bliss-void, the union 

of void and bliss developed by that method.103

All those that arise with the bodily forms of Heruka, Vârâhi and so forth, are 

applicable either to the Creadon Stage, or at the cxrcassion of fruition. Not applying them to 

the Perfection Stage seems to indicate the fault of not distinguishing well the distinctions 

such as that between the mantric body of the deity created through the creation stage, and 

the intuition body of the deity created through the perfection stage, or that between the 

creation of the imaginatively constructed divine body or the creation of the divine body in 

reality from mere wind mind which is not artificial.

103 Tsongkhapa evidently refers to the three explantions discussed in this section, namely, that of Mardo, 
that in the Vasantatilaka, and that in the Tattvaprakäscu
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Therefore, in the Explanatory Tantra it says *The yoga of creation is mandala 

visualization. This should be contemplated by dull, middling ones. The sharp ones 

contemplate the mandala of mere mind itself by the aspect of instantaneity. One should 

meditate on the perfection stage with the yoga of instantaneity. The nature of the three 

realms is the measureless mansion, and sentient beings are mandala beings. And amidst 

them, [the yogin] is the Lord of the Mandala by the aspect of instantaneity/'104 105 It also says, 

'The wheel which is stamped by the seal of Suchness is thus sky-like voidness. The 

effortless non-dual integration of selflessness and Suchness with the various ans and the 

power o f compassion is the supreme essence of the mandala.'005

The [above quote] states distinctly the two kinds of deities of the wheels of the 

mandalas of the creation and perfection stages. u[contemplate] the mandala of mere mind by 

the aspect of instantaneity shows process of rising in a split second into the wheel of the 

mandala from the mere wind-mind of clear light, just as a fish leaps up from the water; it 

does not mean a [Creation Stage] instantaneous generation. Therefore, while the dull, 

middling ones can only go up to the limit of the creation stage, the sharp ones, having 

already gone to that limit, are able to visualize the intuition body of the perfection stage. 

However, Acârya Abhyakara and Ratnaralqita claimed that if you take this in terms of two

104 Tsongkhapa^s quote here, from the third chapter of the Samvarodaya Tantra, corresponds to verses 3 
and four of Tsuda*s edition, which are as follows: // utpattim mrdumadhyo yogi dhyâyâd mandalabhâvanâ 
/ adhimâtro jhatitâkârarri mandalarh cittamâtratah / jhatitâkârayogena utpannakramabhâvanâ // 
traidhâtukamayam kütarh prânino mândaleyakâlÿ tanmadhye jhaiitâkâram yogi syâd mandalâdhipah H 
(1974:77); dbang po (ìman pas bskyeii rim gyi  々dkyil ‘khor bsgom shing bsam par bya "  dbang po mon 
pos skad cig gi // mam pas sems tsam dkyil ^ o r  bsam // skad cig mam pa'i mal 4byor gyis // rdzogs pa*i 
rim pa bsgom pa ni // khams gsum gshal yas khang bdag nyid // srog chags mam ni dkyil ^khor pa // de 
dbus skad cig mam pa yis // dkyil 4Wî〇r bdag po mal 4byor p a^  / (1974:170). Tsongkhapa^ version is 
similiar, but with different verse and word order: / bskyed pa*i mal 4byor dkyil 4khor bsgom // rtul *bring 
dag gis bsam par bya // mon po skad cig mam pa yis // sems tsam nyid kyi dkyil 4khor te // skad cig mam 
paTi mal kbyor gyis // rdzogs paTi nm pa bsgom par bya // khams gsum rang b£hin gshal yas khang // srog 
chags mam ni dkyil *khor pa // skad cig mam pafi n\al 4byor gyis // de dbus dkyil 4khor bdag pofo .

105 This quote contains the smaller passage quoted by Tsongichapa in his Introduction above. Here 
Tsongkhapa quotes as follows: / de bzhin nyid rgyas btab 'khor lo // mkha* bzhin stong nyid de bzhin no 
// bdag med dang ni de bzhin nyid // sna tshogs thabs dang snying qe'i stobs // zung 4jug gnyis med lhun 
gyis grub // dkyil 4khor snying po mchogs yin no /. This corresponds to verse eight and the first half of 
verse nine in Tsudafs edition, as follows: /  dkyil 4khor de bzhin nyid rgyas btab // de bzhin mkha1 mnyam 
stong pa nyid // sna tshogs de bzhin nyid bdag med // thabs ni snying rjefi stobs yin te // // zung "jug pa 
mam rtog bral // dkyil 4Wior snying po mchogs yin no /  (1974:171), // tathatàmudritaih cakram kham iva 
sünyatâ tathâ /  nairâtmyâ tathatâ visvam upâyah karunâbalah // yuganaddham anâbhogam mandalarh sâram 
uttamam /  (1974:78).
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stages of a path for a single person, then they are accepted as separate stages of faculties, 

(that is, by completing the completion stage one becomes a sharp person, who is qualified 

to begin the perfection stage.) There is the wisdom of objective clear light of the space-like 

void, universal selflessness and suchness, and the art of the wheels of the deities of 

various body color, who have the various powers of compassion, which is indivisible from 

and sealed by that wisdom. This union is said to be the deity mandala of integration.

The magic body of the perfection stage of the sight side is of very great importance 

in the system of this tantra as well. In the Dàkàmava it says uthe Lord Yogin, who 

manifests instantaneously in a divine form, creates his form by the yoga of a cast image, 

etc. The yoga emptiness is natural form. It is the characteristic of self-consecration. As for 

the yogin who lacks self-consecrationt know him to be like a heap of chaff. This sort of 

supreme characteristic is not known by beast-like beings. Therefore, if you meditate on this 

magic emanation, you will attain unexcelled awakening/'106

The yogin who has the nature of the yoga of the divine form creates a manifestation 

in just an instant. The yoga of voidness and clear light is the form which has the nature or 

actuality of the the intuition of clear light united indivisibly with that [form]. That is 

definition of self-consecration. Such identifies the magic body.

What is the aspect of the form which is called “aspect and form of the deity”？ This 

is shown by the two lines beginning with “cast image” . It is the body-like form which is 

meditated on by visualizing the body of the deity as cast or painted on cloth, etc. Those 

who lack that magic body are lack substance, like a heap of chaff. And that supreme

106 Tsongkhapa quotes the DM as follows: /  lha yi mam pa'i mal *byor bdag / skad cig mngon sum byed 
papo //lugs ma la sogs mal ‘byorgyis// mam par byas pa’i dbyibs su ‘gyur/ / stong nyid mal .byorrang 
bzhin gzugs // bdag byin brlab pa'i mtshan nyid do // bdag byin brlab bral mal ^yor pa // spun kogs dum 
bu bzhin shes bya // 4di 4dra'i mtshan nyid mchog gyur pa // skye bo phyugs mams kyis mi shes // de 
phyir sgyu (phrul kdi bsgoms na // bla na med pa'i byang chub *thob /. This corresponds closely to the 
following passage from the DM: / lha yi mam pa'i mal *byor bdag /  skad cig mngon sum byed pa'o // 
lugs ma la sogs rnal 4byor gyis // raam par byas pa'i dbyibs su "gyur // stong nyid rang bzhin gzugs mal 
kbyor// rang byin rlabs pa*i mtshan nyid do // bdag byin brlab dang bral mal Abyor // spun skogs rum bu 
bzhin shes bya // 4di 4dra,i mtshan nyid mchog gyur pa // skye bo phyugs mams kyis mi shes // de phyir 
sgyu 4phrul 4di bsgoms na // byang chub bla na med pa *thob / (DK fol. 139b). The QK version is 
identical to the DK version, with the following exceptions: /  sbum logs dum bu.... and ....bla na med pa 
thob/(p.150.1).
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characteristic is not known by the beast-like. It says that if you meditate on the magic 

emanation, i.e. magic body, you will quickly attain enlightenment. If you do not know how 

to create this body, then you do not know even half of the two principles of the perfection 

stage.107 As this method occurs in the Perfection Stages of Lüipa and Ghantapada, I have 

explained in my commentaries on their [systems].108

Therefore, one should understand both Henakas in the perfection stage context: the 

Void-side Heruka of the indivisibile bliss-void,and the Vision-side Heruka of the magic 

body of the two truths indivisible.109 One should keep this in mind in later contexts, again 

and again. They are applicable to the secret perfection stage. If you explain the 

demonstration of the particulars of the secret path by second and third lines in a way 

common to both stages, the functional distinction is that it is the means for achieving all o f 

the desired aims, (v.Ld) impartially and without exception. Its profound disctinction is 

such that it is higheiiy.l.d), i.e. loftier, than the Prajnâpâramità, and also than the three 

lower classes of tantra. It is the path of the scriptures which is high, lofty and unexcelled. 

By the implication of saying that it is "the means of achieving all desired aims'\ it teaches 

the means of attaining the two accomplishments, and thus it teaches the secret of fruition. 

This is what the lofty ones said.

These scriptural passages show the aim and relevance110 of the tantra. The three 

secrets together with the branch [subjects] are the topic of this [tantra]. Understanding that 

[topic] exactly in reliance on this [text] is the immediate aim. Obtaining ability in each of 

the two stages, depending on that [understanding], is the further aim. The ultimate aim 

[consists of] the powers (siddhi), the supreme of which is Awakening, and the ordinary of

107 These are the stages of clear light and the magic body.

108 Tsongkhapa refers to his commentaries on Luipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya and Ghantapafs 
Pancakrama.

109 These correspond to the clear light and magic body stages respectively.

110 Tsongkhapa here uses the technical term dgos^brei which I am taking as a compound. For more on 
this term see Broido 1983 and Schoening 1996.
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which is the worldly successes. The relevance is the dependence of the immediate aim on 

both the text and on the essential, ultimate aim.

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a. ii. Explaining a Slightly More Detailed Formulation.
A. Their Actual Meaning.

1. Explaining the Two Lines that Begin 4the Secret Supreme*, 
a. Explaining in terms of the Interpretable Meaning.

i. Explaining as Applicable to Context of ‘Thus Have I Heard’. 
A. Stating the exact words of the Context.

The application of the two feet that begin with secret (v.2.c,d) to the context 

(nidâna) occurs in the commentatorial system of the two translators. Although it does not 

occur in other Samvara commentaries, it does occur in the commentaries of Kambalipa and 

Devagupta, and it is very good.111 * In the Vajradàka its says that since, in response to the 

request, especially in regard to the 4secretT etc. which is explained in Uttarasamvara, he 

taught the context as applied to 4secrett etc. It also says in the Vajradàka that[regarding] 

"existing in the beginning, middle and end* (v.4.d)t. The 'beginning' is the secret, the 

awareness of the previous source of ‘thus' The ‘end， is that which is which

depends on that which is ‘heard’. The middle is ‘by me’ is very holy. ‘Existing’

is the universal nature, and it is 4at one tim e\,，n2

In regard to this, Devagupta applies this seventh 4tin the universal nature^ to the 

third 4by m e\ Therefore it is said that [his application] is not sequential. This also seems 

to be the Kambala’s idea.113 Thus， although ‘at one time by the universal nature’ is

1.1 See VD ch.42.

1.2 This quote, also from VD ch. 42, occurs as quotes by Tsongkhapa as follows: / ihog ma dbus mthar 
yang dag gnas pa*o // de la ihog ma ni gsang ba sde /  ldi skad ces bya ba sngar 4byung gnas su gyur pa'i 
rig pa*o // mthav zhes bya ba ni dgyes pa ste / ihos pa zhes bya ba bstan par bya ba*o // dbus zhes bya ba ni 
mchog ste /  bdag gis zhes bya ba shin tu dam par gyur pa'o //  yang dag gnas ni thams cad bdag nyid de / 
dus geig na zhes bya bafo /. (DK 90a, QK p. 130.4,5.). This is an intersüng quote, as it connects v*2*c,d 
(rahasyaparame-ramye sarvâtmani-sadâsthitah, gsang ba mchog gì dgyes pa na // thams cad bdag nyid rtag 
tu bzhugs) with v.4 .d (âdimadhyântasamsthitain thog ma dbus mthar yang dag gnas), and then connects 
them both with the unspoken nidâna, evam may à srutam ekasmin samaye. This support Tsongkhapa* s 
theory that the nidâna is spoken in the tantra in an indirect, hidden manner.

1.3 For example, Kambala wrote *The secret is 4lhus\ suprem e  4by m e\ d e lig h t4was heard*. In the nature 
o f  a ll is the seventh with the meaning of the third, and it is not with any other/* / gsang ba zhes pa ni *di 
skad do // mchog ni bdag gis so // dgyes pa ni thos pas so / /  thams cad bdag nyid da ni gsum pafi don
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apparently stated in the immediate occurance of the Tantra, it is like Kambalipa's 

explanation that the eternally present manifest time.114 He takes existing as the meaning of 

always abides, and the meaning of universal nature should be taken as was previously 

[explained]. This means that it was heard directly from the Teacher by the compiler of all 

of these tantras. The place in which he resides is the place of great bliss. Who is the 

teacher who resides there? Kambalipa says he is the self-arisen Lord. (v J .c )115

If you take it in that way, then there is in this tantra a context that *at one time there 

was a Bhagavan who was heard thus by me.’ [The rest of it] from “all Tathâgatas” onward 

is not explicit in the explanatory tantras. In the two commentaries it is also not unclear. 

However, if you need [commentary on the context】 from that onward here，； you can apply 

statements such as that [which begins with] ktthe body of all Tathagatas^ to "resides in the 

young w om ans vagina (yosidfahaga)^ as in the Samputa or Samvarodaya Explanatory 

Tantras.116 117 * Or, you can apply statements such as the following in the Abhidhàna, Mthe Lord 

dwells in the secret essence (guhyagarbha) of the net of the vajradäkas and vajradâkinis of 

alITathagatas/,n7

gyis bdun pa ste // gshan dang gshan gyis ma yin no / (SN QT p. 175.1). It is not at all clear, however, 
by what method of reckoning mayà is 'third* and sarvatmani is 'seventh*. They are certainly not so 
ordered by means o f word or syllable count. Devagupta*s SS has a lengthy commentary on the CST 
wnidônavt verses, but has no such statement concerning the ordering.

,u This is in reference to a statement in the first chapter of the SN, that "the time is when one always 
abides/' / dus nam gyi tshe zhe na /  rtag tu bzhugs pa'i tshe na*o / (DK foi. 4a: QK p. 175.1)

1,5 See SN chapter one, DK foL 3bf QK p. 174.5. This is in reference to the third pâda of the third verse, 
which is asau hi svayam bhûbhagavàn-virot / *di ni rang byung bcom idan dpav /

116 SP kalpa 1 , ch. 4 states this immediately following its discussion of the meaning of the term 
bhagavan, as follows: sarvatathâgatakâyavâkcittânyeva hrdayam tad eva vajram saiva yosit tasya bhagas 
tatra vijahâra /  (Elder 1978:1 IS); /  de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi sku dang / gsung dang /  thugs 
mams dang / de mams nyid kyi snying po dang /  de nyid kyi rdo tje dang / de nyid kyi btsun mo dang / 
de'i bha ga de la bzhugs so /  (DK 82a)

117 Tsongkhapa's quote from the first chapter of the AD is as follows: / bcom Idan 4das de bzhin gshegs pa 
thams cad kyi rdo ije mkhav 4gro dang /  mkha' (gro ma mams kyi dra ba gsang ba'i snying po la bzhugs 
te / is very close to the passage as currently found in the Kanjur, except that the Kanjur passage adds 
4*VajnikrodhasM to the list of Mvajradâkas and vajradakinis/* and it eliminates the term 4knetM, as follows: /  
bcom Idan Mas de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi rdo rje khro bo dang /  rdo tje mkha* kgro dang mkha*
4gro ma mams kyi gsang ba'i snying po la bzhugs te /. (DK foi. 287b, QK p. 40.5)
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The Tattvaprakäsa says that the perfection stage which is shown in the by the 

expression "thus* etc. in the Art Tantras is shown by secret and so forth in mother 

tantras.118 This is mainly in regard to Cakrasamvara. After explaining 4Bhagavan, there, 

there is an explanation of the meaning of *the dàkas and dâkinis of all Tathägatas*.

Although there is no great distinction in meaning, the wording should be like that in the 

Abhidhâna. In the commentatorial tradition of the two translators. 4at one time' is like the 

above. It is shown to exist by the universal nature. It is said that the perfected retinue is 

shown by the four lines that begin with made o f all dâkinis (v,3) and by the two lines 

beginning with “so u rc e '" 9

in.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.l.a.i.B. Explaining their meaning.

The term 'thus' which is shown by secret, is a conjunction of words which show 

that it was heard without addition or omission, just exactly as it occurs here in the entire 

assembly of the Tantra, from “And then the secret...” up to “there is joy in that and that.’’120 

It is evarn in Sanskrit, and the term secret is said to be a sign for the Tathâgata, a sign for 

the hero and a sign for the yogini, which is not in any of the grammarian texts or collcxjuial 

languages, and it is called 'barbarian language1, meaning it is a symbolic language. One 

should know the following things.

‘Previously’ signifies the semen and blood which previously generated the 

skandhas, dhâtus and äyatanas (aggregates, elements and sense media). And since supreme 

bliss arises from them, they are the source. [Evam thus] indicates the awareness of

1,8 See TP chapter two, especially DK 349b, 350a.

U9 Tsongkhapa here must have been referring to another edition of the root text. For the Sanskrit edition 
does begin with the equivalent of *byung ba, which is sambhavàt, *Trom a sourceM, while the 
corresponding Tibetan line is /sgra yi tshul las nges 'byung mams/, which actually does not closely 
correspond to the extant Sanskrit texts.

120 These are, respectively, the first and last lines of ihe Root Tantra, verses LI.a and LI.22.d. In this 
section Tsongkhapa explicates the VD passage of the previous section.
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supreme bliss which arises from the source of semen and blood. This is the meaning of 

‘thus* and ‘secret， .

The [term] *by me1 which is indicated by the [term] supreme is mayât [meaning] it 

was heard directly by the compiler himself from the universal nature, and not indirectly. 

That which is 4very holy^ is the Teaching, which is the import of greatly supreme. 

Regarding the [term] 4heard' which is indicated by delighted, while it is hearing by means 

of the wisdom of hearing, it is not the direct realization of all of the meanings of the tantra. 

If this were not so, then there would be no difference in degree of superiority between the 

Teacher and the compiler. Furthermore, here I do not accept the context as literally 

explained.

That on which one should rely is aural wisdom, which is sruta% ^eard'. [The 

expression] in the beginning, middle and end (v.4.d) is connected to the first, middle and 

final words of the expression “when the Secret Supreme is delighted.” The [expression】 

4<at one time^ which is indicated by always abides and also by existing. 'This is heard at 

only one time; at other times other tantras were heard” shows the compiler’s multiple 

hearings. [The phrase】 “he heard it at one occasion， not at another^’ reveals that this 

[Tantra] is rare， and “he heard it in a instant of time” shows that the compiler had excellent 

wisdom. It occurs in the Tantra in Sanskrit as ekâsmin samaye.x2i

Bhaga of bhagavan, which is the equivalent term of bcom-ldan- 'das, means 

4 fortune% while van means possessed o f ,  hence the meaning of Bhagavan is fortunate 

one\ There are six types of fortune. The Samputa defines it as fortune in the six 

perfections, as follows: 44lordship, good form, glory, fame, intuition, and dilligence should 

be taken to be the six fortunes.”121 122 And ‘possessed o f  means that one has those six. By

121 The text here reads has *elcasmin samaya.

122 Tsongkhapa quotes SP kalpa 1 ch. 4 as follows: aisvaryasya samagrasya rûpasya yasasah sriyah 
jnânasyârtha prayatnasya sannâmbhaga iti sruiih // (Elder 1978:114); dbang phyug dang ni gzugs bzang 
dang // dpal dang grags dang ye shes dang // brtson 'grus phun sum tshogs pa ste // drug po mams la skal 
zhes bya A It occurs in the text of the SP as follows: dbang phyug dang / g2ugs dang / grags pa dang / 
dpal dang / ye shes dang / brtson 4grus phun sum ishogs pa ste // bha ga drug ces gsung so L (DK fol. 
82a, PTT p. 249.4. This seems to be a standard and longstanding interpretation of the term bhagavan.
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the method of etymology, ^haga* also means cto destroy*, the destruction of the the devil 

of the addictions (klesamàra) and so forth. Since he possesses each of these destructive 

[powers】， 夂 thus 6/wgavan. As for (“to pass beyond’’)， since [the 

appellation] Bhagavan is also applied to the great worldly gods, the former translators 

added [the term *das] in order to show that He has transcended them.

Since they come (àgata) to the ultimate subjective intuition of exact objective reality 

(tathà), they are Tathâgatas. The teacher of the tantra is the actuality of all Tathagatas, and 

hence is universal. Their ^ e t1 is the host of Vajradakas, who are the heroes, and dakinis, 

who are the heroines. Their Secret essence' has the same meaning as the vagina of a 

young woman. Therefore, they reside in the measureless mansion which is in the center of 

the triangle.

ni.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.l.a.ii. The Explanation Applicable to the Creation Stage.

As it says in the Samputa, and as is explained in the Tattvaprakàsa, "secret is the 

element of earth, and likewise supreme is water. Delighted is fire, and wind is the 

universal nature. Space always abides, and is the nature of great bliss.,tl23 Therefore, you 

should also know the stacking-up of the elements visualization on the occasion of creation 

stage visualization as shown by the Abhidhâna, Samcâra and Samvarodaya, By kalways 

abides' the element of space is shown to be great bliss, as in the quote from Hevajra, 44the * 123

For example, in Haribhadra*s commentary on the nidâna of the Astasàhsrikà Prajnâpàramità he cites an 
identical passage from the Buddhabhûmi-sàstramy as follows: aisvaryasya samagrasya rupasya yaiasah 
sriyah / jnânasyârtha prayatnasya sonnäm bhaga iti srutih // (Vaidya 1960:272).

123 Tsongkhapa here quotes the SP as follows: gsang ba sa yi khams yin te // de bzhin mchog ni chu yin 
no // dgyes pa zhes pa me yin te // rlung ni thams cad bdag nyid gnas // rtag tu bzhugs ni nam mkha* ste // 
bde ba chen po'i rang bzhin no /. With the exception of the last line, this corresponds closely to the 
following text from üie SP: gsang ba la ni sa yi khams // mchog la de bzhin du ni chu // dgyes pa la ni me 
ru bshad // thams cad bdag nyid ni dung la gnas // rtag tu bzhugs par bcjod pa 'di // sangs rgyas kun gyi 
sdom pa bdag A (DK 117b, QT p.263.4)
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element of space is blissn.124 125 The quotation by Lama Mordo and others from the Samputa 

that "always abides is Mt. Sumeru*1 does not appear to be in that text.

Great bliss indicates the deity generation from the perspective of the five complete 

awakenings which signify great bliss. It is also taught that the thus stacked-up elements and 

so forth are to be imagined as having the nature of great bliss. Deity generation from the 

moon is explained in the context of the complete awakening of the Yogatantras. wherein 

they are stated as being only while in color. Here, however, it is necessary to show that the 

vowels and consonants are white and red, and that the moon and sun are white and red, orf 

when there is just the moon, that it is white with a reddish tinge. This is for ihe sake of 

signifying the ansai of great bliss from the conjunction of the red and white elements.

At the end of the explanation of the stacked-up elements in the thirty-second chapter 

of this (root text?) it says44 should be taken as the nature of the great conch (dung-chen),\  it 

is should be 4the nature of great bliss/ The equivalent term for *conch, is sankha, and 

concerning the sound sam, it says in the Àmnâyamanjari that "sam is bliss, and since it is 

transcends the three realms, it is supreme/^25 Therefore, since samsukha or samsukha is 

bliss, that is the meaning of 4kit should be taken as the nature of great bliss.^ The way of 

doing this is as previously explained.

When explaining the stacked-up elements of the creaiion stage, in ihe elaboration of 

that there is the generation of the vowels and consonants from Mt. Sumeru and the the 

lotus. This is clear in chapter fifty-one, [where it is stated that] 4<the vowels and consonants 

arise in the center of the universal lotus atop Mt. Sumeru/1 The measureless mansion is 

clear in the second chapter. As for the remainder of these [topics], they can be known 

relying on explanatory tantras such as the Abhidhäna.

124 This occurs as the first line of verse 40, Part I chapter 10 in SneIlgroveTs edition, as follows: saukhyam 
âkâsadhâtus ca (p. 40), / bde ba nam mkha* nyid kyi khams / (p. 41).

125 This is a quote from AbhayâkaraTs Shsamputaiantrarâjatikàmnàyamanjari. in which it occurs as 
follows: / sham ni bde ba ste /  khams gsum las ldas pa*t phyir mchog go / (DT fol. 8a).
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III.C3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.l.b.i. The Definitive Meaning as Applied to the Context.

In regard to the [above] explanation of the definitive meaning of the secret supreme 

as applied to evam maya etc. in the Vajradâka, in Samputa it says " e should be known as 

earth. It is the karma mudrä， Locanâ herself.”126 127 128 And also “in the center， in universal lotus, 

lies the wheel of emanation.Ml27 The four syllables (e-vam-ma-ya)t the four channel- 

wheels, four [goddesses] such as Locanâ, and so forth, are applications to the many groups 

of four. Here Til bring up applications to the channel wheels, Locanâ and so forth in a 

short while. Regarding the first, (the four letters) the two explanatory tantras show the 

arrangement of each one in the petals and center of each wheel, and show the prcx:ess of the 

cantra of the fourth stage. As for adding the three remaining stages to that, they should be 

known from Ali-catustaya, the art of drawing forth orgasmic bliss by means of Fury Fire 

which depends on the four wheels.

In regard to the application to the Locanâ and so forth, it says in the Mukhägama 

that k4the mudrä of the magic woman is particularly more noble than all magic. That magic 

is also in this world; and Locanâ etc. are pure. The clans have four aspecls/028 In that way 

the four consorts such as Padmamati (padma chan) etc., and the four [gcxidesses] such as 

Locanâ are said to be pure. That is the art of drawing forth orgasmic joy relying on outer

126 Tsongkhapa's quote is identical that found in the text of SP kalpa 1 ch. 4: e ni sa ru shes par bya // las 
kyi phyag rgya spyan ma nyid/ (DK fol. 81a, QK p.249.2). The Lhasa edition of Tsongkhapa's text drops 
the vowel sign from e% resulting in a ni sa ru.•…(32a). The Sanskrit occurs as follows in Elder's edition: 
ekârah pnhivi jneyâ karmamudrâ tu locanâ /  ( 1978:106)

127 Tsongkhapa quotes here a passage from SP kalpa l f ch. 4: Ite bar sna tshogs *dam skyes la // sprui pari 
4khor lo mam par gnas /  (DK fol. 8 la, QK p.249.2); sthitâ ninnânacakre vai nâbhau catuhsasthâmbuje 
(Elder 1978:107)

128 This quote is from Buddhasrîjnânapâda's Dvikrama-tattva-bhàvana-nàma-mukhàgama (and not from the 
text which immediately follows it in the DT, which is simply called Mukhägama, or zhal gyi lung in 
Tibetan. Tsongkhapa's quote exactly matches that in the DT, and is as follows: bud med sgyu ma*i phyag 
rgya ni // sgyu ma kun las khyad par 4phags // sgyu ma de yang *jig rten 4dir // spyan la sogs par mam dag 
par // rigs ni mam pa bzhir *gyur te/. (DT fol. 4a)
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consort. By that one should also know the demonstration of the four types of intuition 

consorts.

The [Sanskrit] term sruta is the equivalent for the word 4heard\ In regard to its 

meaning, it says in the Samputa iLsru is said to mean 4trickle\ and ta is the lord of great 

bliss/ '129 Relying on the instigation by the fire of candali meditation, bodhicitta trickles 

from the crown and through the four wheels down to the tip of the secret place. Depending 

on that one gives rise to the joys of great bliss» and to the lord of those, the principle 

orgasmic joy.

The definitive meaning of 4at one time' (ekasamaye) is stated in the Samputa. In the 

Tattvaprakâsa it says "samaya is said to be lime, and time has three aspects, good time, 

bad time, and inconceivable time. Coming from the very orifice of the nose is good time, 

while going is bad time. These, said to be one, become one, matchless. Inconceivable time 

is free of life-force and effort, and abandons the inhalation and exhalation of breath, 

(reference to vase breathing technique) It is liberated from coming and going. That is said 

to be ‘at one time’.”130

129 This quote is identical to a passage in SP kalpa 1 ch.4, as follows: sru sravanarn nidistam (am yas ca 
mahâsukho nâihah / (Elder 1978:110); /  shru zhes bya ba ni "dzag par gsungs so // la zhes bya ba ni gang 
yang bde ba chen po*i mgon po*o /  (DK 8 lb, QK p.249.3); This interpretation of srut normally considered 
the root of the verb 4to hear* seems to have some basis; one of the meanings of sru listed by Apie include 
“to go, move” （P.932 col. 1)， which he suggests is from the root / m， which Monier Williams defines as “to 
goM (p. 1079 col.2). Just below that. Monier Williams defines the toot suk as Mto go, move.** What we 
may be seeing here is a folk etymology connecting sru wilh the term sukra, 4semen\

130 This interesting passage from the TP is quoted by Tsonglchapa as follows: sa ma ya ni dus gsung te // 
dus na mam pa gsum du btjod // dus bzang dang ni dus ngan dang // bsam gyis mi khyab dus nyid do // 
sna yi bu gavi sgo nyid nas // 4ong ba dus bzang zhes bya ste // ba nyid ni dus ngan no // de dag geig 
tu bijod ba ste U geig tu zia med par gyur pa // dus ni bsam gyis mi khyab gyur // srog dang rtsal ba bral 
ba ste // dbugs "byung mgub pa mams spang pavo // 'gro dang kong ba las grol ba // dus geig na zhes brjod 
pa yin /. With only minor differences it occurs as follows in the Tanjur: sa ma ya ni dus gsung te // dus ni 
mam pa gsum du kdod // dus bzang dang ni dus ngan dang // bsam gyis mi khyab dus nyid do // sna yi bu 
ga'i sgo gnyis nas // 4ong ba dus bzang zhes bya ste // ba nyid ni dus ngan no // de dag geig tu bijod 
ba ste // geig pu zia med par gyur pa // dus ni bsam gyis mi khyab 4gyur // srog dang rtsol ba bral ba ste // 
dbugs *byung mgub pa mam spang pa'o // 'gro dang "ong ba las grol ba // dus geig na zhes brjod pa yin /. 
(DT fol. 351 b). The QT version is identical to the DT, differing only at two points, where the DT has 
misprints: / geig tu zia med”. and ….mams spangs pa’o / (QT P.226.1，2). Kâj^hapa here is most likely 
drawing from the SP, particularly a passage in kalpa 1, chapter 4, which follows: samaye kâla ityuktam 
kâlo hi trividho matah /  sukâlas caiva duhkâlo acintyakâla eva ca // ksïradhârâvat nâsâputarandhrenâ* gatah 
sukâla ucyate /  gatas caiva bahnirûpena duhkâlas tayor ekasya kîrtitah /  asahâyo bhaved ekah kâlas 
tvacintyatam gatah // na râgo na viràgas ca madhyamâ nopalabhyate /  tatra râga âsaktilaksano virago 
nirodho matah // âbhyâm rahîtâ madhyamâ na pratiyate état trayan nopalabhyate / râgas caiva virâga ca 
misrîbhütam anävilam // tathà râgavirâgabhyâm ekah samarasah ksanah /samarasam sarvabhâvânâm (Elder 
1978:113); dus zhes bya ba ni dus tshad ces gsungs so // dus ni mam pa gsum du bijod // bde ba*i dus
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The ‘nose’ here is the lower tip of the dhüti， known as the ‘human nose’. The 

human nose is also the nose of both of the male and female, because it is said to be the nose 

that starts from the root of the vajra o f the male. That which tcomes, in that nose is 

bodhicitta which is like a stream of milk. ‘Good time’ is the time of the three joys. ‘Going’ 

is the going outside of the drop; since one is agitated like fire at that time» it is "bad time\ 

4Theset said to be one' is the orgasmic occasion when each of those two previous times are 

abandoned, in short, inconceivable time. They are explained relying on the 

Àmnàyamanjari.

There is another explanation of *at one time*, which involves the four lines 

[beginnning with] ‘life-force and’. The meaning of the first line， explained by the second， 

is that it is the time free of the coming and going of wind. By that, relying on Fury Fire 

meditation one is free of the going or coining of wind in the left or right channels, as it is 

inserted into the central channel It shows that the central channel is also free of coming 

and going.

It also says in the Äli-catustaya that '4 'at one time^ is a time and a measure of time.

It is the time of obstruction, and the time of spring. This is the meaning of 4the wind that 

enters to some extent the left and right nostrils is obstructed’.”131 This ‘time of obstruction， 

refers to the obstruction of the in and out movement of wind. The 4time of spring' is the 

time when joy is augmented, as in springtime.

dang sdug bsngal dus // bsam gyis mi khyab dus nyid do // *〇 mafi rgyun Itar sna bug du // *ong ba bde 
bari dus su gsungs // me'i gzugs kyis 'gro ba nyid // sdug bsngal dus dang de gcig grags // gcig ni lhan 
cig med pa yin // dus ni bsam gyis mi khyab 4gyur // 'dod chags med cing chags bral med dbu mar dmigs 
par mi kgyur ro // de la (dod chags nus mtshan nyid // 'dod chags bral ba *gog par gsungs // *di bral dbu 
mar mi nog pas // *di gsum dmigs par mi 4gyur ro // 4dod chags nyid dang chags bral nyid // 4dres par 
gyur pa myog pa med // de bzhin Mod chags chags bml las // ro mnyam gcig buvi skad cig ma // dngos po 
kun gyi ro mnyam po A (DK 8 lb, 82a).

131 This quote is from Kânhapa's Àli-carustaya. Tsongkhapa's quote is as follows: dus gcig na zhes bya ba 
ni dus gcig dang / dus tshod gcig go / 4gog paM dus dang dpyid kyi dus zhcs bya ba ste / ji srid du gyas 
dang gyon pafi sna bug tu song ba*i rlung *gags par gyur pafo zhes bya baM don no /. The DT version is as 
follows: dus gcig na zhes bya ba lan gcig gi tshe de dus gcig na ste / (bog pa'i dus dang dpyid kyi dus 
zhes bya ba ste / ji snd du gyas dang gyon pa'i rlung sna sbubs su son pa'i rlung 4gogs pa na zhes bya bafi 
lha tshiig no/ (fol. 358b). The QT version corrects one of the DT^s misprints, having *gog pa instead of 
拿，bog pa. (p.229.4,5)
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Before that, their uladiesM exist with human forms. That is the meaning of 'in their 

v a g i n a s 32 It is also necessary to apply that meaning to *at one time1. This shows the 

essential points for the placement of the life-force into the central channel, also relying on 

the outer consort. The orgasmic joy of the Perfection Stage arises from the placement, 

abiding and dissolution of the life-force into the central channel. Since the essential points 

are very important, one must know well all of the personal instructions on pressing the 

essential points in the body from the beginning.

The meaning of bhagavan is stated in the Tattvaprakàsa as 44those who are the 

reality of supreme joy, who alone are self-arisen, are said to be Bhagavans.,f,33 They are 

possessed of fortune in the orgasmic intuition of the joy supreme, and they also have the 

various types of power of destroying foes who disagree with them. In regard to 'all 

Tathagatas' it says in the Tattvaprakàsa that44 *all, means well renowned* like a heap of 

Buddhas and so forth，”132 133 134 and ‘‘ ‘like a heap of Buddhas and so forth’ indicates their 

elements and media/*135 136 All Buddhas means all Tathâgatas, and they have five aggregates. 

The media which are assembled from them are designated as media in regard to the 

elements of the aggregates.

Continuing from the the previous, “due to the conception of women and men, 

thought is said to have two aspects.,，n6 Due to the conception th a t4this one is a woman, 

this one is a m an\ by that thought there are also two aspects to the object of thought.

132 Tsongkhapa refers to the passage already quoted from the SP; see note 116 above.

133 Tsongkhapa wrote: mchog tu dga* ba'i ngo bo ste // de rang "byung geig bu nyid // kdi ni bcom Idan 
'das su gsung /. This quote from the TP is basically identical to the text of the DT and QT, except that the 
latter two reverse the order of the second and third lines. See DT 355a and QT p. 228.1.

134 Tsongkhapa quotes the TP as follows: thams cad ces byar mam grags pa // sangs rgyas phung sogs de 
bzhin te /. The DT and QT both have: kun zhes mam par bshad pa ste// sangs rgyas phung po de bzhin te 
/• (DT fol. 355a, P IT  p. 228.1)

135 Tsongkhapa*s quote is as follows: sangs rgyas phung po la sogs te // de yi 4byung ba khams zhes btags 
/. The Tanjur version is: sangs rgyas phung po la sogs dang // de yi 4byung ba khams zhes brtags / (DT 
foi. 355a, QT p.228.1)

136 Tsongkhapa quotes the TP as follows: bud med mi sogs mam rtog phyir // mam rtog pa gnyis su gsung 
/. This is basically the same as that in the Tanjur (see DT fol. 355a, QT p. 228.1)
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tMen, are the héros and Vajradàkas, while <women, are the dâkinls. Furthermore, if you 

explain with regard to the inner [reality], the vajradâkas are the inner dhâtu (realm, 

elements) of channels. As for the dâkinis, they are the thirty-six channels, just as it says in 

the Taîtvaprakâsa, that 4<these dâkinis are like a heap of Buddhas, and they are thirty six 

channels.nl37 The secret is the consort's vagina which has a triangular shape. ^Residing in 

the place of great blissM refers to that place. As for tessence, (garbha), it great bliss which 

is created relying on that. This applies to the perfection stage which is developed from the 

injection of the life-force into the central channel in reliance upon the physical consort 

{karmamudra).

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.l.b.ii: The Definitive Meaning as Applied to the Perfection Stage.

Although there are many occasions where the perfection stage is concealed in the 

root tantra, the more important ones are, it is said, at the occasion of the creation stage, such 

as the four words such as secret etc., and the four words such as 4bull p en \ [which are 

connected to] the visualization of the stacked-up elements， the mediation on Mt. Sumem， 

the visualization of Mt. Sumeru in which the vowels and consonants are generated within 

the universal lotus atop the mountain, and the generation of Heruka from the vowels and 

consonants within that lotus on top of it. The explanatory tantras clearly elucidate [some of 

these] hidden matters; it says in the Samputa 44In the sole of the foot the wind of great 

effort/energy abides in the shape of a bow. In that way the triangle blazes within the forked 

valley (sum-mdo, sahkädaka). Water abides in the navel with a circular form. Earth itself 

is in the heart, it being completely square. Mt. Sumeru, king of mountains [exists] with the 137

137 Tsongichapa quotes as follows: sangs rgyas phung songs de bzhin te // de yi mkha* 4gro ma de dag // 
rtsa ni sum cu rtsa drug nyid /. The text of the TP is as follows: sangs rgyas phung songs de bzhin te // 
bde ba*i mkha* 4gro ma de dag // rtsa ni sum cu rtsa drug nyid / 〇DT fol. 355at QT p. 228.1)
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form of the spinal column^138 And also uIn such a way, by the processes of the art of 

Superior/ Guru’s time, and the process of ‘great effort’，etc.， that is the state of the perfected 

mandala.”139

If you explain Mt. Sumeru and the stacked up elements from an inner perspective, 

they are evident in the body, from head to foot. That futhermore is said to be the perfection 

stage body mandala, which is the vajra body whereon the perfection stage practitioner 

presses the vital points. As for 4outer' of Kanhapa's explanation of both outer and inner in 

regard to the body mandala, it is like Ghantapa's application of Mt. Sumeru and the 

elements to the body visualized as the creation stage body mandala.

The * limerà will be explained immediately. As for the particularities of striking the 

essential points of the vajra body, since the four words of 'evam' etc. of the context apply 

to the four channel wheels, they should be known from the Äi/npwm.140 If you take 

literally the two lines 4atop Mt. [Sumeru]t etc., they can be applied to the simultaneous 

generation of habitat and inhabitants in the manner of Liiipa. If it is joined with the outer 

generation of Heruka from the vowels and consonants within the lotus, in the middle of the 

previously created measureless mansion atop Sumeru, then the body is equalized here and 

there, above and below. It becomes a four-doored, equal-sided measureless mansion, and 

therefore should show the inhabitant body which is the place where you strike the essential 

points in the perfection stage.

138 Tsongkhapa quotes the SP as follows: rkang pa'i mthil du rtsom chen rlung // gzhu yi dbyibs su mam 
par gnas // sum mdo yi ni gnas su ni // de bzhin gru gsum 'bar ba nyid // zlum po'i mam pavi gzugs kyis 
ni // chu ni Ito bar mam par gnas // snying khar yang ni sa nyid do // kun nas gru bzhi pa nyid do // sgai 
tshigs dbyig gufi gzugs kyis ni // rì rab ri rgyal de bzhin no /. This is virtually identical to the passage as 
found in kalp 6, ch. 3 of Üie SPt with the exception of a few minor differences in terminology, such as / 
zlum po*i mam pafi dbyibs... and /chu ni Ite bar.., (DK fol. 113b, QK p.26l.l)

139 This passage is also from in SP kalpa 6, ch. 3, as follows: ji ltar rtsom chen la sogs rim // bia ma*i dus 
thabs rim nyid kyis //  de ni rdzogs pafi dkyil 4khor gnas / (DK 113b, QK p.261.1). Tsongkhapa*s quote is 
identical.

140 SP kalpa 1 ch. 4 links the four syllables e-vam-ma-yà to various sets o f four such as the four elements, 
the four channel wheels, the four mudrâsf and the Tour yoginis such as Locanâ. See DK 81a,b.
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Kânhapa explains the definitive meanings of the lotus, vowels and consonants are 

as stated in the Sampufa.[4i In the Tattvaprakäsa he said uit is said the thirty-two petaled 

lotus is in the top of the head,\ 141 142 and t4in the center of that is the letter 4ham \ Emanated 

from the vowels and consonants, the enjoyment of the state of the indestructible [drop] is 

said to be great bliss. In the great wheel of great bliss is the the final class that takes leave 

of names.”143

As for the definitive meaning of that, although in the emanation from the vowels 

and consonants there is also a moon, in regard to the principle one it is necessary to explain 

here the passage in the root tantra that Heruka is generated from both of them.

In regard to the meaning of the last two lines, the crown is where the wheel of great 

bliss exists. When you drop off the letter ksa from the final class of constants, you get ha, 

to which a drop is affixed. The orgasmic state which arises from the jasmine-like [drop] 

(kuata=kunda) which descends from that letter ham, the meaning of 4tindestructable,\  is the 

definitive meaning of the generation of Heruka from the vowels and consonants.

It also says in the Samputa that 44that which trickles in the form of ambrosia abides 

day and night^ /44 meaning that bodhicitta trickles from the letter ham in the crown. This is 

recognized as the life of the path of orgasmic great bliss by the system of both tantras.145 In 

the Tattvaprakäsa it says uIt is said in the yogatantras that tathagata is evam maya. That is

141 These topics are covered in the fourth chapter of the first section of the SP. See especially DK 81% 82.

142 This passage from the TP is the same as quoted by Tsongkhapa and as it occurs in the Tanjur, as 
follows: de yi rtse mo mgor gsung te // 4dam skyes 4dab ma sum eu gnyis / (DT fol. 355a, QT p.227.5)

143 Tsongkhapa quotes this passage from the TP as follows: de yi dbus su ham yin te // â li kâ li las sprul 
pa // m shigs go "phang nyams dga* ba // bde ba chen po zhes byar bijod // bde chen 'khor lo chen po na // 
sde tshan tha ma ming spangs pJ. The same passage with but minor variation can be found at DT fol. 
355a, QT p.227.5.

IU Tsongkhapa quotes from the SP as follows: bdud rtsi*! gzugs kyi kdzag pa ni // nyin dang mishan du 
mam par gnas L This occurs with the following variation in the Kanjur ../dzag par ni /  (DK fol. I I4a% QK
p.262.2.

w That is, of the Cakrasairivara and Hevajra.
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called 'the supreme of bliss* in the yoginitantras. The 'yogatantras and yoginitantras\ the 

supreme intuition of great bliss, are called Tire'/*146

In order to generate that great bliss, white bodhicitta must trickle from the ham of 

the crown down to the tip if the secret place. And the bodhicitta must melt by the blazing 

fire of candali. It says in the Abhidhäna that ^Equalizing the vowels and consonants [they] 

should be joined as a line; the line blazing above causes trickling below, trickling in the 

form of semen into the form of the ambrosial drop / '147 Although this text also occurs in 

the Mahämäyä, and is explained elsewhere by Sântipa, here it is not like that.148 The 

vowels signify the left channel through which white bodhicitta descends, while the 

consonants signify the right channel through which red bodhicitta descends. Regarding

146 Tsongkhapa's quote is as follows: mal "byor rgyud du de bzhin gshegs // "di skad bdag gis zhes bya ba 
gsung // de nyid mal *byor ma rgyud du // bde bafi mchog tu btjod pa yin // 4di nyid mal *byor rgyud 
dang ni // mai %byor ma rgyud ces byar yang // bde ba chen poM ye shes mchog // me zhes bya bar mngon 
par brjod /. This is almost identical to the passage found in the TP at DT fol. 355b, QT p.228.2.

丁songkhapa quotes the fourteemh chapter o f 【he AD as follows: â li kâ li mnyam byas te / der ni ri 
mo*i sbyor ba yis // steng du 'bar bafi ri mo ni // 'og tu kdzag par byed pa yin // kdzag pa khu ba'i tshul 
can no /"c h i med thigs pa’i gzugs su 'gyur /• This is basically ihe same as the passage as found inthe 
Kanjur; see DK fol. 29 lb* QT p.60.3. The Sanskrit occurs as follows in Kaiff s edition: âlikâlisamâm 
kflvâ rekhârp tatni niyojayet / / jvalitàrdharekhâ【vadhal} sravati kâripi // iravate iukrarûpena 
arnrtabindusvarûpinam // (p.327, v.89b3). This evidently is a cryptic account of the Perfection Stage 
process of insertion of the winds into the central channel. According to SQrahgavajra's commentary on the 
Abhidhànottara, this passage refers to the unification of winds in the central channel, with the resulting 
development of heat which melts the drop at the crown, the descent of which gives rise to ihe four joys. 
See Kaiff 1979. vol.l p .2 il.

148 Tsongkhapa here refers to the Mahàmàyà Tantra, and Ratnâkarasânti*s Gunavatitikà, a commentary 
thereon. The Mahàmàyà does contain a passage almost identical to the passage from the AD quoted above. 
The passage corresponds to verses 20 and 21 in Samdhong and Dwivedi's (1992) edition» occuring as 
follows: âlikâlisamâm krtvâ tatni rekhâtrisaniputâm //jvalitordhvamuichi rekhâ tadâdhah srutikânni // 
sukmrûpena sravati amrtam bindusvarupinam // (1992:16,7). The Tibetan occurs in this edition as follows: 
â li kâ li mnyam byas te / ri mo de la sbyar bar bya // ri mo steng du 'bar ba mthar // 4og tu *bab par byed 
pa*o // khu ba*i tshul gyis *bab pa ste // bdud rtsifi thigs paM gzugs las so / (1992:105-7). The same 
volume contains Ratnâkarasânü's commentary, which occurs on the same pages as the passages from the 
Mahàmàyà quoted above. His comments are brief, but he does seem to differ from Tsongkhapa on at least 
one point. Tsongkhapa below identìfìes the vowels and consonants with the left and right channels 
respectively. Ratnâkarasântî, on the other hand, seems to imply that the vowels and consonants are what 
are joined at the place where the right and left channels join the central channel. Commenting on the same 
line, wrote:14 It is said that "the vowels and consonants* etc. are 4joined\ that is, united by means of 
restraint (niyamana), 'there* in the junction (samputa) of the sun and the moon." tarn evâha âlikâJityâdinâ 
talreti ravicandrasampute niyojiteti niyamanâya yojitâ (p. 16); / de nyid âlikâli zhes bya la sogs pa gsungs 
pa ste / de la zhes bya ba ni nges par being baM phyir sbyar ba*o / (p. 106). This passage is interesting, in 
part because he makes use of the verb n i^ y u j ,  which implies that he was familiar with the AD version of 
this passage. Also, his commentary implies that what is being discussed here is the third and fourth stages 
of the sadangayoga {prânâyâma and dhàranà)^ in which the winds, restrained (niyamana) through the 
process of breath control, and unified and inserted into the central channel at the ravicandrasamputa, the 
junction of the three vessels below the navel. A good discussion of this process in English occurs in 
Bentor 1997; se esp. p. 55.
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their equalization, it is said that the winds of those two mix in the central channel at the 

center of the navel. By these [winds] entering there, they blaze from the lines of fire up to 

the crown at the top. By that blazing the ambrosial fluid trickles down from the letter ham. 

In order for there to be trickling from the letter ham in the middle of the lotus of the crown, 

the blazing fire must arrive there. This explains the * vowels and consonantsV

In order for candali to blaze by the injection the life-force into the central channel, it 

is necessary to press on the essential points of the body, which are places on the central 

channel. [These include] the wheel of great bliss of the crown, where exists the greater 

portion of white bodhicitta, the wheel of emanation of the navel where exists the greater 

portion of red bodhicitta, the secret place bliss protection (bde-skyong=kapàla, skull bowl) 

wheel, and the dharma wheel of the heart where the white and red [bodhicittas] exist in 

equal proportion. And there are many openings which are essential points to be pressed, 

such as the upper and lower nostrils of the central channel and so forth.

In regard to these, in the system of Luipa both the drop visualization and vajra 

repetition are performed from the navel. According to Ghantapa, both self-consecrations 

are performed from the heart, and the two stages/processes of the universal vajra are 

performed from both of the upper and lower nostrils of the central channel. The Jaladhara 

process is performed in the secret place, and the inconceivable process in the heart. In the 

system of Kànhapa it is as he states in the Ali<atustaya. Generally, one strikes the 

essential points on the four wheels, particularly the navel.

Therefore, in regard to the statement in the Explanatory Tantra149 the crown root 

wheel, the lotus of which is the basis of the vowel and consonant arrangement, is 

considered to be the place from which bodhicitta trickles. In the art of drawing forth 

bodhicitta from that place you press the essential points on the body, and since you need the

149 Tsongkhapa is here refering to a passage in AD ch. 14, a small portion of which he quoted above. This 
passage corresponds to verses 89b2 to 90a3 in Kalffs edition.
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lotuses of the other wheels, these also serve as bases for the vowel and consonants 

arrangements.

The definitive meaning of the creation of Heruka from the vowels and consonants is 

the import of Heruka creation, from the assembly of red and white bodhicittas there, which 

is definitive. Furthermore, Heruka is created by pressing not only on the crown, but also 

on other parts of the body. In regard to the Heruka of definitive meaning, one should know 

that there are two Herukas, of the Vision Side and Void Side. As for the methcxl of there 

being other perfection stages in the import of the root tantra, I will comment on this from 

time to time. If you know how to explain by the method previously discussed, you will 

come to know well the essential points of the personal instructions of the three great saints 

who explained the very secret points of the root tantra, relying on the explanatory tantra. If 

you do not know to explain like that, although there seems to be some little explanation in 

Kânhapa's Äli-catustaya, as for the perfection stage o f Lüipa and Ghantapa, it does not 

seem that you could know how to explain the hidden points anywhere in the root tantra.

m.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.l.b.iii. Explaining the Sixteen Syllables as Applied to Alchemy.

The Vajradâka states, in answer to the request concerning the sixteen syllables 

stated in the Uttarasamvara, that the alchemical substances were taught corresponding to 

the sixteen syllables. The sixteen syllables are as follows: rahasye pararne ramye 

sarvatmani sadästhitah}50 These are the Sanskrit equivalent to the two lines that [begin 

with] the jecrref (v.2.c,d). The meaning of each separate syllable is stated in the

They occur in Kambalipa’s commentary, as follows “m is the element of great 

vermillion. ha is 4that which is mountain bom \ that is, head bom. Sye is vessel/organ of 

scent. It is like the scent in a bcxly. Pa is said to be wind (pavana), and ra is said to be the 150

150 This is a paraphrase of a passage in chapter 42 of the VD; see esp. DK fol. 89a,b; QK p. 1302,3. The 
syllables as as listed in Tsongkhapa*s tex t It differs from the Sanskrit edition only in the shortening of 
the à in àtmani to at and in the lack of the a locative case marker, paroma rather than pararne.
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scent itself. The syllable ma is a flower, and ra is salt. It is accepted that mye is the 4great 

flesh\ Sa is union itself (saha), and rva is said to be the head. The goddess is the marrow 

of fire. Ni is the smelly lower fluid, and sa is the teeth and fingernails. Dà is that which is 

ocean-bom. Sthi is the essence of the mouth, and tah is camphor.^151

In regard to that, ra is the menses which descend periodically. Ha is human brain 

which is not rancid. Sye is the scent of the body. In regard to the fourth one. in another 

translation it says "pa is said to be skin/' This is said to be the finely cleaned skin of a 

young child. Ra is feces which is not the product of greasy food. Ma is evident in the 

statement 44the blood arising from play with an eight year old girl/' Ra is urine [collected] at 

dawn. Mye is the great flesh which expells the yellow water all at once. Sa is rendered 

human fat. Rva is the salt and fluid of hair. Tma is the fluid of stool. Ni is the marrow, 

and sa is clear. Dà is the middle urine, and sthi is saliva. Tah is explained as the semen of 

an adult man. Although in that way there are eighteen, both substances of rva are counted 

as one, as well as the teeth and fingernails. Therefore, there are sixteen.

The essense of these collected is the five ambrosias. It says in the Vajradàka "the 

substances of the yogin, the 4secret, etc., are taken to be the five such as feces, urine, etc. 

The series of collected elements is the teaching on alchemy.’’152 This applies the five words 

from secret to always abides to the five ambrosias. It also occurs like that in the Samputa. 

If you wish to know the system of attaining the 4hair o il\ 'fecal oil' and urine, as well as

1S! Tsongkhapa quotes this passage fT〇m the SN as follows: ra ni mtshal chen po yi khams // ha ni ri las 
skyes pa ste // ri skyes zhes bya mgo skycs so // sye ni dri yi snod yin te // lus la dri ni ji Ita bafo // pa ni 
dung du gsung pa ste // ra ni dri nyid yin par gsungs // yi ge ma ni me tog ste // ra ni de bzhin Ian 
ishwafo // mye ni sha chen por *dod de // sa ni rab tu sbyor ba nyid // rva ni mgo por rab tu gsungs // lha 
mo me yi rkang yin te // ni ni dri yì mar khu*o // sa ni so dang sen mo ste // dà ni rgya mtsho las skyes 
pafo // sthi ni Idia yi snying po ste II tah ni ga pur bsian pa?o L This differs only slightly from the 
versions in the Tanjur (see DT fol. 3a and QT p. 174.3,4). The only substantive variation is the QT 
version, but not the DT, has yi ge me ni me tog ste, from which we can reconstruct the Sanskrit pararne. 
This agrees with all three of the extant Sanskrit manuscripts, and makes better grammatical sense as well.

152 Tsongkhapa here quotes the forty second chapter of the VD as follows: gsang sogs mal 4byor pa yi td2as 
// bshang dang gei sogs Inga la bya / khams mams sdud paM sde tshan ni H de Itar bcud len bstan pa yin A 
The same passage wi5i trivial differences can be found in DK fol. 89b, QK p. 130.3.
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the method of relying on the substances, you should know it from the Great Samvara 

Commentary.153

On this path great bliss is of principle importance, and in order to augment the 

power of the body, depending on the increase of the body's passion/ semen (tlily-like, kun- 

ta lta-bu)y there is the previous alchemy. If you rely on the bliss which arises through 

dependence on the alchemy of the five ambrosias and sixteen substances, even though there 

is non-correspondence in parts of the sixteen with the alchemy of the outer substances, then 

it is said that bliss increases, and by relying on the union of that bliss with the dharmadhâtu, 

one will always be given bliss.

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.2. Explaining the Four Lines that Begin 4Made of all Dakinis\
a. The Explanation Applied to the Goal.

In regard to the latter of the two explanations of made o f all dâkinis (v.3.a) etc. in 

the Vajradäka, if you explain as applied to the goal, then 4all dakinis' are Pracandi and so 

forth. Made 〇/ means that Heruka is the nature or actuality composed of the extremely 

subtle particles of those dakinis. Since he is empowered in the aims of sentient beings, he 

is a being (sattva). Since the intuition of Heruka destroys the mountain of ignorance, it is 

the vajra (v3.b). The meaning of the latter hero is not explained as it is considered to be 

similiar in meaning to the former hero.

Here it says in the Vajradàka that uit is said that there are two types of sattva% the 

worlds of vessel and essence. Essence is explained as animate beings, and in that way the 

vessel is their support. Each of them also has two types, the well-destined and evil-

153 Tsongkhapa is here refenng to Bu-ston*s monumental NS commentary on the Cakrasamvara Root 
Tantra. In commenting on this section Tsongkhapa draws heavily on this text. His quote from the VD 
above is actually a small portion of a much larger passage quoted by Bu-ston, and Bu-ston goes further, 
fully showing the connection between ihe words of this verse and the elements, the levels of interection 
between the deities (laughing, gazing, hand-holding and intercourse) and so forth. (See NS pp.l83-L9S.) 
Buston actually quotes 3ie passage in the SP to which Tsongkhapa refers; this passage was previously 
quoted by Tsongkhapa. See note 123 above.
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destined. They exist in the fourfold forms of earth and water, fire and wind.Ml54 As for 

that statement, in the explanation of 'empowered in the aims of beings', the term 

‘empowered’ is connected to the sentient beings for whom there is this power. From that 

perspective, this term is also connected to the 'vessel1 which is the abode of sentient beings. 

The term is applied directly to discipliner who has that ability. In that way, both the 

purified vessel and essence of the discipliner are called the well-destined, while the impure 

vessel and essence are called the evildestined. Their form has the aspect of the four 

elements.

The supreme bliss is superlative. The term only of only (his (v.3.c) is a delimitor. 

Since the Lord arises in the actuality of the entire purified animate and inanimate worlds in 

just this way, he is self-arising. Tve already explained Lord. Hero means one who is 

victorious over all discordant tendencies. Dàkini (v,3.d) refers to the héros and heroines. 

The the net is the host of them. As for binding, they are bound in the actuality of the one 

Heruka. This sort of Lord speaks the tantra. The gurus claim that these four lines show the 

perfection of the Teacher of the Tantra, which seems to be in agreement with Kambala.

m.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.2..b. The Explanation Applied to the Perfection Stage of the Path

Here we should explain somewhat the connection between [the line beginning] 

made o f all dakinis (v.3.a) and and the previous two lines. Those two lines showed that by 

relying on the elixer you can augment the body.

Then one relies upon the inner art of perfection stage meditation, which in turn 

relies on both the general vajra body shown by the stacked up elements and so forth, as 

well as the group of four channel wheels which is shown by the four syllables e vam ma yä 154

154 This quote is from the forty second chapter of the VD, and it occurs in the Kanjur as follows: sems dpa* 
mam pa gnyis gsungs te // snod dang bcud kyi *jig rten no // bcud ni rgyu ba zhes bshad la // de bzhin 
snod ni brtan pa'o // re re zhing yang gnyis gnyis te // skal pa bzang dang skal ngan no // sa dang chu dang 
med rlung gi / gzugs ni mam pa bzhi ni gnas / (DK foi. 89b. See also QK p.130.3,4). With the exception 
of two typographic^ errors, Tsongkhapa's quotation is identical to the above.
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connected to secret supreme. One also relies upon the outer art of the four karmamudrâs 

of the clans o f Locanâ etc. who are also shown by the four syllables. One also relies upon 

the ceasing of respiration by both the injection of life force into the central channel which is 

the definitive meaning of “at one time”， and the blazing of Fury Fire by wind as previously 

quoted from the Abhidhäna. And, as in my explanation of the definitive meaning of snita, 

which means “heard”， the great bliss which arises from the trickling of bodhicitta from the 

crown to the lip of the secret place， is stated by the terms from “Padmanartesvara” up to 

ttHeruka,\  as in the statement that 4<Vajrasattva Heruka is expressed as the term all 

(tótómV’, meaning that he is made of, i.e” has the actuality of, all (Jâkini who are the inner 

héros and heroines.

It also says in the Tattvaprakäsa, 4tsince däkinis are the nature o f everything, [he] is 

made of them.”， and it says, “the heroes in the retinue are the actuality o f supreme joy.’’155 

And "the retinue refers to great bliss, which is the art here. That's what the sattva of 

Vajrasattva means. Vajra [means] that that bliss is engaged indivisibly with voidness. For 

that reason, in the root tantra after Vajrasattva is supreme bliss. (v.3.b) Great bliss abides 

as the subjectivity of voidness, the realm of space, and since it is superior to all other 

blisses, and because the spirit of awakening is not broken, it is called Vajrasattva.

Therefore, after that, supreme bliss is stated in the tantra. Since it abides in the realm of 

space， it is said to be the supreme bliss.”

This supreme joy is self arising (v.3.c) because it emerges as the bcxly of Vaircx:ana 

etc. in the experience of each disciple. Or， it is 從 ( f a r in g  because it accords with reality.

It is called Lord because it is endowed with a perfect destiny, and it is a hero because it is 

endowed with the power to extract and eradicate disharmonious tendencies.

155 Tsongkhapa quotes the TP here as follows: / micha* 4gro ma ni thams cad kyi // rang bzhin nyid phyir 
de yi dngos A It occurs in an almost identical manner in the Tanjur as follows: /  mkha* 4gro ma ni kun 
gyis te // rang bzhin nyid phyir de yi dngos /. (DT fol. 355a. It occurs also thus in the QT, with an 
additional error, on p. 228.1.)
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The dâkini (v J .d ) are the thirty-six channels, and the elements within them. The 

net is the group [of them]. The intuition which arises from the excitation of the bodhicitta 

by the wind that moves within them is binding, i.e. Samvara, supreme bliss. In that way, 

the bliss which is the import of the four lines all dakinis etc. refers to the two groups of 

four joys, descending from above and stabilizing from below. They are the four joys 

which emerge from the entry, abiding and dissolving of the winds in the central channel. In 

regard to them, it says in the Mahàmudràtilaka that the four joys are also four [states of] 

luminence, radiance and immanence, together with clear light, i4because joy is luminance* 

and the supreme [joyj is luminant radiance. The distinctive joy is immanence, and orgasmic 

[joy] is clear light/ ’156

Furthermore, it says in the Abhidhànottara, 44the first joy is intuition, and the 

supreme joy is union, joy in bliss is the great achievement, and orgasmic joy is unexcelled. 

The stages of the rites are yoga, aüyoga, mahâyoga and jnânayoga. If you know the yoga 

of the central drop, you should behold it by means of the subtle yogas/ T,57 The process of 

the four joys stated there is the prcxress of descending from above. The meaning of the two 

latter lines is that by knowing the central meaning of meditating on the yoga of the drop, 

and meditating on the yoga which is the union of the subtle letters and drops, you will see 

how the four joys are produced. These are stated in the commentary to refer to the intuition 

rites 〇 {yogaf anuyoga, atiyoga and mahàyoga.l5S These stages should be applied 

respectively to the four joys. * 137 138 * * *

156 Tsongkhapa here quotes the Srimahàmudràrilakam as follows: gang phyir dga' ba de snang ba // snang 
ba mched pa mchog tu bshad // kyad dga* nye bar thob par shes // lhan cig skyes de *od gsal bavo /. It 
occurs as follows in the Kanjun / dga* ba zhes bya snang ba yin // mchog dgaf snang ba mched par bstan // 
dgar bral snang ba thob ces bya // lhan skyes de ni yang dag kod /  (DK fol. 70b; see also QK p. 241.1.)

137 This passage occurs in chapter 63 of the AD, exactly as quoted by Tsongkhapa, with the exception of 
two minor variations， as follows: / dga’ ba dang po ye shes te // mchog【u dga’ ba mnyam par s6yor // bde 
bar dga* ba grub pa che // lhan cig skyes dga* bla med yin // sbyor ba dang ni shin tu sbyor // sbyor ba che 
dang ye shes sbyor // de dag cho ga*i nm pa'o // thig le gzhung gi sbyor shes na // phra ba'i sbyor bas bsta 
bar bya / (DK fol. 361a, see also QK p. 81.4)

138 Tsongkhapa refers here to a passage in the sixty third chapter of SQrahgavajra^s Mùlatantrahrdaya-
samgrahàbhidhànottaratantramùlamülavrtti, which occurs as follows: t4The stages of the intuition rites are
yoga, anuyoga, atiyoga and mahàyogcL In that way one should know the yoga of drops in which the four
joys have the meaning of the vase, secret, wisdom-intuition and the fourth initiations. If both firom that as
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The Abhidhânottara also says 44in the navel, in the heart lotus amidst the breast, at 

the root of the tongue and atop the head are joy, supreme joy, distinctive joy and orgasmic 

joy [respectively]. The first has sixty-four petals, the second eight supreme petals. The 

third has sixteen petals, and the fourth thirty-two petals. Vârâhi abides in the channel in 

the navel, and the supreme blood-drinker (Heruka) is orgasmic joy / ' 159 The process of the 

four joys supported from below are said to occur as follows: joy in the navel, supreme joy 

in the heart, 'holy1 * * i.e., distinctive joy at the root of the tongue, namely the throat, and 

orgasmic joy atop the head, i.e., on the crown. The heart lotus is said to be the channel 

wheel in the heart center, and the other three have channel wheels as well. Vârâhi in the 

navel channel refers to the short 4a' fury fire. As for the explanation of the orgasmic as 

Blood Drinker, since he is said to be generated at the crown when the ascending bodhicitta 

returns upward, the letter ^ a m 1 of the crown is said to be Heruka.

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.3. Explaining the Two Lines that Begin with Source. 
a. Explaining the interpretable meaning.

Here sambhavàn linguistically means source (v,4.a). Here näda means sound, and 

those which have its form  include vowels, consonants and mantras. Those are also letters, 

not necessarily pronounced in speech, for they are called ‘words’ when they appear in the 

mind in written form. That which is emerged from them is the deities. Therefore, they are

well as from the subtle yoga one realizes the sphere of reality of mind, the continuum which is the cause of 
omniscient intuition, then one will quickly succeed/* / mal 4byor dang rjes su mal 'byor dang /  shin tu mal
'byor dang mal *byor chen pa'i ye shes kyi cho ga'i dm pa*o // de ltar dga' ba bzhi bum pa dang gsang ba 
dang shes rab ye shes dang dbang bzhi pa*i don thig le mal 'byor shes pa las kyang ste / phra m a'i mal
%byor las kyang thams cad mkhyen pa*i ye shes kyi nye bar len pa*i rgyud sems kyi chos kyi dbying rtogs 
na myur du par 4gyur ro / (DT fol. 227b). The stages listed by Surangavajra are identical to those 
listed by Nâgabodhi in a Creation Stage context, where they seem to refer to the process of generating the 
central deity. He wrote: t4After that, generate Mahâvajradhara by means of the process of yoga, anuyoga, 
atiyoga and mahayoga^ / defi 4og mal *byor dang /  rjes su mal *byor dang / shin tu mal 4byor dang /  mal
4byor chen poM rim pas rdo ije 4chang chen po*i bdag nyid du skyed de /  (from Nâgabodhi^ 
Samàjasàdhanavyavasthàli, QT p. 7.4).

139 Tsongkhapa quotes chapter 50 of the AD as follows: Ite ba snying pad nu ma*i dbus // Ice yi rtsa dang 
mgo steng du // dga* ba ctoig ni mchog dga* nyid // dam par dga* dang lhan cig skyes // dang po "dab ma 
drug cu bzhi // gnyis pa brgyad pa mchog yin te // gsum pa 4dab ma bcu drug pa // bzhi pa sum cu rtsa 
gnyis 4dab // phag mo Ite ba*i rtsar gnas pa // lhan cig skyes dga* khrag 4thung mchog L This occurs with 
only minor variation at DK fol. 339bt QK p. 80.5.
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the source of the deities. The commitments are the goddesses. And the practice of them is 

the practice. The object of the practice of that practice is the heroes. There is a way of 

explaining emerged in the form  o f sound as referring to that which arises from the sexual 

union of the two organs and the näda of space, but this seems to be rather partial. If we 

follow what is written in the above mentioned Vajradäka commentary, this [the expression 

emerged in the form  o f sound] seems to apply to most of the procedures for creating the 

deities. The gurus apply these two stanzas to previously mentioned assembly which seems 

to be appropriate.

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.A.3.b. Explaining the Definitive Meaning.

Here/r^m the source in the form o f sound refers to the arisai, that is creation, of the 

supreme bliss from the semen and ovum, which are explained as generating the systems 

(aggregates) etc. As for the things emerged from that, this tantra teaches that the spirits of 

awqkening create the great bliss, and this is also asserted in other tantras. This is the 

definitive meaning of emerged. In brief, if you meditate on the perfection stage, you 

generate the the Spirit of Awakening from the blazing and dripping of the white and red 

spirits of awakening. That very thing is that on which the yogin relies, as well as that 

which must be served, is the commitment (samaya). The object of the engagement of that 

practice is the enjoyment of the six types of objects by the six sense faculties.160 The^bject 

of engagement’ is designated vis-à-vis the sense faculties because ultimately sense faculty 

and object are inseparable. These objects, by the process of their arising as the play of great 

bliss, are enjoyed and therefore cause the blazing of great bliss. Object and subject are not 

perceived as isolated, but rather attain to the occasion of orgasmic experiential unity. This 

is explained relying on the root commentary of the This occurs as previously

explained on all cx:casions of meditating on the perfection stage in which one presses the

160 That is, sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch and mind.
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essential points on the body, so there is no need to explain this in a partial way, in the 

manner of the ÀU-catustaya.

m.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.B. The Difficult to Obtain.

It seems that the explanatory systems of the two translators are also not in 

agreement in regard to the two verses [beginning with] "world* (v.4.c,d). In the three 

commentaries it is explained that uheroes who dwell in the three wheels of the beginning, 

which is mind, the middle which is speech and the end, body, are difficult to obtain in the 

fr/p/e wörW of the heavens, human lands, and underworlds.”161 In regard to this, the first 

explanation from the two methods of explanation is that the meaning of beginning, which is 

the secret, the middle supreme, the end delighted and existing162 is the previously explained 

definitive meaning of *thus have I heard at one time1. And this is the meaning which is 

very difficult to obtain, i.e. difficult to realize, in the triple world of the three grounds. This 

is the intention of the Vajradäka.

The Vajradäka states that 44difficult to attain in the triple world means that it will not 

be found among the three contaminated things^ 163 In this way, the three worlds should be

161 A passage to this effect occurs in Lanka Jayabhadra's MP commentary, as follows: / 'jig rten gsum du 
myed dka* ba // zhes bya ba ni don ji bzhin nyid de / mtho ns dang / mi yui dang / sa *og mams su zhes 
bya ba*i bar du'o // yang na 'jig rten gsum po dag na dpar bo la sogs pa'i (jig rten gang yin pa de mams 
kyi ye shes zhes bya bar sbyar ro / thog ma dbus mthar yang dag gnas / zhes bya ba ni / thugs dang gsung 
dang / sku la mam par gnas pafm // yang na lha thams cad ro gcig pa nyid kyis cho ga*i ye shes gsungs pa 
yin no /  (DT foi. 45a). ^Regarding difficult to obtain in the triple world, within the heavens, human 
worlds and underworld, and these also apply to the knowledge of those who are of the world of the héros, 
etc. in the three worlds. Existing in the beginning, middle and end means that they exist in the mind, 
speech and body, or it refers to the knowledge of the rites by means of the experiential unity of all deities/' 
Duijayacandra, on the other hand, takes trisu lokesu as refering to the desire, form and formless realms, and 
states that since these are contaminated, [the yoga] is difficult to obtain therein, (see RGt QT p.257.3)

162 This is in reference to the passage in VD ch. 42 previously quoted by Tsongkhapa. See note 112 above. 
See also Sachen pp. 297.4-298.1, who discusses this passage.

163 Tsongkhapa here refers to the passage in chapter 42 of the VD which directly precedes the passage 
quoted above in note 112, which connects the line the secret supreme delighted  etc. with the the line 
existing in the beginning, m iddle and en d  Tsongidiapa's reference here is as follows: *jig rten gsum du 
myed dka* ba'i don zag bcas kyi dngos po gsum las myed par mi *gyur ba. The corresponding passage 
from DK fol. 90 at QT p. 131.2 occurs as follows: /  Ajig rten gsum du myed dka* ba zhes bya ba ni zag pa 
dang bcas pavi dngos po gsum las myed par mi *gyur ba'i mtshan nyid de...
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taken as being bliss, supreme bliss, and distinctive bliss. These show where it is difficult to 

obtain. That which is difficult to attain is orgasmic intuition. The reason why it is difficult 

to attain is that the three joys are “contaminated”.164 The meaning of that is that the word 

‘world’ indicates an objectified notion. Furthermore， having distinguished them into the 

[respective] portions of the beginning, middle and end, they are truly conceptualized. This 

[interpretation is of] the system of Bhavabhadra.165 The meaning of these, in short, [is 

that], so long as there is no end to the appearance of duality and to the conceptualization 

which is dependent on that, since it is shown that there will be no experience of the actual 

sahaja. The sahaja which is difficult to attain is no mere sahaja.

III.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.ii.C. Showing an Example of the Union of Bliss and Emptiness.

While it is the case that through the combination of the churned, i.e. the place of 

rubbing, and the chumer (v,5,a), which is the fire stick, and the efforts of the hand, smoke 

arises and fire spreads, but if you investigate this, there is no existence or arisai of fire in 

those three. Likewise, from the perfect union of the churned that is, the consort^ vagina, 

and the chumer which is the artful vajra, the ambrosia-like orgasmic intuition which is the 

bestower of buddhahood arises. And if you examine this, you will know that that this also 

does not arise from any sort o f causes or conditions.166

Also by Krsnâcârya [is the] example, Uvisualize a peak of flame depending upon the 

fire stick, the nibbing place and the effort of the hand. Examining this, it is not existant in 

the fire stick and so forth. Just so are beings, movement and so forth. Just as beings seem 

to be there separately, one has pleasure when not examining the reality of bliss and so forth.

lw The connection of the line difficu lt to obtain in the triple worlds existing in the beginning, m iddle and 
end  to the four joys is an implication of the previously quoted passage from the VD (in note 112 above), 
in which these lines are connected to the four parts of the nidana, and by implication the four joys. Sachen 
(PG p. 298.1) quotes an unknown source to this effect.

165 See Bhavabhadra’s CP，fol. 154a.

166 This passage seems to be drawn from Devagupta’s SS commentary; see DT foL 72a.
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And expressions such as 4Thus have I heard, etc. are inconceivable and are just like this 

too.1*167 And also, 4ithe union of the chumer and the churned, the dharmakâya is likewise 

just so.,,l6S If we thoroughly examine animate and inanimate beings, we don't find them, 

and, in particular, if  we don't examine the great bliss stated by the text of the context, it 

exists there just as a joyous experience. It should be understood to be just like the fire 

[produced by] rubbing. If bliss is generated from union with the consort and from the art 

of pressing the essential points on the body, and you connect that with the view of realizing 

the voidness of intrinsic reality status, it is taught that you should understand that you can 

just enjoy the experience without examination, the illusion-like aftermath. Although there 

are many methods o f elucidating this, Fve explained here in accordance with the traditions 

of Kf〇§âcârya and Kambalika.167 168 169

m.C.3.b.i.A.2.b. The Actual Exhortation to Hear it.

Many [topics] are explained by Lwa-ba-pa Na-bza’-can，etc., such as ‘T h e  Lord 

said to the Lord of Secrets (Guhyapati), 'Listen to what is taught in the Tantra (v.S.d)

167 This unidentified quote is from the third chapter of Kânha*s TP, which Tsongkhapa quotes as follows: / 
dper na gtsub shing gtsub stan lag pa yi // rtsol ba la brten me yi rtse dmigs pa // brtags na gtsub shing la 
sogs la yod min // de bzhin 4gro ba gyo ba la sogs pa'o // 4gro ba mtha* dag so sor snang ba tsam // bde 
sogs ngo bo ma brtags nyams dga’ // ‘di skad bàaç gis ä e s  bya la sogs dag / bsam mi khyab ste ji Ita 
de Ita'o /. The passage occurs with only minor variation from the above at DT fol. 354b.

168 Kânha uses the image of the churning in many of his works, but I have not found it compared to the 
dharmakâya in any o f them.

169 In addition to Kânhapa's writings quoted above, Tsongkhapa did indeed draw upon fCambalipa's SN, in 
which there is the following commentary on v.5.a, as follows: "Just like the union o f  the ch u m er and the 
churned is as follows. Although from the kindling, fire stick and the person's hands smoke rises and fire 
is kindled, there is no fire in the kindling, fire stick or the person's hands, and if we investigate them it 
doesn’t exist in any one. And just as in the case of fire, likewise the churned is said to be the vagina, and 
the chumer the vajra. Likewise, from their union arises the ambrosial intuition, which produces complete 
awakening. The intuition which arises in the wisdom body is the art of khasama, instantaneous, and is the 
sole form of great bliss; this should be known from the crue initiation.M/bsrub bya bsmb bya*i sbyor ba 
bzhin // de bzhin zhes bya ba 'di Ita ste / gt^ubs gtan dang gtsubs shing dang skyes bu'i lag pafi rtsol ba 
las du ba rab tu skye zhing me mngon par mched mod kyi /  me de yang gtsubs shing la yang med gtsubs 
gtan la yang med skyes buvi lag pa dag la yang med /  yongs su brtag na gcig la*ang mi gnas so // me 'di ji 
Ita ba bzhin du /  4dir yang bsmb bya'i chos 4byung rab tu gsung / bsmb pa rdo rje bijod paTo // de yang 
dag par sbyor ba las /  de bzhin du bdud rtsi Ita bu'i ye shes 'byung ba ni / mngon par sangs rgyas pa nyid 
kyi byed pa po ste /  shes rab lus *byung ye shes ni // mkha* mnyam thabs dang lhan cig nyid // bde chen 
mam pa gcig bu ni // yang dag dbang bskur las shes bya/. (QT p. 175.2)
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which summarizes the teachings of the extensive Unexcelled Yogini Samvara Root Tantra, 

[namely] the knowledge of procedures of the sadhâna and ritual applications: the repetition 

of the Essence and so forth for the purpose of mantra repetition, Vajra repetition and so 

forth, and moreover the contemplations of both the Creation and Perfection Stages, and 

those [steps] included within the drawing of the mandala, the fire sacrifices, commitments 

and vows, etc. And having [mastered] repetition and contemplation, there is the 

achievement of the four ritual application of pacifying, prospering,etcM as well as the 

intuition of procedures that go beyond those.’’170

The bodhisattva commentary explains that Vajravârâhi is the supplicant.171 There 

appear to be many different teachings taught, and many different arrangements of the 

Teacher’s body with respect to the retinues [present】 at each of the teaching occasions, so it 

may not be necessary to insist on one position or another here.172

The first line [starling with】 “Unexcelled Yogini” and “I will explain the Tantra” 

does not seem to be in any of the translations, in the unrevised translation of Lochen, in 

Mai's translation, or in the translation revised by both Locâna Prajnâkirti and Mardo.173

170 There is a similar but much briefer passage in Kambalipa's SN as follows: / sngags bzlas bsam gtan la 
sogs Idan // rgyud *di bshad kyis nyan par gyis // zhes bya ba ni bcom Idan 'das kyis gsang ba pa'i bdag 
po la gsung pafo / (PTT p.175.2) 4The Lord said to the Lord of the Secret Ones (Guhyakapati), ‘Listen u> 
what is taught in the Tantra, with mantra recitation, contemplation, and so forth.** Durjayacandra (RGt ETT 
p. 257.4) and Devagupta (SS, DT fol. 72a) also identify Vajrapani as the addressee here. This would seem 
to be a contradiction to the identification of Vajravârâhi as the supplicant which follows below, unless we 
hold that the Tantra was taught on more than one occasion to Vajrapani and Vajravârâhi respectively, which 
seems to be the Indian tradition. It is well established that there are two distinct traditions that hold 
Vajrapani and Vajravârâhi to be the supplicants of this Tantra; both of these traditions are generally 
accepted by Tibetans, and there are two distinct lineage lists that begin with the respective supplicants. 
There also were attempts, however, to harmonize the two accounts; Bhavabhadra, for example, argues that 
Vajravârâhi is the supplicant and Vajrapani is the compiler, and that the Teaching was entrusted to them in 
common (CP, DT fol. 141b). Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po attempts to harmonize this idea with ihe 
tradition that this exhortation is address to Vajrapani qua compiler, saying that k<the instruction was, 
'Listen, Compiler Vajrapani, to what was is stated in the host of Tantras, for the sake of future beings'/' 
(PG p.298.2) This seems a somewhat awkward attempt at reconciliation, as it seems unlikely that this 
exhortation would be addressed to the compiler and not the supplicant.

171 This is stated in Vajrapanfs LL in at least two places; see QT pp. 145.1,2 and p.146.5. It does seem, 
however, lhat ihe case for Vajrapani as supplicant is undercut somewhat by the fact that Vajrapani himself 
in his ^Bodhisattva Commentary,* (LL) states that Vajravârâhi is the interlocutor!

172 Tsongkhapa here seems to tacitly accept the existence of the different commentatorial traditions of the 
CST, which are often vary considerably.

173 Actually, this line is contained in the popular version of the Lochen*s translation of the Root Tantra 
revised by Locâna Prajnâkirti and Mardo. It is not, however, found in Sumatikirti^ revision.
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Nor is it found in the commentaries. In regard to its import, however, there doesn't seem to 

be any fault.

III.C.b.i.A.3. The Art of Perfecting Progress in the Secret of the Path 
a. Offerings to the Kulikâs

i. General Kulikä Offerings

[This section] applies to [the line] should be worshipped (v.6.c) By whom? It is 

by the yogin who has the Lord's yoga. At what time? [It is done] on special occasions 

(v.6,d), namely on the tenth day of the waxing and waning fortnight of each month, or the 

tenth day of the waning fortnight of the mid-winter month of each year. Is it [done] on one 

occasion? No, it [is done] always (v.6.c)t without interruption. With what offering 

substances? These are saliva which is uexhaled,t since it emerges drawn forth by breath 

(v.6.a), or the great flesh which gives rise to the power of breath. Since the first does not 

occur with the youth and the latter does not occur with the aged, the middle one which 

occurs in between is blcxxi. Within the elements it is supreme, which is to say it is the spirit 

of awakening.

Scent is the 4igreat scent,\  and water is 4tvajra water,\  With (v.6.b) indicates the five 

[ambrosias] altogether, since they are together with the second one and so forth. The word 

also shows that they are together with the five enjoyments as well.

For whom [are they]? They are for the clanswomen famed in the treatises, who are 

members of the classes famed in the world such as the Warrior Class, or who have the clan 

affiliation o f  Aksobhya, etc., as indicated at the time o f initiation. This c k c u t s  in the 

commentatorial tradition of the two translators.

Breath refers to the lady who is well skilled in meditation and so forth on her 

chosen deity. Middle refers to one who menstruates who is between youth and old age. 

Supreme or ^holy^ refers to a 4<middle one>, with good qualities. If we distinguish them, 

there are five [types of] pure consorts connected to the five pure intuitions. First, there is 

the eleven year old; playing in her lotus one achieves rasäyana. Second, the twelve year
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old, playing with whom one strivse for the commitments; here the commitment is great 

bliss. Third is the sixteen year old; playing with her has the aim of familiarity with mantra, 

that is, for the sake of success. By playing with the fourth, the twenty year old, Khecâra 

will be achieved. Fifth is the twenty five year old. Play with her in order to be initiated. 

This seems to explain the meaning of the Vajradäka}14

These sorts of kinswomen should be annoited with excellent scented substances, 

and by that example they should be adorned with various flowers, clothes, ornaments and 

so forth. And in regard to the ^ater* in the statement with [scented] water, she should be 

given various drinks of liquor which clear away the wind, bile and phlegm disorders. 

Enjoying them yourself, make offerings to the clanswomen. Always indicates that one 

should make the offering of the meditation on Thatness without interruption,175 By whom 

[is this done]? [It is done] by the yogin who meditates on the two stages.

What is the time for the offerings? The Vajradâka says that the t4special occasion^ 

is the morning.176 Two commentaries state that there are six times, from among which the

m  This passage is actually a paraphrase of and commentary on a passage in Kambalapa's SN, which occurs
as follows: ^Regarding with the middle and superior breaths, * * * 4first, excite the lotus of an eleven year old 
for the sake of alchemy. Second, make pleasure with a twelve year old for the sake of the commitments. 
Third, meditate first on the mantra for the sake of success with the sixteen year old who has flowers.
Fourth, succeed in sky travel with ihe twenty year old who is the embodiment of wisdom. The fifth is the 
twenty five year old, who is for the sake of initiation. These indicate the five intuitions in accordance with 
the stage of purißcation." / dbugs (byung bar ma mchog dag dang / / zhes bya ba la dang por bcud kyi len 
gyi don du Io bcu geig pafi bdag nyid padma bskul ba'o // gnyis pa Io bcu gnyis pa dang dam tshig gi don 
du shin tu dga* ba bya // gsum pa lo bcu drug pa'i me tog dang ldan pa dang / dnos grub kyi don du 
sngags la dang por goms par bya'o // bzhi pa lo nyi shu ma'i shes rab kyi bdag nyid kyis / mkhaT la spyod 
pa sgrub par byed do // Inga pa lo nyi shu rtsa Inga ma'i bdag nyid kyis ni dbang bskur ba'i don du'o // 
zhes bya ba*i bar du ni me long Ita bu la sogs pa'i ye shes Inga / mam par dag pa'i nm pa bzhin du bstan 
to /  (QT p. 175.3; see also Devagupta's SS DT fol. 72 a,b) Kambalapa here seems to indicate that the five 
types of consorts are connected with the five intuitions, which in turn would connect it to the state of mind 
purification (cittavisuddhi) of the perfection stage. Geshe Kelsang Gyatso states that there are ßve types of 
isolated mind (Kelsang Gyatso 1994: 166); these may correspond to the five intuitions. Kuinâra, in his 
commentary on the Pradipoddyotana, connects this stage to the intuitions, however, he only mentions 
three, rather than five, (see Wayman 1977:176). Snellgrove defines visuddhi in this context as a process of
4purìfìcationf wherein the microcosm contaminated with the five 'poisons' of emotional afflictions is 
purified by identification of the five aspects of buddhahood, which are symbolized both by the five 
intuitions and the five yoginis. (Snellgrove 1959 voi. 1:141).

175 This is in reference to a passage in Devagupla*s SS, which occurs as follows: / rtag tu zhes pa ni bar ma 
chad par de kho na nyid mchog tu bsgom pa'o / (DT fol. 72b).

176 This reference is to the 42nd chapter of the VD, in which it states /  dus kyi khyad par zhes bya ba snga 
dro*! dus sufo /  (DK fol. 91a, QK p. 131.2).
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former is taken as an example.177 Another commentary states that it is especially the 

occasion of the union of the two organs.178 In another explanation similiar to the above, the 

definitive meaning of the statement that one should make offerings of Thatness being 

equipoised in the clanswoman is that breath refers to the two winds of the left and right 

nostrils. The the middle refers to that which is between the rasanä and lalanâ; namely being 

equipoised in the central channel. Supreme is the supreme unchanging mudrâ at the time of 

the insertion of those two winds into the central channel at the base of the navel.179 The 

meaning of this last word is that when one inserts the two winds into the central channel 

relying on a consort, the consort herself is the supreme art of drawing forth immutable 

bliss. Scented water is sihlakam, i.e., blood.180 With refers to the camphor, i.e., semen, 

which is offered to the clanswoman. These are explained in reliance on the commentaries 

of Kambalipa and Devagupta.181

177 Kambala for example states that there are six times, which are the six seasons of the hot season, the 
rainy season, fail, winter, late winter, and spring. These seasons in turn, are connected，respectively, to 
Hayagriva, Heruka, Vajrasurya, Padmananesvara, Vajrasattva and Vairocana.. See PTT p. 175.4,5. Bu ston 
also quotes this entire passage in his massive NS commentary; see pp. 213-215.

l7S Bu-ston's NS commentary states that **at ihe special occasion of the complelion of menstruation, made 
special by the union of the vajra and the lotus, one should worship, i.e.v give pleasure to, the kinswoman, 
the outer goddess with the nature o f Vajravàrâhi." / dus te kbab pa'i mtha*i dus khyad par te rdo ije padma 
kdus byos pa'i khyad par gyi rìgs Idan ma ste rdo rje phag mo'i rang bzhin gyis phyi*i lha mo la mchod pa 
ste dga’ ba bskyeâ par bya’o /  (P.216)

179 This in reference to the following passage from Devagupta's SS: ^Furthermore, as for breaths, when the 
two breaths of the left and right nostrils are fully joined at the base o f the navel, that is the supreme 
unchanging mudrâ.'" / yang na dbugs 4byin pas zhes pa ni sna bug gyas gyon gnyis kyi dbugs mams Ite 
bavi usa bar de mams kyi yang dag par phrad pa'i dus na phyag rgya mchog nyid ma 'gyur bavo /  (DT foi. 
72b)

180 Sihlaka is olibanucn, that is frankincense, which in the sandhyàbhàsa designates blood; its connection 
to blood is no doubt due to its dark reddish color. This is from Kampala's SN as follows: /dri'i chu ni si 
hla kam ngo // de dang bcas pa ni ga pur te // de Ita bur gyur pas rigs ldan mams la mchod par bya zhes so 
/  (QT p.175.4) "Scented w ater is frankincense, and camphor is with it; the [substance] thus produced is 
offered to the kinswomen.** Interestingly, Kampala here makes use of the Hevajra sandhyàbhàsa system in 
^elucidating** an obscure term in the CST. In fact, his explanation may very well be a direct reference to a 
line in the Hevajra Tantra (Part II, Ch. 2 v. 18), which describes the female consort as 4tpossessed of 
frankincense and camphor**, sihlahirpùrasam yuktàm , / si hla ga pur yang dag ldan / ( Snellgrove 1959 voi. 
2: p. 46,7). The bodhisattva Vajragarbha explains in his Hevajra commentary that this refers to Mone who 
has arrived at time of menstruation, who takes pleasure in the bliss of bodhicittaT, (see Snellgrove 1939 
voi. 1: p. 90, note 2).

181 In this section Tsongkhapa relies heavily upon Kambalapa and Devagupta; most of this section is a 
paraphrase, with comments, of passages from Kambalapa^s SN commentary, QT p. 175.3-5, and 
Devagupta's SS commentary, DT fol. 72,3. The same information also occurs in the NS (pp. 213-216) of 
Bu ston, who reproduces the above SN passages almost verbatim, and without attribution to their author, 
unlike Tsongkhapa, who does provide attribution.
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IILC.b.i.A.3.a.ii. How Success is Achieved in Dependence upon the Three Clanswomen, 
together with the Offerings.

Bhavabhadra [holds] that they are messengers (v.7.a) since they are distressed over 

the suffering of sentient beings.182 In addition to this literal [interpretation], the gurus say 

that the consort is called a messenger, since they are like the messengers who rapidly 

accomplish one's aims. This is in accordance with Kambalipa. Here Bhavyakirti says that 

as there are three [types of] raessanger, the orgasmically achieved (v.7.a) is just an 

illustration. In regard to them the supreme (v.7.b) is the <orgasmic, one. The middling is 

the 'place'-bom one, who is the same as the *womb-bom, one.183 The lesser type is the 

kind bom from Mantra. The supreme etc. can also be understood as refering respectively 

to the celestial, terrestial and subterranean. Why is it necessary to accomplish these? It is 

explained that they bring about (he desired success by means o f the mind inserted within 

(v.7.c,d).184 The gums indicate the orgasmic with the actuality of orgasm. Achieved is 

achieving a yogini from the 'great spirit of the field\ which refers to the achievement of the 

yogini by means of concentration, repetition, and so forth.

It is said that the first, the supreme is the bestower of both Successes. The second, 

the middling, is the bestower of worldly success. And while the third, the lesser type is 

unable to bestow either success, but accompanies the attainment of these two.185 Although

182 This is a direct quotation of the following line in Bhavabhadra^ CP commentary: / de yang sems can 
sdug bsngal ba la gdung bas na pho nya’o /  (DT fol. 158a)

1831 translate ksetraja as 'womb bom*, taking ksetra in its more specific sense of body. This translation is 
supported by the fact that ksetraja has a specific meaning of a type of birth in Hindu law, although here the 
reference is more general. See Monier-Williams p. 332 col. I & 2; see also Wendy Doniger*s article 
“Sexual Masquerades in Hindu Myths” （see O’Flaherty 1996)，p. 40.

IS4 Tsongkhapa here closely paraphrases a passage from Bhavyakirtì's SM commentary; see DT fol. 8b, 9a.

185 A passage similar to this occurs in Bhavyakirti's SM commentary, as follows: *Thc first is supreme 
because she bestows the supreme success. The second is middling since she bestows mundane success. The 
third is lesser as she is unable to bestow success, but is able to accompany the achievment of these two/* / 
dang po ni mchog ste dngos gmb gnyis ka ster bas so //  gnyis pa ni 'bring ste *jig rten pa'i dngos grub 
ster bas so // gsum pa ni tha ma ste dngos grub gnyis ster mi nus kyang de gnyis sgmb pa'i sgrogs byed 
pa so / (DT foL 9b) This passage also may be drawn from a more lengthy discussion by Sachen in his 
Pearl Garland Commentary^ PG pp. 299a,b.
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there are many different ways of identifying the three messengers, the first, the highest 

attainment in one's psychosomatic continuum of the actual orgasmic, is the transcendental 

dâkini. Secondly, there are those who become yoginis since they are bom in thirty two 

places, etc. and are raised by yoginis. Third, there are yoginis of the first stage who 

psychosomatic continuums are well cultivated by means of initiation and so forth. These 

latter two are mundane yoginis.

Since one is united in accordance with what is called the method of union with the 

Prajnä of the Progenitrix of ail Tathâgatas by means of the insertion o f the mind within, one 

is satisfied; one^ mind does not wander elsewhere. Thus one will attain the desired 

success. In that way, in order to satisfy the messengers with offerings, the Vajradäka says 

in regard to the inferior, middling and supreme ones that the previous ‘supreme’ and so 

forth refers to a person. If we explain literally statements such as worship the Buddhas and 

Bodhisattvas with one's own seminal drop (v.8.a,b) that arises from equipoise with the 

herald, then one should satisfy those of the outer mandala, along with the héros and yoginis 

of the host/retinue, with the nectar with is emitted in the dharmodaya and taken up by the 

tongue. This is like what the gurus say. If one explains in a non-literal fashion, then it has 

the meaning of satisfying the Buddhas, i.eM the five aggregates, and the Bodhisattvas, the 

[sense powers of] the eye and so forth.186 The worship of the kinswomen within the above

186 A similar passage, which nonetheless differs significantly on an important point, occurs as follows in 
Bhavyaklrli*s SM commentary: "With o n e fs own seminal drop  means with one*s bodhicitta. The word 
Buddhas is explained as the [sense powers of] the eye and so forth, and bodhisattvas are the hands« feet, 
etc. This is as is stated in the Sriguhyasamàja: Taking up semen one should eat it with firm intent, and 
wide eyed. This is called the worship of the bcxly, speech and mind of all mantras, the of those who
possess the jnânavajnu the accomplisher of success in mantras/' / rang rdzas thig les ihes pa ni rang gi 
byang chub kyi sems kyis so // sang rgyas kyi sgras ni mig la sogs pa la bya bar bshad la / byang chub 
sems dpa* ni lag pa dang rkang pa la sogs pa'o // de yang dpal gsang ba *dus pa las / mig bzang brtan pa'i 
bio ldan pas // khu ba blang nas bza* bar bya // *di ni sngags mams thams cad kyi sku gsung thugs kyi 
mchod pa ste // ye shes rdo rje can gyis gsang // sngags mams mams dngos grub byed par gsung // zhes ji 
skad gsung ba Ita ba'o /  (DT fol. 9a). This Guhyasamäja quote is from the last two verses of chapter eight, 
the Sanskrit for which occurs as follows in Fremantle^ edition: grhya sukram visâlàkse bhaksayed 
drdhabuddhimân // idam tat sarvamantrânâm kâyavâkcittapüjanam /  mantrasiddhikaram proktam rahasyam 
jfiànavajrinâm // (Freemantle 1971:226). Interestingly, there is a passage in the seventh chapter of the 
Guhyasamäja Tantra which is quite similar to that in the CST which is being commented upon here. The 
first half of CST v.8 occurs as follows: svaretobindubhir buddhän bodhisattvâms ca pùjayet, uworship the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas with the one*s own seminal drops/* The second half of v. 26, ch. 7 of the 
Guhyasamäja Tantra in Fremantle*s (1971) edition is almost identical, Tiding svaretobindubhir buddhàn 
vajrasattvàm s ca püjayet (p.218). Given the fact that the CST elsewhere mentions the Guhyasamäja, this 
strongly suggests that the latter was an influence on the former.
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from the line breath supreme (v.6.a) is extensively explained in the gurus1 oral precepts;187 

fearing prolixity, I will not write on it here.

HI.C.b.i.A.3.a.iii. The Benefits of Worshipping the Clanswomen

The yogin who does this practice relying upon the herald, though he might be seen 

by other people's eyes, touched by their bodies, or news of him might by heard by their 

ears or recollected by their minds (v.8.c,d), if there is no doubt that this yogin is thus 

liberated from all the sins (v^.a^b) of karmic obscuration, that they are washed away, and 

that such a yogin has himself gathered up supreme assemblies of purifying merit (1.35), 

and that he has conquered and destroyed the sins (v.9.c,d), what need is there to say more? 

One who thus relies on the herald will quickly attain both successes by means of the 

definitive and interpretable mantra repetitions and by means of the contemplation of the 

definitive and the interpretable. The word even shows that it is even attained by 

contemplation alone, which is taken as meaning inner absorption.

While [The line] 4twill be attained even by bliss^ does not occur in the translations 

of Lochen or Mardo rKyang-pa, nor in many of the commentaries, it does occur both in the 

translation of Mardo and Prajnakirti, and in Mal^s translation.188 It also says in the 

Commentary Praising Samvara that from the force of demonstrating dhâranâ by mantra 

repetition, it is shown that pranâyâma is previous to that. By the manifestation of dhyâna

187 Sachen, for exam ple, devoted several pages in his Pearl Garland commentary to this subject; he 
interprets worship o f  the kinswom en as refenng to inner body yogic mediation, in w hich bodhicitta is both 
the object o f continual worship as well as the substance o f  the offering, (see PG pp. 199.3-200.2) This sort 
o f  interpretation m ay seem  to underm ine S haw 's claim  that passages such as this unam bigiously refer to 
the worship o f  women by m env but I suspect that both levels o f  interpretation can coexist w ithout 
contradiction. And while interpretations such as his tell us little about how these verses w ere construed, 
and what practices were practiced, in India when they were written, it can perhaps tell us a  great deal about 
the Tibetans, who seem ed to have priveledged the 'inner'* interpretations over the ••outer'* gymnocentric 
ones.

m  The line bde bas kyang ni 'grub par *gyur occurs in Lochen*s translation as revised by  M ardo and 
Prajnàkîrti as well as Sum atikirti. It corresponds to the first ha lf o f  verse 10 in the S anskrit, sidhyate 
japam mantram japena dhyànena ca, which lacks only the equivalent to bde bas, *sukhena.
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(contemplation), it is shown that pratyàhâra (withdrawal) precedes it. By the manifestation 

of samadhi (concentration) with bliss, it is shown that mindfulness precedes it.189

There is no contradiction in explaining by means of the parameters (tshad-ldan) the 

many different meanings in each of the Vajra words of the Tantra; the adherents to Mal*s 

commentatorial tradition explain “even by bliss” in terms of practice.

ni.C .b.i.A J.b. Protecting the Commitments.
i. Protecting the Commitments which are to be guarded.

The adept o f this path who is very well equipoised (v.lO.d), that is, whose three 

doors are unwavering, should always and continually protect without impairment the 

commitments (v.lOx) to be guarded, the root and branch commitments taught in other 

Tantras as well as the commitments taught in this Tantra.

In regard to the penalties of not guarding the commitments, by breaking the root 

commitments (v .ll .a ) , one will not gain success in mandala into which one was 

previously initiated (v .ll.b ), meaning one^ power will be impaired. One will not attain 

success even through mantra repetition (v.l0.a,b), etc. Aside from that, there are the very 

great penalties of going into the bad migrations later and so forth. After that, endeavoring 

from the start in not being stained by the offence, if there is a root downfall, the vow can be 

repaired again by the guru setting up the mandala, or by Self-entry. If an excessive 

downfall occurs, it can be purified by the rite of renewal following confession and so forth, 

however it will not work if you think 4it can be remedied later" (as an excuse to consciously 

violate the vow). And though it may be remedied, one will not rise up from a subsequent

m Tsongkhapa here paraphrases a passage in V ajrapani's LL commentary w hich immediately follows his 
quotation o f  the passage concerning the six branched yogas in the Uttaratantra o f the Guhyasamâja. It 
occurs in the LL as follow s: 'T h u s, it should be know n that pratyàhâra precedes dhyàna. Here, the word 
^mantra repetition*, w hich is either herm aphrodite o r vajra repetition, is said  to be pranàyâma. Know that 
onusmrti precedes bliss, and that samädhi is stated by means o f the w orld kb l is s \  In this way the yogin 
will achieve buddhahood by means o f these six branches.1* /  de phyir bsam  gtan gyi sngon du so sor sdud 
pa rig par b y a ^  / /  sngags bzlas pa*i sngon du srog rtsol rig par b y a ^  / /  *dir sngags bzlas pa*i sgras ma 
ning gi bzlas pa^am rdo  rje*! b2las pa ste srog *dzin par bijod do // bde ba*i sngon du ijes su dran par rig 
par bya ste *dir bde b a 'i  sgras ting nge *dzin brjod  do  //  de Itar yan lag drug po 4di m am s kyis m al àbyor 
pas sangs rgyas nyid 4grub par *gyur ro /  (D T 130a, Q T p. 168.4).
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offence, as one would not be worthy of the remedy in such a case, it is also said. This is 

the teaching o f Mardo, which is excellent.

III.C.b.i.A.3.b.
ii. Protecting the Food Commitments.

In regard to the honey called the 'great honey5; Devagupta says that 4<one meaning 

of the ‘great butter’ is the ‘great fat’ or clot thereof. Vermillion, i.e., blood, is the mentruum 

periodically descends. With camphor (v .ll.c) is said to refer to the flower that 

exists/occurs along with camphor. This is the flower which is together with semen, which 

previously refered to blood alone. Red sandalwood is the great flesh. This mixturt 

(v.ILd), since it cxcurs with feces and so forth, is unequalled, the alchemy of the six great 

savours.^ The five nectars together with the *great butter' makes six.

The total vajra of the Universal Vajra is Heruka who is the Lord of all deities. His 

sign is the skullcup. His bearing (v.l2.b) of this emblem is grasping, i.eM enjoying, the 

skull by joining the tips o f the thumb and ringfinger (v.l2.c,d) around it. Furthermore, it is 

like the cxrean protecting ambrosia which was made, i.eM stirred up, with a pestle or the 

thumb which is Mt. Meru, in the ocean which rests on the earth, or at of the little 

finger, and on the “back” of the ring finger. By the ‘ha’ of “Om ha ho hri^” there is color; 

the fault o f taint is overcome by 4h o \ 4Hrih' augments greatly. The yogin who practices 

deity yoga and who repeats the mantras should always mix and consume it with the 

knowledge o f the method of relying on the nectars.

The method of their enjoyment is as is said, *Taste the nectar prepared by the wise, 

but first make offerings to the Guru, and after that offer to Heruka, since he has the vajra. 

Offering them to the consort, one will experience them, the five-fold nectars of the essence 

of all yogas/applications. One will be equal to Vajrasattva via this sort of procedure.**
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“Amidst the retinue” （v.l2.a) means in the middle of the three wheels，or， amidst 

the yogins and yoginis who alone hold the yoga of Supreme Bliss. [The word] 4tgo,f is 

explained in other commentaries as “stand”.

Additionally, if you explain in a way other than literally, with camphor could be 

explained as “together with the spirit of awakening”; that spirit of awakening is great bliss， 

and “together with it” means its union with voidness， which is the definitive meaning of the 

white and red elements. Go amidst the retinue designates the communion of the retinue of 

the six sense powers of the eye and so forth, and in particular the host of the father and 

mothers organs. Retinue thus has the meaning of communion. In general, it is the 

communion of the six powers of art and wisdom, and in particular it is the comnumion of 

the parents’ organs.190

What are they? The “thick one” is the artful vaj% and the “top end” is the consort’s 

lotus; as the lotus is [at] the lower part of the body, it is [at] the ^end^, and as it is at the 

“top” of that， it is high. The meaning of the union of the tips of those two is that the two 

tips, known as the “lower nose” of the dhüti of the tip of the male’s secret place and the 

^crow^ faceM of the tip of the female^ secret place, kiss. It says in the Vajrapanjara that

190 In the interpretation o f  this very interesting passage it seems that we are taken from a description o f the 
yogin or Heruka to a description o f sexual yoga, with a possible reference to the Secret Consecration. 
Tsongkhapa begins with a description o f Heruka, with a reference to the story o f the churning o f ocean.
And this leads, evidently, to the sym bolism  o f the churning of the lotus by the vajra. This may relate to 
the Secret initiation, which, as described more directly in the third chapter o f  Candamahärosana Tantra, 
involves the guru taking the sexual fluids produced from his union w ith the consort and placing them upon 
the in itiate 's tongue with his thumb and ring finger (see George 1974% p. SS) There seem to be Indie 
sources for this connection. Tsongkhapa seem s here to be drawing upon a passage in Kambalafs SN 
com m entary which occurs as follows: "The vajra mark {yajrcmka) is that w hich arises from the vagina 
(dharmodaya), and m oreover the sarvavajra is the Bhagavan Srihem ka. His sign (cihna) is the skull 
bowl. Regarding bearing {dhrk\ it should be held in one's hand. The ring finger is taken as the earth, 
and the thumb should be applied to M t. Sum eru. In accordance with the churning of ambrosia from  the 
ocean, it should be understood in term s o f  the three kalpas. Regarding om ha hoh hrih, ha takes away the 
corruptions (kasäya), the syllable hoh destroys the taints, the syllable hrih is to some extent blazing fire, 
but is well known to refer to wind.M /  rdo rje mtshan ma ni chos kyi 4byung gnas las *byung ba*o / /  yang 
na thams cad rdo ije  ni bcom  Idan 'das dpal he m  ka yin la // de 'i m tshan m a ni thod pa 'o  //  'dzin pa ni de 
la rang gi lag pas blang par bya ba ste /  ming med sa gzhir byas la /  m the bo ni ri rab tu sbyar bar bya //
rgya mtsho bsrubs p a 'i bdud rtsi bzhin du /  rtog pa gsum du shes par bya //  om  ha hoh h rih 'o  // de la / ha 
zhes bya ba na snyigs m a (phrog /  yi ge hoh yis dri "joms la // gang zhig m e "bar hrih yig ste //  pa ba ka 
zhes rab tu bsgrags /  (Q T  pp. 175.5-176.1). ICunbala seems here to relate the three syllables to the lesser, 
interm ediate and greater aeons (Jcalpa), which end, respectively, by m eans o f  fire, water and wind. See 
V asubandu 's Abhidharmakosa, csp. ch. 2 vs. 100-102, trans, in de la V allée Poussin 1988, voi. 2, pp.
490-495.
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“the vajra place is well excited by the excellent application of the vajra finger，”191 and “after 

that, when you have the bliss of that, the vajra bodhisattva is inserted, and one well engages 

in the vajra offering by means of the union which binds the vajra.”192 193

The finger excites the place, i.e., receptical, of the vajra, the channel tip of the lotus. 

After the channel is awakened, one makes, as it is said, samâpaîti (1.28: equanimity which 

equals great bliss) by means of the union which “binds the vajra”，i.e.， which inseparably 

binds the the two channels. By doing this relying on the consort as previously explained, 

the two winds are inserted into the central channel. This seems to be the supreme essence 

of clanswomen worship.

It says in the Vajradäka that "Going amidst the retinue occurs in all of the sense 

powers, the savour of all of those is alchemy.Ml93 The import of that indicates the alchemy 

which extracts the savour of all of them, the spirits of awakening which arise from the 

communion of the powers of art and wisdom. The yogin of this sort should should be 

engaged in that continually by means of the pith science which delves into the mudrâ 

pranâyâma.

Regarding the benefit of practicing in this manner, if you taste, i.e., serve, the 

ambrosia (v.l3.a) which is like the nectar of the gods as previously explained, then you 

will attain the success which is permanent (v.l3.b), which will not again be reversed.

Thus, by the alchemy of the 4half-ten\ i.e.,yîv^ amrta ambrosia (v.13.c), this service to the 

consort of complete characteristics who has cultivated a lily-like receptical of bliss will

191 Tsongkhapa quotes as follows from the fourteenth chapter of the Àryadàkinivajrapanjara (AM ), as 
follows: rdo rje sor mo*i rab sbyor gyis // rdo i je fi sa bzhi rab bskul te /. It occurs in the AM  as follows: / 
rdo tje m dzub m o^ sbyor ba yis // rdo cje gnas ni rab bskul bya /  (DK 56a, QK p.234.4).

192 Tsongkhapa again from  the fourteenth chapter o f  the AM, occurs as follows: phyi nas de yi bde Idan du 
/ /  rdo rje sem s dpa ' rab beug ste // rdo ije  being b a fi sbyor ba yis // rdo tje  mchod pa rab tu brtsam  /. This 
passage also occurs, with a few m inor differences in spelling, at DK 56a, QK p.234.4.

193 Tsongkhapa here quotes a  passage from the fourty second chapter o f  the VD, as follows: ishogs kyi 
nang du zhugs pa ni /  dbang po thams cad las byung ba ste /  de dag chains cad kyi beud kyi ra sa ya na 'o  
/. TO s passage occurs as above on DK 91b and Q K  p.131.3, with the following exception /....tham s cad 
kyi beud ni ra  sa ya naTo /.
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bring about the origination, i.e., achievement oft all succesess (v.l3^d), both [the 

transcendental and the mundane].

III.C.b.i.A.3.c.The four Mudrä Meditations.

Although there are many different texts on the/owr 喻 /7喂 （v.l4 .a) and so 

forth,194 and also many different commentatorial methods,1951 will comment on the mudrâ 

meditation of Nâropa's system in accordance with my previous explanation in the context 

of the summary of the chapters. Furthermore， the “supreme secret,” with respect to the four 

letters which are said to be “e-vam-ma-ya，” here corresponds to the four offerings which 

are the four mudrâs stated in the Samputa,196 namely the karmamudrâ, dharmamudrâ,

lw Verse fourteen appears to be corrupt in our Sanskrit, as it is definitely missing som e syllables; this 
corruption, how ever, may be ancient, for the verse is rendered differently in different translations as well as 
in the com m entaries. The first line, for example, occurs in the Sanskrit as catuh pûjà tathà yoginyo. The 
corresponding line in the Lochen /Prajnâkirti/M ardo translation is mchod bzhi dpa* bo chen po nit which is 
not even close, m issing an equivanent to yoginyo, though possib ly  translating the next w ord in the verse, 
virâdvaya. T he Lochen/Sum atikirti translation is closer, w ith mchod bzhi mal *byor chen mo ni, as are 
Kambala (S N ， Q T  p. 176.1) and V iravajra (SG, DT fol. 157a)， w ho have /ncAôrf rnfl/
ma. This w ould lead one to suspect that by the eleventh century o r so there were already alternate versions 
of the text circulating. Bu-ston (NS p. 222) seems to resolve the enigma. He initially cites the verse as 
mchod pa bzhi dpa* bo chen po, w hich would be the equivalent o f  * catuh pûjà mahàvirah. He goes on to 
state, how ever, that there is an alternate Indian text which has mchod bzhi de bzhin m al *byor mams, 
which is the exact equivalent to catuh pûjà tathà yoginyo. He also says that dbang gnyis, the utwo 
organs** is the equivalent to dpa' bo gnyis su medt virâdvaya, w hich occurs in our text.

195 Buston provides us with m any o f  these interpretations. First, quoting Bhavabhadra, he defines the four 
offerings as the outer, secret, the nature o f mind (yid kyi rang bzhin), and actual (dngos po). He then goes 
on to define them  as the four creation processes, which he lists as (1) ihe l4voidness awakening^, (2) the 
seed (3) the form , perfected and (4) the placement o f the syllables. Alterately, they can refer to four types 
of yoga, nam ely  yoga, anuyoga, attyoga and mahàyoga. He goes on to say that the w ord tathà indicates 
the object o f  creation, the four skulls placed atop the vases, o r the four essence yoginis. (NS p. 222) 
Viravajra^ in his ST com m entary, gives a slightly different list o f  the four offerings, and then relates them 
to ihe four m udrâs, as follows: *The four offerings are the outer, secret, nature o f  m ind and the offering of 
reality. M oreover, they are also four mudrâs, namely the m ahâm udrâ, samayamudm, dharm am udrâ, and 
karmamudra.*9 /  m chod bzhi ni phyi dang gsang ba dang yid kyi rang bzhin dang de kho na nyid kyi 
mchod pa*o / /  yang na phyag rgya chen  po dang /  dam thig dang /  chos dang /  las kyi phyag rgya bzhi ni 
mchod pa b zh ifo /  (D T fol. 157a).

196 Tsongkhapa is refering to a w ell-know n passage in the fourth chapter o f the first section of the SP.
'T h e  syllable e should be known as earth, the karmamudrà. L o c a n e  o f great com passion and great art, 
whose nature is the sphere o f  universal activity. She resides in the Emanation C enter, in  the sixty four 
[petaled] lotus in the navel. The syllable vam should be know n as water, the dharmamudrâ. Mâmakî, 
characterized by  love and devotion, the goddess who is the source o f  the Vajra clan. S he abides in the 
Reality C enter, in the eight petaled lotus a t the heart. The le tter ma is said to be fire, the mahâmudrâ, 
Pandarâ, the goddess who is the source o f the Lotus clan by the yoga o f rapture and pow er. She abides in 
the Beatitude C enter in the sixteen petaled lotus at the throat. T he  syllable yà is the nature  o f wind, the 
breaker o f  all addictions. It is the /mzM sam oya/m a/râ and the goddess who is the source  o f  the Karma
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mahàmudrâ and samayamudrâ. The equivalent term of ̂ offering** is püja  which is 

etymologically explained as uthat which fills the \  for meditation on the four mudrâs 

at the four occasions the mind is filled with bliss.

One meditates on the mudrâ which is desired  in one's m ind (v.l4.b) with the pride 

of the Great Hero (v .l4 ,a) Heruka. In regard to the equipoise o f  the two organs (v.14.c) at 

that time from [the perspective] of the four [mudrâs], in the context of the karmamudra it is 

the equipoise in the two physical organs. In the context of the samayamudrâ it is the 

equipoise o f  the two organs  visualized by the mind. In the context of the dhannamudrâ it is 

the equipoise of the “spring” and the “drop” whi ch is merely 

designated/described as an equipoise of the two organs. In the context of mahàmudrâ both 

great bliss and voidness are equipoised， which is called the “equipoise of the two organs”. 

Equipoised in that way even the karma[mudrâ] holds reality (v.l4.d) with orgasmic bliss. 

Although this [reference to bliss &void] applies to the Mahàmudrâ alone, orgasmic bliss is 

drawn forth by meditating on [all] four, and when it is drawn forth, there is also in all four 

[mudrâs] the need to imite it with voidness. This will be clearly shown below.

The “vajra” is the Lord Heruka, and 认泛 /wWer (v.l4.d) is his yogin. [Compared】 

to the bliss produced by him in the manner of the bliss-void union, in reliance on the four 

mudrâs, the bliss enjoyed by gods and humans (v.15), if gathered in one place, would not

clan, T ara, the Savior o f the W orld  (sarnsâra) by m eans o f  the yoga o f equanim ity and intuition. She 
resides in in the Great B liss C en ter in tiie lotus o f thirty  four petals in the head.” The Tibetan occurs at 
DK fo!. 81 a,b, and also in  E ld e r s  edition: /  e  ni sa  ru shes par bya // las kyi phyag rgya spyan ma nyid // 
snying ije  chen po thabs chen  po  // rang bzhin sna tshogs spyod yul ma // ite bar sna tshogs 'dam  skyes la 
// sprul pa*i *khor lor m am  p a r gnas / /  bam ni chu ru  shes par bya // chos kyi phyag rgya mâ m a ki // 
byams pa dang ni sm on lam  tshul //  lha mo rdo t je 'i  rigs byung ma // snying khar chu skyes 4dab brgyad 
la / /  chos kyi 'khor lor yang dag  gnas //  ma ni me ru b ijo d  pa ste // phyag rgya chen  po gos dkar m o U 
dga' dang stobs kyi m am  *byor gyis // lha mo pad m avi rigs byung ma // lkog m ar chu skyes 'dab  brgyad 
gnyis / /  long spyod 'kho r lo r  yang dag gnas / /  ya ni rlung  gi rang bzhin te / /  nyon mongs tham s cad rab 
'jo ins byed  / /  dam tshig phy ag  rgya chen po nges / /  lha  mo las kyi rigs byung m a / /  btang snyom  ye shes 
m al 4byor gyis / /  sgrol m a *khor ba sgrol m a'o //  *dab skyes *dam ma sum  bcu gnyis // bde chen *khor lo
chen por gnas /. (Elder 1979:153,4; see also Skorupsici 1996, pp. 240,1). The Sanskrit occurs as follows: 
ekârah pnhivîjneyâ karm am udrâ tu locanâ // m ahâkrpâ mahopâyâ svarûpâ visvagocarâ // sthitâ ninnânacakre 
vai nâbhau catuhsastâm buje / /  vamkâras tu jalam  jn eyam  dhannam udrâ tu m àm aki / /  m aitripranidhinipâ tu 
devi vajrakulodbhavâ // s th itâ  s â  cÛiarmacaia% tu hrdaye svastadalärobuje / /  m akâro vahnir uddhisto 
m ahàm udrâ tu pândarâ //  m uditâbalayogena devi padm akulodbhavâ // sthitâ sam bhogacakre tu kanthe 
dvyastadalâm buje // yâkàro vâyurûpas tu sarvaklesaprabhanjakah / /  mahâsam ayam udrâ vai devi 
karmakulcxlbhavâ // upeksâjnânayogena tara sam sâratârînl / /  sthitâ mahâsukhe siras cakre 
dvâtrim sadalapankaje (E lder 1978: 106-8; Skorupski 1996:240).
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amount to even one sixteenth of that (v*15), it is said. This is intended for those who have 

developed excellent ability in the Perfection Stage. Regarding the majority of these 

explanations, there is the explanation of the scholar Mardo, which seems to be a very good 

one in the commentatorial tradition of Nâropa.

Although many Indian commentaries explain the four offerings in terms of the four 

mudrâs, the application of the four offerings to the Creation Stage in the Vajradàka is 

similiar to Kambaiipa*s application of the four vajras to the Creation Stage.197 The 

remaining texts apply them to the Perfection Stage.

IILC.b.i. A.4. Showing the Place of Practicing the Secret.

In regard to what words refer to the places of secret practice, thickets (v,16.a) are 

dense forests. [The term] groves is not present in the translations of Lochen and Mai, but 

there is a substitute for that, 44cave and mountain ravineM.198 Riverbank (v.ló.b) means a 

faank/shoreline. Primordially established (v,16.c) refers to previously produced charnel 

grounds.

If we explain symbolically, since the female consort is unmoved by the view of self 

contrived by the heretics due to the Great Bliss Lord, she is a mountain (v.ló.a). Since

197 Tsonglchapa here refers to a passage in Kam bala's SN com m entary which occurs as follows: 'T h e
meaning o f  [the lin e】 f/zeybür 如  yö豸 油  is that one should worship the four skull bowls
placed atop the vases, and likewise the four yoginis who are Dâkini etc., and the Lord o f  the wheels their 
mandala, with the four vajras, which are, first o f  all, the aw akening o f  void, second, the concentration o f 
the seed, the perfection o f  the reflected image, and, fourth, the arrangement o f letters/* /  m chod bzhi de 
bzhin m al *byor m a zhes bya ba ni rdo rje bzhi y is te /  dang por stong pafi byang chub bo / /  gnyis pa la ni 
sa bon bsdu / /  gsum  pa la ni gzugs bm yan rdzogs // bzhi pa la ni yi ge dgod // ces bya ba dang /  bum pa 'i 
steng gi thod pa bzhi m am s dang /  de bzhin de m kha1 kgro m a la sogs pa 'i m al 4byor m a m am s te /  de dag 
gi d^yil ‘khor gyi ‘kho r lo ’i bdag nyid m chod par bya’o // zhes bya ba’i don no / (SN Q T  p. 176.1,2)

198 There evidently  w ere at least two Sanskrit editions o f  this text, and Tsongkhapa had access to at least 
three translations into Tibetan, that by R inchen bZang-pot that by Mai, and the revised edition of 
R inchen's translation by M arpa Chos-kyi-dbang-phyug (M ardo) and Prajnâkirti. O f these the latter two are 
currently available, as well as the S um adkirti's  revision o f  R inchen 's translation. A m ong these, the 
translation in the M ardo-Prajnâkirti edition corresponds exactly to the first pada o f the sixteenth verse o f 
the Sanskrit m anuscripts, which is girigahvarakunjesiL Presum ing that the other editions do not represent 
m is-transations, the term  ri-sul ^mountain ravine* could be a  translation o f  girikandara, a  possible alternate 
to the above.
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inferior sentient beings are unable to strike [her] depths, hence thickets. Since [her] cavity 

is filled with nectar, hence “cave”. Her riverbank is vast and profound due to the union of 

art and wisdom. Primordially established is Thatness which abandons production and 

destruction and which has the nature of that due to the constructive imagination of Great 

Bliss. Since she bums the awakening of the disciples and the solitary buddhas by the 

flames of great desire, hence charnel ground.199 Since in this place, explained literally and 

symbolically, the essence is extracted, it is the ^mandala^; manda is essence, and lati means 

uto extractM.200 One should meditate on the inner and outer mandalas where the essence is 

extracted which is drawn with lines and so forth, or drawn mentally. In this way the first 

chapter is connected with the second, as it is relevant like the second in the contexts of the 

mandala meditations of the two stages.

199 This interesting interpretation o f the ^place'* for drawing the mandala as the consort is made by Lanka 
Jayabhadra, D evagupta and Kambala, the latter o f  whom  wrote that Mthe literal interpretation alone o f  
^mountain gorge ' etc. is easy is understand. Sym bolically  speaking, they indicate the the secret place o f the 
excellent 'g reat lotus* type o f consort o f the B uddha, hence 'mountain gorge*....also» the female consort is 
dense with forests o f desire and so forth, and hence her method which is purification serves as a way 
toward aw akening. She is pure because she goes to the supreme limit, l^ ie  p lace is the said to be t^e 
vagina (dharm odaya), since it is the place o f  b irth  o f women who have the good quaJides o f the V ajra clan 
and so forth« who are praised by all o f  the B uddhas; it is thus isolated. She is the lord of great bliss o f 
reality, an im m ovable mountain, since she is no t pushed by the wind arising from  the evil heretics. Since 
inferior beings cannot strike her depths, she is a  thicket. Since her cavity is filled with the V ictor's 
ambrosia, hence (cavev. Regarding riverbanks, she is a river bank since she is on the river o f w isdom  vast 
and profound due to her union o f  wisdom  and art. She is primordially established, that isv continually 
established, as she has abandoned origination and cessation, is fully perfected and always sky-like. She is 
a charnel ground since she bum s Che aw akening of the disciples etc. by the blazing fire of d e s i r e . /  ri sul 
zhes bya ba la sogs pa ste /  sgra ji bzhin pa ni go  sia ba kho na ste /  brda yis ni sangs rgyas kyi phyag rgya 
chu skyes chen po yon tan dang Idan pa khyad par gyi gsang baf i gnas bstan p avi phyir /  ri sul zhes bya ba 
gsungs te /  don ni nags tshal Akhrigs shing dben  p a 'i yul te / der gnas pa zhes 4dir gzung bar bya* o / /  'd ir 
gtso bo gzung bas 4khor m am s kyang gzung b a r  bya*o zhes so // yang bud m ed kyi phyag rgya ni *dod 
chags la sogs pa*i nags tshal gyis 'khrigs pa*o / /  de nyid thabs kyi m am  par dag pa ni byang chub kyi lam 
du gyur pa*o //  de*i m am  par dag pa ni rab kyi m lhar thug par 4gro b a 'i phyir ro //  yul ni chos 4byung du 
bstan te de nyid de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad  kyis bsngags pa'i rdo ije 'i  rigs la sogs pa 'i khyad par can 
gyi bu mo skye bo las byung b a 'i phyir dben pa*o / /  yang na de kho na nyid kyi bde ba chen p o 'i bdag 
nyid ni mi g .yo b a 'i ri ste /  mu steg can ngan pa  las rab tu byung b a 'i rlung gis mi skul bavi phyir r o / /  
dman p a 'i sem s can gyis gting dpag par mi nu s pas na tshang tshing ngo / /  rgyal bavi bdud rtsis yongs su 
gang ba*i khung bur gyur pas na phug go /  chu ba chen po*i "gram m am s zhes bya ba la de nyid thabs dang 
shes rab yang dag par sbyor bas zab pa rgya che  bavi shes rab kyi chuvi gnas su gyur pas na /  chu yis "gram 
m am s so / /  gdong nas grub pa ni rtag tu yongs su grub pa ste /  'char ba dang nub pa spang shing /  yongs 
su rdzogs pa rtag tu nam rnldia* dang m nyam  p a vo / /  de yang 'dod chags kyi me 'b a r bas nyan thos la sogs 
pa*i byang chub  bsregs pas na dur khrod do /  (SN , Q T p. 176.3,4). Sim ilar accounts also occur in 
Jayabhadn i^  MP, D T fols. 74b, 75a, and Devagupta*s SS, DT fols. 64b, 65a.

200 T so n g k h ap a^  etym ology is evidently based  upon the verbal root Via, to take, grasp, the third person 
singular present indicative o f  which is lati, m entioned by Tsongkhapa.
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in.C.b.i.B. Showing the name of the chapter.

This is from the Concise Sri Heruka Abhidhäna Tantra. In this chapter there is the 

entry into the mandalas, namely the body mandala which applies to the previous four 

elements, etcM the vagina mandala [indicated] by the t4resided in the vagina^ [line] of the 

context, and also the mandala of the Spirit of Awakening. As for [the term] chapter, 

paricheda or 44division,\  there is both the division of the meaning of that which wa^ 

spoken, and the division of the text of the speaker. As for it being first, it is the first of 

fifty-one. This is the explanation of the first chapter from the Total Illumination o f the 

Hidden Meaning, A Vast Commentary on the Concise Supreme Bliss Tantra called the 

Cakrasamvara.

Chapter Two

m.C.b.ii. The Extensive Explanation of the Meaning by the Remaining Forty-nine.
A. Becoming a Suitable Vessel for Meditating on the Two Stages and so forth.

1.Drawing the Mandala and Worshipping there when it is Completed, 
a. The Characteristics of the Master.

It is said that the text in this root tantra are confused in order to hinder those who 

have not attended to a gum from entering this tantra on their own accord. I will explain in 

the way that the explanatory tantras resolve this confusion. If one wonders here, just what 

sort of characteristics should a master who performs the mandala rite possess, it is 

generally taught that the master of the mandala is one possessed of all the qualities 

expounded in the tantra. In particular, he should have proper knowledge of reality by 

means of great bliss, understanding of the vajra words of the Tantras (II.v.4.a) such as the 

Samvara. Having well understood the mantra o f Glorious Blood Drinking Heruka 

(v.4.b), he is one who has completed the preliminary practice of mantra repetition. As it
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says in the Samvarodaya, 4<One who is solicited by someone or desires merit for himself, 

should first perform the preparatory service abiding in the wheel as one’s own deity.”201 

The number of recitations is one hundred thousand for the mantra of either the principle or 

one’s own deity， and 10,000 for those of the other [deities】 ， as it says in the 

Abhidânottarar02

Not angry (v.4.c) means that he should not be disturbed when someone causes him 

temporary harm. Pure means that s/he is not besmirched by the root downfalls and so 

forth, and is free of the fault of a perverse mind. Regarding competent, it says in the 

Samvarodaya that 4the is perfected in consecration and offering cakes, understands the 

reality of fire sacrifice and mandalas, and is learned in all fields of knowledge/'203 

Understands yoga (v,4.d) refers to one who knows the ritual applications such as 

pacifying and so forth. Perfected in wisdom means that he is thus gone to the other side of 

knowledge. One who is endowed with characteristics such as these should perform the 

mandala rite.

201 This passage is from  the seventeenlh chapter o f  lhe SV. which is entitled
mandalasûtrapàtalaksananirdesa-patala. It represents the second half o f the first verse and first ha lf o f  the 
second in Tsuda*s edition. It occurs as follows in his edition, with only m inor variation from 
T songkhapa 's version: /  *di Itar 4gaf shig gsol 4debs pafam //  rang nyid bsod nams 4dod pa yis //  dang por 
rang lh a 'i bdag nyid kyi //  'kho r lo la gnas sngon bsnyen bya /  (1974: 202). The Sanskrit occurs as 
follows: /  evam  kaic id  adhyesya svayam vâ punyakâmatah // pûrvasevâ svacakrastham  prathamam 
devatâtm akam  /  (1974:119)

202 1 could not find instructions this specific, but there is a  general statem ent in chapter 4 o f the AD that the 
num ber o f  repetitions should  be one hundred thousand o r ten thousand (D K  2S8b» QK p. 46.1).

203 This passage consists o f  the latter three lines o f  the third verse o f chapter seventeen o f  the SV in T sudaTs 
edition. T hey occur as follows: ...pratisthâbalipâragah // hom ainandalatattvajnah sarvavidyâsu kovidah //  
(1974:119). /  rab gnas g to r m aTi pha rol son / /  sbyin sreg dkyil 'khor de nyid  shes // rig pa*i gnas ni 
lham s cad rig /  (1974:202). /  The first line o f this verse, not quoted by Tsongkhapa, includes as his 
qualifications the follow ing: uHe is steadfast and understands the profound Teachings/* dhiro 
gam bhiradharm ajnah..7  brtan shing zab mo*i chos shes pa...t /
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Ill.C.b.ii. A. Lb. How he performs the rite, 
i. The Rites of the Ground.

A. Purifying the ground.

The Vajradàka explains the purification done once one has examined and dug the 

ground.204 As purification [prior to] digging the ground, etc., is not necessary, one should 

purify as stated there and in the Samvarodayar05 In regard to the drawing of the mandala, 

the ground on which the mandala is made should be annointed (v.l.b) there with cowdung 

that is ususpendedM, i.e., unfallen onto the ground, (v.l.a) As this also indicates the 

remaining cow products, it is annointed with [all of] the five cow products.206

One might wonder, are these aloae sufficient? One must also have the ash of a 

corpse burnt in a charnel ground (v.l.c). The mandala ground is annointed not only with 

that, but also with the uhaif of ten amrtas17, that ist the five ambrosias (v .l.d).207 

It is taught that the ground is purified with these.

On that annointed ground you should undertake the drawing of the mandala 

(v.2.a,d). The basis for this endeavor, moreover, is practice in the charnel ground (v.2,c). 

If it is not in the charnel ground，then， imagine that place also as “in the charnel ground”， 

and undertake the mandala. The second verse-half (v.2.c,d) does not cx:cur in MalTs 

translation. Although it appears in the translations of both Lcxhen and Mardo, there 

appears to be differences among the India texts. Therefore one should not assume that it 

doesn’t exist in the Indian texts just because it doesn’t appear in one [version of] the text.208

204 See chapter 46 o f  the V D t which covers the preparation and drawing o f the m andala.

205 This is covered in chapter 17 o f  the SV, which is edited and translated in Tsuda (1974).

206 These are dung, urine, m ilk, butter and yogurt. The Sanskrit o f  the Root Tantra sim ply says Mwiih cow 
productsf\  The T ibetan translation, however, specifies unfallen cowdung, which according to Tsongkhapa 
im plies the o ther four as well.

207 Here the Sanskrit says quite sim ply pancàmrta-samanvitanL The Tibetan translation in the DK, 
follows this w ith bdud rtsi Inga dang bcas pa yis. T songkhapa states this, but follows it with the more 
obscure translation, which m ost likely from Mai Lo-tsa-ba's, as this version o f  the verse in Tibetan is 
quoted by Sachen, who in his com m entary on the CST uses Mal*s translation, (see PG p. 302.1).

208 A ccording to Tsongkhapa, the second half of this verse does no t occur in Mal*s translation; likewise 
Sachen, w hose PG is a line by line commentary on M alvs translation, does not com m ent on these lines 
(see PG p. 302.1) It does occur in Prajnâkirti and Mardo*s revision o f  Rinchen bZ angpo 's translation,
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IILC.b.ii. A .l.b . i.

B. Supporting the ground

The system of Lama Mai claims that [the lines] Uskull on the crown** (v.5.a) 

“armoured” （v.9.b) [indicate】 the upholding of the ground.209 This is good, since it is in 

accordance with the two explanatory tantras. The Samvarodaya says that the ground is 

supported by the expulsion of the demons by the Master, who is entreated as the self of the 

deity, holding the vajra and bell.210 The Vajradàka also says that, in the context of the 

ground rites, having visualized oneself as Mahakrodhah, and after driving in the pegs, one 

should construct the vajra foundation, the vajra wall and the net of arrows. These seem to 

be the meaning of the text of the ræ t tantra.211

Regarding the apparel which the Master should have previously put on, his crown, 

i.e., his crest of dreadlocks which grows upon his head, is ornamented with a row of skulls 

(v.5.a) on which are drawn the forms of the five Buddha clans.212 All of his limbs are

Tsongkhapa points out; how ever, Suitiaiikirti*s revision contains only one line o f the second verse-half, 
which corresponds exactly to the extant Sanskrit texts. Tsongkhapa evidently was right that were different 
variant versions o f the text in Sanskrit, which would account for differences in the Tibetan translations. 
Among these, the Sum atîkîrti version seem s closest thus far to the surving Sanskrit m anuscripts from 
Nepal.

209 Indeed, Sachen com m ents on these verses in his subsection “Upholding the Ground” ， PG  p. 302.1*4.

210 See chapter 17 o f  the 5 K  w hich is edited and translated in Tsuda*s (1974) edition, esp. verses eight and 
nine, which occur as follows: 'T h e  M aster who is the nature o f  all Buddhas, and w hose se lf  is the deity, 
the hero who holds the vajra and  the bell, should be supplicated together with the dàkini. Brandishing the 
vajra and ringing the bell, the w ise one should expell the evil ones, the godst titans and secret ones." / 
devatätmaka äcärya^ sarvabuddhä加 amùrtibhib /  vajragha^ädharo  viro adhye^yo gâkinisaha // vajram 
ullâlayan dhimân ghantâvâdanatatparah /  utsâdayet pradustâughân sadevâsuraguhyakân / /  (p. 120) /  slob 
dpon sangs rgyas kun rang bzhin // lha yi sku yi bdag nyid can //  dpaT bo rdo rje dril "chang ba // mkha* 
*gro bcas la gsol ba gdab 7/ b lo  Idan rdo rje gsor byed cing //  dril bu *khrol bar brtson pa y is //  lha dang 
lha min gsang ba dang / /  rab tu gdug pafi bgegs t^hogs bskrad /  (p. 203)

211 See chapter 46 o f  the VD, w hich concerns the preparation and draw ing o f the mandala.

2,2 This passage, drawn w holesale from Bu-ston*s com m entary (NS p. 134) is interesting in that it suggests 
a resolution to a problem  in the interpretation o f  the root tantra. T he manuscripts have 
kapâlakrtamùrdhûjà, w hich does not closely correspond to the standard Tibetan translation o f  thod pas 
spyi bor brgyan byas shing '*his head ornam ented with a skull'*, for w hile mürdhan m eans head, mùrdhaja 
means hair. W hile the Sanskrit, testified only by one dam aged o ld  palm -leaf m anuscript and  two later 
copies made from  itt can never be assum ed to be free o f  e n o rs t there is also the strong possibility  here that
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smeared with ash (v^.b) of burnt corpses and with the five ambrosias, and his body 

should be ornamented by mudras of earrings, necklaces and so forth. Although a certain 

translation has [his] body is adorned with ornaments (gug skyed), it is better translated as 

4<sealM {phyag rgya)ru

Lochen translates the ööne 厂0 ^ /7  [line] (v.5.d) as 广 It is said

that this means that he is ornamented by bone ornaments, evidently it refers to a sacred 

thread (yajnopavita) of bone. His crown is ornamented by a disk made from a seamless 213 214

the T ibetan translation is an interpretive (don *gyur) translation o f an oblique S anskrit passage. This is 
suggested by the translation of the same pada in D evagupta 's commentary, w hich is sphyi borskyes p a i  
thod byas shing (SS, DT fol. 75b), in which mûrdhaja is translated literally. T he com m entary o f 
Tsongichapa and Bu-ston make this clear, explaining that the ornam ent o f a row  o f  skulls is upon not 
simply his head, but upon the crest o f dreadlocks which grow upon his head, (m go la sky es pa 'i ral pa*i 
cod pan), mgo la skyes pa being a literal explanation as well. The obscure com pound  kapàlakrtamürdhaja 
is thus interpreted as refering a hair ornament consisting o f  a row o f skulls. This interpretation seem s to be 
based on Indie com m entators such as Devagupta and K am bala (see his SN, Q T  p. 177.1), as well as 
Bhavabhadra, who com m ented quite sim ply that Mhe whose head is ornamented w ith five skulls is 
kapàlakrtamûrdhajah. /  thod pa Ingas dbu la brgyan pa gang yin pa de / thod pas sphyi bo brgyan byas 
shing //  zhes by a bas so /  (CP, DT fol. 162)

213 This verse presents an interesting and perhaps illum inating problem. The line in question is verse 5.c,
which (Kcurs in the Sanskrit as follows: màtrair vibhusitagâtra. Malta corresponds to gug-skyed. which 
occurs in all o f tlie translations, those derived from R inchen bZang-po 's as w ell as M alfs. Loicesh 
Chandra, in his Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary, gives mùdra as the Sanskrit equ ivalen t to the Tibetan 
skyesf citing one cx:curance where it was so translated, Hevajra II.9.12. (C handra 1993* voi. 2 p.339). 
Tsongkhapa does not seem  to approve o f this translation; his use o f  the term 4ta certa in  translation" {*gyur 
kha cig) im plies that there is at least one other translation that is variant. T his is possib le , but if true that 
translation or edition is evidently no longer extant. H ow ever, Tsongkhapa is vague here; his statem ent t4it 
is better translated as *sealf M may ju st be his opinion. It is true phyag rgya is the usual translation o f 
;nM£/rä，“seal” . However, the S an só it has mdfra, here m eaning “ornament”. mwdrà can also have
the sim iliar m eaning o f usign" or ubadgef\  it usually has a different meaning in B uddhist Tantric literature. 
It may be the case that the translators translated it with the obscure Tibetan term  gug skyed/skyes to avoid 
the confusion that the use of the term phyag rgya might cause. In fact, the term  mudrà has this variant 
meaning in the H evajra passage cited above, causing Snellgrove to translate it as t4sym bolic  adornm ent". 
(Snellgrove 1959 voi. I p. 117). This use o f  the term mudrà occurs in the w ritings o f  Y âm unâcârya, the 
teacher o f Ram anuja, who describes the kàpàlikas as w earing the mudrikâ-satka, w hich  he describes as 4,the 
karnikà (earring), the rucaka (necklace), the kundala (earring), the sikhâmani (crest jew el), ashes (bhasma), 
and the sacred thread (yajnopavita)." (LorenzenÌ989:234) T he root text itself does not list màtra to be 
worn, although verse S does prescribe asht and verses 13 and 14 o f chapter 3 includes earrings, necklaces, 
bracelets, rings and sacred tl^eads as gifts to be given to the guru. In the com inentary , Tsongkhapa does 
not list all six, but only says ^'earrings, necklaces and so forthM. Dârika, in his Sricakrasamvarastotra 
Sarvàrthasiddhivisuddhacùdàniani, describes him as ^beautified by the six mudrà o f  the the six pâram itâM 
Çpha rol phyin drug phyag rgya diug gis mdzes, fol. 193a). Sachen’s com m ent on 客“茗 is àlso quite
interesting. He says that t(the body is ornam ented with the gug skyed, that is f w ith  the six bone ornam ents 
which have the m antras namahit e tc / ' (p. 302.2) This show s that indeed refers to  six  types o f  ornam ents 
made from  bonet w hich were associated with the six arm our mantras o f C akrasam vara, one o f which is om 
na ma hi hum hum phau At this point the origins o f this tradition o f yogic appare l are d ifficult to 
ascertain. It is clear, however, that the Buddhists invested them  with symbolic sign ificance.

214 The ^Lochen^ translation cited by Tsongkhapa as rus "phreng ruspar yang dag gnas is almost identical 
to S um atik irti's  edition, which in turn closely approxim ates the Sanskrit. T he Prajnàk lrti- M arpa Chos 
kyi dbang phyug edition d iffen  significantly from these.
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skull. (v.6.a)215 “Hung with a garland of bone” （v.6.b) refers to necklaces of fifty head 

garlands. A skull staff (khatvâhga) is placed (v.6.c) in the crook of the left arm.

The master himself takes on the appearance of the Glorious Blood-drinker Heruka 

(v.6.d) in the middle of the mandala. Having done that, think ofSriheruka (v.7.a) refers to 

his sadhâna meditation. Bhavyakirti explains that “becoming Heruka” refers to the creation 

of the commitment hero, and thinking of him is thinking of the wisdom hero.216

The body mandala meditation is demonstrated by place the wheel (v.7.b) of the 

thirty seven goddesses in the points of the body mandala which are illustrated by the heart 

of this visualization on Heruka. //flWng f/zwj with the visualization of

the inner and outer mandalas, at the end of the meditation the demons will be vanquished 

and so forth. Once demons which were previously there are vanquished, vajra fences are 

placed in the cardinal and ordinal directions (v.7.d) so that they will not re-enter later. Not 

only in the directions, but also below; the ground, place wards (v.8,b) reaching down to the 

golden earth.217 The universal vajra should serve as the foundation.

In the translation of Mardo alone there occurs 4tthe essence of the wheel is sword- 

like/' In the translation of the two translators together there also occurs, 4<the wheels are

215 This passage is definitely in need of commentary, as ihe root text describes that which omamenis the 
head with the word ekakhandi, ^ne-pieced* or 'seamless'; this description may complement the compound 
kapàlakrta of the previous verse which also seems to describe a head ornament, perhaps the same one. 
Tsongkhapa is following the Indian commentatonal tradition in explaining that it is a disk made from a 
seamless skull. Bhavyakirti explains that Mregarding *his head ornamented with a seamless [skull]\ it 
means that a human skull with a universal vajra is set on his head.** / dum gcig spyi bor brgyan pa dang / 
zhes bya ba ni spyi bo miM thod pa la sna tshogs rdo ije yod *jog pa?o / (SM, DT fol. 12b, l3a〇. This is 
also cited by Bu-ston (NS p. 234). Lanka Jayabhadra provides and even clearer explanation. %%his hair has 
a seamless [skullf' indicates that it is a garland of skulls, and it is said that a skull which is seamless is 
the very best/* / dum cig spyi bor brgyan pa dang // zhes bya ba 'dis chod pa'i phreng ba yod par ston to // 
"di nyid kyis ni dum bu gcig pa'i thod pa mchog nyid du bshad do /. (MPt DT fol. 46b)

216 Tsongkhapa here loosely paraphrases Bhavyalani*s explanation of these two lines in his SM 
commentary, which occur as follows: '"One becomes Sriheruka means, accçrding to the oral instructions, 
that one undertakes the yoga of Snheruka. One should thereafter think ofSriheruka means that one should 
invite the wheel of intuition (jnänacakray* / bdag nyid shri he ru kar byas nas zhes bya ba ni man ngag ji 
Ita bas dpal he ru ka'i mal 4byor du byas pa'o // de (og tu ni / dpal Idan he ru ka dran bya // zhes bya ba ni 
ye shes kyi 4khor lo spyan drang bar byafo /  (SM DT fol. 13a) Evidently in this mandala meditation, one 
does not invite simply one intuition hero (jnànasattva), but rather a whole host of them to empower one's 
visualization of the multi-deity mandala.

217 This is the level of the earth element in the stacked-up elements model of the cosmos. It is the disc of 
golden earth which arose from the churning of the mass of waters by wind. It is the foundation of the 
world, the support upon which rests both the continents and the oceans. See Jamgön 1995 p. 109.
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garlands of swords.” “Having placed the essence of the wheel” from Lochen’s translation 

should be taken as occurs above.218 This seems to be the meaning of t4place the essence o f  

the wheel (v.8.c) which protects below and in the directions, make a net o f arrows above 

(v .8 .d r

Having produced the net of arrows above, make again the sky-ranging, that is, 

above, the vajra tent (v.9.a), which arms one (v.9.b) so as to be unharmed by the demons. 

A certain commentary explains that 4<one should prcxiuce the tent above after inviting the 

wisdom hero from above, and after it is absorbed into the vow hero/* But as the tent 

production does not occur before this, it is not acceptable. When you are thus armed 

(v,9.c) in the manner previously explained, as one is unbroken (v.9.d), i.eM indestructable, 

even by the Lord of the Thirty Three Gods, then what need is there to speak of the other 

demons? This shows the greatness of this divine yoga and protective wheel.

m.C.b.ii. A .i. b.ii. The Rite of Drawing and Acheiving the Mandala.
A. Drawing the Mandala.

It is taught in brief that well protecting oneself thus (v,10,a) as previously 

explained， and being oma/nem以/ 如 細 加  of Vajravârâhl，fl/w/ with the root mfl/ura，

(v.lO.b) etc., one should draw the terrifying, i.e., fierce, mandala (v.lO.c) which bestows 

all the powers (v.lO.d),

The statement in the root tantra that one fkst draws by color and then by lines, is 

jumbled. The explanatory tantra resolves the confusion, explaining in accordance with the 

explanation on drawing.

2!S There evidently was several iraiislalion-editions of the Caknisamvara Tantra available in Tibet at 
Tsongkhapa*s time. He cites Mardo*s solo translation as $khor lo*i bdag nyid mtshon cha mnyanu This 
edition, which is now lost, is similar but not identical to Sumatikirti's edition as it occurs in the Phug- 
brag Kanjur (manuscript F〇. This edition's translation is much closer to the Sanskrit (cakrasya 
susamätmänam) than any of the other editions cited by Tsongkhapa. The translation of uthe two 
translators together7* is the Prajnäklrti-Mardo revision of Lochen (Rinchen bZangpo's translation), which is 
the version that occurs in all of the Tibetan Kanjur editions. The translations of this line from both the 
latter version, as well as of Lochen's unrevised translation, which is also now lost, are quite different from 
the Sanskrit.
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Ill.C.b.ii. A .l. b.ii.A.l. Drawing with Lines

Then, after the ground rites, one plants the lines. The thread is dead (v .ll.a), 

meaning a thread from a corpse. That is explained as being thread which was carried to the 

charnel ground together with a human corpse, and which has not fallen to the ground, or 

thread made of the sinew of a human corpse. Or indicates that if there is none of that, then, 

with thread coloured with great blood (v .ll.b ), i.e., human blood, together with the five 

nectars , lay out the terrifying mandala (v .ll.c) of Sri Heruka's palace supreme (v.ll.d). 

There are also explanations which omit [the term】 on

Among the [strings], there is the action line, which is a moistened string. The 

wisdom line is stated in the two explanatory Tantras as being the five colored string of 

twenty five [threads].219 220

In regard to the size of the mandala, the root line can be o f a single cubit, four or 

eight. (v.l2.a) It also says in the Samvarodaya, uStarting from half a cubit and so forth up 

to as much as a hundred cubits.,,22° [The size is thus] uncertain, being limited by the extent 

of the disciples’ wealth, etc. In regard to the size of that root line, the mainala should be 

adorned with four doors, four  edges, i.e., comers and fo u r  arches. (v.l2.b-d).

219 Tsongkhapa here writes ye thig as an abbreviation of ye shes thig skud, which is described in the SV, 
verse 19 of chaper 17, as consisting of 25 threads twisted together, representing the five wisdoms. The 
first half Verse 20 states that it should be annointed with the five ambrosias while one recites the syllable 
hum, which gives a multivalent resonance between the five wisdoms, nectars and colors. The verses occur 
in Tsuda*s (1974) edition as follows: pancajnânânvitain sûtram paücavimiatibheditam / valayet sûtram 
anyonyam sarvadharmasvabhâvatah // hümkàroccârayecl yogi pancâmrtena lepitam /  (p.12 1), / srad bu ye 
shes Inga ldan shing // nyi shu rtsa lngar mam dbye bas // chos kun ngo bo nyid kyis ni // sras bu phang 
ishun bsgril bar bya // sgrub pos yi ge hum bijod de // bdud rtsi Ingas ni byug par bya / (p.204). It was 
explained to me that this line is only visualized; action line is the actual line, smeared with blood (or, 
these days, with chalk powder), which when snapped leaves the actual marks. The wisdom line is the 
multicoloured line which is visualized as entering the mark just as it is being made.

220 This citation is corresponding to the first half of verse 23 in chapter 17 in the SV. It occurs as follows 
in Tsuda (1974): ardhahastâdikam samârabhya satahastam tu yâvat / (p.121), /  khru phyed la sogs nas 
brtsams nas / / ji srid khru ni brgya yi bar / (p.204).
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[The term] all around means that they should be equidistant from the root line.221 222 

The adept drawing the mandala measures or examines the length of the line thread as twice 

that of [the radius of] the mandala. (v.l3.a) It says in the Samvarodaya that uthe length is 

twice that of the mandala, [the thickness being] one twentieth of a door/1222 The Vajramälä 

explains that the Line thread is twice [the distance] from root line to root line in the direction 

of each of the four smaller portions and twice the distance from parapet to parapet in the 

direction of the ninety sixth smaller portion.223 I have already extensively explained the 

enumeration of these in my commentary on Lüipa^ Sadhâna.224 The statement in

221 Tsongkhapa is being a bit terse here, no doubt because he assumed his readers would be familiar with 
the basics of mandala architecture. He is commenting on the term kun nast which seems to translate both 
samantatah and samàkirnam, from the lines caturasrasomantatah caturdvarasamàkimam 'Tour comers all 
around, covered with four doors,\  which evidently means that it is square in shape. The root lines are the 
two lines that bisect the mandala at right angles. Ba-ston is a little clearer in writing: 'T he four sides 
which join at the end of the two root lines all aroundf\  meaning that it is at the sides of the square where 
the two root lines begin and end. ( / kun nas rìsa thig gnyis kyi rtse mo phrad pa'i zur bzhi pa / NS p. 
238).

222 This passage corresponds to the second half of verse 20 of chapter 17 of the SV, which Tsuda 
mysteriously without comment omits from his translation, but fortunately not from his edition, where it 
occurs as follows: cakram dvigunato dirgham dvàravimsatibhâgikam // (p.121), / dkyus su 4khor Iofi nyis 
4gyur la // sbom su sgo yi nyi shu cha / (p.2Ö4). Tsongkhapa quotes a somewhat less clear version of the 
text as follows: /  ring ba *khor lo'i nyis *gyur te // sgo yi nyi shu cha dag go L

223 Chapter 54 of the Srivajramâlàbhidhànamahàyogatantra sarvatantrahrdaya-rahasyavibhahga deals 
with the drawing of the mainala， and fols. 254 and 2S5 therein deal with the threads, but they not 
really clarify Tsongkhapa's esoteric description here, which deals with the gridwork of lines laid down as 
the first step in the drawing of the mandala. This grid is laid down in a mathmatic way, in which the 
position and length of smaller lines that represent features of the mandala are calculated as fractions of the 
original root line. The abbot of rNam-rgyal monastery in Dharamsala, India explained to me that the "root 
Iine*\ rtsa thigt is divided into four l4greater portions^, cha chert, which in turn divide into four 4lsmaIIer 
ponions'\ cha chung. These are used to measure the details within the mandala, such as the size of the 
doors, which together make up the innermost square of the mandala^ or the baiconies (mda*yab\ which 
make up the outermost ring of the mandala excluding the arches (torana, rta babs-sct appendix I of George 
1974v pp. 86,7V which consists of a useful diagram of the mandala, with its major parts identified). As 
before, Bu-ston is clearer, saying that that the line thread is twice the length of the root line, so that if one 
needs a line thread eight cubits long for a mandala four cubits in size, which makes sense, given the fact 
that the lines are placed on the ground and snapped to leave a mark. ( dkyil ^ o r  ni rtsa thig nas rtsa thig 
gi bar yin la / de;inyis *gyur gyi thig skud ring thung ste /  dkyil 4khor khru bzhi pa la thig skud brgyad pa 
la sogs pa*o / NS p. 238) Bhavabhadra as well is to the point in commenting “Regarding 'double 
measure*, [one cubit is measures as] two cubits, and eight cubits as sixteen: this is a characteristic of the 
stringv which should be made twice [as long] as the mandala/* / nyis lgyur mams dpyad cing zhes pa ni / 
khru gnyis dang ni khru brgyad dang // khru ni bcu drug ces pa ni / thig skud 4di yi khyad par ro // "khor 
Io nyis 4gyur tWg skud bya*o / (CP, DT fol. 163b)

224 This is the text in his gsung-^um, voi. tat with the title bcom Idan *das dpal 'khor lo bde mchog gi 
mngon par rtogs pa ’i rgya cher bshad pa *dod pa ‘jo ba.
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Kambalipâ^ commentary that *The intelligent one should lay out the mandala by the 

process of increasing the proportion” is explained in another text.225 226

The dàkini (v.l3.b) are the heroes and heroines. The net is the host of them. Cakra- 

samvara is the principle deity. As for the statement about worshipping them, although it is 

explained in connection to what follows, it has the meaning of worshipping the mandala 

which is the deity arrangement (i.e. the inhabitant mandala), after having made the action 

lines. Thus, there is no need to order the disorder of the text. Since I have clearly 

explained elsewhere the means of knowing them, I will not elaborate here.

In that way, the root tantra speaks of the arrangements of both the deities and the 

vessels. As the remaining preparations are discussed in the explanatory tantra, the gap is 

filled.

Ill.C.b.ii. A .l. b.ii.A.2. Drawing with Color.

With what sort of colors is the mandala drawn? It should be made with the five 

types of pigments which occur in the charnel ground. [Dark] blue pigment is made from 

the charcoal powder of burnt corpses. Red pigment is made with the bricks of the charnel 

ground. White pigment is made from human bone powder. Yellow pigment is made from 

tumeric mixed with human bone powder. Green pigment is human bone dust together with 

leaf powder; a good mandala should be drawn with these. It also says in the Samvarodaya 

that [it is made] 4twith powder made of the five types of jewels, or with rice and so 

forth.M226 Therefore, the colors which are made from the charnel ground substances are 

intended in a few particular mandalas.

225 This is a quote from chapter two of Kampala's SN commentary* which occurs as follows: / cha 4phen pa 
yi rim nyid kyis // bio bzang dkyil 4khor thig gdab bya / (DT fol. 8at QT p. 177.1). Tsongkhapa*s text 
has cha *phelt which is correct.

226 Tsongkhapa cites a passage in the SV corresponding to the first half of verse 30 of chapter 17 in Tsuda's 
(1974) edition, where it occurs as follows: pancaratnamayais cûrnair atha vâ tandulâdibhih /  (p. 122)t /  rin 
chen Inga yi phye ma*am // yang na 4bras la sogs pa ste /  (p. 205)
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The colored paints are consecrated, and and with those pigments one should place, 

that is, draw, a multicolored lotus in the middle ofthat (v.13.c) mandala which has a 

corrola and eight petals, blazing (v.l3.d) with the aspect of blazing light rays. Regarding 

endowed with filaments (v.13), it refers to both the anthers and the filaments.227 As for the 

former, they are in the center [of the lotus]. The latter should be between the center and the 

petals, encircled by orange lines. The body, speech and mind wheels should also he drawn 

as illustrated by that. This I have exhaustively explained elsewhere (in the snags rim 

chenmo).

In regard to the method of drawing the inhabitant mandala upon the habitat mandala 

thus drawn, the Abhidänottara says one should place the letter, i.e., the seed syllable, of 

each deity, their hand implements, müdrâ that each deity forms with the hand, the image of 

each deity and bunches of flowers [in the mandala].228 It is also said that place in the center 

the hero (v.l4.a) and so forth are shows the drawing of the deitiesT forms in the mandala.

If we compare this with who has the tremendous noise o f very loud laughter (v.l4.d), 

since it is also clear that the vow hero is placed in the mandala mentally, in general it is 

suitable to explain it in both ways, but [here we’re】 primarily [concerned with】 the 

construction of the mandala.229

m.C.b.ii. A.l. b.ii.B. Completing the Mandala.

Then, once one has drawn suitably the characteristics of the habitat and inhabitant 

mandatas, one simultaneously generates the habitat and the inhabitants in order to complete

227 The Sanskrit term is kesara, which refers to the filaments in the center of the lotus flower. Tsongkhapa 
says that this term refers not only to the filaments proper (ge-sar), but also to the anthers (ze fbru)t 
which presumably refers to the generative organs at the very center of the flower.

223 It appears that this is explained in chapter 14 of the ADt which is edited and translated in Kalff s (1979) 
edition.

229 That isf this verse can be inteqjreted as refcring either to the physical construction of the mandala, or its 
mental visualization.
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the mandala, in accordance with the system of Luipa, which is the intention of the 

Samcârya and the Samvarodaya. This accords with what is said in the fifty first chapter, 

ending with the generation from wind up until Mt. Sumeru and the lotus.230 After 

generating the habitat and inhabitants from the total realization (mnon byang- 

abhisambodhi) of the vowels and consonants and so forth, visualize the palace. The deities 

are visualized in as explained. If one first generates the habitat and afterwards generates the 

inhabitants as in the Abhidhanottara, they are created as before up to Sumeru, each from 

his or her own seed syllable. After the creation of the palace from Vairocana, the deities 

should be created from the total realization in the middle of the central lotus.

Furthermore, the Hero Heruka who should be placed in the center (v.l4,a) of the 

lotus, he terrifies even Mahäbhairava (v .l4 .b)t i.e., Isvara, who is famed as a great power 

in the world. He is very brilliant (v.14.c) with great majesty. He laughs pervading space 

with its tremendous noise (v.l4.d), and he wears a row o f five dried skulls on each head 

(v.l5.a). He is divine because he is the essence of great bliss. On of ins four faces has 

three eyes (v.l5.b). He is covered with a moist hide of a white elephant (v*15.c) on his 

back, with its head and hair showing. His beautiful eyebrows are cleft, i.e., split, all the 

way up to the vajra (v.lS.d) garland on his forehead.231 In his left hand he holds a skull

30 This is in reference to the first half of verse 14, which is garbled in the Sanskrit but which occurs as 
follows from the Tibetan: 'The vowels and consonants are generated in the center of the universal lotus 
atop the mountain/* / ri steng sna tshogs padma yi // Ite bar â li kà li skyes /.

231 Tsongkhapa's explanation is from a Lanka Jayabhadra's MP commentary, but as Tsongkhapa does not 
acknowledge this source, it is likely that he is quoting Bu-ston's NS commentary, which quotes the MP at 
length. Tsongkhapa's version of the passage is: /  dpral ba*i rdo rje phreng ba'i mthar thug pa'i bar du 
smin ma bzang po 'byes pa ste gyes pa A The longer explanation in the NS, the likely source of the 
above, occurs as follows: *The equivalent term of ^plit* is bhinna, so his eyebrows which are vajra-cleft, 
as if they were completely split by a vajra, are as if beautiful; the eyebrows in the middle and the eyes 
below form a three-pronged vajra. Furthermore, his eyebrows are cleft or split all the way up to the vajra 
garland on his forehead. Someone claimed that ''regarding vajra-clefi, it indicates the vajra and bell, 
namely, that the beautuful eyebrows which are completely split by a vajra are the eyebrows of the fortunate 
one/* /  4byes pa'i skad dod bhinna ni boom pa la 'jug pas / rdo rje Ita bus sna tshogs yang dag par boom 
pas na rdo g.e ‘byes pa’i smin ma bzang zhing mnyam pa nyid dbus Ite ba smin ma dang mig dag gi 
4og tu rdo ije rtse gsum pa nyid du grub pa*o // yang na dpral ba'i rdo tje phreng ba*i mthar thug pafi bar 
du smin ma 'byes shing gyes pafo // kha cig / rdo ije dang dril bu ste /  do rje nyid kyis yang dag par 
'byes shing brgyan pa / smin ma bzang po ni skal pa dang Idan pa'i smin ina'o zhes bzhed do / (p.240). 
This passage up until kha cig, usomeonef, is drawn from Lanka Jayabhadra*s MP commentary, which is 
somewhat clearer than Bu-ston*s paraphrase. It occurs as follows: **Regarding his eyebrows beautiful, 
vajra-cleft^ his eyebrows are seemingly beautiful; they are, namely.beautiful eyebrows, and the statement 
that they have a vajra-Iike cleft is applicable here. Furthermore, it means that his eyebrows are cleft or split
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staff (y.I6.a) and a human skull.232 His neck is adorned with a garland o f half a hundred 

(v.ló.b), i.e., fifty, wet human heads strung with wet intestines.

The goddess who stands in front of/n>n, Heruka, in the mode of being embraced 

(V.16.C) is Vajravärähl who is truly awesome (v.lö.d) since she menaces the malicious, 

and who stands facing Sriheruka (v.l7.a). She has three eyes and a fierce form  (v.l7.b). 

She holds with her left hand a^fcî// bowl filled fv.17.ci with the antra, that is. intestines, 

and blood of demons. Rudhira, that is, blood, trickles from  her mouth (v.l7.d). With her 

right hand she threatens the gods, titans, and humans in all directions (v.l8.a.b).

The principle couple's implements are not clearly stated. Since the meaning of the 

Root Tantra is explained in many different ways by the Explanatory Tantras, the complete 

meaning of the Root Tantra is not found in any single [source]. However, in regard to the 

practice of the ritual procedures of Lûipa, Kânha, Ghanta and so forth, I will compare their 

systems and explain their significance when the opportunity arises. For example, either 

Lüipa's explanation that Vârâhi holds a vajra in her right hand or Ghanta^ explanation that 

she holds a chopper may be the import of the Root Tantra. And as Heruka*s remaining 

implements are also explained in many different ways in the Explanatory Tantras, I will 

explain them when the cx:casion arises. But since these matters must be known from the 

sâdhanas of the respective traditions, I will not explain them here. The remaining [details] 

should also be known in this way.

all the way up to the vajra garland on his forehead/* / smin ma bzang po rdo ije dbyes /  zhes bya ba la / 
smin ma bzang zhing mnyam pa ni smin ma bzang po ste / rdo ije ltar dbyes pa gang la mnga* ba de la 
skad ces byafo zhes bya bar sbyar ro // yang na dpral ba'i rdo ije phreng ba'i mthar thug pa*i bar du smin 
ma *byes shing gyes pa innga* ba zhes bya ba*i don to / (DT foL 47b). Tsongkhapa in effect takes Lanka 
Jayabfiadra’s gloss on wyroja/TiiAm/ia and adds the word “beautiftil” （frzfln茗-po) in order to gloss the 
entire pada.

232 Tsongkhapa here is following the standard translation; the Sanskrit of this line, khatvàhgaknahastam 
tu, has nothing corresponding to a human skull. Regarding this discrepency, Bu-stonf who evidently had 
access to (and could read) a Sanskrit manuscript, comments that "since there is no Sanskrit equivalent to 
'human skull\ and as the commentaries do not elucidate it, it should be understood to be a non-literal 
lranslation.M /  mi ihod ces pa skad dod la med cing 4grel pa mams kyis kyang ma bkral bas don 4gyur du 
shes par bya^o / (NS pp. 240,1). Sumatikirti^ edition, however, translates this line more literally as phag 
na kha tram ga bsnams shing.
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The däkinis bom into VajravärähVs clan are the twenty four{yAS.c,d) [goddesses] 

such as Pracandâ.233 They should be worshipped visualizing them in the directions, 

counter-clockwise starting from the east, and in the quarters, clockwise from the southeast. 

Amidst the wheels (v.l9.a,b) means within the measureless mansion or within the spokes 

of the w heel Are there only the twenty four heroines? In the same way that one must 

visualize and worship the twenty four heroines, one should visualize and worship the 

twenty four héros as well here in the measureless mansion. Placed in the wheel (v.l9.c,d) 

means being placed amidst the spokes of the wheel. I f  the adept desires success, he should 

worship the hero who is non-dual (v.20.a,b) with the heroine, that is, with the principle 

goddess, but not separately [from her].

The previous gurus claim that the two lines concerning the 'subterranean mothers' 

show the placement of the twelve mothers, which is good.234 One should place， that is, 

visualize from amongst all twelve Mothers, the four [essence yoginis] such as Dâkini in the 

four directions at the center of the lotus, the four [gate keepers] such as Kâkâsyâ at the 

gates in the four directions, and the four [quarter keepers] such as Yamadâhi235 in the four

233 Sachen Kun-dga* sNying-po has an interesting comment on this line, which is not repeated by Bu-ston 
or Tsongkhapa. He wrote that *The dâkini are the twenty four of the three wheels. What is their clan? 
Vârâhl is the openness (or void) of meditative quiescence, and those who arise from that are of Vârâhi*s 
clan.M / mkha* 4gro ma ni nyi shu bzhi ni 4khor lo gsum gyi mkha' kgro ma mams yin la / de mams gang 
gi rigs yin zhe na / phag mo ni zhi gnas stong pa yin la / de las byung bas phag mo^ rigs so / (PG p. 
303.4)

234 Tsongkhapa here is commenting on the last two lines of verse 27 which deal with ihe twelve mdf,， 
skipping over the intervening verses concering the vases. The Root Tantra itself only identifies them as 
4tall the Mothers1* (mâtaràh sarvà, ma mo thams cad). Tsongkhapa is evidently praising Bu-ston^ 
enumeration of them as twelve. Bu-ston in addition identifies them as consisting of the four essence 
yoginis and the eight gate and quarter keepers, (see NS pp. 253,4)

235 In the CST, the four essence yoginis, who correspond to the four elememenis, are Dâkini, Lâmâ, 
Khandarohâ and Rûpinl. The four door keepers are Kâkâsyâ *Crowfacev (though she is^called Khagânanâ 
4Birdface* in Chapter four of the CST), Ulükâsyâ, lOwlface\ Svânâsyâ "Dogface* and Sûkarâsyà *Sowface\ 
The four quarter keepers are YamadadhU Yamaduti, Yamadamslri and Yamamaihani. Concerning 
Yamadadhi, Wayman* following Bhattacharyya?s edition of Àbhayâkaragupta^s Nispannayogävaii, renders 
her name as Yamadâhi (Wayman 1973:9); this evidently corresponds to the variant Tibetan translation 
gshin rje bsreg ma, which occurs in the Tibetan translations of the AD. The Sanskrit mss. of the AD, 
however, generally have Yamadâdhï, which also occurs in the SV. This is generally translated as gshin rje 
brtan ma, which suggests Yamadrdhu The Tibetan translation of Lüipa*s Sribhagavad-abhisamaya gives 
both the Sanskrit and the Tibetan translation* Yamadàdhi and gshin rje brtan ma (DT fol. 189b), perhaps 
because they were uncertain how to translate it. This implies that they read -dâdhi as -drdhi. Tsuda 
(1974, p.285 note 4) suggests that the Sanskrit may have originally read YamadagdhU which would be 
translated by the Tibetan gshin rje bsreg/sreg ma. This seems a likely explanation, given the fact that in 
a number of old Indie scripts the conjunct consonant g-dh looks similar to the consonant d k  As the CST
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quarters (v.27.c,d). Likewise, the four skull bowls or four vases which have skull bowls 

are placed in the four quarters on the petals of the lotus. This is the creation of the 

commitment heroes. Concerning the deities of the retinue there is also no statement with 

any degree of clarity in one place in the Root Tantra, and it seems that the deitiesf body 

colours, numbers, implements and so forth are explained in many different ways in the 

Explanatory Tantras. In order to actually put into practice now [the traditions of] LOipa, 

Ghanta and so forth, it is necessary to apply this information to that included in each of 

their sadhanas, but I will discuss that here. Instead 1 am happy to explain applying the 

Explanatory Tantras to the general lack of clear information, but here I will not comment on 

each and every point. These should can be known in other instances as well in accordance 

with [the above method].236

Regarding the entry of the Intuition Being, the dâkinis in space, namely, the 

Intuiûon Beings of the heroines of the Mind Wheel, are all placed above (v.26.a,b), i.e., 

inserted into each Commitment Being of the Mind Wheel which ranges in space. The 

wisdom beings who are the dâkinis on earth, that is, of the Protection Wheel, are placed, 

i.eM inserted, into the commitment beings of the Speech dâkinis of the mandala (v.26.c,d). 

Any o f the dâkinis in the underworld, that is, the wisdom beings of the dâkinis of the Body 

Wheel, are placed in the underworld, namely, in the commitment beings of the Body 

Wheel. The expression in the mandala is applicable to the preceding and following 

[verses】 as well.237 In addition, placement4in the middle, should be understood by virtue

does not itself mention the four quarter keepers by name, I will use the name Yamadàdhi as it occurs in the 
Explanatory Tantras such as the AD, SV and YSV for although it may be a corruption of YamadagdhU if so 
it is definitely an ancient corruption which well preceded the translation of these texts into Tibetan.

236 That is, Tsongkhapa is writing here a general commentaiy on the Root Tantra, and will not go into all 
of the details, especidly those things one needs to know for the sake of practice that are not discussed in 
the Root Tantra itself. These details can be learned through a study of the sâdhanas and the commentanes 
of the sâdhanas, such as those writen by Tsongkhapa himself. Some of the Indian commentators, such as 
Kambala and Duijayacandra, describe in some length the various deities. And Bu-ston, in his NS 
commentary, does what Tsongkhapa did not want to do in his cominentary, which is painstakingly 
describing the deities in reliance upon the Indie commentaries and sâdhanas. See NS pp. 240-9.

237 That is, it should be understood that the dâkinis in space (v,26.a) and the dâkinis ii 
(v*27*a) are also placed in the mandala (v«26.d).

in the underworld
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of the terms above (v.26,b) and under (v.27.a,b). The gurus have explained in this way, 

and it seems to be the intention of Kambala and Devagupta as well.238

This illustrates as well the entry of the wisdom beings into the remaining 

commitment beings, and the remaining ritual procedures should be known from the 

mandalavidhi [texts]. It is the placement of the sixty two deities into the mandala of 

initiation that is taught here, and any uncertainty is in regard to that alone; and ^ince the 

Explanatory Tantras also elucidate the mandalas of the five, thirteen and thirty deities along 

with that of the solitary herot one should also understand about initiation and so forth in 

those mandalas.

IILC.b.ii. A .l. b.iii. Making and Placing the Flasks.

Having explained the making of the mandala, then, I will explain the way in which 

one makes the flasks (v.20.c). The flask should have no base or stand, and it should be 

free of faults such as black colour, and, by virtue of the word etc. (v.20.d)t ugliness, cracks 

and so forth. The substances inside of the flasks include the five treasures, namely pearls, 

gold, and jewels, i.e., beryl, coral, silver, and also copper (v.21.a,b), since in the Pearl 

Gflrfa/uf it is reckoned amongst the five treasures.239 The/oc?心 [inside it】 are the five 

nectars. The term all extends as well to the five grains, the five medicinal substances, and

238 Kambala, in his SN commentary, gives a general overview of the meditative process indicated by these 
verses, but does not give a word by word commentary here; hence Tsongkhapa can surmise what his 
intention was, but this interpretation only suggested by his text, but not confirmed by it. The relevant 
passage reads as follows: t4 The [verses] 41 space** etc. should be taken in terms of the invitation, entry and 
binding of the of the intuition wheel to the commitment wheel, in accordance with the stages of the three 
worlds/' /  nam mkha'i zhe bya ba la sogs pa la khams gsum pa go rim bzhin du ye shes kyi kkhor lo dam 
(shig gi 'khor lo la dgug pa dang gzhug pa dong being pa danf dbang du bya ba ste /  (QT p. 178.4). He 
then goes on to describe the meditation by which this is accomplished.

239 The identification here of phreng ba as Sachen's Pearl Garland (PG) commentary may not be correct, 
as his comments do not exactly match Tsongkhapa's. The corresponding passage in the PG reads as 
follows: t4What is placed inside of the flasks? The five treasures and so forth are placed inside, illustrated 
by pearls, gold, jewels and coral. From what are the flasks made? They are made from precious things 
illustrated by silver and copper"' ! bum pa de dag gi nang du bcud gang gzhug ce na / mu tig gser dang rin 
chen dang // byu ru zhes pas mtshon pa'i rin po che Inga la sogs pa gzhug /  bum pa'i rgyu gang zhe na / 
dngul dang zangs ma can zhes pa ni mtshon pa ste / rìn po chefam sa la sogs pa las byas pa'o / (PG p. 
304.3)



so forth. They are filled240 with water together with those [substances]. The vessels 

brimming (v.21.c) with scented water along with the five nectars are skull bowls which 

should be placed upon (v.21.d) the flasks.

The neck of the flask is wound with thread, and its mouth adorned with leaves 

(v.22,a5b), that is, fresh tree leaves. Its neck should be well wound with a pairofntw , 

cotton cloths (v.22.d). The production of the flask entails 4fiimigation purificaiion\ i.eM the 

[meditative] creation of the flasks, the creation of the deities therein, mantra recitation and 

so forth.

Then, regarding the placement of the flasks, the eight flasks are placed in pairs at 

the four doors (v.22.c) in the east etc. Kambala explains that the ninth flask is placed in 

front, which is explained as placement in the east. The apparent fact that the ninth is placed 

in the center (v.23.a) seems to be intended for the time of initial preparation.241

7 3 6

Ill.C.b.ii. A .l. b.iv. The Rites of Worshipping the Mandala. 
A. Ornamenting the Mandala

It should be decorated with gold, silver, pearls or jewels (v.23.c,d) other than 

those. In Lcxrhen^ translation there is no or. Regarding the method of decoration, one 

should create mandatas decorating the outer base on all sides with jewels and gold 

(v,24.a,b) etc. as previously explained.

240 The Tashilhunpo edition of Tsongkhapa^ text here (p. 112) has legs par dgang ngot a transitive verb 
roughly corresponding to the Sansknt sampurnân, which in the Root Text is translated by the intransitive 
legs bfcang ba. The Lhasa edition has legs par dgod dot which is erronous.

Tsongkhapa is refering to the following passage in the Kambalafs SN commentary: 'The ninth, which is 
the victory of all powers, should be placed in front/* /  dgu pa ni dngos grub thams cad mam par rgyal ba 
ste /  mdun du dgod par bya'o /  (PTT p. 177.4) Tsongkhapa^ interpretation that Min front11 means in the 
east makes sense, since typically one views and enters the mandala from the east. Both Sachen and Bu- 
ston, however, have a different interpretation. Sachen wrote lhat l4lhat which is wound with a pair o f  
cloths (v.2 2 .d) is, as previously explained, the ninth flask, the flask of the victory of all powers, should be 
placed in the center of the mandala/' /  gos zung gis ni dkris pa ni /  sngar bshad la bum pa dgu pa ni dngos 
grub thams cad mam par rgyai ba*i bum pa ste // de ni dkyil *khor gyi dbus su dgod par bya la / (PG p. 
304.4) Bu-ston wrote lhat 4<the ninth flask which is well wound with a pair o f cloths, the victory of all 
powers, should be placed in the center, that is, atop the lotus.** /  gos zung gis legs par dkris pa*i bum pa 
dgu pa dngos grub thams cad mam par rgyal ba dbus su ste Ite ba*t steng du dgod par bya'o /  (NS p. 2S1). 
Of interest as well is the apparent fact that each o f the flasks was individually named; the name of the ninth 
flask seems to have been sarvasiddhivijaycL
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IILC.b.ii. A .l. b.iv.B. Worshipping the Mandala

Were one to worship the delightful supreme abode (v.24.c), i.e., mandala, worship 

without doubt concerning the attainment of the powers (v.24.d). The master should 

completely satisfy one with delicious, scented water, in the mouth. Facing in all directions 

(y.2S.a,b) refers to one who has four faces in all directions, hence it is oneself as four

faced Heruka who is satisfied. As the drawing of the mandala with colored powders is 

completed, this is stated on the occasion of engaging in practice.

Were one to desire the ultimate power, offer one hundred lamps (v,25.c,d). That 

is, if  one desires the ultimate success (v,28.c), in addition to offering one hundred lamps, 

offer as well one hundred scents, one hundred flowers and one hundred incense (v.28.a,b) 

sticks. The line kn accordance with the ritual procedures, is not in the translations of 

Lochen or Mai. The first of the two statements concerning the hundred lamps (v.25) refers 

to lamps of sesame oil. The second (v.28) emphasizes the need for their placement, and, 

according to Bhavyakirti, i4shows the central importance of the hundred lamps.1*242 

Someone also explains the latter literally, and the former in reference to the five fleshes.243 

Bhavabhadra also seems to explain that the former are ordinary lamps, and the latter are 

lamps of the “great o i l '244

For whom are they offered? This is shown by the two lines beginning with Heruka 

(v.29.a,b). The worship with the five banners is also for the mandala. If one does not

2J2 Tsongkhapa quotes from the following passage in Bhavyakirti’s SM commemary: " The [passage] ojjtr 
one hundred butter lamps etc. refers to lamps of sesame oil. It is repeated to emphasize the definite need 
for their placement, in order to show the central importance of the butter lamps." / mar me brgya ni dbul 
bar bya // zhes bya ba la sogs pa ni til mar gyi mar me'o // yang smos pa ni nge par gzhag dgos pa*i phyir 
te / mar me brgya ni gtso bo yin pa bstan pa*i phyir ro / (DT fol. 13a)

243 This l4someoneM seems to have been Viravajra, who in his PD commentary wrote: "Offer the hundred 
lamps refers to one hundred vessels of the fleshes of the five héros, which are created and offered to the 
Goddess.^ / mar me brgya ni dbul bar bya // zhes bya ba ni dpaf bo Inga*i sha?i snod brgya lha mor bskyed 
cing dbul ba'o / (DT fol. 368a)

^  Tsongkhapa here refers to the following passage in Bhavabhadra's CP commentary: MIt is said that the 
former lamps are one hundred ordinary lamps, while the other hundred lamps are of the great oil.M / gong 
gi mar me zhes pa ni thun mong gi mar me brgya bya bar gsung so II mar me brgya yang zhes pa ni mar 
khu chen po gyur pa*o / (DT fol. 165b)
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have at one disposal cloths of various colours, one for each deity, then one in common [will 

do]. One should thus decorate with many various flower wreaths above, canopies above, 

and curtains (v.30) to the side. Likewise, make offerings well equipoised, that is, making 

one's mind one-pointed, with delicious sorts o f food and drink. (v31)

IILC.b.ii. A.l.c. Stating the Name of the Chapter.

This is the second chapter on the Placement of the Mandala's Wheels and the Rite 

of its Worship, from the Concise Sriherukàbhidhàna Tantra. This is the explanation of the 

second chapter in the Total Illumination o f the Hidden Meaning, A Vast Commentary on 

the Concise Supreme Bliss Tantra called The Cakrasamvara \

Chapter Three

III.C.b.ii.A.2. Bestowing Initiation in the Completed Mandala 
a. Pleasing the Guru and the Deity

[The words] after that, namely, after having stated the second chapter, brings us to 

the statement of the third. The adept, the disciple to be initiated, should first, that is, before 

the initiation, well please the Master. With what? [He should do so] with all things 

(III.v .l.a9b) of body, speech and mind. Furthermore, one who desires success who is well 

equipoised, i.e., devoted one-pointedly, should worship the guru to the extent o f his ability 

(v.l.c,d), and should beseech him to the extent of his ability.

Having hung sounding bells from above, and being decorated with flowers and 

r/ie ring ß 脱 6W/ and beat û t/rwm (v.2), i.e” a hand drum

(damaru)y and should make the sound *ha ha* (v.3.a). If we explain sybolically, Kambala 

explains that 44it is said that the bell is a girl sixteen years old, and the drum a girl of twelve
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years.,,：45 It is said that the [term] 4adepf regarding [in its usage as] the adept (v.2.d)t the 

well equipoised adept (v.4.d) and ...a li..by that adept (v.l8.c,d) refers to the disciple. 

Therefore, it is the disciple who is the drum beater, and who should thus be taken as the 

bell ringer as well.

Melodious refers to a women who has the distinction of being perceived as having a 

pleasant voice and a beautiful body. (V.2.c) means that one should adore [her] J t

is said. [Words] like sounding etc. mean that the disciple should be equipoised in those 

consorts (rig maf vidyâ).

On what occasion does this occur? It must be done on the occasion of the bestowal 

of the wisdom-intuition initiation upon the disciple. This thus indicates the bestowal of the 

third initiation, which shows that [the text] strays from the order of the initiations. 

Bhavabhadra explains that the 4bell ringing' also indicates the initiation of the bell.245 246

IILC.b.ii. A.2.b. Entering the Mandala and Bestowing Initiation, 
i. Entering the Mandala.

Applicable here is the statement that having worshipped in accordance with the 

ritual process of worshipping the mandala (v.3.b,c) previously explained, one should enter 

into the mandala of colored powder or images on cloth.247 And, just as in the case of the 

symbolic explanation of 4tbell ringing^ etc., we can apply here as well the statement that^

245 The passage written by Kambala from which Tsongkhapa quotes here occurs as follows in the SN 
commentary: “Now, it is said that the òe// is a girl sixteen years old, and the drum a girl of twelve years. 
M e/W oor means that she has a pleasant voice, a beautiful body and a comely complexion. 器
means that one should adore [her| (anurajyet)^ / de nas dril bu ni lo grangs beu drug pa'i bu mor gsungs 
la / Inga ni Io grangs beu gnyis mafo // shin tu sgra snyan zhes bya ba ni ngag snyan zhing gzugs mdzes 
pa la mdog sdug pa*o // rdul zhes bya ba ni rjes su chags par bya*o / (DT fol. 12a, QT p. 178.5)

2i6 He states this in his CP commentary as follows: ^Hanging bells etc. indicates the bell initation.** / dril 
dpyangs zhes bya ba la sogs pas ni dril bufi dbang ston (e / (fo!.166b)

247 This seems to be a summary of a statement by Bu-ston, which he attributes to the oral transmission of 
Kambala, which occurs as follows in the NS commentary: 4The one who has done preliminary worship 
with flowers and so forth as previously explained should worship and enter into the mandala of coloured 
powder or drawn on cloth in accordance withe the rite. That is the oral transmission of Kambala.^ / sngar 
bshad pa de Itar / me tog la sogs paTi mchod pa sngon du 'grò bas cho ga bzhin bris pa'i ras brìs sam rdul 
ishon gyi dkyil *khor yang dag par mchod la gzhug par byafo // zhes pa Iva wa paTi man ngag go /  (p. 259)
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one should enter into the vagina mandala having worshipped from the perspecüve of being 

equipoised in the body mandala of the consort {prajria), that is, in the women who has all 

of the desired virtues, who has a beautiful body, pleasant voice, delicious scent, the 

supreme taste, and who is soft to the touch, in accordance with the rite of being equipoised 

through the blessings of the vajra and lotus.248

The lads who are taken as such at the occasion of preparation in accordance with 

the first of those two [explanations above] are attractive and pleasing,249 and are positioned 

outside the curtain, their faces covered with silk or cotton [cloth], (vAa,b). In regard to 

that, 4tthe cloth illustrates non-clarity, and thus covering illustrates the extremely secret; just 

so the cloth is a symbol of non-clarity, and covering a symbol of the secret/050

When the eyes are covered in this w ay ^ // their palms with flowers, i.e., cause them 

to hold a flower garland between their palms, and enter, that is, cause them to enter (v,4.c), 

inside of the curtain. Then the adept, that is, the disciple,251 who is well equipoised (v.4.d),

248 This as well is drawn from a passage in Bu-ston's NS commentary, attributed in this case to 
Duijayacandra, which occurs as follows: *The secret initiation should be bestowed once one has 
worshipped by means of the worship (pûjâ) of being equipoised the body mandala of the young lady 
{kumari), that is, in the women who has all of the desired virtues who has a beautiful body, pleasant voice, 
delicious scent, the supreme to^te and who is soft to the touch, in accordance with the rite of being 
equipoised through the blessings of the vajra and lotus. That is the explanation of Durjayacandra which is 
not literal, or which hides the reality of passion.^ / de Itar rdo ije dang padma byin gyis brlabs nas snyoms 
par 4jug payi cho ga bzhin du gzhon nu ma'i lus kyi dkyil ^ o r  gzugs sdug sgra snyan dri zhim ro mchog 
reg bya 4jam ste "dod pa'i yon tan kun Idon pa la snyoms '̂ug gi mchod pas mchod nas gsang ba'i dbang 
bskur bar bya'o // mi thub zia ba*i bshad pa ste sgra ji bzhin pa ma yin paTam ^dod chags chos kyi sbas 
pa*o / (p. 258)

:49 Tsongkhapa is here commenting on the word *atlractive’ in the expression ‘attractive boy’ （few jc/wg) 
which is the Tibetan translation of putraka. This translation seems to have been interpretative, as but 
*boyf would have translated putraka well enough. There is a chance that the extra syllable might have been 
added for metrical reasons, in consultation with the commentaries perhaps.

250 Tsongkhapa^s source for this redundant passage evidently was Bu-ston, who also quotes it without 
identifying the source, as follows: / dar gyis mi gsal ba mtshon la des bkab pas shin tu gsang ba mtshon te 
/ ji skad du / dar ni mi gsal mtshon pa te / bkab pa gsang ba mtshon pa'o / (p. 260) My translation 
follows Bu-ston, as his version of the passage is slightly less redundant. Tsongkhapa wrote: / dar ni mi 
gsal ba mtshon pa / bkab pa ni gsang ba mtshon pa yin te / ji skad du dar ni mi gsal mtshon pa ste / bkab 
pa gsang ba mtshon pa'o L

251 As Tsongkhapa explained above, he takes the term adept (sâdhaka) here and in other instances in this 
chapter as refenng to the disciple. It should be noted, however, that in verse four sàdhakah sitsamàhitah is 
the grammatical subject while the disciples, the putraka^ are the implicit object (of praksipet), while their 
faces are the object of 加 7«:沾办江  This calls into question Tsongkhapa’s interpretation fiere.
Tsongkhapa^s interrelation would be valid, however, if we take sàdhakah susamähitah as refering to the 
following verse, which he seems to do.
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that is, composed, circumambulating (v.S,a) the mandala, should enter Heruka^ pleasing 

palace. (v.5,b,c), meaning that one should visualize mentally entering into the mandala.

The line [beginning with】 ‘intelligent’ is not in the translations of Lochen or Mal, and hence 

appears to be superfluous.252

Regarding resting his body to (he south (v.5.d), someone explains that since 

Samvara's face is seen to the south, one enters from that side 253 Kambala, taking resting 

to the south as an illustration of the flower casting, explains that there is also flower casting 

from the other three doors, and that by casting in that manner one will attain different
->54powers.

Then the flower previously held between the palms should be cast (v.6.a) above the 

mandala. Then the eyes are opened, and wherever (v.6.b) that flower which was cast onto 

the mandala/a//5, namely, the deity onto which it falls, indicating that 44it is the deity of the 

disciple's ciarli (v.6.c,d) They should be shown the measureless mansion, the place o f 232 233

232 Tsongkhapa is refering to the line sio bzang yid ni mnyam bzhag pa, which occurs in the Mardo- 
Prajnâkirti version of the text, but not evidently in any other.

233 Here again the *someonef seems to be Bu-ston, who reports that MSince Samvara^ face is seen to the 
South« it says 4abide in the South'. This means that one abides on the side of Dâkini in front of the 
Blessed Lord, since Dâkini anses as a mantra of his implement from the South.'* / bde mchog zhal Iho 
bstan du yod pas / iho phyogs gnas zhes gsungs te / don la bcom Idan *das kyi mdun mkhaf (gro ma*i 
ngos su gnas pa yin (e / lho phyogs nas phyag ktshal ba'i sngags la rnkha* 'grò ma byung ba'i phyir ro /
(p. 262). This explanation, which seems somewhat obscure, may refer to an ekavira or body mandala-type 
meditation in which the various deities are visualized as occuring phonically (as mantras) and/or 
symbolically (as implements) on Herukafs or the adept's body. An example of the body mandala type is 
described at DT fol. 197 of Atlsa Dipahkarairijnâna's Abhisamayavibhanga, which explicates LQipa*s 
Sribhagavad-abhisamaya,

254 Tsongkhapa refers here to a passage in Kambala's SN commentary which lists the powers attained by 
casting the flower from the different directions. It occurs as follows: uRegarding resting to the south, [cast 
the flower] from the eastern door of the mandala for the sake of liberation, intuition, being free of disease, 
the powers of the sword and underground [travel], and attaining a kingdom as a lord of the Earth. [Cast] 
from the southern door of the mandala for the sake of eternal peace, auspiciousness, glory, gifts of wealth 
or grain, being free from disease, alchemy or the production of gold. [Cast] from the western door of the 
mandala for the sake of an increase of sons, grandsons, etc., enticing people, augmenting, pacifying, 
perfecting« summoning and controlling. [Cast] from the northern door of the mandala for the sake of 
averting and defeating enemies, and cutting off the life of the malicious to preserve the Teaching/* / lho*i 
phyogs su brten ba ni zhes bya ba la / sa'i bdag po yul 'khor myed pa dang / ral gri dang sa kog gi dngos 
grub mams dang /  nad med pa dang ye shes dang thar pavi don du ni dkyil (khor gyi shar sgor ro // gser 
*gyur rtsi dang bcud kyi len pa dang / nad med pa dang /  nor dang 4bm rab tu sbyin pa dang / dpal dang 
bkra shis dang rtag tu zhi bavi don du ni dkyil 4khor gyi Iho sgor ro // dbang dang dgug pa dang phun sum 
tshogs pa dang // shi ba dang rgyas pa dang / skye bo mams kyi yid du 'ong ba dang /  bu dang tsha bo la 
sogs *phel ba^i don du ni d l^ il *khor gyi nub nas so // bstan pa bsrung ba*i don du gdug pa can mams 
tsher bead pa dang / dgra mams bzlog cing pham par bya bafi don du ni dkyil *khor gyi byang sgor ro / 
(DT fol. 12a, QT p. 178.5)
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Srihemka and so forth  (v.7.a,b), that is, the other deities. Here Kambala says that while 

they should be shown just that mandala, they should not be shown the reality of the 

mandala (mandalatattva)r5S

However, how is it that Äryadeva, Nagabodhi255 256 and so forth say that on this 

occasion the mandala reality is shown? Here someone said, regarding the non-showing of 

reality, that it is in regard to disciples who do not uphold the vows of the five clans and 

who have not requested the Vajra Master initiation. He explains that reality is shown on 

this occasion to one who has previously upheld the vows and who has requested in verse 

the Master and disciple initiations.257 258 However, Kambala says that after the secret initiation 

4the mandala is show n / which means that everything is apprehended, that everything 

such as the mandala reality and so forth is completely revealed.,,25S

Since it seems that [Kambala] thinks that the third initiation is indicated by %4bell 

ringing^ and so forth, and since reality is completely revealed once one has received the 

higher initiations, it should not be accepted that the mandala reality is only shown after one 

has received the Master Initiation, but rather that the 4reality' taken in terms of the two 

stages is shown. In this way, it is not contradictory to take it both as showing the reality of

255 This quote is from the SN commentary as follows: /  dkyil *khor tsam de la bstan par bya*i de kho na 
nyid ni ma yin no / (DT fol. 12b, QT p. 179.1)

256 This seems to the import of chapter 26 of Âryadeva's Sricatuhpithatantraràja- 
mandalavidhisàrasamuccaya, which is entitled *The procedure for instructing all of the initiates.'* In 
particular he wrote that 4lreality is shown to all of the disciples and all sentient beings/* / slob ma dag ni 
thams cad dang // sems can kun la de nyid bstan / (fol. 136b). See also Nâgabodhi's 
SriguhyasamàjamandalavimsatividhL

257 This quote is taken from a passage in Bu-ston*s NS commentary which occurs as follows: i4Herc it is 
said that that reality is not shown to disciples who do not uphold the vows and who have not requested 
the the Vajrâcârya initiation. A person who upholds the vows and who requests in verse the disciple and 
Âcârya initiations, intuition descends [to him] and he enters into the secret mandala. It is necessary to 
reveal to him the secret mandala, and since showing the secret mandala is showing reality, concluding from 
that it is said that reality is shown to him.M / des na slob ma sdom pa ma bzung zhing rdo rje slob dpon 
gyi dbang mi zhu ba mams la "dir de nyid mi bshad pa yin la /  sdom pa bzung slob ma'i dbang dang slob 
dpon gyi dbang tshig chod du zhu ba'i gang zag ye shes babs pa ni / gsang ba'i dkyil 'khor du zhugs pa 
yin /  de la gsang ba'i dkyil 4khor bstan dgos shing / gsang ba*i dkyil "khor bstan pa ni de nyid bstan pa 
yin pas /  de la dgongs nas de nyid bstan par gsung pa yin no / (p. 263)

258 This quote is from Kambala*s SN commentary, where it ckcuts as follows: / de nas gdong phye dkyil 
4khor dstan II zhes bya ba ni thams cad zin nas dJcyil 4khor gyi de kho na nyid la sogs pa thams cad rdzogs 
par bstan par bya’o / (DT fol. 12b, QT p 179.1,2)
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the mandala understood in terms of the Creation Stage on the occasion of showing the face 

of the deity, and completely showing reality which is completion of initiation.

in.C .b.ii. A.l.b.ii. Bestowing Initiation upon the Entrant. 
A. The Actual Initiation Bestowal.

1. Bestowing the Vase Initiation.

The disciple who casts the flower comes to have the name of the deity on which the 

flower landed, so from the perspective of the name, i.e., secret name revealed by the Master 

at the time of the bestowal of the name initiation, this is the name initiation.259 In regard to 

this, the Samvcirodaya says “[The Master] should give the Water, Crown, Vajra, Bell and 

Name initiations, which are the Essence of the Five Tathagatas, and also the Irretrogression 

(avaivartya) of Observance (vrata), Prediction (vyakarana), Permission (anujha) and 

Inspiration (dsvasa). which arise from the Flask.”260 This is stated here on the occasion of 

the name initiation in order to state the ten [initaitions] in the Flask initiation.

259 Tsongkhapa is commenting here upon two lines in the Mardo/Prajnakirti edition of the Root Tantra, 
which occur as follows: “S/he gains the name of that clan, the name revealed by the Master.“ / de ni rigs 
de’i ming 4gyur bar // slon dpon gyis ni ming bstan to /. There is no equivalent to this, however, in the 
Sanskrit, or in SumatikirtTs edition. Regarding these line Bu-ston wrote: “Although this is not in two of 
the Tantra’s commentaries, nor in the majority of Indie texts, it occurs in [Tathagataraksita’s] 
Ubhayanibandha." / 4di rgyud kyi 4grel pa gnyis dang / rgya dpe phal che la med kyang gnyis ka’i bshad 
sbyar las byung ngo / (pp. 263,4)

260 This passage from the SV, also quoted by Bu-ston (p. 264) occurs as verse 26 and the first half of verse 
27 of chapter 18 in Tsuda’s (1974) edition, as follows: (v.26) udakamakutavajraghantanamabhisekam / 
pancatathagatatmakam sekam vratavyakaranam eva ca // (v.27) anujnasvasavaivartyan dadyat 
kalasasambhavan // (p. 127) / chu dang cod pan rdo tje dang 11 dril bu dang ni ming dbang bskur // de 
bshin gsegs Inga’i bdag nyid dbang // brtul shugs dang ni lung bstan nyid // rjes gnang dang ni dbugs 
dbyung dang // phyir mi Idog pa’ang sbyin bya ste /.../ bum pa las ni byung ba’o / (p.209). Tsongkhapa’s 
version of the text is at least in one respect closer to the Sanskrit than the version preserved in the DK, 
which is version reproduced by Tsuda. Tsongkhapa’s version of the last two lines, which corresponds to 
the first half of verse 27, occurs as follows: / rjes gnang dbugs dbyung phyir mi Idog // sbyin bya bum par 
yang dag ‘gyur /. This corresponds exactly to the Sanskrit, unlike the DK translation, which translates 
anujnasvasavaivartyan as two lines, and divides dadyat kalasasambhavan, relegating the latter compound 
to the next verse. Tsuda, in note 5 pp. 297,8, clarifies this passage based on Bu-ston’s Mandalavidhi (vol. 
ja). There are ten initiations, and the first five (water, crown, vajra, bell and name) are called the vidyd 
initiations, and correspond, respectively to the pancajina (Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, 
Amoghasiddhi, Vairocana) and their respective wisdoms. The avaivartya initiation is another name for the 
dcdrya initiation, and it includes the vrata. vyakarana, anujha and dsvasa. The flask consecration 
includes both the five vidyd and the dcdrya initiation, but as the former are a prerequisite of the latter, it is 
considered to be equivalent to the dcdrya initiation. Thes initiations, although overlapping, constitute the 
ten initiations, which is one of many enumerations.
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If one explains ^ g i n g 1 a melodious bell literally, it shows the bell initiation since it 

is the ringing of the bell by the disciple. The statement concerning the placement of the 

remaining flasks in chapter two shows, since it is for the purpose of bestowing the water 

initiation, the water initiation; in other words, tliree initiations are shown [in this Tantra].261 

Regarding the [other] seven such as the crown and vajra initiations, the Irretrogression and 

so forth, the Explanatory Tantra fills the gap, but those things which are not explained there 

must be known from the mandalavidhi texts.

Ill.C.b.ii. A.2.b.ii.A.2. Bestowing the Higher Initiations

Then, after bestowing the Flask initiation, the Master, well equipoised in the Heruka 

concentration, should perform the worship of being equipoised in the consort (mudrâ) 

(y.l.Cjd) who is taken to be Vajravârâhi, who is qualified as a vidyä and who was offered 

by the disciple, in order co give the Secret Initiation to the disciple. After being equipoised, 

the Master should perform the ritual actions of the Secret Initiation bestowal.261 262 At what 

time is [this done]? It is said that the initiation is bestowed on the next day (v.8), that is, 

midnight. Since many commentaries explain in terms of the second day, it should be taken 

as the midnight on the second day during which the preparation is attended to.263

The statement by the gurus that the four lines beginning with 'then' (v,8) shows the 

secret initiation accords with many of the commentaries. Regarding the 'great vermilion\ it

261 The initiations ^shown1 by this text are the water, bell and name initiations as discussed below. The 
other initiations in the context of the CST must be understcxxi from other sources, as stated below.

262 Tsongkhapa here is commenting upon a line that does not attested in the Sanskrit nor in Sumatikirti's 
edition of the translation. It occurs in the Mardo/Prajnàkirii edition as las ni yang dag spyad pa r bycu We 
might hypothesize that this is a translation, perhaps, of karmam tu samàcâret. Once again, however, Bu- 
ston informs us that it does not occur in the Indie texts or in the commentaries, (las 4di yang dag spyad par 
bya // zhes pa rgya dpe dang / *grel pa mams la med / (NS p. 264)

263 Kambala, for example, simply states that it is done at midnight of the next day. (/ phyi de nyin par zhes 
bya ba ni nam phyed na*o / SN, QT p. 179.1). Devagupta similarly comments it occurs **on the second 
day, which means at midnight/9 / nyin gnyis par zhes pa ni mtshan phyed na zhes pa'i don to / (SS, DT 
fol. 80b). Jayabhadra writes that uon the second day worship the mandala again/* / nyi ma gnyis pa la star 
yang dkyil 4khor legs par mchod de / (MP, QT p. 24.3.)
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is the 4great blood" The equivalent term of blood is rakta, which can also be taken as 

meaning ‘passion’； hence it is explained as being that which “arises from the passion of the 

body， speech and mind” of the Divine Couple.* 265 266 It is the drop which arises from the 

equipoise of the guru couple. It is explained that through the threefold repetition of the 

three seed syllables over it* the Mantrin should make (he drop on the heart, eyebrow curl 

(iirnâ), throat and head of the disciple (v.8).206 Another commentary explains that the 

disciple is blindfolded at the occasion of the guru couple's union, and that the secret 

substance is given unto his mouth and two eyes along with the four places previously 

stated, as a drop over which was recited the essence, quintessence and root mantras and 

that it should be done at the time of bestowing the secret initiation. The disciple should

*Grea【vermilion’ （/nw/ki/ cAen) is a euphemistic translation for rato» which can mean vermilion、 bin 
more commonly means blood, and in particular menstruum, which it clearly means here. The word rakta 
can also mean passion, as explained below.

265 This is a quote from a longer passage in Bu-ston's NS commentary, which unabashedly explains the 
secret initiation alluded to in the Root Tantra. The passage quoted by Tsongkhapa here is italicized 
(excluding the mantra): 'Then, equipoised by means of the art of the union of the moving vajra and lotus, 
etc. by the application of passionate love, invited the Tathâgatas with the light rays of the Heart center’s 
seed syllable; they enter ifirough one’s crown and are mehed by the fire of passionate love. The [resulting】 
orgasmic bliss is stabilized at the Vajrafs jewel tip, and the Buddha worshipped with that bliss. Achieving 
the benefit of sebtient beings, take on the divine pride with the manlra of passionate love. Recited three 
limes om äh hum ha ho hrih over the 4great vermiIlion\ i.e., blood, which arises from that, which is 
blood, namely, menstrum, since it arises from the passion o f body, speech and mind, as well as over the 
semen which is illustrated by that. Alternately, recite the root, essence and quintessence mantras three 
times. With [this consecrated substance] form a drop on the four places, i.e., on the crown, between the 
eyebrows* the throat and heart, or, on the seven places, namely, on the head, brow, the two eyes, the 
mouth, throat and heart. In particular, it should be given unto the mouth with the thumb and ring Tinger, 
and the disciple should taste it as if it were ambrosia, saying *Oh, what bliss!'. Then the consort also 
gives him the honey which exists in her lotus in the same way.n / de nas tjes su chags pa*i sbyor bas rdo 
rje padma bskyod pa la sogs pa*i sbyor thabs kyis snyoms par zhugs pas thugs ka'i sa bon gyi 'od zer kyis 
de bzhin gshegs pa mams spyan drangs sphyi bo nas zhugs te chags kyi mes zhu / rdo rje nor bu*i rtse mor 
lhan cig skyes pa'i bde ba brtan par byas / deTi bde bas sangs rgyas mchod / sems can gyi don byas nas ijes 
chags kyi sngags kyis nga rgyal bzung la / de las byung ba'i mtsal chen te khrag / lus dang ngag dang 
sems chags pa las byung ba'i phyir khrag ste zia mtshan dang des mtshon nas khu ba la / om âh hum ha 
ho hrih las gsum bzlas ba'am / yang na rtsa sngags dang snying po dang nye snying las gsum bzlas bas 
spyi gtsugs dang smin ma tshams cürng mgrin pa dang snying ga ste / gnas bzhi*am / mgo bo dang dpral 
ba dang mig gnyis dang kha dang mgrin and snying ga ste / gnas 4dun du thig le byavo // khyad par khar 
mihe bo snn gyis sbyin zhing / slob mas kyang bdud nsi bzhin du myangs te / aho sukha zhes brjod par 
bya'o // de nas shes rab mas kyang de'i padma na gnas pa'i sprang rtsi de bzhin du sbyin no / (pp. 264tS). 
A good portion of this passage, including the portion quoted by Tsongkhapa, is drawn from the 
commentaries of Kambala (SN, QT p. 179.1) and Devagupta (SS, QT p. 39.2).

266 Tsongkhapa again refers lo Bu-ston’s explanation quoted in the previous note above.
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taste that which is given as if it were ambrosia.267 It would be excellent to add this 

explanation to the previous one.

Releasing the face o f the student (v.9.a) is here relevant before the showing o f the 

mandala (v.9.b) and after the bestowal of the secret initiation. Regarding the bestowal of 

the third initiation after the blindfold has thus been removed, I have already discussed 

that.268 And I will comment on the bestowal of the fourth initiation by showing the way in 

which reality is shown.269

Then, the one who has completed all of the initiations should be completely shown 

the reality of the two mandalas, taken in terms of the two stages, that of the deity, i.e., the 

inhabitants, and that of the habitat which is the place where they reside (v,9.c,d). The 

previous gurus claim that the three lines beginning with then the mandala (v.9*b-d) show 

the secret initiation. Having entrusted the consort (prajnâ) into the hands of the disciple, he 

makes known [to him] the body mandala which is shown in regard to the veins of the 

consort's {mudra) body, such as Pracandà etc., the vaginal (bhaga) mandala which is 

shown by seeking out the channels which exist in the vagina, and the spirit of awakening 

mandala which is shown in reference to the four joys in this context. It is said that this is 

the bestowal of the actual basis of the wisdom-intuition initiation. This is explained in the 

oral transmission.

267 Tsongkhapa here refers to a passage in Jayabhadra^s MP commentary, which occurs as follows: àtAt the 
occasion of the release through the process of joining the vajra and lotus in this way, the essence, 
quintessence and root mantras are recited over the blindfolded disciple, and the initiation should be given 
with the vajra and lotus which abide on the head, brow, the two eyes, the mouth, the throat, and the heart. 
The disciple should enjoy it as if it were nectar. Then after that the blindfold is removed and he should be 
shown the mandala, place where the deity resides' refers to the place where the secret initiation is 
bestowed." A..de l(ar rdo cje dang padmar 'dus pa'i rim gyis %byung baM gnas skabs su slob ma gdong 
g.yogs pa la / snying po dang nye ba'i snying po dang phireng ba'i sngags bijod par byas la / sbyi bo dang 
dprai ba dang / mig gnyis dang / kha dang / Ikog ma dang / snying gar gnas paTi rdo rje dang padmas 
dbang bskur bar bya zhing / slob mas icyang bdud rtsi bzhin du longs spyad par bya'o // de nas de'i kog tu 
gdong g.yogs phye la dkyil *khor bstan par bya*o // de nas gang gi lha'i gnas gang yin pa zhes bya ba ni 
gsang ba’i 3bang bskur ba’i gnas so / «ÌT p.24.3,4)

：6S Tsongkhapa interprets line 2.c of the Root Tantra (ghantâm vàdayet susvarâm, 'should sound a 
melodious bell*) refering to the Wisdom-Intuition Initiation; see section m.C.b.ii.A.2.a above.

269 He discusses this in his commentary on the fourth chapter below, which focuses on the four tattva of 
the Creation and Perfection stages, the revealment of which constitutes the Fourth Initiation, and which are 
the alleged import of the chapter.
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Ill.C.b.ii. A.2.b.ii.B. The Saluation at the End of that

Then, after finishing the initiation, bowing correctly, that is, with great devotion, to 

the palace, i.e.t mandala, along with the Master, circumambulate the mandala, then 

circumambulate it again, beginning from the left (v.10) of the guru and the mandala. Once 

one has done that, salute the mandala and guru in accordance with the rite (v .ll.a ,b ), i.eM 

ritual procedure, of salutation.

III.Cb.ii. A.2.c. The Giving of Gifts and the Benefit [of so Doing], 
i. The Giving of Gifts

[The fees] spoken by the Tathâgata (v .ll.d ) are those stated in the Tantras. A 

hundred thousand gold (v.l2.a) means one hundred thousand ounces of gold. i4As is saidM 

means in accordance with what other Tantras says regarding what one should give.270 All 

things (v.l5.a) means all things of one^ three doors. t4In that wayM means that they are 

offered in the same way that gold and so forth are offered. The method whereby they are 

offered is shown by the two line beginning with henceforward (v.l6.a,b). The rest is 

easily understood.

m.C.b.ii. A.2.C.Ü. The Benefit of Giving

In regard to the two [lines beginning] with thus (de liar, evam v.l6.c,d), it clearly 

occurs as “settling thiiy, [things】 are well settled by the adept” in Lochen’s translation.271 It

270 Tsongkhapa here comments on a line in the Mardo/ Prajnäklrti edition of the translation, yï skad gsungs 
bzhin slob ma ni, which is neither attested in the Sanskrit nor present in Sumatikirti's edition.

271 It seems that we have a case here in which the Mardo/ Prajnàkirti^s revised edition of Lochen*s 
translation is closer to the Sanskrit than Sumatikirti^s edition, which evidently preserves here Lochen's 
translation untouched. M/P*s text has de nas sgrub pos rab nges par//de  Itar cho ga byas rta nif which 
corresponds pretty closely to the Sanskrit, evam vidhis tatah krtvà sàdhakena suniscitah, and which I have 
translated as t4Doing thus the ritual procedure [things] are well settled by the adept.,r Tsongkhapa reports
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is the offering of gifts which must be settled. The adept should well settled that which must 

be settled thus, i.e.t as previously explained. Due to having done thus, i.e., from that cause, 

the twelve däkini and the twenty-four yogini are pleased with him (v.l7.a,b), that is, the 

disciple. And being pleased with him, Dàkini, Lama, Khandarohä and Rûpini (v.n.c,«!), 

that is, the dâkinis of their clans and the adept should wander the world (v.l8.a,b) together. 

By thus going [with them], there is no doubt in those dâkinis doing the all that is to be 

done by the adept (v.l8.c,d).

Were one to be accomplished in this yoga (v.l9.a), the adept will always, 

continually give rise, as desired (v.20.a,d). to the power of being unhindered by anyone in 

the three worlds (v.l9,b), the invisibilty of not being seen by others, the power of the 

underworld whereby one moves into the cave or underworld cavities, space travel, i.e., 

going in the skyt speedy feet whereby one arrives at whatever place he desires through the 

application of prepared medicine to ihcfoot, and the alchemy (v.l9.c,d) of achieving an 

aeon-long lifespan through the consumption of several substances produced from mercury 

and so forth.

He will produce emanations o f many diffeicnt forms, and will magically travel in 

space (v,20.c,d). And he especially destroys the evil däkinL Lochen's translation has 

"'destroys all beings, especially the dakini.,\ 272 Not only the dakini, but other beings as well 

are destroyed òy just a single glance. That sort of yogin gives rise to the state o f  

inseparable union of art and wisdom in an instant, (v. 21) 

in.C .b.ii. A.2.d. Showing the Definite Need for Initiation

that Lochen* s translation had here de Itar nges par by a ba ni / /  sgrub pa po y is rab nges bya% which is 
repeated with only minor variation in Sumatiklrti^ text: de Itarnges par bya ba ni//sgrub pa po yi nges 
par byck These differences suggest that by the eleventh or twelfth centuries there were already different 
recensions of the Sanskrit text in circulation.

272 Tsongkhapa reports Lochen's translation as having here mkha* *gro mams l^ang khyadpar d u //nges  
gnon *gro ba (hams cad kyang, which is almost identical lo Sumatikirti*s edition, which differs only in 
replacing the two kyang with dang. In this case the Mardo-Prajnâkirti version is quite similar, with mkhar 
fgro mams kyang khyad par du and *gro ba mams kyang nges gnon par, these two lines being separated 
by an intervening line.
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If one wonders whether or not one will achieve results by meditating on this path 

even if one has not obtained initiation into the mandala, the yogin who has not seen the 

mandala (v.22.a), i.e., who has not entered and been initiated in the mandala, and who 

longs after the yoga itself (y.229b) and the attainment of powers, is like one who, though he 

punches at the sky (v.22.c), does not strike it, and who, though he wishes to drink the 

water o f a mirage (v.22.d), is unable to do so. That is, his effort is fruitless. It is most 

commonly said that the as a consequence of engaging [in this practice] without having been 

initiated the punishment is going to hell and so forth. Therefore, it is taught that it is a 

pointless effort for those who have entered into the mantric path, or who, even though they 

have entered and seen the mandala, have not undergone the bestowal of the successive 

initiations, or who have entered into the path having received only a few aspects of 

initiation.

in.C.b.ii. A.2.e. Showing the Importance of Initiation 
i. Showing the Supreme Bestowal

The yogin who has been initiated in the Samvara mandala» and this yoga of this 

Tantra, is excellent since it is better than the others, and is the highest, i.e., the supreme, 

amongst the other yogas (v.23.a,b). Whoever desires it somewhat in his mind, goes 

overpowering the gods, titans and humans (v.23.c-24.a). In Lochen's translation it occurs 

as ‘W hoever desires it somewhat...”273

The person who has been initiated in the mandala of this Samvara Tantra is the 

adept whom has been taught all of the four types of Tantras (v.24.b,c), such as the kriyâ, 

etc. If one is initiated into looking, i.e.t Action Tantra, ^laughing^, i.e., Performance

273 The Tibetan equivalents to line 23.c all contain the verb pdod pa, 4to desire\ while the Sanskrit has the 
verb ksipyate, which means 4to throw, strike, kill*, etc. It terms of meaning this difference is difficult to 
reconcile, but it could represent a textual variation in the andent Sanskrit manuscripts.
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Tantra,274 hand-holding, i.e.t Yoga Tantra, and coupling (v.25.a-c), i.e.t Unexcelled Tantra. 

Therefore, as this Tantra is the supreme o f all Tantras (v.2S.d), the yogin of this will go 

overpowering ail gods and humans. Malfs translation seems to have k4laughing, looking, 

hand-holding, mutually embracing and so forthn, which is good. Although someone claims 

that the word etc. here indicates the Further Unexcelled Mother Samvara Tantra,275 since 

the Samvara Tantra is also a Tantra of coupling, there is nothing aside from that. Since it is 

said that an alternate meaning of [the word translated as] etc. is 4supreme\ it means that it is 

the supreme of the coupling Tantras.276

The statement that if one attains initiation in this Tantra, one is adept in them all 

means, I think, that collected into this path are the imports of all Tantras, the primary of 

which is the unsuitability of lacking them. It is said here that if you are initiated into this 

you are initiated into the four [classes of] Tantra. While this does not mean that if you have 

attained this [initiation] there is no need to seek elsewhere the initiations of the other 

[Tantras], through the etymological explanation of the term abhiseka it is shown that

274 The Sanskrit text varies from the Tibetan, having ^hiding*', gopya, in place of t4laughing/snulingv* (rgod 
pa), ihe usual member of this list. Gopyaf which occurs before iksana, ^looking'', does make sense here, 
so we might have a variant list of the levels of increasing intimacy, which here are hiding (coyness, 
perhaps?), looking, hand-holding, coupling. On the other hand, all of the Tibetan translations of the Root 
Tantra and the commentaries have rgod pa, laughing*» which is most likely a translation of hàsycu Gopya 
would thus seem to be a late variation, if were not for the fact that Devagupta, who normally follows 
Kambala closely, reports in his SS commentary BOTH sbas, ihe equivalent of gopya, and rgod pat the 
equivalent of hâsya (PTT p. 39.2). While he offers no explanation for this, it must mean that he was 
aware of manuscripts that had gopya here, but did not want to stray from the mainstream tradition, 
represented by Kambala, of reading hâsya here. Bu-ston, in his NS commentary, reports that the Sanskrit 
here reads *gosya, which has been variously translated as 'h iding\ 'playing1 and 'laughing* (p. 275).
While there is always a possibility of misreading *gosya does suspiciously seem to be midway between 
hâsya and gopya. This suggests that the original read hàsya, which was later miscopied as gosya (this is 
not as unlikely in some scripts as it would be in Devanagari), which in turn was ^corrected'' by a later 
copiest to gopya.

275 Tsongkhapa here refers to a statement by Sachen in his PG cominentary, that kThe word etc. brings in 
the Mother Unexcelled [Tantras], and this Tantra is the chief of them all/* / sogs kyis ma bla na med pa 
bsdus te /  de lhams cad kyi bdag po rgyud *di yin pas so /  (p.308.l).

276 Tsongkhapa seems to be implying that the term àdikat translated as etc., could be taken as having the 
same meaning as òdi, 'chief, primary, supreme*. This interpretation seems forced, but then Tsongkhapa 
was working from the Tibetan translations, and must be reporting here someone else^ opinion here.
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gathered within the term 'initiation1 are both the explanations [that it means] 'cleansed of 

the taint of sin’ and ‘empowered’.277

m.C.b.ii. A.2.e.ii. Addendum on the Difficulty of Finding this Initiation

It has been said that [the line in] the Root Tan tra^

(y.26.a), refers to the Khasama Tantrarn  This, however, contradicts the claim that it is 

the Extensive Tanta of this. It says in the Samcärya that its uis said to be from within the 

Khasama Tantra of one hundred thousand [verses].1,279 Therefore, it is not the case that 

the mandala of this Tantra is not taught in that Tantra. Mardo claims that [the term 

Samvara in the Root Tantra] refers to the Jälasamvara known as the Buddhasamäyoga, 

which is excellent.277 * 279 280 The guhya is the Guhyasamäja, and the Vajrabhairava (y.26.b) is 

evidently the Mahâtantra of that name. (LH 59) And this King o f Mandalas previously did 

not occur, nor m il it occur (v.26.c,d) later in those [other Tantras]. While it is not the case 

that this mandala is 44more supreme^ than the mandalas of those other ones,281 it does mean 

that it is very difficult to find since it does not occur even in those other Tantras which are 

both profound and vast. If this were not sot then they would be more supreme than this as 

well, since their mandalas also do not occur in this [Tantra].

277 Tsongkhapa here comments on the twenty fifth verse, which is somewhat ambigious to say the least.

171 This is the claim of Sa-chen, who wrote t4The Cakrasamvara, that is, the Srikhasama^, / ^ o r  Io sdom 
ste dpal nam mkhaf dang mnyam pa dang / (PG, p. 308.1). Bu-ston repeals this attribution in his NS 
commentary. ( / 4khor lo sdom pa ste nam mlcha, dang mnyam pa*o / p. 276). Of course, the Root Tanlra 
has samvare, not cakrasamvare.

279 Tsongkhapa already quoted this passage from the YS ch. 13 in section n.A .l above (see Introduction 
note S. It occurs as follows nam mkha9 dang ni mnyam pa'i rgyud // lbum gcig nang nas de bzhin bshad / 
(D K foU la)

230 Tsongkhapa is here talking about the Srisarvabuddhasamàyogadàkinijâiasamvara-nàma-uttaratantra 
(JS). and this theory is no doubt correct^ as the JS is an earlier text to which this text, the Laghusamvara, 
is indebted. It is the source, among olher things, of the famous Mnidana,* verses of this text.

m  Tsongkhapa here is again taking issue with Sachen, who at this point in his PG commentary made this 
claim. He wrote 44It is the supreme of the mandalas such as the Vajrabhairava etc/* (p. 308.1)
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All things, i.e.f every power no matter what, which are either spoken in this Tantra 

or unspoken in this Tantra but spoken in other Tantras, exist in this yoga of the two stages 

of Sriheruka (v.27)t the Glorious Blood-drinker, and will be attained in reliance on this. 

This shows that this initiation is greater than those previous ones, and that having attained 

initiation into this Tantra, its path of meditation is greater as well.

UI.Cb.ii. A.2.f. Showing the Name of the Chapter

This is the third chapter on the Rite of Initiation Together with the Giving of Gifts
• _

to the Guru from the Concise Sriherukäbhidhäna Tantra. This is the explanation of ihe 

third chapter in the Total Illumination o f the Hidden Meaning, A Vast Commentary on the 

Concise Supreme Bliss Tantra called 'The Cakrasamvara \

Chapter Four

IÜ.C.3.Ü.B. The Vast Explanation of the Secret to one who is a Suitable Vessel 
1. The Vast Explanation of the Secret of the Path

In the Explanatory Tantra it says44As instructed, afterwards one is devoted to the 

practice of the commitments. In the continuum of one who has become a suitable vessel 

through meditation on the wheels and so forth there will be success perfected with the true 

Teachings, but not otherwise.n282 In accordance with the promise at the time of initiation, 

one who afterwards is devoted to the practice of the commitments and who has become a 

suitable vessel by means of the process of meditation on the wheels, etc., will have success

282 Tsongkhapa here quotes a passage from chapter 18 of the SV, which corresponds to the last half of verse 
36 and verse 37 in Tsuda's edition, where it occurs as follows: yathopadesatah pascât samayâcâratatparah // 
bhâjanikrtasamtâne cakrâdibhâvanâkramalh / samyagàmnâyasampannâ siddhir bhavati nânyathâ// (1974: 
128), and / phyi nas man ngag ji bzhin du // dam tshig spyod pa la brtson pas // sncxl du byas pa'i rgyun 
gyis ni // *khor lo la sogs bsgom pa*i rim // yang dag man ngag phun ishogs pas // dngos gmb 'gyur gyi 
gzhan du min /  (1974: 210)
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with the true Teachings. It says that if one does not act in this manner, there will be no 

success. Thus, one who has attained initiation should from the beginning understand and 

protect well the commitments.

Regarding the necessity of meditation on the path of the two stages, this is shown 

by the two sets of four realities of the two stages in this chapter.

a. The Four Realities of the Creation Stage

[The word] then, i.e., after stating the third chapter, brings us to the statement of the 

fourth. The dàkinis pervade, that is, play in, their own worlds (iy.v.l.a,b), which in 

general means the measureless mansion, and in particular the three wheels. This indicates 

the reality of the habitat mandala. This supports both the outer mandala and the body 

mandala. Since the characteristics of the mandala were clearly shown in chapter two, here it 

only summarizes with the worlds.

In regard to Mahäviryä etc., it says in the Samcärya that fc*one will achieve 

everything essential through the reverse placement of the deities, the reversal of the manine 

distinctions, and the reversal of the secret meditation.”283 In this way, it talks about not 

only reversing the arrangement of the deities, but also reversing the mantras and reversing 

the arrangement of the secret meditation. As for the need for this, it [is stated] in order to 

show one’s dependence on the oral instructions of the guru.

If we explain so order this disorder, regarding those that come before Pracandä and 

afttr Mahäviryät284 the following four, Pracandà, Candäksi, Prabhàvati, and Mahänäsä

20 This passage is from the eleventh chapter of the YS, where it occurs as follows: / lha mams bzlog stc 
dgod pa dang // sngags ieyi dbye ba bzlog pa dang // bsgom pa gsang ba bzlog pa ni // snying po thams 
cad bsgrub pa yin /. DK fol. 39b, QK p. 240.1.

284 The list of goddesses occurs in verses one through four in the Sanskrit text of this chapter. I will 
italicize their names, but not give the verse numbers below, since the order they are listed by Tsongkhapa 
is the reverse order of that given in the text.
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are arranged in the four directions of the Mind Wheel, counter-clockwise starting from the 

east. Likewise, Viramati, Kharvari, Lankesvari and Drumacchâyâ are placed in the four 

quarters of the Mind Wheel, clockwise, starting from the southeast. The following four, 

Airävati, Mahäbhairavä, Vàyuvegâ and Suräbhaksi, are placed in the four directions of the 

Speech Wheel, counter-clockwise， starting from the east. Taking 办ä腸 255 as ‘turquoise, 

or 4green\ the four, Syàmâdevi, Subhadrâ, Kayakarni and either Khagànanà or 4Kàkàsyà\ 

are placed in the four quarters of the Speech Wheel, clockwise starting from the southeast. 

The following four, Cakravegâ, Khandaroha, t\\htx Saundini or 4M ahânâsâ\ and 

CakravarminU are arranged in the four directions of the Body Wheel, counter-clockwise 

starting from the east. The next four, Suvirâ, Mahâbalà, Cakravartini and Mahàviryâ, are 

arranged in the four quarters of Body Wheel, clockwise, starting from the southeast.

Regarding the statement that achiever (v.4.c) is not in the Indie texts, just because 

you do not see it in a single Indie text does not mean that it is not in the Indie texts.286 It 

does occur in the translations of all three translators. Thus, it is said that these dâkinis are 

the achievers o /the  adept*s success. On this occasion the following occurs in Mai's 

translation: “As it is outwardly， so should it be inwardly in body, speech and mind.” As 

this also occurs in a certain manuscript of Mardo^s translation, as well as in the 

commentaries of Kambala and so forth， it is good.287 In that way, just as the Pracandâ etc. 

are placed amidst the spokes of the bexly, speech and mind wheels of the outer mandala, so * 246

215 Tsongkhapa's text has syema for syâma.

246 Tsongkhapa here takes issue with Bu-ston, quite rightly it turns out, as the word in question, sàdhakah, 
does occur in the extant Sansicrit manuscripts. Bu-ston wrote in his NS commentary that t(the word 
achievment (sâdhakah) does not cx:cur in the Indie text or commentaries.t, / sgrub byed yin zhes pa rgya 
dpe dang /  4grel pa mams las mi bynng ste /  (p. 279)

2X1 These two line quoted by Tsongkhapa from Mai's translation indeed occur in Kambalafs SN 
commentary as follows: /  sku gsung thugs kyi dbus su ni / / ji liar phyi roi nang de bzhin / (QT p. 179.3) 
While these lines could be taken as a credo for this tradition, with its constant inward approach to 
meditaüon, it is not attested in the extant Sanskrit manuscripts, or in the Mardo/ Prajnäkirti or Sumatikirti 
editions of Lochend translation. It may have been an interpolation into the manuscript used by Mai, and 
was perhaps inserted as well into the manuscript of Mardo's translation used by Tsongkhapa.
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too should the twenty four [goddesses】 be placed in the body ma〇̂ aIa from the head down 

to the knees. This shows the body mandala.

The name of this chapter is stated as t4The Placement of the Non-dual Heros and 

Yoginis，” and Kambala also says that the name of this chapter is ‘T h e  Placement of the 

Nondual Heros and Heromes.**288 Since it is also like the outer mandala, one should know 

that the remaining deities are illustrated by them. Concerning these twenty four dàkinis 

(v.5.a), Kambala explains that uthey are previously established (v,4.d), meaning the twenty 

four are the principle ones, since they are gathered from those who are held to number no 

less than the atoms of Mt. Sumeru.”289 This is the meaning of the statement that they are 

the principle ones of those established previously, i.eM in the beginning.290

Regarding the reality of the mantras having shown the reality of the deities, yo/n to 

the mantras in the center of which are uttered the names o f each o f the sixty deities hum 

hum phat at the end (v^.a,b) and, at the beginning, om, the syllable which illuminates, i.e., 

beautifies, everything (v.6*a). For example, there are mantras such as om däkiniye hum 

hûrjt phaf， orji kara kara lchai}4akapàla pracapçle hûrji hùrjt phaf， and kàkâsyâ hüfp 

hum phat, etc.291

If you see this most excellent, supreme (v.5,c) meditation on HerukaTs mandala and 

the mantra recitation which exhort^ His mental continuum, it is like fire, while the others, 

that is, the deity meditations and mantra repetitions of the three other classes of Tantra, are

m  Kambala does not quote the name of the chapter in the edition of his SN commentary preserved in the 
Tanjur, so I am not sure of the source of this reference.

289 This passage occurs as follows in Kambala*s SN commentary: / dag sngon gyi gmb pa yin zhes bya 
ba la / nyi shu rtsa bzhi gtso bor byas pas ni ri rab kyi rdul gyi grangs snyed mams gzung ste / de mams 
bsdus so /  (QT p. 179.5)

290 Sachen gives a bit more information concerning the mythological significance of this passage. He wrote 
that uAs for they are previously established, it means that the twenty four regions were established when 
Jambudvipa was established, and that at tha( time the dâkinls were established/* / 'di dag sngon nyid grub 
pa yin ni /  (dzam bu gling grub pavi dus su yul nyi shu rtsa bzhi grub ste /  grub pa'i tshe mkha* *gro ma 
mams grub pa yin no / (PG, p. 308.4)

291 Tsongkhapa seems to have taken these examples from Bu-ston's NS commentary (p. 280), in which Bu- 
>n lists some examples taken from various sources, such as Lûipa*s Sribhagavad-abhisamaya, and 

Bhavabhadm^ and Durjayacandra's commentaries.
ston
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like straw (v,5,b)t the exposed pith of which has been eaten, meaning that their power is 

lesser. Lochen's translation has *the others are like pith-less grass*.292 The reason for this 

is that the yoga (v.5.c) of this gives all o f the desired powers (v.6.b).

Regarding the reality of intuition, is it only in regard to those previously described 

twenty four heroines? One should be established, i.e., perfected, in the state o f being a 

hero (v.6.c). This is relevant in the context of the reality of the deities. In the house means 

being inside of the consort's lotus. Seeing the mandala (v.6.d) is explained as 

worshipping the mandala by means of the bliss with her at the time of being equipoised. It 

is good to ensure that one sees the mandala of the spirit of awakening at that time.

Knowing this methcxl always meditate (v.7.a) If you meditate in this way you will achieve 

the powers taught by the Tathägata (v.7.b).

The explanation thus applied to the four realities of the Creation Stage shows (1) the 

deities of the outer mandala within the meditation together with the four elements, Mt. 

Sumeru and the measureless mansion. It also shows (2) the meditation on the inner body 

mandala, (3) the recitation which extolls the mental continuums of the outer and inner 

deities thus meditated upon, and (4) the meditation in which one creates the great bliss of 

the Creation Stage in the male-female equipoise. These show the complete essence of the 

Creation Stage.

in .C .3 .ii.B .l.b . The Four Realities o f the Perfection Stage

The texts can also be explained in a way applicable to the four realities of the 

Perfection Stage. The reality of the habitat mandala applies the four elements, Mt. Sumeru 

and the measureless mansion to the inner body. This is not taken in terms of the Creation

192 Tsongkhapa reports Lochend translation as having here gzhan dag snying po med rtsva mtshung. This 
is not a very good translation, however, for the Sansfarit simply says 4straw \ which is translated here 
unnecessary prolixically as 'pith-less grass*; it also translates os a Tibetan line only a portion of the 
Sanskrit padat which occurs as jvalam anyat palàlavat. The revised editions of Mardo/ Prajnâkîrti and 
Sumatiki^ti improve tliis. The former is besu replacing 4pith-less grass, with 'straw, (jog 咖 >， while the 
latter keeps simply 4grass, (rtsa).
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Stage body mandala, it is explained as being the the Vajra body on which the essential 

points are pressed by means of the art of pressing the essential points of the body, as I 

explained in the first chapter, from the perspective of the Perfection Stage.

In regard to the reality of the inhabitant deities, it is not acceptable to apply to the 

body's channels [deities] such as Pracandä to the head channel, etc., because in the Creation 

Stage as well they are applied to the channels due to the necessity of generating the deities 

in the channels in the context of the Creation Stage's body mandala as well. Therefore, 

regarding these thirty seven deities who have faces and hands, there are both the mantric 

body of the Creation Stage and the intuition body of the Perfection Stage. The latter is said 

to be the Magic Body. The yogin who lacks that is without essence, like a heap of chaff, as 

I explained previously with the passage from the Dâkàrnava.293

It also says in Aüsa’s Lüipa commentary that “conventionally，however, see the 

thirty seven deities from mere wind-mind clear and complete like a reflected image, 

coloured like a rainbow, and distorted like [the image of] the moon in water. They are 

conventional since since they arise from causes and conditions.^294 This very clearly 

shows the mandala of the Magic Body as it occurs in the Samvara tradition.

293 Tsongkhapa is refering to the passage he quoted in section UI.C.3.b.i.A.2.a.i.B of his chapter one 
commentary, which will repeat here given its importance. t4The Lord Yogin, who manifests instantaneously
in a divine form, creates his form by the yoga of a cast image, etc. The yoga emptiness is natural form. It
is the characteristic of self-consecralion. As for the yogin who lacks self-consecration, know him to be like 
a heap of chaff. This sort of supreme characteristic is not known by beast-like beings. Therefore, if you 
meditate on this magic emanation, you will attain unexcelled enlightenment.'* / lha yi mam pa*i mal * * * 4byor 
bdag / skad cig mngon sum byed pa'o // lugs ma la sogs mal 4byor gyis // mam par byas pa*i dbyibs su
4gyur // stong nyid rang bzhin gzugs mal 4byor // rang byin rlabs pa*i mtshan nyid do // bdag by in brlab 
dang bral mal ‘feyor // spun skogs rum bu bzhin shes bya /" d i  ‘drâ’i mtshan nyid mchog gyur pa // skye 
bo phyugs mams kyis mi shes // de phyir sgyu ^hrul 'di bsgoms na // byang chub bla na med pa 'thob / 
(DK, fol. 139b)

^  Tsongkhapa quotes here a passage firom Atisa Dlpankanisnjnânars Abhisamayavibhanga, an influential 
commentary on Luipa's Sribhagavad-abhisamaya. It occurs as follows in the Tanjur / 4on kyang kun 
rdzob tu dung dang sems tsam las lha sum cu rtsa bdun me long gi gzugs bmyan Itar gsal la rdzogs pa /  
4ja* tshon Itar kha dog dang bcas pa /  chu zia Itar sgro skur dang bral bar ltos shig / de ni rgyu rkyen la 
Itos nas skyes pas kun rdzob bo /  (DT fol. L97b). This varies from Tsongichapa's text only in the last line, 
which occurs as follows: /de ni rgyu dang rkyen las skye bas kun rdzob bo /. My translation here follows 
Tsongkhapa's text.
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As for the reality of mantra, the definitive meaning of mantra recitation is the 

Perfection Stage of pressing the essential points on the body, [the stage of] Vajra Recitation 

and so forth.

The reality of intuition is the orgasmic great bliss which arises from the entry, 

abiding and dissolution of the life-force into the central channel in reliance upon the inner 

arts of Vajra Recitation, etc. and the outer arts of being in (he house (v.6.d),295 296 It is the 

intuition of Clear Light which exists inseparably in the meaning of reality.

The four realities are explained as applicable to the Perfection Stage in this way.

The first of these shows the vajra body which is the place where the essential points are 

pressed. The third shows the art of pressing the essential points on it. The fourth shows 

the intuition of the orgasmic joy which is drawn forth by those two arts. The second 

shows the body of intuition, that is, the Magic Body, which is created from the mere wind- 

mind of orgasmic joy and clear light. [Together these] show the entire essence of the 

Perfection Stage.

In this way, at the time of bestowing the fourth initiation, this import of the 

inseparability of reality of intuition and the reality of the deities, the very precious word 

initiation is attained for one who well joins the signs with the words.

In this way, Kambala the Blanketed says that 44the fourth initiation which should be 

known from the goru^s mouth assembles the perfected import of all of reality, and, since it 

is untroubled by discursive thought, it is non-different from the unexcelled, true awareness, 

The self of the mandala which radiates the light of the immeasurable host of sages can be 

imparted by means of the word of actuality itself, which is said to be akin to the wish 

fulfilling jeweL>,296 We might recognize that what is being stated here is similar to my

295 That is, the sexual yogas, since Tsongkhapa in the previous section commented that being Min the 
house^ means 4<being inside of the consort's Iotusf\

296 This quote is nop as wp might expect from Tsongkhapa’s,auribution， drawn from Kambalâmbara’s
commentary on Lûipa's Sribhagavad-abhisampya, entitled Sricakrasamvarabhisamayatikcu Rather, it is 
from a work attributed to Kambak called the 办 öffl, which
makes sense, since this latter work deals with the rites concerning the mandala and initiation therein. The 
quote occurs as follows: /  dbang bsicur ba bzhi pa bla ma'i zhal nas shes par bya ba ni / (di skad du / de
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previous explanation. That which is non-different from the true awareness since it is 

untroubled by discursive thought is the intuition of clear light, and the self of the mandala 

which radiates light is the previously explained mandala of the Magic Body.

Atisa wrote that uthe Integration of two truths indivisable, the great spirit of 

awakening, is the fourth/1 clearly meaning that the fourth initiation concerns Integration.297 

Thus, the identification of the word initiation to the [stage of] Integration is a key point in 

this tradition. This explanation applicable to the two sets of four realities is based upon the 

commentatorial traditions of the two translators. While this is not as extensive as the 

explanation of the import of the first chapter of the Root Tantra by the Explanatory Tantras, 

if you look into the Root Tantra itself, I have extensively explained this [in my commentary 

on the verses】 now" (I.v.l) up until

HI.C.3.Ü.B. l.c. Showing the Name of the Chapter

This is the fourth chapter on the Non-dual Arrangement of the Heros and Yoginis 

of the Outer and Body Mandalas from the Concise Sriherukäbhidhäna Tantra. This is the 

explanation of the Fourth chapter in the Total Illumination o f the Hidden Meaning, A Vast 

Commentary on the Concise Supreme Bliss Tantra called *The Cakrasamvara \

nyid (gro ba ma lus pa'i don du phun sum tshogs par byed pa /  rtog pa'i myog pa dar.g bral ba nyid kyis 
bla na med pa yang dag par rig pa tha mi dad pa /  thub pa'i tshogs dpag tu med pa'i 4od zer "phro ba'i 
dkyil 4khor gyi bdag nyid yid bzhin nor bu ha bu Ita bu bstan pa*i ngo bo nyid kyi tshig gis sbyin par 
bya^ /  (QT p. 200.4). This differs from Tsongkhapa*s text only in having de nyid *gro ba ma lus pa *i 
efon pAw/i «rM/n par “k assembles the perfected for the saie of all beings”； while
Tsongkhapa*s text here reads de nyid ma lus pa pi don phun sum tshogs par byed pa, omitting *gro ba.
My translation follows the latter, as it seems to make more sense.

297 Tsongkhapa quotes the following passage from Atîsa Dlpankarasrijnana's Abhisamayavibhahga: /  de ltar 
bden pa gnyis mi phyed pa zung du 4jug pa ni byang chub kyi sems chen po ste bzhi pa'o /  (DT fol.
197b). Vxis passage immediately follows that quoted above; see note 13.
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APPENDIX D

This is a translation of Sumatikirti's LaghusamvaratantrapatalâbhisandhL, a brief 

synopsis on the CST which is quoted in its entirety by Tsongkhapa in his introduction to 

his Total Illumination. My translation generally follows Tsongkhap^s text and 

commentary, but recognition is made of important variants between this an the sDe-dge 

Tanjur edition. I have also translated the translators’ preface and Lhe colophon， which is not 

included in Tsongkhapa^ work. The translation is followed by Tibetan versions of the 

text, both as quoted by Tsongkhapa and as it occurs in the DT. Both the translation and 

editions are broken up into numbered sections, the numbers corresponding to he order in 

which Tsongkhapa cited them.

The text in Translation:

In Sanskrit: LaghusamvaratantrapatalâbhisandhL

The Intended Import o f the Chapters o f  the Concise Samvara Tantra.

Homage to Sri Vajradâka.

The object of discourse is the intended import of the Concise Samvara Tantra. (1) 

First, all of the concise meanings with respect to the creation and perfection stages are 

summarized by the first chapter, extensively stated by the chapters from the second up to 

the fiftieth, and are brought together by the last chapter. The Bhagavan said this. This 

explanation which is applied threefold to the Concise Tantra is the intention of Näropa. (2) 

'Having bestowed consecration, that reality is revealed to him / This means that in the 

Mantrayana, first there is the conferral of initiation. The mandala is the preliminary stage for 

this, thus the mandala is shown by the second chapter, while consecration bestowal is 

shown by the third. (3) The fourth [chapter shows] the actuality which is the meaning of
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initiation. (4) The three chapters explain from now... the secret (I.l.a) up until Listen 

(I.5.d). (5) Since the extensive explanation of the mandala which is visualized as a 

preliminary to 4the dried dung of the bull pen' and so forth, and which is thus explained, is 

apprehended by this, it is not stated elsewhere than this [text]. (6) Then, in commenting 

upon ...Js successful with contemplation and secret mantra repetition (I.10.a,b)t one must 

show the selection of the mantras to be repeated which are set forth in a scrambled order in 

the four chapters from the fifth through the eighth and the chapters from the twenty fifth to 

the thirtieth. You should understand that this is for the sake of preventing someone from 

reciting the mantra without a master in the lineage. (7) In this way, one should understand 

that the mundane successes are shown from the characteristics of the supreme and ordinary 

successes in repetition, from the ninth chapter until the end of the fourteenth, and from the 

forty third until the fiftieth. By applying the three bodies to the them, the supreme, 

transcendent success is revealed. (8) In that way, the [chapters] from the fifteenth until the 

twenty-forth explain the messengers who are orgasmically achieved, (I.7.a) etc. in order to 

show here that the mundane and supermundane successes are based on the kindness of the 

yoginis. So that one might know the differentiation of the three yoginls, one should know 

the letter signs, the differentiation of the six classes, the enumeration of names, the 

characteristics of the dâkinl clan, the lama clan characteristics, the hand signs, the gazes, the 

gestures, the symbolic and verbal signs. These ten particularities show the characteristics 

of the heralds in the ten chapters respectively. (9) After that, in order to fulfill the meaning 

of [statements] such as ...should always protect the commitments (I.lO.c), chapter twenty- 

six shows the vows which are guarded so as to please the messenger whom one has 

recognized. Chapter twenty seven shows the actions performed at the command of the 

pleased consort which one has achieved, as well as the contrived performance by the 

ftilfillment of the meaning of the characteristic statements such as fAe «rrafe ö/fecfng a yogin 

(I.9.c). Chapter twenty-eight and twenty-nine show the actions of the contrived 

performance. (10) Then, as an explanation oi...honey with vermilion, camphor (L ll.c )
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etc., the three chapters from the thirty first show the food commitments necessary for all 

performances. Furthermore, one should also know the hand offerings, the names of the 

distinctive substances, and the differentiation of the three types of food procedures. (11) 

After that, the four chapters from the thirty-fourth on, are commentaries on the four  

offerings, that isf the great hero (I.14.a) etc. One should investigate them in the order of 

mahâmudrâ, dharmamudrâ and karmamudrâ. Samayamudrâ is shown in accordance with 

the characteristics of visualizing the wheel of the mandala. Therefore, here it is not very 

extensively discussed separately from them. (12) Then the thirty-eighth thoroughly shows 

the uncontrived and extremely uncontrived performances in order to fulfill the import of 

[expressions] such as the state o f  being a yogin etc. (13) And then, the signs of the 

successes common to the three yogas are taught from chapter thirty-nine up until chapter 

forty-two. (14) The characteristics of the meanings which were shown thus both in 

summary and in detail are brought together by the fifty-first chapter, and were taught by the 

Lord. [This] is the personal instruction of the guru.

This completes the Intended Import o f the Concise Samvara Tantra, written by the 

follower of Sri Nârotapa, the Scholar Sumatikirti. Translated by the Indian Professor 

himself, and the Translator-monk Grags-mchog Shes-rab.

The Text as it occurs in Tsongkhapa's Total Illumination:

(1) / dang por re zhig bskyed ba dang rdzogs pa’i rim pa gnyis kyis bsdus pa’i don thams 
cad lefu dang pos mdor bstan nas /  gnyis pa nas IeTu Inga bcu pa*i bar gyis rgyas par bstan 
te /  kun gyi tha maM le*u ni de mams gcig tu mdzad de boom Idan 4das kyis gsungs pa*o // 
zhes rgyuä chung ngu ‘di gsum du sbyar ba’i bshad pa ‘di ni nâ ro pa’i dgongs pa，o /  (2) / 
de la dbang bskur nas ni de nyid bstan /  zhes pa9i tshig gis theg pa gsang sngags la dang
po dbang bskur b^o  // de la dkyil *khor sngon du 4gro ba las lefu gnyis pas ni dkyil 4khor 
ro // gsum pas ni dbang bskur ba^o /  (3) / bzhi pas ni dbang bskur baJi don gyi ngo bo nyid 
do /  (4) /  de ltar le*u gsum pos ni de nas gsang ba zhes bya ba nas /  mnyan par gyis zhes 
pa'i bar du bshad do / (5) /  4dis ni de ltar 4chad par 4gynr gyi /  ba lang gnas kyi lei skam 
dang // zhes bya ba la sogs pa sngon du ‘gro ba’i sgom pa’i dkyil ‘khor rgyas par bshad pa 
yang ‘di nyid yin pas / de las logs shig tu ma bijod do /  (6) /  de nas gsang sngags zlos pa’i 
bzlas bijod dang // bsam gtan gyis kyang 4grub par *gyur // zhes bya ba rnam par 4grel ba la 
/  Inga pa nas brgyad pa*i bar gyi le 'u  bzhi dang /  nyi shu rtsa Inga pa nas sum cu pas go rim
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*chol ba’i las bzlas pa’i sngags btu ba bstan te / rgyud la slob dpon med par sngags kyi 
bzlas pa dgag paM don yin par rtogs par bya'o / (7) /  4di ltar bzlas paM dngos grub mchog 
dang üia maM mtshan nyid las /  4jig rten pa'i dngos grub bstan pa ni /  dgu pa nas bcu bztó 
pa’i mthar thug pa dang /  bzhi bcu rtsa geig pa nas le’u Inga bcu pa’i bar du shes par bya’o 
// gong du sku gsum sbyar bas *jig rten las 4das pa'i mchog gi dngos grub bstan to / (8) / de 
ltar 4di la *jig rten dang *jig rten las 4das pa'i dngos grub ni / mal 4byor maM bka* drin las 
4gyur ba de *dir bstan pa*i don du /  beo Inga pa nas nyi shu rtsa bzhi pa'i bar gyis ni / pho 
nya lhan cig skyes dngos grub / ces pa la sogs pa mam par 4grel te / 4dis mal 4byor ma 
gsum gyi dbye ba shes par bya ba*i phyir yi ge*i brda dang / rigs drug gi dbye ba dang / 
ming gi mam grang dang /  mkha, lgro ma'i rigs kyi mlshan nyid dang 7 la ma*i rigs kyi 
mtshan nyid dang /  lag pa'i brda dang /  Ita ba'i phyag rgya dang / y an lag gi phyag rgya 
dang /  mtshan ma'i phyag rgya dang /  ngag gi brda rab lu shes par ^y u r ba 'di ni / bye 
brag bcus pho nya’i mtshan nyid le’u bcur go rim ji Ita ba bzhin bstan to / (9) /  de’i ijes la / 
dam tshig rtag tu bskyang bar bya // zhes bya ba la sogs paU don rdzogs par byed pa la / 
nyi shu rtsa drug pas ni yongs su shes pa'i pho aya mo mnyes par byed pa bsrung ba'i 
dam tshig bstan to // nyi shu rtsa bdun pas ni thob pafi phyag rgya mnyes pa deM bkas 
spyod pa bya ba ste / mal 4byor pa nyid ces bya ba la sogs pa*i mthan nyid kyi don rdzogs 
par byed pa spros bcas kyi spyod pa bstan to // nyi shu brgyad pa dang nyi shu dgu pas ni 
spros bcas kyi spyod pafi bya ba bstan te /  (10) / sbrang rtsi mtshal dang ga bur bcas // zhes 
bya ba la sogs pa’i bshad pa ni sum cu rtsa geig pa la sogs pa le’u gsum gyis spyod pa 
thams cad la mJcho ba bza* ba'i dam tshig bstan te / de yang lag pa'i mchod pa dang / rdzas 
kyi khyad par gyi ming dang /  kha zas kyi cho gaM dbye ba gsum du shes par bya'o / (11) / 
de'i ijes la /  mchod bzhi de bzhin dpa^ bo che // zhes bya ba la sogs pa mam par 4grel pa ni 
sum cu rtsa bzhi pa la sogs pa le'u bzhi ste / phyag rgya chen po dang chos kyi phyag rgya 
dang las kyi phyag rgya dbang du bya ba go rim ji Ita ba bzhin du rtogs par bya'o // dam 
tshig gi phyag rgya ni sngar gyi dkyil 'khor gyi *khor lo sgom pa?i mtshan nyid bzhin du 
bstan pas na / 4dir de las logs shig tu rgyas par ma bstan to / (12) /de nas sum cu rtsa 
brgyad pas ni yang mai 4byor pa nyid ces bya ba la sogs pa*i don rdzogs par bya baM phyir 
/ spros med dang shin tu spros med kyi spyod pa rgyas par bstan to / (13) / de nas mal 
'byor gsum gyi thun mong du gyur paM dngos grub kyi mtshan ma ni / sum cu rtsa dgu pa 
nas bzhi bcu rtsa gnyis pa*i bar gyis bstan to / (14) / de ltar mdo dang rgyas par bstan pa'i 
don mams kyi mtshan nyid le'u Inga bcu rtsa geig pas geig tu bsdus nas / bcom Idan (das 
kyis bstan to zhes bla maM man ngag go /.

The Text as it occurs in the rDerge Tanjur (Tö. 1411, DT vol. ma, 352a-353a):

/ rgya gar skad du / la ghu sam ba ra tantra pa ta la a bhi sandhi /  bod skad du /  sdom pa'i 
rgyud chung ngu’i mtshams sbyor / dpal rdo rje mkha’ ‘grò la phyags ‘tshal lo // sdom pa，i 
rgyud chung ngu'i mtshams sbyor bijod par bya ste / (1) /  dang por re zhig bskyed ba dang 
/  rdzogs pa’i rim pa gnyis kyis bsdus pa’i don thams cad le’u dang pos mdor bstan nas 
gnyis pa nas le^u Inga bcu pa*i bar gyis rgyas par bstan te / kun gyi tha ma*i le'u yis ni de 
mams geig tu mdzad do /  Écom ldan ‘das kyis bsdus pa’i rgyud chung ngu ‘di’i sbyor
gsum pa’i bshad pa ‘di ni nâ ro pa’i dgongs pa’o / (2) / de la dbang bskur nas ni ‘di nyid 
bstan / zhes pa*i tshig gis theg pa chen po gsang sngags la dang por dbang bskur ba'o // de 
la dkyil 4khor sngon du 'grò ba las leJu gnyis pas ni dkyil *khor ro // gsum pas ni dbang 
bskur ba'o /  (3) / bzhi pas ni dbang bskur ba*i don gyi ngo bo de kho na nyid do / (4) /  de 
ltar le^u gsum pos ni de yang gsang ba zhes bya ba nas mnyan par gyis zhes pa'i bar bshad 
pa'o / (5) / 'dis ni de ltar 4chad par <gynr ba'i / ba lang gnas kyi Ici skam dang // zhes bya 
ba la sogs pa sngon du 4gro bas sgom pa'i dkyil lkhor rgyas par bshad pa yang 4di nyid 
kjris zin pas de las logs shig Va ma bijod do /  (6) / de nas / gsang sngags zlos paJi bzlas 
bijod dang // bsam gtan gyis kyang 4grub par 'gyur // zhes mam par bshad pa'i 4grel pa las 
Inga pa nas brgyad paTi bar gyi le5u bzhi dang nyi shu Inga pa dang sum eu pas ni go rims 
'chol bas bzlas pa?i sngags btu ba bstan te / rgyud las slob dpoa med par sngags kyi bzlas 
pa dgag pa’i don yin par rtogs par bya’o / (7) / ‘di ltar bzlas pa’i dngos grub mchog dang /
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tha ma’i mtshan nyid las ‘jig rten pa’i dngos grub bstan pa ni dgp pa nas beu bzhi pa’i 
mthar thug pa dang /  bzhi beu rtsa gsum pa las le’u Inga beu pa’i bar du shes par bya’o // 
gang du dbang bskur nas 4jig rten las *das pa*i mchog gi dngos grub bstan to / (8) / de ltar 
‘di la ‘jig rten dang ‘jig rten las ‘das pa’i dKgos grub ni mal ‘byor ma’i bka’ drin las ‘gyiir 
ba ldir bstan paM don du beo Inga pa nas nyi shu rtsa bzhi pa*i bar gyis ni / pho nyas lhan 
cig dngos gmb ma // zhes bya ba la sogs pa mam par ‘grel te / ‘dis mal ‘byor ma’i dbye ba 
shes par bya ba^i phyir yi ge brda dang / rigs drug gi dbye ba dang /  ming gi mam grang 
dang / mkha’ ‘grò ma’i rigs kyi mtshan nyid dang / là ma’i rigs kyi mtshan nyid dang / lag 
pa'i brda dang / Ita ba*i phyag rgya dang / y an lag gi phyag rgya dang / mtshan ma*i phyag 
rgya dang / ngag gi brdas rab tu shes par 4gyur ba'i bye brag bcus pho nya^ mtshan nyid 
le'u bcur go rim ji Ita ba bzhin bstan to / (9) / de'i rjes la / dam tshig rtag tu bskyang bar bya 
// zhes bya ba la sogs pa*i don rdzogs par oyed pa las nyi shu risa drug pas ni yongs su 
shes paM pho nya ma mnyes par byed pa bsrung ba'i dam tshig bstan to // nyi shu rtsa bdun 
pas ni thob pa’i phyag rgya mnyes pa äe’i bka’ spyod pa bya ste / mal ‘byor pa nyid ces 
bya ba la sogs pa'i mthan nyid kyi don rdzogs par byas pas spros bcas kyi spyod pa bstan 
to // nyi shu brgyad pa dang nyi shu dgu pas ni spros bcas kyi spy od pa bstan to / (10) / 
sbrang rtsi mtshal dang ga bur bcas // zhes bya ba la sogs pa'i bshad pa ni sum cu rtsa geig 
pa la sogs pa'i le'u gsum gyis spyod pa thams cad la mkho ba bzang ba'i dam tshig bstan 
to // de la yang lag pa'i mchod pa dang / rdzas kyi khyad par gyi ming dang / kha zas kyi 
cho ga dbye bas gsum du shes par bya?o / (11) / de'i ijes la / mchod bzhi de bzhin dpa' bo 
che // zhes bya ba la sogs pa mam par 4grel pa ni sum cu rtsa bzhi pa la sogs pa le*u bzhi 
ste / phyag rgya chen po dang / chos kyi phyag rgya dang / las kyi phyag rgya dang / las 
kyi phyag rgya dbang du bya ba go rims ji Ita ba bzhin du rtogs par bya*o // dam tshig gi 
phyag rgya ni sngar gyi dkyil *khor gyi 4khor lo bsgom pa'i mtshan nyid gzhan du bstan 
pas na 4dir de las logs shig tu rgyas par ma bstan to / (12) /de nas sum cu rtsa brgyad pas ni 
yang mal 4byor pa nyid ces bya ba la sogs pa，i don rdzogs par bya ba’i phyir spros med 
dang / shin tu spros med kyi spyod pa rgyas par bstan to /  (13) / de la mal 4byor ma gsum 
gyi thun mong du gyur pa*i dngos grub kyi mtshan nyid sum cu rtsa dgu pa nas bzhi bcu 
rtsa gnyis pa*i bar du bstan to / (14) /  de ltar mdo dang rgyas par bstan paM sgo nas le'u 
Inga bcu rtsa geig tu bsdus nas bstan nas bstan to zhes bla ma'i man ngag go /
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The following is an abbreviated version of the Cakrasamvara lineage, extracted 

from gZhoa-au-dPal^ (1392-1481) Blue Annals (Roerich:380-397.) as well as from 

Tsongkhapa's Total Illumination, the relevant portion from which is translated below.

1. Vajradhara

2. Vajrapani

3. Saraha

4. Sabaresvara

5. Lüipa
6. Dârika
7. Vajraghanta

8. Kurmapàda

9. Jayandhara
10. Krsnâcàrya 

IL  Vijayapâda

12. TiUipa

13. Nâropa

Nâropa (1016-1100) is the main point of dissemination from which the Tibetan lineage 

branches spread. On the one hand he taught Sàntipa and Maitripa, the former of whom 

taught Atisa (982-1054). Atisa in turn taught Rinchen bZangpo (958-1055), who produced 

the first Tibetan translation of the Laghusamvara. Atisa also taught it to 4Gar dGe-ba of 

gTsang-rong and to Nag-isho Locâna. This branch is important primarily because Rinchen 

bZangpo's translation resulted from it.

According to Tsongkhapa Nâropa had four primary disciples in the Cakrasamvara 

Tantra, who are Manakasrijfiâna, Prajnâraksita, Phitonghamdu and Phamtingpa. There 

evidently were many more people who studied with him, however, judging by gZhon-nu 

dPal's account. Tsongkhapa says that the first of these was Nâropa's successor as the 

Northern Gatekeeper at Nâlandâ. The most important are the second two, the older two of 

the four Nepali brothers. These are Phamthingpa, who studied with Nâropa for nine years, 

and his older brother called both Phitonghamdu and Dharmamati, who studied with Nâropa 

for twelve years and then went off to Wu-tai Shan in China. There were also two younger
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brothers» Kâlacakrapa and Thangchunga, neither of whom achieved the supreme siddhi, 

though the servant of the latter, Bhadanta, did.

Phamthingpa, also known as the Great Anepa and Abhayakirti, was the source of 

an important lineage in Tibet; he taught the Tibetan Locäna kLog-skya Ses-rab-rtsegs, who 

taught Mal-gyo Locâna. Mai then travelled to Nepal， where also studied with Kanakairi, 

who according to Tsongkhapa is also known as Bhadanta, and was a disciple of 

Mânakasrijnâna, Prajnâraksita and Phamtingpa, as well as with Kanakasri's disciple 

Mahâkaruna. Bhadanta/ Kanakasri was evidently a very important figure, as he taught the 

Kasmiri Sumatikirti.

Mai gyo produced another translation of the Laghusamvara, and in turn taught 

Sachen Kun-dga1 sNying-po (1092-1158), who produced the important Pearl Garland 

commentary on the Cakrasamvara. From him descended the Sa-skya lineage, which was 

passed on to bSod-nams rTse-mo (1142-1182) and onward to the Sa-skya Pandita Kun- 

dga^ rGyal-mtshan (1181-1251).

Another important lineage was brought to Tibet by Marpa Dopa, from the family of 

Yar-'brog bla-do, a contemporary of the famous Marpa Lho-brag-pa (d. 1098). At the 

latter’s suggestion he went to India， met Nâropa， and learned Nâropa’s system via his 

disciples Manakasrijnâna, Prajnâraksita, the Kasmiri Bodhibhadra. On the way back he 

traveled through Nepal and also met and studied with Phamtingpa, the Nepali Kanakasri, 

the Kasmiri Sumatikirti and the siddha Vajrapani, a direct disciple of Maitripa. From 

Kanakasri/ Bhadanta he also received the transmission of an alternate lineage different from 

the above. It is:

1. Cakrasamvara

2. Vajravârâhi

3. Lûipa

4. Dengi-pa

5. Kambali-pa

13. Nàropa

14. Manakairijnàna

15. the Nepali Bhadanta

16. Marpa Dopa

17. gZe-ba blo-ldan
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6. Indrabodhi/ Indrabhûti
7. Kaca-pa 19. Äcärya Khu-Ihas-pa

20. Äcarya Lhotshan-pa
21. Locana mChog-ldan

18. gZe-ba Jo-bde

8. Vajraghanta

9. Jälandhara-pa
10. Krsnäcärya

11. Kusalana

22. bla-ma dPal-ldan Senge

23. Bu-ston

12. Tiüi-pa

Bu-ston (1290-1364) is said to have received the other lineage mentioned above as well, 

through both the branches coming though Atisa and the Sa-skyas respectively. Bu-ston 

was one of the most important figures in the systematization of the New School Tantras, 

and he wrote an important commentary on the Cakrasamvara as well. rJe Tsongkhapa 

(1357-1419) also contributed tremendously to the development of this tradition, and he too 

received the major transmissions coining through the Sa-skyas and Bu-ston. For 

information concerning Tsongkhapa^ education see the biography published in Thurman 

1982% pp. 4-39.
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